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DO THE RIGHT THING
IN 1915 EE

" There is but one rule of conduct for a

man—to do the right thing. The cost

may be dear in mDney, in friends, in in-

fluence, in labor, in a prolonged and painful

sacrifice; but the cost to do wrong is a

great deal dearer. You pay in the in-

tegrity of your manhood, in honor, in truth,

in character. You forfeit your soul's con-

tent, and for a timely gain you barter the

infinities."
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May You Enjoy A
Most Prosperous

1915

It is our sincere desire that our

present mutually cordial relations

may continue, and that we may

receive an ever-increasing share

of your business during 191 5

—

which we were never so well-

equipped to handle expeditiously.

Send your sorting orders to our

In-stock department now.

Ames-Holden-McCready
Limited

Montreal St. John Toronto Winnipeg

Calgary Edmonton Vancouver
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Sell More Felt Shoes
by stocking for 1915

A lot of people, particularly

women, seem to think that

a felt shoe is necessarily

clumsy and, on that ac-

count, prefer chilblains and

leather to felt shoes and

foot comfort.

But that notion is quickly

dispelled by the first sight of

elmira'felt SHOES.

Put ELMIRAS into your

window, Mr. Shoedealer,

and you will soon note a

very considerable increase

in the number of your felt

shoe customers.

ELMIRAS have won their

reputation by good looks,

backed up by solid comfort

and long-wearing qualities.

377—In Dark Green, Grey
and Black Felt

1312— In Dark Green, Grey
and Black Felt

ELMIRAS are

Made in Canada

and are sold

by all the

Best Canadian

Shoe Jobbers

Place order early for best

service
378—In Dark Green and

Black Felt

The Elmira Felt Co., Limited, Berlin, Ont.
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VHAT WE HAV

Of all things the most

annoying to a retail merchant,

is that of being out of a stock

and a staple line when custom-

ers are crowding after it.

Don't underestimate your re-

quirements on KANT
KRACK and DAINTY
MODE RUBBERS.

Our old friend THAW — not

Harry K.—January Thaw, will

soon be taxing your capacity.

INDEPENDENT JOBBERS

ARE GREAT ON HURRY-
UP SORTING ORDERS.

WE —

^

INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO. BRANDS
ARE SOLD BY

The Amherst Boot # Shoe Co., Limited - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------ Ottawa, Ont.
White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.
Kilgour, Rimer & Co., Limited - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited - Vancouver, B.C.
The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- - Toronto, Ont.
James Robinson - -- -- -- -- Montreal, Que.

THE
Independent Rubber Co.

LIMITED

MERRITTON ONTARIO
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Sample 2032 - $2.10

Sample 2033 - $2.15

Sample 2038 - $2.30

For Ladies

Diamond Shoe
Queen City Shoe

For Misses and Children

Weston's Shoes
"Best to Wear"

Twenty-five years ago we commenced
making "The Albany Shoe''—that easy

fitting shoe with neat appearance. A
few dealers yet fail to realize its value

as a business winner and a business

holder, but they are scarce, and you
have to search for them with a lantern.

Copied with more or less success

(usually less) by many of our Canadian

friends, the original is still leading.

*J We make these in McKay and Turns,

with or without Cushion Insoles.

Shoes illustrated are McKay.

Oh ! Yes ! Of course solid leather,

all shoes stamped with our name are

Solid Leather.

Our poet has broken loose again

—

When you purchase your Spring shoes

DO IT NOW

—

Weston's are the kind to choose,

DO IT NOW

—

Quality and Style are there,

Fit is right and Price is fair,

Weston's Shoes are BEST TO WEAR.
DO IT NOW

—

Everyone please join in the chorus.

Weston Shoe Co., Limited

Campbellford, Ont.

Canadian Girl
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SHoe MacHinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE 1£/<C MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eve-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL - - QUE.

11 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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"DOCTOR'S SPECIAL"

The Premier shoe for particular men who
desire footwear suitable to present season-

able conditions, yet dressy enough to give

the wearer a feeling of pride.

% Made from the best of materials through-

out with the same scrupulous workmanship

that characterizes every B'ELL shoe.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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"MADE IN CANADA"

If you are short of

RUBBERS
send us your order to-day

We have complete stocks and can

ship first train after receipt of your

order.

Special staff to handle orders re-

ceived after office hours.

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN, CANADA

VANCOUVER OTTAWAEDMONTON ™™?™^at
SASKATOON * ^ MONTREAL

WINNIPEG
LONDON
TORONTO

FREDERICTON
TRURO
CHARLOTTETOWN
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CLASSIC 99

You will fight for it,

Will you buy for it ?
" CLASSIC " Shoes are the

1 1"\ r\

"CLASSIC "

and still

ftCLASSIC "
$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

The busiest stores in Canada make a

special feature of " CLASSIC" Shoes.

For Women and Children

And there's a good reason why they
PAY. They have the style, the fit,

and the wearing quality that SATIS-
FIES; and they are sold to the dealer at

a price which leaves him a good margin
of PROFIT and gives him a popular
priced big selling line.

" THE NEATEST SHOES IN SH0ED0M"
THE SHOE THAT IS SUPPLANTING FOREIGN FOOTWEAR

Made in Canada, at Canada's most
up-to-date Shoe Factory.

Getty ®. Scott
Limited

Gait, Ontario

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65
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The "EVERYDAY"
Sells "Everydays " Everyday

And everyday it gives complete satisfaction. This
accounts for the saying that "One sale of the 'Every-

day' Shoe makes two customers."

The "Everyday" Shoe is smartly stylish, perfectly

comfortable, and as well made as honest material

and thorough methods can make it.

Made in Canada
in all the Popular Leathers

T. Sisman Shoe Co.,Limited
AURORA
ONTARIO

"YAMASKA" STAPLES
Made-in-Canada

Should be on Your Shelves
ST. HYACINTHE ,

CANADA .

Not only because they are made in Canada, by Canadian

workmen, of Canadian materials, wherever possible, but also

because of their value to you as a " bread-and-butter" line,

so to speak. Every shoe merchant, whether situated in

country or city, will find "Yamaska" shoes strong sellers with

a good proportion of his trade. These shoes have a high

reputation for standing up under severe

tests, and by stocking them you will ^/^^^^^
greatly increase both your turnover and

your net profits.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
_ _ _ _ ST HYACINTHE.

ST. HYACINTHE QUEBEC CANADA
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No. 205. Women's Felt Buskin. Plush Bound
Leather Facing. Flexible Leather Sole and Heel.

For Wear,

Warmth,
and

Comfort
there is nothing quite equal to

The Great West Felt Co.'s No. 128. Men's All Dongola Blucher. Toe Cap.
Heavy Felt L ined. Felt Sole and Heel.

"COLDPROOF" FELTS
Every inch of the felt used in this well-liked line is of our own manufacture,
made upon special machinery designed by our own experts. Upon the sole

of every genuine "COLDPROOF" FELT our named is stamped, and this

mark constitutes a positive guarantee of quality.

WE ARE NOT IN ANY TRUST

and our products are sold through independent jobbers. Our line includes

a complete range of smart styles for outdoor and indoor wear, for men,
women and children.

CATALOG ON REQUEST

If your jobber cannot supply you with "COLDPROOF" FELTS, write us

and we will at once supply you with the name of a jobber who can.

No. 243. Women's Felt Romeo. Plush Bound.
Bow and Buckle. Flexible Leather Sole and
Heel. Colors : Green. Brown, Red. Grey
and Black.

The Great West
Felt Co., Limited

Elmira,

Ontario

KM*
No 200. Women's Felt Bal.. Circular Vamp.
Vamp Lined. Leather Facing and Back Strap.
Felt Sole and Heel.
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Is Your Stock of

"Miner" and "Shefford"

Rubbers Complete?

THE seasonable weather

of the last three weeks,

plus Christmas buy-

ing, has, no doubt, made
considerable inroads upon
your assortment of styles

and sizes. Now, after the

holidays are over, is the time

to go into your stock care-

fully and SORT UP.

Such prompt and satisfac-

tory sorting service as our

nearest selling agent can

give you at any time en-

ables you to make a large

rubber turnover, with a min-

imum of capital invested at

any one time—a point worth

while considering at present.

Try a sorting order and be

convinced.

J*UBBC&

The Miner Rubber Company, Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8f Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns Si Wanless ------- London, Ont.
Dowling Sf Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith 8s Co. - -- -- -- - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey * Co. - - - - - - - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8f Co. ------- - Sydney, C.B.
Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Western,Limited, 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

MINER
EANS
ERIT
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REGAL MB
^^^B ' ^^^^

MADE IN CANADA
In Toronto there is a REGAL factory, in which REGAL
SHOES are made especially for the Canadian trade.

In shapes and patterns these REGAL SHOES are identical

with those sold in our 18 New York stores.

That is, in the REGAL line, you get an absolutely Canadian-

made Shoe, that is also an authentic reproduction of the smart-

est New York Styles.

35 Regal Styles Always Ready
For Immediate Shipment

If there is not already a REGAL Shoe Shop in your town, write

us concerning exclusive local selling rights.

Style 1525-BARRISTER-Black Calf Bal. Style 1518—BELMONT—Heavy Box Calf
Cost: $3.90 Retails: $6.00 Cost: $3.50 Retails: $5.00

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
102 Atlantic Ave. Toronto, Ont.
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492

St. Valier Street

Quebec, Que.

122 Adelaide

Montreal, Que. Street Wc,t

Toronto, Ont.
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During 1915

Cock O' Th' North

PAT. N.°*^hl9409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

Tebbutt Shoes
"Made-in-Canada"

Will Enjoy a Larger Sale Than Ever Before

This is due not only to the inherent

quality of Tebbutt-made shoes,

but also to the splendid reputation

achieved by our " Doctor's" and

"Professor" brands for many years

past—which reputation is being

steadily augmented.

Thereforethe retailerwho handles

these two brands will find selling

much easier than will be the case

if he handles shoes of poorer qual-

ity, and lesser reputation. By
keeping a full range of these shoes

on his shelves during 1915 he will

turn his stock over oftener, be-

cause of the demand, thus increas-

ing his net profit, as well as the

good-will of his trade.

It will pay every retailer to include

in his New Year's resolves one to

stock more "Doctors" and
"Professor" Shoes during 1915.

All the Leading Canadian Jobbers
Garry Our Shoes in Stock

The Tebbutt
Shoe & Leather Co., Ltd.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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MADE IN CANADA

Flawless Quality
^lways Uniform

IT
01

The "GRACIA" is a money-maker

This is a well-proved fact, the absolute

accuracy of which has been tested by

scores of wide-awake shoe merchants.

The "GRACIA" is a women's McKay
Shoe, of unusual distinction of style,

made throughout of solid leather and

warranted by us to give the highest degree

of satisfaction.

No. 137

Brocade
Top,
McK.
Turn,
Dixie Last

POPULAR PRICES
Big range of stock ready for immediate delivery

The W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.
Berlin, Ont. Limited

OS SHO
^ADE MAR*

^ANt02

REPRESENTATIVES—
New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island—KILLAN Si SEMPLE
Quebec ----- A. MARTINE. 743 Champlain St.. Montreal
Ottawa Valley ... E. E. CODE. 281 Wellington St.. Ottawa
Toronto and East - - - - - - - -L. J. ILES. Toronto
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta .... G. G. LENNOX
British Columbia - - F. F. HENDERSON. 416 Cordova St.. Vancouver
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FORWARD, MARCH

!

Onward to greater prosperity

Big)
1 he best route is along the

old, firmly trodden road of

QUALITY.

Give the public values that

impress them, and you will

get their future trade.

m Try the vitalizing effect of

" MURRAY-MADE 99

and "DERBY"
for the Men and

—

* V -M- V A i 1T1.VX1 till V*

" CLEO

"

for the Women

They get you the business

on the triple ground of

looks, comfort and wear.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONT.
Montreal Branch:

sole FRANK J. McKENNA agent

Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets.
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EUREKA!!
We can now furnish the glove manufacturers

a cream colored, full grain glove horsehide.

The leather is made in weights suitable for

gloves or mittens and we suggest that you cut

P. & V. Eureka Glove Horsehides hereafter.

PFISTER & VOQEL CO.
85 =87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E.C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

THE

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

Bay Street, Toronto63

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ®.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. USA
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

I

!

LIMITED

Os'hav/a, Ontario

TANNSTIS AMID

Site, Voloui's S.Ul«$, 0<m

Motal Si<los,] (oavy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chroma and OoinMna-

fion Tarmn^os,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

621 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Out.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

John Bull

Larrigans
and

Leggings

No. 13

14 in. leg.

Give us a trial

order and be

convinced.
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated

QMlNlQfl j Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL P.Q.

JANUARY FOOT-PRINTS

consists of a

Handsome Catalogue
of

BERLIN"

WARM FELT FOOTWEAR
and

KIM-FELT

KUMFYS"

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED IN COLORS

DON'T MISS YOUR COPY

Dominion
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Does January Sale Bring Any Profit to Retailer?

Should You Have a January Sale?—The Views of Different Dealers—Why One Man
Scouts the Proposition—Other Retailers Explain Why Sales Are Profitable to

Store—Circumstances Have Much to Do With the Case

What are you doing regarding the January sale this year?

While in the past most shoe retailers have had strong

ideas on the subject either for or against the holding of a

sale, this year there are a great many who hardly know
which way to turn, and while they agree that there are a

dozen reasons why reductions in January are not advisable,

still there are other reasons that make it almost imperative

to reduce stock this month.
Although stocks are low in many establishments, busi-

ness has been abnormally quiet within the past year and
especially so in the last six months or so. The holiday

season naturally causes conditions to pick up to a certain

extent. It is generally anticipated, however, that January
and possibly part of February will be quiet months as far

as the retailer is concerned, although it is pretty well an
assured thing that the trade in general will improve steadily

from the middle of February on, and all the leading shoe
dealers in the country predict a good spring season.

However, it is felt by the average shoe retailer that he
must do something to stimulate trade during the next month
or so, and the first means of doing so that occurs to his mind
is the holding of a January sale. Those dealers, who in the

past have been in the habit of instituting annual or semi-

annual reduction sales, seem this year to be working along the

same policy as usual. Other shoemen who in past seasons

have taken a firm stand against sales, this year do not

express such decided opinions on the subject.

Has Stood Out Against It

A Toronto retailer said: "In the past I have stood out
firmly against the idea of January sales. In fact I took such
a decided stand on the question that I would be cutting my
own throat were I to institute a sale in my establish-

ment. I have drilled into the minds of my customers my
policy of 'quality, not quantity,' therefore they would lose

confidence in me immediately were I to open a January sale.

On the whole I feel satisfied. My stock of 'shelf warmers'
and left-overs has never been large, and this year is no
exception to the rule. I have always been a fairly good
buyer, and when I see a line is not selling any too well I

push it hard, and also give my clerks orders to do so. Busi-
ness has been very slack lately, there is no denying, but I

think I would be unwise to make a change now, as I feel it

will be merely a matter of a month or so before things begin

to improve."
A Montreal dealer approached last week said, "I am

undecided as to just what I will do this year. I have never
favored the January Sale idea; neither have I ever expressed

any very decided objections to it. I have never held a sale

of any kind, however, and hate to begin now. The class of

custom I reach is of the well-to-do class, and in the past

I have never had any trouble catering to their entire satis-

faction. This year, however, things are somewhat different,

and owing to poor business conditions and lack of employ-
ment in all walks of life and in every trade and profession,

my business, as has undoubtedly been the case with every
other retailer, has dropped off to a considerable extent.

Something must be done to liven up things.

"From what I observe, folk who have never bothered
themselves in former years with bargains or reduction sales,

seem to feel this year that it is incumbent upon them to

economize in every direction and have bought as little as

possible in the way of footwear and when they do purchase,
strive to get all they can for the money they are called upon
to pay out. Not only this, but certain folk who have
always been more or less particular as to what they wore in

the matter of style and adaptability, have sacrificed some of

their fastidiousness. Where it was impossible to dispose of

an old last, or at least very difficult to do so a year or so

ago, this year people are not so 'finicky.' This means
that the dealer who overbought, and who is loaded up with
old stock is going to offer it at attractive prices, now that he
sees a chance of unloading it. Therefore, although I do not
favor the idea, it appears I must 'follow the crowd' in order

to protect my own interests."

How the People View It

The foregoing view is that taken by a large number of

shoe dealers interviewed. Many retailers who do not as a

rule believe in the January sale, feel that the question this
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year is not the same at all as in former seasons. They have
always looked coldly on the proposition. They believe it

ordinarily does more harm than good. People get the idea

when they see a dealer advertising a January sale, that he

has been "doing" his customers in the past. For instance.

Blank, who is a patron of the Jones Shoe Store, will say,

"Why is it that Jones can advertise his wares, 'any shoe in

stock' at a reduction of 20 per cent.? I can depend on it

that he usually makes a pretty good profit on the footwear

he sells me, and by gosh, if he can afford to take off another

20 per cent, from the usual price I pay it must mean that

he is making a profit of thirty or forty per cent, on every sale,

and it is about time for me to take my patronage elsewhere."

Probable View of Customer

Now there is a whole lot of reason to account for the

average customer's taking this view. First of all, he may
not be very well up in shoe figures. While he can usually

tell when he is being charged a dollar too much for a pair,

he has hardly any idea at all of the production cost of foot-

wear. He knows that a certain shoe sells for $5.00. He
has the suspicion, which is a common mistake made by the

consumer, that he is handing the dealer a clear 100 per

cent or more profit on the article he buys. How does he

get this idea? Perhaps he happens to know that a certain

brand of footwear sells wholesale for $3.50. He pays $5.00

for it. The retailer must secure a profit of $1.50. The
customer forgets to account for operating expenses of the

retailer. He always figures about $2.00 net profit for the

dealer. Mayhap an opportunity occurs where the dealer

can explain and show a patron just what per cent, of net

profit he makes on a single pair. The customer is fairly

well satisfied until he sees a sale advertised by this same
dealer guaranteeing a genuine reduction of twenty or twenty-

five per cent. What is the natural conclusion he jumps at?

Why, he feels that he has been cheated and that the dealer

has acted in a hypocritical manner.

There are other reasons why certain dealers do not

favor January sales. In ordinary good times, many retailers

state, there is no excuse for a man to over-stock. Sane,

sensible buying, they say, eliminates the necessity of

holding sales. These are not ordinary times, however,

and these self-same dealers now feel that it is not merely

a question of getting rid of left-overs, but one of stimulating

trade, and that perhaps a January sale is- necessary to

accomplish this end. Therefore, many dealers took an

undecided stand on the question as to whether it pays to

have a sale.

Two Sides to Question

There are the dealers who have always held January
sales in the past. Without exception these men are holding

sales this year. In fact, with conditions in such a quiet

state, many retailers have been holding their usual January
sale since as early as December 1st, and will continue as long

as it is to their advantage to do so. These retailers give

some very good reasons explaining why they are justified

in their move. One shoeman said, "As usual, I am holding

a January sale this year. In fact, I believe had I never

held one before, I would do so this year and would feel

amply justified in running a reduction sale. I have been in

the shoe business for the past twenty years, and have always

held an annual, and sometimes a semi-annual sale. I have
never found that it did any harm to my business, but has

always helped me to clear out old odds and ends that I

would otherwise never get rid of. I do not, as a rule, allow

a discount on every pair of shoes in the store, although on
several occasions I have done so, making the reduction a

very small one. Usually my January reduction is an offering

of slow-selling lines, featured in the window and advertising

matter of the store, as well as in the store itself."

Another retailer who operates a store in the shopping

section of Winnipeg stated, " I am a strong believer in Janu-

ary sales. They not only serve as a means of selling old

stock, but also aid in disposing of the faster moving lines.

For this reason, I am taking special pains to make my sale

this year a successful one. Two years ago, I deliberately

dropped my January sale as a means of testing its value.

My business dropped off thirty per cent, that month, which
was enough to satisfy me that a sale paid as far as I was
concerned, as I usually make a good profit during a sale.

This I attribute to the fact that I always ask a good price

for my footwear, and have always found that people were
willing to pay for what they got. However, catching the

transient trade that my establishment does, I would be
foolish not to take advantage of an opportunity to dispose of

old stock, secure customers for the faster moving lines, and
advertise the store. The January sale, I find, accomplishes

all these purposes. Not alone for those reasons does it pay,

but it also protects me from a competitive standpoint. If

I were in a certain location, I would not think of holding a

sale at January nor at any other time. But where an
average store is located at a central point, a January sale

is a necessity. For, if you don't hold it the other fellow is

doing so, and his store gets the bargain hunters, of whom
there are a large number in every town and city. I hold

my sale before stock-taking, as I have to know just what
I have in my store, but the man who is not certain on this

point is foolhardy when he offers reductions without knowing
where he stands."

From the foregoing interviews, it can be seen that the

January sale is being looked upon in an entirely different

light by many shoemen this year. From a consensus of

opinions, it will be seen that the January Sale idea is favor-

able to many dealers to whoni in the past it did not appeal.

The effect of the war, and adverse business conditions seem
to be responsible for the feeling, and certainly there are a

great many more January sales than in the past. In fact,

in the shoe trade as well as in other lines such as gents'

furnishings, furniture, etc., there are dealers who did not

wait until January to start their sales, but who had them
well under way in December.

Many are of the impression that the cry of "Sale"
scares people, and causes them to be suspicious as to their

genuineness, as sales within the past year have been so fre-

quent in all branches of trade.

Big Changes in Felt Plants
Some changes and additions have been made to the

plants of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co., Berlin, with

a view of taking care of the large amount of the lighter

lines of winter wear and "Kumfy" slippers, such as have

been imported from other countries into Canada in the past.

With this in view, the company have secured the services

of Mr. C. A. Maddox, who was for fifteen years superin-

tendent of the Daniel Green Felt Shoe Co., of Dolgeville,

New York, and have installed for this purpose, a complete

new equipment consisting of electric cutting machines,

latest type lasting machinery, turn machinery, etc.,—in fact,

a complete outfit of up-to-date equipment especially suited

for the work of making the lighter lines of felt house shoes,

"Kumfy" slippers, etc. In addition to the cheaper grades

of slippers, there has also been provision made for making
the higher grades of bedroom and boudoir slippers in finest

felts of the most delicate shades of color, also velvet and
silk evening and dress slippers. The company have also

completely re-equipped one of their felt mills with the view

of specializing in this mill in fine colored shoe felts, as they

expect the demand for "Kumfy" slippers will require a

largely increased capacity for this class of stock. The}'

have secured the services of Mr. O. S. Campbell, who has

been for many years the superintendent of some of the best

felt mills in America.
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Few Retailers Make Over Five Per Cent. Net Profit
They May Think They Do But Do They—What Five Per Cent. Really Means—Great Many Shoe Dealers

Are Earning a Living Only—Some Facts on Figuring Profits

Do you make five per cent, net profit on your shoes?

You may think this question ridiculous; but, are you
sure you're making five per cent, net profit? By five

per cent, net profit we mean that every time you sell a dollar's

worth of goods you make five cents over and above all

expenses—depreciation, interest on your money, your stock,

and everyone's salary, says an exchange.

Here's what five per cent net means:

—

If you have $2,000 invested in your business and sell

$8,000 worth of goods during the year, your $2,000 will

have earned its interest whether the money belongs to you
or someone else, and, at the end of the year you have an
investment of $2,000 and a clear gain of $400 outside of the

salary you have paid yourself from the business.

Few retailers make more than five per cent, on shoes.

Few turn their stock more than three times a year. Some
make five per cent, profit by turning their stock but once.

A great many retailers are just making a living. They do
not even make five per cent net.

It has been shown that the cost of doing business

amounts to between twenty and thirty per cent, on the

selling price.

Instead of buying a shoe at $2.25 to sell at $3.00 and
trusting to luck for the expense to take care of itself, why
not take out your five per cent, profit first, which is 15 cents;

then figure the selling cost which amounts to, say twenty-
eight per cent? Leaves you up a tree, doesn't it? It means
a loss of 25 cents on a pair of $3.00 shoes. Obviously then,

you cannot afford to sell for $3.00 a shoe that costs you more
than $2.00—that is if you want to make five per cent, net

profit.

In every business leaders are needed. A live shoe

store must appeal to every class of people in order to build

up the business. Certain classes of people will not wear
a $3.00 shoe that costs you $1.75 because they want shoes

that embody the latest style features. They want shoes

that fit perfectly—which are carried in widths—and they

will shop around till they find them. To get the trade of

these people—who make good boosters when they buy of

you, it is necessary to buy some leaders and it may be neces-

sary to pay $2.15 for a few styles to sell at $3.00.

Then, there is a class of trade very easily satisfied

—

who want nothing but plain, good-fitting shoes—and who are

willing to pay $3.00 for shoes that you can buy for $1.75.

And between these two classes is a great mass of cus-

tomers who can be induced to pay $3.00 for footwear and who
will return time after time for duplicates which you can buy
for $2.00.

There is a high-grade class of persons who care more for

style than for what it costs. They insist on what is new when
it's new and the dealer who is left with any of these shoes

after the demand has fallen off is most unfortunate, as they
would not buy them at any price. To offset the amount of

depreciation in goods of this character—novelties—retailers

should get a gross profit, unusually large—seventy-five per

cent, average on the cost price is not unreasonable.

It is to be hoped that this sermon on "profit" will set

many retailers "right with themselves" and with their

stocks.

Let Other Fellow Give Credit

"Charge it," she says, often because it's the easiest way.
And then there are some who open charge accounts

because they want you to see their names on the books so

that you will patronize them in return, says J. &. K. Shoe
News.

Funny thing about this credit business. Because they
are not required to pass cash, some folks buy more than they
otherwise would. Others pay less because the spectre of

huge bills—magnified—haunts them o' nights.

A still funnier thing is that some people who run up
big charge accounts invariably patronize your competitor
when they do get hold of cash. You want to bring such
folks to time on time.

We suggest that unless you are absolutely sure of your
customers' credit, don't grant it—let the merchant across

the street take chances. We also suggest that when you do
extend credit, you render your bills the first day of every
month and insist on prompt payment, particularly in cases

where you are a trifle doubtful.

And finally, unless your stock consists of philanthropy
instead of shoes, don't let your fellow church member, lodge

member, or anyone else run up big bills.

Made Many Improvements
Ed. C. Garbutt, shoe retailer, of Pict-

on, Ont. who some time ago bought the

business of the late J. C. North, has,

during the past few months, made decided

improvements to his store, which is now
very bright and attractive. New lighting

fixtures have been installed, as well as

several silent salesmen show cases, oak
chairs, fitting stools, parceling counters, etc.

In fact the whole interior is re-arranged

and it is Mr. Garbutt's intention, later

on, to make other renovations which will

certainly make his establishment one of

the neatest and nicest that can be
found. Mr. Garbutt is a live shoeman,
was for years employed with the late Mr.
North, and is widely known throughout
Prince Edward County. He makes a

specialty of traveling goods in which he
has developed a large trade.
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Next Army Shoes to be for "Service," not for "Parade"
What Canadian Government is Learning in Supplying Footwear for the Forces—Leading Authority Says Shoes for First

Contingent Were not Meant for Foreign Service and Good Value Was Given—New Pairs Should Weigh 65 Ounces

When the Canadian Government places its next order

for army footwear indications point to a likelihood of heavier

shoes being specified. The belief is growing that the shoes

so far ordered are not meant for wear by fighting men in

the trenches or soldiers roaming the plains and mountains,

but by civilians in the process of becoming soldiers,—clerks

and managers and postmen and farmers, and others who go

to make up a volunteer army in training.

The footwear already distributed is "parade" footwear,

and not "service" foot covering, if the keener minds see

things correctly. It is certain that no comparison can be

made between the shoes being made in Canada for our

soldiers and those approved by English and foreign Govern-
ments for use by men in the firing line. The Canadian
model, in such a comparison, is a gentleman's, and the

European is a workingman's shoe intended for the hardest

kind of wear. Practical shoe manufacturers give credit to

the firms who already have executed Government orders.

They say that the shoes were made according to specifica-

tions, broadly speaking, and, in the case of the supplies for

the first contingent, under most trying circumstances.

But the specifications are generally not thought to be those

for the "fighting" shoe. The sole is not heavy enough,

and it is not hob-nailed or quilted, nor is the heel reinforced

by a steel plate. The shank is too narrow and not strong

enough to stand spade work. The uppers are not heavy
enough in all cases, though sometimes they are sufficiently

heavy, but not pliable. In short, the specifications are for

a shoe that does very well for use in Canada for parade or

training purposes, but which does not answer for wear in

England, much less in Europe.

Says Shoes Were for Home Use
That the shoes for the first contingent were not meant

for foreign service; that they were, on the whole, entirely

up to Government specifications; that they were, broadly

speaking, well-made and delivered in record time; that the

shoe manufacturers who executed the Government's first

order for army footwear deserve credit for what they accom-
plished, was stated by W. V. Matthews, manager manufac-
turing department Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mont-
real, in an interview with the Shoe and Leather Journal.
Mr. Matthews had just returned from a business trip to

Boston and New York, and expressed surprise that there

was so much gossip in shoe trade circles on the subject of

the first lot of army shoes.

"Those shoes were never meant for foreign service,"

said Mr. Matthews, "as the Government well knew that

their specifications called for shoes that did not at all resemble

the standard army patterns generally endorsed by Great

Britain and European nations. It was not the intention

of the Government to set a new style in army footwear for

nations that had learned by practical experience what was
best suited for war use.

"There is an army shoe," said Mr. Matthews, picking

up an English army model, real service style, "which is the

only make that will stand the wear and tear of actual service

conditions. A pair of them weigh 65 ounces. The shoes

supplied to the Canadian Government would not weigh

more than 38 ounces, which is about 18 ounces to 20 ounces

more than the weight of an ordinary pair of men's welts.

You cannot observe both shoes and say they were meant to

give the same service. It is ridiculous.

"The shoes supplied members of the first contingent

were meant to be used by the soldiers while in training to

accustom their feet to heavier footwear. The immediate
change from light welts to shoes of the army patterns as

used in Europe would have crippled most of the volunteers

in a week. Knowing that it would be months before the
Canadian force went to the firing line, the Government
saw fit to specify shoes such as were ordered, and, speaking
generally, they received good value from the Canadian
manufacturers who shared in the business. Speaking for

our firm, we received an order for 62,500 pairs, or about
one-fourth of the entire quantity. Not one pair has been
returned or complained about. It is quite possible that

some manufacturers may not have been so fortunate.

"You must realize the tremendous handicap under which
we all worked. These shoes were wanted almost imme-
diately. Our own first delivery, 35,000 pairs, was made
three weeks from the date on which we received the order.

Think of the difficulty of securing a staff in the factory to

W. V. MATTHEWS, MONTREAL

handle such work quickly. Conditions in the shoe trade

were slow at the time the business was placed, and few
factories had on their pay roll a staff nearly adequate to do
the work. Extra hands had to be taken on and put to work
with the older employees. The specifications furnished

were specific. For the uppers, for example, 6 ounce calf

was designated. There was not enough of this weight

on hand to go around. Somebody had to use lighter stock,

because it was an impossibility for the tanners to produce

more on short notice. A lighter stock could not be used

satisfactorily, and doubtless some of the complaints arise

from the fact that specified stock was not used in every pair.

"To me it seems a fine compliment to Canadian shoe

manufacturing that complaints have been so few. Every
shoeman knows that newly made shoes are 'green'; and
'green' shoes do not retain their shape when worn imme-
diately, but assume the shape of the foot covered. All

these shoes were shipped as soon as they were made, as the

factories were working night and day—while the inspectors

worked Sundays too—to gain time .They should have been

held for two or three weeks, to become seasoned. Let us

be fair to everyone from the Government down to the

humblest worker in the shoe factory. From top to bottom
every one concerned was working under tremendous pressure.

"As for future army shoes, "concluded Mr. Matthews,

"when the Government calls for shoes for service on the

firing line they will find that Canadian makers are quite

capable of supplying requirements. Some excellent samples

have been placed before the authorities."
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A Profitable Line of Findings For Cold Weather
With Winter Selling Now in Full Operation You Have Opportunity for Large Profits—What is Doing in Findings—Buckles

and Shoe Ornaments Popular—Strong Revival of Gaiters and Leggings—Dandy Advertising Scheme.

Is your findings department strictly up-to-date?

Many shoemen are under the impression that all they
have to do to successfully operate this profitable sideline

is to stock up a sufficient assortment of the various articles

called for and then let the department run itself.

Naturally, they are disappointed when no interest is

shown by patrons of the store, and when they show abso-

lutely no desire to purchase. But very often there is a reason

which explains the poor showing being made by the de-

partment.

Supposing you were to secure a stock of footwear in

your store then turn your mind to something else, what
would be the result? Why, you wouldn't sell a dozen pairs

a week. Moreover, after a short while, your shoes would
be out of style, your assortment poor, and the department
would assume, to use one of the latest slang phrases, a

"nobody home" appearance. Rank failure would be the

result. The same applies to the findings department.

To be a money-maker, it must be up-to-date in every respect.

Popular Lines This Winter

There are some articles which sell better than others

at a certain season. At the present time, an exceedingly

large call is being made for buckles and ornaments.

There has been so much talk about the possibilities of

shoe ornament popularity for the winter that a canvass

of representative dealers is necessary to secure sufficient

data to offer any predictions. With this in mind a thorough
investigation was made by the writer and some interesting

information brought to light.

The consensus of opinion is that short skirts and the

modern dance are assured for all season. And almost

to a man shoemen agree that these two factors make shoe

jewellery a necessity to the well dressed woman. There-

fore, it is agreed that there must be ornaments and the

question is of what sort.

Buckles and Ornaments Will Be Smaller

The one predominating feature in fashionable shoe or-

naments is that they are smaller. This applies to the whole
gamut of novelties from buckles to colonial tongues. The
large gawdy ornament of yesterday is dead; the modest
but rich ornament of to-day is very much alive.

Good stores are showing many evening slippers of black
and white effects. These are ornamented with beads, jet,

and rhinestones, sometimes in combination, sometimes not.

Plain blacks and fancy button ornaments, also vegetable

ivory ornaments in black and combinations of green, white,

purple and other colors are strictly new. Small rhinestone

buckles and buttons are used to quite an extent, also small

German silver ornaments in the shape of crescents and other

pleasing patterns have replaced bows on plain or strap pumps.
Little touches of color are added by using ivory ornaments
that give a bit of life to an otherwise plain shoe. Many
dealers think that rhinestone is the staple ornament which
will endure for many years because of its adaptability.

On the whole it seems to be a safe prediction that shoe
ornaments are going to be popular all winter. The fol-

lowing is good proof. All the leading shoe shops of a large

city were visited. All the stores had a representative buckle
stock and almost every low shoe for women in the stocks

had ornaments. Then, too, dealers in all parts of the country
were asked about the outlook. Over ninety per cent, of the

answers were that there would be a strong call for ornaments.
Speaking on the subject a leading Montreal findings

house manager said, "We are having such a call for over-

gaiters and leggings that we are working our factory night

and day, and are still behind in supplying our customers.
Is this not encouraging?"

The above statement gives one a fair idea of the demand
being made throughout the country for these goods. Gaiters
for women and also for men have the call. The field for

women is particularly large. For gaiter boots are undeni-
ably the fashion. Now there are many women who prefer

low shoes for the greater part of the winter. By wearing
gaiters they have all the appearance of wearing fashionable
high shoes.

A large Eastern findings house are showing a gaiter

for women which, when worn over an ordinary shoe, gives

it the appearance of a fashionable cloth top product. This
gaiter is turned out in all colors and fabrics, and is making
a tremendous hit, as the top can be changed. Thus, while

style is attained, one is also able to practice economy.
Now economy is an important question, and where shoe
wearers formerly purchased half a dozen pairs of shoes, they
are now limiting themselves to one, two, or three pairs at

most. When the imitation fabric top gaiter is worn, the
wearer has the same advantages as she would have with
half a dozen pairs of shoes at her command.

Other Popular Lines

The large call being shown is for light colored gaiters.

Naturally the short skirts being worn tend to increase the
popularity of the gaiter. In the cities, when passing along
a shopping street, one is able to count the wearers of them
by the hundreds.

Leggings are also being called for strongly, although it

is a little early to sell them yet, but the probabilities are

that they will prove very strong this winter. Like the
gaiters, they are being shown in all the different styles,

fabrics and colors.

At the present season there are a number of other lines

that have quite a call, that is seasonable articles used for

winter wear, and also birthday gifts. This is the proper
time to push lines appropriate for gift giving, and in the
findings department there are innumerable articles suitable

as birthday presents, such lines, for instance as boudoir
slippers, women's hand bags, men's military brushes, and
others for which there will be a large demand within the next
few weeks.

Give First-class Service

Be sure that your findings clerk knows the stock.

Nothing makes a customer so hot as to go into a shoe store,

say for a button hook. He is in a hurry. The clerk doesn't
seem to find the article and the customer leaves heaping
curses on all shoemen as he goes. It isn't the immediate
sale that matters so much as the fact that the man may be
a shoe customer of the store, and is always at least a possible

one. Furthermore, at the present season you have a splen-
did opportunity of making your findings department better
known to your patrons, if it is not already popular with
them, and you should go out of your way in order to make it

a necessary institution with them when they are shopping.

First-Class Advertising Stunt

Now is your chance to get in some good licks in an
advertising way for your findings department. You have
for the next couple of months some splendid talking points,

and it is to be hoped that you employ them to advantage.
Use the p esent season as a means of profitable advertising.

You can also tell patronsof your full winter lines. For
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example, suppose you send a personal letter to each one of

your lady customers or purchasers, containing a style talk on

gaiters and shoe ornaments. If you go the right way about

this, that is, succeed in making your circular appear above

the ordinary run of advertising letters, you are sure to reap

a harvest. First of all, secure what you can truthfully call

a real good assortment of shoe buckles and ornaments, and
also a stylish line of over-gaiters. If you want to advertise

boudoir slippers, you can also secure a good assortment of

these. Then get up a circular that will appeal to your pat-

rons. In this article we have given plenty of information

as to what is having the call in the large style centres. In

the average fair size Canadian town, the feminine portion

of the community are, if anything, almost better dressed

than the majority of women in the city. There are several

reasons for this, principal among them being the feminine

love of being just a little better dressed, just a trifle more
stylish than other women. In the average town where

everyone knows everybody else, you will generally find

the feminine section have a keen eye for style, and they are

quick to grasp at anything new. Where in the large city

one can don a new suit without anyone else being especially

aware of it, in the town or small city, the very fact of Mrs.

Smith-Jones, society leader, having taken to the wearing of

light colored over-gaiters is enough to cause a town-wide
demand for them. Therefore, it is up to the shoe retailer

to promote this rivalry, and a neat letter containing a style

talk, short and sweet, will do an immense lot of good.

There are other methods, also, of advertising your

findings department these days. You can employ the daily or

weekly newspaper to advantage. Talk on the up-to-dateness

of your findings department. Give special attention to it

in your publicity arrangements. Dress a good snappy
findings window. But, above all, be sure you are creating

interest. Get the women interested. Then watch how the

profits roll in.

Simple Stock Keeping Method

A sheet (loose-leaf preferred) is given each style and the

style number entered thereon, together with a description

SELLING PRICE

DESCRIPTION COST

Period
RECEIPTS DISPOSALS

On Hand Cost

Ending Factory Exchange E xchange Sales

3-8 120

3-10 38 1 15 142

3-24 1 1 10 132

3-31 1 2 12 119

4-8 72 22 169

4-16 1 1 9 160

4-1

6

160

4-24 30 130

SAMPLE SHEET OF STOCK-KEEPING BOOK

of the shoe, its selling price and cost by a leading retailer

who explains his simple system as follows. To begin with,

an inventory is taken, and the number of pairs entered in

the column headed, ''on hand." Postings can be made

on the sheets weekly, or, to avoid the broken weeks at the

end of the month, for inventory purposes, the postings may
be made in periods of, say, eight days, closing the periods

on the eighth, sixteenth, twenty-fourth and last day of

the month, or in ten day periods, tenth, twentieth and
last day.

As shoes come in from the factory they are given lot

numbers, and at the end of the week, or period, the different

styles are assembled into one quantity, and this quantity,

posted in the column, "from factory." Likewise, the ex-

changes, i. e., returned from customers in exchange for other

styles, are also assembled and posted in the proper column,

"receipt exchange," or "disposal exchange," as suggested.

In a similar manner the sales, both charge and cash, are

assembled and posted in the "sales" column. The differ-

ence between the receipts and disposals, added to or sub-

tracted from the quantity in hand, as the difference would
require, gives the number of pairs on hand at the close of

the period.

At the end of any month, or period, for that matter,

extensions may be made into the dollars and cents column,

and by adding the stock-sheet inventory can be quickly

obtained. This inventory, however, should be occasionally

verified by a physical inventory and corrections made on
the sheets to correspond with the physical inventory. It is

suggested that all physical inventories be entered in red

under the date taken, and these entries made on every sheet

whether corrections are necessary or not.

This method does not keep track of sizes as this w uld

complicate the system. Sizes are easily taken of stock on
hand, and salesmen's duplicates and copies of mail-orders

will indicate what sizes were orginally ordered.

No Need for Such Destruction

"I do not see that it is at all necessary," remarked a

shoe jobber the other day, "for a dealer to pull, jerk, haul

and maul shoe shipments in order to discover defects.

Here are five shoes that have just come back. They are a

pebble Bal., standard screw for women, and have been
lasted on a straight last in which there is no hinge. Now
this last does not change style and is used by manufacturers

from year to year. All this boot costs a shoe dealer is $1.15.

It is possible that one or two of the shoes may have been
split a little at the throat, but this dealer has gone to work
and pulled both sides apart, with the result that the vamp
has split on three or four pairs, as you see. Now, this is

not the fault of the leather, because no shoe would be ex-

pected to stand the strain which this man has put upon it

in his efforts to discover something wrong. You can take

any article on earth, and if you pull and yank hard and
long enough, it will either tear or get out of place.

"Then, here is another dealer, who has returned to us

a man's McKay shoe, box kip, which sells at $1.25. This

shoe has, of course, a gum canvas box toe, which will stay

up under all circumstances, and to find if it is firm, all the

dealer has to do is to put his thumb on it and press with a

reasonable force. But this offender has used the whole

strength of his hand, in his effort to crush or break down
the box toe, with the result he was successful in the instance

I have spoken of. When dealers can buy shoes at the

figures I have mentioned, so long as they can give the wearer

reasonable service, it is all that is necessary. Such shoes

are not warranted to be of as good leather and have as good
lining, box toes or counters, as those which sell at double

or treble the money, and dealers in ordering, should take

this into account. There is no use practising vandalism

when examining shoe samples."

A. E. Mcdcalf, of the Nursery Shoe Co., St. Thomas,

Out., was in Montreal recently on a business trip.
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Shoe News in Short Shape
Several changes have recently taken place in the

C. N. W. Shoe Co., Limited, of London, Ont, who are now
located in their new and large factory on Rectory street,

where the equipment is very complete and the capacity is

five hundred pairs a day. The new President and General

Manager is Edward S. Hunt and William E. Wilson is

Vice-president and Secretary-Treasurer. Heretofore the

company have limited their output to ladies' high-class welts,

but in addition the new factory will manufacture ladies'

high-class turn shoes, having just installed the latest neces-

sary machinery for this work. The company have a nice lot

of orders on hand which will keep them busy for some time.

C. C. McPhaden, of Cannington, Ont., for several years

on the selling staff of McLaren & Dallas, wholesale shoes,

Toronto, covering the ground from Sault Ste. Marie to Win-
nipeg, died very suddenly on December 23rd, aged fifty-

eight years- He had been enjoying a game of curling in

the afternoon but was taken ill and shortly after returning

home passed away from hemorrhage of the brain. He
leaves two sons and two daughters and, previous to taking

a position on the road, was in the general store business in

Cannington. He was widely known and well thought of by

a large circle of friends. His ground will be covered for

the present by J. J. Connor, of McLaren & Dallas staff.

Orders are not coming in briskly to last manufacturers,

although a few report a little better business. In the

women's lines a slightly pointed toe with a short vamp is

the latest style attracting attention from shoe manufactur-

ers in the West and East. For men, ridge effects are work-

ed, upon, together with medium high toes. Colored kid is

now taken up by medium grade shoemakers and a few dainty

samples are ready for the late buyers. Velvet in all shades

is considered a good proposition by many well posted men,

and the favorite shades are champagne and brown. Re-

garding shades, it may be well to mention that the words
putty or sand, which are so widely used nowadays, do not

carry with them the same good impression as champagne or

fawn. Moreover, putty and sand are not as settled shades

as champagne and fawn.

The National Shoe Wholesalers' Association of the

United States have issued this circular letter: "The un-

certainty surrounding the hide, leather and shoe trade just

at this time suggests that it would be advisable to postpone

for a time the calling of a general meeting of the allied

trades mentioned, to be held in Boston in January, 191 5.

If conditions later on indicate such a meeting would be

productive of good to those interests the call will be made.

We greatly appreciate the interest you have taken in the

proposed meeting, and if after the work incident to the close

of the year is out of the way conditions in the hide, leather

and shoe trade suggest such a meeting, we sincerely trust

you will renew the interest you have taken."

Commenting on the convention of the Trunk Manufac-
turers' Association held recently at Mishawaka, Indiana,

a trade paper "Trunks, Leather Goods and Umbrellas,"

says: "For the first time in association history the conven-
tion was honored by the presence of a distinguished foreign

manufacturer. Although from beyond the National border,

the word foreign does not properly express the industrial

position of Mr. Langmuir, one of the Dominion's leading
trunk manufacturers. His interests are sufficiently co-

ordinant with those of the U. S. A. to justify a lively con-
cern as to our co-operative methods and progress. Mr.
Langmuir was the guest of the Hartmann Trunk Co., at

the convention and later in Chicago.

The rubber industry of the United States faces a grave
situation as the result of the embargo placed by the British

Government upon the exportation of crude rubber from
Great Britain and her colonies, according to a statement
issued by the Rubber Club of America, which includes the
leading manufacturers and importers of rubber in the coun-
try. An advance in prices is imminent, unless the embargo
is soon removed, the statement says, and idleness faces many
of the 125,000 persons employed in the rubber industry. The
statement adds that a special committee of rubber manu-
facturers has been working with the State department at

Washington on the situation, but that owing to "the uncom-
promising attitude of the British Government, nothing has
bven accomplished."

Jolly Time at Festive Board
The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto,

tendered their employes an oyster supper on New Year's
eve and the event proved most enjoyable. George A. Blach-
ford, President of the Company, presided and spoke on
"Co-operation and its Benefits," while Charles A. Blach-
ford gave a talk on "Past and Present Business from the

Salesman's Standpoint." Among the other speakers were
Supt. H. K. Hayward, George J. Cowling of the traveling

staff, and others. The function revealed the fact that,

among the employes of the enterprising company, there are
some excellent vocalists. Ernest Pretty sang "Tipperary"
in his best style, all joining in a chorus, which was slightly

amended to suit the occasion and ran something like this:

It's a short way to Blachford Shoe Co.

Where all the girls ought to go,

It's a short way to Blachford Shoe Co.
For the snappiest lines I know;
Good-bye Yankee Doodle,

Farewell Yankee Shoes;

All who know what's what,

Go to Blachford's for their stock.

Messrs. Mitchell and Lomas sang "Old Black Joe and His
Dog Fido," and Fred Bowman effectively rendered "They
Were Lost by the Wayside." After the feasting, which
was enlivened by selections on the piano and a gramaphone,
the gathering to the accompaniment of euchre and dancing,
saw the old year out and the new year in.

Annual Dinner Was Enjoyable
The semi-annual conference of the traveling staff of

the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto, was held on De-
cember 30th, which was followed in the evening by the
annual dinner at the National Club, at which the heads of
the various departments were also in attendance. Only
three of the eastern representatives were unable to be pres-

ent. The chair was ably occupied by W. A. Hamilton,
President of the Company; while Chester B. Hamilton,
Superintendent, was Vice-Chairman. There was a fine pro-

gramme of toasts and speeches, and the slogan of the even-
ing was "Made-in-Canada," neat buttons bearing these

words and the maple leaf in colors being presented to each
guest. W. A. Griffiths, of Barrie, who has represented the

"Model" shoe on the road for thirty-five years, succeeding
his father who was a traveler for the company for some
fifteen years before, thus rounding out half a century of
experience, made a very happy speech in a reminiscent vein,

while patriotic songs were furnished by J. E. Firth of Peter-

borough, and Wm. Griffiths, Jr. Every guest, of whom there
were seventeen in all, was called upon for a few remarks,
and all were equal to the occasion. The function was
voted one of the best and most successful ever held.
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Stop and think! Don't blunder into the New Year

with your eyes shut, your ears plugged, and your feet

shuffling to defeat. Ponder well the

ATTENTION! lessons of the past. Learn wisdom
from its greatest teacher—Experience.

The kind you get in books and from wiseacres is not half

so good as what you may pick up by turning over the rocks

and sticks that have tripped you up. " My son attend unto

my words; incline thine ear unto my sayings; for they are

life unto those that find them and health to all their flesh."

The coming year is going to test the nerve and blood of

every business man. You can't afford to repeat some of the

things you did last year. You can't afford to neglect some
of the things that cost you money and character not to do

during the last twelvemonths. Isn't it time to call "halt!"

and "right about face!" on some of the things that make
your history for 1914? Don't fail to give yourself the chance

that stopping and listening to the "still small voice" will

give you. Be what you want to be this year, or make a

manly attempt at it.

Don't talk so much about what you are going to do.

Men who talk much never fight well. Wind is a poor

substitute for powder and words for shot. Boasting and

calumny will never drive an enemy from his entrenchments.
They say that while Goliath was laugh-

STEADY! ing and swearing David's stone hit him
between the lamps. If he'd kept his

helmet on and his mouth shut the shepherd's sling would
never have "got" him. There are some men that if they
kept their mouths closed and their evil tongues between
their cheeks would be better off at the end of the year.

It takes pretty nearly all a man's time these days to mind
his own business, and people are getting to avoid those

whose tongues are touched with malice or filth. "Put
away from thee a froward mouth and perverse lips put far

from thee." Try this year w-hlat controlling your tongue
will do for your business and your social standing. Give
your neighbor's reputation a rest and cut out the shady
stories. They are a bad asset.

Keep your mind on the race. Look out for the curves

and beware of the bumps. Plenty of men are downed
through not looking far enough ahead.

EYES Any man can drive in daylight on a

FRONT! smooth road. It takes one who knows
how to handle the lines to get through

a cedar swamp on a dark night over a corduroy road. The
reason why so many men do not get on is that they never

can see farther than their noses. They order goods when
they are out of stock: they begin to gather in money the

day the note is due. To be forewarned is to be forearmed.

To know what is ahead is a source of strength to the man who
wants to keep to the front. "Let thine eyes look right on
and let thine eyelids look straight before thee." The man
who is not afraid to look ahead or does not shrink from
looking his fellow in the face has won half the battle in life.

Eyes front! Look straight before you! March forward

this year and when you have made up your mind as to

your course, look not to the right nor left.

Do you mean to make a proper fight of it this year?

Or are you going to dawdle along "letting well enough
alone" or letting circumstances boost or

SHOULDER bust you? Real life is a fight at any
ARMS! time and anywhere, and the man who

gets under the bed when the foe thunders

at his door is usually taken out and shot. How is your

courage for the great fight ahead this year in business and
in other ways? Are you downhearted or is the heart all

right? "Keep thy heart with all diligence for out of it

are the issues of life." See that the start is right and the

race will take care of itself, nine times out of ten. Be
clean, be straight, be true, be open, have nothing within

that you would be ashamed to have turned inside out,

and no matter what else the year brings it will bring you
satisfaction and peace. Keep an eye on the heart. See

that it has the courage and clearness to make the man
behind the gun tell.

"Ponder the path of thy feet and all thy ways shall

be ordered aright." See that you are in the right place

in the battle line, but see that you are

BY THE RIGHT! in line for success by watching your
relative position to others. There are

some men sometimes who make a go of it running a long
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hand, but business to-day depends almost as much on the

other fellow as it does on a man himself. Don't get out of

touch with your fellow townsmen, or more especially your

fellow business men. There are some who have no use for

their neighbor if he is trying to make a living selling the

same goods as themselves, and there are some who pride

themselves that they never "follow," whatever they may
mean by that. At least keep "in line" with good business

and good business principles if you hope to make the year

a milestone of progress. Above all "ponder the path of

the feet" if they take you often to the place of the Booze

Giant or the Scarlet Woman. Good business has put its

danger signal on the red light district. Get into line or

you will be left on the field.

Good resolutions will land a man in the poorhouse

or in hell unless he puts behind them more than most people

do at this time of the year. A lot of folk take satisfaction

out of sitting down and going over the dirty leaves of a past

record and lugubriously turning the sheets over with the

promise to themselves of doing better.

QUICK MARCH! The new unwritten and unsmeared
page pleases for a day or a week and

then comes the same old scratches, blots and evil record.

The best kind of repentance was defined by a little girl

who said it was "to do so no more." Regrets, tears and good
resolutions have their place in the evolution of human
character, but one good lick at wrong—-one act of righteous-

ness in the place of evil will do more to make a "man out of

a fellow" than all the whining and good resolutions he can
put into the first days of the New Year. "Turn not to the
right hand nor to the left; remove thy foot from evil."

Quit your crookedness. Stop your lying. Pay your
debts. Speak good of your neighbor. "Be not overcome
by evil but overcome evil with good." That is a good
marching order for 1915.

Palatial New Boot Shop Embodies Unique Features
Fittings are of Solid Mahogany and the Interior is a Revelation in Appointments, Fitting Facilities and Splendid

Equipment—An Imposing Balcony, Cosy Slipper Department and Ladies' Rest Room

From the imposing domed entrance to the superbly

fitted up ladies' rest room at the rear, the new Walk-Over
Boot Shop, which was opened recently at 290 Yonge street,

Toronto, is acknowledged by all visitors to be a model of

simplicity, refinement and impressiveness. "The finest shoe

store in Canada, and one of the finest on the American con-

tinent," is the universal verdict.

The fixtures are all of solid mahogany, while there is a

balcony surrounding the interior, in order to take full ad-

vantage of all available space. This balcony or mezzanine

floor is also in solid mahogany, with Crotch mahogany
panels, while bay window effects relieve the long, straight

outline. The shelving is of the single carton system, two

boxes deep below and one above the balcony, which pro-

jects a foot and half. Midway on each side of the store

there are handsome doors set with bevel plate glass, which

admit of easy access to the balcony. Above the mezzanine

floor, reserve stock is kept, while all goods below that part

THE IMPOSING AND ARTISTIC FRONT OF THE NEW WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP, TORONTO
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arc in "active service," to use a martial expression. The
beamed ceiling is sixteen feet in height and the mezzanine

floor seven feet six inches high- Down the centre of the

spacious store, which is 156 feet deep by 30 feet wide, is a

five-foot aisle, partitioned off in mahogany to the Height

of about four feet on either side. This aisle leads directly

to a cosy slipper department at the rear of the establishment,

carpeted in deep red and equipped with numerous ivory

F. A. GUINIVAN, PROPRIETOR OF WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP

wicker chairs. Nearby is an elevated polishing stand, fitted

with three chairs. On the left of the main entrance is the

ladies' department, and on the right, the gentlemen's. All

persons coming in walk down the central corridor, and

not in front of those being fitted, as is too often the prac-

tice in a large number of shoe shops.

Against the mahogany partition on either side are

twenty-seven hand-made mahogany armchairs, upholstered in

leather. The fitting stools and foot mirrors are of the

latest type and all persons are fitted by the celebrated

Footograph System, whereby the length and width of a cus-

tomer's foot are recorded by means of a carefully prepared

diagram. The pedal outline is indicated by a series of chart

lines, giving not only absolute knowledge of what shape is

best adapted to the patron, but the exact size as well. By
means of the Footograph measuring system, the numbers

and lines on the sheet indicate the length and width of last

in Walk-Over shoes and by following instructions, the store

is enabled to fit feet as correctly as if the shoes were made
to individual measurement. This system has been described

in detail in previous issues of the Shoe and Leather Jour-

nal. The store keeps the names and addresses of the cus-

tomers, style, length and width of the shoe, the date on

which the pair was sold, by whom, etc. These particulars

are preserved for future reference, and for promptly and

accurately filling mail orders. The well-known Walk-Over
labels are used on all cartons, which impart to the pleasing

and artistic interior a uniformity and harmony that every

visitor appreciates.

In the ladies' rest room at the rear there are writing

tables, mirrors, easy chairs and other accessories. This

apartment is finished in pearl and French grey paneling,

and the effect is very inviting.

The flooring of the entire store is covered with

Battleship linoleum, of dark green shade, while the ceiling

is heavily beamed. At the left of the entrance is a splendidly
fitted up hosiery case, of the very latest design, with sliding
doors and glass shelves, and on the right is the telephone
desk, tables and chairs for the convenience of those desiring
to use the phone. There are also magnificent heavy plate-
glass mirrors just inside the doorways.

On either side of the broad aisle are beautiful silent

salesmen showcases, showing to advantage the various lines

of evening footwear, shoe ornaments and findings.

The store is lighted by means of the direct system, the
fixtures being in brush brass, three chain drop- Midway
down the centre of the premises are small mahogany tables
and stations for the basket carrier system, there being four
tracks in all, which communicate directly with the office on
the mezzanine floor at the rear. Here are located the
cashier's desk, parcelling counters, checking and filing

arrangements and all other business-keeping conveniences.
F. A. Guinivan, the proprietor, has his office on this floor,

which is readily accessible, and at the same time he can
observe all that is going on below.

The store is heated by means of steam. At the rear,

on the left side, is a room specially fitted up for the window
dressing department. Here, all the paraphernalia for the
window trimming branch is kept—foot forms, stands, decor-
ative material, etc. There is also an electric iron for
smoothing out the leather of all shoes shown in the window.
It may be stated that the lining of all displayed foot toggery
is starched, and the shoes thoroughly ironed by means of
electricity, in order to impart a life-like appearance and
bring out all their beauty and artistic lines. Mr. Guinivan
is an ardent advocate of effective window trims, and the
facilities afforded by the Walk-Over Boot Shop for this

branch are unsurpassed.

The entrance to the store is wide, inviting and unique,
being in the shape of a dome, with shallow windows on
either side, extending back a distance of twelve feet. The
entrance itself is of a receding character, twenty-two feet

wide, and on either side of a central showcase window, eight

feet in width, are mahogany doors, with brass kick plates.

Catching the Eye of the People

The entrance and bulk-heads of the window are of
Italian mosaic marble of a decidedly pleasing pattern and
the top of the huge dome is paneled in mahogany. The
glass of the windows is set in statuary bronze, the floor is

of oak and the background, shelving and partitions are of

mahogany. Over the plate-glass at the front and sides are

five-inch, panel plate prism panes, set in lead, which add
much to the splendid exterior appearance of the store. The
beautiful interior fixtures of the new home for Walk-Over
shoes were installed by Kent-McClain, Limited, Toronto-

The front, installed by the H. J. St. Clair Co., repre-

senting the Easy Set System, is distinct for attractiveness

and effectiveness, ventilating and display facilities.

The shop is certainly one of the best appointed, neatly

arranged and most striking in character of any footwear
establishment. There is nothing flashy, gaudy or ostenta-

tious, but in its subdued effects and quiet simplicity there

is preserved and revealed richness, elegance and dignity in

every department. It is understood that the fixtures and
front of the new store represent an outlay of $9,000.

The Walk-Over Boot Shop specializes in men's and

women's high-grade footwear, selling from $5.00 a pair up.

No children's lines are handled. The sizes in women's run

from 2 to 9 and in men's from 4 to 13. All widths are

stocked from AAA to E, making seven widths to every size

of shoe, so on each style there are carried from 80 to

112 sizes and widths which affords some idea of the com-
prehensive character of the Walk-Over lines. All leathers

are also represented.
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Budget of Briefs From Quebec
George Wilson, of the James Muir Co., Maisonneuve,

spent the holidays with his family in the city.

Ludger Duchaine, shoe manufacturer, has recently
erected a very nice and well equipped garage for his auto-
mobile.

F. Renaud, shoe dealer, was among those who pre-
sented his customers with a very fine calendar for the com-
ing year.

Tourigny & Marois have added several buttonhole
machines of the latest type, supplied by the United Shoe
Machinery Co.

E. Tremblay, shoe manufacturer, spent the Christmas
holidays in the Lake St. John county visiting his mother, who
is ninety years of age.

E. Cote, tanner, of Quebec, has been nominated for the
position of chief hide inspector and his appointment will

give general satisfaction.

The excessively cold weather of late gave several of
the factories considerable trouble in the way of breakage
in steam and water pipes.

Lucien Borne, tanner, is working his plant to capacity,

having an order for five hundred sides of box kip, grade No.
1, which has to be shipped early in January.

J. H. Larochelle, of J. H. Larochelle and Fils. shoe
jobbers, has been elected church warden in the parish of
St. Roch's, succeeding J. B. Lamontagne, whose term has
expired.

Robert Baker, formerly with Gale Bros., shoe manu-
facturers, died recently in Montreal. He was a brother of
R. B- Baker, of the United Shoe Machinery Co.'s staff in

Quebec.

Harry Muir, formerly foreman of the cutting room of
the James Muir Co., now of Maisonneuve, was in Quebec
recently looking into the possibiliteis of establishing a fac-

tory in the city to make specialties.

The Christmas trade was on the whole very good in

retail circles and, while it did not come up to last year, still

it was much better than many of the footwear dealers ex-

pected. The weather was favorable to the selling of felts,

moccasins, larrigans and rubber shoes.

S. Michel, shoe repairer, has installed a Progressive

outfit with a skate sharpener. The machine is seven feet

long with a fan and motor attached and was bought from
Dupere & Garant, who represent the Progressive Shoe
Machinery Co. in the province of Quebec.

Leathers Active—Hides High
Reviewing the leather trade for the past year, W. D.

Beardmore, of Beardmore & Co., Toronto, in the annual

Financial Survey of the Toronto Globe, says:
—"During

1913, owing to over-trading, over-manufacturing, extrava-

gance and speculation generally all over Canada and the

low price of wheat in the West, business was very much
depressed. In addition to this the market in Great Britain

for leather was also greatly depressed.

"The boot and shoe and harness making business in the

United States was fairly good the early part of the year,

and this helped the Canadian tanners in the disposal of their

stock and enabled them to keep running
;
but, on the other

hand, prices of hides continued very high, and there was
very little or no margin in the business.

"As the year progressed business did not improve in

the United States, and on the outbreak of war early in

August became very much depressed, principally owing to

the fact that the cotton crop in the south could not be

moved, and this state of things in the United States has not

yet improved.

"After the outbreak of the war the demand for leather

from Great Britain improved very much, and has continued

to improve up to the present time. This has kept Canadian

tanners busy, in spite of the absence of demand from the

United States, and very little leather has been exported from
Canada except to the United Kingdom.

"Again, large orders for military equipment, saddles

and army boots have been placed in Canada for our own
soldiers, and there are also being placed some orders for

the British Government. These orders are keeping the

manufacturers of harness, military equipment and some
classes of boots in Canada busy, so that for the moment the

leather trade is good, and prices have advanced consider-

ably. It looks as if this condition of things might last for

some time, but it is difficult to say what would be the effect

of peace being concluded.

"Since November hides have made further advances,

and native packer steer hides have sold at 23c. per lb., and

cows at the same price, and steers are now held at 2334c,

although the hides are long-haired and are approaching the

worst season, when, owing to the condition and quality of

the hides, they are worth 10 per cent, less than during the

summer and early autumn.

"We may tell you that in 1896 these hides sold as low

as 5c. per lb. for steers and 4c. for cows, so the public can

appreciate the enormous advance which has taken place.

We might say that in all the history of the trade no such

figures as the present ones have ever been approached.

"In regard to the belting business, this began to decline

about July, 1913, owing to poor business, and the conse-

quent decline of manufacturing, and has fallen off about

25 per cent., and the prospect for business this coming year

is very poor."

The Best Shoes He Ever Wore
During the enlistment of the first contingent a

stranger walked into the office of the Murray Shoe Com-
pany, London, saluted, pointed to his dilapidated shoes and

asked a member of the firm: "Can you fix me up?" Noting

the man's evident need the manager replied : "Sure we can."

This was done and the stranger, highly gratified, took his

departure. Recently a letter addressed to the Murray Shoe
Company was received from Corp. McCarthy, No. 30,665,

Lark Hill, Salisbury, England. This letter stated that the

writer was the man who had obtained the pair of shoes

under the circumstances stated. He gave the details of his

visit and the management now recall the incident. Corp.

McCarthy apparently enlisted as soon as he got his new
shoes. He says he thinks they are the best shoes he ever

wore and that he only discarded them the week previous

because they were not the regulation shoe. "I gave them
to an English farmer," he says, "and he was quite delighted,

as they were as sound as ever, although they took me over

a lot of ground."

Will Cover the Whole Dominion
M. H. Shibley, Canadian representative of Endicott,

Johnson & Co., shoe manufacturers, Endicott, N. Y., who
has been residing in Edmonton for the past two years, has

removed to Toronto and opened a sample room in the North
American Life Building, King street \ves\ Mr. Shibley

is widely known to the shoe trade, particularly in the West,
and previous to joining his present firm was eight years

with Thos. Ryan & Co., of Winnipeg. He has recently had
Ontario added to his tertitory. Mr. Shibley will have as-
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sociated with him during the coming season, Wm. Lorimer of
Gait, who will look after Montreal and Quebec province,

while Mr. Getty, son of E. J. Getty of Galtt, will cover the

Maritime provinces. Endicott, Johnson & Co., manufacture
all kinds of footwear except women's shoes, and have an
output of 72,000 pairs a day at their various factories, while
they carry $2,000,000 worth of goods on the floor. Their
motto is "From Hide to Retailer," for the company tan all

leather entering into the production of their enormous
output.

Holiday Business Was Good
From all parts of Canada, word has been received that

good winter weather prevailed for the Christmas holiday

season, which resulted in stimulating the trade in footwear
to a considerable degree. It was possibly the first winter in

many years in which the whole Dominion has had ideal

conditions for the footwear trade before the holidays. The
sale of felts, moccasins, larrigans, overshoes, rubbers, hockey
boots, and other lines, was unusually good, and during the

week in which the festival of Christmas itself was observed,
many stores broke the record of last year, while the returns
for the month will, in some instances, measure ahead of the

corresponding month in 1913, and in other cases they are
not so far behind.

A number of merchants in the leading cities report an
increase of business over last year, but most retailers were
content with holding their own. Considering the business
conditions that have prevailed, owing to the war, the strin-

gency in the money market, the results on the whole, for
the holiday trade, were fairly satisfactory.

In the country towns particularly, where conditions are
normal, the trade was ahead of last year, but in the larger
cities where the manufacturing industries have been run-
ning on short time, there was, of course, not the same large
amount done as in previous years, although nearly all deal-
ers express their gratification at the showing. A number
of firms are now busy taking stock, which will occupy them
for some time, while others are preparing to start their

January sale and still others, are right in the midst of a
big clearing movement of all odds and ends, In both the
east and west, the Christmas trade was much better than
the average merchant some weeks ago thought it would be.

For the coming year the business man should evince
every confidence in the outlook. Talk business, attend to
busmess and do business, leaving dark fore-bodings, chronic
complaining and war criticism to the fellow who does little

else than sit around and interest himself in outside affairs,

when his own should be his chief concern.

Selling Shoes in "Sets"
Every store sells shoes, but few sell same by the "set,"

hut considerable business can be secured by a plan worked
by that prince of merchants, John Wanamaker, a few sea-
sons ago. Following is the announcement in question. Go
thou and do likewise.

The Wanamaker ad follows:

—

"Two pairs of shoes worn alternately will outlast three
pair worn consecutively. And aside from the economy of
such an arrangement the feet will be more comfortable and
better dressed.

"A woman should have—A pair of kidskin shoes for

general wear; a pair of shiny leather shoes for dress; a pair

of gunmetal calf shoes for heavier wear. This set, if

selected from our $3 Wanamaker-Reliable line, would cost

but $9—surdy a low figure for a year's supply of shoes.

"A man should have—A pair of calfskin or kidskin

shoes for general service; a pair of shiny leather shoes for

dress; a pair of storm shoes for the rough days. This set,

if selected from our $3.90 Wanamaker 'Special' line, would
total up to $11.70."

More About Those Army Shoes
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:—

I was greatly interested in the letter appearing in the

last issue of the journal concerning the footwear supplied

to the troops of the first Canadian Contingent. Although
the writer signing himself "Scrutineer," voices a timely

complaint, I consider his opinion somewhat vague on the

main points at issue. He says that owing to the hurry per-

taining to this Canadian force we must be considerate; true,

1 ut does that mitigate the fact or offset ihe stigma attach-

ing to the lamentable failure of some of the shoes in ques-

tion. Surely three or four weeks' wear, for shoes even made
in a hurry, is not a very desirable advertisement for some
footwear manufacturers.

"Scrutineer" says, "We know the leathers used in these

goods were the best obtainable in Canada and the United

States and fully up to specification." There is only one

conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing statement. Either

the authorities in charge of the equipment of our troops do

not understand their business, or the best obtainable leathers

in Canada or across the border are inferior and unsuitable

for shoes made for active service. The method of con-

struction could not be blamed for the wretched lack of dur-

ability. Although the Standard screw process he advocates

is excellent for shoes requiring stability in construction, this

method or any other would be useless were the materials

used of inferior quality. "Scrutineer's" technical ideas for

construction of an ideal army shoe cannot be refuted, but

I would be pleased to know what he means by "first: class

outer sole, first quality inner sole," etc. If the goods sup-

plied were the finest material procurable on the continent,

I presume they were first class throughout, hence the above
conclusion.

I have in my possession a letter from a friend on Salis-

bury Plain, in which he states that the Canadian footwear

(all that was left of them) had been discarded for the Im-
perial regulation boot. This is good news, as we would be

very much concerned had our boys to meet the enemy with

cold "tootsies." The shoes may be all right for parade pur-

poses but even in the vicinity of Brussels, there may not be

much carpet for which that city is famous.

But all jokes aside; why in the name of common sense

cannot the Canadian military boot be modelled on the lines

of the Imperial army blucher? These have been tested from
time immemorial and not found wanting. Made of plain kip,

with oak, bark-tanned sole throughout, double machine
stitched, full middle sole, with Standard screw clump sole

to the shank. This is studded with steel slugs or driveups,

or hobbed with small diamond hobs. These shoes average

twelve months hard wear at least, and cost nine shillings

and sixpence, or approximately two dollars and thirty-six

cents. Corns and bunions are very rare in the British ser-

vice and the excellent marching records of the British

"Tommy" speak well for the condition of his feet. I agree

with "Scrutineer" concerning the unsuitability of the Good-
year welt system for an active service boot, and would add
to that the winter calf or any chrome tanned uppers.

In conclusion, I have yet to see the boot made in Can-
ada, which, in my humble opinion, is suitable for wear on
active service.

Sincerely yours.

Toronto, December 28, 1914. "Reveille."
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C. H. Wilson, shoe dealer, of St. John's, Que., has

assigned.

George Auger, shoe dealer, of Sherbrooke, Que., has

assigned.

The stock of the Klassic Boot Shop, Montreal, was
recently sold.

The shoe store of Zoel Lavoie, Montreal, was damaged
by fire recently.

Joseph Panneton, shoe dealer, Montreal, passed away
a few days ago.

W. P. Francis, of the John Ritchie Co., Limited, Que-

bec, was in Boston last week.

The Russian Government has ordered 20,000 saddles

from Canadian manufacturers.

Parkers Limited, jobbers in shoe findings, etc., Mon-
treal, have retired from business.

R. W. Bloor, shoe retailer, of Ingersoll, has been

elected an alderman in that town.

W. F. Martin, of Kingsbury Footwear Co., Montreal,

spent the New Year holidays in Boston.

C. A. Davies, of Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited,

Toronto, was in Montreal recently.

Alfred Minister, of Minister-Myles Shoe Co., Toronto,

was in Montreal on business recently.

Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, have installed several

new machinery parts in their factory.

New machinery parts have been installed in the factory

of Slater Shoe Co., Limited, Montreal.

R. A. Holland, dealer in clothing and shoes, of Wallace-

burg, Ont., has sold out to G. Detwiler.

D. J. McDermott, of McDermott Shoe Co.. Maison-

neuve, spent the holidays in New York.

F. W. Knowlton, of Montreal, manager of the U. S. M.
Co. of Canada, was in Boston last week.

Sol Bachrack, of Bachrack Bros., Toronto, called on

several Montreal shoe factories last week.

I. W. Baird, of Fort George, B.C., shoe dealer and

clothier, was in Toronto last week on business.

J. E. Warrington, secretary of the John Ritchie Co.,

Quebec, was in Toronto this week on business.

Mr. Duclos, of Duclos & Payan, leather manufacturers,

Montreal, was in Toronto on business last week.

A. R. Trudeau, of the Brockton Shoe Co., Toronto,

spent the holidays with his brothers in Montreal.

R. M. Beal, of the R. M. Beal Leather Co., Lindsay,

has been re-elected mayor of Lindsay for the fifth time.

A. R. Kaufman and W. E. Wing, of the Kaufman Rub-

ber Co., Berlin, were in Toronto last week on business.

F. A. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Shoe Store, Toronto,

has returned from a business trip to Boston and other cities.

W. H. Miner and R. R. Macaulay, of the Miner Rub-

ber Co., Montreal, were in Toronto recently on business.

H. L. Geene of Ottawa, and S. Craig of Smith's Falls,

Ont., representatives of the White Shoe Co., spent a few
days in Toronto last week.

W. J. Armstrong, a well-known dealer in shoes, dry

goods, etc., was elected mayor of Campbellford, by acclam-

ation.

Ralph Locke, of Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, is

spending a few days in the Laurentian Mountains on a holi-

day trip.

The shoe stock of James Dorman, 225 Broadview
avenue, Toronto, who recently made an assignment to

James Tew, has been purchased by W. Argue, 235 Broad-

33

view avenue. The stock representing an investment of

about $6,000, was bought by Mr. Argue at 59 cents on the

dollar.

W. D. Balfour, manager of the Regal Shoe Store, Win-
nipeg, was in Toronto and other cities last week on a busi-

ness trip.

T. H. Rieder and R. E. Jamieson, of the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co., Montreal, were in Toronto recently

on business.

F. L. Wagner, secretary-treasurer of the Aylmer Shoe
Co., Aylmer, Ont., was re-elected mayor of that town by
acclamation.

H. L. Daville, Boston representative of C. Parsons &
Son. wholesale leather, Toronto, was in Toronto for the

holiday period.

S- Morley Wickett, managing director of Wickett &
Craig, Limited, and chairman of the Tanners' Section of

the Toronto Board of Trade, was again elected as alderman
in Ward Two of the city of Toronto. Aid. Wickett stood

ON ARMY SHOE INVESTIGATION COMMISSION
Theo. Galipeau whose photo is produced herewith was

recently appointed a member of the committee which has

been delegated to investigate and report on the recent army
shoe turned out by Canadian manufacturers. Mr. Galipeau

is a man of long standing in the shoe trade and has made
many friends within the past eighteen years, during which

time he has been connected with the wholesale footwear

industry. He was for ten years salesman for Daoust,

Lalonde & Co., of Montreal, which firm he represented in

the Ottawa Valley. He resigned from this company in

order to enter partnership with his present partner, and

for the past eight years the firm of Dufresne & Galipeau

have been doing a wholesale shoe and rubber trade through-

out Canada. Mr. Galipeau also has considerable experience

in the retail shoe line as he at one time conducted an estab-

lishment in Sherbrooke, where he is very well known. The
commission which is inves'igating the charges made against

army shoes turned out by some manufacturers, has already

met in Ottawa, but nothing definite has been accomplished

in the matter. The last meeting was adjourned until after

the holidays when it will be resumed, and it is expected an

early decision will be reached.
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;it the head of the polls, showing that the electors appreci-

ated the thorough character of his work during the past two
years.

H. B. Pollock, purchasing agent of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Limited, Montreal, spent the holidays with his

family in Toronto.

O. Lewis, who is an expert in the trade, has started a

tannery in Megantic, Que., in which town he was in busi-

ness many years ago.

Mort Levy, of the Right Form Shoe Store, Yonge
street, Toronto, spent the holidays in Chicago, Detroit and

other western cities.

VV. Howarth who conducts three shoe stores in To-

ronto, has sold the branch at 176 Main street, East Toronto,

to Alfred Widdowson.
C. M. Iredale, of the Canada Last Co., Toronto, is

spending a few days on business among the shoe factories

of Montreal and Quebec.

J. T. Lawson, shoe retailer, of Regina, Sask., spent a

few days in Toronto recently and is now visiting at his old

home in Orangeville, Ont.

W. D. Webster, of the Cobourg Felt Co., Limited, was

in Toronto last week with a fine range of samples. He also

paid a visit to Winnipeg recently.

The Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, have sent out to the

trade their convenient and attractive desk calendar for 1915,

which is always a welcome gift.

C. S. Corson, sales manager of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, has returned from a successful business trip to

the West, going as far as the coast.

J- A. Matheson, who is the Old Country representative

of Beardmore & Co., Toronto, is home from a trip to Eng-
land, but will return in a short while.

W. F. Smith, of the traveling staff of the Toronto

branch of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, has returned

from spending a few days in Montreal.

F. H. Meinzer, of the Miner Rubber Co., Montreal,

was in Toronto last week on his way east from a business

trip to Winnipeg and other western cties.

H. Bee, Goodyear agent in the Montreal office of the

U. S. M. Co., is at present in the Toronto office of his firm

replacing W. Malloy during the latter's vacation.

Clayton E. Hurlbut, of the Hurlbut Co., Limited, Pres-

ton, Ont., has been elected mayor of that town. Many
friends in the trade will extend their congratulations.

The T. Sisman Co., of Aurora, makers of the "Every-

day" shoe, have sent out to the trade a very neat letter

opener and paper cutter, with handsome ebony handle.

W. D. Hobson, shoe dealer, of Woodstock, Ont., who
was mayor of that city for the past year, was defeated in

the recent election for the mayoralty, by Clifford Kemp.
C. E. Clements, a widely known shoe dealer, of Chat-

ham, Ont., has made his entrance into municipal life and

headed the polls on election day, for the board of aldermen.

Geo. Barrett, of H. J. Middleton Co., Winnipeg, has

been on a visit to eastern shoe centres, including Montreal,

Quebec and Toronto. Mr. Barrett was accompanied by his

wife.

Chas. E. Raven, shoe retailer, of St. Thomas, Ont..

entertained his staff to a delightful Christmas luncheon at

Taylor's Restaurant, following the close of Christmas

business.

J. V. Grant, representative of the Slater Shoe Co.,

Limited, in Manitoba and Northern Ontario, has returned

to Montreal. Mr. Grant reports business conditions as be-

ing very good.

H Ashplant, shoe retailer, of London, was returned as

alderman in the municipal elections, standing second on the

list. Mr. Ashplant has had a long and successful career as

a representative of the council in the Forest City, the resi-

dents of which have just decided to return to the ward
system instead of electing representatives from the whole

city.

Oscar Dufresne and A. R. Angus, representatives of

the Canadian Shoe Manufacturers' Export Association,

Montreal, are at present in Paris in connection with French

Army shoe orders.

The contract for a big shoe factory to be erected in

Acton Vale, Que., has been let to E. Hawley, Montreal.

The new factory will give employment to very many hands

when in operation.

M. Lee Sturgis, formerly western representative of the

Sturgis-Jones Last Co., Brockton, Mass., has been appointed

sales manager of the United Last Co., of Montreal, and has

entered upon his new duties.

P. Des Grosbois, treasurer of the Slater Shoe Co., Limi-

ted, has been indisposed during the past week, but his

friends will be glad to hear that he will soon be back again

at his office in Montreal.

In a fire which occurred recently in Edmonton, the

Sample Shoe Store was destroyed. The loss to the firm

was about $4,000. Several other business establishments in

the same block were also destroyed.

L. B. Hutchison, manager of the Toronto branch of

the Kaufman Rubber Co., spent the holidays with his father,

J.-
Hutchison, manager of the Penetanguishene, Ont, fac-

tory of the Breithaupt Leather Co.

E. L'Heureux, U. S. M. Co., Montreal agent, is spend-

ing a few days at the new Clark Bros.' factory in St. Step-

hen, N. B., installing and starting U. S. M. button hole

making and button hole finishing machines.

H. R. Smith, who covers Eastern Ontario in the inter-

ests of the Slater Shoe Co., Limited, and H. C. Adams, re-

presenting the same firm in Saskatchewan, have returned

to Montreal after a successful selling season.

Among the Canadian firms sending out neat greetings

to the trade during the holiday season, were the Smardon
Shoe Co., George A. Slater, Limited, Montreal ; the Cana-

dian Consolidated Rubber Co., L. Gauthier Co., and others.

Jobbers report that the volume of business for Decem-
ber was very satisfactory and felts, hockey boots and rub-

ber footwear moved freely. Collections are still reported

rather backward, but it is expected that these will improve.

T. R. Trudeau, manager of the Brockton Shoe Store,

440 St. Catherine street west, Montreal, which was gutted

by fire recently, states the store will re-open in about fifteen

days, when a sacrifice sale will be held of all goods in the

establishment.

A charter has been granted to the Moncton Footwear

Co., Limited, of Moncton, N. B., which has a capital of

$15,000. The incorporators are E. A. Reilly, W. G. Jones

and Andrew Spurgeon of Moncton, and W. H. Anderson
of Port Elgin.

The many friends of Walter Binmore, treasurer and

director of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. of Mon-
treal, will be pleased to hear that he is now convalescent

after a severe attack of pleurisy, which confined him to his

bed during the past month.

The shoe stock of Tom Stedman Limited, Winnipeg,

who some time ago made an assignment, was sold by auction

in Winnipeg on December 16th. The stock was bought at

fifty-four cents on the dollar by the Winnipeg Shoe Co.,

who will continue the business.

Drummond Shoe Limited, of Drummondville, Que., of

which O. Brouillard, M.P., is president, and George A.

Fortin, vice-president and general manager, have orders

ahead which will keep the new factory steadily in oper-

ation for a couple of months. C. A. Bignell, formerly with
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James Linton & Co., Montreal, has taken the lines of the

company for the province of Quebec. He is an experienced

and well liked traveling salesman who has had a successful

record on the road.

J. H. McGee, of the staff of the Rannard Shoe Co.,

Winnipeg, is spending a few days with his brother, H. B.

McGee, sales manager of Minister, Myles Shoe Co., To-
ronto.

Ed. Wygant, manager of the Walk-Over Boot Shop,

Montreal, spent a few days in Toronto with F. A. Guinivan,

who is proprietor of the handsome Walk-Over Boot Shops
in both Montreal and Toronto.

It is estimated that contracts placed in Canada for war
supplies by Britain and the allies amount to ten millions

sterling. A new contract has just been placed by the French
Government for 300,000 pairs of boots with the shoe manu-
facturers of Quebec. The scrutiny is now very strict on

al supplies.

The Weston Shoe Co., Limited, of Campbellford. Ont.,

report that they have at the present time more orders on

hand than at any time in their history and their output is

greater. Business in Campbellford during the past few
weeks has been exceptionally good.

R. H. Greene, secretary and manager of the footwear

department of Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited, Toronto,

and Mrs. Greene, spent the holidays with their son, Harold

G. Greene, who is in charge of the footwear branch of the

Montreal warehouse of the company.

Among the shoe and leather firms which have sent out

neat, artistic calendars to the trade, are the John Ritchie

Co., Quebec; Beardmore & Co., Toronto; Tourigny &
Marois, Quebec ; the Hurlbut Co., Preston ; Duchaine &
Perkins, Quebec; Gale Bros., Quebec.

The by-law to exempt the Williams shoe factory ex-

tension from taxes other than school and local improve-

ments failed to get sufficient votes in Brampton, Ont., to

pass it. 1 The lack of interest was because there were no
contests for any of the municipal offices.

Fire broke out recently in the rear of the Glasgow Shoe
Parlors, on Queen street, Niagara Falls, Ont., the cause

being the thawing out of frozen water pipes, the flames

getting between the frame walls. The damage to the build-

ing was about $1,000, while the loss by smoke and water

on the stock was around $2,500.

The L. McBrine Co., of Berlin, has received an order

through the Canadian Government for the Russian Gov-

ernment for 1,300 saddles at $72.50 each, making a total

order of nearly $100,000. Leather for the saddles will be

furnished by the Lang Tanning Company of Berlin.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, have

issued in their January "Foot Prints" what they call "1915

Catalogue of Berlin Warm Felt Footwear." The catalogue

contains 32 pages, as well as a 16 page insert worked out in

the four-color process, making it a very fine edition.

Percy Mitchell, of Alberta Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Redcliff, Alta., is visiting his brother Geo. Mitchell, in

Toronto, and also numerous friends in Chatham, Ont., his

old home. He reports conditions in the West very favor-

able and is looking forward to next season with great antici-

pation.

The business of Scroggie, Limited, the large depart-

mental store, Montreal, which went into liquidation with

liabilities estimated at $700,000, has been sold to Mrs. E.

S. Almy and Henry Wolf, of Salem, Mass., for 35 cents

on the dollar. The business of the concern will be carried

on as usual.

King Bros. Co., Whitby, have recently completed addi-

tions to their plant which will give them a capacity of 2,000

sides per week. The company expect that their new ex-

tension will be in full running order about January 10th.

King Bros. Co., are manufacturers of chrome, combination

and bark tanned leather.

The by-law to provide a loan of $15,000 to the Milton

Shoe Co., Limited, to be repaid with interest in twenty

annual instalments, was carried by the ratepayers of Milton,

Ont., by a large majority. The Milton Shoe Co. will now

resume operations on a larger scale than ever, the company

having recently been re-organized.

William Wellband, a pioneer citizen of Winnipeg, passed

away recently in that city after four months illness, in his

sixty-eighth year, at the home of his brother, Charles

Wellband. He was one of the oldest merchants in the

Prairie Capital in point of service, having started in the

retail shoe business fourty-four years ago and retiring in

F. L. WAGNER OF THE AYLMER SHOE CO. WHO
WAS RE-ELECTED MAYOR OF AYLMER,

ONT. BY ACCLAMATION.

A. L. BREITHAUPT OF THE BERLIN TRUNK AND
BAG CO. WHO MADE A GOOD RUN FOR

THE MAYORALTY IN BERLIN.

R. M. BEAL, WIDELY KNOWN LEATHER MANU-
FACTURER OF LINDSAY, WHO IS

ONCE MORE MAYOR.
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1909. Prior to 1882 he had amassed a fortune, but lost

every cent of his earnings in the disastrous slump of that

year in real estate. Mr. Wellhand was a member of the

Veterans' Association, an ardent sportsman and a splendid

vocalist in his younger days.

Getty & Scott, manufacturers of the "Classic'' shoe,

Gait, Out., have sent out to the trade a very artistic and
beautifully colored calendar, entitled "Contentment," which
depicts an auburn-haired maiden, in academic attire, look-

ing out serenely upon the world at large. The calendar is

certainly one that will be appreciated.

J. A. McLaren, of the wholesale shoe firm of McLaren
& Dallas, Toronto, who has been confined to his home for

some weeks, is making steady progress toward recovery and
is now able to sit up a portion of each day. It is con-

fidently expected that he will be strong enough to come down
to business again by the end of the present month.

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Co., 48 York street,

Toronto, was during Christmas week presented with a hand-

some umbrella and a walking stick by the employees of the

company, as a mark of esteem. T. W. Scott made the pre-

sentation and Mr. White made a suitable reply, thanking

the staff and expressing appreciation of the very cordial

relations which exist between employer and employees. He
referred to their faithful work during the past year and
wished all many happy returns 1 of the season.

Several Toronto jobbers are showing the new lines in

lace shoes for women, which appear to be taking very well.

The gaiter effect is seen with quarters in grey, fawn, nig-

ger brown and black on the stage last, with leather eyelet

rows and spool heel. A number of Canadian manufacturers
of women's fine footwear are now turning out these new
models, and will give them a try-out with the trade.

Robert J. Baker, a former resident of Quebec city,

died recently in Montreal, where he had lived for two years.

He had been confined to his home a long time through ill-

ness. He was for a great period on the staff of Gale
Eros., shoe manufacturers, of Quebec, and was well known
and highly esteemed. He was a member of several fra-

ternal organizations and is survived by his wife, one
brother and three sisters. Mr. Baker was fifty years of age.

G. A. Blachford and H. A. Hayward, of the Blachford
Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, have returned from a

business trip to Rochester and other cities. The company
in addition to making their present line of women's high

grade Goodyear welts, may also place a range of high class

turn shoes on the market in the near future. They are also

making new models in lace and button shoes in nigger

brown, putty cloth, fawn and grey on two entirely new lasts.

J. C. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt Leather Co.. Lim-
ited, was re-elected a water commissioner in Berlin by
acclamation and A. R. Lang, of the Lang Tanning Co., Lim-
ited, was returned as one of the electric light commissioners
for two years. A. L. Breithaupt, of the Berlin Trunk and
Ba£ Co., who was a candidate for the mayoralty, was
defeated by Dr. J. E. Hett. J. Hessenauer, shoe retailer, of

Berlin, was again elected an alderman, standing sixth on

the list.

It is reported that in New York a radical change oc-

curred in shoe fashions over night. One day the button

boot was all the rage. The next day leading shoe mer-
chants had cut the price and were putting on clearing sales

of all button stock. The secret of this was that button

shoes had gone out of fashion and lace shoes were on the

top of the vogue. Patent and dull leathers have cloth tops

of sand grey or putty shades, to match costumes.

During the past year, the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., of

Eredcricton, N.B., have installed automatic fire sprinklers

throughout their large factory for fire protection, having

erected a 50,000 gallon tank on a 75-foot steel trestle- Other

improvements that have been made are the erection of a

fireproof brick cement house, with Bowser cement tanks in-

stalled, a new brick coal shed, etc. The company expect

soon to be at work on their fall samples, which they be-

lieve will be the finest line they have ever turned out.

The retail store of the Amherst Boot and Shoe Co.,

Amherst, N. S., recently made an imposing display of

"Maritime-Made" shoes which aroused much interest. The
ladies' fine shoes shown were manufactured by Clarke Bros.,

Limited, of St. Stephen, who are now operating again in

their well-equipped new factory. The men's fine shoes were
the product of the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., Limited, of

Fredericton, while the Amherst solids and army boots were
the output of the factory of the Amherst Boot and Shoe
Co., Limited.

The Woelfle Shoe Company, of Berlin, Out., were com-
pelled to run their plant throughout the holidays, closing

only on Christmas and New Year's Day. They are increas-

ing their output steadily and are experiencing a big demand
for their McKay or mock turns. The firm are showing a

nice range of colonials with spool heels, and report a heavy
demand for their brocade top, patent leather, spool heel higli

cuts. One of the strong features is that stock is kept on

hand for immediate delivery permitting patrons to sort up

on practically all lines at shortest notice.

H. & C. Blachford, Limited, who recently observed

their fiftieth anniversary in the shoe business in Toronto,

and for the last eighteen years have been located at 114

Yonge street, will remove in a few months to 288 Yonge
street, in splendidly fitted up new premises which will be

next door to the new Walk-Over Boot Shop. The steady

trend of retail business in Toronto appears to be north of

Queen street and several other leading mercantile establish-

ments are locating up town. The movement in this direction

has been most marked during the past few months.

John Le Marquand, of Bathurst, N. B., has started in

the shoe business in that city and has put in a large and

representative stock. Mr. Le Marquand was for many years

manager for W. S. Loggie Co., Shippegan, N. B., and in

opening a new and exclusive shoe store in Bathurst, has

the necessary experience and business qualifications to make
the venture a success. He has decided to stock the Mc-
Cready line as his principal one, on account of this shoe

being so well known for its good value. Many friends will

wish Mr. Le Marquand every success in his new undertaking.

The prices for all sporting shoes, which went into

effect on September 14th last and have prevailed from that

time up to January 1, 1915, have now been increased from
five to ten cents per pair as announced at the time the new
lists were published. The quotations are net subject to cash

discount as follows: All shipments made during January

to May, inclusive, payable June 10th, less two per cent., or

net August 1st, and all shipments from June to December
payable tenth of the month following shipment less two per

cent., or net sixty days from first of month following ship-

ment.

Frederick Stobart, purchasing representative for the

Imperial Government in Montreal, received word recently

to secure large quantities of military accoutrements, that

is leather belts, haversacks, rifle and revolver holders, etc.,

from Canadian firms. The value of the order was esti-

mated by Mr. Stobart at approximately $1,500,000. It was

stated by Mr. Stobart that the capacity of Canadian leather

goods companies in Canada was about ten thousand sets

per week. This order means full operation for all houses

wishing to share in the business, from now until the end

of March. A weekly disbursement of over $100,000 will be

received for the goods.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., of Berlin, Ont., were unable

to close down their factory this season for two weeks, as
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usual, at the Yuletide period, owing to pressure of business.

The firm were only able to cease operations two days at

Christmas time, and their plant is now very busy getting

out the new range of samples for about fifty salesmen, who
will take the road during March and April, for the purpose
of booking orders for 1915 fall delivery. The Kaufman
Rubber Co. report that the factory is running better than

ever before, and judging from the demand they are con-

tinually receiving for their lines, they are making an article

which is giving every satisfaction.

A gathering of the travelers of the Brandon Shoe Co.,

Limited, Brantford, Ont, was held at the factory recently

when samples for fall were gone over. From indications

there will be a strong run on bals with gun metal calf still

in the lead and colors following behind. The firm expect

there will be a good volume of patent leather. Mr. Bran-

don is leaving for Boston and other shoe centres next week
to look over new styles and get freshened up for his new
line of samples, which will be out in March. Business with

the firm is keeping up in good shape and they have no com-
plaints to make, believing with the advent of spring, that

"there will be a general tone of increased trade and Canada
will go ahead and develop more than ever."

The Commercial Travelers' Association of Canada is

now proposing to establish a trust fund of $10,000 for

patriotic purposes, divided as follows : Red Cross, $5,000

;

Belgian Refugee Fund, $3,000; Patriotic Fund, $2,000. On
the occasion of the annual meeting, held recently in To-
ronto, a resolution to this effect was placed on the books.

The intention is to establish and maintain 100 cots under

the auspices of the association in the Red Cross Hospital

near Waterloo station in England. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, J. G. King
(acclamation)

;
vice-presidents, Alexander Cook and C. J.

Tuthill; treasurer, E. Fielding; directors, Kingston, W. H.
Graham, John Wright : Montreal, George Dawne

; Guelph,

G. H. Gemmell; Brockville, George E. Jener.

The "Just Wright" salesmen have been holding their

semi-annual meeting at the factory of E. T. Wright & Co.,

Rockland, Mass. They discussed plans and lined up new
samples for next season's business. E. N. Paine, foreman
of the sole leather department of E. T. Wright & Co., St.

Thomas, Ont-, has been spending a few days at the plant at

Rockland, Mass. A. S. McFarlane, who covers the Middle

Western States for E. T. Wright & Co., Rockland, Mass., is

opening a new men's shoe store in St. Louis in company
with James L. Young of that city. Mr. McFarlane is a St.

Catharines boy, and formerly traveled through Canada with

the Just Wright line. He will continue to carry Just Wright
shoes on the road and the store will be looked after by Mr.

Young, who has been connected with the trade in St. Louis

for many years.

FOR THE BOYS AT THE FRONT

Geo. A. Slater, Limited, makers of the "Invictus" shoe,

Montreal, have supplied the Canadian Government with

several thousand pairs of military boots. The boot, of

which a reproduction is shown here, has many excellent

points. Not one of these boots was supplied to the mem-

bers of the first contingent, but there can be no doubt that

many of the second, and possibly the third contingent, will

be found wearing them. The shoe is made of dark winter

calf, welt, with full double sole and double slugged heel.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cent*.

Cash must accompany all orders.

PROGRESSIVE YOUNG MAN with ten years' practical

shoe and leather trades' experience, seeks position of

responsibility. Manage store, shoe department or

workshop. Good salesman. Abstemious. Address,

Box 361, North Battleford, Sask.

LEATHER SALESMAN wishes position on the road.

Long experience and connection with shoe manufacture

in Canada and States. Leather and Findings of all

kinds. Box 93, Shoe and Leather Journal, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Canadian Patent Heel Saver—this commands
a very large sale in Europe. Price from Yuot Manu-
facturing Co., Edinburgh, Scotland.

W.H.Staynes& Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

KANGAROO
Wa are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Shetp*kln$ Sklvtrs " Ryco " Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Fall and Winter Season, 1915-1916

McLaren & Dallas
The House

of

Service

Wholesale Distributers of

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS
30 FRONT ST. W.

TORONTO

Our Aim is

to give

Satisfaction

Our travelers are now on the road
with the complete new range of

" Elmira
"

Felt Shoes
This well-known make of Felt Shoes

includes a wonderfully wide as-

sortment of styles for both sexes,

of all ages, and for indoor and
outdoor wear.

The attractive finish which has

always distinguished ELMIRA
FELTS is the fittest symbol of

the sterling quality of every shoe

in the range.

The accompanying illustrations

show a few of the newest Elmira

Felt Models that are destined to

achieve an unusual degree of pop-

ularity. The addition of these

up-to-date lines to the great Elmira

range should be seen by every shoe

dealer who is looking for Felt

Novelties of real distinction.

McLaren & dallas
30 FRONT ST. W. TORONTO
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Fall and Winter Season, 1915-1916

McLaren & Dallas
Wholesale Distributers ofWe Always Lead

in the Latest BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS
Novelties 30 FRONT ST. W.

I TORONTO

From the Tight Little Island
the centre of the great British Empire to which we
are prouder than ever to belong—a great many good
things come. Among the best of these are

"Trickett's" and "Parker's"
World-Famed

English Felt Shoes and Slippers
Good old British quality is responsible for the high
esteem in which these goods are held by wearers of

felt shoes in all parts of the world.

Our salesmen are now covering their routes with a
complete range of Winter Goods for the season
1915-1916. The time spent in looking over our
samples will be a good investment.

See also our range for next season's trade in

Elmira Felts, Moose Moccasins, Lumbermen's
Knit Sox, Oil Tan Larrigans, Hockey

Boots, Men's Fine Leather Slippers

How about your IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS
in Felts, Rubbers, Moccasins, Hockey Boots, etc.

Our Big Stock At Your Service
for rush delivery of your sorting-up requirements.
Try us with your sorting orders, and our good service

will make you a regular customer.

Our Staple Lines

are all of

Standard Quality

McLaren & Dallas
30 FRONT ST. W. : : TORONTO
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CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All WorK Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E, 3778

McKAY
S EW INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right pricefor the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Qrothe St., MONTREAL

[

Cheaper Satisfaction
VOUR customer's customer

will pay less for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Sample*
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union,
Standard and Leather

ALL LEATHER Board Counters

Wood 8s Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., 163M Church St.
Toronto, Ont. M. 5484

DUCLO* <& PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory and Office), Store, 224 Lemoine St.

ST. HYACINTHS. MONTREAL

SHOE PULL STRAPS
SHOE FACINGS

SHOE LABELS and WEBBINGS

The Colonial Weaving Co. Limited

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO
i

• i

THE SHOE THAT IS KNOWN IS THE SHOE •

WITH A GOOD LABEL I

READ THE

Shoe and Leather
Journal

24 issues in a year for $1.00
It is filled with bright helpful pointers

for Retailers

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a
single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

a Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Fin-^hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted with union irons
and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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Order
This Raw-Hide
For your
next run.

Fibre Counter

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

F. BLOUIN
CORNER OF COLOJHB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
TOES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

SPHIINX

Shoe Cement Paste
"SPHINX" stands unique and without a rival in excellent qualities

wanted by the shoe manufacturer

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds of

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters
and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY

J.E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL



NO DIAMONDS-TRADE MARK
No Fast Color

Get this fact firmly fixed in your mind. It may
be the means of saving you considerable annoy-
ance and inconvenience

;
for, if you will insist that

the diamond trade mark shall appear on the surface

of the eyelets in the shoes you order, you will be

entirely free from any complaints regarding

"Brassy" eyelets. Fast Color Eyelets are the only

kind that cannot wear "Brassy." They enhance

the good appearance of shoes more than any other

accessory used in their manufacture; and, made as

they are, with celluloid tops of solid color, they

do not grow old but retain their bright, new appear-

ance long after the shoes are worn out.

The diamond trademark is a sure cure for all

eyelet troubles. Only the genuine Fast Color Eye-

lets have it.

United Shoe Machinery Company
of Canada

MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide St. W., Toronto 492 St. Valier St., Quebec
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Live Topics in This Issue

The Price of a Shoe as Viewed

From Two Standpoints

Will There Be Enough Hides to

Supply Needs of Tanners

Good Service, Personality and
Equipment in Repair Line

The "Pulling Power" of Some
Retail Shoe Advertising

The Credit System and How It

Should be Handled To-Day

acton
TORONTO

IG CO.I?™
MONTREAL
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"Cock O' Th' North"

"Made in

Canada'

<C^ PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

"Made in

Cana da"

A Pair of Splendid

Sellers for 1915
Why experiment with some new

and practically unknown brand

when there is such a pair of

proven profit- makers as the

"DOCTOR'S" and "PRO-
FESSOR" SHOES? You will

only be wasting your time and

money; you will never convince

a customer who has actually

worn these, that there is anything

"just as good."

Both the "DOCTOR'S" and the

"PROFESSOR" have an indiv-

iduality all their own. They are

absolutely correct in shape, con-

forming easily to the natural con-

tour of the foot. They are built

—

comfortable, attractive, and of

great lasting quality. They will

"put you in right" with your cus-

tomer and make each one a live,

enthusiastic, talking advertise-

ment.

a o

The Tebbutt
Shoe & Leather Co., Ltd.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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"Ritchie Service'

New Fall Samples Ready

Early in February

A line of Men's and Women's Welts

that can't be beat for the price.

Inquiries Solicited.

JOHN RITCHIE CO. ***

QUEBEC

i'liji mmmmmmmmammimmmm
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Have What Your
Customer Wants
IVhen He Wants It

THIS is one of the most

important axioms of

business success.

Another is to have goods of

the right quality at a reason-

able price.

When you sell MINER
rubbers you are ensuring

your success along the lines

of the above axioms. These

brands have sterling quality

behind them, plus a service

that is second to none in

promptness and courtesy.

To avail yourself of this

service means a maximum
turnover with a minimum
amount of capital invested.

A trial will convince you

of this.

Send in your sorting orders

to our nearest selling agent.

The Miner Rubber Company, Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies St Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns 8f Wanless ------- London, Ont.
Dowling Sf Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith 8s Co. -------- Hamilton, Ont. T« fW" T T7> q
J. M. Humphrey B* Co. -------- St. John, N.B. IM tM 1 lN -Cy IV

M"
^"f? II J. M. Humphrey * Co. -------- Sydney, C.B. Im/I I? \ MC

I N JJ Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que. I M# H/ /V J\| IS

RURRER^X The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Western, Limited, 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man. W I

v v»D y/ The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont. .A. T JL E, R I T
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Qu e.
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RICHMOND, QUE.

Seeing Canada First

The average Shoe Manufacturer is like the average Tourist, he
rushes to foreign countries before seeing what is interesting in his

own. While this may not be injurious to the Tourist it is expensive

to the Manufacturer. His business is to make goods suitable to the

tastes, and feet, of his home people. It is necessary to know the

Popular Shapes and the Coming Styles, but that is early presented

to him by the Travelling Salesman. What the Manufacturer should

know is how to adopt these ideas to his home customers, and he
cannot acquire that in-

formation in foreign

markets, he must have
the assistance of Train-

ed Peoplewhoknowhow
to combine all the latest

ideas in styles in models
that will fit thefeet ofthe

purchasers of his shoes.

The American Stand-
ard of Measurements
between sizesandwidths
is the best in the world,
but there is no standard
that will fit all thepeople
of Different Countries,
or even Different Local-
ities in a large country.

Every well-informed Shoe Manufacturer in Canada knows that shoes

adapted to the Eastern provinces are not suitable for Ontario and
the West. He also knows that the regular models purchased from
the United States are not good fitters for Canadian feet.

We know how to make them right and our services are at your
command. The Manufacturers who have tried us know this and we
want a chance to prove it to the others.

Boston, Mass., 44 Binford St.

Factories: Phone Main 107

Richmond, Que., Phone 32

Write us at Richmond for full particulars

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, etc., also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and Ironing Outfits for Shoe Factories
(Simplex System)

Canadian Factory: RICHMOND, QUE.
Charles Campbell, Manager
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No. 238—Women's Felt Slipper, Plush Bound,
Flexible Leather Sole and Heel. Colors :

Green, Brown, Red, Grey and Black.

No. 205—Women's Felt Ruskin, Plush Bound,
Leather Facing, Flexible Leather Sole and
Heel.

Look at the Sole
And our name is stamped on the sole of every
shoe we produce, and that brand is a positive

guarantee of the quality that distinguishes

The Great West Felt Co.'s

"Coldproof"
Felts

We manufacture our own felt, so that we can
be absolutely certain no inferior material can
ever creep into our line.

The machinery we use, has been invented by our
own experts—a fact that makes for the highest

degree of economy and efficiency in production.

Wear. Warmth and Comfort
are the three outstanding features of Coldproof
Felts. And they are made in a very large

variety of styles

For Men, Women and Children

The range includes styles for both indoor and
outdoor wear, fur-trimmed and plain, and leather

and felt combinations.

We are not in any trust. Our products are sold

by independent jobbers. If your regular jobber

cannot supply you, write us and we will furnish

you with the name of a reliable jobber who can.

No. 102—Men's Felt Blucher, Vamp Lined,
Leather Facing and Back Strap, Felt Sole
and Heel.

Write for
Catalog

The Great West
Felt Co. Limited

Elmira, Ont.
No. 114—Men's Felt Bal., Pebble Vamp,
Leather Facing and Back Strap, Felt Sole
and Heel.
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t| A decidedly comfortable and stylish low-

heeled model, especially adapted for

walking.

^ Made of Black Kid, in Button, Lace and

Blucher Oxford Styles, with welt sole,

and in Black Kid Button and Blucher

Oxford, with turn sole.

tfl A very popular shoe with the fair sex.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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Not a Kick in a Carload
Selling INDEPEN-
DENT RUBBERS is

always a very satisfac-

tory transaction both

for you and your cus-

tomer.

It feels good to give

good value—to KNOW
that absolutely n cause

for complaint exists in

the packages your cus-

tomers take away.

To the present fact of a

good margin of profit,

you add the assurance

of every customer's
good-will.

Our branded lines, four

in number, are the rub-

ber goods to sellr-

"KANT KRACK,"
"DAINTY MODE,"

"ROYAL,"
and

"BULL-DOG."

They are sold by the following Shoe Jobbers
The Amherst Boot Sf Shoe Co., Limited - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------ Ottawa, Ont.
White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.
Kilgour, Rimer &r Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.

The J. Leckie Co., Limited - Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.

McLaren 8f Dallas - -- -- -- - Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- Montreal, Que.

And Made Only By

Independent Rubber Co.
LIMITED

Merritton, Ontario
wn

Va Mod
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No Element of Uncertainty with

ELMIRA FELT SHOES
There's always a well defined demand every winter for more

foot-warmth than can be got out of a leather shoe. And for

more than fourteen years, ELMIRA FELT SHOES of various

designs have been meeting the various aspects of that demand

with complete satisfaction to dealer and customer.

ELMIRA FELTS have become one of the certainties of the

shoe trade—a line that is sure of a quick turnover at regular

prices and profits.

Ask Your Jobber For

ELMIRA FELTS W^°fIS
The finest, daintiest line of Bedroom and House Slippers. Made
in delicate shades of felt in colors to suit all tastes. Soft Cozy
Cushion Soles and at prices that will give your customers "Made-
in-Canada Quality" at prices of inferior imported lines.

MADE IN CANADA
At one of the world's Largest Felt Shoe Plants

Sold by all Canadian Shoe Jobbers

The Elmira Felt Co., Limited, Berlin, Ont.
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Shoe Machinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eye-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL = = QUE.

122 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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Buy Only " Made-in-Canada"
Shoes During 1915

^ There will be not only pleasure but profit as well by adopting

this policy throughout the coming year. You benefit Canada,

her industries and workmen, and you benefit yourself as well.

^ By thus being in a position to take advantage of the " Made-
in-Canada " sentiment, you can greatly increase your sales and

also your reputation as a patriotic and up-to-date shoe dealer.

f§ And remember when buying that you have at your disposal not

only our three great specialized factories making everything

from the highest grade fine footwear for men and women to

heavy workingmen's boots, but also a fully equipped IN-
STOCK department ready to serve you with courtesy and
despatch.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames=Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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.WORKERS UNION,

UNIONXnSTAMP

Factory

.WORKERS UNION

UNION/ftSTAMP

Factory

WORKERS UNION

UNION^gSTAMP

Factory

Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him-

self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes'bearing the Union Label and add

a live selling asset to your business for the coming
year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes
can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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REGAL

CANADIAN STYLE 1515

Black Calf Blucher

Costs $3.50 - Retails $5.00

Also in Patent Leather and Button Style in

Black Calf.

The national call for goods of Canadian manufacture is one that

should be enthusiastically supported by every Canadian merchant.

Regal Shoes, made in our Toronto Factory, enable you to

meet the better-class demand with a line that has no superior

in the whole world.

35 Smart Regal Styles

Always In Stock

These styles are identical with the winning sellers in the 18

REGAL stores that cater to the cream of the New York
shoe trade.

If there is no Regal Shoe Agency in your locality write us

about getting exclusive local rights while the field is open.

IN STOCK DEPARTMENT

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
102 Atlantic Ave. Toronto, Ont
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F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

Bay Street, Toronto63

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

THE

iloosoii (yoativor Co,
LIMITED

Oshav/a, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIER

Olu'ouu: Pufcmt SMos, oox

Sides, Velours Sides, Gnn
iVUyin'ISi'los,] (aavy Storm

l/.yathor of all kiads in

0 h romo a n<l Com o ina •

cto a Taana^as,

i 52 VICTORIA SQUARE

| MONTREAL, QUE.

I

621 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ®.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

0

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

John Bull

Larrigans
and

Leggings

No. 13

14 in. leg.

Give us a trial

order and be

convinced.
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Follow the Flag in your Buying

You will fight for it,

Will you buy for it ?
" CLASSIC " Shoes are the

one good buy.

Buying Made-in-Canada Shoes is

both Profitable and Patriotic

Any dealer who has ever handled "CLASSIC"
Shoes will agree that our foreign-made footwear

has ever made a better impression on his customers.

There is no longer any reason for Canadian shoemen

to doubt that Canada can produce shoe styles and

values equal to any that the world can show.

"Classic" Shoes Prove It

In the Continent of North America there is not

one factory that can offer anything better than

"CLASSIC" Shoes for Women and Children. More-

over, the factories that can offer anything nearly

equal to "CLASSIC" are few and far between.

Buy "CLASSIC" SHOES—Sell "CLASSIC"
SHOES. They are made in Canada, from start

to finish, in Canada's most up-to-date factory.

$3.00 to $3.50

25 to $2.65

" THE NEATEST SHOES IN SH0ED0M

"

THE SHOE THAT IS SUPPLANTING FOREIGN FOOTWEAR

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait - Ontario
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"Trilby and Orient"

Mercerized Cotton

British =Made
Wide Shoe Tie-2

From the Factory of Brough Nicholson & Hall, Limited, Leek, England

•Real Silk-

Splendid make-up—Sightly, Saleable, Profitable—Each pair enclosed
separately. Buy at once for your Spring needs. Stocked in

Black, Tan and White—27 inch, 30 inch,

Pleased to have your enquiries. Samples on request.

Wholesalers supplied by our Sales Agents

EW M/-M^vfin 45 St
-
Alexander st" MONTREAL

. VV • lVlClYldrUIl 20 Wellington St. W., TORONTO
Fraser Mather Co. W. H. Vass

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
'My Lady"
Art Silk
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Solid Fibre
Board Box

For Shipping Footwear

Better and less expensive than wooden or any other crates are

H. & D. Solid Fibre Board Boxes for shipping footwear, findings or

other light carton goods.

These boxes are collapsible, puncture-proof, waterproof and su-

perior to any box on the market. They thoroughly protect your
goods in transportation and require but little space for storage in

your factory.

Send us the inside dimensions of the box you need and we will

send a sample and quote an attractive price on any quantity.

Write us.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada, Limited

Toronto
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL P.Q.

JANUARY FOOT-PRINTS

consists of a

Handsome Catalogue
of

44BERLIN"

WARM FELT FOOTWEAR
and

KIM-FELT
44KUMFYS

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED IN COLORS

DON'T MISS YOUR COPY

Canadian Consolidated

0OMINIO^ ^ Rubber Co. Limited

sJJJBBER SYSTEJ^
MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

OMINIQM
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The Price of a Shoe—Viewed From Two Standpoints
Of Vital Interest to the Manufacturer is the Dealer's Cost of Doing Business and the Margin of Profit the Retailer Makes

on a Shoe to be on Safe Side—Difficult for the Producer Who Has Prices Unsuitable to Hold or Enlarge
His Output—Figures That Will Interest Both Makers and Buyers of Footwear.

By ALBERT E. FALLET

/ should say that the success of a person or cor-

poration engaged in the shoe business is in

proportion to his or its appreciation of the margin

of gross profit necessary to the success of the retail

merchant—particularly docs this apply to the shoe

manufacturer.

Other tilings being equal, the manufacturer who
makes his shoes and prices them to alloiv the cor-

rect gross profit to the merchant will get the

business.

In Western Ontario one day last summer I was in a

sample room with a merchant and a salesman. All samples

were plainly priced, and, although divided into McKays and

welts, were set out in the order of their prices. After

spending some time in judging the line as a whole, the mer-

chant walked the circuit of the room, pulling certain shoes

to the front of the tables. Some of these latter he eventu

ally pushed back, doing his buying from a few of the balance.

Many manufacturers have had the same thing happen to

them, and some, no doubt, never asked the reason.

I asked this retailer why he did this and he said he was
picking the lines that would allow him his standard, or a

little better than his standard, margin of profit. I then went

along the line myself and will tell you what I saw. The case

may be more flagrant than usual but in theory it is a typical

example of the pricing methods of the shoe manufacturer.

I made note of the prices and can give them exactly.

I saw McKay low shoes at $2.05, $2.10, $2.15, $2.20,

$2.25, $2.40, $2.45, $2.50, $2.55, $2.60; McKay high shoes at

$2.25, $2.30, $2.45, $2.50, $2.55, $2.60, $2.75, $2.80, #2.85,

#2.90. I saw welt low shoes at $2.65, $2.70, $2.75, $2.85,

$2.90, $3.00. I saw welt high shoes at $2.85, $2.90, $2.95,

$3.15, $3.20, $3.25, $3.30, $3.40, $3.45, $3.55, $3.65, #3.90 and

#4.00. I make no mention of the men's prices.

I have seen only two other price lists as bad in fact as

this one, but I have seen a dozen others as bad in principle

Note the prices of the shoes the dealer buys.

He buys McKay low shoes, $2.40 and $2.50; McKay
high shoes at $2.60. This last is a bargain ; it was the maker's

"leader," and, although some changes would almost wipe

out the margin of manufacturing profit, the merchant com-
pelled the salesman to sell this shoe in four different ways.
He bought welt low shoes at $2.65 and $2.75, and welt high
shoes at $3.25 and $3.30. He did not buy from the samples
above $3.30 because he did not consider that this particular

maker's product was classy enough to sell for more than
five dollars. This last remark was enlightening from the

manufacturer's point of view. Some have the idea, openly
expressed by a few, that they are in a position to sell a mer-
chant a complete line for his store. Thus their prices range,

in women's, say, all the way from $1.85 to $4.00. The retailer

figures that he is only safe in buying the medium grades
from these firms because, he reasons, workmen capable of

working profitably on a $3.00 (wholesale) shoe are not ex-

acting enough to properly finish a $4.00 shoe, and those turn-

ing out a passable $3.00 article have not the facilities for

making a $1.85 shoe of genuine value. When the range is

extended all the way between these two extremes the atti-

tude of the intelligent dealer is readily seen. But this is

a little aside from the matter under discussion.

Prices He Paid for Goods

Let us return to our merchant and the prices he paid for

the lines he bought. They may be divided into four groups

:

(a) $2.40 and $2.50 to sell for $3.50; (b) $2.60 to sell regu-

larly for $4.00, but to be reduced for "sale"' purposes to

$3.45; (c) $2.65 and $2.75 to sell at $4.00; (d) $3.25 and

$3.30 to sell for $5.00. The gross profits—always figured on
the selling price—on these lines amounted to (a) 31 per

cent, and 29 per cent.; (b) 35 per cent, regularly but to

average 32 per cent.; (c) 34 per cent, and 31 per cent.;

(d) 35 per cent. These are percentages that the manufac-
turer should keep before him when "building" and pricing

his samples. It will be noticed that the percentage of profit

figured becomes larger as the price of the shoes increases.

The merchant figures this way because of the comparative

staple qualities of the cheaper shoes, making it possible to

carry it from one season to another with slight loss, as

against the all-too-frequent style changes in the higher

priced ones that make their purchase more or less a risk.

Some manufacturers may think this scale of gross profits
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too high. Even some retailers may say they do not price

their shoes this way. But it is a fact that merchants who are

not merely making a living but making money won't look at a

line that will not allow over thirty per cent, gross. It is

also a fact that manufacturers who make and price their

shoes bearing these percentages are getting the business.

The Various Classes of Dealers

Salesmen in the employ of any manufacturer can tell

him the scale of profit demanded by really successful deal-

ers who are not hogs but who have been business men
enough to find out what it really costs them to do business

and who price their shoes accordingly. We must admit

that there are retailers who do their business on a

smaller margin than this, but they are exceptional cases

easily classified into: (a) he who is afraid to ask a fair

profit; (b) he who is content to save his small income in-

stead of trying to make a larger one; (c) he who doesn't

know his costs; (d) he who keeps store in a congested city

and whose trade is of a class that will buy anything as long

as it's cheap and whose trade requires next to no waiting

upon—these are mighty few; (e) he who fails.

Classes (a) and (b) may be safe enough, but the

growth of their trade is usually so slow that a manufacturer

looking for expansion cannot count on them for much.

Class (c), to which so many merchants belong, is one that

it is the duty of the manufacturer to assist for his own sake.

We are sure that there is no merchant in the country who
would not welcome all the information that came to him.

From the total list of failures to arrive at class (e) we
deduct those due to financial or crop conditions over which

the merchant has no control, those due to unwise buying and

to several other conditions and still have by far the greater

majority of failures left. Class (d) we need say nothing

about, their numbers are so small.

The manufacturer may differ off-hand with the justice

of the profits expected by the intelligent dealer and may
feel he is asking too much. At the same time he will con-

cede that a net of 10 per cent, is not out of the ordinary.

To one with the small turnover of the ordinary shoe

man he might be willing to allow \2 l/2 per cent. Here he

agrees with the merchant who knows his final cost and

places it somewhere between 20 per cent, and 24 per cent.,

according to conditions peculiar to his business.

He Laughed at the Retailer

When one manufacturer first had these cost percentages

placed before him he said they were wrong. When assured

positively that they were right he said that there was some-

thing wrong with the retailers if that were so. He laughed

at the statement that a dealer who sold a $2.60 shoe for $3.50

actually made two cents a pair less on his sales than the

manufacturer made on his much larger turnover. His objec-

tion was to the idea that a merchant's cost was around 22

per cent. If it was, he said, there was something wrong
with the retail trade. Wrong or right, the shoe manufac-

turer must deal with conditions as they are. It happens that

in this case it was particularly easy to prove to this ''doubt-

ing Thomas" that the retail trade was all right.

The manufacturer agreed to the suggestion that he com-

pare his own company's costs with those of a typical mer-

chant. To arrive at a comparison with the "overhead"

charges of the dealer a list of all such items was made. The
list included interest on investment, depreciation on stock,

depreciation on fixtures, loss through sales at less than regu-

lar prices and less than cost, rent, taxes, insurance, light,

heat, water, advertising, traveling expense, sundry expense,

salaries. The manufacturer's list corresponding to this one

contained such items as interest on investment, depreciation

on stock, depreciation on plant and fixtures, loss on cut-price

sales, including samples, factory and office rent, shipping

loom expense, returns, and the balance practically the same
as the dealer's list. This was rough and ready figuring and
not according to correct factory cost methods, but was the

only way the two cases could be justly compared. Practically

all that was left to enter the maker's cost was materials,

lasts and patteris, incidental repairs, wages, including super-

intendent, royalties, power and similar items.

When the manufacturer in question applied this method
to his own business he found that his cost figured over 20
;<er cer.t. He then became more interested in the retailer's

figuring and for purposes of comparison we decided to use

a live man in Western Ontario whom we both knew
intimately. This merchant had a nice business of about

$18,500 a year. He carried a trifle less than half that

amount of stock, and his window, put in at his own expense,

plus his fixtures, were worth about $1,500. His total in-

vestment, then, was $10,000.

He employed one clerk whom he paid twelve dollars

a week. He spent $350 a year on advertising. His rent

was $35 a month. He figured that he must charge up $350

a year against depreciation on his stock and "sales." Interest

on his investment amounted to $650 a year. His own s?'ary

was down at $1,200 a year. All the other items brought his

total expenses up to $4,152, or 22 per cent, of his sales. In

this particular case the merchant, in spite of his figuring

and in spite of buying to the best of his ability, only claims

to have cleared around 7 per cent, in an average year and
lie lays the blame at the door of the manufacturers who do

not price their shoes properly.

What About Your Salary

I was rather surprised by a remark the manufacturer
made when the question of our figures was being discussed

on another occasion. "Say," he said, "you've got that man
down for a pretty nice thing, haven't you?" "What do you
mean ?" I asked. "Why," he replied, "you've got him down
for a salary of $1,200 and profits of almost $2,000. His

real profit is over $3,000." That was an easy one that had

not struck the manufacturer because he had not applied the

reasoning that he knew to be correct in his own case to

the case of the dealer. "His salary," I replied, "was $1,200

and the profits of his business were around $2,000. He could

have earned that salary elsewhere, he figured, with no risk

of capital, and should be paid that much for managing a

business with which he was so familiar. He is looking for-

ward to moving the business to a large store on the corner

and doubling the size of the stock carried. Where should

the money come from for this? From the small savings of

his personal salary or from the profits of the business? If

you were going to build a large factory in the east end to

double your output, would you pay for it out of the savings

from the $3,000 salary the business pays you or out of the

profits of the business?"

Vital Question to Manufacturer

The question of the dealer's cost of doing business, and

consequently the margin necessary to him for the safe con-

duct of his business, is a most vital one to the manufacturer.

Many manufacturers have succeeded in spite of a lack

of knowledge or lack of appreciation of the value of knowl-

edge on this point. Others have done probably as well be-

cause of the past lack of knowledge on the part of the mer-

chants themselves. But each season it becomes more and

more difficult for the salesman with samples not priced

"right" to do the business. The retailers are giving the

matter of study of their costs serious attention.

As it is a simple matter to point out failures among the

retail trade—among stores varying in size from a one-horse-

show on a side street to a departmental store—due to a lack
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of knowledge of the cost of doing business, so is it an easy

thing to point out manufacturers who have gone to the wall

having disregarded the margin necessary to the merchant

in pricing their samples.

Why They Went Down

A couple of years ago a Quebec province company failed

— it's selling plan allowed a profit entirely inadequate to the

dealer. A little later on an Ontario company was placed

in charge of an assignee—it's managers among other mis-

takes made the one of expecting a merchant to sell a $2.65

woman's shoe for $3.50 and make money on it. Last sum-

mer another Quebec manufacturer closed his doors—one of

his dreams was that a retailer would pay him $3.25 for a

man's shoe that wasn't good enough for a $5.00 shoe, in fact,

he expected it to be sold for $4.50. There have been many
others as well, but these will do. You may say, and truly,

that these concerns had other shortcomings, but their un-

suitable prices were the outstanding features of their lines.

While the manufacturer who does not consider the

merchant's profit when pricing the majority of his samples

need not live in fear and trembling, the matter is very im-

portant to him. Any maker may smile and, pointing to a

growing trade, say he makes his shoes and prices them with

respect only to what they cost him. He would be foolish

indeed to disregard his cost. He is equally foolish wasting

time and money making up samples, and wasting the sales

man's energy asking him to try to sell from samples, made up
disregarding their cost when finished. To repeat, he may point

with pride to a growing business, but he may find that his

growth is mainly on shoes made up at a certain price, that

it is due to a number of new customers, that it is due to the

human element that enters into his business—the loyalty of

old customers to his organization and the increasing good-

will extended to his good salesmen. All these things tend

toward growth in spite of the lack of foresight in pricing.

Delving into Cost Studies

During the present strenuous times merchants are delv-

ing into a study of costs as deeply as are manufacturers. It

will be increasingly hard for the manufacturer with prices

unsuitable in any way to hold and enlarge his trade as time

goes on. At a time when fall samples are being designed

it is not untimely to suggest that manufacturers are in a

position to eliminate one unsuitable feature from their price

lists by a close study of retail costs and profits, remembering
the standard prices at which shoes must be sold.

It is not a question of building "down to a price," but

of building "to a standard" of cost. If changes are neces-

sary in methods of making up and pricing samples, the

manufacturing is conforming to one of the most rigid laws

of commerce in following the line of least resistance. More
and more merchants are learning to sav "I will not pav more
than $3.30 for a $5.00 shoe."

Will There be Enough Hides for Making of Shoes?
Growing Seriousness of the Situation—Packer Hides Reach Abnormal Figure—Slaughter of Calves Should

Cease—Leather is not Made in a Night and Future Supplies Must be Looked After—Effect of the War

A leading firm of tanners in Indiana have recently sent

out a letter on the leather situation to a number of customers

which contains an able and comprehensive review of present

conditions and the effect of the war on the supply and prices

of hides. The following excerpts will be read with interest,

as they seem to sum up matters in a calm, conservative

spirit.

Changes in World's Markets

The great European war has made such startling

changes affecting the world's markets that old landmarks are

swept away, and it is more difficult than ever before to

understand general trade conditions and to forecast the

future. The tanning and allied leather industries during

1914 passed through a reconstructive period of values which
was sensational to say the least. The unusual conditions

existing to-day make it difficult to forecast just what 1915

will bring forth. However, if you will study the facts and

figures as obtained by us you will find that one feature

stands out pre-eminently ; that is, there will be no increase

in the supply of hides available to operate our tanneries,

while everywhere stocks of all kinds of leather on hand are

the smallest ever known. The domestic trade in leather

and leather goods is sure to improve as time goes on. All

the recognized barometers of trade indicate better times.

The opening of the stock exchanges with a resultant free

selling movement of stocks and bonds is an indication that

capital is coming out of hiding and is anticipating coming
prosperity. The Federal Reserve System created easier

money conditions, relieving the country from danger of

recurring depressions. An active movement of the southern

cotton crop is rapidly stimulating all business in that sec-

tion. Another bumper harvest of cotton is expected. In

the final analysis large crops will be a boon to the South.

It was only the temporary stoppage of exports to the war
zone that caused the depression. The war has increased the

consumption of cotton goods and now that exports can be

made to many countries there will be prosperity in the South.

The immensity of the yield will go far to compensate for

low prices, but with complete resumption of exporting quo-

tations may advance. Money is sure to be plentiful in those

states where grain is grown. The yield has been large,

prices are high, and the effect of this great purchasing power
in all the agricultural communities is sure to be felt at an

early date.

How Hides Have Jumped

Present prices compared with five years ago show an
increase of from 70 to 103 per cent., and it would not be

surprising to see still higher quotations prevail, especially

after the most undesirable February and March take-off

are sold. An embargo has been placed on both hides and
leather by all the nations at war, which includes their col-

onies, so that the tanners of the United States are compelled

to confine their purchases to the limited supply of domestic

hides and what few are still obtainable from South America.
Belgium and Germany heretofore were the largest import-

ers of South American hides and beef. These beef markets
are shut off, greatly reducing the South American kill.

Tanners find both the imported and domestic supply of hides

greatly reduced, and green salted hides in Europe are

selling at thirty-five cents per pound.

The hoof and mouth disease, while the contagion lasted,

had the effect of temporarily increasing the kill of cattle,

but notwithstanding all this 1914 still shows a decrease in

the total slaughter compared with a year ago. Packer hides

are closely sold up, some being taken well into January, and
none can be purchased for immediate shipment. Below we
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give prices for December-January Chicago Packer Hides
for five years :

—

December-January iqio iqii 1912 1913 1914
Heavy Native Steer Hides 13 16 19 18 23
Light Native Cow Hides 1 i 14.)^ 17 1734 23
Heavy Native Cow Hides 12 15^ 1714 17^4 23
Heavy Texas Steer Hides 12^ 143^ 171^ 17.}^ 20
Colorado Steer Hides ny2 \^/A \-yA 17 1934

Henry J. Williamson, Statistician of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, who for five weeks past visited the

stock yard centres of the West, in a published statement said:

"We have been taking a census of the cattle of the country
and found a visible supply of less than 35,000,000. As this

includes calves, yearlings and full-grown stock, the number
of animals capable of breeding is reduced to an alarmingly

An Effective Holiday Window
A very artistic holiday window was installed by Weiss

liros., shoe dealers, of Napauee. The design was taken from
a background which appeared some time ago in the Shoe
and LEatiikk Journal. This background represented the

end of a house, showing the chimney, with Santa emerging
from the Hue. On both sides of the gable, the firm had a

half moon with the words "Christmas Greetings" appearing
in bronze letters. There was also a star hanging on either

side of the dwelling. The flooring was of red velours, and
across the front of the habitation, in large letters, was
"Merry Christmas to All." From the chimney were hung
well-filled stockings and there was a splendid display of

ladies' evening shoes,, warm felt footwear, hockey boots,

skates and other appropriate lines. Weiss Bros., who con-

duct stores both in Napanee and Trenton, believe that their

windows are their best advertising mediums and that every

window should have perfect air space, so as not to have any

frost on the panes. They report that Christmas trade with

them was extra good, considering the condition of affairs,

and they hope to keep the wheels going by a little extra

work in advertising during the year 1915.

deficient supply. Meat in America will be a rarity before

the war ends, with its drain on our herds. The number of

cattle has diminished and the population increased pro-

gressively for ten years until now they are too widely
divergent to hope to get a full supply for at least ten years

more.

"The Department of Agriculture has sent out repeated

warnings without avail. Farmers have sent young calves to

market and slaughter-houses have killed yearling bullocks

and heifers until few good breeders are to be found. Ranges
no longer exist in Texas and other cattle-raising states.

"Unless scientific breeding for increase is general and
the slaughter of calves cease before five years has expired,

America will find herself in the class of European countries

that have to look to importation to supply meat. Leather is

low now, but is becoming so scarce that there will not be
enough hides for the manufacture of shoes within a year or

two."

Cattle Supply and Population of United States

Total
Beef Cattle Cattle Supply Population

IQI5 Estimated less than 35,000,000
1QI4 35.855,000 56,592,000 99,000.000

1913 36,030,000 56,527,000 97,026,789
1912 37,260,000 57959.000 95.410,503
191 1 39,679,000 60,502,000 93,792,509
1910 47,279,000 61,803,000 92,174.515
1909 49,379,000 71,099,000 90,556,521
1908 50,073,000 71,267,000 88,938,527

1907 51,505,731 72,533,731 87,320,539
rgo6 47,067,656 66,861.656 85.702,533

Stocks of Leather Are Low
With a normal domestic demand for leather for shoes,

harness, belting and other leather products now we would be

confronted by the most sensational condition ever known in

the trade. The most conservative estimates show that stocks

of leather and leather merchandise are below normal. There
has been extreme conservatism and liquidation, and it is not

alone leather, but all kinds of leather merchandise that are

in small supply. This would soon prove inadequate under

anything like an active demand. With the United States the

only leather market available for the entire world, the ex-

portation of all kinds of leather and leather goods has been

enormous, and easily absorbed our small surplus and reduced

the available stock to a minimum. The situation is so serious

that some of the largest New England users of leather have,

through the daily and trade papers, advocated that an em-
bargo be placed on the exports of all kinds of leather from

the United States for the purpose of conserving the raw
material for domestic consumption. It is well understood

that the large export movement in leather resulted from the

extraordinary demand, and the high prices quoted by

leading tanners seemed low by comparison with those

prevailing abroad. The future largely depends upon the

continuance of the war, but the authorities are agreed that

the chances of a sudden termination are not favorable.

However, the cessation of hostilities would not produce any

more hides, for the earning power of the European meat

users will be restricted for some time at least. Leather, like

other manufactured merchandise, is not made over night.

It takes a long time to convert hides into leather and some

time must elapse before anything like normal conditions will

be resumed. All European military stores will be depleted

and immense quantities of shoes and leather accoutrements

will be required to again establish these nations upon a

peace - basis.

If the war drags along for several years, as some auth-

orities predict, there is serious doubt that sufficient raw

material can be obtained to make the leather now required

to keep shoes and accoutrements on the millions of soldiers

and harness and saddles on the horses.
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NEW

HARTT

SHOES

FOR MEN

and YOUNG

MEN

<J We have just received a shipment ot

Hartt Fine Shoes.

5 The Hard is the leader in fashionable

footwear for men.

<J Put on a Hartt Shoe and you will be de-

lighted with the appearance of your foot—

there's real visible style to the Hartt Shoe,
and then they are so well made that they keep

their shape all through their lone Me, and fit

so perfectly that you get the utmost conifc it.

The new styles are very attractive.

<J May we show them to you

«

i
4

!

i

%=——

—

J
CHAS. RICHARDS

Our Fall Supply Of Derby

Shoes Now Complete

The best $5.00 Shoe

made for men

Also the Beresford

Shoe in Mahogney
and Bl ick at $o 50

$6 no

Smardon and Vassar

high Class Shoe for

Ladies

Call in and see them

Pleased to show the

Goods

F. D, HILTZ

Saturday. October 24

There are Special

Features at the

James V. Russell

Clearance Sale

695 Main Street

Not a pain or ache with

your feet in "Classics"

Our Special this week in Shoes

has a rubber sole and a double

rubber heel and insole. See them

McCallum & Son
S3

The Big Shoe Sale
Lasts Only This Week

I

Saturday Will Be the Last Day
Think of 'he price shoes will be later and

BUY NOW
McManus & Co.

Girls' Heavy Boots— Regular
*1 50. now 51.00. Sizes 1

1

12, 13. 1 and 2

Ladies' Heavy Boots—Now
63c > oair

Men's Patent Leather Boots
—IS 00 qtulitr, now $2.46
:t pair

Other Great Bargains

It Will Pay Ton to Attend

This

SHOE CLEARANCE SALE

At 695 Main

Walk-Over
Shoes

A Lady's Dress Shoe

You know that patent

leather is the dressiest

leather made. Nothing
can really fill the place of

good patent leather.

The shoe shown here
is of Walk-Over quality,

trim in pattern beautiful

in shape and rku in

finish

Morris & Smith
127 Queen Street

L

AYLMER'S GENERAL STORE
MO\EST OOODi AT MOVES T Pff/CCS

This store is noted for its good value in

SHOES
Boy,' Peble Bal 91.S0

" Dong Blucher ... 2.25

Do 0J Bal 2.50

Boya Sang Tin 1.75

Heo'a Dong Blncher S.oo

" Uetvy K&ng Tu 3.50

Girl* Feb Bala 92.00

" DoogBala 92.00

" Pat Bla 2.50

Women's Dong B*I 2.25

Patent Blu... 3.75

" Patent Button ' 3.75

These are all good values (or the difiereot pri

H. L. STRATT0N

The "Pulling Power" of Some Retail Shoe Advertising
Pointed Comment on the Construction and Display, the Lay-out and Illustrations of Dealers in Footwear—A Feature

That has Aroused Much Interest—Send in Your Announcements for Criticism and Suggestions.

In his announcement regarding Hartt shoes, Charles

Richards, of Killarney, Man., needs no instruction or

advice in the art of effective newspaper publicity. The
cut is a fair one although it might be clearer; the heading

is'good and the talk on this brand of footwear is interesting

and tersely given. The writer would suggest that if a range

of prices had been given, the appeal would have been more
direct and pointed. The display, border and body matter
are all that could be desired.

McManus & Co., of Fredericton, N.B., simply make a

statement that "The Big Shoe Sale lasts only One Week
Longer.", As a sale announcement there is ample space

to display all that is said, but a more catchy heading would
be "Saturday will be the Last Day." The words "The
Big Shoe Sale" have done service ever since shoe sales were
held, or William Caxton invented printing in the fourteenth

century.

The announcement of Morris & Smith, Charlottetown,

P.E.I.
,
regarding "Walk Over" shoes, is well set up, has

ood balance, and the matter is nicely arranged. The cut

is a good one for newspaper purposes, and the wording
indicates that the shoe mentioned is a high-class, stylish one.

It might have been well to indicate the range of prices, thus
giving further point and effect to the announcement.

Another sale announcement is that of the clearance of

Jas. V. Russell's stock in St. John, N.B. Prices are given,

and while there is nothing artistic or attractive about the

ad, still, as a plain, price giving declaration it possibly served

its purpose very well.

F. D. Hiltz does business in Dartmouth, N.S. He
handles the Derby shoe. The cut stands out very well,

but the ad would appear to better advantage if so much
rule work was not employed in its set-up. The announce-
ment "Call in and see us" and "Pleased to Show Goods,"
are a little time-worn and do not have any pulling power with

the public. Prices are given in the men's shoes, but why
not in the women's lines that are mentioned. On the whole,

this advertisement is very good in construction and layout,

except that the cut should not be centred the way it is.

However, as it is very likely on a block, it may have been
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impossible to have used it in any other manner and make
it do good service.

McCallum & Son, of Parry Sound, Ont., have given

what they have to say in their ad plenty of space, so that

the type is well-displayed. The cut is a good one, and
illustrates a smart, Classic Oxford. The rules over "The" and
"Shoe" and around the words "Not a pain or ache with

your feet in 'Classics'" are unnecessary. Once more, we
repeat that it is well for the average merchant, unless giving

an introductory or what is merely intended to be an instruc-

tive talk, to name prices in each instance. Featuring some-

thing "special" as has been done in the announcement, is

good business.

H. L. Stratton, Aylmer, Ont., who conducts a general

store, makes a straight announcement that "his store is noted

for its good value in shoes." This statement is practically

repeated at the foot of his space. This is scarcely necessary

to do this in order to drive home a point. Prices are given

for the various lines of footwear. It is good business in

nearly all retail advertisements , and if it is at all possible,

a brief description of the leading points or features of the

shoes offered for sale. "Aylmer General Store," and
"Honest Goods at Honest Prices," would have looked better

placed under Mr. Stratton's name; a heading which would

have been more effective, would read, "Exceptional Value
in Shoes." However, the ad is not crowded, and is clear

and distinctive.

The two column wide space of R. Newman, of Dunn-
ville, Ont., is altogether too crowded for a striking effect.

The body type should be larger and the heading "Boots and
Shoes" is uninteresting and not at all calculated to arouse
concern or stimulate the reader to investigate what follows.

A better caption would have been "Fall Styles that Excel,"
or "Correct Shoes for Autumn,"—anything out of the
ordinary stock-in-trade character. The context in Mr.
Newman's ad, however, while not pointed or concise in style,

is interesting. He mentions the various brands in men's
and women's footwear which he handles, that these lines

were bought at the old prices and that customers would not
have to pay more than formerly. This information is timely,

but he might have mentioned the range of prices at which
these lines of shoes sell, and given brief details regarding

distinctive styles or the leading features in fall footwear.

Such data is always welcomed by the reader. The words,

"A Call Solicited" and "Remember at" are not necessary,

as they do not add to the strength or pulling power of his

publicity proclamation.

W. H. Ryan is a general merchant at Kearney, Ont.,

who handles shoes and rubbers. His ad. is of too general a

Boots 81Shoes
My stock of Footwear for the fall trade U now in and open for

inspection The good* hare been made by the beet manufacturers In

Uanada.

In Men 'e Fine Wear I carry a full stock of Aatoria. Bran does, Just

Right and Dr. Raid's Cushion Sole Shoes.

In Ladies' I have a foil stock of the Empress, the Belle, Lady El-

gin, McPberson, Qetty K Scott, and others.

My stock of Men's, Women's, Boys', and Children's, in medium

and heavy staples is the best that money and experience can produce.

All kinds of Rubber Goods now In stock.

Mr Fall Goods ware bought early, avoiding the now high price of

all leather goods.

I bare still on sale on the bargain counter a number of broken

lines to clear ont at >

^-BARGAIN PRICES'^
A Call Solicited. Remember at

R. NEWMAN'S

Just Arrived!
In addition to my regular stock of Groceries.

Dry Goods. Boots & Shoes. &c, I have

just received a nice line of Wrapperettes and

Flan ettes for winter.

Also Rubbers of different kinds and prices

to suit different sized feet, both for ladies and

men.

Don t forget to give us a call when in

Kearney.

P.S.—Coupons discontinued after Nov. 1st.

W. H
General Merchant,

RYAN
- Kearney, Ont.

Correct Shoes
For Dress Wear
Reception Footwear holds a prominent place in our

asserribty of Fashionable Footwear and we invite you

to see what we believe you will Isay is the most com-

plete assortmenT of dainty styles ever shown in this

vicinity.

*d Stif>f>tAs fo ' tvtnlna V/eo

White, ata

e/uded the ithtrln (Patent,

Suede and French Kid Xeathert and

Sitk. Satin L r iko id

Shoes for the Growing Girl

The Growing Girl requires Special Shoes

WHILE it ,is necessary that her Shoes should

conform to the natural shape of her foot it is

not necessary that her Shoes should be clumsy'
or uncomfortable

The broad toe and the low flat heel idea means
comfort and it means durability It means also that

the young feet will not become distorted.

OUR GROWING GIRLS' SHOES ARC MADE
TO COVER THESE POINTS IN all LEATHERS
PATENT COLT. GUN METAL. CALF AND HID

Popular Prices and Styles
Growing Cirls' Gun Metal Button Bool

Sizes 2H to 7

$2.00. $2.50. $3.00
Growing Girls'/Patent Coll Button Boots. cloth

or dull lops. size,. 2J/2 to 1

$3.00
Growing Girls' Dongula Button Boots, sizes

2K to 7

$2.00. $2.50. $3.00
SPECIAL—Growing Girls' Dongola Bluchers,

kid tips low heels, sizes 2W to 7

$1.50
Misses' Bo» Kip Button and BlUChrt Bonis,

sizes 11 lu 2

$1.65, $1.50
Misses' Gun Metal Call Billion and Bluchei

Moots, sizes II to 2

$2.00

Men's Tans
Goodyear Welted

Bluchers — worth

four dollars On

sale ALL SIZES

Same style

button ups

P. J. LOSIER,

Drop In And
Look Over Our
New Fall Regals

You can tell at a glance that their lines are trimmer and smarter,

and their workmanship superior to that found in other ready-to-

wear shoes. And there is a reason (or this.

REGAL ShfOES
are built on the very newest and smartest custom tats, by the most skillful bench

workmen. Other ready-to-wear shoes don't have these exclusive custom shapes

until the following season—when these styles are c ut of fashion.

We recommend these Regals for long ser.ee, and guarantee to fit you

correctly and comfortably.

Special For Friday and Saturday
To every purchaser of a new pair of Shoes will

be allowed 50c for the old ones : : t

1774 Hamilton
Street

J. W. CRESWELL CO.
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character to specifically interest readers, and really gives

very little more information than would be conveyed in a

window sign. The only pithy item that could be inter-

preted as catching the public attention is "Coupons dis-

continued after November 1st." Of course, it is perhaps

difficult for a general merchant who wants to say something

about all his goods in a limited space, to do so. It would

be better not to try to make his announcement of such a

comprehensive character, to change his ad frequently and

feature something special each time.

P. J. Losier is a shoe dealer in Weyburn, Sask. His ad

is a fair sample of a good advertisement, although it would

be better if the body matter had been set in the one style of

type. The rules under the script-like letters do not add

anything to the context. The heading is opportune

and emphasis is laid upon the fact that Mr. Losier carries

a very complete stock of reception footwear and is able to

meet any ordinary demand. It would, in a town the size

of Weyburn have been better for Mr. Losier to have men-

tioned prices. However, as emphasizing one feature of his

stock—that of Reception Footwear—the ad is bright, read-

able and informatory.

Hubert Ashplant & Sons, of London, Ont., are an old

established shoe house, and they certainly know how to

advertise with force and effect. Their talk on shoes for

growing girls is interesting and instructive. Prices and
descriptions are given and are well displayed. If the

second line of the caption "Growing Girls Require Special

Shoes" had been used alone, it would have caught the eye

quicker than the general announcement, "Shoes for the

Growing Girl." The border in the centre might very well

have been eliminated. The cut of a "Growing Girl" and
the shoes surrounding this fair damsel, while of a stock

character, at once arrest the attention, and are much more
appropriate than many stock cuts. The man's shoe illus-

trated in the lower left hand corner, is a good one and the

announcement regarding men's tans, is terse and timely,

and should get the reader's attention.

The ad of the J. W. Cresswell Co., Regina, Sask.,

featuring "Regal Shoes," is artistic and attractive. The
heading is well displayed, the body neatly set, and the

matter has some "punch" to it. As this firm is well known,
their assertion, "We recommend these Regals for long service

and guarantee to fit you correctly and comfortably" must
carry weight. An opportune bid for extra trade is made in

the special announcement that to every purchaser of a new
pair of shoes on a Friday and Saturday, fifty cents will be

allowed for the old ones. The one thing that does not seem
complete is no mention is made at all of the figure

at which the Regal shoes are sold."

Good Service, Personality, Advertising and Equipment
Are the Keynotes of Success in Building Up a Paying and Permanent Shoe Repair Business—Importance of Attending

to Little Details—Have All Work Done When Promised—Know Where You Stand in Matter of Profit.

By GEORGE E. GIRLING, Edmonton, Alta.

On the front page of a well known magazine, appears

the following:
—"Only articles calculated to increase the

ability, reliability, endurance and action of business men
appear in this magazine."

Here are some fundamental truths that could be

applied to shoe repairers, who aim to make "good service"

the foundation of their business.

Generally, the first thought of the repairer is:—How-

to make the most out of it. How much one gets out of

any business depends largely upon how much one is prepared

to put into it. One of the first thoughts should be, how
can I best serve the public? Solve this question and it will

not take long to find out how much is to be got out of it.

Modern equipment means "good service." The modern
shop should be equipped with a stitcher, finisher, patcher

and telephone, these are essential to strike the keynote of

"good service."

Must Have Modern Equipment

In case any readers of this article should have only

sufficient work for one man, I would say,
—"You need

modern equipment," just as much as the shop employing
help. Probably you entertain the idea that it would be
too costly for the volume of business you are doing. This

idea would be wrong. Where the large shop would need a

thousand dollars, more or less, equipment, the one man shop
could manage nicely with an outfit costing approximately
two hundred dollars, and could be obtained on the easy
payment plan. This would place you on equal terms with

any competitor, however well or expensively equipped he
might be, and gives you the same opportunity for extension,

and the saving of time and service to your patrons would
surprise you.

Many readers will doubtless consider two hundred
dollars insufficient to equip a modern shop, but it can be

(Jone and is within the grasp of every shoe repairer who

has only a very limited capital. It is easy for the man
with capital to start in with an elaborate equipment, whose

location would warrant it, but what of the man in the

suburban district, who has only himself to do the work.

INTERIOR OF GEORGE E. GIRLING'S REPAIR SHOP, EDMONTON

He needs the equipment just as well as the other fellow, but

in many instances does not know he can modernize his shop

for such a small outlay.

Supposing now you have a modern outfit, your "ability"

to handle the work determines your measure of success, "good
workmanship" and "good material" must predominate.

Put a Ticket on Each Job

"Reliability" plays an important part. Put a ticket

on each repair job taken in and eliminate having to search
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for the right pair of shoes when they are called for. Avoid

wasting you own and your customers' time. Time is money.
You would not throw away a dollar bill. Tell each customer

plainly when the job will be done and have it done as

promised. Nothing is more detrimental to any business

than to get the name of being unreliable. A customer

should not be allowed to call twice for a pair of shoes. Send

them home, it will be appreciated.

"Endurance" is a word not often heard in a repair

shop, but nevertheless the repairer sometimes has to endure

the indifferent treatment meted out to him, the same as in

other businesses. It may be a job to do after closing time,

or accepting the responsibility for a sole cracking after being

left too near the fire, or a pair of heels to alter because they

are too high or too low. These are opportunities that try

out yotir personality. Manners do not make the man, but

manners reveal the man.
"Action."—Always busy is a good slogan. My father

used to say, "Off with your coat, roll up your sleeves and

look like work," if you don't intend to do any. The public-

would rather patronize a man who is always busy. Avoid

inactivity. Greet your customers pleasantly under all

conditions, and if trade is bad, don't tell your customers

so, but be a live wire all the time.

The Forerunner of Success

Do you advertise? Brown the shoe repairer, came in

the other day to find out if possible the cause of trade de-

He Is Now Mayor Hurlbut
The new mayor of the enterprising town of Preston,

Ont., is Clayton E. Hurlbut, secretary and manager of the

Hurlbut Co., Limited, manufacturers of infants' soft sole

shoes and boudoir slippers. Mr. Hurlbut, who was born in

the little town called Myrtle, about ten miles from Whitby,

has resided in Preston for the past eight years, and during

that time, has held a number of influential positions, being

president of the Board of Trade for two years and serving

as a member of the school board for a like term. He has

always taken a deep interest in municipal affairs and done

everything in his power to keep the welfare and progress of

Preston to the front. In doing so, his own industry has

contributed not a little in this respect. His recent election to

the civic chair evidences the esteem in which he is held by

the citizens.

pression, was it general or was it competitors, says Brown.
I've had my shop three years and this is the quietest time
I've ever known. In reply to the query, " Do you advertise"
he replied, "No, I never have," and his manner implied that
he did not intend to.

Now, Mr. Repairer, advertising is the forerunner of

success. It is just as important for you to advertise as any
other business. One of the best and least expensive methods
is to make your patrons do your advertising for you. Your
satisfied customers would just as readily talk to their next
door neighbor about the good service at "Brown's Shoe
shop," as otherwise.

Are you getting the full value out of your finishing

machine? Right here is your free advertising. Here is

your opportunity to make your patrons talk about you;
by sending your repairs out cleaned, ready to put on. The
time is well spent, considering the number of pleased custom-
ers created. When you take in a pair of shoes to be heeled,

how long would it take you to finish the foreparts also?

Not a minute. Or when you half sole a pair, to finish the
heels, it is worth the time for one's own satisfaction. See
that the shoes that come in with broken laces leave your
shop with new ones. Don't forget that little bit of stitching,

that missing button to replace, or eyelet hole to repair.

These are but a few of the minor things easily overlooked,

but are a great factor in building up a successful shoe repair

business. It creates confidence. Give attention to the
little things and you will not have to spend much money
on advertising. Your customers will do it "free."

The Use of Brass Rivets

There are many differences of opinion as to the use of

brass rivets, more especially in this part of the world, where
the writer is located, where "get rich quick" ideas sometimes
predominate over good judgment. The use of brass rivets

contribute largely in the giving of "good service," and is

beneficial to the repairer as well as to his customers. Shoes
repaired with brass rivets will bear more half soles than those

repaired with iron rivets, thus increasing trade. They add
materially to the appearance of the job when finished and
help to preserve the insoles as they do not rust as do iron

rivets.

The sale of findings presents another opportunity to give

service, with a little profit thrown in. Many repairers say

it does not pay to stop work to sell a pair of laces or a tin of

polish. This is quite true. It does not pay to stop work
and disentangle a bunch of laces which may be hidden
away in a drawer or lying in the window smothered in dirt.

A board six inches wide and four and a half feet long will

hold twelve "Perfection Lace Holders." Place this on the

wall near the door where your customers can see it on
entering. They can select their requirements and hand
you your nickel or dime over the counter. A good idea

is to have a small price ticket over each lace holder. The
assortment should be in order. First your 4-4 black and
tan, then your 5-4, 6-4 and so on. This is a splendid time

saver, yet one can walk into stores where thousands of

dollars have been spent in fixtures and find laces and polishes,

etc.. quite out of sight.

Do You Know These Things?

How many repairers could tell in an instant how many
jobs they have taken in since the first of the year, how much
cash they have taken and how much net profit made to

date. Some may consider this has no bearing on the volume
of business they are doing. Directly it has not, indirectly

it has. To know day by day, week by week, month by
month, what progress is being made or otherwise. To
know your exact position should act as an incentive to ac-

complish greater things and help to promote will power and
aggressiveness with the keynote of "good service" as a

foundation.
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Ably Reviews Business Conditions

L. J. Breithaupt, president of the Breithaupt Leather

Company, Berlin, Ont., who recently retired after a year's

active service as president of the Board of Trade, gave a

comprehensive review of business conditions in Berlin dur-

ing the past year, in which he stated that the city might well

congratulate itself on having escaped or overcome most of

the conditions which had so seriously effected other cities

and manufacturing centres. Berlin's diversity bf manufac-

tures had helped considerably to this end. The year 1914.

like 1913. closed witli no failures in the manufacturing or

mercantile interests of Berlin, which, under the trying cir-

cumstances, might be considered as unique, and was a great

compliment to the capacity and resourcefulness of its busi-

ness men.

Speaking of business conditions in connection with his

own affairs, Mr. Breithaupt says they have been extremely

busy for the last two months or more and have been obliged

to work overtime in some of their departments. Hides have

touched the highest price on record and it is predicted that

any change will be upwards. Sole leather has. been, com-
paratively speaking, the cheapest line in the leather market.

Further advances, however, are not unlikely, as stocks are

low and costs never have been so high. The Breithaupt

Leather Co. have recently presented all their customers with

a very useful and convenient leather memorandum book.

"Buying Shoes at Election Time"
"I am Mrs. B. and my husband is running for alderman.

He is a very busy man and regrets that he has not the time

to come in and get a pair of shoes. I am buying them for

him. Please give me a box calf Blucher, size about 8, and

D width."

The Toronto shoeman to whom this request was made
was all courtesy and attention. Naturally, after effecting a

sale, as he thought, of a six dollar pair of shoes to Aid. B.

he could not, of course, forego casting his vote for that can-

didate on election day, for certainly "One good turn deserves

another."

Now this little incident has occurred in Toronto for two

or three years, and not only one, but several shoemen have

b^en "approached" by the wife of the aspirant for municipal

honors, who, after the contest was over, took good care to

return the shoes, at the same time pleasantly requesting the

money back, saying that they did not fit her husband, but

that he would certainly come in later and select another pair.

In the course of this suave conversation the spouse took

special pains to speak of the energetic service of her husband

on behalf of the electors and to thank the shoeman for his

splendid support. All this pre-arranged programme of "shoe

buying" has been carried out and worked successfully on

several dealers in the city for two or three years, a different

set of "victims" being selected annually. Xow comes the

interesting sequel.

A shoe dealer in the West end was approached, just be-

fore the last election by the wife of the alderman. She made
known who she was, stating that she desired to get a pair

of dress boots for her husband, and incidentally injecting

some pertinent remarks as to his being in the field for re-

election. This particular retailer, Mr. J. had not forgotten

his previous experience, even if the lady had. He was not

to be caught again in such a trap and have the shoes return-

ed after polling day under sonic plausible pretext. Mr. J.

was equal to the occasion, but quite blunt.

"I thank you for your consideration," he ironically

observed, "but I do not care to sell your husband a pair. [f

I am not mistaken, you were in last year and bought some

footwear for him, which was returned shortly after the

election, with the promise that he would call in and make

a choice himself. This he has failed to do, and I hear that

you have worked this little joker on several. Good-day."

O Old Firm to Wind Up Business

It will be seen by their advertisement on another page

that J. S. Edgar & Son, Windsor, Ont., are offering their

business for sale. This business was established in 1877

by Mr. J. S. Edgar, 'the senior member of the firm. From
the first the business has flourished and the fact that at no

time has a creditor had any anxiety over this account speaks

volumes for the executive ability of its' founder, whose sole

capital was a hundred dollars and a determination to win.

The junior member of the firm, Mr. A. E. Edgar, who was

brought up in the store, was taken into partnership in 1898.

At that time the business was enlarged and men's furnishings

and hats added. At the present time Mr. A. E. Edgar, who

is well known to our readers through his articles in this

paper is editor of the American Merchant, a magazine pub-

lished in the interest of retail merchants, and issued in the

United States. After the business has been disposed of Mr.

Edgar will devote his whole time to journalism. This firm

has seen Windsor, the garden spot of Canada, grow from, a

few thousand to its present size of over 25,000.

ATTRACTIVE FELT SLIPPERS OF PLEASING PATTERN

The above shoes are three of the latest and most stylish

designs in "Kim Felt Kumfys," which are being shown this

season by the Elmira Felt Co., and are taking remarkably

well with the trade. These lines are neat, comfortable and
decidedly inviting, in both pattern and design, and come in

a variety of the latest shades and combinations.
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J. O. Poirier, shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned.

Leo Bark, shoemaker, of Ottawa, has assigned to W. A.

Cole.

J. A. Perrault, shoe dealer, of Joliette, Que., has

assigned.

VVm. Mart has opened a shoe repair shop in the

Mahoney Block.

F. DeLancey, of J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, was
in Ottawa recently.

The assets of George Auger, shoe dealer, Sherbrooke.

Que., have been sold.

Novelty lace boots continue in popular demand, par-

ticularly in the large cities.

J. Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co., Barrie, was in

Toronto recently on business.

W. E. Woelfle, of the Woelfle Shoe Co., Berlin, Ont.,

was in Toronto recently on business.

W. Labrie. shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned to

V. Lamarre.

The Victoria Leather Goods Store, of Victoria, B.C.,

has assigned.

W. S. Louson, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited.

Montreal, was in Ottawa last week.

M. J- Ramsay, shoe dealer, Walkerton, Out., was in

Toronto last week on a business trip.

J. M. Redmond, of Hardie, Redmond & Co., Toronto,

was in Montreal last week on business.

F. S. Scott, of Getty & Scott, shoe manufacturers, Gait,

was in Toronto last week on business.

New machinery parts have been installed in the factory

of the Rena Footwear Co., Montreal.

Mr. Jones, of the Grey Pattern Co., Montreal, spent the

New Year holidays in New Hampshire.

A. A. Willis, of Campbellford, has sold his grocery

and shoe department to C. A. O'Connor.

The assets of Percival and Graveline, shoe manufac-

turers, Montreal, will be sold on January 19th.

M. Dowling has been appointed foreman in No. 2 fac-

tory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal.

H. F. Kennedy, of the Alberta Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Redcliff, Alta., was in Chicago recently on business.

Mr. Elsie, of Nation & Shewan, Limited, of Brandon,

Alan., was in Toronto last week, calling upon the trade.

Chas. A. Ahrens, of C. A. Ahrens, Limited, shoe manu-
facturers, Berlin, was in Toronto last week on business.

Mr. Prior, of Prior Bros., Portage la Prairie, Man.,

spent a few days in Ontario recently on a business trip.

C. O. Shaw, general manager of the Anglo-Canadian

Leather Company, was in Toronto last week on business.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, was in Boston and other American centres lately.

W. F. Martin, of Kingsbury Footwear Co., Limited,

Maisonneuve, spent a couple of days in Toronto last week.

IT. B. Ohrt, slice dealer, Queen street west, Toronto,

who has been ill for a few days is able to resume business.

Percy Parrott, manager of the Saskatoon branch of the

Parrott Shoe Co., was in Toronto for a few days last week.

William McDowall, manager of the United Shoe Deal-

ers, North Bay, Ont., was in Toronto lately on a business

trip.

ITarley Henry, who is well-known in business circles in

Saskatoon, having been in the wholesale shoe business there

for a few years past, recently took over the business of

J. A. Little's shoe store in Saskatoon. Various improvements

will be carried out and a special line will be trunks and trav-

eling bags.

The Crown Shoe Store, Yonge street, Toronto, has
been removed to the corner of Avenue road and Davenport
road.

The Anglo-French Saddlery Co., of Montreal, have
been granted a federal charter with a share capital of

$100,000.

S. Bachrack, of Bachrack Bros., Toronto, has returned

from a business trip to Boston, New York and other eastern

shoe centres.

John Abernethy, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto, is

spending a holiday in the Southern States, going as far as

New Orleans.

Several machinery parts have been installed in a num-
ber of Quebec factories during the past couple of weeks by

the U. S. M. Co.

E. J. Kelly, shoe retailer, of Brockville, Ont., who was
a member of the town council last year, did not seek re-

election this year.

Emerson J. Coldwell, representing the Lynn Last Co.,

of Lynn, Mass., was in Toronto, Montreal and London last

week on business.

W. V. Ecclestone, head of T. Eaton Co. shoe depart-

ment, Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec during the early

part of last week.

T. S. Pattillo is advertising for tenders for the plant

and real estate of the A. A. Durkee Co., shoe manufac-

turers, Truro, N. S.

E. W. Burt, shoe manufacturer, of East Lynn, Mass.,

has promised to give a pair of shoes to each baby born in

that city during 1915.

Ernest Fontaine, 1300 Ontario street east, Montreal,

has installed a 22-foot U. S. M. Goodyear shoe repair out-

fit in his establishment.

E. B. McCrudden, a member of the head office staff of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, passed

away recently in that city.

Geo. Wymer, foreman of Ames-Holden-McCready,

Limited, No. 2 factory, Montreal, has resigned from his

position with the company.

The Big 22 Clothing Co. have bought out the stock and

fixtures of the clothing and shoe store owned by Geo. H.

Rogers Co., Limited, Calgary.
"

J. W. Leslie and Mr. Duffield, jr., of the John McPher-

son Co., Limited, Hamilton, were in Montreal and Quebec

during the middle of the week.

O. H. Vogt. managing director of the Great West Felt

Co., Elmira, Ont., has returned from a business trip to Win-

nipeg and other western points.

E. E. Donovan, manager of E. T. Wright & Co., St.

Thomas, has returned from a business trip to Boston, Rock-

land, and other eastern centres.

William Marsh, who is now on the selling staff of the

Wm. A. Marsh Co., Quebec, was in Toronto, London and

Hamilton last week on business.

E. L. Kingsley, manager of the Toronto branch of the

North British Rubber Co., has returned from a six weeks'

business trip to the Old Country.

A. Watson, of Guelph, who represents the Hamburg
Felt Co.. of New Hamburg, Ont., is on a business trip

through the Maritime Provinces.

H. Dallas, sr., of Toronto, who represents several Eng-

lish manufacturers of shoes and slippers, is in Winnipeg

and the wesit on a business trip.

Fred Jackson, shoe retailer, of Clinton, Ont., has again

been elected mayor of that town by acclamation. Mr.

Jackson is an enterprising business man and well thought of

bv the citizens. His record as chief magistrate during 1914
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was highly spoken of by all and the fact that he has been
given a second term without opposition speaks well for the

worth and character of his work.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, was in

Winnipeg last week on business.

W. F. Marquardt, secretary-treasurer of the Relindo

Shoe Co., Toronto, who has been ill for the last couple of

weeks, is able to resume his duties.

The many friends in the shoe trade of Alfred Hand,
of the warehouse staff of Ames-Holden-McCready, Toronto,
will sympathize with him in the death of his mother.

H. B. Pollock, purchasing agent of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Montreal, has returned from a business trip to

Xew York, Boston and Philadelphia.

J. B. Kilgour has sold out his interest in the firm of

Kilgour, Rimer & Co., wholesale shoes, Winnipeg, to his

brother J. J. Kilgour, and has retired.

N. Bergeron, late of Vancouver, and a former em-
ployee of Powers & Doyle, of Nanaimo, B. C. is conduct-
ing a special shoe sale in the latter city.

Mr. Richards, formerly cost manager with the Crad-
dock-Terry Shoe Co., Lynchburg, Va., has joined the staff

of Clark Bros., Limited, St. Stephen, N.B.
Clarke & Clarke, leather manufacturers, Toronto, have

presented to the trade their handsome and convenient diary
for 10

j 5, which is entitled "Lest We Forget."
F. W. Knowlton, manager of the U.S.M. Co., of Can-

ada, made a trip through Ontario last week calling on the
various shoe manufacturers in the province.

A six-foot Goodyear shoe repairing outfit has been in-

stalled by the U.S.M. Co. in the Montreal Shoe Repair
Shop, 637 St. Catherine street west, Montreal.

The shoe store of N. K. Saba, Queen street west, To-
ronto, was visited by fire a few days ago and considerable
damage done by water and smoke to the stock.

P. F. Cook, superintendent of No. 1 factory, Ames-
Hoklen-McCready, Limited, Montreal, spent a few days
recently at the home of his parents in Haverhill, Mass.

E. W. McQuay, of the McQuay' Tanning Co., Owen
Sound, was in Toronto last week and reports his firm as be-
ing rushed with orders for harness and collar leather.

Chas. Newton, manager of the shoe department of the
Robinson & Co., departmental store, Winnipeg, was in To-
ronto, Montreal and other cities last week on business.

A'ictor Graveline, formerly of Percival & Graveline,
Montreal, has accepted a position as foreman in the factory
of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, at St. Hyacinthe, Que.

Chas. Campbell, of the Boston Last Co., Richmond,
Que., was in Montreal recently. Mr. Campbell was accom-
panied by E. L. Emerson of the Boston office of the com-
pany.

P. Malboeuf. brother of J. A. Malboeuf, who represents

Ihc Kingsbury Footwear Co. in Montreal, has been appointed
the Montreal city representative of the Star Shoe Co., of

Montreal.

W. S. Parke, recently employed at the Quebec office of
the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company, has gone to

Montreal, where he has accepted a position in the Dunlop
Rubber Co.

The Nursery Shoe Co., of St. Thomas, Ont., recently

received an order to make several pairs of children's shoes

to be shipped to Ottawa for the relief of the poor of the

Capital city.

S. G. Best, of Toronto, has been appointed selling repre-

sentative for eastern and western Ontario for the Drum-
mond Shoe, Limited, of Drummondville. Que., who
specialize in men's welts. Mr. Best also handles the line of

the Star Shoe Co., of Montreal. E. A. Chalk will look after

the interests of the Drummond Shoe in Northwestern

Ontario.

Cecil A. Culbert, boot, shoe and gents' furnishing mer-

chant, of South Porcupine, Ont., was re-elected councillor

for the Township of Tisdale at the recent contest in that

municipality.

The factory of the Regal Shoe Co., of Toronto, is very

busy at the present time on regular orders, having work

enough ahead to keep all departments going to capacity for

several weeks.

In a fire which broke out in the Brown Block, Winni-

peg, Udow's shoe and clothing store was damaged to the

extent of several thousand dollars. The loss is partly cov-

ered by insurance.

J. Jupp, of J. Jupp & Son, shoe retailers, 810 Queen

street east, Toronto, who has been in business for many
years, has retired, and his son, J. W. Jupp, now has full

charge of the store.

It is the intention of the Quebec shoe manufacturers to

have fall samples ready for inspection to the trade about

the first of March. Some of the manufacturers will have

them a little earlier.

A. Brandon, of the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, has

returned from a business trip to Boston, Brockton and other

shoe centres, where he was looking over styles and lasts

for the coming season.

E. J. Robertson, for some years on the office staff of

the United Shoe Machinery Co., Montreal, passed away

HAS SERVED ON SHOE COMMISSION

E. A. Stephens, shoe retailer, of Ottawa, who has served

as a member of the Commission appointed to investigate

complaints regarding the boots supplied the first Canadian

contingent and present a report to the Government, is

widely known to the trade. He has been connected with the

shoe business in the Capital city for over a quarter of a

century, starting in with his father, A. J. Stephens, who
passed away some three years; ago. Mr. Stephens was born

in Ottawa in 1870, where he attended the public school.

provincial model school, and later, the Collegiate Institute.

The Stephens firm has been in existence ever since 1868,

and the store is one of the most attractive and best appointed

shoe houses in Eastern Ontario. Mr. Stephens is well liked

by a large circle of friends, and the house numbers among
its customers many hundreds of the oldest and most pros-

perous residents of the Capital. The other members of the

Commission were Lt. Col. Hallick and Theo. Galipeau,

Montreal.
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recently. He was a young man who was very popular and
much esteemed by his associates.

Conditions in the Quebec shoe trade during the past

couple of weeks have been for the most part rather quiet.

A majority of the manufacturers arc hoping for army shoj

contracts within the near future.

There has been another rise in the price of larrigans,

due to the higher cost of hides. No. i grade, which at this

time last year were selling at $24, are now selling at $28.

The last advance was $2 per dozen.

D. McTavish, who has held an important position in

l lie footwear department of the Robert Simpson Co., To-
ronto, has been placed in charge of the mail order branch,

and has entered upon his new duties.

H. Dallas, jr., Toronto, is spending a few weeks in the

Southern States in company with John Abernethy, of D. D.
Hawthorne & Co., Toronto. They will visit the East Indies

and -several other islands on an extended holiday trip.

G. G. Parker, of Parker's, Limited, shoe findings, Mon-
treal, spent a few days last week in Toronto and Western
Ontario. He reports business conditions in that part of the

country as being considerably improved.

L. R. Creveling, who has been for some time on the sell-

ing staff of the Canadian Arrowsmith Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, Niagara Falls, Out., has resigned and gone to

Chicago, where he will make his home.

John Farewell, of the traveling staff of D. D. Haw-
thorne & Co., Toronto, has returned from a visit to Winni-
peg, where he was the guest of his son, L- D. Farewell,

western representative of the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co.

A new factory for the manufacture of leather goods

has been established at Chambly Canton by the Chambly
Manufacturers, Limited. Two hundred employes will be

engaged. The company has a capitalization of $100,000.

Hon. Geo. A. Clare, M.P. for South Waterloo, died, at

his home in Preston, Ont, on December 9th. He was prom-
inently identified with many manufacturing establishments

and was president of the Solid Leather Shoe Co.. Limited,

of Preston.

Max Singer, who conducts a shoe store at 744 St. Cath-

erine street east, Montreal, has taken over the establishment

formerly operated by Romayne Bros, and more recently as

one of the United Co-operative Stores, at 485 Notre Dame
street west.

The factories of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Com-
pany, Limited, at Elnu'ra and Berlin, have some large con-

tracts received from the government for supplying saddle

felts for the army, which will keep the plants very busy for

several weeks.

J. W. Williams, formerly of the Williams Shoe Co.,

Limited, Brampton, will cover Western Canada during the

coming season for the Relindo Shoe Co., of Toronto, while

Murray Pirrette will look after Eastern and part of South-

ern Ontario.

A. E. Hogarth, for some time sample room salesman

with Blachford, Davies & Co., Toronto, has taken a position

on the road and is covering the territory between Toronto
and Belleville, and Norman Gibson now has charge of the

sample room.

A. E. Cudmore, who some time ago bought the branch
shoe store of J. Brotherton, 750 Broadview avenue, To-
ronto, has removed the stock to Barrie, Ont.. where he has

opened a large establishment and will also handle men's
and boy's clothing.

C. F. Brigham, late with Getty & Scott, of Gait, and
formerly of Massachusetts, has joined the staff of the Cook-
Fitzgerald Co., London, and will be in charge of the "costs"

department. He has wide experience and is expected to

strengthen the organization materially. The Cook-Fitzger-

ald Co. are also making arrangements to cover more widely
the Western provinces, outside of the ground looked after

by J. G. McDiarmid, by the appointment of additional repre-

sentatives.

The Sample Shoe Shop, Yonge street, Toronto, is mak-
ing a contribution direct in favor of the Toronto-York
County Patriotic Fund by paying five per cent, on any pur-

chase made at the store and giving a cheque to purchaser
in favor of the fund.

M. H. Shibley. who represents Endicott, Johnston
& Co., of Endicott, N.Y., in Ontario and the Western Pro-
vinces, has also been made representative for C. S. Gibbon
Co., manufacturers of women's fine shoes. McKays and
welts, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rev. M. L. Pearson, who was for over fifty vears in

the Methodist ministry, died recently in Toronto, at the

residence of his son, Harold W. Pearson, who is a member
of the traveling staff of the Toronto warehouse of Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited.

The plant, machinery, fixtures, stock, etc., of the Meyers
Shoe Co., Montreal, who made an assignment some months
ago, are being advertised to be sold by auction, without

reserve, on January 19th, by the curator, Gordon \V. Scott.

The assets are valued at $16,832.

Fred R. Foley, shoe retailer, of Bowmanville, Ont., has
again been elected an alderman in that town. All the old

council went in by acclamation. This makes the second year

for Mr. Foley as a civic father, and his record has met
with the approval of the citizens.

There is a new substitute on the market for sheepskins

and glazed kid. The surface is a good imitation of the real

product, manufactured from celluloid and some sort of fibre.

This combination is backed with a cloth and sells for about

half the price per foot of real leather.

The Sample Shoe Shop, of which Dennis Rowan is man-
ager, has taken over the lease of Ye Booterye, 310 Yonge
street, Toronto. The new organization will seek incorpor-

ation under the title of Sample Shoe Shop, Limited, and a

charter has been applied for.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, who
has been ill for some time, is making steady progress to-

ward recovery. His duties are being looked after at the

warehouse by W. E. Armstrong, who has for many years

been cn the traveling staff of the firm.

The Toronto warehouse of the Anglo-Canadian Leather

Company is very busy working several nights a week. The
cut sole department has recently been equipped with two
additional, nine-foot beam dyeing out machines. The de-

mand for sole leather is particularly active.

It is learned that an active movement is on foot in To-

ronto to form an exclusive shoemen's association, which

will not be affiliated with any other body. A number of

leading retailers have taken the matter up and an organi-

zation meeting may be called at an early date.

W. D. Balfour, manager of the Regal Shoe Store, Win-
nipeg, and George Chambers, manager of the Regal Shoe
Store, Toronto, have returned from an extended visit to

Boston, New York and other leading shoe centres, where

they picked up a number of new ideas on styles.

R. D. Scott has purchased the shoe business of R.

Walker Eady, Renfrew, Ont., and taken possession. Mr.

Scott was for eighteen years employed with Stewart's Lim-

ited, and is a well known athlete, being proficient in baseball

rind hockey. His many friends will wish him a successful

business career.

Jas. C. Bryant, who some time ago joined the Toronto

staff of the Kaufman Rubber Co., was recently presented

by his old employers, F. J. Weston & Sons, Toronto, with a

handsome gold hunting case Waltham watch on which were
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engraved the words, "To James C. Bryant in appreciation

of nine years' faithful service."

J. G. Murdock. who has been president of the firm of

Snedicor & Hathaway Co.. Tillsonburg, since they began

manufacturing shoes in Canada about two years ago, has

resigned and returned to the LTnitetl States. W illiam C.

Collof. who has been superintendent, is now the head of the

company, and has associated with him L. Van Geel.

The report by the committee at Ottawa, which was some
weeks ago entrusted with the task of investigating the qual-

ity of the boots furnished to the soldiers of the first Cana-
dian contingent at V'alcartier will, it is said, show that many
of the boots supplied to the men were far too light. In

some cases, too, the quality of work was found to be not of

the best.

It is reported that J. D. Cooper & Sons, manufacturers

of leather slipper soles, 49 McCaul street. Toronto, will

take charge of the Milton Shoe Co.. Limited. Milton, Ont.,

which was recently reorganized, the citizens of that town

recently passing a by-law to grant a loan of fifteen thousand

dollars to the company to be repaid with interest in twenty

annual installments.

The employees of the Relindo Shoe Co. had a delight-

ful dance and supper during the Christmas holiday season.

The festivities were held in the treeing room, and a splen-

did time was spent. A pleasing feature of the proceedings

was the presentation to Wm. Fox. superintendent, of a pearl

stick pin and a pair of gold cuff links, accompanied by an
appreciative address.

Mr. Bagnall. of Cape Town, South Africa, a former
shoe manufacturer in that city, who later went into the job-

bing business, which trade was completely demoralized by
the Boer War a few years ago, was in Montreal, Toronto
and other cities last week on business. He is now repre-

senting several leather firms in South Africa and expects

that business will be very good during the coming year.

American rubber trade circles are keenly interested in

reports that the British authorities in the near future mav
take action to force or control all the rubber shipments out

of Brazil by diverting the steamers to or through Liverpool.

Rubber being contraband of war, it is said that the contem-
plated action by Great Britain is another step in the direc-

tion of striking a blow at the important rubber firms in the

Brazil field having German affiliations.

C. J. Fitzgerald, of the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London,
was in Toronto last week on business. He reports that the

company have been turning out eight hundred pairs a day
and are now ready to fill further army contracts. The firm

have been highly complimented on their army boots which
are on the feet of every officer in the western peninsula.

The company have manufactured a great many Strathconas,

a long, tight-fitting boot for the officers, made to measure.

The J. G. Grosch Felt Shoe Co., of Milverton, Ont.,

makers of the famous "Grosch" brand of felt footwear,

have just issued a very attractive catalogue. It is printed

in colors, the cover design being four-color process print-

ing. A happy school girl is seen carrying home a carton of

felt shoes in a snowstorm. The contented child herself is

wearing a high bal, with dongola fox and cuff, felt sole and
heel. The pleasing picture is aptly termed "Safety First."

The new catalogue was printed by the Acton Publishing Co.

John Hanan, shoe manufacturer, of New York, who is

in Paris on a business trip, says that the war has created a

demand for eighty million Army shoes a year, and the manu-
facturing capacity of the United States for the special boot

for export is nearly 100,000 pairs a day. Mr. Hanan declar-

ed that the English boot is the best made, and lasts up to

six weeks in the trenches. They cost $4.00 a pair and up-

wards. At the outbreak of the war, fine commercial leather

cost twice as much as heavy leather for the Army boot.

These conditions have now been changed and the Army
boot leather is now twice as expensive as the commercial

leather in Europe.

Rod W. Matheson, formerly of Toronto, and more

recently manager of the shoe department of the Hudson

Bay Co.'s store. Edmonton, has joined the selling staff of

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., and is now attached to

the Echnonton branch. Mr. Matheson's health is such that

his physician advised him to seek outdoor employment, and

for this reason he decided upon the change. His many

friends in the trade will be glad to hear that he is getting

along splendidly.

The American British-Canadian Distributors of To-

ronto, have been selling representatives for Canada for the

POPULAR FINDINGS TRAVELER

The accompanying photo is one of G. G. Parker, of

Parker's Limited, shoe findings, Montreal, who is favorably

known to Canadian shoe manufacturers, especially in Mon-

treal and Ontario, which district he covers in the interest

of his firm.

Mr. Parker has been in the shoe business for the past

twenty-five years and has in this time seen it from all

angles. He was employed by various companies in both the

United States and Canada, including the Sewing Machine

Supply Co., of Boston, up till 1909, when he formed a part-

nership with his brother, IT. C. Parker, the company being

known up to the past few months as the Dominion Supply

Co., and latterly as Parker's Limited, dealing in wholesale

findings and shoe supplies.

H. C. Parker, Mr. Parker's brother, is also well known
in Canadian shoe circles. Fie has held several important

positions in Canadian factories, among them being superin-

tendent for a period of four years of the Jas. McCready Co.

before it was amalgamated with Ames-Holden-McCready,
Limited. He was also superintendent of the Ames-Holden
Co. factory previous to his engagement with the old Mc-
Cready Co. At the present time he covers the Maritime

Provinces and Quebec in the interests of the firm in which

he is partner. Both brothers have numerous warm friends

and report that the outlook in their business for the coming-

year is promising and that the present season has opened

up well.
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Aylmer Shoe Co., of Aylmer, Ont, makers of men's welts.

This line will be handled in addition to the other lines con-

trolled by the distributors. H. A. Beatty will supervise the

sales in Western Ontario and the leading cities of the prov-

ince. A. Winn will cover Northern and Eastern Ontario,

A. S. Many, Quebec and the east, and the Western Provinces

will be attended to by R. B. Chalue, of Toronto.

Clark Bros., St. Stephen, N.B., now have their factory

fully operating in every department. They made this week
their first shipment of new goods which turned out splen-

didly. The new factory of the company is an ideal one in

regard to light, ventilation and working facilities. James
F. Clark, sales manager, is now on his way to Vancouver
with a full line of up-to-date samples and will call on the

wholesale trade on his return trip. The new samples are

smart, stylish and representative in every respect.

E. W. Smith, shoe retailer, of St. Catharines, has not

only been conducting a campaign in favor of Canada-made
goods, but he goes even further, and makes his service ex-

lend to Lincoln county-made gods. During the last few
days he has had a display in his window of rubber in its

various forms, from the crude state to finished footwear.

Mr. Smith is also displaying a number of rubber boots and
shoes manufactured by the Independent Rubber Company,
of Merritton. The exhibit is attracting a great deal of

attention.

The American Last Makers' Association is reported to

have had one meeting in New York and another planned is

for Boston. The Association is made up of representative

last manufacturers in the United States, and it is said that

its object is to correct evils that are likely to spring up in

the last business, and have similar functions in the last busi-

ness to the National Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation in the shoe business. The last manufacturers as a

rule have been fraternally inclined and have had friendly

meetings.

An attractive and inviting folder has been issued by
th.e Elmira Felt Co., Limited, makers of "Kim-Felt Kumfys"
and house shoe specialties. The models are shown in vari-
ous beautiful colors and have every air of cosiness, comfort
and rest, being made from the finest warm wool felt, with
padded chrome cushion soles. They are very dainty and
stylish in appearance and come in many delicate shades,
such as pink, light blue, ox-blood, Austrian blue, lavender,
gray, pistachio green, etc. The factories of the company are
located in Berlin and Elmira.

The John Palmer Co., Limited, of Fredericton, N.B., are
once more distributing to die trade a neat booklet which is

liberally illustrated with various lines of the "Moose Head
Brand" and "Genuine Palmers" in oil tanned waterproof
shoe packs, moccasins, larrigans and sporting boots. These
goods have been on the market for thirty-eight years and
have won a recognized reputation for wear and worth from
coast to coast. The firm tan all their own leather, which is

specially imported and for high-class workmanship, durabil-
ity and superiority of leather the oil tans of the company
enjoy an ever widening market and appreciation.

Solid fibre board boxes for shipping footwear are com-
ing more and more into generaluse as they thoroughly pro-
tect the goods in transportation, preventing pilfering, and
are light, collapsible, puncture proof and water proof. The
Hinde & Daucli Paper Co., Limited, of Toronto, are now
making a specialty of these fibre hoard containers, which
are less expensive than wooden cases and better in many
other ways. They take up but little space for storage and
where used by wholesalers, manufacturers and others, are

giving every satisfaction and splendid service. These goods
are all made in Canada by the Hinde & Dauch Co., who
possess every facility for turning them ont in large numbers

The firm will be pleased to send samples and quotations to

any one sending inside dimensions of boxes required.

Alfred Willis, shoe retailer, of Cobourg, Ont., and Mrs.
Willis, celebrated the anniversary of their diamond wedding
last week, and were the recipients of numerous congratu-

lations. The venerable couple were married at Perrytown,
Ont., sixty years ago and are now among the most esteemed
residents of Cobourg, where Mr. Willis has been in business

many years. He was born at Wedmore, Somersetshire,

England, and came to Canada with his parents when a lad

of fourteen. Notwithstanding his eighty years he is found

at his store daily attending to business, and his friends

trust that he with his life-long partner, may see many more
years of happiness and prosperity.

A recent despatch from Washington says: "The British

embargo on rubber, although still under certain restrictions,

was practically lifted. The partial lifting of the embargo,

announced in a statement by the British embassy, is regard-

ed as an important concession to American rubber manu-
facturers, although it is thought that further concessions

may result from the shipping protest. Guarantees, with

bonds in cases of large shipments, will be demanded of

American rubber exporters to prevent exportation to Europe

except through the United Kingdom. Large shipments of

crude rubber must be bonded by American agents in Lon-

don. Other guarantees must be filed through the British

Consul-General at New York."

C. G. Gendron, of the Gendron-Penetang Shoe Pack

Manufacturing Co., which concern is widely known in the

trade, last week received a cablegram from the 16th Bat-

talion, Canadians, at Larkhill, England, asking him to ex-

press immediately five pairs of long shoe packs, size ten, six

nines, six eights and one twelve. Mr. Gendron immedi-

ately complied with the request. It is reported that many

of the men at the front are ordering shoe packs, which are

most suitable for the kind of weather they have to endure at

present, and stand the strain to which footwear is subject

in snow, slush and mud. W. C. Myers, of Toronto,

the widely known shoe traveler, is looking after Mr. Gen-

dron's interests in connection with militia orders with the

second contingent, and the prospects are that a large busi-

ness will be done with the members.

At the recent municipal elections in Chatham. Ont.,

Charles E. Clements, shoe dealer, was elected alderman of

that city. More than that, Mr. Clements was a candidate

for the first time and had the distinction, rare for a new

man, of heading the poll, in competition with a number of

experienced candidates. Though one of the city's youngest

and newest business men, Mr. Clements has been for many

years associated with the footwear trade, and has won en-

viable position in business, social and fraternal life. In the

striking of the committee slate for 1915, he was given the

chairmanship of the board of works, one of the most im-

portant chairmanships and one probably never before given

to a man without previous municipal experience. It is a

curious coincidence that in this post Mr. Clements succeeded

another shoe dealer, Aid. George W. Cowan, who served

last year but did not seek re-election for 1915.

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited, To-

ronto, are now turning out a splendid line of samples for

the trade for the coming season. Mr. George A. Blachford,

who has returned from an extended tour of the leading shoe

centres across the line, has picked up the very latest style

pointers which are being embodied in the new models. He
reports that the coming season will undoubtedly be a cloth

season in women's fine footgear, with plain cloths mostly

favored in black and colors, leading colors being chiefly

gray and fawn, with the new Palm Beach sand, and nigger

brown in the very forefront. The samples will include the
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now effects in cloths and in the military button and lace

hoot. Among' the new lasts will be the narrow recede toe

effect with the vamp shortened, while the stage last bids

fair to be decidedly popular. The new models of this enter-

prising firm will be right up to the minute in style, fit and
material, with the elimination of all freaks or millinery

effects.

A recent despatch from Boston, says: "It is understood

that business of the United Shoe Machinery Co. in Great

Britain, following a drop to about 70 per cent, of normal

just after the outbreak of the war, has made very substan-

tial recovery during the past couple of months and is now
larger than ever. Just how long this condition will pre-

vail is uncertain, as the present rush is due to very large

orders for army shoes which English manufacturers have
received from England and France. This has resulted in a

record production of shoes in the British Isles. United
Shoe has naturally been a direct beneficiary of this activity.

Meanwhile its continental factories continue to run at re-

duced capacity. At Beverly there is no appreciable change
in conditions, and operations are far below normal. The
shoe business, except where war orders have been received,

is very quiet, and added to this United Shoe's business is

still held in check because of the delay in getting a decision
in the dissolution suit."

A Ministerial and Departmental Committee met recently
to consider patterns for boots for the second contingent.
The new boot will combine the best features of both the
British and French army patterns, and is expected to make
an ideal service boot. A sub-committee, with Mr. George
A. Slater as technical adviser, will go over the patterns in

more detail and report to the committee next week. While
the new boot will give better wear than the old, it will cost
more, the opinion of military men being that the boots
given to the first contingent were satisfactory in view of
the price paid and the use for which they were designed.
They were boots of a pattern used in the militia here for
some years, and it is pointed out that they lasted through
the training work at Valcartier before undergoing the hard
usage in the wet mud on Salisbury Plain. It is expected
that the investigating board recently appointed will report
along the above line. Two sets of boots, both light and
heavy, may be supplied to the second contingent.

A report by the committee which was some weeks ago
entrusted with the task of investigating the quality of the
boots furnished to the soldiers of the first Canadian Con-
tingent at Valcartier has been presented to the Militia
Department, Ottawa. It is signed by Lieut.Col. Hallick and
Messrs. E. A. Stephens, retailer, of Ottawa, and Theo. Gali-
peau. wholesale shoes, Montreal. The report goes to General
Hughes for consideration and will probably be considered
at a meeting of the Militia Council. It is understood un-
officially, however, that the report finds that many of the
boots supplied to the men were far too light to stand the
wear to which they were subjected. In some cases, too,

it is learned that the quality of work was found to be
not of the best, but to have been to some extent excused by
the fact that the contractors were called upon to do their

work in a hurry. As a result of the inquiry recently held
into the character of the shoes made for the first contingent,
it is reported that it has been decided to adopt the Eng-
lish type of shoe in all future orders. This is a heavier shoe,
in which wire nails are used. The shoes for the. first con-
tingent were found to be well enough! made for the most
part and allowance is made for the necessary haste in manu-
facture and the unexpectedly severe conditions for wear at

Salisbury Plain.

IMPORTS OF LEATHER AND SHOES
In a recent Weekly Report issued by the Trade and

Commerce Department, Ottawa, a full list of the principal

articles imported into Canada for consumption from the

United States, for the last fiscal year ending March 31st. 1914,

is given. In the items of leather and shoes the following

figures are furnished:

—

Leather and manufactures of

—

Belting leather of all kinds 21,528

Calf, kid or goat, lamb and sheep skins, tanned. . 80,813

Calf, kid or goat, lamb and sheep skins, dressed,

waxed or glazed 458,622

Glove leather, tanned or dressed, colored or un-

colored, for use in the manufacture of gloves 638,939

Harness leather 9,073

Japanned, patent or enamelled leathei and

Morocco leather, and leather in imitation

of Morocco leather 32,217

Skins for Morocco leather, tanned but not fur

ther manufactured 14,996

Sole leather 31,537

Tanners' scrap leather 12,849

Upper leather, not dressed, waxed or glazed... 23,#°1

Upper leather, including dongola, cordovan, kang-

aroo, alligator and all leather, dressed, waxed
or glazed, or further finished than tanned,

n.o.p., and chamois skins. 370,633

Other leather and skins, n.o.p 133,196

Other leather dressed, waxed or glazed, etc.,

n.o.p 320,040

Manufactures of leather

—

Belting 122,256

Boots and shoes, slippers and insoles of leather,

n.o.p 3,616,112

Boots and shoes, pegged or wire fastened, with

unstitched soles, close edged 36,550

Harness and saddlery, including horse boots... 109,559

Other manufactures of leather and raw hide,

n.o.p 614,386

Total leather and manufactures of ... .$6,647,202

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

TRAVELER WANTS POSITION IN RETAIL STORE,
managing or buying; one doing better trade preferred.

Held similar position for five years previous to traveling

for three years. Am married
;
aged 26 years, and con-

sidered very successful. Box 94, Shoe and Leather
Journal.

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

2,200 feet flooring, 4 stories, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample

skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin, St. George
street, Levis, Que.

SHOEMEN, do yon need a progressive young tradesman in

your business? Ten years' practical experience and

working knowledge of the shoe trades. Manage store,

shoe department or repair shop. Good salesman. A
position of responsibility in wholesale or retail trades.

The best of references. Correspondence solicited. Box
361, North Battleford, Sask.
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PRESENTATIONS TO MILITARY SHOEMEN
Members of the eastern division of the Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co. recently honored the divisional man-
ager, Lieut.-Col. A. E. Massie. of St. John, N.B., by pre-

senting him, in honor of his pending departure for foreign

service as officer commanding the Canadian Divisional Train,

with a handsome set of binoculars, neatly engraved, in a

leather case. He was taken greatly by surprise but made a

few feeling and appropriate remarks. The presentation was
made by Walter R. Stewart in behalf of the members of

the divisional staff's and took place in the office of the com-
pany in King street, St. John. It was accompanied by an
address which made glowing reference to the esteem in

which the genial officer is held by his associates, and wished
him success in the service of his King and country, besides

extending the most sincere hope of his safe return. Col.

Massie made a remembrance, personally, to each member
of his staff.

On a little silver mounting inside the casing of the field

glasses was inscribed, "To Lieut. -Col. A. E. Massie, from
the staff of the Dominion Rubber System, St. John Division."

At the same time that the presentation to Col. Massie
was made H. R. Nixon, on behalf of those assembled, pre-

sented to two other members of the local staff, who are go-

ing to the front, bugler William Bridges and private Leslie

McLellan, handsome military wrist watches, suitably en-

graved. These lads have joined the Army Service Corps for

duty abroad. When the presentations had been made the

whole body gave three rousing cheers for Col. Massie and

the others.

Lieut. A. Gordon Rainnie, manager of the J. K. Mac-
Laren Co., manufacturers of leather belting, etc., St. John,

N.B., was presented recently by fellow members of Albion

Lodge, A.F. and A.M., of which he has been Worshipful

Master for some time, with a military wrist watch. The
presentation was accompanied by an address expressing the

best wishes of the members to their brother who is going

abroad with the Army Service Corps, No. 5 Company.

GOOD OUTLOOK FOR FINDINGS
An interesting meeting of the heads of the shoe find-

ings department of the Great West Saddlery Co., was held

in Edmonton during the week between Christmas and New
Year. The principal item under consideration was that of

The Reliance Shoe Co., of Toronto, who specialize in

boys' shoes, have recently put on the market a boy's military

shoe, in both black and tan, made of winter calf, unlined,

plain toe, waterproof sole, Standard screw, brass eyelets, no

hooks. The shoe comes from 1 to S l/2 in size, and is meet-

ing with a ready sale.

getting out a joint price list for all the western provinces

for this year, so as to enable the company to have one uni-

form price, as far as possible. It was also decided to have
special stationery prepared for the shoe findings department,

in the way of letter heads, envelopes, invoices, etc. This

will be done to bring out forcibly the idea to the merchants,

repairers, etc., that the Great West Saddlery Co. are

specialists in findings and do not merely carry these goods

as a side line. The special stationery for this department,

will also include the glove and mitten branches, as the firm

are going out after this business strong this year. Among
those present at the conference, were: F. W. Eastwood,
manager of the findings branch, Calgary : D. Hutchings,

manager of the findings branch, Regina; and G. Campbell,

manager of the findings branch, Edmonton. The company
have also a findings branch at Saskatoon, as well as another

at their head office in Winnipeg. An optimistic tone per-

vades throughout, as business has kept up exceptionally well

in the findings line. The company report that while leathers

and imported goods are getting high in price, yet they feel

that there will be no drop off in their trade this year, and
are preparing for a larger season than ever. Speaking of

the outlook for 1915, one of the leading managers said:

"We do not think that possibly we will do so well in

the larger centres, in view of the fact that a great many of

the working class have, left for the rural districts and for

the war zone. But we do look to the country places to sup-

plant all that may be lost in the city, for the reason that the

"back to the land movement" is going to increase the rural

population and the farmers are getting more for their pro-

ducts, thereby making money freer and making business

generally better."

SENSELESS CUTTING ON NEW LINES
"I believe in legitimate sales and honest advertising.''

writes a retailer in a western city who sends an elaborate

announcement of a large firm which speaks of its "semi-

annual sale being in full blast." Among the reductions noted

are "ladies' patent lace boots with fawn and grey tops, the

very smartest and latest creations," which are priced at

"seven dollars" and are being "cleared at $4.95." The writer

observes, "what is the sense or object of slashing prices of

new and up-to-the-minute goods such as colored top, lace

shoes. Is there any use in trying to conduct a campaign
against false advertising when such statements are boldly

made. If the observations regarding these particular goods

are correct what is the use of cutting prices on this range of

footwear, which is just being introduced in the leading shops.

Many so called leading and exclusive establishments attach

blame to the 'little fellows' for ruining or undermining trade

conditions, but before they shout they should remove the

beam that exists in their own eye."

"THOSE ARMY SHOES"
Editor Shoe and Leather Journal:—

Evidence appears to be fast accumulating that the shoes

served out for the first Canadian Contingent were too light

in material, soles improperly put on for active service wear,

and that they were served out and used too soon after being

made, not having had time to dry out and season properly.

When will the Militia Department get wise and adopt the

heavier shoe, and have it properly fastened with the Stand-

ard vScrew process?

All heavy Goodyear welted boots are reinforced with

the Standard Screw machine—therefore if the Standard

Screw is used for reinforcement it must be stronger than

the Goodyear welt.

Yours truly,

"Scrutineer."
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THE

WM. A. MARSH CO-
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

LUCIEN BORNE MANUFACTURER OF GLAZED KID,
CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room:

149 St. Valier Street QUEBEC Works:
Limoilou, Que.

LIVELY BRIEFS FROM OLD QUEBEC

Fidele Blouin reports a great demand for his Made-in-

Canada counters.

J. E. Warrington, of the John Ritchie Company, has

returned from his trip to Monlreal, Toronto and other west-

ern points.

C. M. Iredale, of the Canada Last Co., Toronto, was a

recent visitor to Quebec. He is a strong booster for t he

Quebec hockey team.

Many friends of Mr. Hodgkins, of the Dominion Last

Co., are glad to sec him getting around again after his recent

operation for appendicitis.

T. M. Stobo is showing some particularly nice common
sense lasts, which look as if they would give the maximum
wear. He ought to do good business in the new lines.

Lucien Borne reports being quite busy, with skins very

hard but not impossible to obtain if the price is paid. He
savs that the war has chased him from one centre to another,

until he has been almost around the world in search of skins.

Fred Marois has his hands full these days, looking after

arrangements for the removal of the Tourigny-Marois plant

to the splendid new factory. Fred is kept busy explaining

why he employed such unique architecture in the layout of

the new7 building.

Already the manufacturers are preparing to receive the

jobbers on their annual visit of inspection of fall samples.

Satisfactory orders are anticipated, as retailers throughout

the country have been doing more business with jobbers than

usual during the past six months, and in consequence have

depleted the stocks of the wholesalers.

A recent visitor to Quebec has a good joke on himself

through the difficulty he had in locating the "Shadow Hotel."

He had been advised to stay at the Chateau, and, owing to

the similarity in the pronunciation of the two words, and

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterOrder
This

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada
"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

his unfamiliarity with, the French language, he insisted on

being driven to the "Shadow Hotel," until his cabby was
nearly distracted. Finally he reached the right hostelry

through the driver putting two and two together.

Considerable interest is being displayed in Quebec in

the hoot situation in Paris. It is well known that there are

over fifty shoemen in Paris, each and every one anxious to

do business with the French Army authorities, but there is

so much red tape that it is difficult to get actual orders. John

Perkins, who is representing the Quebec manufacturers, has

been in constant touch with his fellow makers of shoes,

in Quebec, cablegrams passing back and forth between him

and the association weekly and sometimes daily. Keen com-
petition is shown by American manufacturers, some of whom
have received large orders-, and at prices which would not

begin to give the average shoe factory its manufacturing

cost. It is expected that Mr. Perkins will be successful in

landing- a good order in the near future.
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MAKING SOME ORIGINAL DISPLAYS

Two unique and educative displays have recently been

made in the fine show window of J. H. Shinnick, shoe re-

tailer, 293 Roncesvalles avenue, Toronto. A couple of weeks

ago he put in a Japanese window showing the kind of foot-

wear worn by all classes in the Flowery Kingdom, which

aroused a great deal of interest. There was the common

house shoe worn by servants and peasants made of rope, in

sandal form; then the street shoe with hollow wooden sole,

about three inches high, covered with sea weed and fastened

to the foot with a chamois attachment. Next were the mud

shoes for men and women which are seen in rainy and dis-

agreeable weather. These are peculiarly shaped and made of

light wood resting on two wooden uprights some three

inches high. The women wear a cotton sock and toe pro-

tector of leather. The street shoe for milady of quality,

made like a sandal with sole of sea weed, is dainty and light.

The goods were priced to sell from seventy-five cents to two

dollars. Many called in and asked the proprietor all man-

ner of questions regarding the curious footgear. A returned

missionary from Japan visited the shop and told Mr. Shin-

nock that he never saw a more correct representation of

what the people of the Island Kingdom wear on their feet.

The following week Mr. Shinnick installed a window show-

ing rubber footwear in its various stages of manufacture,

from the crude material to the finished product, as well as

samples of white tennis soling, red soling, light uppers, etc.

There were exhibits of plantation rubber, Ceylon rubber,

fine para rubber washed, plantation rubber milled, etc., all

bearing cards so that the people could see everything re-

lating to this branch of footwear. There was also a fine

exhibit of rubber shoes of all kinds. The admirable display

was made through the courtesy of the Kaufman Rubber Co.,

of Berlin, makers of the Life-Buoy and Kaufman brands,

and resulted in a large amount of business.

PROPOSITON OF MUCH INTEREST

The Boston Last Co., of Richmond, Que., who have one

of the best equipped and up-to-date plants make a unique

proposition to the shoe trade, which lias already been

worked out with commendable results across the border.

They extend a very hearty invitation to any shoe manufac-

turer, style manager, or any member of the selling force,

to pay a personal visit to their factory for the sake of try-

ing out new ideas. Here every facility is presented for re-

producing samples, and views in the shaping or form of the

last can be worked out to advantage on the spot, and any

alterations will be given thorough attention, so that the shoe-

maker can secure exactly what he requires. This is certainly

a splendid proposition and affords the manufacturer every

chance to get exactly what he desires, in the way of ideal,

comfortable and stylish lasts. Visitors are cordially invited

to remain as long as they like and every effort will be put

forth to satisfy every want or give expression to any idea

in models. The shoe manufacturer may, without any obli-

gation, secure whatever he wishes in every detail, in lasts

that are marked by individuality and character as well as

attractiveness and excellent fitting attributes. The Boston

Last Co. have a competent corps of model makers, possess a

capacity of seven hundred pairs a day, buy all their material

in Canada, and employ a large force of skilled artisans.

Their plant is a very busy one. Each season more than a

million feet of maple logs are consumed in the output, many-

Canadian shoe manufacturers availing themselves of the

opportunity and facilities afforded by this enterprising con-

cern, which, for several years has been to the forefront.

LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ;?

ohair
.' *f"2"f'

^^^^^^====^^==^ :̂̂ ========^^^ Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK <& BRVCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO
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RETAIL SHOE BUSINESS FOR SALE
that produced 43% gross profits in 1914, which everyone knows was a bad year for business.

Here's a chance for a live wire to step into an established business, 35 years in the present store.

Located on the main business street, in the best business block in the City of Windsor, Ont.

Store is 23 x 130 feet, has modern front and show windows. Lease for 16 months, with prospect of

renewal, or landlord will consider taking rear of store, relieving buyer of part of rent.

SOME FACTS:

Windsor is pleasantly situated on the finest waterway
in America. Windsor's Schools are of the highest class,

streets are well paved and sewered, Hydro Electric for

lighting, Natural Gas for power, etc. Population over

25,000, su urbs 10,000 more.

Windsor boasts a new factory established every

month.

There are only three other large shoe stores, and
prospects were never brighter.

Stocks on hand January 1st, 1915

Shoes, Rubbers, etc. - $8,657.63

Men's Furnishings ----- 4,180.60

Hats aDd Caps- ----- 800.79

Trunks and Bags, etc. - 125.19

Fixtures and Furniture - 600.00

Total Stock on hand - 14,364.21

Gross Sales 1914, $27,241.46

Gross profit 43%—better than most merchants gotin 1914

Reason For Selling.—Senior partner retiring on account of age
;

junior partner has other

business interests.

The stocks are well assorted, a man could step right in and continue the business without

having to buy a lot more goods.

Will sell shoe stock separately, if desired, at a rate on the dollar, or will consider a specific

offer of a lump sum. Terms to suit purchaser if security is satisfactory.

Notice.—We will consider no other proposition than a sale, the business is to be wound up
and the partnership dissolved.

For further particulars apply to owners:

J. S. EDGAR & SON, 25 Sandwich St. W., WINDSOR, Ont.

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,

sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best

stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

W. H. Staynes& Smith ™c
E
Trs

LEAIHER

CASH ADVANCED w • — IT «% rC and at Kettering, Northampton
ON CONSIGNMENTS. lyClCcalcr, ML,l\Q. Frankfort-on-Maine.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

KEEP POSTED ON STYLE PROBLEMS-

You can do so by reading the Shoe and Leather Journal. Published

on the 1st and 15th of each month. $1.00 per year in advance.
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and Staple Lines

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

DUCLOS ®. PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory and Office, Store, 224 Lemoine St.

ST. HYACINTH R. MONTREAL

SPHINX
Shoe Cement Paste

"SPHINX" stands unique and without a rival in excellent qualities
wanted by the shoe manufacturer.

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds of

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters
and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every

demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes

from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The
Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby

insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the

operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a

single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work

:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Fin :<=hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted with union irons

and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC



Marshall Field Said
that the traveling representative

of a business house was an
" Ambassador of Commerce."
It may be that you think the

title a bit " high-falutin'." Per-

haps it is; but our "Ambassador"
is our Mr. James F. Clark, and

we just wish to intimate that

he will soon be calling on the

wholesale shoe trade.

Mr. Jobber, please note

that we have prepared an ex-

ceptionally attractive range of

women's high class mock welts. We are confident that our

range is as fine and representative a collection as has ever been

offered for your consideration.

You will be struck with their

superiority in style, fit, work-

manship and finish.

JAMES F. CLARK, TREASURER

Special Notice
We wish to emphasize par-

ticularly that we use only

the best oak sole leather, as

well as oak inner soles and
oak counters, while for

topping, full-grained matt
calf is used exclusively.

Good fitting and attractive shoes

for women at a moderate price. JOHN F. CLARK, PRESIDENT

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.
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POBLISflEP TWICE-MOM
Features in This Edition

Never Afford Your Customer An
Opportunity To Say No

What War Has Shown in the Wear
and Make of Army Shoes

Some Pertinent Pointers on Proper
Way to Serve Patrons

How to Increase Repair Trade by
Going Out After the Work

Is Credit Too Easily Secured From
Some Wholesale Houses

M
TU

TOMOTTO MOMTHEM,
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AreYou Profiting

byOr In-Stock
Sorting Service?

Our immense In-Stock Department is

at the service of every shoe retailer

throughout Canada. It is exceedingly

well equipped to give prompt and

satisfactory service.

Write your wants to the In-Stock De-

partment of the nearest branch to you
and you will be surprised how quickly

they will be filled.

By means of such up-to-date service

you can increase your turn-over with

a minimum amount of capital invested

—a feature very much to be desired in

these times of depression when capital

is so hard to secure.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames-Holden-McCready Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Turn Prestige to Your Profit

Sell Elmira Felt Shoes

When a line of shoes has been steadily acquiring a reputation for sound
quality during a period of years, it is a factor that no shoe dealer can afford

to ignore.

And that is the case with ELMIRA FELT SHOES. Every dealer who stocks

ELMIRAS has the sales-making advantage of the ELMIRA reputation. This
means greater sales, with less effort and the most positive assurance that every
customer will be satisfied.

A Felt Shoe for every purpose

in the great Elmira Line
The ELMIRA is not only the best but the most complete line, as a glance
through your jobbers' samples or our illustrated catalogue will show.

Ask your jobber for ELMIRA FELT SHOES.

For the House

Are the Ideal Slippers

Comfortable, Cozy and Restful for the tired, weary feet.

Made from the finest warm Wool Felt with soft Padded Chrome Cushion Soles.

Every retailer will want Kim-Felt Kumfys for Christmas Trade.

See them in samples of all the best Jobbers.

The Elmira Felt Co., Limited, Berlin, Ont
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Made-In-Canada

Stock These Famous
Brands During 1915

You do .not need to experiment with shoes of un-

known quality and sales value when you are

assured of a satisfactory and ever-increasing vol-

ume of business through the sales of the famous

"DOCTOR'S" and " PROFESSOR " brands.

Both the "DOCTOR'S" and the "PROFESSOR"
have an individuality all their own. They are abso-

lutely correct in shape, conforming easily to the

natural contour of the foot.

They are built as good shoes should be built— com-

fortable, attractive and of great lasting quality.

They will "put you in right" with your customer

and make each one a live, enthusiastic, talking

advertisement.

Your Jobber will tell you

more about them- --ask him.

The Tebbutt Shoe
& Leather Co., Limited

Three Rivers, P.O.

PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

Made-In-Canada
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BOOTS ST10"5

It stands ready to supply your smallest want as well as your largest

order, and the men who go to make up its personnel are imbued with

the same ideas of service as the founder—James Robinson.

Never hesitate to entrust your wants to us for attention. You
upon the same measure of attention as would be given to our

Should you sort up to-day

your largest

mbued with

>u can count f&tf1M
B 0 OT

' MONTREAL -
.
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MINER Service
Is Unsurpassed

THUS when you buy

MINER rubbers you

not only get the very

highest quality and work-

manship in rubber foot-

wear, but you also have the

assurance that your future

sorting wants will be

promptly and courteously

attended to.

Have you tried out

MINER service yet?

If not, send an order to

our nearest selling agent

to-day, who, from stock,

will make shipment at once.

Miner Rubber Company, Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns 8s Wanless ------- London, Ont.
Dowling Sf Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith Sf Co. Hamilton, Ont. JM" T XT O
J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. -------- St. John, N.B. > lM A i> i-> AV

J. M. Humphrey fit Co. -------- Sydney, C.B.
I «/ 17 \ XT C

Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que. I H/ XV IN ^
The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Western.Limited, 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.

j
W I _ _ _

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont. -Jl. T JL. E R 1 1
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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'Mtfi

OSTEND" MODEL

CJ This is the proper shoe for the woman
who is fond of walking in comfort, and

yet who demands style as well as ease in

her footwear.

^ Made with all the care, both in choosing

materials and in workmanship, that

characterizes every Dr. A. REED Cush-

ion Shoe.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and
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Independent Rubber Footwear

Wins Out On Its Merits

To build a permanent business you want goods of

sound quality. And that is what you get when you buy

any INDEPENDENT RUBBER FOOTWEAR.

Our constant endeavor is to supply the shoe dealers

of Canada with a line of rubber footwear that em-
braces all that is newest in style, faultlessly made
from perfect materials.

The following high class shoe jobbers sell the

INDEPENDENT LINES and will be glad to show
you the full range at any time.

Independent Jobbers

The Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, £ask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toroito, Ont.

Kilgour, Rimer & Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

The

Independent
Rubber Co.

Limited

Merritton Ontario
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^eftic-rot*-^

Moose Head Brand"
Stands for

The Very Highest Reputation

That it is possible to secure for Oil Tanned Shoe Packs>

Larrigans, Sporting Boots and Summer Packs

These goods are sold and distributed by the leading jobbers

of footwear throughout the Dominion. You owe it to your-

self to see our samples and prices for 1915 before ordering.

John Palmer Company Limited
FREDERICTON N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned Waterproof
Footwear in Canada

PACKARD'S NEW LINES
OF SHOE POLISHES

MADE IN CA NADA

"IT" BOOT POLISH
In tins to retail at 10c.—Put
up in Black and Russet — Is

thoroughly waterproof—Gives
a brilliant lasting shine.

ONLY THE
HIGHEST QUALITY
RAW MATERIALS

USED

MADE BY
SKILLED CANADIAN
WORKMEN FOR
CANADIANS

WHITE 0

No. 5 WHITE "O"
In zinc boxes, retails at 10c.

—

Unsurpassed -for cleaning
white canvas shoes, belts, hel-
mets, Etc.—Does Not contain
acid.

L. H. PACKARD & CO. LIMITED, MONTREAL
Manufacturers of SHOE BLACKINGS, SHOE POLISHES, ETC.
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No. 103—Men's Felt High Cut Blucher. Vamp Lined.
Two Buckles and Lace. Felt Sole and Heel

Wear, Warmth
and Comfort

are the leading
characteristics of

COLDPROOF
FELTS. And the

range includes an

extensive variety of

styles for Men,
Women and Child-

ren, for both indoor

and outdoor wear.

For

Men, Women and Children

who come into your store for felt

shoes, you can show no line so certain

to sell and satisfy as The Great West
Felt Company's

"Coldproof" Felts

The quality of each pair is positively

guaranteed by our name stamped on

the soles.

JVe make our own Felt

with machinery the in-

vention of our own ex-

perts, assuring the high

degree of efficiency and

economy necessary in

the production of such

exceptional values as we
offer.

No. 450^Child's Red Felt High Cut Bal . Don-
golaVamp and Back Foxing and Top Trimmed.
Leather Facing and Back Strap, Felt Sole and
Heel.

No. 449—Child's, same as above, in Brown.
No. 550—Infants', same as above, in Red,

Spring Heel.
No. 549—Infants', same as above, in Brown,

Spring Heel.
No. 350—Misses', same as above in Red.
No. 349—Misses', same as above, in Brown.

We are not in any trust.

Our goods are sold the

retail trade through

reliable independent
jobbers. Write us if

your jobber cannot supply you and we will at once

mail you the name of a jobber who can do so.

The Great West Felt Co.

Catalog

on
Request

ELMIRA
LIMITED

ONT. No. 168—Men's Felt Blucher. Chrome, r-oxea ana I oe Cap,
Leather Facing and Back Strap, Vamp Lined. Elk and
I- tit Sole and Rubber Heel.
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REGAL PS

35
Regal
Styles

ALWAYS IN
STOCK

CANADIAN STYLE 1515

Black Calf Blucher

Costs $3.50

Also in Patent Leather and Button Style in
Black Calf.

If there does not happen

to be a REGAL SHOE
SHOP in your locality, it

would pay you to write us

concerning the exclusive

local selling rights.

Wherever there is a de-

mand for high class shoes,

the REGAL LINE is sure of

success.

Regal Shoes are

Made-in-Canada

The shapes and patterns are, how-
ever, identical with those sold in

the 18 REGAL SHOE STORES
in New York.

So that in REGAL SHOES, you
get the very smartest of the

world's shoe styles and at the

same time, a thoroughly Cana-
dian line.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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SHoe MacHinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE

>-

MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eye-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL - - QUE.

122 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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Weston^ Shoes
"Best to Wear"

The Diamond is never out of Style, and can be

worn on most occasions with perfect taste.

The Diamond is extremely durable, extre mely

brilliant, and of wonderful intrinsic value.

These qualities are found also in the Diamond

Shoe. Send us a line—we will show you.

At this moment our rhymster, young and en-

thusiastic, shed the following:

—

"CANADIAN GIRL"
Cloth Top, Button, Patent M Fox

Saska Last, M.S. Pat. Tip

No. 77 Grow. Girls 2^—

6

Price $2.15
1.80

1.50

1.25

No. 177 Misses 11—2-

No. 277 8—10^ -

No. 377 5— 7>4 -

No. 477 5— 7#, Plain
Toe, Turn Spg. H.
Nature Last -

No. 577 2— do.

Build your business on a rock—DO IT NOW
Keep the DIAMOND Shoe in stock—DO IT NOW
Diamond Shoes are hard to beat,

Please the eye, and fit the feet,

Put you right on "EASY STREET"—DO IT NOW

Will you take some good advice,—DO IT NOW
"CANADIAN GIRLS" are pretty and nice,—

"Wait," we shouted, "your sentiment is all right but your

metre is all wrong. You have put to many feet in that line."

"I know," said the poet, "it contains more truth than poetry,

but, after all, there can't be too many feet if wearing the

Canadian Girl Shoes, then, notice how I have developed the

'Maid in Canada' idea—Do you get me?"

We got him.

1.10

.90

For Ladies

Diamond Shoe
Queen City Shoe

For Misses and Children

Canadian Girl

Weston Shoe Co., Limited

Campbellford Ont.
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DaVis Leather Col
NEWMARKET ONTARIO

imited

The
66 99

An all-the-year-round Good Seller.

Nothing temporary about the EVERYDAY shoe. As

its name implies, it is built to stand the wear and to

keep its good looks under everyday usage. Solid leather

all the way through with every detail of workmanship

perfectly done. No skimping anywhere in make or

material.

Stock the EVERYDAY line and you will

hold your own against all competition.

T. Sisman Shoe Company Limited
Aurora -:- Ontario
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CLASSIC
MADE IN

You will fight for it,

Will you buy for it ?

" CLASSIC " Shoes are the

one good buy.

SHOES
CANADA

Sell Canadian-Made Shoes
All things being equal it is up
to every Canadian Merchant to

push Canadian-made products

And you don't need to cross the border to get the best value in women's and

children's shoes. They are made right here in Gait. Their name is

"
Classic" Shoes
For Women and Children

Neater, smarter or better-made shoes

for the money cannot be secured any-

where. The women who like a dressy

shoe for themselves and their children

are invariably attracted to and pleased

by one or another of the numerous

"Classic" lasts.

There is a "Classic" style

that will meet the needs of

every woman and child in

Canada. Why push foreign

goods when "Classic" All-

Canadian shoes are avail-

able ?
$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

"THE NEATEST SHOES IN SH0ED0M"
THE SHOE THAT IS SUPPLANTING FOREIGN FOOTWEAR

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait - Ontario
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidatedtv^r^a^Tmf Canadian umsoiiaaie_
DOMINION Rubber Co. Limited ( DOMlNlQ

MONTREAL P.Q.

KEEP THE DOLLAR
AT HOME

COMFY " SLIPPERS

are now

Made In Canada

and are called

KIM-FELT " KUMFYS

Your stock of Footwear is

not complete without them

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Never Give Your Customer Opportunity to Say "No"
This is One of the Strongest Points in Salesmanship—Give the Other Party Who is Disposed to Talk a Chance—How

to Meet the Remark "Oh, I Can Get the Same Thing Cheaper Elsewhere"—Use Your Own Selling Argument

"You cannot teach an old dog new tricks, so it is said, deliveries at once. But in ordinary times he is not at all

but the dog that will not try to learn a trick is generally eager about the matter or even willing to admit that he is in

bevond usefulness, and is soon conveyed to the discard. This need of anything, and rarely will he hand out a sorting order

is another way of saying 'It is never too late to learn.' unless pressed to do so.

"As a salesman of many years' experience in shoes, I do Talk in Affirmative Style

not claim to be a record breaker or a top notcher but natur-
UJ ^ jn & ^ ^^ &

ally, in the course of my career, I have picked up a tew m^ representing a London wholesale house entered and
pointers," remarked a well-known Canadian shoe traveler.

inquired of Brown< the retailer) after taking hands with
the other day, "and if these ideas are of any benefit to the ^ ,Can I dQ anything fof yQU tQ _day b my ,ine? , Mr
selling force in a retail store or on the road, 1 take much

Brown ^ ^ than]< perhaps next ^ ^ ,

pleasure in passing them on. My remarks are intended par- ^ ^ & ^ ^ ^ admitted (except in

ticularly for young salesmen, especially chaps who make ^ ^f ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ anything
their first trip on the road. I ran across one the other day. ^ hand? Jf they ^^ who]esale concerns and manu.

who was just starting out with high hope and laudable
facturers wouk, nQt require salesmen Mere order.takers

ambition.
_
He came in to see me, and I extended my hand,

wouM ft
.

g ^ ^ business by initiative or
wishing him every success. suggestion and, if possible, never give your man a chance

Never Let On You Are Green to say 'no.' Always steer him away from a negative reply,

"'Now,' I remarked, 'wherever you go, do not let them for there is many a merchant who, after he has once said

know vou are a new man, or that this is your initial trip, 'no,' will stick to that decision, even if convinced afterwards

or you will get turned down every time. Let on that you that he needs a certain range of goods.

have had considerable experience in selling, and tell your "To lead a customer along, inducing him to acknowledge

customers that you are taking Jones' route, he having that he requires such and such a line, is by far the better

left the firm or been transferred to another territory. This way. If you put a negative query, you are generally sure

will convey the impression that you have been on some to get a negative answer, but if your remarks are affirm a-

other ground, and you will follow naturally in the footsteps tive in character your man naturally follows the lines of

of your predecessor. If customers of the house thought a least resistance, and you can thus establish a better basis of

new man was on the road, some would have lots of fun understanding between you.

joshing him, asking all manner of difficult questions, or turn- "On the other hand, be perfectly frank and candid with

ing him down peremptorily.' your man ; deal openly and straightforwardly, keep

"Another piece of advice I would give is, 'Do not be too nothing back, or if the goods are not exactly up to the mark,

talkative or consequential; give the other man a chance to tell him so. If you have made a reduction or are clearing

have his say, and if you find he is inclined to converse freely, out a certain line, explain the reason. If there has been an

why, prove yourself a good listener, for you can get very advance, be equally as free in stating the cause, but if you

much closer to your customer by affording him an attentive find a fellow has given you good orders in the past, and

hearing, than you can by trying to interject your own views for some reason has not been extending the same patronage

every now and then. Ask a question once in a while to show of late, try tactfully to find out the reason. Do not press

that you are intelligently following the narrative or views your customer too hard, so as to make a confounded nuisance

of the retailer, and when you find that he has had his say, or bore of yourself. You may bulldoze an extra dozen pairs

and is not inclined to prolong the discussion, why then, take or so out of a man once, but you cannot do it twice, for the

your departure—if you have concluded your business. next time he is on his guard, and either evades you or lies

"Of course, no man ever wants goods when you go in to you direct ; an exemplification of the old saying 'You can

to see him, unless he thinks there is going to be a shortage lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink.'

in that particular line, or that the price is going to ascend. Another thing, when attempting to sell a certain line

Then he is exceptionally anxious to place orders and have you are frequently confronted with the fact that such and
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such a house has just made an offer of the same kind of

shoe, at exactly five or ten cents less a pair or witli more
favorable discount terms. Of course, there arc always men
who can buy for less elsewhere. A sample of this specimen
of humanity appeared after the flood and his tribe has been

Annual Banquet Was Success
C. F. Rannard, President and Managing Director of the

Rannard Shoe Limited, Winnipeg, entertained the staff of
the stores at a banquet in the Royal Alexandra Hotel on
January 6th. Covers were laid for eighteen, and after the

good things to eat had been disposed of, the evening was
spent in speeches, songs and recitations until close to mid-
night, when the gathering broke up.

This was the twelfth annual banquet given by the firm,

and the following are the names of those invited : C. F. Ran-
nard, A. B. Rannard, R. F. Eadie, J. C. Thomson. Fred.

Baird, Walter Wight, Roy Linklater, Fred Bent, Percy

C. F. RANNARD, WINNIPEG

Aird. Clarence P. Nichols, J. Waddington, A. R. Davidson.

J.
II. McGee. J. Webster, Michael Cafferky, Albert Young

and Chas. Klepacki.

"Tiny" Farewell, well known to the shoe trade of West-

ern Canada, dropped in during the evening and added much

to the general enjoyment by his genial presence and the

rousing speech he made in response to the toast of '"The

Manufacturers."

The President reviewed the past year's business and

said that while it was not their best year by any means,

under the circumstances they regarded it as a satisfactory

year. The sound condition of the company, which had been

carefully officered in the past, represented a great help

toward carrying things on to a successful termination dur-

ing the coming year, even if outside conditions did not im-

prove. He, however, urged them all to practice economy

according to their individual necessities, and thanked them

for their faithful work and loyalty during the past year,

which had been greatly appreciated by the firm.

The smokers present, of which there were a number,

appreciated greatly the choice Havanas donated by M. L.

Savage, the well known traveler for the famous Tetrault

lines. Nap. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing

Co., Montreal, had offered five pairs of shoes for competition

among the clerks of the three stores, and these were won by

the following: J. C. Thomson, C. Klapecki, J. Webster,

Percy Aird, Michael Cafferky.

multiplying ever since. J would not say that many fellows

wilfully lie, but many will make strong bluffs or loop-hole

assertions. If these chaps are not wedded to duplicity, they

have a flirting acquaintance with it. You cannot tell such

men at first that they are telling an untruth, but you can

intimate that they are mistaken, laboring under a wrong im-

pression, or have misunderstood matters.

"When a man says he can buy ,a boy's box kip. Standard

screw for fifteen cents less than I am quoting him, I natur-

ally ask : 'Are you perfectly sure ?' or 'Are you not mis-

taken?' This, then, gets him thinking, and after you know
him well enough, you can ask if he would mind having

a look at his invoice, and what you see on the invoice is

generally correct.

How Some Men Get Mixed

"Now, I am not of a prying or inquisitive nature, but

I have found in my career, that many a retailer who has

marked a certain shoe to sell at such and such a figure, think-

ing he is making his regular .profit, has been grossly mis-

taken. He has got an invoice on many lines of shoes and

the figures on the right hand column being rather close

together, he has not marked the cost price correctly on the

goods, got matters mixed, and in other cases shoes cost

him much more than he thought. I have had retailers time

and again thank me for having shown them their mistake, or

called attention to some error that they have made, for I

naturally have a much more intimate knowledge of shoe

values than the average dealer, being on the road nineteen

years, and before that a buyer for a large wholesale house.

"If a man says that he can get a woman's patent leather,

with cloth top, Goodyear welt, solid leather box toe and

counters, ten or fifteen cents less than my line, I ask him
if the stock is good; what about the insole, the last, style,

finish, etc. If there is any way of making comparisons, I do

so, pointing out why I am asking a few cents more per pair.

In any argument it never does to infer that a man making
such a statement is a deceiver or wilful perverter of facts.

That would at once arouse antagonism and enmity. It is

better to infer, as I have stated, that your man is mistaken,

does not properly comprehend the cost, or is otherwise mis-

led. This can be done gently and suggestively, and in time

you will grow to gain that man's respect, and he will no

longer seek to counteract your proposition by raising the

cry of T can do better elsewhere.'

Stand on Your Own Foundation

"No rigid rule can be laid down for meeting each situ-

ation as it arises. You may think that you have certain

arguments down pat. You have heard the other fellow tell

how he has replied to such and such a query, point or atti-

tude, and you think you can do the same. When you

attempt, however, to be the author of such remarks, you

feel they have generally fallen flat or the shot has missed

its mark. A salesman has to be quick, alert and alive, and

equal to any emergency as it arises. He cannot use any

cut-and-dried, stock-in-trade arguments when a man who is

probably just as keen and sprightly as he is, stands face to

face with him.

"It is an old saying that every tub should stand on its

own bottom, and when you attempt to use the points or

arguments of another, you will find that bottom too large or

too small. Better rely upon your own ability, resource and

inventiveness to extricate yourself, or meet the other fellow

in a battle of wit against wit.

"I might go on talking all day and even now some of

your readers may think I am a gas bag or windjammer.

There is only one way to end a flow of talk and that is not

by the Blackthorn or Kilkenny route—but to stop talking,

and I stop right here."
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"I wish I had the time and I would conduct a school of

salesmanship."' remarked a leading retailer who does busi-

ness in one of the big cities of the Dominion to the Shoe
and Leather Journal the other day. "What the people

want is quick, satisfactory service, pleasant, courteous

attention and thorough knowledge regarding the stock and

its chief points in the matter of style, make, material, etc.

I instruct all my salespeople to meet every patron with a

smile or, at least, a cheerful look. In the first place, before

any shoe is tried on the salesman should run his hand inside

of it to see that there are no lasting tacks left and that

everything is smooth and feels all right. Then the way
some clerks pull a shoe on a woman's foot is enough to

give her the chilblains. How often, when a shoe is plenty

large and wide enough a woman will say, "Oh. my foot."

Such an expression is caused by the careless, awkward man-
ner in which the footwear is drawn on.

"Then again, I personally think, although a great mam-
retailers may not agree with me, that it is a mistake to ask

the size. The experienced shoeman, if he is in doubt, should

glance at the marks in the lining of the shoe taken off.

These will give him an indication of the size and width. Sup-

posing these marks have been effaced by wear, etc., still with

a little practice and study, a live wire can tell what size is

worn and will not miss in his computation once in a dozen

times, that is if he is observant. I am a strong advocate

of the measuring stick. Its use looks as if one is an ex-

pert and understands his business. It lends dignity to the

operation of correct fitting and there is no necessity for the

bald, blunt question 'what size, please?'

"I am speaking particularly of the matter of waiting

on ladies. If I take a shoe from a carton and the last, style

or leather does not appeal to the customer, I put that shoe

right back in the box. It helps to keep the interior appear-

ance of the store neat and clean. I have clerks here who
will take down a dozen or more cartons from the shelves

when fitting a patron. Half the shoes are on the floor or

strewn along the ledge by the time the sale is completed.

If we are rushed the shoes are put back hastily. This causes

mismating and all the trouble that ensues.

"I always make it a practice of showing the highest

priced goods first and if the figure is too high, the customer

will soon indicate about w7hat she wants to pay. It is easier

to come down than to show a low-priced shoe and expect to

work from that basis up. A diplomatic way when in doubt

the lady saying she wants a pair of shoes, is to inquire in

an interested manner if the footwear is for dress or

special occasion, house wear, walking, etc. The answer will

give the salesman a good inkling regarding what to show-

so as to please in the shortest possible time. The main thing

when miladi enters is first of all to conduct her politely to

a seat and then, if possible, remove her shoe. You will find

in that case, if you have the goods that suit, the sale is

well on its way to completion. If a woman says that she

wants to first inspect the styles and declines to be seated,

then show the ranges pleasantly. Speak of the distinctive

qualities of the models and wtien you have exhibited

something that takes her fancy talk on its excellent fitting-

points, how comfortable and stylish the shoe is and you will

have her interest aroused to such a point that if she really

wants a new pair, she will consent to try on the footgear.

I might talk a great deal more on salesmanship, but perhaps

there is a pointer or two in what I have already said that

may be employed advantageously by some of your readers."

THE IMPRESSIVE AND STRIKING INTERIOR OF THE NEW WALK-OVER SHOE STORE, YONGE ST., TORONTO
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Get After the Repair Work
There is no doubt many a shoe repairer who could

materially improve his business if he were a little more
aggressive. How can he be? By getting after the outside

work. There are not a few jobs lying around every house
which people would have attended to if they themselves
did not have to take the work to a repair man and then go
after it. Sitting down and waiting for work to come in will

not answer with the live repair man at the present time.

He must get out after what is going.

Writing to the Shoe and Leather Journal, a leading

western repairer says- "It is the outdoor business that

counts. The first months that the war began my average

receipts fell off between sixty and seventy dollars from the

preceding months of the year. I said to myself this will

not do. I must get after the outdoor or outside work and
so I began to canvass for jobs and impressed upon the people

in my district that all work in this line would be called

for and delivered when promised. I got out a series of

cards which stated that all shoe repairs called for on Monday
would be returned like now ones on Tuesday; that all repairs

called for on Tuesday would be returned like new ones on
Wednesday, etc. I told the people to use the telephone

and we would do the rest, thac the shoes would be delivered

ready to put on the feet, thoroughly cleaned, that all broken
laces would be replaced, missing buttons put on, and atten-

tion paid to any little stitching required. The result has

been that my receipts are now larger than ever and the

business which comes in this way, amounts to as much as

that taken in over the counter of my shop.

"I have also emphasized the feature that I sharpen
skates and this has also netted me quite a little revenue.

I believe that every one more or less can keep things up to

the pitch in sp ;te of the war and the prevailing quietness in

trade, but he must take hold of the situation seriously

and aggressively as if the European strife and the too much
talked of hard times were not in existence. I have proved
the folly of sitting down and waiting for better times, and
to-day my business is fifty to seventy-five per cent, ahead
of what it has been. I hope that you can stir up some of

the discontented ones to action. There are hundreds who
could improve their condition in the repair line if they exer-

cised forethought and perseverance."

The shoe repairer in question is located in a city which
has felt business depression to a greater degree than many
in the east. Here is a copy of a circular which he mailed

recently to his patrons for he firmly believes in advertising.

It is headed, "Our Motto—Good Service," and reads:

Dear Sir or Madam:
I heartily thank you for the splendid support you have

given me since the opening of my "Good Service" Shoe
Repair Shop in March last. If, however, you are one of

those who have not yet given me a trial, I would impress

upon you a few reasons why you should, and also what
constitutes a "Good Service" shop.

First, I endeavor not to do your work for monetary
gain only, but for our mutual advantage, ensuring always a

hundred cents on the dollar for work done.

Second, my modern equipment is second to none in

this city, a visit to my shop will convince you on this point.

Third, no repairs arc knowingly sent out unless they

are quite ready to put on your feet, cleaned, broken laces

replaced, any little rips repaired that may have escaped
your notice, or any stray buttons adjusted.

Fourth, every effort is put forth to have the repairs

done on time as promised.

Fifth, special attention is given to gent's shoes, the
soles being sewn on at the same price as many shops charge
for nailing them on.

Sixth, the very best leather is used at prices to suit all.

Seventh, invisible patches are put on whenever possible,

thus ensuring neatness.

Eighth, when you need a repair job done, just walk to

your 'phone and ring up 72217, I will do the rest. Assuring
you always of my best attention. Yours truly,

The Proper Repairing of Heels
When the repairer resoles a pair of shoes he will note

that the heels need a few nails at the rear end of the heel-

seat. The reason for this is that the greatest strain comes
at that portion of the heel every time the heel is lifted from
the ground in the act of walking.

These reinforcing nails should be driven slanting toward
the toe, so as to counteract the strain on the heel, which
tends to pull the rear of the heel away from the heel-seat

of the shoe.

It is not an easy matter to drive a nail, unless a steel

nail, perfectly straight through the heel and insole. Steel

nails should, therefore, be given the preference when nail-

ing by hand. With any other kind of heel nails, the heel

should be first perforated to insure a perfectly true drive.

There is an old saying that in constant change a circle is

described, whereby we return eventually to the old, and that

is what has happened in heeling.

The writer has noted many high-grade shoes that had
been heeled with wooden pegs, as practised in the long ago,

when all heeling was by hand. There is nothing better to

give the leather heel a soft tread and a yield resembling
rubber. Moreover, the pegs do not damage carpets or fine

floors.

At first thought one would say that anyone can easily

peg the heel, but there is something to be said about the awl.

The point of the awl should be larger than the shank to allow
freedom of same in the leather and thereby make it easier

for the workmen to pull it out. The point only should
show friction against the stock and this will bring about
great speed at the heel pegging operation. It is not always
necessary for a wooden peg to be riveted in order to hold

the heel lifts solidly together. Speaking of heels made of
very cheap stock changes the case and calls for riveting of

the pegs.

A shellaced peg will hold twice as well as otherwise,

which is also true of iron or steel nails. On very high heels

long steel nails are necessary, but the writer would apply
only a few at the rear and finish with wooden pegs.

It is obvious a low heel can be pegged with better

results than a high heel. The pegged heel is the best heel

for- welt shoes which are nail-less all over the bottom and
should be nail-less even at the heel. Pegs will wear down
evenly with the heel and will not be forced against the wear-
er's feet, as the iron nails are after the wearing out of the

top lift.
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A Montreal Retailer With Ideas in Selling Footwear
French Canadian Shoe House That Has Made Good—Proprietor Believes in Making His Knowledge Pay—Some

Novel Methods of Advertising—How Track is Kept of All Stock and How Slow Lines are Pushed

That there are many live and up-to-date French-Cana-

dian retail shoe houses in Canada is a well-known fact

;

cne of the foremost of these is the establishment of F. X.

LaSalle & Sons, 341-349 Rachel street east, Montreal, of

which an illustration is presented on this page. Through
incorporation now in process, the firm will henceforth be

known as F. X. LaSalle & Sons, Limited.

C. R. LaSalle, who guides the destinies of the store, is

a thoroughly patriotic French-Canadian, and it is through

from the other branches. The third floor is given over to

the storing of general stock along with fixtures, window dis-

plays and other such uses. The basement is taken up entirely

by the reserve rubber stock of the store, which does quite

a large trade in this line annually.

The La Salle store has the advantage of fine window
display space and Mr. LaSalle claims they have the largest

window space of any slice shop in Montreal. Nine large

roomy display windows are continually drawing trade to

THE HOME OF A PROGRESSIVE MONTREAL SHOE FIRM

his ability that the firm has attained its present growth, as it

is recognized as a leading shoe establishment of Montreal's

North End.

The entire building shown in the cut is occupied by

LaSalles' and the entire ground floor is taken up by the

store, which occupies a space of 70 x 40 feet. The interior

is neatly arranged and a large stock is carried, although on
the ground floor as a rule, not more than one pair of any

size shoe is carried in the store proper, the reserve stock

department being so convenient that it is possible to secure

extra pairs at a moment's notice. The reserve stock depart-

ment is on the second flat and is divided, the men's depart-

ment in one section, women's in another, and the children's

department also is in a division of its own, entirely separate

the store through attention given them, as Mr. LaSalle, the

manager, is fully alive to the asset he has in his display

space.

C. R. LaSalle, the manager, has had a long and varied

experience in the shoe business, and attributes a great deal

of his success to the knowledge he received in going from
one place to another. While he does not believe in a clerk

continually changing his position, he nevertheless feels that

while "a rolling stone gathers no moss" it does gather con-

siderable "polish" useful later on. He started in the shoe

business at the age of fifteen years, his first position being

with Wm. Dangerfield, who was one of the longest estab-

lished shoe retailers in Montreal. He started here in 1884

and after some months went into the employ of Romayne
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Bros. After spending a year with this firm he worked for

some time with O. Bernier. Deciding to see a little of the
world, lie crossed the line, and went to Boston, where he
secured a position as salesman with W. E. Tuttle, who con-

C. R. LASALLE, MONTREAL

ducted a shoe store on Washington street, and was one

of the largest shoe merchants at the time in Boston. Mr.
LaSalle also worked at the shoe game in most of the large

American cities and was with such firms as Franks, of

Albany; Fyfe Shoe Store, of Detroit; Streeter Bros., Chi-

cago; G. J. Brant, St. Louis; D. K. Cross. Denver, and others.

He was seventeenth in the list of clerks when he started

with D. K. Cross, of Denver, and after thirteen months with

the firm occupied the position of buyer. Afterwards Mr.

LaSalle returned to Montreal and for some time was in the

employ of La Presse, the leading French newspaper of

America. He worked himself up to the position of circu-

lation manager, but while with La Presse branched into the

shoe retailing game as a side line. This business grew to

such an extent that he was forced to resign from the ser-

vice of La Presse and devote his entire energies to his shoe

store. This was some years ago, and the LaSalle estab-

lishment has been going ahead steadily since that time, and

to-day does one of the largest trades of any shoe store in the

country.

Strong Believer in Advertising

Asked to what he attributed his success, Mr. La Salle

stated that he thought there were several important points

that he always kept in mind and these accounted to a large

extent for the growth of the business. One of these points

is steady and forceful advertising. ''I am a strong believer

in prominent advertising," said Mr. LaSalle, "and have found

that it always pays. I strive to put my ads where people

can see them without having to hunt them up. There is very

little use in advertising if you don't go at it in the right

manner. We advertise our store in the newspapers, through

posters, and have a mailing list of over 2,000 names to which

a letter is sent out each month. We do not confine ourselves

to the ordinary, every-day methods of advertising, however,

and always do our utmost to make our ads unusual. We
have several little ideas of our own which we have worked

up and which have been of great money value in our ads.

These, of course, are only applicable to our own use. We

have held several contests during the past and found they
were invaluable as advertisements. These were in the
nature of guessing contests. At one time we had in our
window a pumpkin and offered a prize for any one guessing
the right number of seeds in the pumpkin. We' put this idea
into effect at Thanksgiving time, and it attracted a lot of
attention. Another contest we held was a "Candle Con-
test." We secured an immense big candle and installed it in

one of the windows. To the party who could guess the
exact number or nearest to the number of days, hours and
minutes it would take for the candle to burn itself out we
offered a good-sized prize. The candle was lighted all the
time, and when it was about finished, why the street was
blocked with people curious to find out the answer to the
puzzle. Another contest which attracted a lot of attention
was a large wooden shoe. Ordinary tacks were attached to

the shoe and to the person who could guess the exact num-
ber of tacks the prize was donated. Since we have been in

business we have spent over fifty thousand dollars in adver-
tising.

Holds Two Sales a Year

"We hold a sale in January, and also in July," continued
Mr. LaSalle, "and by this means are able to dispose of all

surplus stock. We get rid of all our surplus material even
though we may have to sell a five dollar pair of shoes for
one dollar. It has been our experience that in the end we
are repaid. However, we are not troubled with many shelf

warmers. If we desire a certain line pushed at any time
during the year, we put an "x" on the carton. For instance,

should a clerk see on a box, woman's x430, he knows that

this line is to be pushed extra hard, and will do his best to

dispose of the shoe. Sometimes we offer our clerks 25 or
30 cents on certain lines. By this method, we always know
where we are at."

New Style of Fishing Boot
Mr. Brindle, who conducts a shop at 227 Union street]

St. John, N.B., making a specialty of hunting, fishing and
working boots of all kinds, has just finished a new fishing

and hunting boot which he is bringing out this season. The
accompanying cut affords a side and rear view. The
whole front will shed water like a duck's back, as there is

nothing to hold the moisture. The boot requires no lacing

and is put on or taken off simply by three movements of the

strap. This footgear, as stated, is perfectly water tight

and is good and firm on the ankle and leg. The illustration

shows a ten-inch high cut but the top can be made shorter

or longer as required. Mr. Brindle has the patent rights for

the boot, which is made with very little trouble in a boot

or a moccasin.
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WhatWarHasShown in Make andWear ofArmy Shoe
Invisible Uniforms, New Field Guns and Scientific Aerial Navies Count but Little if the Fighting Man is Not Efficiently

and Comfortably Shod—What Some Foreign Soldiers Wear—How Uncle Sam Has Made Exhaustive
Study of Footwear for the Militia—Essential Features of Ideal Army Shoe

This war will yield the experience to explode many
theories in army shoe manufacturing: as it will formulate

new principles of inestimable value to the trade. In past

years few nations have given intelligent consideration to

the vital problem of shoeing soldiers and the omission is

being made daily more evident.

New guns have been perfected, invisible uniforms attain-

ed, aeroplanes constructed and unbelievable advance has been

made in hygienic matters during times of peace against the

day of war, but practically no progress has been made in

the development of a perfect boot for the soldier. Of what

avail is the invisible uniform or the wonderful gun if the

soldier for whom they are meant is shod in such a way that

he cannot march efficiently?

Unless the writer is mistaken no nation has made any

exhaustive study of army footwear, with the exception of

the United States, and they pursued a careful study of the

question through the Munson Board. The discoveries made
by the gentlemen presiding on this board in the course of

their investigation are of particular interest to manufac-

turers. The beauty of their investigation was that they

covered practically every phase of the subject.

Wanted Both Looks and Comfort

They experimented with whole regiments, as well as

with individual soldiers. They supplied each man in a regi-

ment with the necessary money and turned the lot loose in a

big city with instructions to buy a pair of good, serviceable

, shoes. On examining the shoes bought, they learned that

the first thing sought by each soldier was not wearing qual-

ity or fit, but appearance. Every soldier wanted a dressy

looking shoe, and the wiser ones secured as well a comfort-

able fitting pair. Practical experience has shown that this

is no way to outfit an army, but valuable hints were gleaned

by making this experiment, and the board in their findings

laid emphasis on the necessity of making, as far as possible,

a nice-looking shoe.

Most Canadian manufacturers are familiar with the

American Army Shoe, which was adopted after the presen-

tation of the report of the Munson Board. The average

man on the street could wear the shoe and no one would

distinguish it from the average man's work-a-day shoe, ex-

cept, perhaps, for the fact that it is made without a box toe.

It has a close-fitting heel and a wide shank, while there is

plenty of room for the foot to rest without cramping. A
Goodyear welt process is employed for its manufacture,

quite a victory for the shoe manufacturers who, up to the

time of the last American war, were never able to get any

government shoe business, because, up to that time, it was
thought that the best shoes were those made by hand, but

when there occurred a sudden demand for several million

pairs of shoes the government realized how utterly impos-

sible it was to make these shoes, except by machinery.

Can Take Care of Big Orders

To-day the American government could place an order

for ten million pairs of shoes and get them within a month,

as practically all the large factories have actually made
shoes according to government standard specification and

they know just how to build the boots required. The govern-

ment own the lasts on which their army shoes are made.

The shoes weigh thirty-seven ounces to the pair.

A most interesting discovery of recent years has been

the learning of the difference in sizes of shoes required by
the soldier under various fitting conditions. If the soldier

sits on a chair and puts out his foot to be fitted, he takes a

smaller length than when standing up with all his weight
on one foot, and this length is smaller still than that required

for him when he is standing on one foot and bearing on
his back his regulation soldier's pack. The difference in the

length of the shoe required when he is fitted sitting down
and the one he must wear when he is standing on one foot,

holding his pack, is five-sixteenths of an inch. Another two
sizes should be allowed in the length as an added "safety-

valve."

Proper Housing of the Feet

It goes without saying that soldiers cannot be fitted

wholesale for shoes any more than they can be fitted whole-
sale for clothing, although it is still more or less of a custom
to have outfits in three sizes—large, medium and small, and
sodiers are supposed to get their fit from one of the three

standard sizes. Efficiency demands that the soldier's feet be
properly housed. This is more important than the fit of his

clothing and just as important as the effectiveness of his

rifle, because modern warfare calls for so much marching
and so much trench work that it is most desirable that the

fighting man should have absolute pedal comfort.

Experience teaches that Army Shoes are best made with
soft toes; if a box is employed it very frequently causes

trouble when it is crushed in some manner or exposed to

the danger of wet and the consequent softness. It is a

debatable question whether Army Shoes should always be

made of waterproof material or not. The standard shoe of

the United Sates Army is not waterproof, the government
working on the assumption that leather is perishable and if

given hard enough punishment by water, mud and marsh,

it will go to pieces, no matter whether waterproof or not.

Scientific study shows that the heel on the ideal Army
Shoe should not be too high, as the weight of the body must
be evenly distributed between the heel and the ball of the

foot and if the heel is too high, too great a portion of the

weight must be carried by the ball of the foot.

Many Kinds of Leather Used

All kinds of leather are used by the different nations for

the making of their shoes—a particularly fine grade being

employed* by the Swiss government. Some of the Army
Boots are decidedly uncomfortable looking pieces of foot-

wear, the Spanish infantry and cavalry being supplied with

particularly vicious looking shoes; instead of lacing they

fasten with a strap running around the back of the boot

from one side to the other. . When this strap; is pulled tight

it must exert sore pressure on the important Achilles tendon

and in long marches it surely wears the skin to pieces. The
Servian infantry wear a hand-pegged boot that is buckled

on the side.

There is nothing to equal the laced boot for real coin-

fort, as it possesses elastic possibilities that the buckle or

strap boot cannot have, and if the foot should swell, as often

happens in active service, the boot can be laced loosely for

greater comfort.

The Danish infantry have a very comfortable looking,

long-legged riding boot, which laces part way and is fast-

ened at the top by two overshoe buckles.

The Italian infantry are sometimes outfitted with a low
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welted boot which fastens by a buckle under the shank and
they have a special low shoe for use in Africa.

An interesting style of shoe is that used by the Prussian
infantry when on garrison duty. It is a McKay shoe laced

on the side.

The Argentine government has a wooden soled shoe,

hand nailed, weighing twenty-one ounces to the pair, which
is used in stable work. Their fatigue shoe is a very sad
specimen of canvas shoemaking. Probably the poorest class

of footwear supplied to any army is that used in the Mexi-
can militia. It is difficult to train soldiers there to wear
a boot, as most prefer the old-fashioned Mexican sandal,

which is simply a piece of sole leather held to the foot by a

fancy tied bunch of soft, pliable leather.

Is Credit Too Easily Obtained?
llditor Shoe and Leather Journal:

I observe, notwithstanding the stringency of the times

and war conditions, a few wholesalers seem to have been
extending very generous credit to representatives of certain

nationalities and new enterprises in the retail line.

The result is that the effect is felt now and we witness

compromises being made at thirty and forty cents on the

dollar, or assignments entered into and stock bought by some
one else at a very low rate. Now, sir, I want to ask through

your paper is this standing at the back, financially, of a lot

of business speculators who may or may not make good, fair

to the man who always pays one hundred cents on the dollar

and has a good business record? To my mind it is a sort of

head or tail credit. The fellow who pays cash is really

helping to make up the losses wholesalers sustain when they

accept offers of thirty, forty and fifty cents on the dollar

from parties of limited or no means who, in embarking in

business, have everything to gain and little to lose.

There seems to be a lot of jealousy among wholesale

houses regarding men who wish to secure certain accounts

and when certain jobbers get stung they should not complain.

I want to say that some are very careful and I know of a

few Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal concerns who have

not lost a dollar in months through bad accounts, simply

because they exercise discretion and practice conservatism,

but there are others who literally rush in. What is the

result ? Men who pay one hundred cents on the dollar are

handicapped at the outset. The fellow who settles for forty

cents can still sell his goods at actual cost and make sixty

per cent, profit.

No wonder it pays to compromise or to effect a settle-

ment. I think that wholesalers are as much to blame for

this undesirable state of affairs as any one. Such a practice

encourages dishonesty and deception on the part of dealers

who find it hard to go straight, even in prosperous times,

and so far as the honest, reputable retailer is concerned, it

makes him wonder whether the man who liquidates his obli-

gations promptly and fully holds any higher position in the

esteem and appreciation of the wholesaler than the fellow

who is looking out for a chance to take advantage of him.

A leading manufacturer approached me the other day

and told me that he would like my business. I said: "You
can sell me goods, but the price has got to be down to rock

bottom. In estimating the cost of shoes you make certain

allowances for losses, bad debts, etc. Now, I have always

taken advantage of discounts and paid everything in full and

T am not going to help bear the reverses of some other fel-

low or to assist in tiding you over transactions on which

you lose money. If you will eliminate the percentage which

>ou add to your account for losses, then I will be pleased to

give your products consideration."

I trust that these few words, through the medium of your

Journal, may have a stimulating effect upon certain whole-
salers and manufacturers and cause them to exercise a little

more care and caution in granting credit. Everybody knows
that in the hey-day of prosperity most any fellow can start

in business, take a chance and win out; but in times when
money is scarce, competition keen and trade at a standstill,

the fellow who has not capital or good backing is certain to

go down and out. Yet I know within the past few months
that so eager have some houses been to extend their cour-
tesies or make a big showing in turnover they have
actually encouraged the doubtful accounts, saying: "Well,
we will take a chance and charge him a good long price for

the stuff."

In view of the number of assignments and compromises
that have been reported of late is it not high time that a few
of the offending manufacturers and wholesalers were
brought up with a sudden jolt.

Yours, etc.,

London, January 25th, 1915. Pay-as-You-Go.

Newsy Happenings in Quebec
W. P. Francis, of the John Ritchie Co., was in Boston

on a business trip last week.

The shoe factories are fairly active, finishing up orders

for February and March delivery.

Caron & Lefaivre, of Quebec, have opened a shop in

the city, and will make children's shoes.

J. E. Massicotte, manager of the Acme Shoe Co., of St.

Genevieve de Batiscan, was in Quebec recently on a business

Lucien Borne, tanner, has been working his plant to

capacity, having filled an order for 5,000 sides of box kip.

The new felt samples! of Elie Jobin, Limited, have been

completed. Several new styles are shown for the coming
season.

J. E. Plamondon, formerly accountant of Louis Gauth-

ier & Co., has taken charge of the office department of the

Rock Shoe Co.

J. B. Drolet & Co. have made several improvements

to their cutting room. Jos. Faber is now in charge of the

pattern department.

Among those in the city recently, were E. Whitley, of

Fred Whitley & Co., Montreal; John Harris and H. W.
Parsons, of the Nugget Polish Co., Toroaco.

The firm of J. H. Begin, Reg., will continue business

as before. A son of the late Octave Feuilteault, who was
the proprietor, is the new manager.

Albert Langlois, foreman of the stitching room of O.

Goulet, was married on February 1st, to Rose Aime Dorval.

Many friends are extending their congratulations.

John Perkins, of Duchaine & Perkins, who was the dele-

gate from the Shoe Manufacturers' Association, to France

and England, has arrived home in good health. A meeting

of the Association will be held shortly, to receive a full re-

port on the result of his trip.

Mr. Gales Sells Ottawa Store
George G. Gales, Montreal, proprietor of the Gales

Shoe Store in Ottawa, has disposed of the majority of his

stock in the Capital city store, to C. Roy Teetzel and others,

and hereafter the Ottawa store will be known as Gales &
Company, with Mr. Teetzel continuing as general manager.

Mr. Gales was forced to> dispose of the Ottawa branch owing

to ill health and to the rapid growth of the Montreal stores

which he controls, and to which he will in future devote all

His attention. The Gales establishments in Montreal are

located at 481 St. Catherine street west, and 289 St. Cath-

erine street east.
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Know the Boot You Are Selling

For the best short story by a shoe retailer or clerk on
the subject of shoe selling a Western journal recently held

an interesting competition. Out of many replies the follow-

ing was adjudged the best and brightest, being awarded first

prize :—
"I specialize in the sale of men's shoes in one of the

smaller cities of the West. I have made a success of it.

The success has come not so much from my 'selling talk*

as from my 'knowing talk,' if you can catch the difference.

"I lived on a farm until I was twenty-six. Then I sold

out and went into a shoe store. I knew as much about shoes

as I did of the milky way. In three weeks I found out that

I knew nothing. I quit the job and presented myself to the

manager of a shoe factory. I wanted to see what a shoe

was made of. I spent a month finding out. I next spent six

months in a big department store— I was finding out what
shoes should not be made of. I tired of that and sold a

general line of shoes for an American concern. In covering

the country for this outfit I got a fair idea of what the

people bought. It's a wonder I didn't work in a tannery but

there was cne at the edge of the village not far from home.

Sometimes a man gets curious when I tell him something of
the real inside of the shoe I am handling and he wants to

know how I know and I tell of the maker's guarantee and
why I know it to be true. I have one clerk in the store who
sells fairly well by just jollying people, but it isn't good
business. Don't do it. It doesn't pay.

"If I have a final word to say it is this: Know boots.

Know the boot you are selling. Then tell the customer about
it. The average man or woman either has sense and likes

to find that fact appreciated by the man who sells him a

pair of shoes."

Were Shoes Made Too Light?
Montreal papers have taken up the question of army

boots and publish long interviews with leading manufactur-

ers. A number of them state if the footwear has not

been up to the mark, the specifications were wrong in the first

place, and any shortcomings can be laid on the government.
One leading manufacturer put the blame for what has

occurred on the leather, stating that specifications called for

a light boot made from calf leather, whereas side leather

should have been stipulated. An interesting opinion is given

EFFECTIVE HOLIDAY DISPLAY MADE BY THE LEVY SHOE STORE, 260 YONGE ST., TORONTO

I poked my nose in once in a while. A bright kid can learn

a lot with his nose in a tannery.

"I did study the anatomy of the foot, though. I found

that useful, too. I believe a man is a better salesman of

shoes if he knows how a human foot is strung together.

"Eight months selling shoes on the road, then I bought

a store of my own. That was seven years ago. I am at

it yet. Here's how I sell shoes. When I want to sell men's

shoes, I place a special 'Men's Window' on display. Usually

I devote my ad space to men's shoes. When a customer

comes in, I take an inventory of him. If he has been in the

habit of coming in I know him and know about what he

wants. If he's a stranger I size him up, a look at his feet

helps a lot. Then I try to give him as close as I can to what
he wants. For instance, I say, 'This is English oak-tanned

viscolized sole stock, as nearly waterproof as a boot can be

made.' If he is inclined to talk and ask questions, I give

the facts, the truth as far as I know it. The customer is

entitled to the widest possible information. Sometimes we
get on to a discussion of leather, the difference between

good and bad—what part of the animal the best leather

comes from, etc. Remember, you must fit a man's foot.

This isn't always necessary with women, but usually it is.

by Theo. Galipeau, of the wholesale shoe firm of Dufresne &
Galipeau, who is one of the members of the investigating

committee on army shoes. Mr. Galipeau, among other

things, said:

—

"There are probably two reasons why the boots have
been replaced by British made articles abroad.

"In the first place it may be that the British Government
are anxious to supply all their soldiers with boots made in

Great Britain. They are all of a certain standard there,

and the factories are working day and night turning them
out—all the same regarding line and make. They are not

giving any orders outside for boots. Canada has not had
a single order for boots for the British army—-they keep
their orders for themselves while they can handle them.

"In the second place there is no doubt the boot sup-

plied the First Contingent was undoubtedly too light—-they

were made in a hurry and were immediately subjected to a

severe test, which they could not withstand. They had to be

worn at a very bad time; the weather conditions at Salis-

bury were the worst possible for boots and a particularly

strong boot of heavy leather was necessary. Now that the

weather is colder and drier over there the shoes will stand

much better."

*
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Montreal Jobbers Branch Out
Bouthillier & Tetreau, of Montreal, have recently been

appointed sole representatives of the Drummond Shoe, Lim-

R. BOUTHILLIER MONTREAL

ited, of Drummondville, Que., for the territory comprising

Montreal city and surrounding towns.

The firm composed of Messrs. R. Bouthillier and J. H.

Tetreau, have been established for the past two years, aii'1

in that time have built up an extensive jobbing trade in Que-

bec province. They represent as well as Drummond Shoe,

Limited, Charbonneau & DeGuise, makers of the "Boston

Boy" and "Boston Girl" brands of footwear and are also

jobbers for several other shoe manufacturers' lines.

Mr. Bouthillier has been in the trade for the past

J. H. TETREAU, MONTREAL

twenty-five years, during which time he has had a great deal

of experience. His partner, J. II. Tetreau, has also had con-

siderable experience in the footwear game, having been

in that line of business for the past eight years. He was for

mx years with F. X. Charbonneau & Co., which firm has

since been changed to Charbonneau & DeGuise. Deciding
to branch out for himself, Mr. Tetreau formed a partnership

with Mr. Bouthillier, and for the past two years they have
been gradually commanding an extensive trade which has
grown so fast that they recently found it necessary to secure
larger quarters.

What a Woman Expects in Shoe Store

Speaking of treatment that lady customers of shoe
stores look for, a representative club woman the other day
said : "I do not care particularly whether I am served by a

man or woman member of the sales force, but the attitude

of that one reflects the policy of the store. I like cheerful-

ness and interested attention. I admire seeing the person

waiting on me go about his or her duties as if they liked to

serve customers. I do not like flippancy or indifference. I

want the party serving me to put himself or herself in my
place and treat me as they would like to be treated if they

were the customer and I the clerk. I love to see salespeople

who are equipped for their work and possessing some definite

knowledge of the shoes they handle, as this makes the sale

more satisfactory to the buyer and more interesting to them-
selves. To my mind inattention often arises not so much
from a disposition to be disagreeable but rather from a lack

of knowledge of what is due a customer. I think retailers

should insist upon their employes saying 'madam' instead ot

'lady.' I detest being addressed constantly as 'lady.' Its

repetition is apt to get on one's nerves.

"When an employe tells me that everything shown in

the line of footwear is 'neat,' 'stylish,' 'lovely,' 'natty,'

'smart,' 'artistic,' 'handsome,' 'the very latest,' etc., that is

not the one I want to wait on me. I feel that such a person

is in too big a hurry to make a sale and will sacrifice me in

the matter of fit or value. I believe the head of the depart-

ment should have a proper appreciation of what is due the

customer and should instruct employes in deportment toward

the public.

"On the whole, however, I have in my career very little

fault to find. Now I do not believe in purposeless "shop-

ping." I know that shoe dealers have much to put up with

in this respect but we certainly have a right to look around.

I will not buy unless I know that I am getting good value

but, on the other hand, I would not think of needlessly both-

ering people to show me shoes when I had no notion of

making a purchase. I really think the salespeople in shoe

stores have a great deal to endure at the hands, or per-

haps I should say feet of, some confirmed 'shoppers.'

Paper Shoes For Men in the Field

At a recent session of the war committee of the Ger-

man Papermakers' Association consideration was given to

the feasibility of manufacturing foot coverings for the men
in the field from toughened paper. During the Russo-

Japanese war, the Japanese troops were supplied with foot

coverings and other articles of clothing made from paper,

which, during the winter campaign, afforded excellent pro-

tection against cold and wet. The paper used for these

articles, made from the fibres of plants grown for the pur-

pose by means of the Japanese method of papermaking, was
almost untearable and apparently waterproof. The foot-

gear was stitched with thread in the same way as fabrics,

being formed into short socks having soles and gaiter flaps.

Similar articles of paper underclothing protected other parts

of the body. The paper was of a light yellow color, cross-

ribbed in both directions on each side.—Paper, Inc.
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The stock of J. O. Poirier, Montreal, has been sold.

Parisian Boot and Shoe Repairing recently registered in

Montreal.

The shoe stock of A. L. Perranlt, of Toliette, Que., has

been sold.

E. Munsey, shoe dealer, Montreal, has assigned to V.

Lamarre.

H. T. Irving has opened a new shoe store on Walker

street, Truro, N.S.

M. Millar has opened a new shoe store at 105 Queen

street west, Toronto.

Samuel Kline, shoemaker. St. James. Man., lately

suffered from a fire loss.

J. M. Stobo, shoe manufacturer, of Quebec, was in

Toronto last week on business.

Fred. Pegelo. shoe dealer, of Cargill, Ont., has sold

his business to J. W. Raeburn.

J. A. Desautels & Co.. shoe manufacturers, of Mon-
treal, have dissolved partnership.

The Quebec Hide and Skin Co., of Quebec, intend open-

ing a branch in Saskatoon, Sask.

F. H. Meinzer, of the Miner Rubber Co., Montreal, was
in Toronto last week on business.

B. Goldsmith, of the Progressive Leather Goods Co.,

New York, was in Montreal last week.

Additional machinery parts have been installed in the

factory of T. Bergeron & Co., Montreal.

A. J. Taub, president of the Quebec Shoe Store, Lim-
ited, Winnipeg, was in Montreal last week

The Sample Shoe Store. 310 Yonge street, Toronto,

will shortly remove to 256^2 Yonge street.

George Chambers, manager of the Regal Shoe .Store.

Toronto, was in Boston this week on business.

The Leather-Canvas Textile Manufacturing Co., Lim-
ited, Ottawa, has been granted a federal charter.

George A. Slater, of Montreal, was in Boston and other

\Tew England centres last week on a business trip.

J. H. Larochelle, of J. H. Larochelle & Son, Limited,

Quebec, was in Montreal the latter part of January.

Harry Thompson, of the Thompson Shoe Co., Montreal,

spent a few days in Toronto and London this week.

The shoe store of W. J. Orr, Vancouver, B.C., was re-

cently entered and robbed of $250 worth of footwear.

W. Davis, of Toronto, representing Jackson & Savage,

is on an extended trip through the Western Provinces.

W. Rivard, U. S. M. Co. agent, is spending a few days in

the factory of the J. H. Hamilton Shoe Co., Sherbrooke.

Duplessis & Bonin, dealers in shoes, Joliette, Que., have
dissolved partnership. Z. Bonin is continuing the business.

C. A. Davies, of Blachford, Davies & Co., Toronto,

spent a couple of days last week in Montreal and Quebec.

H. S. Bond, shoe buyer of the Robert Simpson Co., To-
ronto, called on several Montreal manufacturers last week.

Mr. Brown, representing Knights-Allen Co., of Haver-
hill. Mass., was in Toronto last week, calling upon the trade.

N. J. Bordeau, of Toronto, representing Jackson &
Savage, has returned after spending a few days in Montreal.

H. A. Beatty, of the American-British-Canadian Dis-

tributors, Toronto, spent the past week in Boston on business.

A despatch from London, Ont., says : "The local mili-

tary authorities to-day turned over to London factories for

renailing and other repairs 2,500 pairs of military shoes

made for Canadian troops by out-of-town concerns. The

shoes were found to be unserviceable, through poor work-
manship."

Chas. K. Palmer, of the John Palmer Co., Limited, Fred-

ericton, N.B., was in Toronto last week, calling upon the

trade.

H. E. Moles, of J. & T. Bell, Limited. Montreal, spent

a few days in Boston and other American centres the past

week.

R. T. Hayes, of J. M. Humphrey & Co., St. John, N.B.,

was a visitor to Montreal during the early part of the past

week.

The Calgary Tanning and Manufacturing Co., Limited,

of Calgary, has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

$25,000.

W. H. Miner, of the Miner Rubber Co.. Granby, Que.,

was in Boston, New York and other cities last week on

business.

Chas. Tilley, of Toronto, wife and daughter, left this

week for California, where they will spend the balance of

the winter.

H. C. Cochrane, foreman of bottom-stock fitting room.

Xo. 1 factory, Ames-Holden-McCready. Limited, Montreal,

has resigned.

About $1,500 was done to the stock in the shoe store of

W. E. Sinclair, New Westminster, by the bursting of a pipe

over the shop.

John T. Wood, manufacturer of lumbermen's socks.

Brussels, Ont., was in Toronto lately, calling upon the

wholesale trade.

C. H. Albee, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, has returned from a trip to Boston and other Ameri-

can shoe centres.

Harris Bros., Montreal, proprietors of the Upstairs

Shoe Shop, 152 Peel street, have opened a branch store at

221 St. James stm*'

Messrs. Ecclestone and Locke, of the shoe department

of T. Eaton Co., Toronto, recently spent a couple of days in

Montreal and Quebec.

The Rice & Hutchins (Curtis factory), Marlboro, Mass.,

has received another order for shoes for the French army,

calling for 51,000 pairs.

Howard L. Godfrey, representing Dungan, Hood & Co.,

manufacturers of kid leathers, Philadelphia, was in Toronto

a few days ago on business.

L. Higgins & Co., of Moncton, N.B., report that busi-

ness with them is very good, orders for spring being con-

siderably ahead of last year.

H. W. Algeo, of the United Shoe Machinery Co., Mon-
treal, has been spending a few days in St. Hyacinthe, Sher-

brooke and Quebec factories.

M. L. Sturgis, sales manager of the United Last Co.,

Montreal, was in Toronto and other cities last week, calling

upon the shoe manufacturers.

George C. Wilson, representing the James Muir Co.,

shoe manufacturers. Maisonneuve, Que., is on an extended

business trip to the Western Provinces.

The Perth Shoe Co., of Perth, Ont., are now busy on

their run for spring goods. The company has been running

full and working overtime in some departments.

Chas. Bonnick, manager of the Toronto warehouse of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, is in Montreal attending a

conference of the various managers of the company.

Frank Mercer, of Toronto, Western Canada represen-

tative of the Brandon Shoe Co.. of Brantford, who has been

spending some time in Norwalk. Conn., has returned to

Toronto.

As an inducement to extra business J. W. Ingraham.

shoe dealer, of North Sydney, N.S., gave away rubber heels

free during January with every pair of shoes sold, where
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the figure was $2.50 or over. The heels were put on without

charge.

Peter Goldman, proprietor of the Victoria Shoe Hos-
pital, 362 Victoria avenue, Westmount, has installed a 12-

foot, Model "M" U.S.M. Goodyear shoe repair outfit in his

establishment.

E. A. Chalk and S. G. Best, Toronto, were in Drum-
mondville, Que., last week. Both these gentlemen will

handle the Drummond Shoe for men in Ontario during the

coming season.

Mr. Murtagh, formerly of Murtagh & Kelly, Cobalt, has

gone into business in a new store in Timmins, Out., under

the name of Murtagh & McCormick, dealers in shoes, men's

furnishings, etc.

The Metropolitan Shoe Repair Co., 768 Dundas street,

London, Ont., have installed a 22-foot Goodyear shoe repair.

Model "M," outfit. They state their business has doubled in

the past few months.

Auger & Co., of Sherbrooke, have rented premises in

Coaticook, Que., where they will commence the manufacture

of shoes in a small way, and hope to expand into an industry

of considerable size.

The Brockton Shoe Store, 440 St. Catherine street

west, Montreal, which was gutted by fire some weeks ago,

has been renovated and re-opened. The management is

disposing of damaged stock through a fire sale which they

are at present holding.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, who
has been confined to his home for some weeks, is making

steady progress toward recovery and is now able to sit up

several hours each day.

Samuel Doucett, shoemaker, of Moncton, N.B., died

recently in his sixty-third year. He had been in failing

health for some time, and conducted a shop on Main street

for about twenty years.

The Moncton Footwear Co., of Moncton, N.B., which
obtained a charter some time ago, have elected officers for

the coming year. W. H. Anderson is president, W. G. Jones,

vice-president, and Fred. G. Snyder, secretary.

The Brandon Shoe Company, Limited, of Brantford,

are installing a sprinkler system in their factory. The ten-

AN ENERGETIC SHOE MERCHANT

James Warden Jupp is now the

sole proprietor of the historic shoe

house of J. Jupp & Son, 810 Queen
street east, Toronto, James Jupp re-

tiring a few days ago, and his son

acquiring his interest in the business.

Mr. Jupp, sr., is now in his seventieth

year,' but is enjoying good health.

Born in the Old Country, he came to

Toronto forty-two years ago, which
period he has spent in the trade, being a practical shoemaker.

For many years he was in charge of the business of John B.

Thompson, 142 King street east (where the Carey Shoe Co.

is now located), and he was also for a time with D. D.

Forbes. Twenty-nine years ago he started out on his own
behalf on Queen street east, and built up a large trade. In

1807 his son, J. Warden Jupp, who had gained several years'

experience under his father, was taken into partnership and

the firm name has since been J. Jupp & Son. It is not only

one of the oldest, but one of the most reputable and widely

known shoe concerns in the city. J. Warden Jupp, who is a

live wire in the trade, has taken a great deal of interest in

shoe associations in the past, having held important offices at

various times. He will no doubt maintain the best traditions

of the firm, which has such a long and honorable record.

der has been let and the work of installation commenced,
which it is expected will be completed inside of six weeks.

Ed. Koeppel has gone into the shoe business in Gait, hav-

ing taken the store lately occupied by L. W. Johnson, and

the one next door, converting the two into one. Mr. John-

son is moving farther up Main street, into new premises.

The January issue of the Miner "Monitor," which is

published by the Miner Rubber Co., Granby, Que., contains

cuts and appreciative references to Walter Powell, shoe

retailer, Dundas street, Toronto, and Gordon C. Yearsley,

manager of the Toronto branch of the company.

Major J. D. McCrimmon, shoe retailer, of Stratford, is

going to the front. He has always been an enthusiastic mili-

tary man and has been notified to report in a few days at

London as junior major of the 33rd Battalion of the Third

Contingent. His business will go on as usual.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited, which some years

ago was incorporated under the Joint Stock Company's

Act of Ontario, has just been granted a federal charter.

The capital stock is $2,000,000 and the head office is Ber-

lin, Ont.

Nap Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Montreal, is at present on a trip to England and France in

connection with Army contract orders. It is expected Mr.

Tetrault will be away for a period of not less than four or

five weeks.

Wm. S. Wood Co., shoe dealers, St. Catharines, Ont.,

recently put in a special "Made-in-Canada" window, which

attracted a great deal of attention and won the firm many
compliments. They intend to install another similar win-

dow display at an early date.

W. R. Stewart, who has been assistant to Lieut.-Col.

A. E. Massie, divisional manager of the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., St. John, N.B., will be in charge of the

St. John warehouse during the absence of Col. Massie on

foreign service, as the officer commanding the Canadian

divisional train.

A settlement has been reached in the action of George
H. Wilson, a Toronto hide and wool dealer, against the

London, Lancashire Fire Insurance Co. for $20,277 damages
claimed to have been caused to a shipment of hides from

New Zealand to A. Davis & Sons, tanners, of Kingston. The
amount of the settlement is not known.

An extra provincial license has been granted the Guini-

van Shoe Co., a corporation created under the laws of Massa-

chusetts, to purchase and sell boots and shoes, etc., in

Ontario, providing that the amount of capital invested is not

greater than $40,000. Francis A. Guinivan, Toronto, is

named as the representative of the Guinivan Shoe Co.

The J. H. Hamilton Shoe Co., which recently moved
their factory from Levis, Que., to Sherbrooke, have com-

pleted the installation of machinery the last of which was set

up this week, and they have already started to manufacture.

An official of the company stated recently that the firm had

received a large number of advance orders and expected a

busy season.

Montreal shoe factory employes who recently organized

an inter-factory bowling league, are finding it meeting with

great success. At their last meeting the United Shoe
Machinery team won a victory over the Star Shoe Co. team,

the score being 2212 to 2140. Berube of United was top

scorer with 488. The highest for the Star Shoe Co. team was
Riel with 453.

A big get-together meeting of the retailers and whole-

salers of Calgary, and perhaps the whole province, is plan-

ned, and if nothing turns up to disturb the programme, an

informal dinner and conference will be staged at an early

date. The idea is to have a frank conference of retailers

and wholesalers so that they may exchange views of their
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problems and reach a common basis of understanding. It

is felt that if this can be done business will be placed on
a sounder foundation ; that money can be kept in the west,

that present manufacturing plants can be enlarged and new
ones built and that the unemployment problem can be greatly

simplified.

The Smardon Shoe Co., of Montreal, are sending out

to the trade a very handsome window cutout card in which
an attractive young lady is seated on a fitting bench and is

seen wearing the dainty footwear of the firm. On the end
of the bench, in neat gilt letters, are the words, "The Smar-
don Shoe." The card is one of the most artistic that has
been turned out in a long time.

T. W. Hart, of the Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, left last

week on a business trip to the West. He will go as far as

Edmonton and Calgary. John Harris and H. W. Parsons,

of the Nugget Co., are on a business trip to the Eastern
Provinces. Mr. Harris, the manager, is making his

first business visit to the Maritime Provinces and will travel

as far as Halifax calling on the trade.

The Neill Shoe Store, of Guelph, of which H. E. Cos-
ford is manager, recently had a dollar day. offering many
decided bargains at that figure. A unique feature of the sale

was that there were three lucky chances, the firm giving to

the ninth, twenty-ninth and forty-ninth customers spending
one dollar or more in shoes the choice of any four-dollar

pair in the establishment at $2.00. Great interest was arous-

ed in the sale.

A newspaper law has been passed which in a measure
protects the publishers of newspapers from being defrauded
out of back subscriptions. Frequently cases come before

the publisher where persons cancelled their paper, but, inci-

dentally "forgot to pay arrears" of subscriptions. Under the

new law, however, the publisher can continue to send his

paper (even if it is refused) until such time as said arrears

have been paid.

The new Ames-Holden-McCready building which is

under construction at the corner of McDermot avenue and
Adelaide street, Winnipeg, will cost, when completed.

$110,000. The structure, which will comprise six floors and
basement, has now been erected to the first floor, but work
was stopped temporarily on account of the war. There is

a ground area of 97 by 135 feet. The building will be of

red brick and cut stone.

H. & C. Blachford, Limited, who have been located at

114 Yonge street for eighteen years, will, about the first of

May. remove into new quarters at 286 Yonge street, next

door to the new Walk-Over Boot Shop, which are 150
feet deep by 30 feet wide. The premises, which are being

vacated by the Blachford firm, in order to go farther up
Yonge street, have been leased to the Patterson Candy Co.

for ten years at $11,500 annually, and will be fitted up as an
elaborate confectionery establishment.

J. H. Porter, late buyer and manager of the shoe depart-

ment of the Robt. Simpson Co., Toronto, will open another

of the J. H. Porter shoe stores in Toronto, three of which
have been established for several weeks. Mr. Porter has

closed a ten years' lease of the large corner store in the

new Ryrie building at the corner of Yonge and Shuter
streets, Toronto. This will be the headquarters for the firm.

The interior will be richly furnished with mahogany fixtures

and there will be fine lighting effects. The new store will be

opened in about three weeks' time.

"The failure of the Durkee Shoe Co., of Truro, turns

out to be a bad one," says the Maritime Merchant. "It

seems likely that the citizens of Truro who put $35,000 in

the company, will not get a cent out of it back. And not

only has this amount been swallowed up, but there are in

addition business debts of $22,000, only a portion of which

will be paid, as the bank holds all the debts of the firm's

customers, and also the factory and plant against advances
previously made ,so that the outlook is not very promising

for either investors or creditors."

The Shoe and Leather Record of England, says of the

European war orders that the following have been pur-

chased by the British War Office: 1,800,000 pairs of non-

regulation boots; 2,500,000 pairs of regulation boots for

soldiers in the field; 1,000,000 pairs of boots for the British

Navy; 1,357,000 pairs of canvas slippers; 2,200,000 pairs of

boots for the French army; small lots of boots for the Bel-

gian army. The Record estimates that the English war
bureau has so far bought more than 8,000,000 pairs of shoes.

It has placed all its contracts in English factories.

The annual convention of branch managers of Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited, was held in Montreal during

the first week in February. Branch managers from all the

different depots of the company were present, and while

no definite programme had been planned for the week, the

gathering discussed ways and means of increasing the

service and incidentally the sales of the company during

191 5. Among those in attendance were A. L. Johnson, Win-
nipeg, western manager; W. M. Angus, of St. John, N.B.

branch ; F. M. Morgan, of Edmonton branch ; Chas. Bon-

nick Toronto branch, and A. B. Erskine, of Vancouver.

"The Story of Tricketts" is the title of a well printed

and nicely illustrated brochure on the art and industry of

the slipper manufacture which is being sent out to the trade.

The article is a re-print of one which appeared in the

"Gentleman's Journal," London, and views are given of the

various departments of the immense Gaghills factory at

YVaterfoot, England, the sample room, the directors and

staff, the small stone building in which the business origin-

ated in 1883, Mr. Oliver Eatoff, the managing director, in his

private office and the late Sir H. W. Trickett, founder of

the firm. The factory to-day employs 1,000 work people and

turns out over 72,000 pairs of slippers and canvas shoes

HIGH HONOR FOR MR. SCOTT
F. Stewart Scott, president of the

firm of Getty & Scott, of Gait, the

widely known makers of "Classic"

shoes, is the new representative in

Parliament for South Waterloo. At

an enthusiastic convention held in

Gait a few days ago to name a candi-

date in succession to the late Hon.

Geo. A. Clare, who for many years

represented the riding, Mr. Scott

was the unanimous choice. As the Liberals offered no oppo-

sition, he will take his seat in the House at the present

session. Mr. Scott is a young man who was born and raised

in the Scotch town, and spent his early days in equipping

himself for a commercial and industrial career. For several

years he was in municipal life, serving faithfully in the city

council and looking after the financial administration of the

municipality. In 1912 so complete was the confidence re-

posed in him that he was elected mayor by acclamation, and

the following year he was again accorded the honor un-

opposed. Mr. Scott has done a great deal to develop the

highest interests and welfare of Gait, and did heroic work-

in connection with the Hydro-Electric system. The shoe

firm, with which he has been connected for many years, is

known as one of the busiest and largest in Canada. Many
friends in the trade are extending hearty felicitations to

Mr. Scott on his elevation to a place in the Federal Parlia-

ment and are confident that, in his hands, South Waterloo

will have capable and earnest representation.
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every week. The factory is one of the best lighted, thor-

oughly ventilated and admirably appointed of any in the

British Empire.

A. Brandon, of the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, has

returned from a visit to Boston and other points. In looking

over the styles he found that the bal shoe with the English

toe will be the heaviest seller for the coming season. Not
the extreme English, just the medium between the extreme

and medium high toe, with military toppings in vari-

ous shades, putty, dark browns, and blues, with insertion and

binding. Men's shoes this season are extreme in fancy work.

The gun metal shoe is still taking the lead, and patent leath-

ers will sell well for the coming period, with color light.

The general tendency this season is not to get too many
lasts, but to keep the old standards as much as possible.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited, Berlin, through

their London branch manager, S. G. Amero, have recently

shown an entire rubber exhibit in the show window of

Barraclough & Co., Ingersoll, which attracted wide interest.

The exhibit included crude rubber, rubber shoes in process

of manufacture, sample sections of soling, as well as a dis-

play of finished rubbers, and carefully illustrated the high-

class workmanship and material used in the construction of

"Life-Buoy" rubber footwear. It is understood that the

"Life-Buoy" people have several such exhibits under the

charge of Mr. Amero, who has arranged for their display

in numerous towns, which have been highly appreciated by

their customers.

The Militia Department, Ottawa, has no knowledge of

British Army boots being supplied to the Canadian troops

instead of Canadian boots, an unofficial intimation of which

was contained in a Canadian Associated Press cable re-

cently: "There has been no reflection upon the model or

workmanship of the Canadian boot," said one of the officials

of the department last week. "If" there is any fault it

might be that the leather was too green." The probability

is that in the unusual demand upon Canadian factories for

boots for the overseas forces, hides were used which had

been hurriedly prepared and might have been too green.

A large proportion of the leather used was imported from

the United States.

An auction sale of the plant and effects of Meyers

Shoe Company, Insolvent, was held in Montreal, Tuesday,

January 19th, by Gordon W. Scott, at which the fixtures,

stock of boots and shoes, machinery, etc., were disposed

of in detail. The majority of the machinery and stock in

hand was purchased by Charbonneau & DeGuise, Montreal,

shoe manufacturers, who have also taken over the premises

formerly occupied by the Meyers Shoe Co. The Laurentian

Water Co. purchased part of the office fittings. Charbon-

neau & DeGuise, whose present factory is located on Am-
herst street, will move their machinery and stock in hand

to the Meyers building and state their output will be

increased considerably-

A recent despatch from Winnipeg, says: The officers

of 28th Battalion are determined that, as far as their men
are concerned, there will not be any boot scandal, and that

the boys will be properly shod. Recently a regimental board

investigated, and examined a consignment of shoes which

had been shipped to the battalion as part of equipment for

the soldiers, and finally turned down over 300 pairs of boots

as. not being fit for the men to wear. In some cases the

sole was filled with glue and leather scrapings, and where

the instep was supposed to be supported by a steel plate,

a thin veneer of wood had been used. However, the boots

will be replaced and the men will not be allowed to suffer

through the dishonesty of contractors.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager of the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., has returned to Mon-

treal after completing a tour of the l'rairie Provinces. Mr.

Rieder is well acquainted in Winnipeg, having been a fre-

quent visitor to that city for a number of years. Before

leaving that centre he said that he looked for good business

in the west during 1915. In 1914 there was a considerable

shrinkage in the demands for goods in the West, but he

expected that there would be a large increase in the coming

months over the corresponding months of 1914. He stated

that stocks of rubber goods in Western Canada had not

been so low for many years and that a demand from con-

sumers would affect the trade immediately.

Montreal manufacturers, members of the Canadian Shoe
Manufacturers' Export Association, have been offered by

the French Government, a sample order of 25,000 pairs

military boots for French Army use. The offer comes

through the Association's representatives in Paris, Messrs.

Angusi and Dufresne, but up to the hour of writing had not

been accepted as sufficient time was not allowed in which

to get the shoes made. Hardly more than a week was al-

lowed for the manufacturing. It is almost impossible for

any manufacturer to secure lasts, patterns and leather on

such short notice. The fact that there was a $10,000 penalty

for non-fulfillment of contract was another consideration

that had to be reckoned with. The order was to be de-

livered c.i.f. Havre.

An organization has been formed in Western Ontario,

known as the Western Footwear Jobbers' Association. The
headquarters are in Winnipeg, and the membership embraces
the wholesalers in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

The Association has for its object the conserving of the best

interests of the trade and the advancement of its welfare.

It is likely that a clearer understanding will prevail in regard

to certain lines, and a better working basis established. It

is understood that a similar association may be organized in

British Columbia, another in the Maritime Provinces, one
in Quebec, and another in Ontario. The wholesalers of the

United States have organizations in practically every state

and Canadian houses have been behind in this respect. It is

felt that the trade has suffered as a result, in being imposed

upon, in the way of losses, bad debts, too generous credit, etc.

January is usually a quiet month in the shoe trade and
the volume of business done in the larger cities and smaller

towns was only fair. In some centres trade picked up

remarkably well, after the holiday rush, but .at other points,

it was slow in recovering. The recent heavy storms had

the effect of moving rubber footwear, larrigans and felts

in big volume. Sorting business is rather quiet. Retail

dealers are moving cautiously, until they get a better view

of the outlook. Stocks in most towns are comparatively

small on account of the retrenchment of the past season,

but with the coming of spring it is expected that conditions

will pick up materially, and the outlook for trade in the foot-

wear line is promising. There is a quiet feeling of confi-

dence which augurs well for the future. The rubber selling

season is the next event of interest in the trade and will start

this year as usual on March 1st. While no indication is

given as to how prices will compare with the past season, it

is generally understood that there will be little, if any,

change. Certainly the general figures will not be higher,

except possibly in the case of leather top goods. Some sen-

sational reports have been sent out from American cities

regarding the seriousness of the rubber industry, but most

of these can be taken at a liberal discount. The United States

Rubber Co. have changed their selling season from January

1st to March 1st, adopting thereby the precedent established

several years ago by the leading Canadian companies.

F. A. Guinivan, proprietor of the Walk-Over shoe stores

in Toronto and Montreal, was in Detroit recently attending

the fourth annual convention of the Middle West Walk-
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Over Retail Dealers' Association. A handsome display of

new styles was made. Commenting on the new things, one

man said : "According to the advance styles milady's fastidi-

ousness in footwear is to be passed on to the merely mascu-

line, for men's shoes show many of the airy-fairy touches

that have been seen in women's shoes the past season and

are more strongly exemplified in the spring styles." Boots

for both sexes display a strong Parisian leaning. The gaiter

boot is given a prominent place and the gaiter effect is also

to be found among men's boots. Lace shoes are striving

again for popularity. White laces on black shoes and black

laces on white shoes form striking contrasts. Some of the

men's outing shoes of white, tan and mixed leather which

were displayed smacked strongly of feminine fashion.

TANNERS ELECT NEW OFFICERS

The annual meeting of the Tanners' Section of the

Toronto Board of Trade was held on January 20th. The
event was a quiet one. No formal address reviewing condi-

tions during the past year was delivered by the retiring

chairman. Aid. S. Morley Wickett, who entertained the

members to luncheon at the National Club. C. G. Marlatt,

of Oakville, Ont, who was vice-chairman during 1914, was

elected chairman for the coming year. Charles Robson,

of Oshawa, was made vice-chairman and F. G. Morley was
re-elected secretary-treasurer.

The following constitute the committees for 1915:

—

Executive Committee—G. P. Beal, A. O. Beardmore,

W. D. Beardmore. J. C. Breithaupt, A. R. Clarke, F. G.

Clarke, Hon. E. J. Davis, Chas. King, G. C. H. Lang, J.

Sinclair.

Legislation Committee—G. P. Beal, R. M. Beal, A. O.

Beardmore, W. D. Beardmore. A. R. Clarke. C. E. Clarke,

Hon. E. J. Davis, H. B. Johnson. Chas. King, S. R. Wickett.

Transportation Committee—K. M. Beal, A. O. Beard-

more, W. D. Beardmore, L. J. Rreithaupt, A. R. Clarke.

Hon. E. J. Davis. H. B. Johnston. Chas. King, G. C. H.

Lang, Jno. Sinclair, S. R. Wickett.

NEW ARMY SHOE FOR CANADA

One hundred and ten thousand pairs of army shoes,

made of black winter calf, on an American last, after the

French army style, will be the Canadian Government's next

order. The contracts are about to be placed and will be

equally divided between eastern and western firms. Specifi-

cations have been approved, and one factory in the East is

now making the samples which must be completed and deliv-

ered to the various manufacturers when they receive their

orders. The price has not been announced but it is said to

be around $4.50 a pair.

Radical changes in the construction of the shoes are

indicated in the new specifications prepared by experts.

The French army shoe has been decided upon as the

most practical style, but the French shoe will not be copied,

as it cramps the toes too much and has other characteristics

which do not make it a perfect fitter. In consequence a new
American last will be used, and a perfect fitting boot is ex-

pected to result from its employment.

Tan shoes are done for. as the new specifications call

for a black winter calf. Aside from the extra time it takes

to produce tan leather, there is the objection that it is never

kept clean by the soldiers, and black leather has been found
the more practical by most armies.

Quilted soles will be used, rather than hob-nails, thus

enabling the boot to be used by the cavalry as well as by
the infantry; and the welt process will be employed. The
sole will be a full double one and the counter will on the
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outside, leaving the inside perfectly smooth. A pony horse-

shoe plate of steel will be used on the heel. There will be

no box toe.

The special committee appointed to prepare specifica-

tions to guide the Government in ordering future footwear

E. E. DONOVAN, ST. THOMAS, ONT.

comprised Col. R. Brown, of the Militia Department, as

chairman, and the expert shoemen—E. E. Donovan, general

manager of E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas ; Geo. A. Slater,

president Geo. A. Slater, Limited, Montreal, and E. A. Ste-

phens, of A. J. Stephens & Son, Ottawa.

It was after an almost continuous session lasting five

days that the committee, along with Hon. J. D. Hazen, act-

GEO. A. SLATER, MONTREAL

ing Minister of Militia, decided on the new specifications,

which were later confirmed by the Cabinet.

More time will be allowed the manufacturers for the

making of these shoes than was granted for the manufac-
turing of the first lots ordered, of which so much criticism

has been made in the press.
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Shoemen Out in the Cold
Standing on the left in the picture is L. D. Farewell,

of Winnipeg, who has for several years represented the

Hartt Boot and Shoe Co. in the prairie provinces. On the

right is his father, John J. Farewell, of Toronto, who re-

cently paid a visit to the Prairie Capital. The picture was

taken in front of L. D. Farewell's house, when the tempera-

ture was 38 degrees below zero. John J. Farewell, who is

on the selling staff of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto,

is the oldest shoe traveler in Canada, in length of service,

having been 44 years on the road. His son, L. D. Farewell,

is so tall and stalwart that he has gained the sobriquet of

"Tiny."

At this season of the year, when Arctics and Excluders

are in demand, you can help us and yourselves by explain-

ing to your customers the result of wearing felts or socks

in their Arctics.

And the next time a customer brings a damaged pair,

and makes a claim on you, tell him that, just as a square
peg won't fit a round hole, no more will Arctics and Ex-
cluders fit felts and socks.

You can easily tell by examining the fleece lining if

he has misused the over-shoes. The tell-tale felt fibre will

be found adhering to it. There will also be an absence of

heel-marks.

Explain to him that he must wear his Arctics over

leather shoes, and that, if he does so, he will have no cause

for complaint.

When properly fitted, and properly treated, all of our

rubber footwear will give dollar-value to every purchaser.

You know this and we know it, and it is to our mutual in-

terests that all of your customers should also know it.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

FOR SALE-—Shoe store shelving and counters—solid oak
front—built in sections, about 250 running feet, 12 to

14 feet high. Cause of sale, removing to new store.

H. & C. Blachford, Limited, 114 Yonge street, Toronto.

WANTED—-Experienced shoe salesman with Al connection

for Western Canada, by Ontario firm making an ex-

clusive line of women's welts. A particularly good line

that can be handled in conjunction with another non-

conflicting line. Applications will be strictly confidential.

Apply Box 96, Shoe and Leather Journal, Toronto.

Misuse of Arctics and Excluders
Through ignorance or carelessness, some folks make a

habit of wearing Arctics and Excluders over socks or felts,

says "Foot-Prints."

These styles of over-shoes are constructed to be worn

only over leather shoes.

When worn over socks or felts,

pressure and strain is placed upon
them where there should be none.

The foot over-runs the sole, with the

result that, in time, the foxing breaks

as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The arch of the rubber at

the shank is also apt to break down, there being no heel to

fit into the heel space of the Arctic and thus take pressure

off the arch.

Then, again, the heels of these Arctics and Excluders,

if not worn over leather shoes, may break down.

WANTED—Position as retail manager; first-class window
trimmer; ad writer, well up in trade-winning ideas; good
organizer; 18 years' experience; married; excellent refer-

ences; been with present employer over four years. No
objection to leaving Toronto. Box 95, Shoe and Leather
Journal, Toronto.

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

2,200 feet flooring, 4 storeys, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample

skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin, St. George

street, Levis, Que.

DUCLOvS (SL PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory ana Office, Store, 224 Lemoine St.

ST. HYACINTHE. MONTREAL
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EUREKA!

!

We can now furnish the glove manufacturers

a cream colored, full grain glove horsehide.

The leather is made in weights suitable for

gloves or mittens and we suggest that you cut

P. & V. Eureka Glove Horsehides hereafter.

PFISTER & VOQEL CO.
85 =87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto

/
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ST. HYACINTHE,
CANADA.

"YAMASKA"
STAPLES

A Splendid " Bread and Butter" Line

Hundreds of shoe merchants in Canada have proven this to their own satis-

faction for a long period of years—as is evidenced by the constantly grow-

ing business handled by the " Yamaska " factory.

" Yamaska " brand shoes mean repeat business and increased turnover

for you, and as they are a staple line, you are sure to sell many more

of such a line than of any " freak" style. And re-

member also that it will pay you to buy " Made-in-

Canada " shoes as they have no superiors and few

equals in quality, all your money goes for shoe

value, not to the Custom House.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE QUEBEC

ST. HYACINTHE,
CANADA.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER.
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

( and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort on-Maine.

KANGAROO
We ars Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO
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Cheaper Satisfaction
YOUR customer's customer
1

will pay le s for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Samples
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union.
Standard and Leather

ALL LEATHER Board Counters

Wood 6V Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., Church St.
Toronto, Ont. M5484.

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterOra^r

Thi»

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canadi

"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories using

Ullathorne's

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread
Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
T OES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel [Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

THE

llooson l/oaVas)!' Co
LIMITED

Oshavva, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gim
iVlotal SMos, I havy Storm
l,oatiw of all kinds in

Chromo and Oomoina-
tion Tanna^os,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

621 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

i

I
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SPHIINX

Shoe Cement Paste
"SPHINX" stands unique and without a rival in excellent qualities
wanted by the shoe manufacturer

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds of

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters
and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

Mc KAY
S E W INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CH ILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Qrothe St., MONTREAL

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All Worh Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

Arrowsmith's
Foot Display

Models

T

SCULPTURE SET

"First-Aid"
Bunion Shield

Toe Strate

Heel Cushion

Foot Powder

Curo Pad

^HESE foot models are life

size, made of alabaster.

They show exactly how the

arch support raises the fallen arch,

and how it keeps the bones in their

proper positions. For display pur-

poses the models will be found a

means of increasing sales by attract-

ing the attention of the customer

and interesting him in the arch

support proposition. The Skeleton

Foot is given free to dealers ordering

one dozen of our supports. The
Sculpture Set is given with orders

for two dozen pairs.

Get these. It will pay you.

Write for our Catalogue

Remember:—We are the'only manufacturers in our line

who do not solicit the Drug Trade.

WE SELL TO THE SHOE DEALERS^ONLY

Canadian-Arrowsmith Mfg. Co., Limited

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada

SKELETON FOOT

Our Leaders

Arch Prop

"First-Aid"
Foot Restur

Surgeon's R
Foot Brace

Aeroplane
Arch Support

Foot-Arch

Foot Pad

Featherweight
Arch Support

Anterior-Metatarsal
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Gentlemen

Boot iRorishes

THE "NUGGET" POLISH COMPANY LIMITED
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road - - TORONTO, ONT.
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The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

John Bull

Larrigans
and

Leggings

No. 13

14 in. leg.

Give us a trial

order and be

convinced.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <a

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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NO DIAMONDS-TRADE MARK
No Fast Color

Get this fact firmly fixed in your mind. It may
be the means of saving you considerable annoy-

ance and inconvenience
;

for, if you will insist that

the diamond trade mark shall appear on the surface

of the eyelets in the shoes you order, you will be

entirely free from any complaints regarding

"Brassy" eyelets. Fast Color Eyelets are the only

kind that cannot wear "Brassy." They enhance

the good appearance of shoes more than any other

accessory used in their manufacture; and, made as

they are, with celluloid tops of solid color, they

do not grow old but retain their bright, new appear-

ance long after the shoes are worn out.

The diamond trademark is a sure cure for all

eyelet troubles. Only the genuine Fast Color Eye-

lets have it.

United Shoe Machinery Company
of Canada

MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide St. W., Toronto 492 St. Valier St., Quebec
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Wherever the British Flag floats, and wherever British Feet

keep time to the strains of " Tipperary," in all their

"chicness" of style, comfort and reliability will be found

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS

The secret of the success of our goods, whether in

Canada, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, India

and elsewhere, is like the British Constitution

THEY SUIT THE PEOPLE
Our new designs of slippers for 1915, in lasts, styles

and finish are right up-to-date and in keeping with our

well-known policy of

GIVING THE PEOPLE WHAT
THEY WANT

Your jobber will have our latest novelties as well as

old favorites. Orders should be placed early with your

jobber for Trickett's Slippers.

Sir H. W. TRICKETT (1914) Limited

WATERFOOT, Near Manchester, Eng.

J. S. ASHWORTH
Canadian Representative, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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WHERE DO YOU STAND?
Are you ready for March business? Is your Spring

stock on hand and in good shape? Have you mapped
out your window displays, publicity plans and selling

arrangements 1 Now is the time to prepare for the

activity in trade that is certain to follow the rather

quiet months of January and February. The retailer,

who looks ahead, is the one to whom more and more

customers look each season to supply their requirements.
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Made
in

Canada

PAT. N.° 1 1 9409
GOLD CROSS

SHOE

Ask your jobber to

show you "Doctor's"

and "Professor" Shoes.

Two lines, Mr. Dealer, whose repu-

tation is firmly established in every

section of Canada.

Smart and stylish in appearance, but

cut to fit the natural foot without a

pinch at any point.

They have no substitutes—there's

nothing "just as good," for "Doctor's"

and "Professor" stand in a class by

themselves, each having exclusive pat-

ented features that create sales and

satisfaction.

Every dollar you in-

vest in these lines is

certain to return
with a good profit to

your bank account

Now that the placing season for fall

is here, ask your jobbers' salesmen to

show you " Doctor's" and " Professor"

Shoes.

The Tebbutt Shoe
& Leather Co., Limited

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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Ritchie Service"

Ten Entirely New Lasts

for the Fall Season

Your range will not be complete unless you

include some of our big sellers

THEJOHN RITCHIE CVLIMITED
QUEBEC
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Winners for

Fall 1915

Order rubbers with a good repu-

tation and you will experience

little difficulty in clearing them
off your shelves next Fall.

The samples for 1915 are now in

the jobbers' hands replete with

new snappy features and comprise

a range of styles and shapes that

will fill the want of the most dis-

criminating buyer.

\ We want your order for Fall, 1915,

and we ask you to wait and give

these brands your careful inspec-

tion.

" KANT KRACK ",5

" DAINTY MODE " a

"ROYAL"
and " BULL DOG "

You will have good ieason to be |
satisfied with the choice of your 1_
rubber stock if you specify the

above names.

Independent Jobbers

The Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- -- - Toronto, Ont.

Kilgour, Rimer & Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C. ^/ WHAT WE HAVE
The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont. \ fibrfUl^^
McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson Montreal, Que.

MADE BY

Independent Rubber Co
LIMITED

Merritton - - Ontario
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"MADE IN CANADA"
and

IN-STOCK at ST. THOMAS
. Ths

CLUB-Stock No. 206

Show your PATRIOTISM by buying
" Made in Canada " goods, and your good
BUSINESS SENSE by using the JUST
WRIGHT IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT.
Eight lines of JUST WRIGHT easy fit-

ting shoes ready for instant shipment.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO. Inc.
ST. THOMAS, ONT ROCKLAND, MASS.
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When You Sort

Order MINERS

CJ Everyone of our selling

agents will give you the

quickest and most satis-

factory service that you can

possibly secure.

^ Each agent carries a full

stock and is in a position

to ship your order the day

it is received.

<] Do not put off your sorting

or der ; send us your require-

ments now, so that you will

be ready to fill the early

spring needs of your cus-

tomers.

Miner Rubber Company, Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTA WA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies St Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns Sr Wanless ------- London, Ont.
Dowling Si Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith Si Co. - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 6f Co. --------St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey & Co. - - - - - - - - Sydney, C.B.

Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

MINER
EANS
ERIT
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"DOCTOR'S SPECIAL"

^[ Particular men who desire a dressy

shoe suitable to coming sloppy under-

foot conditions, swear by "Doctor's

Special."

To say that it is a BELL Shoe is to

give it the highest possible recom-

mendation for workmanship, quality,

and service.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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340—Women's Flexible Leather Sole Juliet, No. A
Felt, Grey, Ox Blood, Dark Green, Red.

2079—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. A Felt,

All Colors.

2077—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy,
All Colors.

2f-18—Men's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. A Felt,

Colors Black and Grey.

MADE IN
CANADA

2*

2015—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. B Felt.

Colors Black, Red, Brown and Blue.

f
V

2078—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. B Felt

Colors Black, Brown, Red.

2075—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. A Felt,

All Colors.

2039—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. A Felt,

All Colors.

2016x—Women's Kim-Felt Kumfy, No. B Felt,

Colors Black, Red, Brown.

SOLD BY ALL CANADIAN JOBBERS

THE ELMIRA FELT CO., LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers Fine Felt Footwear

BERLIN - CANADA
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THE ELMIRA FELT CO. LIMITED
Berlin - Canada
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We Can
Supply Anything
From a Tack

to a Full Factory

Equipment

If there is anything
you want, write us

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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REGAL

35
Regal
Styles
ALWAYS IN
STOCK

CANADIAN STYLE 1515

Black Calf Blucher

Costs $3.50

Also in Patent Leather and Button Style in

Black Calf.

If there does not happen

to be a REGAL SHOE
SHOP in your locality, it

would pay you to write us

concerning the exclusive

local selling rights.

Wherever there is a de-

mand for high class shoes,

the REGAL LINE is sure of

success.

Regal Shoes are

Made-in-Canada

The shapes and patterns are, how-
ever, identical with those sold in

the 18 REGAL SHOE STORES
in New York.

So that in REGAL SHOES you

get the very smartest of the world's

shoe styles and, at the same time,

a thoroughly Canadian line.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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RICHMOND, QUE.

The New Army Shoe
However the new Army Shoes prove out in service, our Volunteers

will wear the Best Fitting Shoes worn by any soldiers in the Whole
Wide World.

Our Government has adopted for their Standard Last a model

worked out by us in co-operation with Canada's Finest Shoe Manu-
facturers, the basis being the United States Army Last changed to

meet the requirements

of the Canadian Pat-

terns and Service. The
United States Govern-

ment adopted their last

after eighteen months

of careful experiment,

and they purchase and

own their Army Lasts,

which are made and
stamped under Govern-

ment Inspection.

One of the first large

hurry orders made in

the States for the

French Government

was made on the American Army Last, and they proved so popular

with the French Soldiers that the Government was forced to with-

draw the shoes from general distribution and only issue them to the

officers. We have the Approved Models for the Lasts for the Canadian

Army Shoes, and everything turned from them for our customers will

have the same Rigid Inspection and Guarantee as if furnished by

the Government.

Write to Richmond for full particulars

Boston, Mass, 44 Binford St.

Factories: Phone Main 107

Richmond, Que., Phone 32

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, Etc., also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and Ironing Outfits for Shoe Factories
(Simplex System)

Canadian Factory : RICHMOND, QUE.
Charles Campbell, Manager
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HERE THEY ARE
For New Stock Shoes for Easter

No. 737—Putty dreadnaught cloth

quarter with patent eyelet stay,

patent vamp and foxing, polish

oxford small eyelet, light welt,

Spanish heel, Eden last. Widths
A to D, iy2 to 7.

No. 710—Combination pump, dr ad-
naught cloth putty shade, with
patent colt vamp, welt sole with
leather Louis heel, Eden last.

Sizes iy2 to 7, Widths A tj D.

Price $2.50 Price $2.50

No. 957—Putty dreadnaught top, pat-
ent vamp, foxing and lace stay,

medium Hght welt sole, Spanish
heel, Plaza last—Widths A to D,
2K to 7.

Price $2.85

No. 956—Black cloth quarter with
patent eyelet stay, patent vamp
and foxing, small eyelet, Polish,
medium welt sole, Spanish heel
on our new Stage last.

Price - $2.60

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. TERMS:—4% 10 Days; 3% 30 Days; NET 60 Days.

Moore-Shafer Shoe Mfe. Co.
Brockport, N.Y. Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
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"BOOTS S1\0"S5 ANrRlitu^^J

Make Yourself at Home in Montreal

Have you a letter to write?—or someone to

phone ?—do you wish to meet some person ?—

then make this big warehouse your headquarters

when in Montreal. You are entirely welcome

to our facilities and we invite you to come in

and make yourself entirely at home.
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The Neatest

Shoe in

Shoedom
The Shoe that is Sup-

planting Foreign

Footwear

The

Classic
Shoe

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

If you have found diffi-

culty in the past trying to

buy a shoe that will come
up to your requirements,

the " Classic" Line of

Footwear will be of special interest

to you. Neater, smarter or better

made shoes cannot be bought any-

where. Why sell foreign goods

when a line of shoes like " Classic
"

will fill the requirements of the most

discriminating buyer. Do your

duty this year and push Canadian-
Made shoes and if they are the " Classic

"

line we will guarantee that you will have no

regrets—only profits.

GETTY & SCOTT
LIMITED

Gait - - Ontario
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Do Your Sorting

from

Our IN-STOCK
Department

Many shoe dealers in the present quiet times

find it desirable to make as large a turnover

as possible on a comparatively small capital

investment. They are doing this by means of

the service rendered by our splendidly equipped

In-Stock Department.

From every one of our branches the same prompt
and satisfactory service can be rendered to the

retailer. Therefore, to secure the quickest ser-

vice write to the branch nearest to you.

Ames-Holden-McCready Shoes, whether for fine

city wear or for rough usage in forest or field,

are the product or three great specialized shoe

factories. In a few weeks our salesmen will be

going to the trade with a most complete and
varied range of fall samples, which you should

see before ordering.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames - Holden -McCready
Limited

MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG
EDMONTON ^VANCOUVER
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"Moose Head Brand"
Stands for

The Very Highest Reputation

That it is possible to secure for Oil Tanned Shoe Packs,

Larrigans, Sporting Boots and Summer Packs.

These goods are sold and distributed by the leading jobbers

of footwear throughout the Dominion. You owe it to your-

self to see our samples and prices for 1915 before ordering.

John Palmer Company Limited
FREDERICTON N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned Waterproof
Footwear in Canada

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Out.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

John Bull

Larrigans
and

Leggings

No. 13

14 in. leg.

Give us a trial

order and be

convinced.
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

KEEP THE DOLLAR
AT HOME

Buy

44 KIM-FELT KUMFYS

Made In Canada

Your stock of Footwear is

not complete without them

hpMiNlO
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Changes in Tariff Mean Higher Prices For Shoes
This is the Unanimous Verdict of the Canadian Trade—Tanners Also Advarce Prices on Sole and Heavy Leathers Owing

to Duty on Hides, Extracts and Greases—Will There Be Any Benefit to the Shoe and Leather
Trade as Result of New Tax—Some Opinions That Are of Interest

Shoes will undoubtedly advance in price as a result of

the increased duty—not only on the finished product, but on

raw material. As to what the increase will be, of course,

only time will tell but estimates vary from 25 to 60 cents

a pair. Tanners will be compelled to augment the prices of

leather in many lines owing to the fact that hides are no

longer free and subject to a duty of seven and one-half per

cent., if obtained from the United States or any other coun-

try, except England, wrhere the duty will be five per cent.

Then the tax on raw material such as tanning extracts,

dyes, oils, greases, etc., which have been free, will bear

heavily upon the tanner who, in many cases, has to secure

practically all his raw product for the finished article outside

of the country. It has resulted already in certain lines of

leather being advanced, while sole stock has gone up from
eight to ten per cent.

Of course this all means a larger outlay on the part of

the leather and shoe manufacturer for materials, and in addi-

tion the latter will have to pay seven and one-half per cent,

extra duty, or possibly a better term is a war tax on many
things.

Among the articles which shoe manufacturers obtain

particularly from the States and upon which the new duty

of seven and one-half per cent, will be imposed are hooks,

eyelets, some sole sewing thread, standard screw wire, shoe

buttons, pull straps, stays, steel shanks, leatherboard and

combination shanks, finishing waxes and polishes, etc., all

of which will materially add to the cost of the shoe.

Not So Promising as it Looks

It may be argued, now that the duty on American shoes

is really thirty-seven and one-half per cent, instead of thirty

per cent., it should result in a great impetus and activity

to the Canadian trade, and that the latter should correspond-

ingly benefit. While this may appear very attractive on the

surface, yet it must be taken into consideration that were
the duty on the finished product that is imported alone in-

creased, the outcome might be a happy one for local fac-

tories, but when alongside of this is placed a stiff duty on
raw materials, which results not only in the shoe manufac-
turer paying more for the lines already indicated, but also

a great deal more for leather, the picture is not pleasing, or

the prospect so alluring.

It is generally conceded that shoes will advance from

25 to 60 cents a pair and wholesalers in the leading cities

(who have been importing certain lines from across the
border) have already raised their price 30 cents to protect
themselves.

Every branch of the Canadian shoe and leather trade,

immediately on receipt of the news of the tariff changes
from Ottawa became an instant advocate of the "Safety
First" movement, particularly in the matter of prices, and
can you really blame them?

How Jobber Has Been Hit

One leading jobber stated this week that he had $15,000
worth of English and American shoes to be delivered which
had been ordered by retailers, but had not yet arrived. He
would have to pay the duty on these goods, which would
amount to $1,000, and, like all affected by the tariff, simply
grin and bear it, but on all future shipments the price for

shoes will be thirty cents higher.

A Montreal footwear manufacturer stated :
—

"This ex-

tra tax comes at a very bad time for us. Owing to the dull-

ness in trade and the tendency of the people to economize,
there is a clamor for cheaper shoes. We do not like to

'devitalize' our product, so to speak, by putting in inferior

materials, and how on earth are we going to gratify this

demand for cheaper shoes at a time when the price for all

commodities entering into that shoe is going up? You see,

we are between the upper and the lower mill stone. To my
mind there will be no benefit to the Canadian from the war
tariff schedule. We simply have to take it as part of our
contribution to the war. We cannot all do the fighting at the

front. Some of us have to stay here at home, continuing

our business and keeping the wheels turning. The only way
we can bear the burden and responsibility is by decreased

profits, or financial contributions through the new tax on raw
material or finished products. Of course it is a peculiar

state of affairs, that when money is scarce and business dull,

then the necessities of life seem to go higher. As to how
much shoes will advance I cannot tell you at the present time,

and anything that is said regarding the effect of the tariff is

largely of a speculative nature."

Another leading manufacturer stated that he did not

think the added duty would benefit Canadian manufacturers

in the least. They had enough to contend with at the present

time, without having this imposition thrown at them. It
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seems that the industrial concerns of the country have to

shoulder unusual burdens, and the only gratification is that

every manufacturer is in the same box, and as "misery loves

company" that wish is gratified.

The Advance is Imperative

The Murray Shoe Co., of London, 1 emark :

—"The addi-

tion of seven and one-half per cent, to the tariff will un-

doubtedly necessitate an advance in the price of footwear;

in fact the continued steady advance in prices of leather

since early last fall would have made an advance in prices

of footwear necessary this coming season, and with an in-

creased duty this raise is imperative. Tt is too early to

say to what extent this increase may go, but it can be safely

said that it will mean an average of twenty-five cents per

pair on shoes wholesaling from $3.00 to $3.50 per pair. Will

the increase in the tariff give any new impetus to Canadian

trade? This is difficult to answer under present conditions.

At the time the tariff was increased to thirty per cent, a

slight momentary decline in imports of footwear followed,

owing to the hesitancy of the retailer in paying out thirty

per cent, on the face value of the invoice before seeing the

goods. That feeling soon passed away and imports increased

under the advanced duty, and in our opinion we shall have

a repetition of the same occurrence. Of course, conditions

have changed, but we hardly think there will be any appre-

ciable decline in imports of American made footwear, as

the increase of seven and one-half per cent, will be nullified

by the increased cost of raw materials to the Canadian

manufacturer or consumer, and we heartily think the gov-

there will be no direct benefit derived by the tanner, shoe

manufacturers or consumer, and we hardly think the gov

eminent had this idea in view."

Must Face Things Squarely

The Minister-Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, say:
—"There

is no doubt that the duty of seven and one-half per cent, on

hides and other materials must make a difference in the price

of shoes. We have already received notice from tanners

that there will be two cents per foot on upper leather and

at least two cents per pound on sole leather, so that there

must of necessity be an increase in the price of shoes. Had
the hides been allowed to come in free we have no doubt

that the manufacturers would still put out their shoes at the

same price and paid the extra on the materials outside of the

leather, without charging for it. However, we presume
that the government have gone into the matter thoroughly

and decided that they needed the money and we must make
the best we can of it."

More Business for Canadians

The Cook-Fitzgerald Co., of London, say:
—"The in-

crease of seven and one-half per cent, in the tariff on the

raw materials which go into the manufacture of shoes will

unquestionably mean more business for Canadian factories

but it will at the same time call for an advance in prices of

r lie finished product, as the consumer must invariably share

the manufacturer's burden. Already the sole leather tan-

ners have notified the trade that there will be an increase

in the cost of their product, the advance averaging around

8 per cent. They have had a burden of per cent, placed

on raw hides and in addition the tanners will pay

the new levies on tanning extracts and dye.s, of which there

has been a shortage ever since the outbreak of the war. We
are already feeling the effect of the new tariff regulation

in an increased demand for our first grade footwear, sev-

eral of tlie most prominent dealers in Canada having placet!

business with us which formerly went to the United States.

"Made in Canada" should be all the stronger under the new

conditions. We can admire the Germans as a people for

their wonderful ability in building up trade in their own
country. The money made in Germany was spent in Ger-
many and was not sent abroad to enrich any other nation
or to enhance their commercial prestige. When the people
of Canada do likewise we may expect our country to prosper
quite as amazingly as Germany, whose trade at home and
abroad between 1893 and 1913 quadrupled, her foreign busi-

ness at the close of the latter year being estimated at ap-
proximately five billions of dollars. The prosperity of Can-
ada in a word is in the hands of her own people. If they
do their part the country should have a future second to
none."

How Berlin Views Matters

Charles A. Ahrens, Limited, Berlin, in speaking of the

probable effect of the new seven and a half per cent, tariff

says:
—
"So far as we can see it will make some difference

in the price of material. Hides, standard screw wire, but-

tons, hooks, eyelets, etc., were formerly free of duty. They
are all effected now with the new tariff. Hides, of course,

will be the main feature. Outside of the above we will be
effected very little, as there were never very many shoes
imported such as we make."

Gourlay & Fogelberg, Limited, of Berlin, remark:

—

"This war tax goes into effect at a very opportune time and
will increase prices. Just what the increase is likely to be

is doubtful and cannot be ascertained until we receive

revised quotations covering all shoe materials. As to the new
regulations having any tendency toward increasing Canadian
sales it depends entirely upon the retailers. Tf they still

think it profitable to pay thirty-seven and one-half per cent,

of their American bills C.O.D. then we need not expect any
increase on account of the additional tax."

"The additional cost of seven and one-half per cent, on
raw materials will certainly very seriously effect the material

cost value of a Canadian made shoe," observe W. E. Woelfle

Shoe Co., Berlin, "and as shoes in this country have been

sold at a very close margin in the past, there will certainlv

have to be some increase in price, or a drop in quality. Wc
have not as yet reached a satisfactory conclusion as to just

how much it is going to effect us so we cannot state anv
definite figures to you."

Way the Tanner is Hit

"Yes, we have advanced leather," said a leading tanner,

"and still we are not even with the increase in the cost of

hides alone, not to speak of the extra tariff that is being

imposed. To show you that I am correct, T mav sav that

you can take an average light packer hide. Now in the cor-

responding' week of last year these were quoted in Chicago

at 18 to 18^4 cents. Th'e same qualitv and weight of hide is

to-day bringing 23 T/2 to 24 cents. This is a difference of six

cents a pound, which, on a hide of say 55 pounds, would

mean $3.30 extra cost. Then, there is the duty of seven

and one-half per cent, to be paid, but I am not referring to

that particularly. Now, from thia light packer hide of 55
pounds about 45 feet of light finish side leather can be

obtained. We have raised the price five cents a foot on such

leather and this gives us an increase of $2.25. Then, from

the same hide about 32 feet of split leather could be secured,

which, at our advance of two cents, would make about 64

cents. Adding this to the $2.25 the extra amount that the

tanner gets for this hide is $2.89, whereas the sum he has

paid for the packer hide, by reason of the advance during

the past year, is six cents or $3.30, as pointed out. He is,

therefore, not within 41 cents of breaking even, not to speak

of the imposition of the tariff, which adds considerably more

(Continued on page 32)
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Great Injustice Done Canadian Shoe Manufacturers
•j^By Constant Harping of Daily Press on Army Shoe Contracts—Condemnation Too General and Not Founded on Facts

—Specifications Were Followed and Why Should Leading Industry Suffer For Sake
of a Few—Vigorous Defence From a Quebec Firm

Editor Shoe and Leather Journal:—
In view of the continual attacks being made by the

newspapers all over the country on shoes made in Canada
for the Canadian Government, we think it is the duty of the

trade papers to do something to offset the bad impression of

the Canadian-made shoes, of which the public without doubt

are beginning to have a bad opinion.

On January 30th the Montreal Standard devoted a half

of their first page to the "bad boots" that were supplied to

the Canadian Government.

Practically not one of these articles you see in the

newspapers is fair. As far as we are able to make.out these

articles are printed without the newspapers first euquiring

into the facts and this practice is doing a great deal of

harm to one of Canada's largest industries, for no reason

whatever, except perhaps a political one.

We enclose copy of a letter which we wrote to the

editor of the Montreal Standard, protesting against a con-

tinuation and rehashing of this subject which, as a matter of
fact, has been settled long ago by the Government itself and
there is therefore no longer any need to have the subject

brought up any further.

Yours very truly.

The John Ritchie Cov Limited.
Quebec, February 3rd. J. E. Warrington, Treasurer.

The letter sent to the Montreal Standard follows and
speaks for itself.

In view of the large amount of money being spent

by the Canadian manufacturers to advertise and create a

demand for Made-in-Canada goods at the present time, and
in justice to the Canadian shoe manufacturers in general, we
feel we cannot longer allow to pass unnoticed the continual

attacks of the newspapers of the country, and especially an
article appearing on the first page of the Standard of Janu-
ary 30th last, regarding the boots supplied to the Canadian
Militia.

In the first place the Canadian shoe manufacturers
simply followed specifications given them by the Militia

Department.

In the second place, neither the Militia Department nor

the manufacturers had any experience as to the kind of foot-

wear that was necessary for use in Europe, nor was there

time between August 1st, when the war started, and the

time when the First Contingent was ready to be equipped, to

find out the best boot and make the shoes or the contingent

would have had to sail without boots. The only thing to

do was to take the same boots that have been in use in this

country for many years and the same that went through the

Boer War and also practically the same boot as is used by
the United States Army. You will therefore notice that all

our experience has been with boots for dry countries only.

Since the boots supplied did not stand the wet and mud
they were subject to in England, the Government appointed
a committee to enquire into the causes, and no more boots

were bought after the first complaint had been received, and
any further ones to be supplied to the Canadian soldiers

will be as good as any made in England or anywhere.
The boot and shoe industry is one of the most important

in Canada, employing as it does about 20,000 people in the

factories alone, to say nothing of the number employed in

allied branches of the trade. That the newspapers should

be continually attacking the manufacturers in general who
supplied boots to the Militia Department is a great injustice

to the large majority who supplied boots that were entirely

satisfactory and up to specifications and were as far as

any one knew the best that could be furnished.

This continual newspaper talk has already done a vast

amount of harm and will do a great deal more if persisted

in, especially at this time when we all are doing all we can

to keep our Canadian help employed and establish a demand
for Made-in-Canada shoes. The worst part is that we all

suffer for the mistakes of a few.

Instead of condemning all the factories concerned why
not go to Ottawa and get a copy of the report of the ex-

perts appointed by the Government. All the facts are there,

and then get after the manufacturers who were at fault, if

any, and give the credit to the ones who did their part to

the best of their ability instead of all this talking about

reports, etc., from reporters and others who know nothing

about the facts of the case.

Yours very truly,

The John Ritchie Co., Limited,

J. E. Warrington, Treasurer.

If'

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE SHOE STORE OF JOSEPH C. BARKEY, STOUFFVILLE, ONT.
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How to Keep Frost From the Footwear Windows
Some of the More Common Methods That Are in Use, by Merchants—Very Important From a Selling

Viewpoint to Keep Windows Clear During the Frosty Weather

In making plans to keep your shoe window clear from
frost, first determine the cause and then hunt out a suitable

method for removing it. There are several ways of pre-

venting frost from collecting on a show window. Most
are only temporary. The best and most effective method ia

to follow some plan that will enable you to maintain the

same temperature both inside and out. This necessitates a

current of air from the bottom to the top.

When the air inside is warmer than that on the outside

the moisture which forms comes in contact with the colder

glass and is frozen on it.

To make the course sure it is essential that the back-

ground be built clear up to the top of the ceiling and be as

nearly air-tight as possible.

There Must Be Good Ventilation

As for this the proper ventilation of the window is of

the highest importance and the window should be so made
that holes can be bored along the frame at the bottom, also

at the top. The cold air will go in at the bottom and warm
air go out at the top, thus keeping the temperature practi-

cally the same as that outdoors. If there is sufficient ven-

tilation the frost will not form on the glass. The holes

should be covered with a screen to keep dust out. In the hot

months the holes can be covered with strips of wood nailed

on the back.

In cases where the windows are not modern ones, or if

the floor is even with the lower part of the glass, another

plan will have to be used. This consists of boring a hole in

the wall under the glass and placing in it a tin tube, or piece

of elbow stovepipe, covering the outside with fine screen

to keep out the dust. This should open up through the floor.

Then bore holes at the top so as to get plenty of circulation

of outside air. Paper or cloth must not be placed over the

openings because that would prevent the circulation of air.

There is a store in Hamilton, Ont., where an original

idea has been used. Small openings have been provided

above the plate glass in the sides of the window. The open-

ings are about 6x16 inches, and are hinged at the top.

They swing inward, and are operated from the interior of

the windows. They can be kept open sufficiently long to

maintain the temperature inside on a par with that outside.

At the same time, being on the sides, they are not exposed

to the dust of the street. Neither do they detract from the

appearance of the store front.

The Gas Pipe is Expensive

Meat shops frequently use a gas flame. The gas pipe

extends across the bottom and front of the window on the

inside. This contains several small holes short distances

apart, and the gas is kept burning all day. This keeps the

plate glass on the outside so warm that the moisture of the

air does not freeze on it. This method, however, is rather

expensive. Another plan is to use the electric fan. This

keeps the air circulating throughout the window and com-

paratively dry. There is considerable expense attached to

this, as electricity is being consumed all the time the fan is

in motion. The plan, however, is fairly effective.

Other plans consisting of rubbing the glass with gly-

cerine have been tried, but this method usually leaves the

glass smeared. A solution of alcohol or methylated spirits

is also sometimes used, but here again expense arises. The
cost is too high to make such a remedy general.

Another method is found in the use of double windows.

The placing of a second plate glass outside the permanent
one, making an airtight compartment, is effective in pre-

venting frost, because it keeps the air between the windows
at a sufficiently medium temperature to overcome the cause

of frost. This plan has a disadvantage in that it obscures

the view of the goods displayed to a certain extent.

Frosty Windows Entail Loss

The loss entailed by the frosting of windows makes
the question of proper construction of the store front an

important consideration. First, the windows, to produce

best results, should be enclosed from the store proper and

the enclosure should be practically airtight. Second, air

from the outside must enter the window near the edges and

at the surface of the glass in order to make the circulation

greatest at the glass surface. Third, a sufficient amount of

dry air must be admitted in order to absorb the moisture.

Mr. Perkins Returns Home
John Perkins, of the firm of Duchaine & Perkins, shoe

manufacturers, Quebec, who went to Europe some two

months ago, in the hope of obtaining orders from the Gov-

ernments of the allied nations for military boots for their

respective armies, returned to Quebec a few days ago, with

the following account of his travels.

He arrived in Paris on December 20th, and was some-

what handicapped by the holidays, but managed, neverthe

less, to see the right people for the information he desired.

It has been discovered that it is useless for the Canadian, or

other manufacturer, to send his samples to France in the

hope of having them accepted by the Government. There

is a standard pattern of army boot for the French troops,

and only that make will be accepted. In consequence, those

who wish to make boots for the French army must get the

necessary samples and patterns and make their goods on the

lines prescribed by the French authorities.

Mr. Perkins has brought back samples of the French

boot with him, and it is hoped that Quebec factories may be

able to do something with them. A large number of French

orders have been placed in the United States, where fac-

tories are quoting some two cents per pair less than the

Quebec factories seem prepared to work for. But as the

French army requires between two and three million pairs

of boots per month, it is hoped that Quebec may get a

chance to make some of them. As for England, that coun-

try is manufacturing all the boots it needs for its troops

itself, and even supplying some to France.

Concerning the famous 300,000 pair order which caused

so much excitement late last fall, Mr. Perkins explained that

he had learned from Hon. Dr. Pelletier that the boots were

required for the Belgians, and that the order had been given

to the United States on account of low prices. Although no

orders are actually forthcoming as yet, it is felt that Mr.

Perkins' visit has opened the way for negotiations with the

French authorities on the boot supply question. He was

very well received everywhere, and it is hoped that in the

near future something material may come of his trip.

James Carlisle died recently in Hensall, Ont., where he

had resided for many years. He was a shoemaker and was

well known up to the time of his retirement seven years ago.
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jl Some Chats With the "Boss" and the "Bossed"
jjil_ n

Gives Commission for Night Work

"Yes, I have solved the clerk night work problem to the

satisfaction of myself and the men under me," remarked the

manager of a leading Toronto store the other day. "When
I engage a salesman, he is hired to work in the morning
from 8.30 till 6 at night, including, of course, Saturday

evenings—that is, his regular weekly wage covers that por-

tion of time. We do not ask any of our men to labor at

night, and take this extra time out of them, under the

plea that their regular weekly salary covers night as well

as day work. What we do here is to give each^ clerk who
cares to work five per cent, on his sales after six o'clock in

the evening. This is fair to the establishment and to the

salesman. Jt enables him to make extra money, as he feels

that he is being paid for overtime, and if business is brisk

he shares in the results.

"Some of our clerks make four and five dollars extra

every week for several months in the year, and they take

turns about regarding what nights they will come back. 1

think this is the most satisfactory plan for keeping open

nights."
* * *

Getting Rid of Unsatisfactory^Help

"Yes," remarked a traveler, "here is the fault 1 have

found with a number of shoe bosses and heads of departments.

They do not know how to reprimand in an effective but

quiet way. There is nothing gained by the average man who
is constantly shouting, browbeating, over-avveing or stam-

peding. A far better way is to have a quiet talk or chat

with a man—point out his defects or negligence in private.

Tell him how and where he can improve and give him a fair

chance to think over the situation. After a certain number

of peaceful conferences, if he does not mend his ways, or

come up to your requirements, then get rid of him in the

best and simplest way possible. It is better that he should

leave you on good terms, and that you let him out with

as little friction as possible. The strong man in the shoe

trade to-day, whether in the manufacturing, wholesale, or

retail line is the one who has command of himself, who
never gets fussy, who does not raise and lower his voice like

a fog horn and who is at all times master of the situation

around him. He is then competent to think clearly and lead

encouraging. The hot-headed, go-off-at-half-cock, up-in-

the-air, do-not-give-a-hang individual never accomplishes a

great deal, and after his 'spasm' is over, he feels that he

has lost ground or self-respect. 'Be cool, calm and con-

siderate' is a good motto in the shoe business, as well as in

many others."
* * *

Give Customers Daylight Deal
"1 always tell my clerks to give every customer a day-

light deal," declared a King street shoe dealer, of Hamilton,

the other day. "It does not pay to hold back anything. Il

there is a defect or shortcoming in a shoe, in the upper, the

sole, the heel, the stitching or lasting, why, inform the cus-

tomer. Do not show him one good shoe and leave him to

find out the blemish in the other one after he gets home.
Kither he comes back in an angry frame of mind and de-

mands satisfaction or he will never go near you again.

The only fair, square plan is to tell him at the outset just

why you are selling a certain style or a certain pair of shoes

so much below the regular value. When a patron buys this

pair, he is doing so with his eyes open, and he respects you

for your candor and straightforwardness. I tell you, the

daylight deal pays every time in both satisfaction and future

returns. Never let a defective shoe go out of your estab-

lishment without telling the customer about it. If, by some
means, it has got by you, and you are asked to make good
the defect or refund the money, why, do so, cheerfully and

conscientiously."
* * *

Do Your Remonstrating in Private

"I stepped into a shoe store the other day, when things

were quiet in the morning. The boss, in going around,

found, on opening one of the cartons containing a lady's

patent button shoe, that they were mismated. He called to

Smith, who was second in charge of the ladies' department,

and asked him who was responsible for such crass care-

lessness. Smith admitted that he might have made a mis-

take in putting the pairs back in the boxes, for on the pre-

vious afternoon he had been very busy. Then Brown, the

boss, proceeded to berate him in loud and uncomplimentary

tones, calling him down before the other members of the

staff, very much the same as a navvy foreman gives direc-

tions to a gang of track ballasters. No wonder this man
never has any control over his staff—that his employes never

have any respect for or confidence in him. He seems to take

special delight in over-riding or assaulting a man in public

and making him feel humiliated and chagrined. He has

let himself loose more than ever particularly since the War,

ORDER. THAT WAS HANDED ME
J

TODAY - I DON'T EXPECT ANY
j

AS IT WILL BE IN THE "SWEET BYE AND BVE"
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knowing that positions are scarce and men will endure a

great deal which they would not under normal circum-

stances or in prosperous times."

* * *

Order in Stock Arrangement

"I believe in good stock arrangement," remarked a lead-

ing Quebec retailer the other day. "It is important that

salesmen should know the stock and all my staff must know
the goods we have in hand as well and as thoroughly as they

are acquainted with the alphabet or the multiplication table.

1 do not want a man in my service who will not learn stock

down to the finest detail, as he has only a perfunctory in-

terest in his work. On busy clays much time can be saved

thereby and this lessens my wage bill, which is a considera-

tion during the present trying times. I have tried all sorts

of systems, groups, sizes, leathers, lots, up and down, and
dear knows how many. The shelving on the women's side,

for instance, holds exactly 250 perpendicular rows of

uniform cartons. There is just one style in each row, but

a pair of every size and width—that is a full run of sizes.

Each size and width in every row is in exactly the same
position in the shelving—the smallest on the bottom and the
largest on top. There are twenty-five divisions or sections

of the shelving, each holding ten rows or styles of shoes.

We allot one hundred numbers to each section or ten for

each style, any one of which may be used to describe it.

Section one is at the rear and section twenty-five at the front

of the store."

What Does the Merchant Owe to His Staff of Clerks
He Should Encourage Members of the Service and Make Store Life as Pleasant, Comfortable and Healthful as Pos-

sible—Advantage of Salesmen Owning Their Own Homes—Responsibility Does Not End With Pay Envelope

"Too few writers in the trade papers ever touch upon
the responsibility of the merchant to his employes. In the

manufacturing field we find things just the opposite. There
is, perhaps, too much being written on 'welfare work'

among the manufacturers of some classes of goods. Still

this is a live subject, whether for the merchant or the

manufacturer. Every employer has a certain amount of

responsibility upon his shoulders which is increased in ratio

to the number of his employes," says the "American Mer-

chant.

"

"In manufacturing plants where there is great danger

from carelessness upon the part of the employes the em-

ployer is installing safety devices as far as possible. During
the past year or two there has been a great advance in this

respect. The State laws have been amended in many cases

compelling the manufacturer to do certain things for the

safety of the workers. But there are no laws compelling

them to look after morals of the employe. But they have

a great responsibility in this respect just the same. And so

has the retailer.

A Good Business Policy

"Merchants are expected to treat the clerks civilly. It

is good business policy to do so. He is not expected to pry

into the private affairs of each clerk. But on the other

hand, he is responsible for the well being of the clerks and

if he finds, too late, that any man, or girl has had a burden

too heavy to bear and has gone wrong he might well blame

himself for not finding out in time. No merchant should

endeavor to get all he can out of his clerks and care no fur-

ther about them. The merchant should endeavor to assist

and encourage all his employes, of every grade. He should

try to raise them to a higher plane of life than that in which

he has found them, instead of allowing them to drop back

ward.

"Some merchants think that when they pay off the help

on pay-night they have done their duty to them. Well, that

depends. If a clerk spends his wages in riotous living in-

stead of taking care of his family it us the merchant's busi-

ness. In fact it is the merchant's business to know what

kind of a life his clerks are living. They are entrusted witli

hundreds of dollars worth of merchandise every day. This

must be safeguarded in some way. It is safe with a man
who lives a clean life. It is a problem whether it is safe if

a man frequents a saloon, the dance hall, cigar stand, the

brothel, or any other questionable place, during his recre-

ation hours.

"Every married man who does not own his own home
should be shown the advantage of doing so. He should be

shown how much a home really means to a man and his

family. He should be given every facility to make the pur-

chase, even to small loans for the purpose. Homes can be

purchased on an installment plan that is equitable, and as

the years roll on the rent that is paid liquidates the debt and
the home becomes the renter's.

"About twelve years ago the writer heard a merchant

advise one of his clerks not to buy a home until he could

make a substantial payment down and avoid paying so much
interest. One clerk in that store at that time did buy a home
and paid but $50 down. He had to pay six per cent, interest

and only $93 on the principle, as he was paying only $15

a month. But he was paying no more rent for the house

than one he had lived in and some day he would own it if

he kept up his rent. If he had lived in the other house 100

years and kept paying his rent regularly, he would not own a

brick of its foundations, nor a shingle of its roof. This man
is to-day worth $10,000, and he has worked as a salesman at

ordinary wages, but the property that he first purchased had

increased in a few years so much in value that he sold his

contract and made enough to buy two houses and living in

one he rented the other. Again the years brought him an

increase and he sold the house he was renting for a price

that gave him two more in a cheaper locality but good in-

come producers. In fact the two houses, outside of the few

hundred that he paid down to secure them, will cost him

nothing; the rents will pay off the indebtedness.

What a Saving Clerk Did

"The clerk who took his employer's advice started to save

his money and after he had a couple of hundred dollars put

away in the bank the bank failed and he lost almost the

whole. He started over again. But always when he had

the first hundred or two, something happened that he had to

lose it, or use it, which amounted to the same thing to him.

He tried hard for several years to gel enough to purchase a

home, so that he would get the deed to it, even if he had to

mortgage it for a part of the price. But he never got that far.

His fellow worker did so well that he finally went and did

likewise. lie purchased a home on contract and to-day has

it nearly paid for, and it is worth nearly double what he

paid for it at that.

"Every married clerk who owns his own home is a safer

man to employ, he makes a safer and steadier employe.

There is no one element in human life that is more conducive
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to a love of home and the home life than the actual owner-
ship of that home, even though it be of the humblest tvpe,

and it is only owned in name and not in deed. The purchase

of a home has the effect of making the owner more depend-

ent upon his own energy and integrity, because he knows
that on that energy and integrity rests the sincerity and
welfare of his family. The man who has merely the obliga-

tion of a monthly rental is most likely to yield to temptation,

where the man who is paying for a home, or owns one

already, will brush aside the thought when lie considers the

progress he has made in life's battle.

The man who owns his own home, and the wife who is

his partner, will do things to add to the comfort and attrac-

tiveness of that home which they would not know in a rented

house, and as the homelike feature of their little possession

grows on them, so will their appreciation of the better

elements in other things broaden and develop.

Making a Good Citizen

"The man who is a good citizen in the fullest 'sense of

the word feels no little pride in the fact that he can stand up

with other men in the community as an equal and not merely

as a subordinate. His feelings of ownership will encourage

him to broader views and the man with the broadest view

of life makes the best clerk.

Why Some Hold Back

"The advantages of owning one's own home and the

opportunities for doing so are so great that it is a wonder
more men earning a steady income do not take advantage of

the many opportunities that must come to them. One reason

why some men do not care to tackle the home proposition

is that it is a burden to carry the debt of a home on the

shoulders, when they buy a home like they wish to possess,

which is usually too expensive a one for their income. Be-

cause they cannot purchase a mansion, they will never own
a home. The merchant owes it to the clerk to make the store

life as pleasant as it may be for each of them. He owes it

to them to make it as comfortable, as healthful and as elevat-

ing. Encourage the clerks to become good citizens and you
safeguard your own business better than all the insurance

companies can—and the price is far less."

Guessing When Clock Would Stop

A leading eastern shoe firm recently put on an "Eight

Day Clock" contest which created a great deal of interest

and valuable advertising for that firm.

On December 19th, 1914, an eight-day clock, one selected

from the stock of a well-known jeweler, was placed in their

window, and on noon of that day was wound up and set

going.

A double card was furnished to anyone desiring one

who called at the store. It was not even necessary to make
a footwear purchase. The only* restriction was that one

guess was allowed a contestant, and employes were barred

from the contest.

At the store a form on half of this card was filled out

by the contestant, torn off and placed in a box at the front

of the store provided for the purpose.

This card read thus, "The Eight Day Clock displayed in

window and which was started at noon Saturday, December
19th, 1914, will stop on December at a.m.

p.m. Name Address " Decem-
ber 16th was the last day for registration.

Three prizes in all were offered, consisting of a hand-

some cut glass water set, a six-dollar pair of shoes, and an

order for $3.00 worth of goods. The clock ran for nine

days ten hours and sixteen minutes and there were over 3,000

names received.

Speaking to Shoe and Leather Journal the manager
announced that the contest was a success in every way, as

the idea was not to secure actual buyers but to secure adver-
tising and good mailing lists as well. From these view-
points it was very gratifying.

points it was very gratifying. The firm believe that a good
reliable mailing list is one of the very best assets that a

live progressive house can have. They can trace many dir-

ect results to literature sent through the post.

Each year this firm place aside a certain appropriation for

some type of advertising. A different form is used each
year for the purpose of comparing and finding out which
gives the best results. "It is strange how suspicious some
people become and view a contest of this kind," said the

manager. "I had a neat card prepared with the prizes, all

ready to fill in the names of the winners, before the close

of the contest. Immediately at the close of the contest I

had these printed in attractively by the same person and had
it in the window a short time after the clock had stopped.

This made some think it had all been 'fixed.' Retailers are

always up against the suspicious ones in contests of this

kind," concluded the speaker.

Now Looking After Ontario
Edmour Brosseau, who has been covering Quebec and

the Maritime Provinces for the Canadian Arrowsmith
Manufacturing Co., Limited, Niagara Falls, Out., has been
given the ground from Montreal to the Soo formerly looked
after by L. R. Creveling, who is no longer in the employ of

the company. The Maritime Provinces will now be covered
by A. G. Waters and Western Canada will be supervised by

J. B. Meyer. Mr. Brosseau began his career in the footwear

realm some twenty years ago, and has never departed from
his first choice. He was for several years engaged with a

number of leading firms, among them being Henry Morgan,
Geo. G. Gales & Co., the Walk-Over Boot Shop, and the

Slater Shoe Stores in Montreal and Toronto. Mr. Brosseau
is a good salesman and possesses a gentlemanly manner and
kindly disposition, which win for him the esteem of all with
whom he comes in contact. He is an experienced and thor-

ough shoeman in the best sense of the word.
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How to Get at Facts in Your Annual "Turn-Over"
Departmentize Your Stock Into Units and Each Year at Inventory You Can Place Accurate Valuation on All the Lines

Carried—Keep Your Finger on the Pulse of Your Business at All Times

"I would suggest if the method you are using does not
show a 'turn-over' of at least three times a year, that you
either change your method, or get busy on your books. If

yon are not turning your stock this number of times, I

won't say you are losing money, but you certainly are not

making as much as you should.

"It is all very well to talk of doing business 10 to 12

years ago on 15 or 16 per cent., but one would be phenomen-
ally clever if he could keep the cost down to 23 or 24 per

cent.

"Now, as you well know, the real value in 'turn-over' is

in the fact that it tells you just what has taken place, and
not what ought to have taken place. What we wisji to know
is the actual number of times our money has turned over.

For this reason alone, if for no other, we ought to exclude

any method that does not give us these figures accurately and
positively.

Getting at Definite Facts

"A method used to advantage for a great many years,

and one that is practical and simple, considers the gross

profit as a negligible factor, and concerns itself solely with

net cost and gross business. Supposing we find at the end
of a current year our gross business totals up to $60,000,

and that the original net investment is $20,000. We divide

the net cost into our gross business. We find subsequently

that we have turned our stock three times.

"This method, I believe, is generally employed through-

out these United States. Although accurate enough in a

crude way, it does not answer the purposes of the man who
wishes to know the whys and wherefores of his business.

"But a merchant is no longer satisfied with the mere
knowledge of his 'turnover,' or that his business has in-

creased the customary 5 per cent., or that his bank deposits

are so much greater than the previous year. To the modern
business man such knowledge means nothing. What he

wants to know, and what he insists upon knowing, is why
his 'turn-over' is three times, why his interest is 5 per cent.,

and why his bank deposits are so much greater. He desires

to know more of the causes and effects of his business; con-

sequently, he invents methods and conceives systems that

give him this necessary detail knowledge in a concise and
practical way.

The Lines That Make the Money

"You know that in your stock there are lines that move
with greater rapidity than others. These are the lines that

you are making money on ; these are the lines that bring

your 'turn-over' up; but did you ever stop to consider what
the slow moving lines are doing—just what their effect is on

your business? If you consider long enough, you will come
to the inevitable conclusion that these latent lines are costing

you money, and this deficit not only does not appear on your

inventory, but you are only vaguely aware that it exists.

"When one figures in gross numbers, one invariably falls

into gross blunders, and to my mind, when we remember that

net profit of shoe business is perhaps the smallest of any

line, it is unscientific to figure our 'turn-over' in this crude

fashion.

"As a means, then, to mitigate this uncertainty of our

figures, let us first departmentize the stock into units, then

let each unit correspond to a line, and instead of figuring our

'turn-over' in bulk, let us figure the number of times each

unit turns. The advantage of this lies in the fact that each
year, at inventory, we can place accurate valuation on all

various lines of shoes we carry.

Dividing the Stock Into Money

"For example, we find that one unit has turned four

times; while counteracting this there is a unit that has only

turned three times, another unit that has only turned twice.

(We will take it for granted that each of these respective

lines is complete.) Evidently with these figures before us.

we are not going to place the same valuation on the unit

that has turned two and three times as we will on the one that

turned four times. If we consider the valuation of the unit

that turned four times at 100 per cent., then the unit that

turned three times can only be valued at 66 per cent, and
the one that turned twice at 50 per cent. The result

is, we no longer have to guess at the relative values. Our
'turn-over' by units tells positively and correctly just what
each unit is worth. It is not necessary to hypothesize about

what certain lines ought to be valued at; we know just

what the value is.

"Naurallv, amongst these lines that show a loss there

are some we cannot dispose of. We have to carry them for

expediency. They are lines that move not even once a year,

yet they are the lines that we have built out business on, and
we must keep them in our general stock for this reason.

Kven here, nothing should deter us from putting down in

black and white just what these lines are setting us back,

and the loss should be charged against some expense item,

such as rent, advertising, etc.

"In conjunction with the above system, I would suggest

that in order to keep your insurance value a reserve inven-

tory account should be opened, and the per cent, deducted

on those dead lines that must be carried placed on a 're-

serve for inventory' account.

You Are Part of Your Business

"Never for a minute entertain the idea that some one

else knows your business better than you do. You know
your business best, all opinions to the contrary notwith-

standing. You yourself, are part of your business
;
you have

watched, studied, experimented with it for many years: and

it would be ridiculous for me, because a certain method has

proved satisfactory to me in the past, to recommend it for

your business. True ! it might prove of benefit, but as a

rule, one business is so different from another, is operated

under such entirely dissimilar conditions, that it is always

well to employ methods and systems that spring spontane-

ously from one's own business.

"Therefore, in this matter of 'turn-over' I do not advise

nor urge you to employ any of the suggestions I have offer-

ed, unless you feel that they are directly applicable, can be

employed advantageously, and will be of benefit to your

business.

The Pulse of Your Business

"Rut this I think I can say without fear of successful

contradiction, that the man who has 'turn-over' clearly and

coherently in his mind has his finger on the pulse of his

business, and will note any change or deviation more readily

and effectively than the man who gives his 'turn-over' only

casual concern."—John Slater, of New York, at the National

Shoe Retailers Association.
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Showing Some Big Style Hits

James F. Clark, treasurer and sales manager of Clark

Bros., shoe manufacturers, St. Stephen, N.B., was in Toronto

this week on his way east from a successful business trip

to the west, where he visited all the principal cities, going as

far as Vancouver and Victoria. He had with him a fine

range of samples which have taken well with the trade.

The new factory of the firm is now in full running order and
the capacity of the plant has been doubled. In the splendid

selection are seen several samples of the popular new military

lace shoes, with whole quarters and gaiter effect, in fawn,

taupe, nigger brown, London smoke, sand and shepherd's

plaid cloth. Toes are for the most part plain and vamps
of medium length. The models, which for style, finish,

flexibility and snappy appearance are the classiest ever

turned out by the company in the line of high grade McKays
and imitation turns for women and growing girls, carry the

Louis, kidney, spool and military heels. Patent is the

leading leather but there is also a representative showing

in gun metal, kid and other leathers. There are nine itp-to-

date lasts, five of the best selling ones being retained from

last season and four new ones being added. The latter

embrace the Stage, the Mary Jane, a broad square effect for

growing girls, and a new medium recede toe. Clark Bros,

claim to be the first firm in the Dominion to produce the new
military effects in women's lace shoes with cloth quarters and
eyelet rows and piping of the same leather as the vamp,
and their enterprise has been fully appreciated, judging by
the large number of orders booked. The best oak tanned

leather is used for both outer and inner soles and also oak
counters, while for topping in all leather shoes, full grained

matt calf is employed exclusively. Two striking models

displayed were in bronze kid one with fawn and the other

with London smoke quarters carrying solid leather Louis

heels. J. R. C. Struthers of Winnipeg is now representing

Clark Bros, in the western provinces, R. L. Savage in On-
tario and Quebec, and Everett Hanson, of St. Stephen, in

the Maritime Provinces.

Leather Man Killed in Action
Another Montreal soldier has been killed while serving

with the French army against the Germans. This is Calixte

Galibert, son of C. Galibert, of C. Galibert & Son Company,
tanners, 1123 St. Catherine street east, Montreal, who was
in the thick of the fight. His father has gone to France

to learn particulars, but so far no further news has been

received from Mr. Galibert, sr.

Although born in Montreal, Calixte Galibert came under

the French military law because of his parents being citi-

zens of France. He left Montreal in October to join the

forces. He was thirty-seven years of age. The deceased

was killed at Bellincourt in the Argonne, France.

Nice Showing in Men's Shoes
George A. Fortin, manager of the Drummond Shoe,

Limited, Drummondville, Que., was in Toronto last week
on business. The firm have opened sample rooms at 32

Church street, Toronto, which are in charge of S. G. Best,

who will look after the selling end in eastern and western

Ontario, while E. A. Chalk will cover north-western On-
tario for the firm. Three new lasts have been added for the

coming season, one being of the recede toe type, another of

a narrow, semi-recede character and a third a wide, full

toe, built on the principle of the new army last, with slightly

more swing to it. The leading leathers are gun metal,

velours and patent, with a generous showing in nut brown
and mahogany tan. A number of cloth tops are presented,

as well as stitched and corded tips. There is also a fine

showing in rubber sole and heel bluchers, bals and oxfords,

some with spring heels. The range is most comprehensive
in character and evidences first-class shoemaking, being
made to retail at a very moderate price.

New Tannery in Operation

The YVoodbridge Tanning Co. have leased the John
Abell foundry building in Woodbridge, Out., for a term of

years and are converting it into a leather factory for tan-

ning sheepskins. The structure is 220 feet long by 40 wide,

two and a half storeys high and is admirably fitted up for

the purpose. The necessary plant is now being installed and
the initial output will be fifty dozen daily. It is expected that

operations will begin about March 1st and only two colors

will be turned out—black and russet for shoe linings and
facings and the fancy goods trade. The process will be the

still vat combination tannage and the company will tan and
finish stock for the Canadian customers of A. F. Clapp &
Co., of Boston, and the Helburn Leather Co., of Salem,
Mass., who have been represented in Toronto and Ontario
for the last three years by Ed. R. Lewis, who is one of the

principal promoters of the new industry. He will have
associated with him Robert Bennet, of Toronto, as office

manager. Mr. Lewis is thoroughly experienced in the prac-
tical as well as the selling end of the business and will con-
tinue his sales offices at 21 Scott street, Toronto.

Promotion For Live Shoeman
A. L. Wright, who for some time has been on the staff of

the J. J. Haines shoe houses, formerly at Napanee and
latterly at Smith's Falls, has been promoted to the im-
portant position of manager of the latter branch. Mr.
Wright is an experienced and thorough going shoe man,
who has had a wide experience, covering several years.

He was manager of A. W. Redden & Co. at Glace Bay, N.S.,
and was later with Robert Neill of Peterboro, and Goodwins,
Limited, Montreal. He has devoted special attention to
window dressing, advertising and stock keeping as well as

all other branches of the business and has written a number
of able articles on trade topics for the Shoe and Leather
Journal, as well as carrying off on different occasions

premiums 'in window dressing and other competitions.
Many friends in the trade will congratulate him on his well

deserved promotion.

IN THE SAMPLE ROOM WITH ORDER BOOK IN HAND IS SEEN JOHN HUR-
LEY OF THE W. B. HAMILTON SHOE CO., TORONTO. THE SHOE BUYER
IS HUGH STONEHOUSE, OF STONEHOUSE, McDOUGALL & MOORE OF

WALLACHBURG, ONT.
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Boston Last Co. Hold " At Home "

The Boston Last Co. invited their friends and custom-

ers and the citizens of Richmond with their families, to view

their new addition and improvements on Saturday afternoon,

February 13th, from three to five o'clock. This was par-

ticularly gratifying to the townspeople, as the Boston Last

Co. is Richmond's banner institution and its largest manu-
facturing plant.

Twelve years ago Richmond had on its hands a manu-
facturing plant in which a wood working establishment had

failed. They were anxious to get a new industry, opened

negotiations with the Boston Last Co., and finally agreed to

grant them the use of this brick mill and the land and
auxiliary buildings for a term of years free of taxation.

The Boston Last Co. expended $10,000 additional in building

brick kilns, block house and a power plant, which was paid

back to them by the town in yearly instalments. In the

next ten years the Boston Last Co. had built a fine last plant,

large block storage houses and one addition to their fine

factory. A year ago it was demonstrated that they again

required to increase their accommodation and the town
unanimously voted to grant them a free deed of all the town's

interests in the plant under the condition that they would

make the improvements contemplated, and it was granted

the citizens of the town and their families the privilege of

viewing these improvements on February 13.

The extension of the fine last factory is 40 feet square

and two storeys high, making the whole factory 163 feet

long, 40 feet wide and two storeys high, with the addition of

brick engine room, boiler house, and tower for the elevator

and toilets.

On the lower floor as the visitor enters the factory in

front is a hall with a cement floor, arranged with seats

around the sides. This is comfortably heated and the only

smoking that is permitted the men is done here at the

noon hour. At the right of this hall is the entrance to the

stock room, which is directly under the offices, and here is

kept all the special trimmings that go into the making of

suitable lasts for factory use.

At the end of the hall is the entrance to the turning room,

which is 100 feet long, with cement floor, on the right being

thirteen special Gilman lathes, all in perfect line, and back

of them the auxiliary machines for sawing blocks, grinding

cutters, etc. On the left are block bins, entrance to the

elevator, and at the farther end machine shop, and entrance

through the machine shop to the engine room. At the end

of this room is a special section (the lower part of the new
addition) 40 feet square, specially equipped for the storage

of the surplus kiln dried blocks. This is specially arranged

as to ventilating and heating so that the blocks are kept

at even temperature, no matter what the state of the weather

outside.

From the front hall the stairs lead up to the main work
room and offices. The offices consist of the main rooms
Manager Campbell's office partitioned off in quartered oak,

the model room, grading room, and the superintendent's

office, with doors between.

The main work room 140 feet long and 40 feet wide,

with no partitions, is painted white, both walls and ceiling

(as is all the rest of the factory) and has for decorations on
all clear spaces on the walls nicely framed pictures of the

latest styles of shoes. The floors are all hard wood.
The visitors were greatly interested in the art of manu-

facturing lasts. They were furnished with guides who
explained to them the process of making logs into the rough

turned last blocks, the air drying of same in the block

houses. They inspected the kilns in which were 100,000

blocks in process of curing, and then the special bins in the

factory for the last tempering before using. They followed

the different processes commencing at the turning lathes

on the lower floor, and then on the upper floor all the special

machines, starting at the right hand side of the factory,
and going round in the regular order through the forty
processes before they reach the shipping benches where the
final marking and packing are done. They were specially

interested in the manufacture of the hinge lasts and the
complicated machines for making the same.

As they reached the shipping bench on their tour of

inspection they were invited by the ladies of the office to
partake of the refreshments.

That the opportunity was appreciated was shown by
the number of visitors entertained. The Boston Last Co.
extended this opportunity as they necessarily exclude all

visitors during the regular working hours, but took pride
in having inspected the largest manufacturing plant making
exclusive fine shoe lasts on the American Continent, and
showing what are the modern requirements for a manufac-
turing plant as to lighting, heating, ventilating and dust
collecting systems, automatic sprinklers and safety appli-

ances, enabling the help to do the best work under the very
best of conditions.

Big Shoe Firm Sues for Libel

Ames-Holden-McCready Limited, Montreal, have entered
suit for $250,000 against C. J. McCuaig, stock broker of that
city. The action is one for libel, the plaintiff claiming that it has
suffered to the above extent, as a result of utterances alleged

to have been made by the defendent, concerning the quality

of boots manufactured by the plaintiff for the use of the men
of the first Canadian contingent.

The Ames-Holden-McCready Co. was entrusted by
the government with a heavy rush contract, immediately
subsequent to the outbreak of the war.

It states that in connection with the government
contract for the supply of boots for the contingent, there

were at all times during the execution of the contract gov-
ernment inspectors on hand in the factory to see that the
work was properly executed and that the materials called

for in the specifications were used.

The Ames-Holden-McCready Co. was entrusted by the

government with a heavy rush contract, immediately
subsequent to the outbreak of the war. It was but one of

many contractors who secured a slice of the Militia Depart-
ment's order. After the members of the Canadian contin-

gent had reached England, complaints were made concerning

the quality of many of the boots supplied the overseas forces

and, it is claimed by plaintiff that defendant coupled the

name of the firm with the defective footgear in such a way
that the good name of the company as manufacturers of

shoes has been injured.

The company wishes to bring the matter to a head.

Hence the suit.

In support of its action, plaintiff points out that it is a
.

long established firm with country-wide operations. It

does an extensive business in every part of the Dominion
and in the trade has enjoyed a reputation of the highest

character.

It states that in connection with the government con-

tract for the supply of boots for the contingent, there were

at all times during the execution of the contract government
inspectors on hand in the factory to see that the work was
properly executed and that the materials were of the quality

called for in the specifications. Every pair of boots was
examined by the government officials and none was accepted

without having been previously approved of by the repre-

sentatives of the federal authorities.

L- Levinson won the first prize, an M.A.A.A. watch

fob at the weekly bridge competition held at the M.A.A.A.
Clubhouse, Montreal, last week. W. P. Hodges, of George

A. Slater, Limited, won the second prize, an umbrella.
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Alleged "Boot Scandal" to be Subject of Rigid Inquiry
Parliamentary Committee Appointed to Make Searching Investigation—England Has Boot Scandal Too—It Seems to

be One of the Results of War—How False Reports Have Injured the Trade as a Whole

Canada is right up-to-date in the matter of army shoes.

Do you doubt it ? Well, for some weeks there has been a mili-

tary footwear scandal. They have one in England too and if

the fair Dominion follows faithfully in the footsteps of the

Mother Country what patriot or imperialist can complain ?

"There has never been a war in recent times in which

a boot scandal has not been raised," exclaims the Shoe and

Leather Record of London, England.

Well, well, and we in Canada are right in line with you

abroad. To show how hollow, senseless and prejudiced

much of the comment and observation on army shoes in the

Canadian press has been and that they have the same trouble

"over 'ome" we quote from the Shoe and Leather Record

the following:

—

Eager for a Shoe Outrage

"We are in entire agreement with those who denounce

bad Army boots, and when any evidence is forthcoming

respecting the alleged defects of the boots served out to the

men who are fighting for the Empire in France we shall

be ready *:o examine it with a view to testing its value. But

there appear to be indications of a desire to work up a boot

scandal on evidence which is of the most shadowy kind,

while some charges are made without evidence of any kind

being adduced in their support. But although many of the

stories circulated carry their own refutation, there are others

which are calculated to cause grave uneasiness. Charges

made respecting the boots supplied to men in the training

camps we do not propose to discuss at the moment ; it is

the alleged defects in the boots that are worn by men at the

front that are the most serious. Our contemporary, the

Leather World, in its last issue printed a statement which

purports to have been made by a doctor who has been in-

valided home: 'More than half our company were without

boots; the soles came off, and when thev got new ones thev

were supplied with kid (black and brown) walking boots,

suitable for town wear.' In another case it is affirmed

"responsible trade friends write that they have had pieces

of boots sent them from the front—heels and soles of com-
pressed leather shavings, fibre, etc. (which have not lasted

that 'men were obliged to fall out when going into

action as their soles had parted company, and they were
marching on the nails.' Again our contemporary states that

more than four days). We cannot understand why such
statements should receive publicity in a trade paper unless

the editor was in possession of personal knowledge of their

accuracy. If they are true no condemnation of the auth-
orities can be too severe. If they are only irresponsible

gossip they ought not to be printed.

"We have put the stories related by the Leather World
in the forefront for the reason that they have appeared in

a responsible trade paper.

Produce a Few Poor Pairs

"It is not the practice of Government officials to pay

any heed to attacks made upon them by ill-informed and

irresponsible persons. And there is some justification for

that attitude. In the present instance, for example, it is im-

possible to refute statements which are put forward without

any reference to date or place. We shall not be at all sur-

prised if it proves on investigation that some of the boots

complained of were not furnished to men at the front, but to

troops in the training camps. For, while the stories publish-

ed appear to be circumstantial, they are not circumstantial

enough to enable their accuracy to be tested. Consequently,

the officials whose competency is questioned may decline to

move. But that will satisfy nobody, and the complaints will

continue. What is needed to satisfy the public—and the

public must be considered in this connection—is the produc-

tion of a few pairs of the boots which are described as hav-

FRED JACKSON OF CLINTON, ONT., WHO FRED R. FOLEY OF BOWMANVILLE, ONT., W. D. HOBSON, WOODSTOCK, ONT. , WHO WAS
WAS RE-ELECTED MAYOR OF THAT TOWN BY WHO WAS RETURNED AS A TOWN FATHER MAYOR LAST YEAR, BUT WAS DEFEATED IN

ACCLAMATION. WITHOUT OPPOSITION. THE RECENT CONTEST.
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itig soles made of compressed leather shavings, together

with evidence that they were served out to men who were

fightng at the front. If the stories concerning defective boots

are true proof should be forthcoming. When that is done it

will be possible to place the blame on the right shoulders.

In the meantime, and in the absence of such proof, a heavy

responsibility will rest on those who publish charges against

officials who are unable to defend themselves. Should evi-

dence be forthcoming to show that boots anything like those

complained of have been furnished to our troops at the front,

no condemnation, as we have already said, of those who are

responsible can be too severe. We are willing to investigate

any allegation which may be made concerning bad boots, and

will spare no effort to sift it fully, provided it is supported

by proper evidence. And we invite any of the authors of

the stories referred to in this article to communicate with

us for that purpose."

Will Bring Out Facts

Canada is to have a real live investigation and as all

the facts will likely be brought out and the chaff sifted from

the wheat, there is no need for criticism or defence. In the

House of Commons this week the special Parliamentary

committee to investigate the alleged boot scandal in connec-

tion with the supplying of footwear to the Canadian soldiers

was formally appointed and empowered to proceed with its

work. Premier Borden names Sir James Aikens and Messrs.

McCurdy, Middlebro and Rainville to represent the Conser-

vative side of the House, while Sir Wilfrid Laurier named

Messrs. Macdonald, Lemieux and Nesbitt as the representa-

tives of the Liberals.

Mr. J. H. Sinclair (Guysborough) and Mr. F. F. Pardee

(West Lambton) introduced a bill to amend the criminal

code by making it a crime, punishable by two years' impris-

onment without the option of a fine, for any supply contrac-

tor to the Government on military or naval supplies to prac-

tice any fraud in specifications or character of goods deliv-

ered. The introduction of the bill was greeted by applause.

Writing to the Shot: and LEATHER Journal an Ontario

manufacturer tells how the sensational reports and unjust

reflections in the daily press have wrought injury to the

trade as a whole. He says :—"To show you how it has

worked out, Mr. Editor, I may state that the Ontario manu-

facturers sent a representative to France in December last

to secure army shoe orders. What is the result? Only a

few days ago a cable was received from this representative

stating that the French newspapers had printed reports to the

effect that Canadian shoe manufacturers made such poor( ?)

shoes for the soldiers that they think the shoe manufactur-

ing firms in Canada would make equally as poor shoes for

the French army, should they place any orders.

'We have to take steps and find ways and means to cor-

rect this broadcast, misleading information in France and to

check it as effectively as possible in order to obtain any mili-

tary footwear business from that country."

The Prices Paid

In the House of Commons Hon. Mr. Lemieux asked

from what firms had the boots supplied by the Militia

Department for the first expeditionary force been purchased;

by whom had they been reported upon; and what was the

price to be paid for them?

The Minister of Militia answered: From Ames-Holden-

McCready, $3.85 per pair; Tetrault Manufacturing Co..

$3.85 per pair; Slater Shoe Company, $3.85 per pair; all

of Montreal; Louis Gauthier Co., Quebec, $3.85 per pair;

John McPherson Co., Hamilton, $3.85 per pair; Hartt Boot

and Shoe Co., Fredericton, $3.66 2-3; Amherst Boot and

Shoe Co., Amherst, $3.80.

Boots made by the MacPherson, Hartt and Amherst
companies were sent direct to Valcartier without previous

inspection at the factory. The others were inspected at the

place of making.

The Committee's Report

The report of the investigating board which was ap-

pointed some weeks ago was tabled this week in the House.
It shows that while a great hue and cry has been raised by
the daily press on mere hearsay and idle report, there is not
much foundation for the same, everything being considered.

The report of the investigating board finds that the boots

supplied were good, but unsuited for the "abnormal condi-

tions in England."

THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF THE INVESTI-
GATING BOARD AS DELIVERED ON JANUARY 7th
IS AS FOLLOWS "THE BOOTS MANUFACTURED
FOR THE CANADIAN OVERSEAS DIVISION WERE,
GENERALLY SPEAKING, WELL MADE AND OF
GOOD QUALITY (SURPRISINGLY SO, CONSIDER-
ING THE VERY INSUFFICIENT TIME GIVEN THE
CONTRACTORS), BUT THEY WERE NOT SUITABLE
FOR THE PARTICULAR WORK FOR WHICH PRO-
VIDED. This the board considers can be attributed to want
of time, as the (comparatively speaking) enormous demand
had to be met within a few weeks. Further, that owing to

this same extreme urgency, it appears that there was not

enough time in which to consider new specifications for a

boot differing from that which, though suitable for a dry

climate, has been found unsuitable in the abnormal conditions

in England. Consequently, the board recommends the adop-

tion of a heavier, stronger type of boots, similar to that used

by the British Army."
The finding in detail is : "The Court of Enquiry ordered

to enquire into and report upon complaints made regarding

the quality of brown ankle boots provided for the Canadian
troops have terminated their enquiry and investigation and

report as follows on each of the heads and sub-heads as

directed in the order above mentioned.

"1. Are the boots complained of defective, and, if so, in

what respect?

"This board considers that the boot as generally sup-

plied is defective in the following respects: (a) Unsuitable

shape; (b) unsuitable make; (c) leather contains no water-

resisting medium as dubbing or other dressing; (d) heels

and soles are unprotected; (e) the sole filling is often poor

quality.

"Did the boots become unserviceable owing to (a) in-

ferior workmanship, (b) inferior material?

"In reply to question (a) the board says as a general

rule, no, though it is so in a small percentage of instances

found. In regard to question (b) it says, yes, but only in a

limited way. The heels and soles, particularly the former,

being unprotected, have been the chief cause for complaint.

Had the makers used steel slugs in the heels as directed by

the specifications there would have been far less complaint,

but they invariably used some soft, useless metal, almost as

soft as zinc. The sole leather, so far as can be judged, is

generally good, but it is not protected by nails to fortify it

against the unavoidably rough usage given it by a soldier. It

also as a rule was found under gauge.

Boot Was Not Suitable

"As to the boots not being suitable for their work, the

court considers this boot unsuitable for use by soldiers for

the following reasons: (a) the shape is such that the aver-

age foot has not room for the free movement of the toes,

consequently cannot be considered suitable for marching;

(b) the leather uppers and soles are perfectly dry, contain-
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ing no grease of my kind and consequently quickly absorb
water; (c) soles and heels are not reinforced with metal
and consequently the leather soon wears down, especially
when wet.

"Answering- the question as to ill-treatment or lack of
proper care, the court has not found more than a few in-

stances where the wearer has ill-treated his boots, this ill-

treatment consisting solely of burning. This was done
apparently by the wearers to dry their wet boots. A large
percentage of the condemned boots could have been saved
had the wearers exercised ordinary care in oiling the leather
and having repairs executed in time.

"The supply of boots was inspected by Lieut-Col. Brown,
inspector of boots, and his assistant inspectors, as follows:
Ames-Hoklen-McCready factory, Montreal, inspectors, Tren-
ter and W. Wilson ; Tetrault factory in Montreal, inspector,
W. Silver; Gauthier factory. Quebec, inspector. Jacques;
various makers at Ottawa, Lieut.-Col. Brown and assistant.

A large number were sent to Valcartier camp direct from
makers' premises, not inspected, nor were they inspected
at Valcartier. Then again, as all boots were inspected and
marked with the one and only inspection stamp, it is im-
possible to identify the individual inspectors by their work."

Specifications Ignored

In regard to deviations from specifications, the court
finds that in many instances the stock in the uppers was not
properly reinforced with facings; that the tongue was in

many cases too light; that in the output of only two manu-
facturers were the shanks reinforced by the "standard
screw," and nails were used instead; that in very many in-

stances the outer sole was under gauge and the slip sole was
over gauge, this being one of the two main reasons for com-
plaint as to want of quality and wearing ability; that in no
single instance were the specifications requiring the heel to

he reinforced complied with; that only one maker used the
leather shank as specified, all others using steel and paper
or wood and paper ; that as large a proportion as one-eighth
of the boots delivered were not marked with the maker's
name or date of manufacture ; that only two makers used oil

in the dressing of the leather as required by the specifica-

tions; that a sole filling consisting of brown cork treated
with cement should have been used, whereas in many cases
this filling was of poor quality, and in others consisted of
felt.

The Shoes That Were Rejected

A list of rejected boots is appended to the report, total-

ling two thousand and one pairs, of which one thousand
seven hundred and fifty were manufactured by the Relindo
Shoe Co., of Toronto; twenty-five by the Tetrault Shoe
Manufacturing Co. ; six by Louis Gauthier Co. ; sixteen by
John Ritchie Co.

;
thirty-six by E. T. Wright & Co. ; five by

J. & T. Bell ; fifty-six by Murray Shoe Co.
;
forty-two by

Cook, Fitzgerald Co.; twenty-two by Amherst Shoe Co.;
three by the Western Shoe Co.; forty-two by the Hartt
Shoe Co.; one by the Slater Shoe Co.; two by George A.
Slater, Limited; two by the Williams Shoe Limited.

In the minutes of the evidence presented with the report,

it is shown that H. W. Brown, director of contracts, admitted
that a large number of boots sent to Valcartier were not
inspected. As the demand was so urgent, he maintained that
no other course was possible under the circumstances. Though
special waterproof dubbing was called for by the specifica-

tions, the boots, with only two exceptions, were perfectly
dry.

In the debate on the address in reply to the speech from
the throne, touching upon the army shoe question, Sir Wil-
frid Laurier referred to the article in January 1st issue of the
Shoe and Leather Journal quoting the interview published

with W. V. Matthews, manager of the manufacturing depart-

ment of Ames-Holden-McCready, and added :

—

Quotes Shoe and Leather Journal

"I am not altogether satisfied with the statements made
in this interview. Neither am I prepared, upon that state-

ment, to condemn the Government. There are in it asser-

tions which seem to be somewhat contradictory. I cannot

think, for example, that the shoes which were ordered by

the Government were not intended for use on foreign ser-

vice, and were only intended to accustom the feet of the men
to the use of the heavier boot of the English soldier. Until

I get further information on the subject I am disposed to

doubt this statement. I am not prepared, as I say, at the

present moment to condemn the Government ; but I do say

that this is a matter which ought to be thoroughly inquired

into, and upon which the fullest information should be given

to the Canadian people. The atmosphere is filled with vari-

ous assertions to the effect that the men who were sent to

the front were not properly equipped. But I will not now
refer to anything but the defect in the boots, which has been

so widely discussed in the press of Canada and of England

that it cannot be passed over in silence. I say again that I

refer to the matter now, not for any party purpose, but in

order that we may have the truth and the whole truth about

it, so that we may know upon whose shoulders to place the

responsibility, and thus guard against the recurrence of such

mistakes or offences. I refer to the matter now in order that

our men who are already at the front—and some of them

have already given up their lives on the fields of France

for the Empire—may be enabled to give their whole energy

and vigor to the noble cause they are fighting to uphold."

Many Differences of Opinion

Sir Robert Borden, in replying, referred to the matter as

follows: "My right hon. friend has spoken of rumors in the

press with regard to boots which were, furnished to the first

Canadian contingent, and, I dare say, to those who have

been enlisted for service beyond the seas in case further

expeditionary forces shall be required. So far as I am
aware, those boots were ordered in the very early stages

of the war upon specifications which were prepared in the

Department of Militia many years ago and which have been

the authorized specifications of that Department ever since.

It may be that if time had permitted it would have been

desirable to adopt a stouter type of boot, but I should like

to tell my right hon. friend that I have it upon the authority

of a man who should know whereof he speaks that in the

South African campaign the type of boot used in the British

army which has been so highly commended to my right hon.

friend, was not found specially suitable for the Canadian

forces engaged in that war. I have taken a keen interest in

this question of boots and have discussed the matter with a

great many persons who were supposed to know what was
the best type of boot for such a purpose. I found that there

was a great difference of opinion as to what was the best

type of boot. Many different specifications have been pre-

sented to us and many different types have been considered.

The French and British types of boots were placed before

me, and I had it pointed out to me in a very forcible way

—

and in a way that commended itself very much to my judg-

ment—that the type of boot used in the French army might,

for the purposes of our men going to the front, be worthy
of consideration as possessing certain qualities which would
make it more useful than the British boot to which my right

hon. friend has referred. For many weeks a committee has
been considering the best type of boot to be used, and I

understand that a type has been decided upon which will

prove very serviceable."
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Changes in Tariff Mean Higher Prices
(Continued from page 20)

to the leather manufacturers burden. I want to tell you that

the tanner, with the ascending prices of hides on the one
hand and the fluctuating demands and unreasonable requests

of shoe manufacturers on the other, is virtually between the
devil and the deep sea."

Advance in Leather

The Breithaupt Leather Co., of Berlin, declare "that the

duty of seven and one-half per cent, on hides and tanning

materials has necessitated advances in prices of all lines of

leather. For the present the price of hemlock sole sides has

been advanced by one and one-half cents per pound through-

out, hemlock backs and bends two cents per pound, oak in

sides two and one-half cents per pound, oak backs and bends

3 cents per pound. There will probably be further advances
within a month or so, as the above advances do not cover
the duty which tanners are now compelled to pay on hides

and tanning materials, which from time immemorial, as you
are probably aware, have been free of customs duty. While
we believe duty on raw material is a mistake, we are com-
pelled to submit to the inevitable and pay it."

Referring to the effect on leather Wickett & Craig, of

Toronto, state:
—

"Dutiable hides will come through in a

month's time; we are not changing prices at present. The
extra tax on tanning extracts, etc., will mean increase in

cost of about two and one-half cents per foot and three
cents per pound in leather. The refund on exports will help
out at present. Canadian leather prices have been lower
than United States prices on all military leathers for several
months."

He Gets It on All Sides

An Ontario tanner, discussing the situation, said that

he was in a far different position from the average manu-
facturer. The tanner as the supply man had to buy his

hides and skins fully six months ahead and had to import

four-fifths of these, with the result that, while hides were
free in every other country in the world, he would have

to pay seven and one-half per cent, and take all chances as

to covering the shoe manufacturer in the matter of leather.

The latter is very careful about placing any orders for

definite quantities, but wants to be protected in every in-

stance by the tanner, who is supposed to be a sort of philan-

thropist, and keep prices fixed on certain lines for such a

length of time, and then, if army or other orders do not

materialize, to extend that period. Some shoe manufactur-

ers would like to be protected for months and months. The
leather manufacturer, however, stated that he had already

adjusted prices and was not going to take chances with the

future. When the tax was taken off the tanner might be left

with a large amount of finished stock on his hands, and
buyers would expect an immediate reduction. Therefore, the

only way to protect himself was to put an advance into effect

at once, in order to break even with the game. It was not

likely that many leathers would be imported, in view of the

increased duty, and this was the only benefit that the speaker

could see resulting from a new fiscal policy. However, like

many others, this gentleman said his firm was disposed to

take matters dispassionately and gladly await the outcome,

confident that all things right themselves in time.

As a result of the extra tariff on hides, tanning materi-

als, etc., which have been free for many years, the price of

sole leather has been advanced. The increases are from
one and one-half to two cents a pound to the jobbing trade,

while on tap soles the advance will be fully ten per cent.

"Just this way," remarked a leading sole leather tanner,

"we have tried to keep down prices as much as possible in

spite of the high rate of war insurance, excessive cost of

carriage, and high prices of exchange. Now, when this war
tax comes along and makes us pay seven and one-half per

cent, duty on our hides, tanning extracts, colors, etc., which
have been free heretofore, we simply have to reimburse our-

selves by raising quotations. The principal outlay in con-
nection with sole leather is for the hide and the tanning
materials—the labor forming a very small proportion of the

expense. As we have to import from seventy-five to ninety
per cent, of our hides from South America for the making
of sole leather, it is absolutely necessary to increase the

figure and further advance may be looked for in a short time.

"The following are the new prices of the jobbing trade:
Hemlock in No. 1 custom side, 34; No. 2, 33y2 ; No. 1 back,

43; No. 2, 4iy2 ; No. 1 bend, 48; No. 2, 46.

"Canadian oak sides—No. 1, 37; No. 2, 35 l/2 ; No. 1 back,

49 ; No. 2, 44y2 ; No. 1 bend, 53 ; No. 2, 49.

Prices on Lasts Will Not Go Up

In an interview with Mr. E. L- Emerson, president of

the Boston Last Company, Richmond, Que., he says, that he

thinks it is a very equitable arrangement, and that while

25 per cent, of the cost of lasts is in the trimmings which
have to be procured in the States, the Boston Last Co.

make their own last blocks, have a large stock on hand and
do not mean to increase their price on lasts. He adds that

the raise of jy2 per cent, duty on shoes will enable the

Canadian manufacturers to successfully compete with any

importations, and that the 7^2 per cent, increase in duty on

lasts will oblige the shoe manufacturers to buy the lasts

here in Canada, so that the increase in the volume of busi-

ness will compensate for the increased duty and the stamp

taxes that the Boston Last Company will have to pay.

Star Shoe, Limited, Montreal, write :
—"At the present

stage of national and imperial affairs we do not consider it

becoming on our part to discuss the probable effect of gov-

ernment measures specially passed for the purpose of

Imperial defence. If it should hurt our trade it is but our

share of the cost of national defence."

"We cannot see how the advance of seven and one-half

per cent, duty in the price of leather and other materials

entering into the manufacture of shoes can fail to result in

an advance, and rightly so, in the price of shoes. Should

not the eventual users of shoes pay their costs plus a legiti-

mate profit?" This is the opinion of the Hurlbut Co., of

Preston, Ont.

The Smardon Shoe Co., Limited, of Montreal, say:

"This increase will undoubtedly necessitate an advance in

shoes as it applies to all raw material which we import direct

from the United States and also to hides and all other

articles which are not directly imported by us. However,

the advance will not be nearly so much on Canadian shoes

as it will on American shoes imported. Therefore, it should

give a new impetus to Canadian trade."

An Able Review of Situation

George A. Slater, Limited, of Montreal, says:
—"An

increase in the tariff is always a serious matter to the manu-

facturer dependent upon raw material from sources outside

of his own country. In this instance, relating particularly

to the advance of seven and one-half per cent, in the duty on

shoes and raw material, it is only consistent with our patri-

otic policy to accept the addition with all the good grace pos-

sible, and we shall endeavor to consider the interests of the

ultimate consumer, as well as the retailer's point of view,

in attempting a solution of the problem which arises out of

the new tariff.

"The main result of the additional duty will be an in-

crease in the price of footwear in Canada. Possibly, it will
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be some months before the public realizes that there has
been any change, because retailers are protected for a short
while to come anyway. The hope is that the public will, in

the interim, learn a few points, which will serve to give a
better understanding of the reason for the increase. It must
be appreciated that the manufacturer has been paying more
for his raw material for some months past, due primarily
to the abnormal demand for military boots, caused by the
present European War.

Exports of Canadian Leather

"Just to show what unusual conditions exist, [ quote,
from authentic statistics, the value of leather exported from
Canada to the United States alone amounting to

—

June 1911 to June 1912 $ 60,000

June 1912 to June. 1913 122,000
Eleven months of 1914 2.622,250

"Last fall, manufacturers, as a whole, refrained from
materially increasing the prices of their products, thereby-
sacrificing profits from a general desire to maintain indus-
trial conditions as near normal as possible. What was the
result? While other commodities have increased in price,
the public has paid no more, and in many cases less, for foot-
wear which had been manufactured at an alarming increase
in cost.

Must Consider Many Things

"Of course, I believe that the general impression is

shoes will cost more because leather will cost more; but,
is it fully understood that we must go further than this to
find the reasons for an advance in the price of shoes? In
the making of a good shoe, leather is only one of the in-

gredients. We must consider lining, thread, eyelets, hooks,
and other metal, as well as other raw material which enter
into the manufacture. The bulk of these may not come
direct to us from the United States or other countries, yet,
nevertheless, are dutiable because they find their way in-

directly from those sources through middlemen located in
Canada.

"On the other hand, there surely should be some im-
petus given to "Made-in-Canada" footwear, not only by
the patriotic feeling engendered by the 'Made-in-Canada'
campaign, but also because, while Canadian footwear will
doubtless increase in price, the percentage of increase will
be small in comparison with the increase on finished Ameri-
can shoes brought into this country.

Change in Selling Methods
"I am led to hope, by the changes in the cost of foot-

wear, caused by the increase in tariff, that there will be a
radical change in the selling methods of the retailers
throughout the Dominion. It has been unfortunate that, in

the past, shoes have been bought and sold largely from the
point of view of whether or not they will retail for $4.00.
$5.00, $6.00 and $7.00. Some dealers do not know, and often
do not care, what go to make up the shoes. The question
largely is the price—what they can be bought for, and how
much or how little they will bring. This practice, common
as it is, can only be deplored on the point of square dealing.
My attention was drawn last season to the numerous cases
where dealers sold shoes for $5.00 that cost $3.00, $3.10 or
$3.25, whereas in past years the regular practice was to

price a $3.50 shoe at $5.00. A year ago some of these deal-
ers were selling shoes costing $3.65 and $3.75 for $5.00.
Why cannot retailers sell their shoes on a fair percentage
basis? Surely, it is only a matter of education to induce the
public to pay 50 cents or 75 cents, as the case may be, in-

stead of the even dollar. The public, at the present time, is

the loser in most cases, due to the faulty practice of selling

shoes at. even figures."

Mr. Slater continues:—"Then again, the retailer is

making it harder and harder for the manufacturer to turn

out dependable products, because the manufacturer, to keep
his business going, must meet the retailer's demands more
than half way. He is constantly endeavoring to give the

dealer shoes to sell at the same figure at which they did the

previous season, and is striving to do so in the face of an
increasing cost of manufacture. It is an old axiom that you
cannot get something for nothing, and the dealers who are

wise enough and far-sighted enough to realize that a reck-

oning is at hand—that the public will sooner or later realize

the injustice which they are suffering—will certainly buy
footwear with quality as the main consideration. Let the

price take care of itself ; it is forgotten long after the quality

is remembered, and if the dealers cannot honestly say this

of the lines they are handling now, in their own interest,

they should make a resolution at this moment to change
their supply houses without delay.

"A last point. Many dealers claim that they cannot

sell high quality shoes, i.e., shoes that retail for $6.00 or

more. Those who make this statement are often those

who have never tried, or, if they have tried, were convinced,

before they tried, in their own hearts, that they could not

make a success of it. The men who have made the most

money in the retail shoe business are those who have had

the courage to give the public something better than they

were inclined to buy. A dealer's business is advertised by

the shoes his customers wear.

"Possibly, the change in the tariff is a blessing in dis-

guise, taking the form of a readjustment of selling methods,

and will work ultimately to the advantage of all concerned,"

concludes Mr. Slater.

Place Embargo on Hides

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., tanners and shoe manufacturers,

Montreal, offer the following on the effect of the increased

duty on their products: "We think that we shall be forced to

advance our prices by at least five per cent, on finished

leather and on shoes. We also import about twenty-five per

cent, of our hides, and all the extracts, degras, greases,

chemicals, etc., on which we shall have to pay from five per

cent to seven and one-half per cent. As the demand on

Canadian hides will be greater on account of the extra duty

oti foreign hides, we would not be surprised to see our

domestic hides going up again and get pretty near to parity

with foreign hides after the seven and one-half per cent, is

added. We would advise very strongly that an embargo on

our hides should be put on immediately, so as to stop their

exportation to the United States and retain them for

domestic trade. Otherwise tanners will have to shut down
and throw out of employment many people who are working
in the tanneries."

Will Increase Leather Exports

The Robson Leather Co., Oshawa, say as yet they have
made no alterations in their prices owing to the recent

amendment to the tariff. They will, however, as soon as

their cost of production is affected. They estimate that they

import seventy-five per cent, of the hides used by them.

This recent ruling will have the effect of advancing the price

of leather for domestic consumption and increasing t the

amount of leather exported.

A leading sole. leather firm asserts: "When the duty was
put on hides in the United States it affected the price of

hides and leather just to the extent of the duty, and we pre-

sume it will have the same effect here. In the natural course

of events, the price of leather will be affected by the duty

which is put, not alone on hides, but on other raw materials

which enter into the manufacture of leather, such as ex-

tracts, oil, greases, etc."
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F. Steinberg lias opened a new shoe store in Winnipeg.
F. E. Newton, shoe retailer, of Vancouver, has assigned.

H. T. Irwin has opened a boot and shoe shop in Truro,
N. S.

Leonard Rogers, shoe dealer, of Owen Sound, has as-

signed.

I. Talbot, shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned to

V. Lamarre.

The Quebec Shoe Store, Limited, of Winnipeg, has
been incorporated.

M. McPherson, of the Neill shoe store, Brantford, was in

Montreal recently.

The stock of C. H. Wilson, shoe dealer, of St. Johns,
Que., has been sold.

R. J. Kidd, manager of the Neill shoe store in Peter-

boro, was in Montreal last week.

J. A. Tetreau, of Bouthillier & Tetreau, Montreal, was
in Quebec during the past week.

Russell Bros., boot and shoe merchants, Fort William,

Ont, recently suffered a fire loss.

J. L. Lachance, of Lachance & Tanguay, Quebec, was in

Montreal the middle part of the past week.

J. Marcoux, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, has taken charge of the treeing room.

W. E. Sinclair, boots and shoes, New Westminster,
B.C., recently suffered a loss by water.

The Vermilyea Manufacturing Company has located in

Calgary, in the business of foot specialties.

W. J. Duncan, of the W. J. Duncan Legging Co., Sea-
forth, Out., was in Toronto last week on business.

W. H. Marsh, of the William A. Marsh Co., shoe manu-
facturers, Quebec, was in Toronto this week on business.

R. W. Bradley, of Ogema. Sask., dealer in shoes and
harness, recently suffered a loss by fire.

Aird & Son, Montreal, have installed several new
machinery parts in their factory within the past couple of
weeks.

Ed. Merner, of the Hamburg Felt Boot Co., New Ham-
burg, Ont., has returned from a trip to Winnipeg and the

West.

C. L. Grant, of the Charlottetown Rubber Co.. of Char-
lottetown, P.E.I., was in Toronto and Berlin last week on
business.

The partnership of the Singer Shoe Co., Montreal, has
been dissolved. Herman Fielding is continuing under the

same style.

Bailey Thompson, of J. L. Thompson & Son, shoe deal-

ers, Port Hope, spent a few days in Toronto last week
on business.

J. C. Budreo, shoe retailer, Queen street west, To-
ronto, has returned from a business trip to Rochester and
other cities.

. The John Ritchie Co., of Quebec, have opened a sample
room in the Birks Building, Montreal, which is in charge
of Mr. Smith.

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Co., Toronto, spent

last week on a business trip among the factories of Mon-
treal and Quebec.

A. Dawson, foreman of Ames-Holden-McCready, Lim-
ited, Montreal. No. 2 factory, finishing and buffing depart-

ment, has resigned.

Geo. G. Lennox, wholesale shoes, Winnipeg, has return-

ed from a business trip to the East. He reports business

active at the eastern factories. Many plants are busy on

orders from the government for soldiers' shoes and other

war requirements.

A. Wilson, 83 Chalmers street, Gait, Ont., is leaving for

England shortly, where he will reside. Mr. Wilson is well

known to the shoe trade.

E. Larose, representing Gagnon, Lachapelle & Lecours,

shoe manufacturers, Montreal, was in Toronto calling on the

jobbing trade last week.

W. A. Hamilton, of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co.,

Toronto, spent the past few days in Boston and other eastern

shoe centres on business.

The U. S. M. Co. of Canada have installed one of the

new model button-hole machines in the factory of J. A.

McCaughan & Co., Montreal.

The Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, hockey club

played a close game last week at the Victoria Rink, Mon-
treal, in which they were victorious over the J. & T. Bell

team by a 2-1 score.

G. J. Scott, western Canada representative of P. Jacobi,

shoe store supplies, Toronto, left this week for the Prairie

Provinces. He will go as far west as the Coast on his semi-

annual business trip.

McLeod-Hawthorn, Limited, Portage avenue, Winni-

peg, exclusive trunks and leather goods had a large portion

of their stock damaged by smoke and water. The loss was
covered by insurance.

Fire visited the premises of the Barrie Tanning Co.,

Barrie, recently, doing a few hundred dollars damages. The
blaze, which was soon extinguished, did not in any way inter-

fere with the manufacturing department.

The shoe store of J. W. Orr, Vancouver, was enter-

ed a few days ago and robbed of about fifty pairs of shoes,

which were afterwards recovered by the police at the domi-

cile of a Chinaman, who was arrested.

John A. Vallary, of Toronto, who is a widely known
shoe traveler, has joined the staff of R. B. Griffith & Co.,

wholesale shoes, Hamilton, and is covering northern and

western Ontario in the interest of the firm.

W. H. Mackdy, of Moose Jaw, has sold his interest in

the Varsity Boot Shop, to his former partner, W. G. Mar-

shall. Mr. Marshall continues the business under his per-

sonal management, retaining the same name.

F. M. Morgan, manager of the Edmonton and Calgary

branches of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, was in To-
ronto this week on his way west after attending the recent

conference of branch managers in Montreal.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, who has

been confined to his home for some weeks, is able to drive

out but will not be able to be at business for some days yet.

His improvement of late has been very gratifying.

A recent issue of the J. & K. Shoe News, published in

Cincinnati, O., contains a picture of Sergt.-Major Finlay,

shoe buyer for the Hudson's Bay Co., Winnipeg. The
officer is shown in uniform standing in front of a tent on a

military camp ground.

The trustees of the McKeen Shoe Store in Vancouver
have turned over the stock and fixtures to the Iver Smith

Sales Co. The stock, which is valued at $27,000, is now
being sold by special clearing sale. The McKeen store is

located at 607 Hastings street west.

In the action of Mary Kampman v. Breithaupt Leather

Company, heard at Berlin recently, for damages caused by

the death of her husband, resulting from injuries sustained

from falling into a vat of boiling acids, a settlement was
made in the Sessions for $1,140 without costs.

G. H. Ansley, of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont., was
in Toronto, Hamilton, and other cities last week calling

upon the trade, with a fine range of new samples, among
which were shown a number of women's lace shoes with
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fawn, grey, and other colored tops, which reflected the latest

ideas in style lasts and materials.

S. L. Lawther, representing the Anglo-Canadian Leather
Co., Toronto, has returned from a successful business trip

through the Maritime Provinces.

E. A. Wentzell has opened a cash boot and shoe store

on St. George street, Annapolis, N.S., where he is carrying

a large and representative stock.

VV. C. Myers and William Morley, Toronto, spent the

past few days in Montreal on business connected with the

slice firms which they represent.

Thomas Birch, late window dresser for the Slater Boot
Shop, Toronto, has taken a position in the footwear depart-

ment of the Robert Simpson Co.

Geo. G. Gales & Co., shoe retailers, have been succeeded

in Ottawa by Gales & Co., the name of the new firm which
has acquired the business in that city.

N. MacFarlane, of the MacFarlane Shoe Co., Mon-
treal, has returned from a business trip to Boston. New-

York and other eastern shoe centres.

Walter Binmore, of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Limited. Montreal, is spending a few weeks in Cali-

fornia recuperating from his recent severe illness.

J. B. Kilgour. who recently disposed of his interest in

the Kilgour, Rimer Co., Winnipeg, to his brother, J, J. Kil-

gour. has gone on an extended trip to California.

F. Robinson, formerly of Stratford. Ont, who for the

past three years has been on the staff of the Royal Shoe
Store, Saskatoon, is spending some time in Toronto.

Bouthillier & Tetreau, jobbers, of Montreal, were
recently appointed sole agents in Montreal and surrounding

district of the Rock Shoe Manufacturing Co., Quebec.

Several machinery changes have recently been made in

No. 2 factory, Ames-Holden-McCreadv, Limited. Montreal.

More modern machines have replaced the older types.

W. G. Parsons, of C. Parsons & Son, leather dealers.

Front street west, Toronto, has gone on a business trip to

England and France. He will be absent several weeks.

Joseph Murphy, representing John Lennox & Co., whole-

sale shoes, Hamilton, has gone on an extended business trip

through the Prairie Provinces and will be absent several

weeks.

H. W. Algeo, of the United Shoe Machinery Co. of

Canada, Montreal, has been spending a few days in Toronto

and Western Ontario. Mr. Algeo was also in Quebec

recently.

J. Miller, who conducts a shoe and general store trade

at 485 St. James street, Montreal, recently suffered damage

to the extent of over $10,000 in a fire which gutted his estab-

lishment.

Mr. Leonard, formerly of the Fogarty Shoe Store, and

more recently with Geo. G. Gales & Co., Montreal, has

accepted a position with the Craft Fashions Shoe Store,

Montreal.

Frank Powers, of Montreal, will this season represent

the Perth Shoe Co., of Perth, in Eastern Ontario, in addi-

tion to the McFarlane Shoe Co. and Weyland Shoe Co.

Montreal.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Lecours, shoe manufacturers,

Montreal, have made several changes in their machinery

equipment and also installed a new model U.S.M. button-

hole machine.

Messrs. Anderson and Blacquier, of the Amherst Cen-

tral Shoe Co.. Regina, recently spent some time in the East

visiting the larger shoe centres, -including Montreal, Quebec

and Toronto.

The Mover Shoe Co., 385-7 Portage avenue, Winnipeg,

sustained loss probably of $500 by smoke and water. They

were fully insured. The damage to the building was esti-

mated at $500 also.

M. L. Savage, who represents the Tetrault Shoe Manu-

facturing Co., Montreal, and J. A. & M. Cote, St. Hyacinthe,

in the Western Provinces, was in Toronto last week on his

way east to Montreal and other cities. Mr. Savage has been

spending the past few months in Calgary, being largely inter-

ested in the shoe store of Murrays, Limited.

Squires & Dickenson, shoe merchants.of Hamilton, have

gone into voluntary liquidation. The assets are about

$11,000. The liabilities have not yet been definitely ascer-

tained. Excessive overhead expenses are said to be respon-

A. L. JOHNSON, WINNIPEG, RETIRING MAN-
AGER IN THAT CITY, WHO HAS BEEN MADE
GENERAL SALES MANAGER FOR AMES-HOLD-
EN-MCCREADY WITH OFFICE IN MONTREAL

CHARLES E. CLEMENTS, CHATHAM, ONT.,

WHO IS A LEADING SHOE RETAILER AND
HEADED THE POLL FOR ALDERMAN IN THE

RECENT ELECTIONS

vr
7

L. J. BREITHAUPT, BERLIN, ONT., ONE OF
CANADA'S LEADING LEATHER MANUFACT-
URERS WHO HAS JUST RETIRED FROM THE
PRESIDENCY OF BERLIN BOARD OF TRADE.
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siblc for the difficulty. Squires & Dickenson conducted
stores on James street north and King street east.

The John Ritchie Co., of Quebec, have completed the

samples which they made for the Militia Department and

PASSING OF LOUIS COTE
In the recent death of Louis Cote, of St. Hyacinthe.

Que., at the advanced age of 78, the shoe trade of Canada
loses not only a landmark but one of its brightest practical

minds. Lor upwards of half a century he was identified

with its development and progress. Of an active inventive
mind he gave his thought, even to old age, to the perfecting
of devices and methods of manufacture to bring the trade
to a high state of efficiency. He is best known as an in-

ventor through his edge trimmer and counter machine. Both
are still in use in Canada and the United States, the trimmer
for instance exactly as it was made by Mr. Cote forty years
ago. A number of law suits were the result of infringe-
ments upon these patents and in every case Mr. Cote was
sustained. The trimmer, which at first sold for one thousand
dollars, now costs about forty, the patents having expired
and become public property. Amongst other appliances and
devices originated by Louis Cote were a pattern grading

machine and a system for estimating cutting costs, both
being in use in Canadian factories to some extent. Mr. Cote
and his brothers, J. A. and M., founded the present shoe
manufacturing business carried on at St. Hyacinthe, which
was originally Louis Cote & Freres. When Mr. Louis Cote
dropped out some years ago on account of declining years
and health and to give himself a little more opportunity for
following up some of his inventive ideas, the brothers took
up the business and have since conducted it.

Mr. Cote, who was a former mayor of the city, as a
man was cne of the most charming and interesting within
the whole circle of the shoe trade. He was a great reader
and thinker and maintained his wonderful sprightliness and
geniality even to the last. For his years he was one of the
most active, not only with his brain and pen, but upon his
feet. He will be missed not alone by the shoe trade and the
city with whose interests he has been so actively identified,

but by all who appreciate a life cheerfully spent in the
endeavor to make two blades of grass grow where one grew
before.

will be used as the standard by other manufacturers in all

orders placed for Canadian army shoes. Col. K. Brown, of

Ottawa, was at the Ritchie factory for several days recently,

and pronounced the samples satisfactory in every respect.

Bachrack Bros., shoe dealers, 234 Yonge street, closed

ail important deal last week when they bought the entire

stock of the two stores of the Brockton Shoe Co., 119 and
264 Yonge street, Toronto. The upper store has been closed

and the large stock is now being cleared out within thirty

days at the lower shop, the lease of which expires shortly.

Nicholas Barnard, proprietor of the First Class Shoe
Repair, 110 Bathurst street, London, Ont., caught a burglar

red-handed the other night in his place of business. The
shop had been robbed twice within the last few days and
then proprietor lay in wait and, when a young man broke

through a window, he was captured and handed over to the

police.

With the arrival of the vogue for shorter skirts comes
a demand for higher shoes. One of the novelties is a mous-
quetaire shoe with but three buttons over the ankle on the

outside of the shoe, which resembles the opening at the wrist

on the mousquetaire glove. This shoe, which is one of the

newest ideas, is made up in colors, and its acceptance by

the public is said to be assured.

Harry Dallas, sr., of Toronto, who is selling representa-

tive in Canada for several English and Scotch manufac-

turers of footwear, has returned from a business trip to

Winnipeg, where he was in conference with his western

agent, J. R. C. Struthers. Mr. Dallas reports that, while

business has been quiet in the West, stocks are low and there

has been a considerable improvement in buying of late.

A fire which started in the premises of A. E. Cud-
more Co., in the east end of the Queen's Hotel Block,

Barrie, did $50,000 worth of damage to the hotel and the

store. The Cudmore stock was practically all destroyed.

Splendid assistance was given the firemen by members of the

Tb-rd Contingent, who saved the goods of :Le Neill shoe

atld other stores. Mr. Cudmore, who was formerly in busi-

ness in Toronto, had been open in Barrie only a few weeks.

The merchants of Beterboro, Ont., had a "dollar day"

recently, which resulted in a big trade. C. E. Smith, shoe

retailer, added interest to the occasion by returning to the

persons making the tenth, fiftieth and one hundredth cus-

tomers, the full amount of their purchase. The result was
announced from the office when the tenth, fiftieth and one

hundredth sales checks were received. Mr. Smith reports

that the competition aroused lively concern.

The Thomas Stedman shoe business at 296 Portage

avenue, Winnipeg, has been .acquired by W. J. Pocock, who
is conducting it as the Winnipeg Shoe Company. Mr. Po-

cock, who is intimately connected with prominent manu-
facturers of boots and shoes in Eastern Canada, is stock-

ing nothing but the best and smartest of footwear in his

premises, the interior arrangements of which have been

quite transformed since he took over the business.

Alf. Glocking, one of the beat known shoe workers in

Toronto, passed away on Sunday, February 14th, after an

illness of some months. He was 48 years of age, and had

been employed with Walker, Parker & Co., shoe manu-
facturers, for the past 18 years, as bottom finisher. Mr.
Glocking was a brother of William Glocking, ex-president

of the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada, and was well

known in labor circles, having attended several sessions as

a delegate.

Some 25,000 pairs of French army shoes have just been
completed and shipped from Montreal by Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

James Muir Co., and Dufresne & Locke. It is understood
that an order for a million pairs was turned down some
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time ago, owing- to the too low price, the limited time for

delivery, and other considerations, which rendered it prac-

tically impossible for the Montreal manufacturers to fill

the order.

Owing to the firm of H. & C. Blachford, Limited, 114

Yonge Street, removing to their large new store at 286

Yonge Street, Toronto, in a few weeks, they are offering

fcr sale some two hundred running feet of quarter cut oak
faced shelving with counters. The shelving is built in sec-

tions about twelve feet in length and can be easily removed
and put up. It is twelve to fourteen feet in height and in

splendid condition. Here is an opportunity for a shoe

merchant to secure new fixtures at a reasonable outlay.

The following have been nominated for office in Local

Xo. 233, of the Boot and Shoe Workers' International Union.

Toronto:—For president, F. C. Cribben, S. Macklem and

Albert Taylor: vice-president, W. Painter, acclamation:

recording secretary, P. M. YVaterfield, and Albert Headley

;

treasurer, Sidney Sparks, acclamation; financial secretary,

and business agent, Walter Brown, acclamation
;

tyler, W.
Beddington; auditors, C. F. Hall, F. C. Cribben and Albert

Taylor.

Many friends of George Douglas, manager of the

Avenue shoe store, Winnipeg, will sympathize with him in

the loss of his wife, who passed away a few days ago at her

home in that city. The deceased was born in Mount Forest,

Ont., and had resided with her husband in Harriston, Smith's

Falls and Winnipeg, where they took up their residence in

1902 and have lived ever since. In addition to her husband

the, late Mrs. Douglas leaves two children and three sisters

to mourn her departure.

At the annual meeting of shareholders of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Company, which will be held in Mon-
treal early next month, Mr. D. Lome McGibbon will resign

from the presidency. Mr. McGibbon states that it is his

desire to give the greater part of his time to the manage-
ment of the Ames-Holden-McCready Company. As yet

the successor to Mr. McGibbon has not been decided upon,

but it is likely that Mr. T. H. Rieder, who is now vice-

president and general manager, will be the man.

The factory of the Maple Leaf Shoe Co., 7 Hogan
street, Montreal, was gutted by fire on February 2nd. The
blaze was discovered at midnight and at the time the three-

storey building appeared to be in flames from basement to

roof. From the outset, there was no hope of saving the

structure. The loss is about $15,000. Several other build-

ings were damaged by fire and smoke, among them the prem-
ises of the Two-in-One Shoe Polish Co., 323 St. Paul street,

Montreal.

An interesting event took place recently in Quebec, when
some of the shoe and leather men got together a party and,

securing eight teams, went to the country home of Fred.

Marois, near Lake Beauport. They brought in several loads

of wood to be distributed by the St. Vincent de Paul Society

to the poor of St. Roc. Among those who took part in the

wood hauling picnic were:—Jas. A. Scolt, Fred. Marois,

J. H. Larochelle, Geo. Bilodeau, Jos. Labire and others,

while the teams were supplied by different firms engaged in

the shoe and leather trade.

Several important changes have taken place in con-

nection with the headquarters staff of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready Co., Montreal. A. L. Johnson, for many years

manager of the Winnipeg warehouse, has been appointed

general sales manager, and will take up his residence in

Montreal. His successor at Winnipeg is S. E. Diamond,
who has for several years been accountant in that branch.

It is reported that W. M. Angus, manager of the St.

John branch, may enter upon the duties of assistant sales-

manager, but this has not as yet been decided upon definitely.

\Y. S. Louson, former general salesmanager, has been pro-

moted to the position of assistant general manager, while

A. R. Angus will for the present, look after military orders

abroad, being one of the representatives of the Canadian

Shoe Manufacturers' Export Assoc'ation now in Europe.

At the recent meeting of the United States National

Shoe Travelers' Association, the following resolution was

unanimously adopted:
—"That the National Shoe Travelers'

Association, in convention assembled, views with alarm the

growing tendency of the times to create new extremes in

stvles in footwear during the season, and hereby pledges its

aid to the National Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' Associ-

ation and the National Shoe Retailers' Association in what-

ever measures they may adopt for a reduction to the mini-

mum of the creation of so-called 'mid-season' styles.'"

Cablegrams have been received by the Palmer-McLellan

Shoepack Company,, of Fredericton, N.B.. from Mr. John

Palmer, the managing director, stating that the negoti-

ations he has been carrying on' for orders for oil tanned

footwear for the British and Allied armies are progressing

satisfactorily. Mr. Palmer sailed some time ago for Eng-

land, taking with him samples of the footwear suitable for

military wear which the company manufactures, and he has

been in London and Paris. British officers who have used

the Palmer-McLellan Company's footwear in the trenches

have declared them the most serviceable and generally the

best article for military work that is available, says a Fred-

ericton despatch.

R. L. Savage, representing the James Muir Co., Mais-

onneuvc, was in Toronto this week showing a fine range of

men's welts for fall. Several new lasts are presented, one

with a medium recede toe and another a straight last with

a slightly wider toe of moderate height. One striking model

is a gaiter effect, patent button boot, with box cloth top and

nice tip. The lines come in all leathers, gun metal predom-

inating. There are some offerings in buttons but the bal is

the most prominent. The display of fancy tops is very

attractive, among them being peacock, ostrich grey, mauve
silk and dark serge. There are a number of bals with cloth

quarters and blind eyelets. The offerings are solid leather

throughout and are decidedly fetching in style, workmanship
and finish.

WS !1TORIT1US Ell

ATTRACTIVE RUBBER FOOTWEAR WINDOW RECENTLY INSTALLED BY

J. H. SHINNICK, RONCESVALLES AVENUE, TORONTO, SHOWING THE
PRODUCT FROM ITS RAW STATE TO THE NEAT FITTING RUBBER SHOES

TURNED OUT BY THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO.
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THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

LUCIEN BORNE MANUFACTURER OF GLAZED KID,
CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room:

/^VT TE^T3T7/^ Works:

149 St. Valier Street (JUi^i5lLL/ Limoilou, Que.

T£
r Raw-Hide Fibre Counter

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

Made-in-Canada "

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS : QUEBEC

NEWS JOTTINGS FROM QUEBEC

Eudore Fournier, manager of La Cie des Cuirs et

Chaussures de Plessisville, was in the city on business last

week.

C. Tremblay, of St. Gregoire, Montmorency, who is

conducting a modern shoe repair shop, intends branching

out and opening a retail shoe store.

Alf. Rainville, shoe manufacturer, of Levis, has asked

the city for exemption from taxes, as the shop where he is

now is too small and he intends branching out.

Lud. Duchaine, who has made fine progress in the

manufacturing line during the past year, will install a com-

plete Goodyear equipment and enter upon the making
of welts in the near future.

Edgar Clement has returned from a trip to the west,

and took a large number of orders. He reports that the

supply of hides is limited.

All the shoe manufacturers have their fall samples ready

and are expecting early visits from the members of the

jobbing trade. The firms of John Ritchie Co., W. A. Marsh
Co., Tourigny & Marois, and Lachance & Tanguay are very

busy with orders to be delivered in the near future.

Fidel Blouin, Captain in the Ninth Regiment and local

salesman for J. A. Scott, invited his many friends to a dinner

at the citadel recently and a very pleasant time was spent.

Among the callers at the factories within the past few

days were James Donahue, of Donahue Bros., Boston;

H. Hurtubise, of the Panther Rubber Mfg. Co., Sherbrooke,

and C. L. Hauthaway, of Boston.

During the coming month Tourigny & Marois, shoe

manufacturers, Quebec, will move to their new building at

the corner of St. Valier and Arago Streets. In their new
premises the firm will employ over four hundred hands.

The structure cost in the neighborhood of $150,000 to build

and equip and in the way of conveniences, accommodation,

working arrangements and lay-out is the last word in shoe

factory science. The foundation is of solid stone and the

walls and tall towers are of sand stone brick, while the

floors are of oak. The work tables are on wheels, none of

them being stationary. Since the big fire of nearly a year

ago the firm have been quartered in the Pion factory at the

corner of Prince Edward and Caron Streets, but, in their

new daylight home with its greatly increased facilities they

look forward to a very busy season. The office building

will be on St. Valier Street, the clerical staff occupying the

entire ground floor, and the remaining floors above the office,

as well as the building forming the corner of Arago and St.

Valier Streets, will be devoted to the manufacture of shoes.

Between the office building and the main building on Arago

Street there is a V-shaped space, left vacant purposely

in order that the interior of the factory may be lighted from

all sides. In the V there is ample means of escape in case of

fire, a fine wide iron stairway extending from the ground up.
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LINEN THREADS
For Ail Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ™ohair

:
leather,

Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO

W.H.Staynes& Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDKS," Leicester.

> and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best

stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

DUCLOvS (& PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory and Office, Storm, 224 Ltmoin* St.

ST. HYACINTHS. MONTREAL

KEEP POSTED ON STYLE PROBLEMS-
You can do so by reading the Shoe and Leather Journal. Published
on the 1st and 15th of each month. $1.00 per year in advance.
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Survival Value
What is it ? Survival Value, is the lasting prestige added to

all footwear by the affixing of the Union Stamp—it is the

surviving standard because

:

1st It is a guarantee of honest footwear, made under
the best conditions.

2nd It is a pledge of expert workmanship.

3rd It is the pass-word which opens the sales doors to

Union Men everywhere.

4th After the other inducements have all been recited,

the conclusive and finishing argument is the UNION
STAMP.

Every shoe bearing the Union Stamp retains a sales value of

long duration, for no shoe bears the stamp unless it has been pro-

duced under the proper conditions and represents honest value.

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon
the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

—

the only guarantee of Union Footwear.

WORKERS UNION

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

UNION^nSTAMP

Factory

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE]
Gen. Sec. Treasurer

WORKERS UNION

UNIONMpSTAMP

Factory
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^XWLESS QUALIT
^lways Uniform

Davis Leather Co«i<* J

THE

!to!>SO'il Loathe r Co,
LIMITED

Oshawa, Ontario

TANiTOlS AND OURmRS

Chrome Patent -Si< los, iVox

Sides, Velours -Sides, Gun
Metal Shies, ] leavy Storm

Leather of all kia-h in

Chrome anil Continua-

tion Tannages,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.
611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

;

!

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth (Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms, 340 CLAY ST.
CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.

All WorK Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave.. Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

SRHIINX

Shoe Cement Paste
"SPHINX" stands ^ ..que and without a rival in excellent qualities

wanted by the shoe manufacturer.

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds of

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters

and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the

operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a

single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Finishing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wi ji union irons
and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFOF TION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC



Big Style Features of the Season

^ The above models, Bal. or Button,

are made with cloth tops in all the

popular shades, and come in all leath-

ers, with any desired style of heel, on

nine snappy and popular lasts, to

retail at $3.50 and $4.00.

t| These splendid lines in women's

high grade McKays have been pre-

sented to the trade during the past

two months, and we were among the

very first factories in Canada to show

such distinctive creations, which are

taking admirably with the trade. The

Military Bal., with quarters in all the

newest shades, is undoubtedly the big

style feature of the season, and bids

fair to replace button boots.

^ We propose in the future, as in the

past, to be the first to display all the

leading styles of lasts and patterns.

ffl These artistic and classy models are

being shown in Ontario and Quebec by

R. L. Savage; in Winnipeg and the

West by J. R. C. Struthers, and in the

Maritime Provinces byEverett Hanson.

All inquiries promptly attended to.

CLARK BROS., Limited
ST. STEPHEN - - N.B.
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Patent "Plaza," Heart Shape
Vamp, Lorraine Model.

5012—Grey Cloth Top
5014—Fawn Cloth Top
Sizes 2 to 7, D Width

Price $3.25

Patent Castle Pump, Brocade
Quarter, Spool Heel, Ritz Model.
103—Sizes lyi to 6, D Width

Price $2.85

All Patent Pump,
Eunice Model.
102—Sizes 2 to 6

Silk,Bow

D Width

Price $2.65

Patent Colonial, Dull Quarter,
Eunice Model.

100—Sizes 2 to 6, D Width

Price $2.75

Blachford's

Millinery forWomen's

Feet

Are you to share in the profits to

be made on our live new lasts for

Spring and Summer t You can if

you order at once. Have you
seen snappier, more up-to-date shoes

anywhere ? Or any that promised

quicker sales than these ?

There's a "pep" in the Blachford

line and a ginger in the Blachford

Service that puts dollars in your

till. Order to-day.

THE
PROMPT SERVICE

HOUSE

BLACHFORD
Shoe Mfg. Co. Limited

Women's Fine Shoes Exclusively

92-94 Sherbourne Street

TORONTO

Patent Military Lace Boot, Pat.
Facing, Circ. Fox, Eunice Model.

5015—Grey Cloth Top
5010—Sand Cloth Top
5021—Black Cloth Top
Sizes 2 to 7, D Width

Price $3.25

Patent Colonial, Ritz Model,
Spool Heel.

110—Brocade Quarter
121—Grey Quarter
122—Sand Quarter

Sizes iy2 to 7, D Width

Price, 110—$2.75
121— 2.80
122— 2.80

Patent Pump, Brocade Quarter,
Spool Heel, Ritz Model.
No. 106—Sizes iy2 to 6.

Price $2.85
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M

RUBBERS
A glance through our new catalog gives

you a glimpse of the exceptional rubbers

in the Miner Range for 1915-16.

But you must see the rubbers themselves

to appreciate the quality they represent,

the style they embody and the faithfulness

with which they follow the newest lasts

of the shoemakers.

Unusual as Miner Rubber values have

been in past seasons, this year we have

surpassed ourselves.

See the Miner Man and his line before

you buy.

Write to 12 St. Peter

Street, Montreal, for a

free copy of the Miner

Rubber Footwear Catalog.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

INER
EANS
ERIT

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns 8s Wanless - - - - - - London, Ont.
Dowling 8s Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith # Co. - -- -- -- - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - - - - - - - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. ------- - Sydney, C.B.
Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdo i JVIarfh, Limited - 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co.. Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

MINER
EANS
ERIT
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"Best to Wear"

Weston's Shoes
So, "Best to Sell"

Your patron's eyes they always please;

They fit the foot with greatest ease;

And by their length of service, too,

They always make fast friends for you.

For Ladies

Diamond Shoe
Queen City Shoe

For Misses and Children

Canadian Girl

Perhaps it is the approaching Spring that makes our office poet

burst into song again.

We'll say so anyway, as Springtime is notoriously stimulating to

the rhyming faculty. So, what with this influence and the supreme

merits of his subject (as merchandise, even if not for song) he is

herewith forgiven.

Of course we think a lot of Weston's shoes, because we make
them, and are in a position to know exactly what goes into them

in the way of good material and careful

workmanship.

Most of our customers, too, think the same

as we do about Weston's shoes. Have a

good look at the Spring samples and you

will feel like singing too.

"CANADIAN GIRL "

Cloth Top, Button, Patent M Fox
Saska Last, M.S. Pat. Tip

No. 77 Grow. Girls iy2—6

Price $2.15
No. 177 Misses 11—2- " 1.80

No. 277 8—10K - - " 1.50

No. 377 5— 7y2— - " 1.25

No. 477 5— 7K. Plain
Toe, Turn, Spg. H.
Nature Last - " 1.10

No. 577 2—4 'X do. " .90

For, verily, obvious quality is cheerful to behold,

In that it maketh merchandise so easily to be sold.

Weston Shoe Co., Limited
Campbellford Ont.
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I
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J-314D — $3.00

Women's patent welt, 7-inch
Military lace boot. Versailles last,

imported black cloth top, patent cir-

cular fox, combination fox and
back stay, patent lace stay, plain
toe, short vamp, leather Spanish-
I.ouis heel, AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to

7; B, C, and D, 2>/5 to 7.. $3.00.

J-1140 — $2.40

Women's patent flexible McKay.
7-1'nch Military lace boot. Stage
last, grey cloth top, patent circu'ar
fox, narrow patent lace stay, patent
heel fox and back stay, plain toe,
short vamp, leather half Cuban-
Louis heal. B, C, D, and K, zVi
to 7. $2.40.

J-308G — $2.85

Women's patent welt, 7-inch
button boot, Belmont last, black
cloth top, circular fox, combination
fox and back stay, plain toe, short
vamp, leather Spanish-Louis heel.

AA, 4 to 7; A. 3 to 7; B, C, and
D, 2j4 to 7. $2.85.

Style Shoes
of Quality
In Stock

Canadian retailers

will find these new

boots, just placed in

stock, very attractive.

They are built over

perfect fitting lasts

and of high grade ma-

terials which assure

satisfactory wear. They
are the kind of shoes that

bring customers back for

more. They do justice in

every particular to the more

than thirty years' reputation

of their makers for produc-

ing shoes that hold trade

on their merit.

Your copy of new
season's catalogue is

ready. It illustrates

about sixty desirable

styles. Every retail-

er should have one

of these books.

UTZ & DUNN CO.
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

J-314E — $3.00

Women's patent 7-inch Military
lace welt boot, Versailles last,

Oyster-shell grey cloth top, patent
circular fox, patent lace and top
stay, patent heel fox and back stay,

plain toe, short vamp, half Louis
heel. AA, 4 to 7 ; A, 3 to 7 ; B,
C, and T>, 2^/2 to 7. $3.00.

J-114D $2.35

Women's patent flexible McKay,
7-inch Military lace boot. Stage
last, black cloth quarter, patent
Duchess back stay, patent lace stay,

plain toe, short vamp, leather half
Louis heel. 15, C, and P, 2^/2 to 7.

$-3-35.

J-108O — $2.25

Women's patent flexible McKay,
overlap button boot, Stage last,

black cloth quarter, patent Duchess
back stay, plain toe, short vamp,
leather half Louis heel. B, C. and
D, 2Y2 to 7. $2.25.
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492 122 Adelaide

St. Valier Street Montreal, Que. Street We.t

Quebec, Que. Toronto, Ont.
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PROMENADE " MODEL

^[ You can put more selling enthus-

iasm behind a BELL SHOE than

any other because it substantiates

your words by its graceful lines, its

stylish pattern and the quality of

the materials used in it.

^ Wise shoemen follow the line of

least resistance.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and
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Gentlemen

—

THE*i"NUGGET " POLISH COMPANY LIMITED
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road - - TORONTO, ONT.
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The Neatest

Shoe in

Shoedom

CLASSIC
SHOES

for

Women and Children

The Shoe that is Sup-

planting Foreign

Footwear

What's the matter with Canada?

The answer is easy and em-
phatic—Nothing.

This country has a future

before it that is more than equal

to the fondest dreams of the most

confirmed optimist within its

boundaries.

And every merchant who
falls in line and does his part in

boosting the great " Made-in-

Canada " movement is helping

his country forward to its greatness.

Now, as never before, the people of Canada realize how intim-

ately their happiness and prosperity depend upon the activity of

Canadian indus-

tries.

Sell "Classic"
Shoes—a strictly Can-

adian-made line and

one that has no super-

ior in the world.

Getty & Scott
Limited

Manufacturers of

Women's, Misses' and
Children's Shoes

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65 GALT ONTARIO
.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65
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GRANBY RUBBERS
Maple Leaf Rubbers

Granby and Maple Leaf Rubbers, for which Ames-Holden-

McCready, Limited, are sole selling agents, have built up
an enviable reputation in the past few years.

Our travelers are now on the road with new and most
up-to-date samples. Wait and see our wide range in

these two lines, and let our representative show you why
MAPLE LEAF and GRANBY Rubbers are preferred

by your customers.

Another point to remember is that you can confine your

accounts to fewer firms, should you feel so inclined, by
buying both

1

shoes and rubbers from Canada's Largest

In-Stock Shoe House.

Ames-Holden -McCready

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

Limited

ST. JOHN
EDMONTON

TORONTO
VANCOUVER

QUEBEC
Louis Beaubien, Enrg., Special Agent

ANCHOR RUBBERS
DOMINION RUBBERS
KIMMEL FELTS

FLEETFOOT TENNIS
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Keep This Memo Before You!

Memo See the MURRAY shoe
CO, Salesman as soon as he

calls.

Of course you want to buy the most

attractive models that are being shown

for Fall. r i-.>

And that's why you need to make a

point of seeing our new range.

1 1 demonstrates

anew that we can

supply you with

leading sellers for

both men and

women.

There's a smartness about "MURRAY-
MADE," "DERBY" and "CLEO" Shoes

that is rare. And they have also the

quality and fit that assure complete satis-

faction to every purchaser.

Made in Canada by

The Murray Shoe CoM Limited
LONDON, ONT.

Montreal Branch

FRANK J. McKENNASOLE AGENT

Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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UP! UP! UP!
The sale of

North British

and Elephant Brand

RUBBERS
is ever on the increase, due to their quality and excellent service. They will

always satisfy the most exacting buyer, coming up to all requirements in style, fit

and honest wearing qualities.

x^rciij^ We want your
placing order for

Fall> i 915
Thousands of retailers can vouch for our prompt service in making shipments of

sorting orders from stock in our Toronto warehouse.

If you cannot procure our rubbers from your nearest jobber, write us and we
will supply you direct from Toronto.

Be sure and see North British Rubbers before placing your order for Fall, 1915.

Ontario Trade looked after by our own salesmen.

AGENCIES

T. LONG 8s BROTHER, LIMITED - COLLINGWOOD, ONT.
A. E. SAUCIER SHOE CO. ----- MONTREAL, QUE.

J. C. HEMOND SHOE CO. ----- MONTREAL, QUE.
ROY 8s DARVEAU, ENRG. - QUEBEC, QUE.
THE SCOTTISH WHOLESALE SPECIALTY CO. - WINNIPEG, MAN.

The North British Rubber Co., Limited
Executive Offioe and Factories Canadian Branch
EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND 43 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO, ONT.
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HREGAL Pi
^S^B ' ^^^^

35

Regal

Styles
ALWAYS IN
STOCK

CANADIAN STYLE 1515

Black Calf Blucher

Costs $3.50

Also in Patent Leather and Button Style

in Black Calf

If there does not happen

to be a REGAL SHOE
SHOP in your locality, it

would pay you to write us

concerning the exclusive

local selling rights.

Wherever there is a de-

mand for high class shoes,

the REGAL LINE is sure of

success.

Regal Shoes are

Made-in-Canada

The shapes and patterns are, how-

ever, identical with those sold in

the 18 REGAL SHOE STORES
in New York.

So that in REGAL SHOES you

get the very smartest of the world's

shoe styles and, at the same time,

a thoroughly Canadian line.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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McLaren & Dallas
Wholesale Distributors of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

30 Front Street West, Toronto

RUBBERS

WE'LL HOLDm^—5^

6121—Women's Princess Jersey Button
6120—Women's Empress 3-Buckle Jersey

Net Lined

3357—Men's Rosewood 3 Eye Low R.E.,
Solid Heel

3135—Men's Derby, Light Self-Acting Clog

313
Ve^ned

McGi11 Light °ver (T°e CapJ showing samples.

Our rubbers are made
by the Independent
Rubber Co. in their

modern mill at Memt- 6143—Women's Rose Light Fancy Croquet,

ton. The fine rubbers

are adapted to the boot

and shoe lasts of the

season, and the heavy
lines embody the latest

improvements in lum-

bering and waterproof

boots.

A close inspection of

our samples will con-

vince you that our

range will cover your

entire requirements.

We solicit your busi-

ness for 1915. Our
salesmen are now out

6137—Women's Elite Light Croquet,
Net Lined

3134 -Men's Yale Light Self-Acting Over,
Net Lined
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McLaren & dallas
Wholesale Distributors of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

30 Front Street West, Toronto

RUBBERS

3108—Men's Arctic 1-Buckle Cashmerette 3329—Men's Ash 2-Buckle R.E., Solid Heel

3367 Men's
Cut) R

Forest King,
ed Sole, Soli

3 Eye (High
d Heel

It is important in making
rubber purchases to be sure

of the quality of the goods

you are buying and of the

prompt delivery of your order

on date specified

In both these respects you are

quite safe in entrusting your
order to us.

Independent RubberCompany
Brands have set a high stand-

ard of quality, which will be

maintained, and it always has

been the policy of this mill to

live up to shipping promises.

You will insure receipt of the

right kind of rubbers when you
want them by placing your
order with us now.

6124 Women's Juliet Jersey Storm,
Fleece Lined

3120—Men's Emperor 4-Buckle Jersey 3131—Men's Model, Light Storm, Net 3003—Men's Hip Boot, Gum Fusion
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The following two letters

explain the popularity of

"LIFE-BUOYS"

Be one of the satisfied ones
and handle "LIFE-
BUOYS" another season.

QUALITY
Office of

J. D. CLIMIE
Dealer in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS

30 and 33 King St. West,
Hamilton, Can

February 15, 1915

Dear Sirs:

I feel tha' I should congratulate you on your
record in supplying such good wearing and good
fitting rubbers during the past season.

I am pleased to state that I have not been
asked to replace a pair, "nor even to make an allow-
ance on a pair. Taking into consideration that we
have sold more pairs of rubbers than in former
seasons, you certainly should feel proud of the
"Life-Buoy" Brand.

Sincerely yours,

J. D. Climie.

STYLE OF LASTS
Peterborough, January 9, 1915

Gentlemen

:

We are in receipt of the sample pair of rubbers,
and think that in this shape you have exactly what is
wanted. We have tried this over different shoes and
it fits splendidly, and it is a style that we will
adopt for the coming season.

It may be of some satisfaction to you to know
that the shapes of your rubbers throughout are satis-
factory. We have little trouble in fitting and are
glad to see that you keep strictly up-to-date in
your lasts.

Yours truly,

R. NEILL, Per K. ,

"LIFE-BUOYS" are made by

The KAUFMAN RUBBER Co., Limited - BERLIN, Ont.

Branch Warehouses throughout the Dominion
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We Want Your Placing Order for

"Life-Buoy" Brand Rubber Footwear

for 1915 FALL DELIVERY

THE
PATENTED
LEATHER
INNERHEEL

LEATHER

IN ALL
WOMEN'S
HIGH-HEELED
FIRST QUALITY
LINES

LEATHER HERE

A special feature that will add fifty per cent, to the wearing

quality of the rubber.

They cost no more than the ordinary kind.

You cannot afford to be without them.

Our salesmen will call on you during March or April with a brand
new range of " Life-Buoy " samples. A number of interesting changes
have been made that will appeal to you.

WAIT FOR THEM

VANCOUVER
EDMONTON
SASKATOON
WINNIPEG
LONDON
TORONTO
OTTAWA
MONTREAL
TRURO
FREDERICTON
CHARLOTTETOWN

THE

KAUFMAN RUBBER
CO., LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
and FACTORY

BERLIN,

Canada.
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Dependable
Quality

Attractive

Appearance

Good Fitting

Lasts

Popular

SHO.
Prices

The Gracia Shoe is a specialty in Women's fine

MacKays at popular prices

Solid Leather Flexible No Squeak

SEVEN

LASTS

ALL

FITTERS

FIFTY

STYLES

ALL

SELLERS

FACTORY OF THE W. E. WOELFLE SHOE CO.

Made of the best of materials on lasts that have style and; the all important FIT

AND FOOT COMFORT.

Sold at prices that permit profit to the dealer and value to the consumer.

Sorting stock carried. See Fall samples before placing.

THE W. E. WOELFLE SHOE
BERLIN - ONTARIO

REPRESENTATIVES—
New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island—KILLAM & SEMPLE
Quebec ----- A. MART1NE. 743 Champlain St.. Montreal
Ottawa Valley - E E. CODE. 281 Wellington St.. Ottawa
Toronto - - L. B. HUTCHISON, J. BRYANT, 76 York St., Toronto
Toronto and East -------- L. J. ILES. Toronto
Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta - G. G. LENNOX
British Columbia - - F. F. HENDERSON. 416;Cordova St.. Vancouver

CO.
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PAT. N.° 119403

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

PopularDemand

will be for

Tebbutt Lines

You will soon be placing your Fall

order. Naturally you are anxious to

secure lines that will insure a quick

turnover. This you can do only by

stocking saleable footwear.

Then order a good assortment of

the "Doctor's" and "Professor" Shoes

and you are sure to please your most

particular patrons.

Your men customers will appreciate

these two brands because they approach

so nearly the ideal in comfort, style

and service.

See your jobber's Fall, 1915, samples

of the Tebbutt lines before ordering.

The Tebbutt Shoe
& Leather Co. Limited

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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The Independent heavy lines are

The Only Rubber Footwear " Made in Canada 99

by This Process

We are the pioneers of the Pressure Cure in Canada, and the results we have experi-

enced are more than gratifying. In all parts of the Dominion retail shoe dealers are

sending inquiries to our jobbers asking for more of these new lines.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This New Process we are using takes away the uncertainty from rubber manufacture
and assures a thoroughly uniform standard of quality.

Our Brands are: "Dainty Mode," "Kant Krack," "Royal" and "Bull Dog."
Samples are now being shown by all our representatives listed below.

The Independent Rubber Company, Limited
MERRITTON - - ONTARIO

The "Dreadnought" The " Veribest

'
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Be Sure You See

the New
Independent Line
before placing your next order for

Rubber Footwear.

In every style, from the lightest sole

rubber to the heaviest of high boots, you

will find in the Independent Range, the

style and quality that your business needs.

The salesmen from our Jobbers' ware-

houses are now on their various routes.

If you do not usually place an order with

any of our wholesale representatives as

listed on the opposite page, drop a line to

the nearest and your inquiry will receive

prompt and courteous attention.

e

THE

Independent Rubber Co. Limited
MERRITTON - - ONTARIO
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"Moose Head Brand" w
Shoe Packs, Larrigans, Sporting Boots, Summer Packs

Make sure that the above trademark is

stamped on every pair of oil tanned foot-

wear of any sort that you buy.

By doing this you will not only be doing a

service to your customers but to yourself as
well, because every pair of " Moose Head Brand "

sold means repeat business from satisfied users.

Sold and distributed by all the leading jobbers

throughout the Dominion. Ask to see our 1915

samples and prices.

John Palmer Company Limited
FREDERICTON N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned Waterproof
Footwear in Canada

To-day's the day for "Everyday"
Our range for fall is now ready for inspection. See it

—

and you will understand the sustained popularity of

The "EVERYDAY" Shoe
As its name indicates, the "EVERYDAY" Shoe is a shoe

built for every day service. And our idea of service includes

appearance as well as perfect fit and long-wearing qualities.

That's why the "EVERYDAY' -Shoe is smartly distinctive

in style, and that also is why dealers find our line as staple

as wheat.

See the Fall Range.

T. Sisman Shoe Company Limited
Aurora -:- Ontario
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f

"Rant Krack" The "Royal"
Reliable

"Dainty Mode" Brands "Bull Dog"

You will find the Independent Rubber

Company's goods, made under these brands

the finest rubbers " Made in Canada."

A rubber to fit every shoe ! The
latest ideas in heavy rubbers!

These two axioms have guided

the makers in their preparation

of this splendid range of rubber

footwear. Your every require-

ment can be filled satisfactorily,

for besides being extensive in

range these goods are intensive

in quality. James Robinson

guarantees their excellence.

Travelers now showing samples.

Place your order early, and make
certain of prompt delivery.

James Robinson
MONTREAL
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Special Announcement to the Shoe Trade

After March 1st, 1915, with each order for Arrowsmith Arch
Supports exceeding Forty Dollars ($40.00), we will give free of

charge one Arrowsmith Footoprint. The Arrowsmith Footoprint
is a patented appliance designed especially for dealers who sell

Arrowsmith Arch Supports. It enables you to get an exact im-
pression of your
customer's feet, and
is an invaluable aid

in the proper fitting

of Arch Supports.

The imprints which
accomp any this
article are taken
from impressions

made on the Arrow-
smith Footoprint.

The cut in the
lower left hand

corner of this page-

shows the imprints

of a perfect foot.

The other cuts
show how a weak
or brok en-down
arch will finally re-

sult in Flat Foot.

The centre cut
shows the imprint

of a perfectly flat

foot.

Arrowsmith's Arch Supports and other Foot Specialties re-

lieve and cure every known foot ailment.

WE SELL TO THE SHOE DEALERS ONLY

Canadian-Arrowsmith Mfg. Co., Limited
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO, CANADA

Flawless Quality
^lways Uniform

newmarket ontario
eather Cafe«s» h
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a

single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls

2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work

:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Finishing Roll

2 Heel Brushes
1 Levelling Roll

1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wi':h union irons
and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

FOOT-PRINTS
THE CANADIAN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RUBBER FOOTWEAR"

FOR MARCH

Contains the Complete 1915 Catalogue of

" JACQUES CARTIER," " MERCHANTS "

"DOMINION" and "ANCHOR"
BRANDS OF RUBBER FOOTWEAR

During the past twelve months, greater strides have been made in the way of improved

methods of manufacturing rubber footwear than at any time since the inception of the

industry. The most important of these—which we control exclusively for Canada—covers

vulcanization by a patented vacuum process whereby uniformity in " curing " is assured,

thus producing footwear that is as parfect as it is possible for human skill and

science to make it.

AS USUAL, WE LEAD IN STYLES, QUALITY,
LASTS AND " SERVICE "

hOMiNiQ
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

?8 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

noMiNiofl

^**5OATED CO**'
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Military Effect is Leading Feature in Fall Shoe Models
The Bal and Button with Colored Tops in Many Shades and Fancy Trimmings are Outstanding Characteristics in Feminine

Styles—Novelty Footwear with Strong Parisian Leaning is Decidedly Prominent—Men's Shoes are Also
Extreme in Some Respects—Popularity of the Bal and Medium Recede Toe Again Evidenced

"Talk business and not war" is the slogan heard on main-

sides to-day. While this may be possible in some lines of

trade, yet when discussing shoe styles for fall and even for

the present season, a practically insurmountable barrier is

presented. Why? Because all the new showings for the

coming season speak of the military influence and impression

in every line and curve.

"The military boot is the thing." It has caught on and

in its varied expressions, shapes and forms will have to be

considered. It is the proper footwear apparel, especially

with milady. The natural trend of events to-day, and pos-

sibly for many months to come, will be martial in character,

and styles in periods of such stress and strain as the world

is passing through just at present naturally follow the

lines of least resistance. There is something in the air which

fires the blood, kindles the imagination, enlivens the step and

starts the pulse beating more rapidly.

Patriotic appeals are heard on all sides, the Canadian

Tommies are going to the front in thousands, pictures of

heroes, guns, trenches and sieges are in the press on every

page. The bugle note is sounding in every city, town and

hamlet, contingents are leaving and enlistment proceeding.

But this is to be a general dissertation on footwear styles

for fall and not on the ethics, tactics, manoeuvres or strategy

of the contending armies in the titanic struggle in Europe.

Colored Tops Decidedly the Vogue

To the country's defenders the pattern and last makers
have turned for inspiration in footwear fashions. The one
big feature is the way in which the lace bal for women with

colored tops is being projected in the arena. Not only is

there a wide variety in hues, shades and combinations, but

the samples completed by Canadian firms indicate a novel

treatment of lace stays, vamps and foxings in both lace and
button models, while the millinery effect of which so much
is heard is having full play. Style is assuming a more im-

portant part to-day than ever in the selection and presenta-

tion of footwear, especially for women, and this is par-

ticularly noticeable in the larger cities. The goddess of

Fashion has decreed that skirts for the present year are to

be worn from six to nine inches from the ground with wide,

flaring effect. This will afford the bewitching wearers a

On the left is a military blue cloth, with fancy patent eyelet facing, patent vamp, ornamental foxing and half-

forepart on stage last, patent eyelet facing, with covered Louis heel. On the right is a gaiter effect bal, with patent

Louis heel to match quarters. In the centre is a semi- forepart and foxing, grey ooze top and fancy perforations

stage model, with taupe quarters, wave cut top and patent along eyelet row and top.
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better opportunity than ever to reveal the dainty covering

for their feet and will result in tops being cut higher than

last season and give unlimited variation in colors and
materials, tints and trimmings.

But to particularize. In leathers the shiny, patent and

heel foxing, narrow, medium or ornamental to a high degree.

Whether the military lace boot will have a general call in

the smaller centres remains to be seen. While it has taken
very well in the cities there is a general impression that the

country towns will not fall for the radical change all at once,

On the left is man's patent bal, with moderate recede effect at throat, and gun metal eyelet stay. On the right is

toe, patent eyelet facing, and top of fawn colored ooze. a patent bal, with fawn cloth top and dull calf eyelet stay,

In the centre is a gun metal bal, with grey cloth top, square wide round toe and 7-8 heel.

kid, will still retain the lead according to the best informed

authorities. It has held undoubted sway for some seasons

and there is not likely to be any material change. Gun
metal will probably come next and while some attempt may

be made to introduce tan and various shades of brown

leather, it is not felt that there will be any special leaning

to the russet family.

The military styles are the big feature of the season.

The popularity of fabrics will continue with fawn and gray

as the leading favorites, but there are many other colors,

each manufacturer giving his particular brands of cloth in

diverse shades such euphonistic names as taupe, wet sand,

dry sand, putty, nigger brown, oyster gray, military blue,

rose red, mauve, pearl, khaki, and others too numerous to

mention or memorize.

Conservative Buyers Favor Subdued Shades

But the more conservative dealer in the small towns,

while he is likely to order a number of lace bals, will not

go to extremes in the matter of color. He will confine his

buying to a few authenticated lines in which black and the

more subdued shades are embodied. Some manufacturers

are showing quarters of suede and kid in various colors.

In the matter of lasts there is no great change except

that there is a strong tendency to vamps of medium length,

the elongated pointed toe having run its course. The stage

last will be immensely popular as well as the semi-stage last,

while the narrow toe, the moderate recede and the square

effect P'rench toe will have a generous call if present show-

ings count as a criterion.

In heels the leather Louis bids fair to meet with the most

general response, but many samples carry covered wood
heels, the covering being of the same material as the shoe

quarters. Some creations have the half-Louis, the Cuban-

Louis, the opera, the college, and various other pedestals.

Overgaiter Effect Still Prevails

The overgaiter effect which reached its zenith during

the past season, will be witnessed again. Many offerings

will carry circular and artistic shapes in foreparts, with

as the button boot is still a prime favorite with many women,
who swear by it, while many dealers often feel like swear-
ing at it.

Many Trimmings—and, Oh! So Gay
Leading manufacturers are catering to the military

demand by the liberal use of braid, piping, fancy buttons in

brass, colored enamel, inlaid effects, etc. The number of
buttons vary from fourteen to sixteen with tops from seven

to eight inches in height. But where the millinery effect will

be particularly pronounced in lace and button shoes will be

in the adornment or the trimmings, colored and otherwise,

in lace stays and eyelet rows, front stays and collars, pointed

tips, elaborate perforations, fancy stitching and other natty

features.

There is an attempt being made to introduce the side

lace bal but it is felt that this shoe is largely an innovation

and will not be a factor in selling, except in very high-class

trade. There are three kinds of cloths playing a prominent
part in presentations for the coming season. These are box
cloth, corkscrew and dreadnaught. The former has a heavy
nap, the corkscrew a rather hard, firm finish, while the

dreadnaught is softer and more pliable.

Prices Will Be Higher

Among shoe manufacturers generally it is conceded that

ihere will be a considerable raise in price, owing to the new
fiscal policy of the government. The extra seven and one-

half per cent, duty on raw materials as outlined in the last

edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal will no doubt

cause an advance of at least IS to 30 cents per pair to the

retailer, which will mean an increase of from 25 to 50 cents

to the consumer for the same quality of shoe as turned out

a year ago. The price question was discussed very fully in

the last edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal and need

not be dwelt upon at any length just now. While manufac-
turers are absorbing a certain amount of the extra expen-

diture, they will have to pass a certain proportion of it along

to the retailer. Just what that proportion may be many of

(Continued on page 39)
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The Rubber Selling Season Starts Off Successfully
Prices on the Whole are Practically the Same as Those Which Have Been in Vogue for Some Months—Many New Lines

Presented to the Trade—The Benefit and Necessity of Early Placing—Retailer Gains Nothing by Holding Off

Once more the placing order season for rubber footwear

has been ushered in with March winds and spring sunshine.

Armed with new catalogues showing all the latest styles, and

fresh price lists, the traveling representatives of all the seven

companies catering to the Canadian trade, started this week

on their rounds and every part of the Dominion will be thor-

oughly covered within the next two months, the placing order

period extending until end of April. Never has a wider range

of high-grade, neat-fitting and beautifully finished rubber

footwear been presented to the retail merchants, which

speaks volumes for the enterprise and progressive spirit of

Canadian manufacturers, who have, for several weeks, been

busy on samples for next year.

Season Has Been Very Good
The past season has been a very satisfactory one for

both the wholesale and retail trade, owing to the snow which

came early in December and the wet weather conditions

which prevailed at intervals in nearly every part of the

country. Most of the companies report business ahead of

last season and sorting orders are still arriving in fairly

large numbers.

The first question that the retailer will naturally ask is

how do prices compare with those which have been current

for some months past. It is pleasing to announce that, on

the whole, there has been no increase and that too at a time

when practically every article in man's and woman's apparei

is ascending in cost. Notwithstanding the new extra tariff

of seven and one-half per cent, on crude rubber, ducks, lilt-

igs and other materials, which competent authorities state

will add anywhere from three to six per cent, to the expense

of production, the figures that prevail are just about the

same, when all lines are taken into consideration, such as hip

and short boots, leather soled boots, hunting and lumber-

men's boots, leather tops, excluders, arctics, button gaiters,

plain overs, croquets and the scores of varieties in rubber

footwear. There has been a slight advance on leather tops

owing to the constantly soaring figure for leather, but even

here the increase is only a few cents and this is counter-

balanced by some reductions in women's, misses' and chil-

dren's rubber boots and other lines which, owing to the com-
prehensive character of the average factory's output, it is

impossible to refer to in detail.

The Position of the Companies Outlined

"Yes," said a sales manager of one of the companies,

when discussing the outlook, "we expect a large placing

nrder business this year, although no special discount is

;-*!SSSci
m "i.««uoy

RUBBERS
MACK *4 CUUDt

ATTRACTIVE WINDOW, SHOWING MANY LINES OF KAUFMAN RUBBER CO.—INSTALLED BY J. C. BUDREO, QUEEN ST. W., TORONTO.
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given. It may be asked by some retailers what then is the

advantage of placing orders during the coming two
months? The answer is that the man who gives his busi-

ness now is guaranteed against any higher prices and, should

I

LARGEST PAIR OF RUBBER BOOTS EVER MADE AT MAPLE
LEAF FACTORY, PORT DALHOUSIE, ONT.

there be any reduction, he will receive the benefit of the

rebate so that he is protected in every way. The merchant

who places his business now is assured of getting his goods

at least five per cent, cheaper than the one who delays mat-

ters thinking he can buy in the fall or any other convenient

time at the present prevailing figure. He cannot, for after

May 1st there is almost sure to be an increase and the

present quotations have been prepared with the object of

securing bookings now. Very few seem to understand the

position in which the rubber companies are situated. It is

really necessary to have sixty per cent, of our business

booked within the next few weeks, as we have to buy sup-

plies many months ahead and, unless we received advance

orders we could not store the stock.

"It would take many more warehouses than any com-
pany can command to house the goods, and the facilities of

our factories are such that we cannot produce in a few
months the millions of pairs which the Canadian trade con-

sumes in three months. We have to keep our plants going

at normal during the summer and to this end we offer every

inducement to the dealer to give us his business early. He
knows what trade he has done during the past season and

what he is likely to require for the coming season. He is

now thinking, talking and selling rubbers and is in a proper

mood to appreciate rubber footwear needs, while now is the

only time travelers carry a full line of samples. Why, if F

went around next July, say, when the thermometer is eighty-

five or ninety degrees in the shade and exhibited some ex-

cluders, arctics and other wet and snow resisting goods and

asked a retailer to buy, he would feel like throwing me out

of his shop. Every line of merchandise has a certain well

established selling season. It has been demonstrated that

the proper time to dispose of rubber footgear is in March
and April. The United States Rubber Co., who have

attempted in the past to start selling in January, have this

year adopted the Canadian plan and find that the first of

March is the best and most satisfactory date from every

standpoint."

Advisability of Early Placing

The president of another company remarked: "I wish to

emphasize the necessity and advisability of early placing.

We will naturally advance prices after May 1st and anyway

we are taking a leap in the dark on many lines in connection

with present prices. I refer more particularly to leather

top goods. One does not know for a single week whether

leather will jump one, two or five cents or more a foot owing

to the scarcity of hides and the drain on the usual market

supplies caused by the abnormal demand for military pur-

poses. There is talk in some circles already, if the govern-

ment does not find the revenue sufficient from the tax recent-

(Continued on page 42)

When going over your stock of rubber* and you find you are running short, mail /CfX*^
(Tjj^^nj your order to a MINER AGENT or BRANCH. The goods will be on the way (i^T^t^l

the same day the order is received- N^UBj»e£/

STOCK RECORD.
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HANDY FORM SENT OUT BY
THE MINER RUBBER CO., IN

PADS OF TWENTY-FIVE SHEETS
TO FACILITATE KEEPING RUB-
BER STOCK IN ORDER AND FOR

RE-ORDERING.
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Further Views on the Effect of New Tariff on Prices
May Be Some Time Yet Before Footwear and Leather Manufacturers Will Seriously Feel the Surtax—Some Tanners

Think Embargo Should Be Placed on Canadian Hides—Will the Public Demand Cheaper
Shoes—The Levy Accepted in Patriotic Spirit.

In reference to the effect of the new tariff on shoes and
hides, several leading Canadian firms have written the

Shoe and Leather Journal since the last issue, and their

views are well worth perusal.

The Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co., of Montreal, say:
—"In

our opinion the increase of seven and one-half per cent,

on shoes will most probably hurt the import of the cheaper

grades of American shoes. As regards the higher grades,

they can stand an advance much better. The tariff increase

on raw materials will advance the price of boots about four

or five per cent., and may make people buy cheaper
shoes. The increase of tariff will surely help a little the

"Made in Canada" boot, but on the other hand, people

will be less inclined to buy, and will practise more economy.
It will affect every manufacturer to a certain extent as we
are all in the same boat."

Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, Ont., observe:—"If we
have to pay that advance on raw material you can certainly

understand that we will have to advance the price of foot-

wear. As far as giving any new advantage to the Canadian
trade is concerned we cannot just see how it will do this as

the extra T}4% would only increase the price of our shoes

in proportion with the extra duty on American manufactured
footwear. We feel, as far as the Canadian and American
manufacturers are concerned, we are just standing about
where we were before the duty went on. We believe, how-
ever, that the duty of 30% on American shoes coming into

Canada is sufficient to protect the Canadian manufacturer
and, had this additional duty been left off raw materials,

we do not think you would see much American goods coming
into Canada next season. What we want here are tanners

and producers of raw materials who will give the shoe manu-
facturer these products at a right price, such as they get

them for in the States and we think that the Canadian
manufacturer will take care of the balance. However,
we are perfectly satisfied the way things are and will go
ahead and sell our shoes as close as footwear can be
sold and try all the time to compete with our American
friends."

J. A. & M. Cote Co., of St. Hyacinthe, Que., declare

that the new surtax of seven and a half per cent, "will

certainly increase proportionately the prices of shoes, which
being already very high, it will cause buyers to be extremely
careful, and buy only little by little, so that instead of giving

a new impetus to Canadian shoe' trade, it will rather slacken

it some. It will affect the general shoe trade to a certain

extent in the buying of raw materials, but for our part,

as far as we are concerned, it will not affect us very much
for this coming season, as we have already a pretty large

stock on hand."
Dupont & Frere, Montreal, state "that there is no

doubt that it is on account of the new tariff that we have
just had an increase on upper and sole leathers, which will

mean that we will have to increase our lines by at least

5%. It will also put the duty so high on imported manu-
factured shoes that, combining with the "Made in Canada"
movement, it means there will be practically no more
coming, and therefore, a better chance will be afforded for

the local manufacturers to put through their lines, against

the American's, but business being so quiet, we are afraid

any impetus will not be very much noticeable."

What Leather Men Say

Lucien Borne, of Quebec, remarks that the new duty on
leather and hides will certainly effect their glazed kid in-

dustry to a great extent and adds: "First of all we cannot

get any supply of any kind of raw goatskins in this country.

Our contracts for raw skins are placed for 4 or 5 months
ahead. Unfortunately, due to the present condition in

Europe, we have received but a very small quantity of our
orders, and as we pass under the general law, we are bound
to pay a duty on the said goods. As far as the tax on
tanning extracts or other materials used in tanning or finish-

ing leather, prices have increased in many cases from 25%
to 50% due to the present war. This will work out now
in another advance of the present tax. We consider that

our lines under this last tariff will have to be advanced at

the very least .from 10% to 12%. After more attentive

study of the situation, we could perhaps give you more
information, but these are our views of the first application

of this tariff."

C. G. Marlatt, of the Marlatt & Armstrong Co., Oak-
ville, and chairman of the Tanners' Section of the Toronto
Board of Trade, states:

—"At present it is quite impossible

to give other than crude ideas regarding what customs
changes will mean to the leather trade in Canada. It has

to be worked out, but, of course, any change like this causes

inconvenience to the tanners and to their customers, all of

which we have to patiently bear for the sake of the Empire
of which we are a part."

What It Means In Figures

Logan Tanneries, of Truro, N.S., say: "The duty on
hides will amount to $550 per car or $2.30 per pound, which
means \}4c per pound on sole leather, which is our product.

In addition to this, the duty ar.d extra cost of extracts, etc.,

will add at least Xc Per pound. On to these have to be
added our margin of profit, so you can safely say sole leather

will be advanced 2c per pound. All our hides come from
outside Canada and the freight and insurance rates are such

that their prices have advanced materially. We think our

export trade will be handicapped. It will at least to the

extent of $25 or $30 a car in lost interest and duties and
where prices are cut fine, this means something."

Max Clement & Sons, of Quebec, remark:— "The new
duty will increase the cost of our leather. We buy nearly

all the materials used to manufacture our leather from the

United States. Since the beginning of the war we were
buying hides from South America and the United States,

as we cannot buy here in Canada all the hides we need for

our industry. We know that a big quantity of hides are

shipped from Canada to the States, and being obliged to pay
7//2% duty for our foreign hides, we would suggest an em-
bargo on all Canadian hides and skins and in that way
at least hides would stay in Canada. All the European
countries which are at war have an embargo on hides, also

Italy, Norway and Sweden, and we do not see why Canada,
being obliged to put on a war tax, does not place an embargo
on our hides and skins. We are ready to pay a war tax

to help the Empire, but we think we should first keep our
own product here."

Wood Bros., of St. Catharines, Ont., say, "For producing
lace leather, which is our specialty, we are compelled to buy
most of our raw hides in the States as it is only the largest

dealers who will make the necessary close selection that we
require, and the duty will, of course, have to be paid by the

consumer. The same applies to tanning materials S'ich as

we use, none being produced in this country. As we had
some stock on hand we will make no immediate change in

price."
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U.S.M. Co. at Big Fair

No surprise will be felt that the United Shoe Machinery
Co., of Boston and Beverly, Mass., and Montreal, Canada,
will take a very leading part in the Massachusetts exhibit at

San Francisco, and this by special invitation from both the

state of Massachusetts and the Federal Government. The
signal tribute that has been paid to the company is one that

is thoroughly deserved, and the special exhibits of its ac-

tivities which will be used at San Francisco go far to typify

the industrial progress of the Old Bay State.

In the educational section devoted to the State of

Massachusetts in the Palace of Education and Social Econ-
omy, the entire second floor has been assigned to the com-
pany, and here will be located the special exhibit which the

company agreed to create upon the suggestion of Col. Peter

H. Corr and his associates of the Massachusetts Board. A
large part of the space will be given up to an exhibit of old

and foreign forms of footwear that will show the develop-

ment of the shoe from earliest ages. Side by side with this

will be a moving picture feature showing the actual processes

of manufacture employed in an up-to-date factory, and
much of the remainder of the space is to be devoted to a

series of life-like modes featuring the hygiene of the foot in

its relation to shoes.

For its exhibit showing the development of the shoe

from early forms, the company has not been obliged to go

outside of the collection formed by it within the past fifteen

years, drawn from every country where its operations

extend. This collection, from among whose 600 examples

the San Francisco exhibit has been selected, starts with the

rough raw-hide sandal of the caveman and passes through

scores of different shoe forms—sandals, clogs, high boots,

slippers and shoes—down to the shoe worn to-day with slight

modifications, over practically the entire civilized world.

The moving picture film showing the manufacture of

the shoe is one that was prepared by the Publicity Depart-

ment during the past year, and has been already shown
at various trade and educational centres all over the country.

As the "last word" in the application of the moving picture

to industrial purposes, "The Making of a Shoe" film has

already attracted widespread attention from manufacturers

and educational bodies alike.

Death of Esteemed Shoe Traveler

After only a few days' illness

from pneumonia, Charles J. Silver,

one of the most widely known and
highly respected shoe travelers in

Ontario, passed away at his home,
490 Markham St., Toronto, on Feb-

ruary 19. He was in his fifty-second

year and leaves a widow, a son and
a daughter. Mr. Silver had been
connected with the footwear trade for

many years beginning with his brother, William Silver, when
the latter was engaged in the shoe manufacturing business

in Hamilton. Later he was with J. Whitham, of Montreal,

for some time, but, for the past sixteen years had represented

Toronto firms. For six years he was with the J. D. King
Co., and for the last ten identified with the W. B. Hamilton
Shoe Co., Toronto, looking after a large portion of western
Ontario. Mr. Silver was one of the solid, progressive men
in the trade. He made friends everywhere by his candor,

uprightness and sincerity. For four years he was a member
of the Toronto Board of the Commerical Travelers' Asso-

ciation, being elected the last time by acclamation. He
was secretary of the Drummers' Snack Club, and a member
of Georgina Lodge, A.F. & A.M., Toronto, and Barton
Lodge, A.F. & A.M., Hamilton. In religion Mr. Silver

was a Presbyterian and attended Old St. Andrew's Church.

His funeral, which took place on February 22nd to Mount
Pleasant Cemetery, was largely attended by members of the
Commercial Travelers' Association and by the employes
of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., who sent some beautiful

floral tokens. The services were conducted by Rev. Harper
Gray, pastor of Old St. Andrew's Church.

Right in the Front Rank
A recent edition of the Gait Reporter contains the

following of interest to the trade:—"In the front rank of

shoe manufacturers on this continent are Getty & Scott

Limited, a purely Canadian concern, which has grown up
with the country. They are the manufacturers of the

Classic shoes for misses and children, with an enormous,
modern plant at Gait, Ont. The first salesman of Getty &
Scott set out with his samples in a telescope satchel on the

front of his bicycle from Gait, headed for Brantford. He
sold the first lot to the man who is now A. E. Rea's boot
buyer. That first lot of boots gave such satisfaction in

every way that from that time on Getty & Scott progressed

rapidly and are to-day turning out boots and shoes by the

carload. Instead of losing their quality, their products

have improved and now equal any in the country for dura-

bility and appearance. Last year the Classic Shoe Co.

experienced the greatest rush of business in the history of

the firm. This year their output will be increased fifty

per cent, over that of 1914. No greater tribute can be
made to a line of goods than to have the same persons

buying it over and over again and those who once wear
Classic shoes always come back, and a satisfied customer
nearly always means a couple of new ones."

An Attractive Publication

A very attractive catalog showing stock shoes for spring

and summer in women's, misses' and children's that

will enjoy a popular demand has been issued by Utz &
Dunn Co., of Rochester, N.Y. The illustrations are clear

and reveal some of the snappiest models in a variety of

fine fitting lasts and fresh patterns. Aside from the dull

and patent leather combinations usually carried, the company
are including among their stock numbers some very pleasing

cloth top military boots, both in button and lace, in welts,

turns and McKays. For the coming season the firm have
added a strong line of patent, dull and white Broadway
pumps in welts and McKays and three eyelet and five eyelet

cloth top military oxfords. The twenty-five salesmen of

the company are starting out on their spring trips with a

splendid line of samples for fall and -winter. A wide range

of pleasing shades that are in popular demand and an
assortment of fine kid toppings in a variety of colors are being

featured. Utz & Dunn Co. have added several new lasts,

all with the fetching medium and short vamp effects. Their

new catalog is one that any retailer will find handy during

the coming season.

They Get No Drawback
With regard to the drawback of 99 per cent, of duty

paid on imported leather used in the manufacture of army
shoes for the First Contingent, and if manufacturers would
get a refund, the Commissioner of Customs writes Shoe
and Leather Journal as follows: "I beg to advise you that

jiich drawback can only be paid on proof of the exportation

of the manufactured articles from Canada. The proof re-

quired by the General Drawback Regulations is a copy of

the export entry duly certified by an officer of Customs at

the port of exit from Canada, also a copy of the relative

bill of lading."
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Demand For Neatness

In the make-up of some persons—and there are quite a

few of them when you count the women—there is a natural

and insistent demand for neatness. Many of these people

judge everything and everybody by the neatness or lack of

it. Such persons will be prejudiced in favor of the clean and

shining shoe repair shop and the neat appearance of the

workers therein. It is one point in favor of the modern
machine repair shop, that, as a rule, it is more like a clean

office than dirty workshop.

If you are in the business to make a good living and not

merely to kill time, you need all the customers you can get

and must have the people who love neatness. If the neat-

ness should drive away any of those indigenous to dirt, it

is a safe assertion that the loss will not be great.

If your ability to do a good job of repairing is to be

judged by attractive appearance of your shop, ask yourself

whether you will win out.

If you have a modern repair place, therefore, make it as

neat as possible, and remember there is a certain amount
of oldtime prejudice that you want to overcome. Respect

your occupation and feel proud of it, and it won't be long

until your customers will take you at your real worth and
recognize you as one of the leading factors in the community.
It doesn't take any more effort to keep your place of business

neat than it does for the proprietor of any other line of

industry, and above all, never speak disparagingly of your

occupation to anyone.
* * *

Edge Setting

Repairers, as a rule, neglect edge setting. Why?
Mostly because the operation requires bearing down hard

against the work. When the edge setting machine is used

the edges are set much easier and quicker and by far better

than by hand.

There are, at least, two types of edge setting machines

—

one type does the setting by means of a roll, and the other

by the back and forth motions. The latter type is the better

one, in the writer's opinion, as it will set more permanently
than the roll. The roll, however, sets very nicely on cheap
grade stock, laying down the nap in the same direction

from start to finish. The harder the edge before edge setting

the better.

The way to test the edge setting operation is to hammer
down hard upon the bench a few times with the forepart

of the shoe. If the edge does not give away you may rest

assured that it is well set. The same is true of heel setting.

With some leather, notably hemlock, the edge will have a

reddish hue after setting. A little copperas applied to the

leather will overcome this defect and produce a jet black edge.

* * *

Nails, Tacks, and Pegs

Keep your nails away from the grease or oil if you are

to handle the nails one by one with speed. The dry nails,

when taken from the bench, one by one, will not stick to-

gether. To put nails into the mouth and "spit" them out
as needed is not the best way, considering that teeth will

decay from the effect of steel, or friction of steel against the

enamel of the teeth.

To handle tacks quickly from the bench a cement ball,

placed in the box of tacks, will present each tack head first.

Pegs are seldom used, unless it be to hold the sole down
during the outsole stitching or nailing operation and then
two tacks are needed—one at the toe and one at the shank.

Pegs in such a case are better than nails, which must be

pulled out, leaving two perforations at the centre of the sole.

Pegs are usually cut off flush with the surface of the sole,

and after finishing the bottom the pegs are hardly visible.

Have the pegging awl shaped larger at the extreme end than
at the shank, so as to extract same easily from the leather.

This is one of the schemes of an old-time pegger. Pegs
driven in dry will hold better than pegs taken from the

mouth and a small perforation will also hold the peg better.

* * *

Bottom Finishing

To finish the bottom of a shoe properly, sand the bottom
dry, first level nicely, as sanding follows leveling and is right

or wrong, according to the leveling operation. Use the

right brushes, and the woolen brush is one of the best in

connection with bristle brushes; that is the brush that will

give the gloss and once you get the gloss stop right there,

as next to that comes dulncss of the finish, easy to under-

stand as the the wax has been burnt off from the finish by
over-brushing.

In the writer's travels he has seen a repairer setting

edges after finishing the bottoms and was told that this was
the best method, at least in the repair shop, where methods
different from shoe factories may be entirely practical. In

sanding and even in polishing the bottom the extreme edge

of the sole is often destroyed by the sanding roll.

When wetting the edge of the sole prior to edge trimming
the workman should hold the shoe bottom down upon the

bench to make sure of not dropping any water onto the

bottom, which would result in water stains. It is also better

to wet the edges a few minutes prior to the edge trimming
operation, so as to trim the edges in proper temper. The
same is true of the blacking on the edge prior to edge setting.

* * *

Repairing with Cement

The writer has experimented recently to some extent

and at his own expense in repairing soles with cement instead

of nailing or stitching, especially ladies' turned shoes. When
they are worn through the channel the cementing process

is much preferable to any other process, in the opinion of

the writer, if properly prepared. The proper method of

preparing this work, be it a rubber sole or leather sole, is

to take a piece of the very coarsest sandpaper or carbor-

undum, rough up the sole of the shoe and the sole to be put

on. Use the circular or oscillating motion of the hand, as

this method roughs up the grain and opens the pores so that

the cement will penetrate.

Take the very highest grade of rubber cement or the

gutta percha patching cement. If rubber is used, put on
one good heavy coat, let dry and then apply another coat.

The first coat will penetrate into the pores and the second

coat will adhere to the first, and if properly rubbed down,
it will stick until worn out.

The sole should also be reinforced with a few slim nails,

such as are used for lasting welts.

Put one of these in the centre and each corner of the toe,

one in each corner of the tap in the shank and on each ball.

There are many other advantages in cementing taps, especi-
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ally in damp weather as the cement protects the feet from

moisture and the shoe is more flexible.

Perhaps there are many repairers who would hesitate

to adopt this method because it is new, others because they

fear it is not practical. However, from a matter of economy,

the alert and enterprising shoe repairer should investigate

just such ideas as these if he wants to be able to give an

attractive value to his customers at a profit to himself in

cents and in future business. This is a period when the

customer welcomes new ideas, and novelties are as strong a

drawing card in shoe repairing.

—

The Shoe Repairer.

Advertising Scheme That Worked Well

The Imperial Shoe Store, of Edmonton, Alta., recently

tried out a new advertising scheme with satisfactory results.

This store is the agent for Invictus shoes and saved up 123

empty cartons, making a big pile of them in the window.
Each one was numbered on the bottom from 1 to 123, and
the store put a pair of Invictus shoes in one box of the pile.

A card was made headed, "Invictus Guessing Contest,"

and the person who guessed the number of the box containing

the goods got the shoes or another pair that fitted. The
store let the contest run for three days and the only trouble

they report was that there were not enough numbers to

accommodate the people who wanted to guess. No. 64

was the lucky number. Not one of the store staff knew
which carton the shoes were in, as an outsider was engaged
to place the pair in the box. Writing to George A. Slater,

Limited, Montreal, the Imperial Shoe Store says:—"We
had other cards stuck around the pile telling the merits of

Invictus. We are going to save all our empties for two or

three weeks and build up a bigger pile. We will put two
pairs of shoes, one women's and one men's. This is a

good stunt and the names and addresses of the guessers

make a good mailing list."

Lack of Shoe Information

It occurs to the writer that there is a woeful lack of

information in regard to shoes by the general public. The
average consumer knows next to nothing about his footwear.

He only knows when the shoe pleases him in appearance;

some do not even know when the shoe is comfortable.

This is shown by a general willingness to punish the foot in

order to wear some shape or style of shoe that happens to

tickle the fancy of the uninformed consumer.

These well-known facts suggest the thought that per-

haps the shoe manufacturers have neglected a very large

opportunity to educate the shoe wearing public as to the

construction of shoes, as to the quality of shoes, and, what is

still more important, as to the care of shoes. The different

abuses to which shoes are subjected ought to be emphaiszed

to the wearers so as to minimize the large amount of ignor-

ant and unfair claims for replacement of shoes that are in-

jured through the fault of the wearer.

Manufacturers have ready at hand a most inexpensive

opportunity to disseminate information upon shoes. This

opportunity can be embraced by putting a printed circular

or leaflet in the carton with every pair of shoes. The cost

of educational matter would be very slight, indeed, and if

the shoe manufacturers would co-operate in educational

work of this character, they would create quite a change of

sentiment on the part of shoe wearers, because of the better

understanding of shoes that they would have.

Altogether too little attention is being paid to the con-

sumer. If the consumer really understood his shoes, there

would not be so many flapdoodle legislators ready to intro-

duce special legislation every year for the purpose of regu-

lating the shoe business. It would be possible for the public

to be so well educated in the matter of shoes as to laugh

these bunco representatives of the "dear peepul" out of

court.

To expect such a condition of intelligence to arrive im-

mediately on the starting of any sort of educational campaign

is to expect the millenium The main thing to remember is

that nothing is now being done in this direction. The shoe

manufacturers hold conventions and resolve and declaim:

the shoe retailers hold a convention and declaim and resolve

some more; the shoe wholesalers meet and issue a monthly

bulletin among themselves. All of these different organiza-

tions tell each other the difficulties of the'r business but none

of them say a word to the consumer.

The manufacturers, retailers and wholesalers act as if

they were the whole cheese, forgetting that the public whom
they serve is going to settle some of these things after all.

Just now the public is in the hands of legislators who, for

political effect, will introduce any old kind of legislative

measure. The lack of information on the part of the con-

sumer plays into the hands of political tricksters. When
the business interests and the consumers get closer together,

then there will be a better basis for honest politics and good

government.—Superintendent and Foreman.

The Mid-Season Style Question

Congratulations to all retail shoe dealers, traveling

shoe salesmen and others who are sincere in their desire that

the introduction of new footwear fashions and fancies

between seasons be abolished, or at least reduced!

The resolution on this subject passed by the convention

of the National Shoe Retailers' Association in New York

city the other day—based on a report agreed to by a joint

committee of the retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers and

lastmakers—is important, and is worthy of every one's con-

gratulations, not so much for the concrete results it may or

may not produce as for the good that always comes from

any frank, general discussion of a public nuisance or annoy-

ance.

In the past we have all heard much, in the shoe trade,

about people who cordially endorse a proposition in an open

conference and then rush home to start things going along

exactly the opposite course. But that should be forgotten.

The only thing worth remembering is that it is going to be

not only a matter of interest, but a matter of serious, justifi-

able business for every one in the trade—be he retailer or

drummer or jobber or manufacturer or lastmaker or trade

paper publisher—to see for himself how consistently and

conscientiously the spirit of the joint resolution on "style

trend" adopted in the New York convention is carried out

this year by those who are in position to carry it out.

The retailer who thinks clearly will perceive his respon-

sibility in all this. He will not fail to realize its bearing upon

his natural desire for "something newer and snappier"

than his competitor is showing.

Likewise the jobber. The ambitious manufacturer who

gives assent to the real meaning of the resolution must not

forget it when he stumbles onto a sparkling new and exclus-

ive pattern in November or May, and is sorely tempted to

introduce it. The enterprising lastmaker, too, must keep

it in mind when his energetic scouts scent and bring to

light a mid-season style tendency that is an undoubted

"winner."

The hard thing about it all, gentle reader, is that

competition still continues to be the life of trade. But

with so general an acknowledgment of the pernicity of bring-

ing out new shoe fashions between-times as has now been

secured, the minimizing of the troublesome condition ought

not to be impossible. Success to the movement!—The

Shoeman.
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Breezy Comment on Retail Shoe Advertising

jj

1

J. W. Ingraham is a progressive shoe retailer in North

Sydney and in his ad. makes a clear announcement that rub-

ber heels will be given away free for a month. The condi-

tions of the sale are distinctly set forth and no one can

I
Rubber Heels f

Given Free
During the month of January we

wil give FREE with EVERYPAIR of boots
purchased here, at $2.50 or over, one pair
of rubber heels to fit p?ir of boots purc-
hased or any other pair belonging to pur-
chaser.

These heels will also be put on free
of charge if the purchaser so desires.

Take advantage of this profit shar-
ing sale by buying your footwear here.

"We thank you sincerely for your
kind patronage during the past year, and
wish you a Happy and Prosperous New
Year.

J. W. Ingraham, "SLIST

misunderstand the nature of the advertisement, which is no

catch-penny scheme, but a sincere desire to popularize rub-

ber heels and develop trade in this line. Some comment
might be made upon the typographical appearance of the

announcement. The border is not of a particularly pleasing

pattern, while the style of type in the body matter is too

heavy, being more adapted for handbills or dodgers. A
lighter face letter would have been an improvement.

The ad of the Balata Soling Co., of Toronto, is striking

and effective. The heading is catchy and the illustration

8

Combination Whole Soles and Heels
—of—

Leather and Balata
Extending Right Through Under Heel at Per Cut.

$1.50

WE DO ALL KINDS OF SHOE REPAIRS
MEN'S LADIES'

This combination sole ia an entirely new feature is (he ait of shoa

repairing It comprises one layer of solid oak tanned leather

and one ply of Balata, making the shoe light, absolutely water-

proof, and giving doable the wear of an ordinary sole. This ideal

sole for winter weather does away with the use of robbers.

BALATA SOLING CO.
62 Richmond East

Phone Adelaide 3108. We Call and Deliver.

One Minute East of Shea'..

affords the readers an idea of what is meant by having a

combination whole sole and heel put on shoes. A list of

prices is presented so that the announcement is one that

should bring results, in that one knows exactly beforehand

what it is going to cost him or her to have their footwear

needs attended to. A brief, snappy discussion of this new

feature in the art of shoe repairing is given and emphasis

is also laid on the fact that the establishment calls for and
delivers work. Too many repairers leave the public to

imagine this, whereas it should be distinctly stated in every

ad, because persons will often get little jobs done, which
they may otherwise neglect, if they know goods will be

sent for and delivered upon receipt of a telephone message.

Charles E. Raven, of St. Thomas, Ont., makes an im-

portant announcement in reference to Union-made shoes,

and his ad no doubt would have a good effect in appealing

not onlv to the working classes, but to others as well, who

Union Made Shoes
In seleciing our line of Good Footwear we give the pre-

ference to shoes bearing the Union Stamp, and as a cons:-

quence the majority of our better lines of shoes bear the stamp

of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.

The Union Stamp tells the story.

We Cater to the Wants of Union Workmen
Buy good Union Made Shoes. They are far cheaper in

the »nd than shoes made by nobody knows who or where.

Trunk Department

Trunks $2.00 to $25.00; Suitcases, $1.00 to $12.00;
Club Bags $2.50 to $15.00; School Cases, 50c to 75c.

CHAS. E. RAVEN
655-659 Talbot Street

know that the use of the union stamp generally carries with

it excellence of workmanship and superiority in construc-

tion. The ad is three columns wide and is very well set up,

although the lines might be a little more artistically bal-

anced. Mr. Raven refers briefly to his trunk department

and gives a range of prices, at which these goods are sold.

The advertisement of J. A. Taylor, shoe retailer, of

Petrolia, stands out very clearly and prominently. The
cut used is an excellent one, and at once arrests attention.

A short, breezy description is given of the shoe, telling of

its main features and indicating the price. The white space

around the body matter serves to draw attention to the

announcement. The ad on the whole is clean-cut, well

%-%•%.-%•%.'%. -»-'w-v*».^-v%^^

i

You'll Like The
Men's Work Shoes we are

showing, viscolized soles, bel-

lows tongues. 10, 14 and 16

inches high. They're just what

you want to keep your feet dry

and comfortable.

Great foot protection for the

out of doors worker.

$3. $3.50 and $4

XAVI OR THE SHOE MAN
/ » I LUI\, PETROLIA
This Shoe Store is a Saving Institution

set-up, and well-arranged. The slogan "This Shoe Store

is a Saving Institution," is also something new in the line

of business mottoes, and is original and effective.
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Attaching Skates—Just For Fun
"Yes, it is another care of where the shoeman is the

goat," remarked a Hamilton shoe dealer the other day, as

he was struggling with an awl, a hammer and screw driver,

while he had a shoe over a repairing rack. "We dp not

get a single cent for putting on skates," he indignantly re-

marked, as he hit his thumb a blow, "and it is another case

of how we are imposed upon constantly. This job of attach-

ing skates is worth 15 cents, if it worth anything, yet the

majority of dealers will screw on the skates free of charge,

if the hockey boots are bought at the store, or if the skates

are purchased in the shop, for, you know, some dealers

handle skates as a side line. Why I have even had young
people, and older ones, too, who have bought their boots at

another stand, and their skates from a hardware dealer,

come in here and ask me to attach the blades out of the

goodness of my heart and the kindness of my disposition.

I do not know what the shoe business is coming to when
the retailer will fasten on skates gratis, simply because the

dealer has sold a pair of hockey shoes. The reason I do it

is because the other fellow does and I have not backbone

enough to stand out and get what I know the thing is really

worth. If we had a local association here we could eliminate

many of these abuses, and until we are united as a body,

and stop the evil of returned goods, approbation, late hours,

etc., T suppose we will go on in the same old way."

Big Demand For Heavy Leather
In spite of prices domestic trade has increased a little

since the first of the year, but it is still considered far from
rushing and few are running full time or force. However,
most of the manufacturers are looking forward hopefully

and are ready to jump into the collar as soon as orders are

placed. One thing is very evident, and that is the demand
for heavy leather for export, and if it keeps up the manu-
facturers of heavy shoes will have a hard time to get any
even though they are willing to pay the price. Unless condi-

tions change soon it looks as though we would have to adopt

a new kind of foot covering for those who work on the

outside. It is said that the price of a hide has increased 70d

per cent, during the past twenty years. It is likely to keep

on increasing in value, if so much money may be made by

holding it for a high price.—Shoe Topics.

Live Pointers on Fitting Shoes
One of the most necessary rules for clerks to adopt is

to study the foot after you measure it. This leads the

prospective buyer to believe that you have a knowledge

of your business and are qualified to meet the required

demands.
First, the length of the foot should be definitely deter-

mined by means of a measuring stick. Next, the general

shape of the foot. A foot with a low arch requires a shoe

with a rather straight last. A foot with a fairly high and
natural arch will be most comfortable in a shoe made over a

slightly swinging toe last.

The long, thin foot is the most difficult to adjust prop-

erly. From its shape at the instep it has natural tendency

to extend toward the toes. Allow at least two sizes.

Always fit the ball joint; this rule never fails the sales-

man and the effect is very pleasing on the customer's foot.

In order to insure comfort, the joint should be set well for-

ward in the vamp; this can be acquired by advising the

proper length and width.

When fitting keep these two things in mind: The fit,

when the customer is sitting, and the fit when standing

with the weight of the body in the shoe. Sometimes when

the customer is sitting, the shoe will feel easy, but when the
weight of the body is in the shoe the foot broadens.

Don't fit a thick toed, bunchy foot to a drop toe last.

Don't fit a thin-through foot to a knob toe last.

Don't fit a crooked foot to a straight last. .

Don't fit a straight foot to a crooked last.^-Boot and
Shoe Recorder.

Timely Counsel by John Wanamaker
The stores of fifty years ago, compared with the stores

of to-day, look like little candles compared with the present

500-watt tungsten lamp. In the best type of the modern
store the floors are all level from street to street. There
are no crowded aisles. There is abundant light everywhere.
The ventilation is perfect. A complete stock of merchandise
is kept up the year around.

Safety first, no matter what the expense, is the daily

duty a store holds to its every-increasing patrons. As yet
nobody has said that we have made a mistake in providing

comfort and securities for the safety of our customers.

It will naturally follow that no one connected with a

store will be lacking in politeness to the visitors, lookers and
purchasers, who care for civility but not or familiarity.

No matter how many advantages we have to offer in our
continually fresh-re-enforced stocks of merchandise, and
however carefully it is priced at attractive and just prices,

nothing is so much appreciated as prompt, quick and good
service at every counter and corner of the store.

Few persons understand that there are "seconds" in

almost every class of goods, that cost the dealer less, and
should be sold to the consumer at a lower price, but are

frequently palmed off on customers at the top price, or,

what is worse, the goods are advertised as the standard

goods selling at an off-price, when the price charged is what
the same goods are sold at by reputable houses.

It is hardly to be expected that all customers know the

tricks of the trade; nor can they know the actual values.

Therefore, it is well worth while to try to ascertain the facts

and compare merchandise. With few exceptions goods can
be sent home from more than one store, and this house was
the first to accept returns of purchases not wanted by
buyers. The only business that will satisfy us is that which
is genuinely right and gives full value for money paid.

From the first letter of the alphabet to the last a store

must make good in the character of the advertising. In

shaking an apple tree the first to fall are the rotten apples.

To shake a store by its own advertising pole will often reveal

its fictitious claims.

It is always difficult to get definite facts on any subject.

It is certainly important that everything put into type be

accurate. Advertisements must be news of fresh goods.

They must be printed in good English, must be devoid of

mis-statements, must convey information to clerks and cus-

tomers, must offer fair service, and must tell of just prices.

From every room under the vast roof we have barred

out—deception, dishonesties, delusive statements, disguised

goods, and pilfering prices. Our store will play fair or not

at all.

To be personally "on the job" as President Wilson says

is the fundamental law of all successful storekeeping. Busi-

ness is not a matter of machinery. It is not a great granite

building. It is not iron and steel and rock: it is the human
force that is in it. It is the man.

The worst case we ever heard of was that of an

Arkansas shoe dealer. He was sitting at the rear of his

store one day when a lady entered. "I want to buy a pair

of tan shoes," she said. The dealer hid his face in an ex-

pansive yawn. "Sorry, madam," he said wearily, "but you'll

have to come in some day when I'm standing up !"
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Will Make New Issue of Stock
A special shareholders' meeting of .the Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co., has been called for March 8th in order

to ratify the action of the directors at their meeting held

in Montreal recently, when it was decided, in order to raise

funds for new financing, to issue a million dollars' worth of

7 per cent, preferred stock, and to offer same to shareholders.

The authorized preferred stock of the company at the present

time is S2,000,000. Of this $1,980,000 is outstanding.

The new issue will include the $20,000 of the old stock in

the treasury, and will therefore really be for $1,020,000. In

case all of the issue is not taken up by shareholders, the

directors have secured a client who will take the remainder

at par. Besides the outstanding preferred shares the com-

pany has $2,804,120 common and $2,590,000 bonds out-

standing. The proceeds of the new issue, it was stated, by
Mr. T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager of

the company, will be used to increase the equipment at the

Berlin tire factory, and to enlarge the department for the

complete manufacture of rubber clothing recently estab-

lished. In 1913 the company's surplus profits, after paying

dividends at the rate of 7 per cent, on the preferred, and 4

per cent, on the common stock, amounted to $139,742.

This was carried forward to a balance of over $2,000,000.

Unique Display of Army Shoes
An impression has got abroad that Canadian boot manu-

facturers cannot make boots. Anybody thinking along

these lines, however, will be speedily disillusioned if they

pay a visit to the store of the George G. Gales Co., 77 Sparks
Street, says an Ottawa exchange, where may be seen some of

the finest types of army boots possible to produce, and all

made in Canada. Recently, the Ames-Holden-McCready
Co., of Montreal, have carried out a large contract for the

French government for army boots. Many thousands have
been made, and there are a quantity of these on view at

Gales. The display shows the boots during the various

processes of construction, and an examination will convince

anyone that the manufacturers believe in the old maxim
that "there's nothing like leather."

There are three pieces only used in the making of the

uppers of the boots, and there are no seams to chafe the

warriors' feet or to cultivate corns or other objectionable

things. The soles are built strongly of solid leather through-

out, as may be seen by the sections of the boots on exhibition.

They are finished with steel slugs in the heels and "hob"
nails in the soles. The leather used in the manufacture of

the boots is also shown, both before and after waterproofing.

Opens Up Large New Store

J. H. Porter, who is now operating a chain of stores in

Toronto, known as the J. H. Porter Shoe Stores, has estab-

lished his headquarters at 225 Yonge Street, corner of Shuter.

The new premises are 100 feet deep and 25 feet wide, while

at the rear is a receiving and storage room 50 feet in width,

making the interior the shape of an L. What impresses the

visitor is the generous window space for display purposes,

there being four double window s on Shuter Street extending

the full depth of the store, and two on Yor.ge Street. This

is said to be the largest glass area of any footwear shop in

Canada. The double carton system prevails and the fix-

tures are all of mahogany with comfortable settees uphol-

stered in leather. At intervals are display tables, covered

with Scotch linoleum and under the surface of the table are

shelves for carrying the lines shown on top. Each table

thus serves a double purpose. The newest Lampson carrier

system has been installed communicating directly with the

cash registers on the mezzanine floor at the rear where Mr.

Porter has also his private office. All the display windows

have paneled back grounds of pure white, the wood work

being covered with three coats of white paint and two of

enamel. The corner window is so large that it requires

three hundred shoes to properly dress it. Each of the double

windows is divided by a neat, airy partition and for exhibit-

ing goods all kinds of shoe stands are used including a

number of attractive glass pedestals. Artificially the new
Porter shoe store is lighted with the latest nitrogen electric

lamps, there being five each of one thousand candle power

in the store, two in the front windows of one thousand

candle power each, and eight in the side windows of four

hundred candle power respectively. Mr. Porter announces

that his motto is "High Grade Shoes at Popular Prices,"

but that quality is the first consideration.
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Veteran Leather Man Passes
Another veteran in the leather world has passed away

in the person of Charles King, who died on February 22

at his residence, 80 Howland Avenue, Toronto, in the seventy

eighth year of his age. A few weeks ago, while paying a

visit to Whitby, he caught a chill ont he station platform

awaiting a train to return to Toronto. He recovered from
the effects but a relapse occurred which proved fatal. Of
late years the deceased had lived in Toronto, but for a long

period he was a resident of Whitby, always taking a promin-
ent part in the industrial, social and public life of the town
and the county of Ontario. After landing in this country

and spending a short time in the United States, Charles

King joined his brother Joseph King in the leather manu-
facturing business in the pretty lakeside town. This was
away back in the early sixties and the partnership continued

until 1883 when Joseph King retired, coming to Toronto to

enter the leather and shoe findings trade. Charles King
was identified with the tannery at Whitby up to the end,

although of late years the business has been conducted under
the name of King Bros. Co. Limited, Joseph and Theodore,
sons of the deceased, being the active partners. Many years

ago the plant specialized on calf leather and "King's calf"

was a brand known from one end of Canada to the other.

Another interesting point in connection with the career of

the late Charles King is that he was the first leather manu-
facturer to advertise in the Shoe and Leather Journal,
taking space in the initial issue in 1888. To mourn his

departure a widow, six sons and two daughters are left.

The sons acted as pall bearers at the funeral. They are;

Samuel, Joseph and Theodore, of Toronto, Adam, Leon
and William, of New York. The daughters are Mrs. Good-
man, of New York, and Mrs. Draimin, Toronto. There
are two brothers, Hermann, New York, and Joseph, Toronto.

The departure of Charles King marks the severance of

another tie binding the present with the past, but with his

passing there is left the memory of a long, useful and upright

record.

A New Material For Shoes

Is leather destined to disappear as a material for shoes?

The laws of reason, of physiology, of experience, even of

such fads as vegetarianism all demand that leather be dis-

carded as footwear. Not only do they cause fetid perspira-

tion and want of ventilation of the feet, but they imprison

the muscles, tendons, ankles and toes, cause callous flesh and

sore skin, not to forget corns and bunions. Flat feet, fallen

arches, hide-bound tendons and a whole host of other ills

are directly traceable to the tough and partially pliable

leather. Dr. H. R. Goodwin, a veterinarian, has just dis-

covered a novel and cheap substitute for leather which

should in every way be made to take the place of leather

boots and shoes. Waxed canvas—a form of paraffined cloth,

with soles of linoleum or balata—is his contribution to the

health and welfare of humanity. Those who have taken to

these suede, canvas, cloth, satin and other paraffined materi-

als, since Dr. Goodwin's discovery, have been agreeably sur-

prised at the complete disappearance of tough skin, callous

flesh and corns. Moreover, the elasticity and agility of the

feet are once more restored and no rain or water can pene-

trate the paraffined stuffs. Indeed, the feet are never cold

or chilled in these "panscorum" cloths.

New Position For Mr. Diamond
S. E. Diamond, who has been appointed manager of the

Winnipeg branch of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, suc-

ceeding A. L. Johnson, who has been made general sales

manager of the company, with headquarters in Montreal,

has been a resident of the Dominion for eight years. He

is of Irish extraction, being born at Draperstown, London-

derry county, Ireland, where he received a national school

education. At the age of fourteen years he joined the office

staff of Messrs. Workman, Clark & Co., Limited, ship-

builders and engineers, of Belfast, in whose service he

remained until 1907, when he resigned with the object of

coming to Canada. Shortly after reaching Winnipeg he

secured a position with Ames-Holden Co., Limited, and

remained with that firm until the amalgamation of the busi-

nesses of Ames-Holden and James McCready, Limited, in

1911. Since then he has been acting as office and credit

manager of the present company. The thoroughness of his

work and the efficiency of his services have been recognized

by his promotion to the post of manager and many friends

in the trade will extend their congratulations to Mr. Dia-

mond, who is a gentleman of ability, energy and force of

character.
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Military Effect in Fall Shoe Models
(Continued from page 28)

the producers are not prepared to say until they have all

their samples entirely completed and have gone exhaustively

into the cost problem.

Men's Shoes, Military or Millinery?

In men's footwear there is never the same wide range

in variety, fantastic effects, artistic combinations, panels,

inlays, fancy stitching, elaborate perforations or other "gin-

gerbread" manifestations characteristic of feminine foot-

men's shoes are about the same height as last season—from
six-eights to eight-eights. Blind eyelets continue to be
shown in large numbers. The gaiter effect is also found to

some extent in men's footwear. A leading stylist states that

there is this year a strong Parisian leaning in foot toggery
for both sexes, and it is anticipated that black and white
effects may be very much welcomed for their striking con-
trasts. In men's outing shoes, white, tan and mixed leathers

are being displayed and a large number of models carry

rubber heels and soles.

To sum up, both men's and women's shoes for autumn
smack of the vagaries of eternally altering feminine fashions.

On the left is seen the new diamond tip, patent leather,

with whole cloth quarters, slant top, and combination

narrow foxing and back stay, Louis heel. In the centre is a

novelty in a man's oxford. The materials are white buck
and patent colt, making a combination of white and black.

The tip, saddle strap and heel foxing are adorned with a

row of white stitching on either side of the perforations.

The sole is of white ivory. On the right is a New York
side lace novelty, which some firms are trying to introduce.

The forepart is of patent, the quarters of grey cloth, with

patent lace stays and Louis heel. Many years ago this shoe

was seen but never became very popular.

wear. The average lord of creation is more conservative in

his tastes and many business and professional men adopt a

certain style of last and adhere to it from season to season.

Numerous Canadian manufacturers think that the popular

selling line will not be the extreme English last or the very

pronounced drop toe, but a medium drop or wide round toe.

Of course, the leading style in shoes for men is the bal.

In the better trade it has to a very large extent displaced

the Blucher and the new square effect at the throat is very

striking, while the stitching and corded tips of last season

are again marked features in many samples. Some samples

carry toppings in various shades—putty, dark brown and

grey—while a few have fancy binding, inserts and pipings.

This season men's shoes seem to have gone to the ex-

treme in fancy work, but whether the "millinery" effects will

take well with the masculine persuasion remains to be seen.

Of course the young man is always in a receptive mood for

any novelty type of boot or innovation that may be pre-

sented, and the new military and gaiter effect creations will

no doubt appeal to him. Gunmetal is still the most popular

leather, with patent in strong favor for dress occasions.

Most manufacturers are going light on colors. Nut brown,

mahogany tan and other shades are likely to have only a

fair call.

The average buyer will likely be perplexed in the num-

erous colored toppings that the shoes carry, but fawn and

grey predominate.

The button shoe will still be shown in a number of

styles, and is the real shoe for dress functions. Heels on

Just how far the "high-flown" and "far-flung" types will

prove good sellers remains yet to be seen.

Patent Kid Coming to Front

Speaking on the patent leather situation, a leading auth-

ority offers the following views:

—

"While it is well known that shortly after the outbreak

of war in Europe that England and France placed an em-
bargo on all kinds of leather, and that there was little hope

of American shoe manufacturers being able to secure their

customarily large supplies of calfskins from Germany, the

fact was not so generally known to shoe retailers that there

would be a great shortage of coltskins for patent leather.

Our principal source of supply for coltskins is Russia, and

when the Russian government placed an embargo on the ex-

portation of these skins it seriously curtailed the use of

patent colt as a leather for shoes in America. When the

war broke out American tanners of patent colt had only

small supplies of skins. On top of the scarcity of patent colt

is the definite prospect of a very strong demand for shiny

leather shoes. This demand must be met, but dealers cannot

expect to get patent colt. In this somewhat serious situation

the attention of manufacturers and retailers is being called

to patent kid as a satisfactory substitute for patent colt. In

standard grades, patent kid is fully as desirable as patent

colt ; it can be secured in almost any weight ; its lustre is as

high as that of patent colt ; it readily conforms to the foot

and is more comfortable than other shiny stock. Other kinds

of patent leather have advanced in price except patent kid,
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which is now sold at a wide range of prices and in a greater

variety of grades, so that it is available material for shoes

at medium prices and up. In the past, patent kid has been

used almost exclusively in the higher priced lines, but with

the great demand for a satisfactory substitute for patent colt,

the tanners have turned to patent kid."

New Colors Almost Every Day
Style prophets declare that a change likely to be made

in the near future replacing the colored cloth tops on

military bals is colored kid. Already some manufacturers

are showing bals with kid quarters in various hues and

scarcely a clay passes but some fresh tint is presented for

consideration of the trade. Among the very latest names
may be mentioned Louvain blue, Alsace red, Belgian green,

ecru, plum, champagne, Newport tan, pongee, tuxedo brown,

mustard, beige, buck, mauve, mouse, suede, battleship gray,

and a host of others. The most popular heel for the coming

season is the leather Louis and leather Cuban Louis.

Some manufacturers report that black and white effects

may go very well. A number of shoes are being shown with

black foreparts and white kid quarters, black eyelet facing

and white eyelets. The midget eyelet and the midget lace

are used on several fall samples.

It is the general opinion of manufacturers, although

many did not place orders last season for oxfords, that the

coming summer is going to see a decided run on this class

of footgear, which has not been in exceptional demand for

some time. In fact, those in a position to know declare

that oxfords will largely replace colonials and Cleopatras.

The oxfords will be mostly of the military type, with colored

cloth quarters, fancy stays and foxing and concave heels.

The return of the oxford is one of the surprises of the com-
ing summer season.

Views of Some Manufacturers

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, are

sending out a handsome circular showing the lines in which

this enterprising firm are giving prompt service. They
have been running to their fullest capacity turning out the

new lines of the season such as the sand, putty, gray and

fawn tops in both the lace bal and oxford and also the but-

ton boot and colonial. The military lace boot, which came
to the front so quickly, they have already shipped large

quantities in and they state that for fall this will become
even more popular.

The Perth Shoe Co., of Perth, have put in several

French lasts and their fall models have all the fancv trim-

mings. In their line of samples are seen several military

bals and gaiter boots with fabric toppings of different colors.

Patent facings are noticeable as well as other attractive

effects. Patent is the leading leather and the range for fall

was never more complete or fetching.

Gourlay & Fogelberg, of Berlin, report that they are

putting in two new lasts as well as a variety of new styles

and patterns. They are placing in line this year a shoe very

popular a number of years ago, which has a side lace. In

the higher grades it is thought these shoes will sell very well.

Cloth tops of various shades will be a big factor in shoe-

making during the coming season, and one of the principal

reasons is that the price of leather has gone up, and is still

ascending. The firm do not think there will he any radical

changes in regard to lasts as the shapes of last season have

taken very well with the trade.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Quebec, in men's styles are

showing two new lasts, one a recede toe last built along the

English lines and the other a medium high toe last fairly

full in the toe, both of which they expect will be good sell-

ing lasts. In fall styles there will probably be a predomin-

ance of the bal over the blucher, since this style seems to be

winning a great deal of favor on account of its neat appear-

ance. Buttons are not selling quite so well as last season.

The calf leathers are still holding their ground, even at

advanced prices, but for shoes at a price, the Marsh Co.

think the trade will be obliged to substitute veal for calf.

This will not effect the wearing quality of a shoe, but, of

course, a little of the fineness will disappear. Tans, except

in the darker shades are almost dead and even darker shades

are not so popular as they have been during the past season

or two. A few cloth tops are being shown in the men's lines.

The company are showing two new lasts in women's—one a

plain toe with a short vamp and carrying a fairly high heel,

and the other a low heel, medium high toe, fully rounded

and almost a straight last, more for a growing girl than for

a woman's shoe. The styles tend towards military effect, both

in gun metal and in every shade of cloth tops. Patent leath-

ers and calf with these cloth tops will probably be the best

sellers, while in the cheaper lines dongola will still be

popular.
* * *

This is the first of four regular editions of the Shoe
and Leather Journal devoting special attention to fall

footwear styles and featuring the latest Canadian models.

Other issues will contain additional data of much interest

and importance.

On the left is a recede toe, with square effect at throat, with drab ooze eyelet stay and blind eyelets. On the right

gun metal vamp, grey cloth top and gun metal eyelet stay. is a gun metal bal, receding round toe, flat broad heel and

In the centre is an oxford made of drab Palm Beach cloth, blind eyelets.
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Pointers on Shoe Repair "Profits"

Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

I have been in the repair business for some months now.
I was formerly in the retail line but just at present I find

that I can make more money repairing. I read your paper
regularly and it contains a number of good pointers and some
that are not worth the paper on which they are printed.

Things are high in the West just now, and if we put buttons
on a pair of shoes we charge fifteen cents for the job. If

any one wants a pair of laces we have all kinds and colors

which we sell at five, ten and fifteen cents per pair. Buttons,

laces and other findings cost us real money and we do not
give anything away these days nor do we do any work for

nothing.

I see that your paper contains many articles about the

shoe merchant not knowing his exact profit. If any repairer

would attempt to do some of the things you outline for him,

in the way of securing business he would not keep his doors

open very long. I will admit that there are too few of us

who have any idea of proper profit in this trade. Some day,
when I get time, I am going to jot down a few "ifs" and
"whys" for you to work on. I know of one repairer in this

city who has six men going about the city canvassing for

jobs. He gives, or is supposed to give them, twenty-five

per cent, commission. Now this shop in question puts on a

good sewn half sole and rubber heels for $1.25. If you pay
eighteen cents for rubber heels, allow twelve cents for stitch-

ing, twenty cents for leather, forty cents for the labor and
pay the canvasser who brought in the work twenty-five

per cent, commission, where does the profit of the repair man
come in when his overhead expenses such as rent, light, heat,

royalty, insurance, taxes, etc., are taken into consideration.

I would like to hear from some others on a few of the points

that I have raised. Yours, etc.,

Quick Repair.

Don't Guarantee a Single Pair

The conference of shoe merchants, shoe manufacturers
and shoe wholesalers in New York recently strongly crystal -

lized one point of timely interest to the entire trade—namely

:

Shoes cannot and should not be covered with any sort of

blanket guarantee as to life, vitality or condition, and that

redress can only be given through faulty construction.

It was cited that the strongest shoe of the best leathers,

firmly built, had an active wearing life of less than forty days.

It has taken a war to put that fact before the average indi-

vidual who figured six months wear to any shoe. With
patent leather, a full 60% of women's spring styles, with

cloth tops the vogue, and light effects everywhere general,

the rule should be

"These shoes are not warranted, not guaranteed and
we do not assume the reponsibility of their wear."

and one merchant at the convention went so far as to add
"not for a minute."—Boot and Shoe Recorder.

Too Much "Bargain" in Some Sales

Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:
Business in this city—well never mind the place—is

very good so far as volume is concerned, but is terribly short

on profits. The front of nearly every emporium is plastered

with huge cotton signs announcing "sweeping sales," "cut

to the bone prices," "the bank is after us," "the war has

hit us," "we must have cash or bust," etc. In fact, numer-
ous merchants appear to be doing most anything or saying

anything in order to get up a sale. So far, I have not yet

adopted these tactics but, if business does not improve, I

will have to fall in line. I am not writing this letter in any
critical spirit but merely to point out that I think some of

these too loud bargain shouters are going extremely far.

One man, who has been a good customer of mine, walked
into my shop the other day with new footwear. In the
course of a friendly conversation, he inquired rather bashfully

what kind of a bargain he had got on his new shoes. He
said that the salesman, who had waited on him, told him
that they were genuine kangaroo and were worth in the
regular way seven dollars but, as they were clearing out a
few left in the line, he could have the pair for four dollars

and forty-five cents. I examined the shoes and they were
box kip blucher, machine sewn, fair stitch and were never
worth a cent more than three fifty in the first place. In

addition, the fellow got a "piano" in them, which was not
mentioned in the bargain, and you could hear him coming
farther than you could see him. However, I believe that
most shops are honest enough to give better value than the
one in this case. With few exceptions in this world we
generally get what we pay for in the shoe or any other busi-

ness—but look out when you are offered something for

nothing. Sincerely yours,

Quality.

Their Output Greatly Extended
The C. N. W. Shoe Co., Limited, of London, Out., who

are now operating in their well appointed new factory on
Rectory street in that city, are displaying to the trade some
very attractive samples. The company make women's high-

grade shoes exclusively and have recently added a fine line

of turns. The capacity of the plant is 500 pairs a day. As
announced in a previous issue a reorganization was recently

effected with Edward S. Hunt as president and general man-
ager and William E. Wilson as vice-president and superin-

tendent.

Mr. Hunt is a native of the neighboring city of St.

Thomas, being a son of Francis Hunt, a former newspaper
man and now the veteran magistrate of Elgin county. After

completing his education E. S. Hunt learned telegraphy and

migrated westwards, landing in Winnipeg in 1890. For

E. S. HUNT W. E. WILSON

seventeen years he was successively operator, agent, des-

patcher, and chief train despatcher on various divisions of

the C.P.R. and C.N.R. systems between the head of the

Great Lakes and the Coast. Later he engaged in real estate

and brokerage business in Port Arthur and was a member
of the Joint Street Railway Commission for Port Arthur

and Fort William. His business training has been thorough

and extended.

William E. Wilson, vice-president and superintendent,

is widely known in the shoe manufacturing business and

has had a varied and well rounded experience in both the

United States and Canada, having been identified with the

Thomas G. Plant Co., of Boston, Slater Shoe Co.. of Mon-
treal, and Getty & Scott, of Gait, and for the past few years

with the C. N. W. Shoe Co., London. His insight and

training in the line of making women's fine shoes is attested

by the large demand for his output.
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SOME LEADING SAMPLES BY THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER COMPANY, LIMITED, MERRITTON, ONT.

The Rubber Selling Season Starts
(Continued from page jo)

ly placed on raw materials, that the levy may be increased

and, in that emergency, where are the rubber footwear firms

going- to get off at ? They have absorbed the present ad-

vance on raw rubber, ducks, cottons, linings, etc., but, if

there is another jump, you can depend they will not do so

and the dealer will have to bear the increment. Everything

entering into the manufacture of rubber goods has gone up
since last season, except labor and the cases, and yet the

companies are not raising prices on placing order business.

No, we are not philanthropists or public benefactors, but

the one reason that no advance has taken place just now is

that we are all anxious to secure as large a placing order

trade as possible."

The same terms and other concessions of last year are

again extended. On account of stiffer freight rates to all

points in the West slightly higher prices rule in the Prairie

Provinces than in the East. Through the Western Shoe
Jobbers' Association competitive points have been established

and freight rates will thus be equalized.

The price lists of the several companies on the different

lines of rubber shoes, it is understood, vary but little. The
manufacturers will endeavor to secure business, not by any

price slashing method or special discount, but will make

their appeals for orders on the ground of merit, service and
quality. Competition should thus be on a fair square basis

and the retailer will be enabled to judge for himself as to

what companies adequately meet his requirements and cater

most efficiently to his trade.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, in their new catalogue,

say : "The greatest improvement in the method of manufac-
turing rubber footwear since the process of vulcanizing rub-

ber was discovered by Charles Goodyear, is the development
of what is called the "pressure cure," that is, vulcanizing

rubber boots and shoes under pressure instead of by the

open heat method still almost universally employed. After
exhaustive research work and tests to prove its value, we
have installed this new system, involving a large expenditure

for the necessary equipment. The marked superiority of

goods made by this new process is obvious. The various

parts of the boots and shoes are bonded more firmly together,

and the porosity, or sponginess, of the soles and heels, so

common heretofore, is entirely eliminated. By this new
process they are made as solid as the tough treads of auto-

mobile tires. This ensures the maximum of durability and
wear-resisting quality.

"The new pressure cure method adopted by Gutta

Percha and Rubber, Limited, marks an era in rubber shoe

making."
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News Notes From Quebec
During the heavy rain and hail storm of last week all

the shoe factories in Quebec operated by electric power

were obliged to close down, the wires being put out of busi-

ness in every case. It took a few days before communica-

tion could be re-established. The storm also interfered with

business to a large extent in the retail stores. During its

progress fire broke out in the cellar of Richard & Frere,

manufacturers' agents, and caused several hundred dollars'

damage.

O. Goulet, shoe manufacturer, was in Montreal last

week on business.

Jos. Thivierge. Lucien Borne, Emile Fortier, Pierre

Ouellet and Wilbrod Richard recently spent a few days in the

Lake St. John district on a hunting trip.

Ludger Duchaine's Goodyear plant is now in operation

and several fine welt samples have been turned out, which

;ire much admired by the trade.

Considerable new equipment has been recently added to

the factories of the John Ritchie Co. and Elie Jobin. Limited.

Tourigny & Marois have removed to their new factory,

a description of which appeared in the last issue of the Shoe

and Leather Journal and are now running to capacity.

Many friends are congratulating Mr. Marois on his fine and

commodious business home.

Jos. Metivier, manager for Elie Jobin. Limited, is spend-

ing a vacation at his country residence at Cacouna.

Leather is taking a considerable jump in price, owing

to the recent tariff of seven and one-half per cent. Hides

are very scarce in Canada. Box kip, which was selling a

few days ago at 22 cents, is now quoted at 25 cents a foot.

Tan winter calf has also taken a substantial rise. Other

lines have likewise been advanced owing to the additional

customs' levy.

Among those in the city recently were Wm. S. Parke,

of the Dunlop Tire and Rubber Goods Co., Montreal
; John

McEntyre and J. E. Peckham, of John McEntyre, Lim-

ited, Montreal, and Charles Weaver, of Trenton.

Board Containers Are Popular
The use of solid fibreboard boxes for shipping footwear

is being more generally recognized by shoe manufacturers in

Canada. These lines, which are now made by the Hinde &
Dauch Paper Co., in their splendidly equipped factory

in Toronto, are taking well with the trade, being collapsible,

puncture and water-proof, protecting the goods in transit

and requiring but little room for storage. In making ship-

ments a big saving is frequently effected in weight and

freight charges—in fact, the sum saved in some instances is

sufficient to pay for the container. Some houses in Western

Canada are insisting that goods shall be shipped in these

containers, which are turned out in large numbers by the

Hinde & Dauch Co., who will be pleased to forward samples

and quotations to any one sending inside dimensions of boxes

required. There is no doubt that the corrugated shipping

container is the one bound to come into general use in con-

nection with the transportation of all kinds of footwear,

shoe findings and light carton goods on the ground of econ-

omy, convenience, safety, lightness and strength.

The Patent Leather Question
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

I have been reading the reports of speeches of shoe

manufacturers and others made at recent trade gatherings

in New York, in which the orators indulged in condemnation
of patent leather, its faults and imperfections, etc. They

have a right to do so, of course, if they feel justified. I

have no quarrel there.

But, sir, there is patent leather and patent leather.

There are a great many making patent leather that never
should have attempted it. Few will dispute this.

But,+o denounce all patent leather as made to-day is

illogical and unjust. With as much reason might the tele-

graph companies thirty years ago cry out against the intro-

duction of the telephone, as users of patent leathers cry

out to-day against producers of the model, or most modern
of shoe leathers.

I hold no brief for the patent leather manufacturers;

the leather requires no defense. To oppose its production

or attempt to check or limit its popularity is to stand in the

way of true progress. No organized attempt to substitute

other leathers will avail so long as it gives satisfaction to

the consumer, and so long also as the public call for it.

Besides, there is a great difference between the old brands
of patent leathers and the standard lines produced to-day.

The tannage is different; the leather made for enameling
to-day for the most part is a "special leather for purpose."

This makes all the difference. The material that enters into the

enamel is different, and so is its preparation and application.

The patent leather made to-day, I repeat, is a great im-

provement on that of the past, being among other things

finished on the flesh instead of the grain side, and its hold
upon the best trade is evidenced by its widespread use.

Justice.

Veteran Among the Roadmen
D. R. Hawley, of Toronto, who represents Getty & Scott,

Limited, of Gait, in the larger towns and cities of Eastern

Ontario, is one of the veterans of the road and has just

taken out his thirty-sixth annual certificate as a traveler,

having been selling shoes for this long period. Recently he

completed his spring placing trip and states that it was the

most successful he has ever experienced and that his numer-
ous customers have found that "Classic shoes" are giving

every satisfaction and the line is being more and more
appreciated with each succeeding season. Mr. Hawley will

start out shortly with a splendid range of samples for fall

and is looking forward to exceptionally big business. S. J.

Anderson, of Kingston, who has been representing Getty

& Scott in Northern Ontario, and assisting William Cham-
berlain in catering to the Toronto trade, has received a well

deserved promotion and will look after business in the more
important provincial centres in addition to supervising his

former ground.

Mr. Thurston Makes a Change

J.

Mr. W. J. Thurston, who has
been in the shoe business in Guelph

I 45, J for a number of years, and has suc-

ceeded in building up a large trade,

has decided to leave this city,

j^r* ' and take up his residence in Stratford.

He has purchased a business there

I formerly owned by Mr. Agnew, better

known as the Market Shoe Store, and
as soon as the alterations and im-

provements have been completed, will take personal charge
of the store. The store in Lower Wyndham Street, Guelph,
will be taken over by Mr. Thurston's brother-in-law, Mr.

J. E. Graham, of Toronto, who will continue to cater to the

people of Guelph as has been the custom of this store for

years past. Mr. and Mrs. Graham will remove to Guelph
in a short time. It is the intention to fill the shelves of this

store with an entire new stock of goods at once, and in order

to make room for them a clearing sale will be held.
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A Leader in Rubber Footwear
One of the most widely known and progressive men

connected with the rubber footwear industry in Canada is

R. F. Foote, general manager and superintendent of the Inde-

pendent Rubber Co., Limited, of Merritton, Ont. He has

been identified with the manufacture of rubber shoes for

about thirty-five years, gaining his first experience in the

Old Country. Mr. Foote has also had a large insight into

the trade in Russia and the New England States. For

a long time he was superintendent of the Maple Leaf Rub-

ber Co. plant at Port Dalhousie and when the factory was

destroyed by fire a number of years ago he designed and

supervised the erection of the present commodious and well

appointed building. Mr. Foote is one of the original pro-

moters of the Independent Rubber Co., which was organized

in 1910. He had charge of fitting up the large factory at

Merritton, which has a capacity of 10.000 pairs a day, and of

installing the splendid equipment. Under his direction the

volume of business of the company has shown a gratifying

gain each succeeding year. Mr. Foote is a man of good

executive as well as mechanical ability and is evidently "the

right man in the right place," so far as the Independent

Rubber Company's operations and expansion are concerned.

Clarke's Always at the Front

Congratulations are due the A. R. Clarke & Co.'s

hockey team, Toronto, for winning the Mercantile League

championship. In a sudden death game recently they de-

feated Massey-Harris exponents by seven to four. For the

past two years Massey-Harris have won and, if they had

been successful this time, they would have secured perman-

ent possession of the Aikenhead Cup. Clarke's put up a

great game. The forwards worked hard while the defence

checked close and much excitement prevailed during the

contest, but the "A. R. C. Brand" is always right to the

front whether on water, land or ice, and, on this occasion,

the boys showed splendid ability and magnificent staying

power. The members of the successful team are: goal,

Spanton; defence, Mclllwain and Valiant; rover, Smith;

AN INTERIOR VIEW OF M. D. WALSH'S SHOE STORE, GANANOQUE, ONT.

centre, Thompson ; forwards, Ferriman and Randall. For
the past two years A. R. Clarke & Co.'s boys have played

in the Manufacturers' League and won out each season.

This year they entered the Mercantile League with equally

happy results.

Removing to Larger Quarters

It is expected that the head offices of the Retail Mer-
chants' Association of Canada will be removed in a few
weeks from 21 Richmond street west to the former Y.M.C.A.
building at the corner of Yonge and Shuter streets, Toronto,

where they will occupy two floors and have much larger

and more conveniently arranged premises. The first floor

up will be used for the general offices of the Association,

the private office of Secretary E. M. Trowern and other

officials, and for stationary exhibits of manufacturers in

various lines of goods. The floor above will be fitted up as

committee rooms, a board room, club room and assembly hall

for holding meetings of the various sections of trade coming
under the scope and work of the Association.

It is expected that the annual general meeting of the

Retail Merchants will be held in April, when the shoe sec-

tion will also convene and elect officers for the Province of

Ontario.

NEW DELIVERY CAR OF U.S.M. CO., TORONTO, FOR SWIFT SERVICE.
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sImongThe Shoe Men
P. A. Plante, shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned.

F. E. Russell, shoe dealer, of South Vancouver, has

assigned.

Frank O'Neil, harness and shoes. Moose Jaw, has gone

out of business.

The Model Shoe Co., Queen street east, Toronto, has

sold out to A. J. Cooke.

The stock of W. H. Butler, shoe dealer, North Battle-

ford, Sask., has been sold.

W. F. D. Jarvis, of C. S. Hyman & Co., London, was in

Toronto last week on business.

The Boston Shoe Repairing Shop, 790 Main street, Win-
nipeg, was recently visited by fire.

R. B. Griffith, of Hamilton, Out., has returned from a

business trip to Montreal and Boston.

R. H. Greene, of Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, To-
ronto, was in Montreal last week on business.

C. Chappie, of Chappies, Limited, Fort W illiam, Out.,

was in Toronto last week calling on the trade.

Jas. Houston & Son, shoe retailers, of St. Thomas, Out.,

have sold out to Johnston & Murray, of London.

Riddell & Co., Frobisher, Sask., have bought out the

shoe and grocery store owned by Forwyth McCall.

F. H. Meinzer, of the Miner Rubber Co., Montreal, was
in Toronto thi= week for several days on business.

Robert Collins has opened a new shoe store on Gloor

street, Toronto, a few doors east of Ossington avenue.

The Great West Felt Co., Elmira. Out., have put in a

complete new levelling equipment supplied by the U.S.M. Co.

J. I. Chouinard, President of the Columbus Rubber Co.,

Montreal, was in Toronto and Hamilton last week on

business.

J. L. Connor. Toronto manager of the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co., spent a few days in Montreal last week
on business.

W. F. Martin, of the Kingsbury Footwear Co., Mon-
treal, who was laid up with an attack of the grippe, is able

to be around again.

M. H. Shibley, Toronto, who represents several shoe

firms, leaves this week on an extended business trip through
the Prairie Provinces.

D. D. Hawthorne, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto,

is spending a few days on business among the shoe factories

of Montreal and Quebec.

George Ryan, of Thomas Ryan & Co., wholesale shoes,

Winnipeg, was in Toronto, Montreal and other eastern

centres last week on business.

E. O. Weston, of F. J. Weston & Sons, wholesale shoes,

Toronto, has returned from a business trip to the shoe fac-

tories in Montreal and Quebec.

The Murray Shoe Co., London, Ont, have installed a

complete McKay equipment, supplied by the U. S. M. Co.,

for the making of women's McKays.
Harry Dallas, jr., 23 Scott street, Toronto, has returned

from an extended holiday trip to the South spending some
time at the beautiful Isle of Pines.

R. J. Hutchings, of the Great West Saddlery Co., Calgary,

with a number of others, was present at a conference held

recently at Olds, when it was decided to raise a $100,000

fund with which to start a big immigration campaign for

farmers in the United States.

L. W. Stock, Western Canada representative for

Walker, Parker & Co., Toronto, left this week on his fall

selling trip to the Prairie Provinces.

Bernard Helfgott, dealer in shoes and men's furnish-

ings, Prince Albert. Sask., was in Toronto and other eastern

centres this week calling on the trade.

L. B. Shafer, representing the Moore-Shafer Co.,

Brockport, N.Y., was in Toronto last week with a choice

range of new samples in women's fine footwear.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited, wholesale shoes, Winnipeg,

intend opening a branch warehouse in Edmonton at an early

date in the interests of "Marsh" shoes and "Miner" rubbers.

The Toronto branch of the United Shoe Machinery Co.

have increased their facilities for quick service by the pur-

chase of a new Ford covered delivery car, which is one of

the latest models.

A. E. Cudmore & Co., of Barrie, who were burned out

recently, managed to save about 2,000 pairs of shoes. Mr.

Cudmore will continue business in that town, having secured

another store.

The many friends of J. C. Moreau, 89 Withrow avenue,

Toronto, who is the Western Canada representative of the

London Shoe Co., London, Ont., will sympathize with him

in the loss of his mother, who died a few days ago.

P. Y. Smiley, assistant manager of the Merchants Rub-
ber Co., Berlin, has lately been appointed manager of the

Maple Leaf plant at Port Dalhousie and the Merchants plant

in Berlin.

John Abernethy, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., wholesale

shoes, Toronto, is home from an extended visit to the south.

He spent several weeks in Cuba and reports having a very

pleasant outing.

Gendron & Fitzpatrick, shoe dealers, Midland, Ont.,

have recently put in an attractive 'new front. The back-

ground is of light oak finish and the mirror effects are par-

ticularly inviting.

James Twitchell died recently in Clinton, Ont., in his

seventy-sixth year. Many years ago he was in the retail

shoe and harness business. He had occupied several prom-

inent positions and was one of the oldest residents of the

town.

John Lennox, of Hamilton, Out., while riding home in a

sleigh recently, was thrown from the vehicle and severely

wrenched his knee. He will be confined to his house some
time yet as the result of the injury, his leg being in a plaster

cast.

Harley Henry and T. R. Henry, wholesale and retail

shoe merchants, of Saskatoon, were in North Battleford re-

cently, where they have opened up a new shoe department

on King street, having transferred the purchased stock of

W. H. Butler, of First avenue.

A. J. Taub, who is well known in Winnipeg retail shoe

circles as manager of the Boston and Harvard shoe stores,

announces the recent organization of a company under the

name of the Quebec Shoe Store, Limited. The company
will carry on business at 639 Main street, succeeding the

Quebec Shoe Store. A. J. Taub is the president and man-
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G. CAMPBELL, MANAGER OF FINDINGS DE-
PARTMENT, GREAT WEST SADDLERY CO.,

EDMONTON, ALTA.

E. J. KELLY, SHOE RETAILER, BROCKVILLE,
ONT., WHO RECENTLY RETIRED FROM BOARD

OF ALDERMEN.

D. HUTCHINGS, MANAGER OF FINDINGS DE-

PARTMENT, GREAT WEST SADDLERY CO.,

REGINA, SASK.

ager, and E. Taub secretary-treasurer of the new cor-
poration.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, who lias

been confined to his home with illness for the past three
months, is now able to walk out and expects to be down to

business within the next few days. His improvement of
late has been very satisfactory.

J. Morris, of the Hamilton Leather Goods Co., has
taken a long lease of the premises at 61 and 63 King street

east, Hamilton, Ont. The building is now being remodelled
and when completed Mr. Morris will have one of the finest

leather goods stores to be found anywhere.
E. E. Code, of Ottawa, was in Toronto last week on

his way to Berlin, where a conference of the salesmen of
the Kaufman Rubber Co. was held and many matters of
importance considered. The conference was attended by a

large number of representatives.

Lieut.-Col. F. C. McCordick, tanner, of St. Catharines,
will, it is understood, command the 35th Toronto Battalion

in the Third Contingent. He has been Junior Major in the

19th Battalion of the Second Contingent and, having quali-

fied as a Lieut.-Colonel, now assumes that rank.

A. R. Trudeau, late manager of the Brockton Shoe Co..

Toronto, has gone to Montreal. It is understood that he will

take up his residence in the near future in Boston. D. J.

Lynch, late manager of the upper shop of the Brockton Shoe
Co., has joined the staff of the Regal Shoe Store, Toronto.

The Society Shoe Store, Limited, is the name of a com-
pany which has just received letters patent from the pro-

vincial government of Manitoba. It is capitalized at $40,000,

and the chief place of business is given as Winnipeg.
Powers have been obtained to both manufacture and sell

boots.

J. A. E, Snider, formerly of the traveling staff of the

Toronto branch of Ames-Holden-McCready, who has been
identified with the G. W. Lankin Co., of Utterson, Ont., for

some time, has removed to Toronto and is opening a new
shoe store at 1474 Yonge street, a few doors above St. Clair

avenue.

D. Gledhill, Kincardine, Ont., who has been in the shoe

business in that town for a great many years, was in Toronto

last week calling upon a number of friends in the trade.

Mr. Gledhill has been a reader of the Shoe and Leatukk

Journal for twenty-five years and says it is improving all

the time.

H. & C. Blachford, Limited, 114 Yonge street, Toronto,

intend moving to their handsome and commodious new store.

286-288 Yonge street, by the middle of the month. The new
home of the firm is very attractively fitted up in mahogany
and in departments, conveniences and general lay out is

thoroughly modern.

The heavy storm in Quebec last week resulted in the

shut down of eleven shoe factories from lack of electric

power, transmission wires having been broken in a number

of places. Several hundred employes have been thrown out

of work. The havoc of the elements was tremendous and it

may be some days yet before power can be supplied to the

footwear plants.

A recent despatch from New Zealand says:—A fort-

night hence the price of footwear will be raised 10 per cent,

and 17^4 per cent. The increase will affect all grades, but

the higher qualities will suffer most. The price for repairs

has already increased about 15 per cent. Merchants say the

rises are the direct outcome of the war and the abnormal

demand for leather.

The shoe store of Emmanuel Topp, Collingwood, Ont.,

was visited by fire on February 28th and the stock damaged
to the extent of several thousand dollars. The fire is thought

to have originated from a stove, which was in the back

part of the building, where the greatest damage was done.

Besides the stock the shelving and some fixtures were des-

troyed. The loss is covered by insurance.

"Gather up the fragments that are left, so that noth-

ing be lost," is the Scriptural quotation that prefaces a let-

ter from Mrs. S. M. Morrison, of 568 Manning avenue, To-
ronto, to Chairman W. W. Hodgson, of the Board of Edu-
cation, suggesting that to provide shoes for the poor the

board should gather up all the cast-off footwear possible,

and fit up a school basement as a repair shop.

At the annual meeting of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth,

Out., held last week, the report showed a nice increase in

volume of business ever the preceding year. G. H. Anslcy
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was elected a member of the board of directors and is now
General Manager and Secretary of the company. Business

has been coming along very nicely with the firm of late, and

the plant has been working overtime three nights a week.

John O'Sullivan. who has been covering the north shore

for the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto, will take the

central portion of Western Ontario, the ground looked after

by the late Chas. J. Silver, who passed away a few days age.

W'm. Foster, recently of the warehouse staff, has been

appointed selling representative for the territory attended

to by Mr. O'Sullivan.

The Parliamentary committee investigating the supply

of boots to the Canadian Expeditionary Forces has held

several sittings in Ottawa and many witnesses have been

examined. It is expected that the inquiry will occupy some
time yet. The proceedings have been fully reported in the

daily press but so far no scandal or sensational disclosures

have been unearthed, showing that the rumors, which have

been spread far and wide for some weeks, reflecting upon

the honor and efliciencv of Canadian shoe manufacturers

who, as a whole, faithfully followed specifications, have been

founded largely on hearsay and political clap-trap.

A meeting of the Ontario Shoe Manufacturers' Associ-

ation was held in Toronto this week at which Alex. Bran-

don presided. Several matters of interest in connection with

army shoe contracts were discussed. Geo. A. Slater, presi-

dent of the Montreal Shoe Manufacturers' Association, was

present and spoke along the lines of how the new army

slice for Canada would be made. He told of the progress

which had been made in perfecting an ideal boot for military

purposes. There was a good attendance of manufacturers.

Shoes made in Canada for the French army are the

latest achievement in the "Made-in-Canada" movement.

Samples of the French army boots, which were manufac-

tured in Montreal according to specifications furnished by

the French Government, were shown recently in Montreal

in the windows of Geo. G. Gales & Co.'s shoe stores, 481

St. Catherine street west, and 291-293 St. Catherine street

east. Many officers and men in training examined the boot

and admired it. The soles arc of Canadian oak leather,

BRIGHT SELLING STAFF OF LIVE WESTERN WAREHOUSE
The Saskatoon Branch of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co. is in charge of L. T.

McGiverin, who joined the Winnipeg staff early

in 1911. He was later transferred and promoted
to the management of the company's branch at

Saskatoon. Mr. McGiverin is a capable and
ambitious business man and has succeeded in

making the Saskatoon Branch one of the most
important links in the chain of Western ware-

houses. He is deserving of much credit for his

ceaseless efforts in that direction.

H. N. Schiedel hails from Berlin, Ont., the

birthplace of so many of Canada's foremost

rubber men. He has been with the Consoli-

dated since 1911, and covers Northern Sas-

katchewan. He is "Dutch" enough to be an
aggressive fighter for business, and is a regular

"Stone Wall" for any opposition.

S. A. Gordon was born in St. John, N.B.,

March 5th, 1890. His first position was that of

bookkeeper in the Government Railway offices

at Moncton, where he remained for one year,

leaving there in May, 1908, to take a position

with L. Higgins & Co., wholesale boots and
shoes, who, at that time, handled Maple Leaf

Rubbers. He remained with this firm until

June, 1911, when he went to Winnipeg, joining

the staff of the Winnipeg branch and working
Central Manitoba. He was transferred to the
Saskatoon Branch in June, 1912, and covers

C.N.R. lines South and West of Saskatoon.
E. T. Burgess was born in 1892 in the village

of Burford, Ont. He went to London, Ont.,

when ten years old, where he resided for eight

years, his first position being with Wm. Gurd
& Co. (of that city), sporting goods people. He
remained with them for four years. In July,

1910, he came to Winnipeg and engaged with
James McCready Co. Ltd., wholesale boots and
shoes, staying with this firm until January, 1911,

when he joined the Canadian Consolidated Co.
He was transferred to the Edmonton branch,
and took charge of that warehouse until January,
1913, when he went on the road for that branch.
In October of the same year, he was transferred

to the Saskatoon branch, and covers the territory

formerly in charge of Mr. Schiedel.
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heavy and solid, and studded with hob-nails, while the uppers

are made of a special waterproof heavy leather. Several

thousand of the boots were shipped to France this week.

E. W. McMartin, Montreal, spent a few days in Quebec
recently.

E. A. Dawson, of Chatham, Ont., has opened a shoe

repairing shop in Merlin, Ont.

F. J. McCann, manager of Goodwins Limited, shoe de-

partment, Montreal, was in Boston last week.

The Rena Footwear Co., Montreal, recently installed

several new lasting machines in their factory.

Phil Pocock, of the London Shoe Co., London, Ont.,

was in Montreal during the last week in February.

W. L. Rising, of Waterbury & Rising, St. John, N.B.,

was in Montreal during the latter part of February.

R. Cadot has been appointed foreman of the fitting room
in the factory of the Rena Footwear Co., Montreal.

Chas. Campbell, manager of the Boston Last Co., Rich-

mond, Que., was in Montreal during the past week.

H. B. Pollock has resigned his position as purchasing

agent for Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal.

E. Chalifoux has been appointed foreman of the mak-

ing room of the Rena Footwear Co. factory at Montreal.

John Thouillard has taken a position with the James
Muir Co., Maisonneuve, as foreman of their cutting room.

M. L. Savage called on several Montreal shoe houses

recently on a buying trip, in the interests of Murrays Lim-
ited, Calgary.

E. W. Webb, of the Imperial Shoe Stores, Limited, Ed-
monton, called on several Montreal and Quebec manufac-
turers last week.

A. Bonin, shoe manufacturer, of Montreal, who con-

ducts several retail stores in that city, recently opened new

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

2 cents a word first insertion— 1 cent a word subsequent insertion. No
advertisement less than 50 cents per insertion accepted. Please remit

cash with order.

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

2,200 feet flooring. 4 storeys, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample
skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin, St. George
street, Levis, Que.

SHOE FACTORY OPPORTUNITY—Shoe factory mak-
ing McKays and Standard Screw Shoes for sale, in shoe

town in Canada. Party with experience and $5,000 cash

may secure this factory on easy terms. A bonus of

$15,000 has been passed to the company at present holding

factory. Reply in confidence with reference to Box
A202 5"hoe and Leather Journal.

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Your best guarantee for non-ripping FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal

establishments at 877 St. Catherine street east, and at the

corner of St. Denis and Carriere streets.

P. O. DeCosta has been appointed foreman of the cut-

ting room in No. 1 factory of Ames-Holden-McCready,
Limited, Montreal.

C. S. Sutherland, of the Amherst Boot and Shoe Co.,

Amherst, N.S., spent a few days recently in Montreal and

Quebec shoe cirlces.

Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co., Three Rivers, have in-

stalled a new Ensign lacing machine and other machinery

parts in their factory.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, has returned from a trip to Boston, New York and

other American centres.

E. L'Hereux, U.S.M. Co. of Canada agent, Montreal,

has been spending some days in Quebec, Three Rivers and

other centres.

H. H. Lightford, formerly with the Perth Shoe Co.,

Perth, Ont., was recently appointed superintendent in the

factory of J. M. Humphrey & Co., St. John, N.B.

E. Lepine, formerly with the Kingsbury Footwear Co.,

Montreal, and more recently with the old O. B. Shoe Co.,

Drummondville, has taken a position with J. W. Hewetson &
Co., Brampton, Ont., as foreman of the making room.

A federal charter has been granted to F. X. LaSalle &
Fils, Limited, with headquarters in Montreal and a stock

of $75,000, to manufacture and deal in all kinds of goods

and more particularly boots and shoes, and to acquire the

goodwill, property and assets of the business until now
carried on by Oscar Rodolphe LaSalle, under the name of

F. X. LaSalle & Fils as a going concern. The incorporators

of the company are J. I. Chouinard, E. J. Labrecque, Albert

LaSalle, Toussaint LaSalle and Joseph LaSalle, all of

Montreal.

Charles Bonnick, manager of the Toronto branch of

Ames-Holden-McCready Co., has received a letter from

Major John A. Shaw, Officer Commanding the Railway

Supply Depot of the Second Contingent, who recently order-

ed 175 pairs of tan rubbers, which were to be delivered with-

in one week. The rubber footwear was sent out to the men
ahead of time and so delighted were the members of the

Railway Supply, Butcher and Bakery sections with the ser-

vice that they passed a hearty vote of thanks to Ames-
Holden-McCready Co.

Sole leather for jobbing purposes has taken an advance

from two to four cents per pound in Toronto and the repair

trade is now paying the following prices, which became
effective on March 1st: No. 1, Spanish sides, ten sides- or

more, 41 cents; less than ten sides 42 cents; No. 2, Spanish

sides, 40 and 41 cents; No. 3, 39 and 40 cents; No. 1, trim-

med backs, thirty-three and a third per cent, trimmed, 52 and

53 cents; No. 2, 50 and 51 cents; No. 3, 48 and 49 cents;

No. 1, trimmed backs, fifty per cent, trimmed, 57 and 58

cents ; No. 2, 55 and 56 cents ; No. 3, 52 and 53 cents.

A pleasing social function took place recently in the

city hall, Gait, Ont., when the annual dance under the

ausj)ices of the Mutual Benefit Association composed of the

employes of Getty & Scott, Limited, was held. About four

hundred persons were in attendance and the decorations

were very pretty. Holmes' orchestra supplied the music

and everything passed off enjoyably, a splendid supper being

served at midnight. Among those in attendance were L. W.
Hanson, Alfred Haire, George F. Hennessey, of the U.S. M.
Co., Toronto, H. W. Algeo, of the U. S. M. Co., Montreal,

T. Shelling, of the Rochester Thread Co., Rochester, N.Y.,

Superintendent Conley, of the John McPherson Co., Ham-
ilton, F. Stewart Scott, M.P., Win. Chamberlain, and others

of the firm of Getty & Scott. The event, which is an annual

one, was voted the most successful ever held in the history

of the Mutual Benefit Association.
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TAE RVLE OF THE ROAD

In-Stock

"Club" No. 206

Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

H Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10#, D 5 to 10^.

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

Send for In-Stock Catalogue.

If you follow "The Rule of the Road"—
keep to the Wright — you will always be on
the right track.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., inc.

St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Felt Footwear That Fills a

Long Felt Want
The many new styles in felt shoes and slippers

in the Kimmel line for Fall selling should be

sufficient inducement for you to at least care-

fully inspect this fast selling line.

Quality and style are inseparable in this line.

This trade-mark

carries a particular significance

to the retailer who knows the

satisfaction- giving qualities

embodied in Kimmel Felts.

For uniform superiority of

materials, high -class work-

manship and absolute durabil-

ity, the Kimmel line is posi-

tively unbeatable.

Exclusive Selling Agents

Ames - Holden - McCready, Limited
The Oldest, Largest and Most Reliable Manufacturers and Wholesale

Dealers in Fine and Staple Footwear of All Kinds in Canada

Montreal St. John Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Edmonton Vancouver
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Far be it from us
to cast any reflections on either the

retailer or consumer for going after

foreign made shoes.

There was a reason

We submit the reason has vanished
and we are prepared to prove it.

There never was a foreign made shoe point for

point that had anything on our Fall samples of Wo-
men's McKays', Welts and Turns -and we are not

overlooking the " bread and butter " line—and fur-

thermore, orders will be filled according to samples.

We are now in a modern factory and can and will deliver the

goods—we intend to get the business.

Our travelers will be out on time with a

line of Women's High Grade Shoes that

will make you sit up and take notice.

SEE THEM

!

C. N. W. SHOE CO.
LIMITED

LONDON - ONT.
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Ideal for Footwear Shipments

H. & D.

Solid Fibre - Board Boxes
The flexibility of this material enables our boxes to withstand the roughest

handling, thus affording the highest possible degree of protection to contents

during transportation.

H. & D. Boxes are absolutely waterproof and are therefore particularly desir-

able for shipping any product which the admission of moisture would injure.

The method of sealing H. & D. Boxes is such that they cannot be opened

without breaking the seal

WRITE FOR SAMPLE BOX. ESPECIALLY DESIGNED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.

Corrugated Boxes - Fibre Board Boxes - Wall Board - Paper Specialties

Collapsible

for Storage

of Canada, Limited

Toronto
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PRESSURE VULCANIZATION
FOR MALTESE CROSS RUBBERS

A New Era in Rubber Shoe Making

The greatest improvement in the method of manufacturing Rubber Footwear

since the process of vulcanizing Rubber was discovered, is what is called the

"Pressure Cure," that is, vulcanizing Rubber Boots and Shoes under pressure

instead of by the ordinary open heat method still almost universally employed.

After exhaustive research work and tests to prove its value, we have installed

this new system, involving a large expenditure for the necessary equipment.

The marked superiority of goods made by this new process is obvious.

The various parts of the Boots and Shoes are bonded more firmly together,

and the porosity or sponginess of the soles and heels, so common heretofore, is

entirely eliminated. By this new process they are made as solid as the tough

treads of Automobile Tires.

This insures a maximum of durability and wear-resisting quality.

" Maltese Cross" representatives have samples for your inspection.

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
Factories: Toronto, Canada
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DUCLO«$ <& PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory and Office, Store, 22.4 Lemoine St.

ST. HYACINTHS. MONTREAL

BOX
T OES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.
We buy all Offal for cash.

*

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

Fibre CounterSL" Raw-Hide
For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada "

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

KANGAROO
Ws are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

W. H. Staynes* Smith ™cVo"^
EATHER

CASH ADVANCED w •__«4-k<tJiJ P_ ' and at Kettering, Northampton
ON CONSIGNMENTS. JL^eiCeSier, IL,l\Q. Frankfort on-Maine.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

Established Over Half a Century TAP SOLES
For real solid wear, vat tanned Hemlock Sole

is the cheapest thing on the market today.

We have not yet advanced the prices of Taps

and will still accept orders for early delivery,

on the old list.

Our Specialities :

Hemlock and Oak Sole Leather.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO
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The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ©.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

MEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

:

THE

LIMITED

CO,

Oshav/a, Ontario

T/\NNSH5 AND OURmRS

Chrome Patent 5ides,Box

Sides, Velours SMes, Gun
iMocal Sulos, ! loavy Storm

l/oachor of all kitv'ls in

Ohrouv.) anil OoinMna-

tioii Tanna^as,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto

EUREKA!

!

We can now furnish the glove manufacturers

a cream colored, full grain glove horsehide.

The leather is made in weights suitable for

gloves or mittens and we suggest that you cut

P. & V. Eureka Glove Horsehides hereafter.

PFISTER & VOGEL CO.
85-87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.
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A** limited

9/ BERLIN,ONT.
Manufacturers of

SOLID LEATHER SHOES

STAPLE LINES FOR FALL SELLING

There is always a strong, steady demand for _a

sensible shoe.

Now, and for the Fall season, nothing but a shoe

that will wear will be called for, and for this reason you will

find, as other merchants throughout the Dominion have been

finding

It Pays to Stock with " Yamaska" Brand
" Yamaska " brand shoes are a staple line, and

have built up a reputation, so when ordering

for Fall, don't forget that you have at your

command a line that will never be " shelf

warmers.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE QUEBEC

ST. HYACINTHE,
CANADA

.
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SPHINX

Shoe Cement Paste
"SPHINX" stands unique and without a rival in excellent qualities

wanted by the shoe manufacturer.

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds of

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters

and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY

Cheaper Satisfaction
OUR customer's customer

will pay less for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Price* and Sample*
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union,
Standard and Leather

ALL LEATHER Board Counters

Wood 8f Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., 163"4 Church St.
Toronto, Ont. M5484.

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

JM c KAYSEWNSHOES
FOR

WOMEN, MISSES
AND CH 1LDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Qrothe St., MONTREAL
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER

are our lines of

"RED-MAN"
PLAIN EDGE, SOLID HEEL

BOOTS and

LUMBERMEN'S

It has been amply demonstrated that the solid heel, plain-edge construction that we use

on certain classes of heavy rubber footwear, enhances their durability as well as ensures

added comfort to the wearer. As the originators of this style of heel-and-sole construction,

which has been imitated but not equalled by other manufacturers, we unhesitatingly

recommend it to the trade.

Our Travellers are now showing our 1915 range

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

( DOMINION
MONTREAL, P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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The

glad, bright

season of Easter

is near at hand. It should

prove a harvest for the live, alert

retailer. Practically every person

buys new shoes at this particular

period and the dealer, who secures

the largest measure of business, is the

one, fully prepared in the way of impos-

ing window trims, neat stock arrange-

ment, catchy advertising, and other

features that stamp him as prescient

and progressive: It is easier at Easter

time to induce the public to purchase

new shoes than perhaps at any

other period, and it behooves the (jp
retailer to make the most

of the Easter trade

and get after

it now.

TORONTO MONTREAL
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In spire of "WAR'S RODE ALARMS" we

"STICK TO THE LAST." The world's needs and especially

THE BRITISH WORLD'S NEEDS
in warm foot covering must be met. No Cold Feet with

WHAT WE HAVE WE'LL HOLD
In spite of Submarines, in spite of "Blockades" and in spite of Tariffs we are

determined to maintain and increase the trade we have built up in Canada in

nearly Twenty Years of careful and painstaking effort that has made

"TRICKETT'S" A HOUSEHOLD WORD

Ask your Jobber to show you our New Lines as well as the Old Favorites so well

known to your customers.

SIR H. W. TRICKETT (1914) Limited
WATERFOOT (Near Manchester), Eng.

Canadian Manager -John S. Ashworth, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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"Ritchie Service"

Your Rush Orders Filled

in Three Weeks

The Best Service

consistent with Good Shoemaking

# JOHN RITCHIE CO.
QUEBEC

Goodyear Welts Exclusively
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MADE-IN-CANADA FOOTWEAR

"Monarch

"Brandon"
" Dr. Brandon

"

"KONOT"

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE:

J. L. TRETHEWEY, Western Ontario

E. E. McINTYRE, Eastern Ontario

M. B. YOUNG, Northern Ontario

" REO "

FRENCH "

Smart New Lasts

For Fall Selling

When something really new evolves in shoe shapes,

you can always rely upon seeing it first in the

BRANDON range.

Our fall range demonstrates this very clearly,

containing, as it does, the very newest effects.

BRANDON styles have forever dispelled the notion

that it was necessary to go outside of Canada to

get really classy men's lasts.

Right here in our BRANTFORD factory we are

turning out shoe styles that can compete on equal

terms with any that the whole world produces.

See the BRANDON RANGE for certain before

placing your fall order.

The

Brandon Shoe Co'y
Limited

Brantford, Canada
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MADE-IN-CANADA FOOTWEAR

" HARVARD

Brandon Service

Wins Friends
While the style and quality of our shoes have made

for us a host of good friends in the trade, our serv-

ice also has helped considerably.

Our 21 DAY PLAN for immediate and rush orders

makes delivery so assured that any BRANDON
dealer can rely on it absolutely and arrange his

plans accordingly.

Quality and Co-operation are our watchwords.

We aim to produce a faultless product and establish

perfectly harmonious and satisfactory relations

with every customer on our books.

Hitch your business to the MONARCH, BRANDON
and DR. BRANDON LINES and you will reach a

greater success giving increased satisfaction to

your customers.

The

Brandon Shoe Co'y
Limited

Brantford, Canada

"Monarch
"

"Brandon"
u
Dr. Brandon

" LIPTON "

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE:

L. F. JACKSON, Maritime Provinces

J. J. TILT, North West and British

Columbia

"CLUB"
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Tetrault
Always Has It First

Tetrault's

No. 6177—Men's Gun Metal Oxford. No. 16
pattern, grey cloth top, small eyelets, very
small tip perforating.

Tetrault's newest offerings are shoes that are making a big hit in New York,

where Grey Cloth Tops are all the rage.

Your attention is specially directed to our new Waldorf Last (6144) illustrated

above. It is a recede toe effect with a touch of the French last to it that accen-

tuates its chic lines.

We are in a position to give rush deliveries on these new lines, or any other lines, at

old prices if placed before April 1st.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East :: :: :: Montreal
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PROMENADE" MODEL

'il When determining what shoes most

accurately reflect public preferment

a season in advance, is it not logical

to suppose that a manufacturer who
has prophesied correctly year after

year will do so again ?

^[ Bell Shoes for Fall 1915 give concrete

expression to the most recent ideas

of the leading last and pattern

makers, and constitute an excellent

range of exclusive footwear.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
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C L OWENS J T ELMES
»SST QCHl M£

The Royal Shoe Co.
MM IT ED

HEAD OFFICE 88 YONGE STREET
BRANCHES 772 YONGE STREET"»o ISO KING STREET EAST.

TdgtONTO* Mar. 8,5' 15.

Mr. E. E. Donovan,
Mgr. E. T. Wright & Co

.

,

St . Thomas , Ont

.

Dear S i r :

-

We have received the bill of goods which
you shipped us on March 2nd, amounting to
$5,654.50, and we feel that you are entitled to
much credit for the prompt delivery you have
giv n us on this order, as you know our January
Sale was a huge success, and our stock was very
low to commence February's business. The shoes
were very much needed.

In view of ihis fact, along with the
extra raise of seven and a half per cent, in
tariff, will undoubtedly mean that our business
with E. T. Wright & Company will increase con-
siderably this year. I have just looked over
records for the past year and would report that
we bought from you during nineteen fourteen in
the neighborhood of $35,000.00, thirty-five
thousand. We have no hesitancy in calculating
our business for nineteen fifteen will be $50,-
000.00, fifty thousand, and we are depending on
E. T. Wright & Company for this service.

I have looked over the two new lasts
which you submitted for our inspection, and as
far as my judgment goes they will be hummers. If
you get these lasts in time I would like to have
a Gun Metal Shoe, with a fawn cloth top on the
Ardsley last, for Easter business. Would this be
possible? If so I will forward specifications.

Kindly let me hear from you, or call me
on the 'phone at your convenience.

Yours truly,
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MADE IN CANADA
and

IN STOCK AT ST.THOMAS

STOCK No. 206

IN TAN No. 207

Smart Buyers of Smart Shoes are taking advantagejpf

the Just Wright In Stock Department. Easy-

Fitting, Profit -Making Shoes at your service.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Jfatl Styles
Now Being Shown

Now's the time to watch for the

advent of our Salesmen with the

smart 1915 models of

"Murray-made" and "Derby"

Shoes for Men
and

"Cleo"- The Women's Favorite

These well-known lines have all the

newest style touches and represent the

most authentic footwear fashions for Fall

1915.

Be Sure To See The

Murray Salesmen

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONT.

Montreal Branch

^ FRANK J. McKENNA ^EI
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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M

1915-
1916

A Rubber Footwear Catalog

Prepared upon Unusual Lines

has just been issued by this Company for

the greater information and convenience

of the shoe merchants of Canada. Fine

rubbers are shown as they look on the

shoes ; the actual shoes various rubbers

are made to fit are shown elsewhere;

realistic two color reproductions of

heavy rubbers are made.

A free copy awaits your request

Write to:—

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

72 St. Peter Street

Montreal
INER
EANS-
ERIT MINER

EANS
ERIT
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Fine Rubbers
Graceful lines make a rubber pleasing to view and easy
to sell, but it must possess as well wearing virtues in

keeping with its appearance and fitting qualities that
ensure its being of practical use.

These three cardinal principles are always strictly ob-
served in making Miner rubber footwear.

See the snappy new lasts we are showing.
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Heavy Rubbers
Miner rubbers for lumbermen, sportsmen, and others

who require a solid rubber that will stand hard usage,

have a great reputation for making good.

They are sturdy looking pieces of footwear, calculated

to give maximum wear; yet every pair fits snugly,

from lumberjacks, to water sportsmen's hip boots.

Miner heavy goods make repeat sales.

There are some attractive new lines shown this season.
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The Factory Behind the Goods

MINER
SERVICE

Exceptional facilities are extended to Miner dealers for the econo-
mical, profitable conduct of their rubber footwear business.

Branches and agencies are maintained in leading trade centres

where sorting orders are filled promptly from the local warehouse,
and an immense reserve stock is carried at the factory for extra

large emergency calls.

Our modern factory, manned by skilled rubber workers and care-

fully operated by experienced rubber manufacturers is in a position

to guarantee delivery of placing orders when promised. And it

goes without saying the quality of the goods is of the highest.

Your business is solicited.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies Sf Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns Sf Wanless London, Ont.
Dowling 5r Creelman - -- -- -- - Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith Sr Co. - -- -- -- - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey fir Co. --------St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey fir Co. ------- - Sydney, C.B.
Jackson and Savage, Limited 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited - 72 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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REGALH
A

I

They will draw the best

trade of your town across

your threshold. The world-

wide fame of Regal Shoes

coupled with your own local

prestige constitute a double

grip—Regal pulling andyou
pushing.

You sell twice as many shoes

with half the effort. You
give your customers stand-

ard merchandise that doesn't

need to be "talked up." You step

into leadership as the Shoeman of

your community.

Regal Shoes are Made-in-Canada.
We confine them to One Author-

ized Dealer in a town. If you are

the man, write for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always In Stock.

Shipment goes out the day your

order comes in. Simply address

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.

SHOW

Regal
Shoes
IN YOUR
WINDOWS
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The Neatest

Shoe in

Shoedom

The Shoe that is Sup-

planting Foreign

Footwear

The

Classic
Shoe

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

$3.00 to $3.50

$2.25 to $2.65

If you have found diffi-

culty in the past trying to

buy a shoe that will come
up to your requirements,

the ''Classic" Line of

Footwear will be of special interest

to you. Neater, smarter or better

made shoes cannot be bought any-

where. Why sell foreign goods

when a line of shoes like " Classic
"

will fill the requirements of the most

discriminating buyer. Do your

duty this year and push Canadian -

Made shoes and if they are the " Classic
"

line we will guarantee that you will have no

regrets—only profits.

GETTY & SCOTT
LIMITED

Gait - - Ontario
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FALL LINES OF
YAMASKA BRAND"

BEHIND every shoe with the "Yamaska Brand" stand the reputation

and experience of over half a century and the facilities of the best

equipped shoe factories in Canada.

Our aim is not so much to make shoe styles on the latest lasts as it is

to make shoes that last (though our line is always snappy and up-to-date)

that is, we aim rather at quality than at style, and as we have built

our large trade and reputation on quality at Reasonable Prices, we
want our clients and prospective clients to rely on these two features,

assuring them that they will not be deceived in their expectation.

For Fall 1915 we are introducing a line of strong hockey shoes for

men, boys and youths, and though we have not made any other radical

changes, out Fall line has several features which render it more saleable

than ever.

Show your interest in our samples by giving them a show.

ST. HYACINTME,
Canada -

LA COMPAGNIE

J.. A. &M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE

QUE.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
IN-STOCK SERVICE
A moment's consideration will convince you of the service

this department can render by keeping your stock down to a

minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can

depend absolutely upon the prompt attention and courteous

consideration our IN-STOCK department can give as well as

the satisfaction which is guaranteed.

DROP US A LINE TO-DAY TELLING US OF
YOUR NEEDS.

FOR FALL 1915
A number of changes have been made in the Ames-

Holden-McCready line for Fall selling.

Every shoe in this range is the result of the latest ideas in

shoe styles worked out in most modern lasts and patterns as

well as under expert supervision. We particularly want to

call your attention to these facts.

BE SURE AND SEE OUR SAMPLES BEFORE
PLACING YOUR ORDER.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames=Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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TEBBUTT SHOES
Order Them For Fall

PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

Men like foot comfort and

are always looking for it when
they buy shoes. That's what
makes it so easy and so satis-

factory to sell "Doctors" and "The Professor" shoes.

Both these well known lines have made their repu-

tation by their supreme fitting and comfort -giving

qualities.

At the same time, neither one is lacking in style. You'll find

no smarter shoes made.

In fact these shoes come closest to

perfection as a combination of good fit,

good style, good wear and good value.

Salesmen Now Showing the Complete

Range of New Styles

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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WAR OR NO WAR-THESE LINES
ARE AS POPULAR AS EVER

Our travellers will soon be on their way
to you with a splendid range of these lines

KINGSBURY
AND

AMERICA'S BEAUTY
You will agree with us when we say there

must be a reason for the increased popularity of

Kingsbury footwear, in view of the financial

depression brought on by the war. There is a

reason.

Every woman has economized in her shoe

buying. Where in the past she may have been

indifferent, she now exercises keen judgment in

buying. She looks for wear and Style at a

reasonable price. This is best secured in

the Kingsbury lines. Hundreds of satisfied

customers will testify to the fact.

Their appearance and style will appeal to

your most particular women customers. We
have many more such as are illustrated here.

Don't miss an inspection of our samples.

After you have seen them you will understand
why Kingsbury shoes are so popular, and
decide that it is in your best interests to

place an order with us. We guarantee satis-

faction.

KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR CO.
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

MONTREAL
LIMITED
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New
Season

New

Method

PRESSURE VULCANIZATION
FOR MALTESE CROSS RUBBERS

A New Era in Rubber Shoe Making

The greatest improvement in the method of manufacturing Rubber Footwear

since the process of vulcanizing Rubber was discovered, is what is called the

"Pressure Cure," that is, vulcanizing Rubber Boots and Shoes under pressure

instead of by the ordinary open heat method still almost universally employed.

After exhaustive research work and tests to prove its value, we have installed

this new system, involving a large expenditure for the necessary equipment.

The marked superiority of goods made by this new process is obvious.

The various parts of the Boots and Shoes are bonded more firmly together,

and the porosity or sponginess of the soles and heels, so common heretofore, is

entirely eliminated. By this new process they are made as solid as the tough

treads of Automobile Tires.

This insures a maximum of durability and wear-resisting quality.

" Maltese Cross" representatives have samples for your inspection.

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
Factories: Toronto, Canada
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Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him
self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes bearing the Union Label and add

a live selling asset to your business for the coming
year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes

can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN CHAS. L. BAINE
General President Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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INCREASE YOUR PRESTIGE
and PROFITS

THE DIADEM—BOOT LACE
A good, medium-priced quality,
meets with a large sale. Banded
in pairs, i gross fancy boxes. A
popular, profitable 5c. lace.

BY SELLING BOOT AND SHOE LACES
THAT ARE GUARANTEED

Our laces have definite names

which we advertise. They are

well known and liked because

we keep the quality standard

up. You can make larger pro-

fits selling these laces than ordinary cheap package

goods, at the same time give your customers better

value.

OMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY CANADIAN AGENTS

CITY BOOT LACE

Ordinary tags, put on to stay.

A real good lace. To retail at

5c. pair very profitable.

EWl \/f \/l AD TTXT Montreal, Read Bldg., 45 St. Alexander Street, Main 2371
. W. iVlCMAK 1 11M Toronto - - 20 Wellington Street W., Vmsl 2994

FRASER MATHER CO. 228 c%WfG%£™MERCE W. H. VASS kVANCOUVER
B.C.

™rough
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by BROUGH, NICHOLSON cV HALL, Limited - LEEK, ENGLAND

Patent Colt, Whole Fox
Bal., Grey Ooze Top,

Single Sole, Flange Heel.

Watch for our representa-

tive who will soon call on
you. The time you spend
looking over his samples
will be well worth your
while.

The Shoe That Has Caught

The Public Fancy

We illustrate herewith one of our new Fall

lasts which has already made a decided hit

with patrons who have seen it, and for which

we have already had a large advance sale.

This is only one of the wide and varied range

of high grade welt shoes that we are sending

out for 1915 Fall season.

We also have a complete line
r

of women's

WELTS and TURNS. This line includes

Mock Welt and Thin Edges, Pumps, Colonials,

Gabys, La Valiere and Cleopatra Styles, made
in both leather and wooden heels.

THE EAGLE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
587 Beaudry St. "Eagle" and Frank W. Slater "Strider" Shoes MONTREAL
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

OMINIO

FOOT-PRINTS
"THE CANADIAN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RUBBER FOOTWEAR"

FOR MARCH

Contains the Complete 1915 Catalogue of

" JACQUES CARTIER," " MERCHANTS "

"DOMINION" and "ANCHOR"
BRANDS OF RUBBER FOOTWEAR

During the past twelve months, greater strides have been made in the way of improved

methods of manufacturing rubber footwear than at any time since the inception of the

industry. The most important of these—which we control exclusively for Canada—covers
vulcanization by a patented vacuum process whereby uniformity in "curing" is assured,

thus producing footwear that is as perfect as it is possible for human skill and science

to make it.

AS USUAL WE LEAD IN STYLES, QUALITY,

LASTS AND " SERVICE "

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Do Retailers Carry Too Many Different Priced Lines?
Find Out the Ranges on Which You do Bulk of Your Business and Confine Your Efforts to These—Better Chance for

Speculation and Reduction of Stock—Making Your Selling Force Co-Partners in the Up-Build
of Your Trade—An Old Shoeman Tells What He Learned

"Yes," said a former shoe merchant who had been in

business in a western Ontario town of 4.000 population for

twenty-two years and had retired with a competence suffici-

ent to keep the wolf away from the door, "I made some
money— probably more than many dealers are doing to-day.

] want to tell you, however, that I had to exercise as much
foresight, prudence, caution and energy as are required in

business at the present time, but one hears on every side—

'Oh, it was easy for you to corrall cash then ; conditions are

different nowadays.'

"Competition is much keener, styles change more fre-

quently, the public mind is more fickle and the encroachment

of the department stores and mail order houses is growing

fiercer all the while through the parcel post and rural mail

delivery. I have heard these arguments presented now and

again. [ know that each period has its own peculiar set-

backs and entanglements, but there were other discour-

agements I had to overcome, regarding which the present

dealers know nothing. I know that pasture always looks

greener and more enticing in the other fellow's territory,

but if he will examine his own field, there will be found

just as luxurious verdure.

"Some lessons I learned which, if I were going into

business again, I would certainly put into practice. I know
they would net me a larger reward on my outlay. They
were such as would make my stock move more frequently,

reduce my overhead costs and yield me a larger return for

my efforts. Experience is wisdom and by combining wisdom
and experience, you should get the best that is going in any

line. I do not say that I put these principles into practice,

but I think I would if starting again, which, however, I

am not doing.

Give Your Store Individuality

"For the benefit of some younger members of the trade,

or clerks who have saved up a little money and are thinking

of embarking in business, let me say that I would give my
place of business, store personality rather than personal own-
ership; secondly, I would have stocks that fit the demand
and stop at that, and again, I would see that there was no

overbuying. I would not attempt to make my store a one

man institution, as I did in days gone by. . Make the place,

the location, the goods you carry have a personality. I would
allow my salesmen to be partners in the matter of profit

sharing. This would give them a personal interest in the

annual volume of trade. I would speak of 'our' policy, in-

stead of 'my' policy, which I would endeavor at all times

to make both progressive and aggressive. Then again, I

would allow my clerks to assist me in doing the buying. No
one man knows it all. He may think he does, but he will

discover, if he is not hoodwinked by conceit or blinded by

prejudice, that there are other heads beyond his own with

ideas.

"This gives an establishment a chance to specialize in its

buying and you can always give your customers better value

when you specialize. It is well to have a concensus of

opinion upon many important matters. Most of us are apt

to go too far in certain directions, and we need a check or a

brake of some kind.

"Then I think it is a mistake to buy from too many
wholesale houses. Better confine your accounts to a few and

get the best service that they command, and the most favor-

able terms, rather than scatter your purchases over a dozen

or more establishments. You thus get closer to big people,

whose advice and counsel are worth while taking. They are

often able to put you in possession of valuable trade secrets,

or to tip you off to a line of goods that will yield you a much
better profit than if you groped around yourself and had little

more than a nodding" acquaintance with many concerns.

Do Not Scatter Your Accounts

As an old dry goods merchant once told me—'If you con-

fine your trade to a few wholesale houses your account with

each is often as large as many of the accounts of stores in

the big city. The wholesale firms naturally desire to protect

their largest account and in more ways than one it pays to

make a good showing on a few wholesale ledgers, instead of

a weak one on a number."

"I thoroughly agree with this sentiment. Search out

reliable wholesale houses and manufacturers and when you

find them, stick by them and they will stick by your in times

of depression and war stringency, such as we are passing

through at the present. The wise men in the wholesale field

play fair with a little fellow, because they realize that some
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day he may be a big man in the trade, and that day may
come around very soon. A small man of to-day may be the

large fellow of to-morrow.

"Another thing is to build up a good reputation and the

best way to accomplish this is to carry dependable goods.

If you carry the right lines of value-giving, good fitting,

comfortable footwear, you will have people coming back to

you again and again. I would place just as much import-

ance on proper, easy fitting shoes as I would upon quality

for, remember, if a person has a shoe that pinches, rubs or

hurts the foot in any way, he or she is not liable to soon for-

get who sold that footgear. It will stick in the memory in

spite of fate. The purchaser will not blame the shoes nearly

as much as the merchant for forcing such goods on him

or her.

"Then, if you are selling something cheap, it is well to

make known the fact that you cannot guarantee the shoes.

It is a protection to you in many ways. The same remarks
should apply to satins, velvets, patent leather and suedes.

Too Many Priced Lines of Shoes

"I am firmly convinced to-day that the average store

carries too many priced lines of shoes. Why, I know a man
who starts his women's footwear off at $2.00 for a house

shoe and has a range of figures running all the way up to

$7.00. He has no less than thirty-three different priced

lines of women's pedal toggery in his shop, and in men's the

figure starts off from $2.50 for a heavy work shoe and con-

tinues right up to $8.00 for the latest English bal, single

sole, cloth top and medium recede toe. We went over the

various lines the other day and, eliminating the boys', this

fellow has twenty-nine different prices in shoes for men.

Remember in this computation we have not taken into con-

sideration misses' or children's lines, boys' or youths', mak-

ing sixty-two different priced shoes in men's and women's.

The majority of women's business, it was found on a

close study, was done on ranges disposed of at $2.50,

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00, and in men's it was discov-

ered that the leading figures were $3.00, $4.00, $5.00

and $6.00. Now this makes really only nine or ten

different prices on which the great volume of busi-

ness was transacted. Then, why should a retailer to-day

carry shoes covering a sweepstake of sixty-two prices? He
scatters his energies, is not able to concentrate or specialize,

and the result is an accumulation of odds and ends of stock

and slow sellers which have to be cleared at the close of

every season, at a decided loss. I know what I am talking

about, for I have had a little leisure to review things calmly

and dispassionately during the past year or two. I be-

lieve that a shoe merchant to-day can put a full selection

into the five live prices for women and four live: ones for

men, that I have named, and at the same time reduce his

stock from twenty-five to thirty percent. The result would

be a faster rate of turnover and more money in the bank.

When the end of a season comes around there would be

fewer shelf warmers to clear out and eat up profits.

"This whole thing enables specializing and specialization

is better both for the buyer and for the dealer. It makes

buying easier and better for the customer. Such a plan as

I have outlined would guard against over buying and over

stocking, which are chief contributing causes in business

failures or stagnation. The outcome is when a period

of stress and strain comes, like that through which we are

passing, the small fellow, who is top heavy with goods, has

to sacrifice them below cost or else go to the wall. If he

attempts to hang on he cannot carry the load. The best way

co guard against such a state of affairs is to keep down the

stock, but have it representative.

"An old dealer of forty years' insight told me the other

day that he had known many men who had gone to the

financial scrap heap through over buying, but he never

knew of one to fail simply through under buying.

"Making the features that I have shown and the argu-

ments that I have used prominent in your store publicity,

remember that advertising is necessary. As Gladstone once

remarked: 'No institution could make money without adver-

tising, except the mint.' His words are true—there must be

publicity, well-constructed, forcible and effective in some
form.

Another important thing is to watch your cost of doing

business. See that this is kept down to the minimum. Not
only are careful buying and a frequent turnover of stock

necessary, but the institution must not be swamped by put-

ting on too much sail in the shape of high rents, elaborate

fixtures, too heavy staff, high taxes, etc. Watch closely

these various items.

"I could go on giving you many other pointers, but

what I have said will probably shed some light upon a few
problems that are tormenting many retailers to-day. Give
your s;ore personality, carry stocks that are no larger than

your trade requires; and you should within a few months
know exactly what your trade favors, and how best and most
economically to meet its tastes. A little experience should

guide you aright in this matter. Then, have buying meth-
ods that will increase the turnover of your stock and fol-

low publicity campaigns that you know to be effective and
rcsultful. Some kinds of advertising fall flat and are indif-

ferent. You will probably have to do a little experimenting
in this line, but once having got into the right groove, see

that this course is followed with care, skill and supervision

in buying, selling, fitting, serving, managing and profit

making."

The Proper Scouring of Heels
Sandpaper used in scouring heel edges is always crimped

and this makes a difference in scouring the edge, especially

in the high heels.

A 2-inch wheel will do for 2^-inch paper when used

on a 14-8 or 15-8 heel edge.

There is a difference too in the height of heels, back
and front, and this must be taken into account when scour-

ing. Many do not know how to measure the height of a

heel. It is reckoned at the front, or breast, but when it

comes to scouring you will find it is a good deal higher in

the back, all on account of the pitch. The heel scourer has

to allow for this in the paper as a wheel that would be wide

enough to scour the front of the edge would not be wide

enough for the back. It would not cover the back part of

the heel.

Now, as ever, the highest heels in shoes are seen in

women's shoes, in the cheap as well as in the high priced

goods. Some of the heels in the low cost goods are of pulp

with the exception of the top lift, and in many of the fin-

ishing rooms these are scoured down pretty smooth with only

one scouring or one handling. There are two wheels, one

for the coarse and one for the fine paper, and when a pulp

heel is done up on both wheels it has a pretty good edge.

Pulp seems to be easy to scour when in a heel edge as it

does not fill the paper and cause it to glaze quite as much
as leather.

The only kind of a heel edge of leather that would be

easier than pulp isr that of the upper leather heel, but that

is a heel that is rarely seen to-day in comparison to fifteen

and twenty years ago. They cannot make an upper leather

heel cheap enough to-day for the average shoe, nor can they

make the sole leather heel cheap enough for many shoes.

In cheap or low cost shoes pulp is about the only thing that

can be used at the present time.-—Shoe Topics.
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By CHAS. S. EDGAR
Using Screens and Furniture in the Shoe Window

27-a
Many display men in the larger cities are making use

of screens and odd bits of furniture in their windows. The
effects produced are, to say the least, "different." In some
windows large screens are used to form the background for

the whole display, while in others small screens are used

to back up the principal units. These central units are made
on small tables draped with plush, or, in some cases, odd

chairs are used for this purpose.

Pieces of old-fashioned furniture may sometimes be

picked up at the second-hand dealers to good advantage.

These, when properly cleaned and refinished, are excellent

for window trimming purposes. When having these old

pieces recovered be sure and choose coverings of a plain

color with little or no pattern, as some of the patterns might

detract from the goods on display. It would also be a good
plan to buy several extra yards of the material for draping

purposes. In this way you would be certain of having a

drape that would harmonize with the covering.

The screens are mostly used in windows having per-

manent panelled backs where they serve to break the monot-
ony of the plain background. These screens are in a great

variety of designs, ranging from the very elaborate and ex-

pensive hand-carved ones to the simple bed-room screens

which may be purchased for a dollar or two. Many of the

simpler designs are evidently made by the trimmer himself,

but nevertheless they serve the purpose just as well. To
make a screen such as is shown in the accompanying draw-
ing requires only a little time, as it consists of a frame in

which is set a piece of wallboard on which has been pasted

some wallpaper.

Similar screens can be made by using plush, silk or

satin, pleated or shirred, in the openings of the frame. In

fact, many beautiful screens can be made by the trimmer
who has the least bit of taste along artistic lines. And, of

course, he wouldn't be a trimmer if he hadn't. It is a good
plan to have a "weather eye" on your local house-furnisher's

windows for suggestions along this line.

The plateau shown in the drawing is easily made from
light lumber and stained to match the woodwork of the

furniture or it may be covered with onyx paper or some
other decorative paper. The plateau is used to bring the

display stands, in the centre of the window, on the level

with the eye of the passerby, so as to attract his attention

to the display. It should be draped with goods to match the

coverings on the furniture. This draping should wind in and

out between the stands and not lay flat as shown. In using

the chair as shown, continue the draping along the floor and

around the legs. Place a few shoes in a seemingly careless

fashion on the draping and also on the seat of the chair.

The pot of palms is used to balance the chair and adds a

finishing touch to the whole effect.

Displays of this character should not be used too fre-

quently. It might be well to confine their use to such

occasions as "openings," etc.

A neat display card for this window could be made with

black ink on a heavy rough-finished white mat-board, the

border lines and ornaments to be painted in gold. Do not

use too large a card for this style of display, a "half-

sheet" being plenty large enough for the largest windows.

A "half-sheet" is fourteen by twenty-two inches. When in-

stalling a window of this description be careful not to use

too many shoes so as not to crowd its appearance.

"bargain" price,

you pay, and no

What Constitutes a Bargain?
The average "bargain" is very expensive to the store,

and especially to the consumer, although generally neither

sees how this is true.

There are four kinds of "bargains":

1.—Pure fakes—worth less than the

2.—Partial fakes—worth just what

more, and therefore not bargains at all.

3.—Real bargains, made necessary because the retailer

has a stock which he must clear away to make room, or for

some similar reason.

4.—Real bargains, unnecessarily and deliberately priced

low to draw customers from a competitor.

Between these the customer must discriminate before

he can be sure that he is really getting his money's worth.

It is very difficult for the public to discriminate between

the fake bargain, the real bargain, and the bargain that is

only a bait.

Originally the bargain sale was founded on the clear-

ance idea, or on the supposed ability of the big department

store to buy cheaper. But later it degenerated into an al-

most continuous performance of white sales, red sales, blue

sales, anniversary sales, removal sales, closing sales, fire

sales.

The public became skeptical—doubting the value of all

bargains.

Because of this growing skepticism, reputable mer-
chants are coming to believe that their business will be more
stable, their stores will more surely be classed as worthy

of confidence, and their customers more permanent, if they

put their trade on a day-in-and-day-out basis of always

selling standard goods at fair, standard and unvarying prices.

But this can come about only when there is a well-

recognized standard of prices on goods of known, standard

value.

National advertising is the one great force to-day which
is working toward standard values of merchandise—toward
the principle of "one-price-to-all-customers-everywhere."

And this principle, when generally adopted, will itself

be the best bargain ever offered to the public.—Saturday

Evening Post.
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IMfArlOTS p£)M JoLOMON.
Are you one of those "little fellows" that you can put a

hundred of in a peanut shell and it will still rattle ? These

little shrivelled up shrimps jump and throw

BE BIG their tails and try to make believe that

they are whales. How some of them get

into our public bodies is hard to understand, but there they

are in churches, lodges, town councils, and even on the floor

of parliament matching their lilliputian ideas with those of

real men. The other day a rich farmer got up in one of

our township councils, and talking, about the war and its

costliness, said it cost him ten dollars already. That is his

sizing up of the greatest war the earth has ever seen on

which hangs the fate of empires and civilization. Be big.

Don't be a two-by-four-business man, politician or family

man. ''The hand of the diligent (or liberal) maketh rich"

in more ways, than in the pocket.

* * *

There are some men so crooked that they can't lie

straight in bed. They will only stop lying and cheating

when their stammering tongues and itching

CROOKED fingers "lie silent in the grave." They

MEN can't make a sale without faking, and they

can't take off a trial balance without

teetering. Crookedness is a hard thing to shake when it

gets a hold on a fellow. When he can't deceive others he

takes satisfaction out of deceiving himself. "A false bal-

ance is abomination to the Lord," whether it be a pair of

grocery scales or any other kind of truth telling apparatus.

It is an abomination to men al90, and when a man once gets

the reputation of a moral juggler, it is a hard thing to get

people to believe he has honest moments. Tell the truth

and shame the Devil. It's better to lose a little money or a

few friends than lose your character and reputation.

* * *

Those fellows who are always whining about being

"led away" are not worth the powder to blow them over

Gilroy's barn. Have you no backbone or

BACKBONE is it just a streak of cartilage? "The
woman tempted me and I did eat," and

Adam has sent his miserable cowardly excuse down through

the ages for weak, puling sneaks to grab hard every time

they wander from the path of virtue. "It's in my nature"

is another way of putting the blame on the Almighty and

those who have gone before. Because my father died and

left me a saloon is no reason why I should go on manu-
facturing drunkards. It doesn't prevent me knocking in the

barrels, .smashing the bottles and pouring the liquid damna-

tion into the street. "My son if sinners entice them con-

sent him not." Be a man. Say no and let the Devil and

all his host sneer and do their worst.

* * «

"Be a man," says Mr. Worldly Wise. "Show the world

you are not afraid of yourself. Take a drink when you

want to and let it alone when you feel

WILD OATS like it." "Every man must sow his wild

oats," says the old rake who is having

his reaping out in rheumatism and a bad liver. This kind

of advice has sent more young men to the devil than all the

saloons between here and the Yukon. A clergyman, some
time ago, read a paper before his ministerial brethren on
"Temperance," and showed to his own satisfaction and some
others, that the true temperance man was the one who drank

in moderation and controlled his appetite. Just as a resolu-

tion of thanks to the speaker was about to be put, an old

clergyman at the back of the meeting, asked to be allowed

to say a word. He told the story of an only, much loved

son of great promise, who had gone to an untimely grave

through drink. "That boy," said the old man, "received

his first glass of wine at the house of the gentleman who
has just addressed you, being urged against his judgment
and will by the same arguments to which you have listened

to-day." "Sir," said he, pointing to the author of the

paper, "you sent my son to a drunkard's grave and broke a

mother's heart." He sat down in sobs. Their was no vote

of thanks.
* * *

The man who prays to be delivered from evil and who
gets up and walks into the trap has a lot to say for himself,

but the plain fact of the matter is that

KEEP AWAY this clinging to the skirts of the Almighty

with one hand and clasping the Devil

around the waist with the other, has only one end. You
may pray until you are black in the face but unless, when
you get up, you turn your face the other way to which you

are going you will land up in destruction here and here-

after. "Remove the way from her and come not nigh the

door of her house." The man who stops to bid good-day

to the Devil will soon be walking arm-in-arm with him.

If you would do less praying and more running you would

get farther away from your besetting sin. "Escape for thy

life, tarry not in all the plain," is good advice for the fel-

low who has been wallowing and wants to get on safe

ground.
H< * *

These are the days when the lie-abeds are getting the

axe. In good times one is prepared to offer excuses for

laziness, but to-day the least a fellow can

GET A do to hold down his job is to make a show
MOVE ON of hustle. John D. Rockefeller was asked

one evening by his eldest son, then at

school, who was studying Shakespeare what the expression

meant, "There is a tide in the affairs of men which taken

at the flood, leads to fortune." "What tide, father?" asked

the youth. "Tied-to-business," was the prompt reply of the

financier, without looking up from the papers he was study-

ing. Get the right start and the race will come out all

right. No man fond of his bed has ever set anything going.

"How long will thou sleep O Sluggard," should be mega-

phoned into your ear if you are inclined these days to take

things easy in the morning.

"Your King and country

need you" at home as well as

in the trenches and the lag-

gard in business just now is

just as much a traitor as the

fellow who dodges the call

to arms.
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It is Not Credit System Which Undermines Business
Credit is the Foundation on Which Mercantile World is Builded—Sjme Uses and Abuses of the Arrangement-

Financial Relations Between Wholesaler and Retailer, and Retailer and Customer—-Impossible

to Conduct a Universally Cash Business

Bv C. L. CARTER

-The

We frequently hear the remark: "It is the credit

business that is ruining the country to-day." Nothing
could be further from the truth—the abuse of credit might
and doubtless does bring disaster to many business men,
and nations as well, but on the other hand, credit is actually

the foundation on which modern business is builded. With-
out it the wheels of progress would cease to turn, and devel-

opment and expansion along the lines of trade and commerce
would be practically impossible.

It builds railways, explores and populates new coun-

tries, establishes cities and towns, and increases and main-
tains the wealth of the nations.

Let us analyze the meaning of the word. Webster
says credit is "belief, faith, a reliance or resting of the mind
on the truth of something said or done." Taking this view

of the meaning of the word in its broadest sense for a moment,
we must realize that we have here a principle which is the

very basis of our existence. We eat our food and wear our

clothing believing that our bodies will be benefited thereby.

We drink water confident that this will quench our thirst;

we step on board the train or steamboat having faith that

we will be conveyed to our destination; our daily papers

record incidents which have taken place in the remote parts

of the world, and we accept the truth of these without

question.

Borrowing From Father Time

There is hardly any limit to which the illustration could

not be carried. We employ our physicians, our lawyers,

our architects and elect our public representatives because
we credit these men with the ability necessary to minister

to the needs for which their services are engaged. We
even borrow from old Father Time, and, making our engage-

ments weeks, and sometimes months ahead, unconsciously

assume that Mother Earth will continue to revolve every
twenty-four hours, until the necessary period has elapsed,

and the day appointed is at hand.

You will pardon this momentary generalization of my
subject, and I will now turn attention for a brief time to a
more practical consideration of credit from the standpoint

of all men of business.

Many definitions have been given of "credit" as used
in finance. One writer says, "Credit in finance is the post-

ponement agreed upon by the parties of the payment of a

debt to a future day." Another says: "Credit anticipates

by employing values yet to be produced, and using them
as already existing." Webster's definition is more simple:

"A transfer of goods in confidence of future payment."

What Cred.tor Should Represent

In all cases credit should represent positive values, and
should be at most a very limited anticipation of those values,

or, to simplify this statement, a merchant should be reason-

ably certain that his customer is or would be financially

responsible for a much larger sum than the amount of credit

extended.

Credit always implies the confidence of the creditor

in the debtor, and a "credit system" is one of general con-
fidence of people in each other's honesty, solvency and
resources.

By means of a credit system a comparatively small sum
of money can be used as the basis of a number of different

transactions, but it is indispensable for every good system of

credit that money must be instantly available when required,

and this principle applies to every species of transaction

where postponed payment is concerned—nations, banks,

mercantile houses great and small, the retail merchant and
the consumer must conform to this law of finance, and when
it is broken confusion arises immediately.

Present Day Credit Is Different

While, as I have said, the principles of credit remain

unchanged, conditions regarding same have gone through

a process of evolution which renders the methods of the

credit of the day entirely different from those in use even

thirty or forty years ago.

I can well remember when my grandfather, a merchant

of the old school, made his semi-annual trips to the city

from whence he obtained his supplies, purchasing his require-

ments in all lines and paying for these on his next trip.

These goods remained an open account during the period

between his visits, and that represented the entire transac-

tion: no notes or drafts, and practically no communication
between the wholesaler and his customer for months at a

time. This was in one of the older provinces where con-

ditions were more settled than in the newer West. These

obsolete methods could not possibly be successful in the West,

to-day. In every comparatively new territory there are a

certain number of irresponsible and frequently dishonest

merchants who spring into business as mushrooms grow up
in the night, a menace to the wholesaler and the legitimate

retailer alike, and who just as quickly vanish (and in many
cases their merchandise vanishes with them).

It is to combat with propositions of this kind that the

present modern methods of credit have been evolved. This

does not mean in any way that credit has been restricted,

but by systematizing its conduct it is now more intelligently

dispensed, and by eliminating the unworthy customer the

wholesaler will be in a better position than ever before to

contribute to the requirements of those who merit his con-

fidence.

By this procedure the wholesaler not only protects

himself by minimizing his losses through bad debts, but he

also upholds and maintains the interests of the reputable

hard working merchant who suffers just as directly and just

as severely from the depredations of these mercantile pirates

who do not care whom they injure in carrying on their

fraudulent transactions.

Character, Ability and Capital

And now we will briefly consider the credit relations

between the wholesaler and his customer.

There are certain qualifications in his customer which
the wholesaler has a right to expect, and there is a certain

protection which he has a right to demand. Among the

qualifications are character or honesty, ability and capital.

The first is easily the most necessary of all, the second is

essential, the third very desirable, but given the first two

—

honesty and ability—the merchant will prove a much more
satisfactory customer than if, possessing ability and capital,

his business methods are yet not above criticism. I do not

imply that the latter is necessarily an unsafe customer

—

tangible assets are always an important factor as a basis

for credit—but I do mean that no wholesale house can
have absolute confidence in a merchant, however well-

to-do, if his reputation for fair dealing is not of the very
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best. I have said that there is a protection which the whole-

saler has a right to demand. His goods should be properly-

housed, properly cared, for, and if credited out in turn,

the utmost care should be taken to see that these credits

are directed in the safest possible channels. I need not

lay emphasis, in this enlightened age, on the necessity of

adequate protection from loss by fire. Every facility is

offered the present-day merchant in securing insurance in

reputable companies, and every business man owes it to his

creditors (if he has any), to himself and to his family in any
case, to make ample provision along this line against the

possible destruction of his merchandise and buildings by a

devastating fire. I am not here to talk insurance, but I

would like to say, while on this subject, that too much care

cannot be exercised in the selection of the insurance com-
panies, and in seeing that policies are correctly written.

Lack of Business Ability

Business experience is also a good asset for the prospec-

tive customer, but I have not considered this absolutely

necessary. Many merchants with years of experience

behind them have failed most disastrously, and many with

the most superficial training have been entirely successful.

In checking carefully the causes of failure in a number of

insolvent concerns which have come under my personal

notice, I find that the great majority of these were due to

lack of business ability. Under this heading I include over-

buying, injudicious selection of stock, over-crediting and
inability to compete with more alert and better trained

opposition. Want of capital was, of course, also contribu-

tory, but I do not hesitate to say that even if this had been
larger, the result, while perhaps postponed, would in the end
inevitably have been the same.

Dishonesty was apparent in a few instances, but I think

it is only fair to say that in most of these deplorable cases

the fraudulent features did not appear to have been pre-

meditated and only developed when other conditions made
the situation hopeless.

Now, after the wholesaler or his credit manager has
satisfied himself that the customer is worthy of credit and
shipped the goods, comes the question of payment. It is

customary, for purposes of convenience, unless some other

arrangement has been made, to pass drafts for the amounts
due, according to terms of sale. The procedure has a double
advantage. It gives the wholesaler the use of the amount
involved immediately, enabling him to meet his own obliga-

tions, and it also permits the purchaser to provide for the

payment by simply despositing the amount in his home
bank, thereby saving him the trouble of remitting. This
banking arrangement is merely one of the many illustrations

of the advantages of a credit system in the commercial world.

These drafts are accepted by the customer in due course

(or at least they should be, if correct and in accordance
with the terms arranged), and are supposed to be paid at

maturity. It may be unnecessary for me to remind you of

the advisability of checking all invoices and statements very
carefully, as even wholesalers make mistakes occasionally,

and it is wise to assure yourself that your accounts are accur-

ate.

Made Money on this Saddle

I remember reading one time of an instance where
a good customer of a wholesale concern, being in town,
called at the office of these people and purchased an expensive
saddle. The salesman recognized the man as a favored
customer, but after he had left, taking his purchase with
him, the clerk discovered to his dismay that he did not
remember the name of the customer. He accordingly went
to the manager in his predicament and after some consulta-

tion the manager said, " Gtet a list of forty or fifty of our best

customers from the accountant, charge the saddle to each
of them, and those who do not get it will kick. The man
who did will pay for it."

A month or so afterward, the incident recurring to him,

the manager went to the salesman and said: "Well, John,
how did you make out in that saddle transaction?" "Fine,
sir; fine!" said John. "Forty-one customers have paid for

it to date, and only two have written to say they have not

received the saddle."

I cannot vouch for the truth of the story, but am sure,

in any case, that it could not have happened in the West.

Nor is it less important that a complete and correct

record of all transactions be kept in the books of the mer-
chant, and these in such a shape that he is in a position

to know his actual indebtedness at all times. No man can
manage his affairs successfully without this information.

It is a somewhat startling fact, in connection with the eighty-

seven estates which came into the hands of our organization

during the past year, varying in value from $1,000 to $100,-

000, that in not one instance out of the eighty-seven did the

books of the debtor afford a complete list of his liabilities.

In some cases there were discrepancies of thousands of

dollars.

The majority of these were insolvent; all were seriously

embarrassed financially, and while it would be impossible

for me to say just what bearing this feature might have had
in the affairs of these estates, it is a significant fact, and
worthy of note, that it existed in every case.

To return to the drafts. I have stated these drafts

are supposed to be paid at maturity, but as a rule a com-
paratively large proportion of them is returned to the drawer.

This proportion varies according to the financial conditions

existent in the territory in which the transactions occur.

The fact that his drafts are not always met promptly
does not by any means indicate that the merchant's affairs

are in an unsatisfactory condition.

Some of the Unavoidable Occurrences

Many circumstances may contribute to the situation

—

business depression, unseasonable weather, strikes, inability

to realize on his own accounts from these or other causes,

all have their influences, and in many cases it is unavoid-
able. But I want to point out and I cannot emphasize this

too strongly, that while the wholesaler makes every allow-

ance for the customer who is unable to pay, or pay in full,

and is always ready to afford reasonable assistance on these

occasions, there is absolutely no excuse for the merchant who
persistently ignores his maturing paper, without even taking
the trouble to advise his creditors of his inability to meet
these obligations. Wholesalers have their own troubles, and
nothing can be more discouraging than to have a sheaf of

drafts presented every morning with the notation, "No
response to notice," marked by the bank thereon.

One would almost imagine from the indifference with
which some merchants treat their obligations that the

wholesale houses had unlimited capital at their command
and the return of a few thousand dollars' worth of paper
an hour or so before the bank closes was a mere item in the
day's work. This is far from the truth, as the wholesaler

has thousands to provide for where the retailer has hun-
dreds, and this unbusiness-like treatment of drafts is not
only therefore a serious inconvenience to the creditor, but
it also shakes his confidence in the debtor whose affairs are

conducted in so loose a manner.

On the other hand, when a merchant finds himself unable
to meet a maturing bill, or is only in a position to pay part

of same, how easy for him to sit down a few days before the
due date of his obligation and manfully write his creoitor

to this effect, stating briefly the cause of his embarrassment,
and it is a rare instance, indeed , when the necessary assistance

is not forthcoming. Note the different aspect of the whole
situation. The debtor has done the best he could under the

circumstances; the creditor is now in a position to make
ample provision for the returning paper; and, what is per-

haps more important, his confidence is strengthened in the
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customer who has shown conclusively that he is looking after

his affairs in a proper and business-like manner. The
merchant who neglects to accept his paper, or ignores same
at maturity, is not only a source of annoyance and frequently

loss to his suppliers, but he is also a detriment to the interests

of his fellow merchants, and the sooner he is out of business

the better.

Carefully Preparing a Statement

It is, perhaps, unnecessary for me to refer to the import-

ance of the financial statement in establishing a credit.

It is not only a question of the creditor having full knowledge

of the business affairs of his customer, but it is also a question

of the customer knowing exactly his own position at all

times, in order that he may intelligently carry on his tran-

sactions. Too much care cannot be exercised in preparing

these statements. Due allowance must be made for deprecia-

tion, shrinkage, bad debts and the hundred and one details

that encroach on the profit of a business. Even if he errs

on the conservative side, it is much better for a man to be

better off than he thinks he is than to think he is better off

than a closer investigation of his affairs would warrant.

In the latter case he is apt to make undue drafts on his busi-

ness, and this in the end frequently leads to disaster. In

analyzing his financial statement as a basis for future expen-

diture, due consideration must be given by the merchant
to his volume of business as compared to his operating ex-

penses. Assets will quickly disappear if the business is not

sufficiently active to provide a safe margin over and above
all expense, and in computing the costs of carrying on a

business, where the stock in trade is perhaps disproportion-

ately large for the amount of business done annually, the

items of interest and depreciation must figure very largely

and should not be overlooked.

In regard to the credit system of a retail house this is

more difficult to define. While the fundamental principles

of credit are the same in every class of business, the policies

vary a great deal. In the credits of the retail trade there is

little in common with those of the wholesaler. The class

of patronage is radically different, and the manner of extend-

ing credit and making collections is entirely dissimilar. The
principles, however, are identical in that care must be exer-

cised in seeing that credit is dispensed to only responsible

parties and that collections are made promptly. It has
been said that if credit is the foundation of modern business,

collections are its roof—and this should not be leaking.

Over-crediting is neither good for the merchant nor his

customer, and when the former finds that his book accounts
are growing and at the same time it is becoming increasingly

difficult for him to meet his own obligations, it is time for

him to call a halt.

Crop failures, low prices and other local conditions

make it difficult for the merchant in the country to adjust

his credits and collections as systematically as he would
wish, but I believe that a time of settlement should be ar-

ranged with every customer, and this adhered to as closely

as the circumstances will permit, and in any case all credit

should be restricted to a figure where the outstandings
cannot seriously embarrass the business.

Many merchants think that a business operated on a
strictly cash basis is preferable. It would, of course, be
impossible in the present day for this condition to become
universal. Personally, I feel that a credit business properly
conducted has many advantages. I understand, however,
that many merchants carry accounts along indefinitely

without extra charge, although they find it necessary to pay
interest at the rate of 8 or 10 per cent, per annum on a more
or less portion of their own indebtedness.

This procedure may be expedient. It may even be
considered necessary in order that the good will of the cus-

tomer is maintained, but it does not sound like good business.

As previously stated, settlement should be made at specific

dates and short date notes bearing interest should be taken
if the cash is not forthcoming. This is a good rule to follow.

Make your collections promptly. It helps your business

more than anything else in the world. It increases your
working capital and makes your customers your friends.

You know better than myself how a customer with an over-

due account will frequently make his purchase elsewhere

for the simple reason that his conscience is troubling him
about his overdue indebtedness and he does not want to

face the music.

Make your collections promptly and then when the

lean year comes you will be in a position to assist your friends

over the tight place without finding yourself in a similar

position.

A VIEW OF THE SAMPLE ROOM OF BLACHFORD, DAVIES & CO. LIMITED, TORONTO. MR. DAVIES IS SEEN STANDING AT I HE TABLE WHILE
THE CUSTOMER SEATED ON THE LEFT IS D. A. LEONARD, TORONTO. ON THE EXTREME RIGHT IS T. H. RUMFORD OF GEORGETOWN.
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Try Out These Window Hints
The same goods marked at the same prices can, by

merely different arrangement, be made to attract quite

different grades of customers. Closely packed goods will

draw the crowd. Thin, light dressing, and artistic placing

of the same goods will attract the more discriminate, which
usually means the better class buyer. Many window-
trimmers know this only in a vague, dim way, and therefore

their work is not so clearly cut, so steadily defined or so

uniform in tone as it might be.

Uniformity in tone is profitable in window-dressing

because it adds still more strength to the windows' chief

power, which is its cumulative force. The great difficulty

in window dressing is to attract attention without breaking

the continuity of the display policy. If you widen your
appeal too much you weaken it.

Show your goods in airy, graceful fashion one week,

and you get the interest of one section of the public. Present

your display in closer formation the next week, and you
draw the attention of another class of buyers. But in gain-

ing your second you lose your first. You cannot by altering

your display keep a perfect hold on both classes of customers.

What I really consider the best policy, from actual results,

is a settled, yet flexible style which will, week in and week-

out, draw with the utmost possible pulling power the class

which you are able to serve.

A shoe retailer proved the truth of the foregoing obser-

vations in the following way. His custom was to exhibit

about fifty shoes on the floor of his window. These lines

were as accurately representative of his stock as he could

display. Aiming at what is called a popular trade, the

display was usually composed of one dozen shoes at $3.00,

one. dozen at $3.50, one dozen at $4.00, one dozen at $4.50

and a few at $5.00. When these goods were displayed in

close order, or laid in rows near the glass with every shoe

plainly ticketed in price, the sales of the $3.00 and $3.50

lines reached their maximum. But when a larger space was
used and the same number of shoes, in the same proportion

of prices displayed in a less compact manner (with the aid of

stands, pedestals, and other devices), a change occurred.

There was less demand for the cheaper goods, but a much
brisker selling of the $4.00 to $5.00 lines.

The retailer in question proceeded to compromise.
He now shows his cheaper goods in neat pyramids, and
extends his better class lines. In this way he gets and keeps

a better hold on the interest of the greatest possible number
of probable buyers of all the qualities of shoes he is trying

to dispose of. This is a better plan than to dress the window
one week in high class style, and the next week in popular

heavy-weight fashion. Besides getting better results all

the time, it saves needless redressing.

Too frequent changes of display are by no means
always advisable. The desire of some window-trimmers to

achieve or maintain mere catchiness or smartness may easily

lead to the partial neglect of solid profit. To mark the price

on goods now appears the rule of most window trimmers,

and in a popular trade tnis seems a wise policy. Yet if you
have something novel, or a little out of the ordinary, it will

stimulate more curiosity if displayed without a price ticket.

"Oh! For the Days of Old"
We had thought that, of all the places in the world,

Quebec wotdd be the last to take a back seat in the matter of

making of beef-skin moccasins, the "bottes sauvages" of

the habitant, the lumberer and the sportsman, says the

Quebec Telegraph. It was here—we believe—that this

useful and comfortable, but ugly and odoriferous style of

footwear originated in the old French days in imitation of

the Indian moccasin and if its manufacture was not wholly

confined to Quebec, it was here that it was turned out in

the largest quantity and to the greatest perfection. In

fact, we were supposed to enjoy a monopoly in this particular
industry and when some outsider wished to give expression
to the quintessence of his contempt for our old-fashioned
ways, he spoke of this section as the "moggasin country."

As showing how the times have changed and how much
the Ancient Capital has fallen from its high estate in the
moccasin industry as in others, and is handicapped by actual
conditions, it is interesting to note some recent happenings.
Among these is the sudden jump into favor of beef-skin
moccasins as the most suitable footwear for our troops and
those of our allies at the front in this season. This was
brought about by the representations of one or two of our
most energetic fellow citizens, who had had occasion in their

hunting or fishing tours to appreciate the valuable qualities

of the "beefy" in point of comfort, warmth, roughing it

and dryness. A few samples were sent to London and a
large demand for them at once set in.

Then came the question of supplying that demand,
but diligent enquiry and search here failed to discover
more than one house in Quebec which makes a specialty of

manufacturing shoe-packs or beef-skin moccasins in any
appreciable quantity, and its output was so small compara-
tively that it had to be passed over. And the same remark-
applies to other similar establishments at] Batiscan and
Fredericton, N.B. On the other hand, it was found that
there are factories in the United States which manufacture
these shoes by the thousands and tens of thousands daily,

as such footwear is exclusively used in the American lumber-
ing districts, as well as by sportsmen and campers out gener-
ally. The result can be imagined.

And yet we wonder why a long-established and famous
old shoe-making city like Quebec gets little or none of the
great orders for military footwear from Europe just now
and our American neighbors are getting the lion's share of

them. Of course, allowance must be made for their vastly

larger population and vastly greater industrial facilities,

as well as for the decline of the lumber trade and the shifting

of the lumbering centres here in Canada, but, for all this, it

seems to us that there is a sad lack of versatility and ability in

our local shoe-making industry to adapt itself to the chang-
ing circumstances of the times. In any case, it is certain that,

in connection with the supply of beef-skin mcccasins for the
armies in the field at present, we have missed another oppor-
tunity to do a good stroke of business for ourselves.

How to Push a Sideline
Suffice to say, there is no doubt at all but that a side-

line pays, sometimes to the extent of two or three hundred
per cent, if properly handled. No line though, no matter

how strong and easy to dispose of, will sell itself. Your
sideline or sidelines if you have more than one, require

advertising and salesmanship. Customers should be made
aware of your trunk or findings department, or you should

go out of your way to tell them of your exceedingly fine

hosiery supply or whatever other line you are handling.

You can do this through your store window, by means of

newspaper or circular advertising, or by personal talks.

You have the satisfaction of knowing that outside of the

actual profits you derive from your sidelines, they are

drawing a large number of people into the store who would
otherwise never enter it. Moreover, several different lines

handled by you will enable you to make the establishment

a whole lot more attractive. Think it over and see if vou
could not employ those empty corners of the store to ad-

vantage.

There are other sidelines from which every shoe re-

tailer can draw a good profit, lines which have a steady

call year in and year out. or for which a demand can be

created readily enough, but they are too numerous to men-
tion here.
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LOYALTY
Loyalty is the thing.

And to be loyal does not mean to be a slave.

A contract between wage earner and employer will never benefit either

if it simply stands for attendance and routine service. A machine can

render better value on an investment than an automatic man.

If your idea is simply to rot in your seat and draw your salary, accord-

ing to contract, you are no better than a pin head, or an epicine,

whatever that is. Your place is in the poorhouse where your living

can be furnished by the entire country, and not by one man.

If you can't be loyal to a man don't work for him. Resign. Quit.

Get your time. Disappear.

He has a right to expect absolute loyalty from you, among friends

and enemies, in and out of doors, while he is present and when his

back is turned, just as you have a right to expect loyalty from him.

He pays you in money. His pay check is evidence of his loyalty.

Your work is evidence of yours.

But you have more at stake than the pay check you get, just as he

has more at stake than your routine work represents. The success

of his business and your progress in it both depend upon a loyalty

deeper within you than your eye, your ear or your hand—a sincerity

that reaches into your heart; for where your heart is, there you will

find your treasure also.

No unwilling worker ever yet achieved great success, for men only

succeed where they think deeply, work cheerfully and rejoice at the

success of what they are working at.

Business presents untold opportunities, magnificent possibilities; but

the only man who ever succeeds for himself or deserves promotion

from any one else is the man who is loyal.

—

Harland Read.
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Belongs to a Rubber Family

A lot of old records of the Canadian Rubber Co. of

Montreal, and its predecessors, the British-American Mfg.

Co., Hibbard & Co., and others, came to light the other day,

says "The Dominion." They date as far back as the year

1853—sixty-one years ago—and consist of old letter books,

time books, journals, cash books, etc., and form a most in-

teresting collection. They tell us that, even in that early

day, we exported rubber shoes to Germany. To get goods

to Halifax, N.S., in winter, we had to export them in bond

to Boston, from which point they were shipped by boat.

Hamilton, Ontario, was "Farthest West" for quite

awhile, but eventually, we did boldly strike out further to-

wards the setting sun, and sold a bill of goods in Gait, Ont.

But when one of our pioneer travelers reached London,

Ont., and sent in an order for shipment to that isolated

place, no doubt Head Office gave him up for lost. There

are one or two families who were connected with our busi-

ness in the 50's who still have some of their members

actively associated with us.' Prominent among these are

the Pearce's, the father of our present General Superin-

tendent of shoe factories, having been indentified with the

Montreal mill as early as 1849. In fact > tne Pearce family

have been "rubbering" practically since vulcanization was

discovered. There have been three generations of them

so far. In 1880, Pearce primus moved to New Haven with

Pearce secundus, and Pearce tertius—otherwise, John H.

Pearce, Jr.—was born there on December 5th, 1885.

(Pearce quartus has still to be heard from, but we all have

hopes.) "J. H. Junior" was educated in the New Haven

public schools and in the Booth Preparatory School. He
commenced "rubbering" in 1901, and spent ten years with

the L. Candee Rubber Co., learning the business from the

ground up in a practical way. He spent nearly all this

decade in the mill room, and has a thorough knowledge of

compounding and the preparation of stocks. Mr. Pearce

was made foreman after seven years and remained as such

until he was appointed Assistant Superintendent of the

Montreal mill in 1912. In 1913, he took charge of the

Granby mill, and was recently appointed Assistant Manager.

Keeping Stock by Numbers
Quick service to customers is the secret of success in

the shoe department. It is always annoying to a patron

to be kept waiting in his stocking feet while a clerk searches

for the shoe he has ordered. Every system that will increase

the speed and efficiency of the shoe clerk is welcome. A
good one is described in "Retail Equipment." The writer

tells of a visit to a retail store where the service was so good

that he remembered the experience with pleasure. He says:

The salesman pressed a button which sounded a buzzer

in the balcony above him, and the nimble young man
came on a run. The nimble young man spoke first and said,

"All right, 32." And then the salesman made this announce-

ment: A-2-2-3-2-5-7," saying the number as one would give

a telephone number. The young man above repeated

them, was gone for a moment, returned and said, "The
nearest we have is A-2-2-2-2-5-7." The salesman then

turned to me and remarked: "We don't have the last that

you wear in a Congress shoe, but we have a shoe made in a

last which is the exact shape of your foot but which laces up

through eyelets. I am quite sure you will find a shoe of this

kind more strengthening and equally as comfortable as the

shoe you have been wearing." Just as he was through with

his remark the young man from above dropped him down a

pair of shoes.

The writer asked the clerk to explain how he and the

young man worked their number scheme.

"We use a system of key numbers in handling our shoe
stock," he relpied. "To understand how these key numbers
work it will be necessary for me to explain to you the different

points by which a shoe is selected.

"First, what kind of a shoe, which is indicated by the
letter 'A' for men's, 'B' for women's, 'C for boys, etc.

"Next comes the leather, indicated by a number:
'1

' for patent leather, '2' for vici kid, '3' for wax calf, etc.

"The last or shape is indicated by the next number: ' 1

'

is the plain toes (no tip), '2' what some call the 'corn dodger,'

or Common Sense toe-—a broad, easy shape; '3' a more
dressy but conservative shape, '4' a neatly fashioned shape,

and '5 ' the very dressy English type of toe.

"The net number gives the style of fastening—'1' for

Blucher, '2' blind eyelet, '3' Congress, etc.

"The weight is indicated—'1' for single sole, '2' for

double sole, etc.

"The widths are given from A to EE by the numbers
'1,' '2,' '3,' etc.

"The sizes are given last just as it is
—'2' for No. 2,

'3' for No. 3, etc.

"So that, when I asked for 'A-2-2-3-2-5-7,' I really

asked for a man's shoe, vici kid, broad tipped toe, Congress,

double sole, width E and size No. 7.

"The stock clerk immediately went to Department A
(men's shoes), and in Section 2 (vici leather), looked through
Compartment (2 broad tipped shoe) till he came to the shelves

marked 3 (Congress) where he looked at a group of stock

marked 2 (double sole), where he selected a width E, size No.
7 shoe. If there were more than one quality or price he
would have brought a pair of each. As it was, he had no
Congress shoes of that last, so he brought the next similar

shoe that would give equal satisfaction in wear, which was
one with blind eyelets, or as he called it 'A-2-2-2-2-5-7.'"

Of course, every stock of shoes cannot be handled in

quite the same way. A group of styles, etc., that are big

sellers in one part of the country, differ from those in another

section. By the use of key numbers, where each number
stands for a certain feature of the shoe, can be adapted
to every line sold.

Some Ancient Footwear
The India Hindus and Mussulmans alike wear both

sandals and shoes (slippers) and the latter boots also. The
sandal (the word is Persian) was evidently the original

covering for the feet over all southern and eastern Asia,

while the shoe was probably introduced into India by the

Persians, Afghans and Mongols, together with the "tip

tilted" (Hittite and Etruscan) boot.

Both are usually made in India of leather, but never

of pigskin, and, while the shoes are always colored red or

yellow, the boots are generally brightly particolored, both
among the upper classes being also richly embroidered in

gold and silver and variegated silk thread and with bangles,

bugles and seed pearls after the manner of the ancient

Persian boots represented on Greek vases.

But, of however rare and costly elaboration, the invari-

able rule is to remove them after entering a private house
just when stepping on to the mat or carpet on which the

visitor takes his seat. They may be cast off, the right

boot or shoe first, before the worshipper enters a temple or

mosque, and it is still regarded as an absolute profanation

to attempt to enter either fully shod.—Westminster Gazette.

Every shoe clerk wants more salary. A good way to

get it is to make your job bigger day by day. Try not only

to sell more goods, but to improve your selling methods.

Study the characteristics of each sale you make. Keep them

in mind. Making one sale in good form helps in making

another.
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Several Outstanding Features in Fall Shoe Styles
Military Effect, Overgaiter Style of Footwear, and Cloth Tops in Wide Variety of Colors Most Noticeable Features for Coming

Season—Lace Shoes Will All Be Very Popular—Changes in Women's Shoes—Leathers Which Will Have the

Call—What is Doing in Juvenile Lines—General Summary of New Season Modes.

"Patterns have changed altogether this year, but

lasts remain pretty much the same as last season."

This is the way one shoe manufacturer sizes up the

fall style situation, and to use a popular expression he "hits

the nail on the head." Although there have not been a

great number of last changes, no one will claim the same
styles are being shown for the coming season as were demon-
strated this time last year.

Indeed, the new effects, patterns, lasts, colors, and other

items that go toward making an up-to-date shoe are so

many this season as to become almost confusing, and the

popularity and demand now make it stand out ahead of all

other lines. Of course there is always a steady demand for

a plain sensible shoe, that is, the footgear that will give the

wear, but which does not attract any special attention,

and which is generally called "a standard line." If every

shoe sold was a standard line, what an easy lot would be that

of the retailer. One must, however, keep an up-to-date

stock or trade is sure to dwindle and finally drop off alto-

gether. It is characteristic of human nature that there are

many people who will refuse to be satisfied until they have
been shown all the latest fads and fancies, and who even-

N

PATENT MILITARY LACE, CIRCU-
LAR FOX, SAND CLOTH TOP, CON-
CAVE HEEL. EUNICE MODEL.

PATENT BUTTON, HEART SHAPE
VAMP, FAWN TOP, SPANISH HEEL,

LORRAINE MODEL.

BY BLACHFORD SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO

GAITER EFFECT, GREY CLOTH TOP,
PATENT VAMP, SPOOL HEEL, RITZ

MODEL.

dealer who orders wisely will have to show sound judgment
and foresight.

Manufacturers in general, or the majority of them, have
not shown any great haste in making up their fall samples,

although in the past two weeks, practically every wholesale

house has completed its new season's range and is now
about ready for the fall trade, although travelers will not

be going out till near the end of the present month or early

in April.

Features of Women's Lines

The two outstanding features of women's footwear
are the predominant showings being made of the military

effect, and the increase of popularity in the over-gaiter style.

These are the most noticeable changes in the lines to be worn
by the fair sex, although there are several less important
differences to be noted such as the expected increase of

bals and cloth tops.

The military effect is all the go. If you examine a

set of samples, not alone in the women's lines, but also in

the men's, this feature at once strikes your eye and perhaps
catches your fancy, that is, if you don't happen to be the man
who will have to stock the goods in all varieties and assort-

ments, as there are many different effects, shapes and forms
being shown in the military boot.

The over-gaiter effect in women's footwear is also the
rage and will have a large call during the next few months
so far as can be anticipated. This style really makes a
nice shoe, and it has caught the fancy of the ladies until its

tually wind up by purchasing the same style or shape they
have been wearing for years. These people, however,
would walk out of the store were the shoeman unable to

bring out the very newest and latest in footwear fashions.

Popular Leathers

Patent will be stronger than ever in the women's lines

and will be a big seller next fall. This leather has been gain-

ing in popularity at a great rate during the past few seasons,

and this year bids fair to be a record breaking one so far as

shiny leathers are concerned. Gunmetal, of course, has its

established place and it is almost, if not altogether, impossible
to oust it from its position of preference with the public.

Velours calf, vici kid and the other leathers are also being
shown, though it must be said, no matter how popular
the different leathers may be, there is noticeably a steady
decline in their use which is the natural result of present
conditions in the leather world.

Cloth Tops Exceedingly Strong

This all acts in favor of cloth tops in making up a shoe.

These are shown in all varieties, colors, shades, fabrics,

and finishes. When cloth tops were first substituted for

leather, black and other dark shades only were employed.
The makers of these cloths have been using their ingenuity
in turning out something different, and the results are seen
in the wide variety of colors and fabrics for the 1915 fall

season.

Sand, putty, battleship grey, nigger brown, mauve
khaki and pearl as well as many others, are common term s
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WHOLE QUARTER MILITARY BAL., MILITARY BAL. , PATENT VAMP, THREE GAITER EFFECT BAL., PATENT VAMP,
PATENT VAMP, TAUPE QUARTERS, QUARTER FOX, FAWN TOP, LOUIS SAND CLOTH TOP, LOUIS HEEL.
LOUIS HEEL. HEEL.

BY CLARK BROS. LIMITED, ST. STEPHEN, N. B.

used amongst travelers this season when referring to colors.

Black cloth tops will continue to sell in large quantities,

while grey in half a dozen different shades will be very

popular. Black and white effects are being shown by some
manufacturers, but it is questionable as to whether this

type of shoe will have very many requisitions.

Naturally city trade will take to the color varieties

as a duck takes to water, but it is doubtful just how much
success they will have in the smaller towns and with the

country trade.

The military bal in cloth tops is a prime favorite for

the time being. This usually has a patent facing, and the

upper is generally a grey or fawn color. Many nice samples

are being shown in suede tops by leading manufacturers.

Last Changes in Women's Footwear

There has been no striking changes in the lasts adopted
by makers of women's footgear. If anything, vamps will

be a little shorter this year than they have been in past

seasons. Heels will remain about the same, and the Louis,

half Louis, spool and Cuban types will be favorites. Wood
heels are also having quite a call and are being given a

prominent place in the samples of the different makers.

The stage last, declare manufacturers, will be very popular.

Narrow toes in the better grade shoes reign supreme, while

in cheaper lines the square or round toe are being shown
generously. Modified recedes are also freely used.

Changes in Men's Lines

There will be more novelties shown in men's lines

this coming season than ever before, but it is questionable
as to what will please the male folk and what will not.

It goes without saying that they will not adopt anything
which appears too conspicuous, though there is always a

demand amongst the younger men for something new.
The military bal is one of the strongest features shown and
is pretty sure to prove popular. Cloth tops, particularly

in shades of grey are being shown in the men's lines with
the same freedom as they are displayed among the women's
samples. Blind eyelets are used much more than they
have been in the past and bid fair to have a big demand.
The wide variety of buttons being shown on shoes of this

type by some of the leading manufacturers beats anything
that has ever been attempted before, and a much greater

range is being displayed.

The long narrow toe on a medium recede last bids fair

to become very popular, especially with the higher class

trade. The square French toe also is seen to a considerable

extent, while the medium round toe will have a big call

as it has had during the past season. Heels in men's shoes

PATENTED MILITARY BAL., CHECKED PATENT COLONIAL, CLOTH QUARTERS, , PATENT MILITARY BUTTON, PUTTY
TOP, SPOOL HEEL. CONCAVE HEEL. TOP, SPIKE HEEL.

BY THE C. N. W. SHOE CO. LIMITED, LONDON
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" HARVARD " MODEL FRENCH MODEL

THREE OF THE LATEST AND MOST ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS IN BAL. BUTTON, AND BLUCHER, VVITH'CLOTH OR MATT CALF
TOPS, BY THE BRANDON SHOE CO. LIMITED, BRANTFORD

will remain about the same, about an inch in height. The
flange heel is seen to quite an extent usually on recede toe lines.

Patent leather will be strong in men's, although gun-

metal will have the call. Other leathers are also being used,

but these two are seen in the large majority of cases. Several

manufacturers predict a slight falling off in tans, even in

the mahogany colored shoe, for the coming season. Buttons

will be very popular, judging by the number of samples of

this kind of boot being shown. Bals are becoming more
commonly used every season, and it is altogether likely that

they will affect sales of button boots during the fall season,

cutting in on this line.

What Is Being Shown for the Children

The more ambitious manufacturers of children's foot-

wear throughout the Dominion are employing the recent

innovations in adult pedal furnishings in making up their

children's samples, modifying them, of course, to suit the

tastes and needs of the little ones. Boys' and youths' lines

are in many cases exact reproductions of the samples being

shown for their fathers and elder brothers.

All the different favorite colors are shown in babies'

and infants' shoes. Many buttons and also a large number
of lace shoes are seen. Gunmetal, in button and lace will

have a large demand in children's footwear and patent

leather will be exceedingly strong. These are shown in

natural shapes with slip soles for fall and winter wear.

Nature lasts continue popular and a very wide range is

being sent out in the manufacturers' samples. It seems
to be the aim of all makers of boys' shoes, now that they
have secured style, to increase the wear of the boot, to make
them more strong and durable than ever, if that is possible,

and it is to this phase that they are giving their attention

at the present time.

Button shoes will also have a large demand with the
juvenile trade, especially for growing boys and girls, although
they are being catered to almost as much as is the adult
trade, and manufacturers of children's shoes state that they
feel many of the style tendencies which affect the grown-up
trade, such as the preference at different times for buttons
over lace, and vice versa, lace over buttons as is the case

at the present time.

Cloth tops, it is anticipated, will prove popular this

season with girls and misses. All the different shades and
cloths are being shown. Patent leather and gunmetal will

sell strongly also. The lasts shown 'are a combination
between an adult and a juvenile shoe. These are made to

secure style an'd at the same time give the foot every chance
to assume the proportions intended by nature. Wide and
medium low heels are used extensively in these shoes, and
the samples shown this season are the neatest, and best

designed that have been seen in juvenile lines.

A Summary of Styles

It will be seen after reading the foregoing that there

are a considerable number of changes in this season's styles,

BY THE TETRAULT SHOE MFG. CO., MONTREAL

GUN. METAL BAL., WITH GUN METAL
FACING, AND BACK STRAP, GREY

CLOTH TOP.

GUN METAL OXFORD, GREY CLOTH
TOP, SMALL EYELETS, SMALL

t
TIP

PERFORATIONS.

GUN METAL BAL., DULL CALF TOP,
SMALL EYELETS, MEDIUM RECEDE

TOE.
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which as usual are natty and as up-to-date as it-is humanly-

possible to make them. One of Montreal's largest manu-
facturers on returning from Boston last week made the

following statement, "I consider the samples made by
Canadian makers the equal in every way to those of the

American manufacturer. Our lasts are built on the latest

and newest styles shown in the United States, and our pat-

terns are, if anything, ahead of those seen across the line.

Perhaps this is because the military tendency is more pro-

nounced with us, and justly so. The shoe business both

here and in American centres seems to be undergoing a

radical change, and it appears as if the whole year round
will be one continuous season, judging by the way events

are casting themselves. Why, retailers who gave
orders last fall for spring delivery are now writing in to the

manufacturer cancelling their orders and asking for the

newer lines which are all the rage now."

An Interesting Prediction

This is the view expressed to the writer by half a dozen
different leading shoemen both in the retail and wholesale

trade. But to come back to the subject in hand, that of

giving a brief summary, the following can be stated:

Cloth tops in various colors and shades will be very

strong.

The military effect is bound to take with the public.

PATENT LEATHER, CIRCULAR FOXING
AND VAMP, CANARY CLOTH

TOP, LOUIS HEEL.

How long it will remain is a question that time alone can

answer.

Tans will be seen very little next fall. Patent and gun-

metal will be favorites and other leathers will get about the

same call as formerly.

Lace shoes will gain in favor, in fact have gained already.

Buttons, however, are by no means a dead issue and will

continue to sell strongly.

Toes and heels will show no appreciable difference

from last year.

More Details Yet to Come

Unlike the summer season, buyers and retailers do not

look for the same radical changes as are shown then, in the

new range of fall samples. This season, however, the

changes have been more noticeable, particularly as regards

patterns and novelties. While it is yet early to make fore-

casts, the foregoing expresses the views of the different

manufacturers as a whole. Further definite style infor-

mation will be given in succeeding issues of the Shoe and
Leather Journal as well as the individual opinions of

different manufacturers as to what they feel will prove
popular with the consumer for the fall season.

What Certain Firms Feature

The Woelfle Shoe Co., of Berlin, anticipate a brisk

demand for colored tops for early spring and- summer wear,

but for fall are showing black as the staple, with gun metal
and glazed kid leathers stronger than last season. The
company, who specialize in women's fine McKay shoes,

have added two new lasts of good fit and appearance and
think they will appeal to the trade. They have found
business so far unusually good, running with a big staff

and on full time and during the past two weeks have been
working certain departments over time.

The Weston Shoe Co., of Campbellford, Ont., think

there will be a large sale of the new gaiter effect boots and
the military bal, but whether the style will be permanent
it will be hard to tell The company are showing a number
of fine models for fall in both bal and button, with imitation

gaiter effect, spool heel and tops of battleship grey and sand
color as well as others with oriental cloth and brocade
which the firm expect will sell well. They also think that

the bulk of the Canadian trade will be done on the regular,

nicely finished shoe throughout, as Canadian women do not
seem to carry matters to the same extremes as their Ameri-
can cousins in millinery footwear. The firm add that there

patent forepart, foxing and
eyelet stay, military bal.,

sand cloth top.

will probably be a wave of economy sweeping over the

country for a time and they have several lines which are

known as "life lines" and are of the opinion that they will

appeal favorably to the ordinary dealer.

J. A. & M. Cote Co. St. Hyacinthe, Que., say as a rule

they do not make many changes in their fall lines either in

lasts or patterns. They aim rather at quality than style.

For the coming fall they are introducing men's, boys', and
youths' hockey shoes and are putting cravenette black

cloth tops on a few lines of men's and women's McKays.
They say their aim is not to make 'shoe styles on the latest

lasts but rather to make shoes that last' and, on the basis

of quality and reasonable prices, they have built up their

present large trade.

The Eagle Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal, are showing several

new lasts for the 1915 fall season. One of these is a man's

patent colt, whole fox bal, with grey ooze top, single sole

and flange heel. This makes one of the nattiest shoes ever

turned out by the company and they state they have already

had a big sale for it. Another line which they expect will

go very well during the coming season is their womens,
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gaiter bal with a Cuban, spool and half Louis heel, recede

toe of a medium nature, carrying grey ooze tops. This

shoe is also sent out in all the latest colored cloth tops, as is

the man's shoe already described. The company are also

turning out a line of high grade turns for women which along

with their line of welts, they state, will make as fine a range
as they have ever shown. An official of the company in

reviewing the style situation said the military effects would
be strong sellers for some time to come as will also be the

PATENT, WHOLE FOX HAL. , PATENT EYELET STAY, GREY OOZE TOP,
SINGLE SOLE, FLANGE HEEL—BY EAGLE SHOE CO., MONTREAL.

over-gaiter style in women's shoes. More cloth tops than
ever, he added, will be worn for fall, 1915. Patent leather

will be seen frequently in the range of samples for the
new season.

Chas. A. Ahrens Ltd., Berlin, report that their six

representatives are taking out as fine a line for fall as have
ever been presented to the trade. New lasts have been
added in both the misses and men's lines, with several

changes made during the past couple of seasons. The range

patent button. wide round toe, matt top—by
john Mcpherson co., Hamilton.

presented by the company from infants to men's embraces
all up to date styles and fine fitting features, giving the
concern a fine showing. In new lasts for men the company
believe they have embodied everything that present day
styles and common sense call for — good fitting qualities

without any clumsy appearance. The new lasts have been
adopted only after a long period of experimenting. In the
misses' there is also a larger and fuller fitting last which
possesses nice lines adding grace and beauty to the shoe. The

firm are of the opinion that dealers generally are calling for

larger and fuller fitting lasts and that such a tendency
evidences a good deal of common sense on the part of the

consumer, showing a desire for a comfortable as well as a

stylish boot.

The Part That Style Plays

Shoe merchants are coining to appreciate more and

more each season the dollars and cents value to their busi-

ness of style in footwear. An authority on shoe trade

says : "It does not matter where the store is located."

"Style is a dominant factor in the shoe business to-day,"

adds an exchange.

"We do not say that the very latest metropolitan

styles should be the leading feature in the smaller country

stores, but style is, nevertheless, even there the most potent

factor 'for inducing consumers to purchase more shoes.

Novelty and beauty, more than anything else, create the

desire for possession. Even heavy work shoes are being

manufactured to-day which are distinctly stylish and beau-

tiful, as well as serviceable. These attract attention, are

admired, and are purchased in preference to similar foot-

wear made without those novel and attractive features.

"It is sheer folly for any shoe merchant to ignore the

universal demand for style, not only because by catering

to it he can build up a larger business, but because he can

thereby work up a much more profitable one. The latest

styles in demand command tiptop prices and bring 50, 75.

and 100 per cent, profit to the retailer. We have

known a stylish Colonial shoe bring the retailer 200 per

cent, gross profit. It was not quality of materials or extra

fine workmanship that brought the price. It was just the

style that did it. The wise merchant welcomes style, puts

himself in a position to supply it, and makes an effort to

cultivate a taste for it among the people in his vicinity who
are behind the times.

"It may astonish some of you to know that prior to

the war thousands of women in Paris, the capital city of

France, paid far greater attention to their footgear and

hosiery than to their millinery, and that they are spending

far more money on footwear and ornaments than on their

headwear.

"The same is true in London, England, and in New
York City. The style value of footwear is growing by

leaps and bounds and the shoe merchant who ignores the

fact had better quit business."

Bright Booklet for the Trade
"Millinery for Women's Feet" is the catchy title of an

artistic brochure which has been issued by the Blachford

Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, to the trade. The
illustrations, which are drawn from original models, are

remarkably clear and distinctive and not only reveal

the beautiful and graceful lines of the shoe as a whole but,

in each instance, a view of the toe is presented as well.

The firm have a thoroughly up-to-date "order now" depart-

ment, and announce that lines not in stock will be made
within three weeks. The various models include patent

military lace bals with grey cloth, sand cloth, or

black top cloth quarters, circular foxing, patent facing

and fore part, which novelty in footwear is in insistent de-

mand. Another smart model is a button shoe, with heart-

shaped vamp, grey or fawn cloth top and plain, medium
recede toe. A gaiter effect and other choice offerings

in low and high cuts reveal dainty, snappy creations that

are sure to please. The "prompt service catalogue" was
designed and printed by the Acton Publishing Co., while
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the splendid shoe eats are tlv* work of the art department
of the Shoe and Leather Journal.

Breezy Notes from the East
W. M. Angus, who for fifteen years has been in the

service of Ames - Holden - McCready Limited, in St.

John, N.B., and for several years in the position of local

manager, has left for Montreal, where he has entered upon
his new duties as assistant general sales manager. Many
friends will be pleased to learn of his promotion. Since

W. M. ANGUS, ST. JOHH, N. B.

assuming the management of the St. John office, Mr. Angus
has developed the business of the company to a large extent,
so much so that the former building occupied by them in
Prince William Street was not sufficiently large to warrant
the company's stying there, and a handsome new modern
structure had to be erected. Mr. Angus' family will remove
to Montreal in the early spring to join him and take up
residence there. E. J. Fleetwood has been appointed
acting manager of the St. John branch.

The leather manufacturing firm of H. Horton & Son
in St. John, N.B., are busily engaged upon a contract for

600 sets of saddlery for the Russian government, the total
cost of which will be about $43,000, and work on which is

now nearing completion. The order has been guaranteed
for delivery by March 31 . The sets of saddlery are of heavy
material, and cost $72 each. In addition to this the firm
have been busy with orders from the British Admiralty, one
for $34,000 worth of equipment, and another for $18,000,
consisting almost entirely of saddlery.

The Moncton Leather Mfg. Co. Ltd., have received a
contract from the French War Office, through Ottawa, for
a supply of rifle buckets worth $20,000. This company is

one of Moncton's newest industries, having recently been
incorporated with an authorized capital of $30,000. A
former order for rifle buckets apparently gave good satis-

faction, and resulted in the second being awarded.

Manufacture of Leather Board
Most leather boards are understood to have a rela-

tively small proportion of leather ( for instance, 15 to 20

per cent, in their composition). The balance is composed
of brown pulp and old paper of good quality. In some
milk, instead of placing the leather cuttings in clean water,
they are immersed directly in the vats with milk of lime,

where they arc left as long as two months, according to

the quality desired. This class of board is often made on
ordinary rolling machines.

In order to produce a board resembling leather and fit

to use in soles, it should be passed several times through
the sheeting machine. Frequently, however, a thin sheet

of real leather is pasted on a sheet of leather board. Most
leather board sold does not contain any leather—fish-glue,

gelatine, wax or other substances being added to give com-
pactness and wearing qualities, says Shoe Topics.

Military Honors for Leather Man
F. C. McCordick is widely known in Ontario as both a

leather manufacturer and a military man. The specialty of his

firm in St. Catharines for many years has been lace leather.

He has been appointed to command* the 35th Battalion,

Canadian Expeditionary Force. This battalion is partly

organized and training at the Armouries, being recruited

from the regiments in Toronto. Lt.-Col. McCordick
began his military career in 1897, when he joined the 19th

Lincoln Regiment. Serving in the ranks and taking a

commission in 1900 he reached promotion to Major in

1908, and three years later passed military staff course.

He was subsequently made brigade major of the 4th Infantry

Brigade with headquarters in Hamilton, and with Lt.-Col.

E. E. W. Moore (now in England) as brigadier. In October
last he joined Lt.-Col. J. I. McLaren of Hamilton and was
appointed junior Major of his staff when the 19th Battalion,

Canadian Expeditionary Force, was organized. This bat-

talion of the 2nd continent is still at the Exhibition Camp,
and Col. McCordick had been assisting Col. McLaren
until last month when he was transferred to the command of

the 35th Battalion as already announced. Canadian born,

St. Catharines being the spot where he has lived all his life,

Lt.-Col. McCordick has traveled from Sydney to Victoria,

and has great faith in the future of the Dominion. He is

proud to say that a greater portion of his battalion are Can-
adian than those of the former contingents.

In connection with his business career Lt.-Col. Mc-
Cordick has been in the leather manufacturing line for

twenty-five years. In 1900 he took over the business from
his father, W. H. McCordick, who retired from it at that

time. The latter, however, is now back again and managing
affairs while his son is engaged in military service.

Exhibition of Much Interest

An exhibition of British manufactures will be held at

the Agricultural Hall, London, England, from May 10th

to May 24th next, with the approval of the Imperial Board

of Trade. The exhibition will comprise the following

trades :—Toys, fancy goods, earthenware goods, glassware,

cutlery, electro plate, clocks, common jewellery, paper and

stationery. The object of the exhibition will be to secure

contracts on behalf of British manufacturers, from firms

who have previously purchased such articles on the contin-

ent. Any buyers leaving Canada for the United Kingdom
in time to sec the exhibition, should communicate with the

director, Board of Trade, British Industries Fair. 32 Cheap-
side, London, E.C., immediately on arrival. Advice of their

names, together with the firms they represent, should be

sent to C. Hamilton Wickes, British Trade Commissioner
to Canada, 3 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.
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n Put in a Pleasing and Striking Easter Window n
u u

Are you ready for the Easter trade ? Have you every-

thing about your store spick and span, bright and clean?

Eastertide is always suggestive of new raiment from head
to toe and next to the Yuletide season is perhaps the most
profitable for the average shoe retailer, if he will devote

a little attention and foresight in seeking to capture the

trade. Practically every person is in the market for a

new pair of spring shoes and the business man who is going
to meet this demand for stylish, up-to-date footwear, is the

cue who makes special window displays, has his stock nicelv

.-trranged, puts out attractive advertising matter and
brightens his premises with floweis, foliage, lilies, bunting
and other decorative schemes. Show that you intend to get

this additional business at Easter by putting in a suitable

window trim.

The following is a suggestion which may be adopted at

comparatively small expense and yet will give you a repu-

tation for originality and effectiveness.

The egg shape panel should be cut out of half inch

lumber and covered with white felt. An egg shape opening
should be cut out of the upper part as in the sketch, and a

spring design put in the opening. This canvas could be

easily painted by the trimmer with a little talent in that

line, or it could be made by a local man at a small cost.

Large artificial Easter lilies should be used partly around

this, or if not used for Easter any kind of spring flowers

would do as well.

The pillar and fence effect can be cut out of lumber in

a shape as in the sketch or altered to suit the trimmer.

Make the upright pillar first and cover with white felt.

Then make the part which lies flat on the bottom of the

window and cover with white felt.

When this is done, make the box at the foot of the

pillar the same width as the upright pillar, height to suit

yourself, and cover this with royal purple felt. Then flower

box should be cut out of half inch lumber and gilded

;

use tulips if possible in the flower box. All around the

bottom of the window, ferns should be used to give a garden

appearance. The tree in the background can be purchased

from a firm selling artificial flowers or it could be built by

the trimmer.

Take an ordinary branch, and have a round bulb the

size wanted made of wire. Cover this bulb with muslin,

and pin or glue on the flowers and leaves which you want

this tree to represent, then fasten this bulb to the branch.

The little fence effect should be made of small strips

of wood put together as in the sketch and then glided.

On the box at the foot of the pedestal, a large artificial

Easter lily in a jardiniere should be used.

Use light green felt on the bottom of the window, and

drop a few leaves here and there to break the bareness.

—

—
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Safety Association Organized

The Tanners' Safety Association with headquarters in

Toronto, lias been granted a provincial charter. The new
corporation is without share capital and A. R. Lang of

I5erlin, A. O. Beardmore and A. R. Clarke of Toronto,

Charles O. Shaw of Huntsville, and Hon. E. J. Davis of

Newmarket, are the incorporators. The purpose and object

of the Tanners' Safety Association is to promote and carry

on the work of prevention of accidents in tanneries and in

any other industries which may for the time being and from
time to time he assessable by the Workmen's Compensation

Hoard in the same insurance group as tanneries and gener-

ally to represent employers engaged in such industries in

connection with the administration of The Workmen's Com-
pensation Act. .

The Damp-Proof Shoe Bottom
The shoe may not be all waterproof, as then it would

have to be air proof, which is impractical and unhealthy,

but the bottom should be damp proof. There is no better

method than the filling method, with the proper filler.

The filler must always be packed down hard and solid.

Most shoemakers are liable to think that as long as the filler

is applied it will do the intended work, but such is not the

case, especially in a welt shoe. The best filler should be

used and carefully applied. This operation is deemed so

important in most of the Brockton shoe factories as to re-

quire the work of a man and net of a boy. The filler called

"Besto" is second to none for the purpose of making the

bottom damp proof and permanently resilient.

Fill in the shank and even the heel seat of the shoe,

and if you would only use a steel shank-piece, Mr. Bepairer,

what a benefactor of humanity you would be! The old

shoe needs such a thing, if any shoe does. Tack it 'n solidly

at the heel-end and at the shank nothing better than hot tar,

or, better still, a stitch or two will hold the shank in position

as long as the shoes are on the wearer's feet. The solid

leather shank-piece is superior to any. but costs too much
and requires too long to shape, says an exchange.

"Maiden Speech" Well Received

F. S. Scott, who was recently elected Member of Parlia-

ment for South Waterloo, and is president of the shoe manu-
facturing firm of Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, Ont., has

made his "maiden speech" in the Commons. He received con-

gratulations from both sides of the House on his splendid

effort. "Mr. Scott created a distinctly favorable impression,

has an excellent voice and an attractive parliamentary style,

and will make one of the best debaters in the Government
ranks," is the tribute of a leading paper opposed to him
politically.
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What is Being Gained by the Army Shoe Inquiry ?

Unwarranted Reflections Cast Upon Shoe Manufacturers of Canada Both as a Class and as Individuals

—

Sensational Reports Would Lead People to Think that Trade was Composed of Novices or Knaves

Is it not about time for someone in Cabinet circles at

Ottawa to whispe; a word of wisdom to the ruling powers in

connection with this military boot investigation?

Where is it getting us? What is being accomplished?

If present methods are continued by the investigating com-
mittee when will they conclude their sittings and deliver a

verdict that will be more informative of conditions surround-

ing the military boot contracts or calculated to show more
conclusively who is or who are to blame?

That someone erred nobody doubts. But surely it is

evident ere now where the fault lies, and only needless

harm will be caused by a long-drawn out investigation

expensively conducted.

Were one to deliberately plan a means of harming one

of Canada's large and growing industries it would not be

possible to do it more effectively than are those doin^ who
are responsible for the wide publicity given the investigation

of the military boot contracts. Numerous newspapers are

featuring the reports of the investigation in such a manner
as to lead Canadians and people of other countries to believe

that our shoe manufacturers are novices at their business and
knaves and grafters as well. How unfair, how utterly

unpatriotic and unjust this is!

What Is There to Hope for?

Consider the facts and stop for a moment to think!

When the contracts let by the Government are divided

so as to apportion to each factory its share the individual

orders are pitifully small to cause manufacturers to risk

their reputations—more, to sell their souls! True, there

are a few factories which received rather large consignments,

but then, were they such large orders when the size is

compared with the annual outputs of the concerns? And the

larger the concern the more at stake, and less reason to trifle

with their reputation, or their honor.

To get another view of the matter place yourself in the

position of the manufacturer who gets a rush order from the

Government, an order accompanied by definite specifications

and a sample shoe to serve as a model. The manufacturer,

an expert in his line, sizes up the specifications; he knows
the markets; he knows how good a shoe can be made for a

certain price; if it is left to him he can give the best possible

value for that price. But he is called upon to follow the

specifications; he is not asked to utilize his knowledge to

the best advantage of the purchasers but only to the extent

of following specifications. And in some respects it is ab-

solutely impossible to adhere to specifications. He can only

follow orders as far as possible and then, after getting per-

mission, deviate from specifications, as approved by the

purchaser. No manufacturer can do his best work under
these conditions, yet every manufacturer, who deserves

the name Canadian, would endeavor to do his best under
such circumstances.

Anyone acquainted with the shoe manufacturers of

Canada will realize that they are not as a class or individually

the type that would sell honor, country and business integ-

rity for' a paltry few hundreds or thousands of dollars.

Suggestions Met with Cold Reception

There is not a type of business men in the country
who are better Canadians, more loyal subjects, or more
unselfishly anxious to do their share in the present crisis.

It is common talk in shoe circles that a number of our best

shoe manufacturers were willing and only too pleased to

place their knowledge and experience at the service of the
Government without direct or indirect reward when military

boots for the Canadian soldiers were being arranged for.

It is also common gossip that a number of manufacturers
who felt impelled to volunteer practical suggestions met
with a cold, not to say discourteous, reception. In, at least,

one case the manufacturer, besides being a practical shoe-

man, was a South African veteran and was acquainted with

normal active service conditions affecting army shoes.

It is known further, that when orders were placed, some
manufacturers who criticized the specifications because
they did not seem, in the light of their experience, practical,

were told to follow specifications and never mind making,
any suggestions; if they did not want the business, say so.

Surely it is time these things were well understood

by everyone interested in this investigation, and if under-

stood, why not reach a conclusion and put an end to the

unfavorable advertising Canadian shoemakers are getting.

The Shoe and Leather Journal directs the attention

of the newspapers and of the government to the tremendous
damage a continuation of the present treatment of this

investigation will work. Not only the manufacturers
who made army shoes, but all shoemakers will suffer, and
that is not justice.

Have Stood the Test Thoroughly

To give just a glimpse at another angle of the army shoe

discussion, space is given the following from the Fredericton

Gleaner. (Incidentally the clipping was not sent to vis by
the manufacturer)

:

"The Strathcona model shoe made by the Hartt Boot
& Shoe Co., of this city, for active service use < f military

men, has stood the most severe tests and will be generally

used by Canadian officers in the trenches in Northern France.
' Major W. W. Melville, of Carleton County, who is

in command of No. 1 Company of the Divisional Engineers

of the Canadian Expeditionary Force,, is one of the officers

who have been using the Hartt Company's Strath ona
shoe, and in a letter just received by the company, he ac-

knowledged receipt of a new pair of boots just before leaving

for the front and also speaks of the satisfaction they have
been giving.

''Ever since he went to Valcartier Camp for training

last fall Major Melville has been wearing these Fredericton

made shoes and has found them eminently satisfactory

during his entire stay at Salisbury Plain when the mud was
knee deep, and in his work, with the Engineers, he had to

be in the deepest of it all. His letter follows:

North East France, 16-2-15.

The Hartt Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.:

Your shoes or boots received 0 K. They are

fine, the best ever, and I must say they are more
than worth the money.

I am enclosing a check for the amount with

exchange.

They arrived at a very good time, just as I was
leaving the base for the trenches. A number of

officers have seen them and you may have a number
of orders soon for the same class of goods.

Thanking you. Yours,

W. W. Melwlle, Major, C.E.,

V.C., 1st C. C. E.

In conclusion, the Shoe and Leather Journal would
venture the remark that, were all the facts known, it would
be shown that numerous manufacturers actually lost money
on the government orders through trying to give the best

shoe possible for the price and following the specifications

furnished. This often meant substituting better material

than called for because specified goods were not available.
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bImongIheSwe Men
J. Wiezel, of St. John, N.B., was in Montreal last week.

Fred. J. Grant, shoe dealer, Toronto, has assigned to

N. L. Martin.

R. Pearce, shoemaker, of Innisfail, Alta., has started in

business.

J. H. Salter, shoe dealer, of Hagersville, Out., has

sold out.

The assets of D. R. Dufort, shoe retailer, Montreal,

will be sold.

J. B. Douglas, Calgary, was in Montreal, Quebec and

Toronto recently.

H. Martin, shoe repairer, Berlin, has moved into new
and larger quarters.

C. R. Teetzel, of Geo. G. Gales & Co., Ottawa, spent

a day in Montreal last week.

D. McDougall is opening a new boot and shoe business

in the Livingstone Block, Forest, Ont.

P. I. Hcrsey, of Regal Shoe Cc, Boston, was in To-
ronto last week on a business trip.

C. Sterling, of Sterling Bros.. Limited, London, was
in Montreal and Quebec recently.

W. V. Eccleston, of the T. Eaton Co., Toronto, was in

Montreal and Quebec during the past week.

D. McDougall is opening a new boot and shoe store

in the Livingstone Block, Forest, Ont.

H. Breslin, formerly of Oshawa, has purchased the shoe

business of S. E. K. Walker, Port Hope.

E. E. Donovan, of E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas,
Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

Elmer Davis, of A. Davis & Son, Kingston, was in To-
ronto and other cities on business last week.

J. S. Townsend, of Hamilton, was a visitor in Montreal

factories during the early part of the month.

E. S. Hunt, of the C. N. W. Shoe Co., London, spent

a few days in Toronto this week on business.

Casselman & Thompson, Limited, retail shoe dealers,

Montreal, have gone into voluntary liquidation.

W. A. Hamilton, of the W. B. Hamilton Sho. Co.,

Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec last week.

F. H. Meinzer, of the Miner Rubber Co., Montreal,

spent a few days recently in Toronto and Cleveland.

E. T. Jacobi, of Toronto, has returned from a business

trip to New York, Boston and other eastern centres.

W. J. Detweiler, shoe re L?.iler, of Sault Ste Marie, Ont.,

recently spent a few days among the trade in Toronto.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas', Toronto, was a

caller on several Montreal and Quebec manufacturers this

week. His many friends will be pleased to hear that he

has entirely recovered from his recent illness.

J. E. Pare, of Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, was on

a special trip to Toronto during the past week.

Fire from an over-heated stove broke out in P. Hector's

shoe store, Winnipeg, recently, doing about $500 damages.

R. B. Wanless, of Coates, Burns & Wanless, London,

was in Montreal on business during the middle of March.

H. W. Algeo, of the U. S. M. Co. of Canada, Montreal,

has returned from a trip to Toronto and Western Ontario.

J. E. Warrington, of the John Ritchie Co., Quebec,

spent a few days in Montreal and Toronto last week on

business.

All British Columbia troops will wear boots manufac-

tured in that province and made by the J. Leckie Co.. of

Vancouver.

David Johnston, of George G. Lennox, wholesale shoes.

Winnipeg, was in Toronto, London and other cities last week
on business.

J. A. Sharpe has been appointed representative of the

Eagle Shoe Co., Limited, Montreal, in the territory west

of Toronto.

J. Grant, who represents the Slater Shoe Co., Montreal,

in the Ottawa Valley and part of the West, is leaving this

week on his fall trip.

N. F. X. Dufresne has returned from New York and

Atlantic City, where he has been visiting during the past

couple of weeks with his family.

R. W. Ashcroft, publicity manager of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Montreal, was recently

on a business trip to New York.

Fire broke out in the basement of the Wilkinson Shoe
Store, Windsor, Ont., the other evening, but was extin-

guished before much damage was done.

J. S. Ashworth, Toronto, Canadian manager for Sir

H. W. Trickett, Limited, Waterfoot, England, spent a few

days in Montreal this week on business.

J. A. Struthers, of the Regina Trading Co., Regina,

was in Montreal and Quebec recently. Mr. Struthers also

stopped off at Toronto while in the east.

James A. Niles, of St. John, N.B., who was formerly

in the shoe business in that city, died recently in Lynn,

Mass., where he had resided for a number of years.

It is announced that the stock of Borbridge Foot-Fitters.

82 Dalhousie street, Brantford, will be offered for sale by

Suckling & Co., 76 Wellington street west, Toronto, on

March 24th. The general stock of boots, shoes, rubbers,

A FEW ATTK ACTIVK LINKS OF "INDEPENDENT" RUBBERS BEING SHOWN BY JAMES ROBINSON, MONTREAL.
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trunks and valises is valued at $10,500, and the United Shoe

Machinery Model X. 22 repair plant, with fixtures, furni-

ture, etc., at $2,000.

E. J. Boyden, superintendent of the Slater Shoe Co.,

Limited. Montreal, has returned from New York and Boston,

which places he visited in connection with style matters.

The stock of boots and shoes, dry goods, etc., of N.

G. Wilson. Yittoria. Ont., who assigned to McLeod Tew,

will be sold en bloc by auction in Toronto on March 24th.

A Hamilton despatch says that the John McPherson

Co., of that city, has recently received an order for 6,000

pairs of boots, to be made at once and shipped to the War
Office.

The Maple Leaf Shoe Repair Shop has opened in the

Brigham Block, North Battleford, Sask. It is understood

that Mr. Butler, who' is the proprietor of the shop, will open

a retail store.

Erank E. Wilson, shoe dealer. Midland, has made an

assignment to McLeod Tew, Hamilton. The liabilities are

estimated at about $16,000, and the assets it is understood,

are about the same.

The shoe stock at 103 King street east, Hamilton, form-

erly owned by Squires & Dickenson, has been purchased by

E. H. Dickenson at 50c. on the dollar, and a clearing sale

is now being held.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company. Montreal,

have declared a regular quarterly dividend of one and three-

quarter per cent, on the preferred shares of the capital

stock of the company.

H. & C. Blachford. Limited, have removed from 114

Yonge St. to their handsome and splendidly appointed new
shoe store at 268-288 Yonge St.. Toronto, which is 150

feet deep by 30 feet wide.

C. F. Rannard, of the Rannard Shoe Co., Limited,

Winnipeg, was re-elected treasurer of the Winnipeg
Branch of the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada,

at the annual meeting held recently.

Frank Wilson & Co., Limited, Midland, Ont.. dealers

in boots and shoes, clothing, men's furnishings, etc., have

made an assignment. The stock will be sold en bloc by

auction in Toronto on March 24th.

George A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., Toronto, recently paid a business visit to Boston,

New York and other eastern shoe centres, picking up the

latest information and ideas on styles.

United Last Co., Limited, with headquarters in Maison-
neuve, and a capital stock of $250,000, has been federally

incorporated. The company will manufacture lasts, trees,

forms, dies and patterns of every description.

Geo. P. Zeigler, formerly with the McKellar Shoe Co..

Berlin, has taken a position on the traveling staff of Chas.

A. Ahrens, Limited, Berlin. L. S. Waldren, formerly with

Sterling Bros., of London, has also joined the selling force

of Chas. A. Ahrens.

Fred P. Beemer, of Toronto, will handle the lines of

the Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., Toronto, throughout the

Prairie Provinces during the coming season in addition to

the other lines which he has represented for some years on
that ground.

George Findlay, 23 North MacNab street, Hamilton,

has bought the shoe stock of Squire's & Dickenson's North
James street store in that city at fifty cents on the dollar,

and is now conducting a clearing sale of the goods.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited, with

headquarters in Maisonneuve, Que., has been granted a

federal charter, with a capital stock of $1,000,000. The in-

corporators include F. W. Knowlton, Canadian manager of

the company, and others.-

The suit of the U. S. A. Government to dissolve the

LJnited Shoe Machinery Corporation on the ground that it

was an illegal monopoly in restraint of trade, has been dis-

missed by the United States District Court at Boston. This

is a great victory for the U. S. M. Co.

A new sprinkler system has been installed throughout

the Brandon shoe factory in Brantford, Ont., ensuring safety

and protection. Mr. Brandon reports that business is very

good at the present time and that their special twenty-onc-

day delivery system has taken well with the trade.

The Invictus shoe agents throughout the Dominion are

holding an "Invictus week" from March 29th to April 3rd.

A special gift of this make of shoe has been allotted to

each province as a prize for the best window display, which

will be awarded to the dresser of the window, who must

send in his name along with a photograph of the special

trim.

W. C. Crawford, general merchant, of Tilbury, Ont.,

has assigned. The Crawford business was one of the largest

retail establishments in western Ontario, and has been con-

ducted for many years under the present management. It

is understood that the liabilities are about $75,000, while

the stock is valued at $50,000, but there are other assets

as well.

H. E. Wettlaufer, sales manager for Chas. A. Ahrens,

Limited, Merlin, has gone on an extended trip to Cuba, the

Southern States and the Panama Pacific Exposition, after

which he will travel up the coast to Vancouver, return-

ing home by way of the prairie provinces. Mr. Wettlaufer

will be assisted in his selling expedition in the West by T.

C. Murray of Prince Rupert, who is covering northern

British Columbia.

It is reported by some shoe manufacturers that there is

a great scarcity of fawn, grey, putt}' and sand cloths which

are now so extensively used and so popular in shoe toppings.

Certain manufacturers have had to substitute other hues in

order to meet the insistent demand for military bals with

colored quarters. It is also said that the midget eyelet, which

is seen on a large number of samples, is difficult to obtain

and several factories have run short of them.

Regarding the new duty placed on hides and raw mater-

ials, A. R. Clarke & Co., Toronto, report that this will effect

their product considerably. They import a great many hides

and practically all their tanning materials come from abroad.

They have increased their price on patent leather two cents

LEADING SHOEMAN DROPS DEAD
Many friends in the trade will

~^jjK learn with deep regret of the death

of Fred Kibler, shoe retailer of Ber-

^fl^H lin, ( >nt. While walking to his store

V on the morning of March 13th, he

suddenly expired, death being due to

^A***^^^. the bursting of a blood vessel. Mr.

B| Kibler had been in poor health for

H several weeks, but had apparently re-

covered and was attending to busi-

ness as usual. He was in his sixty-third year and was a

native of Huron county. Engaged in the footwear line prac-

tically all his life, he began in Zurich and later carried on

business in Brampton and Listowel before locating in Berlin

some three years ago. Mr. Kibler is survived by a wife,

four sons and three daughters. He was first vice-president

of the Ontario Shoe Retailers' Association which was or-

ganized a few years ago, and took a great interest in the

work and undertakings of the Retail Merchants' Association,

of which he had always been an ardent supporter. He was
a frequent visitor to the trade in Toronto and his genial,

kindly disposition will be much missed, for Mr. Kibler was
a man for whom every one had a good word.
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FINDS THE JOURNAL RELIABLE

"Enclosed please find $1.00 in renewal of my
subscription to The Shoe and Leather Journal for

another year. I greatly value your paper, as it

contains much reliable information."

Yours truly,

Arnprior, Ont. G. H. Devine.

VETERAN TRAVELER'S APPRECIATION

"Enclosed please find $1.00 for another year's

subscription to The Shoe and Leather Journal.

I must say that I am mighty well satisfied with

your paper, and you are certainly giving great value

in each number."

296 Glen Road, Toronto. D. R. Hawley.

A GOOD INVESTMENT
"Enclosed you will find express order for one

dollar in payment for Shoe and Leather Journal,

which I consider a good investment."

Yours truly,

Gait, Ont. NEILL SHOE STORE.

a foot all round and expect in a short time that it will be

necessary to make another advance. Hides are very high

and the high grades of patent leather rather scarce.

Recent Boston advices say : The domestic upper leather

business has been particularly hard hit by the craze for

fabric tops, particularly in women's shoes. Patent leathers

are going pretty well, however, as they are being used exten-

sively in connection with the cloth tops. The upper leather

tanners' salvation has been the big demand from abroad for

heavy upper leather. On thi.s they have made excellent

profits, hut they have suffered in other departments very

severely.

A new publication known as "The Shoe Repair Shop,"

has made its appearance, being issued by the Jackson Pub-

lishing Co., of St. Louis, Mo. The paper will be printed

monthly and its mission will be to encourage the establishing

of a repair department by general shoe dealers and also to

encourage a wider installation of what are commonly known
as "quick repair outfits." The publishers claim that it will

be the only trade journal devoted exclusively to the shoe

repair industry.

The C. X. W. Shoe Co., of London, have now a strong

selling staff, who are meeting with splendid success on the

road. E. R. Snow, of Moncton, is covering Quebec and the

Maritime Provinces, R. T. Tobin, of London, is looking after

Eastern Ontario and the Ottawa Valley, J. Crotty, Northern
Ontario, Cobalt and the "Soo," and H. L. Schott, South-

western Ontario. The Prairie Provinces are being attended

to by Bernard Saunders, who is well known throughout that

section of the country.

Peter A. Doig, for the past year and a half in

charge of the leather department of Fisk, Limited, Montreal,

has been appointed sales manager of Star Shoe, Limited, in

that city. Mr. Doig has entered upon his new duties and

many friends will wish him every success in his responsible

position. For some years he was a representative of A. R.

Clarke & Co., leather manufacturers. Toronto, selling their

lines in various parts of Canada.

As announced in a previous issue of the SnoiC and

LEATHER Journal, Johnson & Murray of London, have

taken over the shoe husiness of J. Houston & Son, in St.

Thomas, Ont., who have been established in that city for

the past six years, having bought out .Stephen Pocock in

1909. Asked as to his plans, Mr. Houston, who has been

one of the most esteemed merchants in St. Thomas, replied

that he would take a long rest for the present. The new
firm of Johnson & Murray have taken possession.

An electric shoe repairing outfit has been installed in

the Foster shoe store in Medicine Hat. The repair depart-

ment has been moved to the front of the store and is en-

closed in glass where the operation of the new installation

can be observed. Mr. Foster calls his establishment the

"Store of Progress" and, during the past two years, it has

heen enlarged several times. He devotes special attention

to the repair branch and finds it a profitable and trade

bringing adjunct. Sandy Higgins is in charge of this branch

and is an adept at the business.

J. A. E. Snider has opened up at 1474 Yonge street,

corner of St. Clair avenue, Toronto, and has named his new
establishment the "Deer Park Shoe Store." He has put in

a representative and up-to-date stock. Mr. Snider has had

man)- years experience in the footwear business, having

been connected with Haines & Lockett, and latterly with

J. J. Haines, in Belleville, for fourteen years, and then as a

traveler with the James McCready Co., and the Ames-
Holclen Co. for seven years, so that he posesses a thorough,

well rounded insight.

The North British Rubber Co., Limited, whose factories

and head offices are in Edinburgh and whose Canadian head-

NEW ARMY SHOE FOR CANADIANS

Here is an excellent illustration of the new sample of

welt shoe, made some time ago at the request of the^militia

authorities. The samples, twenty-two in number, patterns

and parts, were turned out by the John Ritchie Co.,' Quebec,

in accordance with specifications prepared by experts, after

a conference with the Ottawa authorities. So far, no new
contracts have been let to Canadian firms on the [present

sample, but it is presumed that these may be allotted as

soon as "the investigation," now in progress at Ottawa, is

concluded. The new shoe is made out of black winter calf,

being in three pieces only. The vamp and tongue^is one

piece, the quarter in one piece, and the foxing one piece.

The counter is snugly placed between the quarter and the

foxing, the quarter extending to the sole. There is a ten

gauge outsole, an eight gauge middle sole and a seven gauge

insole. The outsole is quilted with nails which merely extend

through the sole and are driven by means of a special device

attached to the loose nailer. A pony horse shoe plate of

steel is used on the heel. It may be added that the boot

has seven eyelets and is modeled after the French army boot.
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quarters are at 43 Colborne street, Toronto, under the man-

agement of E. L. Kingsley. have sent out to the trade a very

attractive calendar. The background is formed by draping

Union Jacks and in each corner is a heraldic device em-

blematic of Royalty. In the centre are the words "The

North British Rubber Co., Limited, The Largest Rubber

Manufacturers in the British Empire." At the bottom of

the calendar is a pad on which every day and date stand out

in bold relief on the removable sheets.

John J. Tilt, 169 Balmoral avenue, Toronto, has been

appointed Western selling representative for the Brandon

Shoe Co., Brantford, Out. Mr. Tilt, who has had an ex-

tended experience with the T. Eaton Co., Royal Shoe Co.,

H. & C Blachford. and other Toronto firms, is now cover-

ing the Prairie Provinces, in the place of Frank Mercer,

who was taken ill a few weeks ago very suddenly and was

unable to undertake the trip. The many friends of Mr.

Mercer will regret to learn that he will have to retire from

the road for a while. He left recently for his home in

X or walk. Conn., where he will spend some weeks endeavor-

ing to regain his former good health.

Many retailers selling Am-Bii-Can shoes, which arc

handled by the American-British-Canadian Distributers, 310

Yonge street, Toronto, are offering a prize of these shoes

free to the man who writes the best newspaper advertise-

ment for this high class footwear. The winning advertise-

ment in each case will be published in the local paper, and

the space used must not he more than four and a quarter

inches wide by six and a half inches deep. Competitors

must have purchased, or purchase when they hand in their

attempts, at least one pair of Am-Bri-Can shoes and the

decision of the proprietor is to be final. Some dealers are

offering consolation prizes as well in order to stimulate in-

terest in the competition.

At a meeting of the shareholders of the Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Company held recently, the directors were

authorized to issue an additional 10,000 shares of preferred

stock, to be allotted to the present shareholders of the com-

pany at par. The directors were also authorized to issue

the 200 shares of preferred stock already authorized, but un-

issued up to the present time. In referring to the necessity

for additional capital, D. Lome McGibbon, who presided

said that the rapid increase in the business of the company

had made this increase necessary. He said that he had dis-

cussed the advisability of such a step with a number of the

largest shareholders and they had agreed to take their allot-

ment of the new issue.

CLAIMING SHORTAGES—DOES IT PAY?

'"Retailers say that jobbers are often mean and take an

unfair advantage of every critical situation that arises and

press customers too closely for a settlement," remarked a

western jobber the other day, "but I can give you some

examples of treatment at the hands of retail houses that

makes me sometimes despair of honesty in human nature

or the hope of ever finding certain firms doing the square

thing.

"Not long ago an eastern house (which is well rated

and has done business for several years) made inquiries from

me for a line of hockey boots. I sent them at their request

thirty pairs of women's, fifteen of misses', and sixty pairs of

men's, boys', and youths'. The firm is well known, had an

excellent reputation for prompt settlement and I fancied that

I had opened up an agreeable and profitable account.

Imagine my surprise next day when I got a letter from this

firm stating that the goods had arrived, and also the invoice,

but that in the men's there was one pair shy. They also

sent back one of the women's hockey boots, complaining that

the leather was loo light, and asking for a reduction of 25

cents on each pair, which, on 45 pairs (the goat selling at

$1.50 and the calf at $1.95), would amount to $11.25, or

more than our profit on the whole transaction, for we were
not clearing 25 cents a pair.

"Now I will admit that the woman's shoe which was
returned, was a little light on the inside quarter, but it would
never have been noticed. I do not think another one could

have been found like it in a day's search. I tell you I was
mad when I got this note asking for a rebate and also claim-

ing that there was a shoe short in the men's and boys' sup-

plies. I immediately replied asking them to re-.ship the

whole consignment of women's and misses' hockey boots

to us.

"This evidently was a counter move that they had not

expected, and the firm sent back the fifteen pairs of misses',

keeping the thirty pairs of women's. They even asked us

then for a reduction of 25 cents a pair on the balance. If we
had granted this 25 cents on the forty-five pairs, it would
have meant eliminating our profit altogether on the trans-

action and if we had acknowledged one short out of fifteen

pairs of men's, all the margin on that fifteen pairs would
have been eaten up. The men's sold at $2.75 and $2.00 and

the boys' at $1.75 and $1.50, these being the wholesale figures.

"I am perfectly certain that there was not one pair shy

in the sixty pairs that wc shipped in men's, boys' and youths',

as we double check our shipments. However, there was
nothing to do but make the allowance. But I have had my
eyes opened since, and you can bet your last dollar when I

sell that firm again I am going to announce on the invoice

that these goods are triple checked, and if not in accordance

WILL PRESIDE FOR ANOTHER TERM
Alexander Brandon, managing director of Brandon Shoe

Co., Brantford, has again been honored by his confreres in

being elected chairman of the Ontario Boot and Shoe Manu-

facturers' Association at the annual meeting which was held

recently in Toronto. This is the third time that Mr. Bran-

don has been chosen unanimously for that position, which

speaks well for his administrative capacity.
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Something New!

PRICE :—
8 in. $6.00 Doz. 10 in. $7.00 Doz. 12 in. $8.00 Doz.

Individual

Glass Shoe Stands

Here is the very latest display fixture—

•

most attractive window shoe stand on

the market—will not tarnish—-a rub

with a damp cloth now and then keeps

it shining.

A real sales-help that shows off the fine

qualities of the shoe—you should order a

few at once for Spring style displays.

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY

Standard with Cross Bars, for Glass Shelves, to

Build or Dress up Rear of Window, at the following

prices, viz:

8 inch - - $6.00 Doz.

10 " - - 7.00
"

12 " - - 8.00
"

L. H. Packard & Co., Limited
Canadian Distributors

:

Packard Building - - Montreal

LEATHER JOURNAL

vvitli the invoice, to notify the transportation company of the

missing property, as, when leaving our establishment, there

was the full complement. I will compel these people to make
direct claim after this to the carriers instead of to the" con-

signor.

"Strange to say, a brother shoeman from the west

dropped in the other day and I started to tell him about sell-

ing this particular firm some hockey shoes. I had just begun

MILITARY BUTTON BOOT,
PLAIN RECEDE TOE, FAWN
TOP, HAIR CLOTH BOX, ONE
OF THE SEASON'S NEW

OFFERINGS.

my narrative when he came out flat-footed with the infor-

mation : 'But I do not wonder ; I know what is coming.

You have had all sorts of trouble with this firm. They
seem to think their money is better 'than that of anybody
else, since they are in a pretty strong financial position, and

that jobbers should 'kow tow' to them as being slightly

superior to the average dealer.
" 'Then again, the firm are all the time after allowances

and claiming shortages. In fact, they have worked up quite

a reputation for this, and their name- is getting to be known
all over. This is a characteristic that is anything but com-
mendable, and the wholesale houses are getting wise to such

tactics. Any arrangements entered into now are of such

a cast iron nature that they will not in future be able to

ply their tricks.

" 'But,' remarked the speaker, 'it is strange that two of

us casually chatting here should have the same experience

with this firm. I know the dodge of being after allowances

or rebates and claiming shortages is old. and has been

tried successfully in the past. However, it can only be

worked to a certain limit, and reacts in time.'

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charee for an advertisement 50 cents.

Cash must accompany all orders.

MEN'S LINE WANTED
A thoroughly experienced shoe traveler, covering

Canada from coast to coast twice a year, and calling upon
the wholesale trade with a superior range of women's, would
like to handle a first-class line of men's or boy's shoes. Best

of references furnished and all communications treated

confidentially. Correspondence invited. Box 97, Shoe and
Leather Journal.

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

2,200 feet flooring, 4 storeys, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample

skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin, St. George
street, Levis, Que.
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MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers oj

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

T TTPTtTlV RnPMl? manufacturer of glazed kid,
L/UV^lEilM OWI\rNC, CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room: /^TT1?1}T?/^ Works:

149 St. Valier Street V^UCytSlLC Limoilou, Qu

Fibre CounterST Raw-Hide
For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada "

* F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS : QUEBEC

TRIBUTE PAID TO QUEBEC FIRM

W. D. Bennett, of Boston, Mass., who is vice-presi-

dent of the National Shoe and Leather Market Fair, recently

paid a visit to Quebec, and in a bright article in his paper,

"Hide and Leather," makes the following appreciative refer-

ence to a progressive Canadian house:

"In our issue of February 27, appeared an article

regarding Canadian trade conditions, in which we spoke

of American superintendents who were making good in

Canadian shoe factories. Prominent among these is W. P.

Francis, well known in the United States, where he formerly

was connected with leading manufacturers of high-grade

shoes, such as the Emerson Shoe Co., N. R., Packard and

others.

"Mr. Francis has not only superintended the manufac-

turing of shoes but has sold them on the road, having trav-

eled through the West, where he is well known among
leading buyers. It is not unlikely that Mr. Francis will

be showing some of his Canadian samples to his old friends

in the United States before long.

"Mr. Francis is now vice-president and managing

director of The John Ritchie Co., Ltd., well known shoe

manufacturers of Quebec. John Ritchie, one of the veteran

shoe manufacturers of Canada, and founder and formerly

head of the firm, has retired from active business and is now
at Riverside, California. Mr. Francis has won the distinc-

tion for his firm of securing an order to make up twenty

pairs of sample shoes for the Canadian army and to furnish

complete shoes as well as the various parts to each

manufacturer who will be given orders for these army
shoes.

"Quebec is proud of the fact that the making of these

patterns has been placed with a factory in that city. Quebec

is progressing, however, in other lines as well as in army

shoes, and Mr. Francis has incorporated many new styles

and snappy lasts into their samples. They make practically

everything in men's wear from high-grade dress shoes to

hunting and riding boots. They have recently added a line

of high-priced men's fine shoes to retail at $6.

"Mr. Francis came to The John Ritchie Co. a year

ago and has made excellent progress. Up to four years ago,

The John Ritchie Co. made 90 per cent. McKays. Now
they are making all welts.

"J. E. Warrington, secretary and treasurer of The John
Ritchie Co. is well known in the Canadian shoe and leather

trade and has been with this concern for the past four years.

He is a very capable financial manager.
"Visitors to the factory are treated with courtesy and'

hospitality, and made to feel welcome."
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The

Wear Will Win
You don't come across a man who is

indifferent to the wearing qualities of

the shoes he buys.

The average man wants a shoe that

is not only neat and comfortable, but

that will also give good wear.

Williams Solid Leather Shoe
is the shoe that combines all three qualities—-Style, Comfort, Wear.

Just look over the sample line our salesmen are now showing for Fall, 1915.

Williams Shoe, Limited
BRAMPTON ONTARIO

Made - In - Canada
" The Shoe that
made Brampton

Famous."

W.H.Staynesft Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS.

I o^afiior !T»^r>' and at Kettering, NorthamptonlyClCcalCr, MLrK\g» Frankfort-on-Maine.
Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

DUCL05 ®. PAYAN
Manufacturers of CHROME SIDE LEATHER

Box Sides

Velours

Matt and Waterproof Sides

Chrome Sole

Factory and Office. Store, 224 Umoine St.

ST. HYAC1NTHE. MONTREAL

RUBBER RECLAIMING PLANT OPENED
The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company, Montreal,

have re-opened their rubber reclaiming plant and one hun-

dred nun are employed in the new work. This step has

been taken owing to the extra tariff imposed on reclaimed

rubber, which amounts to per cent, and to the fact that

Canada has been importing an enormous amount of rubber

every year. For the twelve months ended December 31st

last, rubber goods to the value of $4,500,000 were imported

for Canadian use. The chief competitive lines among these

imports were rubber clothing, automobile tires, and re-

claimed rubber. In nine of the twelve months of last year,

that is from March to December, tires to the value of over

one million dollars were imported
; $587,000 worth of water-

proof clothing and nearly $500,000 in reclaimed rubber also

entered this country. Five thousand tons of old rubber was
collected in all parts of Canada and shipped to United

States plants to be reclaimed. The new work at the Cana-
dian Consolidated Company's local plant, it is claimed, will

mean practically the complete cessation of imports of this

character, as the machinery installed will enable the com-
pany to reclaim the rubber at as low, if not lower, cost than

similar work is being carried on in the United States. The
company do not expect to use all the reclaimed article but

will offer a price list to other rubber manufacturers in this

country. The plant is the only one of its kind and size

operating in Canada, and if the demand in the Dominion is

found large enough it will be followed by a similar plant at

the company's Granby works.

Clayton S. Corson, of the Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, has

returned from spending a few days in Boston and other

Eastern centres on business.
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LINEN THREADS COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces jSJSJjjJ^^

FRANK Sz BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

Eftablifhed Over Half a Century TAP SOLES
For real solid wear, vat tanned Hemlock Sole

is the cheapest thing on the market today.

We have not yet advanced the prices of Taps

and will still accept orders for early delivery,

on the old list.

Our Specialities :

Hemlock and Oak Sole Leather.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

THE

"HAPPY MEDIUM"
SHOE

There are shoes and shoes. In the construction of one
class of shoe, the comfort idea predominates to the

exclusion of style and smart appearance. Other shoes

are manufactured on narrow, tight-fitting lasts—in this

case the foot has to mould itself to the shoe and not the

shoe to the foot.

Oberholtzer Shoes embody the comfort of the one and
the neat appearance of the other. The result is an ideal

shoe that pleases the eye as well as the foot.

G. V.

Oberholtzer

Co.

BERLIN,
ONT.
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THE

llobson hiy<\X\mc Go,
LIMITED

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gum
Mocal S:Mt)sJ ilonvy Storm

leather o'( all km<ls in

Chroiuo and Co in o i na-

tion Tannages,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ®.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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Rubber Footwear

No more uncertainty
about rubber quality. That's a thing of the past since we
introduced into Canada the New Process 4 'Pressure Cure"
n the manufacture of heavy rubber footwear.

Get in touch with some of our selling representatives, and see

what this new idea can do towards giving more satisfaction

for the money to every person that buys rubber footwear in

your store.

Everything in Rubbers
from the lightest toe rubber for ladies

to the heaviest grade hip boot.

The Independent Rubber Co.
MERRITTON, ONTARIO

Limited

OUR SELLING REPRESENTATIVES

The Amherst Boot Shoe Co., Limited
Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited
Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - - - - Toronto, Out.

Kilgour, Rimer & Co., Limited
Winnipeg, Man.

The J. Leckie Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The LondonShoe Co., Limited, London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - Montreal, Que
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RESOLVE
i nvougnout i ne looming i tax

When Ordering Shoes

DIAMOND BRAND

1 doI V^UIUI L^yClCLb
J

The Small But Sure Mark of Quality Which

Appears on the Surface of all Genuine

Diamond Brand Fast Color Eyelets

Dispels All Doubt. The Kind

That Time Does Not

( hpn ctp

LUUk rOK 1HL DIAMONDS*

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada
JVIUJN 1 K^AL, Que.

122 Adelaide St. West, Toronto 492 St. Valier St., Quebec
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Get these "Live Ones"
The season's best selling styles now IN STOCK
in ample time for the Easter—April 4—demands.

IN STOCK
Widths A, B, C, D
Sizes - - 2 1-2 to 7

DISCOUNTS

4%, 10—3%, 30—Net, 60

SEND FOR CATALOG

"The liberal discount

pays the freight."

No. 710—Combination pump, dread-
naught cloth putty shade, with
patent colt vamp, welt sole with
leather Louis heel, Eden last.

Sizes 2)4 to 7, Widths A to D.

No. 737—Putty dreadnaught cloth

quarter with patent eyelet] stay,

patent vamp and foxing, polish

oxford small eyele% light welt,

Spanish heel, Eden last. Widths
A to D, 2y2 to 7.

Price $2.50 Price $2.50

No. 956—Black cloth quarter with
patent eyelet stay, patent vamp
and foxing, small eyelet, Polish,
medium welt sole, Spanish heel
on our new Stage last.

Price - $2.60

No. 958— Putty Dreadnought Top,
Patent Vamp and Fox, Light Welt
Sole, Plaza Last, Leather Louis
Heel.

No. 957—Putty dreadnaught top, pat-

ent vamp, foxing and lace stay,

medium light welt sole, Spanish
heel, Plaza last—Widths A to D,
2W to 7.

Price $2.85 Price $2.85

Moore-Shafer Shoe Mfg. Co.
" THE LINE OF LEAST RESISTANCE''

Brockport, N.Y. Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Ask Your Jobber
To Show you

Moose Head Brand 1915 Samples and Prices

You will be surprised at the variety of the
"Moose Head" Brand line of Oil Tanned Shoe
Packs, Larrigans, Sporting Boots and Summer
Packs.
And remember that quality, workmanship and
wear are features insisted upon by us in every
pair bearing the above trade mark.

John Palmer Company Limited
FREDERICTON, N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned
Waterproof Footwear in Canada
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We Can
Supply Anything
From a Tack

to a Full Factory

Equipment

If there is anything
you want, write us

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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SPH1INX

Shoe Cement Paste
"SPHINX" stands unique and without a rival in excellent qualities

wanted by the shoe manufacturer

It is a quick, strong and clean adhesive, ready for use.

It absolutely takes the place of high-priced cements—on all kinds ol

linings, cloth or leather, such as vamps, side linings, stays, sock linings.

etc.

It is flexible—when applied thin with a brush. Will fasten counters
and toe pieces, tap soles, etc.

Best for sock linings, as they never loosen.

There is nothing made that is just as good.

THE ARABOL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK CITY

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.

All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER
are our lines of

"RED-MAN"
PLAIN EDGE, SOLID HEEL

BOOTS
AND

LUMBERMEN'S

It has been amply demonstrated that the solid-heel, plain-edge construction that we use

on certain classes of heavy rubber footwear enhances their durability as well as ensuring

added comfort to the wearer. As the originators of this style of heel-and-sole construction,

which has been imitated but not equalled by other manufacturers, we unhesitatingly

recommend it to the trade.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR 1915 RANGE.

QMiNlON
Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL, P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada



Smart White Canvas Shoes

to retail at $2.50 and $3.00

All indications point to the ccming sum-

mer being an unusually good season for

White Canvas Shoes.

Across the line the most vigorous efforts are

being made to make this year a record White

Season so that the cotton growers, whose usual

exports have been seriously interfered with by

the war, will not suffer unduly. These efforts

are succeeding wonderfully well, and this fact

makes it quite apparent that white canvas shoes

an* will soon be in tremendous demand.

Quick Shipment Assured
We have made arrangements accordingly and will be

able to ship all orders received from May 1st onwards

WITHIN TWO WEEKS of receipt of order.

Our line of canvas shoes will be, like our other lines,

right up to date. We are making them up on our

most popular lasts, two of which, from a very exten-

sive range, are here illustrated.

But Order Early
This is going to be the biggest white canvas season in

years and the man with a good stock early in the sea-

son will naturally get the cream of the trade.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.
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on the

Canadian Troops
When the first contingent was outfitting we presented the

troops from Cumberland with their necessary boots and at

that time made certain claims for the waterproofness and
wearing qualities of Amherst Boots.

We recently received an unsolicited letter from Lieutenant-

Colonel Murray, written from Salisbury Plains, in which he
says with reference to our claims, " I thought at the time

you were a little boastful but experience has proved that

you were right; the boots were good, solid and serviceable,

and as nearly waterproof as could be expected of leather."

Amherst Boots are honestly made from the best leather.

GET OUR PRICES.

Amherst Boot and Shoe Co.
Limited

Amherst Halifax Regina
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A creation that is typical

of the Blachford range

of exclusive models

for Fall of

1915
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Irresistible in Beauty of Line, Convincing
in Comfort and Durability

"MURRAY-MADE" and "DERBY"
Shoes for Men, and the "CLEO" Shoe

for Women, have won a foremost place

in the Shoe Trade of Canada, by the

combination expressed in our head-

lines.

As one merchant expresses it, he finds

them the best of good sellers, because

they are "good to look at, and good to

wear."

55"Murray-made" and "Derby

For Men
"Cleo" For Women

Remember the names, and if our traveler hasn't

reached your store yet, withhold your orders

for fall styles until you have seen our line. It

will pay you, as it is a big range, full of the

newest ideas in footwear. *

55

MADE IN CANADA

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONT.
Montreal Branch

FRANK J. McKENNASOLE AGENT

Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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MINER MEANS MERIT
-AND MORE MONEY FOR YOU

if you place the MINER Rubber
in your store and feature it as

your leading line.

Graceful lines make a rubber

pleasing to view and easy to sell,

but it must possess as well, wear-

ing virtues in keeping with its

appearance and fitting qualities

that ensure its being of practical

use.

Here is where MINER Rubber

Footwear excels over all outside

brands. If you want to prove

the truth of this assertion just

ask some dealer who already

handles our lines.

Have you placed your

order yet ?

< If not, you will find it to your

advantage to do so at once and

thereby assure yourself of a guar-

antee of delivery and at present

prices.

Drop a line asking for our

1915-1916 Rubber Footwear
Catalogue, to:

—

J?ubbe£/

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachtord, Davies & Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns Sf Wanless ------ London, Ont.
Dowling Ss Creelman ------- Brandon, Man.
R. B. Griffith & Co. ------- Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey & Co. ------ St. John, N.B.

J,
M. Humphrey St Co. ----- Sydney, C.B.

Jackson Si Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Considon, Marsh, Limited - - -72 Princess St.. Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., Montreal. Que.
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"KONOT"

"FRENCH"

MADE IN CANADA
They will surely please you

We refer of course to the fall samples now being

shown by our travelers, a few of which are

here illustrated.

"Monarch"

"Brandon"

"Dr. Brandon"
have earned by their style, fit and quality, a

reputation that is of immense value to every

dealer handling them.

With our lines you can push Made-in-Canada

Footwear in competition with any footwear in

the world—and can win out easily.

Every shoe in the range looks good and is good

—good in every ounce of material, and in every

detail of workmanship.

HARVARD"

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE:

J. L. TRETHEWEY, Western Ontario

E. E. McINTYRE, Eastern Ontario

M. B. YOUNG, Northern Ontario

L. F. JACKSON, Maritime Provinces

J J. TILT, N »rth West and British

Columbia

21 Day Guaranteed Delivery

of Immediate and Rush Orders

UNION MADE

Brandon Shoe COmpany^ Limited

Brantford, Canada
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OUR TRAVELERS ARE NOW ON THE WAY
TO YOU WITH

UF \CJ I?" and

EjIXVjLjLj frank w. slater

"STRIDER" Shoes for Fall

OUR SAMPLES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

Patent Colt, Whole Fox
Bal., Grey Ooze Top,

Single Sole, Flange Heel.

Women's Gaiter Bal., Patent

Vamp and Foxing, Spool or Half

Louis Heel, Grey Ooze Top, Re-
cede Toe.

We show herewith two of our newest and

most up-to-date Fall lines. These two

shoes are taken from a range that is larger

and more varied than any of our previous

season's showings.

Our Fall samples include all the most

recent changes in lasts and patterns, and

we have a wide range of popular colors,

as well, in all hues and shades.

Moreover, we specialize in making high

grade welt and turn shoes for both men and

women. Eagle shoes are noted for their

style and individuality, as well as for their

wearing qualities.

BE|SURE YOU DO NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER
UNTIL YOU SEE ALL OUR NEW SAMPLES

THE EAGLE SHOE CO.
LIMITED

587 Beaudry St. MONTREAL
Makers of

"Eagle" and Frank W. Slater "Strider" Shoes
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Quite properly, it is your function

to guide a customer through a maze
of new creations in footwear to a

stylish, becoming shoe that will suit

the fancy and the foot of the wearer.

Your duty is made a pleasure if

you sell BELL shoes, because they
reflect the most recent ideas confirmed
by good taste, and are modish without
being extreme in their fashion.

Models for Fall, 1915, are now in

the hands of our travellers.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
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Watch for the Kingsbury Man

!

J. D. CAMPBELL
Maritime Provinces

G. H. TAYLOR
Province of Ontario

AJ. PINNSONNAULT
Province of Quebec

Here are the men who will

carry the most complete range

of samples in "KINGS-
BURY " and "AMERICA'S
BEAUTY" brands that has

ever left our factory.

These men need no introduction

to the trade. They will not

merely sell you footwear, but

rather will endeavor to assist

you in placing a sure selling

Fall line of women's shoes in

your establishment.

Watch for our representative in

your territory. He has a line

of samples that is sure to in-

crease your Fall business if you

order. Give him full oppor-

tunity to show you how and

why.

J. A. MALBOEUF
City of Montreal

W. E. SHORT
Manitoba, Alberta, Sa-

skatchewan, British

Columbia

R. G. PERCIVAL
Manitoba, Alberta and

Saskatchewan

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear LIMITED

MONTREAL
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No "Shelf Warmers " in New Fall Samples

of these Brands

Kingsbury
AND

America's Beauty
Seen herewith are a couple of samples selected

at random from our wide and varied range of

the latest and most up-to-date lasts and patterns.

Although our samples are right up to the

minute in style and appearance, they still retain

the features that have made them become

known as " Repeaters
"—they give the wear

and comfort.

There's a reason for the doubling of our factory

space and facilities in the past couple of years.

Did you ever stop to figure out what this means

to you as a dealer.

Two things it must mean; first—a tremendous

and ever increasing demand for "KINGS-
BURY" and "AMERICA'S BEAUTY"
brands— a guarantee against "Shelf-warmers";

second—an assurance of prompt delivery and

more expert shoemaking than ever.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET JOINED THE
RANKS OF SATISFIED KINGSBURY RE-
TAILERS DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear LIMITED

MONTREAL
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Wos. Pat. Colonial, Leather or any Cloth
Quarter, Spool Heel, Last 56, Widths B.C.D.

Pat. Military Button, Sand or Putty Top,
Spike Heel, Last 58, C. and D. _

Pat. Military Bal., Sand, Putty "or
Checked Top, Spool Heel, Last 57, C. and D.

Growing Girls' Pat. Butt., Cloth Top,
Low Heel, Last 59, C. and D.

Did You Say Military?

CJ Our travelers are now on the road hustling

for business with a full range of women's

high-grade McKay Welts and Turns that

include the Military lace and button shoe in

all its different styles and colorings.

Cfl These samples represent all that discrimin-

ating women demand in footwear—the build

and finish that make the shoes a delight to

the eye—and impart to the wearer the look

and feel of style and comfort.

CJ Mister Retailer: These shoes are built up

to a standard—we figured the cost afterward.

We know the prices are right and we invite

comparison of values—just a "fair field and

no favor" proposition—we are ready and

willing to stand or fall by such comparison.

SEE OUR SAMPLES
You lose money if you don't

C. N. W. Shoe Co., Ltd.
LONDON, ONT.
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RICHMOND, QUE.

i

ECONOMY
Mr. Shoe Manufacturer:—

WHAT IS ECONOMY AS TO BUYING LASTS? Is it best

to buy indiscriminately from any last manufacturerjwhen you or a
salesman see a style that you would like, or ought you to have your
Regular Last Maker to whom you can go and work out new styles

each season thai are different from what you have in and that you
know are following your accepted lines, guaranteeing Fit to the

Wearer and Economy in Producing the Shoes in the Factory?

cut with clicking dies,

or any piece cut by
hand will be sure to be
available in some grade

of your manufacture?
Is it Economy in

your Sole Leather
Room to have vary-

ing widths on heel
seats, spring of lasts and contour of bottoms, or a homogeneous
line where at the most two blocking patterns would cover your
whole line of lasts, your moulding machine do its proper work, and
you can stock your heels knowing that your heeling machine operator

will never have to wait for special patterns or will put on the wrong
shapes?

We have on fyle the Highest Grade Shoe Manufacturers' Stand-
ards for Measurements, Curve of Heel, Height of Cone, Spring of

Toe, and Grade of Bottoms. Every model which we make for

them is guaranteed to conform to these requirements. They claim

this to be one of the Most Economical Factors in their business.

If it is Economy for them, WHY DON'T YOU ADOPT THESE
IDEAS?

Is it Economy in

your Cutting Room to

have a different set of

patterns for every last,

requiring a special cut
for each tag? Ought
you not to have a set

that fits all lasts of a
type so that you can

"""Boston, Mass., 44 Binford St.
Factories : Phone Main X07

Richmond, Que. Phone 32

Write to Richmond for full Particulars

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, Etc, also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and Ironing Outfits for Shoe Factories
(Simplex System)

Canadian Factory : RICHMOND, QUE.
Charles Campbell, Manager
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Look Them Over—

Their Quality is Convincing

As you must sell what you
buy, it behooves you to look

well into everything that's of-

fered. Get the best values and

then you can give them and

thus increase your profits and

enhance your prestige.

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
Will repay your inspection. Among other

things, you will note the extra good quality

on our heavy goods. This is the result of

our NEW PROCESS PRESSURE CURE.

We are the only rubber manufacturers in

Canada utilizing this process.

Our Representatives Are

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - - Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont. i

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton - Ontario
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Ask Your Jobber's Salesman

Show You These Two Lines

13

to

During these times when people are out to get the best possible

value for their money, you must stock only saleable lines in your
establishment if you are to be successful. The man who buys
wants a good, solid, stylish, comfortable shoe that will wear.

He knows he is securing such a shoe when he purchases a pair of

"The Professor" or "Doctors" brand and this is just the reason
why you should feature these lines.

They are known to the consumer. Can you say the same thing of

those other brands? The Tebbutt lines have built an enviable

reputation for themselves because they have an individuality all

their own and are absolutely correct in shape, conforming easily to

the natural contour of the foot.

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co.
LIMITED

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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MADE IN CANADA

"NUGGET"
BRUSHES

mmmammm ' '
: ~ ____________

* made for* j+ppt-r/zva *

9 **. jsr & & t " foutsu
TO bl^^lgk: boots

^r/OA/fi OA/ THH

We now have a large consignment of "Made in Canada"

Brushes in stock. It is impossible to obtain any more

White Bristle, but we are supplying a grey brush of

equal quality for Tan shoes and the same "Nugget"

quality in black brushes.

Send us your order now

PRICES AS USUAL

The "Nugget" Polish Co., Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road

Toronto Ontario
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Boys' McKay Shoes
We are featuring this line for Fall

—

showing same in all leathers—made on

four good fitting lasts with patterns that are

snappy and mannish—at popular prices.

It will be to your advantage to see

our samples before placing for Fall. One
of our travellers will call on you within

the next few weeks.

Star Shoe Limited
MONTREAL

Makers of "Star" Brand Shoes

Our other lines are

well known to the

retailers. They
include a full range

from Babies'Turns

to Growing Girls'

and Boys' McKays.

General French
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
IN-STOCK SERVICE
A moment's consideration will convince you of the service

that this department can render by keeping your stock

down to a minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can

depend absolutely upon the prompt attention and

courteous consideration our IN-STOCK department can

give, as well as the satisfaction which is guaranteed.

Drop us a line to-day telling us of your needs.

FOR FALL 1915
A number of changes have been made in the Ames-
Holden-McCready line for Fall selling.

Every shoe in this range is the result of the latest ideas

in shoe styles worked out in most modern lasts and
patterns as well as under expert supervision. We parti-

cularly want to call your attention to these facts.

BE SURE AND SEE OUR SAMPLES
BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames-Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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HARTTf
fvSHOES

Men's Mahogany
Russia Circular

Seam Foxed Bal,

with Khaki Cloth

Top.

During the coming season Military Effect

will be demanded in all matters of dress.

The above is one of the many features

of our Line for FALL 1915.

The Hartt Boot & Shoe Co.
Limited

"Canada's Best Shoemakers"

FREDERICTON, N.B.
T

In a class
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a
single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives
better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Fhv«=hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wi ih union irons

and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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No. 10—Gun Metal Button Dreadnaught No. 105—Gun Metal Seam. Bal., Mat.
Cloth Top, Gaiter Effect, Large Flat But- Calf Top, Blind Eyelets and Four Hooks,
tons to match, no pull. Torpedo Model. Nupul, Torpedo Model.

I

MR. RETAILER
I

I fl[ All the newest modes in cloth tops are |

[ featured in our lines for autumn, 1915. I

ffl There are other and convincing evid- I

| ences of good shoemaking that will |

1 carry an appeal. |

| ^1 In the range will be found shoes that |

| can be sold at popular prices— some- I

| thing your patron demands to-day. |

1 €J Remember, ASTORIA, LIBERTY I

| and TECUMSEH Shoes are "Made 1

| in Canada and guaranteed." I

1 The Cook - FitzGerald Co., Limited
|

I LONDON |

| Makers of Fine Shoes for Men Exclusively |

^tllllMlllllfllfIll1IIIIIIIIIIItllIllIllllIlllllII1IIIllirtl11IIIIlIllflflllI11illIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII3IIIIIIIllliflllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllll!IIIIIIIIIIfIlllflirF
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CLASSIC
SH () ES

for Women

Fall Styles are Ready
Be Sure You See Them

When the Classic salesman

comes around, you'll see as

fine and complete a line of

women's and children's high

class footwear as ever came
into your store.

Variety

!

Well—some ! In fact, we've

strained every effort to make
this Fall range surpass any-

thingwe have ever produced

before.

And our efforts have not

been in vain, as you will

readily agree when you see

the Classic Fall range in all

its incomparable complete-

ness.

Remember we carry all

staple lines in stock

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait, Ontario

The Neatest Shoes

in Shoedom
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_^=__ CLASSIC
SHOES

for Children

Sales of Classic Shoes

Constantly Increasing

Every season witnesses a wonderful in-

crease in the sales of CLASSIC SHOES
in both women's and Children's lines.

And there's a reason for this phenomenal

growth.

That reason is

Assured Quality
Without consistent quality, there could

not be such consistent growth.

The reputation of CLASSIC SHOES has

become so firmly established that the

very name is a valuable asset for the

retail shoe dealer.

Remember we carry all staple

lines in stock

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait, Ontario

They are supplanting

Foreign Footwear
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YOUR PACKING PROBLEM SOLVED

H. & D. BOXES
are lighter and stronger

than wooden boxes. The

fibre board material being

flexible, enables them to

withstand the roughest usage.

They are collapsible and take up

only a very small storage space.

They are quickly and easily

sealed.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE BOX

Write to-day— make the first

move towards saving time, trouble

and expense in your shipping

department.

MADE IN CANADA

Output Sixty Carloads Monthly

Solid Fibre Board Boxes

Best for Shoe Shipments
This is an unquestionable fact that is being

demonstrated every day by some of the

largest shippers in Canada

H. & D. SOLID FIBRE
BOARD BOXES

afford perfect protection to con-

tents, as they admit no mois-

ture and cannot be tam-

pered with during
shipment without the

seal being broken

and the culprit

exposed.

CLASSIC SHOE

Hinde& Dauch Paper Co. ofCanada, Limited
Head Office Toronto

CORRUGATED BOXES. FIBRE BOARD BOXES. WALL BOARD. PAPER SPECIALTIES.

We are the largest manufacturers of Corrugated and Solid Fibre Board Boxes in the British Empire
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MOOSE HEAD BRAND

Oil Tanned Shoe Packs,

Larrigans, Sporting Boots, Sum-
mer Packs

Ask your jobber to show you the 1915 range. Its variety, quality

and value will convince you that there is money for you in the

Moose Head Brand line.

We are the largest and oldest established manufacturers of Oil

Tanned Waterproof Footwear in Canada.
Our reputation and success are based upon persistent adherence

to the very highest standard of quality and workmanship.

John Palmer Company
Fredericton, N.B. LIMITED
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OUR AIM:
QUALITY FOOTWEAR AT
REASONABLE PRICES

It may pay you to keep a few ultra modish styles in stock.

The large majority of your customers, however, want a good
solid, sensible shoe of the type that will wear. This they find

they can best secure in Yamaska Brand footwear. They give

all the style that's needed, are comfortable and what is more
important—wear

FALL SAMPLES NOW IN HANDS OF
TRAVELERS. INSPECT THEM.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE QUEBEC ST hyac.ntme.

CANADA

HEEL CUSHION

The most comfortable and

durable heel cushion made.

A soft bed for sore heels. Re-

moves the jar when walking.

It has a small tack-like point

that sinks into the insole, pre-

venting it from slipping out

of place. Made in five sizes.

TOE STRATE
For the relief and

cure of that most
common of foot

troubles, crooked

or overla p p i n g
toes. Re 1 i e v e s

the pressure on soft corns

formed between the to e s

.

Made in three sizes.

TRADE MAR

FOOT SPECIALTIES

"CUROPAD"
For the relief of hard and soft Corns, Bunions
and Callouses. Applied to the calloused part
it excludes the air, retains the
moisture of the skin, prevents

undue pressure
and finally in

this way the
hard and false

cuticle is grad-
ually removed
and the natural
skin only re-

mains. Thus
the corn or callous is relieved

and eventually cured. Made
in nine sizes.

Canadian Arrowsmith Mfg.
CO. LIMITED

NIAGARA FALLS - - ONTARIO

FOOT POWDER
A medicinal deo-

d o rizing, antisep-

tic powder that
keeps the feet cool

and dry. Stops the
rubbing of the foot

in the shoe; cures

tender, swollen,

perspiring feet. Put
up in can with shaker top,

convenient for sprinkling in

shoe or stocking.

BUNION SHIELD
As a relief from the pain of bunions
and enlarged great toe joint the
" First-Aid " Bunion Shield has no
equal. It gives relief by removing
all friction and pressure on the
joint. It also prevents the shoe

from bulging out
and looking un-
sightly. Made in
large.medium and

small sizes. It
i s thoroughly

hygienic
and san-
itary.

MADE IN THREE SIZES
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WESTON'S SHOES
Do you know the reason why
Weston's Shoes are "BEST to BUY" ?

Here's the reason—mark it well

—

Weston's Shoes are "SAFE to SELL."

fj Yes, in a double sense. They do not "hang fire." Looking

right, fitting right, they go right off. Briefly—they are safe

sellers.

^ Again, you are safe in selling them—there is no come-back. It

is like an insurancefpolicy—you feel safe. You know your next

call from that customer will be for another pair of the same. It

is a safe sale from every point of view.

(^ One of our valued customers used twenty thousand pairs of

them during the past year, and his total returns for any reason

were only two pairs.

^ An x^merican paper remarks that while business is fair, there is

no "punch" in it. We are finding lots of it—not very much
"kick," but plenty of "punch." Shipments for March (not

because of the war, but in spite of it) were larger than any month
in our history, and our product, we believe, was more satisfactory.

A sudden demand has developed for

2186—Ladies' Palm Beach Cloth Bal., Patent, Im. Gaiter, Oak Sole, Spool Heel,

48 Last, Vamp and Foxing - - - - - - $2.45

2187—Ladies' Palm Beach Cloth Button, Patent, Im. Gaiter, Oak Sole, Spool Heel,

48 Last, Vamp and Foxing - - - - - - 2.45

2583—Ladies' Palm Beach Cloth Colonial, Oxidized Silver Buckle, Oak Sole, Spool

Heel, 48 Last, Vamp and Foxing - - - - - - 2.25

2585—Ladies' Palm Beach Cloth Bal., Patent, Im. Gaiter, Diamond Star, Oak
Sole, Spool Heel, 48 Last, Vamp and Foxing - 2.30

2586—Ladies' Palm Beach Oxford, Patent Facing, similar to Bal. - - 2.20
No. 2186

Above numbers also made in Battleship Grey. We expect to have ready about

2,000 pairs before May 15th over and above present orders. If you can use any,

write us at once. Earliest orders will have precedence. If goods do not please

you they may be returned at our expense. Hundreds of pairs sold and no
"come-back" yet.

WESTON SHOE CO., LIMITED
CAMPBELLFORD ONTARIO
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HREGAL PI

TWO NEW REGAL SHOES
These are the latest shoes produced in

the Regal Factory.

If they appeal to you as illustrated, how

much more will they please your dis-

cerning customers, if shown in your

window.

Mahogany Russia Oxford, Fawn Cloth Top,

Stitched Tip, Bond Street Last.

Smooth King Bal, Grey Cloth Top, Stitched

Tip, Bond Street Last.

They cannot begin to make money for

you till you order them.

As a Regal Agency retailer, you are

supplied with all the latest designs, as

well as served by an In-stock Depart-

ment of 35 styles.

Write us for our proposition.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.
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RUBBERS!
" Kant Krack" „ The " Roya|

"

"Dainty Mode" Brands "Bull Dog"

These well known brands " Made-in-Canada "

are finest and most reliable line manufactured

in the Dominion.

In every style from the light-

est sole rubber to the heaviest

of high boots you will find in

the Independent range the style

and quality that your business

needs.

If you have not yet given

your rubber order, then place

it with James Robinson if you
would ensure satisfaction and

perfect service. Your every

requirement can be filled satis-

factorily.

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL
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hOMiNlOM

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

To take care of your requirements more

fully we are spending

$1,020,000.00
in extending

our

" Service
"

Facilities

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

ftOMINlO
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New and Graceful Lines in Vamps, Foxings and Tips
Sharp Contrasts Between Leather and Fabrics and Numerous Artistic Combinations in Autumn Models—How Long Will

Military Effect Last—Fancy Novelties in Men's Shoes Create Interest but Who can Estimate the

Possibility of Sale for Them—Further Reviews of Fall Footwear Fashions

Curves and combinations, color contrasts, graceful lines,

fancy cut tops, foxings and foreparts, elaborate patterns and

other wonderful groupings as presented in the fall and win-

ter styles of women's bootwear are now pretty well known

to the Canadian trade. Practically all manufacturers have

their samples completed and many presentations show a riot

of color, variety and military effects.

Just how the retailer will accept the more pretentious

and far-fetched lace models is a little doubtful at present, as

salesmen have not been out long enough to gauge the feel-

ing of buyers. Of course, in the large cities the military bal

and the military lace boot are taking remarkably well. Even

the suburban retailers are showing it in their windows in a

variety of colors, but principally in grey, fawn, sand, putty

many combinations in cloth and expressions of style as the

bal style. The side lace shoe appears to be "a comer."

While practically all western travelers have left to cover

their ground and a number of salesmen have started out in

the east, yet there will be no aggressive selling campaign

GUN METAL BUTTON, SQUARE THROAT PATTERN, GRAY CLOTH TOP,
FANCY FLY, NO PULL STRAP, TORPEDO MODEL

BY COOK-FITZGERALD CO.

and khaki. Country dealers prefer to go rather slow on

any of the more pronounced hues, desiring rather, the more
subdued effects. The button boot, however, is not dead ; it

still has its warm advocates and a staunch measure of popu-

larity. Many women like the button shoe for several rea-

sons and, irrespective of the appeal and fascination of the

bal, with catchy colored tops, will stand by it, wearing the

overgaiter or cubist models and accepting such colors as

they please. The overgaiter button affords practically as

GUN METAL BAL, SAND CLOTH TOP, GAITER PATTERN, BLIND EYELETS
AND FOUR HOOKS, NO PULL STRAP, NEWTON MODEL

BY COOK-FITZGERALD CO.

until after the Easter holidays, when all representatives will

be presenting the creations of their respective firms for the

consideration of the merchant.

In the last two issues of Shoe and Leather Journal
there have been given extended reviews on Canadian styles

and the tendencies of fashion, as seen by various manufac-

turers in the Dominion. In this, the third number of the

Shoe and Leather Journal featuring fall styles, it is in-

teresting to give a perspective of other fellows' views and

this is done to a considerable extent. Xo doubt the opinions

from across the line will be read with a great deal of instruc-

tion and timely interest.

Influence in Men's Footgear

In a review on the tendencies on men's styles for fall

and winter the Boot and Shoe Recorder gives the following

succinct information

:

Dull black leather will be the most widely used material

in men's shoes. This leather in vamps will be used primarily
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in combination with mat finish black leather tops, and some-

what with tops of colored fabric or leather.

Will tan leather sell next fall? One manufacturer says

"yes" ; the next one says "no." Tan leather will have held

its own well during the summer, in the darker shades of

mahogany and nut brown, in oxfords and laced boots. There

will be some tan laced boots sold for fall. But men have not

yet reached the point where they feel that tan is particu-

larly suitable for cold weather wear, except in heavy outdoor

footwear. Some men endorse it as satisfactory in lacecl

boots for the betwixt-and-between season of fall.

Patent leather continues to be correct only in dress

shoes, buttoned boots with either black cloth or dull mat

calfskin tops, and pumps.

Black kid will show up in most lines of men's samples.

There are a great many men who never consent to wear any-

thing but a kid shoe. They have generally been men whose

chief appreciation has been of the quality of comfort in

footwear, and who have insisted upon broad toe, straight

line shapes. Now kid is being made up on better looking,

more fashionable lasts, until almost any man may find a shoe

to please him on a last and in an effect that will be entirely

suitable for street, business and general wear.

Fabrics in novelties for men will be more in evidence

than ever before. Staple styles, as usual, will demand
leather.

Rubber Soles and Heels

Rubber has proved a satisfactory material for the soles

and heels of footwear intended for sport and recreation,

and for three summers has been growing in popularity for

business and general wear. Some efforts have been made in

the recent past to popularize it on footwear for winter.

Men who get used to it in summer, and experience the noise-

lessness of it and the elasticity of treading on it, are rather

inclined to desire it through the rest of the year.

There are many winter shoes in the new sample lines

showing rubber soles of more than ordinary thickness, and

women's button, with top of louvain blue, leather louis heel
and belgian cut vamp, receding toward the

heel—by getty & scott limited.

carrying rubber heels. It is quite probable that more men
than heretofore will wear this type of footwear in fall and

winter. It has the advantage of aiding in keeping the feet

dry and of being a nonconductor of cold.

It has been an insistent complaint that rubber soled

footwear is slippery on wet sidewalks and pavement. But

inventors have been working on this point and have devised

several methods of preventing slipping, until the complaint

no longer holds. Rubber soles appear on shoes made of

black and tan leathers. Tan, black and white rubber soles

are shown.

Lasts, Toes and Heels

Lasts incline rather to the modified English type than to

the French or to the high toe, high heel sort. All but some
of the very cheapest footwear fail to make any showing of

SIDE LACE BAL, PATENT, NAPOLEON VAMP AND FOXING, BELGIAN
SILK BROCADE TOP, SILK BRAID FACING, LEATHER LOUIS

HEEL—BY GETTY & SCOTT LIMITED.

high shoes. The undesirable features of the original Eng-
lish last were quickly overcome when American designers

took hold of it and interpreted its real merits in terms of

American requirements as to line and fitting quality. The
result is a little shorter but still a medium long vamp and a

little fuller toe and a little higher heel than was shown at

first. In this development it becomes strictly an American
type, with plenty of room in the toe but with a general flat

effect thicker in some styles than in others, with a shank

sufficiently broad to give an excellent treading surface, and

with a fairly broad, long flat heel one inch or an inch and

an eighth high.

This is, without question, the type of last that will sell

for next fall, in the cities and larger towns. It may be said

that, in this respect, the city shoe and the town and country

shoe are the same. A shorter, stubbier, higher toe last is

shown to meet the requirements of trade that caters to the

demand of the foreign immigrant, or the rustic and the man
on the frontier who are too far off the beaten track to know
what the city folks are wearing.

It is also to be said that there is a tendency to produce

a full broad toe last, with plenty of room inside, and with

better looking lines than have usually been characteristic of

any except the smarter, swinging lasts.

Much staple business, mainly in black calfskin and black

kid, will be done on the straight line, medium full toe last.

Patterns and Effects

The laced pattern is the thing in men's shoes. Buttons,

of course, are used on men's full dress shoes, and on many
of the novelty combinations, especially with tops of colored

fabric or leather. The blucher cut is seen mainly with shoes

having the higher toes, and in cheaper grades.

{Continued on page 4j)
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Historic Shoe House Moves Into Fine New Home
The Spacious Premises of Blachford Firm Have Many Unique Features—Decided Advance in Shoe Store Front

—How Modern Facilities in Illumination, Accommodation and Service Mark Progress in Merchandizing

The historic shoe firm of H. & C. Blachford, Limited,

who a few weeks ago celebrated their golden jubilee and

whose founders are still active and earnest business men,

being at work every day, have just moved into what is the

largest shoe store in Canada. The new home of this widely

known house is located at 286-288 Yonge street, Toronto,

and has a most inviting and attractive front, while the in-

terior of the store is admirably laid out. In the fifty years'

record of the firm five moves have been made.

The original shop at 131 King street east, away back in

the days of 1864 was 40 feet by 12 feet wide. To-day the

main floor of the Blachford Shoe Store is 150 feet deep by

30 feet wide, and every inch of this space is stocked with

high-grade footwear from floor to ceiling, while there are

reserve stock rooms at the rear and in the basement. The
firm occupied their late stand at 114 Yonge street for over

seventeen years, and in connection with their present prem-

ises they have carried out extensive alterations and installed

handsome fittings on a 21-year lease. The artistic front

admits of a flood of light and at the rear of the store there

are two skylights, each 18 feet by 5 feet, set with wired

glass, making the entire interior very bright by day. The
fixtures are all of mahogany and extend to the ceiling, which

is 13 feet high. About three feet from the floor there is a

ledge 12 inches wide and there is a bicycle ladder system

throughout the whole store.

How Store is Laid Out

The men's department is at the front, in charge of F. A.

Blachford, whose desk is located on the left. Next is the

children's department, then comes the hosiery and findings

branch and at the rear is the ladies' parlor. There is a

handsome bevelled plate glass mirror just at the back of the

wrapping and parcelling counter which adds to the inviting

character of the establishment, and at the rear are mahogany

doors set with peer mirrors, the one on the left leading to the

H. P. BLACHFORD, VETERAN PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY
WHO SOLD HIS FIRST PAIR OF SHOES IN 1860

ladies' dressing room and the other to a convenient stock

room. There is a double system of shelving throughout the

store and the uniform label of the firm attached to every

THE HANDSOME FRONT OF THE NEW BLACHFORD SHOE STORE, TORONTO
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carton imparts a pleasing and harmonious effect. The floor

is covered with a cork linoleum of tile pattern and the

settees, which are placed at the right and left so as to afford

a centre aisle down the depth of the whole shop, are of

mahogany and upholstered in leather. In the ladies' parlor

is a large ottoman upholstered in leather, while new serv-

ing stools, pedal mirrors and other accessories add to the

at-home feeling that prevails. In the centre, on the right of

^•voNeeS*'
TORONTO.

THE LABEL ON THE CARTONS—COLOR GREEN

entrance, are the cashier's quarters, and a few feet away is

the desk of Howard C. Blachford, who has charge of the

women's department. Opposite the cash desk is the parcel-

ling counter. There is a chute leading to the cellar, from

which all goods are delivered and received by a side door.

Admirable System of Lighting

Heated by hot water, the well appointed home of

H. & C. Blachford, Limited, is lighted by the semi-direct

system, having twenty frosted globes, each containing three

40-watt Tungsten lamps, making 60 Tungsten lights through-

out the interior. There is a system of switches so arranged

in connection with the four centre lamps that one, two or

three lights may be turned on in each globe, according to the

amount of illumination required. This lighting combination

as an alarm clock and the electric lights are automatically

turned on or extinguished at any desired hour.

From the parcelling desk there is a parcel elevator to

the floor above, on which are located the repair shop, as

well as a special lunch room for the employes, the accountant

and stenographic branches and the office of the president of

the company, also a ladies' dressing room and three shoe

stock rooms. Throughout the store there is a system of

speaking tubes, electric bells and other conveniences that

afford every facility for the rapid despatch of business. The
stairway on the right leads up to the offices above. It may
be stated that there are several new features in connection

with this store which are worthy of mention. In the hosiery

department a new style of carton designed by Howard C.

Blachford is used, which is about half the size of the ordinary

box and permits of a more economical use of the space taken

up by this branch. Across the way where the children's

leggings are kept, another type of carton has been designed

which is about 28 inches long, affording a neat way of keep-

ing these articles in the children's trade. At the rear of the

store the shelving is wide enough to accommodate two car-

tons deep. Back of the front row is a duplicate number
v/hich serves to good advantage in the matter of sizes and

widths in certain lines of shoes. Midway down the centre

aisle are several mahogany silent salesmen show cases for

displaying hosiery, shoe ornaments, fancy slippers and other

lines in which the firm specialize.

New Deoirture in Store Fronts

The front of the establishment also presents an inter-

esting departure from the stereotyped style and marks a

decided advance in exterior design. With a frontage of 26

feet and a depth limited to seven feet, something unusual

was hardly to be hoped for. A glance at the accompanying

illustration, however, shows how the ordinary flat front has

been got away from and how the main show windows are

placed so as to give even the most casual passerby no chance

but to become interested in the display. The ceiling being

comparatively low the use of plate glass unbroken by a

transom light gives the front a well balanced and almost

j-/#cy =/^»/-
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PLAN OF THE FRONT OF NEW BLACHFORD SHOE STORE, TORONTO

is particularly desirable and convenient on dull or rainy

days. In connection with the new electric sign of the firm,

which projects over the imposing entrance, there is a clock

arrangement which is set very much on the same principle

lofty appearance. The side pilasters are paralleled in copper

with cast medallions in the two central squares. The head is

also finished in copper and topped by a specially designed

transom bar with hood which affords protection to the awn-
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C. E. BLACHFORD, VICE-PRESIDENT

ing and also acts as a cornice moulding. The metal bulk-

heads give a solid appearance and in the sections, which
open to provide light and air to the basement, cast prismatic

glass has been used, thus making the best of all daylight.

The wide vestibule entrance is laid with a buff colored

ceramic tile, and the ceiling is panelled with Kawneer cop-

per, features which are invaluable for their weather resisting

and artistic qualities.

In conclusion, it may be stated that another new depart-

der and the side walls and ceilings are also panelled in

quarter cut oak stained. The window backing is composed
of an upper and lower sash with plate glass, the lower to

raise, and fitted as well with two types of movable backing,

which are suitable for giving special backgrounds to dis-

plays when required. The front was designed and installed

by the Kawneer Manufacturing Co., Limited, Guelph, Out.

A visit of inspection will certainly repay the reader, as

there are many points which are worthy of close attention,

and from the fact that daily it is being brought home more
than ever that this is the era of better window dressing and
up-to-date store methods.

In conclusion it may be stated that another new depart-

ure is that the windows are trimmed every day, with only

about a dozen pairs of shoes each, and accompanying every

display is hosiery to match, presenting a touch of originality

and individuality that serves to attract the attention of the

passing throng. The Blachford firm welcome visitors to

their new home.

Eliminating the "Squeak" in a Shoe
Strange as it may seem, there are some persons in this

world who prefer shoes that squeak and are actually proud

1o possess a pair of musical shoes. The African negro who
wears "civilized" shoes for the first time regards the squeak

as an essential part of the outfit. It draws the attention to

his feet and arouses the envy of his less fortunate brethren

and the shoes are usually sold to him at a price that repre-

sents thrice their value.

They are chiefly McKay shoes, with cabretta tops, a

leather board innersole and counter and middle sole and out-

sole of brittle hemlock leather that is guaranteed to squeak

at any time and at the least provocation.

The squeaking shoe has even been favored by the ruler of

FRED A. BLACHFORD, SECRETARY

a nation—a semi-barbaric nation, it is true, but none the less

ruled by a potentate with modern ideas. This is the Ameer
of Afghanistan, and when he ordered a score of pairs of

shoes from Marlow's shoe factory at Northampton, Eng-

land, a few years ago, he expressly stipulated that the shoes

must be made with an unmistakable squeak attached to them

— in fact, no shoe would be genuine unless the squeak was

attached.

The manufacturer knew it was up to him to make the

shoes as ordered and provided the squeak all right by having

two grain sides of the bottom stock in contact with each

other. The musical effect was quite novel, but at the same

time one that most of us would not care about; however, it

pleased his royal Ameership muchly. A welt shoe will

squeak under certain conditions just the same as a McKay
shoe. One firm I know of makes welt shoes that are sure to

squeak. They use hard acid hemlock outsoles and insoles cut

from hard oak bellies. The bending of these shoes in the

action of walking creates a noise that is the complaint of the

leather ; it does not want to bend anyway. It has been in the

carton long enough to get as hard as it ever was and only

a pronounced optimist can expect this kind of a shoe to be

dumb when worn. There is an idea that the bottom filling

prevents squeaks. This is not correct. The filling does not

extend to the edge of sole or welt and it is useless if the

bottom stock is not selected properly. I have seen welt shoes

brought back to the store after being worn once and have

inserted a thin sheet of rubber between the welt and sole to

stop the squeak—which was always caused by the extra

resistance of the hard outsole. Friction between two pieces

of leather will also make a noise, but with the welt shoe the

friction is practically "insulated" by the cork filler between

outsole and innersole and it is the leather itself that is to

blame.

If shoemakers made shoes with strict regard to the

nature of bottom stock required for each method of bottom
fastening there would be less complaint of squeaks. The welt

or inseam method is a flexible fastening. Its foundation is the

seam that holds the vamp and welt strip to the inner sole and
no matter what the heft of edge may be there is no excuse for

having outsoles and middles that are only suitable for nailed

work shoes. The innersole and welt will bend with the

wearer's foot, but the remainder of the bottom stock imme-
diately commences on the E flat note and keeps it up all the

time.—Shoe Topics.

HOWARD C BLACHFORD, TREASURER
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''The soul of the wicked desireth evil; his neighbor

findeth no favor in his eyes." Then are men like the kite

who live on carrion. It is possible for a

ARE YOU fellow to become so crooked morally that

A PIG? he can't rest in a straight bed. It is also

possible for a man to live on high food so

as not to appreciate good wholesome stuff. A summer or

two ago a race track tout jumped on a boat at the foot of

Yonge street and after it swung out from the dock found

he was with a lot of Methodist parsons and lay people

bound for a holiness camp. The songs and hallelujahs were

worse to him than an attack of seasickness, and before he

got to the other side he was almost driven to jump over-

board. You get what you desire in this world, and if you

give your desire half a chance it will turn you into a grunt-

ing porker instead of a decent citizen. The reason so many

men dispise their neighbors is that they can't make anything

out of them.
* * *

If Germany could only melt and cast into cannon and

other war material the brass that has characterized her

attitude towards the civilized world in this

BRASS war, the time would be hopelessly in the

distance when swords are to be beaten into

plowshares and spears into pruning hooks. One would think

from her statements that she was the victim and the other

nations, particularly Britain, the brutal and faithless aggres-

sors. You meet people like that every day, social vultures

and business buccaneers, who call God to witness that every-

body seeks to take advantage of their righteousness and

good will. There are men who actually ask the Almighty

to help them td skin their fellows alive, and think they are

doing God service in thus ridding the world of "inefficients."

"A wicked man hardeneth his face, but as for the upright

he directeth his way." The man who means decent business

and a fair fight lays out his course. He doesn't have to

bluff his way through with curses of others.

* * *

What a howl of "righteous indignation" has gone up

over the fact that a few shoes—probably one per cent, of

the total number—"Made-in-Canada" were

THOSE found unfit for active service. It was the

ARMY SHOES first time that the Canadian shoe had been

put to the test, and it would seem that the

faulty results were not so much attributable to poor shoe

making as a lack of insistence upon a proper standard. In

three hundred thousand pairs of shoes made in a hurry for

drastic use in ankle deep mud, many were almost sure to be

"found wanting." The marvel is that so many stood the

test. Nevertheless, vigilance in these things is the price of

liberty. An amusing story on this point comes from Salis-

bury Plains. One of our Canadian soldiers was served with

a pair of regulation English army boots after his dapper

Canadian footwear had given out. "Say, boys," said he to

his comrades, as he stood looking down at his feet, "I want

you to promise me that you will push me over, if I'm shot

in action over in France. I'm certain I'll never fall over in

these boots."
* * *

What kills most people in this age of enlightenment and

progress is over-indulgence in the pleasures of life. They
eat and drink and do not take enough

WORK MORE physical exercise to clear their systems of

the refuse that accumulates. Eat less and
work more and you will live longer, and people will bless

your shadow until your ruddy countenance is set in silver.

'The desire of the slothful killeth him." Let a man have

no physical employment or recreation and let him but give

himself to lust and appetite, and you can write "Dinnis"

across his home and business. We eat to live, but when we
live to eat death lurks just around the corner. When ser-

vants become masters there is an end of every hope for the

best in life. When a man stuffs himself like a hog and

doesn't take even the hog's exercise, he doesn't have long

to wait for the knife.

* * *

Are you a dead one? You used to be as full of life

and promise as any kid on the street, but the sparkle has

left your eye, the spring has gone out of

DEAD ONES your step and the punch from your arm.

What is the matter? It is not business.

It is not family trouble. It is not drink. Does the Wise
Man hit your care when he says "The man that wandereth

out of the way of understanding shall remain in the con-

gregation of the dead?" You were brought up to despise

some of the ways that have crept like bats into your life.

You bucked on them at first, but it has got now that you

can't drive them out. Get up and shake yourself. Don't

let the Devil bury you so deep that you won't know your

own ghost. Walk out of the nightmare into the daylight of

a clean life. Quit that thing that has "got" you.

Pluck is a good dog but brains is a better. The twc

make a great team. Pluck alone soon wears itself out

while brains is the force that pushes the

BRAINS AND trench steadily forward. There are men
LADDERS who worked themselves out the first year

in business, when if they had been con-

tent to go carefully and patiently for a while, getting the

lay of the land and then putting on steam as they needed it,

they would have won. The German "steam roller" nearly

got to Paris, but . If they had put what it has cost

them to get through Belgium into a straight effort to cross

the Vosges, they might have declared terms to France and
Russia without England being able to get in a whack. "A
wise man scaleth the city of

the mighty." Sometimes these

short cuts are cul-de-sacs,

that bring one up with a jerk.

Enthusiasm without control

is like running an engine

without a safety valve.
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How Shoemen Should Pull Together Instead of Apart
The Spirit of Co-operation Between Maker and Seller—The Way It Can be Developed—There is No Reason Why Shoes

Should not be Sold on Merit and Bring What They are Worth—The Dollar Sign vs. Mark of Quality

"The men who make up the organizatioti of an

industry are its protectors, advocates and prophets;

its historians, its warriors; its statesmen and its

benefactors. As individuals they go unrewarded,

but collectively they link their lives with their work

and arc ennobled by noble effort. To have helped

lift the industry that has claimed your b-est thought

and effort even a little higher in standards, in

serviccablcncss and in prosperity, is doing some-

thing for your felloiK's, for posterity, and in fur-

therance of the infinite plan."

"The old adage, 'Competition is the Hfe of trade,' is

not accepted as readily to-day as it was twenty-five years

ago, for while the splendid development of business in the

last quarter of a century is one of our country's proudest

records, and this old saying truly expressed the spirit of

tlie times, we have leained much by our experience.

"We recognize the fact that while competition is a

business stimulant, an overdose will prove disastrous, and

weakness, disease and death result.

"Competition means warfare, and warfare of every

kind is unattractive and unprofitable. Competition is selfish

and encourages individualism at the expense of mankind in

general.

"To-day men do not consider themselves enemies be-

cause they are engaged in the same business. They have

found that the strength of an individual is not equal to the

strength of a number of individuals, and that the man who
helps his neighbor helps himself.

Men's Vision is Widening

"The greatest progress that business men have made
in the last decade is in breadth of vision

;
recognition of

interdependence; development of standards of business

morality and the co-operation of the business man with his

fellows in the same field. We are learning that there is

no antagonism in interest between those who manufacture,

those who distribute and those who consume the product.

One cannot prosper without the others sharing in his suc-

cess. We have learned to pull together instead of pulling

apart.

"Business methods are changing rapidly and what was
successful in the past may not appeal to the business man
of the future. Out of many let us consider a few of the

policies of business that are being modified and adapted to

the times.

"Campaigns of National advertising of staple com-
modities like shoes have lost their force and a lavish ex-

penditure of money in printers' ink no longer insures the

success of the merchant or manufacturer who takes up this

method of pushing his sales and forgets that in the end

'quality counts.'

"A fixed percentage of cost in shoes should be figured

for publicity, but it should never lie enough to encroach

upon the allowance for good material and good work-

manship.
"1 believe that the great majority of progressive manu-

facturers are convinced that the old idea of ignoring the

retaile.' in advertising and going direct to the consumers in

order to create a demand that will force him to buy at prices

and terms that are not always acceptable is giving way to

co-operative effort of manufacturer and retailer to pro-

duce and sell on merit backed by the combined endorsement

of each.

"No one is better fitted to study what is required in a

particular locality than the man who is a part of that com-

munity and who knows the business in which he is engaged.

Here is seen the sample

room in Gaghill's slipper fac-

tory of Sir H. W. Trickett,

Limited, at Waterfoot. Eng.

On the left stands J. S. Ash-
worth, of Toronto, Canadian
manager of the firm. Seated

at the table is Tom Eatough,

son of Oliver Eatough, man-
aging director. On the right

is J. F. Ashworth. The lat-

ter gentleman and Tom
Eatough are connected with

the cost department of the

big slipper industry.
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A well-equipped and competent manufacturer and a wide-

awake, intelligent retailer can combine their efforts for

mutual benefit and successful service.

"I think perhaps proper recognition has not always

been given the retailer by the manufacturer in catering to

the wants of a particular locality. The trouble has arisen

from the natural selfishness of men and from customs that

prevail in our particular line of business.

"Most dealers think too much of the price they pay and

too little of the price they can get. They see the cost in big

figures and forget to look for quality as the measure of

value. Retailers are buying at as low prices as they dare

and selling for a price that is fixed by habit and trade

custom.

"The shoe dealer has no chance to exercise his ability

as a merchant when he cannot make the price for which

he can sell his goods. He should buy and sell on the prin-

ciple of value and with a recognized trademark on the goods

as a guarantee to wearer, retailer and manufacturer. There

is no reason why shoes should be sold at fixed prices such

as $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 per pair. We thought, a few years

ago, that $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00 were the only popular prices

for men's shoes, and a sudden increase in the cost of leather

forced retailers to make a new figure at retail and the

establishment of $3.50 became the most popular price at

which shoes were sold for years after.

Sell Shoes on Their Merit

"Many popular lines are sold at retail at $4.50 and

several very strong lines have for years featured $5.50 as

a popular price. There is no reason why shoes should not

be sold on merit and bring what they are worth, whether

$4.00, $4.25, $4.75 or $5.00, or any other price that good

merchandise and efficient distribution may warrant. A
trademark should be a guarantee of quality and not a method
of fixing a retail price.

"More evils of retailers would fade away with this

change in fixing prices than by any other plan that can be

proposed. Have but one price, and that marked in plain

figures on the price tag, but don't have prices one dollar

apart when the cost will not make it necessary.

"It would encourage enterprise, develop salesmanship,

widen the field for the retailer and make surer a fair return

for his investment of brains, time and money. It doesn't

take a big man to buy a staple article at a fixed price, place

it on his shelves all labeled for delivery to his customers

upon learning the size and width required to fit his feet.

Scientific merchandising means more than this.

"We must be careful not to put the dollar sign above

the mark of quality. Substantial success cannot be won by

shoddy methods.

"A legitimate profit is every business man's right, and

we should help him get it. Most of all, we are responsible

for the prosperity of those from whom we buy and to whom
we sell.

All Must Feel the Benefit

"A retailer cannot permanently succeed by selling goods

purchased from a manufacturer who does business at a loss;

and a manufacturer cannot prosper if his customers fail

to make a fair profit on his goods. Neither retailer nor

manufacturer can prosper if the ultimate consumer of the

goods does not get full value for his money. Profit to one
does not mean loss to the other. Co-operation in business

means successful effort to distribute the benefits of industry

and trade to every person who takes' part in the production,

sale or use of the things we need. As individuals, we must
pull together for the greatest good of the greatest number;
as manufacturers and merchants, we must work in harmony
in order to work efficiently; as business men, we must co-

operate with all our fellow citizens in distributing the pros-

perity and hap'piness that flows from successful commerce

and industry, the measure of which is in the number bene-

fited rather than the aggrandizement of a few.

"There is no danger to the public in united effort in

trade organization, as long as it is confined to improvement

of general conditions, elimination of unbusinesslike methods,

protection of the weak from the oppression of the strong,

and in guaranteeing a fair field for individual endeavor"

—

From an address recently delivered by Hon. J. S. Kent,

President of New England Shoe and Leather Association.

Foreign Leather Market Inactive

W. G. Parsons, of C. Parsons & Son, leather dealers,

Toronto, who has just returned from a trip of several weeks

duration to England and France, states that the leather

market in the Old Country, both in upper and bottom stock,

is rather quiet at present. Large buyers are pretty well

leaded up by big purchases made from American firms who,

since the war outbreak have been sending many repre-

sentatives abroad. English firms bought heavily in antici-

pation that the shoe factories of Northampton and other

big centres would receive many more orders for army shoes,

but for some reason, these have not been forthcoming and

the factories are only completing former contracts. Until

more orders are given for army shoes there will be no re-

lease of the leather stocks in hand and consequently, there

is very little buying going on at the present time. Mr. Par-

W. G. PARSONS, TORONTO

sons reports that business appears to be proceeding as usual

in practically all lines of merchandise in the Old Country

and that there is no excitement over the war, the populace

being fully assured of the success of the allies. Just when
hostilities will terminate is mere guess work. In Paris he

found that business was badly demoralized and the citizens

kept at high tension owing to so many of the wounded be-

ing brought in by ambulances and motor carriages from the

scene of conflict. All the leading hotels have been turned

into temporary hospitals as there is no tourist traffic and

the newspapers issue extras at all hours giving the names
of the dead and the wounded, which tends to keep up the

agitation. Numerous mercantile shops have closed alto-

gether and on the windows may be seen signs to the effect

that the proprietor and staff have gone to the front and that

business will be resumed after the war. Mr. Parsons says

there is much favorable comment in Great Britain on the

bravery and soldierly qualities of the Canadians, who have

won the highest regard of all by their patriotism and de-

votion to duty.
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Best Way to Conduct Real "Family" Shoe Store
The Importance of Service and Giving Heed to Small Matters—Have Separate Department for the Children—Deserve the

Respect and Co-operation of Your Employees—Making the People Feel at Home—The Right Atmosphere

Did you ever enter a store where you were almost in-

stantly impressed that this is a safe place to buy? An inde-

scribable feeling took possession of you that inspired con-

fidence in the store and its merchandise.

Did it not have an influence on the volume of your pur-

chases, yes even on your criticism of quality and price?

You seemed to feel "at home" and somehow had con-

fidence in the statements made by the clerks. You said the

atmosphere of that store was pleasing.

You have entered other stores where you sort of felt a

chill go over you—you could not tell why—you made a small

purchase and went out. You had no criticism to make on

the furniture, fixtures, arrangement of stock, service or

attention of clerks, quality or price of the merchandise—one

store the equal of the other. In one you felt at home, in the

other uncomfortable. Now, what made the difference ? You
said the atmosphere of that store was not pleasing.

If this indescribable thing we call the atmosphere of a

store is such a potent factor for weal or for woe—if it may
be the thing that in a large measure determines whether the

family shoe store is to be successful or unsuccessful—then it

is worthy of our serious consideration.

Creating Pleasing Atmosphere

How shall this pleasing atmosphere be secured? Here
are a few suggestions. I will begin at the head of the con-

cern, because I believe he is responsible to a very large

degree for the atmosphere of his store.

Secure the respect and co-operation of your employes

by deserving it—not commanding it. The Sea Captain or

School Master methods were relegated to the rear years ago,

although we now and then find a man trying to make them
work.

Don't enter your store in the morning as though you

were "the Lord of all creation," or as a friend of mine puts

it, don't have that "you go to hell" look on your face that

many have when riding in their new touring car.

You will never spend time more profitably than that you
take to bid a pleasant good morning and exchanging a few
pleasant words with your employes. This means heads of

departments to bootblack and porter.

Consult with your employes and encourage them to offer

suggestions, and should the suggestion be impractical don't

humiliate them by bluntly saying so, but show them it will

not work. You thus encourage them to think and perhaps

the next suggestion will be valuable. They have brains

—

why not encourage their use—many valuable suggestions

have been made by employes in humble positions.

It is told of Mr. Hershey, the chocolate king, that a

favorite expression of his when talking with his employes
is "tell me what I can do to aid you in your work."

With a spirit like that in the proprietor is it any
wonder he has built up the wonderfully successful business

he has and that you never hear of labor troubles at his plant?

Encouraging Friendly Interest

Encourage the family spirit by having each employe
feel they are a member of the family, and therefore anything

that tends to the success of the store is of deep concern to

them and you will be surprised to discover that their interest

in the store extends beyond the amount in their envelope

on pay day. You will soon discover that they will speak of

the store as "Our store."

I have been told that this familiarity will destroy dis-

cipline if not breed contempt. I answer, do we find it neces-

sary in our families to eliminate all familiarity and depend
on discipline to have harmony in the home? I throw out

these few suggestions not for you, of course, for I well

know that the best of harmony exists in your store, but for

you to tell that "other fellow" who comes to you for advice.

As the family shoe store will be visited by every member
of the family preparation must be made for their accommo-
dation.

Don't Overlook the Youngsters

Let's start with the children. A fatal mistake is made
by many, I fear, in not giving this department the attention

its importance demands. In a short twenty-five years of

selling shoes I am selling the children of the children I fitted

at the beginning. A mother telling me of the coming marri-

age of her daughter proudly remarked, "she never had a

pair of shoes on her feet that were not bought at your store."

Hundreds of your customers have passed away in the

last twenty-five years and every year adds to their number,
how do you expect your clientele to grow or even keep on an
"even keel" if you do not have the children saying your
store is "their shoe store?"

Have a separate children's department—no matter how
small your store is—managed entirely by women—buying
and selling. Not a man in a hundred knows how to buy
children's shoes. Shoot the first man that attempts to sell

a pair from that department—he don't know how—and this

applies to the proprietor. Don't have a lady clerk there that

does not love children. They must be "little darlings" not

"brats" to her. Don't try to make a fortune out of that

department. You win if it shows a clean sheet. It's the

seed time of your business.

Adult department. In these days of millinery and freaky
shoes many are liable to neglect their lines of the good old

wide plain toes and low heels for the older folks. Of course,

they wear a pair for two years or more and are not profit-

J. E. WARRINGTON,
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makers, but remember they have been customers for years

and have the "family spirit" and have a right to expect that

you will provide them the kind of footwear they want now
just as when they were younger.

I am perhaps taking advanced ground when I say the

public are not looking so much for price as they arc for

service.

Public Like Good Service

Let me illustrate my point. Two men are selling pea-

nuts side by side, same quality—same price—5 cents. One
provides bags to put his peanuts in—that's service. The
other reduces his price to 4 cents but does not provide bags.

Which will have the biggest business? Your answer settles

the question as to whether you agree with my proposition

or not.

In a town where the custom was not to fasten buttons

on shoes on Saturday, one store employed a boy on Satur-

day to do nothing but fasten buttons on shoes, and it soon

became known that one could get buttons fastened on Satur-

day, even in the evening, gratis—no matter whether the

shoes were bought at that store or not. Result—why some

of the other shoe stores and department stores would tell

their customers "no we cannot fasten buttons on Saturday,

but you go to Blank's and they will fasten them on for

nothing." Do you think it paid—the proprietor of that store

says it does. That's service.

Attention to Little Things

I might enumerate instances without number almost of

the little things we can do for our patrons and my observa-

tion is that the shoe store that pays the most attention 10

these little things seem to have the largest trade.

The tendency of the age seems to be to spend money

lavishly on furniture, fixtures and furnishings, depending on

these things to draw trade. While I have not a word to say

against nice furnishings, let me warn you that right there

is a danger line that must be taken into account. I have

known stores that nearly ruined their trade by too fine fur-

nishings.

If your trade is from $6.00 up, why go the limit, but if

of a medium class you can easily get the impression formed

that you are high priced by having furnishings too fine for

your trade.—D. P. Jerrauld in an address before Pennsyl-

vania Shoe Merchants.

Leading Tanner Passes Away
One of the most widely known tanners in Ontario, in

the person of Z. A. Hall, passed away recently in Hamilton.

For over twenty-five years he was superintendent and busi-

ness associate of the Breithaupt Leather Co., at their plant

in Penetang. Born in Acton, Ont., the late Mr. Hall started

his business career as a tanner with Beardmore & Co.,

whom he, later, assisted in building the Bracebridge tannery,

after which he engaged with the Breithaupt concern in

Berlin, and subsequently went to Penetang, becoming a

partner of the Penetang firm under the name of Breithaupt

Bros. & Hall. He assisted materially in the building of

the large Penetang tannery and plant during 1882-3, and in

erecting most of the additions. Mr. Hall was one of the

foremost hemlock sole and leather tanners of his day and

retired from active business nine years ago, having since

lived in Hamilton. During the time he was with the Breith-

aupt firm in Berlin and Penetang, their association with

him extended over a period of about thirty years. The
deceased was a man of high ideals, strict integrity, a con-

sistent church member and popular wherever he was known,

being a former mayor of Penetang and a member of the

town council for some years. He leaves a widow, two sons

and one daughter. The funeral, which took place on March
23rd, in Hamilton, was attended by many old friends.

Will Handle Some New Lines
W. C. Myers, the widely known shoe traveler has re-

turned to Toronto after spending a fortnight in Montreal.

It is his intention to open up a permanent sample room in

Toronto. Mr. Myers has been appointed .selling representa-

tive for western and northern Ontario, and also for the

prairie provinces, for the Star Shoe, Limited, makers of

misses', boys', youths', little gent's, and children's McKays
and turns. Mr. Myers will also handle the output of the

Rena Footwear Co., Montreal, for western and northern

Ontario, in addition to several other lines with which he

has been associated for some time. W. S. Pettes has been

appointed selling representatives of the Star Shoe, Limited,

for eastern Ontario. Considerable new blood has recently

been infused in the latter concern, and its selling organi-

zation and manufacturing facilities are now on a solid and
progressive basis.

What Is Your ProftLike?
Have you a proper cash system in your business ? Do

you know whether you are making money or not ? Or do
yon only think so? Many a man, by not properly figuring

profits, not knowing the cost of doing business, the cost

price of goods and fixing a fair margin between that and
the selling price, has gone down and under. At the end of

a certain period be imagined that he should have so much
money, but, alas, has frequently found himself cheated by
his own shortsightedness, lack of method or blind egotism.

It reminds one of a story told by Mark Twain, who was dis-

cussing profit one day with a farmer friend. The deal

referred to was connected with the hog industry. "Yes,"

mused Mark—and his story is a fairly representative one of

many lines of business—"I knew a man down in Arkansas
who paid $1.50 for a hog. He fed it $20 worth of corn and
then sold the porker for $12.00. He made $10.50 on the hog.

but naturally lost money on the corn."

Staff Equal to the Occasion
The Wilkinson Shoe Store, which has been established

for many years in Windsor, Ont., and built up through the

energy and enterprise of Captain Geo. H. Wilkinson, is

doing a splendid business, notwithstanding that the head of

the firm is at the front fighting for the honor and integrity

of his country. At the outbreak of the conflict, Capt. Wilk-
inson patriotically offered his services and was called away
within a few hours' notice, to join the colors,—the respon-

sibility of conducting the business devolving upon his young
and efficient staff. During the past six months, the volume
of trade has shown a gratifying gain over the previous

half year and, in spite of the prevailing depression, a most
successful sale has just been brought to a close, the success

of it being largely due to the catchy advertising prepared

by C. M. Hyde, who has charge of the ladies' and misses'

department, and also looks after the buying in that branch,

and to C. A. Maybew, the progressive head of the men's

department. Mr. Hyde is a talented window trimmer and
his splendid efforts in this line have contributed largely to

the good showing of the past few months. Everything
in the Wilkinson Shoe Shop is now in ship shape for an

aggressive spring campaign.
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CONFERRING ON RUBBER FOOTWEAR OUTLOOK FOR COMING YEAR
The Kaufman Rubber Co. usually hold a two or three

day conference of the members of their selling force and

head office staff, during the month of February, just prev-

ious to the opening up of the placing order season. A
similar one is also conducted about the first of November
each year, prior to winter sorting. At the recent gather-

ing in Berlin, the salesmen were shown through the factory,

and the various classes of goods under manufacture were

thoroughly gone into. Criticisms and suggestions were made,

which proved very helpful. A group portrait was also

taken of "the boys" and several well-known faces will be

recognized in the assembly.

Top Row—E. A. Chalk, North Shore ; W. E. Wing,
Sales Manager; J. S. Lovell, North Western Ontario; E.

E. Code, Ottawa Branch Manager.

Second Row—J. S. Townsend, Hamilton; J. M. Snyder,

Head Accountant; A. R. Kaufman, General Manager; E. J.

Hill, Head of Order Department; W. S. Wood, Niagara
District; J. E. Fawkes, South Western Ontario.

Front Row— S. G. Amero, Manager London Branch

;

J. H. Roedding, Factory Superintendent; J. C. Bryant, Cen-
tral Ontario; L. B. Hutchison, Manager Toronto Branch.

Many Stocks Sold at Auction
An auction sale of several important stocks took place

at Suckling & Co.'s auction rooms, 76 Wellington street

west, Toronto, on March 24th. at which there was a large

number of visitors. The insolvent estate of Allan, Cum-
mings Co., Limited, Moose Jaw, Sask., dealing in practi-

cally all lines of goods and amounting to $110,000, was sold

to G. S. Lurie & Co., of Vancouver, at forty-six cents on

the dollar. The stock of shoes, men's furnishings, etc..

amounting to $12,598 and belonging to Frank Wilson &

Co., of Midland, Ont, who made an assignment some time

ago, was bought by W. E. Swales, of Midland, at seventy-

one cents on the dollar. The stock of shoes and dry goods,

of N. G. Wilson, of Vittoria. who assigned recently, valued

at $3,605, was purchased by O. R. Kecler, of Hagersvillc,

Out., at fifty-five cents on the dollar. The stock of Bor-

bridge, "Foot Fitters," 82 Dalhousie street, Brantford, con-

sisting of shoes, rubbers and a Goodyear 22-foot repair

plant, all valued at $12,746, was bought by Danford Roche,

of Newmarket, at fifty-six cents on the dollar.
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FRED W. MARSH DAVID MARSH WM. H. MARSH

UPHOLDING THE BEST TRADITIONS OF WELL KNOWN SHOE INDUSTRY
The widely known shoe manufacturing firm of Wm. A.

Marsh, Limited, Quebec, which was founded by the late

William A. Marsh over thirty years ago, is being energeti-

cally conducted by the sons of the founder. It will be re-

membered that Mr. Marsh died rather suddenly in July last,

in the sixty-seventh year of his age, and his three sons are

now actively associated with the business, Fred W. Marsh,

the eldest, being president of the company, while David

Marsh and Wm. H. Marsh are directors. Under their guid-

ance, the concern is steadily progressing and business is

reported to be in splendid shape.

Fred W. Marsh, the new President of the company,

received his education at the High School in Quebec, and

from there went to the Baptist College at Woodstock, Ont.,

which he attended for some time. He completed his scholas-

tic course at McGill University, Montreal ,in the spring of

1906, when he immediately entered the firm, being made a

director in 1909, and becoming President upon the death of

his father.

David Marsh, the second son, also studied at the Quebec
High School and Woodstock College, afterwards attending

Queen's University, from which he was graduated with the

degree of B.A. in 1912. From college he went direct to

Winnipeg and took a position in the Wm. A. Marsh Co.,

Western, Limited, a business which had been established by

his father. When that firm changed hands in 1914 and be-

came Congdon, Marsh, Limited, David Marsh maintained his

position until the death of his father, when he returned to

Quebec and became a director of the company.

Wm. H. Marsh, another son, was recently elected a

director of the company. Educated at Quebec High School,

Woodstock College and Toronto University, after leaving

the latter institution he entered his father's business at

Quebec two years ago.

All the boys are taking deep interest in the welfare of

the industry and doing everything in their power to uphold

the reputation and prestige that the firm have enjoyed for

a third of a century.

Mr. Routier Buys McKeen Factory

That real estate is valuable in Quebec was shown a

few days ago, when the property of Mr. Frank McKeen,
situated on the corner of St. Valier street and Boulevard

Langelier, was sold for $20,000, the purchaser being Mr.

Luc Routier. The sale of this property together with the

contents of the shoe factory premises, which went into in-

solvency some time ago, took place at the offices of Messrs.

Larue & Trudel, and under conditions the prices realized

were satisfactory.

The sale attracted considerable interest and the bidding

on the different items was active. In regard to the property

the upset price placed on it was $17,600, although its muni-

cipal valuation is fixed at $28,000. As already stated, the

property was finally allotted to Mr. Routier for $20,000.

The other items of the .sale were as follows:—

Findings, valued at about $3,000, bought by Mr. J. A.

Plamondon, at 27^$ cents in the dollar.

Shoe machinery, valued at $10,676.35, bought by Mr.

C. E. Roy, at 10 cents in the dollar.

Tools and furniture, valued at $6,331.47, bought by Mr.

C. E. Roy, at 4 1-8 cents in the dollar.

Vehicles, harness, etc., valued at $296.50, sold to Mr.

Nazaire Fortier at 42 cents in the dollar.

Office fixtures and furniture, valued at $577.75, sold to

Mr. E. A. Shee, at 40 cents in the dollar.

Will Side Lace Be a Leader?
The side lace shoe for women will be a leader when

the next line of samples are shown, is the opinion of lead-

ing pattern makers. Counter troubles are common to this

style of shoe, some few firms having even tried to make
this shoe without a counter, but thus far it has proved an

unsatisfactory method, owing to difficulty of getting a good
heel-seat, says American Shoe Making. The writer re-

cently overheard a well-known pattern designer say that a

special counter was needed for this style of shoe. Just how
this special counter should be made he did not state, but

did say that he had designed one that had given satisfac-

tion. Such things do not long remain secret, however.
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Succeeding in the Shoe Business in a Small Town
Conditions for Success are Easier than in Large Centres—Trouble with Average Town Retailer is He Lacks In-

spiration and Enterprise—Does Not Know How to Buy or Attract People by His Advertising

"Well, small store, small office, small desk, small adver-

tisements, small man, small hat, everything small except the

stock; spring lines on the shelves August 1st and winter

shoes and rubbers on the shelves March 1st.

"O, pshaw, what's the use trying to build a shoe business

in a small town? Not much if any when one-half your

stock is passe, when the window displays have not been

changed in a month, when your advertisement in the news-

paper, if you have one, has become useless and you are for-

ever and ever only thinking of the chance in the big town,''

says H. D. Barrows, of New London, Conn.

"If the chance came in the big town would you know
how to handle it? You say 'yes!' You are entirely mis-

taken. For you conditions for success are easier in the small

town than in the large city because there is less competition.

"In the days I have been in the shoe business I have

tome to believe that the small man lacks enterprise. He's

not half alive and he even doesn't know that. He doesn't

know how to inspire or attract people by his advertising.

He doesn't know how to buy. He doesn't know how to

scheme and if this association can devise plans to get this

party enthused, then it's a work to be commended.

"I knew a man who started, like thousands of others, in

the shoe business in a small town thirty years ago, hoping

for success, but with absolutely no plans how to do business

and he lost nearly every dollar he invested in it. Why? To
console himself (you know misery always likes company), he

would make periodical visits to his competitors and they,

like him. would agree that business was very dull, and hoping

when the weather got warm that business would increase, or

when the snow came, that the same result would happen.

Those small men are never prepared for either.

"I'm told the leading restaurants in the country are

always prepared for any change in the weather. They plan

in advance what to do on a hot day and they are prepared

to serve you accordingly. Now if this small dealer to

whom we call attention had his stock, inside and outside of

his store, and his advertising plans prepared in advance,

what would happen? Sufficient results would come to pro-

duce enterprise, new life and new inspirations; and it appears

to me he would begin a profitable career which would not

only make him successful in the little town, but in a larger

field, likewise.

You Cannot Buy Success

"There is absolutely no standard set of rules to follow

to achieve mercantile success. You cannot buy it, bet you

can get an inspiration from this and other conventions of

shoe merchants that will live in your life as long as you

ought to live, and if you get the right kind of inspiration

you will live longer than some of your competitors want
you to.

"Now if there are no standard rules, there are various

viewpoints to consider. A Frenchman at Niagara Falls

said, 'Wonderful, beautiful, marvelous, magnificent. What
an inspiration for an artist.' An Irishman who was near

the Frenchman, said. 'Be jabbers, what a place for a saw-

mill.' There are various viewpoints, but I maintain, with

proper enthusiasm, with push, enterprise and common sense,

the Frenchman would make a success, and likewise the

Irishman.

"If you cCnsult the mercantile reports regarding small

town shoe retailing conditions you will find the majority

of dealers are rated from $300 to $500, with a credit stand-

ing of double D, double O, X, Y, Z. Now I have in mind an

acquaintance who struggled with all the horrors of daily

running behind for some few years. Why? He was so

small he could not see the opportunity in the small town,

but imagined he could see the chance in the large one, so

he just waited for trade. He sold out, having enough left

to buy railroad tickets for his wife and daughter to the

house of his mother-in-law. He had saved a little of his

capital, but he had lost considerable and also a few years'

time and labor.

Transforming a Small Man
"Now I come to the point which I hope may be an in-

spiration and of future service to this convention. This

man began to think (and it's never too late to do this), and

to plan and to scheme. He sought the advice of successful

merchants. You know if you go into an enterprising store

and compliment the proprietor and ask his advice, he will

always invite you into his office and you will come away
with an inspiration. We read about conversion and miracles,

especially thinking the latter is a lost art, but as sure as

the sun rises both happened to this man and in twenty-five

years he has been transformed from a little, insignificant

shoe dealer in that little, small town, under those small con-

ditions, to a man who to-day is worth thousands upon thous-

ands of dollars.

"Let me tell you how he did it. To begin with, he raised

capital sufficient to pay for his merchandise when it came

due, and I'm only just going to use just one buying illus-

tration to show how he planned. Over twenty years ago he

went to Brockton one day, doing so on the advice of a friend

in a small town who was a shoe jobber. Now watch the

inspiration and the results of that instruction.

"He arrived in Brockton, entered the office of a shoe

manufacturer who sold the jobbing trade exclusively, as they

did in those days, and inquired for floor goods. He was

shown twenty cases of a shoe named the 'Mohawk' which

was jobbing at $1.60. In an instant this man knew the shoe,

for he had paid the makers $1.60 a pair for many cases of

them, in that little former small town, where he was doing

business in his little, small way. Well, he said, 'What does

the firm pay for this shoe?' '$1.45.' 'What's the trouble?'

'Tag made out wrong; heel and shank are black, but other-

wise all right.' 'How much for the lot?' '$1.20, regular

discount,' and that man's lack of method in doing business

was such that he didn't know how much seven off was. Now,
gentlemen, seven off from $1.20 is $1.11.

Inspiration Has Seized'Him

"Without making any further reference to any other

future days that man returned home, not a small retailer,

although in a small town, but a big man in the small town.

Why? Because of an inspiration, because he saw a chance

of future success and no possible chance for anything else.

He could give his customers for $1.75 a $2.00 article and

make a profit. The realization of this fact caused him to

change the size of his advertisement, it changed the char-

acter of his advertisement, it changed the enthusiasm of his

advertisement, and it changed the entire atmosphere of that

little store. I am not making any reference to regular goods;

I know he must have them, but carrying and handling them
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did not need the enterprise, because there is less profit in

them and the responsibility for getting rid of them propor-

tionately greater.

"That gentleman's little, small store, in a little, small

town began to be talked about and the people began going

there. He had been converted. A miracle had happened.

If you are on the right road and you know it, you cannot

help make a success of a little store in a little town, you
can make a success of a half dozen little stores in little

towns, or even a dozen big stores in big towns—and this is

just what happened to my friend.

Made $300,000 in Small Towns
"He began to carry a small jobbing stock and he bought

from the trustees a half dozen stores with the fixtures

thrown in and the stock at about fifty per cent. In every in-

stance he has made the stores pay about $2,000 each per

annum, thus making $12,000 a year. Multiply that sum by

twenty-five years and you have $300,000 made from retailing

in small towns, by a small man, yes, one who was always

complaining about small town conditions, but who, since he

became converted, is now very enthusiastic to recommend
them the small town as a good place to make money.

New Made-in-Canada Line
Duclos & Payan, St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., have added a

new line in their genuine fibre counter recently put on the

market. Duclos & Payan have started the manufacture of

fibre board at their plant at Chambly Canton, which is

situated near St. Hyacinthe, and are featuring the new line

as one which is "Made-in-Canada" in all respects. They

state it has already received a great measure of popularity

New Shoe Concern Formed
Campbell-Winn, Limited, have been granted a charter

with a capital stock of $40,000 to carry on a shoe business.

The headquarters of the firm are in Toronto and the mem-
bers of the company arc Sheridan Campbell, Alf. Winn,
and others. Campbell & Winn are operating two Sample

Shoe Stores on Yonge street—one at 310, being under the

A. WINN, TORONTO

management of Mr. Winn, while the other, which has just

been opened up at 256K', is under the direction of Denis

Rowan. This new store is a neat, compact one, with

handsome front and tiled entrance. The woodwork of the

windows is in bird's eye maple, and the display facilities

arc excellent.

and anticipate that the trade in Canada will take kindly to

the novelty of Canadian fibre counters which, although

cheaper, have the good qualities of the leather counter.

Newsy Notes From Quebec
C. Tremblay, formerly in charge of the sole leather

room of Lachancc & Tanguay, has taken charge of the

same department at E. Tremblay's.

Rene Poirier, Colomb street, has opened a shop to manu-
facture duck and canvas shoes of which he will make a

specialty. He is located in the building occupied for many
years by Joseph Pruneau.

Manufacturers are working on the completion of their

samples for jobbers, a large number of whom have visited

the Ancient Capital during the past few days. All the

manufacturers arc looking forward to a fairly busy season.

J. & A. Martin will remove on May 1st to the building

formerly occupied by E. Cote, tanner, 117 Charest street,

who is now chief hide inspector. This firm are growing
rapidly and are making a specialty of heavy tan kip shoes

in pegged and standard screw.

Some of the enterprising retailers of Quebec made very

attractive window displays for Easter and among the most
striking were those of L. F. Falardeau, Myrand & Pouliot,

O. N. Shink, Jos. Plamondon. They all report that business

is very good and sales equal to last year for the corres-

ponding period.

Has Made Good in Canada
"Mention has previously been made of shoe factory sup-

erintendents from the United States who have gone up into

Canada and succeeded so well that we have never been able

to get them back," says "Hide and Leather." "Prominent

among these gentlemen is Frank J. Boyden, who is as well

known in the States as in Canada. Mr. Boyden was for-

merly located at Dover, N.H., and took charge of the St.

Hyacinthe factory of the Ames-Holden Company in 1903.

He moved into a partially empty building which he soon had

running to full capacity and built a large addition along his

own ideas that greatly increased this capacity. At St.

Hyacinthe Mr. Boyden made nearly 500 different lines of

footwear, which is a severe test of any man's ability. Prac-

tically all of his factory employes were French-Canadians

and Mr. Boyden exhibited unusual skill in handling them.

"It was at the St. Hyacinthe factory where the story

was told of a visitor who was interested in learning that

Superintendent Boyden had enforced a rule that any em-

ploye who became intoxicated three times would be dis-

charged. The visitor thought this a good idea but noted a

sign on the elevator reading, "Cet elevator pour le fret seule-

ment. Si vous n'aves pas de charge, marchez,' which he

interpreted as follows : 'This elevator is for freight only.

If you are not loaded, walk.' Behold the predicament of the

poor employe ! If he got 'loaded' three times he would be

fired, and if be wasn't 'loaded' he had to 'marchez.' The
situation was made clear when the French sentence was cor-

rectly read, 'If you haven't got a load, walk.'

"Coming down to the present : Mr. Boyden left the St.

Hyacinthe factory about a year ago and is now manager and

superintendent of the Slater Shoe Company, manufacturers

of 'The Slater Shoe,' in Montreal, Canada. He is making a

line of men's shoes to retail at $6 and $7 a pair and has in-

corporated many new, snappy lasts and styles into their

samples. Mr. Boyden has made many changes in the factory

since going in and now makes practically everything from

dancing pumps to military shoes.
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New and Graceful Lines in Vamps, Etc.
(Continued from page jo)

Effects, except in the rather flashy novelties, are quite

plain. Lines in many cases are rather straightened out.

The military influence is to he seen. In many cases eyelets

are invisible, either clear to the top or with three, four or

five small hooks. Either flat or round laces are used, and

generally they are of smaller diameter than usual, except

in established staple styles. Some shoes are entirely without

perforations. Most perforations are small and fine.

Novelties include striking gaiter and military effects.

Novel effects are many of them obtained by flashy color

combinations, or by odd and freakish vamp, quarter and

throat lines. Here, too, perforations are often in evidence.

In fancy novelties for men, almost anything unusual

goes, and your guess is about as good as that of another

man's, when you try to estimate the possibility of sale for

them.

The Models for My Lady Fair

Speaking of the evolution of fashion in women's foot

toggery, this is how the Shoe Retailer sizes up the situation

:

MAHOGANY TAN OXFORD, CIRCULAR
VAMP AND FOXING, LIGHT GREY TOP.

BY REGAL SHOE CO.

Where two or three seasons ago style was a matter of

heels chiefly, and the season before that lasts and materials,

to-day it is largely a matter of patterns. The last question

is not bothersome, and two or three styles of heels are to be

the sellers without dispute. Most dealers are concerned as

to whether they should buy button or lace boots for fall, and
in what heights and in what patterns. In lace boots, as well

as button boots, there are many high cuts, due to the fact

that women who follow the ultra fashion are wearing their

skirts quite high from the ground. There are many ten and

eight-inch boots in the fall samples, and the ordinary height

has been raised from six to seven inches. The high heels

which prevail give the boots now being shown a specially

high appearance. It is believed that there will be a good fall

sale of high boots, and in fact, boots being bought from
stock at the present time have seven to eight-inch tops. The
makers of high-priced shoes are showing higher tops freely.

A pattern of lace boot that is selling well in the larger

cities just now is the inside lace pattern. Years ago this style

had a long run, and while it is presented as a novelty now

its considerable sale has led manufacturers and salesmen to

believe that it may be a good number in the fall.

Button boots have not disappeared from the samples by

any means, and there are many manufacturers, as well as

retailers, who have about concluded that with lace effects

common in the cheaper, as well as the high-priced lines, that

conservative women will buy button boots in the fall. Be-

sides this it is claimed for the button shoe that it is so popu-

lar that it will be difficult to drive women out of them.

Military Trimmings

The button boots have even more right to the name
'"military" than lace boots, as buttons are distinctly a feature

of military uniforms. It is said that any garment bearing

the name "military" will sell just now when matters of a

bellicose nature interest everyone. There arc handsome

brass buttons on some shoes, and all manner of military

braiding, frogs, stripes of gold and silver, bars, eagles and

stars and the ensignia of rank on some of the fall samples.

With blue, cadet grey or army red toppings these shoes are

very showy, and may get as far as the window in most stores.

Retailers should not be confused by the rainbow array of

colors and glint of tinsel and gold, but should buy the more

SMOOTH KING CALF BAL, GREY CLOTH
TOP, STITCHED TIP, OUTSIDE EYELET
STAY, RECEDE TOE. BY REGAL SHOE
CO.

conservative styles which would survive should the war
suddenly end.

New Lines for Vamps and Foxings

It would be an almost endless task to attempt to des-

cribe the varied effects in foxings, lace stays, tops and trim-

mings. In a general way, however, the straight lines of the

vamp and fox which have been so popular are giving way to

very slight graceful curves, although there are many cut-out

and panel effects to entice the admirer of the shoemaker's

art. Lace boots are piped with military stripes of braid or

leather sewed close to the edge and outside the eyelets, and

also through which the eyelets show. Narrow piping inside

the eyelet stay seems to be in favor at present, although all

styles are said to be selling.

The Inside Lace Boot

A feature of the inside lace boot is the new pattern

which brings the bottom of the opening further forward

than when this style was shown a half dozen or so years ago.

WOMEN'S MILITARY BAL, PATENT
VAMP AND FOXING, PUTTY CLOTH
TOP, LOUIS HEEL, PATENT EYELET
STAY. BY SMARDON SHOE CO.
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This makes it possible to slip the foot in easily and also

assures a better fit.

One of the newest designs in oxfords is an imitation

outside lace pattern. The shoe is really a semi-colonial pump

and the imitation laces are simply for ornamental purposes.

The ornaments on semi-colonials are small jet or pearl

buttons, jewels, a single military button, or very small steel

PATENT MILITARY BAL, KHAKI CLOTH TOP, PATENT
EYELET FACING, LOUIS HEEL. BY KINGSBURY
FOOTWEAR CO.

clusters. There is a wide variety of ornaments, but it is

noticeable that no bows or buckles are being used. Slippers

and semi-colonials will be offered for early fall dress wear.

Many Fancy Tip Designs

Tips on shoes have engaged a lot of the manufacturers'

attention. The diamond tip, brought out last fall, has been

popular, although out of this has grown other styles of

tips. There are cut-out diamond tips, imitation dia-

mond tips—very pretty too on patent leather stitched

with white thread; small shield tips, and a few low

wing tips. There is little perforation shown in fall

samples. Only the very smallest perforations are used on

shoes that will stand for it at all. A few tips are punched,

but the plain tip is better. Tips are in many cases made in

colors or materials to match foxings only.

Eoxings are still very low and the tailor fox, extend-

ing up the back, bids fair to continue popular. This fox is

a necessity in most cloth top boots, as the swish of the skirt

wears out the unprotected cloth within a few weeks after

the shoe has been put on. Blucher effects are seen on many

semi-colonials for fall, and in a few boots. The boots are

not real bluchers, that effect being produced in the patterns.

Napoleon tops are among the new effects, also crescent tops.

These are shown in both lace and button styles.

Buck and Colored Cloths

For toppings and quarters cloth is the most popular

material. The shades of grey and fawn, so popular as a

mid-season proposition late last fall, have given way to sand

and putty colors, which are in lemand just now in popular

grade."), while in higher priced boots genuine buck makes the

most satisfactory top or quarter, with some ooze calf being-

used. Imported French kid is being used for entire shoes

and for toppings. Imported kid in shades of tan is also

being shown liberally.

Tan Russia calf has had a real revival and is gaining

strength right along. It is likely to have a good sale from

stock departments and will be a factor in the fall selling.

The shades of tan are dark, and the tan vamps are combined

with sand color cloth tops or with real buck toppings. The

tan boots are not of the heavy appearance last popular, but

are principally in lace with militaiy features, small perfor-

ations and high tan leather Louis heels.

Bronze kid is also growing in strength, although the

manufacturers, remembering their experience of four or

fie years ago, are particular to the tonnage and are using

only the best imported kid stock.

Changes in Shoe Materials

In shoe materials there have been some radical changes.

Patent leather and black cloth have survived and are likely

to be "good" the coming fall. Manufacturers arc having

much difficulty in securing satisfactory patent leather. Patent

coltskin is almost out of the market entirely, while all other

kinds of patent leather, except kid, ranges high in price.

Patent sides and patent calfskins are being used principally,

with an increasing sale of patent kid.

There is a most noticeable demand for both mat and

glazed kid, and this leather is being used more liberally at

present than for a good many years previous. Kid shoes

with cloth tops are to be popular sellers the coming fall.

Black calf is holding its own. Velvets have not revived,

and silks are out of the running.

Full Louis Leather Heels Favored

Boots for fall will continue light, with six to eight iron

soles. Turn boots continue popular. The heel most in favor is

the full leather Louis, two to two and one-half inches in

height, which has displaced the Cuban-Louis anl other styles

of French heels. The half-Louis will sell, also the peg heel

to some extent, and the Cuban heel where it is desired to

have the extra cost. Louis heels are built up in two sections,

and the cost cannot be avoided. In fine slippers nothing will

take the place of wood full Louis heels. These are covered

with patent, celluloid or with material to match the top

or fox.

Many Striking Novelties for Women
Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, are right to the fore-

front with all the latest things in women's fine shoes and

GENERAL JOFFRE BOY'S LAST, VISCOLIZED SOLE, RE-
INFORCED SHANK, SOLID FLAT 8/8 HEEL, ROUND

TOE. BY THE STAR SHOE CO.

the range of samples surpasses anything ever turned out by

this enterprising firm. All the nattiest models and combin-

ation effects are observed and it is impossible to indicate

more than a few of the outstanding shoes shown to the

trade. The side lace bal, the military bal, the gaiter effect

in both bal and button, and numerous other offerings down
up to the minute are presented, which in beauty, fit, finish
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and workmanship, are sure to make a strong appeal to the

trade. The coming and present season is one that is re-

markable for nc*-elties and striking effects in patterns and

fabrics. In the Classic line there is seen a side lace bal

with patent vamp and foxing, leather Louis heel, on the

Fifth Avenue last and carrying either a champagne or putty

kid top. A Cossack bal with Belgian blue silk topping,

narrow black braid piping, with fancy side effect and patent

vamp and foxing on the Brooklyn last, is another winner.

A novelty in black and white is a bal, with white buck vamp

and foxing on stream lines, black corkscrew top and white

calf lace facing, with Louis leather heel. Another out-

standing creation is a full white calf bal, with patent

pointed tip, patent low foxing and lace facing. A Napoleon

with patent forepart and foxing, white corkscrew leg seven-

teen inches high, topped with a three inch patent collar and

patent lace facing on the Alsace last, is attracting much in-

terest. Several models are witnessed in bronze kid with

bronze silk tops. The height of most offerings is eight

inches and the leather Louis heel, is the leading one. Some
choice and extremely smart creations are seen in side lace

shoes with patent Napoleon vamp and Belgian silk brocade

quarters, and on a few there is a facing of gold silk braid.

Another effective shoe is a bal with tan calf vamp and

foxing, tan check cloth top, and tan eyelet facing on the

Fifth Avenue last. In other presentations are seen fawn,

grey, sand, blue, khaki, putty, etc. For the most part vamps

are of medium length with pointed, medium pointed and

medium round toes, and also stage effects. The firm be-

lieve that the square French toe is a dead issue, although it

had quite a vogue in some centres last season.

In the line for growing girls, misses, children and in-

fants the military effect has been faithfully carried out in

every detail. Plain toes are extremely strong to lighten up

the range and cloth tops are supreme. Patent is still the

leading leather in all samples, while there is good showing

in gun metal and kid. One fascinating shoe for infants is

a button with crescent top, patent vamp and foxing, white

calf quarters and narrow patent collar, with tassel. The
entire range of Classic shoes has been shown in Toronto

STORM CALF PROSPECTOR'S BOOT, 10 INCH LEG, VIS-

COLIZED DOUBLE SOLE, BELLOWS TONGUE. BY T.

SISMAN SHOE CO.

for the last three weeks by Mr. S. J. Anderson, who re-

ports that business has been exceptionally good. Mr. An-
derson is now covering the larger cities in the place of Mr.
Win. Chamberlain, who, since the elevation of Mr. F. S.

Scott, head of the firm, to a seat in the House of Commons,
is directing affairs at the factory.

The Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, in their presentation of

fall and winter styles have added considerably to their

range and are now making a staple line for women on a

medium round toe last with commonsense heel. For grow-

ing girls and as walking shoes the collection is unsurpassed

and fully up to the high standard established by the Regal

Co. in their men's line. The principal leathers are smooth

King calf, patent, vici kid and some come in tan. A large

MAHOGANY TAN BAL, CIRCULAR VAMP AND
FOXING, KHAKI CLOTH TOP, RECEDE TOE.
BY HARTT BOOT AND SHOE CO.

number have cloth tops and leather eyelet facing. In the

range for men two snappy new lasts have been incorporated

in the splendid assortment of the company. They are the

Ritz and the Briton, the former having a recede toe with

some swing, and the latter a fuller and wider toe with more
spring. Cloth tops are much in evidence in bals, button and

bluchers, the principal colors being grey, medium oxford

grey, black, blue, sand and tango. In both dress and busi-

ness footwear the combinations are very pleasing and yet

not loud. On a few models there is seen fancy foxing.

The samples for men number about one hundred in all. A
button boot of folded pattern, patent leather, black cloth

top, plain recede toe and nine buttons is a particularly hand-

some offering. In tips there are observed stitched, single

and two cord effect, and in bluchers are Raglan, Brogan,

whole quarter and Berlin patterns. Nature's Doctor shoe

with orthopedic shank and flexible arch is taking well with

the trade. It is on a broad, comfortable last. Another

model of interest is a semi-military dress shoe with plain

recede toe, no box, and made in smooth King calf. The
company have manufactured a number of prospectors' and

hunting boots of sixteen inch leg, Walpole welt (rubber

insert) full bellows tongue, with viscolized double sole, and

in chrome calf, this boot being waterproof. There are rub-

ber sole and heel offerings, and a nice line of pumps for

men in patent and dull leathers as well as numerous other

lines, which make the showing complete and representative

in every respect. The company report that their in-stock

department is doing a rushing business while the factory is

working to capacity.

Cloth Tops for the Young Man

The Cook-Fitzgerald Co., of London, Ont., in their line

of samples for fall and winter are quite up to the high

standard always maintained by them. Embraced in their

offerings are the newest samples in cloth toppings of sand,

fawn, dreadnought and black, and some most pleasing com-
binations in patents, tans and gun metals in black and but-

tons have been evolved. Some have the patent or calf stay

while others are severely plain—a quiet elegance that must
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appeal to the well dressed man. Several are embellished by

large ornate flat buttons, while others have a dull button

that makes a particularly strong setting for the gray or

fawn tops. One neat shoe of gun metal and dreadnaught

cloth is a bal in a gaiter effect. This boot is made on a

receding toe model and many rush orders for Easter were

turned out in this particular style. There is the button

MILITARY BAL, PATENT VAMP AND FOXING, FAWN
CLOTH CORKSCREW TOP, SPOOL HEEL. BY JOHN

MCPHERSON CO.

gaiter model also, but the bal appears to be the best seller.

The company are showing the usual number of smart lasts

and they have always been right to the front in style trends.

One model that is creating some talk is their "Shorty."

As the name implies, this has a short vamp, high arch and

high heel effect and should prove a winner in those centres

where abbreviated vamps are always in strong demand.

Then there is a moderately low toe last that fits in very

neatly in this line and will likely prove welcome with those

seeking to avoid extremes of fashion and yet desire to have

their feet trimly shod. There are several other attractive

lasts and in the company's heavy boots with viscolized soles,

the samples have that good shoe making look which puts

them in the top notch class, being strong but not clumsy.

A specialty is made of kid shoes and the range shown is

large. Bals and bluchers are displayed on straight lasts

such as the "Broker" and "Victory," as well as on the wider

models "Whale" and "University." There are felt and cush-

ion innersoled samples and felt and wool lined with chrome

and felt soles, for those who want dry feet. The whole

range is the most comprehensive and representative that

the firm have ever shown, and their regular corps of sales-

men are now on the road. J. G. McDiarmid again covers the

larger towns from Winnipeg to Victoria, J. T. Sutherland

from Toronto to Quebec, L. W. Johnston the Maritime

Provinces, and A. A. Orendorff, Western Ontario from To-

ronto to Windsor, John Lauffer and Ed. Saix show the line

in the smaller towns of the Western Provinces, with T. C.

Murray, monarch of all he surveys, in the far Northwest

with headquarters in Prince Rupert.

Plain Neat Models for Men
The Hartt Boot and Shoe Company, of Fredericton,

N.B., believe that styles for fall are going to be plain, much
plainer than ever before, and that black calf leathers will

predominate, with a certain percentage of tans, and also

patent and kid. In all probability kid shoes will sell a little

better during the coming season than they have for some

time. Cloth tops are likely to be a strong feature and very

popular, and the general trend of high grade shoes will be

to have styles as neat as possible. The company are dis-

playing a number of pleasing combinations of fabric and

leather, one particularly attractive shoe being a mahogany
tan bal, with circular vamp and foxing, khaki top, mahogany
eyelets and hooks, and rather narrow recede toe, with tip

of small perforations. There are numerous other equally

attractive models, and the Hartt Company look forward to

a good season with the finest line they have ever turned out.

Fabric Tops in Big Demand

The John Ritchie Co., of Quebec, report that they have

added ten new lasts for the fall season and that there is

very little change in patterns and materials from those

shown for spring. The jobbers, who have just finished their

sample buying, have sampled largely on heavy footwear

mostly on a medium round toe last, which, of course, is more
appropriate for fall and winter. The retail trade, how-
ever, are taking strongly to a narrow recede toe last

which the firm have just added to their line, and the pros-

pects are that this model will be a big seller for the city

trade. Cloth tops are in large demand in a variety of

shades. This is especially true in women's bals with out-

side facing, and at the present time large quantities of these

are being made by the company for Montreal and Toronto

customers.

C. N. W. Shoe Co., Limited, of London, Ont., have

added four new lasts for welts, three for turns and seven

for McKays, for which latter they are installing a very

complete and up-to-date line of machinery. In their fall

samples they feature very strongly cloth tops in putty, sand,

battleship grey and all the newest shades, with patent and

gun metal lace and buttons in the military styles. The
samples carry the fashionable heels of the season such as

Spool, Spanish, Spike and Louis, and a large amount of

immediate business is anticipated by the company on these

lines. They are featuring also a new line in welts, turns

and McKays, which they have named 'Aunt Mary's Out-

sizes," which is a neat looking, large fitter for fat ankles.

PATENT VAMP AND FOXING, GREY CLOTH CORKSCREW
TOP, SPOOL HEEL. BY JOHN MCPHERSON CO.

All the vamps on their fall samples are shorter than last

season and while they feature the military bal, they think

that the neat and dressy button shoe will always be a

favorite.

Williams Shoe, Limited, of Brampton, have just com-

pleted a neat line of samples for fall, which, for appearance,

durability and comfort, they believe surpass anything here-

tofore put on the market. The range embraces something

over 250 lines, and the firm are giving special prominence
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to boys' and youths' footwear on new and stylish nature

lasts. They are also showing a complete range of men's

in sporting and high grade staples, and have not overlooked

their waterproof and general service lines, in their regular

range. Throughout they have a complete and most modern

selection of lasts. They have recently opened a warehouse

in Regina and stocked it with a comprehensive line of goods

for the West, and expect that a large sorting business will

be done therefrom. They have also established a ware-

house in Truro, N.S. The western branch is under the

management of G. YV. McFarland, who is a thorough shoe-

man and knows the prairie provinces' requirements from

the ground up. The eastern branch at Truro, N.S., is being

looked after by Messrs. Killam & Semple, who are well

known to the lower provinces as wide-awake and up-to-date

shoemen.

Featuring New Side Lace

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, now
have their fall models completed, and their range is replete

with many practical and beautiful suggestions in the com-
ing modes in women's exclusive footwear. Every effort

has been concentrated to repeat for next fall their success

of the past season, in supplying their customers with the

very latest styles in bootwear at the same time as these are

in demand in the large cities. In their new range of offer-

ings, the coming side lace boot is possibly the most dis-

tinctive feature shown, and it is felt that in the better trade,

this is a style which will be warmly welcomed. In many
leathers and colored combinations this shoe is being pro-

duced. Tan boots are looked upon as the leading design for

next season, and many new effects in these are revealed.

Colored leather tops, with piping and panel combinations,

afford numerous novel and handsome creations. The
pointed tip will be seen in the higher grade styles, and is

a pleasing innovation in connection with these presentations.

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co. report that during

the past few months they have had continually to work
their factory on extra time, and yet were forced to dis-

appoint many who called on them to furnish the season's

big sellers. This is a happy condition for a new plant,

under the present general trade conditions, and speaks

volumes for the success of the company's efforts to bring

forth new and better shoes at popular prices.

THE CLOTH TOP SHOE FOR MEN
By C. J. Fitzgerald, of Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London

The cloth top shoe is undoubtedly

the sensation of the hour in shoe cir-

cles. It had its inception in the fer-

tile brain of a genius, who was
seeking to evolve a shoe at a price.

Leather was mounting to higher

flights day by day, and what was
more natural than to turn to cloth in

combination with leather, especially

when a boot for women was desired.

So many and varied styles of boots with cloth tops to match
gowns were on the market, that the vogue of this style of

footwear became pronounced. To-day there is not a fac-

tory in the land making women's shces that the proprietors

are not at their wit's end in an endeavor to meet the demand
for this character of boot. The writer was in a factory

recently when an out-of-town merchant rang up on the

'phone, seeking to reinstate an order for cloth top boots

which had been cancelled six weeks previously. He wanted
something in the way of a fawn and grey cloth top in patents

and gun metals, for Easter. He was calmly told that he

would have to take his turn with others who were in the

same predicament and that May would be as early as he

could be accommodated.

The craze has also extended to men's shoes and no re-

tailer, with any pretentions to carrying a first class stock,

would consider his lines complete without buttons and bals

in varieties of cloth toppings, notably fawn, sand and dread-

naught. How long it will last is a question? So great is

the demand for these shades of fabric at the present that

the mills cannot turn them out fast enough. A great deal

of the material comes from England and the uncertainty of

deliveries, owing to the war, has added to the manufac-

turer's worries. Cloth tops, as a rule, are seen on the feet

of the young men, who are, after all, the mainstay of the

shoe business, especially for those manufacturers who aim

to keep abreast of the times. Some maintain that, like all

other fads, cloth tops will run their brief day, and be for-

gotten until there is a demand for something new in another

clay and generation. For a summer boot they are unmis-

takably cooler than an all leather foot covering, but they

have their drawbacks too as they are easily soiled and, in

the button varieties, there is a tendency to stretch, parti-

cularly when the cloth is of a loose weave. However,

'•sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." They are here

and we must make them.

WOMEN DEMAND COLOR AND FANCY EFFECTS

By Wm. Chamberlain, of Getty & Scott, Gait.

The introduction of fabrics to

such a large extent in women's high

grade footwear is one which the

makers will welcome for many rea-

sons. Speaking, in a factory sense,

there is no loss in materials and bet-

ter and more satisfactory results can

be obtained in the cutting room. In

leathers there is naturally consider-

able waste and lack of uniformity

such as on the neck, "pockets," and other parts. Some por-

tions of the skin being thin and soft and others too heavy,

the manufacturer cannot use these up unless he is turning

out a cheap line of footwear. In a quarter of beef there

are what the meat merchant calls prime cuts and inferior

cuts, and the same terms might be applied to leather when

used for uppers. With fabrics there is uniformity and

evenness throughout and in case the buyer should have too

much of one color or a sudden change in popular demand

should make it necessary to secure some other hue, black is

always a staple. Any colored textures can be dyed dark,

making the risk with the factory of very little moment.

We buy our cloths "in the grease" at the mills and have

them dyed whatever hue we desire. As for economy in

prices over leather there is not any, as the cost of the

better grades of fabrics is from twenty cents per foot up.

The manufacturer of women's high grade foot toggery, I

believe, welcomes colored tops for the reasons that I have

already pointed out—the elimination of waste and loss in

cutting. This season, there have been few changes in lasts,

hut the catchy new models are presented in a large number

of pleasing and pretentious patterns and patterns cost the

manufacturer much less than new lasts.

Who is responsible for the rapid chanpes in women's

footwear? The last makers, the pattern makers and the

manufacturers are all blamed by the retailer for the millin-

ery effects. I believe that it is the women themselves who
demand the alterations and varied colors. There are cus-

tom shoe shops in New York and other large cities which

make up footwear of exclusive design and modes for act-
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resses, and the wealthy ladies seated in the boxes and the

front rows at the principal Broadway theatres admire the

superb foot covering which matches the splendid gowns and
naturally desire something equally as striking and effective,

and they get such shoes too from custom shops. Then Fifth

Avenue and other aristocratic retailers, always on the look-

out to be in the vanguard of fashion, appeal to makers of

widely recognized prestige to copy the effects. Thus we
nave the changing expressions and combinations. The
whims and foibles of women must be gratified and the lead-

ers in styles will always insist upon something novel, unique
and pleasing. Can man circumscribe the infinite variety in

women's millinery—no, and he will never be able to limit

shoe styles as long as the alterations appeal to the artistic

taste and judgment of the fair sex. With the return to the

lace shoe women have seen the many beautiful combinations
and contrasts that can be effected, and her wish is law.

Naturally, there are many smart dressers among the male
persuasion, and the young man will don something to please

the feminine eye. Colored tops and other combinations
have spread to men's shoes although, of course, in less pro-
nounced degree than in women's. As long as the gentle

sex love color, diversity, contrasts and innovations in shades,

patterns and materials, there are likely to be numerous
novelties in milady's footwear.

Making Good in Selling Game
Everett Hanson, who represents the firm of Clark Bros.,

St. Stephen N.B., in the Maritime Provinces, was born in

that thriving town and educated in the high school there.

He spent a number of years in the office of the cotton
mill and in the hardware business, and is now a live ex-

ponent <if the shoe selling game. He is doing an excellent

business for his firm and already has made a large number
of friends in the trade. Mr. Hanson is a man of genial

disposition, obliging manners and optimistic nature. He is

a tireless worker and believes in keeping on the job.

Work of Art in Shoedom
The drawing of the snappy, smart model of side lace

boot, presented by the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Toronto, and shown on page one in this issue, is the work

of the art department of the Shoe and Leaiiikk Jouknai..

This distinctive creation, which is of the most approved con-

ception, is typical of the Blachford range of exclusive and
dignified offerings in ladies' fine footwear.

Death of Popular Shoeman
Wm. E. Sinclair, a prominent shoe retailer of New

Westminster, B.C., passed away, after a short illness, on

March 26th, in the Royal Columbian Hospital, in that city.

He was ill only a couple of weeks. The late Mr. Sinclair

was 38 years of age, and was born in Bridgetown, N.S.,

going to British Columbia in 1895. He first started busi-

ness in Kaslo and afterwards removed to New Westminster,

where he had ever since been engaged in the footwear line.

Beginning in a small shack in that city he gradually built

up such a trade that the Sinclair shoe store is now one of

the finest and most imposing in the west, being 136 feet

dee]) by 16 wide. Mr. Sinclair was widely known and highly

respected. He liked the west and wac never tired of speak-

ing of its advantages and potentialities.

New Position for Mr. Fleetwood
Changes in the staff of the Ames-Holden-McCready

Co., caused by the promotion of W. M. Angus to Montreal,

have proved of interest in St. John, N.B. E. J. Fleetwood

has been made manager for the Maritime Provinces and the

choice is a popular one, not only with the shoe trade gen-

erally throughout Eastern Canada, but with friends outside

the ''pale" as well. For sixteen years he has been in the

employ of the company and his record has been most satis-

factory, so that his promotion to the office he now occupies

is regarded as most deserving as well as complimentary.

Another change of interest is the promotion of Stewart

C. Mitchell to the important office of sales manager for the

Maritime Provinces. The record of Mr. Mitchell with the

company dates almost as far back as that of Mr. Fleetwood

and is equally creditable. He has represented Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, for thirteen years in different parts of

the Atlantic provinces and has taken up his new duties

with a thorough understanding of the requirements and a

training which should stand him in good stead and cause

him to cope with the demands upon him, efficiently and

satisfactorily. The best wishes of numerous friends will

be extended to both officials in their new positions.

Friends in the shoe and leather trade throughout

Eastern Canada will hear with regret of the death of John
Leek, of the traveling staff of H. Horton & Sons, leather

manufacturers, of St. John, N.B. His death followed an

operation for appendicitis.
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Some Lively Comments on Military Boot Situation
What Correspondent and Manufacturers Have tD Say on Several of the "Points " Brought Out at the Investiga-

tion—How Misleading Reports Create Prejudice against Manufacturers—A Few Facts not to be Overlooked

A representative of the Shoe and Leather Journal
ran across a prominent tanner the other day and incidentally

this question came up of the Commission of Inquiry into

the Army Shoe Contracts. The gentleman in question hail

no axe to grind and his attitude was entirely that of one

interested in the general welfare of the shoe and leather

trades.

Said he. "I think the shoe trade of this country is be-

ing made, in the first place, the goat for government officials

who neglected to provide proper samples and specifications

for the shoes required for the Expeditionary Force. There
seems to have been no responsible qualified head to the stores

department, and under the circumstances every factory

seemed to become a law to itself. Inspectors were put on

the work, some of whom didn't seem to know a Goodyear
welt from a McKay, nor side leather from calf. All kinds

of instructions for substitutions were handed out, and no

one appears to know now where they came from. The
Militia Department apparently had no definite idea as to

what was wanted and no one at the commencement to ad-

vise them as to changes made in the character of the shoes.

The evidence, so far, shows this very clearly if it shows
nothing else.

"The result was that there were variations in the ma-
terial, not of a fraudulent nature, for the officials admit

that the changes were made under their eyes and in most
cases with their consent. The substitution of chrome side

leather for calf could not be considered as a fraudulent

matter, as in some cases the side leather might be even bet-

ter than the calf. The general evidence seems to show that

the manufacturers produced a good shoe for the money and
one that would have stood the ordinary wear and tear of

barrack or summer camp life, such as in fact the Canadian
militia had been accustomed to. No one could expect these

shoes to stand the slush and mud of Valcartier or Salisbury

Plains, and the man who did must be a fool. I have seen

a great many of the shoes and both as to material and work-
manship they were good samples of the ordinary shoe for

which Canadian wearers are accustomed.

"The unfortunate part of the affair is that the political

use to which the alleged irregularities have been put in the

investigation, has not only injured the individual manufac-
turers but the entire shoe trade of Canada. It has put

Canadian shoemaking in an unenviable light at home and
abroad. Now, I know all the manufacturers interested in

these army contracts, and with one or two exceptions, they

would scorn to skimp the shoes whether made for the sold-

iers or for ordinary trade, when made as they usually are

on a fixed price. At the time the contracts came in, trade

was exceptionally dull and the price was accepted as about

covering cost and offering only the advantage of keeping

the plants moving. Some of the manufacturers who had to

import certain lines of materials lost quite a lot upon the

filling of their orders, nevertheless made every effort to

make the goods according to requirements."

"I was in Ottawa the other day and naturally dropped
in at one of the sessions of the Commission or Court of

Inquiry. A man gave evidence that the tongue in one of

the shoes shown was sheepskin and said that the heel was
'rotten,' being made of scrap. Another witness was called

who was an expert shoemaker, and he declared, as did others

present, that the tongue was made of calf. He actually took

the heel apart and found it made of solid leather lifts from

top to bottom. That afternoon papers in Ottawa, Toronto,

Montreal and elsewhere, no doubt, came out with black

headlines, 'Sheepskin in Army Shoes,' 'Heels Rotten,'

and not a word of contradictory evidence to show that the

diagnosis of this witness was absolutely incorrect. I am
convinced that men are being induced to give evidence of

this sort, not to ensure good footwear to our soldie~s or

even to discredit our manufacturers, but to serve party or

personal ends ; and I am not a government supporter either.

"Another thing that strikes me as ridiculous about these

army shoe contracts is the insisting of oak tanned sole.

Now I am not in the sole leather business, so that I am
not putting in a spoke for myself; but it does seem to me
that it is time this old English prejudice in favor of oak

sole was dissipated. Every leather man knows that there

is as staunch, good wearing hemlock leather made as any-

thing that can be turned out in oak. It is a question of

method of tannage, and as this country is a hemlock coun-

try I think that hemlock leather should be given at least a

fair chance with other lines.

"I don't think anything will come out of this investiga-

tion, but the fact that the government was not ready for

the military situation, and had to order for immediate de-

livery goods that would have given every satisfaction under

ordinary conditions of wear, and now they are trying to

shoulder the blame on the manufacturers. The Opposition,

for their part, don't seem to care who is hurt so long as

they get at the government. The poor shoeman is between

two evils."

MORE SIDE LIGHTS ON INQUIRY

Many leading tanners, shoe manufacturers, military

officers and privates, have given evidence at Ottawa, before

the parliamentary boot investigating committee during the

past three or four weeks. The kinds of reports that have

been given by the daily newspapers is indicated in a pre-

pared statement presented by George A. Slater, Montreal.

Mr. Slater read the following statement to the com-
mittee: "It is my desire to furnish the committee with any

information in my possession which will enable a proper

decision to be arrived at—the decision which will render

justice to whom justice is due. My long experience in the

trade enables me to state that we can obtain in Canada as

fine a quality of leather as can be obtained in any part of

the world, and further, in Canada we have numerous boot

and shoe factories whose output in workmanship and quality

will be found to be second to none. I believe, however,

that the general excellence of Canada's boot and shoe in-

dustry will suffer great harm by reason of these proceed-

ings and the newspaper reports thereof, which reports, are

perhaps, incomplete in detail and may as a consequence in

this critical time be misconstrued. I ask the committee

specially to probe into the general conditions of Canada's

boot and shoe trade, so that the complete position may be

on record and reported upon to the end, and that the bene-

fit of our established position may not be lost to Canada,

or that the general trade may suffer by reason of one or

two incomplete cases or instances."

S. R. Wickett, leather manufacturer, of Toronto, told

of the samples of army boots recently submitted. He had
been asked by General Sam Hughes on January ioth or

J 2th to advise the department in regard to boots and leather,
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and had assumed these duties on January 13th. He had
heen given a free hand and was not a member of any com-
mittee. Mr. Wickett said he had heard of the boot board

composed of Messrs. .Slater, Donovan and Stephens and had
seen the boot they had recommended. He had himself de-

cided on a Standard screw, chrome retanned cowhide boot

and had ten pairs manufactured by the Ames-Holden
Company. Militia Department officials had tested his boot

in comparison with the board's boot by immersing both in

water. At the end of eighteen hours his boot had been

perfectly dry, while the other boot had been full of water.

Mr. Wickett added that the militia sample boot had been

too light and its last too narrow, while the leather should

have been more heavily waterproofed.

To give the evidence would fill several volumes of the

Shoe and Leather Journal, and the following opinions

are published to show how the press reports have been one-

sided and misleading, while the evidence of Mr. Wickett,

who is chief adviser on boots, shows how he regards a welt

army shoe as compared with a Standard screw.

Here is what "Hide and Leather," the most represen-

tative and foremost journal of its class in America, says

in speaking of Canadian Army Shoe contracts, after in-

vestigating the matter fully :

—

"Things have been stirring during the past few weeks
in Canada, regarding contracts for army shoes. When
specifications were first drawn up they called for Standard

screw make on the shoe orders, but this brought forth a

storm of protest from manufacturers making Goodyear welt

lines and all possible influence was brought to bear at Ot-

tawa to remedy what was considered an injustice to Good-
year welt manufacturers. The result was a delay, and it

is probable that both Standard screw and Goodyear welt

shoes will be accepted, and the order divided. Some manu-
facturers, who made up the first lot of army shoes for the

Canadian army, came in for considerable criticism for

which they were not entirely to blame. They made the

shoes according to specifications and no one anticipated the

severe use to which they would be put. It is not surprising

that the shoes fell down when put to the severe test in the

mud, slush and rain. There was no time to pick and choose
leathers when the first rush order came, otherwise the result

might have been different. As things are now. the greatest

care is being taken in the selection of leathers and in the

specifications for the new orders.

"Information from Canada is that the new Canadian
army boots will be cut from tan chrome side leather heavy
weight, and, when possible, manufacturers can use heavy
tan calf full 6 oz., but it is thought difficult to get a calf-

skin to cut this weight throughout. Several of the shoe

manufacturers in Canada state they will buy side leather,

as it will cut cheaper. There is nothing definite as to

whether they will make them Goodyear or Standard screw.

The protest of the welt manufacturers who have strong

political influence, is now under consideration, and they

state that they expect at least half the order will be made
Goodyear welt, but either way, the upper leather has been

decided upon. In the samples uppers were cut from 6-ounce

tan chrome side leather, hemlock middle and out sole, solid

leather heel, steel slugs sole and heel."

HOW THE PUBLIC IS MISLED
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal :

T have read a number of reports in the daily press in

connection with the parliamentary inquiry regarding army
boots and I am sorry to see such garbled accounts given of

the proceedings. "The most dangerous kind of a lie is a

half truth," and many of these have been published. I

would advise any one who wants to get a full, fair and

unbiased review of the proceedings to send to the Capital

for the pamphlets containing the complete stenographic re-

port.

To give you but one instance. It was stated in large

head lines the other day that "Boots had given out after

five days' wear." The man who made this statement be-

fore the committee, was from Montreal and the announce-

ment was spread broadcast but, on further examination, the

witness admitted that he had got his shoes wet through and

through. When asked what he had done with them he said

quite innocently that he had placed them on a steam pipe

to dry. Questioned how long he had left them there he re-

marked, "Oh, perhaps an hour and a half," and to further

inquiry replied that it might have been longer.

"Do you not think that would ruin the soles of any

shoe?" asked a member. "No," was the response from the

witness, "A steam pipe should not hurt them." "That will

do," answered the committee. A fellow who did not know
anything more about sole leather than this should have been

sent to a place of confinement. No wonder his boots gave

out. They had been scorched and burned brittle by the hot

steam pipe, yet this fact was not reported in a single paper,

so far as I can learn.

The whole investigation, so far as the public have

secured the facts, has been half-sided and rather unfair

to the manufacturers. The daily press seems bound to make
a sensation out of every sitting by giving deceptive accounts,

which have done much to bring the whole industry under

the ban of unfavorable criticism and damage the reputation

of our manufacturers. I could speak much more strongly

on this point but refrain.

It appears that many soldiers used the shoes, which

were never intended for the mud and muck at Salisbury and

Valcartier, in the most wanton fashion and then made com-

plaints to the officers in order to get them to hold a board

of inquiry meeting and have an issue of fresh footwear, as

new boots could not be obtained in any other way. Some
day the whole truth will come out and the manufacturers

will perhaps be given a fair and square deal.

Yours, etc.,

Integrity.

" THE ARMY BOOT DEBACLE "

Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

Writing from Salisbury Plain, a friend of mine re-

cently said, "We are still floundering in the mud." His

words might be aptly applied to the Canadian authorities

on the army boot question. Were it a less serious question,

the whole controversy, to date, would make a fitting sub-

ject for "Punch," or some other humorous paper. In one

way it is making the proverbial mountain out of a mole-hill.

The recently appointed commission, like the debate at

Ottawa, finished at where it commenced, leaving everybody

still guessing. We are beginning to wonder whether the

war will be over before a proper service boot is decided

on. The general indictment of some manufacturers, the

various excuses made by witnesses, and writers on the sub-

ject; obsolete specifications, leather too green (what about

the authorities), thousands of pairs rejected—all go to place

the Canadian shoe industry "on trial." There is little to be

gained by quibbling, or beating about the bush; we have

passed that stage. It is time we took off the gloves and

accepted the challenge. It will benefit the trade eventually,

whichever way the verdict goes. Many interested in the

general question, like myself, were of the opinion that the

defects were due to rush, but since the same complaints

arrive from various boards appointed for inquiry into the
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conditions of the second and third contingents' footwear,

it must be admitted that something is radically wrong. The

common conclusion of the boards was that material and

workmanship were defective, mind you material and work-

manship. Wonder they didn*t mention the eyelets or the laces.

E. M. MacDonald, M.P.. caused a storm at Ottawa when he

quoted that "some of the uppers were little better than

paper." Metaphorically speaking that sounds better, as it

gives a cue to those who need one, to work off. It is, to

my mind, the nearest approach yet to the facts. Perhaps

that is why it caused a storm as described in the daily

papers. If the leather was unsuitable you cannot blame

the manufacturer; you must blame the specifications. If

the goods were not up to specification, you must blame the

inspectors for passing them. If the workmanship was faulty,

you cannot blame the tanner, for it is still up to the

inspectors.

But before we get in a muddle, let us remember that

this comedy goes on while the Imperial authorities sail

along serenely, pinning their faith to the boot described by

a writer in a recent issue of the ''Toronto Sunday World,"

thus—"The British Army Boot has been declared again and

again to be the most perfect and most comfortable boot

ever made." Fancy the boot that has done service in the

glorious annals of British military history not being good

enough for the Canadian troops. Sir Wilfrid Laurier said

recently that he had heard that the Imperial boot had not

been satisfactory to the Canadian troops in South Africa.

The writer had four relatives serving in the Imperial forces

during the Boer War, one of whom fought with the Cana-

dians at Paardeburg, who says that he heard nothing but

praise for the regulation British boot.

Speaking as an old service man myself, serving in

regular cavalry and in infantry as a volunteer, I say most

emphatically that I never once heard a complaint concern-

ing the British army footweat. As a shoeman with eighteen

years' insight, my own humble opinion is this: After ex-

amining scores of the military boots at present in wear,

my experience bears out the decision I came to in a prev-

ious letter to the Shoe and Leather Journal. I have no
admiration for so-called winter calf, or the Goodyear welt

system, so far as an active service boot is concerned. Most
of the boots I have examined, in fact nearly all of them
have been perfectly built but, as the wearers have said,

take water too easily. This significant fact exonerates the

manufacturers. The sole leather coming under my notice

has not always been up to the mark, but if, as stated, it is

the best procurable, then the method of tanning in Canada
and across the border, could, I think, be improved.

Yours, etc.,

Reveille.

PARTY POLITICS TOO MUCH IN GAME
"The gist of this whole government shoe investigation,"

said a prominent light leather tanner, coming in on the

train the other morning, "is that manufacturers were given

orders for shoes made to wear under ordinary conditions

and they were subject to other and much severer use."

It is a pity that party politics have got to a point in this

country where a great industry is pulled to pieces and the

country given a bad name because, it must be admitted,

'some one had blundered!' The men who handed out the

orders and those who did the inspecting were for the most
part incompetent, but their mistakes should not spell dis-

aster to the good name of Canadian shoe makers, and make
Canadians look like crooks. To show how supposed

"experts" act and how they sometimes hold up manufac-
turers, our firm made a certain line for the government
which was returned because of a trivial detail that had no

bearing whatever upon the general quality of the goods.

At the same time the Canadian shipment went forward a

similar one was made to the British government and noth-

ing was heard from that quarter. The trouble here is that

political pull counts rather than knowledge and skill in these

appointments."

Speaking of the leather in the shoes, this manufacturer

continued: "This idea of having nothing but calf in the

shoes is not only stupid but foolish, as far as this country

is concerned. I am a maker of calfskins myself and am in

a way talking against my own interests, but a moment's

reflection will convince any one that enough calfskins of

the right weight and quality could not be had in Canada

in the time required for military purposes. The supply of

skins is limited and the selection necessarily limits still more

the possibilities. Cowhide, properly tanned, should give quite

as good service, besides being both more economical and

being available in much larger quantities. In making up

large quantities of shoes on short notice anyone can see

the importance of readily accessible materials.

"As to tanning, I think there is no question as to the

fact that pure chrome tannage is the only thing that will

stand the stress of modern warfare when wet is the prin-

cipal foe to durability. I have tried all sorts of mixed tan-

nages with chrome as a basis and I am convinced that not

only is the straight chrome process the best, but the allow-

ing even of retannage. as has been suggested, opens the

door for all kinds of faking. Taking a thoroughly tanned

chrome shoe you can soak it in water until it is like pulp

and put it next to the fire and even on a stove, without

spoiling it. Yes, the oil tanned cowhide shoe would be a

good thing for trenches and slush, but they harden and smell

like a glue factory.

"As to the making of the shoe I am not very com-

petent to express an opinion, but I should think that Stand-

ard screw or a combination of that with Goodyear welt,

would be perferable to the heavy hob-nailed and heel-

plated variety given out to the English soldier. You see

the men do not walk on pavements as a rule, but on soft

ground, and there is not much need for flexibility."

Who Said Business Was Dull?

Look at this vast crowd blocking Yonge street, To-

ronto, in an effort to buy shoes at the consignment sale con-

ducted in the old stand of H. & C. Blachford, Limited, who

have removed into a new and larger store. There were

fifty sales people on the floor, two policemen at the door,

thirty constables and three street car inspectors keeping

traffic open on the street.
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Catchy Appeal For Repair Trade
Geo. E. Girling, who conducts a modern shoe repair

shop at 1 1424 Ninety-fifth street, Edmonton, is certainly a

genius in issuing live advertising literature. Recently

lie sent out notices on India tint coated paper, at the head

of which are two catchy illustrations—one showing the old-

fashioned cobbler, with the awl and needle, mending shoes,

and the other the interior of Mr. Gilding's shop, with its

complete, up-to-date equipment. The notice reads as fol-

lows : The season has now arrived when you need a better

understanding, you can get it by sending your repairs to

Geo. E. Girling's modern shop, where good service pre-

dominates. We have been in business just a year, we want

to serve you for another year. If you have any cause for

complaint, tell us your trouble, and let us start the spring

of 1915 with the spirit of co-operation for our mutual bene-

fit. We send for your shoes and deliver them without extra

cost, distance no object, we sew the soles on all shoes that

are welted. Ring up 72217, we do the rest.

Getting Your Ideal in Lasts

It is only proper for every shoe manufacturer to get

the best value out of his expenditure for new styles and it

would seem that the right way of accomplishing this is to

visit an up-to-date last factory which specializes in giving

every maker of footwear exactly what he desires. The
Boston Last Co. have always welcomed shoe manufacturers

at their well-equipped factory in Richmond, Que., where

skilled and experienced model makers are ready to put any

ideas of the visitors into shape. This is the practice which

is followed by the most progressive manufacturers across the

line, and among leading Canadian firms who send

representatives to the Boston Last Co. and have their

ideals on samples worked out to their complete satis-

faction arc the John Ritchie Co., Louis Gauthier Co.,

Clark Bros., Geo. A. Slater, Limited, Slater Shoe Co.,

Aird & Son, Scout Shoe Co., Amherst Boot and Shoe Co..

J. A. & M. Cote Co., while several other leading makers

come occasionally and those further away attend to the mat-

ter by correspondence. The Boston Last Co. present for

their consideration tried and proved methods of successful

competitors, and a touch here and there of an expert model

maker under the experienced direction of the manufacturer

enables him to impart an individuality in his lasts not other-

wise obtainable. This service on the part of the Boston

Last Co. is a distinct advance in progressive manufacturing

and the company invite any manufacturer to try it once, and

if the company do not prove the worth of their service they

will cheerfully pay all expenses. Many representatives who
go to Richmond stay from a week to ten days perfecting

their season's line of lasts and all have come away thor-

oughly satisfied.

Rubber Placing Business is Good
The rubber footwear placing business is going

ahead satisfactorily according to reports received from

the various companies, who state that the book-

ings during March are considerably ahead of last

year. Practically every retailer is giving his order

early and there has been steady selling with no price

cutting so far as can be learned. The past season has been

a comparatively good one for the retail trade in the rubber

shoe line and this contributes to the hopeful feeling pre-

vailing that next season will be equally as good. The only

drawback is that the sudden disappearance of the snow
without flood or freshet in any Ontario town, has caused a

slump in the sale of short rubber boots. The ground has

been only about half covered so far by travelers and it is

expected by the end of the present month which ends the

placing order business, that the records will be ahead of

any previous period. The companies state that early in

May there is likely to be a raise in prices.

Barrie Factory is Very Busy
A recent issue of the Barrie Advance contains an ex-

tended reference to the shoe factory of Underbill's, Limited,

which was established in that town over two years ago.

The factory now occupies 25,000 square feet of floor space in

a large four-storey building on Dunlop street east and re-

ports business to be very satisfactory. At present the firm

are turning out about 500 pairs per day, and when they have

completed their equipment by the addition of several new
machines, they expect to make the daily output over 700.

About 75 hands are employed. Fred. Underbill is at the

head of the company and supervises the factory in Aurora,

Out., but makes frequent trips to Barrie, where the latter

factory is managed by Stanley G. & Ross H. Underhill.

junior members of the firm. Among those occupying respon-

sible position in that plant is Frank W. McKeen, formerly

of Quebec, who has been with the firm for several weeks.

Sure Cure for German Measles

The following cure for German measles is suggested

by the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co. Mix some Wool-
wich powder with tincture of iron and essence of lead and

administer in pills (or shells). Have ready a little British

army (a little goes a very long way), some Brussels sprouts

and French mustard; add a little Canadian cheese and Aus-
tralian lamb and season with best Indian curry. Set it on

a "Kitchener" and keep stirring until quite hot. If this

does not make the patient perspire freely, rub the best Rus-

sian bear's grease on his chest and wrap in Berlin wool. .

P.S.—The patient must on no account have any peas

(peace) until the swelling in his head has quite disappeared.
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Best Method of Shipping Shoes
That shoe manufacturing firms are fully realizing the

day of the wooden case is rapidly passing is evidenced by

the number of large concerns who are making full use of

solid fibre-board and corrugated boxes for shipping footwear

—realizing the economy, convenience, safety and strength

of such containers. This is one of the decided advances of

the times and those firms which have been using either of

these kind of cases for carrying purposes are well satisfied

with them in every respect. Among the prominent manu-
facturers who have adopted such shipping cases are the

Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London; E. T. Wright & Co., St.

Thomas; Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait; Regal Shoe Co.. To-
ronto, and Canada Last Co., Toronto. The Shoe and
Leather Journal has interviewed several of those com-
panies.

"Yes," said Mr. Fitzgerald, of the Cook-Fitzgerald Co..

"we have used fibre boxes for over two years, sending them
as far as Vancouver. They are much lighter of course than

THE PROPER WAY TO SEND FOOTWEAR

wood and there is a considerable saving effected in freight

when shipments are made in this sort of package. Some
manufacturers charge the retailers for cases. We have

never made a practice of this and believe that our trade

appreciates this concession."

Mr. E. E. Donovan, of E. T. Wright & Co., remarked

:

"Our Rockland factory has been using them for four or five

years, and with the exception of a few weeks, when we first

located in St. Thomas, we have been using fibre-board cases

for our shipping purposes. Both our American and Cana-
dian plants have found them to be satisfactory in every way,

and we have had very few complaints from pilfering since

we have had these cases. We find them very much superior

to wooden cases. We have never charged our customers

when using wooden cases, nor do we make any charge

for fibre cases."

"We now use fibre boxes exclusively. We find them
light, durable, convenient and strong. There are many ad-

vantages in their use, both to the manufacturer and the

customer. We never charge for the cases and believe that

we were one of the first firms in Canada to make use of this

class of container. They are puncture and waterproof and

we have never had any complaints," declared Wm. Chamber-
lain, sales manager of Getty & Scott.

The Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, report that they use cor-

rugated cases entirely. They have never had any complaints

of pilfering or made charges against their customers. In

long distance shipments considerable saving is effected in

weight and freight charges. "The cases occupy but little

room and owing to their collapsible nature, are very con-

venient to store," observed C. S. Corson, sales manager of

the company.

Solid fibre cases and corrugated shipping containers are

made in Toronto by the Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. of

Canada, who report that business in this line is developing

fast. The company, which began manufacturing in the

Dominion five years ago, occupying only 10,000 square feet

of space, to-day have an investment in plant and buildings

representing an expenditure of half a million dollars with a

monthly output of sixty carloads of containers. Inquiries

are constantly being received from all over Canada for

sample boxes and the Hinde & Dauch Co. have a special

department to take care of the exacting requirements of the

shoe manufacturing trade.

Leather Firm Adding to Plant
Lethbridge & Grier, contractors, have begun work on

an important addition to the plant of the McQuay Tanning
Company, Limited, Owen Sound, Ont. A new building

sixty-seven feet in length and eighteen feet in width will

be added to the present plant, the height being three storeys,

making it uniform with the present factory building of the

company. The enlargement will be all stone and it is ex-

pected will be completed within a couple of months. The
new extension will be used as a leach house, the old building

for the purpose being converted into an adjunct to the

manufacturing end of the plant proper.

Brave Shoeman Killed in Action
The many friends of H. Clapp, shoe retailer, 2301 Main

street, Vancouver, will sympathize with him in the loss of

his 19-year-old son, A. E. Clapp, who met death calmly

and fearlessly for the honor of his King and in the defence

of his country. He was wounded on February 27th and
died on March 1st, being a member of the First British

Columbia Regiment. A bullet struck Private Clapp in the

stomach while he was digging trenches, and he died in the

hospital three days after, being buried with full military

honors. Private Clapp was born in 1896 in Toronto and
four years ago went to Vancouver with his parents. Pre-

vious to going to the war he assisted his father in the shoe

store in that city and his bright disposition and proverbial

good nature won 'for him a host of friends.

Popular Traveler Makes Change
N. J. Bordeau, for several years

with Jackson & Savage, Limited,

Montreal, has taken a position with

the Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co., of

Gait, and is covering the territory

between Toronto and Windsor. Mr.
Bordeau has been in the shoe busi-

ness for over a quarter of a century

and most of that time has been spent

on the road. Born in Chatham, Ont.,

he entered a retail store in that city in 1890. After a year

and a half of service, he went to St. Thomas, where he

was engaged in another establishment for some six years.

His first position on the road was with the London Shoe

Co., of London, and for five years he looked after northern

Ontario. Later he became identified with the Cook-

Fitzgerald Co. of the same city and for several years super-

vised the ground between Toronto and Quebec city. His

next connection was with Jackson & Savage, and the Miner

Rubber Co., Montreal, whom he represented for a number
of years. "Nap" is well known to the trade, is always genial

and obliging and gets a welcome wherever he goes.
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Big Opportunities for Canadian Shoe Manufacturers
Mr. Tetrault Believes Shoe Producers in Dominion Can Secure Much Civilian Business in England and France

—British Army Boot is Back Number—Good Prices Paid to English Factories

Where will France buy footwear for her civilian popu-
lation ? Soon all stocks existing at the time war commenced
will be worn out and there is no chance of these being re-

plenished through the usual channels, as all French fac-

tories are employed on army orders.

Nap. Tetrault, who has returned from a special trip to

Paris, in the interests of his firm, the Tetrault Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Montreal, believes that Canadian manufac-
turers are face to face with a wonderful opportunity to

extend their export connections, not only with France, but
with Great Britain as well. While abroad he met numerous

N. TETRAULT, MONTREAL

large wholesalers and retailers, and was asked on each oc-

casion why he had not brought with him samples of Cana-
dian shoes for civilian use. He states there is a big market
awaiting cultivation, and while there are obstacles to be

overcome they are not insurmountable. Possibly the great-

est drawback is the necessity for making sales c.i.f. Havre
subject to purchaser's inspection, but this condition may
be changed after a manufacturer has made one or two
shipments and established himself and his shoes with French
buyers. It is reasonable to expect the French merchants
to exercise characteristic caution in promoting relations

with people who are strange to them. They have had un-

fortunate experiences in common with all continental im-

porters. Mr. Tetrault says Canadian lasts and patterns will

find ready sale, so French orders would not necessitate

radical changes in Canadian factories. Many American
factories are doing business there already, but they have
not a strong hold on the trade "by any means, and Canadians
would have the added advantage of a preferential duty

which admits our shoes on payment of 40c. a pair as against

60c. a pair paid on American footwear.

In Great Britain, too, there is big business for those

who seek to supply the demand for civilian shoes, and it

vvotdd be easier to establish relations with importers.

As a direct result of his trip Mr. Tetrault is executing

an order for 25,000 pairs of French army shoes and he
expects more business. Asked as to the accuracy of the

statement that he had been awarded a contract for a mil-

lion pairs, he stated that this had reference to negotiations

still pending, and which he could not discuss at present.

He had some interesting things to say regarding the

army shoe question and his remarks will prove instructive

to most Canadian manufacturers. "It may be information

for you to know that the British army boot we are hearing

so much about these days is a back number with the French

War Office," said Mr. Tetrault, "It has a mighty small repu-

tation in France. Great Britain supplied the French army
with a big lot of British shoes at the outbreak of hostilities,

but the French Government thought too much of their

troops to let them wear them long as they blistered their

feet and generally gave poor satisfaction. Now they will

have none of these shoes. The French requirements are

50,000 pairs a day. The factories, some of them going night

and day, turn out 35,000 pairs daily. The extra 15,000 pairs

a day must be bought outside of France. The United

States supplied one lot of 1,300,000 pairs at a price of

$3.20 in Paris. I do not think they will get more business.

"The Mystic City, a big amusement park near Paris,

has been converted into a series of shoe factories operated

by the Government. Many factories in France are being

paid $1.00 a pair simply to make shoes, all materials being

supplied by the authorities. This does not seem to be an

ideal system in operation, as in several factories I visited

welting, sole leather, or some other article was out of stock

and the red tape which had to be employed to secure more
necessitated irritating delays. When everything went right,

of course, there was good money in this business for the

manufacturers, who can put these shoes together for about

60c.

"There are thirty-three military districts in France, and

in each an "Intendant," (the equivalent to our Quarter-

master), who has power to order up to 25,000 pairs of

shoes, as well as other military requirements. These orders

need not be confirmed by the Paris War Office.

"Standard screw shoes are absolutely taboo with the

French authorities. They are afraid of them, and will have

nothing to do with such shoes at any price. I am expressly

instructed not to even reinforce the shanks of the shoes I

am making. Their experience has been that nails of any

kind came through."

Mr. Tetrault says there is little chance of English army
business coming to Canada as the factories in Great Britain

are quite capable of taking care of all requirements, besides

which it is difficult to get on the patronage list. The price

paid by the Government for army shoes is $4.44. Both
France and England have plenty of leather.

He expressed admiration for the manner in which
French soldiers are fitted with shoes. There are three

widths 2, 3 and 4, corresponding with our d, e and f widths.

In each regiment there is one man especially charged with

this duty. The result is that the soldiers all possess com-
fortable feet. A feature of the French shoe is that it is

unlined. This adds to its comfort, especially in summer,
when many soldiers wear no socks. The French last has

been improved since the war began, so as to give the foot

more toe room.

Mr. Tetrault visited the battlefield of the Marne, ap-

proaching within eleven miles of Soissons, where the can-

nons could be heard. He was impressed with the sight of

such places as Seulis, Barcy and Meaux, the latter being

the nearest point to Paris reached by the German army.
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T. L. Saucier, shoe dealer, Montreal, has assigned.

Mrs. K. H. Phillips, Toronto, is discontinuing her shoe

store.

Fred Salter has opened a shoe repair establishment in

Chevcrie, N. S.

Geo. G. Gales, of Geo. G. Gales & Co., Montreal, was in

Ottawa last week.

The Public Benefit Shoe Store has opened on Queen

street west, Toronto.

W. H. Butler has opened a new shoe repair shop on

King street, North Battleford, Sask.

Freele & Son have opened a fine new shoe store in

Queen's Hotel Block, Strathroy, Ont.

L. A. Mooar, treasurer of the Regal Shoe Co., Boston,

was in Toronto last week on business.

The Rena Shoe Co., Montreal, have recently installed a

new skiving and other machines.

A new shoe store, known as the Quality Shoe Store, has

opened at 92 Queen street west, Toronto. ,

Several new machinery parts have been installed in the

factory of Charbonneau & DeGuise, Montreal.

L. O. Breithaupt, sales manager of the Breithaupt

Leather Co., Berlin, was in Montreal last week.

J. S. Townsend, Hamilton, Ont., was a visitor in Mon-
treal shoe factories during the latter part of March.

William Silver, chief inspector of army shoes under the

Militia Department, Ottawa, paid a visit to Toronto last

week.

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., of Aurora, say they find

the demand for their goods just as large at the present sea-

son as at any other time, due principally to the fact that

thev introduced lasts a few months ago which have been

received very favorably by the wholesale trade. They re-

port business as being very good and the outlook most
promising.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, was recently in New York, Boston and other American
centres.

S. C. Gloud, representing the Leach Shoe Co., Rochester,

N.Y., was in Toronto and other Ontario centres recently on

business.

George Day, manager of the shoe department of Almy's,

Limited, Montreal, was in Toronto last week on a buying

expedition.

Max Teitlebaum, boots and shoes, and men's furnish-

ings, Saskatoon, has removed his stock of clothing to North
Battleford.

Mr. Tully, general superintendent of the Regal shoe

factories, Boston, spent a few days in Toronto last week
on business.

Phil. Pocock, of the London Shoe Company, London,

Ont., was in Montreal and Quebec last week looking over

fall samples.

R. E. Jamieson, general sales manager of the Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, was in Toronto last

week on business.

G. E. Mills, shoe dealer, Norwood, Ont., has decided

to give up business owing to ill health, and is now conduct-

ing a clearing sale.

W. M. Angus, assistant general sales manager of Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, was in Toronto

recently on business.

H. W. Algeo, of the United Shoe Machinery Company
of Canada, Montreal, is spending a few days in Maritime

Province shoe factories.

Eaton's Shoe Market is the name of a new footwear

establishment recently opened at 370 St. Catherine street

west, a few doors east of McGill College avenue, Montreal.

The firm announce as their slogan "Cut prices our chief

S. R. WICKETT, TORONTO, OF THE FIRM OF

WICKETT & CRAIG, LIMITED, LEATHER
MANUFACTURERS, WHO HAS BEEN AT

OTTAWA FOR SOME WEEKS AS CHIEF

ADVISER ON BOOTS FOR THE DEPART-

MENT OF MILITIA.

LT. COL. F. C MCCORDICK, WELL KNOWN
LEATHER MANUFACTURER OF ST.

CATHARINES, ONT., WHO HAS BEEN
APPOINTED TO COMMAND 35TH BATTAL-
ION CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
WHICH IS BEING RECRUITED FROM THE
REGIMENTS IN TORONTO.

HUGH MURRAY, LATE OF CALGARY AND
FORMER ONTARIO SHOE TRAVELER WHO
HAS JUST ENTERED UPON NEW DUTIES

AS MANAGER OF THE BRANCH STORE IN

ST. THOMAS, ONT., OWNED BV JOHNSTON

& MURRAY OF LONDON, ONT.
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attraction," and add that they have immense buying power,

which is done on a casli basis and no lot of shoes is too

large for them to handle.

W. Warwick has opened a new shoe store on Danforth

avenue, near Pape avenue, Toronto, and has put in a nice

clean Jtock of footwear.

G. Dupont, of Dupont & Frere, shoe manufacturers, of

Maisonneuve, Que., was in Toronto last week showing a

fine range of fall samples.

Nap. Tetraulr, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Montreal, who has been on a successful business trip to

France, has returned home.

E. A. Wentzell, who recently opened a first-class shoe

store on St. George street, Annapolis, N.S., reports that he

is doing a splendid business.

W. F. Martin, of the Kingsbury Footwear Company,

Montreal, was in New York and Boston this week in con-

nection with shoe style matters.

The U.S.M. Company are installing a 22-foot model N
Goodyear shoe repair outfit in the Model Shoe Repair Com-
pany, 315 Bleury street, Montreal.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Montreal, have installed a

U.S.M. Louis heel breast trimming machine, as well as sev-

eral other parts, in their factory.

J. A. Adams, of the Murray Shoe Co., Limited, London,

was in Montreal during the last week in March, visiting the

branch of this company located in that city.

The Progressive Shoe Repairing Company, 797 St.

Catherine street west, Montreal, have installed a U.S.M. 16-

foot Model N Goodyear shoe repairing outfit.

Several new machinery parts have been installed in the

factory of the Regina Shoe Company, Montreal, including

the U.S.M. Louis heel breast trimming machine.

The Boston Shoe Repairing Company, 104 Barrington

street, Halifax, have installed a 16-foot model N U.S.M.

Goodyear shoe repair outfit in their establishment.

W. Stock, of Crossfield, Alta., has taken over the busi-

ness of P. W. Wood, at the Hub Shoe Store, Red Deer,

Aha. Mr. Wood has decided to go in for farming.

Neil Chappie, 1188 St. Clair avenue, Toronto, dealer

in shoes and dry goods, has installed an attractive new front

which adds greatly to the appearance of his store.

P. R. Corson, who represents the Regal Shoe Co., of

Toronto, in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces has left on

an extended selling trip to the eastern parts of the Dominion.

E. L'Hereux, U.S.M. Co. agent, recently spent some

time in the factory of the Kimmel Felt Co., Berlin, Ont.,

setting up button-hole making and other machines.

W. A. Donald, manager of A. F. Clapp & Co., sheep-

skin tanners, Boston, spent a few days in Toronto last week

on business with E. R. Lewis, Ontario representative of the

company.

Except for the United States army the standard for

infantry boots for Canadians is the lightest of the nations.

The following comparison of weights, per pair, at the present

time is interesting: Canada, 2 lbs. 8 oz.; England, 3 lbs. 9

FRANK J. BOYDEN,
SUPERINTE N D E N T
OF THE SLATER
SHOE CO., MON-
TREAL, SEATED AT
HIS DESK. AN AP-
PRECIATIVE REFER-
ENCE TO MR. BOY-
DEN APPEARS ON
PAGE 42 IN THIS
ISSUE.

oz. ; U. S. A., 2 lbs. 5 oz. ;
France, 3 lbs. 12 oz.

; Germany,

4 lbs. 1 oz.
;
Austrian, 4 lbs.; Serbian, 2 lbs. 12 oz.

;
Italy, 2

lbs. 15 oz.; Portugal, 2 lbs. 12 oz.
;

Spain, 2 lbs. 9 oz.

;

Sweden, 3 lbs. 15 oz. ; Denmark, 3 lbs. 14 oz.
; Greece, 2 lbs.

10 oz.

W. E. Gerrish, representing P. J. Harney Shoe Co.,

Lynn, Mass., was in Toronto last week showing a fine

range of fall samples, embodying all the latest types and

combinations.

O. A. Gray & Co. have opened a handsome new shoe

store at 294 Danforth avenue, Toronto. The front of the

premises is decidedly attractive, and the stock is a repre-

sentative one.

The King Footwear Co., Limited, recently closed their

store on Commercial Drive, Vancouver, and have opened

up new premises on Hastings street west, in the heart of

the business district.

Mr. Boulette, who has had charge of the fitting room
of the John McPherson Co., Hamilton, has gone to Perth

where he has taken a similar position with the Perth

Shoe Co. in that town.

George Taylor, who represents the Kingsbury Footwear
Company in Ontario, and J. D. Campbell, who covers the

Maritime Provinces for the same firm, are now covering

their respective territories.

G. H. Trott, who has been residing in W'alkerville, has

removed to Bothwell, Ont. Mr. Trott opened the shoe busi-

ness in Leamington which was taken over, and is now con-

ducted by his son, W. J. Trott.

Fire broke out last week in the Thornton Tannery,

Brantford. Considerable damage was done to the building

and to wool stored therein, but the hides were not damaged.

The loss is covered by insurance.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Company, Boston,

spent the latter part of March visiting the Canadian plant

of the company in Richmond, Que. Mr. Emerson and

Charles Campbell, manager of the Richmond branch, were
also in Montreal recently.

W. Geo. Borland, who up to the present has repre-

sented Jackson & Savage, Montreal, in Quebec Province,

has been changed and this season will look after the interests

of the firm in the territory between Montreal and Windsor,

Ont.

T. H. Stewart & Son, who have been in the shoe busi-

ness for the last five years in Owen Sound, have dissolved

partnership, Earl Stewart continuing the business. T. H.
Stewart intends opening up a merchant tailor shop in that

town.

Knechtel & Co., Stratford, have recently purchased the

shoe stock of Major J. D. McCrimmon, of that city, and
also the stock of J. Wright, of Strathroy. They intend to

clear out both stocks and just keep their present store in

the Classic City.

James F. Clark, sales manager of Clark Bros., Limited,

shoe manufacturers, St. Stephen, N.B., was in Montreal.

Toronto, Hamilton and London on business last week. The
company are now showing to the trade a smart, snappy

range of white canvas shoes on up-to-date lasts.

The shoe repairing department of the late firm of

Saunders & Aitchison, Durham, Ont., has been removed to

the rear of J. & J. Hunter's^ store in that town. W. Martin
has been retained as manager and the Messrs. Hunter will

look after this branch in connection with their business.

W. G. Fallen, H. Leckie and Julius Kuechler, selling

representatives for Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, have

left on an extended trip throughout the West. Mr.
Fallen will cover British Columbia, Mr. Leckie the middle

west, and Mr. Kuechler, Manitoba and part of Saskatchewan.
A London paper says: "Philip Pocock, chairman of the
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London, Ont., Public Utilities Commission, will pay tlie wed-

ding fee of all young women members of his church over

twenty-four years of age who get married between now and

the end of the year." Mr. Pocock is also at the head of the

London Shoe Co.

It is expected that J. H. McKechnie will be elected

President of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Mon-
treal, succeeding D. Lome McGibbon, who is retiring. Mr.

McKechnie has been connected with the rubber company

some years as Vice-President. The annual meeting will

be held this week.

Fire visited Westboro, Ont, recently, starting in the

shoe store of R. C. Gamble. It was thought that the blaze

had been extinguished, but later, it broke out again, there

evidently being some smouldering sparks in the cartons.

Mr. Gamble's stock was completely gutted. His insurance

was about $4,000.

The shoe trade is getting to be a big factor in public

affairs in Boston. Elmer J. Bliss, president of the Regal

Shoe Company, is president of the Chamber of Commerce;
George VV. Coleman, of the W. H. McElwain Company, is

president of the board of aldermen; and Henry E. Hagan,

shoe dealer, is one of the nine aldermen.

A shoe blacking factory will probably be located in

Regina in the immediate future, providing the scheme of

prominent Regina business men succeeds. It is proposed

to sell stock, the price per share to be $2.00, no citizen to

be allowed to subscribe for more than one share. Con-

siderable interest is being taken in the proposal.

The February issue of the "Miner Monitor" contains an

appreciative reference to the wholesale shoe house of Coatcs,

llurns & Wanless, London. Out., who have been in business

since 1906. Pictures of Messrs. Coates and Wanless appear,

as well as one of the warehouse. Mr. Burns, the other

partner of the firm, passed away in the fall of 1914.

Private Wm. George Shea, of Toronto, a member of

the Governor-General's Body Guards, who went with his

regiment to England at the outbreak of the war, has been

killed in action. His father and sister, Miss Ethel Shea,

are employed in the cutting and stitching departments re-

spectively, of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto.

The many friends of Fred W. Weston, President of

the Weston Shoe Co.. of Campbellford, Ont.. will sympath-

ize with him in the death of his daughter, Helen Eva, aged

25 years, who passed away this week after three weeks'

illness. His father, mother, four brothers and four sisters,

survive. Two of the brothers are members of the second

Canadian expeditionary force.

Fire broke out at 122 Adelaide street west, Toronto,

in the Toronto office of the United Shoe Machinery Co.

one night recently and considerable damage was the result.

The loss, chiefly due to smoke and water, amounts to about

$2,000. The elevator shaft and part of the floor were de-

stroyed. The blaze will not interfere with the regular

findings and supply work of the office.

After an illness of three weeks, Robert Grosvenor Dack,

manager of the well-known shoe firm of R. Dack & Sons,

King street, Toronto, died on March 28th at the residence

of his father, Robert Dack, Toronto. He was thirty-two

years of age and entered his father's business when a lad

of sixteen. He was not married and is survived by his

parents, two sisters and three brothers.

The members of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
and the employees of the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford,

held the first of a series of entertainments recently. It was
a decided success. The progressive euchre competition was
won by Harry Williams, foreman of the finishing room,

who captured the gentleman's prize, while Miss Lottrige

carried off the lady's premium. Among the guests of the

evening were A. Brandon, managing director of the com-

pany, and E. O'Dell, organizer of the Union.

The Murray Shoe Co., of London, are now manufac-

turing a high grade of women's McKays, having installed

the necessary equipment. The new samples which are be-

ing shown to the trade are built on snappy lasts and evidence

splendid shoe making in every detail. The Murray Shoe

Co. expect that their women's McKay department will soon

become one of the busiest in the factory.

One of the latest predictions is that for July and

August footwear styles for women there will be quite a

demand for chocolate kid pumps, colonials and other low

effects and chocolate bals with military accessories will

also find some favor. Other stylists declare that the black

and white footwear wave which is sweeping over several

American cities, will strike the larger centres in Canada
with equally as great force.

The Royal Shoe Co., Yonge street, Toronto, are now
showing bronze colored kid lace boots and white buckskin

trimmed with patent, and diamond shaped tips. Side lace

boots in all the different leathers and styles are also dis-

played. Other showings are Cossack boots which come
almost to the knee in grey suede, with patent trimmings,

tan calf with black and tan suede trimmings, and gun-

metal, trimmed with patent leather.

The directors of Canada Consolidated Rubber Com-
pany, Montreal, have decided upon a million dollar pre-

ferred stock issue at par. The authorized preferred stock

of the company at the present time is $2,000,000. Of this

$1,980,000 is outstanding. The new issue will include the

$20,000 of the old stock in the treasury, and will therefore

really be for $1,020,000. Besides the outstanding preferred

shares the company has $2,804,120 common and $2,590,000

bonds outstanding.

The Ed. Stark Shoe Co. are now occupying their at-

tractive new home, 566 Granville street, Vancouver, which
premises are artistically decorated and thoroughly remodel-

led. Inviting new fixtures have been installed. There is

a private writing desk and telephone for the use of women
shoppers, and an up-to-date shoe shine stand. The lighting

system is perfect. The show windows are among the most
striking and original in the city, and another outstanding

feature is a handsome electric sign.

Hugh F. Murray has been appointed manager of the

new branch store in St. Thomas, which Johnson & Murray,
of London, recently acquired from J. Houston & Son. Mr.
Murray is well known to the shoe trade and was for a con-

siderable time at the head of Murrays Limited, in Calgary.

1 le is a brother of Ken Murray, who is a widely known
shoe traveler. Mr. and Mrs. Murray will shortly take up
their residence in St. Thomas, and old friends will be
glad to welcome them back to Ontario.

The Browne Stores, Limited, have been incorporated

with a capital stock of $200,000. The head offices of the

company are in Montreal, and they have secured quarters

JOHN J. TILT, OF TORONTO,
A SHOEMAN OF SEVERAL
YEARS' EXPERIENCE WHO
HAS JOINED THE SELLING
STAFF OF THE BRANDON
SHOE CO. OF BRANTFORD,
AND IS NOW COVERING THE
PRAIRIE PROVINCES IN THE
INTEREST OF HIS FIRM.
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at the northeast corner of St. Catherine and Mountain

streets in that city, where they will open an establishment,

selling; goods at 25c, 50c, and $1.00. The president of the

company is Fitz-James E. Browne, of the House of Browne

Limited, and the vice-president is James Robinson, the

widelv known wholesale shoeman, of Montreal.

A Winnipeg correspondent writes: The Messrs. Pocock,

who are at the head of the Winnipeg Shoe Co., and conduct

the business formerly carried on by Tom Stedman, Limited,

are doing a fine trade. Swanson & Pearson, of the Up-

stairs Shoe Store, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Swanson

is continuing the business. Bert Hendron has a fine shoe

store on Smith street, next to the Olympia Cafe. His

specialty in men's shoes is "Just Wright." Mr. Hendron

is doing well.

R. T. Tretheway, of London, Ont., who is a widely -

known shoe traveler and was formerly in the wholesale shoe

line in that city, has taken a position with the Blacliford

Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, and will cover Western

Ontario. Geo. Grills, who did a successful business last year

for the firm in Eastern Ontario is again looking after this

ground. Fred. P. Beemer, who will sell the Blachford shoes

in the West along with his other lines, leaves for the

Prairie Provinces next week on an extended business trip.

Commencing this season, it is the intention of the Miner

Rubber Co. to fill placing business (that is business booked

in March and April for fall shipments), from Granby in-

stead of from their warehouses at London, Quebec, Ottawa,

Montreal and Toronto. Their reason for doing this is, that

it will allow them to give their customers much better ser-

vice, etc. This necessitates an additional storey to one of

the buildings at the factory in Granby, and means a per-

manent increase to the staff there of ten to twelve hands.

There was an interesting and instructive exhibit at the

rooms of the Toronto Ad Club, 108 Yonge street, Toronto,

a few days ago, of attractive posters and other publicity

literature, which was the clever work of R. W. Ashcroft,

publicity manager of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., of Montreal. The display proved to be a source of

delight and profit to the members of the club, revealing many
new features and striking characteristics in various lines

of advertising in connection with the Dominion Rubber

System.

W. J. Thurston, of Guelph, Ont., held a formal opening

of his new shoe store at 45 Downey street, Stratford, on

Thursday, March 25th, from 3 o'clock in the afternoon until

7.30. There was a large attendance, and the handsome

mahogany interior of the store was greatly admired. No
goods were sold, but all the new spring styles were on dis-

play. An orchestra furnished lively music, and all lady

visitors were presented with roses. The novel inauguration

was a great success and the succeeding day the store began

regular business.

The Retail Merchants' Association who now have their

headquarters at 21 Richmond street west, Toronto, intend

moving into their new location at the corner of College and

Yonge, on the top floor of the Bank of Commerce building.

It is expected that the transfer will take place about May
ist. The company had intended taking two flats in the

former Y.M.C.A. building at the corner of McGill and Yonge
streets, but arrangements could not be completed satisfac-

torily, hence the quarters at the corner of College and

Yonge streets, Toronto.

The annual meeting of the Boot and Shoemakers' local

was held recently in Hamilton. The following officers were

elected for the coming term : President, James H. Fell

;

vice-president and collector, F. Garson
;
treasurer, R. Law-

son; financial secretary, A. Johnson: recording secretary,

J. Gillam; delegates to the trades and labor council, A. John-

son, R. Lawson and J. Gillam; delegates to the Union Label

League, A. Johnson, A. E. Spriggs and F. Garson. After

the new officers had been installed by Bro. A. E. Spriggs,

refreshments were served.

Fred R. Foley, shoe retailer of Bowmanville, Ont., who
has been fourteen years in business in that town, marked

the occasion by holding his annual clearing up sale for one

week. Mr. Foley, who is a member of the town council, is

showing his interest in the boys and girls of Bowmanville

by offering valuable prizes to encourage them to build bird

houses that will be ornamental and thus protect native birds.

Mr. Foley is the chairman of the civic improvement com-

mittee, and the first prize is a pair of leather shoes, and the

second a pair of tennis shoes.

George McLean has been added to the traveling staff

of Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, and is now covering part

of the ground formerly looked after by S. J. Anderson, in

Ontario, which includes the Goderich, Kincardine, South-

ampton and Wiarton branches, making a specialty of the

stock lines which are ready for instant delivery. Mr. Mc-
Lean has been about fifteen years in the retail shoe busi-

ness and during the past few weeks has been at the factory

receiving a factory training. He comes from Ridgetown,

Ont., and is meeting with good success on the road.

An auction sale of the effects of the McDermott Shoe

Co., 699 Letourneau avenue, Maissoneuve, took place on

March 28th, Marcotte Bros, being auctioneers. Leather,

shoes and material were valued at $5,4/4, machines at $2,913.

machinery, fittings and fixtures $5,341. Alex. Burnett was
the liquidator and reports that everything except the leather

was sold by auction in small quantities at about thirty-five

cents on the dollar. The purchaser of the leather was Mr.

Davidson, who acquired the stock at this valuation. It is

understood that the building lately occupied by the McDer-
mott Shoe Co. will be rented, but not for shoe manufacturing

purposes.

Something entirely new in the way of entrance arrange-

ments is seen in the branch store of Waterbury & Rising.

Limited, in Union street, St. John, N.B. It is the first of

its kind in that city, if not in Eastern Canada. The en-

trance gives facilities for three distinctive window displays

with two doors, a wide open entrance nicely tiled and with

an attractively stained ceiling effect. The lighting effects

are elaborate. The windows on the corners OF^'iides of the

entrance are arranged at an angle and afforA .pnsiderable

room for display purposes, while in the centrl\*tween the

two door is a deep, wide window for special displays in the

way of "feature lines." The arrangement has attracted

favorable comment.

John Hallam, Limited, Toronto, in their last weekly

hide report, say: The market on beefhides had been pushed

up, until the prices paid were nearly double those of a few

years ago, and higher than have been paid for similar stock

for a generation, but the demand for leather fell off, large

quantities of South American and foreign hides were
dumped on the American market causing a decided slump

in prices, leaving the hide market in a very unsettled con-

dition. At the present time the views of tanners and deal-

ers are from 1 to 2 cents per pound apart, and a still fur-

ther decline in the near future would not be surprising.

City butcher hides, flat, 15c. per lb.: country hides, flat,

cured, 14c. to 15c. per lb.: part cured, 13c. to 14c. per lb.:

green, 12c. to 13c. Calfskins—Everything that has been
said about beefhides applies with equal force to calfskins,

the market on this article is weak, and stocks are accumu-
lating. City skins green, flat, 16c. ; country, cured, 16c. to

17c. each; part cured, 15c, according to condition and take

off. Deacons or Bob Calf, 50c. to $1.00.
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NEW SHOE COMPANY ORGANIZED
Federated Shoe Service Co., with headquarters in Que-

bec, and a capital stock of $50,000, has been incorporated.

The powers of the company are very widtf and under their

charter, they can manufacture, purchase and sell all kinds,

of footwear, and manufacture, tan, sell and deal in leather

and hides of all kinds, as well as purchase, sell and deal in

lasts, shoe counters, cartons, cases, dressings, etc.

DEATH OF LACE MANUFACTURER
H. B. McCarthy, formerly of Port Hope, who was a

well-known manufacturer of leather laces and did a large

business with the shoe findings trade in the country died in

Toronto on March 19th. Mr. McCarthy formerly owned
a shoe store before embarking in the manufacturing line.

He was a gentleman of sterling integrity and highly esteemed.

G. W. Allan, shoe retailer, of Carleton Place, was in To-
ronto last month attending the funeral of his brother-in-law.

H. B. McCarthy. Deceased, who leaves a widow and one
son. was also a former resident of Carleton Place, having
conducted a shoe business there, and was succeeded by his

brother-in-law, C. C. Allan, who is now located in the foot-

wear line at 1422 Queen street west. Toronto.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

SHOE FACTORY making McKays and Standard Screw
Shoes for sale, in shoe town in Canada. Partv with
experience and $5,000.00 cash may secure this factorv
on easy terms. A loan of $15,000.00 has been passed
to the company at present holding factorv. Reply in

confidence with reference to Box A 202. Shoe and
Leather Journal.

READS THE BOOK THOROUGHLY,
I consider your paper too valuable to be merely

glanced at and laid aside. I read it thoroughly from
cover to cover, and enjoy every page.

GEORGE A. MELONEY.
North Sydney, N.S.

A WELCOME VISITOR
I would like to say that the "Shoe and Leather

Journal" to my mind is one of the very best of its

kind, and I certainly look forward to tts coming
twice every month. ' HARLEY HENRY.

Saskatoon, Sask.

HOW THE JOURNAL IS READ.
Enclosed find two dollars in payment of two

years' subscription to the Shoe and Leather
Journal. / have alzvays read your paper as faith-

fully as my late husband did, and find the Journal

very interesting.

Elora, Out. MARY E. McCULLY.

INSPIRATION TO THE TRADE
Enclosed please find $1.00 in payment for my

Shoe and Leather Journal for 1915. / admire

the Journal, as it is an inspiration to the trade, and

I cannot see how any shoeman can successfully get

along without it. Wishing you the compliments of

the Easter season.

Hcnsall, Out. R. J. DRYSDALE.

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW " MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

Hiitlne At Pav0n FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
L/UCIOS ©L 1 dydll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

Tannersof Chrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

W. H. Staynes & Smith.^cVoa^-^
CASH ADVANCED » • p"" _ ' and at Kettering, Northampton

ON CONSIGNMENTS. IvClCcSlcr, J^Ilg. Frankfort-on-Maine.
Cable "HIDES," Leicester.
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The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <&

is Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

Both Style and Comfort

in Oberholtzer Shoes

In all our lasts we
arm to strike the
"happy medium"
between the shoe
in which comfort
is sacrificed to style

and the shoe which,
though comfortable
is clumsy.

Oberholtzer shoes are both comfortable and
smart. They win on appearance and they win
on wear.
Stock the Oberholtzer Shoes and give the men
the kind of shoes they want—good-looking, good-
wearing and thoroughly Comfortable.

G. V. Oberholtzer Co.
Limited

Berlin Ontario

if
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

i No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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BUILT FOR GOOD SERVICE
In every detail of material and workmanship the "EVERY-
DAY" Shoe is as nearly perfect as it can be. Its reputation

has been acquired and is being maintained.

The "EVERYDAY" Shoe
never fails to give the wearer complete and enduring satis-

faction. Dealers who sell this line will never hear any

complaints about it, because every pair is minutely

examined before shipment and no shoe bearing the

" EVERYDAY " label is allowed to leave our warehouse

that is defective in any particular.

FALL RANGE NOW BEING SHOWN

T. Sisman Shoe Company, Limited
AURORA ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

SOLID LEATHER SHOES
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Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories using:

Ullathornes

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread
Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E 3778

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal

Turn Into Money
Your slow and doubtful book accounts. Hand
them to the Collection Department of The
Mercantile Agency.

R. G. DUN & CO., 70 Bay Street

The Collection Service, which has been proved
most satisfactory by all users of it, is

OPEN TO REFERENCE BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
Subscription and Collection Rates on Application

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
T OES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterOrder
This

For your
next run

.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada
"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS

ITHE

QUEBEC

i

LIMITED

Oslvav/a, Ontario

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm
Leather of all kinds in

Olvrouv.! and Co ml) inn-

r.ioa Tanna;^,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

\
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Ettablished Over Half a Century

OAK

Trent Valley Oak

Sole Leather

is very popular with manufacturers

of the best

Goodyear Welts - Turns - Fine McKays
Because it

1 'tests up"

A Pure, Non-Acid, Packer Hide, Flexible Leather,

in bends, backs or sides. Works and wears well.

Scoured Oak Bellies in this tannage make the finest

Goodyear Insoles, Counters and Box Toes.

"Trent Valley" is in Oak what " Penetang " and
"Eagle" are in Hemlock—RELIABLE.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
Head Office - Berlin, Ont.

Have you received your copy yet?-

Just off the Press

Our "Am-bri-can" Catalog

of Men's Shoes.

This is a neatly compiled booklet

with Price List insert. There are

IS illustrations of AM-BRI-CAN
SHOES and a series of 10 News-
paper Ads., being talks by "The Little

Shoemaker" on this high-class foot-

wear, with mortised space for deal-

er's name. There will be no difficulty

in selecting a line of Fall Footwear

from this catalog. Both styles and

prices must appeal strongly to the

discriminating dealer.

Just off the Press

Our "Cameo" Catalog of

Women's Shoes.

A beautifully gotten up booklet

with Price List insert. There are

10 illustrations of CAMEO SHOES
FOR LADIES, embracing the latest

and most fascinating styles in fem-

inine footwear. There are also 10

Cameo Shoe Ads. in "human inter-

est" vein and exceptionally artistic

setting. These ads. are mortised to

receive dealer's name and will be a

credit to any store, just as the shoes

are a credit to the shoemaking craft.

Just off the Press

Our "Ready-to-Ship" Cat-
alog of Men's Shoes.

Fifteen men's shoes are illustrated

here in an attractive folder.

Ready-to-Ship Selection No. I is an
assortment of 72 pairs of shoes
costing $233.25

Ready-to-Ship Selection No. 2 is an
assortment of 144 pairs of shoes
costing $467.10

Ready-to-Ship Selection No. 3 is an
assortment of 225 pairs of shoes
costing $732.00
The idea is : No waiting, no dis-

appointments. Cost, selling price and
profit (with competition prizes free)

clearly shown.

Now, if you haven't received your copies of these catalogs—iust drop us a line

and we will see that you are supplied. Our six travelers are now on the road

—possibly you would like to make certain that they display their lines to you.

We are " covering " Canada thoroughly—but no matter where you are situated

we would like to hear from you.

American-British-Canadian-Distributers«
310 YONGE ST., TORONTO, CAN.
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"KHAKI"
Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the ' desirable qualities which have made
P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PF1STER & VOOEL CO.
85 = 87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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If your Rubber Order for your Fall Requirements has not

yet been placed, do not fail to see a "Life-Buoy" man and

get the benefit of present prices

"LIFE-BUOY"
TENNIS AND OUTING SHOES

Our New Tennis Card Ask for it

"Life-Buoys" are again

to the front for 1915

with their excellent fit-

ting shapes, careful

workmanship and su-

perior quality of all

materials used in their

make-up.

Order in advance of

requirements to be

assured of delivery

when wanted.

Better order NOW.

SUPERIOR QUAIITY POOTWEAR

LIFE-BUOYBRAMD
OUTING SHOES

The shoe thats different

SOLD EVERYWHERE
ASK YOUR DEALER

.The Kaufman Rubber C° Lirrii:a1

BERLIN. CANADA:

The Kaufman Rubber Co. Limited on™,
1

The production in

this department has
doubled within a few
months' time. Extra
attention is being daily

given our Outing Shoe
lines in order to keep
pace with the increas-

ing popularity of this

style of shoe.

Owing to the increas-

ing high cost of
leather footwear,
your sales in canvas
Outing Shoes will be
larger than ever. Do
not fail to make pre-
paration therefor.

LIN
o

TORONTO
76 York Street

LONDON
342A Richmond Street

OTTAWA
281 Wellington Street East

FULL ASSORTED STOCKS OF ENTIRELY NEW GOODS CARRIED AT ABOVE BRANCHES
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INDEX
PAGE I'AGE

A. B. C. Distributers 63

Ahrens, Chas. A 61

Ames-Holden-McCrcady Limited ... 10

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co I. F. C

B

Beal, The R. M. Leather Co., Limited 60

Bell, J. &T., Limited 7

Blachford Shoe Co 1

Blouin, F 62

Brandon Shoe Co. Limited 5

Boston Last Co 11

Breithaupt Leather Co 63

C

Canadian Arrowsmith Co 24

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. . . 28

Clarke & Clarke 60

Cook-Fitzgerald Co. Ltd 19

Cote, J. A. & M 24

C. N. W. Shoe Co 10

D
Davis Leather Co 23

Dominion Die Co 62

Duclos & Payan 59

Dun, R. G 62

E

Eagle Shoe Co. Ltd 6

G
Getty & Scott, Limited 20 and 21

Guay, Eugene 66

H
Hartt Boot & Shoe Co 17

Hinde & Dauch 22

I

Independent Box Toe Co 62

Independent Rubber Co 12

K
Kaufman Rubber Co. Limited 65

Kingsbury Footwear Co. Ltd 8 and 9

L

La Duchesse Shoe 66

' M
Marden, Orth & Hastings 60

Mayer, Th 62

Miner Rubber Co 4

Montreal Box Toe Co 66

Murray Shoe Co 3

N
Nugget Polish Co 14

O
Oberholtzer Co. Limited, G. V 60

P

Palmer, John Co., Ltd 23

Pfister & Vogel 64

R
Regal Shoe Co., Ltd 26

Robinson, James 27

Robson Leather Co 62

S

Sisman, T., Shoe Co 61

Staynes, W. H. & Smith 59

Star Shoe Co 15

Smardon & Co O.B.C.

T
Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co 13

U
Ullathorne & Co 62

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Can-

ada I.B.C. and 18

W
Weston Shoe Co 25

Wood-Milne Co., Limited 64

Y
Young, Richard, & Co 59

McKAY
S EW INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CH 1LDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right pricefor the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
BKGISTEBKD

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Orothe St., MONTREAL

Cheaper Satisfaction

ALL' LEATHER
Wood &V Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg

Toronto, Ont.

OUR customer's customer
pay less for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Samples
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We alio make Union.

Standard nod Leather

Board Counters

1G3M Church St.
M5484.

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

YOUR CLERKS
Have them read the

Shoe and Leather Jour-

nal regularly. They
will benefit by doing so.



NO DIAMONDS-TRADE MARK
No Fast Color

Get this fact firmly fixed in your mind. It may
be the means of saving you considerable annoy-
ance and inconvenience; for, if you will insist that

the diamond trade mark shall appear on the surface

of the eyelets in the shoes you order, you will be

entirely free from any complaints regarding

"Brassy" eyelets. Fast Color Eyelets are the only

kind that cannot wear "Brassy." They enhance
the good appearance of shoes more than any other

accessory used in their manufacture; and, made as

they are, with celluloid tops of solid color, they

do not grow old but retain their bright, new appear-

ance long after the shoes are worn out.

The diamond trademark is a sure cure for all

eyelet troubles. Only the genuine Fast Color Eye-
lets have it.

United Shoe Machinery Company
of Canada

MONTREAL, QUE.

12: delaide St. W., Toronto 492 St. Valier St., Quebec
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The shoe pictured is made with a

vamp and foxing of any leather and a

topping of Suede Calfskin or Cloth, in

Putty, Sand, Canary, Greys, Fawn,

Nigger Brown or Black.

Sizes 2 to 7. A to E.
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Established 1888 April 15, 1915

The new Russian Cossack
boot for women, ten inch
leg, fancy patent leather
vamp and foxing, grey suede
top, with patent cuff and
insertions of grey suede, kid
lined, leather Louis heel.
This hoot, which is very
light, was modeled after or-
iginal Royal Russian Court
footwear, and is in keeping
with the short skirts and
military style tendencies
now prevailing. The boot
has appeared in Toronto,
Montreal, New York and
other large cities, and comes
in various effective combina-
tions of leather.

ML
TOMMTO

IfflfEP

OMTMEM,
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"I Sell Regal Shoes"
Sells Shoes For You

The mere announcement that you are the

Authorized Agent for Regal Shoes focuses

all eyes upon your store as the Premier Shoe

Store.

The reputation that it would take you years

to gain by planning and plodding you gain

the moment you put Regal Shoes in your

window and Regal Fame behind you.

Regal Shoes are Made in Canada. We con-

fine them to One Authorized Dealer in a town.

If you are the man, write for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always In Stock. Shipment goes out

the day your order comes in. Simply address

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.
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'
4

Ritchie Service
' 9

DAY
SERVICE

The Best Service

consistent with Good Shoemaking

^JOHN RITCHIE CO.
Q UEBEC

Goodyear Welts Exclusively
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Shoes That Assure Foot Comfort

Are the kind to sell. And you can get shoes

that are not only more comfortable than any
but more stylish than most.

and
PAT. N.° (19403

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

The Doctor's Shoe is a stylish, sensible

shoe that can be worn with complete

comfort in any kind of weather. Its

anti-septic lining and middle sole of

thermal asbestos keep the foot at its

natural temperature and do not hold

the odors of perspiration. It is also

perfectly waterproof.

The Professor Shoe is made over sen-

sible lasts and has plenty of toe room,

and, being made of soft, pliable kid,

it yields readily to every movement of

the foot. Its inner sole is medicated

and cushionetted, making walking

easy and pleasant and preventing all

manner of foot troubles.

MADE
IN

CANADA

ASK YOUR JOBBER'S SALESMAN TO SHOW YOU
FALL SAMPLES OF THESE FAMOUS SHOES

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co.
LIMITED

Three Rivers, P.Q.
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SOME FEATURES OF OUR 1915
FALL RANGE

Along with the many new lasts and patterns which we have added to our

lines, we have greatly increased our range of skating and hockey boots.

We have also installed a viscolized sole line made by the latest and most

improved methods.

There are many other features in our 1915 Fall samples which are

going to make the AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY shoes more
popular than ever.

OUR TRAVELLER WILL CALL ON YOU AT AN EARLY
DATE. DON'T PLACE YOUR ORDER TILL YOU HAVE
SEEN OUR FALL SAMPLES.

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT
A moment's consideration will convince you of the service this department

can render by keeping your stock down to a minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can depend absolutely

upon the prompt attention and courteous consideration our IN-STOCK
department can give as well as the satisfaction which is guaranteed.

DROP US A LINE TO-DAY TELLING US OF YOUR NEEDS

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames-Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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RESOLVE
Throughout The Coming Year

When Ordering Shoes

To Specify

DIAMOND BRAND

Fast Color Eyelets
The Small But Sure Mark of Quality Which

Appears on the Surface of all Genuine

Diamond Brand Fast Color Eyelets

Dispels All Doubt. . The Kind

That Time Does Not

Change.

LOOK FOR THE DIAMOND

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada
MONTREAL, Que.

122 Adelaide St. West, Toronto 492 St. Valier St., Quebec
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PROMENADE" MODEL

Fashion's fancies, tempered by our

experience, are reflected in the shoes

now being shown by our salesmen.

BELL footwear comprises a range

well calculated to interest those shoe-

men who are intent on buying sane,

saleable models for next fall.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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M

The Popular Call is for MINER
RUBBERS—Are You Prepared?

From the Atlantic to the Pacific,

MINER rubbers have achieved a popu-

larity won on merit alone. The con-

sumer has found that he receives more

for his money when he buys " MINER "

or "SHEFFORD" brands, and makes

it a point to ask for these lines

—

and

insists on getting them.

Remember, you don't have to argue

or coerce in order to sell these brands.

There is already a strong call for them,

and they are gaining in popularity every

day.

Therefore, we ask you — are you

prepared to meet the demands of your

customers ? Are you fortified with a

full range of MINER lines ?

IF YOU HAVE NOT PLACED YOUR OR-
DER YET, WAIT FOR THE MINER MAN.
HE HAS MANY FEATURES TO SHOW
YOU IN OUR NEW LINES.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
GRANBY MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC OTTAWA

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto,

Coates, Burns Si Wanless
Dowling Sf Creelman
R. B. Griffith & Co.

J. M. Humphrey &; Co. -

J. M. Humphrey & Co. -

Jackson- Ss Savage, Limited

----- London,----- Brandon,----- Hamilton,
- St. John,----- Sydney,

78 St. Peter St., Montreal,

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Western, Limited, 72 Princess St., Winnipeg,

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa,
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec,

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto,

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal,

Ont.
Ont.
Man.
Ont.
N.B.

C.B.

Que.
Man.
Ont.

, Que.
Ont.
Que.

INER
EANS
ERIT MINER

EANS
ERIT
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"
Murray-Made

"

and

"
Derby

"

for the Men, and

"Cleos"
Made in Welts and McKays

for the Women

Never in our history have we produced a

range of fall styles equal to that now being
shown by our salesmen.

This range is replete with the newest ideas

in shoedom, properly adapted to meet the

needs of Canadian trade, and to assure quick

sales at good profits.

You will be consulting your own best inter-

ests by inspecting the MURRAY line

—

the line that makes it most profitable as well

as patriotic to sell "Made-in-Canada" shoes.

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONT.

Montreal Branch
§°le FRANK J. McKENNA agent

Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets

SURE
SELLERS
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Survival Value
What is it ? Survival Value is the lasting prestige added to

all footwear by the affixing of the Union Stamp—it is the

surviving standard because

:

1st It is a guarantee of honest footwear, made under
the best conditions.

2nd It is a pledge of expert workmanship.

3rd It is the pass-word which opens the sales doors to

Union Men everywhere.

4th After the other inducements have all been recited,

the conclusive and finishing argument is the UNION
STAMP.

Every shoe bearing the Union Stamp retains a sales value of

long duration, for no shoe bears the stamp unless it has been pro-

duced under the proper conditions and represents honest value.

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon
the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

—

the only guarantee of Union Footwear.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS
WORKERS UNION

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer

WORKERS UNION

UNIOfWOTAMP

Factory
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Just Wright Shoes

Will stand the closest inspection and they won't

STAY long on your shelves.

They make pleased customers, too ! That's the

beauty of them.

Are you using our In-Stock Service?

Do yourself and your customers a good deed

to-day, write for our In-Stock Catalogue of JUST
WRIGHT Easy Sellers. Ready for Shipment.

E. T. Wright & Co., inc.

ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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Canada's Best
for Little Folks

Black and Chocolate Kid

75c—2—5 $1.00—4—TA

You will have an active and profitable child-

ren's shoe department if you are selling

Classic Shoes, because this well-known line has an estab-

lished reputation. And this reputation gains strength

with every pair that is sold, for the simple reason that they

always give complete satisfaction in appearance, comfort

and wearing qualities.

CLASSIC SHOES
For Children

Have you seen the new Fall range ? If not, you will be well advised to

do so at your earliest opportunity, for a larger range of smart shoe styles

for children has never been produced.

Classic Shoes are

Supplanting

Foreign Footwear

Patent, White, Red, Dull Kid
Black Cloth Tops

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT ONTARIO
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Always First

With the New Ideas
The saying that "You'll see it first in the 'Classic'

Range" is still going around, because we never

cease our vigilant search for saleable novelties. One
of our latest is shown here—a side lace BaL, patent,

Napoleon vamp and foxing, Belgian silk brocade

top, silk braid facing, leather Louis heel.

This is one of the smartest novelties in the trade, as

you will readily agree when you see a sample.

Welts—$3.00, $3.25

CLASSIC SHOES
For Women

Fall range, in its incomparable completeness,

most striking proof of the fact that it is

business to push "Made in Canada" shoes.

All Staple Lines

carried in stock.

Price and quality

on all lines same

as last season.

In Stock—Grey and Fawn Tops
Welts $3.00, McKays $2.50 Growing Girls', Misses', Child's in Stock

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT - ONTARIO
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PACKARD'S
No. 5

WHITE "O"
IN ZINC BOXES

WHITE 0

FOR CLEANING

White . Canvas
Shoes, Belts, Etc.

DOES NOT CONTAIN ACID

Gives a pure white finish, is

easily applied and very

economical in use.

RETAILS AT 10c. PER BOX

We have a full line of can-

vas cleaners in white and

colors, put up in solid or

liquid form.

Drop us a line for our latest price

list.

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL

PACKARD'S "SPECIAL" SHOE POLISHES

I

5

THE

omw Loathe r Co,
LIMITED

Oshav/a, Ontario

TANNICS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm
Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-
tion Tarma^-os,

!

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrigans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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HARTTf
fvSHOES

Men's Mahogany
Russia Circular
Seam Foxed Bal,

with Khaki Cloth

Top.

During the coming season Military Effect

will be demanded in all matters of dress.

The above is one of the many features

of our Line for FALL 1915.

The Hartt Boot & Shoe Co.
'Canada's Best Shoemakers"

FREDERICTON, N.B.

Limited

T

In a cl-ass

i
^
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WHY NOT GIVE YOUR WOMEN
CUSTOMERS WHAT THEY
DEMAND ?

Naturally the retailer who can best satisfy the

wants of his customers is the one who wins out

in the long run. Although the average woman
may not be able to tell you in so many words

just what she desires, she can at once recognize

her ideal in snappy footwear if she is shown it.

Herein, to a very large extent, lies the immense

popularity of our

Kingsbury
AND

America's Beauty

shoes. They are the product of our many years

experience in catering to the women of Canada.

We have studied the tastes of feminine shoe

wearers, and as a result have secured their con-

fidence and patronage, because we are able to

more than satisfy them.

Our Fall 1915 range is the best we have ever

placed in the hands of our travellers who are

now on their way to*you.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET JOINED THE
RANKS OF SATISFIED KINGSBURY RE-
TAILERS DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

MONTREAL
LIMITED
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SHoe MacHinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing;

TRADE MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL-C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eve-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL = = QUE.

Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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Here is a Paying Proposition
IN

MOOSE HEAD BRAND 55

SHOE PACKS, LARRIGANS, SPORTING BOOTS, SUMMER PACKS.

If you have not seen our 1915 samples you will be
surprised at the wide variety, quality, workmanship
and wear we are offering in our Oil Tanned Shoe
Packs, Larrigans, Sporting Boots and Summer Packs.

We assure you of perfect satisfaction.

Ask your jobber to show the " Moose Head Brand "

line and satisfy yourself as to whether our goods are

all we claim them to be.

John Palmer Company Limited
Fredericton, N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned
Waterproof Footwear in Canada.
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Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers Inquiries Solicited.

AIRD & SON MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

Made to IVear WILLIAMS'
SHOESOLID

LEATHER
Every part of every Williams Shoe is made of solid leather. Every
detail of workmanship is honestly performed. Nothing is skimped

or shirked that the most rigid system of inspection can prevent.

The reputation of the Williams Shoe has been made upon its

supreme ability to give long service under hard con-

ditions. You have any number of customers to whom
the durability of a shoe is the factor of greatest

importance and the Williams Shoe will enable you to

give these men perfect satisfaction.

See Our Fall Line

Williams Shoe, Limited
BRAMPTON ONTARIO

Made - In - Canada
" The Shoe that
made Brampton

Famous."
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER
are our lines of

"RED-MAN"
PLAIN EDGE, SOLID HEEL

BOOTS
AND

LUMBERMEN'S

It has been amply demonstrated that the solid-heel, plain-edge construction that we use

on certain classes of heavy rubber footwear enhances their durability as well as ensuring

added comfort to the wearer. As the originators of this style of heel-and-sole construction,

which has been imitated but not equalled by other manufacturers, we unhesitatingly

recommend it to the trade.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR 1915 RANGE.

hOMiNlQ
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Dominion
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The Tide of Business Conditions is Gradually Rising
Better Feeling Prevails All Around—Every Branch of the Trade More Buoyant Buying While of a Careful

Character Shows That Confidence Exists—Process of Reconstruction

Throughout the Commercial World

Now that spring has arrived and the balmy, vernal

clays herald the fact that the winter season is over, the

average business man naturally wonders what the next few

months have in store for him. True, the outlook is not of

the brightest character, with much doubt prevailing as

to the closing date of the war, general retrenchment in

national, civic and personal affairs—the speculation as to

the abundance of the western wheat crop and the uncer-

tainty regarding the extent of building operations. On the

other hand, there is no need of being discouraged or pessi -

mistic.

During the past eight or nine months the mercantile

and manufacturing interests of Canada have stood the

strain remarkably well. Considering that the trade of

many mercantile establishments has been depleted and pro-

fits of the larger concerns diminished from what they were

during the hey-day of prosperity in 1911-12, the result is

most gratifying as showing the strength generally of the

business houses and institutions of Canada. True, payments

are not as prompt or satisfactory as they might be, and

many concerns are asking for extra accommodation in this

regard, still it is universally conceded that affairs touched

bottom some time ago. The trend of events in general and

the feeling existent on all sides is that matters are on the

mend. There is an upward move in nearly every line of

industrial and commercial endeavor—and while it may be

slow, it is daily gathering strength—and there will be a

gradual process of re-construction to the former substantial

order of things.

Should the war terminate suddenly, it is not to be ex-

pected that there will be any instantaneous boom in general

business conditions or a sharp revulsion. Many causes have

contributed to the present quietness, and even if hostilities

had not broken out in Europe, it is doubtful if business and

monetary matters would have been very much better.

It has been demonstrated time and time again, that "hard

times.'' as they
,
are conveniently called, move in cycles of

about six or seven years and last for a greater or lesser

period of time.

Every omen now points unmistakably to the dawn of

better conditions; prosperity is gradually returning; confi-

dence is being re-established; bonds and good industrial

stocks are being acquired quietly, with an assurance that

the investments will yield a good return.

In the shoe and leather business matters have been

rather quiet. Buying for some months has been of a

gradual, conservative character, both on the part of jobbers

and retailers, while factories have also exercised a wary

discretion and made purchases only as required. This has

resulted in a depletion of stocks all around, but travelers,

who are now covering their old territories and are naturally

the harbingers of lively trade conditions, declare that, while

some retailers may be holding aloof, the majority are order-

ing with more confidence and buoyancy than they have for

some time past.

The shoe industry on the whole has stood the strain

well. There have been few failures when the number of

those engaged in the trade is taken into consideration.

True, a few venturesome spirits always seeking to break

into business without capital, judgment, experience, suitable

opening, or reserve force of any kind, have been forced to

the wall, but the great mass of producers and dealers have

come through remarkably.

With "a long pull and a strong pull and a pull alto-

gether"—co-operation between buyer and seller—during the

coining few months business should show substantial in-

creases, until the former order of things is re'-established.

This evolution will not come about in a week or several

weeks, but by patience and persistence, pluck and purpose,

there is no doubt that the trade can, by presenting a cheer-

ful attitude and an optimistic spirit, do much to usher in

bigger, brighter business on a sounder basis and with greater

strength to stand the stress of any competition or reverses

that may be encountered, should the world ever experience

a similar chaotic state of affairs, which, however, it is not

likely to do in the life time of the average reader.

Be cheerful and hopeful and do not lose faith in your

business or yourself. Be alert and energetic and by more
aggressive methods and improved service, demonstrate that

you can surmount any temporary depression.
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How Some Women "Shop" When With a Friend
A Gabby Confab over Aristocracy of a High Arch and a Small Foot—" Sweeney " was Out and the Other

Clerk Simply Could not Understand A Melange in the Matter of Sizes— No Decision Today

Miss Maloney (to Miss O'Brien, who lias come with her

to the shoe store)
—

"Say, Mame, he says Mr. Sweeney's
gone out to luncheon. Ain't it terrible? Now, who do you
suppose I'm going to get to wait on me?

"Yes, of course, I know there's a plenty of other clerks,

but there's so few folks can fit my foot. You see, I got a

real kind of peculiar shaped foot. That is, I don't mean it's

really peculiar shaped; it's just kind of unusual, don't you
know? Such an awful high arch; Ma says that's a sign we
got some aristocratic ancestors. Some of 'em was kings

and things like that in the old country. That's how I come
to have such a high arch. Of course, it makes a person's

foot real swell looking. Every body says what a swell

looking foot I got. But it's kind of hard to fit.

"Well, seeing he ain't here I suppose I'll have to have

somebody else wait on me, but I don't know. Mr. Sweeney,
he's used to my foot.

"Well, yes, now, there was a pair of shoes in the window
that I thought was cute. No, I don't know as I do remember
just the number. I guess it was 230 or 450, or something like

that. Yes, if you'll just bring both of them numbers I guess

I think I'd like to try both of 'em on.

Three and a Half Triple A
"My number's three and a half. Well, I guess I got a

right to know what number shoes I wear. I never wore
fours, let alone four and a halfs, in my life. I don't care

what number they're marked. I always wear three and a

halfs triple A.

"Say, Mame, d'jever see such nerve? Telling me I don't

know what number shoes I wear. I guess I'd ought to know.

Now, if Mr. Sweney was only here. He knows just fine how
to fit me. And he's the cutest thing, Mame. He always

says he never saw such a small foot and such a high arch on

any person in his life.

"Oh, those ain't the ones I saw in the window. The ones

I saw were real kind of swell looking, awful high heels,

don't you know, and tan tops. I'm awful sorry, but really I

couldn't wear them styles at all. They wouldn't fit my foot

no more than nothing. You see, I got such a kind of un-

usual shaped foot. Such a high arch. Ma says it's a sign of

us having real aristocratic ancestors in the old country. Ma
says her ma had a foot kind of like mine, only not so nar-

row i-and high arched. Ma says I got the highest arched,

narrowest foot of anybody in the family.

"Yes, if you would just get them other kind I'd be awful

much obliged.

"Yes, sure, that's the ones. But you've brought four and

a halfs. Seems to me like it's a pity you couldn't remember
I told you L never wore nothing bigger'n a three and a hall

in my life.

They're a Mile Too Big

"No, it ain't worth while for me to try it on. I've tried

four and halfs before and they're a mile too big. I just

couldn't hardly keep 'em on my feet. No, you might just's

well take 'em back. I never wore nothing bigger'n

—

"Well, I'm sorry he had to get so grouchy about it, but

when a person's got such an unusual shaped foot they just

got to be kind of particular about their shoes. You can see

that yourself, can't you, Mame?
"Yes, I guess those will do. You're sure they're three

and a halfs, are you? Well, I guess—those are—about

—

ri-ht.

"There now, what did I tell you? They went on just as
easy. Well, maybe they do seem kind of stiff, but then I

don't think that shoe horn you're using is a real good one.
You sec, my foot's got such a high arch

—

"Too small? Say, you'll make me laugh in a minute.
Why, my foot wabbles round in that shoe. I could get
both my feet in it. It's just that it ain't quite the right shape
makes it seem like maybe — Suppose you get me that other
style. Like the one that lady's trying on. Oh, they ain't got
light tops, have they? Well, I guess I'll try them on, any
way. And be sure you bring me three and a halfs. I simply
can't bear nothing bigger'n

—

"Say, would you mind me just looking at that shoe you
was trying on that lady over there? That one with the real

kind of high heels and light grey tops. Say, those are peachy
looking shoes. And they fit just fine. What number did

you say they was?

High Heel and Light Grey Top
"Fives? Well, for the land's sakes ! Ain't they funny,

Mame? Look how my foot just rattles round in 'em.

"Say, it's a joke, Mame, ain't it? But I like the style of

'em fine. If it wasn't for their being such a pile too big I'd

have a good mind to take 'em. They got fine lines to 'em.

Have you got those in a smaller size ?

"Fours? Well, I might try those on, but I don't believe

I can keep 'em on.

"What do you think of 'em, Mame? Seems to me they

don't look just like them others. Not half as swell. What
do you think? Sure, they're comfortable, but I guess I don't

like 'em so awful well—they don't look like that other pair,

do they, Mame?
"I guess I'll wait till Mr. Sweeney's in some time. He

knows just fine how to fit my foot, and he's just's cute's he
can be, anyway.

"No; I've decided not to get any shoes to-day. Seems
like you don't understand how to fit my foot good. When a

person has such an unusual shaped foot they got to have just

the right kind

—

"Say, did you ever see such a grouch? Maybe if he'd

acted kind of different I might a bought a pair from him."

Will Re-Claim Rubber
The Rubber Regenerating Co. of Canada, Limited,

has been granted a federal charter. The company's head
quarters are in Montreal, and the capital stock is $200,000.

The objects of the new concern are "To regenerate and re-

claim rubber and rubber by-products from any goods or

materials containing rubber by any process or method
whatever and to manufacture, purchase or otherwise acquire,

deal in, sell or otherwise dispose of regenerated or reclaimed

rubber and all products and residuals therefrom, and all

materials and products of any kind resulting from or inci-

dental to the regenerating or reclaiming of rubber or the by-

products thereof, and any goods, wares and merchandise

made in whole or in part of regenerated or reclaimed rubber

or its products; to refine and improve crude rubber by any
process or method whatever and to purchase or otherwise

acquire, deal in, sell or otherwise dispose of crude rubber,

improved or unimproved; to manufacture, purchase, or

otherwise acquire, deal in, sell or otherwise dispose of any
goods, wares and merchandise made of rubber or of which

rubber forms a part."
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Some ChangesMade in Consolidated RubberCompany
Mr. McKechnie Succeeds Mr. McGibbon as President—General Management Will Be in Charge of Mr. Rieder—Mainten-

ance in the Volume of Sales—Directors Look for Another Fairly Prosperous Year—The Financial Statement.

J. H. McKechnie is the new president of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., succeeding D. Lome McGibbon,
who retired after several years' faithful service, at the

annual meeting held in Montreal a few days ago.

Mr. McKechnie's accession to the presidential chair

is a tribute to an esteemed gentleman who has spent almost

all of his business life in developing the rubber industry of

the Dominion. In 1883, he launched the Granby Rubber
Co., Limited, at Granby, Que., which is now one of the

associated companies of the Dominion Rubber system.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager,

will be in active charge of the operations of the company
as heretofore. He states that the plant improvements and
extensions are well under way, and that the company are

experiencing a constantly increasing demand for all classes

of goods which they manufacture.

The capital of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

Limited was recently increased by the issue of $l,()2(),()()l).

additional preferred stock, all of which has been subscribed

for at par. This money is being used to further develop

the company's already large manufacturing facilities, par-

ticularly along lines which will take care of items which have

heretofore been extensively imported, such as waterproof

clothing, hard-rubber goods, druggists' sundries, etc.

W. H. Robinson, of Granby, Que., and J. M. S. Carroll,

of Montreal, were elected directors. The retiring directors

are Messrs. Duncan Coulson. D. Lome McGibbon and

the late Fleetwood H. Ward.
The officers for the coming year are: J. H. McKechnie,

president; T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager;

Walter Binmore, treasurer; W. A. Eden, secretary; R. C. Colt,

assistant secretary; A. Dwyer, assistant treasurer.

A Review of the Year's Record

In his report to the shareholders, the retiring president,

Mr. McGibbon, said:—
The volume of business done in 1914 maintained that

of 1913 when the reduction made in selling prices is consider-

ed. The whole volume of sales was only 7.98% less than

1913, while reductions in prices were made of a larger per-

centage on all rubber goods. This maintenance of volume
was obtained, notwithstanding what was probably the most

discouraging year that Canada has experienced, due to

the great European War, and also the disappointing con-

ditions west of the Great Lakes. In spite of the unfavorable

financial conditions during the entire year we experienced

very little difficulty in making satisfactory collections from

retailers both in the East and the West. Losses by bad
debts were only slightly increased and ample provision

therefor has been made.
The stocks of raw materials as well as manufactured

goods show little change on the whole. There is a con-

EASTER WINDOW THAT BROUGHT IN GOOD BUSINESS
An Easter window that brought very satisfactory

results was installed in the Wilkinson shoe store, Windsor,

Ont., by C. M. Hyde, who is an expert trimmer. The
background was of beaver board, tinted a very soft pink and
blue. The stencil work was white, and the eggs were of

cardboard painted white. A heavy drape of white satin

to represent panels was used. The steps and pillar were

also made of cardboard painted white. The seasonable

display was further enhanced by the blue and pink ribbons

running up to the rabbit. Easter lilies and suitable show

cards were effectively employed. The dark draping in front

was necessary for the lightning effect. The special trim

entailed some expenditure of thought and labor, but any
window dresser with a liking for his work, and with patience,

could reproduce the same, with little cost, the beaver board
being the biggest item. This can be repainted and used

time and time again. It should, however, be painted with

kalsomine, which can be washed off. This special window
helped to create an Easter business ahead of last year, in

spite of the prevailing quiet times.
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siderable reduction of investments in footwear and materials

therefor, but this is offset by increases of automobile tire

stocks and raw materials therefor. Prospects for 1*^15

automobile tire sales are very encouraging.

We wish again to record that the plan of selling direct

to the trade, which was inaugurated in 1911, has continued

to demonstrate that it best serves the manufacturer, retailer,

and consumer.

Your employees each and all have continued to devote

their energies to serve the public to the best advantage,

The Financial Survey

Combined Statement Consolidated and Constituent
Companies, December 31st, 1914

assets
Property and Plants $5,452,122.92
Inventories, manufactured goods and mater-

ials 2,939,429.49
Cash 57,363.21

Accounts receivable 1,110,418.81

Investments, including good will 4,404,904.76

Miscellaneous 163,856.13

$14,128,095.32

Liabilities

Preferred capital stock $1,980,000.00
Common capital stock 2,805,500.00

6% bonds due October 1st, 1946 2,600,000.00

Bills payable 3,914,634.23
Accounts payable 374,279.39
Mortgage on real estate 1,200.00

Reserve for bad debts, depreciation, etc 105,217.71

Surplus 2,347,263.99

$14,128,095.32

Income
Net sales, footwear, tires, mechanical and

miscellaneous $6,245,818.83
Cost of goods sold, selling and general ex-

penses and taxes 5,282,833.95

Operating profit 962,984.88
*Other Income 145,860.34

Gross income 1,108,845.22
Bond interest, cash discounts to customers,

provision for bad debts and interest on
borrowed money 629,663.45

Net income 479,181.77
Expenses previous period not provdied for .... 38,868.52

Surplus for period 440,313.26
Dividends declared and paid, preferred 7% .

Dividends declared and paid, common 3% 222,688.50

Net addition to surplus 217,624.76
Surplus, January 1st, 1914 2,129,639.23

Surplus, December 31st, 1914 $2,347,263.99

""Includes a profit on the sale of land, $78,388.67.

and that has, we believe, in no small degree contributed to

the continued success of your business and the appreciation

by the buying public of the perfect, ready, and cheerful

service rendered.

The plant of your Dominion Tire Co. has been in opera-

tion throughout the year and the product has given service

that the public appreciates and thereby further strengthened

your company's standing with the buying public of Canada.

All your properties have been maintained in first class

operating condition. All expenditures for repairs or re-

placements have been charged to cost of operating.

During the year in review your directors acquired all

the remaining outstanding shares of The Canadian Rubber
Co. of Montreal, Limited, and the fixed assets of that
company are being mortgaged to The Royal Trust Company
as trustees for the bondholders in accordance with Trust
Deed securing your bond issue. Your company is now the
owner of the whole capital stock of each of its constituent

companies.

For 1915 your directors anticipate a continuance of the
confidence which the retail trade has in the past given to

your company. Under existing conditions, no heavy
increase in sales should be looked for but there is reason for

the expectation of another fairly prosperous year.

The Grind of the Editor
The editor, who wields his pen, up in his sanctum or

his den, is working hard, and hoping much that with you all

he'll keep in touch. A sort of clearing house he keeps;

all sorts of facts he has, in heaps, collected over all the earth,

and used according to their worth.

It is his job to take his spade and dig up facts to help

your trade, much special knowledge to collect and make his

columns all reflect the best in every modern plan to keep
your business in the van.

So read the things he has to say, and jog with him along

the way. He has no halo on his head, but oft a moistened
towel, instead. He does not bask in silk attire, nor fiddle

with a costly lyre; his shirtsleeves rolled up to his ears, he
toils away with pen and shears, collecting thoughts he hopes
will aid to make a winner of your trade.

And better service he can do, if he walks hand in hand
with you. Oh, service is his end and aim, to help his readers

play the game!
So read his preachments, and you'll find the reason

for his ceaseless grind. And if you fill his soul with joy

—

pure happiness, without alloy—you'll write to him when
you've found a lot of puzzles floating round. No doubt

you often have on hand a problem you don't understand,

some question or some ugly twist your own experience has

missed. Then write the editor and tell the inside facts

—

'twill please him well, and it will make him blithe and gay

to shoo your worriments away.
That journal feels itself a goose, which isn't of true

worth and use, to every reader on its list ; it's true vocation

it has missed.

So, shoemen, be not afraid to ask the journal of your

trade for any help you're sighing for, 'twill please the cheer-

ful editor.—Walt Mason.

What Canada Spends in Shoes
Canada annually consumes $40,000,000 worth of

boots, shoes and slippers, of which Canadian manufacturers

produce 89 per cent., the remaining 11 per cent, being

importations. According to the last census returns, there

were 180 shoe manufacturing establishments in Canada,

of which 64 were in Ontario and 96 in Quebec. The value

of their output at that time was $33,987,000, the capitaliza-

tion was placed at $23,630,000, while employment was given

to 16,150 people. In the past fiscal year Canada exported

$116,710 worth of boots, shoes and slippers, most of which

went to the United States; but in the same year imported

$4,323,715 worth, of which the United States furnished

$3,632,000, Great Britain $655,000, Germany $20,400, and
France $8,900 worth. There is a duty of 25 per cent, ad
valorem on British shoes, and 37^ per cent, ad valo-

rem on other importations of shoes. These rates include

the increases which went into force a few weeks ago.
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When and Where to Solicit Business for Repair Trade
The Best Time to Canvass for Jobs—When Making First Call be Precise and to the Point—Keep a Record

all Customers—Augmenting Business by 100 Per Cent.—Have Patience and Perseverance

By GEORGE E. GIRLING, Edmonton

of

There are many arguments for and against soliciting for

shoe repairs. Many have tried it, become discouraged and
failed. Why? Lack of system, aggressiveness and patience.

In common with other businesses, the shoe repair

trade is suffering a depression, which can only be overcome
by a super-human effort of aggressiveness; many are sitting

about their shop crying about hard times, while their busi-

ness and financial condition is slowly and surely becoming
embarrassed. If you, my reader, are one of these, you can
alter it to-morrow.

First, it must be borne in mind that you are soliciting

because you want work (not for the pleasure of it) therefore,

having this fact in mind, you must be prepared to work
longer hours. You will find competition, at every other
corner you will find a repair shop, but this must not interfere

with your determination to increase your business. Re-
member it is only by real aggressive and untiring efforts

that success can be obtained. Out of a possible ten repairers

who start to solicit, it is safe to say only two will have the
patience to stay with it. In many instances you may be
turned down very abruptly. This should serve to make you
more energetic. You will be called upon to do all kinds of

jobs that you would probably turn down were they brought
to your shop.

It is not advisable to solicit, say within a four block
circle of your shop. It could be taken for granted the public
know you are there and have sometimes given you a trial.

The idea of soliciting is to get work which you would not
get if you did not go for it, or without injuring your shop
trade. This means extra profit and no extra rent. All you
need is a boy with a wheel for delivering after school hours.

The best system of door to door soliciting depends
largely on the locality. If you are in a thickly populated
area it pays well to cover the same ground once a week,
being in touch with more people, better results can be ob-
tained. On the other hand, if you are in a scattered district,

better results can be obtained by taking a fresh route every
day (Monday to Friday, not Saturday) for about four or
five weeks, then revert back to the starting point again.

Remember in starting out to solicit you are a stranger
to the public and you must get their confidence before they
will entrust you with their shoes. A neat card is necessary
and if you have a cut of yourself, your shop, or even a shoe,
it is a sure winner. Most people would pick up a card from
the floor and retain it if there is a picture on it to attract
attention, otherwise they would throw away an ordinary card.

When making a first call one should be precise and to

the point. People tire of standing at the door and listening

to a long story about hard times, etc., it wastes their time
and your own. Most solicitors would have a way of their

own, but the following is a good method of attack: Good
morning! Have you any shoes that need repairing? Then
pause for a second for an answer. If it should be in the
negative, present your card, saying—would you kindly
accept my card; the telephone service is our chief feature;

you ring us up, we call for and deliver your shoes without
you leaving your door, we do them well, quick and reason-
able. Good morning.

A record of all customers should be kept to help sys-

tematize your rounds occasionally. Take the name, address
and telephone number of your new customer and enter in

your address book. Having the 'phone number in your
address book eliminates losing time through having to refer

to the 'phone book.

Avoid, if possible, promising work the same day as

collected; collect one day, deliver the next.

Many who have started out to solicit get discouraged

because the returns were not quick enough. Rome was not

built in a day, neither is an outdoor connection built up in

a month. Generally the results are about ten jobs to a

hundred calls and average the month around about sixty

cents each. A great deal depends on locality, some districts

yield better than others. One who has practised this system

for many years declares emphatically that every repairer

who works sincerely and aggressively cannot fail to get good
results and says by soliciting about two hours a day for five

days a week, from September to January, he has increased

his repair trade sixty per cent, over and above shop trade.

Now if sixty per cent, can be added during the winter months,

when many people are wearing felt shoes and overshoes,

what should be accomplished during the spring and summer
months? One hundred per cent, at least.

The telephone service is tributary to an outdoor connec-

tion, but to customers living close at hand I regard it more
or less an extravagance for a shoe repair shop. The results

of the telephone service can only be obtained after many
months of strenuous soliciting. The repairer must make
his name a household word, much the same as a butcher or

grocer does. The difference lies where the grocer gets

a call every day the repairer would only get probably one

a month from the same family, thus the necessity for a

constant hammering from door to door until you get thor-

oughly acquainted and the public memorize your name.

Rapid Shoe Repairing
Ladies and Gentlemen :

I have just opened a quick Shoe Re-

pairing Store. First-class workmanship guar-

anteed. Only Oak Tan Leather used. Goods
called for and delivered. Shoes repaired

while you wait.

If you have any old shoes ,send them
along and I will return them like new.

•7)

A trial will convince you.

Price List
MEN'S

Half Sole, sewn 95c.

Halt Sole, nailed 65 and 75c.

Heels, straightened 25 and 30c.

Rubber Heels 50c.

WOMEN'S

Half Sole, sewn 65c.

Half Sole, sewn, heels straight-

ened 85c.

Half Sole, nailed 50c.

Half Sole, nailed, heels straight-

ened 70c.

Heels straightened 20c.

Rubber Heels 50c.

Boys' Half Sole, sewn .... 65 and 75c.

Boys' Half Sole, nailed . . 50 and 60c.

Girls' Half Sole, nailed . . 45- and 50c.

Heels straightened 20c.

Children's Half Spies, nailed 40c.

Patches 10c. up

Rips 5c. up

Shoes Dyed Black 25c.

New buttons 10 and 15c.

New hooks and eyes 25c.

Rubber Boots soled, rubber .... $1.00

Rubber-Boots, soled and

heeled, rubber $1/10

Heel plates 5 and 10c.

B. PAPPANI, Proprietor
Cor. Albert and Front Streets Thorold

HOW A REPAIRER IN THOROLD, ONT., ADVERTISES FOR BUSINESS.
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Half a Century of Continuous Service

A career probably unique in the history of the Canadian
boot and shoe trade was completed when Robert_*Frizzell

THE LATE ROBERT FRIZ7EL, NAPANEE, ONT.

passed away at Napanee on March 27th in his 72nd year.

He had worked continuously at his trade with Messrs.

Wilson & Bro. at Napanee for upwards of 48 years. This

record for long, unbroken service with one firm and in one

employment would be hard to equal. Mr. Frizzell was one

of the links between the age when there were no factory

made shoes and the present day when hand made goods

are little known. The relations between him and his

employers for nearly half a century were pleasant, in fact

affectionate regard between employee and employers was a

feature of the service which was faithfully and loyally

rendered by the late Mr. Frizzell, who was a Methodist,

but did not belong to any fraternal societies. Surviving

him are a widow, several children and grandchildren, who
will miss him. The passing of Mr. Frizzell dissolves one of

the links that .connect the old days of the trade with the

present, which were the subject of an article in the Shoe
and Leather Journal, October 1st, 1912, in which the

career of the historic shoe firm of Messrs. Wilson & Bro., of

Napanee, was reviewed.

Will Congress Shoe be Revived?
The revival of side lace shoes for women brings to mind

the oldtime congress shoes, says Hide and Leather. These
shoes were made in several different styles, some with only

side gores, and others with the tops almost entirely of rubber

goring. Both kinds fitted the ankle snugly, looked very

neat on the foot, were easy to put on and very popular

with both men and women who wanted comfortable as well

as stylish shoes. Congress shoes were made quite dressy, by
having button flies stitched on, and, with either plain black

or fancy buttons, looked very much like regular buttoned

shoes. Others had imitation lace shoe effects. As soon

as shoe manufacturers began to use poor quality of goring,

which failed to fit snugly, did not support the ankle, and
soon showed wear, wrinkled and looked slovenly, congress

shoes lost their popularity. To-day there are manufac-
turers of rubber goring which is guaranteed to wear a certain

1 ength of time, and has the name of the maker and date of

manufacture stamped plainly on it. This should be a pro-

tection to both shoe manufacturers and their customers.
Manufacturers of goring to-day could produce the material

in a variety of colors, same as the prevailing styles in cloth

tops for both men's and women's shoes, and this novelty
might bring the comfortable congress shoes once more into

popular favor.

High Honor for Mr. Kimmel
A. J. Kimmel, of Berlin, who has for some years been

Vice-President and General Manager of the Canadian Con-
solidated Felt Company, has been honored by being elected

to the Presidency in place of D. Lorne McGibbon, who
has retired from the Board. Mr. Kimmel's many friends

will congratulate him on his well deserved promotion, for

he knows the felt manufacturing business thoroughly. He
is a Berlin boy born and bred, and has spent practically all

his life in the production and sale of felt footwear. For
fifteen years he was with the Berlin Felt Boot Co., rising

from shipping clerk to sales manager. In 1900 he organized

the F.lmira Felt Co., of Elmira, and in 1907, together with

D. Lorne McGibbon and T. H. Rieder, purchased the entire

capital stock of the Elmira Felt Co., and the following year

built the Kimmel Felt Co. works in Berlin. The Canadian
Consolidated Felt Co., Limited, was formed in 1909, taking

in the factories of the Elmira Felt Co., Kimmel Felt Co.,

and the Berlin Felt Boot Co. The new President of the

concern is one of the best known and most energetic citi-

zens in Berlin.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Consolidated

Felt Co., held a few days ago in Montreal, the report showed
gross sales in 1914 were $598,642, as compared with $733,000
in 1913, and the profits before bond interest were $43,306.

a falling off of $57,678, or 57.6 per cent.

A. J. KIMMEL, BERLIN, ONT.

Bond interest took $56,810 and a 3^ per cent, dividend

on the preferred shares was paid, making a total deduction

of $74,310 against profits of $43,306. To meet the loss for

the year the company drew on its surplus of $211,364, which

now stands at $180,360. This represents a net loss of

$31,004 on the year's operations, but it is confidently ex-

pected that during the present year better results will be

shown.
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Interesting Curio in Shoe Window
There was on exhibition in the show window of E. J.

Kelly"s shoe store, Brockville, Ont., a coap stick which was

presented by the Little Poplin Band of Indians to Thomas
Doddridge when the latter was assisting in the erection of

the post office at Victoria, B.C. The stick which is about

one yard long is shaped like an axe handle. Protruding

from the side of the stick about five inches from one end

are four long spikes which have been glued solidly into the

wood. At the end of the stick is a feather and several small

bunches of horse hair. It was used by the Indians in the

rebellion of 1882 as a weapon of warfare. The feather

signifies that one person had been killed by a blow from the

stick, and each bunch of hair represents a horse killed by

blows from it.

McCready, Ltd., has been identified with the warehousejat

St. John, for about 16 years, and for the last 13 years he has

represented the firm on the road in different parts of the

Atlantic territory. In connection with the recent promotion

New Maritime Province Manager
E. J. Fleetwood has recently been appointed manager

of the St. John branch Ames-Holden-McCready, Ltd., in

succession to W. M. Angus, who has been transferred to

Montreal as assistant general sales manager. Mr. Fleet-

wood began his business career in the office of the Moncton
Sugar Refining Co. at Moncton, N.B., where he remained
for five years before removing to St. John to enter the ser-

vices of the Imperial Oil Co. His promotion was very rapid

and he soon rose to the position of accountant. In 1899

he became connected with the Ames-Holden Co. of Montreal,

Ltd., as the company was then called, and has remained
with them for the past sixteen years, being accountant and
credit man, positions that have brought him into close re-

lationship with the customers of the firm and thoroughly

familiarized him with the management and control of the

business. Mr. Fleetwood's many friends will extend con-

E. J. FLEETWOOD, ST. JOHN, N.B.

gratulations and good wishes on his promotion to a post

that his years of training and his personality have fitted

him for, and in which he is expected to prove as successful

as was his predecessor.

STEWART C. MITCHELL, ST. JOHN, N.B.

of E. J. Fleetwood to the management of the St. John
branch in succession of W. M. Angus, advancement also

came to Mr. Mitchell, who has taken up his new 'duties

with his usual enthusiasm and energy. Well known to the

shoe trade in the east, he has established a strong connec-

tion for his firm.

Higher Position for Mr. Mitchell
Stewart C. Mitchell, who has been recently appointed

sales manager for the Maritime Provinces for Ames-Holden-

Inspiration—What It Is

The fountains of Courage are within the soul. Activi-

ties of brain and body are the outlets by which Co : rage

rushes forth to victory. Large Success is possible to little

things. The mountains are made of grains of sand.

Every life is individual. We came into life Individually

—achieve success, or failure, Individually—and go out_of

life Individually.

Success is born of Individual effort in every line open
to human activity! It is you who will write your name in

the list of conquerors, if that name is to be so honored.

It all depends upon Self. Every man or woman who
has scaled the heights of glory has gone up a step-at-a-time,

and the first steps were short ones. The higher you climb

the smoother becomes the way.
Accepting Obstacles as Opportunities develops the hun-

gry capacity of Genius; it takes the cutting to let loose

the radiance of the Diamond; perplexing problems builded

the road of "cause and effect;" sleepless nights mastered the

forces of Electricity to drive over a thousand paths of use-

fulness.

Larger, broader, higher, limitless in golden invitations

lie the fields of Opportunity which may only be made fruit-

ful by Individual effort.

What an inspiration!

Your Success lies within your own Soul. "Whatever
men dare they may do."

Instantly get busy. Wait not for the "big things,"

but make the "big things" out of a lot of "little things."

Think and work, and work and think. Be cheerful and
courageous. Have confidence in yourself—that's the in-

spiration that brings out the best there is in us
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Met Death Bravely in Trenches
As announced briefly in the last issue of the Shoe and

Leather Journal, Pte. Albert Ernest Clapp, son of Melvin
H. Clapp, shoe retailer, 2301 Main Street, Vancouver, B.C.,

was killed in action in France.

Further particulars, now to

hand, show that he met death

bravely in defence of King and
country. Pte. Clapp was a mem-
ber of the 6th Regiment, Duke
of Connaught's Own Rifles, and
was attached to the First Cana-
dian Contingent, British Expe-
ditionary Force, being in 2nd
Infantry Division, A Co., 7th

Battalion. The first advice re-

ceived by his father was to the

effect that on February 27th

his son was badly wounded while

digging trenches, the bullet strik-

ing him in the stomach just

above the appendix. He was
taken to a hospital and bore up
bravely, being a cheerful pa-

tient. The next tidings was to

the effect that Pte. Clapp had
died on March 1st at Balleul,

France. Everything possible was
done for him, but the nature of

the wound rendered recovery

impossible. He was buried in

an adjoining churchyard with

full military honors.

His father, M. H. Clapp,

is the younger member of a

family of three brothers, all

well known in the shoe trade,

and conducted for twelve years a very successful business

at 977 Bloor Street West, Toronto, previous to going west
a few years ago. His grandfather, J. H. Clapp, is still

living at the age of eighty-two. S. T. Clapp, shoe retailer,

Toronto, is an uncle of the deceased, whose mother, father,

a brother and three sisters survive in Vancouver. Pte.

Clapp was nineteen years of age and before enlisting assisted

his father in the shoe business. He was a bright and well

liked young man and his popularity with his comrades was
shown at Christmas, when, as the youngest member of the
Sixth Regiment, he was called upon at Salisbury Plain to

offer the toast of "The Regiment." T. V. Scudamore,
Captain 7th B. C. Regiment, in a letter to the parents of the
departed speaks in the highest terms of the conduct and
courage of the youth who, in the hour of trial and danger,
was among the first to volunteer in bearing arms on behalf
of the Empire. /

THE LATE PTE. A. F.. CLAPP,
VANCOUVER, B.C.

She Would Love to Make Shoes
There is no accounting for the vagaries and foibles of

women. Now comes one who is telling the shoe manufac-
turers of Canada just how to make feminine footwear,

pointing out the defects in heels and uppers and calling the
present colored top, lace boot positively "ugly." Amy
Chester, writing in the Montreal Mail, takes this observa-
tion from a New York paper's comment on the Easter

parade in the metropolis.

"Skirts are wider, which is unfortunate for the ankles

that are. And if a woman's foot is unbeautiful she can
publish the fact by wearing yellow spats."

Then the fair writer voices her opinions on the pre-

vailing styles 'with characteristic frankness. Her remarks
which follow are worth reading.

Short skirts have drawn attention to the feet which
now must be more than ever immaculately clad. And by
immaculately clad is not meant foolishly clad. The girls

and women who imagine that now their feet are displayed

they must wear conspicuous boots and shoes with absurd
heels, are mistaken. Nothing in the world stamps a woman
as more of a goose than the fashion she has of wearing
French heels. High heels are vulgar, foolish and ugly.

There are some women who say: "Oh, I cannot walk-

except with high heels." They are as tied to their heels

as the fashionable Chinese woman to her tiny feet. The
best thing such women can do is to set their brains to work
and see that anything that throws the body out of its beauti-

ful natural poise is ugly and bad. The mind that sees

beauty in feet perched on high heels is as perverted as the

mind of the savage that admires a ring in the nose.

And when on top of these ridiculous heels the women
perch flaring yellow or white spats, what can be said of them?-1

There is no objection to spats. They are in many ways
a sensible fashion. But the woman who wears them should

have neat ankles or, as our New York quotation points out,

she advertises the fact that her ankles are thick. And
the spats themselves should be immaculate. Dirty white

gloves and dirty white spats are one with veils with holes

in them and frayed skirt edges.

The manufacture of articles has always interested me.
and one of the many things which I should like to be is a

manufacturer of boots and shoes for women. At the coming
Made-in-Canada exhibition, I intend to pay special attention

to the boots, shoes and slippers. There is such a field for

individual taste and enterprise at present in this direction.

The duty on American shoes has been raised so much that

their importation will drop considerably. Here is the oppor-

tunity of our manufacturers. Will they seize it?

At present the vogue is for boots with colored cloth

tops. Sometimes these are buttoned; sometimes laced.

But by far the greater number of these boots are hideous.

Just to-day a smart friend said to me: "I am having a pair

of boots made with white tops that will be swagger. They
won't be like those hideous laced things one sees in the

windows." Anything uglier than the present colored-top

laced boot I never saw. It would be possible to make a

much smarter boot with less expense, inasmuch as it would
have fewer trimmings.

And the cloth top boots should have better material in

the tops. It is not a pleasant thing to have one's ankles

wear a hole in the cloth while the leather is still perfectly

good. Another hint to the manufacturers is to put the

same color buttons as the cloth. Black buttons on tan

cloth stamp the boot at once as common. And the same
with spats.

The Value of the Trade Paper
By ELBERT HUBBARD

I know hundreds of high, prosperous business men,

manufacturers, dealers, jobbers, craftsmen, and I cannot

recall a single instance in which the mentally successful

man does not read his specialized paper. He subscribes for

it and he pays for it promptly.

When you subscribe for your trade paper and assimilate

it, you are uplifted, inspired, given courage, pep, intellectual

vim and vigor and enough trade information to make you
free from the trials and tribulations which beset the man
who "doesn't know."

These things all have a direct influence on the bank and

mental balance.

The trade paper binds everybody in the business into a

fraternity, which spells length of days, because it "serves"

and its service is based on specific knowledge.
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Under this department it is the intention of the editors

to describe new materials, machines or processes which from

time to time make their appearance in the shoe field. Xo
names will be mentioned, but descriptions as accurate as

possible will be given and those interested in getting further

information can secure it by writing to the editors.

Cleaning Powders for Cloth Tops

With the vogue for cloth top shoes there has arisen

a necessity for cleaning powders and crayons for use. net

alone by the wearer but by manufacturers who must elim-

inate stains made by the shoes when they are going through

the factory. A new line on the market consists of crayons

which match all the popular shades. There is also a liquid

and a powder made by the same firm—the liquid being ap-

plied particularly to remove oil or grease stains, after which

powder the shade of the fabric is dusted over the spot.

The same cleanser can be used for removing spots from

russet shoes.

Electrical Iron for Treeing Room

An electric iron to eliminate the use of gas in the treeing

room has been adopted by several manufacturers. It has

the advantage of giving uniform heat, as well as being

heated more quickly and is quite as economical as gas.

Felt Rubber Soles

A rubber sole which is being used by a number of

manufacturers is re-in forced with a sheet of felt which

enables the sole to be more securelv cemented to the boot.

The felt is also a non-conductor and prevents perspiration.

Scarcity of Shoe Laces

Manufacturers are faced with a problem, which is pos-

sibly more poignant to the retailer, in the scarcity of shoe

laces. Since the war there has been a marked scarcity of

dyestuffs so essential to the lace manufacturer. Further-

more, France, always a large exporter of shoe laces, is

unable to contribute any shipments to speak of, with the

result that American factories are entirely incapable of

filling all orders offered them. Two of the largest con-

cerns, who in common with all manufacturers, advanced

prices 10°^ quite recently, at the same time stated they could

not promise to fill any further orders within ninety days.

A new Canadian company started in Montreal has been un-

able to keep up with the demand they have experienced.

Shoes that Lace Up Back

'*I can remember forty years ago, when I was a boy,

when side lace cloth top boots were made, and worn by
Canadian women," said an Eastern manufacturer the other

day. "They were worn quite a long time then, but they

never attained the popularity which would make them staple,

and it is not likely that they will be more than a passing

fancy with us this time. It is surprising that the fashion

should come back once more and with very little change in

the patterns. The last, of course, varies considerably. A
number of women's shoe manufacturers are putting in shoes

J. H. MCKECHNIE, THE NEWLY ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED

RUBBER CO., MONTREAL

T. H. RIEDER, VICE-PRESIDENT AND MAN-
AGING DIRECTOR OF CANADIAN CONSOLID-

ATED RUBBER CO.

D. LORNE MCGIBBON, RETIRING PRESIDENT
OF THE COMPANY
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which lace up the back, but they are doing so simply to

brighten up their samples and not to sell these shoes, which,

though shown in New York, are considered impracticable."

Buying Lasts Scientifically

"I saw a paragraph in the last issue of the Shoe Journal
which interested me as practical. A shoe man said last

week, 'there is only one way to get satisfaction in buying

lasts, and that is to give your personal attention to it and

to link up with the right kind of a firm, and get right on

to the job in the last factory.'
"

Has Accentuated Return Evil

One of the unfortunate effects of the military boot in-

vestigation at Ottawa has been the causing of an unusual

amount of trouble to manufacturers, through shoes being

returned for trivial reasons. The public have purchased

Canadian-made shoes and at the first sign of wear and tear,

such as the breaking of a pull-strap, the pulling out or

chipping of an eyelet or hook, have returned the shoe to

the retailer who in turn forwarded it to the manufacturer

with the comment that such shoes were not properly made.

Shoe Ad. Sixty-Seven Years Old

Here is a reproduction of an advertisement set up and
printed just 67 years ago. The most remarkable incident

is that the firm is still doing business under the same
name, although of course, the original members have long

since passed to their, reward. It is yet more wonderful to

relate that J. & T. Bell had been in business for 32 years

previous to the appearance of this ad. and about a year ago

celebrated their 100th anniversary. It will be noticed that

the ad states:
—"The long-standing of the firm in connection

Boot & Shoe Emporium,
114, CENTKE 1VU1V8' BI U.BIX.*, NOTBE DAItlE STREET,

KEEP constantly on hand every variety of work in their line, which, for excellence to

-workmanship and material, is not surpassed in CiWa. Thrjr business being done on

Cash principles, their prices will be as low as poisible. Wholesale purcbasnrs will find il

to their advantage to ca.ll and buv of them ;- the long standing of the name in connection

with the business in this city, is 'sufficient guarantee for the quality of their manufacture.

Montreal, June 22, 1847. 23-t

with business in this city is sufficient guarantee for the

quality of the manufacture of their shoes." Contrasted with

the smart, neatly arranged and well balanced advertisements

of the present day, the foregoing furnishes a rather interesting

comparison. At the time the announcement, which appeared

in the Montreal Transcript of February 1st, 1848, was one

of the most striking in the paper, a seven column four

page edition, issued every morning. One rather humorous
touch is that a date appears under the ad. "Montreal,

June 22, 1847," and the copy of the paper from which it is

clipped bears date of February 1st, 1848, showing that ad-

vertisers 60 or 70 years ago did not take the trouble to change

their notices daily or weekly, as the majority of progressive

firms do now. Another feature is that the Montreal Trans-

cript of 1848 is in a splendid state of preservation, the print

being as legible as that of any newspaper of the present day.

The unreasonable attitude of the public has always been a

"bug bear" to the shoe trade. The investigation has accen-

tuated the evil of returning shoes on very small excuses.

Why Delay Army Shoe Orders

Said a manufacturer the other day: "This would be

a fine time for the Government to place some more orders

for army shoes, which will undoubtedly be needed for the

boys in training and at the front. It is now between sea-

sons for the average manufacturer and if he was given an

order which meant a nice run before he started in on his

fall goods, it would be to the advantage of the Government.
The manufacturer today has the pick of the market in buy-

ing materials and he has plenty of time to make the shoes

right. How much better would it be if manufacturers

were given instructions for future requirements immediately,

rather than just about at the time they will be getting busy

on retail orders."

Jobbers Have Been Aloof

Jobbers disappointed a good many, in fact, nearly all

of the manufacturers, on their buying trip, through not

having placed any sorting orders to speak of. As a result,

a good many factories do not feel sure of themselves for

more than a few days ahead. That is to say, in place of

knowing for a fact that they will be busy two, three or four

weeks ahead, they are depending on hand to mouth business.

Of course the jobbers, like the manufacturers, have been

hesitant about placing orders for future delivery with the

leather market so unsatisfactory to all concerned. With
the fighting nations well supplied with heavy leather, prices

for such stock will undoubtedly come back to the normal

level very soon, and the sooner the better.

Will Outwear the Shoe

A well known counter company are making an unusual

guarantee, in that they will pay the full cost of all shoes

returned to them, in which it is shown by actual wear,

their fibre counters have failed to outwear the original shoe.

An Encouraging Sign

A Montreal manufacturer of high class shoes states

that for the week ending April ioth, his salesmen (having

been out a week with fall samples and having seen the

same customers as were interviewed in the first week last

year), had sent in orders which aggregated just about one

thousand dollars more than those of 1914—an encouraging

sign.

George A. Slater & Co., Montreal, have announced to

their customers that they have put in an entire new range

of patterns for use in making Invictus shoes for women.

Fashion Waits for No Man
A Canadian shoe traveler, who recently spent a few

days in New York, tells a rather humorous story. He was

walking along with a friend engaged in the retail shoe

business, when the latter suddenly pulled out his watch,

stopped short and looked hard at the time piece.

"My !" he said, "it is 4 o'clock !"

"What difference does that make?" asked the Canadian,

"you are not in a hurry."

"Oh, nothing particularly wrong," remarked his friend,

"except that I bought some ladies' shoes at half past one

o'clock this afternoon and I was thinking that perhaps they

were already out of style."
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Flying Off Too Soon
"Oh you represent a dirty house," said a shoe retailer

in Western Ontario to a traveler for a rubber concern. The
observation was accompanied by a sneer and manifest

disgust

"Why, how is that ?" inquired the caller, suppressing

his indignation with an effort.

"Well, I had a pair of rubbers, which went bad, and,

owing to the high rate in postage, I sent only one back to

your firm. They were so mean and miserable that they gave

me credit for just one shoe, whereas, they should have

given me credit for a pair. You know the other half is no

use to me whatever."

"Oh, yes," remarked the drummer, "you sent in one

shoe onlv."

"Yes."

"And they gave you credit for one?"

"Right."

"And you think they should have given you credit for

the pair ?"

Certainly."

"Now, see here," added the traveler, "if you could get

credit for a pair by sending in one bad shoe, perhaps a

few weeks later, you might send in the other bad shoe and

get credit for another pair."

"Oh, I see," observed the dealer, who at once saw the

justice and fairness of the firm's position, "I did not look

at it in exactly that light."

The foregoing incident is furnished as illustrating the

fact that there are always two sides to every question. It

is not well for either tradesman or roadman to fly off the

handle on too flimsy a pretext, for either one may now
and then have to take back water the same as the dealer

did in the foregoing instance.

Illustrations for Repair Man
Editor Shoe and Leather Journal:

1 read your paper with a great deal of interest each

month. The pages which you have been printing on re-

pairing have been quite instructive. With some of your

suggestions I agree, and with others, I do not. I think

it would be a good idea for your journal to give a service

of cuts for repair work. \\ hen a shoe repairer takes a

notion to advertise, he is pretty much at sea. Any dealer

handling lines of manufactured footwear can generally pro-

cure cuts from the makers for the asking, but I have never

seen any cuts, save those of rubber heels and rubber soles,

that are of any use to the repair man. There is. in the

catalogue issued by the United Shoe Machinery Co., a cut

showing two shoes before and after using. I had a line

cut made from one of these, but the result was so unsatis-

factory that I did not take the work off the engraver's

hands.

Another bright idea would be to give a rear view
of a person walking with crooked heels. One heel could

be shown straight and firm as it should be, and the other

badly worn as we often see it. Space that a repair man
could use in a paper, either daily or weekly is lost, unless

his advertisement is of a very catchy cnaracter—and he

must have suitable illustrations.

Sincerely yours,

Saskatoon, Sask. Sole Leather.

A Striking Easter Display
A very attractive Easter window was installed by

Knechtel & Co., shoe retailers, of Stratford, Ont, and the

setting won admiration by its appropriateness and effective-

ness. The large cross was made from packing cases and

wired, after which it was puffed with cheese cloth. Around

the base of the crucifix were placed large stones and there

stood a beautiful doll, attired in shimmering white. The

completed background in white and purple harmonized with

the entire setting, while green sprays and almond sprays

were used with pleasing effect. A large white dove was

seen flying, while a rabbit, sitting partially erect was
featured at the right of the cross, which was illuminated

by a dozen purple colored lights. Bunny caught the eyes

of the children.

Not many shoes were shown, but the styles that were
displayed imparted an impetus to business. Knechtel & Co.

have always believed in well trimmed windows as good
trade bringers, and the decorator of the firm is E. M.
Weganest, whose reputation and skill in this line are

well known. At the back of the display was a handsome
Easter card in the form of a broken egg, which read "Just

out. Our new line of spring shoes for Easter. They're
beauties."

Army Shoe Inquiry Fiasco
In a recent edition of the Shoe and Leather Tournai.

the question was asked, "what was being gained bv the army
shoe inquiry ? What was being accomplished and would
the verdict result in any benefit or real instruction

for the trade." The investigation is now over, majority

and minority reports have been presented, evidently accord-

ing to the political complexion of the members constituting

the parliamentary investigating committee. The whole mat-
ter has been debated in the Commons and the majority re-
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port adopted. Those who sat on the committee have drawn

a good fat fee, and what is the result? Nothing definite,

nothing tangible. It is simply a ease of "As you were,"

and the observations which have been presented in the ma-

jority and minority reports, will be repeated on the hustings

if an election comes off this summer.

What is the outcome. The inquiry has not advanced

the industry in any respect, but has tended to cast a re-

flection upon it and give everyone identified with the foot-

wear business a black eye. Have any practical suggestions

been offered for a better, stronger, or more serviceable

army shoe? Has any unanimous agreement been reached

as to what kind of boot is the best for tiie Canadian soldier,

under such conditions as prevailed at Salisbury and Val-

cartier? Have any outstanding defects been pointed out

and remedies suggested? Ha.s it been determined what

sort of leather—what shape of last—what gauge of sole,

or what kind of fastening is best in a Canadian army boot?

There were no doubt faults on both sides in connection

with the recent contracts; on the part of the government,

in the vague specifications, loose inspection, and no accurate

knowledge of what was required. On the other hand, some

manufacturers no doubt erred in so rushing the work as

not to comply with the details or materials. On the whole,

the evidence itself as brought forth from competent and

dispassionate witnesses, revealed no glaring deficiencies or

scamped work. The Shoe and LkathEk Journal is of the

opinion that the Canadian industry will, in the minds of

those who know it best, not suffer any from the distorted

versions and prejudiced views given by a number of military

men, who, if they know no more about the tactics of war-

fare than they do of shoemaking, or the proper use and

care of footwear, would not be able to withstand the attack

of a well-organized band of suffragettes.

Any manufacturer, traveler or retailer will tell you

that the hardest and most finical individual to satisfy is

the one who does not know exactly what he wants, but has

a hazy, indistinct conception of something which is con-

stantly varying, according to the moods or caprices of the

purchaser. We have all met people of this kind, who
imagine they know what they want, but when you try to

pin them to the concrete rather than the mere abstract,

they manage to hedge and vacillate so that no one can

please or satisfy them. The military authorities at Ottawa

seems to have been exactly in this position when it came

to outfitting troops in the matter of footgear.

There are many things that are to be condemned and

one is the iniquitous "patronage list." The sooner this is

dispensed with the better, and let those shoemakers, who
have won a name and place for themselves in the trade,

be invited to make shoes for the government and not a

favored few, who happen to vote this way or that way. It

is deplorable, even in the matter of supplies and contracts

of all kinds, that politics play such a part. Perhaps, how-

ever, the investigation held in connection with the purchases

of clothing, binoculars, shoes and other equipment, may re-

sult in some good and in the elimination of the middle man.

Such affairs should be placed in the hands of a commission,

l lie integrity and qualifications of the members of which

would be undoubted, fitness being the primary and sole con-

sideration. It is announced such a course will be adopted.

The Shoe a>"» Leather Journal believes that on the

whole, the Canadian shoe industry has done as well as

could be expected in the matter of army shoes, considering

undue haste, lax supervision, vague instructions, etc. The
question now arises, will a certain type of army shoe be

agreed upon for Canada? Will it prove such a model

bool as to answer all the requirements of comfort and wear,

SO that there wi'l be no more complaints, grievances or

"scandals." After all, the hue and cry raised about defective,

ill-fitting and pedal destroying shoes has been rather empty.

In Great Britain, France and other countries, during every

war, there has always been a howl and sensation over the

proper type of boot for soldiers, so that the Dominion is

not alone in this respect. It seems each campaign brings

forth something of this character and as soon as an in-

vestigation is held, or the fighting ceases, nothing more is

heard of the complaints. Matters are then laid on the shelf

or hidden away in the closet, to be trotted out once more
when the next national or international unpleasantness

arises. It takes some things besides soldiers, guns and

ammunition to make a real war—and among these are

genuine, home-product prophets of the "I-told-you-so-class,"

arm chair and corner grocery store critics, and last but

not least an alleged "boot scandal."

Death of Stephen Gorman
Many old friends in the shoe

trade will regret to learn of the

death o'f Stephen R. Gorman, of

Belleville. Out., who passed away
on April 10th, after ailing for

some time. He spent practically

all his life in the footwear line, be-

ing a shoe traveler for twenty-nine

years. About fourteen years ago
he opened a retail shoe store in

Belleville, where he did a steady,

progressive business. Born in

Warkworth, Northumberland coun-

ty, Out., the son of a general mer-
chant. Mr. Gorman served a valuable apprenticeship behind
the counter. His first job on the road was with Fogarty Bros.,

of Montreal, with whom he remained three years. Next
he identified himself with the staff of Jas. Linton & Co.,

shoe manufacturers, Montreal, remaining with that concern
fourteen years. Then he became connected with Harvey,
Van Norman & Co., wholesale shoe dealers, Toronto, with
whom he was several years. He was later with McKellar
& Dallas, and for some time with McLaren & Dallas, To-
ronto, building up ?. good connection. The reason of his

retirement from the road is rather interesting. Mr. Gor-
man had started his son, Robert, in the shoe business in

Belleville. One day he did not notice an open trap door
behind a partition in the store, and, falling through the

opening Mr. Gorman landed in the cellar. As he was a heavy
man, weighing about 250 pounds, the sudden drop came
nearly resulting in his death. As it was, he w^as confined
to his residence with a shattered knee cap for several

months. Recovery was slow and when able to be on his

feet again, Mr. Gorman decided to take the advice of his

family and quit the road, adopting the quieter and less

strenuous life of a retailer. Deceased, who was a prom-
inent member of St. Thomas' Anglican Church, Belleville,

leaves a widow, two sons and a daughter. Many old friends

will mourn the passing of one so long connected with the

trade.

Will Open Branch Office

The United Shoe Machinery Co. are making arrange-
ments for establishing a branch in Berlin, Ont., from which
the territory in that vicinity will be looked after. It is

understood that machinery parts and supplies, findings, etc..

will be carried in the new office, which will be opened in

a few weeks.
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They Have Pulled to the Front

One of the most enterprising firms of Western Ontario

at the present day is Coates, Burns & Wanless, a shoe house

that has been forging ahead since its commencement, the

spring of 1906, says the "Miner Monitor." Every firm has

its history, some are not even interesting, others are short

and end very disastrously, while other.s are just the opposite

and verge upon romanticism. Coates, Burns & Wanless

have a history and theirs is of the interesting kind. Three

men, all of whom were residents of the City of London,

managed to get together occasionally and have a quiet little

chat about the future. They were travelers who had been

on the road since very young men and had rapidly climbed

to the top of the ladder in their respective positions. One
represented a manufacturing shoe company, one a whole-

sale millinery and the other a wholesale dry goods house.

They were expert salesmen but still were not satisfied.

Every man's desire, or at least it should be, is to get out

and do something for himself. These men were well ac-

quainted with the trade and business conditions on the dif-

Burns & Wanless as a permanency. It was a very sad blow

to the two remaining partners when they lost Mr. Burns

through death in the fall of 1914, but the firm was so well

established and the different departments under such cap-

able management that from a business standpoint there was

no imminent change

Dont Ignore Shape and Fit

One of the most essential requirements in fitting the

human foot is for the salesman to ascertain the proper last

for the customer to wear. A great deal of attention should

be paid to this. Many salesmen ignore tin's fact and put

any shape on a customer's foot and call it a fit. If the last

best suited for the foot of the person being fitted does not

meet with this idea of what they want in the way of style,

etc., it is absolutely wrong to argue with them and incur

their disfavor.

First get this idea fully, then explain to them why the

last you have selected is better for their particular needs,

and if necessary compromise, explain to them that some

MR. COATES, LONDON", ON T

ferent grounds and felt that success would be theirs if they

commenced in the right line. Shoes appealed to them but it

took time for their dream to materialize. Dreams are

thought by some to be only imaginary but theirs were the

kind that anticipated a coming reality.

Business in all lines had been good and in the spring

of 1906 they started in temporary premises. Tne rubber

season was just commencing and very shortly they got their

first practical insight into the rubber game. It was not

long before they were on the road with shoes and after

having settled in their new home, the spot where they still

are. situated next to the Grand Trunk Railway station, they

went after business in a business like manner. The money
market took a slump about that time, conditions changed

considerably, but still this did not make any material change

with the new firm. All three men had the best of general

connections and their individual personalities partlv ac-

counted for the rapid strides they made. They worked hard,

very hard, and dicl everything possible to please their cus-

tomers. They knew what was wanted and endeavored to

give it to them.

When a new firm commences, outsiders usually look on
and many remark, "Are they here to stay?" This question

was soon answered and the public soon recognized Coates,

MR. WANLESS, LONDON, ONT.

feet require short vamps, high arched shoes while others

need the long drawn out effect with lower arch. It is this

explanation and desire to serve on the part of the clerk that

makes him more valuable to his concern. It is this type of

salesman who has customer after customer call for him to

wait upon them for he has, by his attention, inspired in them

confidence as to his ability.

I believe that the shoe, to give the utmost comfort and

satisfaction should be fitted long and narrow with the ball

of the foot in the socket that was made to hold it. Long-

heels give more comfort to the wearer, strengthen the arches

and make walking easier.

If I was the owner of a shoe store every pair of shoes

would be marked in plain figures that customers wearing a

hy2 A or 6AA would not think they were wearing a A]/2 E.

Sooner or later they will find out and the store that has

explained the fact out to them will be the one to merit their

confidence and secure their patronage.

Many salesmen make the mistake of telling a customer

how long a pair of shoes will wear. This is something that

cannot be ascertained from the manufacturer of the leather

down to the distributor of the shoes. Some people will wear
a pair of shoes longer than others. In these days when pat-

ent leather is so popular, it is dangerous to guarantee it.
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Shoe Retailer with Public Spirit

Councillor, comedian, vocalist and merchant—four in

one. This epitomizes the activities of R. W. G. Bloor, of

Ingersoll, Ont., who has had a rather interesting career.

Mr. Bloor has been in the shoe business in Ingersoll for five

years, and has one of the most attractive shops in western

Ontario, the front being particularly inviting. Well thought

K. \V. G. BLOOR, INGERSOLL

of by the people of the town, over a year a^o he sought

municipal honors, but was defeated. This was no disgrace,

considering there were 13 other candidates in the field.

He ran again this year and stood second on the list, a remark-

ably good showing for a new man. Councillor Bloor has

always liked meeting the public. Probably this has been

brought about to a large degree, from the fact that he is a

vocalist of no mean merit, and has done considerable singing,

comic and otherwise, on the concert stage, being widely

known in this connection. All his work in the town council

is satisfactory to the public, and he will certainly run again

bloor's shoe store, ingersoll

for office. In time he may look to the civic chair, for he

thoroughly believes that a man never knows how high he

can climb until he tries.

Mr. Bloor's father started in the shoe business five years

ago on five hundred dollars capital in a little shop across the

street from where his son is located. At the time he began,

the subject of this reference was in Vancouver, but came
home and took over the management of the store a few
months later. He was a green hand at the business, having
no previous experience in the shoe line, but believed cour-

teous, fair dealing and good reliable shoes went a long way
toward building up a growing, permanent trade. After the

first year, he bought the business, and has been conducting

it ever since. His expenses then were not high, paying $18
a month for the store, and sub-letting the upstairs for $6,

thus reducing his rent to $12. A year ago last September,
Mr. Bloor was forced to vacate, as the person buying the

property wanted the place for an office. He moved into the

quarters formerly occupied by the Cornell Shoe Store, that

firm having sold out and gone west. Remodelling the front,

he made it exceptionally attractive and put in a new floor

and erected an electric shoe sign, which he says has helped

business a great deal. He reports that trade has been
increasing ever since and that his turnover in 1914 was over

three times what it was during the first year.

Be Prompt in Doing Jobs
The first principle to hear in mind in working up a re-

pair trade on shoes is that of promptness. When a person

brings a repair job to your store they usually want it at

the earliest possible time. People as a rule wait until the

repairs are needed before they take them to the cobbler.

Of course, in the bigger and high grade shoe stores this

may not be so important. But in the family shoe stores in

the residential districts, promptness is a big essential.

This is more particularly noticeable in the cities. The
so-called Repair-While-You-Wait shops do considerable of

the business for no other reason than because there is no

delay in making the repairs.

At the usual store an outside cobbler does the wrork.

The repair job is taken at the store. Every few hours they

are taken to the cobbler. I f he works for several stores he

may not be able to do them for several days. This means
a delay of from four days to a week until the shoes get back

to the customer.

If possible every store ought to have a repair man work-

ing for it. If this is not possible, some arrangement should

be made with the repair man to handle your work promptly.

I have worked out a plan at our store that is very sat-

isfactory. I cannot afford to have a cobbler at all times.

So I have given a repair man the rear of the store for his

workshop. He pays me a very small rental. He makes all

my repairs and my work takes precedence over all others.

Another feature is this, that I no longer guess what price

to charge on some repairs. Any new thing coming in is

referred to him to say what it is worth.

I presume that the amount of findings that are sold to

customers coming in for repairs would almost pay his rent.

Figuring on Big Foreign Order
It is understood that the Ontario shoe manufacturers

have received inquiries from Great Britain in reference to

supplying a large order of boots for the British Infantry.

Samples of the regulation boots have been asked for by

the Ontario manufacturers, but these have not yet arrived,

and in the meantime nothing definite has resulted from the

frequent cabling. But it is quite possible that a good order

may arise out of the negotiations, and that a practical man
may be sent to London to assist the representative of the

province who first despatched the inquiry regarding the

order.
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More News and Views on Stylish Shoes for Fall

What Leading Canadian Firms Are Presenting to the Trade

Featured While the Bal is Meeting with Very Nice

The Smardon Shoe Co., Montreal, have all the latest

creations for the fall season. They are showing samples

carrying all the most popular colors, including grey in all the

various shades and hues, putty, sand, nigger brown, khaki,

lawn, canary and many others.

The military effect as well as the over-gaiter style of

shoe is shown by the Smardon Company on different lasts.

One of their popular lasts is a woman's military bal made

with a vamp and foxing of any leather and a topping of

suede, calfskin or cloth in all colors. It carries a long, nar-

row toe and medium Louis heel. They have several other

lasts built on unusually smart lines and expect they will be

strong sellers. Amongst their samples is seen a smart look-

ing woman's side lace of a fawn color. Although the firm do

not expect there will be a strong sale for a shoe of this kind,

they have in their possession a very neat pattern. Mr.

Walter Smardon, in talking of the side lace, says he remem-

bers making this type of shoe twenty-five years ago. This

statement has been made by various other Montreal manu-

facturers, and goes to show that the side lace is by no means

new, although it may be so in the sense that most of us have

never seen it before. The Smardon Shoe Company are also

showing a natty line of pumps and colonials. These arc

snug fitting and about the same popularity in leathers is ex-

pected to be evinced this season as last. Very small throat

ornaments are noticed on the Smardon lines of pumps and

some of them give the samples a pretty effect.

Some Very Pretty Effects

The Kingsbury Footwear Co., Montreal, have installed

five new lasts for the coming season and say they will have a

liner line of women's shoes than they have ever had before.

All the new lasts and patterns are seen, amongst them being

(he Polish military bal. which is becoming so popular with

the Canadian trade. These shoes are made on different

for Coming Fall and Winter—Colored Tops are Strongly

Reception—Some Racy Reviews Worth Reading

anticipated for it. Heavy shoes are well represented in the

Kingsbury line as well as those carrying medium high toes.

The short, round toe is also seen frequently and will prob-

ably have a good sale next season. Vamps in women's shoes

are very much shorter this year as can be seen by the lines

the company are sending out.

A Solid Showing for Men

J. T. Tebbutt, of the Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co.,

who was in Toronto last week displaying an up-to-date line

misses' gun metal but-
ton, DULL GREY CLOTH
TOP, CIRCULAR VAMP AND

FOXING.

CHILD S PATENT BUTTON
WITH WHITE KID TOP AND
BLACK FACING ON BUT-

TON FLY AND TOP.

BY MACFARLANE SHOE CO.

lasts. One shown by the Kingsbury Co. is a Polish military

bal with fawn grey and khaki tops predominating, although

all the other popular colors and shades are used. Another

natty sample is their women's gaiter colonial with fawn and

grey tops, small tongue effect and small throat ornaments.

This shoe is built on a stage last and carries a spool heel. It

is a comfortable, foot-fitting colonial and a large sale is

WHITE CALF BAL, WITH DULL CALF
FACING ON VAMP, EYELET ROW AND
TOP, PATENT POINTED TIP EFFECT
AND FOXING, CRESCENT CUT TOP BY
ROYAL SHOE COMPANY, TORONTO

of his celebrated brands Doctor's Antiseptic Non-Perspiro

shoe and Professor Gold Cross shoe. Many of the offer-

ings were in tan and black winter calf and tan Russia calf,

principally blucher cut, although a number of bals were seen

Mr. Tebbutt has applied to the Copyright Department at
1

Ottawa and will soon have two new branded shoes on the

market, further announcement of which will be made later.

In boys' and youths' solid McKays there was a fine show-
ing of box calf and box kip. The company are making an

unusually strong line of hockey bals and their new offering

"Stranglehold" is taking well with the trade. This has a

double strap effect. During the past season business in

hockey shoes surpassed all previous records. A new shoe

has been turned out for the Northwest which has an all-

wool woven lining, a felt insole and waterproof cloth be-

tween the leather and the lining, making the boot not only

very warm but waterproof. Elk sole shoes for curlers, with

centre felt sole, are again being featured by the firm. A
new shoe for devotees of the roarin' game, has a Teddy

Bear lining while others have felt interiors. Some well built

military shoes are seen in the range. The Tebbutt Shoe

and Leather Co. have been busy during the past season and

report that the outlook for the coming one is particularly

bright. There is a strong demand for the Professor Gold

Cross shoe with its cushion sole and fine full fitting quali-

ties. Most of the Doctor's special lines shown have slip

soles and others full double soles. Some are viscolized and

others made waterproof by a process known only to the

company. The Tebbutt lines have won a reputation for
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themselves because of their individuality, absolute comfort

and adherence to the natural contour of the foot.

Some Nice Things for Children

The Macfarla^ne Shoe Company, of Montreal, makers of

children's and women's lines have installed half a dozen new
lasts as well as many patterns, for which they state Ihey

have already had a very large advance sale. They have a

strong line of babies' soft sole, flexible shoes carrying a

special counter designed particularly to the wants of the

toddlers. They are also showing some patterns in babies'

footwear unlike anything ever presented to the retail trade.

One of these is a red, white and blue combination, which

makes a very attractive shoe and lends a strong military

effect. In fact, the military effect predominates in children's

footwear and many samples carry brass buttons and other

decorations which the firm state are sure to have a large

sale. A dongola is shown in sizes from 1 to 5 in the samples

and is expected to be popular this season. Cloth tops are ex-

ceedingly strong in the children's, boys' and misses' lines,

just as popular as they are in the shoes being shown for

grown-ups. Plain toes are also strongly represented in

the children's samples. In their women's range, some very

Cloth tops are also prominent in their men's samples, battle-

ship grey being very strong. The over-gaiter effect and mili-

tary tendency are also very nattily shown in the Ames-
1 lolden-McCready line.

The Duchesse Shoe Company, of Montreal, are showing
a strong fall line of samples for women, misses and children.

They have one shoe which is particularly nice on a stage

last. This shoe has a medium height heel and is generally

made in patent leather with cloth tops in all colors. It is

also made up in all leather forms. The firm will be repre-

sented this year by the same travelers as they have been in

the past, and anticipate a very good season. They have
added several new machinery parts within the past few
months and are prepared for a busy season.

Presenting a Strong Line

The Star Shoe Company, Montreal, are this season mak-
ing a strong line of boys' footwear and are specializing in

this branch of the trade. They make a boys' high-cut with a

full round toe and medium low heel which they call their

General French last and which they claim is very durable

and bound to have a lively call this season.

They have also got a boys' last with a medium high toe

No. 1—BLACK KID,

WHOLE QUARTER
BLUCHER, KID LINED
ROUND FULL TOE.
BY AYLMER SHOE

CO.

NO. 2—PATENT
LEAT HER, MATT
CALF TOP, WHOLE
FOX BAL, SINGLE
SOLE. BY AYLMER

SHOE CO.

No. 1 No. 2

neat and natty shoes are seen. One in particular is sure of a

heavy demand. This is a plain, round toe shoe for house

wear. It is built for comfort, flexibility and style at the

same time. Battleship grey seems to have a strong call with

the customers of the Macfarlane Co. and they have put in a

strong line of this cloth. Long, narrow toes and Louis heels

of medium height are prominent. Altogether, an official of

the company stated, they have the finest line ever turned out,

and look for a banner season. They have been busy (luring

the past winter and already their new factory into which they

moved last spring is taxed to capacity.

Cloth Tops are Prominent

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, are show-

ing several new lasts for the fall season and among their

range are included all the recent patterns finding so much

favor. They have installed an additional line of hockey and

skating boots for both men and women, which they state is

bound to meet with a large demand. They have also put in

some new lines of viscolized sole shoes. Amongst their new
women's lasts they are showing a shoe with a narrow toe and

half Louis heel in both leather and cloth tops. Of the latter

they are featuring a wide range in all colors and shades.

and heel which they say will be a seller. The Star Shoe Co.

arc also showing a line of children's, misses' and women's

footwear on all the new lasts and patterns. The splendid range

this year is larger and more striking than any ever turned

out by the company, who have a strong selling staff. John

Scott and J. A. MacLean represent the Star Shoe, Limited,

in the Western Provinces; W. C. Myers, in Western On-
tario; W. S. Pettes, Eastern Ontario; J. G. Riel, Quebec:

John Duggan, Maritime Provinces, and J. A. Malboeuf,

City of Quebec.

The Last Word for Men
The fall and winter samples of the Hartt Boot and

Shoe Co., Limited, Fredericton, N.B., reveal the latest word

in artistic and distinctive footwear for men. A noticeable

feature is the splendid showing in cloth tops in both bal

and blucher, as well as button with patent, gun metal,

mahogany and tan vamps and foxings. on smart, up-to-date

lasts. Toppings are shown in grey, sand, nigger brown,

putty, khaki and other colors. A particularly striking shoe

is a patent button, with plain recede toe and white broad-

cloth upper. Other equally effective creations are pre-

sented with ivory soles, rubber soles and heels. The pat-
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terns are neat and effective yet not shown on many lines,

which will appeal to the best dressers. The recede toe is

the leading one, although the full round toe, the medium

recede, the wide toe and the straight effect are also ob-

served. Among the interesting collection is seen a mahogany

golf bal and a dignified automobile boot, with eight and

half inch leg, felt lined, with felt sole and heel, which comes

in kid and gun metal. The line is being shown in Toronto

and other leading cities of Ontario by James Lawther.

Colored Tops are Strong

The Regina Shoe Co., Montreal, are showing a strong

line of sporting shoes for women. They also have a tennis

shoe which is called the "Tipperary Shoe." The range now
shown by the company is more wide and varied than it has

ever been and a specially strong showing of colored tops is

being made. They have several new lasts among which is

a long, narrow toe with a short vamp, and fairly high Lotus

heel. Another shoe featured by them is a stage last with

a medium heel. This is made up in both leather and cloth

tops and will be a seller. The military bal and over-gaiter

effect is also well represented in the Regina lines.

Cushion Soles for Women

The Thompson Shoe Company, Montreal, who specialize

in women's footwear, are showing a range of cushion sole

shoes for fall which they say will be a featured line with

them. They have installed several new lasts and patterns in

their samples which include the most recent style changes.

The military bal is shown freely in the Thompson line and

the over-gaiter effect is also placed strongly to the

fore. The firm is, however, concentrating for the coming

season on their cushion sole line. As already stated, they

have added considerably to their range and have also wid-

ened their showing of cushion soles, and are offering a large

variety of styles and lasts in this comfortable type of boot.

One sample shown which will be a seller, is a whole quarter

blucher oxford turn with a rubber heel. This shoe has a

cushion sole and is very flexible. High cuts, of course, will

sell better than the oxford. The firm have in the past couple

of seasons been giving all their attention to women's foot-

wear and state their samples for the fall season are the best

ever turned out by them.

Nice Showing in Cloth Tops

The fall samples of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co. arc

very inviting and in the women's range there are a number

of creations in both button and bal in military lines. Top-

pings are seen in battleship grey, straw, black and other

colors. The medium recede, short vamp, plain toe effect is

the leading last. A number of side lace shoes are also being

shown as well as a few artistic creations in black and white.

The spool heel is the most popular one, although a number

of models carry other styles of pedestals. In men's shoes

the English last with moderate recede toe is the leader and a

number of samples are shown with cloth tops in various

colors, fawn and grey being the leaders. The showing in

WHITE CANVAS BAL, SPOOL |

HEEL, POINTED TIP, BLACK \

FACINGS—BY CLARK BROS., ST.

STEPHEN, N.B.

hals and bluchers on recede and medium recede toes is fully

up to the mark and the whole range is as neat and represen-

tative as has even been turned out by this Toronto firm.

Many Samples with Military Braid

The fall samples of the Relindo Shoe Co., Toronto,

are attractive, and one outstanding feature is the military

effect with white and gold braid on the darker toppings

and black on the lighter colored ones. Double lines of

braid are seen along the eyelet row and a single line around

the tops of several samples. If the wearer or retailer de-

sires, the braid can be removed without in any way detract-

ing from the beauty of the shoe. In order to afford as

wide a selection as possible some decidedly pretty and ex-

pensive pull-overs in pure silk toppings in a variety of

fetching patterns and colors are used. Thus the effect may
be seen by the buyer at a glance. This is a new idea with

the firm and one that has taken well, enabling the widest

possible choice of fabrics in overgaiter and milicary crea-

tions. McKays are shown on seven lasts and in three widths

with toppings of sand, battleship grey, black corkscrew,

nigger brown and Belgian blue, the models carrying prin-

cipally the spool heel of different heights. In welts eight

lasts are shown, including a new stage toe and a medium,
pointed, plain recede toe which is decidedly smart. Vamps
and foxings are seen in a number of original designs, the

military bal and button being to the forefront, while the

braid effects are imposing. Thomas Morrow, who was for

six years with the McDermott Shoe Co., Montreal, is now
representing the Relindo Shoe Co. in Toronto and South-

western Ontario.

Cotton Shoes Are the Latest

Shoes made almost entirely of cotton are the latest

product of an Atlanta shoe factory. The first pair was
finished recently. The only thing about the shoes that is

not cotton is the heel, which is made of rubber, and a thin

leather welt to which the cotton belting sole is attached.

The newest thing about the shoe is the cotton belting sole.

On records which have been kept of this material it is de-

clared that it will last as a shoe sole longer than leather.

The rest of the shoe is made of grey Palm Beach cloth.
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Patent Leather Shoes are Sold for Style Value Only
Not for Their Wearing Qualities—Never Guarantee Patent Leather and Have a Sign Up in Your Shop—Saving in Shines,

the Dressy Appearance and Fashionable Features are What Customers Get in Place of Long Service

At recent conventions of shoe manufacturers and deal-

ers the question of patent leather has come up for con-

sideration and discussion, particularly the matter of

guaranteeing, says "The Shoeman" in an excellent article

on the subject

:

Whenever the question of guaranteeing patent leather

comes up, a great many otherwise sane shoe people im-

mediately see red.

In view of present trade conditions it seems wise to

discuss this matter in its true light.

I.—The patent leather shoe is the goose that lays the

golden egg for the retail shoe dealer.

a. It is a well-known and accepted fact that patent

leather shoes do not wear as long as the dull shoe of equal

grade.

b. It follows, therefore, that the dealer sells more
pairs of patents than of dulls for the same amount of wear-

ing service. This, of course, means more business and

more profit.

c. This fact does not mean more cost to the consumer,

although it looks so, at first thought. The difference in

cost is made up, or very nearly so, to the consumer in the

saving on shines. A patent leather shoe needs practically

no shining by a bootblack, whereas a dull shoe requires

very frequent shines, every clay, in fact, if the wearer is

charles parsons, of toronto

Canada's oldest leather merchant,
who has been doing business in to-
ronto for sixty-six years and this
week celebrated his eighty-sixth
birthday. he is in the best of health
and at his office every morning.

a bit fastidious. The average daily cost of shiny shoes to

the consumer is no more than that of other, more sub-

stantial leathers, shines included. The best years in the

shoe business are when patent leather shoes are in popular

demand. Recent months have been pretty dull in the shoe

trade. Witness this,—business during this recent slump has

been much better proportionately with manufacturers of

women's shoes than with the men's shoe manufacturers.

Women's shoe manufacturers have done the bulk of their

business on patent leather and fancy footwear. Men's
patent leather shoes have not averaged ten per cent of their

output. The patent leather shoe is the goose that lays the

golden egg for shoe dealers, and the manufacturers profit

proportionately.

d. The people like patent leather shoes,—they demand
them. They are profitable to handle, because of more sales.

Why seek to kill this demand and the good business in-

volved in supplying it ?

II.—In the desire to avoid guaranteeing patent leather,

many manufacturers and dealers have gone to the extreme

of practically condemning patents, and have endeavored to

discourage consumers from purchasing this variety of foot-

wear at all.

a. This attitude is, to our way of thinking, absolutely

wrong. It is killing the goose that lays the golden egg.

b. Consumers buy and wear shiny shoes because they

like the looks of them,— for style, if you please. They
know that these shoes will not wear as long as dull leather

footwear.

c. For over ten years the people of this country have

been educated not to expect the impossible from shiny shoes.

The writer has personally visited over two thousand retail

shoe stores in thirty-five states and not one hundred of

these stores fail to display signs informing customers that

"We do not guarantee patent leather shoes." We do not

believe there is one person out of twenty who has not been

repeatedly informed of this.

d. This being so, how foolish to go to the extreme of

practically urging people not to wear shiny shoes at all,

and thus in effect cut off the most profitable and business-

increasing line of selling!

e. The financial side of guaranteeing patents: a shiny

shoe for which the dealer pays $3 contains about \y2 feet

of patent leather on the average, men's and women's. The

tanner's profit might be perhaps three cents, or one per

cent on the cost of the shoe. If the tanner were willing to

sacrifice his entire profit, he could pay for one pair in every

one hundred. The shoe manufacturer's profit averages about

five per cent, or fifteen cents per pair on this shoe. If he

were willing to sacrifice his entire profit, he could pay for

five pairs in every one hundred. Assuming that retailer's

profits are around 15 per cent net he can, by sacrificing his

entire profit, pay for fifteen pairs in every one hundred, or

if he makes only partial allowances, his profit may cover

thirty pairs per hundred or more, according to the average

amount of the individual allowances.

f. As none of these parties is willing to or can sacri-

fice his entire profit or even any considerable large portion

thereof, it is perfectly manifest that neither tanner, manu-

facturer nor dealer can give the customer an absolute guar-

anty unless a charge is made to cover it, and this course
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we believe to be unwise and likely to produce even more

trouble than the policy of non-guaranty.

III.—Patent leather shoes should be sold in the proper

manner.

a. Customers should be provided with the necessary

information in regard to shiny shoes,—the nature of this

leather,—what it will and will not do,—the saving in shine

cost, the attractiveness of appearance, the excepiional style

value; in other words, the proper care and use, etc., etc.

b. Patent leather should never be guaranteed. Cus-

tomers are likely to take unintentional advantage of a guar-

anty of this leather. An occasional allowance for policy

sake may be advisable, the same as in other leathers.

c. Carefully worded signs covering the non-guaran-

teeing of patent leather should be displayed in the store.

Clerks should always be thoroughly instructed in the true

facts of the case and forced to explain these to customers.

Clerks should talk more on style and less on service, espec-

ially in women's trade.

d. At the conclusion of this article we give as sug-

gestions two printed forms for use on slips, to be placed

in each carton containing patent leather shoes, covering the

question of guaranty.

e. With these facts in mind, the consumer should be

encouraged to buy patent leather shoes, not discouraged.

Herewith two suggestions to dealers and manufacturers

for consumer's slips to be placed in cartons containing

patent leather shoes, are printed:

PATENT LEATHER FOOTWEAR

For style and appearance, nothing takes the

place of patent leather. It must be borne in mind,

however, that it is sold more for this quality than

for service.

Only the ivell-known superior brands of patent

leathers are used in our shoes, but even the best

tanners have not yet been able to produce a patent

finish that will not check or crack. This is because

the leather must be free from oil in order to retain

its lustre.

The leather manufacturer assumes no liability

nor will he guarantee the stock in any way. We
make this explanation so that our patrons will pur-

chase understandingly and realize that claims for

checking or cracking cannot be allowed.

Here is another suggestion which we offer in the hope

that dealers and manufacturers may find in it just what
they want, to explain non-guaranteeing of patent leather,

without killing its popularity and sale.

PATENT LEATHER SHOES

Only the well-known superior brands of patent

leather are used in our shoes, but even the best

tanners have not yet been able to produce a patent

finish that will not check or crack.

These tanners do not guarantee their leathers

to us, therefore we cannot guarantee our customers

against checking or breaking.

Patent leather shoes are sold not for their wear-

ing qualities, but for their exceptional style value.

While patent leather shoes are not expected to

give as long service as dull leathers, yet the elim-

ination of boot blacking expense makes them, in the

end, fully as economical as other leathers.

Postage Stamps for War Tax
The Post Office Department, having given notice a

week or two ago, in connection with the War Revenue Act,

that all letters and postcards mailed in Canada for delivery

in Canada, the United States or Mexico, and letters mailed

in Canada for delivery in the United Kingdom and British

possessions generally, or wherever the two cent rate applied,

should in addition to ordinary postage carry a one cent stamp
as a War Tax, and also having notified the public that such

war tax, while it should be paid preferably by the postage

stamp marked "War Tax," could, if such stamp were not

available, be paid by an ordinary one cent postage stamp, is

now issuing further notice to the effect that postage stamps
may be used for the prepayment of war duties on bank
cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, express money
orders, proprietary or patent medicines, perfumery, wines

or champagne, as well as upon letters and postcards, postal

notes and post office money orders, the intention being to

provide facilities in those portions of* the country where
excise stamps are not readily available. This, in view of the

fact that postage stamps may be obtained at all points over

the whole country, in many places where there is no Collector

of Inland Revenue and no Inland Revenue stamps could

be obtained, is a distinct convenience to the public, and no
doubt will be largely taken advantage of.

Learn to Grasp Details
There is science in selling footwear. Do not be a

superficial worker. Learn the details of your business

—

the insides of it, the whys and the wherefores. Try to

grasp and appreciate details. Try to remember them. This

is the only way to become master of the science of selling

shoes. And it is worth the effort.

Return of Worn Shoes

"WHEREAS, the replacing of worn shoes by
the dealers, without charge, is a source of loss and
an injustice to the dealer, as well as to the manu-
facturer :

"RESOLVED, that the manufacturers will not

give credit for any shoes that have been worn,

except for faulty construction or evident defects

in material—no allowance to be made for shoes

made of Patent or Enamel Leathers, or Fabrics.

Be it further

"RESOLVED, that the manufacturers will not,

however, give credit for any shoes that have been
worn, without being allowed fair credit for such
wear as the shoes have given."

The subject matter of the Resolution was discuss-

ed thoroughly by the Retailers and Manufacturers

at the Joint Conference, and it is recommended
that all Retailers make adjustments with their

customers on the basis of charging the

customer for the wear received up to the time of

complaint and that the shoes returned to the Manu-
facturer be charged back to him on the same pro

rata basis. It is further recommended that tags

be attached to each pair of returned shoes, pointing

out the damage and stating the adjustment made.
Resolution adopted by the joint conference

committees of the National Boot and Shoe Mfrs.

Association and the National Shoe Retailers'

Association in session in New York.
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Mr. Colver, formerly of Toronto, has started a tannery

in Lethbridge, Alta.

C. E. Lepine, of the Hewetson Co., Brampton, Ont., was
in Montreal last week.

A. Bonisteel, of the Collis Leather Co., Aurora, Out., is

on a business trip to England.

Sig Saxe, with Marden, Orth & Hastings, Boston, is

visiting the tanners in Canada.

The shoe repair. shop of W. Gale, 744 Talbot street, St.

Thomas, was recently broken into

The New York shoe house, Winnipeg, has dissolved

partnership, J. W. Pearson retiring.

H. E. Moles, of J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, spent

the past few days in American centres.

R. L. Savage, sales manager of the James Muir Co.,

Maisonneuve, was in Toronto recently.

P. J. Hogan, U. S. M. Co., Montreal, agent, is spending

some time in Western Ontario factories.

P. Soall, of Mono Road, Ont., has opened a shoe repair

department in connection with his store.

Knechtel & Co., shoe retailers, of Stratford, have

opened a new shoe store in London, Ont.

Regina is agitating for a shoe factory and an effort is

being made to interest local business men.

The Northway Co. have closed their store in Ridgetown,

Ont. It was one of the finest in the town.

H. R. Litz, representing Luc Routhier, Que., was a

caller on the Toronto shoe trade last week.

J. S. Edgar & Son, who have been in the shoe and cloth-

ing business in Windsor, Ont., have sold out.

Pierre Buron. who had been in the shoe business in Mon-
treal for many years, passed away last week.

McQuillen & Laiselle, dealers in dry goods and shoes,

Cowansville, Que., recently made an assignment.

G. J. Trudeau, of the Lionne Varnish Co., Montreal,

was in Boston and other American shoe centres this week.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, was in Boston and New York during the past week.

J. Heffering, who represents several Montreal firms hi

Toronto, and Western Ontario, was in Montreal recently.

J. E. Dupre, of the Montreal Box Toe Company, Mais-

onneuve, was in Boston and other shoe centres last week.

Chas. Duclos, of Duclos & Payan, leather manufacturers,

St. Hyacinthe, Que., was in Toronto last week on business.

Aird & Son, Montreal, have installed in their factory

one of the new U.S.M. Louis heel breast trimming machines.

N. Macfarlane, of the Macfarlane Shoe Co., Montreal,

was in Toronto last week showing a fine range of samples.

Aubrey Davis, of the Davis Leather Co., Newmarket,
recently spent a few days on business in Boston and New
York.

The U.S.M. Co. of Canada have installed several new
machinery parts in the John McPherson Co. factory in

Hamilton.

Fire did considerable damage to the shoe shop of Henry
M. Garvie, Renfrew, Ont. The loss is partially covered by

insurance.

J. J. Connor, who since the death of C. C. McPhadden,
has been covering the ground between Sault Ste. Marie and

Fort William for McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, left last

week on his semi-annual business trip to the prairie

provinces.

S. L. Lawther, of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co.,

Toronto, is on an extended business trip through the Mari-

time Provinces.

The Factory Shoe Store, of St. Catharines, Ont., has

been enlarged by taking in the premises next door, making
a fine large store.

N. A. Piche, salesman for the Louis Gauthier Co.,

makers of the "Surpass" shoe, Quebec, was in Toronto last

week on business.

Milton Cumming, of Preston, Ont., has sold his branch

shoe store in Gait, to M. B. Bechtel, of Waterloo, Out., who
has taken possession.

Alf. Snyder, of the Canada Felting Co., St. Jacobs,

Ont., has returned from a business trip to Quebec, Montreal,

and other points east.

P. A. Doig, sales manager of the Star Shoe Co., Mon-
treal, spent a few days in Toronto and Western Ontario in

the interests of his firm.

H. L. Carter, who for many years conducted a shoe

business on Dundas street west, Trenton, has opened in the

same line in East Trenton.

The Eagle Shoe Co., Montreal, recently installed a

U. S. M. Louis heel breast trimming machine and a skiving

machine in their factory.

Andrew A. Voelker, of Berlin, assistant manager of the

Merchants' Rubber Co., dropped dead in his bathroom last

week. He was 57 years old.

Ed. Lynch, western Canada representative of the Min-

ister Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, has gone on an extended

fall selling trip to the west.

John Peel, shoe dealer, of Whitby, Ont., has bought a

large brick store in that town near the post office, which

is a very valuable property.

Frank Perry, representing Hoag & Walden, Lynn, Mass.,

manufacturers of women's welts, was in Toronto and other

cities last week on business.

Burt Sproul, shoe retailer, Bloor street west, Toronto,

has greatly improved the interior appearance of his store

by adding several new fixtures.

M. W. Murdoff, of Trenton, representing the Thomas
G. Plant Shoe Co., spent a few days in Toronto last week,

showing a fine range of samples.

The Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont., have installed several

new machinery parts in their factory, including a U. S. M.

Louis heel breast trimming machine.

J. A. Matheson, British representative of Beardmore

& Co., tanners, Toronto, now has his offices in the Leith

Buildings, 24 Moorfields, Liverpool, Eng.

J. L. R. Gorman has taken over the business of the

Gorman Shoe House, Belleville, which was conducted by

his father, the late S. R. Gorman.
R. M. Corner, shoe retailer, 430 Queen street west,

Toronto, is moving to a new shop near the corner of St.

Clair and Lansdowne avenue, Toronto.

W. C. Foster, formerly sample room salesman of the

W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., has been appointed representative
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of the company in Northwestern Ontario, and has entered

upon his duties.

The United Shoe Machinery Co. have installed a 12-foot

model "N" Goodyear shoe repair outfit in the establishment

of W. Pollinskv, Beaubeen street, Montreal.

The Retail Merchants' Association of Simcoe, Out.,

has decided to continue closing at noon on Thursday during

June, July and August, the same as last year.

L. S. McKindsey, one of the western representatives of

the W. B Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto, left recently on

an extended business trip through Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Ames-Hoklen-McCready, Limited. Montreal, have in-

stalled some new machines in their No. 2 factory to replace

the older models. They have also put in a Louis heel breast

trimming machine.

L. B. Wasserstrom, leather dealer, of New York, was
in Toronto last week on business. J. S. Schwartz, repre-

senting the same firm was also spending some time in To-

ronto and other cities.

Walter Smardon. of the Smardon Shoe Co., Limited,

Montreal, was recently a visitor in factories in the large

American shoe centres. Mr. Smardon also visited Phila-

delphia and New York.

Narcisse Gagnon, of the firm of Aird & Son, Montreal,

who has been on an extended trip to the southern states

and the Panama-Pacific Exhibition, was in Toronto last

week on his way home.

The capital stock of C. Parsons & Son, Limited, leather

merchants, Front street east, Toronto, has been increased

from one hundred and fifty thousand dollars to two hundred

and fifty thousand dollars.

J.
t. Tebbutt. of the Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co.,

Three Rivers, makers of the Professor Gold Cross Shoe
and the Doctors Anti-septic Ncn-perspiro shoe, was in To-
ronto last week on business.

Walter Rinmore, treasurer of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., has returned to Montreal again after a three

months' holiday trip to California. Mr. Binmore, who was
ill. has entirely recovered.

John Stewart, shoe repairer, 47 Harboard street, To-
ronto, died on April 15th when witnessing a bowling match
in the Odd Fellows' Temple. College street. He is survived

by a widow and five children.

W. J. James, who has been manager for a number of

years of Harbor Grace Boot and Shoe Co., Harbor Grace,

Nfld., has resigned. Oliver Leach succeeds him and has

entered upon his new duties.

An attempt to change the closing hour of shoe, clothing

and men's furnishing stores in Sudbury, Ont., from seven to

eight o'clock was unsuccessful. The petition presented to

council was not sufficiently signed.

The United Shoe Machinery Co. have put in a new
treeing outfit in the Ahrens shoe factory, in Berlin. They
have also installed a Pluma skiving and other machines in

the Kimmel Felt plant in that city.

P. J. Hogan, of the United Shoe Machinery Co.'s staff,

Montreal, has been installing new patent leather repairing

machines in the factory of the Brandon Shoe Co., at Brant-

ford, and the J. W. Hewetson plant at Brampton.

W. H. Robinson has been elected a director of the Cana-
dian Consolidated Rubber Co., of Montreal. Mr. Robinson

is vice-president of the Granby Consolidated Mines and ex-

president of the Eastern Townships Bank.

W. Harold Budreo, of Toronto, in addition to the line

of the Regina Shoe Co., Montreal, is also representing the

Drummond Shoe, Limited, Drummondville, and Charbon-
neau & De Guise, Montreal, in Eastern Ontario.

W. A. Eden, who has been connected with the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, for a considerable length

of time, has been appointed secretary of the company. Ros-

well C. Colt has been appointed assistant secretary.

The United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada state their

new Louis heel breast trimming machine is receiving a large

demand and becoming very popular with Canadian manu-
facturers. They have placed a large number during the past

few weeks.

George F. Hennessey, traveler for the United Shoe

Machinery Co., Toronto branch, will shortly take up his

residence in Berlin. He has been living in Toronto for the

past three years and will continue to pay weekly visits to

the local office.

Tenders are being invited by the liquidator, A. E.

Middleton Hope, for the stock of Casselman & Thompson,
Limited, shoe dealers, Montreal. The stock is valued at

$12,397.17, fixtures and furnishings at $1,319.35, and ac-

counts receivable at $1,491.00.

H. W. Algeo, of the U. S. M. Co., Montreal, has return-

ed from a visit to the Maritime Province factories. Mr.

Algeo states that shoe prospects in this part of Canada
appear to be very bright and that the Maritime Provinces

shoemen all are busy.

A charter has been granted to the A. E. Cudmore
Salvage Co., Limited, Toronto, with a capital stock of

$40,000 to buy. sell and deal in goods and merchandise. Mr.

A LIVE WIRE IN SHOEDOM

J. R. C. Struthers is one of the live shoe exponents of

the west. He handles footwear, gloves and mitts, and makes
a specialty of selling exclusively to the jobbing and
large department store trade. Born in Stratford,

Ont., he started in the footwear business with J. D. Mc-
Crimmon, of the Classic City, with whom he remained four

years. He then journeyed west and was with Kilgour,

Rimer & Co., wholesale shoes, as salesman on the road

J. R. C. STRUTHERS, WINNIPEG

for some eight years. In 1911 he embarked in a manufac-
turers' agency business, and has handled many English

goods as well as Canadian. Mr. Struthers represents a

number of leading, progressive houses, among them being

Clark Bros., shoe manufacturers, St. Stephen, N.B. He
finds the outlook very satisfactory, having done a splendid

business this season.
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Cudmorc is well known to the shoe trade and has at differ-

ent times conducted stores in Toronto.

S. H. Parker, of the Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston,

was in Toronto last week, showing a fine range of fall

samples in both high and low cuts, with colored cloth tops

and military effects. The Solid Leather Shoe Co. has been

very busy for several weeks past, the employees working

three nights every week.

The many friends of J. M. S. Carroll, Divisional Man-
ager of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal,

are congratulating him on being elected a director of the

company at the annual meeting held a few days ago. The

honor has been earned by faithful service and splendid busi-

ness ability on the part of Mr. Carroll.

S. C. Cronk & Co., shoe jobbers, have removed from

126 Wellington street west to 60 Front street west, Toronto,

where they have much larger quarters and excellent office

and sample room facilities. The new sample room of the

firm has been attractively fitted up in oak, with elevating

glass doors, comfortable chairs, display tables, etc.

E. D. Lott, who has been conducting a shoe business

in Weston, Ont., for some time, has sold his stock to A. E.

Cudmore, of Barrie, who removed it to that town. Mr
Cudmore also purchased the remainder of the Blachford

shoe stock, which was on sale at their old stand, 114 Yonge
street, Toronto.

Miss Hattie Spry, of Belleville, died recently from an

attack of pneumonia and her death came as a great shock

to her numerous friends. She was widely known to the

shoe trade as for many years she was on the staff of Ver-

milyea & Son's footwear establishment. Miss Spry was
born in Peterboio but has spent the most of her life in

Belleville.

Mrs. Parsons, wife of Chas. Parsons, the veteran leather

dealer, 79 Front street east, Toronto, passed away recently,

aged 81 years. She was a daughter of the late Judge Bos-

well, of Cobourg, and was united in marriage to Mr. Parsons

nearly sixty years ago. The deceased was also a sister of

the late Commodore Arthur Boswell, a former mayor of

Toronto. Among the surviving children is W. G. Parsons,

who is associated with his father in the leather business. The

Intericr view of the shoe store of Richardson's Limited,

Eighth avenue, Calgary. The store is very nicely laid out,

being 130 feet deep by 15 wide, with the ceiling 20 feet high.

The fixtures are finished in white while the settees are

mahogany, the contrast being very effective.

latter was 86 years old this month and is still hale and active,

being at work every day.

Burpee Rumsey, one of the old school of shoe manu-
facturers, died recently in Lynn, Mass., from heart trouble.

He retired from active work about ten years ago. Mr.

Rumsey was born in Clarence, N.S., in 1847, an(l has resided

in Lynn ever since he was 19 years of age. Previous to

becoming a member of the firm of Rumsey Bros., he served

in several shoe factories.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, em-

ployes have formed an association which they call the Busi-

ness Science Club, of which the first entertainment was held

Thursday, April 8th. A pleasing musical bill was rendered

by an orchestra which is made up entirely of employes. A
two-act play was also given and was greatly enjoyed. The
club plan to hold regular meetings.

It is understood that a new price list will be issued

by the various rubber footwear companies and that it will

be out May 3rd. It is said that the figures will be about

5 per cent, higher on the average. Retailers, who have not

yet given their spring placing orders on the basis of present

quotations, would apparently be well advised to book their

rubber business before the end of this month.

A very interesting and attractive window was recently

installed by Geo. E. Reynolds, shoe retailer, Stirling, Ont.

The display was of Life-Buoy rubbers made by the Kauf-

man Rubber Co., of Berlin, and on view were several samples

of raw rubber, while the various processes in manufacture,

from the crude stock to the finished shoe, were exemplified.

The window created a great deal of interest and admiration.

Alderman John A. Reid, vice-president of the Hartt

Boot and Shoe Co., Fredericton, N.B., was married recently

to Miss Edna Golding, B.A., daughter of Mrs. I. R. Golding.

The ceremony took place in St. Anne's Church, Fredericton.

the Rev. Mr. Greenwood officiating. The happy couple left

for the south on their wedding trip, going as far as Wash-
ington. Mr. Reid's many friends in the trade will extend

congratulations.

The Perth Shoe Co., of Perth, Ont., recently received

an inquiry from F. Montonaro & Co., via nomentana 175,

Rome, making inquiries in reference to their goods. The
firm mentioned that they had seen the ad of the company
in the Shoe and Leather Journal, which is thoroughly

read by the trade from Vancouver in the west to Halifax

in the east, but the publishers were not aware that the

Journal was being perused in the ancient Eternal City.

A. L. Trudeau, who has been identified with Dupont X
Frere, Maisonneuve. as superintendent of their factory, died

Friday, April 8th. He was operated on the previous Thurs-

day for cancer of the throat but his heart was not strong

enough to stand the shock and he passed away the next day.

The funeral was held Monday, April 12th, from his late

residence and was very largely attended by the many friends

of deceased as well as by the staff of the Dupont factory.

Jobbers report that a fair business is being done in all

ranges of shoes and that sorting has been particularly good

on certain lines. The outlook for spring business is re-

garded as a promising one. The cloth top lace bal appears

to be going very well, especially in the larger cities and

towns. There will be a strong demand for white canvas

shoes this summer, and for black and white effects. Some
very nice showings are being made in the latter.

The Perth Shoe Co. have installed a United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co. heel breasting machine, and report that busi-

ness with them is very brisk, in fact that they have been

running overtime for the past six weeks. The plant is

equipped to make both men's and women's shoes, but the

business in the latter has been increasing at such a rate

of late that the firm have never had an opportunity to de-
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velop their men's line. Several snappy new lasts have been

added this season and the range of women's Goodyear welts

made by this enterprising company, under the direction of

G. H. Ansley, is the most attractive ever put out by them.

The first heavy shipment of footwear made by the

Palmer-McLellan Shoe Pack Co., St. John, N.B., for the

allied armies, left St. John recently. John Palmer, managing
director of the company, arranged for these contracts dur-

ing his recent visit to Europe. Other shipments will go

forward as soon as the company are able to supply the de-

mand. Fredericton is said to be the only city in Canada
supplying the allied armies in the field with footwear.

J. S. Ajnthes, head of the Anthes Furniture Co., Berlin,

died on April 13th, aged 71 years. He has spent his whole

life in the manufacture
i

of furniture and is survived by a

widow, one son and four daughters. Among the daughters

are Mrs. Breithaupt, wife of J. C. Breithaupt, of the Brei-

thaupt Leather Co., Berlin, Mrs. Breithaupt, wife of A. L.

Breithaupt, of the Berlin Trunk and Bag Co., and Mrs.

Rieder, wife of T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general

manager of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

There is great scarcity in leather shoe laces and prices

are constantly ascending. A Toronto jobbing house stated

this week that it was almost impossible to obtain supplies,

and that any firm that could furnish them with 100 gross

would be hailed as a benefactor to the trade. Mohair laces

are also ascending in price, having recently taken an advance

of ten per cent. All this has been brought about by the war.

and the embargo placed upon leather by Great Britain and

other European countries from which the supply of laces

has been largely obtained.

At the "Madc-in-Canada" Exhibition which is being held

in Montreal at the present time many unique features are

seen, among them being the motion pictures depicting the

making of Fleet-foot sporting shoes by the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co. These pictures were made at St.

Jerome, Que., where the company have a branch, and show
l he entire process from the importing of the crude rubber

from Brazil to the finished product. The Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Company state they are the first Canadian con-

cern to have taken motion pictures of their manufacturing

progress, and much interest has been shown by visitors to the

exhibition, not only in the pictures, but also in the handsome
booth of the company.

The Carey Shoe Co., who have retail shoe stores in

Toronto, Chatham and Barrie, have announced a big pat-

riotic sale to introduce a Made-in-Barrie contest, in which

the firm are giving cash prizes of $40. absolutely free. The
shoes sold are made in Barrie by Underhills, Limited, and

the Carey Shoe Co. have announced that to the person

buying the greatest number of these Barrie-made shoes at

their store, from April 15th to August 15th, will be given

absolutely free, $20 in cash. To the person buying the great-

est number of Barrie-made shoes from August 15th to

December 15th, will be given another $20 in cash, making
a grand total of $40. Attractive literature has been issued

by the firm at the top of which appears the slogan "Buy
Barrie Shoes."

A recent despatch from Boston says:
—"As it is a be-

tween season period with the shoe manufacturers they are

not buying much lealher as a rule and the market remains
rather quiet. The fall run does not get under way until

along the first part of May, so that about the only business

immediately in sight is duplicate orders. While these have
been somewhat restricted owing to the backwardness of the

season, the advent of more favorable weather during the

past week has started a freer movement of shoes in retail

channels and paved the way for an increasing business.

Perhaps the most important feature in the leather and shoe

trade during the week has been the placing of a large order

for army shoes by Russian with one of the leading Boston

manufacturers. This contract is reported to be for 1,500,000

pairs, one of the largest single orders yet placed in this

country."

BOWLING CONTEST WAS A HUMMER
The annual bowling match of the White Shoe Co.,

Toronto, took place recently at the College street bowling

club. The contest was in five pins, three games being played.

The traveling staff was lined up on the one side and the

warehouse boys on the other. The former were strengthened

by James C. Dixon, of YVarkworth, and the latter by Neil

Chappell, 1 1 88 St. Clair avenue, Toronto. In the individual

games, and also in the collective scores, the warehouse lads

lead by a very respectable majority. The score was as fol-

lows, and it shows that sonic of the bowlers are particularly

expert in the game

:

Travelers. Warehouse.

Ernest Williamson 242 R. B. Gravlin 37S

J. C. Dixon 227 Hugh White 273

A. Bawden 300 C. McFarlane 274

G. Cessford 200 T. W. Scott 258

E. Edmonds 300 John White 281

L. Fingland 274 Neil Chappell 316

R. Russell 202 W. Brennan 239

H. Braun 290 Doc Reeve 396

Total 2,035 Total 2,420

SHOULD CHROME LEATHER BE GREASED
Those interested in the manufacture of chrome tanning

have probably experienced much trouble in producing water-

proof chrome leathers. The accepted theory is that they

are water-proofed, and can even be boiled. It is over

twenty-five years ago since the first piece of chrome upper

leather was shown for the purpose of making a water-proof

shooting boot. Every precaution was taken at that time to

A portion of the office staff of D. D. Hawthorne & Co.,

wholesale shoes, Toronto. From left to right are Ernest

Franklin, George Witheridge, Herbert Densem and Allan

Walsh, all of whom are well known to the trade.
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be certain that the upper was water-proof; the double tongue

was carefully wrapped at the tab, and a semi-circular row

of stitches added. One pair of boots was experimented on

a number of years ago. Just prior to being delivered they

were greased well to ensure their being water-proof, and

to thoroughly test them they were allowed to stand in wet

ground for two days, and each day a coat of tallow was

applied. On the third day, however, it was noticed, with

surprise, that the more the uppers were greased, the more

the water seemed to pour in. The men experimenting

talked with several expert leather men on the subject, and

the opinion was that the shoes should not be greased. One

man said that he had never greased a pair of chrome leather

boots, and it was very rarely that his feet were ever cold.

There seems to be a difference of opinion as to this, and

we would like to hear from some leather experts who have

had practical experience in that line as to whether or not

it is a benefit or a detriment to grease chrome.

From the Fyles of 1888

Old Timer Gone
We regret to have to record the death of Wm. Guinane,

one of Toronto's oldest shoe men. Mr. Guinane, who was
the founder of the present house of Guinane Bros., and

father of the present member of the firm, expired after a

somewhat prolonged illness.

* * *

About St. Crispin

Crispinos and Crispianus were two brothers born at

Rome from which place they traveled about 303 A.D. to

Soissons, in France (recently the scene of bloody conflict),

to propagate the gospel, and worked as shoemakers so that

they might not be chargeable to anyone. The governor of

the town ordered them to be beheaded the very year of

their arrival and they were made titular saints of the gentle

craft. St. Crispin's Day is October 25th.

* * *

Canadian Boots in England
An interview with an English paper given by the late

Mr. Mullarky, of Montreal, is given in full. Mr. Mullarky

says in part: "Your merchants say our lasts have got too

much spring; they want the toes down flat. I know these

lasts are right and your dead lasts are wrong, but I don't

want you people to buy what f like. I am going to take

some English lasts back with me and I am going to make
English boots in Canada. Our capacity is 3,000 pairs daily,

so we will be able to keep you going a bit."

* * *

Shoe Dealers' Association

In a letter in this issue Mr. Chas. Doney, of Ottawa,

advocates the formation of a Canadian National Association

of Retail Shoe Dealers. lie advocates the first meeting in

Montreal so that dealers may get in touch with manufac-

turers. One of the evils needing discussion was the slaugh-

ter of rubber shoes.

TELL IT WHILE THEY LIVE

When I cash in and this poor race is run, my chores

performed, and all my errands done, I know that folk who

mock my efforts here, will weeping bend above my lovely

bier, and. bring large garlands worth three bucks a throw,

and paw the ground in ecstacy of woe. And friends wear

crape bow knots upon their tiles, while I look down (or up)

a million miles, and wonder why those people never knew

how smooth I was before my spirit flew. When I cash in

I will not care a yen for all the praise that's heaped upon

me then; serene and silent in my handsome box, I shall

not hear the laudatory talks, and all the pomp and all the

vain display, will just be pomp and feathers thrown away.

So tell me now, while I am yet on earth, your estimate of

my surprising worth; O tell me what a looloo bird I am,

and fill me full of taffy and of jam.—Walt Mason.

THE NEW RUSSIAN BOOT IN TORONTO

In the accompanying picture there is observed a New
York lady of fashion wearing the new Russian boot for

women—as illustrated and described on the cover of this

edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal. On the right

is seen this type of footwear as worn by a stylish Toronto

lady, the picture being taken in the Royal Shoe Co.'s store

in Toronto. The boot comes in black glazed kid with patent

leather cuff, grey suede

with patent trimmings

and vamp, or tan suede

with tan calf trimmings

and vamp. The Russian

boot is sold in Toronto

for twenty-eight dollars a

pair.
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THE WRONG SIZES AND WIDTHS
I claim from experience and close observation of many

different stocks in retail stores and from interviewing retail-

ers that our verv worst enemy is WRONG SIZES AND
WIDTHS.

I mean that we buy too many small and large sizes, also

too many narrow widths, altogether out of proportion to the

demand and on the other hand we are often short of the
good selling sizes and widths that are safe and pretty sure

to go at a fair price, even when the shoe is discontinued
and out of style.

When I see a size sheet showing a preponderance of

extreme sizes and widths it does seem as if there must be
an unknown attraction that seriously effects the point of the

pencil of the buyer and causes it to go to the very extreme
while he is detailing the sizes that he feels he needs.

We need more shoes bought right as to sizes, widths
and amount. Reducing the price of discontinued lines of

shoes does not change or improve the sizes, they still remain
the same.

I have in mind many discontinued lines of men's and
women's shoes, consisting chiefly of these undesirable sizes

mentioned, and a big loss on the invoice price has failed to

move them with any speed
;
why, because they are the wrong

sizes and will not fit the feet of those who would buy them.
If these same shoes could be moved to the centre of the

size sheet (good selling sizes) they would readily sell at con-
siderable more money, in fact they would have sold at the

regular retail price when the line was comparatively new,
now they will hardly move at any price.

I find that when we try to move these extreme size goods
by reducing the price it draws a cheaper element to the store

that generally wear the good selling sizes and our extreme
sizes still continue to reside on our shelves.

In cases where we attract our regular customers or the

better class of trade to the store it is difficult to sell this class

as they generally want the newer styles and are not very

much interested in the discontinued proposition.

I also find that the man or woman who wears the small

sizes or narrow widths are generally very fussy as to fit,

appearance and all details, it generally being very hard to

suit them.

I find that discontinued styles could be readily disposed

of at a fair price if they were the more desirable sizes. I do
not claim that there isn't a real demand for some of these

extreme sizes, but I do claim that many shoe buyers over-
stock on these.

Extreme sizes should be purchased on only a few of the

best selling lines and bought in keeping with the demand.
We have not had the courage to lose sales on these extreme
sizes, but we have on the other hand lost many sales on the

good and safe selling sizes while on our shelves there were
plenty of shoes in the style demanded, but they were the

wrong sizes and widths.

Each dealer should determine from his sales what are

the best selling sizes and act accordingly. Buying the right

styles is not the only thing, but what sizes and widths can I

sell is a very important point that should be studied carefully

and acted on wisely.—W. W. Willson.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents.

Cash must accompany all orders.

BELT KNIFE SPLITTER—Open for position, eight years'

experience on lime and bark tan stock, also dry splitting

;

thoroughly competent. Henry Lawrence, 217 Sumach
street, Toronto.

WANTED—By high-class man, forty years of

age, position as shoe or leather salesman, or

any other responsible position. Know side

leather thoroughly, and have had thirteen

years' experience in shoe business in both fac-

tory and selling ends, and am familiar with

American methods and ideas. Practical and
original. Can bring with me some $25,000 of

A No. 1 good paying specialty business. Used
to negotiating large contracts with high-class

trade with both jobbers and manufacturers.

Open for engagement about June 1st. Box 94,

Shoe and Leather Journal, Toronto.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,

sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal
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HOW TO APPROACH THE CUSTOMER
How vitally important is this matter of making a

favorable impression upon your customer at the very start.

You may know your goods; you may be able to give the

very best service and all that—but these count for naught

if the customer has been repelled by your appearance, your

manner or your attitude. Before you can hope to persuade

the customer to buy you must change this state of mind

toward you. And see what a lot of time and effort that

involves. ,

Business is a matter of personal adjustment. Your

success in dealing with people depends upon your ability to

"size them up." A knowledge of human nature helps some,

but don't depend upon it too much. For every customer you

deal with is an individual and represents a variation of some

type. It won't do to deal with him on general principles

for the reason that he isn't a general principle. Do you see

the point? You should study every customer individually

and handle him as a brand new problem.

It's all well enough to know something about phren-

ology, physiogonomy and the like, but after all you have

got to trust to your own personal experience for your know-

ledge of men and women. You older men, who have been

selling shoes these last umpty-odd years, will agree with

me on this point, I am sure.

You have extended a cordial greeting to your customer.

By your manner you have led him to believe you have been

greatly favored by his call. Now stop right there. Let the

customer talk. Let him tell you what he has on his mind.

Don't for goodness sake, ask foolish questions as:
—"Waited

on, sir?" or "Something in shoes, to-day, sir?" or "What
can I show you?" or "How may I serve you, sir?" All of

this is twaddle. Read what William Maxwell has to say

about such salutations in his book on "Salesmanship."

MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers oj

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

LUCIEN BORNE MANUFACTURER OF GLAZED KID,
CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room: rMTl7"D17/^ Works:

149 St. Valier Street VjU H/OlLL/ Limoilou, Que.

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterOrder
Xhis

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada
"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

Protect Your Credits
See that your travelers are provided with Dun's latest

edition of the Reference Book. Ready now for delivery.

There are thousands of changes made in ratings, styles,

etc.. each issue, and it is highly important that your rep-

resentatives carry an up-to-date book.

Travelers" editions, bound in sections to suit territory,

are now ready for delivery, and orders for same will re-

ceive prompt attention.

R. G. DUN & CO.
The Mercantile Agency
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LINEN THREADS £a COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ?!

ohair
.'
^5"'

_^^____^_==^__________ Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

Hii/tlne &- Dovon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
UUClOSOCl dydU STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, ChromeSoles.

Established Over Half a Century TAP SOLES
For real solid wear, vat tanned Hemlock Sole

is the cheapest thing on the market today.

We have not yet advanced the prices of Taps

and will still accept orders for early delivery,

on the old list.

Our Specialities :

Hemlock and Oak Sole Leather.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All WorK Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778
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BRANDON

"KON6T"

"FRENCH"

" HARVARD

"

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE:

J. L. TRETHEWEY, Western Ontario

E. E. McINTYRE, Eastern Ontario

M. B. YOUNG, Northern Ontario

L. F. JACKSON, Maritime Provinces

J. J. TILT, North West and British

Columbia

Smart Styles Mean
Quick Turnovers

And that's what you want—the quickest

turnover of your stock that you can get.

Smart style is, therefore, an essential—you
need shoes that appeal to the smart dressers

of your community. And no other line

made will do this so effectively as our

famous branded lines—

"Monarch"
"Brandon"

"Dr. Brandon
In these shoes you have the right combin-
ation of good style, good fit and good
wear. Nothing is skimped— every shoe in

the range is a splendid example of high

class workmanship.

21 DAY DELIVERY
Doubtless you have heard of our suc-

cessful 21 day guaranteed delivery

service on Mail and Rush Orders.

All Brandon Shoes are Union Made

15he

Brandon Shoe Company, Limited
Brantford, Canada
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T JN the manufacture of our heavy rubbers

j | we are using the New Process
j'jjj-rj " Pressure Cure." We were the first to

j.,LvJ.4 introduce this great improvement into

Canada, and its introduction certainly

marked a new epoch in the history of rubber

footwear manufacture. It reduces all uncer-

tainty as to quality.

Have you seen our new range yet? It is wonder-

fully complete, containing everything in rubbers,

from the lightest toe rubber for ladies up to the

heaviest grade hip boot. Our representatives

are now showing the range in all parts of Can-

ada. Look out for the jobber's salesman carry-

ing the Independent line.

Our Representatives Are

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- -- - Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton - Ontario
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Aird & Son 19

Ames-Holden-McCready Limited 5

B

Beal, The R. M. Leather Co., Limited 14

Bell, J. &. T., Limited 7

Blouin, F 46

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union 10

Borne, Lucien 46

Brandon Shoe Co., Limited 48

Breithaupt Leather Co 47
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Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co 20
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Davis Leather Co 18
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Miner Rubber Co 8
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Muir Jas., Co. (inc.) I. B.C.

Murray Shoe Co 9
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Palmer, John Co., Limited 18
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Regal Shoe Co. Limited I.F.C.
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W
Williams Shoe, Limited 19

Wright, E. T., & Co 11

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth (Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto
BRANCHES

137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HTJBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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THE

PATHFINDER

SSSSS: MODEL FACTORY
OF

THE JAMES MUIR
MONTREAL

w1

CO.

SIX NEW LASTS FOR FALL
Our leader is the famous Kitchener last, with the English receding toe now so popular.

Available in all the favored cloth and leather combinations. A special feature is a straight

laced military bal on a Torpedo last—something entirely new in Canada. Our other

new lasts and patterns make the Muir Co. samples the most attractive shown in the past twenty years.

Test our service. We can give twenty-one day delivery on special orders. Wholesalers and large

retailers should not fail to see Muir samples of

MEN'S AND BOYS' WELTS TO RETAIL AT $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00

THE

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Ontario and Central Canada - - - - R. L. SAVAGE
Eastern Canada - -- -- -- - W. G. GRAY
Western Canada ------- GEO. C. WILSON
Montreal District - -- -- -- A. E. CLOUTIER

<5ho(l



Salesmen for Clark Bros.
These are the men now showing Clark Bros'. Shoes

throughout the Dominion. Watch for them—they have

the styles and values you are looking for.

EVERETT HANSON
Maritime Provinces

White
Canvas

shoes will be in great

demand very soon. Are

you prepared? Have

you got a stock that is

big enough and varied

enough to get the lion's

share of the trade from

your locality.

Order Now R. L. SAVAGE
Ontario and Quebec

R. C. STRUTHERS
Western Provinces

Quick
Delivery

We have made special ar-

rangements for quick de-

livery of all White Canvas

orders. But remember the

proverb about the early

bird ! Get your stock now
so that you can get the

early summer trade which

is by far the most profitable

and satisfactory.

Order Now
SOME EXTRA SNAPPY LASTS IN WHITE CANVAS

RETAIL $2.50 and $3.00

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, NEW BRUNSWICK
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Well Done Canada! p% <*

EMPIRE MADE

Britain is Proud of Her SONS OF THE WEST who

have shown that the fighting quality of the Old Sea

Dog is still there.

Our twenty years of personal and business fellowship

with Canada gives a just pride in the Glory she has

won on the field of honor.

"BUSINESS AS USUAL"

Those of us at home who are doing our best to provide

the sinews of war are as much in the firing line as the

Boys at the Front. Let us keep the wheels of commerce

moving, that the gallant fellows may make every shot

tell in this great fight for world liberty.

We are doing our part to the very last stitch to make

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS all they have been in the

past, and a little more, these days when selling is

somewhat more difficult for the dealer.

Ask your jobber for TRICKETT'S

SIR H. W. TRICKETT (1914)
LIMITED

WATERFOOT, Near Manchester, England

EMPIRE made
john g_ Ashworth, R£'™*SX„, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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HARTTf

Men's Mahogany
Russia Circular

Seam Foxed Bal,

with Khaki Cloth

Top.

During the coming season Military Effect

will be demanded in all matters of dress.

The above is one of the many features

of our Line for FALL iqi 5.

The Hartt Boot & Shoe Co.
Limited

In a class

W
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GREYHOUND TENNIS
I f not you should do so at once because they

are just the line your customer will be looking

for. Guaranteed to give all round satisfac-

tion to both yourself and to your patrons.

This means repeat orders.

Place your order early with the Miner Man
and assure prompt delivery.

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Coates, Burns 8s Wanless ------ London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith 8s Co. ------- Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - - - - - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey &j Co. ----- Sydney, C.B.

Jackson 8s Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited ----- Edmonton, Alta.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., Montreal. Que.
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Of Course You
interested in Building up

3.1 C a Trade that will Stay

with You ! /-|. s\X\

But are you t |M BRl Gfl /

Safeguarded SHOES
\3 <V

against disappointment in the Shoes

you order from time to time ?

Are you satisfied that your custom-

ers feel really compelled to recom-

mend their friends to you?

Your'Sole'
Protectioi

Do you feel that the

Shoes you are sell-

ing really represent

your ideal business

policy ?

We're here

and

You're there

—the difficulty

is for us to get

together. You can get in

touch either by Mail or we
will have one of our Seven

Travellers call upon you.

Our deliveries are prompt
and our shoes are 100% up

to sample.

Mr. "SHOE DEALER" of

"ANYWHERE" IN CANADA—

CAMEO SHOES
For Ladies

"SAFEGUARDED"

WE
EE

SAFEGUARD YOURSELF
By Handling the Lines of

American-British-Canadian

Distributers

Head Office :

310 Yonge Street, Toronto

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

'SAFEGUARDED"

ME
EE
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"NUGGET"
WHITE CLEANER

FOR BUCKSKIN AND CANVAS

Dries a

Pure White
Will Not
Rub Off

We have not increased the price of "Nugget" in

spite of the extra War Tax. It is up to you to

help the manufacturers who willingly pay their

share of the Empire's burdens. Boost the sale

of "Nugget.'' It is "Empire made."

The "Nugget" Polish Co., Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road - - - Toronto, Ont.
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Next time a man enters your store in search

of a comfortable, close-fitting, dressy shoe

with a long life bsfore it, show him a Dr.

A. Reed Cushion Shoe. You will speedily

make a profitable sale, and you will send

forth one who will advertise your place and

the footwear therein.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and
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Early Summer Season Means
Greater Call for Sporting Shoes

The unusually early opening of Spring will

undoubtedly create something of a rush in

tennis and sporting shoes. And this de-

mand will, more than likely, eclipse all

previous known records, because of the

greater length of the summer season.

Are you prepared ? Have you got a stock

that will be anything like equal to the

opportunity ?

Rush Along Sorting Orders

For Independent Tennis Shoes

Our selling representatives all carry large

stocks of all our various popular numbers.

Get your sorting orders in early—there

will be a big rush later on. Make sure

of having the stock when you want it

most.

Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton - Ontario

Our Representatives Are

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - - Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

Quality

and Value

Unsurpassed
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1915 FALL SEASON—1915

Good
Values

FOR THE BEST VALUES
and the most extensive variety in Fall Footwear

see the fall range of

Good
Service

McLaren & Dallas
The "Imperial" Shoe

A well-known line for men and wo-

men. Goodyear Welts and McKay
sewn in all the fine leathers.

" Beaver " Brand
Men's Goodyear Welts in smartly

stylish lasts—the line that will give

satisfaction for the better class men's

trade.

The wide-a-wake shoe dealer need

hardly be reminded of the uncertainty

in the leather market. A word to the

wise — ORDER EARLY. This is

good advice nearly every season, but

never more so than this. You will

find in our fall range the right lines

for good business in every class of

your trade.

" Varsity " Brand
A medium grade light shoe for men,

boys and youths in McKay sewn and

standard screw.

" Beau Brummel

"

Made in the smartest of the new lasts,

this make appeals strongly to dressy

young men. Goodyear Welts in the

very choicest materials only.

" Britain's Best"

"Trickett's" and
"Parker's" Felt Shoes

and Slippers have es-

tablished a world-wide

reputation for quality

and value. And the

truly British qualities,

soundness of material

and painstaking care

in every detail of work-

manship, are always
present in " Trickett's"

and "Parker's" pro-

ducts.

" Maple Leaf" Brand
Solid leather working shoes. This is a line

that will appeal to your "hard-headed"
customer who is looking for good wear before
anything. Every pair is guaranteed and you
can confidently recommend them with the
absolute assurance that they will give com-
plete satisfaction.

" Little Canadian
"

A popular line for misses and children. Very
smart in appearance, comfortable, strong
and nicely finished.

" Sportsman 99

Boot in 10, 12 and 15 inch leg, made in
Chocolate, Pearl and Black Calf and Smoked
Elk. For Hunters and Prospectors. The
" .Sportsman " is one of the best boots made.

" Witch Elk
"

is a famous line of hunting and sporting
boots for which we are agents in Canada.

Rubbers
We specialize in the Independent Rubber
Company's products, than which no superior
line is produced in the world.

The " BIG FOUR" brands of Rubber Foot-
wear— "Kant Krack," "Dainty Mode,"
"Royal" and "Bull Dog." A complete
range of all lines carried in our warehouse.

"Made in Canada"

"Elmira Felts" are a

well - known Canadian

make of Felt Boots,

Shoes and Slippers that

have won their way

to the top by merit.

It is good business to

sell " Elmiras." See

also our splendid range

of Moose Moccasins,

Lumberman's Knit Sox

Oil Tan Larrigans,

Hockey Boots and
fine Leather Slippers.

McLaren & Dallas
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF BOOTS
30 FRONT STREET WEST

SHOES AND RUBBERS
TORONTO

SlimiTIPr Snrtitia' OrHpr* We are exceptionally well able to handle your "rush " sortingOUIUIUC1 OUI llllg XJl UCl a. orders> as our stock is very large and wen-assorted, including
a complete range of Tennis, Lacrosse and Sporting Shoes. Letter and 'phone orders receive
instant attention. A trial order will convince you of our ability to meet your requirements
quickly and well.
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The dominant force

of quality will not
be denied

Just as there are some speakers whose eloquence

and knowledge compel all to listen, so there are

some lines of merchandise that have the same

compelling attraction.

"Murray-Made"and"Derby
"

Men's Shoes

and Women's Shoes
.<^_ MADE IN WELTS AND McKAYS

are in this class, and merchants who sell them

reap the great rewards of their discriminating

judgment. MURRAY Shoes prove how false is

the notion that foot comfort is incompatible with

smart style, because they have both qualities in

the highest degree. Keep this in mind and be

sure to see the MURRAY line before placing

your main order for fall styles.

Your sorting orders on summer styles will

receive prompt and careful attention.

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONTARIO

Montreal Branch

sole FRANK J. McKENNA
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets

MADE IN
CANADA
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CHEAPER.
THAN

WOODEN
BOXES >

OR MORE
SAVED IN

FRElGrirV

I

Martin Corrugated Fibre Board Shipping Cases

Made in Canada
BY THE

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
WHICH IS NOT CONNECTED WITH
ANY FIRM OUTSIDE OF CANADA

The Product is Canadian The Profits

The Workmen are Canadian Remain
The Factory is Canadian in

The Capital is Canadian Canada

\/
rOU should use Martin Cor-

rugated Fibre Board
Shipping Cases, not only be-

cause in buying Canadian made
goods you are giving employ-
ment to Canadian workmen
and helping Canadian industries,

all of which contribute to the
prosperity of Canada—But also

because of the large saving which
can be effected in first cost,

freight charges, packing
time and storage space.

SAVING No. 1

The cost of wooden boxes
is going up. Good grade
lumber is getting scarce.
Thus you can get Martin
Corrugated Paper Boxes
for 20 per cent, less than
wooden boxes.

SAVING No. 2
Corrugated Paper Cases
weigh about one-quarter
of what Wooden boxes
do. Thus the saving of 20
per cent, or more can be
made in freight charges.

SAVING No. 3
When using Martin Cor-
rugated Cases there is no
loss of time in hunting
nails, hammer or lids.

Nor is an expert packer
necessary. Boxes are
sealed with a special gum
used cold. Thus a saving
of 50 per cent, in pack-
ing time can be made.

SAVING No. 4
Martin Corrugated Cases
collapse and can bestored
in that condition. This
makes it possible to save
90 per cent, in storage
space.

If there is any question in your mind about
your product being packed in MARTIN
BOXES write us and we will study your
problem and offer our expert advice.

We also make a specialty of Solid Fibre Board Boxes which
have proven very satisfactory for the shipping of shoes.

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto
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REO"

BECAUSE
of their unvarying quality features

in style, materials and workman-

ship and finish, Brandon Shoes

compel the interest of all buyers

who are anxious to establish a

quality reputation that will endure.

To see the BRANDON line is

to see the art of stylish shoe

manufacture at the very pin-

nacle of perfection.

"Monarch"

"Brandon"

"Dr. Brandon"

A display of BRANDON SHOES in

your window will attract instant atten-

tion, and bring new customers to your

store.

"FRENCH"

21 DAY DELIVERY
Guaranteed of all Mail and Rush Orders

THE

Brandon Shoe Company
LIMITED

Brantford Canada
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STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

WHO ? You, Mister Shoe Manufacturer.

WHY ? Because you want to be up-to-the-minute

WHAT? In perfect style and fit with your Shoe

Samples

WHERE ? For your Salesmen to show Customers

WHEN ? In the prosperous year of 1916

THE LARGEST, THE STRONGEST
AND THE STRAIGHTEST LAST

COMPANY IN CANADA

1ft i

Boston, Mass., 44 Binford St
Factories: Phone'Main 107

Richmond, Que. Phone 32

IVrite to Richmond for Full Particulars

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, Etc., also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and Ironing Outfits for Shoe Factories
(Simplex System)

Canadian Factory: RICHMOND, QUE.
Charles Campbell, Manager
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In Stock—Grey and Fawn Tops
Welts $3.00, McKays $2.50

Growing Girls', Misses', Child's in Stock

CLASSIC
SHOES FOR WOMEN

At no time in the history of the shoe trade, has the

question of style been of such paramount importance

and so fraught with pitfalls for the unwary retailer.

Novelty follows novelty with bewildering rapidity and

novelty must be shown by every dealer unless he is

content to fall back in the race for success.

The great thing is not to get

mere novelties, but the right

novelties—designs based upon

thorough understanding of

what is really saleable and

what is not.

You are perfectly safe in buying

CLASSIC shoes. The line is replete

with novelty ideas and we venture

to say that every last in the range

will be a good seller, basing our con-

fidence on past achievements and close

study of style trends of the present

season.

Our Fall range is quite convincing.

Make a point of seeing it.

The Shoes That Are
Supplanting Foreign

Footwear

Welts—$3.00, $3.25

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT - ONTARIO
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CLASSIC
Shoes for Children

In the realm of children's shoes, the

name "CLASSIC" stands as the

supreme leader.

No matter where you go within the

boundaries of Canada, you will find

the bulk of the stock in the busiest

Children's department to be

"CLASSIC."

To have achieved a leadership like

this is the best of all evidences that

the public like "CLASSIC" shoes.

And it also furnishes the most
convincing reason why every dealer

not now handling "CLASSIC" shoes

should try them out.

With "CLASSIC" Children's shoes,

you cannot help but win increased

trade, profits and reputation.

Have you seen our great Fall range

yet ? If not, do so while the op-

portunity lasts. It will be a move
that you will never regret.

Bl.ick and Chocolate Kid

75c.—2—5 $1.00—4—iy2

Patent, White, Red, Dull Kid
Black Cloth Tops

The Neatest Shoes

in Shoedom

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT - ONTARIO
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a
single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives
better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Firrshing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wiih union irons

and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 4-92 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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SOME FEATURES OF OUR 1915

FALL RANGE
Along with the many new lasts and patterns which we have added to our

lines, we have greatly increased our range of skating and hockey boots.

We have also installed a viscolized sole line made by the latest and most

improved methods.

There are many other features in our 1915 Fall samples which are

going to make the AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY shoes more

popular than ever.

OUR TRAVELLER WILL CALL ON YOU AT AN EARLY
DATE. DONT PLACE YOUR ORDER TILL YOU HAVE
SEEN OUR FALL SAMPLES.

Our In=Stock: Department
A moment's consideration will convince you of the service this department

can render by keeping your stock down to a minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can depend absolutely

upon the prompt attention and courteous consideration our IN-STOCK
department can give as well as the satisfaction which is guaranteed.

DROP US A LINE TO-DAY TELLING US OF YOUR NEEDS

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames-Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S. WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

Sure Sellers If They
Carry This Brand

In shoes, the line that sells steadily at all seasons is

after all the most profitable line to handle.

The strongest appeal of YAMASKA BRAND shoes

lies in their saleability. They make sure business for

you because they are just what the people want and
can afford. And then, the service they always give

makes such a strong appeal to your customers that it

means big repeat business for you.

If you've never experienced the satisfaction of selling

YAMASKA BRAND keep them in mind for your

Fall buying.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE - QUEBEC
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ORDER THEM FOR FALL
^f* PAT. N.°- 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

And Specify These
Two Brands Particu-

larly Because

—

Your jobber may show you some other

shoe that looks fairly good, but which

has not got the reputation built up by

the "PROFESSOR" and the "DOC-
TOR'S " brands.

And how has

acquired ?

this reputation been

Here's the reason—you'll find very few

male feet that either the " DOCTOR'S"
or the " PROFESSOR " shoe can't fit.

They are made on lasts that conform

perfectly to the contour of the foot.

Their patent health features make them
particularly acceptable to your "cranky"

customers.

Moreover, your men customers will ap-

preciate having shoes that so nearly

approach their ideals in comfort, style

and wearing qualities.

THESE ARE A FEW OF THE REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD MAKE TEBBUTT
BRANDS jYOUR LEADING LINES. THINK
THEM OVER.

EXAMINE OUR FALL, 1915, SAMPLES
AND SEE IF WE ARE NOT RIGHT.

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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ROBINSON'S
Complete Sorting Service

At Your Disposal

You can save money by taking advantage

of it. A complete range in all lines is

carried and a speciality made of quick

service. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL

" Canada''s Leading Shoe House "
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"KINGSBURY" a„d "AMERICA'S BEAUTY"
LINES ARE ALWAYS IN STYLE

When ordering these shoes you

automatically insure yourself

against financial loss.

Why?
Because we make lines that have

a steady demand. Our shoe is

the popular women's shoe, our

styles are up-to-date, and our

prices are right.

We have always studied the tastes

and fancies of feminine shoe wear-

ers, and the result we have put in

" Kingsbury " and " America's Beauty
"

lines. They are the product of

our many years' experience in

catering to the women of Canada.

Are you going to employ this ex-

perience to your own advantage ?

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET JOINED THE
RANKS OF SATISFIED KINGSBURY RE-
TAILERS DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear LIMITED

MONTREAL
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We have built our reputation with this brand

YOU CAN DO THE SAME
ii MOOSE HEAD BRAND"
SHOE PACKS, LARRIGANS, SPORTING BOOTS, SUMMER PACKS

°£ricxo*"

Are known to the trade in Canada as the leaders in their line.

Wear, style and comfort, as well as popular prices are the chief

features of MOOSE HEAD BRAND lines made from our cele-

brated Oil Tanned Skowhegan Waterproof Leather.

Can you afford to be without them ?

Ask your] jobber to show you the 1915 line of MOOSE HEAD
BRAND; you will be surprised at the number of advantages

it has over other outside lines.

John Palmer Company Limited
Fredericton, N.B.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Oil Tanned
Waterproof Footwear in Canada
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"Out of That Style"

MEANS
Out of a Sale

Thousands of shoe sales—maybe some of yours—are lost

every day, because dealers are "out of that style." Regal

Agents never have to say this, for our In-Stock Department

carries continuously 35 Fast-Selling Styles ready to ship

without an hour's delay.

This is only one of the proofs of how squarely we stand

back of Regal Dealers, giving them the right styles right away,

not excuses.

Regal Shoes are made in Canada . We confine them to

One Authorized Dealer in a Town. If you are the man,
write for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always In Stock. Shipment goes out

the day your order comes in. Simply address

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

Dominion

Now is the time

to show

SHOES
in your window

This

Attractive Display

was furnished

FREE
with your Placing

Order

Now is the time

to show it

!

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber

MONTREAL
28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Bominion
SIBBER SYSTEJJ^

Boated
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Retailers Discuss the Merits of Patent Leather Shoes
Symposium of Views on the Matter of Style, Service, Appearance and Rebates — Majority Declare That Shiny

Leathers Give Satisfaction and Cause No More Trouble Than Other Kinds—The Cheaper Lines Come in for

Some Severe Comment—Public Should Not Expect Any Guarantee—Women Are Greatest

Buyers of Patent Shoes as They Like the Neat Dressy Effect.

This is essentially a patent leather season, and more
particularly so far as women's shoes are concerned. The
shiny leather still continues a decided favorite, on account

of its stylish appearance and dressy effect. In the last issue

of the Shoe axd Leather Journal, an interesting article

was re-produced from an exchange, which was read with

a great deal of interest.

In summary, it was that the patent leather shoe is "the
goose that lays the golden eggs" for the retailer; that it is

a well known and accepted fact that patent leather does not
wear as long as the dull shoe of equal grade, and it naturally

follows, therefore, that the dealer sells more pairs of patent

leather than of dulls for the same amount of wearing, which
means more business and more profit. Other points em-
phasized were that the patent footwear was sold for its style

value only—the difference in cost being made up to the

consumer in the saving of shines; that the best years of the
shoe business were those when patent leather shoes were in

popular demand; and that people, particularly women,
like patent leather shoes, and are generally willing to take
any risk on them.

The article also advised that each retailer should have
put up in his store a notice to the effect that patent leather

cannot be guaranteed against checking or cracking, and the
principal reason for this is because such leather must be free

from oil in order to retain its lustre. Another suggestion

brought out was that general satisfaction would be given
if it were emphasized that patent leather shoes were not
sold for their wearing qualities, but for their exceptional

style value, and that neither the tanner nor the shoe maker,
would give any guarantee with patent leather.

Now this is a resume of conditions prevailing in the
United States, where, under general circumstances, climatic

conditions do not, owing to geographical position, vary
so much, perhaps, as in the Dominion.

Some Questions to the Point

To ascertain whether patent leather shoes give satis-

faction in the Dominion, the Shoe and Leather Journal
invited a large number of representative retailers in the nine
provinces of Canada to express their opinions on the subject.

These men were asked what proportion of men's and women's
shoes sold were patent leather; if such leather gave general

satisfaction; if they had any troubles to adjust or rebates

to make; if they told customers that under no circumstances

could they guarantee patent leather, satins or suedes; if

they ever had any difficulty with manufacturers in the

matter of allowances on patent leather boots, etc. It was
also suggested that it might be advisable to have signs

posted in each store, to the effect that patent leather shoes

were sold at the risk of the purchaser or could not be guar-

anteed—or other announcement of like nature. It was
further stated that as the tanner would give no guarantee

to the shoe manufacturer, and the shoe manufacturer none
to the retailer, why should the latter be expected to guarantee

shiny leathers against checking, cracking or peeling.

Better Grade Gives Satisfaction

Out of 75 replies by retailers from Halifax to Van-
couver, 66% of them declare that patent leather shoes, as

a rule, give satisfaction, especially the better grade, where
men's are not sold at less than $4.00 or women's less than
$3.00 per pair. The remainder of the replies 33 per cent,

say they have many troubles to adjust and rebates to make.
The 66% affirm that their adjustments are practically no
larger than in any other class of shoes, and therefore, not

worth while giving serious consideration.

Whether a retailer should have a sign prominently
placed in his store, to the effect that patent leather shoes

could not under any circumstances be guaranteed, there

appears to be diversity of opinion. A slight majority favor

having such notice posted up—in fact a number of stores

have several of them—but, on the other hand, almost as

many dealers were against such a placard, thinking it far

better to have a small printed slip placed in every carton to the

effect that patent leather boots were disposed of at the
buyer's risk, and giving the customer some advice in regard

to the care of such leather—not to subject it to extreme
changes in temperature, etc.

It is interesting to study the percentages of patent
leather shoes sold. The lowest percentage in men's is

5% and the highest recorded by any retailer is 40%, with
the average about 10 to 20%.

In the women's, however, there is a different story to

tell, as miladi seems to like enamelled surface leathers.

The lowest percentage any dealer gave in the letter was
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10% and the highest 90%, the average being from 60 to

75%, showing that fully two-thirds of women's shoes sold,

particularly those of the better class, are in patent leather.

It is interesting to present the views of individual retailers,

and it is characteristic that in towns where there are extremes
of weather, it has been found that patent leather does not
give as general satisfaction as it does in centres where there
are no such great variations in temperature.

However, as a whole, the trade seems to pin its faith

strongly to patent leather. If good shoes are sold, and not
cheap creations, little trouble is encountered. Beyond the
occasional defects of workmanship, such as a footwear mer-
chant will meet with in the course of a year in any line, there
appears no serious drawback or difficulty in handling shiny
shoes. In fact, if it were not for the women's patent leather
shoes, over 50% of the trade with miladi would not be done.
The average is much higher than this. If patent leather

does not crack or peel the first or second time it is worn,
it will very probably last a reasonable length of time, and
the chances of the shoe going bad on its first introduction
to the foot are comparatively small, provided that it is

not a cheap, trashy one.

It is not the intention of the Shoe and Leather Journal
to go more exhaustively into this subject at the present time,
in view of the fact that so many retailers have sent interest-

ing views for the consideration of their brother members
throughout the country.

What Certain Firms Write

Here is a copy of a letter recently received by a College
Street shoe dealer, Toronto, who returned a patent leather
shoe owing to a defect.

"You will appreciate, however, that we do not
guarantee patent leather. Some of it runs a little

bit light at times in weight, and cold weather is

apt to affect it. We cannot guarantee it under
any circumstances."

Another manufacturing firm regarding a shoe
that was returned by a Toronto retailer doing business on
Yonge Street, on which he asked an allowance of $2.50,
said:

"Upon investigation, we find that this is a

patent vamp shoe, and you are, no doubt, fully

aware of the conditions under which this leather is

sold. However, as you feel confident that the
consumer had a just cause for complaint, and
under the circumstances that the allowance was
proper, we have placed the amount to your credit,

but would kindly add, that this concession is not
to serve you as a criterion for any future happenings.
Patent leather may crack, craze, peel or pipe
within a few moments after the shoes have been
worn, and particularly during the winter season.

The enamel is apt to check or even craze or peel,

on account of atmospheric changes. The consumer
should therefore fully understand the responsibility

he or she assumes in buying a pair of patent leather.

There is absolutely no guarantee given to the
manufacturer and any adjustment that he makes
with his customers, by reason of good will, is his

loss. Therefore, you will readily understand our
position."

An Opinion from the East

W. L. Tuttle, of Halifax:—"About one third of the

shoes for women that we sell are patent and in men's about
one-tenth. We find that patent leather gives general satis-

faction, although we have some troubles to adjust and re-

bates to make at certain times. We generally tell the cus-

tomer when purchasing, that under no circumstances can

we guarantee patent leather, satins, suedes, etc. Occas-
ionally, some difficulty crops up between the manufacturers
and the retailer, for allowance in patent leather shoes. As
the tanner will give no guarantee to the shoe manufacturer
and the shoe manufacturer none to the retailer, we do not
think the latter should be expected to guarantee shiny
leathers against checking, cracking or peeling. The only
reason is the retailer is up against the final court, namely,
the consumer. We believe that a sign should be posted
permanently in each store to the effect that shiny leathers
cannot be guaranteed and that the attention of consumers
should be drawn to this before such shoes are sold."

Suitable for Indoor Wear

Gross & Dawson, Moncton, N.B.:—"The proportion
of patent leather shoes that we sell is not very large and we
cannot say that this leather gives general satisfaction.

We do not have any troubles to adjust and never guarantee
the wear of shiny leathers. We think that customers who
buy patent leather shoes generally know that they are

only fit for inside wear. The suggestion that each firm

should have posted prominently in the store a sign to the
effect that we cannot guarantee patent leather shoes is a

good one. We discourage the sale of patent leather shoes

for they are not intended for our climate, and are only suitable

for indoor wear, and if worn outside, should be protected

every time, especially in rain and slush."

Hubert Ashplant & Sons, London, Ont. :
—

"Practically all

purchasers of patent leather shoes are aware that the dealer

gives no guarantee. When asked by the customer we always
tell of that condition. We have half a dozen signs placed

prominently throughout our store to the effect that we do
not guarantee shiny leathers, and we do not think that the

public expect a great deal of wear from such shoes. We
have, however, few complaints, when the quantity sold is

taken into consideration. On men's, our sales at $4.00

and up a pair, run 40%, and on women's from $3.00 and up
about 65%. We always tell our customers, if it does not

prejudice the immediate sale, that we cannot guarantee

patent leather or satins, but it takes tact to do this, and not

lose a sale at hand. We never ask manufacturers for any
allowances on patent leather shoes. As long as shiny leather

is sold for shoes, there will be a certain amount of dissatis-

faction, but we ^find that demands for allowances, etc.,

on the part of wearers, are growing less each season, not

because the shoes wear any better than formerly, but be-

cause it is generally known that such shoes are sold at the

buyer's risk. At the best, they do not wear very long, and
that means more pairs, more sales and more profit. Then
why not boost along the sale of patent leather?"

Good Suggestion for a Sign

Abernethy Shoe Co., Kingston, Ont.:
—"We never like

the words 'cannot 'and 'do not' signs around a store, and
would suggest that preferably wording of such a notice

would be 'patent shoes are sold at buyer's risk.' We think

this impresses the most. About 75% of the fine shoes we
sell for women are patent and about 10% men's. We
find that this leather gives satisfaction only during the warm
weather months. We do not have many troubles to adjust

or rebates to make, as we absolutely refuse to guarantee

such shoes, and sometimes use strong arguments against the

sale of them. If we have to make a refund, we are game,
and do not ask the manufacturers for an allowance. It

is up to the retailers to refuse to guarantee patent leather

shoes. People seem to buy them and for that reason, the

turnover is very satisfactory."

Practically No Complaints

Wm. Moore, Barrie, Ont.:
—"We make allowances in

cases where patents go to pieces, if worn only a very short

time, but we do not permit this privilege to be abused.
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The proportion of patent leather shoes that we sell are,

women's, 70%; and men's, 20%; and we find that patent

gives very good satisfaction in our selections. We have
practically no trouble with it, and the wearer generally

knows that he or she cannot hold the retailer or the maker
of the shoes accountable, for most of the cartons contain a

notice that patent leather, satins, etc., are risky, and are not

guaranteed by the retailer. We do not trouble the makers
for any allowance on patents, if they go bad, but, as stated,

we have practically no trouble."

Best Makes Are Satisfactory

Geo. MacVicar, Goderich, Ont.:
—"Patent leather shoes

seem to afford satisfaction when given a fair chance by the

wearer. We have very few rebates to make as we do not

guarantee the wear of such leather, and only carry the best

makes. We tell a customer, when purchasing, under no
circumstances can we guarantee the leather, that is, if we
are asked about it. We have never sought any allowances

from the manufacturer, unless the shoes have gone very bad.

The retailer should not be expected to guarantee shiny

leathers, especially when the tanner will give no guarantee

to the shoe manufacturer and the latter none to the retailer.

We think that manufacturers should only cut such stock as

he knows to be good."

Women Like Looks of Patent

H. Megginson, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.:
—"We sell

about 5% patents in men's and 60% in women's. You will

notice the small per cent, of men's patents compared with

the quantity of women's. The men buy more serviceable

shoes every time but the women go strong on looks and style.

We find that the leather gives general satisfaction as we
carry only the better grade, that is men's shoes which sell

from $4.00 up and women's from $3.00. We have very few
complaints to adjust. We impress upon customers that we
cannot guarantee patent leather and, while we do this very
decidedly, yet they will buy this kind of footwear. We
make an occasional allowance where we think the case is

justified, but do not look to the manufacturer to give us any
rebate as such shoes are not guaranteed by the maker, and
they are not responsible. We think the public are getting

educated to the fact that shiny leather footgear is not guaran-
teed by the producer and therefore do not ask the retailer

to guarantee it."

Nothing Will Supersede Patent

Yale Shoe Store, Winnipeg, John Affleck, proprietor:

—

"Patent leather to-day is the best part of our women's
department and will continue to be for a long time. Noth-

ing will ever supersede it for fine wear. Trouble arises

from abuse of the leather and not from the fact that it is

patent. If proper care and good judgment are used the

wearer will have very little complaint to make from the use

of patent. We have very few grievances, and yet about

65% of our sales to women are patent leather, Stocks

must be kept fresh as old stocks give more trouble. We
generally tell a customer that we cannot guarantee patent

leather, and if a shoe is fitted properly there is generally

little cause for trouble. If not a proper fit patents will give

poor satisfaction. We do not ask the manufacturer for

consideration on patents. When we make allowances to

customers it is for goodwill's sake and good policy to do so.

It is our experience that troublesome patents arise from
two sources, bad fitting being the greater. The manufac-
turer puts in a poorer grade of stock to use it all up.

This is the other cause. These shoes—if sent to the retailer

—should be returned to the maker and thus avoid any
trouble which is almost sure to arise later on. A sign

to the effect of no guarantee on patent leather may serve

some good, but if such a notice is up it does not release a

dealer who imposes on a customer. Honest dealings and
good salesmanship will better serve the purpose."

People Willing to Take Chances

Dillon & Moore, 87 St. Paul St., St. Catharines, Ont.:

—

"Patent leather shoes are the dealer's hardest proposition

at any time, and much has been said pro and con over patent.

50% of our women's and 10% of our men's are patent.

We find this leather gives general satisfaction, principally

according to the quality and price. We have not many
troubles to settle, no more on patent than on other shoes

—

possibly about one in 20 pairs. Unfortunately at this season

as in the past one the stock of patent is inferior to former
ones and complaints are about 50% more. The point of

not guaranteeing shiny leather under any consideration is

invariably impressed upon the patron. With fabrics we
are even more careful, restricting use of satin, suede and silk

to evening wear alone. We sometimes seek allowances

from the manufacturers on patent shoes, but, in making
adjustments, we always remember there are three persons

to be considered—the manufacturer, the dealer and the

buyer. We never make complete replacement unless there

is a glaring fault in the making or in the stock itself; other-

wise it is an allowance according to the time worn and the

conditions of shoes when returned. While a sign regarding

not guaranteeing patent leathers may be useful, every carton

of ours carries the non-guarantee slip of the National Shoe
Manufacturers' Association. People do not believe in
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signs and are willing to take a chance at any time. If the

shoe wears well it is 0 K; if not it comes back or the buyer

never comes back. The customer's interests must always

be first considered to keep old trade and gain new. As to

no guarantee being given by either the leather manufacturer

or the shoe manufacturer in patents, the retailer should give

none either, and yet he is harder placed than either of the

former, for he deals directly with the public where opposition

is keen."

Thinks Concerted Action Necessary

Zink Shoe Co., Brandon, Man.:—"Patent leather is a

continual source of trouble and apparently those who are

constant wearers of patent shoes cannot be induced to pur-

chase other leathers instead, so that it seems apparent that

some concerted effort on the part of retailers is necessary

in order that the losses from such defective material should

be borne by those who persist in demanding patent leather

shoes. We always tell the customer that we cannot guaran-

tee patent leather, satin and suede as well as silks. To put

up a sign that we cannot guarantee patent leather does not

satisfy the customer who finds after a few days that she has

purchased a defective pair of shoes. About 80% of the

shoes we sell to women are patent, but to men the sales are

very small. On the whole we do not consider that patent

leather gives general satisfaction."

Tell the Customer Candidly

Regal Shoe Store, Winnipeg, W. D. Balfour, manager.

—

"A retailer under no circumstances should guarantee patent

for any length of time against checking or cracking. If he

does he will be deluded. We have a sign in the most prom-
inent place in our store and the wording is as follows: 'We
use the best patent leather obtainable, but we cannot guar-

antee its wear for a minute. The tanners themselves will

not stand back of it.' If all retail shoe merchants would
adopt this and instruct each salesman to tell the customer
when purchasing a patent leather shoe that they are not

guaranteed they would sell more patents than ever and have
less trouble later. We never ask for allowances on patents

from the factories, and by telling the customers the truth

at the time, if he or she buys patent leather shoes they do
not expect a rebate. We find that patent leather shoes give

good satisfaction."

Never Claim Any Allowances

Lyon Shoes, Ltd., St. Catherine and Mansfield Sts.,

Montreal:—"The consumer when buying a patent shoe

from Smith the dealer does not want to know anything about

who the manufacturer or tanner is. He knows Smith and
naturally comes to make his complaint to him, and it is up
to Smith to explain the nature of the leather. About 70%
of the shoes we sell to women are patent and about 40%
represent the range in men's. Patent leather gives satis-

faction in a fashion and we have few troubles to attend to.

The trade we are handling does not demand a guarantee,

never asking for any and we have never claimed any allow-

ances from manufacturers. A sign, 'We cannot guarantee

patent leathers' would be very good providing every store

had one, but it would mean losing sales once in a while.

You must give the people what they want these days.

Take, for instance, a woman walks into Smith's store on a

cold January day and asks for a patent button boot with

a fawn top. If Smith tells her that patent will crack or

check owing to cold weather and try to sell her a gun metal

shoe instead, nine times out of ten he will lose the sale."

Public Will Buy It Anyhow

W. F. McNeill, Rossland, B.C.:—"It is universally

understood that all enamelled surfaces are liable to crack

more or less under weather conditions but in case there is

a real defect, why wc make it good. A very common reason

for buying patent leather shoes is that while they will not
last very long, they look well while they last, and require

less attention. This offsets in the minds of a great many
ladies the shorter period of wear. It seems to us that to

call attention to the uncertain nature of patent leather is

only to invite criticism and complaint. The public will

buy it anyhow and their judgment should tell them that it

is uncertain and that it depends upon the care they give

the shoe how long it will keep its looks. We think if an
average was taken patent colt skin in fine shoes will show
every wearer as satisfactory results as any other leather,

with a much longer period to its credit for retaining its ap-

pearance. The public generally understand that patent
leather is not guaranteed against checking or cracking and
we always tell the people so. Three-fourths if not more of

our trade in women's shoes is in patents and in men's it is

about one-third. We find that patent leather gives satis-

faction and we have very little trouble in the matter of

rebates or adjustments. We never have any difficulties

with manufacturers over allowances. We make good any
real defect in leather breaking, but not when it checks or

peels. Manufacturers generally replace all lines breaking
through as they recognize that the leather and not the

enamel is at fault."

Gives General Satisfaction

Porter & Robbins, Yarmouth, N.S.:—"We find the

public pretty well educated regarding patent stock. Occas-
ionally we find a pair that checks or surface cracks. We
explain the same and dress the shoes over with a patent
polish, sending the customer away satisfied and rarely

have we any further complaint. We find that patent colt

gives satisfaction and we have no more rebates to make on
shiny leathers than on the regular chrome tan leathers.

Any claim which we think just is always unhesitatingly

allowed by the manufacturers, but in the course of a year's

business we have very few to make—not over a dozen at

the outside. To have a sign up such as has been suggested

is not a bad idea, but there might be a feeling of distrust

in the satisfaction that the customer might otherwise have
if nothing was said or brought to her attention. 50% of

the shoes we sell in women's are patent and 25% men's.

Sometimes it is advisable to make good where the shoes are

plainly seen to have had very little wear. The dealer must
use his own judgment in this matter."

Talk Style and Not Wear

Milton Cumming, Preston, Ont.:
—"Patent leather will

always sell until something new comes in to take its place,

especially for women. About 25% of the men's shoes that

we sell and about 75% of the women's are patent leather.

We do not find that it gives general satisfaction and have
some trouble, both with customers and in getting allowances

from manufacturers. We think that a sign in the store

should read, ' No reliable merchant will guarantee patent
leather.' It is not always easy to tell a customer that shiny

leathers will not wear, and if you don't let people believe

they will, they will walk out and go some other place. In

selling patent leather shoes, we talk style and appearance
more than wear, and if asked if we guarantee such shoes, we
promptly tell them no."

Shaw & Reid, Webb, Sask.:—"We find that patent lea-

ther gives good satisfaction and we have no trouble in handl-

ing this kind of shoes. We try to buy the best grades in

patent and find them absolutely satisfactory."

F. X. LaSalle & Fils, Limited, 341-349 Rachel St. E.,

Montreal:—"We have a notice put in each carton that we
do not guarantee patent leather, and we have no trouble

as a rule for the simple reason that we do not guarantee
such shoes. We take very few back from our customers,

and, therefore, do not have to make claims for allowances

{Continued on page j8)
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The Shoes That Are Likely to Sell Best This Fall
Leading Authority Says That in Women's, Button Will Be About Eighty Per Cent. Colored Top Big Factor With Eight

Inch Height—Will Tans Come in Again—Cloth Tops in Men's Footwear Growing
More Popular—What Leading Firms are Offering

"Yes, the shoe dealer may unhesitatingly purchase his

fall footwear in accordance with the style trend as defined

by us," says the Shoe Section of the Dry Goods Economist.

It is interesting to learn from the columns of the leading

dry goods publication what its estimates and views arc on

fall business. In men's footgear, twenty-five per cent, will

be done on novelties and seventy-five per cent, on staples.

In women's high-grade shoes the proportion is sixty on

novelties and forty on staples. In women's medium-grade

these figures are reversed, forty novelties and sixty staples

More Cloth Tops for Men
Reviewing the fall style trend for men the Economist

says in part :

—

Manufacturers first began to use cloth in their toppings

because of the growing scarcity of leather. Then came the

vogue for men's cloth-top shoes, and all indications to-day

point toward an increasing use of cloth for toppings.

In making his fall purchases, the retailer must remember
that cloth-top shoes for men are sold largely from a novelty

standpoint and that despite the growing tendency on the

part of men to regard novelty shoes with greater favor, pur-

chases must be made according to the development of this

demand in the retailer's own community.

A Standard Dress Shoe

It is suggested that all retailers of men's shoes might

establish with their trade what is known as a standard dress

shoe. viz.. a black cloth-top button boot, with plain toe and
shiny leather vamp. This boot should be kept in stock in a

range of sizes and pushed as a full-dress shoe.

Retailers are also familiar with the changes in styles in

men's clothing, as shown in the style charts issued by the

men's tailors at the beginning of each season. For example,

at the present time the tendency for fall in materials for

men's overcoats is toward plaids and checks, which will be

used in browns, greens, blues, greys and the like, in two and

three color blendings, for the purpose of "snapping up"

the pattern.

Those who are gm'ded in their purchases of all kinds of

merchandise by the influence of fashion thereon are coming

to believe that men's footwear will be more and more affected

by the style and colors to be worn in men's clothing.

Cloth Tops Grow in Favor

The soundness of this view is attested by the fact that

cloth tops in men's shoes are coming more and more into

popular favor in the medium as well as in the higher grades.

It may be said further that colored cloth tops are growing in

favor with men who are accustomed to wear novelty shoes.

And just as the average woman is coming more and more
to feel that she will be out of style unless she wears footwear

with colored tops, so the average man is forgetting any

prejudice he may have had against colored tops. Retailers,

in consequence, are finding an increasing sale of novelty

footwear for men.

Trend in Women's Shoes

Referring to the trend, here are some of the rather posi-

tive observations made by the same authority:

—

With authentic style trend information in advance of

his buying, the retailer may with safety purchase any number
of individual styles of shoes. Just as the garment manufac-
turer may produce many different styles of suits or dresses,

all of which are within the season's style trend, so there may
he any number of different shoe styles, all of which are

within, or conform to, the season's shoe style trend.

The materials to be used should not be considered as an

absolutely vital element in determining the style trend for the

coming season. It is a matter of choice with every buyer

or retailer whether he purchases buck, cloth, kid or suede,

lie should, however, give careful consideration to the colors

in garments and dresses that will be worn during the fall

and 'should purchase shoes with toppings in materials that

will best carry the colors that will harmonize or contrast

with the garment colors. For example, a cloth topping may
better carry the soldat blue or the haze green color than

would a kid or buck leather topping.

Side Lace Boot a Novelty

P'rom a high-grade and novelty standpoint, a consider-

able quantity of the side-lace boots have been sold; but this

style of boot should be considered only from a strictly novelty

standpoint. The principal reason why the side-lace boot has

met with favor in the higher-priced shoes is because of high-

class workmanship and the beautiful kid leathers used.

Retailers, who feel that there will be a demand for the side-

lace boot in their section should buy it, remembering, how-
ever, that if this pattern does not sell it will make the most

excellent shelf-warmer and bargain counter special.

At this time all indications point toward the increased

use of Russia tan leather in medium shades which will be

W. GEORGE BORLAND
WHO NOW REPRESENTS JACKSON & SAVAGE,

MONTREAL, IN ONTARIO, AND HAS
OPENED SAMPLE ROOMS AT

146 WELLINGTON ST.

W., TORONTO
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made up to harmonize with the new fall colors in shoe top-

pings. It is entirely up to the buyer to decide upon the pro
portion of patent, dull, kid or Russia color leathers in his fall

and winter purchases.

From a demand standpoint, the indications now are thai

the supply of imported kid leather may be limited and, con-

sequently, the finer cloths which will best take the new fall

colors will find favor as a topping for fall and winter shoes.

There will be a good showing of tans in women's better

grades for fall. There will also be a good quantity of

He Likes the Selling Game
His hobby is selling shoes and he has been in the game

for fifteen years. A Kingston boy, born, bred and educated,

Stuart J. Anderson, secured his first job, after leaving school,

with the historic shoe house of J. H. Sutherland & Bro.,

in the Limestone City, where he remained three years.

Next he spent a year in Ottawa in the service of Robert
Mason and then traveled to Chicago where he was with
Streeter Bros., the widely known State Street shoe house.

After spending eight years in Detroit, Mr. Anderson returned

to Kingston and took a position on the road with the Midland
Shoe Co., covering eastern Ontario as far as Montreal and
building up a strong connection by his obliging manner and
genial disposition. Two years ago he joined the selling

staff of Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, and was assigned the

Georgian Bay district and northwestern Ontario. He also

assisted William Chamberlain, sales manager, in looking

after the Toronto city trade. Recently Mr. Anderson
received a well deserved promotion and now supervises the

big cities and larger towns in the western part of Ontario
in place of Mr. Chamberlain, who is devoting his entire at-

tention and energies to management and production in the
firm's busy factories in Gait, owing to the elevation of Mr.
Scott, president of the company, to a seat in the Canadian
House of Commons. Mr. Anderson is well and worthily

upholding the record of the famous Classic brand of

footwear and is meeting with splendid success. Fond of

all kinds of athletic sports he generally spends his annual
vacation at Stella Point, Bay of Quinte, where he has more
than a local reputation as a successful angler. Mr. Ander-
son is a brother-in-law of James T. Sutherland, of Kingston,

the widely known eastern Ontario representative of the

Cook-Fitzgerald Co., who also makes his home at the same
popular resort in "the good old summer time."

tan shoes sold, both in men's and women's, in the medium
shades of tan—neither too light nor too dark, but such
as will harmonize with the general color scheme in garments.
The sale of both men's and women's tan shoes for fall may
develop to a surprising degree.

Bronze will be good in women's high-grade shoes and
will harmonize with many of the fall colors forecast for

dress goods and garments.

After a very careful analysis of the retailers' estimates

which were made in the form of percentages and a general

survey of the stocks in the shoe stores throughout the coun-
try to-day, the opinion seems to prevail that retailers will

sell for fall and winter about 80 per cent, button patterns.

The reasons advanced by leading retailers for this opinion

are as follows

:

First, the purchase of 80 per cent, button patterns will

conserve the 80 to 95 per cent, button stocks of fall shoes

now on the retailers' shelves. The retailer who has studied

the situation feels that the lace shoe has been sold largely

from a novelty standpoint and that he should not sacrifice his

perfectly good button stocks by purchasing more than 20 or

25 per cent, of the lace patterns for the fall season. There-

fore, by confining his purchases very largely to the button

patterns the retailer is protecting his button stock for fall

now on hand.

At the same time the retailer who has studied the ten-

dencies of the trade in his territory and who feels that lace

boots will be in demand this fall should not hesitate to buy

them, but in small quantities and in about the proportions

given, viz., 80 per cent, button patterns to 20 per cent, lace

patterns.

Many retailers are of the opinion that their best course

is to feel their way on the lace boot and see what demand
develops next fall. The belief is growing that the lace boot

has reached the zenith of its popularity, and that from now
on the demand will decrease. Consequently, if a stronger

demand than is now anticipated develops for the lace pat-

tern, retailers should buy them in quantities to meet the

demand.

One of the strongest determining features in the fall

style trend in women's shoes is the height. In the first

place, the height of women's shoes is practically determined

by the height of the skirt from the ground. The

short skirt will continue in vogue throughout the coming

fall and winter. In the better grades, therefore, the proper

height will be approximately an eight-inch top, while in the

low grades tops will range from seven to nine inches, de-

pending on the skirt length that will be in vogue in different

communities.

It must be remembered also that some regular heights,

ranging from six and one-half to seven inches, in the better

and in the medium grades will be sold in the big cities, as

well as in the smaller towns, where extreme fashions are not

so strongly considered and followed by the average consumer.

In the high-style shoe for fall the top approximating

eight inches will be favored, and it is predicted that this

height wil be adopted by fashionable dressers. The eight-

inch top in the high-style shoes for fall is the newest devel-

opment.

Inasmuch as the woman to-day is buying shoes from a

style, rather than from a wear standpoint, it is safe to pre-

dict that tops with colors which harmonize or contrast with

the colors which will prevail in the materials from which

suits and dresses will be made will be the vogue for the com-

ing season.

On account of the shortness of the skirt, the foot will

lie more prominent, and women will select materials and

colors in toppings that will make their footwear look as

attractive as their headwear.
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Will the Perfect, Ideal Shoe Come in Five Years'Time?
There Will Be Improved Mechanical and Marketing Facilities—Fewer Styles and Less Sudden Changes in

Nineteen-Twenty—Severe Test of Good Fitting Must be Withstood—The Benefit of Efficiency

In treating with this subject we first ask ourselves,

"Will 1920 see the perfect or ideal shoe?" To this we may
safely answer, "Xo." We may well expect that it will find

us a step nearer—yes, even rapid strides forward may take

place within that time. But when we remember that the

"ideal" is that which we strive for yet never actually attain,

since by our very efforts we raise our ideals to an ever

higher level in proportion as we seemingly attain them, we
can well foresee that our conception of the perfect shoe

in the year 1920 will be much more clearly denned than it

is to-day, says Warren A. Bates, of Weymouth, Mass.

Quite likely 1920 will see an improved edge-trimming

machine which can operate way down the edge to the heel,

taking care of the little space technically known as the

"joints," the space where we will all agree there could be

more uniform improvement, however skilled the workman,
as he now does the operation by hand, may be.

Improvement in Lasting

Perhaps 1920 will witness a change in that very im-

portant branch of shoemaking known as lasting, whereby

the the shoe upper may better withstand the pulling and

stretching and tacking to which it is now necessarily sub-

jected as it takes its final shape over the last, and still come
out in better condition and more able to pass the test of

the .scrutinizing eye of the most experienced shoe merchants.

Thus I might go on mentioning many more cases, but

the important thing for us to remember to-day is let us

find out where improvements are wanted. They are cer-

tainly lying about us. The foreman must, of course, notice

evidences of deficient details forming a part of the made-
up shoe as he performs hi.s daily duties, and however slight

and unworthy of attention they may seemingly be, the fine

shoe of 1920 will certainly demand them.

One thing is sure : The machine-made shoe is not only

here : it is here to stay, and any thought of the future in

regard to any change that can be advantageously brought

about must concern itself with the mechanical side. May
we not reasonably expect that American enterprise, so ag-

gressive and proficient in the past, will produce still further

changes for the better in machinery in the future? Most
certainly we may. It is bound to come.

The last ten years have witnessed a great change in the

matter of increasing the efficiency of the individual, what-

ever the kind of employment. Thus, the same test of in-

creased efficiency we have a right to apply to machines.

This is the basis of likely changes in machinery, looking

to more work, and better work per machine in a given space

of time and at so much expense.

Changes in Methods

Coincident with mechanical changes it is altogether

likely that there will be changes in the methods of handling

fine shoes of 1920, both in the process of manufacture and

in the distribution of the product. Recent facilities of trans-

portation make the problem of getting the shoe from the

factory to the wearer much easier, and we may well expect

to see further advance in that direction follow during the

next few years.

It would seem that there is becoming more and more
a tendency toward more rational styles. So much expense

is now Involved in the preparation and designing of styles

and patterns of so many kinds that even now the wise manu-

facturers and merchants are considering this fact—the prob-

lem of eliminating waste.

We may reasonably believe that in this feature alone

1920 will witness a considerable advance. There will be
fewer styles and less sudden changes. The standard will

be more along the line of simplicity, which is really a salient

feature that the buying public will more readily appreciate,

in any fine shoe worthy of the name, than they do now.

Fit Will Be Chief Factor

In this connection more and more emphasis should be

placed upon the perfection of fit as of superior importance
to that of style alone. Xo style can or ever will be worthy
of consideration that does net first of all meet the severe

test of good fitting.

Xo man can predict just what style or styles will be

in the public favor five years hence. But, on the other

hand, no style six years from now will be found on the

shelves of the retail store at the sacrifice of the good fitter.

Modern methods of shoe merchandising teach us that

satisfaction to the customer must be considered, for it is

becoming well known that a satisfied customer will make a

permanent patron for the house where he is satisfied, and a

good fitting shoe is "half the story" when securing satis-

faction.

Efficient Methods to the Front

While the question of methods of merchandising may
not be included in this subject, yet it certainly has bearing

J. M. S. CARROLL

DIVISION MANAGER, CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED
RUBBER CO. LIMITED, WHO HAS BEEN ELECTED
A DIRECTOR OF THE CANADIAN RUBBER CO. OF
MONTREAL, LIMITED, AND HAS BEEN IN THE
SERVICE OF THE COMPANY ELEVEN YEARS.
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Oil the fine shoe of 1920. Manufacturers will seek to cut

down the cost of selling ; stores will be run better and on a

sounder basis of money making. Just as the watchword
of to-day, "Efficiency,"' is having its effect within the doors

of the manufacturing industrial plants, as shown by more
and better work turned out, all waste and lost motion elim-

inated, and less real effort expended, just so are the same

efficient methods being extended to cover the vast field of

handling and merchandising the manufactured product.

And in this forward march of efficiency the shoe in-

dustry is among the leaders, and it is a reasonable predic-

tion that the fine shoe of 1920 will show by its quality the

beneficial results so obtained.

In touching on the matter of materials we are con-

fronted even to-day by the problem to be solved due to the

scarcity of leather. When we realize that the population has

been increased regularly at the rate of twenty per cent since

J 900, and yet during the same time the cattle supply has

decreased twenty per cent, we are at a loss, it would seem,

to explain the solution of the problem, and wonder what

l he in'ervening years Up to 1920 will bring forth in the

matter of substitutes. Here we ask the question, "Just

what do we mean when we speak of substitutes?" Some-
thing used in the place of .something else, and it would

follow, then, that when a thing becomes common it is no

longer a substitute. 1 presume rubber soles and heels on

shoes were considered a substitute not many years ago, but

rubber-soled shoes were worn on a good percentage of this

summer season's footwear, and no one would really call

them a substitute nowadays.

It is likely to be just the same in many cases to come
in (he future, and so, even if the vast uninhabited territory

of the Western and Southwestern part of our own country

alone fails to be developed more and more by the cattle

ranchmen, thus increasing the cattle production, and that

in turn easing up to some extent the future of the leather

market, it is altogether likely that the fine shoe of 1920

will have incorporated in its make-up those so-called "sub-

stitutes" which have successfully passed the severe test of

public favor.

Thus, in closing I would say that altogether it seems

as if the future held forth the most abundant and optimis-

tic reasons for continued growth and prosperity.

Use of Side Leathers in Uppers
Side leather has been regarded as a very satisfactory

material for the uppers of shoes for some purposes, but

there is some indication that in the present leather market,

possibly through force of circumstances, some manufac-

turers are being influenced to use grades of side leather that

may be a reproach to the manufacturer and a means of

creating public prejudice against the use of side leather in

general, says the Superintendent and Foreman.

For shoes for heavy wear, plump and well selected side

leathers are very satisfactory, indeed, provided they are in

good condition, which implies good substance and weight,

a fairly good condition of the grain and enough of the

flesh to give strength. Just by way of showing what ought

not to be done in this direction, the writer will mention

that a few days ago a pair of shoes was called to his atten-

tion which cost $4.50 at retail. They were supposed to be

made of box calf side leather, but the stock was very poor.

On the vamp of one shoe was a large snuffed place that

had been snuffed clear through the grain and which, im-

mediately the shoes were worn, showed its character very

plainly by the finish breaking up and giving the large snuffed

spot a cracked appearance.

On the vamp of the other shoe was a very thin place

where the flesh came very close to the grain, and this broke

very soon after the shoes were worn.

Here was a pair of shoes for which the wearer paid

$4.50 and which should have been very good value. The

soles were perfectly good, but the uppers had all gone tc

pieces.

The trouble with these shoes was not that the uppers

were made of side leather, but that the uppers were made

of poor side leather.

Some time ago I noticed an advertisement of a substi-

tute for leather the base of which was a fabric. The ad-

vertisement started out with the question
—"How many hides

has a cow?"—the idea being to call attention to the fact that

in making heavy hides into upper leather a number of splits

are made, and to call the attention to the weakness of some
or several of these splits, and also by comparison calling

attention to the relative strength of the substitute.

Certainly the shoes mentioned in this article would go

far toward substantiating the claims and the argument as

staled in the advertisement referred to.

It is difficult to understand by what process of reason-

ing a policy of this kind can be figured out for the benefit

of any shoe manufacturing business.

Tt may be granted that in a time of extraordinary short

supply of good leather, accompanied, of course, by constantly

rising prices, shoe buyers in seeking to hold shoes down
as closely as possible to normal prices, might be inclined

to accept inferior qualities, but this argument can hardly

be carried to the extent of using such poor material in four

and five dollar shoes. Even when side leather has the full

grain on it. it needs considerable substance underneath to

give it strength and wearng qualities; but, when the grain

has been buffed through in order to remove defects, it

cannot give satisfactory service in shoes calculated in price

and appearance to appeal to those who are willing to pay

four dollars or more for a pair of shoes.

\



How Frequent Style Changes Add to Cost of Shoes
Owing to Millinery Tendencies, Manufacturers Have to Make More Samples, Buy Numerous Patterns and Run

Plant Irregularly—Small Lots Cost Big Money and Dealers Themselves Return
Merchandise Too Freely—Way Expenses Climb Up.

The present era of style has brought about a radical

change, with the result that shoes cost more. There is a
large added expense for lasts and patterns; larger invest-

ments are required; more shoes are returned—therefore

the manufacturer's losses are greater. Ultimately this all

leads to one point—increased cost of living.

Up to six years ago the concern I represent used to make
a line of samples twice a year. When finished, if satisfactory

to the trade in New York, they were good all over the

United States, and that ended it for the season. For the
last few years, being national manufacturers, we have been
making each season a different line of samples for several

localities. New York no longer seems to control the trend
of style, and it would seem as though some styles had been
coming from Japan and China. What seems desirable in

the Middle West is not always desirable in the East. In

addition to that we are confronted with the problem of

making samples all the time. Our pattern room never
catches up—last factories are kept busy—and whereas
five years ago our expense for lasts and patterns was equiv-

alent to iyi cents per pair, in 1914 this had increased to

6>£ cents a pair, and this must necessarily be added to the
cost. It is no longer staple, but to a large extent a millinery

proposition—being conducted by both manufacturer and
retailer on the basis of a brown sugar profit.

Only Ten Cents Pair Profit

One doesn't have to go back very far to the time when
they made French kid boots at SI.00 a pair profit; and the
reason they didn't make more of them was due to lack of

capital, etc. Such a thing as SI.00 a pair profit in the manu-
facturing business to-day is unheard of. It seems almost
like a dream. I know that the average percentage of profit

for fourteen of the largest reputable shoe manufacturing
concerns of the East in 1913 was only about 4 per cent. Con-
sidering that their shoes average S2.50 a pair, it means

only 10 cents a pair to the manufacturer. Some of our

friends have an idea that the manufacturer makes a much
larger profit—but many of them make a lot of shoes for even

less profit per pair than 10 cents.

In these days of rapidly changing styles we have drifted

into a millinery proposition. A certain amount of change

is wise and necessary, but at the present time I believe we
are having an excess amount of it.

Watch your sizes—why not figure every pair as so many
dollars—and do what you can to get those dollars off the

shelf and into your cash box! Classify your stock—take

off a composite size sheet occasionally. Find out how
many pairs of slow selling or undesirable sizes you own
and how many you actually need for six months, and don't

buy any more of such sizes until you unload. Why pur-

chase 12 pair of 3>2 B or 6}4 C, when you only sell six pair

of those sizes in six months? Watch your sizes—that's

what supplies your bargain tables.

Some Advice on Purchasing

At present some merchants are in doubt as to the ad-

visability of purchasing their goods as far ahead as they

have been. They say the manufacturer can no longer

expect to obtain orders in advance as formerly. In a way,

I think the manufacturer would welcome such a state of

affairs, because it would furnish him with more of a continu-

ous flow of orders than he has been receiving. It would

lessen his investment, enable him to adjust his factory on
the basis of continuous effort, cut out some of the enormous
expense he is under—and, primarily, the expense of getting

his factory under headway after it has slacked off because of

scarcity of orders.

But when you reach a point where you delay placing

orders for spring and fall, then you must take into considera-

tion the question of deliveries and realize that factories do

not exist that can make you all the merchandise you want

Artistic Shoe Repairing

' I ''HERE are as many grades of shoe re-

* pairing as there are grades of shoes.

To those who wear the better class of foot-

wear we offer you a service not equalled

in Canada or surpassed anywhere.

Remember this when next you need shoe

repairing.

Burnill Shoe Store and
Repairing Works

75 Queen Street East, Toronto

. Phone Main 5738

HOW ENTERPRISING SHOE REPAIRER OF TORONTO ADVERTISES BY MEANS ( F BLOTTERS.
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on short notice and ship it quickly. You will no longer be

in a position where you can order your merchandise to be

shipped within a period of say six weeks in the spring or fall,

and feel sure you will get the goods. As it is now, from the

time the salesmen start in September until they finish at

Christmas, and again in March until July, every retailer

from Maine to California and Winnipeg to Houston, says

February 1st to March 15th for spring, and August 1st to

September 15th for fall, as the time he wants all his shoes

shipped. The manufacturer, if he can raise the money,

must start to make them as he is confronted with the prob-

lem of delivering the great bulk of his merchandise twice a

year within six weeks.

If shoe factories are to be placed in a position where

—

because of continuous changes of styles—they can only

operate a few months at a time, twice a year, you must be

prepared to pay more for your merchandise, for in the mean-

time the overhead of the factory and the added cost for

labor, in order to make a good fair job for the operatives

per annum, will be added to the cost of shoes. You can't

have your cake and eat it too.

The Great Number of Patterns

Take the question of patterns as applied to new styles.

It requires 90 pairs of patterns, one pair to a set, six widths.

There are, in a woman's ordinary -H" seamless button boot,

about 11 pieces to the pair—which means that 990 pieces

are needed to give you one set on any one style. It isn't

so much the expense of 990 pieces as that you cannot turn

them out at a moment's notice. The greater part of the

expense comes in getting the sample pattern or model

drafted up, the lines and measurements right, and the pat-

tern made so that it will fit the last economically and well.

All this takes time and money, because these trials, to be

properly made, should be tested—the shoes fitted on some-

one's foot to be sure they are O K, and changed if necessary.

No manufacturer takes a chance nowadays unless he has first

tried out the fitting qualities of his lasts and patterns. After

this is done, he has the patterns made. In the meantime

your order is being held up waiting for the tools to work

with. This is far more necessary to do, consumes more

time, and money, than formerly. With fabrics of all kinds,

GEORGE F. HENNESSEY

OF THE TRAVELING STAFF OF UNITED SHOE MACHINERY
CO., TORONTO, WHO HAS TAKEN UP HIS

RESIDENCE IN BERLIN, ONT.

and so many women's shoes being made from a "novelty"
point of view, the consumption of time is far greater than
you realize, and the various unexpected delays in getting

materials, etc., more numerous than they were.

Breeder of Small Lots

In addition, it costs more money to manufacture these
shoes, because your employees cannot turn out in the same
given space or number of hours per day as many pairs of

novelties as they can of more staple goods. The millinery

proposition is a breeder of small lots—a few pair of a kind
on a width—which are always more expensive to manufac-
ture than the larger lots. All this adds to the cost, and will,

eventually be figured in, although I doubt very much if

many manufacturers figured the last season as much as they
ought to have for the extra cost of making fancy shoes.

Every factory, as an illustration, in the fitting room,
has a few operatives who can stitch and do almost anything,
but no factory has in its stitching room a sufficient number
of such operatives to turn out large quantities of fancy things.

They haven't been trained to do it. They are not broken in.

What they might be doing to-day, three months from now
will be out of use, and they either quit or shift to some
other line of work.

It is the changes going on, particularly in stitching

rooms, which are slowly but surely adding to the cost of

manufacturing shoes. Every season you turn your stitching

room over completely, upset the thing, and start over again.

There are many operations entering into the making of

boots which do not appear when making low-cuts, and
vice versa. The problem is to have your stitching room
so well balanced that you can take a reasonable amount
and put them through without blocking your room all up.

The manufacturer has very little to say about this, in that

he has no control over what you, as retailers, will buy

—

as to style of patterns, etc. You may buy fifty times as

much of some one thing as of another. Perhaps no one can
explain the reason why you do it—but the manufacturer
finds it out when it gets to him, and he has to struggle

with the problem.

Too Many Returned Goods

One of your troubles is brought about by cut price

sales and sample shoe stores, some of which the retailers

are responsible for. Some dealers buy more goods than
they are justified in buying at a time, and for one reason

or another return merchandise too freely, which is unfair to

the manufacturer, and causes him a great loss, as he must
dispose of same to somebody. Nobody ever heard of a

dealer paying 100 cents on the dollar for floor goods; he
would be examined as to his sanity if he did. He expects

to buy floor goods at a cut price, saying to himself, "He
has them to sell—why pay much for them," and as the

manufacturer has no other way out, he sells them, takes the

loss, keeps the job lot sales supplied, and hurts you. Sooner
or later he is bound to recognize this item and charge it to

expense of operating. The return of considerable of this

merchandise is unfair and unprofitable. Almost every

dealer could sell it, if so disposed, at a fair retail profit

instead of throwing it back on the hands of the manufacturer.

Prices Will Still Go Up

The tendency of the times is surely indicative that the

price of shoes will advance. There was over three million

dollars' worth of leather shipped from Boston to foreign

countries in last November alone, as against three hundred
thousand a year ago. Foreign orders received for men's
footwear are consuming large quantities of materials, which
will have a sympathetic effect, and prices will undoubtedly
continue to advance in increasing ratio.—William L. Rat-

cliffe, president of Thomas G. Plant Co., before Rochester

Retail Shoe Dealers' Association.
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JQO-D
By GEORGE BIRCH-OBright Window Display Suggestions for Empire Day §

"Taking time by the forelock" is a wise motto in prepar-

ing for special holiday window trims. Empire Day, especi-

ally the coming one, offers itself for extra effort on the

part of shoemen. Empire Day—is it not worthy, during this,

the greatest war the world has even known, to signalize

the part the British Empire is playihg in it. From all parts

of the globe the motherland is calling her sons and they go.

This should be Empire Day indeed. The first consideration

should be an appropriate background and neat display of the

Empire's emblems. Flags, red, white and blue ribbons, pic-

No. 1

Hires of prominent leaders conducting the war, giving ot

course preference to pictures of Queen Victoria and King

George. It is difficult to formulate a scheme or idea to suit

No. 2

every window, but the accompanying sketches afford a gen-

eral idea upon which to work.

Sketch No. 1 does not need much describing in detail.

The flags are secured to the central pillar. The cardboard

boxes used for packing will be found useful in making back-

grounds after being covered by stout paper and painted or

treated with Alabastine, which may be obtained in any color.

Sketch No. 2 imitates the deck of a battleship with

painted scene for background. The ribbons from the fight-

ing tops on the two masts may be attached to shoes in the

foreground. Here could be shown a picture of Admiral

lellicoe or some other prominent admiral, with such word-

ing on showcards as "Efficiency," "Ruling Fashions in Foot-

wear," "The High-water Mark in Footwear Pre-eminence,"

"Ruling the Waves of Footwear Fashions, etc." Another

idea for the trimmer who desires something novel and out

of the ordinary would be to leave out the masts and follow

the background with a window bottom of the same color,

blue and green waves, with dashes of white to imitate foam.

Place shoe boxes at intervals and spread cloth to form waves,

displaying your goods on the waves accordingly. Or you

may go one better and place an imitation fort in the centre

with shoes displayed on it.

There are scores of ways to make Empire Day a great

one for the live shoemau, and patriotic window trims lead

the march.

Eastern Merchants Get Together

The first annual provincial convention of the New
Brunswick Retail Merchants' Association held in St. John

recently, proved successful beyond the most cheerful antici-

pations of even its most optimistic members. It was largely

attended; many matters of interest to the retail trade in

general were dealt with; addresses on important matters

were given; officers were elected; pleasure was had in co-

operation and in meeting with one other; and the members
returned to their homes in widely scattered parts of the

province feeling elated with the success of the organization

movement as well as being 'cheered by the knowledge that

by their being banded together the best interests of the

retail business were being promoted and protected. From
start to finish it was a whirlwind convention. System was

imprinted largely on every scheduled event and the meetings

were carried through with precision and satisfaction, every

member being given the privilege of expressing himself on

questions pertaining to the retail trade, and almost all

availing themselves of the opportunity.

The election of officers resulted as follows: A. 0.

Skinner, St. John, president; A. E. Murray, Fredericton,

first vice-president; Dr. E. O. Steeves, Moncton, second

vice-president; Wm. Hawker, St. John, treasurer; and

N. C. Cameron, St. John, secretary. It was decided to hold

the next convention in Fredericton.

E. M. Trowern, secretary of the Dominion Board,

Toronto, who was one of the speakers, expressed the hope

that the delegates would profit by the discussions and

various matters to be dealt with. A. E. Murray, Fredericton,

gave an address touching upon different items of importance

to the retail trade, advocating among other causes, the sup-

port of retail dealers to local purchase of goods as much as

possible.

Various resolutions were passed, among them being:

—

To support the purchase of goods "Made in Canada"
which would bear a profit, now denied by the retailers who
handle Canadian made goods, providing that manufac-
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turers do not allow the goods to be used for price cutting

by others on lines not made in Canada.
To prohibit smuggling of goods across borders into

Canada.
To provide, if possible, for taxation on mail order firms

so as to equalize the taxation paid by retailers.

To provide for easier collection of small accounts.

To abolish all lottery and guessing competitions, to

include all premium manufacturers' products.

That the system adopted by some merchants in adver-
tising a well known range of goods at low cost in order to

induce customers to purchase their own line of goods, out of

which they make a large profit, is not in the best interests

of the retail merchandising, and is deceptive to the general

public.

One of the most interesting resolutions adopted had to

do with the "Made in Canada" campaign. It was aimed
against the catalog houses, charging that manufacturers
were marketing their goods direct to these sources so that

the catalog houses were enabled to sell to the consumer at

prices the retailer had to pay the jobber. The resolu-

tion described it as an unfair and unjust discrimination

of the sort which forces the retailer to import foreign made
goods to compete, but the retailers were desirous of co-

operating in everything which will advance the interests of

the Dominion in trade and commerce, and the convention

therefore resolved "that this Association appeal to the manu-
facturers to desist from a policy that must be injurious to

the spirit of loyalty, co-operation and prosperity, and that
a copy of this resolution be sent to the secretary of the
Manufacturers' Association."

"The net result of this convention," said Mr. Trowern
of Toronto, in the concluding hours of the gathering
"has been that the retail merchants of the province have got
together, that they ought to stand together, and that they
have many interests in common. They will then be able
soon to teach the buyer, that the proper person to undertake
merchandising is the trained man who realizes what it is he
is selling to them. The retailer knows that if he does not
give standard goods he will be the one to suffer in the end."

Death of Leading Citizen
In the last edition of Shoe and Leather Journal brief

reference was made to the death of Andrew A. Voelker,
assistant manager of the Merchants' Rubber Co., Berlin,
Ont., who passed away very suddenly. Mr. Voelker was in

the 57th year of his age. For twelve years he was employed
by the Breithaupt Leather Co., and in 1903, accepted the posi-
tion of secretary of the Williams Shoe, Brampton, where he
remained for some time. Returning to Berlin he became
secretary of the Berlin Rubber Co. A few years later he
assisted in the organization of the Kaufman Rubber Co. and
became manager, remaining two years with this firm. His
last position was with the Merchants Rubber Co.

Military Shoeman at the Front
Lieut.-Col. Albert E. Massie, district manager of

the St. John, N.B., division of the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co., is the officer commanding the

divisional train of the Second Canadian Contingent
and sailed for the front a few days ago. Speaking
of him the "Dominion" in a recent issue says:

—

"He has been associated with the boot, shoe and
rubber trade for some thirty years, first in the retail

business at Fredericton. Then, twenty-three years
ago, he started on the road, representing in the

Maritimes, the well-known firm of Ames-Holden,
of Montreal, who, at that time, sold the entire output

of the Granby Rubber Co. In 1900, he became
identified with the well-known house of James Mc-
Cready & Co., boot and shoe manufacturers, and
continued to handle this line up to the time of the

amalgamation of the various rubber companies,

when arrangements were arrived at, whereby he

was appointed district manager for the Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, for the Mari-

times and Newfoundland, with divisional office and

warehouse at St. John, N.B.

"Mr. Massie has had twenty-five years' asso-

ciation with the Militia of Canada, starting as a

bugler. He organized No. 7 Company, Canadian
Army Service Corps in 1903. He received the rank

of Lieut.-Col. in 1913. and was appointed officer

commanding Divisional Train of the 6th Military

District. LTntil very recently, he kept up his rifle

shooting and religiously attended the Ottawa and

Provincial meets. He has carried off several grand

aggregate prizes, including the Prince of Wales Sil-

ver Medal and Cup. and the Lord Aberdeen, Gov-

ernor-General of Canada, Bronze Medal. Mr.

Massie has always been an ardent curler. He is a

member of the Council of the Board of Trade and

has taken an active part at all times in connection

with the betterment of civic government in the city

where he resides, namely. St. John, N.B., the winter

port of Canada."
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Newsy Briefs From Winnipeg
Jas. P. Kilgour, vice-president of the Kilgour, Rimer

Co., just returned from a western trip as far as Vancouver,

where he was looking over the trade for fall. He intends

to repeat all the previous year's business, even though there

is somewhat of a dullness in general trade. Two years ago

''Jimmy" toured the west by auto, and is thoroughly at home

on the prairie. In the accompanying illustration he is seen

.standing by his large "pathfinder," eating a big juicy water

melon.

Retail business has been very good here during the past

month, owing to the fine weather.

J. G. McDiarmid, the popular western representative

of Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London, was in W innipeg recently

on his way east.

L. Godbolt, who represents J. & T. Bell, Limited, Mon-
treal, from Winnipeg to the coast, left last week on an ex-

tended fall selling tour.

Percy Fry. representing the Smardon Shoe Co.. Mon-
treal, was in the Prairie Capital for a few days recently,

showing a fine range of samples.

John Affleck, proprietor of the Vale Shoe store has

been spending a few days at his old home in Harrow, near

London, where his father recently celebrated his 70th birth-

day.

Rosecrans Murphy, representing the J. & K. line, Cin-

cinnati, was among those recently calling on the trade in

the city. He is a live wire and has some of the snappiest

creations yet seen.

The T. Eaton Co. recently made a splendid display of

ladies' fine footwear, which was the most complete exhibit

in its line ever seen in Winnipeg. The ideal way in which

shoes were shown among suits to match colors, received

very favorable comment.

Geo. Wheelei , who was formerly with Adams Bros.,

is now with the Kilgour, Rimer Co., having charge of the

findings department. Mr. Wheeler is a thoroughly com-

petent man and reports business as being active.

The prospects for a bountiful harvest are bright as the

seeding is all done and the grain, which is coming on nicely,

looks fine. A much larger acreage has been sown and with

good prices prevailing this fall, there is no reason why

business should not boom. Since the advent of spring a

steady improvement has been noted by both wholesalers

and retailers.

Look Well After Findings Sales
By GEORGE WHEELER

At the present time, when sales in the boot and shoe
trade are not heavy, due to the war and tightness of money,
it is up to the retailer to make every sale possible, no matter
how small. This applies more so to the findings end than
any other. Profits in this line are large even though the

individual sale is small. It is wonderful what a good busi-

ness can be built up in this line. There is no need to carry

a big stock. Have a stock well assorted; this can be added
to every day or week. Small quantities can be brought in

by parcel post.

How often a customer comes into a shoe store asking for

a certain line of findings and instead of making a point of

procuring it he is sent down to the wholesaler to get it him-

self. This is inadvisable, both from the retail and whole-

sale point. If you make a sale in your store you have ob-

tained a customer, one who is likely to come back for shoes,

etc. Not only have you secured a patron but you have

obtained free advertising. This man will tell his friends

where he got that particular article.

From personal observation I find that the man who sells

the most shoe findings is the one who is generally doing the

biggest trade. Even with the so-called dull times whole-

sale findings houses are increasing their volume of business

every month.

In the past when retailers in Winnipeg and the West
had to send east for their findings, stocks were bound to get

low. They were also at a disadvantage having to buy a big

stock to make up a shipment. At the present time with the

representative lines of findings carried in Winnipeg, at prices

quite as low as eastern ones, retailers can get their supplies

from day to day. This enables them to have the use of

GEORGE WHEEEER, WINNIPEG

money which in the past would have been paid out months
before the shipment was disposed of. The convenience of

large local stocks enables dealers not to miss a single sale.

Therefore, Mr. Shoe Retailer, for the rest of the year make
this your slogan

—"Push Shoe Findings," and watch this

branch of your trade expand.
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Retailers Discuss Patent Leather Shoes
(Continued from page 28)

on the manufacturers. Retailers should not be expected to

guarantee shiny leathers against checking, cracking or

peeling when no such guarantees are made by either leather

or shoe manufacturers."

Says Sale of Kid is Increasing

Rowland Hill, London, Ont.:
—"Many customers place

more value on style than service and demand patent leather.

We find it better to suggest kid when value and wear is

expected. In men's we sell more calf, but kid is increasing

in favor. We would say that about 60% of the women's
shoes sold are patent and about 10% of men's. We have
not very many troubles to adjust, and on the cheaper

grades of patent, always tell a customer that we cannot

guarantee the leather. We rarely, if ever, ask for an allow-

ance from the manufacturer. Sometimes it is policy to

make an allowance on the next pair to a customer, but, such

instances with us are very rare. We have a sign up to the

effect that we cannot guarantee patent leather."

Occasionally Make an Allowance

J. H. Carkner, Ottawa, Ont.:
—"Considering the way

patent leather is used, I think it is one of the most satisfac-

tory that we handle. We do not guarantee shiny leathers,

but in case a shoe goes bad within a very short time and the

customer is a good one, we occasionally make an allowance.

One has to use his judgment and discretion in such matters.

We have no trouble with manufacturers over allowances,

and few, if any, disputes with customers."

J. J. Haines' Shoe Houses, Belleville, Napanee, Trenton

and Smith's Falls, Ont.:—"We think that about 25% of

the men's shoes and about 90% of women's that we sell are

patent leather, and as a rule it gives general satisfaction.

Occasionally we have some rebates to make, but as we do

not guarantee patent leather, our tribulations are not many,
and as a rule we never have any difficulty with the manufac-

turers over allowances. In all our stores we have notices

to the effect that we cannot guarantee patent leather, and

the retailer should not be expected to do so, especially as

he can get no similar assurance from either the tanner or the

shoemaker. On the whole, however, we find that this

leather gives very fair satisfaction."

Endorses Patent Leather

Geo. G. Gales and Co., Montreal:—"We are perfectly

frank with customers, and even on our most expensive patent

leather shoes, tell them they are taking a chance. We do

not make any claims from manufacturers, and do not have

any troubles to adjust or rebates to make with customers.

We find that patent leather gives general satisfaction when
everything is taken into consideration. We have not only

one sign, but several signs up in our store to the effect that

we cannot guarantee patent leather."

W. E. Tait, Kamloops, B.C.:
—"We very rarely have

any trouble with patent leather, and find it giving practic-

ally as good wear as any other lines. If we put up a sign

to the effect that we cannot guarantee patent leather, it

might lead some of our customers to think that our stock

of this leather was inferior to our competitors'. We only

ask for allowances from the manufacturers when the shoes

are broken very soon after purchase, and as this is very

rare, we have no difficulty in adjustments. Patent leather

on the whole gives satisfaction."

A. V. Wright, manager shoe department of Walter L.

Joyner, Moose Jaw, Sask.:
—"In our department the sales-

men explain that while the patent leather in our shoes is as

good as can be secured, we would not guarantee it, even

if the shoes were $10 a pair. Except in a few cases, where

patent leather shoes have been exposed to severe cold, we

have found them to give general satisfaction. About 10%
of the shoes sold to men's and 75% of those disposed of

to women are in shiny leather."

Play Fair with a Customer

E. W. Warren, manager shoe department, Johnstone,
Walker, Ltd., Edmonton, Alta.:

—"Play fair with a customer
at the time of purchase and all trouble will be reduced to a

minimum. We have certain signs in our department to

the effect that we do not guarantee patent leather. About
5% of men's shoes and 60% of our women's are patent
leather. We have fewer troubles to adjust in this leather

than we do in the other leathers sold. In regard to allow-

ances from manufacturers, we have little or no trouble, and
try to practice the Golden Rule. Why should the retailer

be expected to guarantee shiny leathers against piping or

peeling when neither the shoe manufacturer nor the leather

manufacturer will do so?"

Jas. Maynard, 649 Yates St., Victoria, B.C.—"The
retailer should not be expected to warrant shiny leather

shoes. We never ask a manufacturer for any allowances,

only in exceptional cases, and we find that patent leather

gives fairly good satisfaction, considering the large number
of shoes that are sold in this material. In our own case,

it is about 75% in women's footwear. We think that a sign

should be posted prominently in each store to the effect

that patent leather shoes cannot be guaranteed and that the
attention of the customer should be drawn to this before such
shoes are sold."

T. Carter, Trenton, Ont.:
—"We have some trouble

with both customers and manufacturers in the matter of

patent leather shoes. A sign in every store to the effect

that the retailer cannot guarantee shiny leathers is a splendid

suggestion, and would, no doubt, eliminate a good deal of

misunderstanding."

W. J. Nelson, Lethbridge, Alta.:
—"We never find two

cases exactly alike in the matter of patent leather shoes.

Some give splendid satisfaction and others do not."

Merchants Should Get Together

F. J. McCann, manager shoe department, Goodwin's
Ltd., Montreal:—"Patent leather, as a rule, does not give

general satisfaction, and it would be a fine thing if all retail

establishments would post signs to the effect that it could

not be guaranteed under any circumstances. The whole
question is a large one and will never be properly solved until

merchants get together and co-operate more. We do not

tell customers that under no circumstances can we guarantee

patent leather for the simple reason that they would go else-

where. We have some trouble with manufacturers over

allowances. As to having any difficulties to adjust or rebates

to make, we may say that the proportion is about one in

forty. Men, as a rule, are easy to handle, and complaints

from the women come only in the matter of patent leather.'"

F. Sutherland, St. Thomas, Ont.:
—"One quarter of the

men's shoes that we sell are patent leather and two-thirds

are women's. We have a number who make complaints

and shiny leathers, as a rule, do not give satisfaction. In a

few cases we have difficulty with manufacturers over allow-

ances. It is certainly advisable that signs should be dis-

played prominently in all shoe stores to the effect that shiny

leather cannot be warranted under any circumstances, and
if customers were told this plainly and positively, there would
be less misunderstanding."

Would Do Without If He Could

Fred J. Argall, Three Rivers, Que.:—"If we did not

protect our customers a little there would be no patent

leather shoes sold. So long as the manufacturers make them
we have to sell them, and the only way out of the trouble

is for manufacturers to cease making them. If I could do
without patents, I certainly would never purchase a pair,
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but the public, especially the women, demand them. We
always state when selling a pair that we cannot guarantee

patent leather shoes. It is hard to convince a dissatisfied

customer on patent that he or she has had a square deal,

when that customer has paid good money for an article, and

perhaps it has lasted only a few days. It is useless to bother

manufacturers as they make no allowances on patent leather.

One-tenth of the men's shoes that we sell are patent, and

in women's one-fifth."

Dealer Should Explain to Customer

W. D. Harris, 2412 Sixteenth Avenue, Regina, Sask.:

—

''Women buy patent shoes for dress very often regardless

of the quality, and men do not buy them because of their

poor wearing qualities. To hang up a sign to the effect

that we cannot guarantee patent leather might do some good,

but we do not think it would be as impressive if occasion

demanded an adjustment, as if the salesman pointed out

and fully explained to the customer when making a sale that

under no circumstances can shiny leather be guaranteed.

Such leather does not give general satisfaction in this country,

especially in the winter. Only in extreme cases do we call

upon the manufacturer for any allowance and when we have

done so, they have complied. We, however, try to settle

all matters with the customer at the time of complaint.

It is up to the dealer to tell the customer that if anything

goes wrong in the shoes, he or she is a party to the com-
plaint for having bought them."

Good Patents Turn Out Well

W. F. Cassidy, Chatham, N.B.:—"Taking everything

into consideration there are a great number of patent leather

shoes sold in low cuts for misses and children and high cut

lines for women and men that give splendid satisfaction, and
we have so few complaints that it would be really no hardship

if we replaced everything, even the cheapest ones and got

no allowance from any manufacturer. We have no troubles

to adjust or rebates to make on high grade shoes, but have
on some of the low priced ones, and we handle as few of the

latter as possible. We generally tell customers when look-

ing at patents that the low priced pairs cannot be guaran-

teed. The retailer, unless he expressly says so to a customer,

is usually expected to offer only goods that will prove satis-

factory and customers reasonably expect everything bought
from reliable dealers to turn out all right. Patrons often

do not know much about shoes, and do not pretend to;

and they know still less about manufacturers' or tanners'

guarantees. As a result they have, in our opinion, a right

to expect retailers to guarantee all goods. As to the latter

having a sign posted to the effect that they cannot guarantee
patent leathers, we do not think that this is necessary,

for we have no hesitation in guaranteeing nearly all the

patent leather footwear we sell against cracking through or

peeling. We think that such a sign would rather discredit

a leather that deserves better recommendation and con-

sideration."

Put Pamphlet in Each Carton

Stewarts, Limited, Renfrew, A. T. Marshall, manager
shoe department:—"The proportion of trade done in ladies'

patent leather shoes is large and the better class buyers
have nearly all been asking for patent during the last few
seasons. Men's patents are not nearly as much in demand
as ladies, as men are more conservative in their ideas on foot

dress. We do not stock any real cheap patent leathers,

the lowest price we have in ladies' retailing at $3.50, and
men's at $4.50. We have very little to complain of in

this class of leather. We always tell our trade that we can-

not guarantee patent leathers but, in spite of this, many
will have them. We feel that if the manufacturer of patents

will not guarantee them, there is reason for the retailer to

assume responsibility of these shoes giving entire satisfac-

tion to the consumer. In the face of this we cannot ask the

manufacturer to make any rebate. It is not necessary to

put up a sign regarding patents as it would not help business

any, but we do think that manufacturers should enclose in

each carton a pamphlet on the care of patents, suedes and
satins, and also state that there is no guarantee with goods

made of these materials."

A Guarantee Invites Trouble

The Rannard Shoe Co., Winnipeg, C. F. Rannard,
president:—"We commend your interest in this matter

which is a great source of worry to many retail shoe mer-

chants. We hope that you will extend your work throughout

the retail ranks and that you will be able to give them some

Specializes in Women's Shoes
Richard J. Trethewey, who is now covering Western

Ontario for the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., To-

ronto, has spent practically all his life in the boot business.

After gaining his education in Owen Sound, he and his

brother. J. L. Trethewey (now on the traveling staff of

the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford), started in business for

themselves in the northern lakeside town. After three

years' experience in that line, both went to Chicago, where
they entered the service of Marshall Field & Co., R.

J.

Trethewey being in the women's department, and J. L.

Trethewey in the men's. Another remarkable incident is

that the brothers returned to Canada about the same time,

and joined the road staff of J. D. King Co., Toronto—R.

J. looking after the territory from London to Windsor for

a number of years. He then decided to go into the whole-

sale shoe business in London, in which he spent some ten

years, the firm being Trethewey, Karn Co. In 1912 Mr.
Trethewey sold out his interest and went west on a business

trip to look after some property which he holds in a num-
ber of cities. Returning east after a few months, he took a

position with the C. N. W. Shoe Co., of London, covering

western Ontario. He has just joined the staff of the Blach-

ford Shoe Manufacturing Co., and is meeting with good
success. He has spent the greater part of his life time in

selling women's shoes, has always been a close student of

styles and takes special interest in this branch of the

business.
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good advice when through. We do not under any circum-

stances, attempt to guarantee patent leathers and caution

our trade in general that these leathers should be worn
with care and under proper weather conditions. About
forty-five to fifty per cent, of our sales in women's are patent,

and five per cent, in men's. We find that the leather gives

general satisfaction with careful wear. We have only about

one per cent, of complaints. If the subject turns that way
in addition to the signs that we have up, we tell the customer

that, under no circumstances can we guarantee shiny leathers.

Enterprising Firm Still Expanding
In 1898, L. E. Robin, with his brother, J. E. Robin,

opened up a little shop in Montreal where they kept two

lathes going in supplying local shoe manufacturers with

lasts. At this date the company occupied a three storey

factory, 75 x 40 feet, besides owning one of the most mod-

ern kilns in Canada and several storage warehouses capable

of holding fifty carloads of maple blocks. So can one

epitomize the progress made by Robin Brothers, starting

with practically no capital. Four years ago J. E. Robin

L. E. ROBIN, MONTREAL

left the firm, of which L. E. Robin is now sole proprietor.

The capacity of the factory is 360 pairs of lasts daily and

to the equipment of six lathes, now in operation, will be

added in the near future, tbree more, when the staff of

thirty-seven will have to be increased. The company make
a feature of a special hinged last with Porter's spring and

plug device ; the inter-locking wood lips obtained in saw-

ing the last insuring its rigidity. Their hinged follower

works on the same principle, simplicity being one of its

features.

Mr. Robin is fortunate in having as his assistant in

the management of the business, J. Alf. Belanger, who for

the past seven years has been identified with the firm. R.

C. Founder is the traveling representative of the company.

Mr. Robin is president of the Canadian Last Block

Co., Limited, which operates from Iberville, Que. Mr.

Belanger is secretary-treasurer of this company. It was

found necessary to organize this subsidiary cencern to en-

sure a steady supply of reliable maple blocks. The com-

pany owns extensive timber limits capable of yielding sev-

eral million feet of the best maple. These maple logs are

cut up in the mills at Iberville and shipped to Montreal.

We have no difficulty with manufacturers over allowances,

as we are not unreasonable with the makers and never turn
shoes back unless through faulty workmanship. We put
the following slip, which we had printed in large numbers,
in each carton containing patent leather shoes.

The following is the expression of a recent meeting
of the National Boot and Shoe Manufacturers'
Association, regarding the sale of Patent Leather
Shoes.

Patent finished shoes are being worn nowadays
for common every day use and it is impossible to

purchase material of this kind that is absolutely

dependable at all times.

It is, therefore, necessary to notify dealers in

boots and shoes that as it is absolutely impossible to

determine the wearing qualities of any Patent or

Enamel finished leather until same has been put to

an actual test by the wearer, justice to the wearer
demands that he should be thoroughly informed and
made to understand that there will be no re-dress

on the shoes made of such stock, should the leather

break, chip, check or peel, and that such goods are

sold strictly at the purchaser's own risk.

It will be impossible to make allowances,

rebates or credits on shoes that are made from
Patent Calf, Patent Kid, Patent Colt, or Enamel
finished leathers, because of such complaints.

Guaranteeing Shiny Shoes is Inviting Trouble

"We also have the following signs displayed conspicu-

ously in all our three stores:

—

WE DON'T GUARANTEE PATENT LEATHER
The conference of shoe manufacturers, shoe

merchants and shoe wholesalers recently held in

New York, strongly crystallized one point of timely

interest to the shoe trade, namely:
Patent Leather, Suedes and Fabrics——These Shoes are not Warranted, not Guaran-

teed, and we do not assume the responsibility of

their wear.

Shoes cannot and should not be covered with

any sort of Blanket Guarantee as to life, vitality

and condition, and that redress can only be given

through faulty construction.

Rannard Shoes are made by the best
Manufacturers who buy Their Leather
FROM THE BEST TANNERS. We TRY TO GlVE
Satisfaction, but: BE REASONABLE.

Patents Can Be Made Dependable

The Parrott Shoe Co., of Saskatoon, Sask.—"In our
opinion the tanner should be given to understand that he
has got to turn out patent leather that he can stand behind,

or quit tanning it. There are some lines of patents that

ninety per cent, will give entire satisfaction, while on other

lines about thirty-five per cent, go bad, which simply shows
that patents can be made which are fairly reliable. About
nine-tenths of our sales to women are in patent creations,

and we have some trouble in the matter of adjustments
and rebates. Even if we tell a customer that, under no
circumstances do we guarantee patents, that makes no
difference if the shoe goes bad. There are some makers,
whose shoes very seldom crack and there are others which
frequently break, so if makers use inferior quality leather,

why should they not be held liable for any losses. It is

simply out of the question to tell a customer when she returns

a patent leather shoe that has cracked after a few days
wear, that you can do nothing for her. The retailer has
simply to replace the shoe or make an enemy for his store,

and why should he have to pocket the loss?"
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Breezy Notes From Quebec
Uld. Deslauriers, tanner, of Quebec, was in Montreal

on a business trip recently.

The Rock Shoe Co. have bought a new press of the

capacity of 15 tons, which will be used to press soles.

M. Legault has opened a shoe repair shop at Sous le

Fort street, and has installed a complete outfit supplied by

Dupere & Garant.

Gale Bros, have installed a sprinkling system, of a

new type, throughout their premises and are very active

at the present time.

The contract for rubber boots for the members of the

fire department of Quebec was awarded by the committee

to the Quebec Syndicate.

All the machines and findings have been removed from

the McKeen shoe factory and every one is hoping that the

premises will re-open at an early date.

J. E. Drolet, shoe dealer, who died a few days ago.

was for fifteen years in the employ of Thos. Yoyer, and

for the past two years had been in business for himself.

Lachance & Tanguay, Quebec, have installed a U.S.M.

Co. ideal clicking machine in their factory and expect to

place other machines of the same type within the next

few weeks.

There was a fire lately in the Quebec Paper Box Co.'s

premises, when about $2,000 damage was done. Some shoe

manufacturers suffered delay on account of having a num-
ber of cartons destroyed.

Fire recently visited the premises of Jos. Racine, shoe

dealer, of St. Sauveur, doing about $200 damage. There

was also a blaze at A. Martin's shoe factory, Belleau street,

when about $400 damage was done by smoke and water.

Among those in the city recently were G. G. Parker

of Boston Last Co., Richmond, Que.; James A. Boyd, re-

presenting the Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, and H. C.

Parker of Parker-Irwin, Limited, shoe findings, Montreal.

V. Coulombe has the control of the shoe shining stands

for the Yalcartier camp. He has fifteen men working for

him in cleaning the boots of the soldiers of the 41st Bat-

talion who are located temporarily in the Immigration

building.

The factories are working to fair capacity and are

beginning to get ready their new samples, which are gen-

erally in shape by July. There has been no change recently

in the prices of leather and the prospects are that present

quotations will continue. No factories have yet received

any orders for army shoes.

Met Death on Field of Action

The grim realities of war have been brought home very

poignantly to many Canadians and nearly every town, city

and village in the Dominion has contributed its quota of

best manhood and best citizenship to the awful sacrifice.

The shoe and leather trade will mourn the death of Captain

Trumbull Warren, president of Gu.tta Percha & Rubber, Lim-
ited, Toronto, who was killed recently in action and his

remains have been interred in France. Trumbull Warren
was one of the best liked and most manly young business men
in Toronto. The eldest son of the late H. D. Warren, presi-

dent of Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, he received his

early education at Upper Canada College. He always took

an active interest in military affairs and underwent a train-

ing course in the Royal Military College, after which he

was connected with the 48th Highlanders, becoming a

provisional lientenant. It was with the rank of lieutenant

;!iat he left Toronto with the first contingent. The deceased

officer was one of the first to volunteer his services, as he

had a high sense of honor, responsibility and patriotism.

In business circles he was much respected for his thorough-

ness and intensity of purpose. Previous to his father's death,

he entered the factory of the company to learn the business

in every department and on the passing away of his parent,

Captain Warren joined the office staff as acting treasurer.

Two years ago he was made president, a post which he filled

with credit to himself and to the company.

Captain Trumbull Warren was 29 years of age and was

married some years ago to Miss Marjory Braithwaite, of

THE LATE CAPT. TRUMBULL WARREN, TORONTO

Montreal, who survives, along with two little girls. All the

members of the staff of Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited,

deeply deplore the death of their president and yet there is

a feeling of pride that he nobly upheld the honor and integ-

rity of the British Empire in the fullest measure with his

life-blood.

Many friends of Lieut. H. N. Klotz, who was an officer

of the 9th Mississauga Horse, Toronto, and resided on Sus-

sex avenue, will regret to learn he also was killed in action

at Ypres. The deceased officer was a chemist in me em-

ploy of the Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited, and was
held in high esteem by a wide circle of friends. He had

been a member of the 9th Mississauga Horse for several

years and was on his holidays when the war broke out in

August last. Returning to Toronto he was one of the first

tc enlist.

Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited, have contributed

no less than twenty-one men who are now on active ser-

vice, from the head office, the factory and the various

branches of the company, while fifteen other employes are

in training.
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THE SOLDIER AND HIS SHOES
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

The now famous soldiers' boot investigation is over,

and the members of the shoe fraternity are cautiously

opening the doors of their cyclone cellars and wondering
if the storm has really passed.

A well known clipping agency estimates that, at least,

60,000 lines of newspaper space have been devoted by the

newspapers of this country to recording the proceedings of

the Special Committee at Ottawa.

The purport of most of this tremendous publicity has

tended to convince the average reader that the boot manu-
facturers of the Dominion were a set of unspeakable rascals,

who placed dollars above patriotism, and who had conspired

together to send the defenders of the national honour to the

front, clad in boots that predestined them to torture, in-

creased hardship, and added immeasurably to the possibility

of illness and suffering.

It is felt very strongly that such insinuations have done,

and are bound still further to do, inestimable injury to an

industry in which Canadians have advanced more rapidly

than any other, for, to-day, Canadian made boots, grade for

grade, and price for price, will bear the closest comparison
with those produced anywhere in the world. Every man,
woman and child, throughout the length and breadth of

this country, who has anything to do with the making, or

sale of Canadian boots, from the tanner of the leather used

in them to the boy in the store of the retailer who sells them,

is bound to suffer thereby.

While deprecating the harmful publicity that has been

given the matter, the shoe tradespeople, as a whole, seem
to join in the hope that, as a result of the investigation, the

guilty person, or persons, will be pilloried in the public

gaze, regardless of party, politics, or station, and that the

punishment meted out will fit the crime;—whether it be
those in the War Department, responsible for the shape or

type of shoe; whether those who placed the contracts and
provided for the system of inspecting the shoes in process

and for their final acceptance by the Government; the boot

manufacturer; or the officers who are, or should be, respon-

sible for the proper fitting of boots, and the treatment the

boots receive in use—for none know better than they, that

the best made boots in the world will not stand for any
length of time under conditions where only rubber boots

should be used, and any leather—it matters not how good
or how treated against moisture—cannot be repeatedly

soaked and as often hurriedly dried by placing before hot

camp fires, or on hot radiators, without giving way.
A prominent military officer recently said that, in his

opinion, the service rendered by a soldier's boot, depended
upon four things:

1. The shape of the shoe.

2. The material used in making it.

3. The method by which it is made.
4. The degree of care taken in fitting it to the foot of

the soldier, for it must be obvious that, even if the best

possible boot is produced and is fitted too short, as is generally

the case, or if it is too long, or too narrow, its entire usefulness

is immediately defeated.

As to the shape of the shoe, and the material to be used,

there can be little doubt that some satisfactory understand-

ing will be reached through the investigation; but as to

the method to be employed in making— it is on this point

that feeling runs particularly high, for it would seem that

no compliment has been paid to the intelligence and integ-

rity of shoe manufacturers, many of whom have been giving

their best endeavours to the solution of these problems, for

there recently appeared before the Committee, it seems, to

testify as an expert, one, who, according to his own state-

ment, is not, and never has been, a manufacturer of boots,

being a tanner of leather, who recommends that a return

be made to methods employed thirty years ago—the Stand-
ard screw fastening. Some amusement has been afforded

by his deductions that the Standard screw was the proper
thing, for, according to reports, two shoes were placed in

water. The Standard screw shoe happened to withstand
the water longer than the welt shoe.

A well known military man, in commenting on this,

said: "I have no doubt that any manufacturer can make a

boot out of paper that will go through such a test, and will

come out 100% perfect. It is in wear, under service con-

ditions, that the only reliable test can be made." A prom-
inent shoe man, when I asked him what is apt to happen
under such conditions, said: "This fastening is made from
wire, or brass, or iron, having a screw formation, but without
a head. When screwed into the leather, it extends from the

surface of the outsole to the inner surface of the insole,

and is visible inside the shoe. The lasting tacks are also

left in this kind of a shoe, and the clinch point appears on
the surface of the insole, and in contact with the stocking

of the wearer. Under conditions where sole leather is sub-

jected to moisture, for any length of time, it softens; it

wears away more rapidly than the fastening. Rust or

corrosion attacks the metal, and the constant working or

bending of the sole loosens the fastenings, and they are

forced upwards and into the foot of the wearer. This
Standard screw method of shoemaking, up to the opening
of the war, at least, had been discarded by every nation

that could afford to put good shoes on the feet of its soldiers.

Its use, I understand, in some recent contracts, by European
countries, has been compelled as a last resort, owing to the

fact that welt shoes in large quantities, could not be pro-

cured. The nails mentioned in the report of the various

army boards should not be construed as recommending this

form of fastening, but meant that the sole should be given
additional protection by driving steel nails in the outsole,

not as a fastening, but for the purpose of increasing wear."

The welt boot has been, for many years, the type of

boot supplied to soldiers, not only by England and France,

but by every important nation in Europe, with the exception

of Germany and Austria, which have clung to a roughly
made McKay sewed shoe. In the welt shoe, the lasting

tacks were withdrawn, so the forepart of the boot is left

perfectly smooth inside. It makes a comfortable and dur-

able boot. In some countries, to make assurance doubly so,

—and I think the plan is a good one—the rivets have been
used to reinforce at such points as there was little or no
wear, notably at the toe and in the shank of the shoe, but
never where the sole is subjected to wear.

This phase of the question is one of the greatest interest

to both military men and shoe men, and there seems to be a

more or less well grounded fear that the officials at Ottawa
may be led into the fallacy of believing that two wrongs
make one right; for first, and above all other considerations,

there seems to be the greatly expressed hope that out of this

investigation, there shall come a type of boot that will carry

Canadian troops forward to triumph and victory, and keep
them constantly in the paths of glory.

Yours, etc.,

Onlooker.
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Retires After Twenty-Five Years Service

After a quarter of a century service with Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, Charles Bonnick, manager of the To-

ronto warehouse, has retired and has been succeeded by

Harold \Y. Pearson, who has been on the staff some fif-

teen years. Mr. Bonnick, who is well and worthily known to

the trade, entered the employ of the Ames-Holden Co. in

1890, having charge of the office. *his brother Joseph being

manager at that time. In 1898, on account of the illness of

his brother, Charles was appointed acting manager. Joseph

Bonnick passed away in June, 1899, and since then the sub-

ject of this reference has ably directed the affairs of the

by a handsome diamond and sapphire ring and a framed
portrait of the employees, while Mrs. Bonnick was given
a basket of American Beauty roses. The head office staff

in Montreal also had a hand in the honors. The address
in which reference was made to the many good qualities

of Mr. Bonnick and the pleasant relations that had existed

for many years between him and those under him, was
read by W. F. Smith of the traveling staff. W. J. Drys-
dale made the presentations to Mr. Bonnick while George
Lloyd conveyed the floral tribute to Mrs. Bonnick.

In replying on behalf of his wife, family and himself,

Mr. Bonnick was deeply touched by the evidence of esteem
and good will, and feelingly dwelt upon the happy asso-

ciations and cordial relations that had characterized his

connection of nearly a quarter of a century with the firm.

Many of those present had been with the house for a long-

period and of every one he spoke in terms of warmest
praise for their support and co-operation. There has been
pleasant and agreeable intercourse during all this time and
he wished them all continued success and prosperity and
to his successor, Mr. Pearson, he paid a well merited tri-

bute. Mr. Bonnick spoke of the desire on his part to be

relieved from the responsibility and cares of managing
such a large business after so many years application and
for the need of rest and recreation. In closing he expressed

every confidence that they all would as loyally and faith-

fully serve under the new management as they had done
under him. for the upbuild and welfare of the company
whose interest they had thoroughly at heart.

T. H. Bigwood, of Toronto, Chairman of the Ontario

Shoe Retailers' Association, who was present, also made a

CHARLES BONNICK, TORONTO

Toronto branch. W hen Mr. Bonnick entered the service the

old warehouse was located at 60 Front street west, but was
completely wiped out in the conflagration of 1904, when the

present premises at 133 Wellington street west were acquired.

Mr. Bonnick was a director of the Ames-Holden Co. previ-

ous to the amalgamation with the James McCready Co. in

191 1. During his long connection with the trade he has been

popular with all classes, owing to his genial disposition, kindly

nature and uniform courtesy, and at the same time has

carefully looked after the interest of his employers. After

taking a much needed rest Mr. Bonnick will open up an office

where he will conduct a general insurance and financial busi-

ness, in which line he is thoroughly equipped by reason of

his executive ability.

His successor, Harold W. Pearson, entered the local

office under Mr. Bonnick in 1900 as a warehouse boy. He
took hold of things readily and willingly, and in five years

had reached a position on the traveling staff, looking

after Eastern Ontario for a considerable period, and after

the central portion of Western Ontario since 1910. Mr.

Pearson is a son of Rev. M. L. Pearson, the veteran Meth-

odist pastor, who died a few months ago, and is well

liked by the trade. Many friends, while regretting the

voluntary retirement of Mr. Bonnick, will wish his suc-

cessor a large measure of prosperity.

An interesting event took place on Saturday at the

warehouse of the company when Mr. Bonnick, the retiring

manager, was presented by the traveling and warehouse

staff of Toronto with an illuminated address, accompanied

HAROLD W. PEARSON, TORONTO

few remarks, speaking in a reminiscent vein of how shortly

after coming to Toronto twenty-one years ago, he had
secured a position as packer in the old warehouse under
the late Joseph Bonnick and had worked for the firm many
years before starting in business for himself. Of the fine

qualities of the retiring manager, he could not speak <v

highly and he joined in wishing him every happiness and
good fortune.

Hearty cheers were then given for Mr. Bonnick and
for Mr. Pearson the new manager.
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ANOTHER ISSUE OF ARMY SHOES
Several Canadian shoe manufacturers have received

from Ottawa specifications and inquiries regarding prices

on a new army shoe which is practically the old shoe with

the addition of some of the improvements which were em-
bodied ih the samples that the John Ritchie Co., of Quebec,

prepared for the Government some time ago. The latest

specifications called for tan storm calf bluchcr, the same
pattern as the old boot ; double sole to heel, the heel to be

protected with an iron heel plale. The boot will be made
with upper lapped over on the insole to allow the re-

enforcing nails to pass securely through the same. The lap

is also to be cemented to the insole and pounded down.

It is evident that the committee who inquired into the

boot question, decided that the one supplied to the first

contingent was as satisfactory a shoe as could be made,

provided the specifications are lived up to, and with the few
additions that they have now adopted, they will have a

boot which will combine lightness, durability and comfort

and one which is more adaptable for the average Canadian.

It is reported that the forthcoming issue will be for sixty

thousand pairs.

ANOTHER ILLOGICAL PROCEEDING
Speaking of the army shoe investigation an Eastern

manufacturer hit the nail on the head when he remarked on

the illogical procedure of the committee in not having order-

ed an immediate practical comparison with the Militia

Department sample of all shoes being examined. Toward
the end of the investigation was no time to think of com-

paring shoes with the sample or even to consider checking

up the shoes with the specifications. The right way would

have been to have cut open Militia Department sample and
then to have cut open, not every twenty-fifth pair of shoes
of those that were in doubt, but every pair, so as to accur-

ately learn just how they were made.

NEW STYLE OF BOX TOE
There has been some talk in certain quarters during

the past few days of putting on the Canadian market a

box toe carrying a guarantee that it will stand any pres-

sure without breaking. In construction this toe will be
somewhat similar to the new fibre counters which have ap-

peared recently. The ordinary box toe is very liable to

break if subjected to anything outside ordinary wear. The
new projected toe, it is claimed, will stand all sorts of

rough usage.

SMALL SHOE ORNAMENTS POPULAR
An increasing number of small ornaments, are being

used by manufacturers of stylish shoes in Canada. These
replace the larger ornaments and shoe decorations which
were popular a couple of seasons ago. There is a variety

of styles used in round and oval shapes. Pearl white

centre and jet black border combinations seem to be especi-

ally popular, according to the reports of the different houses

which supply these articles.

LEATHER DAY AT THE BIG FAIR
Tuesday, July 6th, has been officially selected as "Leather

Industries' Day" at the Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position, San Francisco. About that time the National Asso-

ciation of Tanners, the National Leather and Shoe Finders'

PETER A. DOIG, SALES MANAOKK E. H. LANTHIER, PRESIDENT J. B. HURTEAU, SUPERINTENDENT

OFFICIALS OK THE STAR SHOE CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL
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Association and other organizations of the trade will be

holding conventions in that interesting and attractive city.

The Tanners' Association, as previously announced, will

transport its delegates from Chicago to the Coast in a special

train, leaving the Breezy City June 24th, and arriving at

San Francisco June 27th. Members of the allied industries

in the East are cordially invited to join this party, either at

Chicago or in special cars leaving Boston or New York and

forming a conjunction with the "special." There will be

found at the Exposition some very creditable displays by

prominent shoe and leather and kindred concerns, led by

the notable one of the United Shoe Machinery Company.

STAPLE MODEL FOR THE TRADE
The Boston Last Company, of Richmond, Quebec, have

a new idea model for 1916 which is a wonder for looks and

a marvel for fit. The company have it for Goodyear welts.

McKay or turn shoes, and announce that such a last makes

equally as good a high shoe, oxford or pump, and that all

leathers may be used. The company have been working at

this last for several months, to get something that will be a

staple model in the factory, on which the manufacturers

could make the different varieties of shoes. Their effort

has been to produce a model to meet the demands of the

prevalent styles and have easy but no extreme lines on the

body ; a last that was easy to pull uppers over, producing a

manufactured shoe of a smooth, pleasing contour. The com-

pany believe they have accomplished all this and produced

what is the great aim of the shoe monufacturer. and through

him of the last manufacturer, a pleasing full fitting last,

with D and E measurements, that look like B or C in the

foot.

ARE BOUND TO GO UP
A leading authority in the boot and shoe business, who

has been giving considerable attention to developments in

the trade in the last few years, says:
—"The day of low-

priced hides, leather and shoes has passed. From now on

the advance in prices will be steady, and it is not likely that

a season will pass without some change in an upward direc-

tion being noted. Supplies of raw stock are lessening, while

the call for shoes and articles made of leather is increasing.

The law of supply and demand always forces higher prices

when the call exceeds the supply."

SHOE COMPANY RE-ORGANIZES
The Star Shoe Co., Limited, of Montreal, was recently

re-organized and a change of management made.

The new officials of the concern are E. H. Lanthier,

president and managing director; J. B. Hurteau, director

and general superintendent, and P. A. Doig, sales man-

ager. All these gentleman are experienced shoe-

men, especially Mr. Lanthier, who has been shoe manufac-

turing for half a century. Messrs. Hurteau and Doig have

also grown up in the business and though both are still

young men, the former has had twenty-five years' exper-

ience in practical shoemaking, and the latter twenty years,

all of which has been spent in the shoe and leather business.

Mr. Lanthier finds it a very difficult task to con-

vince his friends that he has been in the shoe business fifty

years, and one would scarcely believe he is sixty-four

years of age. In fact, the star jokes in the Star Shoe Co.

factory, are the invariably wild guesses made as to his

probable age by his friends and acquaintances, they esti-

mating all the way from 40 to 45 years

Nevertheless, Mr. Lanthier is able to account in an

accurate manner for his half-century. He first started with

the old Montreal firm of Geo. T. Slater & Sons, where he

occupied various positions, amongst them that of foreman

for a period of fifteen years. He left that position for one
with Z. Lapierre & Son, who conducted a shoe manufac-
turing business on St. Paul street, Montreal. He remained
with this firm for fifteen years, and on their going into

liquidation, he purchased the machinery of the company
and started the Kingsbury Footwear Co., which is to-day
one of the largest shoe concerns in Canada. Incidentally,

readers will be interested to learn that the Kingsbury Foot-
wear Co. derived its name from Mr. Lanthier's wife, whose
maiden name was Kingsbury. Mr. Lanthier recently re-

tired from this company in order to assume his present
duties.

Mr. Hurteau is also an able shoeman and has seen
experience in the wholesale boot and shoe industry from
all angles. He started in Sorel, working three years for

the Sorel Shoe Co., the proprietors of which were Comeau,
Blanchette & Bertrand. After this he came to Montreal
and entered the employ of Geo. T. Slater & Sons, the same
firm with which Mr. Lanthier was connected for fifteen

years. He spent three years with the company, and then

went to St. Hyacinthe where he was for -two years with

J. A. & M. Cote, leaving them to go with the late Louis
Cote, inventor of the Cote Pattern Grading and several

other machines. Mr. Hurteau spent three years in Canada
and the United States in the interests of Mr. Cote, teaching

pattern work as well as selling the Cote machines. Later,

he was Quebec manager of the Duplessis Shoe Machinery
Co., whose offices were in St. Hyacinthe. After this he
came to Montreal, and nine years ago organized the Star

Shoe Co.. Limited, which he has been operating ever since.

He is a recognized shoe expert.

"Peter" Doig, as he is always addressed by his friends,

the new sales manager of the concern, needs no introduc-

tion to Canadian shoemen. He is favorably known in both

the shoe and leather trade with which he has been con-

nected for the past twenty years. Mr. Doig started as a

boy with G. S. Hubbell, for whom he worked some years.

Later he was with A. R. Clarke & Co. as salesman in Can-
ada, Australia and New Zealand. He recently resigned his

position as sales manager of Fisk Limited, Montreal, in order

to assume the same duties with the Star Shoe Co., Limited.

He has been working indefatigably since, and the result,

along with the efforts of Messrs. Lanthier and Hurteau,

has put the Star Shoe Company on a splendid running

basis. At the present time the factory is very busy.

RAPIDLY COMING TO THE FRONT
The Ideal Shoe Co., Limited, Elmira, Ont, who have

been manufacturing misses', children's, youths' and gent's

fine McKay shoes for the past year, have won for them-

selves a name among the shoe men of Canada. They have

installed several new lasts and have added a line of boys' and

growing girls', with which they contemplate getting a good
fall business, along with their other lines. The management
of this concern are taking all caution in selecting the best

materials, combined with good workmanship and as to fit-

ting qualities they cannot be surpassed. Their factory has

been very busy during the past season, and as business

keeps growing they will no doubt have to increase their

capacity. The salesmen are out showing some very at-

tractive styles in patent, gun metal, dongola and other

leathers for the fall trade.

MATCHING CLOTH TOPS
The new color cloth shoe tops have created quite a

demand for articles of a similar color or shade which go

into- the shoe, such as ribbons, etc., which must be the exact

hue of the cloth, states an Eastern findings dealer.
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O. Goulet, Quebec, was in Montreal recently.

N. J. Richards has opened a shoe store in St. James,

Man.
W. L. Tuttle, shoe retailer, of Halifax, was in Montreal

lately.

. J. E. Drolet, shoe retailer, of Quebec, passed away
recently.

The Canadian Leather Works of Montreal have re-

cently registered.

J. Schrank, shoemaker, of Swift Current, has discon-

tinued business.

J. T. Lalande has purchased the shoe store of W. J.

Brinning, Cobourg.

G. M. Sawyer, shoe dealer, of Leamington, Ont., has

added a line of groceries.

C. E. Lepine has severed his connection with the J. W.
Hewetson Co., Brampton, Ont.

J. A. McCrudden, of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont.,

was a visitor in Montreal last week.

The Maple Leaf Shoe Repair Co.. Regina, have in-

stalled a U.S.M. 12-foot shoe repair outfit.

R. E. Katz, of the Panther Rubber Co., Sherbrooke,

lias been spending some time in Montreal.

Mr. Collins, buyer for the Christie Grant Co., Winni-

peg, was in Montreal and Quebec this week.

Delbert McFarlane, shoeman of Calgary, recently vis-

ited Toronto and Montreal on a business trip.

William Tollinsky, Beaubien street, Montreal, has

placed a 12-foot shoe repair outfit in his shop.

J. H. Hamilton Shoe Co., Sherbrooke, report their

factory as being busy during the past few weeks.

John A. Bragg has opened an exclusive shoe store in

Parry Sound, where he is well and favorably known.

A. G. Maclntyre is now in the boot and shoe business

in Kincardine, Ont., having started with Frank Sellery.

McLean & Anderson are opening a new shoe store on

St. Clair avenue, just west of Dufferin street, Toronto.

Robert Weir, of St. Thomas, Ont., has installed a 22-

foot model "N" hand shoe repair outfit with stitcher.

PATENT LEATHER BUTTON, GAITER EFFECT, BOX
CLOTH TOP, MEDIUM RECEDE TOE—BY

JAMES MUIR CO.

Mr. Ross, buyer for T. C. Watkins Co., Hamilton, was
in Montreal and other Eastern shoe centres during the past

week.

Eugene Munsey has re-opened a retail shoe establish-

ment in Montreal at the corner of Ontario ahd Champlain

streets.

The La Parisienne Shoe Co., Montreal, have installed

a U.S.M. Louis heel breast trimming machine in their

factory.

Chas. K. Palmer, of the John Palmer Co., Fred'jricton,

N.B., was in Toronto, London and other cities last week on
business. .

F. L. Wagner, of the Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer, Ont.,

who is Mayor of that town, was in Toronto last week on
business.

George Chambers, manager of the Regal Shoe Store,

Toronto, was in Buffalo and other cities last week on
business.

The Perth Shoe Co. state they are at present turning
out more shoes than at any time in the history of the

company.

F. W. Knowlton, of the U.S.M. Co. of Canada, Mon-
treal, is at present visiting shoe factories in the Maritime
Provinces.

John Trick, of Vancouver, has bought the stock of

shoes at 420 Main street, a store formerly conducted bv
VV. J. Orr.

The United Shoe Machinery Co. are placing some of
the newest model machines in the factory of Jackson &
Savage, Montreal.

Nap. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing
Co., Montreal, has again left for France in connection with
army shoe orders.

The U.S.M. Co. have installed a 16-foot Goodyear shoe

repairing outfit in the Boston Shoe Repair Shop, Barring-

ton street, Halifax.

C. A. Bignall, formerly with the Jas. Linton Co., Mon-
treal, has taken a position with Drummond Shoe, Limited,

Drummondville, P.Q.

F. A. Rogers and W. E. Bond, of the Robert Simpson
Co., Toronto, were visitors to Montreal shoe factories dur-

ing the past fortnight.

\V. F. Martin, sales manager of the Kingsbury Foot-

wear Co., Montreal, was in Boston and other American
shoe centres last week.

D. Altieri, 261 Roy street east, Montreal, has installed

a 9-foot shoe repair outfit made by the United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co. of Canada.

Murray W. Crosby, who represents Utz & Dunn Co..

Rochester, N. Y., was in Toronto and other cities last week
on a fall selling trip.

W. G. Darner, Western Canada representative for F. J.

Weston & Sons, wholesale shoes, Toronto, left last week
for the prairie provinces.

W. G. Simpson, accountant in the Toronto branch of

the Miner Rubber Co. for the past two years, has been trans-

ferred to the Montreal office.

R. L. Savage, representing Jas. Muir Co.. Maison-

neuve, was in Toronto and other cities last week, showing
a fine range of samples in men's footwear.

John A. Walker, of Walker, Parker & Co., shoe manu-
facturers, Toronto, spent a few days recently in New York,

Boston and other New England shoe centres.

Chas. McGowan, shoe retailer, of Elora, Ont., has sold

out to Fred R. Aitchison, who has added a repair depart-

ment, which is being looked after by Ed. Wilton.

The Progressive Shoe Repair Parlor, 797 St. Catherine

street west, Montreal, have installed one of the U.S.M.
Goodyear shoe repair outfits in their establishment.

V. H. Watchorn. shoe dealer, Nanaimo, B.C., has

opened up another store in that city and is moving his stock

down from Port Alberni, where he conducted a branch.

The Bank of Nova Scotia have purchased the premises

of George S. Yates & Son, shoe dealers. 105 Granville

street, Halifax, in order to extend their banking quarters.

J. G. McDiarmid, western representative of the Cook-
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Fitzgerald Co., of London, left Toronto last month on a

selling trip to the larger centres in the prairie provinces.

The shoe business of the late Stephen Gorman, of

Belleville, Ont., has been taken over by his son, J. L. R.

Gorman, who has engaged Ritchie Thompson as manager.

The Chartier Shoe Repairing Co., 406 St. Catherine

street east, Montreal, have installed a U.S.M. 22 foot Good-

year shoe repairing outfit, model N, in their establishment.

Geo. J. Cowling, late of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., is now representing in Toronto and vicinity

Gourlay & Fogelberg, Limited, shoe manufacturers, Berlin,

Ont.

Stuckey & Son, of Caledon, Ont., have purchased the

stock of boots and shoes and groceries of Chas. Hall, Hills-

burg, Ont., and have placed Sydney Howe in charge of the

store.

Dan McDonald is now covering the whole of Ontario

for the Murray Shoe Co., London, in connection with their

fine line of women's shoes, which are taking well with the

trade.

Adolph Le Blanc, shoe repairer, 2028 St. James street

west, Montreal, was found dead in his shop recently. He
was about 60 years of age and passed away from heart

failure.

The Duchess Shoe Co., Montreal, are moving into the

old Macfarlane factory at 92 Beaudry street and will occupy

the entire five floors. This will practically double their

output.

H. E. Munday, shoe dealer, of Victoria; Mr. Bacon, of

the Bacon Shoe Co., Kamloops, and E. H. King, shoe dealer,

Chilliwack, B.C., were recent visitors to the trade in

Vancouver.

Dunbar Leighton, secretary of the Montreal Associ-

ation of Superintendents and Foremen, has resigned his

position with the Slater Shoe Co. as foreman of the cut-

ting room.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager, and
Walter Binmore, treasurer of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Montreal, spent a few days in Toronto last

week on business.

W. George Borland, who is now representing Jackson

& Savage, Montreal, in Ontario, has opened up a sample

room in the Miner Rubber Co. building, 146 Wellington

street west, Toronto.

The stock of shoes and shop fixtures belonging to the

estate of James Agnew, 639 Notre Dame avenue, Winni-
peg, amounting to $9,920, was sold by auction this week by
Newton & Nicholson, the trustees.

Charters have just been granted to the Feldman Leather
and Shoe Findings Co.. Limited, of Toronto, with a capital

stock of $40,000, and to the Seamless Rubber Co., Limited,

of Toronto, with a capital of $40,000.

James Rae, who conducts several retail stores in Van-
couver, was on a buying trip in the East during the past

couple of weeks and visited all the principal centres, in-

cluding Toronto, Montreal and Quebec.

J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, have installed the

latest U.S.M. upper shaping machinery in their factory.

This is a new machine and is particularly adaptable for the

manufacture of women's cloth top shoes.

The death occurred recently in Gait, Ont., of Mrs. Wil-

liam Weir, in her seventy-sixth year. Among the surviving

children are Mrs. Scott, wife of F. S. Scott, M.P.. of the

shoe manufacturing firm of Getty & Scott.

John Affleck, proprietor of the Yale Shoe Store, Winni-
peg, was in London, Montreal, Toronto and other eastern

cities recently on business. He reports that spring trade

is opening up well in Winnipeg and the outlook is promising.

Fred Beemer, of Toronto, who represents the Guptill

line of slippers and the Sorosis shoe, as well as the Blach-

ford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, in the west, left

last month on an extended trip throughout the prairie

provinces.

W. B. Parvin, shoe retailer, who conducts the "Fit-U-

Shoe Co.," 1 169 Bloor street west, will shortly move into

newer and larger premises at the corner of Bloor and Mar-
gueretta streets, Toronto, which are being speciallv fitted

up for him.

Kibler & Christmas, dealers in shoes and men's furn-

ishings, Duncan, B.C., is the name of the firm which has

succeeded Kibler & Truesdale, the latter retiring some time

ago. He has enlisted with the third contingent and is now
stationed at Victoria.

Samuel Roland, who for forty-five years was engaged
in the shoe business in Omemee, Ont., died recently in his

eighty-first year. He leaves a wife, two sons and two
daughters. Mr. Roland was highly respected and had a

host of warm friends.

The Retail Merchants' Association of Saskatchewan
will hold a large convention at Saskatoon beginning

May nth. The executive committee recently met to discuss

the plans and make arrangements for the successful carry-

ing out of the meeting.

G. G. Parker, formerly of Parkers, Limited, Montreal,

is now representing the Boston Last Co., of Richmond,
Que. Mr. Parker has an office at 36 St. Genevieve street,

Montreal, and during the past week was calling upon the

shoe factories in Ontario.

Neil Chappell. dealer in shoes and dry goods, 1 1 88 St.

Clair avenue, Toronto, has recently made extensive alter-

ations to his large store and has installed double display

windows in each department, which add greatly to the ap-

pearance of his establishment.

John Glossop, an old Perth boy, who has had many

WHITE CANVAS BAL, WITH BLACK FACING
ON EYELET ROW, VAMP AND HEEL FOXING.
A NEAT COMBINATION IN BLACK AND
WHITE BY KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR CO.

years experience in the shoe branches of department stores

in several large cities, has been appointed assistant to G.

H. Ansley, manager of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont.,

and has entered upon his new duties.

Starks' shoe store, 566 Granville street, Vancouver, are

presenting to their patrons handsome pictures of the im-
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posing Canadian building at the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
San Francisco, Cal. The Canadian edifice is the most
artistic and impressive of any on the grounds.

The many friends of Chas. L. Owens, manager of the
Royal Shoe Co., Toronto, will sympathize with him in the
death of his father, W. W. Owens, which took place re-
cently in Toronto. Mr. Owens resided in Peterboro for a
number of years previous to removing to Toronto.

McKeen-Ingledew Shoe Co. is the style of a new store
which is opened at 666 Granville street, Vancouver. C. E.
McKeen formerly conducted shoe stores on the Coast and
Mr. Ingledew was in his employ. The front of the new
establishment is one of the finest and most attractive in the

Wilfred Richardson, a popular young man and a former
resident of Seaforth, Ont., passed away in Brandon, Man.,
recently, after an attack of typhoid fever. He worked in
the shoe business up to the time of his fatal illness. He
was a well known athlete, playing lacrosse, football and
hockey.

In the window of S. R. Hayball's shoe repair shop,
788 College street, Toronto, is a card bearing the words!
"Boy or Girl. To each 25c. worth of shoe repairs one new
King George cent." Hundreds of these bright, new coppers
lie heaped together in a large box awaiting the luckv
claimants.

The Perth Shoe Co. believe in having attractive and
artistic surroundings, and the lawn in front of the factory
in Perth, Ont., has been set out with plants and shrubs.
Much attention is devoted to the grass and flower beds,
and the clean, tidy environs add to die general appearance
of the factory.

The new office of the United Shoe Machinery Co., in
Berlin, Ont., will be open and doing business there about
June 1st. The company state that the office will be operated
at first as a small branch and a portion of the Toronto
staff may be transferred there. Berlin is certainly growing
very rapidly as a shoe centre.

Recent advices received by Toronto dealers in findings
are to the effect that mohair laces have been advanced
again, the latest increase being from fifteen to twenty per

FRENCH STAGE LAST, BUTTON,
PATENT FOREPART AND FOX-
ING, PUTTY KID TOP AND
LEATHER CUBAN-LOUIS HEEL,
BY J. & T. BELL, LIMITED.

cent. Dyes are costing the manufacturers thirty per cent

more and tipping metal has gone up one hundred per cent.,

which accounts for the augmented prices.

There has been considerable talk within the past few

days of new orders being placed in Montreal for army
shoes. Nothing definite, however, has occurred, although

it is expected that important announcements will be made
in a very short time concerning the subject. The orders

will be from the Canadian Government, and if placed with
Canadian factories, will surely be a practical assertion of
restored confidence in Canadian made boots.

Mark Mundy, who has been in the retail shoe busi-

ness for many years in Gait, has just moved into a handsome
new store at 47 Main street. The front is an exceptionally

attractive one and the interior is bright, well-lighted and
admirably arranged. Mr. Mundy has now one of the nicest

footwear establishments that could be desired.

J. T. Lawson, of Regina, Sask., has purchased the fix-

tures and taken over the lease of the Parrott Shoe Co. in

lhat city. He will continue his first store at the old stand,

thus conducting two establishments in the Capital city. Mr.
Lawson is a former resident of Orangeville, Ont., who has
built up a splendid business in the West during the past few
years.

Amongst other firms which have installed the new
U.S.M. Louis heel trimming machines are Getty & Scott,

Gait, Ont., and the Minister, Myles Shoe Co., Limited.

Toronto. Both firms state results have been more than

satisfactory. The U.S.M. Co. claim this machine puts the

work on a much more economical basis than when other

machines are used.

The new side lace shoe for women is being shown in

many artistic colors and combinations of leather and cloth,

such as bronze kid forepart and nigger brown top, black and
white, fawn, grey, etc., but no one in the trade seriously

expects that the side lace will be a big seller. It is looked

upon as a novelty, and as such, a number have already been
disposed of by leading shops.

Montreal shoe manufacturers in general are fairly busy

at present. In fact, there are some Montreal makers who
are unable to fill orders, so quickly are they coming in.

One firm state that for every order for thirty pairs they

are only able to ship about ten pairs. This, of course, is an

exception, but nevertheless goes to show that conditions

are rapidly reviving in the shoe trade.

Harry Steel, superintendent of the Solid Leather Co.,

Preston, Ont., was in Toronto last week on business. The
company have been very busy during the past few weeks
working nights and are planning to increase their capacity

by 50 per cent., by building a new engine house 50 x 20

feet, thus giving the space now taken up by the power de-

partment over to manufacturihg purposes.

A. R. Trudeau, formerly manager of the Brockton Shoe

Stores, Toronto, is now associated with his brother, G.

J. Trudeau, 385 Ontario street east, Montreal, who repre-

sents the Lionne Varnish and Leather Co., Limited, and

various other concerns, and handles a general line of shoe

findings in that city. Mr. Trudeau is succeeding well in

his new position of salesman and general assistant.

The Guelph Tire and Rubber Co. has been granted a

charter, with a capital of $350,000 and headquarters in

Guelph. Among the incorporators are Archibald Orr, J. H.

L. Patterson, Gideon Grant and Frank D. Law, of Toronto,

and C. R. Miller, of Berlin. The company is empowered
to purchase the business and property of the Independent

Tire Co., Toronto, Limited, and to manufacture, purchase

and deal in all goods in which rubber is a whole or con-

stituent part.

Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, are turning out a large

number of side lace shoes in a variety of pleasing patterns,

in cloth and other combinations. Two or three particularly

striking models are bronze kid and bronze cloth top, a

patent with putty kid top and a patent with Champagne kid

top, as well as the usual lines of fawn, sand, battleship grey

and other prevailing colors. Most of the offerings carry

the leather Louis heel.

The new and enlarged premises of the Factory Shoe
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Store in St. Catharines, were re-opened recently. New fix-

tures, silent salesmen and rugs have been placed in position

while the interior is decorated with natural palms, ferns and

flowers. The store is lighted with several new nitrogen

filled. Tungsten 1,000 candle power lamps, and the shelves

have been laden with an entirely new stock. On the re-

opening day several bunches of American Beauty roses

were given to lady visitors, while pipes were presented to

the men. Music was supplied in the evening by a special

orchestra.

Among the shoe travelers who were recently in Van-
couver, were : W. E. Shortt, of the Kingsbury Footwear

Co., Montreal ; Geo. Ferguson, of the Hartt Boot and Shoe

Co., Fredericton ; J. Adair, the Rock Shoe Co., Quebec; F.

J Lashbrook, Gait Shoe Co., Gait; F. Smith, of the John
Ritchie Co., Quebec; M. L. Savage. Tetrault Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Montreal, and J. A. & M. Cote, St. Hyacinthe:

Mr. Jarvis, the Murray Shoe Co., London ; G. Wardsworth,

of L. H. Packard Co., Montreal: F. A. MacFarlane, of E.

T. Wright & Co.. St. Thomas, and H. E. Wettlaufer. of

Clias. A. Ahrens. Limited, Berlin.

One of the largest orders ever given in the children's

shoe line was placed last week with the Hurlbut Co., of

Preston, Ont, when P. Jacobi, of Toronto, selling agents

for the welt shoes made by the Hurlbut Co.. placed an

order for ninety thousand pairs to be delivered within the

next twelve months. Including the Pussy-Foot and soft

sole lines, the order reached in all one hundred and forty

thousand pairs, and to turn out the large consignment within

the allotted time the capacity of the Hurlbut plant will be

increased by the erection of a new factory, plans and speci-

fications for which have already been prepared.

A new price list in connection with rubber footwear

has gone into effect, the placing order season which ex-

tended over the past two months having passed. All the

companies report that a very satisfactory business has been

done in early bookings and in some instances the volume
will be ahead of the corresponding period of last year.

There has been little or no price cutting and conditions all

round have been up to the mark. In the amended price

list the increase will average about five per cent. Some
lines have been advanced more than others. In men's

gum boots and duck goods for lumbermen the advance is

about ten cents per pair, and on leather tops a similar jump
is reported. In cashmerettes the increase shows from nine

to ten cents per pair, and in the Jersey line from five to

ten cents. In men's plainovers and women's croquets the

average raise is from three to five cents per pair, and on
second quality goods in the foregoing ranges augmented
quotations are from two to five cents. These prices will

prevail for sorting orders and on business that has not

already been placed for the coming season. The new
figures went into effect this week.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents.

Cash must accompany all orders.

SHOE TRAVELER wants reliable manufacturer's line for

Maritime Provinces, on salary. Holds good connection.

Apply Box 96, Shoe and Leather Journal, Toronto.

WANTED—To hear from owner of good clothing and

furnishing goods store for sale. Send price and par-

ticulars. D. F. Bush. Minneapolis, Minn.

HEEL CUSHION

The most comfortable and

durable heel cushion made.

A soft bed for sore heels. Re-

moves the jar when walking.

It has a small tack-like point

that sinks into the insole, pre-

venting it from slipping out

of place. Made in five sizes.

TOE STRATE

For the relief and

cure of that most

common of foot

troubles, crooked

or overlapping

toes. Relieves

the pressure on soft corns

formed between the toes.

Made in three sizes.

AHKOWSM/7^
11

FOOT SPECIALTIES

For
and
it e

moi
und

"CUROPAD"
the relief of hard and soft Corns, Bunions
Callouses. Applied to the calloused part

xcludes the air, retains the

sture of the skin, prevents
tie pressure and finally in

this way the

hard and false

cuticle is grad-
ually removed
and the natural

skin only re-

mains. Thus
the corn or callous is relieved

and eventually cured. Made
in nine sizes.

Canadian Arrowsmith Mfg.
CO. LIMITED

FOOT POWDER
A medicinal deo-

dorizing, antisep-

tic powder that

keeps the feet cool

and dry. Stops

the rubbing of the

foot in the shoe

;

cures tender,
swollen, perspiring feet. Put
up in can with shaker top,

convenient for sprinkling in

shoe or stocking.

NIAGARA FALLS ONTARIO

BUNION SHIELD
As a relief from the pain of buni-

ons and enlarged great toe joint

the "First-Aid" Bunion Shield has

no equal. It gives relief by re-

moving all friction and pressure

on the joint. It also prevents the

shoe from bulging out and look-

ing unsightly.

Made in large,

medium and
small sizes. It

is thoroughly
ygienic and

sanitary.

made in three sizes
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J-614-C $2.60 J-414-B $2.25

Women's welt overlap oxford,
Belmont last, "Putty" cloth top,
circular fox, patent vamp, narrow
patent lace and top stay, short
vamp, leather half-Louis heel.

Women's flexible McKay oxford,
Stage last, Grey cloth top, patent
vamp, circular fox, narrow patent
lace stay, short vamp, leather half-
Louis heel.

AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7; B, C, and D,
2>A to 7.

B, C, and D, tyi to 7.

Oxfords With Cloth Tops

Cloth toppings are the accepted and ex-

pected thing in to-day's footwear.

These four styles are claiming their share of

popular attention everywhere.

This means a good, popular business for the

retailer who has them.

They will do their duty by your customers

and prove profitable merchandise for you.

If you have not received our stock

catalogue, ask for one to-day.

UTZ & DUNN CO., Rochester, N.Y.

J-614-D $2.60 J-614-J $2.50

Women's welt oxford, Versailles
last, "Sand" cloth top, patent
vamp, circular fox, narrow patent
lace and top stay, short vamp,
leather half Cuban-Louis heel.

Women's welt oxford, Regent last,
black cloth top, patent vamp, cir-
cular fox, narrow patent lace and
top stay, short vamp, leather half-
Louis heel.

AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7; B, C, and D,
2'A to 7.

AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7; B, C, and D,
iy2 to 7.
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Weston's Shoes
"Best to Wear"

Dear Editor:

Our poet did not approve of the way that you crowded his effusion into a small corner

last month. He says he is not going to have his light put under a bushel in that way, and,

in fact, felt quite hot about it. As it states an important truth in a very concise way, perhaps

you had better repeat it.

W. S. Co., Limited

Do you know the reason why
Weston's Shoes are "Best to Buy" ?

Here's the reason, mark it well,

Weston's Shoes are "Safe to Sell"

No. 2186

FOR LADIES

DIAMOND SHOE

QUEEN CITY SHOE

FOR MISSES
AND CHILDREN

CANADIAN GIRL

Any shoe stamped Weston, contains a

maximum of Durability, Comfort, and

Style and a minimum of complaints and

explanations.

After selling your customer a pair of

Weston's Shoes you feel a certain satis-

faction. You have added an item to the

sum total of the world's pleasure and

comfort, you have given honest value for

money received, you have made a friend

as well as kept a customer.

A business built up in this way has all

the elements of solidity and will endure.

Some folk think that Palm Beach Cloth Shoes have

passed their meridian. We received telephone and

letter orders yesterday for 505 pairs. We have the Bal.,

as illustrated, in stock at $2.45. If you can use any,

write us. You will like them, if not, return at our

expense.

Weston Shoe Co., Limited
Campbellford - - Ontario
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For Your Juvenile Dept.
there is no line

that will give

you such con-

sistently good
results as

The Ideal is a bench made shoe in which are embodied more

selling points than are found in any other juvenile line. It is

a shoe that you can confidently recommend, both for appear-

ance and wear, and one whose everyday good service will

tend to enhance the good reputation of your store.

Made in Patent, Box Calf,

Gunmetal and Dongola

No cut off tips are used in the manufac-

ture of the Ideal Shoe.

The

Ideal Shoe Co.
LIMITED

Elmira, Ont.

The New Soft Sole

PUSSY-FOOT SHOES

for the "little ones" are genuine

welts, with a nice, soft Cushion

Insole. They are noiseless, and

won't slip on hardwood floors.

Sizes 1-4,

Retail for

$1.25

sAoe and, never mess /AeSfcefim^s

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E.C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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r

if
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrigans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

THE

Reason Loathor Co
LIMITED

Oshavva, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent SHes, "i)o7<

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Si«les, Hoavy Storm
Leather of all kinds in

Chrouie and Co mot na-

tion Tannages,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.
611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

Robin Bros.
LAST MANUFACTURERS

135 Carriere St. - MONTREAL
L. E. ROBIN, Sole Proprietor

The special attention of manufacturers is

directed to the above last. Note the interlocking

wood lips, which ensure its rigidity in use. Por-

ter's Spring and Plug Device is the one used.

This last has made a hit in leading factories. You
need it if you want a rigid last.

We are also makers of the only PRACTICAL
metal hinged Follower. Write for a sample and

our prices.

"You save money if you buy from Robin

Brothers."
ESTABLISHED 1898

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
T OES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

Fibre CounterKT Raw-Hide
For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada
"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

Protect Your Credits
See that your travelers are provided with Dun's latest

edition of the Reference Book. Ready now for delivery.

There are thousands of changes made in ratings, styles,

etc.. each issue, and it is highly important that your rep-

resentatives carry an up-to-date book.

Travelers' editions, bound in sections to suit territory,

are now ready for delivery, and orders for same will re-

ceive prompt attention.

R. G. DUN & CO.
The Mercantile Agency

J*
1 SHOE

Think of what This means to You!

Because we are carrying $30,000.00 worth of

made up shoes in our stock room all the time,

comprising all sizes in over eighty different styles, you are assured of QUICK SERVICE.
All goods our own make and carrying our own guarantee of SOLID LEATHER. Best

Wearing Quality. A dozen pairs or more will be cheerfully made up to your own
specifications.

NO OTHER HOUSE CAN EQUAL THIS.

Men's, Women's, Boys', Misses', Youths',

Girls', Gent's, Children's in McKays,
Standard Screw and Riveted.

Send for List of Lines Always in Stock.

(SeriesA^^flS
mited

E. R LI N , ONT

Solid Leather .Shoes
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Pat. Military Bal., Sand, Putty or Wos. Pat. Colonial, Leather or any Cloth Pat. Military Button, Sand or Putty Top,
Checked Top, Spool Heel, Last 57, C. and D. Quarter. Spool Heel, Last 56, Widths B.C.D. Spike Heel, Last 58, C. and D.

In the matter of Women's Shoes for Fall

have you decided to buy down to a Price or up to a

Standard?

There is more foresight being used to-day in shoe buying

by both consumer and retailer than ever before. Condi-

tions demand it.

In forecasting for the fall business we were of the opinion

that a large percentage of the frills would and should be

cut out, that the side lace, the back lace and the Russian

Cossack boot would not be at home in Canada this coming
fall and winter.

Therefore we built our samples up to a standard—good
shoes, style, comfort, good fitters, regular "old pals" for

discriminating women.

Growing Girls' Pat. Butt., Cloth Top,
Low Heel, Last 59, C. and D.

SEE OUR SAMPLES
before placing your fall orders—you can't afford

to pass us up. We build shoes to stand up—we
want the business.

C. N. W. Shoe Company
LIMITED

LONDON, ONTARIO
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McKA VSEWNSHOES
FOR

WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
KKCISTEKED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Qrothe St., MONTREAL

J.E. DUPKE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KIND

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

"KHAKI"
Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the desirable qualities which have made
P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOQEU CO
85 =87 South Street = Boston, IW ass
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Cheaper Satisfaction
OUR customer's customer

will pay le s for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-

Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Samples
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union.

Standard and Leather

ALL LEATHER Board I .miiters

Wood 4V Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., 163>i Church St.

5 Toronto, Ont. M5484.

CUTTING DIES
every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.

All WorR Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <&

is Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 3*0 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

PACKARD'S
SHOE CLEANERS

For White Canvas
Shoes, Belts, Etc.

Our No. 5 White "O"
In Zinc Boxes

is a very popular article. It gives a PURE
WHITE finish. Easily applied, Economical to

Use. A Uniform White.

WHITE 0

For Cloth Top
Boots-All Colors

Packard's Clean "O"
Put up in 5 oz. Bottles

to retail at 25c.
is unsurpassed for cleaning Silk or Cloth Top

Boots, Shoes or Dancing Slippers.

Also Art Gum
In 10c. and 25c. sizes.

Art Gum is a dry cleaner that is used to rub the
dirt or dust off the article to be cleaned. It is

used by artists for cleaning Pictures, Drawings, etc.

L. H. PACKARD & CO., Limited
"Packard's Shoe Polishes"

MONTREAL
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GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly " Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

nns>l/\c &r Pouon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
LHlCIOo OL I dj all STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

Established Over Half a Century TAP SOLES
For real solid wear, vat tanned Hemlock Sole

is the cheapest thing on the market today.

We have not yet advanced the prices of Taps

and will still accept orders for early delivery,

on the old list.

Our Specialities :

Hemlock and Oak Sole Leather.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO
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SIDE LACED SHOES ARE EASY TO PULL ON AND TAKE OFF

THE return to laced shoes, which
are so much in evidence at the

present time, marks an interest-

ing epoch in the history of shoe styles, for

seldom, if ever, has a change come with

such violence or at a time when condi-

tions were so much disturbed. The
change is all the more remarkable inas-

much as it is generally understood to

have come in the face of a wide-spread

and well-financed propaganda made in an

endeavor to continue the button shoe in-

definitely in favor. Nothing but a strong

public demand and a complete realiza-

tion of the advantages of the laced shoe

could have brought about such a shoe.

The present multiplicity of designs

and materials is largely influenced by
the leather market, but it is hardly more
confusing than that which attended the

change to buttons years ago. The pres-

ent change, which began with the blind

eyelet, an unreliable method of fasten-

ing that simply expressed the desire for

change, has now reached the No. 3

special eyelet stage, but with the settling

down of styles and the resumption of

normal conditions there is bound to

come a return to the beautiful and sen-

sible No. 2 eyelet, a size that permits the

use of a lace of reasonable width.

The present popularity of the side laced

shoe is an interesting sidelight on the

general situation. The ease with which

this style of shoe can be put on or taken

off precurses the prediction that this

will have an extensive sale. Some very

handsome samples are being shown at

the present time.

It is a matter of congratulation that

the Diamond Fast Color Eyelets are

made in such a variety of shades that

they combine superbly with the present

vogue for greys and neutral colors in

shoe tops. They are strongly in evi-

dence at the present time.



We Progress Through Change

If the shoes you are handling now are good

shoes, and a shipment purchased from us

should prove more satisfactory, wouldn't you

progress through change ?

Patent Pump, Grey Suede
Quarter, Plain Toe,

Louis Heel

Sizes 2 to 7, A to E.

A little out of the

conventional for

street wear but uni-

que and comfortable
for summer :: ::

You have been negligent on shoe knowledge

if you have not become acquainted with the

characteristics of Smardon Shoes. :: ::

SMARDON SHOE COMPANY Limited

Montreal
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women's patent military bal, shepherds
plaid top. louis heel. goodyear welt.

The samples shov/n by our traveling

staff, represent, above all <(uestiom

the best; strongest, ami most profit-

able Women's iiJ'l-,00 retail proposi-

tion offered to the trade—ami they

are ad

i ii I Oil W Oy

UMITftD

Man '( fact 'i rers

> >
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"Ritchie So nee"

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

No. 5870 No. 6000K
Gun Metal Calf Bal. Mahogany Calf Bal.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

r^JOHN RITCHIE CO. *****

QUEBEC

Goodyear Welts Exclusively
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Sport
Shoes

A
WHAT WE HAVE y

Sort up from the jobbers listed below, who
carry full stocks of the famous Independent

Lines

—

BULL DOG
AND ROYAL

We manufacture Sporting and tennis Shoes in

all styles at prices to suit all demands. You
will find that every shoe bearing The Inde-

pendent mark is the best value in sporting

shoes obtainable at the price.

Our Representatives Are

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - - Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - - - - - London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

The Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton
Ontario
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'FRENCH"

Use the

Brandon
2 1-day

Delivery
Service
BRANDON SHOES are good shoes

and you can always get them quickly.

Just simply order what you require,

by phone, wire, letter or through our

salesmen, and your shipment will

arrive within 21 days. We guar-

antee it.

Our branded lines are high up among
the fastest and steadiest sellers, by

reason of their unvarying quality.

" Monarch "

" Brandon "

" Dr. Brandon "

Cushion Sole

WORKERS UH10I)

The Union Stamp

factory I0£

on Every Shoe

The BRANDON SHOE Co.
LIMITED

BRANTFORD - ONTARIO

REO
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HREGAL HI

Regal Styles are Genuine
"
Custom" Styles

The style-supremacy of Regal Shoes, acknowledged the world over, rests

upon our quickness to reproduce the pre-advanced " custom " lasts from

three to six months ahead of other manufacturers.

Through the Regal Stores in London and New York we catch the first

whisper of a new style, and it's " in-stock " almost before it's " in- fashion."

Regal Shoes are Made in Canada. We confine them to One Authorized

Dealer in a town. If you are the man, write for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always In-Stock. Shipment goes out the day your

order comes in. Simply address

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.
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Character is expressed in one's handwriting,

speech, manner, dress—outward indications

of the inner man.

A shoe is similarly judged. Be it most honest-

ly made, quite unusual in value—without

graceful lines, artistic appearance, expert

finish and snug-fitting qualities it would be

almost unsaleable.

All BELL Shoes, like the above

Paris Model, measure up to the

most critical standard in character.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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1 etrauit
Always Has It First

You Want any Goods

Rushed ?

OUR SYSTEM will do it to

the day promised in exactly

THREE WEEKS' TIME

We have been leaders in the new styles

this season and are still ahead.

Our Spring Samples will be ready for

your inspection the first week of June.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East :-: Montreal
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CLASSIC NOVELTY STYLES
IN TREMENDOUS DEMAND
There's no longer any doubt of the

fact that the shoe dealers of Canada

are looking to the " Classic " line

for smart and saleable novelties in

shoe styles.

The business we are doing in nov-

elty styles for women and children

is really marvellous—no other word

will adequately describe the way in

which our summer specialties have
" taken on."

3,000 PAIRS DAILY
is, you will admit, "some output" for a single factory. But that is what

our output will soon be. Our present output of 2,500 a day has been

found unequal to the constantly rising demand for "CLASSIC SHOES."

The women of Canada want smart styles in footwear. They want "snap

and sparkle" and they are realizing that they can get it from the store

that sells "CLASSIC SHOES" just as surely as if they took a special

trip to the exclusive footwear parlors of New York.

What About It?

Are you in line with the more pro-

gressive element, Mr. Dealer? Are

you handling " CLASSIC SHOES " ?

If not, make a beginning by exam-
ining the Fall range for 1915. You
will never regret doing so.

Welts—$3.00, $3.25

Black and Chocolate Kid
75c—2—5. $1.00—4—

GETTY & SCOTT Limited
GALT ONTARIO
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a
single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives
better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring .Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work

:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Fin :"hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wi ji union irons
and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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IS IT SERVICE YOU WANT ?

Then we can give you Al Satisfaction
because we have the facilities.

We are the largest exclusive manufacturers of Women's
Shoes in the Dominion, having reached this stage

through the popularity of our lines.

Therefore, we have put ourselves in a position to meet
every demand of the trade, and wish to inform you
that the immense Kingsbury factory is at your service.

And we mean what we say. When you place your

order with our traveller you assure yourself of highest

class service and most prompt specified delivery.

"KINGSBURY 'and

" AMERICA'S BEAUTY''
lines this season are the best we have ever turned out,

and your customers will recognize the fact.

At the present time, the stylish, up-to-the-minute

shoe at a popular price is the one most easily sold.

These features are the chief characteristics of "KINGS-
BURY" and "AMERICA'S BEAUTY" brands.

Moreover, they wear.

Illustrated herewith are three snappy models. They
are selected at random from the widest range we have

ever shown.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET JOINED THE
RANKS OF SATISFIED KINGSBURY RE-
TAILERS DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear LIMITED

MONTREAL
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.WORKERS UNION,

UNIONaRSTAMP

Factory

.WORKERS UNION,

UNION/flSTAMP

Factory

Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him
self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes bearing the Union Label and add

a live selling asset to your business for the coming

year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes

can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON -

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

MASSACHUSETTS
CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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SOME FEATURES OF OUR 1915

FALL RANGE
1 . A large range of new lasts and patterns.

2. A strong new line of viscolized sole shoes.

3. A greatly increased range of skating and hockey boots.

These are only a few of the many features that characterize our

1915 Fall range. Because they are different, AMES-HOLDEN-
McCREADY shoes will be more popular than ever.

HAS OUR TRAVELLER CALLED ON YOU YET ? DON'T
PLACE YOUR ORDER TILL YOU HAVE SEEN OUR
FALL SAMPLES.

PROFIT BY OUR IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT
A moment's consideration will convince you of the service this department

can render by keeping your stock down to a minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can depend absolutely

upon the prompt attention and courteous consideration our IN-STOCK
department can give as well as the satisfaction which is guaranteed.

DROP US A LINE TO-DAY TELLING US OF YOUR NEEDS

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

Ames-Holden=McCready, Limited
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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MADE - IN -CANADA
Not a neater or more comfortable

line of shoes made in the world

PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

You'll find very few male feet that either the
" DOCTOR'S " or the " PROFESSOR " shoe

can't fit. They are made on lasts that conform
perfectly to the contour of the foot. Their patent health features

make them particularly acceptable to your "cranky" customers.

And, moreover, these shoes have made their reputation. They
are not experiments—far from it. For years they have been

giving foot-comfort to men in all parts of Canada and making
money for the dealers who have sold them.

ASK YOUR JOBBER
for the only genuine "DOCTOR'S"
and "PROFESSOR" Shoes-don't be

satisfied with any substitute, for while

imitation" may be the "sincerest form of

flattery," it does not follow that the imita-

tion has the peculiar virtue of the original.

If you have not been selling these

famous brands heretofore, begin by

including them in your Fall placing

order. You will have reason to

congratulate yourself later on.

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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J. EINSTEIN, Inc.
NEW YORK

Open Canadian Branch

Because of the growth of their business, and

their desire to give manufacturers a finer ser-

vice, and better prices, J. Einstein, Inc., New
York, Shoe Fabric Specialists, have opened

this branch. As a result Canadian shoe-

makers will have

The Pick of the World's Shoe Fabrics

at a Better Price

than if they had to buy in the United States

and pay the duty.

For the beginning a range suitable for the

entire Canadian trade will be carried. Grad-
ually the complete Einstein line will be stocked.

Every maker of shoes knows Einstein shoe fabrics and

will appreciate the advantage to the manufacturer of a

Canadian branch. A backing factory will be operated also.

Paul Roy will be Canadian Manager.

J. EINSTEIN, Inc.
Shoe Fabric Specialists

153 Notre Dame St. W. - - Montreal
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Aird
McKays

Jobbers find that the Aird samples
r

I ^| y>x\ C always contain the latest models,

L*l llo and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed n ot to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Narden, Orth <Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

THE

Hob soil (, o atheir Co. I
LIMITED

Osiiav/a, Ontario

TANN&RS ,'VMB VM'XlWMS

Chrouio Pac'ont SWos, liox

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
tVlatal -Si-los, l.havy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Ch i'oui'0 and Combina-
tion Tatma^os,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.
611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.
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For Men~

"Murray-Made"
and "Derby"

For Women-

"Cleo'
(In IVelts and McKays)

YOU can spend a lot of money on advertising and can get

a whole lot of new customers into the store that way
;

but it takes the quality to keep them coming.

The beauty of any Murray Shoe is that it works hard for

the dealer who sells it.

There never was a pair of Murray Shoes shipped out of our

factory but what would reflect credit upon the dealer who sold

them.

They are smart—none more so.

At the same time they are easy.

And there is honest workmanship in every detail.

People talk about Murray Shoes because they are worth

talking about—they are uncommonly good.

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
LONDON, ONTARIO

Montreal Branch

i»£ FRANK J. McKENNA 3e5
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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BUY IN CANADA
We announce to the Canadian Shoe Industry the

opening of our

UPPER PATTERN DEPARTMENT
of fine shoe patterns, and we desire to serve

each individual shoe manufacturer by pro-

ducing Upper Patterns as good and better

than those you have been buying elsewhere.

Let us help you design your new styles.

UNITED LAST COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q., CANADA
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THE return to laced shoes, which
are so much in evidence at the

present time, marks an interest-

ing epoch in the history of shoe styles, for

seldom, if ever, has a change come with

such violence or at a time when condi-

tions were so much disturbed. The
change is all the more remarkable inas-

much as it is generally understood to

have come in the face of a wide-spread

and well-financed propagandamade in an

endeavor to continue the button shoe in-

definitely in favor. Nothing but a strong

public demand and a complete realiza-

tion of the advantages of the laced shoe

could have brought about such a shoe.

The present multiplicity of designs

and materials is largely influenced by
the leather market, but it is hardly more
confusing than that which attended the

change to buttons years ago. The pres-

ent change, which began with the blind

eyelet, an unreliable method of fasten-

ing that simply expressed the desire for

change, has now reached the No. 3

special eyelet stage, but with the settling

down of styles and the resumption of

normal conditions there is bound to

come a return to the beautiful and sen-

sible No. 2 eyelet, a size that permits the

use of a lace of reasonable width.

The present popularity of the side laced

shoe is an interesting sidelight on the

general situation. The ease with which

this style of shoe can be put on or taken

off precurses the prediction that this

will have an extensive sale. Some very

handsome samples are being shown at

the present time.

It is a matter of congratulation that

the Diamond Fast Color Eyelets are

made in such a variety of shades that

they combine superbly with the present

vogue for greys and neutral colors in

shoe tops. They are strongly in evi-

dence at the present time.
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

Now is the time

to show

SHOES
in your window

This

Attractive Display

was furnished

FREE
with your Placing

Order

Now is the time

to show it

!

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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ACTON PUBLISHING COMPANY, Limited
Office of Publication: 1229-31 Queen St. W., Toronto; Montreal, Coristine Bldg.; New York, 373 4th Avenue

Quebec Office, 610 Rue St. Valier.
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How Retailers Use Newspapers to Build Up Trade
Bright Announcements to Present Information on the Season's Styles and Special Offerings—Attractive Cuts and Plenty of

White Space Make the Appeals Effective—Suggestions on Undertaking a Publicity Campaign—The Pulling

Power of Earnest, Well Planned Use of Printers' Ink—Co-operation With Local Publishers

Throughout the various provinces of the Dominion, shoe

retailers are more and more making use of the local papers

to call attention to changes in styles and what they have to

offer in the way of seasonable and snappy footwear. Many
of the announcements are bright, interesting and instructive.

Good cuts are employed in the majority of instances, and

short descriptions given of the distinctive points of the new
models.

To pay the retailer, advertising must be undertaken in

a thoughtful, earnest and well-planned manner, and not in

any slipshod, haphazard way. Advertisements should be

changed frequently. They should not be too crowded, and

plenty of white space should be left around the name of the

firm, the illustrations and the caption of the ad. Progressive

dealers always learn a great deal from the other fellow, and

are interested in what he says and does. It does not pay any

tetailer to hand out a sack of money in payment for news-

paper publicity without having first in mind what he is going

to do, or just how he hopes to accomplish the end, which

is naturally more trade, and to establish himself and his

business on a firmer and more widely recognized basis with

the public. The local publisher will co-operate with you

and offer many helpful hints and timely suggestions.

To effect adequate returns advertising must have as close

supervision and study as the matter of buying, stock turn-

over, profit figuring, store arrangement, or any other prob-

lems that vitally concern the dealer. The reading matter in

whatever space is used, be it large or small, should be

changed frequently. It should be timely and interesting, for

the best definition of advertising is salesmanship in print, and

the proper way to go about presenting new styles, or staple

ones for that matter, is to give a short talk and introduce the

salient features of the goods, very much after the same man-
ner as when waiting upon the average customer. No shoe

retailer should expect that he is going to have a great rush

to his establishment after the insertion of a few notices in

the daily or weekly press or spending a few dollars in pub-

licity. The effect of advertising is that it creates a steady,

though often imperceptible pulling power and adds to the

prestige and character of a store, until it is firmly entrenched
in the minds and confidence of the people.

Money and Energy to Bring Results

It is only in price slashing sales, sensational shouting or

some other screeching and screaming campaigns that a crush

is seen like that around a free moving picture show or a

pugilistic encounter on the thoroughfare. Too many retail-

ers consider the pros and cons of making shoe advertising

pay, and will look at a dollar twice before they spend it, and
sometimes then regret that they did not put it in their pock-

ets. It takes money and energy, as much of one as of the

other, to advertise effectively, and again, there are those who
never try newspaper advertising, due to a lack of either the

first or the last mentioned requirements.

Retailers who have and are willing to spend money in

advertising can, by co-operation with the local publisher and
reading the articles on the subject which appear from time

to time in the Shoe and Leathek Journal, get good value

for their outlay. They must not expect to see an immediate
increase in business or in instantly direct returns, unless they

are clearing out odds and ends, or have some great bargain
sale. We are speaking now of advertising under normal
conditions—of where a man has a regular line or new goods
about which he desires to inform the public, and make them
acquainted with his store, his stock and his service. If he
does this, he will secure returns in the course of time.

It is not necessary for a man who insures his house and
pays ten dollars premium for a policy protecting him for

three years to burn up the place to secure the value of his

insurance, or when going into a restaurant where a generous
table de hote dinner is served for fifty cents, to devour every-
thing on the bill of fare, in order to get his money's worth.
In the same way, it is not necessary to compute the returns

from advertising on the basis of the dollars immediately
taken in. Advertising rightly placed and properly looked
after builds up trade on sound, progressive, permanent lines.

Bright Appeals for Business

Here are some attractive announcements, containing

arguments and sane, well worded selling talks, clipped from
the newspaper advertisements of live footwear merchants in

various centres, big and little. In the majority of instances

the advertisements are well displayed typographically, nice

shoe cuts are used and prices are stated to give the reader an
idea of what the styles presented sell at. It is good busi-

ness to indicate individual prices or a range of prices in

certain lines on which the retailer specializes.

Shoes and Service—When you enter a shoe store you
like to feel that you will receive quick, courteous attention

;

that the assistant who serves you will have a thorough know -
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lodge of the stock on hand, of the new styles and also a

grasp of what intelligent shoe-fitting is. You like to feel

further that you will be shown the very newest lasts, but

that nothing will be forced on you against your will. You
will find just such a shoe store here, a shoe store with the

qualities mentioned, plus pleasant surroundings and plus

popular prices.—A. E. Matheson, The Bootery, Victoria, B.C.

We can fit any foot that enters our store under our new
system of sizing. We are able to fit all kinds of feet, big

and little, long and slim, extra large broad feet, short and

chubby ones, and in all styles too—button, lace and blucher,

as well as all sizes in each style—in all dependable leathers-

patent, gun metal, tan and brown—are now on our shelves

waiting for you to come in and try them on. Best range of

working men's boots to be found in the West. Our prices

will suit you. Now is the time to get a shoe you can depend

on for wear.—A. E. Wild, Melfort, Sask.

1915 spring beauties—New shoes to go with new raiment.

New fashions in footwear now on display. See our window.

Grey and sand tops are popular. You get your money's

worth when you buy your shoes here. We have been study-

ing this proposition for years.—Fred. R. Foley, Bowman-
ville, Ont.

Be more careful when you are buying your spring foot-

wear. See that they fit you nicely. We lay special stress on

our ability to fit you correctly. The harder you are to fit,

the more you will see the necessity of coming to us. The

cream of Canadian footwear is in our store for your renewed

approval. Men's boots, ranging from $2.50 to $7.00; only the

best at the price. Women's boots
;i

ranging from $2.00 to

$5.00; the latest designs and materials. Pumps, slippers and

Gabys.—Geo. A. Meloney, North Sydney, C.B.

The Classic shoes for women show all the new and latest

touches in shoemaking, in the new gaiter effects, carrying

spool or Louis heels, price, $3.50. Misses' and children's

Classic shoes, made in the culture models, scientifically

designed on youthful lasts, built to withstand hard usage,

while carefully preserving the shapely lines of young feet

;

prices, $1.00 to $3.00. We guarantee satisfaction on every

pair or refund your money.—W. J. Greer, Wingham, Ont.

Big snap in boys' shoes. Catalogue prices are knocked

out. See our window display this week-end.-—David C.

Lamb, Huntsville, Ont.

Men's shoes, $5.00. This year we have stocked the best

line of men's $5.00 boots we could buy—$5.00 a pair. We
have them in gun metal and the new dark tan. The newest

shade button and lace styles on the very latest shapes.

—

Alley & Co., Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Patronize home industry by wearing Brandon shoes

—

made in Brantford. They are union made. We sell them.

—

Neill Shoe Co., Brantford, Ont.

Waterproof shoes—Look well to your feet, sir, at this

season of the year ; it's the season of rain, wet feet and colds.

The man who dislikes to wear rubbers will find waterproof

shoes just the thing. The home of good shoes.—H. R. Scott,

Seaforth, Ont.

Little tots' footwear—The bright, sunshiny days are call-

ing the babies out for health-giving air. Even the tiniest in-

fant requires shoes. Our infants' department is arranged

with glass front cartons so that Mamma can see at a glance

all the styles and patterns. For the little tot just able to walk

we have cute little boots and slippers made on nature shaped

lasts that will allow the little feet to grow as nature intended.

—Waterbury & Rising, Limited, St. John, N.B.

The best cuts of leather are used in the manufacture of

the shoes we offer. Not only do you get the newest styles,

but you can be sure when you buy. All for $4.00 a pair.

—

James Maynard, 649 Yates street, Victoria, B.C.

To ladies who wear the celebrated Bell shoes we announce
our spring showing. Here are two popular ones—Gun metal

calf, cloth top, button, stage last, $5.00; patent button with

cloth top, extra quality, $5.00. Only at—Redden's Shoe
Shop, Sydney, N.S.

We are showing a choice line of ladies' patent leather

button boots, black cloth top; ladies' gun metal button, black

cloth top, $3.00.—T. Larsen & Co., Limited, Granville street,

Halifax, N.S.

We offer in unlimited quantities the following items in

shoe values. There is not a reader of this paper who needs

shoes who will not profit by taking advantage of these special

values which are now on sale.—Quebec Shoe Store, 639 Main
street, Winnipeg.

Note the perfect lines, and with all its beauty there is

that lovely feeling of comfort and the knowledge that your
feet are entirely satisfied. This feeling is assured with every

pair.—Morris & Smith, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Our new spring goods are fast coming to hand. Not-
withstanding the very heavy advance in all lines of leather

we were bought heavily ahead and can still sell you spring

and summer boots and shoes at old prices. Call and see us

do business the new way, the cash way.—J. W. Bernie &
Son, Listowel, Ont.

"Style and quality first," comfort to the last. A new
model that carries a round toe and flat heel, sizes 5 to 9}4,

prices $4 and up.—Wiggett's Shoe Store, Sherbrooke, Que.

Golf shoes have arrived. Just received the regulation

golf shoe for men and women direct from England. New
improved non-slip Crescents in widths.—Yale Shoe Store,

Regina, Sask.

Unequalled shoe values—You will find that this is some-
thing more than an ordinary shoe sale. It is in reality as

well as in name a genuine money-saving opportunity that

means a big saving to everyone who is wise enough to take

advantage of the extremely low price offerings. Remember,
every pair of shoes sold at these big reductions is fully

guaranteed, just the same as when sold at regular prices.

—

Fmpress Boot Shop, 823 Granville street, Vancouver.

Have you seen our new oxfords and pumps? All new
and real beauties.—J. Hessenauer & Son. Berlin's Best Shoe
Store, Berlin, Ont.

The season's smartest shoe styles are being shown here.

No one could fail to realize, beyond a doubt, that this store

leads in the presentation of smart styles for young men and
young women after having seen our showing of new spring

shoes and oxfords.—M. J. Choquette, Sherbrooke, Que.

Women's new high shoes are made on the military last

with short vamps in button or lace with cloth tops in the new
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shades of sand or gunboat grey. One of the noticeable

features of the new shoes are the heels, which are both com-

fortable and smart looking. Prices range from $4.50 to

$5.50.---Foster's Shoe Store, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Since taking over the business the stock has been

brought up-to-date by the addition of new lines and styles

where necessary, and new stock is arriving constantly. We
feel, therefore, that we can satisfy any customer, and will

be pleased to have a call.—Aitchison's Shoe Store, Elora, Ont.

The smart, dressy young lady of to-day wears Suther-

land's dress boots—the military lace boot with sand shade,

light grey (two shade) or battleship grey tops with gun

metal or patent leather upper. These lines represent a com-

We Begin on Tuesday and Continue Throughout the Week Our Annual

"ROUND-UP" SHOE SALE
Offering You an Opportunity to

"Rope" Some of the

BIGGEST SHOE
BARGAINS

In the Store's History

!
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A WELL LAID OUT ADVERTISEMENT OF EDMONTON FIRM

bination of expert shoemaking and artistic designing. Every
pair a perfect model. Special—-patent button boots ,$3.00.

—

F. Sutherland, St. Thomas, Ont.

For Friday—one table of ladies' fine boots—formerly

$5.00, $4.00 and $3.00—sizes 2]/2 , 3 and 3y2 , 98 cents. Five

other tables of equally good bargains.—The Lockett Shoe

Store, Kingston, Ont.

The very latest designs—An extra fine selection of first-

class boots, shoes and pumps, made by the makers of Ameri-

can and Canadian shoes. Custom shoes to order. Repairing

a specialty. W. Jacques & Sons, Quebec.

Pumps for ladies and misses
—"Onyx" and "Layola"

—

the newest and smartest footwear of the season.—Cathcart's,

621 Fort street, Victoria, B.C.

These new prim pumps have just arrived, they await,

your critical inspection. The more closely you follow fash-

ion's caprices the more fully you appreciate the style suprem-

acy of our shoes. With absolute assurance they strike the

new note in footwear and lend an irresistible charm to every

wearer. You should really see them now ! Prices $5 and $6.

•—Rannard Shoe Limited, Winnipeg.

Spring opening—This spring season finds us better pre-

pared than ever before to supply your needs in stylish and

comfortable footwear. Men's new shoe styles from the best

makers, all leathers and shapes and prices. If you are look-

ing for good footwear come to Wilkinson's and we can sup-

ply you.—F. C. Wilkinson, Owen Sound, Ont.

Colonial pumps, strap slippers and castle pumps—Our
pumps and slippers have the style and appearance that will

appeal to you. They fit the arch, give the necessary room for

your toes and every one is a picture on the foot.—Chas E.

Raven, the Quality Store with a Low Price, St. Thomas, Ont.

The graceful pump is this season more attractive than

ever. The combination of patent—always the smartest of

leathers—front, and the back of fancy colored fabrics, makes
the new pump a wonderfully pleasing and fashionable piece

of footwear. The popularity of the high lace shoe last win-

ter and this spring has again brought back into favor the lace

oxford with the dressy cloth top.—The Ryan-Devlin Shoe

Co., Limited, 494 Main street, Winnipeg.

Children's shoes of quality moderately priced—made
ever comfort fitting lasts that will keep the tender bones of

children's feet straight.—Harley Henry, Saskatoon, Sask.

Never before have such high-class shoes been sold at

such a price. Our reason—too many tan shoes. We are put-

ting on 100 pairs more. Regular $7.00 shoes at $4.45. A
few of our $6.00 left at $3.95.—Hart Bros., Jasper and 99th

street, Edmonton, Alta.

$2.50 a pair is the price at which we will clear fifty pairs

of men's shoes. These shoes are small sizes—6, &/>, 7, 7 l/2—
black and tan, gun metal, box calf and Russia leather, and

are worth from $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 a pair.—H. S.

Ireland, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Women's boots at $3.50—120 pairs of ladies' boots, fine

and medium weights. In the lot are gun metal calf, button

and blucher, velour calf, patent kid and vici kid, all to be had

in both button and lace. This is our challenge line and we
ask you to compare them with any similar priced lines

offered. All sizes for ladies. Our price, $3.50.—David

Spencer, Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

Ticket number 48 won the prize on the opening day,

April 15th. Will the holder please call and select their shoes.

We will give a pair of shoes away each day, and on Satur-

days, two pairs. Why shouldn't you win a pair? Come in

to-morow and spend $1.00. If you hold the lucky number,

come in the day after and get something for nothing.—The
William Taylor Company, Limited, Granville St., Halifax.

$3.00—Stylish, serviceable, well-made, button or lace shoes

for men—we have them. $4.00 buys the best tans, patents,

gun metals, lace and button—some are "Regals," all are win-

ners. See them in our windows.—The J. J. Haines Shoe

Houses, at Smith's Falls, Belleville, Napanee and Trenton.

Real bargains in ladies' shoes— 15 pairs women's patent

button, kid top, sizes 2y2 to 6, regular $4.00, for $2.98: 15

pairs women's patent bluchers, kid top, sizes 2}/2 to 6, regular

$4.00, for $2.98.—Hunter & Trout, Wiarton, Ont.
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An Inviting Window Background for the June Bride §

The bridal month of June is near at hand and in your
city or town there will doubtless be many happy nuptial

celebrations. Matrimonial bliss suggests a trousseau and
one of the leading items is footwear. Are you making an
effort to capture this trade by installing an appropriate

window replete with dainty summer foot toggery. Do
not forget the walking shoes, the traveling shoes, those for

house wear, evening wear, social and at home functions.

Here is a striking and artistic background for a June
bride—inexpensive yet irresistible in its appeal. Try it

out. Any effort worth while requires a little time, toil and
patience, but you can view the splendid effect with a par-

donable feeling of pride when all is completed.

Cut the lumber any size required, about half inch

lumber should be used. The top of the arch, on account

of being rounded could be turned by a mill at a very small

cost, as the cheapest soft wood can be used, in fact the

whole top and pillars could be ordered at a very little outlay.

The pillars supporting the arch should be round but should

the trimmer find the cost too high, he can easily make two
posts out of half inch lumber making them empty as a box
would be made.

A nice preparation called Murallo, which looks like

concrete when dry, can be had, from the Murallo Co., in

New York. The cost of this is §2.10 per gallon already

mixed and a gallon would do for several trims and comes in

white, cement color, green, armory buff and red. The
white should be used in this case, or should the trimmer
find that he had not sufficient time to procure this the

whole thing can be given two coats of flat white. Vines of

white roses should be entwined around the pillars and arch.

The frame in the centre with a picture of a bride and
groom can be borrowed from a local art dealer. The large

heart in the centre can be cut out of bright red cardboard,

or if a more elaborate heart is wanted, cut the shape out of

wood and cover with red velvet, and pad in the heart shape

with cotton wool. The strings of small bells can be all cut

out of thick cardboard and gilded and outlined with fine

black lines to give the shade of the inside of the bell and
showing the hammer inside of the bell. These should be

hung and looped with white satin ribbon. The pillar at

each end can be made of thin soft wood, either painted with

Murallo or in flat white. A jardiniere containing white

roses should be put on top of each. Although this may
seem like a very elaborate trim, the trimmer and merchant
should realize that a window of this kind could be used for

any occasion the year round, by simply not using the bells

and the heart and employing a different kind of seasonable

foliage. For instance it could be used as a following trim

by using large artificial yellow daisies as foliage and display-

ing white shoes. When the trimmer is tired of presenting

this arch in white it can easily be painted a different color.
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TMTAHOTS JrOM JoLOMON.
When you find a man strutting about and looking from

side to side as much as to say, "see what a fine fellow I am,"

look out for your pockets. The man who
GOOD MEN goes about with a placard on his bosom

"I am good," and rolls his eyes to call

angels and men to witness his righteousness, is the kind of

a fellow who will snaffle a watch key if it is left under his

nose. You don't have to tell men what you are. The opin-

ion of the man who sweeps out your store is worth more
than a certificate of church membership from your pastor.

A man's wife can tell you the sort of a Christian he is, and

her word is worth all the testimony you can put in from

preachers and charitable boards. "The just man walketh

in his uprightness." The finest "character" a man can have

is the feeling that, other people express as he goes down
the street, "Yon's a mon \" Woe unto you when men speak

well of you to unctuously flatter, but woe to you when your

"character" should be spelt hypocrite.

We try to side-step some of those laws laid down by

the Divine mind for our present and eternal well-being, and

we don't get far until we are brought

MAN up with a jerk to behold the precipice

PROPOSES or quicksand ahead of us. "There are

many devices in a man's heart, never-

theless the counsel of the Lord that shall prevail." You
may try to get around some of these irksome commandments
with sophistry or downright opposition, but you will be

brought back to face them or the yawning chasm. In a

wider sense it is a good thing to know in this year of grace,

with the world in a turmoil such as it has never known,

that in spite of men's ambitions and nation's dodging, there

is an overruling Counsel that will prevail in spite of all

these devices of men. This war is going to end in the good

of humanity as a whole, no matter when and how the end

may come. The divinity that shapes man's end, no matter

how the chips are scattered, is directing the results of this

awful scourge to beneficent ends.

Men who walk into pitfalls in daylight, or who rush

in front of jangling trolleys, are to be blamed rather than

pitied. Those who blunder through life

DITCH without taking profit from what they see

FILLERS and hear all about them, can only expect

to land in the ditch or run into a stone

wall. Use your ears ! Keep your eyes peeled. "The hearing

car and the seeing eye, the Lord hath made even both of

them," and yet there are fellows groping and stumbling

along who would be about as well off if they were both

deaf and blind. You have seen some succeed in life and

others go down. You have heard again and again that the

way of the prostitute, drunkard and charlatan, lead to dead

man's pit, and yet you go scrambling along the same old

road. You have had chances as fair as any of those who
have passed you on life's highway, and yet you are in the

"also ran" class and never will be anything else as long as

you hold unto your present course. Quit it. It has done

about for you.

These are the days when what is in a fellow comes out

through the skin. The yellow dog shows his streaks. The
King and country call for men and a good

YELLOW many are getting under the bed from more
DOGS than fear of the corporal's guard. It makes

you sick to hear the excuses put up just

now by those who dodge even other issues than shouldering

the gun. There are men making pleas of hard times, war
conditions, and so forth, whose real trouble is rotten lazi-

ness. These are the fellows who lay back on their oars and

say "what's the use, you can't get business these days." These
saffron livered lie-abeds and stay-at-homes are getting theirs

in many cases, but it is astonishing how many dawdlers and

dodgers put this kind of soldiering over on their employers

and the community. "The sluggard will not plow by reason

of the cold." Are you one of those curs that live on the

country when their betters are away fighting its enemies?

There are lots of men who do as they please and when
they're rounded up by the law or public opinion, plead they

"did not know." They didn't care and

ASKING never would have cared if they hadn't

AFTER been caught. There are men who go to

church and mix with decent society, who
think it is the thing to chase up all the moral sewage they

can find in a strange city and when they run across some-

body likely to split on them at home, make the excuse that

they are just trying to see if the things they have heard

were so. There are men doing things as crooked in business

as Germany did when she made up her mind to batter her

way through Belgium, promising herself to make it right

with the latter when she got through with France. "It is

a snare to the man who devoureth that which is holy and

after vows to make enquiry."

It isn't a good thing to always have things come our

way. We need a jolt now and then to make us not only a

little more careful in our daily walk, but

WE NEED to strengthen the muscles of our legs and

LICKING back. Hill climbing is good for the wind
and sinews,—and the occasional tumbles

only stimulate the right kind of a man to further and more
careful effort. Some of us can look at the scars and turn

back to the bumps and thank God that the way wasn't al-

together easy. "The blueness of a wound cleanseth away
evil, so do stripes the inward parts of the belly." You can't

get sense into most of us men without the help of a few
good licks of adversity. When the sea runs smooth we
lose our sense of danger and our skill in handling the

rudder. It is rough seas that make good sailors and bring

out the qualities of the ship. It is the storms of life that

make men. So long as the wounds are not the result of

evil doing we may be thank-

ful for every puckering blue

spot. The man will never

amount to shucks who
doesn't get a few good

"stripes" in life.
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Some Starve Stocks—Others Load Up Too Heavily
The Successful Shoe Dealer is the One who Strikes the Happy Medium—Different Types of Customers to be Catered

to—How Theorizing Works Out Beautifully but in Practice is Misleading—Some Helpful Hints

Over-buying is surely over-stocking, but

"starving" the stock to just the right point is an
art known to but very fezv.

The housewife who plans just turkey enough
for a good Thanksgiving dinner for her ozvn fam-
ily, and then unexpectedly has a few more come
to dinner, so that there is not quite enough, would
feel very badly. The ambitious retailer who is try-

ing to starve his stock, and loses sale after sale

of good-profit-paying shoes because he has not
bought enough of them, feels very much worse, and
the chances are that the next season he gets caught
the other way by over-buying.

The theoretical way of doing the shoe business is beau-
tiful and absolutely simple: All you have to do is to be a

good style-picker and then pick just enough. One success-

ful theorist will tell you not to buy any extreme sizes

—

that is, the very large or very small ones—and the first

customer you have when the season opens wants either one
or the other, and you haven't got them.

What do you think they say about your store ?

Are Strong on Theorizing

Another will tell vou that a line of shoes that is not

worth stocking in every size and width is not worth stock-

ing at all. What have you got to say about that?

Still another will tell you that there is no demand any

more for a staple line of s
u oes, and that you must buy only

novelties. What are you going to do or say to the well-

poised woman who wants a medium-shaped toe and sensible

heel shoe, and you can show her only the narrow toe and

the Louis heel one?

Each one of these theorists will tell you, when you

complain, that you have lost business by following his

theory, "Well, let the other fellow have that business. You
are better off without it."

Well, that may be all right; but if the other fellow

follows the same advice, there will be a whole lot of people

that will have to go barefoot until some bright man comes

along that has sense enough to see that there is a big chance

for a real shoe store to make money, by catering to people

with big feet and those with small ones; to those who want
stylish shoes and the ones who desire comfort. And just

as soon as that store is started and stocked on those lines,

just as sure will it take a lot of customers from the store

that is starving its stock or trimming its lines too closely.

Of course, location enters largely into what kind of

shoes to buy and just how to buy them. I have in mind

NOVELTY FOOT TOGGERY THAT "BLOSSOMS EVERY MINUTE'
No, this is not a group of "musical" shoes, playing upon

the bars of fancy, with such a touching appeal as to draw
notes (bank) from the average caller. On this kind of selec-
tions the soft pedal should be applied by the retailer. The
selection, however, represents some of the very latest freaks
surrounding an ancient mpdel. On the left is shown a new
last, gypsy seam boot, with back lace and tongue in the rear.

The overlay of patent in the gypsy seam is unique. In the
centre is an old, side-lace shoe style, which was in vogue
seventy years ago. Of course, the present side-lace models

worn by milady have much more imposing and becom-

ing lines, and in form, fit and design are works

of art. Below is a dainty shoe known as Laruchette,

an exquisite English creation in patent, with a rhine-

stone ornament and adorned with a border of ruching.

In the right hand corner is a white sea island canvas pump,

with patent band and trimming, and Cuban-Louis heel, a neat

black and white effect. In the lower corner appears a man's

side-lace bal, with dull calf forepart and foxing and grey

box cloth top, which is a decided novelty
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a store that hardly touches a staple or common-sense style.

Only the extremes in styles are shown. I know another
that deals entirely in conservative and foot-form shoes.
And both houses do a successful business.

Location Should be Key

Then, there is a third one in the same city that caters
both to the stylish customer and the one who buys for
comfort, and has a magnificent business; and so it seems
that a man's location should be the key or guide to his

buying. But, on general principles, I think there is as

much money lost in under-buying or starving the stock as
there is in over-stocking.

One thing certain : you cannot sell what you do not
buy, and if you overbuy, you can dispose of your surplus.

If you go at it in the right way and at the right time, the
less ought not to be so serious.

I think one great trouble with the shoe retailer to-day
is that he does not take his loss early enough, or he does
not cut the price deep enough to move his stock, until the

shoes he has to sell are badly shop worn or out of style.

Take the styles of this past season for example. In
my judgment, the man who has a stock of gaiter-top boots
of fancy combinations who does not hammer them or cut

the price on them deep enough to move them right now
cannot realize fifty cents on the dollar for them next fall.

Then why not sell them instead of carrying them over

—

and, to do so, cut the price deep enough to move them?
Some one will say, "What is the use, then, of carrying

that kind of shoe at all?" My answer is, get profit enough
when the line is new, as you are almost sure to face a loss

on some of them, and by carrying them you get the repu-

tation of being up-to-date and having the new things.

Three Types of Customers

I think most of us have about three types of customers
for whom we must provide shoes. First, the breezy, wide-

awake customer who always wants new things, and in most
cases is perfectly willing to pay the price for them. He is

the Faddist.

Second, the one who wants more or less of style, but

insists on comfort, and is of the larger class. He is the

Conservative.

Third, the customer who wants comfort first, comfort

last and service all the time. He is the matter-of-fact kind.

The buyer for a department store, or a store of his

own, who is versatile enough to grasp the demands of these

three types, and then keep the assortment down for each

one of them to the lowest point, will not have a whole lot

of surplus stock for the mark-down sale, and he will not

lose much business throughout the season.

Here are a few suggestions which may help in select-

ing your stock

:

Do not try to cover every size and every width in

every line you buy. Select only a few lines having the full

run of sizes and widths, from 2.y2 to 7 in ladies' and 6 to

11 in men's styles. Make the selection of these lines cover

as large a range as you think your trade demands, and after

you have them in stock, don't be forever getting ahead of

your customer in wanting to change them, for the nearer

you can keep them to a standard, the fewer broken lines

you will have for them, for there are still lots of people

who want fairly staple shoes.

In buying near-novelties and extreme novelties there

is no set rule that will work out well, except possibly one,

and that is, don't buy many extreme sizes, either large or

small, in any of them. It is safe not to buy all widths of

them, either,—that is, in the most extreme styles.

For instance, if I were to buy forty-eight pairs of

extreme novelties in shoes to-day, instead of having that

number in one style, from A to D, I would rather buy in

sizes 12 A and 12 C of one style and 12 B and 12 D of

another style, thus giving a larger variety of styles for

the customer with no more money invested for myself

;

and a clever salesman would hardly miss a sale with that

combination. This suggestion might not work out well in

some places, and no doubt there are some who would not

agree with me as to its being practical.

Good Suggestion in Special Sales

While on the subject of mark-down sales, I want to

offer a suggestion in the handling of stock at this time

which we have found to work out well in our own business,

and which, I think, is a great advantage to a store that is

short of room, and it is this : After going through our

stock and selecting every pair of shoes that is to be sold,

we divide them into lots (the fewer the better) at what-

ever price we propose to sell them, and then we give each

style a new serial number by marking the same number

on each shoe of a pair.

Then we place only one shoe of the pair in the sale,

the mate to it being placed back in the store where the

room is not valuable, and arranged in numerical order,

under the care of a stock boy who, when the salesman calls

for it, can instantly place his hand on the mate to the one

that has been sold.

This system allows chance to display twice the number
of shoes, and, where room is at a premium and means much,

it always prevents tangling and bunching-up of stock on

the tables, as is the case when they are tied together.—By
R. J. Hcaley, Worcester, Mass.

MANY EXCELLENT FEATURES
We are enclosing our subscription for another

year for the "Shoe and Leather Journal." We may
add that we appreciate your paper for its many
excellent features.

LONDON SHOE CO., LIMITED.
London, Ont.

PAPER THAT IS WORTH WHILE
Enclosed you will find one dollar for renewal

subscription to the "Shoe and Leather Journal"—
the only shoe paper worth while. I read it zvith a

great deal of interest and profit and, while I do
not always agree with your viezvpoint on certain

questions, I recognize there will always be differ-

ences of opinion on many matters relating to the

trade.

Yours, etc., F. A. ROBINSON.
Saskatoon, Sask.

LIKES NEWSY TWICE-A-MONTFl EDITION
"You are certainly doing much to assist the

retailer in cz'ery zvay by your instructive articles

and valuable suggestions. Every issue of your paper
is replete with pointers of interest to the trade and
bright, breezy news paragraphs, which we ahvays
read zvith much interest. We certainly like twice-

a-month edition of the Snoi! and Leather Journai,,

as it keeps us in close touch zvith everything that

(joes on at the time it transpires."

RANNARD SHOE CO., LIMITED.
Winnipeg, Man.
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How Do You Increase Your Shoe Business Each Year?
Without Resorting to Special Sales, Cut-Price Sensational Methods, Catch-Penny Schemes or Spectacular Competitions,

the Permanent Good of Which is Doubtful—A Topic That Offers Wide Field for Suggestions

*'Ho\v can I increase my business ?" asked a shoe re-

tailer of a friend, the other day, "here I have an attractive

front, nicely trimmed windows, a well laid out store, good,

reliable footwear, a competent sales staff, a splendid

interior equipment, every fitting facility, reasonable prices,

a well-established name and a record for honorable dealing,

and yet my business does not grow as it should. Can you

suggest a remedy as to how I can turn my stock over more
frequently? How I can attract customers in larger num-
bers ? I have seen in the trade papers many schemes sug-

gested from full page advertising and guessing schemes to

premium competitions and every tenth customer being re-

funded the amount of his or her purchase. No doubt all

these plans have their merits, hut they do not build a

permanent patronage. And understand me, when 1 say

increasing my business, I do not mean by a slaughter sale

route or the cut-price road. I mean selling stylish, up-to-

date, dependable goods at a reasonable profit.

Getting Patrons of Right Type

"Of course if I wanted quicker returns, 1 could liqui-

date my stock by loud shrieking. Cheap John methods, or

by putting the knife into profits, but any fellow, ten de-

grees above an ignoramus can carry out these schemes.

Eternal price slashing and incessant sales shouting, season

in and season out, are not conducive to a record for dig-

nity and reliability ; neither do they contribute to the pres-

tige of a progressive shoe house, which I claim to conduct.

How, then, I ask again, am I going to increase business

without slaughtering the stock or profits. I mean by this,

have more customers of the right type come into the store.

Of course, I am conceited enough to think that when once

a gentleman or lady enters my place of business, they will

find the environment so pleasing, the service so attractive,

and the shoes so snappy and distinctive and all, too, at a

reasonable figure, that they will come again, but still the

great problem remains—how to make them come in larger

numbers.

Do They Do Lasting Good ?

"I could start a popular voting contest, hand out re-

deemable coupons, give a pair of cacks to each new born

babe, or present a pair of satin pumps to each bride, but

all these plans and many others are merely expedients. They
may work well while in progress, but once they are over

the class of people who are induced to buy by these spec-

tacular plans naturally gravitate to some other establish-

ment which may later on offer a counter attraction. In

fact, any newspaper publisher will tell you that when prem-
iums are offered—a trip abroad plan, an education at a

business college for six months—a gold watch to the most
popular newsboy or a gem set bracelet presented to the

most attractive young lady in the town, there is always a

jump in receipts. As soon as the event is over, however,
there is a decline, and in the meantime, the future has been

mortgaged to realize on the present ; the income drops off

and reaction sets in. Emotional or sensational methods
seldom win any business advantage that is tenable in the

years to come. It is only a temporary gain.

"I do a fair amount of advertising—I change my win-
dows twice a week ; I put prices on every shoe and have
natty store cards. My staff and I receive everybody court-

eously and with a smile, and adjust any grievance good

naturedly. We handle the shoes of the best makers and

each and every one of us devotes equally as much attention

and accords as much respect to the humblest caller as to

the most wealthy visitor. These and many other things I

have attended to, and sir, I do not consider that I carry

too heavy a stock or too light a one. I clean out all

dead goods promptly, root and branch, and yet my business

is not growing as it should.

No Establishment is Perfect

"I will admit that I am not perfect, for, this side of

Paradise, no individual has all perfections embodied in him,

but what I want to know is how I can add 25 per cent,

more to my business this year. I know that times are not

as flourishing as they were, but practically just as many
men and women in this city wear good shoes. The aver-

age male has not curtailed his personal expenditure to any

great extent, and the same may be said of women. In fact,

this season, the short skirts with flaring bottoms should

stimulate trade in all lines of female foot toggery, with its

fancy tops and pleasing patterns.

"How then, is one to conduct an honest, straight-

forward, dignified, progressive business, and make it tally

considerably more each year? I should like to hear from
some merchants who are doing a shoe trade on right prin-

ciples and high-minded ideals, regarding what they would

suggest on building up a business, bigger, better and broader

Has Good Record in the West
This man has been selling Ames-Holden shoes for

twelve years—two years retail and ten years on the travel-

ing staff. Recently he was appointed manager of sales

for Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, at the Winnipeg
branch. He is a capable shoeman and well liked by the

trade throughout the prairie provinces and his name is

E. P. Hall.
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Build Up Your Footwear Business by Genuine Service
Keep to the Front Your Style Offerings—Potent Factors in the Fight for Trade Are Courteous Attention, Personal Favors and

Comfortable Fitting—Review All the Details of Your Trade to See Wherein it Lacks Force and Appeal

A flourishing retail shoe business, no matter how large,

has like all other permanent successes, been built up from
a small beginning. It has not expanded to its present

proportions in a night, a month or a year.

Back of it all there has been a well defined policy

or concerted course of action which, when followed consis-

tently, has carried trade with it. Do you ever pause to

calmly review and analyze your business methods, see

wherein they are lacking, or on what points they excel.

In business building, like in good stock keeping and profit-

able buying, there must be a process of elimination. In-

competency and negligence, indifference and indolence,

oversight and mistakes must be cast aside for they are

the trees that should be cut down and cast into the fire as

bearing no financial fruit.

Actually tons of matter have been written on the

question of scientific salesmanship, and while the principles

laid down in such articles do much to increase efficiency

in selling it is still an unknown quantity that is the means
of creating many sales and bringing customers back to your
store. If the average shoe retailer were asked the question,

"Why do your customers buy of you?" most could not

give a definite and comprehensive answer. Having opened
a store and gone to the labor of choosing a stock he has

hazily conceived the idea that the neighborhood owes
him a living.

Better Service a Factor

There are several reasons for the repeated visits of cus-

tomers—better shoes, thorough service, correct and com-
fortable fitting and good values. To be a success among
the many failures and half-failures, the business of retailing

footgear must be remarkable for one of these features.

The dealer may exist—perhaps prosper for a time—by ac-

quiring an average merit in all. Customers may drift in

from no special cause, meet with the perfunctory polite-

ness that is just sufficient to keep them from being offended,

and return because it is convenient to return. But will

it require any great stroke of value or diplomacy to divert

them into another store?

The secret of growth in a retail shoe store lies in pro-

viding some remarkable feature that will make the store

worth remembering—some bit of service or value that will

hold the many customers against any ordinary counter

attraction.

What feature to concentrate on is the problem.

The basis of ultimate success in shoe selling is service

plus actual intrinsic value of the lines offered for sale.

The Appeal of Style

Timeliness of style has a wonderfully powerful appeal.

Let a man, and more particularly a woman, be sure that the

shoes you handle are smart in appearance, fine fitters,

pleasing in pattern—neat in finish and bearing every evidence

of good shoe making and you will be the subject of grateful

memories. Therefore, completeness and freshness of stock

is an all important factor. If customers go elsewhere for

lack of something to buy at your store you cannot expect

their patronage.

The matter of price, though a potent factor in the fight

for trade, is something beyond the province of abstract

advice. Prices must be ample to repay your honest work
and they must be low enough to face competition. We
can only suggest that the small amount that represents

your profit can be increased with no great hurt to your cus-

tomer's pocketbook. The actual influence of price in repeat

sales does not justify the profit cutting that is altogether

too prevalent in many centres to-day.

Making Friends for Your Store

But the great power in gaining and holding competitors'

customers, is service—service genuine and unremitting.

There are thousands of persons scattered throughout
this broad land who are convinced that one shoe retailer

and only one can properly supply their needs. They con-

tinually return to his store in spite of all changes of time,

and when they move to another town they order of him by
mail. Perhaps you have one or two such among your own
clientele. Tracing back to the cause of their loyalty you
will find that at one time you were able to render them some
little special service—-something cheerfully exchanged or a

special favor done. As a result you have in them perpetual

friends and constant advisers. They are proud to say:

"I always buy my shoes at Blank's."

Make "Service" Your Policy

Such customers as these, converted from casual visitors

to loyal friends, make an enduring business, and the store

that grows is the one that has impressed the greatest number
of chance customers with its generosity or careful salesman-

ship. You have seen in isolated cases the effects of special

attention. Imagine, if you can, the benefits that would
accrue if it were adopted as a lasting policy.

Through service you hold business and gain business.

Keep to the front in your style offerings. If your

competitor shows new styles in spring or summer footwear

models while you are working off last year's stock, his

service is better than yours.

Always deliver goods without protest. Where it is

remotely possible have a regular delivery service. This

is one of the small attentions that makes a lasting impression

and the prompter the delivery the deeper the impression.

Know Your Business

Be sure that you know your business. There is nothing

a customer so resents as an amateurish salesman, and by
the same token there is nothing so certain to please him
as an evident familiarity with sizes, widths, lasts, leathers,

and patterns. Time applied in getting acquainted with

every detail of the shoe stock and every phase of the trade

is time well spent.

Look at your business from the customer's side of the

fence. He will buy from you when you prove that it is

to his interest to do so, and not until then. You can prove

this to him through service. Marshal the details of your
business and see where service is weak.

Strong on Seasonable Novelties
Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, intend devoting even

more attention in the future than in the past, to suitable

novelties in women's footwear .such as the retailers can sell

and make money out of. They have started to turn out

2,500 pairs a day, hut report that this will not be sufficient

to supply the demands which customers are making for

"Classic" shoes at the present time. The firm are increasing

the capacity of their plant to 3,000 pairs per day, and ex-

pect to attain this output by June 15th. Getty & Scott

shipped recently 65 thirty-six pair cases of women's shoes

in a single shipment to a leading retailer in Vancouver,

and report that the orders taken this season by their trav-

elers have broken all records.
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HOW HE WOULD GO AFTER BUSINESS

What traveler secures the business?

Do the goods count most or the man ? This may be a

debatable question and very often the success of any enter-

prise lies quite as much in the individual as in the product.

Of course, when the product is spoken of, it is taken for

granted that there is good value, honest workmanship and

sound business methods.

"Why," declared a shoe retailer the other day, "I do

not see why so many people are declaring business dull

—

and 1 will give you an example. A friend of mine who
does an exclusive trade in shoes, has a good financial

standing and has been in business five years, reports that

he has never been called upon by at least seven or eight of

the leading houses. True, one or two of the travelers have

dropped in and had a chat with him, but only one out of the

seven or eight mentioned ever solicited business, and that

only once. Why, he cannot tell. My friend was relating

his experience to me the other day, when he remarked

:

'Although I have been buying largely from two or three

houses, still I am not wedded to them—in fact, we have

bad many clashes and I can see faults in their goods on

the surface. Now, if these travelers had been calling regu-

larly upon me, say, a couple of times a year, bringing in

a few sample shoes now and then, they would no doubt,

have developed a fine business connection with myself. As

it is, they have lost a great deal of money, and I want to

tell you that my shoe turnover is of no small proportions.'

"Of course, we all imagine what we would do if we
were in the other fellow's shoes, but I can say that if I

were a traveler, I would not be content with calling on

two or three customers in a town or rest satisfied because

1 happened to sell two or three big bills of goods in a cer-

tain centre. In all large cities I would devote at least one

day of my time to visiting and give every retailer whose

trade I desired, a call, whether he bought anything or not.

r would be pleasant and agreeable, for the constant drop-

ping of water wears away the hardest stone, and frequent

calls will gradually break down any obstacle.

"One has to be tactful, thoughtful and diplomatic.

That is what a shoe salesman should be under all circum-

stances. In fact, in many of the calls it might not be ad-

visable to mention business at all at first, but merely to

have a general chat on shoe trade conditions. Circum-

stances will develop to tell a man when he may safely

broach the subject, whose interest he has thoroughly at

heart. I know of a certain representative who got an

order for $l,ooo the other day, just by a friendly call. It

was in the shoe section of a large departmental store, and

he made it his business on every visit to that particular

city to drop in and see the head of the department, no

matter how many changes there might be. He arrived the

other day and incidentally introduced himself to the new
manager, naming the firm he represented. He observed

that he had had interviews with previous managers but

had never been able to sell them anything. As soon as

he mentioned his line, Mr. S., the new buyer, said:

—

" 'Yes, we had some of your shoes in not long ago,

which we bought in a consignment from a concern clearing

out women's footwear. We found them to give excellent

satisfaction, being full fitters and very trim in appearance.

Yes, I shall be pleased to go down and look at your

samples.' So an appointment was made and kept and this

traveler, being on the job and making what might be called

a casual call or visit, secured a $1,000 order.

"It has been demonstrated time and time again, that

the man who scores in the long run, that the one who tallies

most and largest in the race is he who constantly is on the

job,—who makes calls faithfully, who never knows a turn

down and no matter with what rebuffs he may meet, or

set backs he may encounter, comes up smiling kindly and

persistently as of old.

"It has been said that it pays to be civil to office boys

and junior clerks. In fact, give them considerable at-

tention, for one does not know but in a very few years,

they may be buyers and heads of departments in the store

in which they are now engaged. The wheels of progress

and promotion turn rapidly in many cases, and as this is

a young man's age, fellows in the early twenties are crowd-
ing to the forefront and marching abreast as leaders in

all walks of life. In the same sense it is equally true that

a salesman should know no distinction in the matter of

probable customers. It does not take long to make a call,

to start an acquaintance which may ripen into friendship,

and that friendship may mean such respect and mutual

confidence that new avenues of business are opened and

a wider circle of acquaintances established."

These are only a few thoughts that suggest themselves

to an outsider as to what he would do if he were engaged

as a shoe representative on the road, and perhaps such a

representative has some clear-cut, well-defined thoughts

of what he would do if he were a live wire, red-blooded

retailer.

In a succeeding issue of the Shoe and Leather
Journal an interesting article will be presented on this

page, entitled "Retail Business as I see it," from the stand-

point of a traveling man, who has been disposing of foot-

wear for the past twenty-three years."

Samuel Laird, of Laird, Shoeber & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., was in Toronto recently on business, and showed a

splendid line of attractive models.
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Getting After Footwear Customers That Are Slow Pay
A Few Suggestions for Collecting from Those Whose Money You Need—During These Times Shoemen Are

Tempted and Forced in Some Cases to Grant Credit More Freely Than Usual—Why
Every Retail Dealer Must Look Carefully to His Credit Customers

So long as business is below the normal and money is

not circulating freely, some shoe dealers are tempted to

allow credit more or less freely. Such a course may be all

right, in fact may in some cases be imperative, in order to

do business, but whatever latitude is granted collections

must be made on a systematic scale.

You must know where you stand all the time with your

customers and where they stand with you.

Don't think you are making friends and building busi-

ness by not reminding a customer that his account is growing

too large.

A shoe man should aim to have accounts settled

promptly for two reasons; he is justly entitled to the fair price

in exchange for shoes delivered—the money belongs to

him. Successful business depends upon it. Secondly, if a

customer is allowed to lag in paying his account he gradually

drifts away from your store and buys elsewhere.

Debtor Goes Elsewhere

We all know that even an honest man feels an irresistible

temptation to cross the street when he sees a fellow coming

to whom he owes $5.00. That same hidden force works on

your customer who sees his bill with you growing and growing.

He goes somewhere else rather than increase the bill or run

the risk of being turned down. If you had watched that

delinquent account carefully and done something about it

the customer undoubtedly would not have thought of going

elsewhere.

So you see, collecting is not merely a matter of getting

in the money but of keeping the customer's conscience clear

and retaining his patronage for your own store.

The use, at the right time, of properly worded and
diplomatic letters is a great help in accomplishing this. A
writer in "Good Store Keeping" gives a few useful sugges-

tions on starting credit accounts, also a number of collection

letters that will be found useful.

Place Limit on the Amount

First, just a few suggestions on starting credit accounts.

Place a limit on the credit extension to every one. It

might be $50 for Mr. A, $500 for Mr. B, and so on, according

to the man's standing. Learn on what a man depends

for a living, for whom he works if he is a salaried man;
what other successful merchants extend credit to him.

Then keep track of what is doing. If there is a strike in

Jones' mill and Mr. A works there, you want won't to allow

Mr. A's bill to get large. If Mr. B's office building burns

down it would be unwise to let him get in deep. And so

on, watch the news.

Generally credit customers are divided into three classes.

The first is composed of the men who just about qualify as

credit customers. These are mostly working men who are

good as long as there is work. But they should not be

allowed to get beyond the credit limit and should be reminded

by letter if they don't settle on pay day.

The second class of customers of fair income and gen-

erally reliable. This is the great middle class, the majority

of the store's customers and most valuable asset. A reason-

able limit of credit is extended, but even they should not

be allowed to drop behind.

Granting Special Credit

The third class is made up of wealthy people whose

credit is beyond a doubt. These people often want to settle

bills quarterly, semi-annually or even annually. If a

retailer extends special credit to this class, he should be
prompt in rendering bills at the proper time and if the pay-
ment term of ten or thirty days is allowed to go by, a brief

courteous note is always in order, of course just as a reminder.

Should Look Them Over

Now for ideas for you to use in the mail to keep your
accounts collected. This applies particularly to the largest,

the second class of credit customers. When the bills are

made out each month the boss should look them over. He
should have a knowledge of each charge customer and know
how to handle him. A statement should follow the unpaid
bill if not paid in thirty days. Send your statements out
regularly, promptly on the first of the month. Be on the

job when checks are being written out before funds are

low. If the bill is not paid in sixty days, a statement with

a stamp on as follows has been found effective.

After 3 months a merchant is justified in using a

systematic follow-up by mail urging politely but firmly

settlement of the account. The letters on the next page have

RUBBER STAMP

AST DUE
This account has, no doubt, es-
caped your notice. Please favor
us with your prompt remittance.

all been used and have brought home the bacon. What's
more they are worded in a way to get the money, but not
to offend the customer or cause him to become angry.

The intervals at which to send the letters may be ten

days to thirty days. No one can tell you which letter to

use. There is a variety, use the one you believe will appeal
most to your particular customer. Always enclose a state-

ment with a collection letter.

Strong Letters as Last Resort

We believe readers can pick from the nine letters given,

one, two or more that will collect old accounts and keep
accounts that are slipping a little, in a good healthy busi-

ness condition.

Less than 5 per cent, of the population are truly dis-

honest but a great many are lax and careless. Don't you be
lax, keep up your collections and let these letters help.

Just one more little collection kink. Psychology plays
a big part in bringing humans to do what you desire them
to do. For instance, if you owed a man $12.00 and he sent

you a bill for $112.00 you would go quickly to your man
and ask him what he meant, wouldn't you? Well! that's

just what you want to try. This has been worked many
times it brings the man in, you get a chance to talk to him
and perhaps secure a partial payment, if not all. You can
explain the amount of the bill by it possibly being a clerical

error.

This material will only be worth something to you if

you use it. Right now, you probably have several accounts
owing that can be collected by a letter or two. Read the
following over carefully and you will see one that will exactly
fit each creditor. Be sure and follow up carefully and sys-

tematically, and if Mr. Slow Pay or his wife does not come
in to see you after getting three or four of the communica-
tions you should get after him or her through a collection

agency or by legal process.
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LETTERS FOR DOUBTFUL CREDITORS

Collection Letter No. 1

Dear Sir:

The fact that we have no reply to our recent statements

regarding your account forces us to believe that they
must have been overlooked.

Or, have you some particular reason for delaying

payment.''

As you will note, this account is considerably past

due, and whatever the reason may be, we would request

that you advise us just as soon as possible that we may
know definitely what to depend upon.

Very truly yours,

Collection Letter No. 2

Dear Mr. Brown:
We are at a loss to understand why we have had

no response to the various letters we have written you
regarding your account.

It has been our endeavor to show the importance
of attending to your account.

You must appreciate that your neglect of this bill

and your failure to make any satisfactory explanation
will inevitably reflect adversely on your credit standing.

Will you not give this matter your immediate atten-

tion, sending us a remittance that will cover at least

part of the account if you are unable to make the entire

payment at this time?
Expecting to hear from you promptly, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

Collection Letter No. 3

Dear Mrs. Black:
You will find enclosed a statement of your account

of $io due us.

On a small sum like this, at the very fair prices

we charge, we cannot afford to spend a lot of time and
money on collecting. You have had the shoes and they

must have been satisfactory, or you surely would have
said so.

I hope you will take this into consideration and
that it will be convenient for you to make an imme-
diate remittance.

I not only would like to save myself the trouble of
sending another statement, but am quite as anxious to

save you the trouble of receiving one.

Sincerely,

Collection Letter No. 4

Dear Sir:

Instead of tossing this aside for "to-morrow" or

junking it altogether, just stop this time and consider
US for a moment.

We don't like to write dunning letters any better

than you like to get them, but you see you have a little

of our money—$6. That isn't much and of course you
intend to pay it.

But let's square this thing up NOW. Don't read
another letter until you have wrapped your check in
this one and mailed it back in the enclosed addressed
envelope.

That isn't unreasonable, is it?

Very truly yours,

Collection Letter No. 5

Dear Mrs. Smith:
Unless you are likely to be in the store in the next

day or two, will you send us a check or currency for
$ , to take care of the little charge of goods
covered in the enclosed statement?

Cordially,

Collection Letter No. 6

Dear Madam:
We have twice reminded you as politely as we know

how of your account amounting to $7.50.
Do you not think it is unfair to cause us to write

several letters in order to collect this little bill, especially

in view of these facts:

1. We delivered the shoes to your house without

payment. We were glad to accommodate you by charg-

ing it.

2. You were at perfect liberty to return the shoes

and have the charge cancelled had you so desired.

3. You have not returned them or ...Heated any
question as to the correctness of the charge, and

4. We naturally expect charges, like this paid,

promptly when due. Certainly we did not anticipate

having to write three letters to obtain settlement.

It would really help us greatly if you would dis-

pose of it now by a prompt remittance, not only because

it's costing us our profits on the sale to collect the charge

but because we dislike to have to send you these reminders.

Very truly yours,

Collection Letter No. 7

Dear Sir:

You doubtless have our last letter somewhere, expect-

ing to give it attention as soon as you have a moment
to spare.

We certainly do not want to seem unduly insistent

about this matter of your little account, but you will

readily appreciate OUR position.

If we are called upon to spend postage to collect

each of these small bills, it really works a hardship
upon us. Therefore we ask you to send to us TO-DA Y
check or currency for the above amount.

We know you will cheerfully comply with this request

and then we shall not have to trouble you again with
reminders.

Very truly yours,

Collection Letter No. 8

Dear Sir:

You don't like to get dunning letters.

We don't like to write them.
Already we have written you three times regarding

this little account of $7.30. That's too much, isn't

it? Too much bother for you over such a trifle—too

much bother for us to get what belongs to us.

Of course you are going to pay this amount soon—
but if you please, try to send the money now, as it's

past due.

Don't let this sheet out of your hands until you
wrap your check in it and mail it back in the enclosed
addressed envelope.

Very truly yours,
P.S.—The promptness of payment decides the

amount of credit that may be extended.

Collection Letter No. 9

PROMISED

Blank, Blank & Sons, on—
May joth—" Will remit in ten days."
May 25th—" You will have check promptly by the

1st."

June 10th—"Accounts are slow but will surely
settle in fifteen days."

ALL PROMISES UNFILLED
Don't promise Any More But Mail Check To-Day.
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More Comment on the Army Shoe Situation
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Col. David Watson, of Quebec, writing to the Minister

of Militia, Ottawa, from the front, says:

—

"Permit me to point out that at an inspection of my
regiment on the 3rd inst. I took occasion to ascertain the

opinion of the men regarding the relative merits of their

boots, and in almost every instance it was intimated that the

Canadian boots were most satisfactory and particularly com-
fortable. It must be remembered that the conditions and ex-

periences at Salisbury Plains during the pivst winter were
calculated to destroy any boot made.

"When the new English issue was distributed it was
found that they wore out much quicker than the Canadian
boots, and they are much more clumsy and harder on the

men's feet. I was pleased to note the large number of men
still wearing the Canadian boot, having taken special care

of same and having them resoled a couple of times."

Says They Are O.K.

"We have been in the reserve billets a week now and

haven't any idea how much longer we will be here or what our

next move will be," writes Lieut. D. Douglas Adams, of the

Montreal Regiment, 14th Battalion, to his mother, Mrs.

Adams, 23 Cliff road, Parkdale. The letter is dated April 2.

"We still do route marching and entrenching and the men
are beginning to get hardened up again. We are having a

lot of trouble with bad feet "caused by the British ammunition
boot, which is awfully hard and which refuses to break-in.

I see by the papers that they are raising a fuss about the

Canadian boots we got, but believe me they have the British

footwear beaten a mile both for comfort and for wear."

Most Comfortable Ever Worn
Sapper W. R. Y. McLeod, who is with the Canadian

Engineers of the First Canadian Division with the British

Expeditionary Forces in France, writing to his parents in

Fredericton, N.B., praises the Canadian make of footwear

and says :

—

"In the section I am in we have for the greater part

—

well at least 75 per cent.—Old Countrymen. You can readily

see that such fellows would naturally boast of English goods

in preference to Canadian, especially when they are away
from Canada and among Canadians. However, such is not

the case. Only last night they talked for a long time about

the superiority of the Canadian shoes over the British. Not

only a few but every one of them, and it is the same where-

cver you go. I often hear : 'Oh, for my Canadian shoes

again.' They will tell you that the Canadian shoe was the

most comfortable they ever had on. Now consider that we
are dealing with war material, i.e., manufactured in the

least possible time. Canada mobilised her first contingent

very rapidly and consequently the shoes had to be turned

cut just as fast and I can truthfully say, after seeing and

wearing both British and Canadian, that the Canadian boot is

far superior and T could name dozens of others with the

same opinion."

Appoint a Competent Committee

"Of course, the boot and shoe trade of Canada has uf-

fered by the 'boot scandal,' " said a well-known Montreal

manufacturer recently. "It has been a case of the innocent

paying for the sins of the guilty.

"Without going into any specific criticism of either the

majority or the minority report of the Committee of Inquiry

D
—although any practical boot man can find plenty of points
in both of them which need criticism—what ought to be done
now, and done as soon as possible, is to show that we can
not only make good, honest, serviceable boots for soldiers,
just as we have been making them for civilians for years]
but also that we can design the right kind of a boot for a
soldier to wear—the kind of a boot which will give the best
all-around service.

"The way to do this, it seems to me, is for the Govern-
ment to appoint a competent committee, made up of men
who know the boot business, to first draw up the proper
specifications for such a boot, and then see that they are
carried out. The second of these duties is just as important
as the first.

"The committee should not be composed of men who
have excellent intentions but no practical knowledge of boot-
making; neither should it be made up of tanners, nor boot
salesmen, nor men whose only training has been in indus-
tries allied to that of boot-making. To do this would be just
as reasonable as to appoint a woolen manufacturer as an
expert in the manufacture of clothing. There are plenty of
good, practical men available who know the boot business
from the bottom up, and who would not make the mistake of
drawing specifications which would allow of such hidden
parts as 'packed' insoles, poor heel-lifts, poor counters, light

out-soles and other inexcusable substitutes for good material
and workmanship.

"I see that there is talk again of using a Standard screw
boot instead of a welted boot. I would like to call your
attention to the fact that, in this connection, the boot and
shoe manufacturers of Ontario at a meeting last month
adopted unanimously a resolution endorsing the welted boot
as against the Standard screw boot. There is not a nation

in the world now using the standard screw boot for the

footgear of its soldiers."

The Real Showing Revealed
"To show how absolutely groundless are many of the

charges hurled against shoe manufacturers, who made army
boots, I may tell you," remarked a member of the trade

who has gone thoroughly into the question, "that an expert

examination of the shoes that were returned or condemned
by militia men, showed that so far as defective workman-
ship itself was concerned, out of all those sent in from the

first consignment of over 80,000 pairs, the percentage was
less than one-half of one per cent. This would happen in

such an enormous output in almost any range of articles.

Then to say that manufacturers scamped their work or

deliberately ignored specifications is presenting a deliberate

untruth. The Canadian army shoe may have ripped, as

any shoe is liable to do, when subjected constantly to wet,

mud, slush and water. What many wearers did, after the

outer sole had worn loose, owing to being soaked again and
again, was to take and bend it back and cut it off at the

shank, and then walk around on the insole. Thus, reports

got abroad that the outsole came off after a few days' wear,
whereas, there was not a pair, so far as I can learn, but

what could have very easily been repaired, and given sev-

eral more weeks of service and comfort. I think, on the

whole, the shoe trade of Canada has not suffered any in

the minds of those who know it best and who appreciate

the wear and worth of Canadian shoes."
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FIGURING ON MILLION PAIRS

The shoe manufacturers of Western Ontario held a

meeting recently at Berlin in connection with an Imperial

inquiring for 1,000,000 pairs army shoes, a sample of which

was submitted. If the Western Ontario shoe makers succeed

in landing this contract—as it is confidently expected that

they will—they will receive S2.90 per pair. A sample made
by the Association has already been sent to England and
reached there early this week. If satisfactory, a cablegram

is expected any day awarding the Ontario manufacturers

this large order which will keep their factories going full

blast for some time. Three hundred thousand pairs will

have to be delivered each month. At the meeting a War
Order Committee was appointed consisting of Geo. Killer,

superintendent of Western Shoe Co. Ltd., Jas. Valentine

of Valentine & Martin, Waterloo, and F. Underhill of Under-
bills Ltd., Aurora. The members of the committee recently

visited the Boston market in search of split leather and
report that an ample supply can be obtained. The leather

which will be six ounce, will when dressed cost the purchasers

about 32c a foot. The shoes will be Standard screw with a

Goodyear welt stitch from heel to toe, with seven rows of

hob nails on the forepart and a nailed heel. The counter is in a

pocket outside the shoe forming a smooth inside and there is

no box toe. The tongue and vamp are of one piece and 3>£
feet of leather will be required for each pair of shoes. The
split leather used is the same as that employed in Russian
army shoes and each boot will weigh about two pounds.

There will be two full soles and a middle sole of hemlock,
making about 24 gauge bottom when finished, while the in-

sole is of 6 gauge. There are five eyelets in each shoe

and the pattern is known as the French pattern.

If the contract is secured the work will be divided among
the following factories, each being given as large a proportion

as it can take care of:

C. B. Dayfoot & Co., Georgetown.
Snedicor & Hathaway Co., Tillsonburg.

Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer.
Chas. A. Ahrens Ltd., Berlin.

T. Sisman Shoe Co., Aurora.
Williams Shoe, Ltd., Brampton.
King Shoe Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Underhills Ltd., Aurora.

Berlin Shoe Mfg. Co., Berlin.

Western Shoe Co., Berlin.

G. V. Oberholtzer Co., Berlin.

Valentine & Martin, Waterloo.

Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford.

Murray Shoe Co. Ltd., London.
Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London.
E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas.
John McPherson Co., Hamilton.

The Imperial Government will require the delivery of

the million pairs within three months and will send inspectors

to Canada to pass on the shoes at the different plants so

that there will be no delay.

RETAIL SHOEMEN GETTING TOGETHER
The shoe retailers of Toronto are quietly undertaking

the work of forming an association and good progress is

being made. They feel that such an organization can do
much for the general good and welfare of the trade and,
as one leading member pointed out, the manufacturers
have their associations, the travelers likewise, and there is

no sound reason why the retail men should not get together
and confer on many matters of mutual interest. There
are numerous questions that could profitably be taken
up and considered and an association would enable the
members to become better acquainted and devote attention

to a number of abuses which need correction or adjustment.

The association idea is growing rapidly all over the country
and hardware men, grocers and other retail merchants
have formed such associations. There appears to be no
reason standing in the way of the shoe men coming together,

electing officers, adopting a constitution and holding regular

meetings. A large number have signified their willingness

to unite in such a movement and the prospects for the for-

mation of an association are promising.

HONORED BY FELLOW CITIZENS
Major J. D. McCrimmon, of Stratford, Ont., who was

for many years in the retail shoe business in that city, retiring

a few weeks ago to enlist for active service, was recently

honored by the business men of the Classic City when he
was presented with a neatly worded address accompanied
by a purse of gold as an expression of appreciation of his

patriotic action in joining the overseas forces. The function

took place at the Armouries and was an enthusiastic success.

The military career of Major McCrimmon dates back from
1889 when he started as a youth in the ranks with the 7th
Regiment Fusiliers in London, Ont., where he served for

ten years, leaving with the rank of sergeant-major on his

removal to Stratford to go into the shoe business. In that

city he joined the 28th Perth Regiment with the rank of

captain and quartermaster. On the re-organization of the
corps under Lieut. -Col. Lawrence in 1912 he was promoted

major j. d. McCrimmon, stratford, ont.

to senior major. When the Third Contingent was called

he offered his services and was given the appointment of

major in the 33rd battalion, Canadian Expeditionary
Forces, under Lieut. -Col. Wilson, and for some weeks past
has been at the training camp in London.
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BIG SHOE FIRM STILL EXTENDING
John Agnew, Limited, who conduct successful retail

shoe stores in Brantford, Woodstock, Berlin, Stratford, and
Hagersvillc, Ont., are opening a new store at 182 Dundas
Street, London, in the premises recently vacated by Capt.

Thos. Haygarth, who handled the Semi-Ready brand of

clothing and has enlisted with the Overseas Contingents.

The premises are about one hundred feet deep and the

fittings will all be of mahogany finish. With the single

shelf system of cartons and the uniform label used by the

firm an exceptionally attractive and inviting establishment

will be seen. John Agnew, head of the house, is one of the

most prominent and highly esteemed business men in

JOHN AGNEW, BRANTFORD, ONT.

western Ontario and has been in the shoe game in the one

stand on Colborne Street, Brantford, for thirty-five years.

The company always believe in imposing window trims and

bright premises and sell all the leading makes of shoes

under the name of "The Agnew," "The Empire" and "the

Colonial," the names being registered. In their window
displays neat show cards bearing the Union Jack in colors

are used and prices are placed on each line. F. Leonard

Smith, who for a number of years has been manager of the

Berlin branch, will have charge of the new and well fitted

up store in London. John Bauslaugh, manager of the

Woodstock store, is vice-president of the company and Frank

Bauslaugh, of Brantford, is secretary-treasurer. He also

has charge of the buying and has been associated with the

house ever since boyhood.

BIG WHOLESALE HOUSE WILL MOVE
1). D. Hawthorne & Co., wholesale shoes, Toronto, who

have been located at 24 Front street west for the past ten

years, since the big fire of 1904, will, in the course of a

few weeks remove to 29 Wellington street west, in the

premises recently vacated by the Xational Drug and Chemi-

cal Co., Limited. This larfe building, which is owned by

Mr. Hawthorne, is being overhauled and made ready for

its new occupants. There are five floors and a basement,

the size of the structure being 60 by 120 feet, which will

afford the firm nearly double the space which they at pres-

ent have. The change has been rendered necessary by

increased business, and as the new location is a central

one and right in the midst of the wholesale district, it will

be found very convenient. It is expected that the removal

will take place during the month of July

NEW HOME FOR THE ASSOCIATION
The Retail Merchants' Association last week removed

from 21 Richmond Street West to the top floor of the large

business block at the corner College and Yonge Streets,

Toronto, where more spacious quarters are enjoyed and every
facility afforded for the transaction of the business of the
Association. The entire floor is occupied by the general
offices, the private office of Mr. E. M. Trowern, secretary
of the Dominion and Provincial Boards, and the executive
staff. At the west end of the building, adjoining the general
office is the board room, which is nicely fitted up. There
is also a large hall for the representative gatherings of the
various trade sections of the Association. This room is

surrounded by an elevated platform on which there will be per-
manent exhibits of manufacturers and wholesalers in various
lines. The display will be an interesting and attractive

one, while the hall itself will provide accommodation for

many delegates at any trade gathering. The Retail Mer-
chants' Association are to be congratulated on acquiring
such commodious and comfortable headquarters.

NEW ISSUE OF ARMY SHOES
The Department of Militia and Defence have just

awarded contracts for 62,000 more pairs of Canadian army
shoes. The specifications call for six ounce heavy tan winter
calf, with 8 gauge oak insole, 7 gauge middle sole, 10 gauge
oak outsole, with a steel horseshoe shaped plate on the heel

,

and loose nailed at the toe and shank, all Goodyear welts.

It is understood that the price is $4.10 and the shoe is very
similar to that made for the 1st and 2nd Contingents. One
large Quebec firm who were offered 12,000 pairs have turned
down the contract on the ground that they could not produce
a boot that would be satisfactory and properly made at the
price the Department was willing to pay. This firm quoted
the Government $4.25 and do not think the boot can be
properly manufactured for less without a loss being incurred

by the manufacturer.

So far as can be learned the following firms have been
awarded contracts and deliveries have to be made within

thirty days:

Ames-Holden-McCready, Montreal 20,000

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co., Montreal 17,000

Regal Shoe Co., Toronto 5,000

John McPherson Co., Hamilton 5,000

Western Shoe Co., Berlin 5,000

Valentine & Martin, Waterloo 5,000

Hartt Boot & Shoe Co. Ltd., Fredericton 5,000

There are, no doubt, other firms which will receive

contracts as several are mentioned, but so far the Shoe
and Leather Journal has not been able to learn of the

correctness of certain reports. All contracts have to be
completed within 30 days. The last is a little wider than
the former one while the shoe calls for a heavier calf

upper leather.

FINE SHOWING IN MEN'S SHOES
The fall samples of the Murray Shoe Co., London,

Ont., are both pleasing and attractive. Two new lasts for

men have been installed—one is the "Avon" which is a

moderate, neat toe. with a slight elevation, and carries a

fairly high heel, while the other is the "Rex," a round toe

with modified French effect and carries a low heel. Many
of the showings are bals, a number of which have cloth

tops in various colors. A decidedly striking shoe is a

patent, plain toe button, with smooth nigger brown cloth

top and fancy buttons. The presentations in box calf are

particularly strong and there is a good demand for this

style of leather. Several models carry slip soles and full

double soles, as well as viscolized and rubber soles. In

black winter calf and storm winter calf there is an excellent

range, and all the former favorites in lasts are still re-

tained. The line is complete in every detail in fine work-

manship, excellent finish and natty appearance, and is be-

ing shown in Eastern Ontario by John G. Settle.
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SHOE FABRICS FOR CANADIAN TRADE

J. Einstein, Inc., New York, have decided to open a

Canadian branch immediately and have secured premises

at 152 Notre Dame street west, Montreal. Paul Roy has

been appointed Canadian manager.

It will be good news to shoe manufacturers in Canada

to learn that this business is being started here, as it will

PAUL ROY, MONTREAL

mean that Canadian makers will be able to secure the pick

of the world's shoe fabrics at as low a price as the big

factories in the United States. With the development of

the business a complete range of Einstein shoe fabrics will

be carried in Canada. For the beginning a range which

will be suitable for all Canadian wants will be stocked. As
a further service to manufacturers a backing factory will

be operated.

This New York company deserve credit for their enter-

prise in going aggressively after Canadian business. They
are the first people in their line to do so.

Paul Roy has represented the company for some time.

He is widely known in the shoe and leather industry and

is a splendid man for this responsible position. He will

be assisted by an efficient staff.

The commencing of this business at the present moment
is most opportune, as the demand for shoe fabrics is in-

creasing remarkably and Canadian manufacturers will be

only too glad to give their heartiest support to an industry

which will be of such service to them, particularly since

most of them have had dealings with J. Einstein, Inc., for

many years.

SHE KNEW—YES SHE DID

"I had the oddest experience in my life," remarked a

Western Ontario shoe dealer the other day, "a woman
came in here accompanied by a small boy, and said she

wanted a pair of shoes for him. I showed her a make that

is standard throughout the trade, which sells at $2.00 regu-

larly, costing the retailer $1.60, less the usual discount.

Owing to a certain lot of goods not being shipped on account

of the unfavorable financial standing of the firm for whom
they were made, I got these at a discount of 15 per cent.,

and was selling the line at $1.75. After I had fitted the

boy, his mother asked me how much the shoes were. I said,

'$i-75-'

" 'Oh,' she gasped, "that is too much to pay for a pair

of boy's boots !'

"I spoke up then quite earnestly," declared the retailer,

"and told her the same line was sold in Toronto and other

cities at $2.00.

"The caller replied she knew better—that she came
from Toronto and I could not deceive her I courteously

told her that I was not trying to fool her on prices at all,

but that $2.00 was the prevailing figure of the shoe in every

centre.

" Would you contradict a lady?' she sharply inquired.

"I observed that I was not trying to contradict her,

but merely pointing out what I knew to be a fact in the

trade. I did this politely, but firmly. Then in high dudgeon

she went out on the fly, yanking the boy by the hand and

saying, 'Come on John, this is no place for you and me.

When a man does not know any better ,.han dispute my
word, I will certainly never trade in his shop.'

" 'And,' concluded the dealer, 'this is about the most

abrupt experience I ever had with a woman customer. This

one would not listen to reason, rhyme, argument or in-

formation.'
"

SHOEMAN ELECTED PRESIDENT

C. F. Rannard, president of the Rannard Shoe Co.,

Limited, Winnipeg, who conduct three successful shoe stores

in that city, was elected president of the Provincial Board
for Manitoba of the Retail Merchants' Association at the

annual meeting held recently in the Prairie Capital. Mr.
Rannard has always been a warm supporter of the Retail

Merchants' Association and the honor which has come to

him has been well earned. He also attended the recent

gathering of the Saskatchewan branch in Saskatoon, where
a most successful three days session was held. Among those

C. F. RANNARD, WINNIPEG

present from the East was B. W. Ziemann, of Preston, Ont.,

president of the Dominion and Ontario Provincial Boards.

Mr. Rannard says that the provincial boards of the West
intend to work in conjunction for the betterment of business

conditions and speaks of the future usefulness and benefits

of the association in the highest terms.
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HAD THRILLING ESCAPE FROM DEATH
Among the Toronto people

who were rescued from the ill-

fated Cunard liner, the Lusitania,

was A. R. Clarke, head of A. R.
Clarke & Co., leather manufac-
turers, Eastern Avenue, Toronto.
He was on a business trip to the
Old Country, and at first great

anxiety was felt regarding his fate,

but a few hours after the terrible

disaster, a cablegram was received

by Griffith B. Clarke stating that his father was safe. Mr.
Clarke had a thrilling experience, and one that he will

remember all his days. He was sitting on the upper deck,

when there came a sound of a loud explosion, and he saw
fragments and splinters flying all around. Immediately the
ship began to ligt, and Mr. Clarke started for his cabin. He
found it difficult to get down the stairway, owing to the angle,

and returned to the upper deck. As the listing of the ship

grew greater, he once more tried to reach his cabin for a life

belt, but the room was utterly dark, and to remain there he
felt would result in his being caught like a rat in a trap.

The cabin door closed as he entered, and he could not open
it again, owing to the acute angle of the ship. He got out,

however, through a side door and mounted to the deck.

He resolved to take no more chances, and seized a life pre-

server. He was then flung off his feet against a rail, while

moving forward. Next he made a chance leap for one of the

nearest lifeboats, and was drawn down in a sort of whirlpool,

which seemed to carry him to the bottom of the ocean.

Speaking of his experience, Mr. Clarke said:
—"I closed

my eyes, and some water got in my throat—something
was holding me across the chest, gripping and crushing me,
while something else seemed to wrench me around. I felt

twisted and racked. All this time I was fully conscious,

and I remember hoping such pain would come to an end.

Suddenly whatever was holding me let go, and I rose rapidly

to the surface, and the next thing I recall, I was floating

near a boat, and two sailors pulled me in. I suppose my
boat was forced under the water when the Lusitania sank,

as I did not see the ship go down. When I was submerged
she was there, and when I rose, she had gone. I saw many
bodies floating by me, and I can tell you, that I am decidedly

thankful to have escaped. We remained in the sea some
hours, until trawlers came along and rescued us." Mr.
Clarke certainly went through an unspeakable ordeal, and
at a recent meeting of the Advisory Industrial Committee
of the Toronto Board of Education, a message of congratula-

tion was sent to Mr. Clarke, who is a member of the Indus-

trial Committee. He is the popular president of the River-

dale Business Men's Association, who also despatched a

cablegram congratulating him on his escape.

Leonard L. McMurray, who has for some years been
looking after the export trade of Gutta Percha & Rubber
Limited, Toronto, was also a passenger on the doomed vessel,

and was among the survivors. The sinking of the Lusitania

is the second time that a ship on which Mr. McMurray
was sailing has gone down.

Particularly sad is the death of Frank A. Rogers, mer-

chandising manager for the Robt. Simpson Co., Toronto.

Only a few days before sailing, he was married to Miss

Agnes Hill, daughter of W. J. Hill, Registrar of West York,

and was on his wedding trip. Both Mr. Rogers and his

bride met death. He was a fine type of man, and
greatly respected for his sound business ability, which

had led to his rapid promotion. He was highly regarded

by the whole staff.

Another member of the Robt. Simspon Co.'s staff,

who lost his life was Franklin A. Peardon, manager of the

leather goods department. He was a prominent member
of the Y.M.C.A., and a few weeks ago asked to be sent to

Europe on a trip, as he thought it would be a profitable one
for his department. His tragic death is deeply deplored.

HEAVY LEATHER SHIPMENTS ABROAD
Attention has been called at various times within the

past six months to the opportunities in this market which
awaited Canadian leather exporters, in view of the .output
of English tanners being diverted to military use, says an
English commercial correspondent.

It may now be stated that large quantities of Canadian
leather have reached Liverpool. Local leather men who
have seen the stocks describe the leather as being of a
particularly high finish and quality, though high in price.
This, however, is to be expected in view of the abnormal
conditions of the supply and demand and the high shipping
freights ruling.

The following figures show the quantities and values
of the imports of "Hides—Undressed Leather" from Can-
ada in each month during the past six months. For pur-
poses of comparison, the quantities and values in the same
months of the year preceding are also given. The value
of the increased trade which has resulted in the period
under review is £175,782.

Quantity. Value,

cwts. £ £
October 1914 6,748 41,210 1,375 (decrease)

J 9i3 7>498 42,585
November 1914 8,593 59,648 42,141 (increase)

1913 2,888 17,507
December 1914. . . . . . 8,844 58.939 56,767

315 2,172
January 1915 3,525 27,306 17,357

J9i4 1,633 9,949
February 1915...... 9,488 69,840 55,715

1914 2,700 14,125
March 1915 2,958 20,028 5,177

i9 T4 2,192 14,851
Increase in quantity of leather imported irom

Canada in 6 months 22,930 cwts.

Increase in value of leather imported from
Canada in 6 months £175,782

WILL TAKE A NEEDED REST
Henry Martineau, who has for

the past eight years represented

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, in

the city of Montreal, recently re-

signed his position with the companv
and intends spending the next few
months in the country. It is Mr.
Martineau's intention to resume his

connection with the wholesale shoe

trade next fall, but at present he has

no definite programme formulated.

and is chiefly concerned with plans for a holiday of sev-

eral months, which he feels he deserves as he has not taken

any for over twenty years.

Mr. Martineau first started in the shoe game with the

old firm of Michaud Lambert & Co.. whose factory was
located on Robin street, Montreal. He remained with them

for a period extending over six years. He left that com-

pany to cover Quebec Province for the Kingsbury Foot-

wear Co., with whom he was employed for seven years. He
then entered into partnership with J. I. Chouinard, form-

ing the Regina Shoe Co. He severed his connection with

this firm later and started with Ames-Holden-McCready,
with whom he lias remained up to the present.

Mr. Martineau is one of the best known and most popu-

lar shoe travelers in Montreal,
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MEN'S SHOES TOO LONG FOR THEIR WIDTH?
F.tlitor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

You are anxious no doubt to have any matters relating

to the shoe trade of Canada thoroughly discussed through

the columns of your valuable paper. I am writing you with

the hope that the retail trade of the Dominion, which

your paper covers so well, will give an expression of their

individual opinion and also their experience with the "new
last." There is no doubt but that the "new last" has won-
derfully improved the make-up of the shoe to-day in com-
parison to what it was—even five years ago—in fit, style

and workmanship; but we should remember that it is not all

due to the "new last." Some credit must be given to the

proficiency and advance in new machinery now in use for

turning out the work. While I would give the "new last"

all the credit possible, yet I think that to-day we are getting

too much of it. The general public has been reading so

much through magazines, newspapers, catalogues, etc., about

new lasts, that the first question a lady will ask when she

comes into your store is, "Mr. Jones ! Have you got your

new spring shoes in yet? Are they made on the new last?

Please let me see them. Are you sure that they are the very

latest? Oh, how sweet! I do not require a pair to-day

but I thought that I would call and see them. Will there

be anything newer this summer?"
What has brought about this state of affairs? Our

manufacturers are progressive and are filled with that

dominant spirit to excel. How can they do it? Get out a

few new lasts, advertise them thoroughly and push them
for all they are worth. This course would be all right if

we had only one or two manufacturers, but when they all

do it we get swamped with new lasts.

Let me give you my experience with the "new last,"

and I hope that several manufacturers will read what I

have to say. Seventy-five per cent, of men's fine shoes

made to-day are too long for their width. We do not know
whether the aim of the manufacturer is to produce a neat

article or to economize in leather, but one thing we do

know is that the shoes are made too narrow for their length.

The shoes should be one-sixteenth wider in the sole ; I mean
on the inside and not the outside. Most of the shoes are

also made too low across the instep and a great many peo-

ple, especially in rural districts can scarcely get a shoe on

without taking a half to a whole size larger than they need.

I am safe in saying that fifty per cent, of our customers

complain of the low arch and narrow insole. If manufac-

turers would leave out the fads and go back to common
sense there would be more shoes sold by the retail trade.

So many new lasts are demoralizing the shoe trade, especi-

ally in the small towns where it is impossible to keep all

the fads that are in vogue. I believe that one of the chief

reasons we read of so many failures, compromises and re-

tiring from business announcements is due to the fact of

the numerous fads in the shoe business, so that to-day it

is no longer safe for a man with small means to enter the

retail ranks.

Yours truly, R. J. DrysdalE.

Hensall, Qnt.

MORE FACTS WANTED ON LEATHERS
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

If there is one thing that would be welcomed and
appreciated by the trade, more than any other, I think

it would be, "correct information regarding leather."

There is an appalling ignorance along this line, even among
shoemen of twenty-five and thirty years' experience. Many
veteran shoe travelers cannot explain how certain leathers

are treated and they know them, simply as a child knows
figures—by their names and appearance. Is there any
reason why information regarding the different processes

that leather is subject to, should remain a secret in the minds
of tanners and manufacturers? Many an old farmer knows
more about leather than the average shoe salesman. From
the hide of every animal used for making shoes we get

apparently from one to six or seven leathers, yet how many
shoemen know how those leathers are finished? When the

small boy begins to sell shoes he is told that "this is made
from 'split leather' and 'this is a pebble' leather" and after

this wonderful knowledge, sinks indelibly into his active

brain an old farmer actually has the gall to tell him (after

the boy spent four years and three weeks in the shoe busi-

ness) that they are both 'split' leather ? ? ? He feels about

the same way he did when he found out there was "no real

Santa Claus" and "the doctor didn't bring the baby after

all." It is high time we had some facts concerning leather,

and I trust the Shoe and Leather Journal will furnish

them. Yours truly,

W. H. Plummer,
Sussex, N.B. Sussex Mercantile Co. Ltd.

* * *

SUPPORTING HOME INDUSTRY
Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

I am not a rabid patriot, a blinded bigot or a parochial

resident, but I think it is time that a halt should be called

in the agitation which has been carried on in reference to the

army shoes. The most dangerous kind of a lie is a half

truth, and to judge from the comments which have appeared

in the press, one would think that Canadian shoe manufac-
turers were entirely at fault for the class of military footwear

turned out, and that no blame or responsibility rested upon
the government. The matter of fact is, that while the

makers in a few cases may have been careless, yet they

were given orders that these goods must be rushed pell-mell,

and any way, where were the government inspectors?

Were they on the job? Did they know enough about shoe-

making, to say whether the specifications were lived up to.

In the past, the shoes made for our troops have always

given satisfaction and would have done so under normal
conditions, had they not been required to do service in

weather that would tax the best army shoe ever produced.

It is easy to lay the blame at the door of the shoe manufac-
turers. They followed out the specifications, and because

the work may have been not up to the mark in every

instance why should there be a general reflection cast upon the

honesty, integrity and reputation of the industry as a whole?

I am drawing no fanciful picture, but am simply stating

the facts. At this time, when everybody is talking patriot-

ism and production, and such mottoes as "Better because

Made-in-Canada" are being stamped on our goods, what
will be the effect of telling Canadians day after day, by the

way of inference or deduction, that shoemakers in this coun-

try cannot make shoes—that they use flimsy materials,

faulty workmanship and inefficient methods. At this

particular time we should all unite in an effort to keep our

factories going—patronize home industry and see that we
get the best value possible for the money.

Yours, etc.,

Montreal, Que. Fair Play.
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HE KEPT "TOMMIES" WELL SHOD
In the accompanying illustration is seen 265 pairs of

army shoes which had been repaired for the boys of the

19th and 20th Battalions by D. W. Butler, of the United
Shoe Repair Co., 667 Queen St. West, Toronto. Just

previous to the departure of the soldier lads for the front,

Mr. Butler received a rush order to repair some three thous-

and pairs. The reader n_

ight rush to the conclusion

that the shoes were not up to the mark, but such an idea is

misleading. They had been in use for months and the

military authorities were anxious to have the Tommies well

shod before sailing. Mr. Butler was given only ten days
to execute the work and six other shops in the city were
called upon by him to assist in re-soling and re-heeling the

big collection of footgear.

Speaking of the military boot, Mr. Butler, who has

been in the shoe repair and shoe making business in Toronto
for five years, states that on the whole he never saw a better

made lot or a more serviceable collection. They stood the

rigors of the past winter, the snow, mud, long marches
and trying conditions generally in a way that was commend-
able. Of course, where there were six or seven thousand
men in camp, as on the grounds of the Canadian National

Exposition, there was a great deal of repair work. Mr.
Butler had this contract and seven men were engaged at

the grounds under the direction of the senior ordnance
officer and an inspector reinforcing all new boots with nails

in the shank and heels. About ten thousand pairs were
reinforced and this preliminary was attended to before

the new shoes were issued to the men. Of the pairs on
which new bottoms were placed there were about eight

thousand, including the final rush order.

Mr. Butler has a complete equipment at his repair

shop including a Goodyear repair outfit with stitcher, which
is run by a five horse power motor. He also has a Crow
loose nailer and a McKay stitcher, there being only one or

two other repair shops in Toronto with the latter machine.

He guarantees all work and during the five years that he has

been doing business in Toronto, so splendidly has every job

been executed, that during this period he has had to replace

only one pair of men's soles and one of women's and four

pairs of rubber heels. That is a record of which he is proud.

He keeps four men constantly employed and calls for and
delivers all work. He has also a leather splitting machine
and buys his supplies in large lots.

DISTINCTIVE LINES FOR WOMEN
The fall samples of the Perth Shoe Co. are distinctive

in every respect, being the smartest ever turned out by this

well-known firm, which specializes in women's welts. The
military effect is strong in all the leading creations and the

Louis heel is a decided favorite. Toppings in both button

and bals come in canary, Belgian blue, battleship grey,

shepherd's plaid and silver stripe, the latter heing a parti-

cularly effective combination of white and black. The
principal leather is patent, but a liberal representation is

gun metal. The short vamp and round toe effect are win-

ners, but there are several medium recede pointed toes.

The gaiter pattern is generously presented and the whole

line is about equally divided between button and lace. A
patent leather button with shepherd's plaid upper is a pleas-

ing creation. In low cuts a number are seen with cloth

quarters and cloth inlays, while rhinestones form the leading

ornaments. Frank Power is representing the Perth Shoe

Co. in Eastern Ontario and Quebec City ; S. G. Amero, in

Western Ontario; E. A. Chalk, in Northern Ontario, and

C. H. Ferguson in the western provinces, while G. H.

Ansley is manager and secretary of the company.

WHEN WOMEN WORE NO HEELS
"When we come to look at the high heels that are put on

women's shoes to-day, it does not seem possible that women
wore no heels at all something like seventy-five years ago,"

says a writer in Shoe Topics. "There are a few men yet

alive in this trade who can recall the styles in women's shoes

three-quarters of a century ago and they say that it was
nothing short of a miracle to get women to wear heels at all.

Men wore heels on their shoes long before the women. In

the early days women would not wear heels, and when they

did begin to wear them it was a spring heel. Next they wore
a low heel and from that time to the present the height of the

heel has increased until to-day there are plenty of women's
heels more than two inches high. Another thing about

women's shoes, which shows what an advance had been made
in shoemaking, is the last. In the beginning of the trade in

this country a manufacturer could make shoes and never

have to change lasts during his entire career. Now lasts are

changed so often that if the average manufacturer makes
money enough to pay for them and pay the help, he is doing

pretty well. According to some of the shoe manufacturers of

long experience, the last men are to blame for all this change

in the styles of lasts. The last manufacturers go to the shoe

factory with a last that has a new toe and tell all about how
it is the only last that will be popular until the shoe manufac-
turer agrees to try it, and so it goes.

BUSINESS IMPROVING IN THE WEST
H. E. Wettlaufer, sales manager

for Chas. A. Ahrens, Ltd., Berlin,

Ont., has returned from an extended
pleasure trip to Cuba, the Southern
States and the Panama-Pacific Ex-
hibition, after which he took a journey

up the Coast to Vancouver, and
started on his regular business trip

east, doing the large cities and towns
in the interest of his firm. He reports

business for fall as being very good and notes an improve-

ment in the west. The numerous shingle mills in the

Chilliwack district are again operating, and the Consolidated

Mining Co., at Rossland, B.C., last month, paid out the

largest amount in wages of any month during the past five

years. The smelters at Trail and also at Grand Forks are

busy, and things generally appear to be taking on a brighter

aspect. All the seeding in the Paririe Provinces has been

carried on in good shape and vegetation is well advanced,

being considerably ahead of last year, while a vaster acreage

has been sown. There is a better tone to trade generally

in the west, and with the promise of a bumper crop this

autumn, conditions should be pretty nearly back to normal.

Mr. Wettlaufer is now devoting his attention to some of his

accounts in the east, and reports that his firm is very busy
on fall footwear orders.
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NEW BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE
A new machine for making button-holes is being intro-

duced into some shoe factories. It is figured that the

machine will make button-holes at the rate of a hole every

two seconds, and that in a day it will make 10,000 or more
holes. The machine will make 42 stitches a second, and

it starts when the button is pressed. It stops itself when
the button-hole is complete. The thread is automatically

cut off and a blower blows away the thread pieces. The
machine is safe to run. There are no exposd parts in which
an operator can catch her fingers in a careless moment. The
mechanism is encased, and no oil can fly about to spatter

on the shoes or on the clothing of the operator. In read-

justing the machine the parts may be readily removed. After

the belt is thrown off, the outfit may be turned over with

a crank, like an automobile engine. The button by which the

machine is started may be locked, so that the machine can-

not start ; or the work may be clamped into position under
the needle while a button-hole is being re-sewed, or other

special work is being done.

DEVELOPMENTS IN SHOE LACE SITUATION
Owing to the scarcity of shoe laces some manufacturers

are employing various styles of ribbons to take the place

of the lace. A Montreal findings house is putting on the

market a white flat shoe lace adaptable for tennis and other

summer sporting shoes. Manufacturers of rubber footwear
have been confronted with the serious problem of securing

a satisfactory lace. The new lace, for which a thirty day
delivery is promised, is made of American yarn. Formerly
a German yarn was used, but this, of course, has been cut

off since the war started. The shoe lace situation in gen-

eral is becoming more bothersome every day. The dye situ-

ation is also acute and Canadian findings houses are only

able to secure a ten day supply of laces and one is never
sure when the supply will stop. A Montreal concern which
placed an order in January for six thousand cases is still

awaiting delivery. Another factor which does not help the

situation is the demands made to match colored tops.

POWDERED SOLE SOFTENER
A new preparation for tempering and softening sole

leather which comes in powdered form is now available.

Three pounds of this material makes fifty gallons of solution,

which the inventors claim will temper five thousand pairs of

soles at a much reduced cost. It leaves the leather flexible

and plump and of good appearance. The directions for

working are very simple and the inventor of this material

is anxious to send free samples to anyone interested.

INSOLE IS WHAT COUNTS
About six hundred factories in America are making

welt shoes, their total production running up to more than

100,000,000 pairs annually, says "Hide and Leather." That is

a monstrous production, when it is considered that a few
years ago only a few million pairs of welt shoes were made.
One of the powerful agencies in increasing the production
of welt shoes has been the machinery companies that make
welt machinery. Of course, the public approve of welt shoes

enough to buy them. Mention is made of the machinery

companies, not in any particular praise of them, but rather to

suggest to leather men the possibilities of joining in the

development of welt shoes. For example, the vital part

of the welt shoe to-day is not the machinery with which it is

made, but the insole that it put into it. Supposing tanners

made a vigorous effort to push the sale of solid leather in-

soles for welt shoes. There is before them a chance to gain

a business of the 100,000,000 insoles that should be used in

that number of welt shoes. Doubtless, the public would

approve of the leather insole.

CHANCE FOR CANADIAN SHOES
A recent report from Great Britain to the Department

of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, says:
—"The prospects of

Canadian-made footwear obtaining a market in England have

been referred to in former reports and the following par-

ticulars will supplement the information previously given:

Including over 2,000,000 pairs of boots especially manufac-

tured for the French army, the total output from the English

boot factories since the war began is approximately 6,000,000

pairs and the average weekly production is now proceeding

at about 250,000 pairs. This enormous output for military

purposes has diverted the attention of manufacturers from

the production of footwear for civilian use. Wholesale and

multiple shop firms are beginning to experience difficulty in

obtaining sufficient supplies of boots and shoes, and there is

a prospect of a serious shortage of the heavier grades. The

exceptional drain on the boot market has materially affected

the cost of all kinds of footwear, and until the war is over,

and probably for some time afterwards, the public will have

to pay considerably higher prices.

SOME POINTS OF INTEREST
Detachable ornaments will probably find favor next sea-

son. A sort of clamp arrangement is used in attaching

them.

A new line of improved sand paper for shoe uses has

been put on the Canadian market. It is claimed this line

will cost much less and wear longer than the article being

used at present.

In shoe ornaments, black and white combinations con-

tinue to be the rage and are used exclusively. Canadian

shoemen who returned from big American shoe centres

this week bring back samples for next season, showing

nothing but black and white.

A Montreal findings man is showing a new line of bows.

One striking style seen is a patent perforated bow arranged

in such a manner that the background can be matched with

the color of the shoe or oxford top.

Another bow is cut in concave fashion to fit the fore-

part of the shoe. Incidentally, it might be stated that plain

effects are shown to a large extent amongst the samples of

the different findings houses.

A new felt box tee has recently been shown in Canada,

which, it is claimed will make the operation of attaching

box toes a much cleaner process than it is at present and

also much less expensive. It is pre-shellaced, and after a

few seconds' heating is ready to be attached. It is also

arranged so that it does not gum the needle when being

stitched in.
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J. O. Vcrmette, shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned.

G. M. Jenner, shoe dealer, of Winnipeg, has assigned.

Colver Tannery have started business in Lethbridge,

Alta.

The Jap Co., shoe dealers, Calgary, have dissolved

partnership.

W. V. Ecclestone, of T. Eaton Co., Toronto, was in

Montreal last week.

A quick shoe repairing shop has been opened in Tlior-

old, Ont., by B. Pappani.

Nicholson Harness and Shoe Repair Co. have begun

business in Delbourne, Alta.

W. S. Pettes, of Montreal, was in Toronto last week
for several days on business.

F. W. Knowlton. of the U. S. M. Co. of Canada, Mon-
treal, was in Boston recently.

Frank W. Slater, of Montreal, spent several days in

Toronto recently on business.

Elmer Davis, of A. Davis & Son, Kingston, was in

Montreal during the past week.

The Craft Fashion Shoe Store has been opened at 153

St. Catherine street east, Montreal.

Charles A. Ahrens, shoe manufacturer, Berlin, was a

caller on the Toronto trade last week.

A handsome shoe shine stand has been installed in the

Gorman shoe store in Belleville, Ont.

John Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co., Barrie, Ont.,

was in Toronto on business last week.

Wm. Rennie has opened a shoe repairing shop in the

Dominion Hotel block, Millbrook, Ont.

E. H. Scarrow, shoe retailer, of Owen Sound, was in

Toronto last week calling on the trade.

O. Brunet, of the Eagle Shoe Co., Montreal, was in

Boston and other shoe centres last week.

O. H. Vogt, manager of the Great West Felt Co.,

Elmira, was in Toronto recently on business.

Frank Mungo, shoe repairer, of Niagara Falls, Ont.,

has installed an electric shoe repairing outfit.

J. E. Macfarlane, of A. McKillop & Co., wholesale shoes,

Calgary, was in Montreal during the past week.

J. R. Labelle, wholesale shoes, and the Newcastle

Leather Co., Montreal, have recently regisiered.

J. F. Griffin, Belleville, has installed a 22-foot U.S.M.

Goodyear shoe repair outfit in his establishment.

Raoul Lanthier, of the Kingsbury Footwear Co., Mon-
treal, was in Boston recently on a business trip.

George H. Kimber, shoe retailer, of Creemore, Ont.,

was in Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

Henry Palmer, of Gait, an expert shoe repairer, is now
connected with Aitchison's shoe store in Elora, Ont.

B. W. S. Martin, sales manager of the John Ritchie

Co., Quebec, was in Toronto this week on business.

E. K. Snyder, shoe merchant, of Berlin, Ont., has been

elected a member of the Board of Trade of that city.

A. Congdon, of Congdon, Marsh, Limited, Winnipeg,

was a recent visitor in Montreal and Quebec factories.

Ralph Locke, of Dufresue & Locke, Maisonneuve, is

spending a few holidays in the Laurentian Mountains.

La Parisienne Shoe Co., Maisonneuve, are installing a

U. S. M. Co. button hole making machine in their factory.

J. A. Adams, of the Murray Shoe Co., London, has

returned from a business trip to Winnipeg and the West.

f. P. Buchanan, representing the Smardon Shoe Co.,

Limited, of Montreal, spent several days in Toronto re-

cently showing a splendid range of fall samples, embracing

the latest creations and newest effects in women's fine

footwear.

Matthew Fitzgerald, of Brockton, stitching room fore-

man, has taken a position with J. & T. Bell, Limited, Mon-
treal

J. E. Pare, of Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, has re-

turned from a trip to Boston and other American shoe

centres.

Bert Packard, of L. 11. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, is at present spending a few days in American shoe

centres.

The Murray Shoe Co., London, Ont., have installed

a U. S. M. Co. Louis heel breast trimming machine in their

factory.

T. L. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Boot Shop staff,

Toronto, has returned after spending a few weeks in

Montreal.

Frank Bauslaugh, of John Agnew, Limited, Brantford,

was in Rochester, Buffalo, and other points last week on a

business trip.

Frank Delancey, superintendent for J. & T. Bell, Lim-
ited, Montreal, paid a visit recently to his old home in

Haverhill, Mass.

Mr. McMillan, foreman of the sole leather room and
stock fitting room of the John Ritchie Co., Limited, Que-
bec, has resigned.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Co., Boston, spent

a few days recently at the Canadian plant of the company
in Richmond, P.Q.

W. T. Fegan, of the Big 88 shoe store, Queen street

west, Toronto, who has been ill for some time is now much
improved in health.

Long Bros., dealers in hides and skins, Charlottetown,

P.E.I., have dissolved partnership. G. F. Long continues

under the same style.

Glass & Lyons, dealers in shoes and men's furnishings,

of Deloraine, Man., have dissolved partnership; R. R. Lyons
will continue the business.

A. O. Giroux, employed by J. & T. Bell, Limited, Mon-
treal, as foreman of the finishing room, has resigned his

position with the company.

F. A. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Boot Shop, 290
Yonge street, Toronto, spent a few days in Boston and other

cities last week on business.

F. A. Schmidt, 31 Weber street west, Berlin. Ont.,

intends going into the shoe findings line, which he will add

to his other manufacturers' supplies.

The St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. have put in a

large number of machines during the past month. Instal-

lations were made by the U. S. M. Co.

Peter A. Doig and J. B. Hurteau, of the Star

Shoe Co., Montreal, have been spending the past week in

Boston and other American shoe centres.

John Carney, who has been engaged with the Hartt

Boot and Shoe Co., Limited, of Fredericton, N.B., has

taken a similar position at Worcester, Mass.

H. W. Parsons and T. W. Hart, of the staff of sales-

men of the Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, are spending a

few weeks on business in the Maritime Provinces.

Several young men were recently sentenced to three

months in gaol for breaking into Walsh's shoe store and

other places of business, in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

William Stewart, the old reliable shoe repairer, 1093

Queen street west, Toronto, will occupy new quarters at

T134 Queen street west, about the middle of May.

John Christopher, one of the oldest residents of Inger-

soli, Out., died recently in his qoth year. He was for a

number of years engaged in the tanning business.

L. W. Stock, western representative for Walker. Parker
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& Co., shoe manufacturers, Toronto, has returned from a

successful business trip throughout the Canadian west.

L. F. Jackson, of Toronto, has returned from an ex-

tended business trip through the Maritime Provinces in

the interest of the Brandon Shoe Co., of Brantford, Ont.

The Barlow shoe store, Queen street west, Toronto,

will shortly open out at 430 Bloor street west, near Borden

street, where fine, well appointed premises have been leased.

The Department of the Naval Service, Ottawa, are

calling for tenders for two thousand pairs of seamen's

boots. The time for receiving tenders closes on May 21st.

Monroe Einstein, of J. Einstien, Inc., New York, spent

a couple of days in Montreal last week in connection with

the new branch of the concern being opened in that city.

Henry Kleinsteuber died recently in Elziver township

in his 85th year. He had lived in Canada for sixty years,

and for a long time kept a shoe shop in Bridgewater, Ont.

The U. S. M. Co. have installed an 18-foot Goodyear
shoe repair outfit in the Central Shoe Hospital, St. Peter

street, Montreal, of which Vineberg & Shapiro are pro-

prietors.

The Relindo Shoe Co., Limited, 130 Wellington street

west, Toronto, has, under the authority of the Ontario

Companies Act, changed its name to the King Shoe Co.,

Limited.

The Duchess Shoe Co., Montreal, have recently placed

several new machines in their factory, amongst them being

a U. S. M. Co. Louis heel breast trimmer and a top piece

scalloper.

Rosecrans Murphy, representing Julian & Kokenge Co..

shoe manufacturers, Cincinnati, Ohio, was in Toronto last

week on his semi-annual business trip, with a fine line of

fall samples.

L. B. Shafer, representing the Moore-Shafer Co., of

Brockport, N.Y., was in Toronto last week, showing a fine

range of spring samples, in which several new models were

much admired.

Russell Bros., shoe retailers, of Fort William, have

retired from business and will henceforth devote their at-

tention to the contracting and building lines, in which they

were also engaged.

The Feldman Leather and Shoe Findings Co., Limited,

of Toronto, has been granted a charter. The capital stock

is $40,000. Among the incorporators is Moses Feldman and

the company is empowered to carry on in all its branches

1 1 io business of a Lather shoe finding, metal and rubber

company.

C. F. Schuszler, city traveler for the Minister-Myles

Shoe Co., Toronto, is also representing the Nursery Shoe

Co., of St. Thomas, in Toronto, and has a sample room

at 58 Toronto Arcade.

The U. S. M. Co., Montreal, report a strong demand

at the present time for their Ideal clicking machines in

Quebec. One of the recent firms to instal such a machine

is Lachance & Tanguay.

Wm. Chamberlain, of Getty & Scott. Limited, of Gait,

and H. H. Gibbkis, manager of the shoe department of the

John Murphy Co., Montreal, are spending a few days in

Boston and other eastern cities.

F. C. Taylor's shoe store, corner of Bank and Slater

streets, Ottawa, was recently visited by thieves who gained

entrance through a back window. The till was rifled and

about thirty dollars carried off.

It is reported that work will shortly be started by the

Atlas Construction Co., on a contract with the Granby Rub-

ber Co., for constructing new buildings and re-modelling

the present ones at Granby, Que.

Jobbers report a fair sorting business and collections

as improving. Travelers are now out for the various whole-

sale shoe houses with complete lines of samples for fall.

The trade outlook is getting better.

In a fire this week in the Bank of Commerce building

in Belleville, Ont., water caused some damage to the stock

of rubbers of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., and

to the goods of the Belleville Shoe Co.

The Lockett Shoe Store, Kingston, have supplied over

thirty nurses of No. 5 Stationary Hospital, Queen's Univer-

sity, with the necessary kits and other requirements to do

them for the remaining period of the war.

Geo. Hicks, former manager of the W. W. Cooper

Co., Swift Current, Sask., has removed to Moose Jaw,

where he is now manager for Herbert Snell, Limited,

dealers in dry goods and boots and shoes.

The Royal Shoe Co., of Toronto, whose headquarters

are at 88 Yonge street, have closed their branch at 772

Yonge street, which was opened a couple of years ago, and

will concentrate their trade at 88 Yonge street.

Patrick McCourt, a former resident of Cornwall, who
was employed in the shoe factory of J. & T. Bell, Limited,

Montreal, and learned his trade with the Slater Shoe Co.,

MILITARY BAL, PATENT FOREPART PATENT PUMP, GREY SUEDE QUAR- GUNMETAL BAL, FLANGE HEEL, DOUBLE
AND FOXING, SHEPHERDS' PLAID TOP TER, PLAIN TOE, LOUIS HEEL—BY STITCHED TIP, WET SAND CLOTH TOP, WITH

—BY PERTH SHOE CO. SMARDON SHOE CO. DULL EYELET FACING—BY JAMES MUIR CO.
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passed away recently, after a brief illness, in his 25th year.

He leaves a mother, four sisters and two brothers. The
remains were interred in Cornwall.

The stock of Borbridge's shoe store in the Temple
building, Brantford, Out., has been removed to the head

store in St. Thomas, and the premises recently vacated in

Brantford will be converted into a drug store.

H. L. Geene, of Ottawa, and S. Craig, of Smith's Falls,

Kastern Ontario representatives of the White Shoe Co.,

spent a few days in Toronto last week securing fall samples,

and are now covering their respective territories.

D. J. Lynch, late of the Regal Shoe Store, Toronto,

has taken a position on the road with the ABC Distri-

buters, Toronto, and will cover Western Ontario, succeed-

ing W. J. Mitchell, who has gone with a London house.

Chas. Bonnick, late manager of the Toronto branch of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, has opened an office in

the C.P.R. Building, corner King and Yonge streets, where

he will conduct an insurance and financial business.

J. W. Foy, Toronto, is spending a few days in Parry

Sound, North Bay, Sudbury and Port Arthur, on business

connected with the United Shoe Dealers, who operate stores

in these towns, as well as in Lindsay and Owen Sound.

Clayton S. Corson, sales manager of the Regal Shoe

Co., Toronto, left last week on an extended business trip

to the West and will go as far as the Coast. Mr. Corson

expects to open up several new agencies for the Regal shoe.

W. E. Campbell, the eastern representative of the

American-British-Canadian Distributers, Toronto, has just

completed a very successful trip through the Maritime

Provinces, and is now on his way to several of the Eastern

Ontario centres.

Two employes of the shoe department of a Toronto

store were recently convicted and sent to gaol for "knock-

ing down" money received on sales. Their method of oper-

ation was to sell goods to customers and allow the latter

to take the boots out on their feet. Instead of sending the

LONDON SHOEMEN ELECT OFFICERS
The annual meeting of the Retail Shoe Dealers' Asso-

ciation of London, Ont., was held a few days ago. There
was a good attendance and several matters of importance

were considered. The new president of the Association is

Xorval K. Wanless, J. E. Thorne is vice-president, and W.
J. Ashplant is still secretary-treasurer. He has held the

post four years—ever since the retailers organized—and is

regarded as the right man in the right place. The dealers

have found a local body of much help and benefit in regu-

N. K. WANLESS, PRESIDENT W. J. ASHPLANT, SECY.-TUEAS.

lating certain matters and overcoming some abuses in the

trade. They have decided to close their stores on Wednes-

day afternoons during June, July and August.

Rowland Hill, former president of the Association, who
has been fifteen years in business in London, recently com-

memorated the event by giving ten per cent, of the re-

ceipts of his two stores for three days to the work of the

Women's Sanatorium Aid Society, which action was much

appreciated.

old boots to the delivery, they sent them to the repair de-

partment which did not necessitate a "slip," and the money
for the new ones was pocketed.

Arthur Bonisteel, of the Collis Leather Co., Aurora,
has returned from a successful business trip to England,
where he placed some very large orders for Aurora calf.

The Collis Leather Co. are among the largest importers
of raw French calfskins on the continent.

Capt. Thos. Haygarth, who has been in the clothing

business for some time in London, Out., has enlisted, and
the store which he occupied has been leased by John Agnew,
Limited, of Brantford, the widely known shoe house, who
are opening a branch in the Forest City.

At a recent meeting held in Berlin, Ont., W. G. Weichel,
M.P., complimented the shoe manufacturers of that city and
Waterloo on the satisfactory character of the boots which
they had turned out for the soldiers in training and at the

front, which were fully up to the samples submitted.

The Seamless Rubber Co., Limited, of Toronto, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000. S. C.

Williams is one of the incorporators and the company is

empowered to manufacture, sell and deal in rubber and
1 tibber goods of every kind, and rubber accessories.

Geo. J. Scott, western representative of P. Jacobi, shoe

store supplies, Toronto, has returned from an extended

western trip, going as far as Vancouver. Mr. Scott reports

trade as improving and the crop outlook as being excep-

tionally good. He booked a large amount of business.

An agitation is on foot to have the wholesale shoe

houses in Toronto close at 12 o'clock each Saturday during

the summer months, instead of 1 o'clock, as usual. The
movement has met with a great amount of encouragement

and it is likely that it will be inaugurated in a few weeks.

James Robinson, the widely known wholesale shoe mer-

chant, of Montreal, who has been spending several months
in Cuba, has returned home. He is now in splendid health

and feeling better than he has for many months, which

news will be pleasing to his numerous friends in the trade.

Fred Knox, shoe retailer, of Bowmanville, Ont., was
married on May 10th at St. James' Church, Caledon East,

to Miss Corianna Beatrice, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas H. Hanna, Hawthorn Villa, Albion. Many friends

will extend congratulations to Mr. Knox and wish him and

his bride long years of prosperity and happiness.

W. B. Parvin, of the Fit-U-Shoe Co., 1 169 Bloor street

west, Toronto, has moved into his new store at the corner

of Bloor street west and Margueretta. There are two fine

display windows of the latest type and the fixtures are in

white enamel. At the right, in the rear, is a neat office,

and the interior of the store is roomy and inviting.

The Brandon Shoe Co., Limited, of Brantford, have

been doing the largest mail order business on fall samples

they have ever enjoyed. Their cutters have been rushed

cutting only mail orders since the middle of March, which

shows that the twenty-one day delivery service of the firm

is meeting a long felt want with the retailers and is thor-

oughly appreciated.

The Win. Taylor Co., Limited, of Halifax, have in-

augurated a rather novel scheme in order to increase trade.

The firm give away a pair of shoes each day, and on Satur-

days two pairs. With each purchase of $1.00 or over, a

ticket is given and the holder of the lucky number calls the

following day and selects a pair of shoes. The plan has

worked out very well.

The Maritime Hide Co., Limited, of Victoriaville, Que.,

has been granted a charter. The capital stock is $40,000 and

among the incorporators are Romuald Paradis and Alfred

A. Paradis, of Victoriaville; John Russell, of Newcastle,

N.B., and Robt. W. McLellan.' of Fredericton. N.B. The
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company is empowered to buy, sell, export and deal in hides,

pelts, leather, wool. etc.

Ernest H. Curtin has opened a modern shoe repair shop
at 172 North Christian street. Sarnia. Out., and is doing
a splendid business.

Johnston's Big Shoe House in Xew Westminster, B.C.

was recently awarded first prize in the May Day window-
display, being donated a cup given by a daily newspaper
and ten dollars in cash. The display secured 85 points out

of a possible hundred. The points were awarded on the

following basis: May Day theme or idea, originality of

treatment, and attractiveness of exhibit.

Fire broke out recently at Delhi, Out., in the store-

room of the Delhi Manufacturing Company, which stood
• very close to the factory proper. The structure, which con-
tained $11,000 worth of made goods, consisting of fur coats,

mitts, gloves, and other leather goods, was totally destroyed.

My hard work the factory was saved. There was about

$5,000 insurance. The origin of the fire is unknown.
Parker-Irwin, Limited, with a capital stock of $50,000

and headquarters in Montreal, have been granted a federal

charter. The company are empowered to manufacture, sell

and deal in shoe findings, shoe factory and retail shoe store

supplies, dressings, blackings, box gum. paste, glues and
cements, shoe machinery, leather and rubber „oods. together

with all raw materials used in connection with same.

At a resumed hearing by the Dominion Railway Board
in Ottawa, regarding the increase in eastern freight rates,

among those who opposed the' proposed advance were C.

O. Shaw, of Huntsville, General Manager of the Anglo-
American Leather Co., who stated that tanners could not
stand any raise in rates; A. O. Beardmore, of the Beard-
more Leather Co., Toronto, supported Mr. Shaw's testimony.

The boiler in the tannery of D. C. McKenzie, at Dun-
dalk, Ont., recently blew up and made a complete wreck
of the brick addition in which it is located. Mr. McKenzie
was within a few feet of the brick work around the boiler

when the explosion occurred. He received only a few
scratches, although the boiler was lifted into the tannerv
about ten feet from its bed. The cause of the accident is

unknown.

A. R. Angus, who with Oscar Dufresne, represented

the Canadian Shoe Manufacturers' Export Association in

the matter of negotiations toward obtaining orders for army
shoes from the English and French Governments, returned

to Montreal last week. Mr. Dufresne got back some time

ago but Mr. Angus remained to personally supervise the

delivery of 25,000 pairs to the French authorities, which
w^ere manufactured in Montreal.

The United Shoe Machinery Company, who are open-
ing a branch office in Berlin, have leased the building form-
erly occupied by the Bricker Livery, near the corner of

King and Gaukel streets. Several alterations are being
made to the block, so as to provide for office and ware
rooms for the company. It is expected that the new prem-
ises will be occupied about the fhst of June. Some mem-
bers of the Toronto staff will be transferred to Berlin.

W. H. Trusdale, who is a former member of the travel-

ing staff of the White Shoe Co., has joined Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, of Toronto, and is covering the places

between London and Windsor, while Harold Bonnick will

supervise the ground between Hamilton and London, in

addition to his former territory. H. W. Pearson, the new
manager of the company, will personally look after some of

the accounts in the large centres of Western Ontario.

Phillips and Caper's shoe store, 101 Bank street, Ot-

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents.

Cash must accompany all orders.

EXPERIENCED SHOE SALESMAN wishes change-
Smaller town preferred; capable of taking charge

—

good stock keeper and window dresser, and understands

repair department. Excellent references. Box 98, Shoe
and Leather Journal, Toronto.

WANTED—Side line, Ottawa and Hull, anything that sells

to the shoe trade except rubbers, men's and women's
G. W. turns and McKays. Stationary sample room.

Call every week. Address, Box 2, Shoe and Leather
Journal, Toronto.

BELT KNIFE SPLITTER—Open for position, eight years'

experience on lime and bark tan stock, also dry splitting;

thoroughly competent. Henry Lawrence, 217 Sumach
street, Toronto.

MANUFACTURERS' OPPORTUNITY

$10,000 TO BE GIVEN AWAY by the city of

Cadillac, Mich. Cadillac makes this liberal offer

in order to secure new manufacturing concerns,

and will actually give this amount to an individ-

ual or company locating here with a shoe fac-

tory. We have a low rate of taxation, good

shipping facilities, and within 48 hours' ride of

40 million people, and also have a cheap electric

power. Nothing too large or too small for our

careful consideration. If you are interested,

communicate at once with T. R. Graham, Cadil-

lac, Mich.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVAL SERVICE

TENDERS FOR BOOTS
SEALED TENDERS, addressed to the Undersigned and en-

dorsed " Tender for Boots " will be received up to noon on the
21st May, 1915, for 2000 pair of Seamen's Boots.

Specifications and forms of tender may be obtained on
application to the Undersigned or to the Naval Store Officers at
H. M. C. Dockyard, Halifax, N. S. and Esquimau, B.C.

G. J. DESBARATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Department of the Naval Service,
Ottawa, May 4th, 1915

Unauthorized publication of this advertisement will

not be paid for

W. H. Staynes« Smith,"A
D
cTr"ATHER

CASH ADVANCED w - 4 * and at Kettering, Northampton
ON CONSIGNMENTS. l^eiCeSter, £^ng. Frankfort-on-Maine.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.
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tawa, was entered a few nights ago and twenty-five dollars

taken from the cash register. A panel in a door at the

rear was broken in.

The Merit Shoe Shop has opened at 221 St. James
street, Montreal, where the standard selling price for men's

footwear will be $4.50. There are thirty different models
in men's shoes offered the public.

Lieut. -Col. J. I. McLaren, commanding the 19th Bat-

talion, and Lieut. Wm. McLaren, also identified with the

19th Battalion, have gone to the front. The former is a

brother, and the latter, a son of J. A. McLaren, of the

firm of McLaren & Dallas, wholesale shoes, Toronto, and

both were associated with the 91st Highlanders in Hamilton
previous to enlisting; Lieut.-Col. McLaren being the com-
manding officer of the Scotch regiment.

W. L. Tuttle has moved into his bright new store at

the corner of Barrington and Duke streets, Halifax. It is

on the site where his former quarters stood which were
wiped out by fire last fall. The store has four splendid

show windows on Barrington street with two entrances,

while on Duke street there is a display window and an

entrance leading to the heavy shoe department below. The
interior of the establishment, which is decidedly attractive,

is finished in natural wood effect. Convenient stands are

nicely arranged. There is a complete parcel and cash

carrying system, and on a mezzanine floor are the slipper

department and general offices. Mr. Tuttle, who is one

of the most enterprising shoemen in the Maritime Provinces,

had a very successful opening. Souvenirs were given away
and music provided.

Howard Cobb, who is connected with John Mclntyre,

Montreal, and well known in shoe circles is at present

having a summer home built at Chateauguay, Que. Mr.

Cobb is an enthusiast on farming matters and it is under-

stood he is putting the land which he owns at Chateauguay
to practical use in an agricultural way. H. W. Algeo, of

the U. S. M. Co., who is also much interested in farming,

intends spending the summer with Mr. Cobb, ostensibly

to gather information concerning his chosen hobby.

The Lion Polish Co., Limited, have been incorporated

and have started the manufacture of all kinds of shoe

polishes, dressings and dyes, at 525 King street west, To-
ronto. Already several encouraging orders have been re-

ceived. The trade mark of the firm is a Lion, and all their

literature bears the words "Lion Brand Boot Polish." It

is expected that business will be done all over the Domin-
ion and the prospects of the company are very bright. L.

Graziadei, an expert from New York, is in charge of the

manufacturing department and for years has been asso-

ciated with the Yankee Manufacturing Co., whose pro-

ducts are widely known and well established.

One of the most attractive shoe stores in Western
Canada was recently opened at 666 Granville street, Van-
couver—next door north of the Hudson's Bay stores—by
the McKeen-Ingledew Shoe Company. The store has a

frontage of 25 feet by 83 feet deep and has been remodelled

throughout. The front is especially inviting, the ceil-

ings of the shoe windows and vestibule and window backs

being beautifully panelled in the finest Honduras mahogany.
The seating and other furniture of the shop are

also in solid mahogany. The finest of Axminster carpets

covers the entire floor and will be kept clean by a power
vacuum cleaner, thus avoiding dust. The store as a whole

is certainly attractive, comfortable and well balanced. The
firm will carry a complete stock of the finest makes in both

Canadian and American goods. W. W. Ingledew, one

of the partners, who has been identified with the retail

shoe trade of Vancouver for ten years, is in charge.

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 624-626 St. Paul St., Montreal

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,

sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

We also make Fill-

ers for Samples
and Trees Feet

Robin Bros.
LAST MANUFACTURERS

135 Carriere St. - MONTREAL
L. E. ROBIN, Sole Proprietor

The special attention of manufacturers is

directed to the above last. Note the interlocking

wood hps, which ensure its rigidity in use. Por-

ter's Spring and Plug Device is the one used.

This last has made a hit in leading factories. You
need it if you want a rigid last.

We are also makers of the only PRACTICAL
metal hinged Follower. Write for a sample and
our prices. " You will save money if you buy
from Robin Brothers."

ESTABLISHED 1898
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MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers oj

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterOrder
This

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

ou t w ea r the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-in-Canada "

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS QUEBEC

Protect Your Credits
See that your travelers are provided with Dun's latest

edition of the Reference Book. Ready now for delivery.
There are thousands of changes made in ratings, styles,

etc., each issue, and it is highly important that your rep-
resentatives carry an up-to-date book.

Travelers' editions, bound in sections to suit territory,

are now ready for delivery, and orders for same will re-
ceive prompt attention.

R. G. DUN & CO.
The Mercantile Agency

LUCIEN BORNE MANUFACTURER OF GLAZED KID,
CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room: /^ITtrUl?/^ Works:

149 St. Valier Street IJUC/IjEX/ Limoilou, Que.

Newsy Jottings From Quebec
Lachance & Tanguay, have installed a new clicking

machine, and have given an order for another.

J. B. Lamontagne, of Eugene Thivierge, shoe manufac-

turer, was in Montreal last week on a business trip.

The fine large building formerly occupied by Frank W.
McKeen, shoe manufacturer, Quebec, is advertised for

sale.

The retail business is good and dealers are well satisfied

with spring trade which has opened up better than many
expected.

Among the visitors to the city were H. L. Taylor, of

the Lionne Varnish & Leather Co., Montreal; L. Graziadei,

of the Lion Polish Co. Ltd., Toronto; G. G. Parker, of the

Boston Last Co., Richmond; L. S. Odell, of Fisk, Ltd.,

Montreal.

The John Ritchie Co. are installing in their factory a

new, modern dust fan. They are also making some altera-

tions to their premises.

Arsene Nadeau, of Quebec, has entered a suit for $1,300

against John Gardner. The two men were partners in the

manufacture of infants' shoes.

Many friends will regret to learn of the death of Kenneth
Glass, who was killed in action at the battle of Ypres.

Previous to leaving for the front, Mr. Glass was in the

employment of J. A. Scott, leather merchant, Quebec. At
Lake St. Joseph, where deceased usually spent his summer
holidays, he was a foremost figure in sporting and athletic

circles.
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LINEN THREADS i= COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds liardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces Mohair

-
Leather,

^ Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK <& BRYCE, Limited ™p

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All WorK Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrigans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW " MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

riii/>1/\e £r Dnvon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
L/UCIOS Ol r dydll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—" TRENT VALLEY"

X'on-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

Established Over Half a Century

HEMLOCK

OAK
" PENETANG "

" EAGLE"
and

We stand behind every
dozen.

TAP SOLES

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN ONTARIO

SELL THE

WILLIAMS
SOLID LEATHER SHOE

People Buy The Williams Solid
Leather Shoe Because it is First, Last, and
Always, a Shoe that will Wear.

There isn't a better shoe in the world to sell

to that class of your customers who want a

shoe that will stand' up against the hardest

kind of wear and tear.

You can give it the strongest kind of a rep-

utation and it will live up to your predic-

tion, for every detail of its construction is

right and it is solid leather all the way
through.

Williams Shoe, Limited
BRAMPTON - ONTARIO

Made - In - Canada

"The Shoe that
made Brampton

Famous."
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BARRIE TANNING COMPANY 1
MANUFACTURERS OF

LI M ITE D

STAPLE

ATFANCY
USSET SIDES *»° SPECIALTIES

R5

9*

f BAG
CA3'E

J
T ftp N K

-STRAP

BRIDLE
COLLAR
SPLITS

BOOKBINDERS

5&°J8&& BARRIE, ONT.
WAREHOUSE & SALES ROOMS, 51 FRONT ST.- EAST, TORONTO.
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The "Kitchner

HOE

PATENT LEATHER BUTTON, GAITER EFFECT, BOX
CLOTH TOP, MEDIUM RECEDE TOE—BY

JAMES MUIR CO.

Good Profit In These Lines
And that's what you are in business for—profit, both present and future.
"Canadian Gentleman," "Sir Knight," "Pathfinder," and "Academy" Shoes
have the quality of workmanship that gives enduring satisfaction as well as
the smart style and easy fit that mean quick sales.

Some Popular New Lasts
In all leather and cloth- combinations and every one of them undeniably
smart and attractive.

PAlf

THE

IFIfIDEK

Kitchener "

"Rage"

'SHOE '

MADE IN CANADA

THE

is an English recede toe. This is the last. Made especially to

meet the demands of the smart dressers. It is one of our

biggest sellers and comes in Khaki, Sand, Putty, London
Smoke, Seal Brown and Bronze Brown, cloth tops.

is a medium toe last that seldom fails to meet the ideas of

the man who is not in the "smart young man" class but who
has not yet reached the point in middle age from which a

man will demand "comfort" before all things. One of the

easiest walking lasts we ever produced and looks smart and

dressy.

" ClaSSy is our full toe last, the ideal shoe for the middle-aged man
who wants plenty of room for his toes. But there's nothing

clumsy about it—its lines are such that appeal to the man who
retains the instinct of neatness in his personal appearance.

" Torpedo " is a new last that we have brought out. You must see it.

We have a confident feeling that our "Torpedo" will "explode"

any prevailing notion that all the ideas for new lasts have

been used up.

REPRESENTATIVES :

Ontario and Central Canada - - - - R. L. SAVAGE
Eastern Canada - -- -- -- - W. G. GRAY
Western Canada ------- GEO. C. WILSON
Montreal District - -- -- -- A. E. CLOUTIER

THE JAMES MUIR CO.
MONTREAL



It's a Very Long Time Since

White Canvas Shoes have been so popular as they are this year.

You need a good big stock and you need it now, because the summer
season this year, in most parts of the country, promises to open
unusually early.

Have You Got The Stock f
If you haven't you will be well-advised to remedy such a defect in

the state of your summer selling campaign. Order some of our

smart new lasts in White Canvas,

To Retail At
$2.50 and $3.00

In a very short while there will be a mighty big

rush—get your order in early. At the present

time, owing to the enlargement of our factory

capacity in our new building, we can promise

Delivery In Two JVeeks
If our representative doesn't happen to be in your vicinity, mail us

your order. It will receive prompt and careful attention, no matter

how large or how small it may be.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN. N.B.
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DR. WRIGHT'S
CUSHION SOLE

Your customers will swear by it. Made over our

roomy HOBO last, with the maximum of com-
fort and all the style and workmanship which the

name Mfi/s/M^€ implies.

And don't forget our IN-STOCK Department when in need of

sizes. Prompt service and pleasing shoes assured you.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.

ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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Take Advantage of Our IN-STOCK Service

A moment's consideration will convince you of the service this department

can render by keeping your stock down to a minimum through its use.

You could not do this if you did not know that you can depend absolutely

upon the prompt attention and courteous consideration ALWAYS given.

Satisfaction is guaranteed.

DROP US A LINE TO-DAY TELLING US OF YOUR NEEDS

FEATURES OF OUR FALL RANGE
For the Fall Season we have installed a large range of new lasts and patterns.

We have put in a strong new line of viscolized sole shoes.

We have also greatly increased our range of skating and hockey boots.

These are only a few of the many features that characterize our

1915 Fall range. Because they are different, AMES-HOLDEN-
McCREADY shoes will be more popular than ever.

DONT PLACE YOUR ORDER TILL YOU HAVE SEEN OUR FALL
SAMPLES.

Canada's Largest IN-STOCK Shoe House

—Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited^
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Women's Welt Oxford, patent, Re-
gent last, black cloth top, five
eyelets, narrow patent lace and top
stay, circular fox, plain toe, short
vamp, leather half-Louis heel,AA,4
to.T: A, 3 to 7; B, C, and D, 2y- to 7.

$2.50

J-614-Y

Women's Welt Overlap Oxford,
patent, Belmont last, "putty" cloth
top, circular fox, three eyelets, nar-
row patent lace and top stay, plain
toe, short vamp, leather half-Louis
heel. AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7; B, C
and D, VA to 7.

$2.25

J-602-X

Women's Welt Avondale Pump,
Berkshire last, patent vamp and fox,
white calf top, plain toe, leather
Louis heel. AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7;
B, C and D, 2'; to 7,

$2.75

Pumps and Oxfords That Make Good
OUR ideal in shoemaking is a finished product that will bring constant satisfaction to the

wearer. We appreciate the influence of such an ideal upon the business growth of

both retailer and manufacturer.

These pumps and oxfords were made with this ideal in view. They are constructed over
special, fine fitting low shoe lasts so that they fit trimly at sides and heel, and set gracefully

and smoothly under the arch. This is true not only when they are first tried on, but through
a long period of wear.

Such shoes will be a pleasant and effective reminder of your store when more shoes are needed.

We have all six styles in stock, which means prompt service when your order arrives.

UTZ & DUNN CO., Rochester, N.Y.

-New York Office-

200 Fifth Avenue
New York City

S. A. McOMBER
Representative

-Denver Officc-

218 Charles Bldg.

Denver, Colo.

RICE 8f TIGER
Representatives

—Los Angeles Office —

602 Lankershim Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.

G. C. MeATEE
Representative

J-614-Z
Women's Welt Oxford, patent, Ver-
sailles last, "sand" cloth top, cir-
cular fox, five eyelets, narrow pat-
ent lace and top stay, plain toe,
short vamp, leather half Cuban-
Louis heel. AA, 4 to 7; A, 3 to 7;
B, C and D, 2 lA to 7.

J-402-B

Women's Flexible McKayJBroadway
Pump, dull calf, Newport last, plain

toe, two jet ornaments, leather

half-Louis heel. B, C and D, I'A

to 7.

$2.25

$2.25

J-414-X

Women's Flexible McKay Oxford,
patent, Stage last, grey cloth top,
circular fox, five eyelets, narrow
patent lace stay, plain toe, short
vamp, leather half-Louis heel. B,
C and D, 1 lA to 7.

$2.00
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p°iA u V Get a ^ v«'h.w

^ Good Grip
on your trade by selling

SPORTING SHOESwxa^Ff
that never fai] to hve up

to expectations—in other

words, sell

"Royal" and "Bull Dog"
Canada's Renowned

Sporting Shoes
It is a fact, Mr. Dealer, that Our Representatives Are :

the sales of these two famous Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

HneS are increasing With tre- ^ne Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

i • j- 1 j A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.
mendous rapidity, because they

White Shoe Co Toront0( 0nt

are absolutely the best Value The KUgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.

obtainable, and the range is The J- Leckie Co-> Limited - - - - - Vancouver, b.c.bill i The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont.
igand broad enough to meet

McLaren & Dallas Toronto, ont.

the requirements of all. James Robinson ---------- Montreal, Que.

How About Sorting?
Send your sorting orders to any of the well-known jobbing

houses listed on this page and get the "ROYAL" and

"BULL DOG" lines. It means quick sales at good

profits and everybody completely satisfied.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton, Ontario

' Q
'O f"\
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Those particular persons who are so exact-

ing, when purchasing shoes, as to almost

exasperate you, can be pleased sooner if you

show them BELL Models.

The name has established a standard of

character, style and value in the shoe in-

dustry of Canada, which people fully

recognize.

Promote your own interests by

concentrating on BELL Lines.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth."
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Martin Corrugated Fibre Board Shipping Case

Made in Canada
BY THE

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
WHICH IS NOT CONNECTED WITH
ANY FIRM OUTSIDE OF CANADA

The Product is Canadian The Profits

The Workmen are Canadian Remain
The Factory is Canadian in

The Capital is Canadian Canada

V^OU should use Martin Cor-

rugated Fibre Board
Shipping Cases, not only be-

cause in buying Canadian made
goods you are giving employ-
ment to Canadian workmen
and helping Canadian industries,

all of which contribute to the
prosperity of Canada—But also

because of the large saving which
can be effected in first cost,

freight charges, packing
time and storage space.

SAVING No. 1

The cost of wooden boxes
is going up. Good grade
lumber is getting scarce.
Thus you can get Martin
Corrugated Paper Boxes
for 20 per cent. less than
wooden boxes.

SAVING No. 2
Corrugated Paper Cases
weigh about one-quarter
of what Wooden boxes
do. Thus the saving of 20
per cent, or more can be
made in freight charges.

SAVING No. 3
When using Martin Cor-
rugated Cases there is no
loss of time in hunting
nails, hammer or lids.

Nor is an expert packer
necessary. Boxes are
sealed with a specialgum
used cold. Thus a saving
of 50 per cent, in pack-
ing time can be made.

SAVING No. 4
Martin Corrugated Cases
collapse and can be stored
in that condition. This
makes it possible to save
90 per cent, in storage
space.

4-

If there is any question in your mind about
your product being packed in MARTIN
BOXES write us and we will study your
problem and offer our expert advice.

We also make a specialty of Solid Fibre Board Boxes which
have proven very satisfactory for the shipping of shoes.

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto
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mREGAL hi
w *

^^^^

35
Regal
Styles
IN STOCK

Regal Shoe Styles

Suit Every Taste

A feature of Regal Shoes

is the manner in which

they keep step with

every development in

Shoedom. A retailer

handling Regal Shoes

can depend always on

having shoes made with

the lastest lasts and most

recent patterns to suit

his stylish customers,

while no shoe is made
in such a range of "bread

and butter" lasts as are

Regals.

Order Regal Shoes

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

Regal Shoe Co. Limited
102 Atlantic Ave., Toronto, Ont.
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ARE YOU
HAVING A RUN ON
"NUGGET?"

We certainly are, and although our stocks are large and shipments are

coming forward in the regular way, it would be well for you to keep
a good stock on your shelves.

AGENCIES

QUEBEC
R.E. Boyd 6? Co,

Mon real

BRITISH COLUMBIA
J. Leckie Co.

Vancouver

NOVA SCOTIA
Arthur Fordham & Co.

Halifax

NEW BRUNSWICK
C A. Munro

St. John

The "Nugget" Polish Co., Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road Toronto, Ont.
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WORTH MONEY TO YOU?

GREYHOUND TENNIS
lines in your store will certainly mean an

increase of revenue.

They have many outstanding features

which have created an ever increasing

demand for them.

Moreover, the service we are ablt to give

is worth money to you. We have recently

completed an addition to our Granby plant

expressly in order to increase our service

facilities.

Order to-day and ensure prompt delivery.

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns & Wanless ------ London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith * Co. - - - - - - - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. ------ St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. ------ Sydney, C.B.

Jackson 8s Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited ----- Edmonton, Alta.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co.. Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., Montreal. Que.
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The "Safe and Sane" Lasts

That Assure Foot Comfort

"DOCTOR'S" and "PROFESSOR" SHOES

-ANTI-SEPT/C
SHOE NO/^

* <906 >909 ,^fl3p\flPj

^ +
PAT. N.° 119409"

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

The legitimate "kick" so often registered

against even the best of the ordinary lasts

will never be raised against "Doctor's" or
" Professor" Shoes.

These well known shoes, with their pat-

ented health features, are made on sensible

lasts that conform perfectly to the contour

of the human foot.

Most foot troubles are due to the use of

lasts that press the foot into unnatural

shapes. All these troubles vanish when
either the "Doctor's" or "Professor" Shoe

is worn.

Your Jobber Sells Them

Ask him to show you our line for Fall.

But be sure you get the original and

genuine shoes, for there are patented

features of construction in both "Doctor's"

and " Professor" Shoes that are most
valuable aids to complete foot-ease.

Imitations may look something like the

genuine outwardly, but inwardly they are

in a class absolutely by themselves.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the

operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a

single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Fin :<=hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wiih union irons

and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY

"

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

HEMLOCK — " PENETANG " and
" EAGLE

"

Ettabliihcd Over Half a Century

T^AP SOLES—

^

e s *-and behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

Hii/tlne £r Povon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
UUClOSOLldydn STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

Tanners of Chrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

YAMASKA BRAND SHOES
ALWAYS GIVE SATISFACTION

To a large extent this is the reason of our

popularity. Consistent quality has always

been our aim.

The man who wears the shoes appreciates

this year round satisfaction. He knows

when he gets YAMASKA BRAND on his

footwear he is getting a guarantee of

satisfaction.

The secret of successful retailing is not in

making a customer, but rather in the ability

to keep a customer. Keep this in mind
and feature YAMASKA BRAND footwear.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE - - QUEBEC

ST. HYACINTHE,
CANADA.
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THE BOSTONIAN SHOE
AND

ROBINSON SERVICE

are at your disposal. Bostonian shoes for

Fall offer exceptional value at a moderate

price. They possess style and quality and

yet are within the reach of every shoe

wearer.

If you do not handle this line and are

looking for better service— write us for

samples.

Bostonian shoes are made in Canada.

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL

"Canada's Leading Shoe House"
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PACKARD'S
WHITE CANVAS
SHOE CLEANERS

WHITE 0
OUR
No.

5
IN

ZINC
BOXES

IS A GREAT SELLER

So is Our

White Liquid

Dressing
In 5-oz.

Round Bottles
These are the finest white clean-

ers on the market to-day.

Now is the time to expect calls

for these lines. How is your
stock ?

The Best Dry Cleaner is

A Cleaning Er&ser l^j 2 Sizes

10c.
and

25c.

It rubs dirt or dust off silk, fine leathers, chamois,

kid, etc., also largely used by draughtsmen and
artists for cleaning pictures, drawings, etc.

L. H. PACKARD ft CO., Limited

"Packard's Shoe Polishes"
MONTREAL

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth &.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGUl Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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"First-Aid"
Foot-Restur
Rests the Feet

To adjust:— Insert button
hook in the hole in heel of
upper plate, swing out plate
as shown in fig. 2. bend it

over the edge of a table or
chair unt il it has the proper
elevation, then swing it back
into proper position.

MADE-IN-CANADA
Olir NgW CatalOS" ^as -

|USt come °^ ^e Press -
This

issue of our catalog contains a more
comprehensive list of Arch Supports and other Foot Specialties than
has ever before been embodied under one head. This little booklet

will be a revelation to you. This catalog is yours for the asking.

When you are ordering Foot Correctives from your Jobber insist on
having goods which bear this trade mark

TRADE

»ARROWSMmi>
MARK

and be assured of entire satisfaction. Every article is fully guaran-

teed against imperfections. Our Supports are not sold in drug stores

or by any price-cutters.

IVe Sell to the Shoe Dealer Only.

The Canadian Arrowsmith Mfg. Co.
LIMITED

Niagara Falls Ontario
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

Now is the time

to show

SHOES
in your window

This

Attractive Display

was furnished

FREE
with your Placing

Order

Now is the time

to show it

!

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

DOMINION
Jobber sam4

?C/ATED .XO*
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What Kind of Stock Numbering System Do You Use?
Some Are Simple and Practical, Others Detailed and Elaborate—Numbers That Tell Kind of Shoe, Leather, Cut, Last,

Fastening, etc.—Several Dealers Keep Small Books, Others Loose Leaf System and
Others Detachable Cards—How Retailer May Devise His Own System

"What do you consider the best and simplest system

for stock numbering," inquires a reader from St. John, N.B.

"I have tried several during the fourteen years that I have

been in business. Some have their weak points and others

excel in some one particular. Even under the best method

that T have been able to employ, there is now and then con-

fusion and lack of accuracy, especially when heavy ship-

ments of new goods come in during the spring. For in-

stance, this year I added over a dozen new lines in novelty

and seasonable footwear, which I expect to clear out shortly.

Fashion, which changes so frequently—and unreasonably lei

me add—often compels the shoe merchant to take aboard

new things much against his will and better judgment, but if

one desires to keep up-to-date and cater to the best trade

it is necessary to obey the dictates of style in military bals,

side lacers, fancy patterns, etc."

In the first place it may be said that no half dozen deal-

ers have the same system, and as an eminent poet once said.

"Our opinions are like our watches, each believes his own."

All that can be done is to present a short review of various

numbering systems which have been presented to the trade

on different occasions. Methods differ very widely. The
writer has examined a number of them but to give one thor-

ough, reliable and accurate plan that will meet every emer-

gency and cover every stock is quite impossible. What may
suit one dealer's needs to a nicety may prove a source of

vexation and worry to another. Much depends on the num-
ber of lines carried, the class of footwear that moves the

most freely, the kind of trade catered to, the character and

efficiency of the employes and the standing of the store.

How Price-Marking Differs

There are some men in the footwear business who want
all details concealed in their own head, giving as little

information as possible to the sales people. Others impart a

certain amount of knowledge, and let employes guess at the

rest or flounder around as best they may. Certain retailers

use record books, others loose leaves and still others detach-

able tickets. It is very much the same as seen in the selling

price marked on labels. Some use the plain figure—$3.00,

$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, etc. Others reverse these figures and

make them read 003, 054, 005, 006, etc. Other dealers place

a figure 2 or 3 or 6 before the selling price, leaving off the

dollar mark altogether. If the figure 2 is generally prefixed

the notation in the lower right hand corner of the carton

looks like this—2300, 2450, 2500, 2600. Others add, sub-

tract or multiply by a certain number, while a few place a

1, 4, 0 or 7 between the first figure and the last two of the

selling price as 3100, 4150, 5100, 6100, etc. Various other

devices are employed by the dealer, who does not mark his

selling price in plain figures so that he who runs may read,

and some even use letters. However, this is not a discussion

regarding whether it is the best policy to mark all lines in

plain figures so that any boy or girl can discern the selling

price. Something on this phase of the problem of disposition

of stock will be presented in a later issue.

Number and Description in Book
One authority on the subject of stock numbering advo-

cates the use of a small book and says:
—"At the left-hand

margin write consecutive numbers from (1) upwards, allow-

ing about three lines to each number. After each number,

representing a shoe in your stock, write a brief description

of the shoe, such as "men's, dull black calfskin, laced, welted,

Premier last—Reliable Shoe Manufacturing Co.—2.35—4.00."

You will thus have a record of each different shoe, indexed

by stock number, telling whether it is for men. women or

children, the material of which it is made, the pattern,

whether laced, buttoned or blucher; whether the sole is

welted, turned or McKay sewn, the name of the last or toe,

the name of the maker, the cost to the store, and the retail

selling price. It is all the better if the pages are so ruled

that the stock number is set off in a little column at the left,

and the cost price and the selling price are set off in narrow
columns at the right. Similar description should be written

in the book following the notation of stock number of every

style shoe carried in the store's stock.

A leading Toronto shoeist who uses a uniform label

prints a numerical notation in the lower left hand corner,

which is the stock number. This tells the leather, style, etc.

In the centre of the label is given the size—the French sys-

tem of marking—and in the lower right hand corner is print-

A STRIKING METHOD OF DISPLAYING SUMMER FOOT TOGGERY.
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ed the price in plain figures. In the stock numbering the

first figure signifies the department that it belongs to, that

is, 1 is the men's ; 2, women's
; 3, boys' and youths'

; 4, misses'

and girls', and 5, infants'. The second figure typifies the

leather; 1 is patent; 2, kid; 3, velours, dull or bright fin-

ished; 4, box calf; 5, tan; 6, grain; 7, canvas; 8, velvet; 9,

kangaroo. The third and fourth figures indicate the descrip-

tion of the goods. Thus, odd numbers up to 49 indicate but-

tons, even numbers from 2 to 48 mean laces, odd numbers

from 51 to 99 are pumps and even numbers from 50 to 98

oxfords. This allows twenty-five styles in each leather in

buttons and laces. As an illustration of this label, the stock

number 1140 would thus mean men's patent lace.

A Montreal firm say :
—"We use the numbers from 0 to

99 for women's boots ; 1 to 199 for oxfords ; 2 to 299 for

slippers; 3 to 399 for misses' shoes; 4 to 499 for children's;

5 to 599 for infants'; 6 to 699 for boys'; 7 to 799 for men's;

8 to 899 for men's low shoes ; and 9 to 999 for miscellaneous

stock, such as men's and women's house slippers, etc."

Tells the Whole Story
There is another form of stock numbering which is used

by several shoe merchants who think that the stock number

ought to tell almost the whole story about the shoe. Here is

one of the systems in use in which the numbers are com-

posed of four digits with or without a following or preced-

ing fraction. The first digit on the left represents the kind

of leather of which the whole shoe is made; the next digit

at the right represents the price in dollars; the third

digit represents the pattern and the price in cents,

if the price is not in even dollars. Then the last digit at the

right represents the type of toe.

This is the way in which the leathers are classified by

the first digit at the left: (1) dull black calfskin; (2) vici

kid; (3) enamel; (4) patent colt-skin; (5) box calfskin;

(6) gun metal; (7) kangaroo; (8) grain; (9) mat goat-

skin; (0) suede.

The second digit represents the price in even dollars

—

$1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9—according as the digit is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9,.

The third digit represents the pattern and price in cents,

as follows:

(1) laced pattern and $.00

(2) buttoned pattern and 00

(3) laced pattern and 25

(4) buttoned pattern and 25

(5) laced pattern and 50

(6) button pattern and 50

(7) laced pattern and 75

(8) buttoned or Congress pattern and. .75

The last digit at the right represents the type of toe, as

follows

:

(1) French; (2) Globe; (3) Common-sense; (4)

Square; (5) London; (6) Coin; (7) Bull-dog; (8) English;

(9) Pointed.

Regarding the fractions in the number, the absence of

a fraction at the right means plain toe ; J/2 at the right means
tip of the same stock as the vamp; % at the right means
patent tip. Fractions at the left mean

—

y'2 ,
oxford;

pump; 24, women's evening slipper.

To illustrate the meaning of such a style number, we
pick out a couple as samples: Examine the style number,

6518^.
The (6) tells you the shoe is made of gun metal

;

The (5) followed by (1) means the even price of $5.00;

The (1) means laced pattern;

The (8) means English toe;

The (
J/2 ) means tip of the same material as the vamp.

Consider the style number 7751.

The first (7) means that the shoe is made of kangaroo;

The second (7) followed by (5) represents that the price

is $7.50;

The (5) means laced pattern;

The (1) means French toe, and the absence of a frac-

tion at the right means that the toe is plain—has no tip.

The schedule of numbers in this system, as outlined, is

used by the dealer who devised it to cover the stock in his

men's department. Some of the details will have to be
changed to meet the requirements of the women's and chil-

dren's departments. In fact, if you desire to use a system of

this sort, you ought to give to each of the numbers in the

four lines of digits a meaning suitable to the character of
stock you are carrying. By all means, make up your own
list of leathers, patterns and toes.

Working Colored Ticket Plan
Some leading shoe houses have a wire holder on each

carton and employ a detachable ticket system. The tickets or
cards are in different colors—blue for high-cut lace, green
for high-cut button, pink for lace oxfords, mauve for but-

ton oxfords, violet for slippers, pumps, etc. Where a shoe
comes in mahogany, chocolate or some other prevailing

hue, not black, the first letter or two letters are stamped
on the ticket as Ma., Ch., etc. When a shoe is sold the

pasteboard is removed from the front of the carton and
sent to the office. They are collected once or twice a day
by a clerk whose duty it is to see that the cartons

are refilled according to specifications on the colored slips.

On each ticket is printed the stock number given that par-

ticular line, the size, selling price and an abbreviated des-

cription of the shoe, to make classification on the shelves

doubly sure.

Another firm has a somewhat different numbering sys-

tem than those already outlined. There is a different series

of numbers for each kind of leather, each kind of style,

men's shoes and children's, and one of the features of this

numbering is that an even number indicates a button shoe,

while an odd number is a lace shoe. Thus the number 54809

on the label represents the factory number, and 1050 the

company's own stock number. The fact that the latter is an

even number indicates that it is a button shoe. Number
1051 would be a lace shoe. This series of men's shoes may
run from 1100 to 1149. A certain kind of style for women
might be numbered from 500 to 549, and another, 550 to 599;

and so on indefinitely to distinguish men's, women's and
children's numerous kinds of footwear. These series of

fifties in numbers indicate separately the various leathers,

cloths, styles, colors, widths and show whether Oxford,
pump, slipper, etc.

Just as you would arrange your stock of men's shoes in

a department by themselves and all your women's shoes and

children's shoes in separate departments, so you want to

select stock numbers for the shoe styles in each department

from the same group of consecutive figures. That is, a cer-

tain series of consecutive numbers should be given to each

department. The writer knows of one store where all num-
bers from 1 to 499 are given to women's shoes ; all from 500

to 999 to men's shoes; and all from 1000 to 1499 to children's

shoes. Another dealer says:

According to the extent and variety of his stock each

shoeman can make up his own series of numbers. He can

use as many as he likes, all depending on the amount of in-

formation and detail that he desires the stock number to

convey. Regarding what stock numbering system is the best

adapted to meet the requirements of the average dealer he

must be his own judge in this matter and exercise as much
thought and study based on his individual experience and

insight as he does in buying, clearing out odds and encts,

profit figuring, window trimming, cost marking, stock turn-

over or any of the other problems which he has to face.
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Display of Sporting Shoes and Travelling Requisites
Settings That Strongly Suggest Such Warm Weather Vacation Necessities—Variety of Decorative Accessories May be

Used—Backgrounds That Have a Distinctly Out-of-Door Atmosphere—Devote One Window to Tennis Lines

and the Other to Club Bags, Suit Cases and Steamer Trunks—Use Appropriate Pictures

Have you a full range of tennis and sporting shoes in

stock for the summer trade? Have you looked them over

and placed them in a convenient position in your store? Do
the public know about the goods that you carry for vaca-

tion and athletic requirements?

Now is the time to get busy and feature these lines.

There is no more effective and business like way of doing

cards. They will add realism and pointedness to your ex-

hibit, arresting the attention of passersby and conveying

thoughts of a holiday, an outing or golf, tennis, lawn bowl-

ing, camping, motoring, boating and other concomitant

pleasures of the "good old summer time."

If the retail shoeman has a friend in the hardware or

sporting goods lines he might borrow a few tennis racquets,

ORIGINAL SETTING, NO. 1

this than by impressive and appropriate window displays with golf sticks, canoe paddles, baseball bats and mits, lacrosse

a striking, suitable background, re-inforced with neat store sticks, riding whips and crops, etc. These will add variety

cards and other accessories. Of course, such a plan cannot to any summer footwear or traveling goods display and

be carried out without some work and forethought, but if appeal strongly to the holiday spirit now manifesting itself

anything is worth while it is worth doing well. in conversation and discussion regarding a vacation jaunt

At this balmy season don't keep your rubber sole stock, or recreation. The out-of-doors atmosphere which your win-

ORIGINAL SETTING, NO. 2

colored canvas and white goods in the back of the store.

Bring them well to the front. Watch the daily papers, pic-

torial magazines and other literature for nice catchy illus-

trations of yachting, racing, baseball, lacrosse and athletic

events. Cut the pictures out, pasting them neatly on window

dow will possess will make your display talked about and
impart to it the appealing, suggestive power which will in

many instances be translated into purchases.

Many shoe retailers handle traveling goods. Steamer
'.runks, hand bags, the lighter lines of suit cases, hampers,
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club bags, etc., should be featured in one of bis two win-

dows if he is fortunate enough to have double mediums of

publicity. These practically come under the head of outing

goods and along with tennis and sporting shoes make a

strong combination. Where the retailer has only one dis-

play window, he might combine traveling requisites and

summer footwear needs but should take care that his show

space is not overcrowded. A nice balance or adjustment

should be preserved so that no heavy or one-sided appearance

is presented.

Use Maps, Foliage and Bark Paper

Another good idea is to have displayed a large map of

the Dominion, watering places, tourist resorts, fishing, canoe-

ing and other pictures. The transportation companies

—

either by water or land—get out each year illustrated liter-

ature to induce the busy, work-a-day people to take summer
sojourns. These scenes may be placed in the window or the

department along with your showing of outing shoes and

traveling goods. The local railway or steamboat agent will

gladly co-operate with you in the matter of securing suitable

pictures or maps and, if he cannot supply you, write to the

passenger department and explain your needs in this respect.

You will find that the response will be prompt and generous.

Many other accessories can be procured. Bark face

paper, for instance, can be made very useful in this connec-

tion. An inviting decorative scheme can be worked out with

a few sprays of seasonable foliage, cedar boughs, moss,

flowers, pennants, flags, bunting, etc. The Shoe and Leather
Journal presents two inexpensive background settings

ANOTHER POPULAR SHOEMAN ENLISTS
A. K. Strachan, who for the past two years has been a

valued member of the staff of the shoe branch of Joyner's

department store, Moose Jaw, has obtained a commission in

the 60th Rifles, with headquarters at Moose Jaw, and will

shortly go to the front. Lieut. Strachan was a popular sales-

man, well liked by the customers, and proved himself a cap-

able and energetic employee, who will be much missed by a

large circle of friends. Apart from his military career, he

has taken an active interest in the Boy Scout movement—in

fact, permanently established it in Moose Jaw, and his ab-

sence in this sphere will be keenly felt. He is at present a

district commissioner in the Boy Scout movement in Moose

Jaw.

designed for use by retailers for a display of sporting and
outing shoes and traveling requisites.

Original Setting, No. 1

The setting marked design No. 1 is suitable for use with
any of the lines of merchandise above mentioned. A wide
frieze constructed of composition board and 1-inch lumber
and overlaid with a covering of imitation bark paper, ex-
tends the entire length of the background and sides.

The large frame in the centre of the frieze is con-

structed of similar materials, and is backed up with a strip

of muslin treated to a coat of grey alabastine. The wording
can be painted in a deep shade of grey. Below the announce-
ment is an outdoor scene, such as can be obtained from any
art department or from some hotel or railroad office, as

already suggested.

At the four points indicated on the frieze are placed

monthly calendars—for June, July, August and September.

These can be made up from four sheets of cardboard by the

store's sign-writer or torn from a large calendar. Sprays

of foliage and vines worked over the frieze-board and
around the frame complete the setting.

Original Setting, No. 2

Design No. 2 is for use with displays of outing goods

suitable for the seashore. It is especially appropriate for a

yatching exhibit.

The frame to the frieze is constructed of 1 x 3-inch lum-

ber, painted with alabastine in a light bluish grey. The
joints of the frieze can be so made as to come just back of

the life preservers.

The open space in the frieze is filled in with the marine

design, consisting mainly of ocean waves.

The life preservers may be the real thing or they may
be cut from heavy cardboard and painted to produce the

desired effect. If it is desired to make them more realistic

than the cardboard scheme will permit, they can be made of

muslin stuffed with cotton-batting and painted white. With-
in the opening of each life preserver is a painted scene repre-

senting sea gulls flying over the water.

Seasonable foliage—or, better yet, seaweed—if draped

around the life-preservers and throughout the window will

add realism to the exhibit.

Two heavy ropes are draped, as shown, between the

centre and end life-preservers. The floor can be covered

with sand, over which sea-shells, etc., can be scattered.

If desired, the frieze-board can be treated to a covering

of sand. This can be accomplished by giving the surface of

the board a coat of paste and sprinkling wet sand on the

paste before it has dried.

HAD RATHER EXCITING TIME
John A. Adams, manager of the Murray Shoe Co.,

London, recently returned from a business trip to Chicago,

bearing a deep gash in the calf of his leg, inflicted upon him

in a riot which burst in Sherman Hotel, in Chicago, on the

day the sinking of the Lusitania was announced. Mr. Adams,
who describes the anti-German feeling among the unhyphen-

ated Americans, as even more intense than in Canada, was
in the Sherman when newsboys rushed in crying the fate of

the Cunard liner. "Hoch der Kaiser !" shouted half a dozen

Germans in chorus, but the words had been scarcely uttered

when indignant Americans attacked them. Mr. Adams,

though not a participant in the riot, sustained his injury be-

fore he was able to leave the building. It is said that if

trouble develops between the United States and Germany
the average German on the American side may have a much
harder road to travel than in any of the countries at present

at war with his fatherland.
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| The Admirable New Home of Western Shoe Firm §
aa DOn ^D
566

The new home of the Edward Stark Shoe Co., Limited,

Granville street, Vancouver, is one of the most in-

viting and pretentious in the Pacific coast province and lo-

cated in the best retail shopping- district of the city. The
depth of the store is 120 feet, while the front is 18 feet

wide and the windows have a recession of 12 feet. The
entrance is six feet wide and the floor is covered with hand-
some linoleum. The store is shelved to the ceiling and the

latest cash and parcel system is used. A marble shoe stand

is situated near the front with four leather upholstered

chairs. As the visitor enters there is on the left a large

mirror, 10 by 7 feet, and on the right hand side a writing

desk and telephone for the ladies, conveniences which are

much appreciated. A room at the back of the shop is used

for the repair department and also for receiving goods,

while the office is located at the rear on the mezzanine floor.

The indirect lighting system is employed, there being three

500 kilowatt Nitrogen lights in the interior, and two 500
kilowatt Nitrogen lights in each window.

The new Stark Shoe Store is finished throughout in

mahogany, and has a seating capacity for fifty-two per-

sons. The accompanying views of the front and of the in-

terior, afford some conception of the pleasing nature of the

surroundings and the admirable appointments of the estab-

lishment. In the photograph showing the exterior, the dec-

orations in the windows are in honor of Victoria Day.
The firm have always believed in advertising, by elec-

tric displays, neatly dressed windows, printers' ink and other

means. At the immediate entrance is a handsome silent

salesman show case, in which various lines of findings,

buckles, ornaments and evening footwear are displayed. A

shoe shine parlor is connected with the store, and the firm

consider it to be a paying as well as a convenient adjunct.

Recently the Stark Shoe Co. distributed to their customers

and friends, a well-executed and attractive picture of the

A GLIMPSE OF THE INVITING INTERIOR

Canadian building at the Panama-Pacific Exhibitior, San

Francisco. The Canadian building is the most imposing

and artistic of any state structure on the grounds, and the

illustration is one which has been framed by a large num-

ber of recipients.

THE SPLENDID FRONT OF THE NEW HOME OF VANCOUVER SHOE HOUSE
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Store Cards for

Footwear That Combines

Style, Service, Value and
Fit.

Shoe Retailers

We Make a Systematic Study

Of Your Pedal Needs. This
Means Satisfaction.

Shoes That Are Distinct

In Pattern — The Prices

Though, Are Moderate.

We Insist Upon

Comfortable and Proper
Fitting in the Shoes We Sell

Colored Cloth Tops Are

At the Top Notch of

Favor with Milady.

If Better Values Were

Obtainable We Would
Have Them Shown Here.

Summer Shoes That Have

A Pleasing Touch of

Novelty.

This Business Has Been

Built by Honest Bootwear
and A Service That Pleases.

Oxford Time Is Here

Special Showing of Correct

Comprehensive Models.

Summer Foot Toggery

It Is Correct in Every
Detail.

The Great White Way

A Long Line of Smart
Canvas Shoes—Cool, Com-
fortable and Classy.

"John Is So Careless

About His Shoes."

Can Your Wife Say This
About You?

March to Victory

In These Neat, Natty Bals

With Latest Military
Effects.

If You Want What Is

Becoming to your Feet,

You Must Be-coming
To Us.
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REPAIRERS AND CUSTOMERS
Is it detrimental to the repairer's business to accommo-

date customers now and then with findings they want to

buy and do some shoe repairing themselves? asks the "Shoe
Repairer and Dealer." If the repairer refuses he loses the

customer for all time and if he complies with the request

he then loses a part of the trade, in so far as the customer
may do the shoe repairing.

Between the two evils it is wisdom to choose the lesser.

This is a delicate question. Some repairers think they
should overcharge for such stock, so that little will be gained

by the customer. Most of them consulted on this point

favor the overcharging idea, to discourage such practice,

without losing the customer's good will. Repairing at

home is confined to children's shoes. What should there

be done to put a stop to it?

When a thin sole is needed some repairers employ a

regular welt insole. Even on a turn shoe the insole leather

is not a suitable leather for service, although in appearance
the finished side of the insole may appear all right. But
selling cheap stock to a customer never pays, as the impres-
sion will naturally follow that the repairer is using cheap
leather. Customers who try repairing at home as a rule

cannot produce a nice edge and the heel and sole edges will

always show a crude, rough, out-of-line appearance. It

would seem that one way to discourage that "game" would
be to offer to make that part right for a small sum, and in

that case the shoes are most always sent to the repairer to

be resoled.

PROPER REPAIRING OF INSOLES
When the insole is worn through, how is the repairer

to patch up, without too much trouble? An exchange says
use the felt sole in such a case. The felt sole will close up
the opening and at the same time will allow the foot to rest

on a cushion. When a solid piece of leather is applied, the
wearer will feel uncomfortable at this point. Repairers
should have felt sheeting of different thicknesses. Felt
should be soft and should be cemented on the insole. Some
repairers add a piece of upper leather over the felt to enhance
wearing qualities, but this is not necessary with high-grade
felt. Felt is also sold already tarred, so that it can be
readily applied by applying a match to the felt and while in

flame press same to the insole. The perforated insole is

repaired with much difficulty at best, and customers should
not wait until the insole is worn through, but boys' shoes
are often in that condition.

NOT RESULT OF HARD TIMES
We are frequently asked the question, "Isn't this sud-

den increased demand for shoe repairing really due to the
hard times, and when prosperity again comes, will there not
be a slump in the business?" says the Shoe Repair Shop.
The one who has studied the development and growth has
no such misgivings. For the past decade, the change
has been going on at a pace which has annually increased
in rapidity. New inventions and discoveries gave the
industry impetus, but now the industry is inspiring inventors
and discoverers. The marketing of supplies and manufac-
turing of specialties was pioneer work ten years ago, but now
the demands of the business seek and develop them. Leather

which is now very high, may from time to time undergo
declines, but the outlook is that henceforth we will always
have high-priced leather, which means high-priced shoes.

No doubt the hard times and the high price of leather are

causing many people to have their shoes repaired, and in

so doing, they become educated in the economy of so doing,
and the only thing which will ever disturb a public
educated to having their shoes repaired will be the intro-

duction of something new which will revolutionize the whole
industry.

SETTING EDGES ON OLD SHOES
A repairer in a large city could set edges on old shoes,

at the time of giving a shine. The edge setting given at
this time with a liquid is not satisfactory, as it remains only

Remarks

Prlc.

Entire New Bottom
Sewed Half Soles

" Sabbsr
" Tift

Nailed

" o ^ *"^8W Heels
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Rubber Heels
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Repaired Heels

UNITED SHOE REPAIR GO.
667 QUEEN ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

Raoalrs not called for In 30 days will bo
sold for Charges
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A SIMPLE AND SERVICEABLE REPAIR TAG

for a short time—less than the shine. Edge setting with a
machine could be done quickly, or even by hand, and the
profit- amounts to quite a sum in due time.

The writer saw a repairer doing this work with a machine
and charging ten cents. It was surprising to see all the
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customers who availed themselves of the opportunity to

have the edges of their shoes reset. The writer will go a

step further and suggest that after setting would be the

proper time to tree the shoes instead of the ordinary shine.

Treeing means so much for the appearance of a shoe that

a large shoe manufacturer has a lot of shoes he thought
were such "bats" that no market could be found for them,
until the treers got hold of those shoes and improved their

appearance one hundred per cent. Learn to tree shoes.

OPERATIONS AFTER OUTSOLE STITCHING
After outsole stitching some repairers drive a few nails

around the toe and in the shank. The nails are needed in

the shank as we often see them applied to brand new welt

shoes, but nails around the toe are useless and detrimental

to the appearance of the shoe. Fine nails should be applied.

Another operation after outsole stitching is the rubbing
down of stitches. The writer has seen this done by machine
and here is the scheme which is entirely practical, even in

shoes selling for five dollars and over. An edge trimming
machine was used with the regular trimming knife worn down
so as to rub on the edge without cutting or scraping it, while

the upright face of the rotary cutter, being smooth, acts as

a rubber against the stitches. The shoe is held in the same
way as when edge trimming and the operation of rubbing
the stitches at this machine is a quick one and produces
excellent results. The stitch is more prominent, wax is

rubbed off the thread and it produces the so-called ribbon

stitch effect. It is mostly adapted to shoes that are not in-

dented between the stitches.—The Shoe Repairer.

OPPORTUNITY OF SHOE DEALERS
Too many shoe stores and shoe dealers in the country

towns and smaller cities—and it is equally true of shoe

stores and shoe dealers in the larger cities—are neglecting

an opportunity to protect their best business interests by
failing to install machinery, and thereby transform their

repair department, or method, into a modern shoe repair

shop, says the "Shoe Repair Shop." It is sometimes said

that it is hard for a man who has always conducted a business

which was purely dealing to enter a field which, to him only,

seems radically different. One proprietor of a prosperous
shoe store, with a somewhat self-satisfied air, said: "I
know how to sell shoes allright, but I never cared to know
how to make them, or to repair them. His mannerism
was distinct enough to warrant us in assuming it to be a part

of his speech, and we concluded that he has probably made
money out of the business and considers himself a complete
success; but as a matter of fact we never meet with com-
plete success, in business unless we compass all its possi-

bilities. It is not then a question as to the amount of this

dealer's profit during the past year, but the amount of profit

it was possible for him to make. Within an hour after that

conversation we spoke of our experience with him to another

friend, who laughingly said: "I used to buy shoes at that

store, but for two or three years I and my family have been

supplied at another shoe store with which we became ac-

quainted in the first instance through my wife taking the

children's shoes there to be repaired." We have known
of towns supporting a good shoe store that was content to

do only such repairing as could be handled by a cobbler in

a stall in the rear of the store. No pretense at soliciting

business for the repair department was made, but to the

contrary, the department was rather looked upon as a burden

to the business. Suddenly the harness man would install

shoe repairing machinery in conjunction with his harness

business; perhaps one of many shoe factory workers, or pos-

sibly a Greek or an Italian, would install a modern shoe

repair shop in the town. In a very short period of time

Mr. Shoe Merchant would awaken to the neglect of an

opportunity. There are many instances where the incoming
repair man is now doing the repair business of the town;
is prospering and expanding. These are changes that are

going on daily, under our very eyes. Fall in with a group
of salesmen for finding houses and you will soon discover

that one salesman's story reminds the other of a similar

case; and it is not long before you begin to understand

the trend of the situation. The fact is that shoe repairing

as an economic adjunct to society has become a reality.

It is here to stay. The opportunity is open to every shoe

dealer and every shoe store to establish a modern shop in

the community in which that dealer or store is located:

and so strong is the movement that one thing becomes
certain, and that is if the shoe dealer or shoe store

does not install a modern shop that some one else will;

and it invariably proves a detriment to the one who did not

seize the opportunity.

WHAT PRICES DO YOU GET?
The following is the report of a committee of the Boston

Retail Shoe Merchants' Association, made some time since,

as to the proper price list for wholesale shoe repairers. The
list was based on the wholesale price list of shoe repairers

in that city and surrounding territory and, it is claimed,

gives the dealer a profit of 31.1 per cent., whereas the highest

profit shown by a dealer doing his own repairing is 33 1-3

per cent.

Men's whole soles and heels $1.65

Men's whole soles and rubber heels 1.85

Men's half soles and heels 1.25

Men's half soles and rubber heels 1.50

Women's whole soles and heels 1.50

Women's whole soles and rubber heels 1.65

Women's half soles and heels 1.15

Women's half soles and rubber heels 1.25

Women's heels 30
Men's heels 40
Lowering heels on new shoes.... .25

Of course, the views of the trade in many sections of

the country are very diversified on this subject, and in certain

sections the following figures prevail:

Half soles (nailed) $ .60

Half soles and heels (nailed) 85

Half soles and heels (sewed) 1.00

Heels..... .25

Patches (average) , 15

For nailing soles all around ...10 to .15

Sewing turns 15

Children's half soles 40
Ladies' half soles 40
Rips sewed 10 to .20

Shoe stretched .05

Certainly the repairer who can make a living wage at

these prices has got to "get up and hustle."

It is only by giving the subject the close attention

and consideration that it deserves that it would be arrived

at as to what is really the proper price to be charged at any
particular point. While any repairer must necessarily be
governed by local conditions, still it is sometimes just as

easy to get remunerative prices as to do a cut-price business

with all its attendant risks and unsatisfactory features.

A new kind of a rubber and leather heel is being made
and used by E. W. Burt & Co., Lynn, shoe manufacturers.

The heel is of leather. The part of the top lift where the

wear comes is cut off with a die, and a piece of rubber is put

into its place. The rubber is screwed in firmly in position.

In walking, the rubber strikes first on the sidewalk and takes

away the jar in walking. When the piece of rubber is wont,
it may be easily replaced.
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HIGH HONOR FOR LIVE MERCHANT
At the second annual convention of the Saskatchewan

branch of the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada,

held in Saskatoon on May nth, 12th and 13th, there was a

large attendance and much business of importance was
transacted. G. A. Maybee, of Maybee, Kennedy & Co.,

wholesale dealers in shoes, Moose Jaw, presided, and in

the course of his address, referred to the good work that

had been accomplished during the past year. Mr. Maybee
was again elected to the Presidency for 1915 : W. W.
Cooper of Swift Current, was made vice-president; H. 13.

McPherson, Regina, second vice-president; J. L. S. Hutchin-

son, Saskatoon, treasurer; F. E. Raymond, Saskatoon,

secretary.

Mr. Maybee is one of the live wires of the West and
possesses the propulsive power that wins. He is an Ontario

man, being born in the village of W'oodville. After serving

an apprenticeship in business in Lindsay he went to St.

Catharines, where he got his first introduction to the shoe

game. About fourteen years ago he journeyed West and

took a position as a salesman in a Brandon store. The
following year the company was re-organized into a joint

stock concern, and Mr. Maybee became a partner and

stayed with the house six years, when he went to Moose
Jaw and joined Mitchell-Hembrof f, re-organizing the firm

into Mitchell, Hembroff & Maybee, Limited. Five years

ago they decided to add a jobbing department and em-
barked in the wholesale handling of shoes, rubbers, mitts,

gloves, sheep-lined coats and other goods. For the first

two years Mr. Maybee did all the buying and traveling, with

Mr. Hembroff's assistance in the store. Three years ago,

Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Hembroff retired and Mr. Maybee
took over the business, forming the company of Maybee,

Kennedy & Co. R. H. Kennedy and James Kennedy, two

G. A. MAYBEE, MOOSE JAW, SASK.

young men who were in the employ of the old firm, joined

forces with him, and later, there came into the organization,

A. R. McEachern, making a strong aggregation.

GETTING AFTER WIDER MARKETS
The Export Association of Canada, Limited, with head-

quarters in Montreal and a share capital of half a million

dollars, is being incorporated, in order to push Canadian

goods in the world's markets. It is intended that the com-

pany shall operate on broadly national lines. Its functions

will be first, to create a favorable, strategical position in

foreign markets for Canadian industry as a whole; second,

C. N. CANDEE, TORONTO

to do the work of a commission agent in the selling of

Canadian goods in the countries where its branches are estab-

lished. The provisional directors have been named and

among the number is C. N. Candee, vice-president and

general manager of Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited,

Toronto. The services of S. C. Armstrong, of London,

England, and R. J. Younge, of Montreal, have been secured

to organize the association and afterwards for the first year

of operations, to act as general managers. Offices will be

opened in London to assist in securing favorable consider-

ation for Canadian trade, and in all its relations abroad

the association will aim at the utilization and strengthening

the position of already existing organizations, which have

developed trade within the Empire, and notably with New
Zealand, Australia and South Africa.

DO NOT HOLD ON TO STYLES TOO LONG
"Salesmen should treat the dealer as a client, studying

his interests and helping him all he can, considering his

business, he might say as a patient, trying at all times to

keep it healthy. The average small shoe dealer does not

get to market often, so depends on his trade papers and

traveling men for new ideas and news about the shoe

trade," said a leading shoe manufacturer recently.

"Formerly, especially in women's shoes, Style was
valued at 33 1-3 per cent., Comfort 33 1-3 per cent., and

Wear 33 1-3 per cent. To-day we can well consider Style

as amounting to 50 per cent., and the style question has

become a serious problem. The primary idea of business

is to make sales, but that is not everything. Many retail

shoe dealers now-a-days don't make any money. 'Too

many styles' is the reason. The last man and the pattern

man are always trying to stimulate business by introducing

new designs until this is the big feature of the trade in

women's shoes.

"The average retail shoe dealer holds on to his styles

too long. In consequence, his store has too much dead

stock and with new styles being forced on him each season,

it isn't long before his stock is far from being saleable."
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ISSUING ATTRACTIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Walk-Over Shoe Store, Toronto, has recently

issued some very attractive literature. A handsome folder

on embossing cover paper of primrose tint shows several

of the leading models stocked by the firm and a brief, des-

cription of each offering is given. The three essentials of

footwear arc also emphasized—individuality of style, proper

fitting and the secret of proper fitting. A number of views
admirably grouped are presented of the exterior and interior

departments of the beautiful store, and afford some con-
ception of the superb character of the palatial establishment.
The booklet, from which the illustrations on this page are

taken, was prepared by the Frank O. Madden, Advertising
Service, Toronto.

STYLE MAKES THE BOOTS GO
"Yes," said a shoe retailer the other day, "it is the

frequent changes of styles which cause us to run business

at practically no profit. We do not know what to buy and
are in a quandary. I think the shoe manufacturer is largely

to blame."

"No, we are not," declared a member of that fraternity

who happened to overhear the remark. "Do you not sup-

pose we would rather make standard lines with no incessant

outlay for patterns and lasts, which naturally causes changes

iu working methods in our factory and disarranges our

system generally? But it is impossible for us to do so, we
must keep up-to-date. As for the shoe retailer blaming the

manufacturer, we have nothing whatever to do with the

rapid inaugurations and fluctuations in styles. It is the

women themselves who demand as much variety and color

and attractiveness in their footwear as they do in their head-

gear. Then, if fashions did not change frequently, how
much smaller would be the sales of the retailer. People

would wear shoes until they practically fell to pieces, rather

than purchase a new pair, for there would be no incentive

to buy. It is fashion's decree that causes the activity to-

day in women's shoes, as compared with the rather quiet

state in men's. While no doubt the retailer and the manu-
facturer would prefer to sit tight and proceed along the

same stereotyped lines, season in and season out, still we
might as well recognize that such a blissful condition is

impossible. Times change and with it, the tastes and de-

sires of the people."

HARD RAP ON MEN'S FREAKS
The freak shoe seems to have come back, if it ever got

very far away, for the millinery work seen on some of the

men's shoes in the shop windows is certainly along the "song

and dance" line, and the shapes are being talked about, also,

among the men who want a shoe that fits their foot. One
gentleman remarked that he never could get the same last

twice, and it took all of his time and most of his patience to

break in shoes, and added that in the future he was going

to have custom-made shoes only as long as he could afford it,

and should at once get a last fitted for his feet and stick to it.

There are many more of the same mind, and the custom shoe

is coming back as sure as fate for those who can afford them,

and at the price they can be made now, and the extra com-
fort they give, they are not so very expensive after all.

More common sense in shape of lasts and less freakishness

would help a whole lot, and feet would be better dressed and

far more comfortable than when cramped up in some of the

modern affairs dubbed shoes.—American Shoemaking.

WILL NOT GUARANTEE FABRICS
A leading shoe house displays the following announce-

ment in a conspicuous place : "We use velvet, velooze, satins

and other similar materials in shoes solely to meet a demand
of the public. We cannot guarantee these materials to render

even a nominal amount of service. The purchasers of such

shoes buy them at their own risk. Under no circumstances

should the buttons on shoes made of suede, velvet, velooze,

satins and similar materials be reset with patent or metal

fasteners. No guarantee of delicate fabrics."
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Bouquet forCanadian Leather andShoe Manufacturers
Leading American Publication Says They Are "Courteous, Considerate and Hospitable"—Salesmen Get a Good

Reception While Sometimes They Secure Orders and Sometimes They Do Not—All Feel They

Had an Enjoyable Trip Anyway—Excellent Travelling Facilities

Recently a staff correspondent of "Hide and Leather,"

Chicago, paid a visit to several shoe and leather factories

in the Dominion. The following impressions of his trip,

together with the tribute that he pays to the Canadian trade,

will be read with interest.

"For many years salesmen for American tanners, shoe

factory supply houses, and manufacturers of tanning

materials, machinery and supplies, have been calling on
the Canadian trade. As is well known, there are a number
of live tanners in and near Toronto and also in other Cana-
dian cities, and a large number of shoe factories in and
around Montreal and Quebec. The territory from Toronto

to Quebec is an extensive one, but railroad facilities are

excellent and the traveler to-day finds every comfort and
convenience in getting over this large field.

"Of late years, the American leather business has fallen

off somewhat in Canada and salesmen have not been going

as often. Those who have covered this territory always

come back with very friendly feelings towards their Cana-
dian neighbors. The Canadian shoe and leather man is

uniformly courteous, considerate and hospitable. The
salesman gets an audience with a fair hearing, and a chance

to show his goods in almost every case.

"When salesmen from the States meet salesmen from

Canadian firms with whom they Tre calling in competition,

the feeling is entirely friendly, and, in fact, the Canadian
salesmen often help the salesmen from the States in advising

them how to cover territory to the best advantage and in the

shortest time. All who have covered the field will appre-

ciate this. Many years ago most of the shoe factories were

located in Montreal, but later many moved to Maisonneuve,
which is a suburb of Montreal, only a few miles away.

Going Around in a Sleigh

"In Eastern Canada, traveling salesmen find it most
convenient when calling on the trade in the winter time to

hire a traineau, or Canadian sleigh, to be had for $1 an hour,

and when two travel together, the cost can be divided

between them. The drivers know all the shoe factories,

and much time can be saved by going around in this way.
From Montreal, the salesmen generally go to Quebec and
almost without exception stop at the Chateau Frontenac,
overlooking the St. Lawrence River, where they can also

secure services of drivers who know every shoe manufac-
turer in the city and can take them around quickly.

"Shoe manufacturers in Quebec give visitors a cordial

reception and are pleasant gentlemen to meet. Many of

those who now visit this section of Canada and have visited

it in the past will recognize photographs, which illustrate

the type of sleigh used in that section and other points

familiar to those who have been there. Sometimes salesmen
from the States get good orders in Canada and sometimes
not, according to business conditions. Those who come
back empty handed, however, say they feel like the New
Bedford whaler who was out three years without getting a

barrel of oil, but said on his return,'Anyhow, I had a good sail.'

"Leslie Rose Dowker, of Dowker, Mcintosh & Co.,

and William Davidson, of Marlatt & Armstrong Co., Ltd.,

are familiar figures in the Montreal leather trade. Frank
J. Boyden, of the Slater Shoe Co., and William Matthews,
of the Ames-Holden-McCready Co., are prominent in the
shoe trade and formerly came from the United States.

Robert Fraser, of the Montreal branch of Beardmore &
Co., is an active and energetic son of Scotland, known all

through that section among shoe and leather men. In

Quebec city, W. P. Francis is doing excellent work with

the John Ritchie Co., Ltd. Mr. Francis, formerly came
from the States. James A. Scott, known throughout

Canada East and West as 'Jimmie' Scott,
;
is also well known

in England. Mr. Scott makes his home in Quebec and has

a large and prosperous leather business in that city. He
handles the output of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co.

and has a large brick warehouse ^here he carries stocks

of leather ready for prompt deliver^, and has comfortable

JAMES A. SCOTT OF QUEBEC CITY

office quarters. Mr. Scott is active in outdoor sports, a

good horseman, and is prominent in Quebec business and
social circles.

"Thomas H. Lane, brother of Alderman Martin Lane,

of Beverley, Mass., has made good as superintendent of the

big Ames-Holden-McCready Co.'s shoe factory at St. Hya-
cinthe, between Montreal and Quebec. For some time

Mr. Lane was in the pattern making business with W. 0.

Cree, who went to Paris, France, and later was superin-

tendent of a large shoe factory in Brooklyn,^ N.Y. From
Brooklyn, N.Y., Mr. Lane went to Dover, N.H., where he

was superintendent of the Luddy & Currier factory, and
later engaged in the shoe business with Mr. Luddy. Thomas
H. Lane has met with good success in his Canadian connec-

tion, besides making many friends there in the trade. His

many friends in the States are gratified to know that his

ability has won him new laurels in his new field."

SHOE WORKERS ELECT DELEGATES
The Boot and Shoe Workers' Unions of Montreal has

elected the following delegates to the convention of the Boot

and Shoe Workers' Union of America, to be held in Buffalo

in the third week in June :—Local No. 249, leather cutters,

Clias. McKocher, Z. Lesperance; Local No. 266, L. Thibault,

Is. Lesiege, M. Talbot : Local No. 428, Jas. Barbeau and R.

Hebert; Local No. 257, St. Hyacinthe, H. Monette and R.

Robert. 1
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§ Simple Method of Detecting Adulterated Leather §

"The Boot and Shoe Trades Journal," London, Eng-
land, recently offered a prize for the best means of de-

tecting the use of adulterants in leather. Many replies

were received and turned over to that eminent authority,

J. Gordon Parker, of international reputation, to select the

one, in his judgment, covering the question most completely

and concisely. In his letter to the Journal he says:

I have carefully read the articles on pages 407 and 408
in this week's Journal. I understand that you ask for a

simple, practical method of testing to see whether leather

is adulterated or not, and this test is supposed to be able

to be carried out by intelligent men in the shoe factories.

I imagine you do not pre-suppose that they have any knowl-

edge of chemistry ; in other words, you want a simple

method that can be carried out by a good foreman in the

shoe factory who has not access to a chemical laboratory

or chemical appliances. If my supposition is correct, then

I must rule out No. 1 method (T. Eatough) ; otherwise

this is very good. He is, however, well trained in chemis-

try, evidently ; but his method, while perfectly accurate,

would require a lot of chemicals, apparatus, a chemical bal-

ance costing, probably, £20, and a well-equipped laboratory.

I therefore rule this out for a foreman in a shoe factory.

I should award the medal to Thomas Melvin. It appears

to me that his is the best of the bunch. It is not an easy

matter to advise a simple means of detecting adulterants,

and even the method given by Melvin will not always

answer, as it is possible for the tanner to load his leather

with insoluble matters which could not be washed out. How-
ever, you only ask for my award, and I have no objection to

your mentioning that you have put the essays before me.
Yours very truly, J. Gordon Parker.

Leathersellers' Company's Technical College, Tower
Bridge Road, S. E.

[The doctor has interpreted our ideas correctly, and
we are grateful for his assistance in this matter.

—

Ed.]

Prize-Winning Letter

Below we reprint the suggestions referred to:

In dealing with leather adulteration to-day it is no
easy matter for student or master. The tanner has learned

a lot how to fake hides in such a way that it takes some
detecting by the eye-testing method, yet the buyer goes

along trying to get something cheap. The resourceful tan-

ner will always oblige at any price—that is, in reason to

the hide market. You can find various ways to test leather.

The following are simple, and not out of the reach of any

man in the trade

:

No. 1.—To find loading matter, weigh one bend and

place it in a tank of water all day. Take it out; hang it

up; when dry, weigh it Again, and you will find the differ-

ence. I have known beT-ds lose 2 pounds in this manner
of testing.

No. 2.—Cut up another bend into ranges, and place it

in a bath with sufficient lukewarm water to cover. Let it

stand a day. Now take the leather out and let the drip-

pings fall into the bath. Empty the water and sediment

into an earthenware bowl and leave to evaporate near a

warm place, when you will have some of the matter de-

posits that the leather contained, and by the use of a good

T4ev v)r lACf-^ tvttv, lrJ
Ti-rt- rpon (kJ eJk/. K
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glass at the dry deposits you will get a fairly good idea

of the various loading matters. Some are muddy and some

are of a leady nature.

No. 3.—Another simple method. Cut a piece out of

the back and another out of dip in the belly. In good tan-

nage the back piece will outweigh the belly piece. In

loaded leather you often find the belly piece outweigh the

back cutting. This is brought about by the belly fibres be-

ing more open, and given to take more added matters.

A good tannage has all the natural properties in the

leather. You only get tanning color out of these leathers.

In some tannages, when the bends are placed in water, re-

action takes place. Some, when dried again, crack like

matchwood; others you find are completely transformed,

all the firmness has disappeared, and are left very open,

soft and pliable. Barium can often be detected by the color

of the fibre, lead or greasy yellow form in the fibrous cells,

and has a smooth cutting with it. In cheap tannage, where

you have plenty of flesh on. you generally find plenty of

loaded matter, which I will leave for more able gentlemen

to define. I think to analyse the matter will be no easy

task for the chemist to do, as the tanner uses his methods

to beat the analyst, and will end, something like apple pulp

in black currant jam—it is there, but finding the percentage

of added matter generally beats the chemist, I remain,

yours truly, Thomas Melvin.

Co-operative Society, Limited, Birtley S. O., Co.

Durham.

ALLOWANCES CUT INTO THE PROFITS

"Here, look at this," demanded a caller, as he entered a

leading Montreal boot shop the other day, "I bought this

pair of men's shoes here only a couple of weeks ago, and this

one has cracked right through on the vamp. I paid $8.00 .for

them and consider I have not got my money's worth."

The salesman pointed to a couple of signs in the shop

to the effect that under no circumstances could patent leather

be guaranteed and that all shoes in this leather were sold

absolutely at the purchaser's risk. This, however, did not

satisfy the man and no persuasion, cajolery, or argument

could convince the complainant that he had received a square

deal. Finally matters were adjusted by the salesman con-

sulting the boss and promising to give the caller a certain

allowance on his next pair of shoes. This was arranged

satisfactorily and the gentleman, who was well known to the

store, said he would drop in on the morrow and secure a new
pair, in another leather, however.

A bystander asked the proprietor if he had many griev-

ances of a like character. "Yes, quite a number," he remark-

ed, "and we will have to allow that man three or four dol-

lars on his next pair of shoes. This takes all the profit off

patent leather. While we admit the sales in them, particu-

larly to women, are numerous and the turnover satisfactory,

still the complaints, when the leather cracks or peels, within

a short time, reduce the general margin and, on the whole,

we do not make as much money as on other kinds of leather.

T know that sticking up a sign does not absolve us. If a man
or woman pays six or eight dollars for a pair of shoes, he

or she expects to get good value, and if the material is defec-

tive, they naturally look to us for redress, although we cannot

get rebate from the manufacturers. We simply have to take

our chance. But I suppose it is one of the drawbacks of the

trade and so long as people clamor for the shiny leather we
will have to handle it in footwear. I read with interest your

interviews with retailers in the last edition of your paper.

I disagree' with the majority, that patent leather gives the

satisfaction that other leathers do. Of course, our experi-

ence may be different from a great many, but each man has

to size up the matter from his own insight and standpoint."

QUICK ACTION SALE ON FADS

What will retailers do with old styles of shoes if changes

continue to be as radical in the future as they have been dur-

ing the past few months ? There has been some sound ad-

vice given to the retailers recently by some of the leading

men in the business as to the disposition of these fancy stocks,

so that they will not be left at the close of the season with

what might prove to be a "white elephant" on their hands.

Novelties are good sellers if you are fortunate enough to

move them, but how utterly useless they are for profit, when
the fad changes and they go "out." Conservative buying and

quick action on sales is about the best remedy and any mer-

chant should be cautious about getting loaded up with a big

stock of freaks. Better lose a few sales than have a bunch

left over. A store recently opened showing a line of goods

to sell from 98 cents to $1.98, tells its own story, and some-

where in the country some unfortunates are wondering just

why they went bankrupt.

GETTING BACK LOST CUSTOMERS

Do you want bouquets from your trade? Do you
enjoy hearing customers praise your stock of shoes or your
service? If so, you must dig—and plant seed also.

If you would enjoy the good-will of customers you must
earn it; and to earn it means to give a little more in actual

value—a little more in service—a little more in attention

than your competitors. If you are doing this, you have
a right to expect the lion's share of the business; if not,

there is no better time than the present to start.

But, at any rate, take this step in the right direction.

Spring is an excellent planting season, so start your digging

and sowing to-day. Look through your books and compile

a list of people who have stopped trading with you. Send
them a letter like the following:

Dear Madam (Sir)

:

We note from our books that we have not been
favored with your business lately, which prompts
us to inquire if you have withdrawn through dis-

satisfaction.

If we are at fault in any way, or if we have
unknowingly offended, we would appreciate your
advising us—in person if possible, or by phone or

letter.

Thanking you in advance for an early reply,

and for a resumption of your valued patronage,

we remain,

This should bring at least a phoned reply; if it doesn't,

then follow it with something like this:

Dear Madam (Sir)

:

Please do not think us persistent.

We are anxious to renew the patronage we for-

merly enjoyed from you, and, therefore, would
like to know if you withdrew same through some
error on our part.

If so, we'll gladly set matters right on your next

purchase.

Hoping to hear from you, and assuring you that

your business will receive our most careful attention,

we are,

This letter should be followed either by a call over

phone or in person, and the pressure brought to bear should

bring back many old customers and make them even more
staunch friends than ever before.
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HAVE YOU THE ASSOCIATION SPIRIT ?

The association spirit is a large all encompassing spirit.

It tolerates no smallness—no meanness. It. stands for

progress in business and the enjoyment of life. Every shoe

dealer should be proud of this spirit, says the Shoe Retailer.

Many shoemen have failed to realize the depth and

meaning of association spirit. Some, at least, of the present

generation, never will feel it. They are beyond it, or it is

beyond them, which ever the case may be.

Pettiness, living for oneself alone, hording one's thoughts

and companionship stifle the association spirit.

Drifting into a hum-drum, careless, methodical, in-

different manner of living also locks the doors of the heart

and mind to the acknowledgment of the inherent goodness

of true association spirit.

What better proof of the value of association spirit

can be advanced than the growth of this get-together idea

during recent years? Movements of little or no value do

not expand
;
they weaken and die. Judging from the growth

of the association idea there can be nothing but helpfulness

and worth-whileness about it.

Some business men use their little hammers as fre-

quently as possible on their local organizations. And
they seem to think that by "knocking" their neighbor-

hood bodies they are also taking a swat at the association

idea. They're not. The association idea is above being

"knocked." It embodies the real merchant's highest

aim. True, a particular neighborhood organization may
deserve "knocking." But that comes from inefficiency,

lack of ability or of the true association spirit. The fact

that one cannot paint may serve to condemn one's particular

artistic efforts but it can never condemn art.

A requisite for membership in any business association

should be proof of a complete- realization of the association

idea. If a man lives up to the association spirit he will

prove a boon to the organization and a boon to himself.

Take, for example, the National Shoe Retailers' Asso-

ciation. A number of the country's best shoemen—men
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chock full of the association idea—are striving day by day
for the betterment of the retailer's lot. And the only way
to place the entire retail trade on a higher plane is through

the perpetuation of the association spirit. These men are

striving for such an idealistic condition with more energy

than some dealers expend on their business. They are

working to cast the searchlight of knowledge where only

shadows fell before.

The association spirit is an elusive thing to grasp.

It is difficult to enumerate the varied requisites of this idea

on paper. It is a feeling more than anything else and yet

its duties are manifold. General helpfulness through

organized power for good is a fair definition of the spirit,

yet it is even broader in scope than this. One thing, though,

is certain. If a dealer catches the idea, it's going to mean a

bigger and brighter outlook for him.
Now, then—ask yourself the pointed question: Have

I the association spirit? And answer honestly. If you
have the association spirit, you belong, on the firing line.

If you haven't the association spirit you belong on the firing

line anyway—for there is where you'll learn it!

COMPREHENSIVE CHART FOR BUYING
The buyer of women's footwear in a leading retail

establishment of Cincinnati, who has been appealed to

by representative dealers for advice on the purchasing

problem, supplies the following interesting information:

"The average shoe dealer in Ohio does a business of

$35,000 per year. Of this amount 35 per cent, should rep-

resent gross profit, leaving a balance of $22,250 with which

to buy stock for two seasons. This gives the shoe dealer

a total of $11,125 for stock for each season. This amount
should be divided into three parts, one-third, or $3,500,

should represent staple styles or non-novelty styles of

footwear bought on advance orders prior to June 15 for

September 1 delivery. For the spring season the time

would be prior to December 15 for March 1 delivery. One-
third should be set aside for the purchase of duplicates,

to be bought on order after August 15 for fall or February
15 for spring delivery. The other one-third should be
used for late buying of new styles, or between July 15 and
September 1 or January 15 and May 1.

"The manufacturers at that time of their season will be

willing to make delivery within four weeks, for by that time

their main run is out of the way. Every shoe merchant
should keep a check upon himself in buying by having

before him the figures of the season or year previous. Goods
well bought are half sold, and it is well for the shoe dealer

to maintain in his office a comprehensive chart of past sea-

son's buying by which to check any overbuying. In this

way a parity can be maintained in the relationship in the

quantities of shoes bought in different grades, or in the

different departments, say women's, men's and children's."

was improved in its appearance. The appearance of the

store is built up out of its equipment. A store's clothes

are its store front, its show cases, its lighting fixtures, and

its display fittings. Change these, and you change the

entire appearance of the store. If you want better trade,

better profits, and better business, look over your store

and see in what way you can improve its appearance as this

is the best season of the year to prepare to renew your

store s clothes.—Retail Equipment.

WHAT ABOUT YOUR STORE "CLOTHES"
There are some worthy men who get on reasonably

well in the world even though they pay no attention to

their peronal appearance. And yet there are other men
whose real worth is open to question but who get along

splendidly, largely because they take the greatest care to

make their personal appearance noticeable and effective.

The fact s that when you meet a man for the first time,

you are impressed by his appearance. It is the same way
with a store. It is all very well to claim that you are

holding your own trade, and that they know you as you
are. There are some merchants who even claim that to

change the appearance of their store would be to lose their

old trade. On this excuse, they will go along on antiquated
equipment, gloomy fronts and half-way service. No
matter how profitable the business of such a store may be,

there is no question but that it would be greater if the store

GETTING RID OF A GRIEVANCE
The shoe dealers of Cleveland, O., have joined hands

with retailers in other lines, and with the Retail Merchants'

Board of the Chamber of Commerce in that city, and they

Do You Have Merchandise

Sent Home On Approval?

This is an age when sanitary precautious of all

kinds arc seriously afritJtC'l by Women's Organizations

throughout the country The abuse of the privilege of

having merchandise sent home on approval is a matter

for reform as vital as any of those now being effected.

For sanitary reasons the consumer should give this

matter her serious consideration. Many articles of

merchandise arc now not returnable The same restric-

tions cannot be placed on all merchandise.

It is for her own protection therefore that tho un-

dersigned merchants of Cleveland unite in asking each

patron 1o co-operate in correcting the abuse of the

privilege of having goods sent houte on approval
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are running in the daily newspapers advertisements designed

to correct the abuse of the system of sending goods out on

approval. The accompanying advt. has been run in varied

forms in all the Cleveland newspapers, and some of the

stores have embodied it in their own ads.

PROFITS IN SMALL STORES
The small store, if properly managed, can sell goods

cheaper and at the same time secure a better margin of

profit, than the big city store. That is proven true simply

because the small rural store does not have near the expense

of its big competitor. The rural store can do business at

comparatively small cost. This is a fact borne out by
investigation, and a bit surprising to many, and it is a hard

fact that refutes the oft-repeated assertion that the great

city stores sell cheaper because their costs of doing business

are less than the rural stores of the country towns, or stores

in places from 3,000 to 12,000 inhabitants.

So another theory is exploded, and we hope that the

small merchant will be wise enough to take advantage of

this and give a large part of the difference to his customer.

This game of merchandise is nothing more nor less than an
old-fashioned "hoss trade"; if you give the other fellow

the very best values you can get his money, else he goes

elsewhere to get what he failed to get from you.
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DEATH OF PROMINENT LEATHER MAN
One of the leading figures in the manufacturing ranks

of Ontario passed away on May 23rd, in the person of

Walter D. Beardmore, of Toronto. For many years he had

been a strong personality in the leather world and until

liis last illness, extending over some months, had always

THE LATE W. D. BEARDMORE, TORONTO

taken a lively interest in the affairs of the trade, of which

he was regarded as the dean. Mr. Beardmore was presi-

dent of Beardmore & Co., who have tanneries at Acton and

Bracebridge. He was also president of the Acton Tanning

Co., Limited, the Muskoka Leather Company, vice-president

of Beardmore Belting Co., the Dominion Lumber Co., a

director of the Mutual Life Insurance Company, and identi-

fied with many other concerns. An influential member of

the Toronto Board of Trade, he was a past president of

the tanners' section. He was looked upon as an authority

in regard to hide and leather affairs, and had for some

years prepared an annual review of the situation, for lead-

ing Canadian journals. Mr. Beardmore was born in Hamil-

ton in 1849, being the eldest son of George Lissant Beard-

more. Educated in England and at Upper Canada College,

early in life he became associated with the business estab-

lished by his father, known as Beardmore & Co., tanners

and leather merchants, which developed into one of the

largest concerns of its kind in Canada, with great ware-

houses in Toronto and Montreal, and two tanneries in

Acton and one in Bracebridge. In social as well as busi-

ness circles, Mr. Beardmore was highly regarded for his

kindly, considerate nature. He was a man of energy, in-

dustry and fine business foresight. Taking over his father's

interests at the age of 21 years—his brothers, G. W. Beard-

more and A. O. Beardmore, of Toronto, and F. N. Beard-

more, of Montreal, were subsequently admitted to the firm.

The subject of this reference belonged to a number of lead-

ing clubs, among them being the Toronto Hunt Club, On-
tario Jockey Club, the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, and the

Sports Club, of London, England. He was married to Miss

Melinda Elizabeth Williams, of Hamilton, who survives

him along with four sons and one daughter.

AGED SHOEMAN RECALLS EARLY DAYS

Joseph Mantel], who lives at 69 Herbert avenue, To-

ronto, is probably the oldest resident in the city and last

month celebrated his hundred and fifth birthday. He still

moves around with agility and many men of half his years

look older. He was born in London, England, and came
to Canada in 1837, the year of the Mackenzie rebellion, the

incidents of which he can recall with wonderful clearness.

Mr. Mantell is a shoemaker and for a couple of years fol-

lowed his trade in Toronto, having the honor of making
a pair of long boots for Governor Bond Head in those

early days. He went to London about 1840, where he took

up farming for many years, later going to Tillsonburg

where he conducted a shoe repair shop for over a quarter

of a century. In 1907—at the age of ninety-seven—Mr.
Mantell quit the bench and returned to Toronto. He still

pays annual visits to London and Tillsonburg to see old

friends. The aged gentleman takes a great interest in the

present day war news, and, as a boy of five years, he re-

members when his childish cries were hushed by threats

that Bonaparte would catch him. He recalls the illumin-

ation of London after the battle of Waterloo. There were
torches on the streets and thousands of candles in the win-

dows. Mr. Mantell, now takes great delight in working in

his garden, and during the summer spends hours amid the

flowers and shrubs.

AN ADMIRABLY APPOINTED FACTORY
The new factory of Tourigny & Marois, Quebec, into

which the firm removed, a few weeks ago, is located at the

corner of St. Valier and Arago streets, and is one of the

handsomest and best equipped shoe manufacturing build-

ings on the continent. There is plenty of daylight on all

sides and the ventilating, sanitary, safety and operating

facilities are of the very latest type. There is about one
hundred thousand square feet of floor space and the capa-

city of the plant is five thousand pairs of shoes daily. The
firm are now turning out about four thousand pairs and
employ 450 hands, and may extend their lines to include

men's welts. The outlay for the new home was about

$200,000. The office building is on St. Valier street, the

clerical staff occupying the entire ground floor, and the

remaining floors above the office, as well as the building

forming the corner of Arago and St. Valier streets, are de-

voted to the manufacture of shoes. Between the office

building and the main structure on Arago street there is a

V-shaped space, left vacant purposely so that the interior

of the factory is lighted from all sides. In the V there is

ample means of escape in case of fire, a fine wide iron

stairway extending from the ground up, and throughout
the six floors there is a modern sprinkling system to guard
against any danger from fire.



REVIEWS SHOE TRADE CONDITIONS

Sidney W. Winslovv, president of the United Shoe

Machinery Corporation and the United Shoe Machinery

Company, in his recent annual report to the stockholders,

said in part:

—

"The fiscal year witnessed a falling off in the shoe

manufacturing business in common with all other branches

of American industry. For several months prior to the

outbreak of the European war, on August 1st, 1914, the

output of shoe factories in the United States had been

gradually shrinking until it has been estimated at less than

90 per cent, of the output during the corresponding period

of the previous year. Subsequently this decline was accen-

tuated still further, and although the shrinkage has since

been offset in some degree through foreign orders received

by a few American factories, these have not been large

enough to have material influence upon the trade, the total

orders from European buyers during this period having

been less than two per cent, of the normal annual pro-

duction of shoes in the United States. The lack of ac-

tivity in shoe manufacturing has been reflected in the com-

pany's receipts from royalties, rentals and sales, and the

volume of business for the first time since the organization

of the company shows a slight decrease from the preceding

years.

"Industrial conditions have affected the operations of

the Beverly (Mass.) factory so that it has been necessary

still further to reduce the force of employes already de-

pleted on account of the government litigation which made

it advisable two years ago for the company to discontinue

its policy of leasing certain machines in the general de-

partment, therefore, available to shoe manufacturers on

optional terms of conditional lease or outright sale. The

number of employes at the time of the annual report in 191

1

was nearly 5,000. A year ago it was 3,564. It is now
2,887. The average weekly wage of productive help is

$[6.15—a higher rate than ever before. The number of

machines on lease in the United States on March 1, 191 5,

was 98,860; a decrease of 588 machines from the preceding

year.

"The foreign companies in which the company is in-

terested have in large measure recovered from the tempor-

ary setback at the outbreak of the war; and in some in-

stances they are doing a better business than ever before."

GETTING BACK TO PRIMITIVE STYLES

The knob-toe, high-toe and bulldog-toe have had their

day, and until history repeats itself, these three styles will

gradually drop out of sight. It is a well-known fact that

style in shoes repeats. Fifteen years ago the blucher style

began to boom and lasted about ten years, when back to its

own came the button shoe again. Some twenty odd years

ago the side-lace was popular ; then for the past twenty years

it dropped out of sight, only to be featured at the present

time again. The present lines of samples, taken as a whole,

show a decided falling off of the button shoe. Three-quarter

and seamless vamps are losing ground and the circular vamp
coming once more. This is perhaps more noticeable on

men's lines than on women's. Fancy lace row, stitching,

perforating, and pinking are seen only on lines that depend
on a flashy appearance for their sale.

RECOGNIZED AN OLD FRIEND
Are Canadians behind in enterprise when it comes to

designing and manufacturing shoes? An Ontario maker of

women's welts was recently in a shoe centre in the Eastern
States, and when going through a large factory, noticed a

particularly striking last, which seemed to have a rather
familiar look. The Ontario man, who was accompanied by
a traveler for a last making firm, got in conversation with
the president of the shoe company who said that the last was
a decidedly neat and popular one, and had made the fac-

tory many thousand dollars during the past few weeks. "You
certainly have done well," casually remarked the Canadian,
"We have a last something like it."

"Have you?" said the New England man in surprise.

"Well, I think so," replied the Ontario visitor, "it looks

very much like our 240."

Then the last traveler let the cat out of the bag
by informing the New England maker that the last was a
copy from one which the Canadian firm had been using for

over a year, and since then had been employed in only two
or three other factories. The story of how such a last came
to be adopted is interesting. The Ontario man was journey-
ing along Fifth avenue, New York, over a year ago, when
he noticed an exceedingly striking model in women's foot-

wear. He purchased the pair at $15 and brought them home.
Then he had several lasts designed from this model until he
secured one that suited him to a dot. The result was No.
240, which had a wide vogue with his trade and is now mak-
ing money for some of the enterprising concerns on the

other side.

POPULARITY OF CLOTH TOPS
The statement is made many times of late that owing

to the scarcity of leather and the European war, there had
to be a substitute for leather, consequently cloth is being

used more than ever before. It is not to be denied that

leather is scarce and growing more so, but this is notice-

able more in heavy leather—in material for soles. This

is being taken care of by the use of rubber and like com-
positions. But to get down to the real and vital reason for

cloth in shoes at present, it really seems that it is a matter

of style. Women are demanding more style, more colors

in footwear. Shoes must be handsome to accord with the

fashion of short skirts and must harmonize in color with

the other clothing. Cloth seems to be more suitable, less

expensive and easier to obtain for the millinery styles of

footwear,—therefore, cloth.

COME OFF WITH GOOD RECORD
Out of 86,000 pairs of army shoes issued to the Cana-

dian forces, there were condemned by the militia authorities

7,807 pairs. The parliamentary investigation committee in

order to satisfy itself as to the exact condition of the shoes
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which had been condemned alter having been used, had them
returned to Ottawa and had two practical men of much ex-

perience in connection with the repair and manufacture

of shoes make a careful examination and report upon those

condemned boots. The result was that it was found that

of the 7,807 pairs condemned 6,599 pairs could be repaired

and put in a serviceable condition; 510 pairs had been

burnt, 319 pairs had been mutilated and cut in some way,

and there were actually defective 379 pairs of shoes or less

than one-half of one per cent, of all the shoes issued to

the forces in Canada ; and when this record is taken into

consideration it might be well said that the Canadian shoe

industry has reason to be proud of this result and that

instead of being held up to the ridicule and scorn of the

people they should be pointed to with pride for having met

so serious a crisis in so capable a way.

GIVE YOUR VIEWS ON ARMY BOOT
The war purchasing commission is at home to people

who want to talk boots, says a recent despatch from Ottawa.

Since the war started boots have loomed large in discussion,

among the troops, in Parliament and elsewhere. The war
purchasing board wants to get a type of footwear which

will overcome all objections and render the best service pos-

sible. With that end in view certain specifications were

drawn up and sample boots based upon them were manu-
factured. From time to time changes have been made.

The gathering was for the purpose of securing further

advice of experts or people who have ideas about boots

with a view of uniting upon a type of footwear embodying

everything that makes for the maximum of wear and ser-

viceability. Representatives from many firms of manufac-

turers or others who have views have been giving the

commission the benefit of their advice. The type of boot

which will be adopted will be heavier than what was ori-

ginally made, while a steel plate is put around the top

of the heel. Other features of the manufacture are of a

technical character but such a.s will make for strength and

durability.

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR IN UNITED KINGDOM
The market for Canadian footwear in the United King-

dom has been frequently commented upon in reports sub-

mitted by Mr. Claude Dyer, the Acting Canadian Trade

Commissioner at Leeds. According to Mr. Dyer, the re-

turns now available show that since the date of several

reports a noticeable increase has taken place in the ship-

ments from Canada. During March, 1,465 dozen pairs of

boots and shoes (of leather), valued at $63,475, were im-

ported from Canada. The imports of Canadian boots and

shoes (of leather) during this month alone therefore ex-

ceed the total imports for any period of twelve months

during recent years.

BIG ORDERS FROM ALLIES
A recent issue of Hide and Leather makes reference to

a number of large orders for army shoes placed by the allied

powers in the United States. It says:
—"The French gov-

ernment purchased $350,000 of heavy sole leather lately

for army purposes, fourteen days delivery, inspection and

payments at dock. Orders for 3,000,000 pairs of shoes are

reported to have been placed last month in Boston by the

Russian government. Three New England shoe manufac-

turers took the business, with delivery from four to six

HHfnths. The leather called for is russet splits and large

sales of this leather have been made. Rough splits are two

cents to three cents higher and prices of flexible inner-soling

and pickled splits are advanced. It is asserted that the

French, Belgian and Italian governments are also about to

place large orders for army shoes in America. Boston re-

ports sale of 500 tons of wax splits for Russian shoes. These
have hobnailed soles. The uppers are russet or natural color

wax splits. War orders were placed recently for 15,000 sets

double harness or 30,000 harnesses, from russet leather, also

some quantities of bridles and saddles."

KID LEATHER IN STYLE AGAIN
A shoe manufacturer, just home from the eastern

market, says : "Among New York shoe buyers, I found a

new interest in kid leather. Some of the buyers are ex-

pecting a good run on kid leather shoes for late summer
novelties and are thinking they will run well into the fall.

It would be a good thing for shoe manufacturers if kid

leather did come back, because it is a good leather to cut

and make up. For a revival of kid leather shoes, there are

two chief reasons. One is that the shoe retailers have gone
to the limit on millinery styles, and now are sobering up.

Another reason is that Europe is turning to black. In its

present sorrowful condition, it requires no flashy, colored

shoes. This wave of sober fashions is likely to sweep over

this country. Even the colored kid shoes that are coming
into style are of the subdued colors."

DO NOT WASTE CEMENT
What a wasteful habit it is for a shoe operator to use

cements from an open dish. Not only does a large percent-

age of the cement go to waste by drippings, but there must

also be taken into consideration the amount of cement lost

b)' evaporation. There are several good cementing machines
on the market, and they not only give better results than the

use of a brush, but also soon save the cost of extra labor and
cement.

NEW HEEL BUILDING PROCESS
An individual pressure wheel and vulcanizing heel paste

process has been introduced by a western concern by which
the heels are built on any plan desired with a special paste,

then each heel is put under individual pressure for thirtv

minutes, at the end of which time they are automatically

removed from wheel to wire basket and are ready for the

compressor in two to three hours. This saves putting heels

on boards and under pressure for two to twenty-four hours

after which they are dried, taking from one to six days

to dry, according to method used. It also saves boards,

presses and labor; also the large amount of stock in pro-

cess because of the length of time taken in drying. This

method of building heels is also claimed to save i-i6th of

an inch of stock in height on each heel. The automatic

adjustable plate on each press takes care of flat heel, or

wedges of any thickness on account of eccentric. One
plant in which this process has been installed, formerly had

25,000 to 30,000 pairs of heels in process, where to-day they

turn out just as many heels with 7,000 to 10,000 pairs in

process. They discarded 700 boards on which they formerly

put their heels to put in presses; 550 dry racks used to dry

their heels in natural air; one large hydraulic press; seven

screw presses, and no longer require the services of two
men who handled the heels, taking them from the builders

and putting them in presses and dry racks.

STRING SYSTEM FOR TURNS
The string system, so-called, for making turn shoes by

machinery) is meeting with great success. There are six

separate operations, all performed by machine. First the
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sole is tacked to the last
;
second, assembled ;

third, stitched

by turn stitcher; fourth, trimmed; fifth, turned; sixth, beat

out and smoothed up. The writer has seen this system used,

and was very much impressed with it, not only as to the

quality of work but the speed. With the exception of the

stitcher, these machines are very simple, and little or no

trouble should be had in teaching operators to run them.

ONTARIO MANUFACTURERS DISAPPOINTED
The Imperial order for one million pairs of army shoes,

on which the shoe manufacturers of Western Ontario were

figuring, has not materialized. Word has been received

that the order was placed elsewhere. It is stated that the

sample shoe, which was made by the Ontario manufac-

turers and sent to the Old Country for approval, reached

there a day too late. It is regrettable that the Western On-
tario factories did not land this large consignment as it

would have represented an expenditure of nearly three mil-

lion dollars, and would have kept about eighteen factories

working up to the limit for several months.

IMPROVED BOX TOE GUM
Durlacque's superior box toe gum is the name given

to a product put out by a western concern. This gum is

waterproof and acid proof and will hold the box toe firmly

and sightly during the life of the shoe. Perspiration from

the foot will not injure this gum and cause box toe troubles.

At the same time it will not stain either leather or fabrics.

The manufacturers of these goods are so positive that

this material will be satisfactory that they will ship a ten-

gallon sample on approval, which can be returned if not

satisfactory. In addition, the manufacturers claim that it

saves 20 per cent over other products.

THE RETURN OF KID LEATHER
Blue kid leather shoes are shown in stores in New York

which handle fine footwear for women. It is said that they

will sell well in the summer time. Putty and champagne kid

are still in good style. Much putty and champagne kid

is used for tops of patent leather vamp shoes. The produc-

tion of colored kid leather seems to pay the tanners. At all

events a shoe manufacturer says that he is paying 40 cents a

foot for colored kid. For black kid of about the same wear-
ing qualities he pays 22 cents. Black mat kid shoes promise
to sell well in the fall and winter lines.

FUSSY TO MAKE AND TO FIT
A Canadian firm made up some boots lacing up the back

and showed them to customers, and then refused to make
them. The manager of the firm said that the shoes were

fussy to make, and that they would be still more fussy to

lit. He recommended that his customers buy more sensible

styles.

KINGSBURY BOYS WIN OPENING GAME
The opening game of the Maisonneuve Manufacturers'

Baseball League was held recently and the season started

under very auspicious circumstances. The initial game was
played between Kingsbury Footwear Co. and the James
Muir Co., both shoe factories, in which the former were
victorious by a 7-1 score. Several details of the game
are given as a great deal of interest has been evinced by

those engaged in the shoe industry in Maisonneuve, and
keen rivalry exists. Mayor Tremblay pitched the first ball

with Mr. Chartrand, president of the Kingsbury team bat-

ting, and Mr. Brown of the Watson-Foster Co., catching.

Below is given a summary of the game as well as the

schedule of the league for the balance of the season:

1 2 3 4 5 R. H. E.

Kingsbury 0 1 4 2 0 7 it 2

Jas. Muir o o o 1 o 1 3 4
Two base hits, Gilbert, Lamothe, Fernet; stolen bases,

Fernet, Vincent; base on errors, Kingsbury 3, Muir 1; base

on balls, off Provost 1, off Robitaille 3; struck out, by

Provost 7, by Robitaille 3 ; left on bases, Kingsbury 6,

Muir 4; hit by pitcher, by Robitaille 2. Umpires, Bluteau

and Desrosiers.

Schedule for the Season

May 15—Watson & Foster vs. United Shoe; won by U.S.M.
Co. ; score 6-1.

Jas. Muir vs. Kingsbury Footwear; won by Kings-

bury; score 7-1.

May 29—United Shoe vs. Jas. Muir; won by U.S.M. Co.;

score 7-5.

Watson & Foster vs. Kingsbury Footwear; won
by Kingsbury; score 21-17.

June 12—Kingsbury Footwear vs. United Shoe.

Jas. Muir vs. Watson & Foster.

June 19—United Shoe vs. Watson & Foster.

Kingsbury Footwear vs. Jas. Muir.

July 3—Jas. Muir vs. United Shoe.

Kingsbury Footwear vs. Watson & Foster.

July 17—United Shoe vs. Kingsbury Footwear.

Watson & Foster vs. Jas. Muir.

July 31—Watson & Foster vs. United Shoe.

Jas. Muir vs. Kingsbury Footwear.

Aug. 14—United Shoe vs. Jas. Muir.

Watson & Foster vs. Kingsbury Footwear.

Aug. 21—Kingsbury Footwear vs. United Shoe.

Jas. Muir vs. Watson & Foster.
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Shoe News in Paragraph
A tannery has been opened in Morden, Man., by Peter

Kotenko.

E. Smith, shoemaker, has started in business in St.

James, Man.
Th. Mayer, Montreal, was in Toronto recently on a

business trip.

Day & Lamarre, shoe dealers of Longueuil, Que., have

dissolved partnership.

J. S. King, of the King Shoe Co., Toronto, is spending

a few days at Atlantic City.

William Hands has bought the shoe repairing business

of R. Hepenstall, Wiarton, Ont.

Harry Dallas, Sr., has returned to Toronto after spend-

ing a few days in Preston, Ont.

T. McGovern, of the Western Leather Goods Co., To-

ronto, was in Montreal recently.

The Kimmel Felt Co., Berlin, have installed a Pluma

skiving machine of the latest type.

F. W. Knowlton, of the U. S. M. Co. of Canada, Mon-

treal, is spending a few days in Boston.

N. Macfarlane, of the Macfarlane Shoe Co., Montreal,

spent a few days in Toronto last week.

F. Blouin, manufacturer of raw hide fibre counters,

Quebec, has assigned to J. P. E. Gagnon.

W. Michaud has opened a shoe store in Montreal, at

the corner of St. Denis and Carriere streets.

G. A. Maybec, of Maybee, Kennedy Co., Moose Jaw,

Sask., who is President (if the Saskatchewan Retail Mer-

chants' Association, is on a business trip to Toronto, Mon-
treal, Quebec and other points.

Ritchie Thompson, manager of the Gorman Shoe House,
Belleville, was in Toronto recently on business.

Joseph Whitehouse has made extensive improvements to

his shoe repairing establishment in Langley, B.C.

J. J. Kilgour, of Kilgour, Rimer Co., Winnipeg, was in

Montreal, Quebec and Toronto last week on business.

Wm. H. Marsh, representing the William A. Marsh Co.,

Limited, Montreal, was in Toronto lately on business.

Wm. F. Hessenauer, of J. Hessenauer & Son, shoe
merchants, Berlin, was in Toronto last week on business.

W. J. Ashplant, of H. Ashplant & Sons, London, was
in Montreal and Quebec during the past couple of weeks.

J. Scheuer, leather goods dealer, of New York, has been
visiting the Canadian shoe trade during the past fortnight.

John Wiggins has resigned his position as foreman of

No. 2 factory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal.

Stefanos George, King street west, Toronto, has in-

stalled a i6-foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit with stitcher.

Jas. Valentine, of Valentine & Martin, shoe manufac-
turers, Waterloo, Ont., was in Toronto on business recently.

H. R. Litz, representing Luc Routier, shoe manu-
facturer, Quebec, was in Toronto last week on business.

H. J. Cote, foreman of McKay room, No. 2 factory of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, has resigned.

T. G. Sayer, late of Hastings, Ont., has opened a new
store in Warkworth, Ont., and has installed a shoe depart-

ment.

Messrs. Hall, Edmonton and Taylor. Calgary, buyers

of the Hudson Bay Co., were in Montreal and Boston this

week.

A charter has been granted to the Eureka Shoe Co.,

Limited, with headquarters in Montreal and a capital stock

Of $20,000.

The retail shoe firm of Swan Bros., Montreal, has dis-

solved partnership and a new firm has been formed under the

same name.

Francis Thompson, a shoemaker by trade and one of

the oldest residents of Pembroke, passed away recently,

aged 64 years.

The Aylmer Shoe Co., of Aylmer, and the Regal Shoe

Company, Toronto, have installed model K inseamers for

welts and turns.

A. L. Johnson, general sales manager of Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, Montreal, was in Winnipeg on a busi-

ness trip last week.

A. E. Marois, of Tourigny & Marois, shoe manufac-

turers, Quebec, spent a few days in Toronto last week call-

ing upon the trade.

Hermon C. MacNiel, president of the Shoe City Nov-

elty Co., of Lynn, is on a business trip among the shoe

factories in Canada.

A. W. Dubois, representing Charles K. Fox, Haverhill,

Mass., was in Toronto last week with a fine line of samples

calling upon the trade.

Chas. A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-

turing Co., Toronto, was in Ottawa and other eastern points

last week on a business trip.

E. A. Redding, formerly superintendent with J. M.
Humphrey & Co., shoe manufacturers. St. John, is now with

the Robert Taylor Co., Halifax.

N. R. Feltes, secretary-treasurer of Ames-Holden-

McCready, Limited, Montreal, has returned from a visit to

the West. Mr. Feltes went as far as Winnipeg.

Benj. Paine, who was at one time in the shoe business

in Windsor, Ont, died recently. Twenty years ago he moved
to Ridgetown, Ont., where he was engaged in the shoe line

for some years. Of a rather retiring disposition, Mr. Paine
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was well liked by his business associates. He was sixty -

three years of age.

W. M. Angus, assistant general sales manager of Ames-
Uolden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, spent a few days in

Toronto last week on business.

Samuel Trees & Co., Limited, Toronto, dealers in sad-

dlery hardware, etc., have increased their capital stock of

$50,000 to the sum of $200,000.

James Moore, city traveler for S. C. Cronk & Co.,

wholesale shoes, Toronto, who has been ill for the past

few days, is able to be around again.

Morris Williams, of Ilderton, Ont, son of David Wil-
liams, formerly a shoemaker at Chesley, died of wounds
received at the Battle of Langemarck.

E. Fitzgerald has accepted a position with J. & T. Bell,

Limited, Montreal, succeeding A. O. Giroux, who recently

resigned from the employ of the company.

'

Mr. Fauteaux, foreman of fitting room of J. & T. Bell,

Limited, Montreal, has resigned to accept a position in No.
2 factory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited.

J. G. McDiarmid, Western Canada representative for

the Cook-Fitgerald Co., London, has returned to Toronto
after spending several weeks in the Prairie Provinces.

Amos Matthews, for some time past superintendent of
the No. 2 factory of the Ames-Holden-McCready factory,

Montreal, has concluded his services with the company.
G. P. Stockton, who represents C. S. Hyman & Co.,

leather manufacturers, London, has returned from an ex-
tended business trip to Quebec and the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. Marcus, of Stoughton, Mass., representing the
Panther Rubber Co., and R. E. Katz of Sherbrooke, Que.,
spent several days last week in Toronto calling upon the
trade.

A firm of manufacturers' agents in St. Lucia who cover
British Guiana, Trinidad and the Northern Islands, desire
to correspond with Canadian manufacturers of boots ana
shoes.

William Butt, well known in shoe circles as a sole

leather room foreman, recently resigned his position in that

capacity with the J. W. Hewetson Co., Limited, of Bramp-
ton, Ont.

The findings trade has been advised by several com-
panies manufacturing rubber heels, of a reduction amount-
ing to about ten per cent, in dozen lots and a corresponding
decrease in price in gross lots.

The Elmira Felt Co., Elmira, Ont., have installed the

Rex pulling over and lasting system, which is giving splen-

did satisfaction. The Berlin Felt Boot Company has also

installed the same system.

J. A. Scott, leather merchant, of Quebec, accompanied
by W. A. Lane, his Montreal representative, spent a few
days in Toronto last week on business, and was greeted by
many friends in the trade.

Gordon Wadsworth, who covers territory from Winni-
peg to the Coast for L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, has
returned to Montreal. He states business conditions in the
West seem to be improving.

John J. Tilt, of Toronto, western Canada representa-
tive of the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, Ont., has re-

turned after an extended business trip throughout the Cana-
dian west, going as far as the Coast.

Chas. Howe, formerly superintendent in a large shoe
factory in Portsmouth, Ohio, has been appointed superin-
tendent of No. 2 factory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Mon-
treal, and has entered upon his new duties.

The Miner Rubber Co. have recently completed an ad-
dition to the factory at Granby. The new portion measures
100 x 70 feet and will enable the company to increase their

service facilities to a great extent. All fall orders they

state will be shipped from Granby instead of from Montreal,

as heretofore.

The St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co., St. Hyacinthe,

Que., have just completed the installation of a complete

line of U. S. M. Co. machinery for the manufacture of in-

fants' regular staple lines in leather footwear.

Donald Ross, shoemaker, of Truro, N.S., passed away
recently. He was 67 years of age, and the end came rather

suddenly. Mr. Ross leaves a wife and three children, and

was an honest, industrious, kind-hearted citizen.

Fred Adams, of Brantford, has been appointed man-
ager of the Berlin store of John Agnew, Limited, succeed-

ing F. Leonard Smith, who is promoted to the management
of the new branch opened this week in London.

The many friends of Howard Cobb, who is connected

with John Mclntyre, Montreal, are sympathizing with him

in the loss of his mother, who died last week in Montreal

and was buried at the family home in New England.

A handsomely carved reredos has been presented to

St. Simon's Church, Toronto, by Win. G. Parsons, of C.

Parsons & Son, leather dealers, Toronto, in memory of his

DEATH CALLED N. W. CREECH

One of Brantford's best known young business men
passed away unexpectedly on May 22nd, after a brief ill-

ness, in the person of Norman W-. Creech, death occurring

at the family residence, 58 Palmerston avenue. He was
taken ill on May 1 8th with pneumonia, and though all that

medical aid could do was done, he sank rapidly and expired

four days later. Norman W. Creech was born in Exeter in

1879, thus being 36 years of age. He was connected with

the Brandon Shoe Co., as secretary-treasurer, joining the

company in July, 191 1. He was also financial secretary of

Brant Avenue Methodist Church, and president of the

Dufferin Bowling Club. Deceased was also a member of

Doric Lodge A. F. and A. M., and was honored in death

by fellow-craftsmen, who officiated at the obsequies on

May 24th, which were largely attended. The funeral cortege

was one of the largest ever seen in Brantford, members of

Doric Lodge A. F. and A. M. and sister lodges turning out

in Masonic regalia and marching in a body to the cemetery.

The late Mr. Creech was a highly respected young business

man and his death is keenly felt among his many friends.
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wife. The reredos was unveiled on Sunday, May 30th, at

a special ceremony conducted by Rural Dean Cayley.

J. E. Fawkes, shoe dealer, of Paris, Ont., has assigned
to J. P. Langley & Co., Toronto. The stock and fixtures,

valued at $7,500, will be sold by auction on June 9th by
Suckling & Co., 76 Wellington street west, Toronto.

R. W. Lautenschlager, who has been on the staff of
the Merchants Rubber Co., Berlin, Ont., for some years,

has been appointed assistant manager, succeeding the late

Andrew A. Voelker. He has entered upon his new duties.

The stock of VV. E. Sinclair, shoe retailer, of New
Westminster, who passed away a few weeks ago, was sold

to A. S. Sinclair, at 59c. on the dollar, the terms being

$2,000 cash and the balance in one, two and three months.
Dunbar Leighton, secretary of the Montreal Association

of Superintendents and Foremen, who for some time past has
been employed by the Slater Shoe Co., as foreman in the

cutting room, has concluded his services with the company.
William Wilson, who was for many years employed as

a foreman at Taylor's shoe factory, Halifax, died recently

at South Essex, Mass. Until a short time ago he had been
employed with the United Shoe Machinery Co., at Beverley,

Mass.

Charles Thompson, who was for several years with the

Brantford Roofing Co., has been appointed secretary-

treasurer of the Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, succeeding

the late N. W. Creech. He has entered upon his new
duties.

A number of shoe repair establishments in Toronto
have announced that their shops will be closed every Wed-
nesday afternoon during June, July and August, and some

proprietors are considering closing a half day each week
the year round.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co., Gait, have installed

a new model D rapid hand method folding machine, for use

in cloth top work. This machine folds any fabric without

stretching the stock, and was installed by the United Shoe
Machinery Company.

Frank Walker, the enterprising manager of the shoe

department of "Brown's Limited," Portage la Prairie, Man.,

was married recently to Miss Annie Drummond, of Minne-
dosa. Mr. and Mrs. Walker have taken up their residence

in Portage la Prairie.

A. J. Irvine has opened the Yale shoe store at 1005

First avenue west, Calgary, and installed a complete stock.

Mr. Irvine was formerly in the shoe department of the

Hudson Bay Co., Winnipeg, and on the staff of the Regal

.shoe store in "that city.

Alfred W. Donovan made his first speech after an ill-

ness of fourteen weeks, at the annual meeting of the Brock-

ton Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Donovan is a member of

the E. T. Wright Co., of Rockland, and a brother of E. E.

Donovan, of St. Thomas, Ont.

Additional Ideal clicking machines have been installed

in the factory of Lachance & Tanguay, Quebec, within the

past couple of weeks. This factory is now equipped with

this type, and it is stated that other Quebec plants are

also installing new clicking machines.

W. H. Jardine, of Toronto, who was for several years

one of the Western Canada representatives of the W. B.

Hamilton Shoe Co., has joined the traveling staff of the

Ulachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, and will look

after their interests in Eastern Ontario.

Herbert W. Gilhooley, shoe retailer, of Brockville, Ont

,

was married this week to Miss Margaret, only daughter of

the late Albert Abbott, of Brockville. The many friends

of Mr. Gilhooley, who is one of the most popular shoe mer-

chants in eastern Ontario, will extend congratulations.

Max Singer, who formerly operated a shoe establishment

on St. Catherine street east, Montreal, has bought out the

shoe business of Ronayne Bros., corner Notre Dame and

Inspector streets, and is now operating it as the Singer Fit-

Rite Shoe Company. The premises are large and well

stocked.

Lion Polish Co., Limited, with headquarters in To-

ronto, have been granted a charter. The capital stock is

$40,000. The company manufacture all kinds of shoe

polishes, dressings and dyes—their place of business being

525 King street west, and their goods being known as the

"Lion" brand.

The Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., of Illinois,

has been granted a license to do business in Ontario and

buy, sell and deal in all kinds of rubber goods, and to trans-

act a general manufacturing and jobbing business, provid-

ing no larger amount of capital than $10,000 is expended

in the province.

Two new colors are displayed among women's shoes.

Colored kid for immediate orders appears just now to be

having a large call, both in button and lace. The new
colors are quaker grey and forest fawn, and when an entire

shoe is made of these, in kid or combined with patent, the

model is an effective one.

E. A. Chalk, of Toronto, the widely known shoe trav-

eler, who has been laid up for four weeks owing to blood

poisoning in his right arm, caused by his dog biting one

of his fingers, is able to resume his duties on the North
shore in the interest of the Kaufman Rubber Co., Drum-
mond Shoe and St. Henri Shoe Co.

Geo. P. Graham, who entered the employ of the Maple
Leaf Rubber Co. in 1909, as office assistant, passed away

JOSEPH MANTELL, VETKRAN SHOEMAKER, AT WORK IN HIS

GARDEN, 69 HERBERT AVE., TORONTO. HE HAS JUST PASSED
HIS 105TH BIRTHDAY
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recently. He had been in poor health for some months and
it was found necessary for him to retire. His funeral from
St. John's Anglican Church, Port Dalhousie, was largely

attended, and many beautiful floral tributes were received,

including tokens from the staff of the Maple Leaf Rubber
factory.

Included in the list of the King's birthday honors is

Sir Herbert Ames, M.P. for St. Antoine, Montreal, who is

honorary secretary of the Canadian Patriotic Fund. Mr.
Ames has always been closely connected with Canada's

commercial and public affairs, and is a director of the

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, shoe manufacturers,

Montreal.

Wholesale firms report a good demand for all kinds of

tennis and outing footwear. The general lines of shoes are

moving fairly well, but the recent cool spell interfered

somewhat with the retail sale of summer foot toggery. It

is expected, with the advent of warmer weather, that there

will be a lively requisition for all kinds of white shoes and

more particularly for black and white effects.

W. G. Fallen, of Gait, one of the western Canada re-

presentatives of Getty & Scott, Limited, has returned after

a most successful business trip throughout the Prairie

provinces. Mr. Fallen recently paid a visit to the Panama
Pacific Exposition at San Francisco. H. Leckie, who looks

after several towns in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba,

in the interests of Getty & Scott, has also returned to the

east.

A. R. Angus, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited,

Montreal, who returned recently from spending several

months in England and France in the interest of the Cana-
dian Shoe Exporters' Association, has been appointed to

a new office in connection with the company and is now
assistant manufacturing manager. He has entered upon his

new duties.

The Woelfle Shoe Co., Limited, Berlin, report business

as good and during the past six weeks the factory has

been working over-time in order to keep up with the busi-

ness in hand. Not one employee has been laid off since

the war. The company will this month get their new
samples for spring under way. They contemplate adding

new lines in colonials and slippers, and will install several

new lasts in their regular range of high cuts.

A charter has been granted to the Natural Tread
Shoes, Limited, with headquarters in Toronto. The capital

stock is $40,000, and among the incorporators are Vernon
E. Taplin and Dr. Chas. S. Wright, of Toronto. The com-
pany is empowered to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in

boots and shoes and other articles of wearing apparel, and
also to operate as an adjunct to the foregoing, chiropodist

and masseuse parlors and shoe shine parlors.

The Ontario Shoe Manufacturers' Association, who
were not successful in getting the order for a million pairs

from the English Government, and received a cable a few
days ago saying their sample had arrived too late, have
received word that there is a chance of getting a French
order for army shoes. It may be stated that the sample
was mailed May 1st and reached England on May 18th.

Evidently the Old Country authorities were in a hurry and
could not wait for the sample.

Local Union, No. 1033, of the Retail Clerks Inter-

national Protective Association, has been formed in Hamil-
ton an I is growing rapidly. It is confined generally to the

shoe clerks of the Ambitious City, but an effort will be

made to thoroughly organize those employed in clothing,

dry goods, and other stores. The clerks Union will en-

deavor to effect the six o'clock closing of all shoe stores,

and an appeal will be made to the public to do their shopping
during the day time. The following officers have been

elected : President, C. E. MacFarlane ; first vice-president,

R. J. McPhail; second vice-president, S. Spence; corres-

ponding financial secretary, W. Smith
;
recording secretary,

S. Saunders
;
treasurer, T. W. Watson

;
guide, W. Walters

;

guardian, W. R. Smees.

A. Newman has opened a bright new shoe store at

191 Barrington street, Halifax. The interior has been re-

modelled and handsomely finished in white and green. There
are separate fitting departments. Special attention has

been paid to the lighting of the shop and several high

power white lights have been installed which will illuminate

the store in a blaze of light. Recently the doors were thrown
open and a handsome carnation given to each visitor.

The Granby Rubber Co.. Limited, recently purchased

the Dominion Last Works at Quebec, formerly owned by
Mr. C. M. Hodgkins. They have considerably enlarged

their last manufacturing plant at Granby, and are now out

looking for business in the leather last line. Mr. Fogerty,

their superintendent, is a practical last manufacturer with

many years experience, and in addition to this the services

of Mr. C. M. Hodgkins are retained. They now have a

full equipment for the manufacture of lasts for leather

work and are already obtaining large orders from the lead-

ing shoe manufacturers.

A leading manufacturer tells a humorous story of a

western Canada shoe traveler. The fellow had started

out, and shortly after leaving Winnipeg, wired the firm

for $100 expense money. The next day, he wired for an-

other $100, which, like the first, was promptly forwarded.

Rather startling, therefore, was a message received on the

third day, requesting the despatch of another $100, which,

needless to relate, was not sent, but instead, there went
forth an angrily worded telegram from the shoe manu-
facturers, to the effect "What means all this demand for

money? Wire explanation." Ready was the reply, "No
explanation—Intoxication."

The Shoe and Leather Journal has received the latest

copy of American Shoe Making Directory, which is the "red

THE NEW ARMY SHOE
For Canadian soldiers, contracts for 60,000 pairs being awarded recently.

The shoe has a steel horse-shoe plate on the heel, is loose-nailed
at the toe and shank, and is made of 6 ounce heavy

chrome tan wintei calf, with 7 gauge middle
sole and 10 gauge oak outsole.
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book" list of shoe manufacturers, and is issued by Rogers
& Atwood Publishing Co., 683 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.
The directory, which is of vest pocket size, contains a com-
plete list of shoe manufacturers of Canada and United States,

factory location, kind of shoes made, average daily output,

names of superintendents and buyers, the trades sold, etc.

All this interesting and valuable data is conveniently

arranged and the publishers report that each year the direc-

tory is enjoying a constantly increasing sale, which attest:-

the accuracy and thoroughness of its contents.

For fall wear a manufacturer of women's shoes, who
has recently visited all the style centres and has devoted

close attention to the varied tendencies of fashion, de-

clares that in the better class goods, it will be a black

season, and that the leading leathers will be patent, gun-

metal and black kid, with dark cloth toppings. This is in

keeping with the spirit of mourning, which is now prevalent

in many a Canadian home, owing to the death of loved

ones at the front. On some shoes, the general sombre ap-

pearance will be relieved by little touches of white or white

piping, but gunmetal, bright calf and kid leathers, all in

dark shades, with fairly pointed toes and medium vamps,

will have the largest requisition in the higher class of re-

tail trade.

The ratepayers of Preston will in the near future vote

on a by-law to grant $25,000 to the Hurlbut Shoe Co., repay-

able in fifteen annual instalments, bearing 5y2 per cent,

interest. The company agrees to build an entire new plant

of 15,000 square feet floor space, to install the machinery of

their present factory, valued at $10,000 together with addi-

tional new machinery costing $10,000, and gives as security

to the town a mortgage on the entire plant. The company
further agrees to pay not less than $35,000 in wages in any

r. w. G. BLOOR

OF INGERSOLL,

SHOEMAN, ALDERMAN
AND

COMIC VOCALIST

IN HIS LIVELY SONG

"A SURE CURE"

year during the fifteen years of the agreement and also to

pay taxes on a fixed assessment, local improvements and
school taxes. The company, which began operations a few
years ago with twenty-five hands, now gives steady employ-
ment to one hundred.

NEVER MEETS CUT-PRICE COMPETITION
Shoe retailers who are troubled by cut-price compe-

tition may find some encouragement in remarks made by a
man who sells leather to shoe manufacturers:

"I never try to meet cut-price competition," said he.

"I refuse to bid on orders when I know that firms who have
a reputation for cutting prices are bidding against me.
It took a lot of courage to make up my mind to do this.

But I have found that it pays. It saves me the effort

and the worry to grade down my goods, a task which is

almost hopeless against a habitual price cutter, because
he will invariably beat me, even if he skins his goods to the
limit. The effort that I save I put into maintaining the
quality of my goods, and spreading out my sales field. I

have found that old customers who departed from me,
being tempted away by the cut-prices of my competitors,

have invariably returned to me, apologetically, and willing

to pay my prices. So I am confident that the best way
to meet cut-price competition is to avoid it, and to give one's

undivided attention to the maintenance of his own stand-

ards."

SELECT SHOE NAME AND WIN $25

$25.00 for a new trade mark name for a shoe. Would
you like to earn this sum easily ? Why not capitalize your

ideas ? Any one connected with the retail shoe business

has a splendid opportunity of doing so, by sending in sug-

gestions to Getty & Scott, Limited, makers of the nationally-

known "Classic" shoes, Gait. This firm desire an appro-

priate name for a new line of high and medium grade

women's, misses' and children's welts, turns and McKays,
and each competitor is allowed to send in three selections.

Here is a chance for every shoe merchant, buyer, manager,

or clerk, to win a valuable prize, if he has in mind any

bright, catchy title for a new brand of footwear. All

suggestions should be sent to Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait,

Ont., not later than July 15th. Everyone connected in any

way with a retail shoe store is welcome to enter the

contest, and no conditions are imposed other than limiting

the number of suggestions to three. Send in your names.

See full announcement on next page.

HOW SHOEMEN USE TELEPONE BOOK
To the shoe merchant in the large town or city, who

desires to secure a special mailing list and to cater to the

better class of trade, there is probably no more ready re-

ference than the telephone book. Many householders in

towns and cities wonder how it is that they now and then

receive a neatly printed pamphlet, a seasonably worded

letter, illustrated announcement, or some other reminder,

from certain business places where they possibly are not

known and have never traded. The missive comes by post

and the name and address are correctly written or typed.

This is easily explained, as the proprietor has carefully gone

through the telephone book and eliminating the boarding

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

22,000 feet flooring, 4 storeys, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample

skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin, St. George

street, Levis, Que.
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$25.00 PRIZE $25.00

FOR A TRADE MARK NAME
for a line of women's, misses' and children's shoes, in welts, turns and McKays

OPEN TO EVERYBODY
interested in the retail shoe business. This name will be for a high and medium grade
of footwear, and must apply to all the ranges above stated.

Every competitor will be allowed to send in three names.

Competition will close on July 15th.

Mail all suggestions to

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited, Gait, Ontario
Makers of the Nationally Renowned "CLASSIC" Shoes

P.S.—The name of the new line of shoes and also of the prize winner will appear in

the Shoe and Leather Journal of August 1st.

house and business institutions, has trade appealing com-
munications posted to the private houses. This method
was followed by a Canadian shoeman, who opened out re-

cently in a large city, and with very good results. He said

that the telephone list contained the names of such people

as he desired to reach. Most of the residents who have a

telephone in their house, if not wealthy, are at least well-

to-do, and the classification is thus as complete as it is

possible to be, and by making use of such names, a large

amount of waste is eliminated. Two or three retailers in

other cities have recently written to the Shoe and Leather
Journal stating that they have found such means of secur-

ing names in every way satisfactory. Another advantage

is that the telephone book is issued three or four times a

year and the list of names is carefully revised, while the

street addresses are brought up to date. This makes the

collection accurate and reliable.

THE WEAR OF AN ARMY SHOE
There is always a probability of difficulty when shoes

for soldiers are made in one country to be worn in another.

There is no such thing as a universal standard. The Britisn

army clings to the heavy hobnailed footgear that according

to American ideas will wear out the soldiers. The standard

army shoe of the United States is a Goodyear welt, not un-

like what is worn by the average business man. It will

readily be seen that army boots made on anything like the

system employed in this country would not find favor in

Europe, says the Shoe Retailer.

United States Army officials have no definite data as to

how long a pair of shoes should last upon the feet of a sol-

dier, but the quartermasters say that the average life of a

shoe in war time does not exceed thirty days.

The wearing quality of upper leather is also a moot
question. There is no way in which a standard can be estab-

lished. Acid perspiration from the feet is greatly destruc-

tive of upper stock. In some instances the linings will begin

to disintegrate in a week while there are persons who wear
out a pair of shoes without even discoloring the linings.

There are men who break their shoes across the ball in a few
weeks' time almost without regard to the quality, price or

make of the footgear. Then again some persons can wear
low cost shoes for a year before even getting them resoled.

Many elements enter into the wear of shoes. They are

subjected to a strain which differs with the gait and habits

of the wearer. The average tensile strength of the linen

thread used to sew soles to uppers is over one hundred

pounds. If one were to count the number of stitches and mul-

tiply by one hundred it would be found that the combined

tensile strength of the threads holding the sole to the upper

amounts to more than a ton. As a matter of fact the tensile

breaking strength of the thread or any other part of a shoe

is no actual criterion. The real test is in the severe friction,

the twisting, torsional wear which varies with the individual,

his vocation and peculiarities of gait.

GREAT HELP IN MANY WAYS
Enclosed please find postal note for $1.00.

I hope you will pardon me for keeping you waiting

so long for this small amount, but I forgot it. I

enjoy the Shoe and Leather Journal very much
and find it a great help in many ways. Wishing

you success. Yours truly,

Gananoque, Ont. M. D. WALSH.
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Cheaper Satisfaction
VOUR customer's customer

will pay less for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Samples
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union,

Standard and Leather
ALL LEATHER Board Counters

Wood * Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., 163;-i Church St.
Toronto, Ont. M5484.

J. E. DUPRE A. BAIULARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - MONTREAL

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

"BLACK EYE" IN SHOE BUSINESS

A big shoe merchant of New York tells of what he

calls a piece of bone-headed business of which he was guilty,

and uses the story to emphasize his contention that there is

no such thing as "regular value" as far as shoes are con-

cerned.

Through years of careful watching he had built up a

reputation on shoes at $5. People who bought came back

for more, and the business grew splendidly.

About four years ago market conditions changed so much

that it became necessary to readjust things. The shoes could

no longer be sold profitably for $5.

He debated between raising the price to $5.25 or $5.50

and the other alternative of making the shoes meet the estab-

lishd $5 price.

Price won, and the line was cheapened sufficiently to

meet changed market conditions.

The answer is that his $5 shoe trade is getting to be more
of a memory than anything else. His $5 shoes are no longer

occupying the high place in the minds of his customers that

they did, and the customers are not nearly as numerous as

they once were. He wishes, now that it is too late, that he

had kept the standard up and let the price adjust itself. You
can't fool all the people all the time.

More and more merchants are being impressed with the

fact that the "short cuts" hitherto so commonly employed in

getting business are dangerous, and that, while it is true

that "the quality is remembered long after the price is for-

gotten" it is also true that it is as important to maintain a

standard as it is to create one, and that a black eye is more
noticeable than a smile of satisfaction.
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FOUNDED 1816

F. S. SCOTT, M.P.

Mayor of Gait for two years. President of

Getty & Scott, Limited, one of its most

progressive and staunchest industries.

G A LT
Hail!

to Canada's

Maiden City

GALT.

INCORPORATED 1915

The home of

the famous

" CLASSIC "

SHOES
Canada's leading

line of Footwear

for Women and

Children.

j

j

WM. CHAMBERLAIN
Secretary-Treasurer of Getty & Scott, Lim-

ited. Designer and constructor of the

nationally known "CLASSIC" Shoes.

One of the leading and busiest enterprises in Canada to-day, and one of the

manufacturing institutions of which the "Maiden City" of the fair Dominion

is pardonably proud, is the great shoe factory of Getty & Scott, where "Classic"

Shoes are produced.

Great as have been the growth and expansion of Gait during the past few years,

the development and extension of the home of "CLASSIC" Shoes and the

highly favorable reception they have met with in every quarter of the Dominion,

are still more wonderful. The men behind this enterprise have been active

and aggressive in placing Gait and "CLASSIC" Shoes on the "shoe map."

Three thousand pairs a day is the output of the "CLASSIC" Shoe factory,

which is the largest industry in Gait. The women of Canada want smart

styles in footwear—creations that are fascinating and distinctive. The

"CLASSIC" Shoe factory is headquarters for the production of seasonable

novelties in women's footwear, such as all retailers can sell with a satisfactory

profit.

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT, ONTARIO
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STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced OUTDOOR SPORTING

SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.Your best guarantee for non-ripping

Th. Mayer, 734-736 St. Paul St., Montreal

Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories using

Ullathorne's

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread
Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
T OES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

McKAV
S EW INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish—at the right pricefor the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

40 Qrothe St., MONTREAL

GEacmSHOE

Solid Leather
Flexible

Squeakless

Stocked for Instant

Shipment

A LINE of Women's fine McKays at

popular prices made on seven good

fitting lasts and in fifty smart styles. Foot

comfort is assured by the GRACIA and

without any sacrifice of the neatness that

women desire in their footwear.

MADE ONLY BY

W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO

REPRESENTATIVES—
New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward

Island KILLAM & SEMPLE
Quebec - - - - A MARTINE. 743 Champlain St.. Montreal
Ottawa Valley - - E E. CODE. 281 Wellington St.. Ottawa
Toronto - L. B. HUTCHISON. J. BRYANT. 76 York St., Toronto
Central Ontario v. L. HOLMES
Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta ... G. G. LENNOX
British Columbia - F. F. HENDERSON. 416 Cordova St.. Vancouver
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CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.

All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

1

THE

Roohoii Loatlvsr Co.
LIMITED

Oshawa, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-

tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

1 MONTREAL, QUE.
I

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

Raw-Hide Fibre CounterThis

For your
next run.

Guaranteed to

outwear the

shoe. None but

the very best

material is used

in its manufac-

ture.

" Made-la-Canada
"

F. BLOUIN, REG.
CORNER OF COLOMB AND NELSON STREETS : QUEBEC

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrigans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

f and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankforton-Maine.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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"KHAKI"
Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the desirable qualities which have made

P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PF1STER & VOOEL CO.
85 =87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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THE

SHOE

OUR MAIL-ORDER DEPARTMENT
CAN GIVE. YOU

QUICK SERVICE AND SATISFACTION

We have in stock at all times ready for shipment at a

moment's notice over eighty different lines and assorted

stocks of; Men's, Boys', Youths', Women's, Misses', Gents',

Girls' and Children's Shoes in McKay, McKay Welt, Standard

Screw, or Rivet. Write for our stock sheet.

Every shoe stamped with our name we guarantee to be made of solid

leather and to have the same high grade work-

manship and quality which has made them

famous for over twenty years.

See our traveler before ordering your staple lines

(HbA-jjoJINS
l"* lim

%S BLRLIN, ONT
imited

Solid Leather Shoes

This country recognizes three

grades of truth

—the truth—the whole truth

—^nothing but the truth

"The Truth" by itself may

be false because of what it

leaves unsaid, or because while
technically correct it is designed
to mislead.

"The whole truth" may be
ineffective because it leaves one
asking

—
"Well, what are you

going to do about it?"

"Nothing but the truth" in-

volves a grasp and expression

of right fundamentals, rounded
knowledge, fair play—an irre-

sistible appeal.

In Chicago from June 20th to

24th there will be a convention
of The Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World. The stand-
ard under which this convention
assembles is

"Nothing but the Truth
in Advertising"

This is not a sentimental

standard. It is a commercial

standard maintained by the con-

tact of idealists, enthusiasts,

and hard heads.

It is the only standard un-

der which the annual expen-

diture of $600,000,000 for ad-

vertising can be made to pay.

It is the standard under which

2,000 people met last June in

Toronto, and before that, in

Baltimore, Dallas, Boston.

It is the standard under which

every reader of newspapers,
magazines, outdoor signs, book-

lets, novelties—the printed or

painted advertising message

—

has come to believe what he

reads.

Vou are Invited to Attend '

No adult in this country but uses or is affected by advertising. The convention in Chicago will give you
ideas for application to your own business and your own life. You will come in contact with the discoverers

and pioneers in the development of the economic force of advertising—a force which will grow with your

support as you will grow by contact with it and its workers.

For special information address CONVENTION COMMITTEE. Adoertising

Association of Chicago. Advertising Building, iz-j Madison Street. CHICAGO.
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UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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Great Activity Noticeable
In Sporting Shoes

Reports from various parts of the country
would indicate that sporting shoes are

having an unusually strong call this year.

Our representatives are finding the demand
very active for the various lines comprised
in

"Royal* and "Bull Dog"

Sporting Shoes

This is doubtless due to the great popu-
larity these lines have achieved, by reason

of their superior qualities, both as regards

appearance and wear.

The dealer who handles "ROYAL" and
"BULL DOG" Sporting Shoes is exer-

cising the best of good judgment by so

doing, and will receive the proof of this

in the form of increased profits and
prestige.

Order Your Assorting Needs
From Firms in This List

—

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.

The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- - London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas - -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

The

Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton - Ontario
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REGAL
W ' ^^^^

Does a Regal Shoe
Like This Interest You

at $3.50?

CANADIAN STYLE 1515
Black Calf Blueher

Costs $3.50

Also in Patent Leather and Button Style
in Black Calf

This shoe is only one of 35 distinct styles always In
Stock. It is a popular last that is making money for

live retailers all over Canada. Write for our Agency
in your town if there is no Regal dealer there.

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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Remember the story which made Ellis

Parker Butler famous
—

"Pigs is Pigs."

His contention is indicated by the title.

"Shoes is Shoes" the unthinking retailer

may say. But the successful merchant

knows that high grade, perfect-fitting

shoes are made only by manufacturers,

who, like J. and T. Bell, have years of

experience, trained workmen, access to

the world's markets, capital, and infinite

desire and capacity to make the saleable

kind of footwear.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear
and
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Survival Value
What is it? Survival Value is the lasting prestige added to

all footwear by the affixing of the Union Stamp—it is the

surviving standard because:

1st It is a guarantee of honest footwear, made under
the best conditions.

2nd It is a pledge of expert workmanship.

3rd It is the pass-word which opens the sales doors to

Union Men everywhere.

4th After the other inducements have all been recited,

the conclusive and finishing argument is the UNION
STAMP.

Every shoe bearing the Union Stamp retains a sales value of

long duration, for no shoe bears the stamp unless it has been pro-

duced under the proper conditions and represents honest value.

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon
the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers* Union

—

the only guarantee of Union Footwear.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

.WORKERS UNION,

UNION/flSTAMP

Factory

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN

General President

CHAS. L. BATNE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer

WORKERS UNION
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OUR IN-STOCK
DEPARTMENT
IS AT YOUR SERVICE

Send us your sorting orders.

Do not let your stock run too low. It is bad
business for you, because an unsatisfied customer
is very frequently a lost customer.

You can avoid this difficulty by ordering frequently

from our IN-STOCK Department. It saves you
from buying too much at once, and it eliminates

shop worn goods. In this department we have a

very complete range of styles and sizes and we
pride ourselves on the promptness with which we
can handle all orders.

A trial will convince you. Send us a list of your
wants to-day.

AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY
LIMITED

MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEG

EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Sole Leather, Sorting and Shipping Warehouses, at Berlin, Ont.

DEPENDABLE SOLE LEATHER
OAK - "Trent Valley"

HEMLOCK "Penetang" and "Eagle."

TAP SOLES

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - ONTARIO

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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Tetrault
Always Has It First

Tetrault's Right There

Spring Samples Now Ready

and at War Prices

We have been the busiest factory making Men's
Goodyear Welts in Canada for the past two years,

running

At Full Capacity
most of the time and at the quietest period in the trade

turning out never less than 75% of our capacity.

1st—Tetrault Finish which

is a guarantee of superior

workmanship.

2nd—Tetrault Delivery
System which is as near

perfect as it is humanly

possible for it to be.

3rd—Tetrault Always Has
It First. We are at all

times on the alert for

latest styles.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East -:- Montreal

The Reasons

for Our Success
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Columbia Counter Company
349 Congress Street Boston, Massachusetts

GUARANTEE
WE HEREBY GUARANTEE to pay the full cost of all

shoes returned to us in which it is shown that by actual

wear our Columbia Fibie Counters have literally broken

or worn out and have failed to outwear the original shoe.

THIS GUARANTEE does not cover claims where the

counters still remain intact, though bent out of shape

through causes other than actual wear.

COLUMBIA COUNTER COMPANY

By
Treasurer

The

Backbone
of

the Shoe

I 'HE business of a counter is to stand up. It

1 is to the shoe what the spine is to the body

:

Everything depends upon it.

When the counter fails to perform its required

function, the shoe loses its usefulness, becomes

unshapely, wears out easily, and speedily finds

itself discarded.

Columbia Counters stand up. They have to.

We guarantee them to do so. We shall be glad

to give you every opportunity to verify the

strong claims we make.

A post card to our Canadian branch will prompt-

ly bring our representative to your factory.

Columbia Counter Company
347-349 Congress St. BOSTON, MASS.

G. T.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MONTREAL
TRUDEAU, 365 Ontario Street East

SAN FRANCISCO—N.\W. 6, A. L. Freidman, 717 Market St.

CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. . . 117 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert St Co. . 9 Hamilton St., Sydney
CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co. . Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana
PHILADELPHIA -Granville [S. Brotherton, Burlington, N.J.

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndocrfer Leather Co., 16th 8s Locust St.

ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton &s Co., 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS ARIES—American Representations Co., Tacquari, 1158

NEW YORK OFFICE, 127 DUANE STREET

IVe Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

1900

\

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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NEW SPRING SAMPLES READY
ON JULY 1st

They will be neater and more attractive than ever, em-
bracing the latest models in both low and high cuts.

WE SPECIALIZE EXCLUSIVELY
in women's high grade McKays—lace and button, pumps
and slippers, on the most comfortable and stylish lasts.

It will be worth your while to inspect our splendid range

for Spring—lines that sell well, look well, and wear well

FOR THE
WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY

S. H. PARKER
Manager and Secretary-Treasurer

££>oltb Ileatfjer ££>tjoc Co., Utmtteb

PRESTON - - ONTARIO
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

K4r*mm *Tvf\ Canadian Consolidated wr*m ^rv
DOMINION Rubber Co. Limited DOMINION

MONTREAL P.Q.

Now is the time

to show

SHOES
in your window

This

Attractive Display

was furnished

FREE
with your Placing

Order

Now is the time

to show it

!

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

[ DOMINION
MONTREAL P.Q. \V^i^m Sif^i?

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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How Retail Merchants Can Keep the Trade at Home
If They Cannot Succeed in Doing This at Least Measurably They are not Living up to Their Opportunities—Some

Valuable Suggestions and Pointed Truths That Should be Assimilated by Every Business Man

By H. H. GAETZ, Red Deer, Alta.

To keep trade at home, just as near home as ever we

can, not only within our own community but within our

own doors, is our chief aim. If we cannot succeed in this

at least measurably we'll not be retail merchants very long

or have any home at all to keep trade at.

There is much difference of opinion as to how this

desirable end is to be' accomplished. If we were as strongly

organized as the manufacturers of Canada are, for instance,

and had plenty of funds, we might set about, with the help

of beneficent governments, to surround our interests with

abundant protection of various kinds on the specious plea

that it were vastly in the interests of the people at large,

and especially the politically adored agriculturist, that we

should be protected against outside competition. This

should not be a difficult task, for all the arguments which

have been used so successfully in favor of protection with-

in the larger area apply with at least equal force within

the more restricted boundaries.

As these principles are apparently accepted by both

of our great political parties as the very plan of economic

salvation it seems to me you ought to consider whether or

not you are wise in neglecting so great an opportunity.

Why should the retail merchant who is so valuable a mem-

ber of every community and furnishes so much local em-

ployment, and such an excellent home market for farmers'

products, have his infant enterprise crushed by larger and

more solidly established concerns in other communities?

What will become of the butter and eggs, poultry and vege-

tables, fresh milk and pigs' feet now marketed with the

local dealer by the competition of foreign concerns in Cal-

gary, Winnipeg, Toronto, etc., who are always slaughter-

ing their contemptible wares on the local markets.

Invoking Loyalty of the People

What does all this mean? Simply that certain orga-

nizations of manufacturers and wholesalers both in Canada

and elsewhere are employing various forms of appeal to

everv worthy sentiment we possess to induce us to buy at

home, i.e., at their home. Our human sympathy, our at-

tachment to home and family, our interest in the comfort

and welfare of those nearest and dearest to us, even loyalty

to our homeland and the Empire are invoked in this cam-

paign. Speaking of loyalty, when my loyalty to my West-

ern home is appealed to as against Canada, and of Canada

as against the Empire, and of the Empire against the

human brotherhood I feel that noble sentiment getting

strangely twisted and as though my most sacred feelings

were being spun into a cord wherewith I might be led

contrary to my will and judgment. I would like to think

that the authors of a recent striking, pathetic poster,

really believed that the cause of the present depression

was the buying of foreign made goods, which by the way
must have been cheaper or better than Canadian made
goods or they would not have been bought, and in the pur-

chase of which the vast needs of the national exchequer
were being provided. Being a lover of my kind, I say I

would like to credit these people with such humane senti-

ments—for I prefer a fool any day to a knave—but when
such a demand is made upon my credulity I find it neces-

sary to mark the draft X. S. E. and return it to the maker.
And likewise with regard to any of these appeals which
attempt to play upon my sentiments in the interests of an-

other fellow's bank balance I resent them. It is an insult

lo my intelligence and to my sentiments that any man
should so appeal to me for his personal gain. You are

not to understand from this that I condemn patriotism, by
no means. Rather do I exalt it. But loyalty, whether to

the nation or the community to which we belong should

manifest itself in sacrifice not in exploitation.

The Business of the Merchant

Moreover to invoke the sentiment of loyalty to a poli-

tical unit on behalf of commercial affairs is about as fitting

as to invoke sympathy on behalf of chemical reaction. The
one has no possible relation to the other. To violate eco-

nomic laws in any interest whatever is a wrong to humanity
but to violate them in the interest of individual selfishness

is a crime. To buy in the most favorable market is a

requirement of economic beneficence.

Neither does this mean that I would deprecate trading

at home. It is the proper place for the consumer to trade.

Eor him to do anything else is an evidence of some ob-

struction in the natural channels of commerce. It is for

the wise merchant to seek out and remove these obstruc-

tions from the natural channel rather than to exhaust his

strength along unnatural lines of effort.

It is the business of the merchant to convey goods

from where they are plentiful to where they are scarce.

His remuneration consists in taking the difference between

the prices of the goods at point of purchase and at point

of sale less transportation and other expenses. In this

age of specializat'on it is not practicable that the same
individual should act as importer, carrier and vendor. It

lias been found more economical and efficient to divide

these different functions between the wholesaler, carrier

and retail merchant. We as retail merchants specialize

in the third step of this undertaking of conveying goods

from those who have too much to those who have not

enough. Persons performing this three-fold function are

spoken of as middle men and perform a service to society
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in no way inferior to that of the actual producer. Some-

times we hear the term "middleman" used as if it were

a term of reproach, as though the middleman were a parasite

on the social body. Such an idea is wholly wrong and

can only exist in the minds of ignorant and stupid people.

The more ignorant ami stupid a man is the more inclined

he is to magnify his own importance to the community, and

on the other hand to minimize the importance of the fel-

lows in other branches of commerce and industry. I do

not mean to say that there are no parasites among middle-

men. There are too many of them as also there are among

producers. The producer of a useless or harmful thing

which is foisted upon the consumer is a parasite. Also,

the producer who is only enabled to produce a commodity

with profit to himself owing to special privileges, or special

protection which society grants him, is a parasite.

Beware of the Parasite

Further, the middleman who, by reason of any mono-

poly or other special privilege, is able to convey com-

modities to the consumer under conditions which forbid

fair competition or who conveys or handles useless or

harmful things is a parasite, at least to* the extent to which

such special privilege enables him to secure a price from

the consumer he otherwise would not be able to get. Now
then one step further. Any dealer, whether wholesaler

or retailer, who by means of an appeal to any sentiment

whatever diverts trade from its natural channels and there-

by enhances the cost to the consumer is a parasite by just

the amount of that enhancement.

It may not be quite evident as yet what all this has

to do with "Keeping Trade at Home," but it must be stated

now that this is the foundation of the whole matter in so

far as any position I shall take is concerned. I firmly

believe that any attempt to keep trade at home which is

not founded upon a recognition and acceptance of the prin-

ciples which I have laid down must be ultimately futile

because contrary to true economic principles and therefore

unsocial and immoral.

You see I am not a disciple of that school of ethical

philosophy which maintains that man has no rights except

those which man himself creates and that there is no na-

tural economic order. If any of you are wedded to that

school you may as well go to sleep right now for I have

no message for you.

Buying to Best Advantage

The first step necessary to establish the retail mer-

chant in an unassailable position as a useful and therefore

successful intermediary between the producer and the con-

sumer is to destroy every barrier of privilege which stands

between him and the market wherein he can buy needed

commodities to the best advantage.

If any dealer with whom he has to compete, enjoys

a privilege which is denied him, he must attack that privi-

lege and maintain his attack until it is destroyed, else he

suffers a serious handicap at the very foundation of his

business.

What I have special reference to here is the fact that

because of agreements between the manufacturers and the

wholesalers the ordinary retail merchant cannot buy dir-

ectly from the manufacturer, no matter how convenient it

may be for him to do so, nor how inconvenient it may

be for him to do otherwise. Willy-nilly he must pay the job-

ber's profit. Now the big retail concerns with which he

must compete in his effort to keep trade at home are under

no such disability.

You cannot, of course, overcom" the natural advan-

tage of big purchasing power in the markets of the world.

It is somewhat more economical and much more conven-

ient for the manufacturer to sell his product in large blocks
rather than in smaller ones, and it is perfectly natural that

he should give the buyer a part or the whole of the ad-
vantage thus effected, but where discounts are governed
not by this principle but are established solely for the bene-
fit of the larger buyer as against the smaller one they are
absolutely unwarranted and should be attacked with vigor

and with every resource available.

Weighing Power of the Dollar

To undertake to oppose, single handed, arrangements
of this kind which are inimical to the interests of the re-

tail merchant is, of course, hopeless, but you have here in

your association an instrument capable of being made a

very powerful factor if only it be made sufficiently cohesive

and have the general support of Canadian retailers.

I do not often advocate legislative interference in busi-

ness but if such interference is ever permissible it is in

order to bring about and maintain equality of opportunity.

If no other means can be devised to bring about this result

then legislation should be invoked without hesitation. One
man's dollar should be as good as anothers, but as a matter

of fact it isn't. Your large competitor is able in not a few
cases to sell commodities at a price as low or lower than

you can buy them and still make a respectable profit, and
this very often on account of wholly artificial conditions.

I should not like my attitude to be construed as antag-

onistic to the wholesaler as such, for I have no desire to

belittle the service he performs in the business community.
It is most often not practicable for the retailer to

purchase directly from the manufacturer or producer, be-

cause of the small quantities of many lines which he is

able to handle, but where it is practical I contend that he

should not be handicapped by agreements between the

manufacturer and the' jobber which are in restraint of

trade and which place him at a serious disadvantage in

relation to the big dealer with whom he has to compete

and whose large volume of business opens every market

at rock bottom prices.

It is not my intention to suggest that the removal of

artificial hindrances to free access to the markets will put

all on the same footing. In addition to the natural ad-

vantages of large buying some men will always be able

to buy cheaper than others because of their superior knowl-

edge of the markets and better judgment of values. It

would be nothing short of an economic crime to do any

act which would deny to superior ability and knowledge

its just and natural reward.

The effective buying power of a merchant may also

be seriously impaired by the immobility of his capital or

the unsoundness of his credit. The former may or may
not be controllable ; the latter in the long run always is.

Heading in Different Directions

The merchant with small capital but sound credit is

not seriously handicapped, but the merchant with insuffi-

cient capital and impaired credit is headed straight for

the bankruptcy court and it would be an ill service to

society to support him for he has become a social encum-

brance. As a matter of fact it is the latter class of mer-

chants who complain most sorely about the encumbrances

of the mail order houses. How some of them magnify

this mail order bugaboo ! It is estimated that 6 per cent,

of the business of the country is done by mail order outside

of the community in which it arises. A considerable pro-

portion of the balance is done in goods that the local

dealer in the smaller places does not consider it profitable

to handle at all, such as, for instance, women's and chil-

dren's ready made garments to name only one of them.

(Continued on page 24)
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Accuses Retailer of "Doing" Her on Pair Patent Shoes
Maintained That He Should Not Seek to Evade Responsibility When One Boot Cracked Across Vamp After Wearing Only a

Few Times—"No Guarantee" Sign or the Usual Line of Argument Would Avail— Some Facts About Shiny
Leathers That Average Dealer Should Know to Combat Just Such a Headstrong Case

"1 sold a woman customer a pair of military lace shoes

about the first of May. They had a patent leather forepart,

with Belgian blue cloth quarters, on a stage last, carrying

an opera heel, size 4^2 and D width. The price was six

dollars," writes a retailer doing business on Granville

street, Vancouver.

"She was particularly pleased with her purchase and

wanted to know if they would give her service during the

warm weather. I pointed to a sign which I have con-

spicuously displayed in my store and told her that, under

no circumstances, could we guarantee patent leather.

Briefly I explained that we had no protection in this kind

of leather, from either the tanner or the manufacturer of

the footwear. I told her politely that while patent leather

gave very good satisfaction on the whole, that it was liable

to crack, craze or peel. She said, however, that she liked

the dressy appearance of the shoe. It fitted her perfectly

and was trim and neat. The highly polished surface and

contrasting colors appealed to her taste and she took the

boots.

"Now when a woman—the average shopper—takes a

decided liking for a dainty fashionable patent shoe, you

cannot easily convince her to purchase any other leather.

She is simply bound to have such foot toggery.

"Ten days later this woman, who is the wife of a

leading barrister in the city, and well connected, came into

the store in anything but a delighted mood and showed me

one of the shoes, which was cracked across the vamp. She
wanted to know what kind of goods I was handling, re-

marking that she had worn the shoes less than half a dozen

times and pertinently inquired what I was going to do
about it? I again reminded her of our previous conver-

sation regarding 'no guarantee against cracking,' but she

angrily waved all my defense aside. She has what a man
would call a legal argumentative mind—probably from
daily association and sympathy with her professional hus-

band. She added that she had paid six dollars for the shoes

and was very determined in her attitude that I should

make her a liberal allowance or replace the footwear with

a new pair.

When All Reasons Fail

"Now, I may say that I read with interest your recent

article on not guaranteeing patent leather shoes—although

I have found as a class that they give us no more trouble

in the matter of adjustments than many other kinds. This

woman was very positive (and, indeed, I may add in

parenthesis, headstrong). She thought that I had done

her an injustice when I advanced all my reasons for not

warranting patent finished shoes and sternly brushed all

away in an ironical tone. Now will you please tell me why
patent leather shoes are not guaranteed by either the

leather or the shoe manufacturer and why they are liable

to crack or check. I may add that I did not allow my

rise"*i9The Power of Ready Cash s
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caller any rebate, although I might have done so if she

had not come at me so dictatorially.

"Another type of customer that I have occasionally to

deal with is the wily woman, who will exclaim in a beauti-

fully innocent manner that she has not seen the sign dis-

played in my store with respect to no guarantee of patent

leather or, if there was a slip enclosed in the carton, that

she had not run across it. She will then go on to explain

that she certainly thought that as I advertise reliable foot-

wear that my protection to customers extended to or cov-

ered patent leather. I know of one dealer in another city

who has overcome this .subterfuge by having a rubber

stamp. With this he prints on the lining of each shoe,

near the top, the words 'patent leather—not guaranteed.'

Let me say in conclusion that any explanation you may
give me regarding why patent leather is not guaranteed,

will assist me in adjusting the complaints of customers who
are particularly assertive and selfish and will not listen to

reason—persons who have unfortunate experiences with

shiny leather. As I have already told you these are not

very numerous."

How to Invite Trouble

In the first place here is the expression of the National

Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' Association of America on

the subject, printed slips of which the average dealer may
use to advantage :

—

Patent finished shoes are being worn nowadays

for common every day use and it is impossible to

purchase material of this kind that is absolutely

dependable at all times.

It is, therefore, necessary to notify dealers in

boots and shoes that as it is absolutely impossible

to determine the wearing qualities of any Patent

or Enamel finished leather until same has been put

to actual test by the wearer, justice to the wearer

demands that he should be thoroughly informed

and made to understand that there will be no re-

dress on the shoes made of such stock, should the

leather break, chip, check or peel, and that such

goods are sold strictly at the purchaser's own risk.

It will be impossible to make allowances, re-

bates or credits on shoes that are made from

Patent Calf, Patent Kid, Patent Colt, or Enamel

finished leathers, because of such complaints.

Guaranteeing shiny shoes is inviting trouble.

No honest, reputable shoe dealer can or will guarantee

patent leather, nor should he assume any responsibility for

the wear of such shoes. In spite of this fact shiny leathers

are growing more in favor every day. The average town

or city dealer in Canada will tell you that about sixty to

eighty per cent, of his trade in women's foot toggery is

done in patent leather, which by its dressiness, finish and

nattiness appeals particularly and irresistibly to milady.

Men are not carried away by any such attraction and the

sale of patent leather shoes to males is confined to those

used for social and dress functions, and the average sale

to them is from ten to twenty per cent.

The reasons why tanners, shoe manufacturers and

dealers do not warrant patent or shiny leather are many and

sound. One can better understand their attitude when it

is known that patent colt skin, side leather, kid and calf-

skin, which are used as a basis for the shiny glossy finish

arc- firm, dry tanned hides. When the leather is tanned

and dried and after it is shaved to a uniform thickness,

successive coats of regular varnish are applied to the flesh

side, the first coats being dried and rubbed down so as to

work the varnish thoroughly into the fibre of the leather

and also furnish a smooth coating for the last application.

The last coat is applied with a brush, is baked for
thirty-six hours at a temperature of from 120 to 140 de-

grees Fahrenheit, and is then allowed to dry in direct sun-
light for some six to ten hours. This baking and drying
seems to be necessary in order to remove the stickiness

from the varnish. Knowing, as you do, how even slight

heat tends to tear down the fibrous structure of the leather,

as you see every winter when damp shoes get next the

heat, you can imagine how dry and how lacking in tenacity

would be a hide of leather subjected to heat for two full

days, as is the case in the processes of manufacturing patent

leather. You can see that the leather structure in a patent

finished leather is not as strong and durable as would be a

hide of leather not subjected to heat.

Note also that the finish, which is so admired in patent

leather, is a highly polished varnished surrace. The varn-
ishes are made of various ingredients, including in the first

coating, naptha, wood alcohol, amyl, acetate, etc. The black

varnishes consist of linseed oil and various other mixtures
heated in iron kettles. The final coating is a naptha prep-

aration resembling Japanning material. These materials in-

clude various vegetable gums and oils. You would expect

the gum to crack sooner or later. You would expect a coat

of varnish, such as is put on woodwork or a lacquered

finish such as you find on kitchen wear, would crack sooner
or later. If you should bend a piece of ferrotype plate,

which is a lacquered tin, you would find the material crack-

ing, and the finishing checking in the crease of the bend.

When you consider that the hide of leather is stretched flat

and smooth on a frame during the varnishing operations,

you may imagine that some day or other, when the hide is

removed from the frame and built into a shoe which bends
and flexes with every movement of the foot, the admired
shiny surface would crack and check.

How Cold Affects Leather

It is a noticeable fact that patent leather cracks and
checks oftener in cold weather than in warm weather, as

it is easily affected by changes of temperature, such as

occur when a cold shoe is put on and warmed by the foot,

or when it is worn from a warm room out into the outdoor

cold.

The fact that patent leather is dry and porous on the

under surface which comes next the foot, accounts for the

fact that the acid of perspiration often quickly affects the

leather unfavorably.

Everyone familiar with patent leather and its tannage

will oppose the idea of guaranteeing it in any way. Patent

leather, like all varnish coating, is liable to crack. In fact,

I would say that patent is almost sure to crack with wear
and no experts have ever been able to say with certainty

just when cracking and checking will begin. Skins of

the same quality from the same lot, finished side by side on

the same day, will show great differences when made up

into shoes. One may wear for weeks with very little crack-

ing and the other may crack badly upon the very first

wearing.

Patent leather is a stiff, hard finished leather, anything

but flexible, that reserts bending as the foot moves, by

cracking or piping sooner or later.

No Predictions Can Be Made

No man, whether tanner, shoe manufacturer, shoe mer-

chant, or salesman, can distinguish from a number of hides,

or from a number of pairs of shoes, any single hide or

any single pair of shoes with patent finish, that is sure to

prove durable and serviceable. It is absolutely impossible

to predict anything about the length of wear that will be

given by any piece of patent leather.
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Shoe Manufacturers Turn Down Military Orders
Unable to Adhere to Specifications and Make Army Footwear at the Low Figure, $4.10, Which Department Offers—Can-

not be Produced For That Figure Without a Loss, or the Work Not Being up to the Mark—Under
no Circumstances Will Canadian Manufacturers Turn Out an Inferior Product

"Will I accept the offer of the Department of Militia

and Defence to make the new army shoe according to the

present specifications for $4.10? Well, I rather think not.

Our factory is waiting for orders and badly needs business,

and we would undertake the work if 1 thought we could

break even on it. I am not looking for a profit on war
contracts, still I am not one who cares to put a dollar into

a proposition these days and take out only ninety or ninety-

five cents.

"Why cannot the government pay a fair price for the

boots for the Canadian soldiers ? The best footwear ob-

tainable is desired and the specifications call for the first

class materials in every respect. I would not undertake the

contract for three or five thousand pairs or even a larger

consignment, for less than $4.50 per pair. I have gone
into the matter of cost carefully and conscientiously, and
I want to tell you that no manufacturer can build the boot

such as the government require, put in the best stock, give

honest workmanship in every detail, and come out clear.

These may be strong words, but I know what I am talking

about. I think that I can figure as closely as any man in

the trade, but I will not do a scamped job and will not

substitute inferior leather. I do not think any other Cana-
dian manufacturer will either. For the honor of the in-

dustry and the comfort of the men who are doing such

heroic work, we want the boots for the boys to be the best

that can be produced, but we are losing enough money

nowadays without sinking more in government work. The
Militia Department is well able to pay for a good shoe

and I contend that the price should be $4.50 per pair

—

certainly not less than $4.40. I have figured out the cost

of the new boot, of which the authorities want about

150,000 pairs, and I tell you frankly that the cost is over

$4.06 cents without counting any overhead expense."

Sends Back the Sample

So spoke a leading manufacturer in Ontario to the

Shoe and Leather Journal this week as he was return-

ing a sample shoe, patterns and specifications to Ottawa,

announcing that he could not make the boot at the figure

offered. And there are many others of the same opinion

in Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Fredericton and other

centres.

In a recent issue of this paper it was incorrectly

stated that the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., of Fredericton,

N.B., had accepted an order for five thousand pairs of

military boots. J. D. Palmer, president of the company,

writes : "We would like you to correct the error as we did

not accept any portion of the order. Furthermore, we
would say that we could not accept an order for this and

make it up according to the specification required at the

price named, $4.10. We would not, under any circum-

stances, deliver an article inferior to what was required

by the specification, and at the price mentioned—$4.10

—

00$25
Prize contest

Win A $2522 Prize
We want to get a good striking name for a new line of

Women's, Misses' and Children's Shoes [in Welts, Turns

and McKays, and we will pay a Prize of $25.00 cash to

the person who sends us in a name we consider most

suitable for the purpose.

Open to All— No Restrictions
Everyone connected with the Retail Shoe Trade in Canada is eligible for this contest. We want the best

name we can get suitable for high and medium grade footwear and applicable to all the ranges above stated.

Maybe you or a member of your family or staff can evolve the winning name. Try it. $25.00 is worth having.

Your chance is good and it costs you nothing to try.

Everyone who enters is entitled to send three names, and the competition closes July 15th.

WRITE YOUR SUGGESTIONS ON A POST CARD. MAIL TO US BEFORE JULY 15th.

The winning Name and the name of the Prize Winner will appear in the Shoe & Leather Journal of August 1st.

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT Makers of the Celebrated "CLASSIC" Shoes ONT.
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we, or any person else, we think who can figure shoes cor-

rectly, would not be able to come out without losing money.
In our opinion the figure is altogether too low for the boot

demanded by the specifications."

Could Not Avoid Direct Loss

Another shoe manufacturing company which declined

an army shoe order recently was J. & T. Bell, Limited, of

Montreal. H. E. Moles, vice-president and managing direc-

tor of the company, in a letter to the Shoe and Leather
Journal, says: "When we declined the request from the

Militia Department recently to supply 5,000 pairs of army
boots according to the new specifications at $4.10 per pair,

we did not do so before very fully taking into consider-

ation the desire on our part to do our "bit," as well as to

secure this additional work for our operators. For these

reasons, we figured on the closest possible basis, elimin-

ating net profit and a portion of overhead or fixed charges.

To fully live up to the specifications—and this would be

the only basis on which we would accept business—we
could not avoid a direct loss at a lower price than $4.25,

and at which figure under the circumstances we have

offered to accept business. In our opinion the boot, if well

constructed, and from material of quality called for in the

specifications, is worth at least $4.35 per pair."

The John Ritchie Co., Quebec, have also written along

the same lines, stating that they had refused the business

at less than $4.25. This firm made the samples for the

Department some time ago, on which orders for sixty-two

thousand pairs were awarded—but orders for several thous-

and pairs more were returned.

In a recent letter to the Shoe and Leather Journal,
the John Ritchie Co. stated that they had declined an

order for 12,000 pairs at $4.10 per pair. They turned

down the contract on the ground that they could not pro-

duce a boot "that would be satisfactory and properly made
at the price that the Department was willing to pay." The
firm quoted the government $4.25 and did not think "the

boot could be properly manufactured for less, without a

loss being incurred by the manufacturers."

Since the aforementioned and other firms declined to

make the shoes at the figure named, there has been pre-

pared by the war purchase commission, another sample and

new specifications in which some changes have been made,

as will be seen by illustrations on the next page. The
blucher pattern is of a different cut, the quarters being

fuller at the forepart. The shoes are to be reinforced

around the toe with nine brass nails placed five-eighths of

an inch apart, and there is to be a steel protector three-

sixteenths of an inch thick, placed on the heel where there

is the greatest wear. This protector takes the place of the

horse shoe plate on the first samples.

Gets Down to Detailed Cost

Alfred Minister, of the Minister, Myles Shoe Co., To-

ronto, whose evidence before the Parliamentary investigat-

ing committee is still fresh in the memory of the trade and

the country, in an interview this week stated the specifica-

tions were faulty on several points and that at the price

offered a perfect fitting, comfortable and serviceable shoe

could not be made. On the specifications called for he

points that there are many flaws and says that, to ensure

uniformity, the lasts and patterns should be furnished by

the government ; otherwise there will be much dissatis-

faction and ill-fitting footwear. Mr. Minister says that to

make the full wide counter pocket and back stay, which

is all in one piece, and to cut the whole shoe, it will re-

quire four feet of calfskin which, at the lowest price that

it can be bought and come up to the standard required,

will be thirty-four cents a foot. Four feet at thirty-four

cents amounts to $1.36. Then there is the leather for the

tongue. It will require fifty feet to make the tongues for

sixty pairs of shoes, for this stock must be lighter as the

other is too heavy. This leather will cost twenty-six cents

per foot, making the item for tongues for a pair of military

shoes twenty-one cents. Adding this to the $1.36 already

mentioned for upper stock, makes the total outlay for calf-

skin $1.57.

Then for bottom stock a No. 1 quality oak bend or butt

of 10 gauge thickness will cost fifty cents per pair. For

the middle sole, which has to be w 11 waterproofed from

the toe to the back of the heel with re-lyt viscol and not

less than eight gauge in thickness, the expense will be

twenty-five cents per pair. For the insole, which has to

be of oak tanned grain stock, not lighter than seven gauge

and not to be cut from bellies, the outlay will be twenty-

one cents per pair while the heel, which has to be of five

lifts and in height of not less than one inch, will cost

twenty cents, making the total outlay for sole leather (in-

cluding a solid grain oak leather counter of not less than

six gauge at ten cents per pair) exactly $1.26.

How the Job is Figured

According to recent advices the British war office has

been offering shoe manufacturers $5.00 per pair and up-

wards, and yet the Militia Department at Ottawa expects

Canadian shoe makers to turn out the best boot possible

for the small sum of $4.10. The total estimate of the

actual cost of the Canadian army boot, according to Mr.

Minister's figures, and that too without any profit to the

Canadian manufacturer, is :

—

Sole leather $1.26

Calf 1.57

Cutting o8?4

Crimp 01

Fitting uppers 15

Fitting sole leather 06

Bottoming 39

Heel pad 01 1/2
Welting 09J4

Eyelets 01 */2

Heel plates 0^/2

Shanks 01 J4

Laces 03

Cases 02

Royalty 05^
Findings 10

Thread 06

Lasts and patterns 05

$4.02

Overhead expense 30

Total cost $4-32

Should Get More Money

At a meeting of the Ontario Shoe Manufacturers' As-

sociation held in Toronto last week the matter of the new

tenders was discussed and some close figuring was done.

The Shoe and Leather Journal is informed that the

estimate of cost in each case of the shoe ran from $4.06

to as high a figure as $4.15, and it was decided that no

tenders would be accepted at the price offered. There

is in the foregoing calculations no provision made for over-

head charges, freight, interest on money invested and the

usual loss on any consignment of shoes when going through

the factory.

All the Ontario manufacturers of men's shoes require

business— in fact would welcome it at the present time

—
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How Canadian Army Shoe " Styles " Change

The first sample made by Ames-Holden-McCready. Montreal,
in August last, and worn by the 1st Canadian Contingent

Sample submitted to Militia Dept. in December last by
George A. Slater. Limited. Montreal

The sample Army shoe made in March last by the
John Ritchie Co.. Quebec

Canadian Army " Rest Shoe " made of twelve ounce
duck, calf top and ourside counter pocket

and chocolate kid facings

Sixty thousand pairs of this Army shoe were awarded last month
to various Canadian firms who are now completing the order.

The latest sample in Canadian Army shoes showing the new heel
plate, Hungarian nails on the toe and steel shank.
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but not at the figure offered by the militia authorities. It

is understood that the Association will make another effort

to secure an order for English army shoes and effect

arrangements to send representatives over to the Old
Country.

Figures Do Not Vary Much

These figures have been shown to a number of leading

manufacturers and, while a few exceptions have been

taken by two or three in regard to the foregoing estimate,

they have conceded that on the whole the items are well

within the mark and too low in some instances. It is a

well known fact that in no line of trade will any two men
figure exactly alike and that in all estimates there are slight

differences, and the only way to arrive at a correct basis

is to take the highest and lowest and strike an average.

Here are some figures regarding the cost of the new
army shoe as computed by other members of the trade,

without taking into account overhead expenses and elimin-

ating all profit and waste, and unforeseen losses—$4.06,

$4.09, $4.15, $4.17, etc. To go into the details of each

individual item would require too much space and involve

the reader in a maze of figures leading to no definite con-

clusion. Then overhead costs would be higher on a gov-

ernment contract than on an ordinary run, as special super-

vision is required.

Why all this Rigid Economy

Another manufacturer writing to the Shoe and
Leather Journal in discussing the specifications, says:

"I do not see why the federal authorities cannot pay a

price for the shoes that will enable the manufacturer to

give a serviceable, durable and comfortable boot—one that

can be worn by the boys at the front with every satis-

faction. One mistake I think that has been made in the

specifications is that instead of the re-inforcement at the

shank and around the toe being of loose nails, the fastening

should be Standard screw, which are in every way superior

and will not work through on the long marches or from

rough usage. Candidly, the shortcomings or oversights in

the specifications are so numerous that to a practical shoe-

man, who has been making men's footwear all his life, the

same as I have, they are really humorous, if the occasion

were not one freighted with such tremendous importance to

the well-being of the soldiers. The committee which have

drawn them up have apparently paid no heed whatever to the

advice of expert shoe manufacturers, some of whom went

to Ottawa at their own expense to present pointers and

practical suggestions, without any monetary motive in view.

In fact, the details look very much like those a brick layer

would give a carpenter to follow in the building of a

dwelling, or that a stone mason would give to a plumber.

It is the greatest economy in the long run to buy the best

boot and pay a good figure for it.

Many Orders are Declined

"Another matter that should bring the authorities to a

realization of their senses, especially in view of the urgent

need for more army shoes, and the shortage in this respect,

is the number of orders that have been turned down. You
can rest assured, that if the Department were paying a

fair, square price for the highest class and best made army
shoes—which they claim they are aiming at—contracts

would not be returned to them by many of the leading firms

in the Dominion—shocmaking concerns that stand as lead-

ers in their respective lines, and who would rather not do

any work at all than make a boot that would not be an

honor to t
1

e craft, a source of comfort to the wearer, and

a credit to the Militia Department."

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE NEW BOOT
The specifications for the new ankle boot for Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence, Ottawa, are:

—

General Description.—Boot to be known as Army
Blucher, and to be made of plump chrome tanned full grain
winter calf, color tan, and to be fully five and one-half
inches (5^ in.) at heel after lasting.

Goodyear Welted Shoes

Vamps.—To be made of plump chrome tanned full

grain winter calf, cut from centre of skin only, full weight
of sy2 ounces.

Top.—Chrome tanned winter calf, and in all respects
to be equal to sealed pattern.

Outside Back Stay.—To form counter pocket and back
strap, to be made of same leather as rest of upper, cut in

one piece, same as sealed pattern.

Eyelet Facing.—To be of good quality calf.

Eyelets.—Sixteen (16) per shoe—eight on each side;
to be metal enameled, with extra long barrel, color to match
upper, and opening to be not less than 3-16 inch in diam-
eter, nor more than yA inch in diameter.

Tongue.—One-half bellows tongue, same material as
top.

Lining.—To be unlined.

Process.—Goodyear welt.

Edge.—To be trimmed square all round, including
shanks, in and out, set up. twice with hot iron, made solid

and smooth and to extend one-quarter inch all round fore-
part.

Widths.—E. and F.

Outsole.—To be cut from No. 1 quality English or
Canadian oak bends or butts, free from brands or slaughter
cuts, and to be not less than ten (10) gauge in thickness:
to be properly tempered and stitched by a lock-stitch ma-
chine, with 12 cord upper and ten cord under, best qualitv
linen thread well waxed and six stitches to the inch, and
stitched aloft, and stitches not pricked up.

Middle Sole.—To be cut from oak or hemlock should-
ers of a pliable nature, and to be well, waterproofed from
toe to back of heel with relight Viscol or other approved
waterproof dressing, and to be not less than seven nor more
than eight guage in thickness.

Insoles.—Are to be cut from No. 1 oak tanned grain
stock not lighter in substance than seven gauge, to be
feather edged and must not be cut from bellies.

Heels.—To be built of solid grain leather not less than
one inch nor more than one and one-quarter inch in height
over all. Heel lifts to be not more than five in number,
and to be cut from oak or hemlock leather and compressed.
Top pieces to combine steel plate extending around that

portion of the heel upon which is the greatest wear, and
as shown in sealed pattern, such steel heel protector to be
3-l6th inch thick. The filling or top lift to be of No. 1

quality oak or hemlock tanned leather. In addition to the
regular nailing, heel to be nailed through surface and
clinched to insole as per sealed pattern. Heel protector
and leather top pieces to be flush. Heels to be well trim-
med, scoured and burnished. All that portion of heel that

is not covered with steel protector to have two rows of
5-8th steel slugs.

Counter.—To be of solid grain oak leather not less than
six gauge, to be properly skived and sanded, and to be
placed in boot, flesh side to the feet.

Shanks.—Steel, approved ribbed pattern and according
to sample.

Welting.—To be of first quality full grain oak or union
tanned leather, 1-8 inch thick, and to be sewed with best

{Continued on page 30)
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WHO IS THE BIGGEST BUYER?

The question came up at a semi-social meeting at one

of the big eastern hotels recently. A number of West-
ern retailers had come here to make their purchases of

shoes, and after lunch, were seated around the table swap-

ping stories. One of them, B , who is buyer for a

big store, asked the question : "Did any of you boys ever

stop to think who does the most buying?"

Many answers were forthcoming, but none seemed to

satisfy the questioner. "In the past few years I have given

a great deal of thought and attention to the matter," said

B , "and have come to the conclusion that women are

the biggest buyers."

Some of the boys didn't agree with him, but he went on

:

"Let's go a little deeper into the question. You all

know that a woman seldom allows her husband or other

male relative to buy her shoes. Therefore, we can safely

assume she buys the most women's shoes. Again, women
buy far more children's shoes than do men. Even when a

child is accompanied by both parents, the mother generally

does the buying."

The others agreed that this was in line with their own
experience.

"Now," said B . "with regard to men's shoes.

flave you ever noticed the great number of men who bring

their wives with them when purchasing a pair of shoes?

And, have you also noticed how frequently the woman
really is the buyer?"

"I believe you're right, there," spoke up H , who
represented a prosperous firm in a growing town of 50,000,

"our clerks have remarked on that same fact."

"Younig men's shoes," said B , "are generally

purchased by the young men themselves, but I believe

—

now that I have explained my point—you all will agree

that women do buy the most shoes."

A chorus of assent rewarded' him.

"With this decided, I want to point out to you the rea-

son why a retail shoe merchant must be rigidly scrupulous

in his dealings with the public. First, about 75% of his

business, at the inside, depends on the women.
"In most cases, a woman is a good judge of material

and shrewd in reading quality and making comparisons.

Contrary to the habits of the male—woman does not hesi-

tate to price goods in half a dozen stores before purchasing,

and she seldom makes a mistake in her selections.

"When she finds a store that sells the right goods at

the right price, she's a darned good customer and sends

other trade to that place. On the other hand, she's a thorn

in the side of the unscrupulous merchant and the damage
she can accomplish when treated unfairly is unlimited.

"It's a good thing to remember, boys—when you ad-

vertise or circularize, you do so to reach the buyer, prin-

cipally the women. You should also bear in mind that she

is the one who reads the early edition of the paper your ad

appears in, and she probably reads your circular first.

"There are no two ways about it—the woman is the

great buyer nowadays."

JOTTING DOWN YOUR REQUIREMENTS
No retail business of any size can be carried on suc-

cessfully unless a want book is kept at each department.

Successful merchants fully realize the importance of this

factor and can't imagine why so many proprietors of stores

fail to keep one.

While more people every year are using want books

religiously, there are still many merchants who have not

as yet deemed it necessary to instal anything of this kind,

but depend instead upon memory, and possibly a memoran-

dum jotted down from time to time.

A salesman who has been on the road all his life was

recently referring to the advantages of the want book, and

said: "I have some customers in my territory who, in spite

of the fact that I have frequently respectfully suggested

that they adopt some system of jotting down their require-

ments, fail to heed this advice. I will go into one of these

stores and spend two or three hours getting a small order,

because the customer has to look up and see how much
stock he has on hand of the various articles which are on

sale. Invariably when I return from a trip, I find this

merchant has sent in several orders since I called upon

him and as he frequently wants these goods in a hurry, for

the reason that he does not place his order until he is en-

tirely out of stock, he has them sent by express and it costs

him a whole lot of money every year, which could just as

well be saved if he kept a want book."

GIVE THE BEST FOR THE MONEY
"'My motto is—buy the best shoes for the money—the

firm is nothing to me. The quality of the goods has my
first consideration in all my dealings." So said P. Dugal,

of Walkerville, Ont., when talking over matters in the shoe

trade recently. In addition to handling shoes, rubbers,

trunks and valises, in which lines he has built up a large

business, Mr. Dugal conducts a live repair shop in con-

nection with his store. He thinks that it pays any retailer

to keep such a department. Shoe repairing has always

been Mr. Dugal's hobby, and he thoroughly believes in good

work and first class materials. He employs two men the

year round in his repair branch. Mr. Dugal was born in

Quebec in i860 and learned his trade in that city. He has

P. DUGAL, WALKERVILLE, ONT.

been in the shoe business in Walkerville for eighteen years

and has customers for miles around. To his experience as a

shoemaker and to knowing leather he attributes a large

measure of his success. Mr. Dugal has always been a

careful buyer and deals with few firms, believing in con-

centration.
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How Retailers Can Keep Trade at Home
(Continued from page 16)

Of the balance, what cannot be secured by higher effi-

ciency and better service will not be worth the vital energy
expended in worrying about it.

Now let us pass on from the buying to the selling end
of the business, in which for the sake of brevity we will

include general administration.

The merchant who is not ready to give up all thought
of using artificial means to compel people to trade at home
is preparing himself for the scrap heap. The only force

available is that of attraction. The store and the church
in this particular are close parallels.

A man must have things or die. He can only get most
of the things he needs by trading either his labor or the

products thereof. The most natural thing in the world for

him to do is to trade at home. It is most convenient; re-

quires least effort, mental and physical; he sees and can
examine the thing he is buying; he can see and know the

person he is dealing with and judge whether or not he is

being fairly dealt with. He also satisfies his trading in-

stinct. At the same time he is bound to get the most he
can for his money. He'd be a fool if he didn't. And when
I say the most for his money (which is the same thing

as his labor) I mean not necessarily the most goods but the

most all-round satisfaction and pleasure in the transaction,

in other words the best service.

Customers and the Service Given

By service I mean whatever contributes to the con-

venience and well-being of the customer; gives him pleas-

ure and satisfaction and gains his good will.

A part of the service consists in the values you are

able to give as measured in dollars and cents. In order

to sell goods cheap you must not only buy right, you must
handle your business with economy and efficiency. The
first consideration in the admiistration of the business must
be efficiency and the last consideration in administration

must likewise be efficiency. Here is where most of us fall

down—rotten business management, stocks hideously top-

heavy and ill-balanced, dirty, shop worn, out of date ac-

cumulations of dead stock in most departments, monuments
to the persuasiveness of glib salesmen, indiscriminate

credits, carelessness and unwatchfulness. The wonder is

that many stay in the game as long as they do.

Another reason for failure in efficiency is lack of con-

centration. There are so many distracting influences ; real

estate, oil prospects, new undertakings of every kind. They
all look so attractive that they wean our interest away
from the business to which we should be giving our un-

divided attention in the effort to secure success through

efficiency. A Jewish proverb says, "He who follows two
hares is sure to catch neither." Over against this we have

our own popular admonition against keeping all our eggs

in the one basket. These proverbs express sentiments op-

posed to one another and it is not for me to judge between

them. Many there be who are able to divide their interests

without sacrificing efficiency, but more there be who
cannot.

Taking Too Much Aboard

Elbert Hubbard, who unfortunately lost his life in the

recent Lusitania disaster, somewhere relates that at East

Aurora, in the State of New York, once lived a man who
ran a peanut stand. He prospered in the undertaking and

finally to give more scope to his ability, he added popcorn

to his wares, with the result that he suffered collapse

through an attack of nervous prostration and consequently

was able to sell neither peanuts nor popcorn, the trouble

being that he was a peanut man and should have stayed

with peanuts alone. I would not discourage any building

commercial genius, but I think we might learn a lesson

from this humorous story of Hubbard's along the line of

caution. It would be well for us to give all our attention

to the business we are in until we have perfected it and

not take on other concerns which may make heavy demands
on our time and capital, at least until we are quite sure

we are not just "peanut men." (I speak very feelingly on
this point, I assure you). However difficult it may be to

decide which class you belong to, don't give way to the

fatalism of Anatole Frances' remark: "No matter if you
don't do it you'll be sorry you didn't." If a man is sure

first he is seldom sorry afterwards.

Too Busy to Get Rich
Nor must we be impatient for speedy success. The

get-rich-quick impulse seems to be in the very air in this

country. If the experience of other people could be utilized

how quickly we would come to the conclusion that this

haste to accomplish financial success is folly. It is hard

for us to believe, though we may tell ourselves over and
over again that probably the least happy period of our lives

will come when we have nothing further to strive for

;

when we can sit down and enjoy our success. The man
who does not enjoy the effort more than the result will

not enjoy the result at all. Haste is no friend to efficiency

but patience, perseverence, caution, hope and efficiency all

belong to the same family. Phil. D. Armour used to say

to his associates, "Boys, all the buildings that really en-

dure are built from the ground up—never from the clouds

down." Let us, therefore, be patient with our building.

Have you noticed that you can scarcely pick up a first

class trade journal nowadays without running across some-
thing bearing directly upon the subject of service and in-

variably on the positive side too. For instance in one

of recent issue I notice an article by a successful business

man in the small wares line from which I quote the fol-

lowing: "I have invariably found that while you make the

greater profit on the lower priced article you can make
most money by paying a little higher and selling a greater

volume. It is a serious mistake for any merchant to buy
the cheapest quality. What he should strive to do is to

give the best quality at the cheapest price."

One more quotation and this from an article in the

"Saturday Evening Post" of May 15th, by Forrest Cressey,

on "The Secret of the Chain Store," which you will be

well repaid for reading. "The one line along which the

independent retailer may most improve and protect himself

is that of service. This is the greatest element in all trade

building. It is the most expensive thing the merchant sells

and at the same time that for which the customer pays

most cheerfully."

Now I do not know that there is anything more to

say. It has not been my intention to go into detail but

simply to establish the broad principal that as retail mer-

chants we must find that every unnatural method of con-

trolling the flow of trade must prove not only useless but

harmful. To keep trade at home we must apply ourselves

by efficient means to the services of our several communi-
ties, having cleared our path of every artificial obstruction.

In this way, and in this way only, can we accomplish our

aim and through it attain success.

If any of you are worrying about trade going to the

mail order houses or anything else than to your own
counters, take it from me that if you devote yourselves

wholeheartedly to the principles I have laid down, pro-

vided you have fair ability, you must give up worrying for

the other fellow will be doing it for you. The last thing

a merchant should concern himself with is his competitor.
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There are some clever, pushing, energetic men who
never seem to get anywhere. They toil and moil and every-

thing seems to slip through their fingers.

TANGLED They leave too many "tangled ends." Their

ENDS business is always at sixes and sevens, and

if they are a day or a week off nobody can

take hold because the strings are so mixed together. This

carrying things in your head may do for a while in a limited

business and loose jointed arrangements may hold them to-

gether for a year or two in a pinch, but the man who is to

succeed must not only use method but methods that are work-

able by others. These men who boast of doing three men's

work around an office or store are a costly mistake. When
they slip a cog there is a sudden stoppage in the machinery

that paralyzes. Have your business so you could step out

of it to-morrow and there would be others to run it.

* * *

The influence of this dreadful holocaust that has visited

the earth is "frightful" in more than the brutality it has

developed amongst soldiers and sailors

WAR MAD through the spirit of those higher up. It

is apt to have a deadening effect upon con-

science and our better nature. The revelation that has come

of German hate bids fair to develop a spirit amongst us all

that bodes no good for ourselves or mankind. The German

baiting that has resulted, for one thing, is in some cases as

cruel as the crucifixions reported from Belgian battlefields.

There are German families in this country who have lived

here all their lives, who find it impossible to get employment

and earn their bread, simply because of their German names

or connections. We are in a fair way in this respect to rival

the Huns themselves in the act of assassination.

* + *

If some of the crooks who put brains and energy into

beating their neighbors were to use the same amount of

mental and physical steam in an honest

WASTED effort to play the game they would be miles

BRAINS ahead of where they are. When you read

of the consummate skill of the yeggman

and the brilliant daring of the sneak-thief you wonder if it

wouldn't pay the fellow ten times as well to put his ability

into some legitimate business. There are men in business

who, if they would only drop fourflushing and chicanery,

would beat their neighbors hands down at the business game.

But they have to be mine-laying with cold decks and run-

ning skin games. Some men are so crooked that they would

rather make ten per cent, on adulterated or shoddy goods

than twenty on the real thing. They want to be "smart."

But "he that diggeth a pit shall fall therein." He will hoist

by his own petard.
* * *

You may think that you are a clean skater and boast

about the way you have put things over this fellow and that,

but your day will come. If some people

GRAVEL took the pleasure out of doing real things

DIET that they seem to get out of crooked

monkeying, what a heaven the world would

be. "Bread of deceit is sweet to a man, but afterwards his

mouth shall be filled with gravel." There is a certain

amount of excitement or gratification in the game of beat-

ing the law, fooling society, or doing your neighbor, but

it gets you at last to the gravel pit. The man who thinks

he can play fast and loose with conscience and public opin-

ion, is worse than a fool. You may be getting a little grati-

fication out of your "love" conquests and the bread of

deceitful relationship may be sweet, but you are surely

eating bread that will leave a bad taste in your
mouth and broken teeth in your jaw. You are making
money and getting some fun, it may be out of that regular

game of poker or that gamble in futures, but the end is as

sure as if you were already trying to spit out the pebbles.

Quit the tempting but delusive diet.

* * *

The Lord save us from this spirit of wanting to jump
on and do to death the fellow who does an injury. This

"getting even" is bad business—that is it

GETTING is bad for the fellow who seeks to get

EVEN even. Of all the influences that eat into

real manhood this is one of the worst. If

we don't watch carefully we let people make us as mean
and small as the devil. The natural tendency is when some
one cheats us or gives us "dirt," to get back at them in kind

and no man who is worth while will think the same of him-

self after he gets through one of these tit-for-tat affairs.

Be big in spite of others and in spite of yourself. When
you hear the dog that is in you begin to snarl, put on the

chain and the muzzle. If you don't watch him he will

develop the real wolf or hyena. "Say not I will recompense

evil." Don't lie down and let people walk over you, but

when a man does you an injury or says something mean
about you, live so that people will see the injury and despise

the slanderer and you will have the peace that passes

understanding.

There are men reading these words who can from ex-

perience say that the writer of Proverbs knew what he was
talking about when he said, "A man of

HIS OWN great wrath shall suffer punishment;

ENEMY for if thou deliver him, yet thou must

do it again." You can't save a hot-

headed, fiery-tongued man from his disposition by reasoning

with him. He needs a walloping to bring him to his senses.

The man who is always aching for a fight will never get

the lust of conflict out of him until somebody licks it out

of his body. The quarrelsome, meddlesome fellow who
jaws and laws everybody will never get sense until it costs

him enough to make it hurt. There is that litigious old

farmer who "lawed" until he lost his homestead and had

to go at last and work for his day's pay. He is not as fond

of law, although it is just hard to say what he would still

do if he had enough money to tempt a lawyer. There is

that business man who quarreled with his neighbors and

friends until they let him alone

and his business died with dry

rot. He is clerking at ten dol-

lars a week and no doubt if he

hadn't to keep his mouth shut

where he is, his tongue would

get him into trouble still.



HOW SOME DEALERS "FALL DOWN"
"The retail business as I see it." "During my 23 years

connection with shoe selling, I have possibly seen too much
of it—I have encountered all classes and conditions of men
in the footwear ranks—some good, some bad, and some in-

different. Advice is the cheapest thing in the world and
yet the fewest people take it. Naturally, when it is doled

out so liberally, some of it is apt to find its way into the

trade papers," remarked a veteran traveler this week.
"I noticed in a recent issue of the Shoe and Leather

Journal, how a certain shoe dealer was telling us fellows

on the road, how he would go after business, were he a

member of our ranks. He would call on everybody, and
have a visiting day in the big cities, and shake hands and
cultivate friendship and make suggestions, and be alert and
aggressive, courteous and capable, and dear knows what
all. The wonder to me is why this particular retailer does

not dispose of his stock and go on the road, because if one
may judge from a 'cursory' appreciation of his pointers,

he should be cleaning up between eight and ten thousand

a year as a traveling shoe salesman
;
yet I'll bet the self-

same man who ladles out admonition so copiously, is not

making that many hundred dollars annually in his shoe

business.

"However, as he has undertaken to read a lecture to

the 'Knights of the Road,' perhaps I might have something

to say regarding the faults of the ordinary shoe retailer,

as I see him. 1 am going to talk about only one type of

man who is quite prevalent in the ranks. I have found

such a chap in nearly every city, and rarely does he have

more than a little jag of order for the traveler. Some of

his defects are a lack of system in stock handling. He
never knows just exactly how strong he is in certain lines

of goods, or how weak in others. He cannot tell what

lines sell out the cleanest at the best profit. Then he hangs

on to certain shoes too long, imagining that age improves

them or enhances their value, whereas, except on certain

staple lines, the older some types of shoes grow, the more
of a mill-stone they are around the merchant's neck. He
does not know when to cut a certain line and reduce the

prices so that it will be cleared out, and be ready for the

next novelty or fad that presents itself. He buys too

heavily in some ranges and too niggardly in others.

"Of course, he cannot anticipate what his trade will

be exactly, but if lie kept even a rough record of the kinds

of shoes sold, and the leathers, the number sold, etc., from

year to year, he would have a guide book or sign post that

would very materially assist him in his purchasing. He
would not go at it in any hap-hazard, hit-and-miss manner.

He would not find himself loaded up with too many fawn

or sand tops, or too many lace bals, or too many tan ox-

fords or over-gaiter effects or cubist patterns, or tango
pumps, or La Vallier slippers, or evening footwear in deli-

cate shades.

"The average shoe dealer, to my mind, shouts too much
'bargain.' He is all the time having a special sale, or a

stock reduction week or a round-up sale, cut-to-the-bone,

knife-to-the-hilt sale, bombardment sale, frenzied finance

sale, or some other kind, until sane people must be getting

heartily sick and tired of reading such sensational an-

nouncements. I believe that if a dealer was bold enough
to come out and announce quality goods and sell at regu-

lar prices, and provide patrons with reliable shoes that are

really worth the money, and back up such statements and
such a stock by a clear, bright, convincing talk, he would
get the really desirable business in any community. People

would have faith in the man, his methods and his business

policy. The merchant who is all the time offering the pub-

lic something for practically nothing, may imagine that

he is getting away with it, but once having started on such

a course, he has to incessantly shout 'sale' and 'bargain.'

Once when he drops such tactics, the class of people who
have been attracted to his store, go elsewhere.

"Generally speaking, it is the self-respecting man who
gets on best in the world,—the fellow who does the right

thing by everybody and does not advertise the fact that he

is a philanthropist, or a public benefactor—and it is the

same way in the shoe game. A store may have character,

standing, quiet dignity and every evidence of civility, the

same as a private individual. If the other fellow wants

to cut prices, he may do so. Do not ruin your trade by

pandering to a class of pikers in whom there is no money.
If you have a sale, and most men have, once or twice a

year, see that it is a genuine mark-down sale and give your

reasons for it. But the man, who is having a sale every

week, always making lucky purchases, always using the

weather or the times or the landlord or the elements or the

floor stock or surplus of some factories, as an excuse for

clearing out certain lines, is in the end, appraised at his

proper worth, and the least said on that score the better.

"I could point out more faults in the retailer ranks,

and one is that the average local shoeman is too jealous

of what the other fellow is doing. Instead of extending a

friendly hand and joining in co-operative movements, he

stands aside and complains of conditions, evil practices and

grievances in the trade, and votes the other fellow as under-

hand, cross-grained and avaricious. If he would go across

the street and shake his competitor by the hand and have a

heart-to-heart talk with him, he would find that his so-

called enemy was in reality battling to overcome the same
drawbacks. If local dealers would unite, it would not be

necessary for them to keep open their shops until all hours,
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to extend indiscriminate credit, send up shoes on appro-

bation, attend to small repairs free, offer premiums to

corrall trade, or engage in other schemes like a prize

contest which, while temporarily beneficial, in the long run

only act as a boomerang.

'"Deliver me from the narrow-minded, stay-at-home

retailer, who never visits another town, who never calls

upon a competitor, who never reads a trade paper, or

makes a warm friend of the traveling man, but hangs

around his shop all day, gossiping or inveighing against

the public for not appreciating his enterprise or buying his

goods. He expects things to turn up of their own accord,

whereas, a man now-a-days, has to get out and upturn

things if he wants to forge to the front and keep abreast

of the times. The world does not owe aiybody or individual

a living, and simply to put your name on a window, a shoe

stock on your shelves and hire a clerk or two, is no reason

why people should desert other stores and patronize you."

WHY SHOULD SUCH THINGS BE DONE ?

Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:
I observe that a number of retailers are giving vent

to expressions of opinion through your columns on matters

of trade interest. There are two or three questions to

which I would like to draw attention, in the hope that a

discussion may do some good. For instance, the traveler

of a leading Canadian firm, making men's welts exclusively,

comes and sells me a choice range of fall footwear, for

which I have to pay $4.10 to $4.25 per pair. Other orders

are secured in different cities and the factory starts to fill

them. Now, in the course of operations, errors are bound

to occur, and the concern makes a few mistakes. I write

back that some of the goods are not exactly what I ordered,

or are peihaps faulty in one or two little details, or the

leather may be off color, or shipments delayed until past

the appointed time, or many other little incidents may arise.

The result is that the factory says, "well, we will take the

goods back," and of course, they are held there for a while.

Perhaps similar mistakes have occurred with other firms

and a certain number of goods are also returned or left

on the hands of the manufacturer. Now, this brand of

shoe is widely advertised and nationally known, but the

buyer for a big department store comes along in search

of floor goods. He naturally visits all the factories, and

seeing this collection of shots, makes a spot cash offer for

the entire consignment, and gets them. The result is that

the department store puts on a big sale of the "Topaz"
shoe, or by whatever name it is recognized. The people

see such a well known make on sale for $2.95, (and, re-

member, the original orders were placed by retailers for

S4.15), and what is the effect up on the retail trade? Cus-

tomers think we have been robbing them, when a genuine

sole stamped "Topaz" shoe is disposed of—maybe right

in the midst of the spring or fall selling season—at far

less than we are asking for them. People inquire why we
cannot do the same. They do not understand why such

a high-class creation can be sold for so little money.

Of course, we cannot explain in detail such matters

to our patrons. The result is that the makers of the

"Topaz" shoe have not wrought for themselves any per-

manent good, either so far as the standing of their own
brand is concerned, or in cultivating the good will of the

retailer, on whom, after all, they depend for the bulk of

their trade. While the big department stores may have

a very large turnover, still, it is the shoe retailer who is

the backbone and vital force of the trade in Canada.

I think it is time that the makers should protect shoe

dealers and not allow big customers to advertise widely

known branded shoes at a figure much less than we are able

to obtain them in the first instance, and at a direct loss to

the factory to produce.

Another matter to which I would call your attention

is that certain shoe manufacturers in Canada claim they

cannot do business unless they get a 30% protection. They
state that their turnover is small—their patrons widely

scattered and their manufacturing facilities limited, so that

it is impossible to make shoes as cheaply as where they are

turned out in highly specialized factories, and in immense
quantities. Several manufacturers admit that they require

30% protection against goods made across the line ; at the

same time, these same firms selling direct to the retail trade,

do business with the department store —giving the latter

ten to fifteen per cent, advantage over the average retailer.

Why should the department store be "protected" by the

manufacturer against the average dealer to this extent?

One would think it should be the other way around. I

contend that the manufacturer's argument does not hold

water, neither will it stand up when put to the test. He
himself says, in plain words, "I am a small man and must

have 30% protection against the big fellows," yet when it

comes to the retail ranks, he gives the big fellow 15% pro-

tection against the small fellow.

1 want to know how he can justify such a proceeding.

Of course, the old argument will be trotted out about quan-

tity production, and that large purchases result in saving

of factory cost. Such a contention as this is merely beg-

ging the question, or trifling with the issue. So far as

quantity production is concerned, there are many things

sold in Canada, on which the buyer has to pay the same

price whether he takes them in small or great lots, but

anyway, supposing a reduction is given for quantities, surely

in the case of the department store 5% would be suffi-

cient.

Sincerely yours,

Fair Play to All.

Toronto, Out.

ACTIVE WORKER IN RETAIL RANKS
John E. Thorne, of Thorne Bros., London, Ont., who

has been elected vice-president of the Shoe Retailers' Asso-

ciation of that city, is widely known among the trade. He
has been a resident of London for the past thirty-one years

and began his connection with the footwear game by enter-

ing the employ of Ashplant & Tanton. Seven years later

Mr. Thorne opened a shoe business for himself in the present

premises, east corner of Market Lane and has been very suc-

cessful. He is well liked and well thought of by the mer-

chants of the Forest City, and has long been an active advo-

cate of closer co-operation and more definite work along

Association lines in the retail ranks.



SHOE STYLE RESPONSIBILITY

According to an authority in the shoe trade, many
dealers imagine that it is the manufacturers' and whole-
salers' fault that so many new styles are shown. In reality,

he says, it is the larger retailer who creates most of the

styles by trying to beat his neighbor. One dealer, for in-

stance, displayed a champagne kid lace shoe trimmed with

a navy blue kid tip and binding. Another, who saw this

style, ordered his of navy blue kid trimmed with putty

kid tip and foxing, which was a poor combination and did

not sell well. The latter now says that fancy shoes are bad

for the business, when really it was his own fault for or-

dering the wrong kind. The back button shoe is said to

be a direct result of a big retailer's envy of the vogue for

the back lace type.

OXFORD QUARTER LININGS

A weak point of low shoes is the inferior quality of

leather lining stock used. A low cut shoe will rub at the

heel more than a high cut, as it does not lace or button

high enough on the foot to insure a close fit. A peculiar

fact regarding ooze lining stock is that firms making high

grades will use an ooze sheep, while on the medium and

lower grades one finds the calf split used. The only ex-

planation for this is that the ooze sheep is perhaps more
uniform in weight, but one thing is certain ; the sheep

leather will not compare with the calf leather for wearing

quality. Regarding price of these two leathers, the calf

is the cheaper. The writer was a few years ago employed

by a New England firm who made a widely advertised line

of shoes, where ooze sheep was used for quarter linings on

low cuts, and the greatest expense for cripples on upper

stock caused in the lasting room was the torn quarter lin-

ings. It is true that the variety of shades cannot be had

in calf splits, but the writer believes that if there was a

demand for a wider variety of shades on calf ooze splits,

it would be met.

REVOLVING LAST BINS

The revolving last bin seems to be finding favor. It

is claimed that this style takes less room than the sectional

idea, and is quicker for handling lasts. Keeping lasts on

the racks is, without doubt, the best method, but lack of

floor space forbids this in many factories. A counter that

does not hug the forepart of t
1

e heel when laying natur-

ally on the last is liable to bulge out when the last is) pulled.

At this point the operator should be careful to see that

enough tacks are placed here to hold the counter tight,

that the sewer can be sure of stitching through it instead

of forcing it out on the edge.

This will be found especially helpful on pumps, which

have a tendency to gap at this point, unless a well moulded

and tightly lasted counter is used.

DRY SOCK LINING PASTE

There is being used in several factories a new pre-

pared dry sock lining paste. The makers of this material

claim that the expense is less than 5 cents per gallon and
that the work can be perfectly done. Naturally, this saves

the shipping expense of a large amount of water. Anyone
interested in getting samples of this paste should write

Shoe and Leather Journal for the name of the manu-
facturers, who will be very glad to submit samples.

IS KID COMING BACK ?

There is considerable evidence that kid leathers will

soon again be in popular demand. Wm. L. Ratcliffe, of

the T. G. Plant Co., in a recent statement, said: "We have

sold 25 per cent, of kid shoes lately and will sell 25 per

cent, and upward this fall." The reasonable prices at which
kid leather can be manufactured and sold as compared with

calf, cannot fail to have a large influence in determining

the increased use of this leather. With an active market
for boots and shoes, and with the passing of the cloth top,

it is evident that kid leather must soon come into increased

use.

BUTTON HOLE MACHINE
The Reece Button Hole Machine Co., of Boston, makes

the following announcement to the trade regarding the new
Rapid Reece machine : "This is merely a reminder for the

benefit of your buttonhole department that we have com-

pleted and are now putting out, as promised, our new
'Rapid' buttonhole machine. We are giving users of our

present machines the benefit of the new machines by an

even exchange for our high-speed machine which they are

now using; the royalty will be the same, one cent for

2,400 stitches, no minimum royalty. There will be no ad-

ditional initial payment. Among the new features are the

great speed at which this machine can be successfully oper-

ated. It is the fastest buttonhole machine ever used on

shoe work, and yet the work turned out is absolutely per-

fect. The buttonhole has a high degree of strength by the

fact that it has a real bar which is not split in the middle.

The machine is economical. The saving of silk or thread

over all previous machines is extensive, and its economy
in all directions has never been approached."

SOME THINGS ABOUT HEELS
The spool, Louis and kidney heels are noticed on wo-

men's shoes to a large extent, even on the medium and

cheap grades, while on men's shoes one notices the low

broad heel. This low broad heel is a mighty sensible idea,

for a man who has any amount of walking to do, and from

the writer's experience they are less hard on stockings

than a high heel, as the tendency to force the foot for-

ward when taking a step is not so great with a low broad

heel. A 4-8 heel is about right for a man who has much
walking to do, as this height is enough to keep one from

walking flat footed. If one notices how people walk who
wear the no-heel outing shoe, it will be seen that they step

very nearly flat-footed. These no-heel outing shoes have

been considered the proper thing for vacation for several
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reasons, and while they may feel very comfortable on the

feet, they are not a practical shoe for anyone to wear,

unless it is the Indians, who have never worn heeled shoes

and are a flat-footed race. It is the wearing of these no-

heel shoes that makes business good for the manufacturers
of arch supports. It will be noticed of the cuts which re-

cently appeared in several trade journals of army shoes

of various nations that the shoe designed for the walking
soldier has a low broad heel, and for the man on horse-

back has a slightly higher one. The reason for the riding

soldier having a fairly high heel is that it is of assistance

in holding the foot in the stirrup. To those familiar with

the shoe industry, it is understood that the reason for

having the extreme high heeled women's shoe was to make
a size 7 foot look like a size 4, and this style is, no doubt,

of great assistance to the retail shoe dealer. But one thing

is sure, and that is that the low broad heel will always be

worn by both women and men who seek a sensible shoe.

MACHINE FOR QUILTING SOLES

A machine that quilts soles with tiny wire staples is

used in some shoe shops that make shoes for boys, youths

and little gents. It is a U. S. M. Co. machine. It puts

several rows of staples into the soles. It is claimed that

the staples make the soles wear a great deal longer. Shoes
with the stapled soles are much in demand in the west.

SQUEAKING SHOES NOT WANTED
In the matter of squeaky shoes it is the opinion of the

writer that the man or woman who buys such shoes could

return them and demand the money back. If this was done
it is likely that retailers would bring enough pressure to

bear on manufacturers so that the latter would see to it

that squeakless shoes were sent out hereafter, and especially

in the grades that sell at a good price. Leading retailers

in Boston are to-day selling women's pumps at $3 per pair,

and the loudest thing about such shoes is the squeak. In

other respects the shoes are all right. In fact, they are

long-wearing shoes, too long in some cases, as many women
who buy shoes of this kind would be pleased to get rid of

them in short order. As a rule a shoe that is uncomfortable

will last a long time, and, in a sense, the squeaky shoe is

uncomfortable. It may fit the foot all right and feel good,

but when people on the street turn around and look at the

wearer of such shoes it brings on a very uncomfortable

feeling. It is no great advertisement for a retailer to have

his name inside such shoes and sewn to the lining. In fact,

it is a constant reminder to the customer that she will never

buy another pair of shoes in that store, at $3 or any other

price. This has been the experience of one woman at least,

and it is doubtless the experience of many others. There
is no excuse for any manufacturer to-day to put out squeak-

ing Goodyear shoes, and the vast majority do not. But a

few are making such shoes, although they may not be

aware of it. The squeak is something that cannot be elim-

inated unless special pains are taken to prevent it, and

especially is this true of all shoes put up with a good grade

outsole and insole. If shoes squeak the day they are first

put on they will continue so for a long time, and it is al-

most impossible to check it or stop it. This seems to be

the general expeiience with all such shoes. Soaking the

soles in water will not end the trouble. It is said that

soaking the bottoms in kerosene may help, but no one rhould

go to all that trouble. The soaking will have to be done
more than once if the trouble is to be eliminated entirely.

There may be some excuse for a pegged or a nailed shoe

squeaking, but a fine boot or shoe is different, and retail-

ers who are supposed to stand at the head of the trade

should cease handling such goods unless manufacturers are

willing to reform and guarantee noiseless bottoms in every

Goodyear welt shoe they make.

MONTREAL MANUFACTURER BRANCHES OUT
A great many people were surprised recently on hearing

that La Duchesse Shoe Company, whose factory was located

at 40 Grothe street, Montreal, had moved into the old factory

of the Macfarlane Shoe Co. at 92 Beaudry street. This

means that the company's capacity is increased from forty

cases a week to over one hundred and twenty-five.

B. Yaillancourt, who is the sole proprietor of the com-

B. VAILLANCOURT, MONTREAL

pany, started eight years ago to make his own line of canvas

goods. Prospering, he branched out into the manufacture of

women's, misses' and children's McKays, though, of course,

on a small scale. The business of the company has grown
step by step up to the present when Mr. Vaillancourt has

found it necessary to take larger premises. The new factory

contains five storeys and has been thoroughly fitted up with

new and improved machinery. The company contemplate

installing a strong line of women's turns within the very near

future.

Mr. Vaillancourt is a thorough shoeman and has always

given every department of the business his personal attention.

He has, in the time that he has been in the manufacturing

game made many friends who will be pleased to hear of the

ever-increasing growth of his company.

KINGSBURY KEEPS ON WINNING
Great interest is being shown in the games played by the

different teams of the Maisonneuve Baseball League. At

the scheduled games which took place last Saturday over

five hundred spectators were present. The Jas. Muir Co.

team defeated the Watson-Foster nine by a score of 15 to 11.

In the other game the Kingsbury Footwear team were vic-

tors over the representatives of the United Shoe Machinery

Co. in a very interesting game, the final score being 14 to 7.

The following is the score by innings:

—

123456789
Kingsbury 2 0 4 0 0 4 3 1 x— 14

U. S. M. Co 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0—7
Batteries—Provost and Fernet : Perrv. Leveille and Bernier.
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HIS HORSE SHOT UNDER HIM
Capt. Harry Trenaman, Canadian Army Service Corps,

who is a member of the Domestic Specialty Co., Hamilton,

manufacturers of shoe polishes, etc., and is with first Canadian
contingent, writes vividly of the fighting at Ypres and tells

of the fate which befell many members from the Thirteenth

and Ninety-first Regiments in that fierce engagement. Capt.

Trenaman had a close shave himself. His horse was shot and
he was thrown into a trench while Capjt. Crowther and he
were picking up some wounded. On the eighth day of the

engagement he wrote :

—

"I am dead tired, but otherwise fit as a fiddle. My bri-

gade came out of the trenches last night and we are now
going back for a couple of weeks' rest in order to get re-

organized and I will be able to write you plenty from there.

I haven't received a line or parcel from you for the last two
weeks. It seems all of the mail boats are being used for the

transportation of troops. I am anxiously awaiting the arrival

of the photos of you and the kiddies. I tell you to-night I

sure feel good and homesick. Well, our boys from the Thir-
teenth and Ninety-first did fine, but 1 am sorry to say they

were nearly all wiped out. I don't mean all killed, but killed,

wounded and missing. It sure was a terrible scrap while it

CAPT. HARRY TRENAMAN, HAMILTON, ONT.

lasted. Oh, the joke is on the Huns all right, for if they had

pushed us on Thursday night they would have been washing
their feet in the sea at Calais by now, but we bluffed them

right to the end. On Saturday night when they had their

troops massed for an attack, after making sure that we were

too weak to resist, the commanding officer of the brigade

saw what was doing and sent back for reinforcements, but

there wasn't such a thing and they couldn't be got for three

hours. What do you think he did? Threw two regiments at

theh Germans which so dumbfounded them that it took them

about four hours to wake up and when they attacked, why.

we were there ! They have gained some ground and cap-

tured some guns, but we will get the devils just the same

when we come back. We will have a blood lust for they

have got many a fine chap and our chaps will go for them

good and plenty. The French Turcos breaking on' our left

is what caused the trouble, and our chaps had a straight

uphill scrap with not a ghost of a show. They had to charge

across half a mile of country as flat as your hand. This was

Friday and Friday night when I went in the bodies were

scattered over the field. But enough of this. You will see

all about it in the newspapers."

Shoe Manufacturers—Military Orders
(Continued from page 22)

quality linen thread not less than ten cord well waxed, and
not less than three and one-half (3^2) nor more than four

(4) stitches to the inch.

Stamp.—Manufacturer's name and year of manufac-

ture to be stamped with steel stamp on bellows tongue.

Size and width to be stamped on shank of outscle, near

breast of heel.

Bottom Finish.—Natural oak finished bottoms.

Dressing.—Boots to be properly treed and finished with

a coating of good waterproof dressing.

Bottom Filling.—Bottoms to be filled with the prepar-

ation known as "Besto" or other approved waterproof fill-

ing, properly applied.

Thread.—Vamps and back straps to be stitched with

four rows best quality D. silk. The other portions of upper

to be stitched with best quality C. silk, under thread to be

of grey cotton or linen of best quality.

Cement.—Best quality rubber cement.

Heel Pads.—Are to be of leather securely cemented

to insole.

Laces.—Each pair of boots to be supplied with a pair

of forty-inch, heavy cotton tubular laces, metal tips, as

approved.

Reinforcing.—Sole to be leinforced around toe with

nine brass nails, placed 5-8 inch ..part. Shanks to be re-

inforced at four points on inside and three points on out-

side; all nails to be properly clinched on the insole; boot

to be made with upper lapped over on insole to allow rein-

forcing nail to pass securely through same, lap to be cem-

ented to insole and pounded down, also eleven Hungarian
hob nails to be placed around the circle of the toe as shown
in sealed pattern.

Lasts.—To be full fitting, roomy in the toes and broad

sole, and to measure on size 8E rot less than, ball 9 2-8

—

instep, 96-8; size, 8F, ball 94-8; instep, 10.

Delivery.—To be delivered clean, in good condition,

tied together in pairs (not by the laces) free of expense

to the Department of Militia and Defence, Ottawa, loose

in wooden cases, not more than 48 pairs to a case, contents

and size to be plainly marked on one end of each case,

also on a packing slip to be enclosed therein with the con-

tractor's name, cases to be numbered and to contain but one

size; insofar as it is possible to do so, particulars as to the

numbers and contents of each case invoiced to appear on

each invoice.

General Instructions.—Boots to remain on lasts four

days at least, so as to retain their shape.

All boots are to be manufactured in strict accordance

with the specifications and sealed pattern, but in the event

of any discrepancy arising between the sealed pattern and

the specifications, the specifications are to govern.

If 25 per cent, of the boots, in any one shipment, should

turn out, on inspection, to be inferior to the sealed pattern

or contrary to the terms of these specifications, the whole
shipment then under examination will be liable to rejection.

If necessary for the purpose of inspection a portion

of every delivery, not exceeding two per cent., may be put

to such tests as may destroy the articles tested, and if

found inferior will be replaced by others of proper quality

and pattern, at the expense of the contractor.

Note.—Gauge herein referred to is 1/48 inch.

(Sgd.) S. R. Wickett,
H. C. Wilson.

Ottawa, June 2nd, 1915. Wm. Silver.
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Shoe News in Paragraph
The Montreal Shoe Repairing Co. recently registered.

The Eagle Leather Works, of Montreal, have regis-

tered.

E. YY. McMartin, of Montreal, was in Toronto last week
on business.

A. Rollanci, shoemaker, of St. Lambert, Que., was

burned out recently.

The McKeen-Ingledew Shoe Co., of Vancouver, have

dissolved partnership.

C. A. Davies, of the Blachford, Davies & Co., Toronto,

was in Montreal last week.

David Snipp, shoemaker, of London, has assigned to

1). H. Porter, of that city.

W. H. Ryan has opened a shoe store and repair shop

on Main street, Haileybury.

James Heffering, of Toronto, spent a few days in Mon-
treal last week on business.

F. Ade has resumed his shoe repairing business on Sec-

ond avenue, Shelbrook, Sask.

The Wm. Cook Shoe Co., wholesale boots and shoes,

Montreal, recently registered.

A. L. Dupont, of Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, was in

New York and Boston, recently.

A. C. Anderson, Windsor, Ont., has installed a 16-foot

Goodyear repair outfit, with stitcher.

The assets of G. R. Taylor, manufacturer of trunks and
leather goods, Winnipeg, have been sold.

F. W. Fitzgerald recently took charge of the stitching

rooms of J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal.

Nearly all of the shoe stores in Toronto are closing on

Wednesday afternoons during the summer.
The stock of H. Leff & Co., of Fort William, Who

made an assignment some time ago to Osier Wade, was

sold this week at the auction rooms of Suckling & Co.

The stock of shoes, rubbers, clothing and men's furnish-

ings amounted to about $10,000.

W. E. Tait & Co.. boots and shoes, are amalgamating
with the Bacon Shoe Store, Kamloops, B.C.

E. Hutchison, secretary-treasurer of J. Eveleigh & Co.,

Montreal, is at present on a trip to the West.

Geo. Lennox, Winnipeg, was in Toronto, Montreal and

other Eastern centres during the past two weeks.

W. F. Martin, sales manager of the Kingsbury Footwear

Co.. Montreal, is at present on a trip to the West.

Jas. Aird & Co., Montreal, have added several machines

to their factory. The company manufacture McKays.
Arthur Donald, of A. F. Clapp & Co., sheepskin tanners,

Boston, Mass., was in Toronto last week on business.

L. Van Geel, of the Snedicor & Hathaway Co., Limited,

Tillsonburg, Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

Fire broke out recently in the Modern Shoe Repair Co.,

305 Richmond street, London. Ont., but did no damage.
The Alberta Shoe Manufacturing Co., of Redcliff, Alta..

of which F. C. Young was manager and buyer has closed

down.

Lagace & Lepinay, Quebec, have installed several addi-

tional U. S. M. Co. machines in their factory within the past

month.

W. H. Emery has been appointed foreman of making
room in No. 2 factory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited,

Montreal.

The Perth Shoe Co., of Perth. Ont., have received an

order for 3,500 pairs of army shoes, which they have about

completed.

W. A. McMurray has begun a general merchandise busi-

ness in Coe Hill, Ont., and is carrying a full line of boots

and shoes.

A. O. Giroux replaces H. G. Cota as foreman of lasting

room, Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, No. 2 factory,

Montreal.

Harry L. Tower, of the United Last Co., Montreal, who
has been ill, is spending some time at his home in Brockton,

recuperating.

M. L. Davis has accepted a position with Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, No. 2 factory, Montreal, as foreman of

finishing room.

A. L. Bartlett, shoe retailer, corner College and Clin-

ton streets, Toronto, has opened a new branch shoe store on
Vaughan road.

Ralph Shepherd, Fredericton, N.B.. has installed a

U. S. M. 18-foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit. Model N, in

his establishment.

Wilbur Jeffries has purchased the shoe and men's

furnishing business of his father, in Beamsville, Ont., and
has taken charge.

W. J. Reed, merchant, 2012 Queen street east, Toronto,

has enlarged his shoe department and installed some very

attractive fixtures.

W. F. Martin, sales manager of the Kingsbury Footwear
Co., Montreal, has returned from a short trip to Winnipeg
and other Western cities.

E. J. Barry has been appointed foreman of the treeing

room in Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, re-

placing E. L. Cary.

John McCarthy, of John McCarthy & Co., leather manu-
facturers, Salem, Mass., was in Toronto and other cities last

week on a business trip.

The U. S. M. Co., Montreal, have installed a Louis heel

breast trimming machine in the factory of the Kingsbury
Footwear Co., Montreal.

William Fox, who for the past year has been superinten-

dent of the King Shoe Co.. Toronto, has gone to London,
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where he has joined the staff of Sterling Bros., Limited, tak-

ing an important position.

The U. S. M. Co. have installed a 12-foot finishing out-

fit in the shoe repair shop of Edward Cormier, 143 Robin-

son street, Moncton, N.B.

L. B. Hutchison, manager of the Toronto branch of

the Kaufman Rubber Co., is spending his holidays at his

home in Penetanguishene.

Harris Bros., who conduct several Sample Shoe Stores

in Montreal, have opened a new branch at the corner of St.

James and St. John streets.

G. C. Lock, of the Cut-Rate American Boot Shop, Cal-

gary, was in Toronto, Montreal and other Eastern centres

recently on a purchasing trip.

Fire broke out lately in the shoe store of S. Karam,

corner of Rochester and Ellen streets, Ottawa, doing about

three thousand dollars damage.

J. R. C. Struthers, of Winnipeg, who represents a num-

ber of leading shoe firms in the West, was in Toronto and

Montreal last week on business.

James F. Clark, of Clark Bros., Limited, shoe manufac-

turers, St. Stephen, N.B., was in Toronto last week with a

fine and attractive range of new samples and left on an ex-

RETURNS TO THE OLD COUNTRY
Tom Birch and his wife, of Toronto, sailed for

England two weeks before the ill-fated Lusitania. He

was particularly anxious to book passage on the doomed

liner, but gave way to the wishes of Mrs. Birch, who was

anxious to see her mother in the Old Land. He was em-

ployed in the shoe department by the Robert Simpson Co.,

and previous to that was with the Slater Boot Shop, To-

ronto, for two years. Mr. Birch has obtained a fine posi-

tion with the firm that he served for five years before

coming to Canada. "Tom," as stated in a previous issue

of this paper, is a splendid window trimmer and a fine

all-round athlete, and his symmetrical build made him a well

patronized artists' model. He posed for some of the finest

painters in the Dominion. Mrs. Birch has won many prizes

and competitions in the physical culture line and is a club

swinger of marked ability. Their many friends will be

pleased to hear of their safe passage to the Old Land.

tended trip through the West, where he will visit all the

important centres as far as the Coast.

J. B. Goodwin, 301 Jeanne d'Arc avenue, Maisonneuve,

has installed a 6-foot U. S. M. repair outfit, Model N, along

with a motor in his repair shop.

J. M. Rice, Consolidated Rubber Co., Winnipeg, was

elected a director of the Canadian Credit Men's Associa-

tion at the recent annual meeting.

W. J. Heaven, manager of the Toronto branch of the

Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., Limited, spent a few days last

week at the tannery, Huntsville, Out.

L. R. Hulbert & Co., manufacturers of shoe uppers, St.

Catharines, Ont, have gone into voluntary liquidation, J.

J. Timmons being appointed liquidator.

A baseball league has been formed in Aylmer, Ont.,

and among the successful teams is that from the Aylmer

Shoe Co., who have been playing good ball.

W. H. Stagg, of the traveling staff of the Toronto

branch of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, is now looking

after the territory west of London, Ont.

Stefanos George, 132 King St. west, Toronto, has added

a stitcher to his outfit and now has a fully equipped Good-

year shoe repair outfit in his establishment.

Chas. T. Porter has replaced John Wiggins, who recently

resigned, as foreman of treeing room in No. 2 factory of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal.

F. H. Ahrens, Limited, of Charles A. Ahrens, Limited,

Berlin, was in Toronto last week attending the annual meet-

ing of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

E. H. Squires, dealer in men's furnishings, Bloor street

west, Toronto, has removed to St. Clair avenue, near Oak-

wood, where he has installed a shoe department.

W. V. Matthews, general superintendent of Ames-Hol-
den-McCready, Limited, Montreal, was in Boston and other

Eastern centres last week on a buying expedition.

A. J. Smith, of Toronto, who has bought out the shoe

store of Carscallen & Co., Bloor street west, and the Crown
Shoe Store, on Avenue road, has taken possession.

R. M. Corner, shoe retailer, St. Clair avenue, Toronto,

who has been ill for some time, is not progressing as rapidly

toward recovery as his friends would like to see.

S. Cleland, shoe retailer, Yonge street, Toronto, is

erecting a fine new store on St. Clair avenue, near Oak-

wood avenue, where he will open a shoe business.

M. C. Mullarkey and Nap. Dorval have been appointed

city travelers for Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, succeeding Henry Martineau, who resigned lately.

T. Kinsella, who was formerly in the retail busi-

ness in Trenton, Out., is now representing the Drummond
Shoe, Limited, of Drummondville, Que., throughout Ontario.

T. H. Rieder, of Montreal, was in Granby, Que., last

week in connection with the taking over of the Walpole fac-

tory in that town by the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

The annual meeting of Ames-Holden-McCready, Lim-
ited, Montreal, will be held on June 24th to receive reports

for the past year and to elect directors for the coming year.

E. E. Donovan, manager of E. T. Wright & Co., St.

Thomas, Out., accompanied by Mr. Wright, jr., son of E. T.

Wright, Rockland, Mass., was in Toronto last week on busi-

ness.

Private G. Burrows, who formerly conducted a shoe-

maker's shop at Vulcan, B.C., and was a member of the

Princess Patricia Light Infantry, was killed recently in

action.

The firm of Ingham & Bates have started to manufac-
ture shoes on a small scale in Strathroy, Ont. They have

installed a finishing machine run by electric motor. They
intend to put in a sewing machine, operated by the same
power, and are working up quite a business, making a
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specialty of $5 shoes. They will undoubtedly expand when
opportunity warrants. Mr. Ingham is a practical shoe-

maker.

Fire broke out recently in the harness factory of Adams
Brothers, 204 King street east, Toronto, doing about $3,000

damages to the plant and sixth floor, before it was ex-

tinguished.

Among several new concerns which were granted

federal charters last week was the Walpole Rubber Co., Lim-

ited, of Montreal, with a capital stock of one hundred thous-

and dollars.

R. J. Kidd, manager for R. Neill, shoeman, Peterboro,

was in Toronto this week and is spending some time in West-

ern Ontario points on a holiday trip, visiting a number of

places by motor.

Patent leather was never so fashionable as at present.

It has been brought out in dark blue, an absolute innovation,

and is now being used on suits and shoes with brass buttons

and colored cloths.

C. Sofio, proprietor of the Sicilia Shoe Store, 1053

St. James street, Montreal, has made a voluntary assign-

ment. The stock and fixtures, valued at about $3,500, were

sold at auction on June 14th.

The U. S. M. Co. of Canada report a large demand for

clicking dyes by various factories recently. Several large

orders have been taken in connection with equipment being

installed for army shoe orders.

There has been an unprecedented demand for tennis

and outing shoes so far this season, and all the factories

are busy, while the jobbers report a very gratifying increase

in this line of goods over last year.

W. E. Short, who represents the Kingsbury Footwear

Co. in the Western Provinces, has returned to Montreal.

He reports conditions in his territory as being considerably

improved in the past three months.

J. E. Dupre, of the Montreal Box Toe Co., who has been

ill for the past several weeks has almost entirely recovered

and will soon be back at his office. Mr. Dupre has been

spending some days in New York.

A charter has been granted to Charles Pierce & Sons,

Limited, of Timmins, Ont. The capital stock is $40,000

and the company will take over the general merchant busi-

ness carried on by Charles Pierce.

Mrs. Eva Haskell, for the past year in charge of the

treeing and packing department of the Murray Shoe Co.,

London, Ont., has accepted a position in a similar capacity

with the Cook-Fitzgerald Co.. London.

Oliver M. Brooks, formerly of North Battleford, Sask.,

is now engaged with the United Shoe Machinery Co., of

Canada, looking after their interests in the shoe repair trade.

Mr. Brooks covers the whole Dominion.

The annual conference of the managers of the various

branches of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, will be held

in Montreal starting on June 21st, when, as usual, various

matters of importance will be considered.

Thomas Pellow, one of the pioneer business men of

Walkerton, Ont., passed away recently, aged 79 years, from
an attack of pneumonia. For a long time he conducted a

tannery business, but of late had lived retired.

The Eureka Shoe Co., Limited, of Montreal, has been

granted a charter of incorporation. The capital stock is

$20,000 and the company is empowered to manufacture, sell

and deal in all kinds of boots and shoes, to tan and treat

leather, etc.

Another group of products which has felt the grip of

war and about which little has been said, is tanning ma-
terials, barks and extracts which come from the four quar-

ters of the earth. Within the last few weeks there has

been a further sharp advance in prices, which now stand

between 200 per cent, and 300 per cent, on the average,

above where they were before the war broke out.

It is stated that orders for several thousands pairs of

new Canadian army shoes have been issued recently and that

Dufresne & Locke, Montreal, have been given 10,000 pairs,

Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co., Three Rivers, Que., 5,000

pairs and Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer, Ont., 3,000 pairs.

William Naylor died recently at his home in Belle-

ville, Ont., after a few days' illness. He was 82 years of

age and for upwards of half a century conducted a shoe

repair business in the village of Canifton. He leaves one

son and two daughters, his wife having died four years ago.

A. R. Clarke, of A. R. Clarke & Co., Toronto, who, after

his experience on the ill-fated Lusitania, has been seriously

ill for some weeks in a hospital in London, has been joined

by Mrs. Clarke and daughter. He is now reported much
better and every hope is entertained for his complete

recovery.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager

;

R. E. Jamieson, general sales manager, and R. W. Ash-
croft, advertising manager of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., Montreal, were in Toronto last week attending

the annual gathering of the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

The store of J. W. Ingraham, Commercial street, North

Sydney, N.S., was destroyed by fire recently. The loss is

HAS STARTED IN WHOLESALE LINE
William Cook, a well-known former Maritime Province

shoe retailer, recently started a wholesale shoe jobbing busi-

ness at 217 Notre Dame street east, Montreal. Mr. Cook has

been engaged in the footwear business practically all his

life and has a thorough knowledge of conditions in Canada,

especially in the eastern portion of the Dominion. He was
for many years a partner in the retail firm of Cook Bros.,

WM. COOK, MONTREAL

Sydney Mines, C.B., and it is partly through his connection

with the company that he has become so widely known. He
stated to the Shoe and Lkather Journal that since his

new venture has been in operation, business has been very

good. As well as handling a general line of medium-priced

shoes, Mr. Cook also carries a full stock of rubbers, featuring

the Miner Rubber Company's line.
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estimated at about $10,000, partially covered by insurance.

Mr. Ingraham's many friends will sympathize with him in the

disaster which has overtaken him and trust that he will

emerge from it successfully.

The partnership in the firm of Gorman & Anderson,

real estate dealers, Belleville, Out., has been dissolved,

J. L. R. Gorman retiring in order to devote his whole time

to the shoe business, which was conducted by his late father,

S. R. Gorman. Many improvements have been made in the

store which add much to its attractiveness.

The Invictus Boot Shop, 50 Yonge street, Toronto, of

which H. J. Eady is manager, will remove early next

month to 93 Yonge street, next to the Strand Theatre.

The new location is an admirable one, and this exclusive

shop in men's shoes, which has been running for the past

three years, is doing a splendid business.

The National Council of the Canadian Credit Men's

Association will hold its annual meeting in Winnipeg on

June 22nd and 23rd. Delegates will be present from the

different provinces of Canada. This association was formed

in 1910, and is in the interest of wholesale and retail credit-

granting houses throughout the Dominion.

The Miller Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited, has been

granted a charter with headquarters in Toronto, and a

capital stock of $50,000. The company is empowered to

manufacture, buy, sell and deal in articles composed of

rubber, either solely or in combination with other articles,

and also in motor and bicycle tires, automobile tires, etc.

C. E. Raven, shoe dealer, of St. Thomas, Out., made a

very attractive display recently in the rubber line, showing

everything from the raw material to the finished product, the

various parts of a shoe, how put together, and the different

kinds of rubber footwear. The exhibit, which was well

thought out and most instructive, was furnished by the Kauf-

man Rubber Co., Berlin.

The annual excursion of the Benefit Society of the

Getty & Scott shoe factory, Gait, Ont., was held to Toronto

and Niagara Falls on June 5th. There was an attendance of

over two hundred Galtonians and the trip proved a very

pleasant one. The affairs of the Benefit Society are in a

flourishing condition and the annual outing is always looked

forward to with a great deal of enjoyment.

A change has taken place in the firm of Maybee-

Kennedy Co., wholesale dealers in shoes and men's and

women's specialties. R. H. and James Kennedy, who have

been members of the firm for the past three years' have

withdrawn and opened offices in the McCannon block,

Moose Jaw, while their warehouse will be at 151 Rivers

street west. The Messrs. Kennedy have been in the east

on a buying trip.

It is stated in Niagara Falls, Ont., that the L. R. Hul-

hert Co., manufacturers of shoe uppers, are negotiating for

a two-year lease of the old Princess theatre building on

Bridge street with a view to establishing a plant in Niagara

Falls. The theatre is owned by the General Hospital Trust

and the trustees will consider the advisability of leasing the

premises. It is expected, if negotiations are concluded, that

the Hulbert Co. will employ twenty men to begin with and

when i.i full operation will provide work for about thirty.

Gunner Lawrence G. Williams of the machine gun

detachment of the Queen's Own Rifles, a member of the Third

Battalion, who went from Toronto with the first Canadian

contingent, is a son of J. W. Williams, Western Canada

representative of the King Shoe Co., Toronto. In a recent

letter to his father he states that he was not in the fight at

Ypres, as owing to heavy digging in the trenches, he was

sent to the hospital for a few days' rest. Gunner Williams

is a musician of exceptional ability and has taken part in a

number of concerts, his songs and musical selections being

much appreciated. When at Salisbury Plains he participated

in an entertainment given by the Y.M.C.A. at Bournemouth
and appeared on the same programme with Madame Clara

Butt and other noted artists, the proceeds being for patriotic

purposes.

The Solid Leather Shoe Co., of Preston, Ont., of which

S. H. Parker is manager and secretary-treasurer, have their

samples for spring nearly completed and several new lasts

have been added, while many new and neat effects will be

seen. Harry Steel, superintendent of the factory, has been

visiting several points in the Eastern States looking up

specialties for the coming spring. Mr. Parker expects to be

calling upon the wholesale trade early in July and reports

that business during the past season has been exceptionally

good.

Among the shoe travelers who have just returned, or will

return within the next few days from Western Canada, are

Messrs. Lashbrooke, Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co., Gait

:

Lynch, of the Minister, Myles Shoe Co., Toronto; McFar-
lane, of E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas; Jarvis, of the

Murray Shoe Co., London; Fry, of the Smardon Shoe Co.,

Montreal; Williams, of the King Shoe Co., Toronto; Ross,

of John McPherson Co., Hamilton, and Beemer, of the

Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto. All report that

the prospects for a record-breaking harvest are of the most

promising character.

The Pfister & Vogel Leather Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,

has issued a valuable descriptive pamphlet describing in

plain terms how leather is tanned. It is intended for the

instruction of retail shoe dealers and their clerics who
would be better salesmen if they understood more about

the processes of making leather. The pamphlet will be sent

free to anyone requesting a copy. There is also a folder

containing 16 samples of upper leather with a description

of each sample. Because of the cost of the leather this

folder will be sent only to those who inclose 25c. in coin

or stamps. The pamphlet and folder are free from adver-

tising matter and are educational in character.

Crowell & Morrell have begun the manufacture of shoes

in Hebron, N.S. The firm is composed of T. H. Crowell.

who has had 24 years' experience, F. B. Crowell, who has

had a quarter of a century experience, and G. S. Morrell-

who has had 15 years' insight. The experience of the part-

ners covers all branches of the shoe business. The company
are making a line of childs' and infants' shoes and also in-

fants' turns, all the output being bench made, except the fin-

ishing, which is done on a U. S. M. repair outfit, operated by

a three-horse power motor. The shoes are neat and right up

to the minute in style and comfort, and have been named the

"Little Bluenose." Crowell & Morrell are selling direct to

the trade and are meeting with good success. They are

turning out about thirty pairs a day, but expect to increase

their output shortly. All their shoes are channel nailed, cub

nails being used, which, they claim, make the boot as smooth
on the inside as a Goodyear welt. An attractive label has

been issued, consisting of the Canadian flag, crossed with the

Union Jack. The printing is in blue and red, and the label

has a very neat appearance.

The first Made-in-Canada moving pictures, illustrating

the operations of a Canadian industry, in an interesting and

instructive manner, have been taken by the North American
Motion Picture Co., of Montreal, and shown in the Imperial

Theatre in that city. The series is known as No. 1 of the

Canadian Industrial and Educational series, and illustrates

how the Fleet-Foot tennis and sporting shoes are manu-
factured by the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. in their

special factory at St. Jerome, Que. All the operations,

from the gathering of the rubber, washing, mixing, etc..

to the cutting out of the various parts and the assembling
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of them, and then having the shoe completed in two and

three-quarter minutes, are faithfully presented. The reel

takes about 18 minutes to exhibit, and, as a number of

films have been prepared, these edifying views will be

shown in the leading towns and cities of Canada, giving

the people first-hand knowledge of how Fleet-Foot tennis

and sporting shoes are manufactured. The Consolidated

Rubber Co. is the first Canadian industry to have its pro-

cesses unfolded to the general public through the medium
of moving pictures. The suggestion was taken up and

carried out by R. \V. Ashcroft, advertising manager of the

company.

BREEZY NEWS FROM THE EAST

Friends throughout the shoe trade in Eastern Canada
will be interested in a pretty nuptial event which took

place this month, when William Carlyl Rising, of the boot

and shoe firm of Waterbury & Rising, Limited, St. John,

N.B., was united in marriage to Miss Elsie Blanchard,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Estabrooks. Rev. F.

S. Porter, pastor of Germain street, performed the cere-

mony. The bride was attended by her niece, little Miss

Ruth Rising, as flower girl. Following a tempting luncheon

at the bride's home after the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Rising

left on an automobile tour through the province. On their

return they will reside at II Seely street. While on their

honeymoon they had an exciting experience near Gagetown,

N.B., when a big specimen of the moose family appeared

before them in the roadway. The chauffeur slowed down,

and the moose disappeared into the woods. They then

"opened up" to speed fast, but the big moose, apparently

dazed by the strange visitor on wheels, again came out on

the roadway, and before the car could be stopped he was

knocked down and the auto ran over him. The occupants

of the car, who numbered seven persons, were somewhat
shaken up but fortunately were unhurt.

The popularity of Colonel A. E. Massie, who held the

position of Maritime manager for the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co.. Limited, in St. John, N.B., before going

to the front in command of the Canadian Divisional Train,

was ably attested recently. Prior to his departure he was
the recipient of many useful and valuable remembrances,

but after getting to England he found that his duties really

necessitated the use of an automobile. He wrote to a

friend here, and in his letter said something about the

matter. The friend immediately took it up and next day

$650 was placed in the hands of Mayor Frink to be for-

warded to Colonel Massie, as a tribute of respect from his

friends, for the purchase of a Ford car.

Charles Labbe, a member of the staff of Waterbury
& Rising, St. John, N.B., was honored recently by his fellow

employees, upon his joining the 55th Battalion for over-

seas service. They presented him with a handsome wrist

watch suitably inscribed, and a parcel of silk khaki hand-
kerchiefs. The presentation was made by R. J. Walsh,
who expressed the good wishes of the staff for Mr. Labbe's

success and safe return.

Most of the shoe and rubber houses in the wholesale

trade in St. John, N.B., are taking advantage of the day-

light-saving idea and are closing an hour earlier than they
did in the winter months. Formerly the closing hour was
6 o'clock, but during the summer they have informed the

trade that their places of business will be closed at 5 o'clock,

while of course, the Saturday closing will be at 1 p.m.

Some of the retail houses are planning to have the Satur-

day afternoon half holiday during July and August.

HOW TO INSTALL DOMINION DAY WINDOW
By George Birch

"Made-in-Canada" should be an appropriate slogan for

Dominion Day window trims. Use beaver board for large

centre maple leaf, painted in natural colors. The coats of

arms representing the various provinces, can be made of

the same material. This should serve as a cover for the

central pedestal or as a shelf to display goods.

Neat cards should call attention to your Made-in-

Canada goods—such as "Footwear for Dominion Day,"-

—

"Made-in-Canada,"
—"These goods are unsurpassed for

all-round excellence in style, material and workmanship,"

or words to that effect.

Make a seasonable selection from your stock of Cana-

DWVNlON

m.

dian makes and describe them accordingly. Cards worded
as follows on each group are effective,

—"These smart wo-
men's pumps and oxfords are made by J. H. Timson,

of Busyville, Ont." Small national flags can be used taste-

fully in tops of shoes, etc.

Boost Dominion footwear for Dominion Day. It will

pay you.
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HEAVY ASSIGNMENT IN SHOE LINE

J. IL Porter, of the J. H. Porter Shoe Stores, Toronto,

lately made an assignment to A. S. Crighton, of the Canadian

Credit Men's Association. The first Porter shoe store was
opened August 26th, 1914, at 310 Yonge street, and since that

operations have been carried on in three other shops, the

first store on Yonge street being disposed of some months

ago. The nominal assets are $79,268.56 and the liabilities

$87,905.33. A large number of Canadian and American shoe

firms are interested in the latter. At a recent meeting of the

creditors, inspectors were appointed and the assignee in-

structed to close the stores and prepare a complete inventory.

It was also decided that the stock and fixtures should be sold

at Suckling's Auction Rooms, 76 Wellington street west, on

Wednesday, June 23rd. The first statement shows that the

slock and fixtures in the main store, corner Yonge and Shuter

streets, to be valued at $41,500; 974 Bloor street west, $7,600;

1346 Queen street west. $7,500. A statutory meeting of the

creditors was held on Monday, June 14th, for the purpose of

ratifying the appointment of the inspectors and giving in-

structions in regard to the liquidation of the stock. At this

meeting a petition was presented from some fifty shoe retail-

ers doing business in Toronto. It is as follows :

—

"Toronto, June 11th, 1915.

"Dear Sir,—We, the undersigned shoe merchants, at an

informal meeting held at 189 Church street, Toronto, June

AN ATTRACTIVE AND WELL-DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMEN1
OF MONTREAL FIRM

11th, 1915, recognize the conditions of the retail shoe trade

in the city, and believe that to dispose of a large amount
of shoes in block at a reduced price to any one party at this

time would be decidedly unfair to those who are conserva-

tively trying to do business in a legitimate way and pay one
hundred cents on the dollar for our goods.

"We therefore respectfully request that some plan be

adopted in the disposition of the stock of the J. H. Porter

Shoe Stores that will not upset the already not too good con-

ditions of the shoe trade in Toronto.

"We suggest instead of selling the stock in one. two or

three parcels that it be listed and sold by catalogue in detail,

and we, the undersigned retailers, agree to attend as far as

possible said sale, and do our best regarding the purchasing

of same.

"We respectfully request you to use your influence with

the inspectors representing the creditors in this regard.

"Harry Bell, R. S. Ritchie, P. Neal. E. M. Clapp, E. Bell.

Geo. Warner, John Queen. C. C. Allan. J. H. Shinnick, J. W.
Lindsay, W. Howarth, Regal Shoe Store, Ed. Cook. Roval

Shoe Store, Chas. Parks, T. Harris. Jos. Johnson, T. H. Big-

wood. G. Arbuckle, J. J. Harton. W. Bishop, C. W. Elliott &
Son, Joe Davis. N. A. Roy. A. Wellwood, A. W. Bird, A. B.

Chinn. A. J. Chappie, H. Russell. A. Levy. W. Burnill. W. T.

Fegan. F. A. Kitley. T. A. Wilson & Son, A. Chisholm. E. H.
Bird, Weaver Shoe Co.. McCaul Shoe Co.. St. Leger Shoe Co..

H. & C. Blachford. P. C. Blachford. J. C. Budreo. Jas. Jupp
& Son. John McCullough, J.

Brotherton. Fit U Shoe Store."

At a meeting of the creditors, due consideration was

given to the petition of the retailers, and it was decided to

meet their wishes so far as it was possible to do so. It was
pointed out that, for various reasons, it would be impossible

to dispose of the stock in parcels as it wouM lead to endless

confusion and would not bring as high a price, when the fae

ends were taken into consideration, as if offered en bloc. Tt

was also emphasized that it was the duty of the assismee and

inspectors to realize as hieh a figure as possible on the stock

for the creditors. A motion was carried giving the retail-

ers, who had sent in the petition and were represented by a

deputation, until Saturday, June 19th, to make offers for

the stock and fixtures in each of the stores. If their bids are

considered satisfactory the stock will not be sold bv auction

on June 23rd, as announced. There the matter rests at the

time of eoing to press.

MR. LYNCH BUYS SHOE STOCK
The stock of J. E. Fawkes. shoe dealer, of Paris. Ont.,

who assigned recentlv to J. P. Langley & Co., Toronto, was

sold this week at Suckling & Co 's auction rooms. It is

understood that the purchaser is D. J. Lynch, jr.. of Toronto,

for several years on the staff of the Brockton Shoe Stores,

and of late on the traveling force of American-British-Can-

adian Distributers, Toronto. The price paid was 6i^ cents.

The stock and fixtures are valued at $7,500 and it is said to

be a well selected and representative one.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charsre for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

FACTORY TO LET—In Levis, near Quebec, building

22,000 feet flooring, 4 storevs, with electrical wiring for

light and power, shafts, hoist, steam heating apparatus,

transportation facilities at the door, no taxes and ample

skilled help on hand. Address, C. Blouin. St. George

street. Levis, Que.

"Gales'—The Shop for Good Shoes."

LONG service and comfort in wear from the

very first time you put them on and then

—

Every refinement of style that .the latest dictates of

fashion require in a man's shoe.

Gales' "Bond Street" Shoe

Made in fine gunmetal calf, tan calfskin and

patent colt leathers. Invisible eyelets, low heel,

exclusive "custom" style, both high and low cuts,

and

—

"MADE IN CANADA."

Priced at^C a Pair»

Geo. G. Gales & Co.
4£1 8t Catherine St W. 293 St. Catherine St. E.
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THE

WM. A. MARSH CO-
LIMITED

Manufacturers oj

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

LUCIEN BORNE MANUFACTURER OF GLAZED KID,
CHROME VEALS AND SIDE LEATHERS

VELOURS, GUNMETAL, DULL AND BOX FINISH
Sales Room:

491 St. Valier Street QUEBEC Works:

Limoilou, Que.

LIVELY JOTTINGS FROM QUEBEC
Jos. Tanguay, of the Rock Shoe Co., has bought a new

motor car and is now enjoying many a spin.

F. W. Knowlton, of the United Shoe Machinery Co.,

Montreal, is spending a few days in Quebec factories.

David Marsh, of the William A. Marsh Co., Limited,

Quebec, recently returned from a business trip to Winnipeg.

A. E. Marois, of Tourigny & Marois, accompanied by

A. J. Russell, one of his foremen, was in Boston recently on

a business trip.

Alf. Boivin, shoe jobber, has returned from a business

trip to Gaspe and other eastern townships and reports busi-

ness very good in that part of the province.

A. Rolland, shoe dealer, of St. Laurent, Que., had his

dwelling and store wiped out in a recent fire. His loss was
about seven thousand dollars.

Mr. Legace, of Legace and Lepinay, has returned from

a trip to the West, well satisfied with the results of his visit.

This firm are making progress and have rented all the

building in which they are located. They have completed a

new office and sample room, and recently have doubled their

output of shoes.

Quebec trade is very good for this time of year and the

factories are working on their samples for spring. The
retail business has also been very fair, and some dealers re-

port having done a larger turnover than at this time last

year. There is a big demand for white shoes, which are

growing more popular every summer season. Shoe manufac-
turers report that collections have improved somewhat.

George Benton, representing the Progressive Shoe
Machinery Co. of Minneapolis, Minn., was in the city last

week on business connected with Dupere & Garant, their

representatives in the province of Quebec. Six Progressive

shoe machinery outfits have been sold in Ouebec and vicinity

during the past few weeks, and every purchaser is satisfied

with the work and worth of the equipment. Messrs. Dupere
St Garois have done a very satisfactory business for the firm

and are negotiating to instal several more machines.

The many friends of Herbert Gale, of Gale Bros., are

congratulating him on his recent marriage. In honor of

the occasion a number of his business associates gathered at

Breakey, the summer residence of Mr. J. A. Scott, and pre-

sented Mr. Gale with a handsome cabinet of cutlery, which
was followed by a luncheon. Addresses were delivered by

Messrs. J. A. Scott, A. E. Marois, Sheriff C. Blouin and
others. Among those present were Messrs. Naz Fortier,

I51ie Jobin, J. H. Larochelle, O. Goulet, Art. Duchaine, John
I'erkins, Art. Richard, W. Richard, L. Borne, Jos. Tanguay,
Geo. Lachance, L. Tanguay, J. D. Marier, O. Gagnon, and
many others. The occasion will he long remembered and
Mr. Gale responded in happy terms to the honor done him.

TURN OUT FINISHED JOB

No one feature redounds to the ultimate benefit of the

shoe repair shop more than the turning out of a finished job.

Too many repairers have the cheap price in mind, and the
consequential thought that goes with cheap price, of getting

rid of the job with as little work as possible; and that class

of repairers who hope to build up a successful business on
35c half-soling are slow to understand that a greater part of

the people, and the profitable class, are willing to pay more,
and of course expect something more.

A few days ago we were in a busy west end repair shop
along towards evening. We noticed probably twenty pairs

of shoes, including men's, women's and children's, that

were evidently finished so far as the idea of this particular

repairer was concerned, but which were practically in the
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SHOE INSURANCE

PAT. N.°- 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

When you buy the DOCTOR'S or PRO-
FESSOR brands you are automatically

insuring yourself against financial loss

through dissatisfied customers, slow mov-
ing lines, shelf-warmers and other factors

which make the retail shoe business at

best a risky game.

The men who patronize your establishment

always have in mind when contemplating

a shoe purchase, from one to half a dozen

leading brands. If you do not stock these

brands you do yourself out of a sale and,

what's worse, a paying customer.

And you can be perfectly sure the

DOCTOR'S and PROFESSOR lines

are included in the brands your customer

has in mind.

Your Jobber Sells Them

Ask him to show you our line for Fall.

But be sure you get the original and

genuine shoes, for there are patented

features of construction in both "Doctor's"

and' " Professor" Shoes that are most
valuable aids to complete foot-ease.

Imitations may look something like the

genuine outwardly, but inwardly they are

in a class absolutely by themselves.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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same surface condition as when the shoes came into the shop,

with the exception of the particular repairs made thereon.

Some of these shoes had the mud of the street on them.
Knowing the neighborhood, and the character of people that

live therein, we are safe in assuming that not a single pair

of these shoes would be worn by their owners until they had
first received a treatment of dressing and polish. While the

repairing was substantially done, the appearance of the shoe

as it was to be returned to the owner had received no con-

sideration whatever. We will venture that 90 per cent,

of these jobs would have given greater satisfaction had they

been properly dressed ready for wear and 10c additional

charged. If an objection had been made by the customers

it probably would have been on the children's shoes. The
process of dressing or polishing could be profitably done

for 5c a pair.

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

rtiis>ls\c Poiron FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q-
LIUCIOS (X rdjdll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome'SoIes.

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limitea

Lindsay* Ont.

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All WorR Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E, 3778

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

. n. otaynes & omitn. factors
CASH ADVANCED « IT v> rC and at Kettering, Northampton

ON CONSIGNMENTS. LclCcSlcr, Lllg. Frankfort on-Maine.
Cable "HIDES," Leicester.
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LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ™ohair

- ^
eat^'

__^^_^============1==^^=s=_:

Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 734-736 St. Paul St., Montreal

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE ... MONTREAL

2

THE

Leather Co-
LIMITED

Os'hav/a, Ontario

TAMMETIS Am CURRIERS

Cisroioe Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm
Leather of all kin<b la

Chrome and Combina-

tion Tannages,

1 52 VICTORIA SQUARE

| MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth
is Co.

ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492 122 Adelaide

St. Valier Street Montreal, Que. Street We.t

Quebec, Que. Toronto, Ont.
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These Are The Shoes That Sell

And That Stay Sold
Their style, their fit and their quality give you positive

assurance of sales and satisfaction.

Our range of Fall styles embraces lasts to suit the taste of

all---the right last for men of every mind.

"Canadian Gentleman/' "Sir Knight," "Pathfinder"
Men's Classy Shoes to retail from $4.00 to $5.00

"Academy," THE Boys' Shoe
Retails from $3.50 to $4.00

An excellent margin of profit makes these

shoes the most desirable on the market.

Our representatives are on their routes

showing the complete Fall range. Have
you seen it? If not, do so at the earliest

opportunity. Get in touch with the lines

that pay best of all.

THE JAMES MUIR COMOfNTREAU
THE

REPRESENTATIVES

PATHFINDER

Ontario and Central Canada
Eastern Canada - - - -

Western Canada -

Montreal District -

R. L. SAVAGE
W. G. GRAY

GEO. C. WILSON
A. E. CLOUTIER

THE

JIT
m.

' SHOE -

MADE IN CANADA <$Hof:



The Great White Way—
of Footwear

is witnessed on the streets of

every city and town, and at every

favorite holiday resort. White
canvas lines are the live leaders

in seasonable summer shoes.

How is your stock ? Look it

over and let us have

Your Assorting Orders

DELIVERY

IN TWO WEEKS
Our smart lasts in white canvas

have enjoyed a wide measure of

popularity. There is a distinc-

tiveness and "look" about our

lines—so complete, yet varied

—

that those who handle them cap-

ture the major share of the trade.

We can give you extra rapid

delivery. Put our service to the

test in your summer sorting on

white foot-toggery.

Snappy Lines That Retail

at $2.50 and $3.00

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.
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Munitions of War
When you can't be on the firing line, the next best

thing is to help provide the sinews of war by main-

taining Business as Usual.

The supply of Comfortable, Well Made Footwear is

as important in its way as

Heavy Shells and High Explosives

THE HOME OK TRICKETT's SLIPPERS WHERE OVER 1000 WORK PEOPLE ARE EMPLOYED
AND THE WEEKLY OUTPUT IS 72,000 PAIRS

DO YOUR DUTY
by keeping your stock up to the full war footing.

No stock will be complete without a full line of

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS
Ask your jobber for our newest Canadian Shapes; they are made specially to suit your trade.

SIR H. W. TRICKETT (1914) Limited
WATERFOOT, Near Manchester, England

John S. Ashworth, Canadian Representative, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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ROBINSON
SORTING
SERVICE

I am here to give you the best possible

service. Why not take advantage of the

fact?

Robinson has set a standard for quick
service. It is only possible to give this

prompt delivery by keeping a large variety

in all of the most popular lines.

You can rely on getting satisfaction if you
sort up with Robinson footwear.

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL

"Canada's Leading Shoe House"
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BUSINESS
BUILDING

BRANDS

Make Buyers out of Inquirers

—

And Friends out of Buyers
That's what the right combination of style and quality

will do for you. And you will find this all-important

combination in

ROYAL"& BULLDOG" Sporting Shoes

Their reputation for good service—the ability to stand

up well against everyday hard wear—makes them the

most desirable line for building up a permanent trade.

Sorting orders promptly shipped

by any of our Representatives.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------ Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - Winnipeg, Man.

The J. Leckie Co., Limited - - - - Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - - - - London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas ------- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - -- -- -- - Montreal, Que.

"0/
m

THE

INDEPENDENT RUBBER

CO. LIMITED

MERRITTON ONTARIO
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IN STOCK
A full assortment of the smart summer styles of

"CLASSIC" SHOES
FOR

WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Classic Shoes are the line that demonstrated

how surely the most stylish shoes can be

produced in Canada.

No need now to go a foot beyond the

boundary line of Canada to get shoes that

are the equal in every respect of any shoes

produced in the world.

"Classic" Shoes Pay You
in quickly earned profits and the enhanced

reputation that comes from pleasing your

customers.

IF YOU REQUIRE
any lines to fill the gaps in

your summer stock in the
women's and children's depart-

ments, mail your orders in now.
We can assure you of prompt
and satisfactory service.

GETTY & SCOTT
LIMITED

GALT ONTARIO
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WATCH FOR THIS POSTER ON THE
BILL BOARDS FROM COAST TO COAST

NUGGET
SHOE POLISH

THE SECRET OF THE SHINE

THE SECRET OF OUR SUCCESS IN 1915

The "Nugget" Polish Company Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road TORONTO, ONT.
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"FRENCH" MODEL

What a feeling of security it gives you

to know that quality is never sacrificed

for the sake of price.

No matter how the markets go Bell

shoes are never made to a price.

Their dependability under all circum-

stances has built for them the high

reputation they enjoy among wearers

and'shoemen.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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ill
REGAL

35

Smart Regal

Styles

Always
In

Stock

What You Want

When You Want It

No In-Stock department can

serve and succeed unless it

can give you what you want

when you want it.

Such a range of Regal Shoes

are carried in stock that we

can suit your daily needs

promptly as we can fill also

your occasional, unusual, but

none the less urgent, require-

ments. You will make no

mistake in stocking and

pushing Regals. Write.

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

REGAL SHOE CO., Limited

102 Atlantic Ave., Toronto, Ont.
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OUR AIM

Perfection in Design and Model Making.

The Most Careful Supervision in Manufacture.

To use only the Best Materials Procurable.

Prompt Delivery.

The Impression of Quality and Service remains

in the mind after price is forgotten.

Write to Richmond for full particulars

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, Etc., also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and Ironing Outfits for Shoe Factories
(Simplex System)

FACTORIES:
Boston, Mass., 44 Binford street Canadian Factory : RICHMOND, QUE.

Phone Main 107

Richmond, Que. Phone 32 CHARLES CAMPBELL, Manager.
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GREYHOUND TENNIS
—HOW IS YOUR STOCK?
Your wants in GREYHOUND TENNIS will be shipped
immediately on receipt of your order. We have well filled

stocks at all our branches and agencies, so that as litt e

time as possible will elapse between the sending of your
order and the shipping of it.

Don't miss sales through not having a full line of sporting

shoes. There is sure to be a big run on GREYHOUND
TENNIS within the next few weeks. Be prepared.

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Coates, Burns fij Wanless ------ London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith 8s Co. - - - - - - - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - - - - - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. ----- Sydney, C.B.

Jackson 8s Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - -88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., 1 Montreal.' Que.
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STAND UP FOR YOUR "WRIGHTS"

In-Stock

The
A very large and complete array

of the " Just Wright " easy-sellers

in all sizes.

Let us know your hurry-up needs

—we can fill them immediately

from our "In-Stock" Assortment.

Club" No. 206
Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

H Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10^, D 5 to 10#-

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

Send for

In-Stock Catalogue

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowtheyare the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,
require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so
next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the
logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 "Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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After all is said and done,
the shoe that gives the

acme of satisfaction is the

one easiest disposed of.

Why should you spend
valuable time and money
building up a reputation
for some unknown brand?

It is far more to your ad-

vantage to stock brands
that have already got a

solid reputation.

Show the men of your
town that you have regard
for their feet. You can
best do this by supplying
them with the DOC-
TOR'S Shoe. By so
doing you will also make
many new friends and
customers.

The Tebbutt Shoe &
Leather Co., Limited

Three Rivers, Quebec
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THE BIG IN-STOCK SHOE HOUSE

2514—Men's G. M. Calf Blucher
"BALKAN" Last

6933—Men's G. M. Calf Button
"NU-RITZ" Last

Here are two of the many
up-to-date lasts which our

comprehensive IN-STOCK
department always stands

ready to supply at a mo-
ment's notice. We take

special pride in the prompt
filling of every order, large

or small, and we can give

you practically anything
you ask for. Try our IN-

STOCK service and be con-

vinced.

Remember that Ames-Hol-
den-McCready Shoes are

made in 3 specialized fac-

tories, which means that skill

and workmanship are evident

in every shoe turned out.

Whether it is a dressy shoe

for evening wear, or a heavy

staple shoe, you can get it

here. It saves trouble and

expense to buy largely from

one firm. WHY NOT
DO SO?

AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY Limited

MONTREAL ST. JOHN

EDMONTON
TORONTO WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER
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BIO SAVINGS jfaifflfflfffc

Would you continue shipping your products

the way you are doing now if we could prove

that there is a better and more economical

method ? Probably not, for every business

man must be on the continual lookout for

opportunities to cut his expenses and improve

his service to customers. For this reason,

you owe it to yourself to investigate the ad-

visability of using the

MARTIN
Corrugated and Fibre Board

SHIPPING CASES
The actual saving they make possible in

your business is the main reason why you
should use MARTIN SHIPPING CASES;
but there is also a supplementary reason in that

THEY ARE AN ALL-CANADIAN PRODUCT
This firm has no affiliation with non-Canadian concerns. Its capital is Canadian;

its factory is Canadian; its workmen are Canadian. If you believe it is a wise

thing to support Canadian industry, when price and service permit, then get quota-

tions on Martin Corrugated Fibre Board and Solid Fibre Board Shipping Cases.

Your Inquiry is Solicited.

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto

SAVED IN
STORAGE SPACE

SAVED
IN ACTUAL

PACKING TIME

OR MORE SAVED
IN FREIGHT
CHARGES

CHEAPER THAN
WOODEN BOXES
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i

4 4

First-Aid"
Foot-Restur

Rests the Feet

To adjust:— Insert button
hook in the hole in heel of

upper plate, swing out plate
as shown in fig. 2. bend it

over the edge of a table or
chair until it has the proper
elevation, then swing it back
into proper position.

MADE-IN-CANADA
Our New Catalog? ^as

^
ust come the press -

This
issue of our catalog contains a more

comprehensive list of Arch Supports and other Foot Specialties than
has ever before been embodied under one head. This little booklet

will be a revelation to you. This catalog is yours for the asking

.

When you are ordering Foot Correctives from your Jobber insist on
having goods which bear this trade mark

TRADE

»Arrowsmitii>
MARK

and be assured of entire satisfaction. Every article is fully guaran-
teed against imperfections. Our Supports are not sold in drug stores

or by any price-cutters.

We Sell to the Shoe Dealer Only.

The Canadian Arrowsmith Mfg. Co.
LIMITED

Niagara Falls Ontario
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WHY WORRY?
ST. HYACINTME,

CANADA.
The dealer who says, " YAMASKA " when ordering

his staples, relieves himself of all the worry and anxiety

of buying. He places himself in a position unassailable

by his competitor. No one can undersell or give more
quality than he. No one can show greater style, variety

or a better class of workmanship. He gets the product of

a factory that has successfully met all footwear problems
for over half a century.

Don't worry or hesitate about the line of staples you buy.

Make sure of your profits by ordering "YAMASKA
BRAND."

LA CAMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE - - QUEBEC

CANADIAN SHOE JOBBERS
We want to call your atten-
tion to a line of Men's, Boys',
Youths', Misses' and Child-
ren's Shoes in Elks, Box
Calf, Storm Calf and all

kinds of side leathers—shoes
that are so well made they
will enhance your reputation
with every retail shoe mer-
chant to whom you sell them.

The
"Everyday"

Shoe
Is Built Primarily for

Satisfactory

Wear

THE T. SISMAN SHOE CO., Limited
AURORA ONTARIO
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

SUMMER TIME
IS

TIME

Worn by Every Member of the Family

(hOMiNlQM
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canadi

poMjNigN
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Should One Dealer in Town "Control" Branded Shoe
Salesman Believes that it is a Mistake to Sell Only One Man—Performances do not Come Up to Promises—Some
Retailers Have Mania for Wanting Sole Agencies and Then Lay Down on the Job—What is Best for all Concerned

"I am sorry to see that some shoemen, particularly in

the smaller centres, are so jealous of one another. Jealousy

breeds distrust and dissatisfaction, and if the local merchants

would get together and form an association, they would dis-

cover that each of them has pretty much the same problems

to settle, the same difficulties to adjust, and the same draw-

backs to overcome. That is where co-operation comes in,

and does a great deal of good.

"But it is not on co-operation that I want to talk," re-

marked a traveler for a leading brand of men's footwear to

the Shoe and Leather Journal the other day, "it is the

selfish and inconsiderate attitude adopted by a few retailers,

particularly in small towns. They want to control this line

and that line or this brand and that brand of fcotwear. until

the amount of trade-marked goods on their shelves is so

heavy and represents so many firms that justice is not done
lo any one concern.

He Had Enough Specials

"Why, I know of one man in Western Ontario doing a

shoe business of possibly $18,000 annually, who has control

of six different lines of men's shoes, and handles no less than

five trade-mark shoes for women. He wants the representa-

lives of these firms not to sell anybody else in town, although

there are four or five other stores—in other words, he adopts
' the clog in the manger ' policy. He does not do enough
business to give any firm a decent-sized order, especially as

these concerns are confining their lines in that centre to him,

and yet, if you talk of taking away the agency, he either has

a plausible plea or flares up and declares that he will do this,

that and the other thing.

"Xow, this is neither fair to himself nor the manufac-
turers. During the last season on my territory I discouraged

as much as possible the practice of giving any one man in a

small centre the exclusive control of my line. I find that

such a fellow seeks the same privilege from somebody else,

and then no one firm making a branded shoe gets that highly

specialized attention and service which is expected from a

dealer who has an exclusive agency.

"I think that many retailers are too narrow-minded in

this respect. This is not an infrequent remark on their part

—

'Well, if vou sell Tones down the street, you cannot sell me,'

SOME NEW EFFECTS IN FEMALE FOOT TOGGERY
Here are three new showings in female footwear which mat kid button boot, with gypsy seam, white piping on fly,

are being featured by several manufacturers. On the left top, heel seat and top lift, black-rimmed buttons with
is a bronze kid vamp button boot, with pearl grey kid top, white filler. On the right is a boot with fancy patent

white pearl rivet buttons. In the centre is an all black. leather vamp and foxing and grey veltone top.
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or 'If Brown is handling your goods, why on earth are you

coining to me for business?'

Advantage of Transferring Account

"I remember a case in a little town in a northern county,

where a man guaranteed to sell $4,000 worth of our shoes

each year, if we placed them with him and nobody else. Well,

the first year his business amounted to only about $900. The
second it went up to $1,200 and the third it dropped back to

$850. There were two or three other live merchants in the

town who, we knew, wanted our goods, but we refrained

from selling them on account of not desiring to incur the dis-

pleasure of Mr. Have-it-All-to-Himself. The result was
every time on my spring or fall selling expeditions, when I

reminded him of his promise, he had some smooth, unctuous

excuse for not coming anywhere near the mark of the busi-

ngs that he promised. I grew tired of this state of affairs

and went over and sold Mr. Broad-Minded, across the street.

Of course Mr. Have-it-All-to-Himself ripped and roared and

snarled and snorted, and he was going to do this and that and

the other thing and clean out, not only our line of goods, but

put his opponents across the street out of business, but it all

ended in bluff and last year we sold the other firm $6,700 of

our goods.

"It seems that with many merchants who have ex-

clusive control of a certain range, their attitude or appreci-

ation appears very much like that of the person who enjoys

good health or holds a fine position, but does not value these

until deprived of them. When a chap loses a steady job, in

war time particularly, or his health is undermined, he then

begins to realize what advantages these were, and it is the

same, too, in connection with the handling of trade-mark

shoes which are well advertised. As long as the factory will

stand for a certain limited business, Mr. Retailer will often

push other lines or will make no special effort to feature

yours. The result is that the whole arrangement is unfair to

the traveler, the factory and even to the retailer himself.

That is Your Business Not Mine
"Another instance that came under my notice was a man

in a town in the Ottawa valley, who had not been doing very

much with our line. I had spoken to him two or three times

regarding his small orders, and told him frankly that I was

going across the road to sell Mr. Green. He made no objec-

tions whatever, and offered no comment. I went across the

street to Green's, found that he received me with open arms
and sold him $2,700 worth right off the reel. When I came
back to get Mr. Brown's order (for that was the name of the

gentleman who was supposed to be selling our goods) he

adopted a very high-handed attitude and told me that if I

sold Green, I could not sell him any more. I asked him why
he had not raised some objection in the first place, as he

knew that I was going across the street to interview Green,

for I had given him fair warning. His only comment was

—

"Well, that is your business and not mine.'

"Although Brown does, not buy from us any more, we are

very glad that we sold Green. He gave me one of my big-

gest fall orders this season. To confine your line in one town
and to move everything in order to please one man, is like

bestowing special favors on the average mortal. You seldom

get any just appreciation for your efforts or the trouble you

take. In my opinion, travelers who have widely known
lines of footwear should try to sell more men in the average

town than one or two; it would be not only beneficial to

themselves and their factory, but to the trade in general.

"There has, in my opinion, been altogether too much in-

dulgence and leniency shown by the firm I represent to cer-

1:1 in men in several towns, who would literally perform mar-
vels if we would not sell anybody else, and restrict our lines

to them. What is the result? We have got the raw end of

the deal in many cases and through indifference and inatten-

tion have suffered the loss of a great deal of business. I

would like to hear from other firms and travelers what they

think regarding this problem, which is one of considerable

concern to all interested in the trade.

"Perhaps some retailer will give his views and I am big

enough to admit there are two sides to every question."

DEATH OF LEADING MANUFACTURER
The death of A. R. Clarke, head

of A. R. Clarke & Co., leather manu-
facturers, Toronto, after his heroic

struggle for recovery, extending over

several weeks, has caused deep sor-

row throughout the shoe and leather

trade in Canada. There was no man
connected with the leather industry

more highly thought of or universally

respected than Mr. Clarke. It will

be remembered that he was a passenger on the ill-fated

Lusitania, and, after going through a terrible experience, he

was picked up and landed at Queenstown, afterwards pro-

ceeding to London. At that time he was apparently all right,

except for a broken rib and a shock, but it was later discov-

ered that he had received other internal injuries. Although

the best medical care and attention were bestowed, and

at certain times it appeared as if he would ultimately recover,

he passed away on Sunday, June 20th, at Fitzroy Hospital, in

the world metropolis. The remains will be brought to

Toronto for interment.

A. R. Clarke was a son of John Clarke, who first estab-

lished a tannery in Peterboro, 63 years ago. On the death

of his father in 1878 Mr. Clarke, who was only 19, took over

the business. In 1882 the plant was removed to Toronto,

and in 1898 the firm was re-organized and became known as

A. R. Clarke & Co. A large factory was built on Eastern

avenue, and has from time to time been extended until the

business developed into one of the most progressive and

staunchest in Canada For several years in its early history

the firm turned out only sheepskins, then glazed kids were
added. About thirteen years ago a radical departure was
made and Clarke's patent leather, which has become famous

all over Canada and the United States, was placed on the

market. Mr. Clarke was the first man in Canada to manu-
facture this line, and an enormous business has been devel-

oped, the facilities being added to from time to time. Over
2,000,000 feet of patent leather is annually produced

at the plant, the largest of its kind in the Empire, with

115,000 square feet of floor space, covering six acres of

ground. Griffith B. Clarke, who has been closely associated

with his father for some years, has had full charge of oper-

ations for some weeks. Various lines of gloves, mitts and
clothing are also produced, so that Clarke's make a business

of garbing a man from head to toe.

The late A. R. Clarke was identified with a large num-
ber of enterprisess tending to the welfare and advancement
of Toronto. Until recently, he was chairman of the Toronto
branch of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. He
was also chairman of the Riverdale Business Men's Asso-
ciation for eight years, former chairman of the tanners'

section of the Board of Trade, and a member of the Civic

Guild, a member of the Advisory Industrial Committee of
the Board of Education, a member of the Advisory Board
of the Canadian National Exhibition, a director of the

Ontario Motor League and also treasurer of the Metropolitan

Methodist Church. Mr. Clarke was 55 years of age. and
his body was brought home to Toronto for interment.
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Are You Putting On July Ciearance Sale of Shoes ?
Do not go at it in any Careless Hit and Miss Manner—Some Stimulating and Attention-Arresting Window

Trims that will Give the Sale Idea—Novel Decorative Methods and Easily Installed Displays

What about a July sale? Are you holding one? It is

generally considered to be the proper caper for a retailer

to have a warm weather clearance sale in which he gets rid

of certain odds and ends that he does not intend to carry-

over until next season. In the first place, there are always

a number of novelties, which, if not cleared out during the

present month are practically dead wood. Styles shift

so much in women's foot toggery and also in men's, that it

is advisable for every progressive and alert shoeist to elim-

inate everything from his stock before the summer season

is over, as every twelve months bring about such changes

in lasts and alterations in patterns that what was the pre-

vailing mode this season will scarcely be on speaking terms

with what will be evolved by the stylists when July and

August of 1916 come around.

As to whether it is advisable to hold a summer sale;

whether it should be undertaken in July or August ; whether

it should apply only to summer footwear lines, or to practi-

expedient has to be resorted to in order to create a move-
ment during the period of torrid temperature.

Referring to the Clearance Sale Season, the "Shoe Re-

tailer" says

:

"The time is now at hand when shoe merchants all

over the country will be announcing their clearance sales.

Some probably will go about this work in a systematic

manner, while others will use the old haphazard, year-to-

year-same-style-method of conducting this sale. For this

very reason, and for the benefit of the merchant who may
neglect to properly plan for the launching of his clearance

sale, several ideas in the way of decorative suggestions for

clearance sale displays are presented that are bound to make
the windows more attractive and sale-stimulating, a situ-

ation that requires all the merchants' and trimmers' in-

genuity that they may possess.

"The old style of plastering or covering up the greater

part of the front of the store with signs, posters, etc., is

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE. SA_LE>-

A SIMPLE METHOD OF AROUSING INTEREST

cally every range of goods in the shop; what the discount

should be ; how the sale should be advertised ; whether one

merchant should carry out such a procedure if others are

not doing so, and other phases of the problem will have to

be settled by each dealer according to his own ideas and

needs. To lay down certain hard and fast regulations, ap-

plicable to every community, and every shoe business, is

utterly impossible. The local conditions; the stock handled;

state of trade: what one's competitors are doing; the pre-

vailing custom and many other considerations must govern.

Use Your Own Judgment

Some dealers never have a clearing sale. They do not

believe that it adds to the prestige or upbuild of their busi-

ness. They have bargain tables or other special means of

getting rid of odds and ends, thus keeping certain assorted

lines before the public at all times. Some maintain that the

only effective method of clearing out dead stock and elim-

inating stickers, fag ends, shelf decorators, space, time and

money-eaters, or whatever name one pleases to call the im-

movables,—is by a genuine, well-advertised and ably-

managed sale, at least twice a year, in January and in July

or August. They contend that business is usually quiet

during these two months, and it is the only means by which
a fair volume can be maintained. One retailer will tell you
that if things are not to go decidedly dull and flat, some

KEEP THE SALE BANNERS BEFORE THE PEOPLE

now extinct with up-to-date merchants, because that idea

has become obselete and it is possible to create novel decor-

ative methods for clearance sales of a most refined and

attractive nature.

"Years ago, and not so many of them, almost every

shoe merchant thought that in order to put on a sale, price

tickets, cards and outdoor signs should be made as large

as possible in order to inform the people about the sale

and the price reductions.

"With these facts in mind every merchant should strive

to make this year's clearance sale a strong inducement both

in the way of price reductions and the right kind of window
settings for featuring the sale goods. The accompanying
sketches show what can be accomplished in settings for

playing up the clearance sale.

Some Effective Trims for Sales

"The figure on the right illustrates a neat idea in a win-

dow setting. Narrow wooden strips painted green are shown
supporting banners made from cardboard, or muslin, with

the announcement painted in red and black, or solid black

if you wish to have it more dignified. These banners are

attached to a curtain pole, each end being tipped with a

round brass nob. This pole is held in position with a gold

cord attached to the upright standard. Strips of narrow
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A SALE THAT CATCHES THE BREEZE OF PATRONAGE

baby ribbon, or tape, are shown draped from the centre

banner to the shoes placed throughout the window.
"The figure on the left shows a setting of a less artistic

nature and one more suitable for the merchant who
wishes to place a little more emphasis, or "Hurrah," on his

.sale.

"First, place a frieze around the inside of the window
glass cut zig-zag fashion. This can be made of cardboard.

The announcements at each end are painted on in black

and red. A large circular card placed in centre of the back

of the window announces the semi-annual clearance sale of

spring and summer footwear. This should be used because

it is a strong centrepiece. The circle should be cut from
wall board with a cardboard facing. The outer edge of the

circle should have a red border. Baby ribbon, or tape is

then attached back of the circle and then brought out and

draped to the top and sides of the window glass, as shown
in the sketch.

"The shoes can be placed according to the trimmer's

judgment, and a price ticket should he placed on each pair

of shoes shown."

Varied to Suit Your Needs
At the top of this page is a suggestion that can be

varied to suit the circumstances of the individual merchant.

Three poles should be purchased with knobs on top. If the

same costs too much, use square poles. A stiff wire should

be bent and fastened from the top and bottom. Before

fastening, the flag shape cards already lettered should be

put through. You will find that these will hold on the wire

on account of having to be bent. The poles should be at

each end of the window, at the front against the glass. The
centre base and step effect is cut out of three-inch lumber

and covered in felt or white crepe paper.

One of the poles as will be seen in the sketch, is fast-

ened through this base and the card with the word "sale"

should be also put through the wire before the same is

fastened. Another card of the same shape and almost as

large as the "sale" card, should be nailed on the centre pole

as in the sketch, and could have wording or prices as the

trimmer wishes.

Shoes should be shown either in pairs with the window
well filled, or on stands and pairs as the trimmer likes. A
strip at the top with some kind of wording about a summer
sale should be used against the glass.

The cost would be about as follows, if done by the

employer.

Cost of cardboard

:

Two 20 x 40 sheets at 15c $ .30

Two 20 x 40 sheets at 15c 30

One 20 x 40 sheets at 15c 15

Lettering paint 25

Poles, about 50c. each 1.50

Felt, 3 yards at 75c 2.25

Wire 25

$5.00

If crepe paper is used instead of felt, the outlay would

be about $2.00 less. Should the cards and tickets have to

be made outside, the whole bunch of cards and tickets could

be contracted for about $6.00 or $7.00, bringing the entire

expenditure if crepe paper is used, about $7.50.

Fred P. Beemer, of Toronto, who represents the Gup-

till, Sorosis and Blachford lines of footwear, and recently

returned from an extended trip to the West, is now making

a tour of the Maritime Provinces.
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How Leather is Tanned -Story Told in Plain Terms
Way Hides and Skins are Secured—Various Interesting Processes in the Leather Factory—Different Kinds of Tan-

nage—Treatment of Sole and Upper Leather—How to Tell Value of Various Kinds—Comparison of
Chrome and Vegetable Tans—A Fund of Timely Information in Short Shape

The following timely, entertaining and instruc-

tive article has been written by Prof. H. R. Proctor
for the Pfistcr & Vogel Leather Co., of Milwaukee,
IVis. The article gives a short but interesting ex-
planation of processes used in tanning leather
according to the practice of tanners generally

The wonderful tanning, tawing, currying and finishing
processes of the present day are the slow growth of cen-
turies, and the production of leathers of the modern quality
and variety is the culmination of years of study by practi-
cal tanners and by chemists.

Probably the original process of curing skins was that
of simply cleaning and drying. Then the use of smoke,
sour milk, various oils, and the brains of the animals them-
selves was found to improve the texture of the leather.
Later it was discovered that certain astringent barks and
vegetables effected permanent changes in the texture of
skins and stopped decay. This knowledge was possessed
by the ancient Egyptians, for engravings on their tombs
depict the process of tanning. In China specimens of
leather have been discovered in company with other relics

'hat prove them to be over three thousand years old. The
Romans used leather which they tanned with oil, alum and
hark.

Structure of Skins

The structure of animal skin consists of several layers
which behave differently in a chemical as well as in a
physical respect. The upper part of the skin in which the
coat of hair, wool, or fur is rooted, is a thin layer termed
the epidermis or cuticle. Xext, beneath this, is' the much
thicker corium or true skin, and next to this the under skin.

The epidermis does not combine with tanning or other
substances to produce leather. It is, therefore, useless to
the tanner and is removed at the same time as the hair.
The portion of the skin thereby exposed is technically
termed the "grain" side. The corium or true skin is the
actual leather skin and is made up of interlaced bundles of
gelatinous fibres. It is more or less filled with fluid matter
that serves to renew the cuticle and maintain the skin in a
pliant and moist condition. In the tanning process these
matters are removed, reducing the weight of the skin con-
siderably, and there remains nothing but the fibrous portion
to be acted on by the tanning materials.

The quality of leather which can be produced from a
skin depends upon the thickness, flexibility, and strength of
the corium, which exceeds the combined thickness of all

the other layers of the skin. The under skin consists of a
loose connective tissue, in which the sweat and fat glands,
the blood vessels, and the muscular fibres are embedded.
The side upon which the connective tissue of the under side
is located is technically designated as the "flesh" side.

Hides and Skins

Most leather, especially shoe leather, is made from the
skins of domestic animals, cattle and sheep furnishing the
largest proportion. Many leathers named for wild animals,
such as "Chamois" and many imitations of sealskin, alli-

gator, etc., are in reality derived from the sheep, chamois
being the inner half of sheepskin, and sealskin and alli-

gator imitations being the embossed surface of sheepskin.
The skins of larger animals, such as oxen, cows, horses,

etc., are called hides to distinguish them from the skins of

smaller animals, such as calves, goats, sheep, deer, hogs,

seals, etc. Kip is the term applied to the skins of small

beef or cattle around a year old.

It is important to keep in mind that animals aie not
grown for their skins, which are a by-product of the food
supply. Contrary to most raw materials an increasing de-

mand does not, therefore, stimulate an increased supply,

it merely causes a rise in price. This is well illustrated by
the situation of the hide trade in this country. Prices of

cowhides are now over 50 per cent, higher than they were
in 1905, while the domestic cattle supply is somewhat less,

and there is little present prospect of much increase in the

supply of hides though leather and hide prices are con-

stantly advancing, due to the greater demand for leather

articles. The same condition obtains more or less over all

the world.

Where Goat Skins Come From

Another feature, due to the fact that hides are a by-

product of the food supply, is that they can only be ob-

tained in quantity in regions where the animal is used for

food. Thus goatskins are not found in the United States

but are imported from Mexico, South America, East In-

dies, China and many other countries where the people

raise the goats for their flesh or milk. Russia is the main
source of coltskins, France of vealskins, for the same
reason.

The hides and skins of various animals can be dis-

tinguished from each other by the arrangement and size

of the hair cells appearing on the surface of the leather.

The hair cells become larger as the animal grows older,

hence a cowhide can readily be distinguished from a calf-

skin because of the larger size of the hair cells. A cowhide

is said to have a coarser grain than a calfskin. As a rule

the wildest cattle, and those more exposed to natural clim-

atic conditions, have the thickest hides, while breeding

directed mainly to increase meat and milk tends to a thinner

and larger hide of finer texture.

The whole thickness of the skins of smaller animals is

generally used in leather. Cowhides and horsehides are

generally split into two thicknesses for shoe uppers or glove

leather. Heavy hides for automobile and furniture leather

are split into three thicknesses. For sole and harness

leather the whole thickness of the hide is used.

Hides are gathered for the manufacture of leather

from all parts if the world. The Pfister & Vogel Leather

Company gets its calfskins, goatskins and cowhides from

the domestic markets—Germany, Russia, France, England,

Australia, India, China and South America. England,

France and Germany are also the markets in which horse-

hides are bought. In fact, the company has bought hides

in almost all corners of the world where there were de-

sirable lots to be had.

As soon as hides have been removed from the backs of

the animals they must be cured to preserve them for ship-

ment to the tannery. Hides are usually cured in three

ways—dry, dry-salted and green-salted. In hot climates,

hides are dried when taken from the back of the animal,

by laying them in the sun or hanging them on a pole in the

sun or in a shed. They dry out very hard and firm and

can be kept for an indefinite time in this condition. For
better preservation, the hides are sometimes sprinkled with
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salt before being dried and are then called dry-salted.

Hides prepared in this manner are shipped in bales con-
taining fifty to one hundred. Goatskins are nearly always
received in the dry condition.

Green-salted or wet-salted hides are prepared by
sprinkling and rubbing into them a large quantity of salt

on the hides after they are taken from the animals and when

they are still moist. In this condition the hides are piled

and left to drain and cure for about a month. When the

hides are ready to be shipped they are taken from the

piles and tied in bundles weighing from 25 to 100 pounds
each. Hides must be dried or salted within a few hours
after being removed from the animal, otherwise they will

begin to putrify and cannot be used for leather.

There are three great divisions in the process of making
leather :

—

The Three Divisions of Leather Manufacture

1. Beam house work, or preparing the hides for tan-

ning.—The work in the beam house consists chiefly in re-

moving from one side of the skin the epidermis and hair,

and from the other side the under skin of loose connective

tissue and adhering flesh.

2. Tanning.—Tanning may be roughly defined as the

preparation of the hides and skins of animals so as to pre-

vent putrefaction. This means that the animal fats in the

skin must be removed and the fibres separated from each

other and brought under the action of vegetable tannines

or mineral substances, which unite with or coat the fibres

to make them insoluble and proof against decay.

3. Currying and Einishing.—Currying is a further

process to make soft shoe upper, glove or harness leather.

In this process the skins are worked mechanically and are

stuffed with oils and fats to make them soft and pliable,

and are dyed and finished with a polish or a dull lustre on

the grain side.

Preparing the Hides for Tanning

When the hides are received at the tannery they are

sorted according to the kind of leather for which they

are best suited. The wet-salted hides are then trimmed to

remove all waste parts. The dry hides are trimmed after

being soaked. Cowhides are split along the back into two
sides on account of their unwieldy size, except when in-

tended for automobile, furniture or belting leather, where

a large cutting surface is desired.

Soaking and Fleshing

The hides must now be soaked in water to soften them

and to remove the salt, blood, and dirt that adhere. After

the hides have been thoroughly softened and cleansed they

are fleshed, which consists in removing all fleshy and fatty

matter from the flesh side of the hide. This used to be

done entirely by hand with a sharp knife, but is now gen-

erally done by machine. This machine has a cylinder fitted

with spiral knives radiating from the centre against which

the hides are brought. The knives scrape and cut off all

surplus flesh.

Removing the Hair

In order to remove the hair and epidermis the hides

are placed for several days in vats containing "'' : lime,

which loosens the hair and epidermis and -sw . mid splits

up the hide fibres. Sulphide of sodium is. a'.-o used along

with the lime to remove the hair quickly.

-

Various other methods of unhairing with sodium

sulphide and calcium chloride solutions, 3^ well as lime

and red arsenic are now being used extensively. Goat-

skins are sometimes unhaired and sheepskins dewooled by

painting the flesh side with sodium sulphide, which pene-

trates through, loosening the hair

Hides for soft leathers are allowed to stay longer in

the lime than hides for firm leathers When the hair has

been thoroughly loosened by the lime it is removed by a

workman, who scrapes it off with a knife, over a "beam,"

or as is more often the case now, this is done by a machine

The Difference Between Advertis-

ing and Charity

This morning, a sales manager wrote me the

following letter:

"The Lodge of Amalgamated

Orders of Tweedle-Dum and Tweedle-Dee

have approached me, asking me for a full page

advertisement for their first Annual Minstrel

Show Program. The head of this order, which

is one of the most influential orders in the

world, is Cashier of our most prominent bank

and the membership is made up of "All the

big business men of the city," and it seems

to me very important that we should be repre-

sented in this program. I hope you will see

your way clear to take this back cover page

at $200.00."

Of course, I did not see my way clear, for the

very simple fact that it is an advertisement. It is

Charity. Ninety per cent, of it is Graft. In this

particular case the program is let out to the Printer

who pays $100.00 for the privilege of grafting on

the friends of the Cashier, and "All the big busi-

ness men of the city," none of whom pay the

slightest attention to advertisers appearing in the

program, and through whose hands, not one penny

of the results go.

Don't take too seriously the letters of introduc-

tion (known as "can openers" among the solicitors)

you get. Say "you have no funds for such adver-

tising," and there is no appeal.

If you have a really meritorious case—treat

it on its merits, of course, but be careful.

I have been eight years with the company

and I have never seen a single, solitary instance

when this advertising paid. Now, if you want to

make a personal contribution to a worthy charity,

make it, but don't jolly yourself into the belief that

you are doing advertising, by paying twice what

the advertising is worth. All this kind of adver-

tising has been long since outgrown by the first-

class advertisers and the only place that it is ever

put over is in the case of business men who don't

know anything about advertising, or the graft that

circulates through its lower strata.

E. ST. ELMO LEWIS.
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having a cylinder which passes over the skin. This cylinder

is fitted with spiral knives similar to a fleshing machine
but much duller, which remove the hair very quickly. The
hides are now thoroughly washed and passed through the

fleshing machine again.

For firm sole leather used for half-soles and shoe re-

pairing the hides are first soaked in water to cleanse the

hair. They are then hung in sweat pits, which are dark
close rooms where the air is stagnant. The humidity in

the sweat pits is regulated as much as possible by steam
jets and water pipes. Here a process of decomposition

takes place sufficiently to loosen the hair. Great care must
be taken that the decomposition does not go so far as to

penetrate the hide. This process makes a firmer, harder

leather than the lime process which is generally used where
the sole leather must be channelled (a groove cut) for

sewing purposes by the shoe manufacturer.

Deliming and Bating

Before the hides can be tanned the lime must be re-

moved and the. swelling due to it reduced by treating the

hides with lactic or other weak acids. This is sufficient

for hides for sole, belting and harness leather. To make
the softer leathers the swelling must be still further re-

duced by bating. The bates consist of bacterial fermenta-

tions of brans and of various manures or patented pre-

parations w-hich induce bacterial action. The skins are put

into paddle vats in which is the bate mixed with a large

quantity of water. In the bate the lime is entirely re-

moved and the skins get a fine silky grain, softened and
strengthened by the bating.

Pickling

To prepare the hides for tanning they are paddled for

about an hour in a weak solution of sulphuric acid and salt,

called a "pickle," to thoroughly cleanse them, open up the

pores to receive the tan liquor, and get the skins into an

acid state. When the skins come out of the pickle they

are clean and white. From now on the hides are treated

quite differently for different kinds of leather.

Tanning Materials

There are two general methods of tanning by means
of vegetable tannin and by means of minerals, such as alum
and salts of chromium. Vegetable tanning methods were
formerly the only ones used, but in the last 20 years the

mineral tannages have developed to such an enormous ex-

tent that the permanence of many of the time-honored

vegetable processes is now a matter of considerable doubt.

The oil tannage based on oxidation of such oils as cod

oil is used in the manufacture of chamois skin and sheep

splits for imitation chamois. Among the vegetable tan-

nages the hemlock and oak bark processes lead. A mix-

ture of these two termed "union tannage," is also used

largelv and makes a durable sole leather. Oak bark (rock

chest or yellow bark oak) is considered the best

vegetabft « >)st.tnce in the United States for tanning pur-

poses. Oak -bark is obtained from the Blue Ridge region

of the Allegheny Mountains, and from California. Hem-
lock bark is found in large quantities in Pennsylvania,

New York, Wisconsin and Michigan. Hemlock gives a

red sole leather and oak a light leather.

Valonia consists of the cups of the acorns of the com-
mon oak of Asia Minor, and is adapted to heavy skins or

hides. In combination with oak or hemlock bark, it adds

weight and firmness to sole leather.

Quebracho is the wood of a very tough South Ameri-

can tree. It has a high percentage of tannin and is used

to a great extent, mixed with other materials. It gives

a very red leather.

Gambier is a solid extract, derived from the leaves

and twigs of an Eastern shrub. It is sold in cubes or bales.

It has a bright yellow color and gives a soft and mellow

tannage. It is used in the best grades of Russia calf and

in combination with other materials in sole and upper

leather.

Sumac comes from the leaves and small twigs of the

Sumac plant. The best shrubs for tanning purposes are

cultivated in Italy. It gives a soft tannage, excellent color,

and durable leather. It is used largely in tanning furni-

ture leather, book binding leather, etc., as it has little

capacity for resisting water.

Other tanning materials used are Myrobalans (a dried

fruit of various East Indian trees). Mangrove bark, Mim-
osa, and Palmetto root. Almost all vegetables that con-

tain tannin in sufficient quantity for profitable extraction can

be used to tan leather, though the tannin from each plant

has properties peculiar to itself as to the color, softness,

etc., of the leather produced. The tannin must be leached

from the vegetable or bark by soaking in warm water,

and the liquid thus obtained is concentrated and used for

tanning.

The Theory of Tanning

Up to this point, the processes described have had for

their object the removing of the hair, epidermis and flesh

and the cleansing of the corium before its preparation for

tanning into leather. Raw hide, when moist, is soft and

pliable, but rapidly putrefies. If dried, it becomes very

hard and stiff. The object of tanning is to produce a skin,

which when dry, will be soft and strong, and not subject

to decay. The tanning processes separate the fibres in the

hide and coat or changes each one in such a way as to

make it resistant to water and proof against decay.

Tanning of Sole Leather

Most sole leather is still tanned with liquors or ex-

tracts made from oak or hemlock bark or a combination

of these. Sole leather is not pickled and is very seldom

bated. After unhairing and fleshing the sides (for sole

leather the hides are usually divided into two sides) are

washed and then placed in a sulphuric acid solution to

plump them and to remove whatever lime may be left in

the pores. The hides are now hung on sticks in the hem-

lock or oak liquors for about a week and then taken out

and laid flat in large pits. Between each layer is sprinkled

a slight thickness of ground bark. Bark liquor is then run

into the pits until the whole is covered over. The hides

are left in the pits for several months, during which time

they are removed from one pit to another or "handled"

about four or five times.

When the leather has been tanned sufficiently it is

taken out and rinsed in warm water, and then scrubbed to

remove the deposits from the bark. All that remains to

be done with sole leather is to work out the wrinkles and

roll the hides. After being thoroughly dried and oiled

off they are ready for sale. Some oak sole leather is

scoured.

Sole leather is also tanned by the chrome process.

Chrome sole leather is very strong, durable and light, but

it cannot be polished on the edge and has an unattractive

bluish-green color. Sole leather is sold by weight, except

chrome sole, which is sold by area. A great number of

dry hides are also imported from South America to be

tanned into sole leather. Harness leather is tanned in

practically the same way as sole leather, with hemlock or

oak bark.

(To be concluded in July 15th issue.)
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EXPORTS OF LEATHER AND MANUFACTURES OF, FROM CANADA (CANADIAN PRODUCE )

FISCAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1915

CLASSIFICATION
To United Kingdom To United States To Other Countries Total Exports

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value

Leather and manufactures of:

—

Unmanufactured,

—

Sole leather

Upper leather

Leather, N.O.P.

Total Unmanufactured

M anuf slc turcd ,

—

Boots and shoes ...

Lbs.

7 KA.A. R1 7

896,389
4.1 8 77K

$

2,294,902

531,927

124,796

Lbs.

5,932,825

1,195,390

2,535,302

$

1,701,704

851,625

872,725

Lbs.

iOl,UOO

87,242
fifl 777

$

99,475

67,358

16,969

Lbs.

1 X 7^R 7?71j, / Do, l £. f

2,179,021
j nn 7oo

$

4,096,081

1,450,910

1,014,490

8,859,481 2,951,625 9,663,517 3,426,054 428,549 183,802 18,951,547 6,561,481

32,725

1,651,562

33,768

104,188

123,523

40,455

51,171

2,206,874

1,552

188,084

3,981,959

75,765

Harness and saddlery.

Other manufactures..

Total Manufactured 1,718,055 268,156 .2,259,597 4,245,808

Total leather and manufactures of 4,669,680 3,694,210 2,443,399 10,807,289

IMPORTS INTO CANADA FOR CONSUMPTION OF LEATHER AND MANUFACTURES OF

FISCAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1915.

CLASSIFICATION.
From
United

Kingdom

From
United

States

From
Other

Countries

Leather and manufactures of:

—

Unmanufactured,

—

Belting leather of all kinds

Calf, kid or goat, lamb and sheep skins, tanned

Calf, kid or goat, lamb and sheep skins, dressed, waxed or glazed

Glove leather, tanned or dressed, colored or uncolored, for use in the manufacture

of gloves

Harness leather _

Japanned, patent or enamelled leather and Morocco leather, and leather in imi

tation of Morocco leather

Skins for Morocco leather, tanned but not further manufactured

Sole leather.

Tanners' scrap leather i

Upper leather, not dressed, waxed or glazed

Upper leather, including dongola, cordovan, kangaroo, alligator and all leather,

dressed, waxed or glazed, or further finished than tanned, N.O.P., and chamois

skins. \ :.. •..

Other leather and skins, N.O.P
Other leather, dressed, waxed or glazed, etc., N.O.P.

Total Unmanufactured

Manufactured,

—

Boots and shoes, slippers and insoles of leather, N.O.P.

Boots and shoes, pegged or wire fastened, with unstitched soles, close edged

Harness and saddlery, including horse boots

Leather belting

Other manufactures of leather and raw hide, N.O.P.

Total Manufactured

Total leather and manufactures of.

$ 85,142

4,767

120,834

19,225

8,541

2,689

4,682

35,769

5,338

1,407

99,526

22,361

94,022

$504,303

$491,523

59,692

47,535

12,535

70,263

$681,548

$1,185,851

$ 8,844

105,982

870,157

517,647

50,058

27,574

9,170

54,975

10,976

11,019

291,076

202,665

152,552

$2,312,695

$2,900,134

18,560

93,076

59,688

458,704

$3,530,162

$5,842,857

5,025

4,710

1,197

851

17

388

24

5,172

$17,384

$9,000

42

246

368

3,164

$12,820

$30,204

NOTE:—No statistics of quantities available. * In fiscal year ending March 31st, 1914, the imports of boots and shoes were $4,229,563.

(KEEP THESE TABLES FOR FURTHER REFERENCE)
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What Co-operation Can Accomplish for Shoe Trade
Nobody Can Get Along as Well as He Might Without Reference to His Fellows—Don't Be a Snob in Business—Eschew

Selfishness and Give any Progressive Movement a Pull Rather than a Kick—Some
Pointed Facts on Organization.

The modern business association is the finest expression

of the twentieth century idea of co-operation, says G. D.

Crain, in "Shoe Findings."

The rran who wants to progress nowadays does so

largely as his neighbors progress. Each is his brother's

keeper to the extent that each has the opportunity to assist

the other; while all advance in the degree that co-operation

is adopted as the policy of the trade. He profits most who
serves best, and who gives most to the common cause.

Trade bodies have proved themselves. Their "raison

d'etre" is well established and understood, and the live

business man, whether he be manufacturer, jobber or re-

tailer, knows that the benefits of organized efforts far out-

weigh those reached by individual action, if an object of

general interest is to be accomplished.

And the anomaly of it all is that by co-operating most

vigorously for the accomplishment of objects in which all

are interested, the ability of each to achieve success along

individual lines is not at all reduced or interfered with.

On the other hand, association work affects general condi-

tions, and successful associations make the conditions for

the individual efforts of its members more favorable than

before. That explains why it is that the trades which are

best organized have the most successful individual members.

Lessens Credit Losses and Legislation

Credit losses, for example, are a big handicap to every

business man. One of the things that associations can

bring about is a more thorough dissemination of credit

information and consequently a reduction of preventable

losses of this kind. This is a matter of general interest,

and when an association institutes a system of this kind

it does not interfere with the successful operation of an

individual business, but simply brings about a condition

where profits are less likely to be absorbed in credit losses.

When legislation of an unfavorable nature threatens

it is organized effort that can meet such a condition and

eliminate it. The legislator is usually playing to the gallery,

from reasons of necessity, and a single protest does not

count much with him. But when an entire trade makes

itself heard, and when he sees that it has numbers and

influence—and especially numbers—he speedily listens to

reason and gives ear to the arguments of those affected by

the measure which has been proposed.

That this kind of work gets results which affect in a bene-

ficial way the work of every member of the trade is obvious,

and that association work therefore helps, instead of hinders,

individual effort and accomplishments, is equally plain.

Outsiders Shirk "Paying the Freight"

It is an interesting fact also that the man outside the

association often benefits as much as the one in it, only

he doesn't pay the freight. This is a peculiar form of selfish-

ness, for the non-association member fails to realize that he

is riding on a pass, as it were, or, to put it differently, is

eating the bread produced by the hard labor of others.

Don't be a free-rider, or partake of bread which has not

been earned by the sweat of your brow. Get into the asso-

MENDELSOHN& CO>,gL*M^M*
FOOTWEAR FOR YOURSELF AND FAMILY

GREATEST POPULARITY PROVES MENDELSOHN & CO. BEST

Popularity along any

merchandising line is

only achieved through

actual performance of

every claim made.

Telephone :

Uptown 6137

The first 6 Men and Women that enter our store on Friday

8 A.M. wil! be given free of charge any pair of shoe* they may
choose.

Fullest investigation

reveals that

Mendelsohn & Co.

is the logical place to

buy footwear for your-

self and family.

Satisfaction guaranteed

,

or your money re-

funded.

OPENING DAY FRIDAY, JUNE 18th at 8 a.m.
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 11- P.M. 231 ST. CATHERINE ST. WEST

AN UNUSUALLY EFFECTIVE AND ORIGINAL ADVERTISEMENT OF MONTREAL SHOE HOUSE
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ciation and do your share to make conditions better, so that

it will be easier, instead of harder, to make a reasonable

profit on your efforts.

Sometimes the big men refuse to join the associations

because they think they can get along without them. Some-
times the little fellows stand aloof and talk about paddling

their own canoes, simply for the reason that they fear that

the organization will be dominated by the important mem-
bers. But both are wrong. The association is the real

business democracy. Everybody has an equal voice, and
the benefits derived are measured only by the amount of

work which the member cares to put into the organization.

The man who gives the most gets the most.

Nobody can get along as well as he might without

reference to his fellows in the trade. He may do reasonably

well, and he may be satisfied. But he is suffering abuses

The Home of the Classic Shoe

W* ,,-r, m «f it,.. (W.t rtocfct of High Cr.d. HtUABIX * AA t» Me the no CLASSIC SKUFFLER SHOES For lot

BOOTS *mt SHOES in it>. City. ,\ V All .1 lutral pnm. v '>"! »' -.">'- be.i™ .VV From S2.25 npw.r*

SPECIAL NOTICE. We want to draw your attention to our REPAIR DEPARTMENT where

we can give you first class service. All work done on the premises by expert workmen. Solid

leather only used. Phone M 6885 and we will send to any address for shoes

and return them when finished.

\X7T7DD BOOTS AND SHOES, DRY GOODS ANDW LUD, GENTS' FURNISHINGS
Phone M6885 ROSS BLOCK, HILLHURST, CALGARY

A NICELY ILLUSTRATED AND STRIKING ADVERTISEMENT OF
CALGARY MAN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT.

and having to overcome obstacles which could easily be
removed, provided everyone would put his shoulder to

the wheel. It takes combined effort, and sometimes it looks

as though it is impossible to get the thing accomplished;

and then, after continuous effort has been maintained/ the

results sometimes are so easily achieved as to excite surprise.

Such a development merely shows that the preparatory

work has been thorough, and that continuous pressure at

a given point is bound to break down opposition.

The Business Snob

The business snob, who imagines that his is the biggest

and strongest house, and that he is the- smartest and clev-

erest member of the trade, is often the one who opposes

organizations, or, at the best, takes no part in their work.

He thinks that he has been chosen by the gods on high

Olympus to be the leader of his trade, and that since he has

thus been providentially singled out for distinction, there is

no need of co-operating with others who have not been so

favored. So, instead of getting down and working with

others in the business, his idea is to treat them as Mrs.
Astorbilt treats the Nouveaux Riches, by adopting an atti-

tude that would do credit to a well regulated iceberg.

Don't be a snob in business. Everybody knows that

the social snob is what the lamented Elbert Hubbard called

a "mox nix ouse," and the business snob is just as bad. The
biggest concern has the most to gain from organization, and
in spite of the fact that it has much to give, it has equally

as much to get. The head of the largest house in the busi-

ness cannot afford to ignore the live trade organizations,

any more than the smallest concern. The latter is really

closer to its business than the big house, which can profit

from co-operation of every variety to the full extent.

Knock the Knockers' Club

It is easy enough to criticize the work of others. Any-
body can do that. The critic is often said to be one who
couldn't possibly do the things he criticizes. There is often

more than a modicum of truth in this, especially when it

refers to self-appointed critics of business organizations.

The association usually has a hard job. It must take note
of many and diverse interests, and if it sometimes fails to

get as quick or as complete results as might have been
wished, it is not usually for want of effort.

The non-member, or the member who thinks that pay-
ment of dues entitles him to a life membership in the Knock-
ers' Club, may stand on the outside and talk about the lack

of results, but if he is really looking for results the most
effective way to get them would be to get on the inside and
work. Remember this when you are inclined to kick,

and ask youself whether, under similar conditions, you would
have done any better.

Better Acquaintance Means Better Methods

But there is no need to make apologies for the trade

organizations. They have accomplished great things for the
benefit of everybody in the business. If there were no
other object to be gained by association work than personal

acquaintance it would be well worth the effort, the time
and the money which are expended in carrying on this work,

For better acquaintance makes for better business methods.
When competitors are made to look like human beings, and
are deprived of horns and tails, there is no longer any need
for adopting the methods which may be used when their

appearance is more Mephistophelean. The man who
wouldn't think of using an unfair method against a personal

friend who happens to be a competitor, will resort to any
means he can devise to get the business against the com-
petitor who doesn't happen to be a personal friend, and
of whom unsympathetic pictures have been painted. Con-
sequently bringing the members of the same business to-

gether in any kind of organization effort makes for a better

atmosphere. It eliminates the abuses which spring from
lack of knowledge of each other, and prepares the way for

the more specific and formal effort which is directed against

other evils of the trade.

NEW MONTREAL CONCERN INCORPORATED
The Montreal Shoemakers Co., Limited, has been

granted a federal charter to carry on the business of buy-

ing, selling, exchanging and jobbing leather, shoe findings,

.shoes, shoemakers' supplies, etc., and to manufacture bcots

and shoes, either by hand or mechanically. The capital

stock of the company is $15,000, and the headquarters in

Montreal. The incorporators are Max Rubin, Harris Metin,

Louis Schwartz, Louis Sandler, Max Freidlander and Mor-
ris Silverman.
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Make Mother and Children Feel AtHome inYour Store
Then With Your Stock, Help and Service up to the Mark You Will Capture a Growing Share of Footwear

Trade of the Juveniles—Let one of Your Clerks Specialize on Children's Shoes and
Children's Fitting—Women and Bairns Closely Associated in Buying.

JUST A FEW RULES
1. Systematize your methods for giving the

customer personal attention.

2. Work for established trade—the woman who
comes back with her children and says, "You know
what Johnny and Nellie need."

3. Study the art of selling, especially as it

applies to getting the confidence of the child's

mother and the outline of the child's foot. Selling

shoes is more than fitting shoes to the feet. It is

appreciating what the transaction means to the

child and to the parent, and then clearly showing

that you have this appreciation.

4. Cooperate with every salesman or sales-

woman in the handling of each individual sale

—that is, the buyer must try to know what every

clerk is doing and has done with every customer.

5. Maintain scientific service, if possible

—

have one or more clerks who know fitting from the

anatomical standpoint. This is not costly.

6. Do not sell shoes that are cheap in the sense

of poor values. Low-priced shoes are not neces-

sarily cheap shoes. Create a clear policy regarding

values, and live up to it.

7. Clean out stocks twice yearly at least, and
do not sell "special purchase jobs" as regular

stocks.

8. Plan to get an increase of so much each

day over the sales of the corresponding day of the

previous year.

9. Exchange unsatisfactory goods promptly,

gracefully and willingly.

10. Advertise the openings of each season with

a view to giving the season individuality from a

selling standpoint. And advertise the department
systematically with a view to reawakening new
customers to the fact that you sell children's shoes.

11. If you have a special price shoe that you
feature, live up to it the year around and sell all

sizes in the line to any customer who wants to buy.

"Yes, we sell children's shoes here in connection with

our men's and women's footwear lines. But we are not
satisfied with the business we get. It takes a specialist to

build up a profitable children's shoe trade. And we are not

specialists, it seems. How do they do it in the big cities?

I should like to know."
Such is the plaint and query of a shoe retailer in a med-

ium-sized town. It is typical of the mental attitude of hun-
dreds of other shoe managers in big and little .centres, says

the Shoe Section of the Dry Goods Economist.

Rules Laid Down Are Generalities

The average shoe man will reply: "easy to say but
difficult to carry out." But the shoe dealer who is making
a success of his children's business will not make such a

reply. He will say, "These are exactly the lines I follow.

But I suit the rules to the special conditions in my own field."

And if he is getting shoe business from the children and
building shoe trade on the children's business he is just

about carrying out the spirit, if not the letter, of the above
precepts of the successful Gotham shoe buyer.

Now let us get down to brass tacks and, for the time
being, ignore all the rules but three. Of these the most
important is the first: personal attention to the customer.

What does this really mean? It means a very little and a

very great deal.

When the customer—usually the parent or other adult

person interested in the child's foot welfare—-comes into the

store she knows merely that she wants to buy shoes for little

Ethel, or Mary, or Harry. If the child did not need the

shoes she would never be in quest of children's shoes.

It is just here that the average shoe clerk in the store

that does not make a specialty of children's shoes is likely to

sidetrack himself with regard to the exact kinds of personal

service called for by the adult purchaser of children's shoes.

Clerks must know how to start customers right. This

brings us to the next rule which should be especially ob-

served, viz.:

Study the art of selling as it specially applies to getting

the confidence of the child's mother and the outline of the

child's foot.

The child cannot tell as a grown-up can how the shoe

feels, and neither the parent nor the clerk, in trying on the

shoe can accurately ascertain whether it fits or does not fit.

The skillful fitter of children's feet, therefore, must
know two things: shoes and their outlines, and children's

feet and their peculiarities. This means that the clerk must
have made and be still making a careful study of growing

feet and shoes to fit them.

To meet this condition a store with only three or four

clerks can permit one of them to specialize on children's

shoes and children's fitting—-though all the clerks may sell

children's shoes. If the store carries sufficient stock of

carefully bought goods for children, this special clerk can

create a definite clientele on children's shoes and can make
it grow.

Work for Steady Growth

This opens the way for the third rule we have specially

selected from the list: Plan to get an increase of so much
each day over the sales of the corresponding day of the

previous year.

The gain may be small. Whatever it is, plan to get it.

How? That is a matter of where your store is, who
your customers are and what kind of a department you have.

The biggest children's shoe buyer enjoys no royal road to

success. He just makes up his mind to draw children's

shoe trade to his department, and does it.

First, he studies the clientele he is reaching in women's
shoes. Women and children are closely associated in buying.

He puts into his line, or lines, for children, the right kinds of

shoes, and then advertises to parents that he can supply

their children's footwear needs.

He usually describes in detail any special lines he car-

ries for children, whether his own brands or nationally

advertised shoes. He points out at the same time that he
has the service to match the shoes. But he has the service

before he advertises it. Then he goes to work on the clerk

who must wait on the children's trade—to get one acquainted
with the other. He develops the clerks with the children's

trade and with the same care.

This reduces to a minimum the chances of losing a good
shoe customer once she has seated herself and her children

in the department.

After stocks, help and service have been as nearly as

possible brought up to standard, the manager of the children's

shoe department strives to create a child atmosphere in his

department. He sees to it that children are made to feel

at home—sees, too, that the feeling is based on a reality.
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How Retailers Can Sell Findings by Bright Suggestions
It Is Not Necessary to Be Obnoxious or Importunate—A Publicity Plan that Made People Take Notice of Findings

Feature of Shoe Business—Method Could Profitably Be Adopted by Footwear Dealers in Any
Town or City Acting in Unison for Good of the Trade.

"I would like to put more energy into the sale of find-

ings, but I'm afraid of annoying customers. It's something

like when you go into a barber shop for a shave or a haircut

and the barber makes a nuisance of himself by insisting on

doing other things to you," declared a western shoe retailer

the other day.

This philosophy is not new—I had heard the same thing

before. Neither is it really sound, although it has some basis

in reason. There is a possibility of annoying and even

offending customers where proper judgment is not used.

On the other hand, if findings are an attractive source of

profit to the shoe merchant, he should not lie down on the

proposition in the way of concluding that there is no safe

plan of increasing sales, writes C. C. Johnson, of Columbus,
Ohio, in "Shoe Findings."

I once had a bright young fellow working for me named
Joe. My attention was called to the fact that he was having

an unusually high batting average on the sale of findings.

One day I summoned him on the carpet.

What Potentialities May Do

"Joe, we're glad to have our findings department show
up well on volume of business," I began, "but I hope you're

not making yourself obnoxious to the trade by over-per-

sistency."

"I never ask anybody to buy any of these things," he

replied with an innocent air.

"See here, Joe, leaving aside the matter of disrespect

in trying to deceive your employer, you know what ulti-

mately becomes of people who trifle with the truth."

Joe laughed. Then he told me his system. It made
use of the potential mode. For instance, "If you should

ever want to try out wearing an arch support, Mr. Brown,
I think we have the best thing of the kind that's made," or

"In case, Mrs. Jones, you should at any time want to soften

up the leather in those shoes, drop in and let me show you
what kind of dressing to use."

The Power of Polite Suggestion

To get the force of this, let us go back to the barber.

Let us suppose he asks you if you don't want your hair

shampooed. This seems to you to insinuate that you are

going about with a dirty head and are perhaps so careless

of your person as not to realize it. Your scalp begins to

itch at the mere suggestion, though it may be clean, and
while you might really desire this attention, your dignity

is offended. You make some cutting retort about being

quite capable of judging for yourself what you want done.

But suppose the barber should remark casually, "Any
time you want a nice shampoo, I think you would like the

way we give them." This form of approach, while inoffen-

sive enough to have been milk-fed, has good suggestiveness.

It puts you in mind of the thing, without dictation or in-

sinuation. You conclude, possibly, that the barber has

some pleasant, new way of giving a shampoo. You won't

be really satisfied unless you try it.

Illustrating the Possibilities

To be sure, there is no close analogy between barbering

and selling findings, but my brother dealer having made
the comparison, I have tried to follow it up logically.

However, Joe and his methods are not what I started

out to talk about. I have mentioned this instance merely

to illustrate the possibilities which may lie in even a slight

departure from the usual rut. I shall explain briefly a plan

which has helped to make our town one of the best for its

size in the country, from the findings standpoint.

Counting the department stores, we have some ten
important, downtown retail shoe outlets. In the aggregate

we spend thousands of dollars for newspaper advertising.

It occurred to us several years ago, in considering the matter
in our retail association of stimulating the sale of findings,

that a well written newspaper "story" would be valuable.

The average person knows little about many of the articles

which make up findings stock and its relation to the shoe

trade. In view of our importance as advertisers, we felt

that we could with good grace, ask the newspapers' assist-

ance in this matter.

Made a Real Live Story

I was delegated to get together the material for the

proposed story and act as press agent in the premises. The
aim was to disguise the advertising purpose and make the

effort of real interest to the reader. From the findings

dealers and manufacturers I secured most of my data, but
there were some facts I had to run down through the encyclo-

paedias. The story was written by one of the newspaper
men under my direction and submitted to my approval
before being printed.

As an illustration of the plan employed, in dealing with

the shoe tree we told where and when it had originated,

what kind of wood it was made of, and gave little details

of manufacture. We explained the benefits of its use and
gave some approximate statistics on the volume of output
and the growing annual sales throughout the country. The
subject of arch supports was handled in much the same way,
as was also that of dressings, and so on through the list.

It was amazing to me, when I got into the matter, how many
interesting facts there were regarding even such an insignifi-

cant article as a shoe lace. Who knows the origin of the

shoestring, or is acquainted with the facts of its evolution?

The editor of the leading newspaper to whom I submitted

the story was glad to use it for a feature of the Sunday
edition. He said it was good stuff, which he would be willing

to pay for, if necessary. The same material was used in

the other papers in a little different form. Thus the subject

of findings was brought to the attention of the whole town
in a very attractive, suggestive way.

Business Began to Boom

We all got immediate results. It was a common thing

for a customer to make some such remark as "Say, I was
reading in the paper that an arch support helps to keep your
feet from getting tired. Do you think there is anything in

it? Do you handle them?
Since that time, about the beginning of each spring and

fall season, I have seen to getting in the papers a shorter

contribution exploiting findings. Mention would be made
of any new articles that had come in, and of the growing
popularity of certain others with which the public was
acquainted. My tone assumed, as a matter of course, that

the trade, on the ground of economy and refinement, was
interested. Some of us would have one of these efforts

printed in leaflet form, giving credit to the newspaper and
using the leaflet as a package enclosure. This I felt to be
very effective.

The plan I have tried to outline is one of several we
employed to make the public sit up and take notice on the

findings feature of our business. I figure that I am several

thousand dollars ahead on the game.
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ARE BUSY ON WAR ORDERS
Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, report that their fac-

tories are busy on war orders for the Canadian soldiers.

These orders are a portion of those recently placed with

various Canadian manufacturers by the War Purchasing

Commission at Ottawa for Canadian troops now being out-

fitted. This company have submitted a new pattern of

army boot to the Government, which has been approved and

adopted as being the most suitable in point of fitting, com-

fort and wearing qualities for the requirements of our

Canadian soldiers. The boot in question is made of tan

calfskin with double soles and Goodyear welt sewn, and

a steel plate on the heel. It is expected that further orders

will be placed at an early date, not only for the soldiers

now being trained at home, but also for Canadians at the

front who are requiring more boots and who, it is under-

stood, much prefer the Canadian boot for comfort and ser-

vice. Such action on the part of the authorities will be

much appreciated by Canadian labor.

FEWER SHOES BEING IMPORTED
The imports of lx>ots and shoes, slippers and insoles,

from the United States into Canada from 1910 to 191 5, ac-

cording to returns furnished by the Department of Trade

and Commerce, Ottawa, for each fiscal year, are

:

19™ $1,323,583

1911 i.754,50o

1912 2,422.264

1913 3.547,503

I9H 3,595,695

19*5 2,900,134

These figures are for the fiscal year ending on March
31 St.

The importations of boots and shoes into Canada from
Great Britain also furnish an interesting comparison. Here
they are for the last six years

:

1910 $182,485

191 1 316,894

1912 387,720

1913 542,848

I9H 655,641

1915 • 49 I >523 <

* * *

SHOE STOCK PRICES GO UP
The war has a tendency to force up the prices of shoe

stock that is made of all leather, and as a consequence that

increases the demand for substitutes for leather. For in-

stance, sole leather and heavy side leather are now at new
record high prices, because European armies are consuming
such enormous quantities of it, and are taking so much of

it from American markets. Hence sole leather counters

are much higher in price. So shoe manufacturers are call-

ing for more counters of pigskin, piece leather and canvas

and fibre. The war's demand for splits is so large that

some manufacturers of shoe stock made of split leather are

curtailing their production. Splits suitable for insoles, box
toes and other shoe stock are at new record high prices.

Several manufacturers are using felt and gum and celluloid

box toes, and insoles of canvas covered with leather. It

happens that the supply of leather board, suitable fqr heels,

is both abundant and cheap. One reason for this is that

F. M. MORGAN, OF EDMONTON, WHO WAS
RECENTLY APPOINTED MANAGER WINNIPEG
BRANCH AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY LIMITED.

E. P. HALL, OF WINNIPEG, WHO IS THE NEW
MANAGER OF THE EDMONTON BRANCH OF

AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY LIMITED.

S. E. DIAMOND, LATE MANAGER AT WINNI-
PEG, WHO IS NOW SECRETARY IN REGINA OF
CANADIAN CREDIT MEN'S ASSOCIATION.
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European war bureaus are not buying any leather board.

They insist upon heels of solid leather.—Hide and Leather.

* * *

FIRM FAITH IN THE FUTURE
The annual meeting of the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co.,

Limited, of Fredericton, N.B., was held on June 16th. The
president, J. D. Palmer, said that while there had been a

falling off in the company's business because of the war,

J. A. REID, VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE HARTT BOOT AND
SHOE CO. LIMITED, FREDERICTON, N.B.

this had been anticipated owing to unsettled industrial

conditions. The company did not look for any great im-

provement tliis year, but would continue to manufacture

their products for the markets now open. The officers

were re-elected for the following year a.s follows : Presi-

dent, J- D. Palmer; vice-president, J. A. Reid; secretary-

treasurer, J. W. McCready. The old board of directors

was also re-elected.

* * *

WINDING UP OF LEATHER FIRM
Liquidation proceedings opened in the Practice Court,

Montreal, recently, for the winding up of the firm of F.

Galibert & Co., leather manufacturers, Parthenais street.

The liabilities are said to total about $250,000; while the

assets, including the value of the property, the stock, book

debts and machinery, are set at about $350,000. The princi-

pal creditor is the Bank of Hochelaga, which hold a claim

for $154,000, secured by a mortgage on the property, taken

two or three years ago. The value set upon the property

at that time by two firms, the Canadian Appraisal Company
and the House of Browne, Limited, was $180,000. Senator

F. L. Beique, appearing for the bank, asked that Charles

de Tonnoncour be appointed liquidator. The demand for

winding up was made at the instance of F. H. Phelan, coal

merchant, creditor for about $4,000. Among other creditors

is the Boston firm of Day Gormily, leather dealers, who
claim $6,604. The majority of the stock of the Galibert

firm is held by F. Galibert.
* * *

A NEW BOTTOM FILLER
An improved cork filler for shoes has recently been

placed on the market, that is claimed to spread more easily

in the shoe, remain flexible longer and go about 20 per cent,

further than any other filler. When applied, it makes a

neat looking job and does not crack and break up easily.

This filler is made entirely of ground cork—no substitutes,

and does not creep nor crawl, but gives a firm and very

flexible bottom. Nor does the filler contain any oils or

greases that will penetrate through the inner sole, spoiling

the appearance of the inner sole and causing discomfort to

the wearer of the shoe. The firm putting out this filler also

supplies kettles for applying the filler to the shoes. In price

this article compares favorably with other fillers and gives

much better service.
* * *

THEY KEEP RIGHT ON WINNING
In a schedule ball game played on June 26th, the Kings-

bury Footwear Co. team of the Maisonneuve Baseball

League, defeated the Jas. Muir Co. nine by a score of

1 8-0. Provost of the Kingsbury bunch pitched air-tight ball

allowing only one hit; a large crowd attended the game.

Following is the score by winnings:

123456789 R.H.E.

Kingsbury 4 0 o 5 o 7 1 1 x—18-16-1

Jas. Muir Co 00000000 0— 0- 1-2

* * *

THE SPINNING OF A LACE
Everywhere we hear the cry not only of the scarcity

of leather laces but of their cost. There may be more cry

than wool, but, as to the cost, there can be no question.

Laces, like everything else, are dear. It has been suggested

that the old method of spinning laces should be revived and
an old industry re-established, and at the same time provide

employment for old men. The spinning of a lace is, or may
be, quite unknown to the present generation. It consisted

of making use of small pieces of leather which were otherwise

designated as patches, by cutting them into laces. These
pieces were roughly rounded. A knife was stuck into a

block, and many and various devices were used to enable

the operator to spin the small patch into a string or a lace.

The only objection to a leather lace formed in this way
was that it had not the tensile strength of a straight-cut

lace; further, that it only looked well when it was rounded
or rolled. But the obstacle in the way of the proposal to

reintroduce this form of lace is that it is difficult to get the

pieces. Wax calf, the most suitable material, is in poor

and short supply. It is a leather which, like some other

things, has gone out to come in again. Waxed kip is a little

more plentiful, but it is not to be found in the quantities

needed to found an industry for spinning laces worthy of

the name. And if we did, the industry would fade after

the war, because the leather lace in anything but a strong

boot looks out of place, and when the military fever is over

the leather lace trade will assuredly revert to normal con-

ditions.—Boot and Shoe Trades Journal.

* * *

A NEW FIBRE SOLE
Another noteworthy advance has been made in the

construction of a vegetable leather sole. This sole is known
as the " Ox-lite

'

' and is made from a stock lighter than leather,

and yet more firm than rubber, combining all the good quali-

ties of both leather and rubber, together with other good
qualities not found in either. The Ox-lite sole can be made
in any thickness, is waterproof, and is easily stitched, if

necessary, seven stitches to the inch. It is claimed that it

has none of the tendency to "draw " the feet, found in ordin-

ary rubber soles. Also, it eliminates the necessity of the

leather tip which would frequently crack off, causing dis-

aster to both the wearer and the sole. With leather prices

soaring and but small prospect of getting a better price from
the consumer, manufacturers have been looking for a reliable

sole which would serve as a substitute. In "Ox-lite" the

problem is solved. Shoe men have for some time been
asking for a light weight sole of high quality.
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Should Be Able to Get 'Tost" Out of Army Shoes
Canadian Manufacturers Discuss New Specifications and Attitude of Militia Department—More Firms Decline

Orders on the Ground That They Cannot Come Out Even—Others Contend that Boot can be Made for $4.10

Difference of opinion there will always be and army
shoe prices are no exception to the rule. More contracts

have been awarded on the new boot according to the new
specification, the price being $4.10, while other firms have

turned down the offer. The situation remains very much
unchanged.

The observations on the question in the last issue of

the Shoe and Leather Journal aroused much interest

among manufacturers. A leading firm in the east write

that while they have declined an order from the Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence for army shoes at $4.10, they

have no inclination at the present time of entering into a

controversy regarding their reason therefor. The firm add:

"The War Purchasing Commission state that they can

buy their requirements of these boots at $4.10 per pair, and

if they are being supplied with boots made equal to the

specifications, we consider it would be a breach of business

courtesy on our part, at the present time, to publicly criti-

cise their action.

"Permit us to add we feel that, while you mean well,

you are working along the wrong lines to improve the solu-

tion of this problem."

Should Pay a Fair Price

The Brandon Shoe Co., of Brantford, Out., endorse

the opinions expressed in these columns regarding the price

being too low, and state they received the specifications

and a sample shoe. A. Brandon, managing director of the

company, who is also chairman of the Ontario Boot and

Shoe Manufacturers' Association, remarks : "We went over

the shoe very carefully and found they added many extras

to the shoe, changed the specifications from the old to the

new and put an outside pocket which means added expense

to the shoe. At the same time, they did not want to pay

for the extras on the boot. After due consideration, we
advised them that the best we could do was $4.40 if they

wished good shoes, as we hoped they did. We believe that

the soldiers should get the best that money can buy. Evi-

dently the point is how cheap they can get the shoes, and

still demand good shoes. Under these conditions, we had

to refuse the order. We believe others have turned the

order down, but we are not able to vouch for them. We
think in fairness to the manufacturers and in consideration

of what they went through during the investigation in Janu-

ary and February, the Commission should pay us our price

so that we can make a small margin on the shoes, and give

the soldiers the best that we can produce."

Should Get Cost Out of Boots

The Amherst Boot and Shoe Co., of Amherst, N. S.,

are another widely known concern who recently declined

an order for army boots according to the latest specifica-

tions, on the ground that they could not produce the boot

such as is specified, for the price ($4.10) offered. The
Amherst Boot and Shoe Company, of which C. S. Suther-

land is manager, says

:

"We accepted one order to the former specification at

$4.10, which enabled us to break about even on the business,

but the new specification will not admit of that price as

there are a number of changes, all of which add to the

cost of the boot. While we do not look for much profit

on orders of this kind yet we feel that we should get, at

least, cost out of them. We could take care of an order

at the present time very nicely indeed, and it would enable

us to keep our employees at work during these strenuous

times. The Department of Militia has already made three

or four changes in the specification of the boots, for as

many issues, and probably will continue experimenting, all

of which involves extra expense to the manufacturer in

the way of new lasts, patterns, etc. The color line seems

HON. A. E. KEMP, CHAIRMAN OF THE WAR PURCHASE
COMMISSION, OTTAWA

to be drawn also. One firm, at least, who submitted a

sample of the same shade of winter calf as they had form-
erly supplied, were told their sample was not acceptable

on account of being too dark a tan, and notwithstanding

that the order was a rush one and the firm in question had
the leather on hand to begin work immediately, yet they

were compelled to go outside and buy a leather of a slightly

lighter tan before they were allowed to go on with the

contract, thus involving delay and extra expense. Surely

this is splitting hairs. The first time the boots are worn
in wet and mud and have an application of waterproof

dressing the matter of color will not count for much The
shoe manufacturers of this country have been subjected to

a large amount of hostile criticism by the press and the

public in general. By making these military boots their

reputation is at stake and they cannot afford to give any-

thing but the best, nor do they want to. Why shouldn't

they, therefore, be paid a fair price for their product the

same as is accorded the manufacturers in other lines? In

my opinion we should get $4.50 per pair for this boot, to

be made according to the latest specification, in order to

give us a very small margin of profit."

Some Statements for Sweeping

The Perth Shoe Co., of Perth, Ont, state they have

accepted an order for 10,000 pairs of men's army bluchers,

(Continued on page j6)
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NEW POSITION FOR MR. PACE

C. S. Pace, who was recently ap-

pointed manager of the slice depart-

ment of J. F. Cairns departmental

store, Saskatoon, is widely known in

the shoe business, and in every way
well qualified for his new post. He

w succeeds Walter Homitz, who has

a been in charge of the shoe depart-

J| ment for Mr. Cairns for some years,

but has returned to Chicago. Prev-

ious to going west, Mr. Pace was manager of the large

retail store of L. Higgins & Co., Moncton, N.B., and learned

his trade in Halifax. In Saskatoon he was in the retail

shoe business on his own behalf for over a year, and just

as things were going along splendidly his premises were

visited by a fire, which cleaned out the entire stock and

fixtures and resulted in a very heavy loss. For some time

past Mr. Pace has been in the service of Harley Henry,

retail dealer, Saskatoon. He is a thoroughly experienced

shoeman and has had a wide experience in buying and

selling.

HE IS ENJOYING LIFE IN THE OPEN
Mr. James Robinson, of Montreal, has returned from

his sojourn in the South a new man. He has practically

regained his normal weight and the most of his old spirits.

He has the old twinkle in his eye and the hitch in his

mouth when he spins one of his funny stories. He has no

intention, however, of returning to business, which he has

left entirely in the hands of Mr. George Robinson, who
has handled the details of the concern for the past two or

three years, as well as the outside affairs of his father, to a

very large extent. Mr. Robinson is sticking to the outdoor

life, principally golf, and they say he puts more enthusiasm

into the game than any man in Montreal, with an oc-

casional picturesqueness that reminds one of an old college

friend, Jim Young.

PORTER STOCKS BRING HIGH FIGURES

The shoe stocks of J. H. Porter, shoe retailer, of To-

ronto, who made an assignment some time ago to A. S.

Crighton, of the Canadian Credit Men's Association, were

sold at auction by Suckling & Co., 76 Wellington street

west, Toronto, on June 23rd. There was a large attendance

of leading buyers from various parts of the province,

the auction room being crowded with representatives of the

shoe and leather trade. The first stock offered for sale

was the one at 1346 Queen street west, Toronto, valued at

$7,325.24. The bidding started at 50c. and the figure rose

rapidly, until 79c. was reached, when A. J. Smith was de-

clared the buyer. The stock at 947 Bloor street west,

amounting to $6,818.18, also elicited a lively competition in

the matter of bids. It was finally knocked down to M. B.

Young, shoe retailer, 942 Bloor street west, at 78c. on the

dollar. The stock of the largest of the Porter shoe stores,

located at the corner of Yonge and Shuter streets, was next

offered. 'Ibis stock amounted to $41,366, consisting of

men's and boys' boots $15,086, women's boots $19,890, chil-

// is only by Labor that Thought can be made

healthy. It is only by Thought that Labor can be

made happy, and the two cannot be separated with

impunity.—John Kuskin.

clren's and misses' boots $1,848, silk hose, findings and sun-

dries $2,636, and fixtures $2,504.

.Mr. Suckling announced that in his long career as a

trade auctioneer, this was the largest and most important

retail stock in footwear that lie had ever put up for sale

in Toronto. True, there had been some heavier stocks in

a wholesale vvay, but none in the retail line. He spoke of

the advantage of the store's location and of the splendid

selection of goods and called for offers. The bidding

started at about 60c, ran up to 70c, and there was a delay

for a little time. Then quarter cent offers began coming
in and slowly the figure was raised until it mounted to 75c.

Then Walter Powell, shoe retailer, 1682 Dundas street,

jumped the quotation to 75J4c. and secured the stock. It

is understood that Mr. Powell will have a clearing sale of

this immense collection of goods. The Porter creditors are

well satisfied with the high figures realized by the assignee

and the inspectors.

JOINS RANKS OF BENEDICTS
Angus M. Reid, manager of the Regal Shoe Store, Sas-

katoon, Sask.. was recently married to Miss Mary A.

Guinan, and spent a few days in Calgary and Banff on a

honeymoon. Mr. Reid has been in the west for about

seven years, and previous to taking charge of the Regal

Shoe Store in Saskatoon for Clinkskills, Limited, was with

the MacLeod Co., Limited, of Prince Albert, and the Royal
Shoe Store of Saskatoon. Many friends will extend hearty

congratulations.

DAILY GATHERINGS ARE OF INTEREST
The "Canadian Consolidated" is nothing if not demo-

cratic. One of the daily features of interest with this large

concern is the regular gathering for luncheon of its execu-

tive office staff with the employees, on the upper floor of

its administration building. The President and other offi-

cials take their place side by side with the others, the

tables being presided over by employees in regular rota-

tion, who thus learn to carve and perform the other custom-
ary functions of the host. A nominal fee is charged for

membership and the company makes up any deficit. Ani-
mated discussion takes place on topics of interest, business

and otherwise, and a special table being provided for the

ladies—they no doubt, discuss what they please.
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IF YOU KICK, KICK INTELLIGENTLY
"I like a kicker or a knocker, or even a grouch, if there

is some reason or ray of intelligence in his knocking,"

remarked a leading Winnipeg shoeman the other day. 'Any-

body can criticise, and there is much to be learned from criti-

cism, and even kicking, providing the person who does it

will give the retailer certain points or definite information.

"For instance, if a man comes into me with a broad,

sweeping assertion that my shoes are no "darned good" or

they are "rotten," and I ask him wherein they are at fault,

and he replies, 'They are no good, I tell you, and that is all

there is about it,' I can learn little or nothing from such a

self-centred, selfish and even stupid individual. But if a

customer will come and tell me that the stitching is faulty,

the counters will not stand up, the box toes have shrunk, the

hooks have pulled out, or there has been a flaw in the in-

seam, the linings are poor or the leather has cracked, or

something of that character, it affords the dealer a chance to

inquire into and remedy the complaint. If it is clearly the

fault of the factory, he can get redress and make a rebate

to the customer. But it is the party with the general whole-

sale denunciation, without getting down to any details or

facts, and not affording the merchant a chance to make good

any shortcomings, who is no use to myself or anyone else.

"I know of no live merchant who does not welcome

kindly, instructive criticism. He can profit very much by

it; in fact, it often enables him to see himself in a new light

and to correct certain weaknesses in his service, store, equip-

ment, selling force, method of handling goods, or the kind

that he buys. We can profit a great deal from the kicks,"

he concluded, "but the kicks should have something specific

about them. Any progressive business man is open to receive

suggestions and new ideas, but when a customer comes in

in a towering fit of rage and displays a lot of hot air, vile

temper and disconnected jargon, little good results to either

"Another thing to remember is that it is easy to knock,

but it is quite another matter to build up. It is too bad that

more of those who have their hammers out striking indis-

criminately, do not have to carry in the other hand a

trowel, with which to build up what they dismantle. They
would then be less disposed to strike blows right and left

without just cause."

PROFITS FELL OFF CONSIDERABLY
The effect of a combination of high prices for raw

materials and a reduced volume of business on profits in

the boot and shoe industry of Canada within the past year

i.i illustrated in the financial statement for the twelve

months ended April 30th, submitted to the shareholders of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, at the annual meeting

held in Montreal recently. As compared with net profits

before bond interest of $307,598 in 1913-14 and $331,390 in

1912-13, the company reported $120,496 for the year re-

cently ended.

Actually the profit reported in the statement was $215,-

672, but that was before the deduction of interest on bank
loans, amounting to a net sum of $95,176, a charge deducted

prior to bringing forward net profits in previous years.

A more interesting and convincing comparison would be

possible were data available as to the bank interest charges

in 1914 and 1913. What is clear, however, is that after

deducting interest on bank loans the balance available for

bond interest was $187,102, or approximately 60 per cent.,

lower than the previous year.

Notwithstanding the smaller amount available for dis-

tribution, the company wrote off for the year on much the

same scale as last year. A sum of $44,093 was written

off for bad debts, only about $3,600 less than a year ago,

and $86,782 was set aside for depreciation. A year ago
the depreciation allowance was $20,000, apart from $86,769
taken from the previous year's profit and loss balance. An
extra deduction is $15,200 under the head of organization

expenses. One quarterly dividend of $43,750 was paid.

That covered the three months to June 30th—one month
falling within the old year and two within the year under
review.

After bond interest the company had a balance of

$62,996 at its disposal out of the year's earnings. The bad
debts, depreciation, organization expense and dividend al-

lowances took in all $189,825, leaving $126,829 to be made
up out of profit and loss surplus. That surplus, which stood

at $157,714 a year ago, is now $30,885. Comparisons of

profit and loss figures for three years follow

:

1915. 1914. 1913.

Profits $215,672

Bank interest . . 95,176

Net profits .... $120,496 $307,598 $331 ,390

Bond interest . . 57,500 58,700 60,000

Balance $62,996 $248,898 $271,390

Bad debts .... 44,093 47,602

Balance $18,903 $201,296 $271,390
Depreciation . . 86,782 20,000 25,817

Balance *$67,879 $181,296 $245,572
Pfd. dividend . . 43,750 175,000 175,000

Balance *$i 11,629 $6,296 $70,572

Organ, expense. 15,200

Balance *$I26,829 $6,296 $70,572

Prev. balance . . 157,714 **i5i,4i8 168,716

Surplus $30,885 $157,714 $239,288
*—Deficit.

**—After deducting $86,769 written off for depreci-

ation.

The company's balance sheet was not available for dis-

tribution at the recent meeting. It is understood that

no material change is shown in the principal items as com-

pared with a year ago.

"The outlook is not discouraging," said Mr. D. L. Mc-
Gibbon, president, in his address to shareholders. Refer-

ring to the results of the Ottawa enquiry, he continued

:

"Our good name has been cleared; additional orders from

the Canadian Government are now being filled and further

orders are expected; orders from foreign governments are

being negotiated and favorable results are hoped for. The
company's products have been strengthened and improved

in all lines and appreciation by the dealers has already been

noticed by the opening of new accounts."

In an extensive review of trade conditions, the presi-

dent pointed out that when war broke out the company's

travelers were preparing for their trips for spring business.

Orders were at once greatly curtailed and, further, the

company had to exercise great caution in extending credit

in the case of such business as did offer.

Mr. McGibbon spoke bitterly of the "scurrilous and

unjustifiable campaign which was carried on by certain

newspapers and individuals against the manufacturers who
had furnished boots for the Canadian soldiers."

This campaign operated against business in two ways,

first, in creating a prejudice against Canadian boots in the

home trade, and second in blocking business from foreign

governments.
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Should Get "Cost" Out of Army Shoes
(Continued from page jj)

according to the latest specifications, at $4.10 per pair,

and are now filling the order. G. H. Ansley, manager of

the company, takes exception to the observations in the

last issue of the Shoe and Leather Journal in the follow-

ing letter

:

"We notice an article on page 19 of your issue of

June 15th which, because of the sweeping assertion that

'no manufacturer can build the boot such as the Govern-
ment requires, put in the best stock, give honest work in

every detail, and come out clear,' seems to call for cor-

rection. I am afraid we will have to say that the gentle-

man who made this statement to you, while undoubtedly

honest in his intention of telling the truth, was perhaps a

little too severe.

"We find the margin over cost is very small ; that we
will admit. At the same time, this factory can produce the

boot according to Government specifications and our dir-

ectors are quite willing to do their 'bit,' believing that this

is not the time to quibble over the amount of the profit.

You will understand this is not a criticism, but because we
have accepted an army boot order and because you have

published the statement as above mentioned, we must point

out to you that the statement is not absolutely correct, at

all events in so far as this factory is concerned.

"In the first place, we have already made and delivered

to the Government over three thousand pairs of army boots

upon which no complaint has been made and but five pairs

were returned, three of these pairs being mismated in the

tying together. The quantity we have made is sufficient to

enable us to know what we are figuring on, and while we
cannot say that the figures on page 20, issue of June 15th,

are correct, as applied to some factories, they do not en-

tirely apply to this factory.

"We surely do not wish to criticize the general tone

of your article, but we believe some of the statements are

far too sweeping and should not be understood to apply to

all factories."

Another Firm Declines Order

"According to new specifications, at $4.10 per pair, our

experience has proved that the boots can be barely made
for this figure and leave the manufacturer anything to cover

possible rejections, profits, to say nothing about a depre-

ciation charge against patterns, lasts, plant, machinery,

etc.," say the Murray Shoe Co., London. "We would like

to call your attention to the fact that late in 1914 the De-

partment paid $4.10 per pair for army boots according to

the old specifications with inside counter pocket and double

soles. As close as we can figure, new specifications will

add 50c. per pair to the cost of the old. We hardly think

the Department can expect the manufacturer to sell the

goods at cost price, and in our opinion the Government

should pay $4.75 per pair; although in declining an offer

the Department has made, we asked $4.40 per pair, and at

that figure we would barely have broken even. As to

whether the Government should not supply lasts and pat-

terns if they insist on uniformity and standard types, we
think they should."

From One Who Knows

Frank H. Hurlburt, of the Carey Shoe Co., Barrie,

writes the Shoe and Leather Journal : "As there has been

so much discussion and difference of opinion regarding the

quality of boots supplied by the Canadian Government to

the first Overseas Canadian Contingent, the enclosed letter

from W. S. Robb, who had full charge of our repair de-

partment before going to the front, might be of some
interest.

"Mr. Robb is a practical shoe maker, and knows a shoe
from A to Z. I hope this information, coming first hand
directly from the seat of war, from one who knows what
he is talking about, may be of some interest."

Here is Mr. Robb's opinion: "Now a word about the
Canadian boots. I see there was a court of enquiry in

Canada over them. We are issued out with the English
make of boot now, and as far as the Canadian Contingent
is concerned, they are disliked. The first issue of Canadian
boots was Ai. We at the front know that now, and the

men would give any money to get them back again. The
second issue of Canadian boots had certainly poor sole

stock in them, but after being repaired, were far superior

to the English make for a marching boot. If any of the

Third Contingent see this, let them hang on to their Cana-
dian boots like grim death. We have proved their worth,

110 matter what may be said to the contrary in Canada."

Difficult to Come Out Even

Another leading firm, who accepted an order for sev-

eral thousand pairs, write that business in the men's Good-
year line being quiet for some time, they took an order

from Ottawa for the new type of army shoe at $4.10 per

pair, although their estimate on the same showed that it

would be difficult to come out even. The firm add: "In

calling for heavy winter calf the Government place the

manufacturers under a handicap, as since the war began
the tanners have been unable to import any heavy calf

skins, and to-day there is virtually only one tanner that has

any quantity of heavy skins. We are having difficulty in

getting weight and quality required and stock is cutting

in actual figures considerably over our estimate. We are

following specifications very closely and in doing so there

is a lot of leather in each skin that is not suitable for this

boot. Our opinion is that a good, well tanned heavy side

leather would give better service than calf leather. As the

shoe calls for a special last, which will be of no service

but for military shoes, it would not pay any manufacturer

to go to the expense of fitting up lasts and patterns for a

few thousand pairs. In estimating our cost we cut down
overhead considerably and were satisfied with a very small

profit, even less than we get from the jobbers, and would

not care to consider a further order for less than $4.25."

Best Army Shoe in the World

Another influential eastern firm declare that many
wrong statements have been made in regard to the army
shoe specifications, prices and lack of profit, and that the

present is no time to enter into a controversy. The presi-

dent of the concern says the boot, that the Militia Depart-

ment is now calling for, according to the new specifications,

is certainly an expensive one, but it is "undoubtedly the best

army boot in the world." Every thing has been provided

for and if the specifications are strictly lived up to, the foot-

wear for the militia will be a credit to the shoe manu-

facturers of the Dominion. "There is a great amount of

hand shoemaking to be done on every pair, and with that

and the expensive upper pattern, along with the very best

called for in the specifications, the price is certainly too

low. For the new army blucher, if side leather could be

employed, $4.10 would be a fair figure, but for calf skin,

the price should be at least, $4.30. I think the majority of

manufacturers are of the same opinion."

Why They Took an Order

A firm in Ontario who are completing an order for

several thousand pairs, in speaking of the price offered by
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the Militia Department, declare: "We certainly think that

the Government are not paying enough for the shoe they

require the manufacturer to make. The shoe as specified,

in our opinion, will not be more serviceable than shoes that

can be made to wear just as well and give just as good

satisfaction for a good deal less money and could be made
also to give a living margin. The price they are paying,

namely, $4.10, with every care being exercised, will bring

back most likely to the manufacturer the money he puts

into it, but, will have no profit in it to provide against any

unforeseen losses. The shoe, we think, should bring $4.25

or $4.35 a pair. As it stands now, the tanner and the

United Shoe Machinery Company or the men supplying the

findings, will be the men who reap the benefit. Of course,

some may say that the shoe manufacturer should turn the

order down. Some have done it, but, others wish to keep

their men employed and are taking it for the purpose only,

realizing that if the money laid out is returned to them it

will be all there is in it. This is, we understand, the opinion

of the shoe manufacturers in general."

French Army Boots

News has arrived from France to the Montreal Manu-
facturers' Association asking them to forward further

samples from each manufacturer in the association as soon

as possible. These samples were ready last month, when
Alex. R. Angus, of the Ames-Holden-McCready Co., of

Montreal, took charge of them and sailed from New York
to France. Mr. Angus will personally deliver the samples.

In this connection it is stated that influence in Ottawa is

being brought to bear with, the French Government to place

this order in Canada and the manufacturers' representative

will be assisted in every possible way by the Canadian

Commissioner in Paris. So confident are the interested

shoe men of getting the order that they have had one of

their number in the States making inquiries as to upper

and cut bottom stock.

NEWS NOTES FROM QUEBEC CITY

Many jobbers have been in town during the past few
days and have placed good orders.

J. M. Stobo has prepared several new samples which
are much admired and appreciated by the trade.

Messrs. Tardif & Plamondon, formerly of the staff of

the L. Gauthier Co., have opened an accounting office.

Gale Bros, have installed a complete sprinkler system
throughout their factory, which is of the very latest type.

The Tally-Ho Shoe Co., Limited, shoe jobbers, have
opened a branch on St. Valier street over the premises of
Lucien Borne.

Tourigny & Marois are making several improvements to

their factory grounds. New cement walks have been laid

and their yard has been paved with brick.

J. Jacques, salesman for J. B. Drolet, Limited, reports
that business is very good and that the country dealers are
in good shape. The firm have received a large number of
orders.

Rene Lemay, architect, of Quebec, who prepared the
plans for Tourigny & Marois's new factory, died on the 27th
inst. He was a brother-in-law of M. Wilbrod and Arthur
Richard, leather merchant of this city.

Herbert Gale, of Gale Bros., shoe manufacturers, was
married recently to Mrs. Frederick Hard, of Southsea, Eng-
land. The ceremony took place in New York City on
June 21st. Rev. C. F. Reisner, of Grace Methodist Epis-
copal Church, was the officiating clergyman. Many friends
will extend their felicitations.

TORONTO SHOE RETAILERS MEET
The work of organizing the shoe retailers of Toronto

has proceeded quietly but effectively during the past few
months. The task has been taken up by the dealers them-

selves and certain men have devoted a portion of their

time each week to furthering the organization. There has

been no shout raised and no circus methods adopted. Each

dealer has paid in his two dollar fee, just to become a

member. The acting treasurer reports that he now has 120

names on his list, and that the first year's membership dues

has been paid in each case. This is practically three-fourths

of the exclusive shoe stores in Toronto, and the work is

by no means yet complete. Quiet efforts in organizing

have been going on and the first meeting of the members

t

HOWARD C. BLACHFORD, PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

of the new association was held in the Temple Building,

Toronto on Wednesday, July 7th.

There was a large and enthusiastic attendance, over 100

retail shoe dealers present. The officers elected were

:

President, Howard C. Blachford.

Vice-President, Walter Burnill.

Secretary, Ed. Cook.

Treasurer, J. C. Budreo.

Executive Committee, Jos. Johnson, T. H. Bigwood, A.

Levy, Geo. Chambers and F. H. Guinivan.

It was agreed that a meeting of the executive should

be called at an early date to decide upon a name for the as-

sociation, to draft a constitution and by-laws and to fix upon
dates on which regular meetings will be held. The organi-

zation gathering Was confined strictly to members of the

trade who have already joined the association. It is ex-

pected that the future sessions will be open, that matters
of vital concern will be discussed and many problems con-
sidered for the good and welfare of the craft.

The officers elected are all live, progressive shoemen
who have the best interests of the business at heart and no
doubt, under their direction and executive ability everything
will progress favorably.

At the inaugural meeting, J. H. Shinnick presided, and
a hearty vote of thanks was tendered the organization com-
mittee for their energetic and thorough work. The mem-
bers of this committee are J. C. Budreo, C. C. Allan, Jos.
Johnson, J. H. Shinnick and Ed. Cook. The Shoe and
Leather Journal wishes the association every success.
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NEW DEPARTMENT IN SHOE STORE
In line with all progressive shoe establishments in the

larger cities across the border, the old established shoe

firm of H. and C. Blachford, Limited, 286-288 Yonge street,

Toronto, have opened an orthopedic department, which is

in charge of R. J. Orr, a widely known expert in fitting,

who has made a special study of the anatomy of the foot.

Mr. Orr has a neatly fitted up office finished in white

enamel, on the first floor, and a large number of persons

have already consulted him on subjects pertaining to pedal

comfort, the consultation being free. All the latest appli-

ances for the welfare of the feet are kept in this depart-

ment, but in the treatment of any ailments no knife is

used. Mr. Orr is a Toronto boy and began his connection

with the shoe trade about seventeen years ago with the

St. Leger Shoe Co., remaining with them four years. Go-

R. J. ORR, TORONTO

ing west, he gained an extended experience with W. T.

Devlin, Winnipeg; Adams Bros., Brandon; the Avenue
Shoe Store and Yale Shoe Store, Winnipeg. Later, he

was with Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago, and for some
time, had charge of the orthopedic department of "The Fair"

in that city. Previous to coining to Toronto recently, Mr.

Orr was on the staff of the Walk-Over Boot Shop in

Detroit. A large business has already been developed in

the new orthopedic department of the Blachford establish-

ment. Attention has been called to it through newspaper

advertisements, window cards, and literature enclosed in

cartons, or sent through the mails. One notice which

affords an idea of the work of the department, reads as

follows

:

FOOT COMFORT ASSURED
Always alive to the interests of our customers, and

realizing the fact that so many people are suffering

from one or more foot ailments we have opened an

orthopedic department in connection with our store

under the personal management of Mr. R. J. Orr, a

foot specialist, who will be pleased at all times to con-

sult and advise with you on any subject pertaining to

foot comfort. If you are troubled with fallen arch, flat

foot, weak instep or ankles, corns, bunions or callouses,

we offer you this opportunity to secure permanent re-

lief. Or, when purchasing new shoes our specialist will

gladly assist in selecting the shoe most suitable for

your foot.

MOVING INTO FINE FEW WAREHOUSE
"Yes, we expect to be in our new warehouse and greet

all customers and friends there during the Exhibition week
in Toronto. In the meantime, we are clearing out numerous
broken lots and discontinued lines in summer goods, which
we will not move, and there are several good snaps for the

trade," said Mr. D. D. Hawthorne. Under the direction of

H. L. Scythes, who was formerly in the retail shoe line on
Dundas street, Toronto, but for the last few years has been
engaged in the contracting business, extensive improve-
ments and alterations are being effected in the new Haw-
thorne warehouse which is located on Wellington street

between Bay and Yonge, just back of the present home of

the company. The large structure, which comprises five

floors and basement, is well lighted and splendidly equip-

ped. The offices and sample rooms will be spacious and
attractive, while the arrangement for receiving, storing and
shipping goods, will represent the last word in modern
facilities. The building is sixty feet wide by one hundred
and twenty deep, which is more than double the size of the

present warehouse, and will afford the firm ample scope

for the continued development of their business. Messrs.

Hawthorne & Co. expect to be fully settled in their spacious

and well located building, which is owned by the firm, by

the middle of next month and, in the meantime, alteracions

and renovations, which have been going on for the past

few weeks, are being rushed.

WORTHILY WON EVERY PROMOTION
F. M. Morgan, recently appointed manager of the

Winnipeg branch of the Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited,

has entered upon his duties. He has been in the service of

the firm for thirty years and has worthily won every promo-
tion. He started by throwing wood in the furnace in

Winnipeg and now he is the general manager of the ware-

house with which he became connected as errand boy.

Nine years ago he was appointed manager of the Edmonton
branch. Mr. Morgan is a past president of the Edmonton
Board of Trade, and was vice-chairman of the hospital

board for two years. He has always taken an interest in

public affairs, is an untiring worker and his one diversion

is golf. Many friends will congratulate him on his pro-

motion to the important position of manager at Winnipeg,

where he succeeds S. E. Diamond, who occupied the posi-

tion for some time after A. L. Johnson removed to Mon-
treal to become general salesmanager of the company. Mr.

Diamond has just been appointed secretary of the Regina

branch of the Canadian Credit Men's Association, succeed-

ing W. F. L. Edwards, who has gone to the front. Mr.

Diamond has been in the employ of the Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready since 1907, as office and financial man. The

thoroughness of his work and the efficiency of his services

were recognized in his appointment as manager some months

ago. As secretary of the Regina branch of the Canadian

Credit Men's Association, he brings to bear on his new post

splendid executive ability and force of character.

E. P. Hall, who has been selling Ames-Holden-Mc-

Cready shoes for the past twelve years and was recently

appointed manager of sales at the Winnipeg branch of

the company, has been made manager of the Edmonton
warehouse, succeeding F. M. Morgan, who has been ap-

pointed to the management of the Winnipeg branch. Mr.

Hall is a capable shoeman and well liked by the trade

throughout the prairie provinces.
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Shoe News in Paragraph
C. E. Lepine, Montreal, has accepted a position with

Gagnon & Lachapelle.

The Jap Co., boots and shoes, of Calgary, have sold

out to Richardson's Limited.

G. J. Trudeau, Montreal, was recently in Boston and
other American shoe centres.

C. Coon, of Athens, Ont., has re-opened his shoe store,

which has been greatly improved.

H. S. Bond, buyer for the Robert Simpson Co., To-
ronto, was in Montreal last week.

J. McVennie & Co>. have opened a shoe repair shop on
Beckwith street, Smith's Falls, Ont.

Wm. H. Barrett, of the Barrett Leather Co., New York,
spent a few days in Toronto last week.

J. F. Griffin, Belleville, Ont., has installed a 22-foot

Goodyear shoe repair outfit Model N.
The Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer, Ont., have installed one

of the latest heel compressing machines.

E. O. Weston, of F. J. Weston & Sons, Toronto, was
in Montreal the early part of last week.

A. Levy and J. C. Budreo, of Toronto 1

,
recently spent

a few days in Rochester and other points.

The stock of David Tripp, shoe dealer, of London, has
been sold to A. J. Vandrick, Listowel, Ont.

A. E. Medcalf, of the Nursery Shoe Co., St. Thomas,
Ont, was in Toronto last week on business.

A. E. Galloway has opened a general store in Medicine
Hat, Alta., and has installed a full line of shoes.

P. I. Hersey, vice-president of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Boston, was in Toronto on business last week.
S. E. Wygant, manager of the Walk-Over Boot Shop

in Montreal, was in Toronto this week on his way to Mil-
waukee, Wis., where he will join the ranks of the benedicts

and after spending some time on a wedding tour, he and

his bride will take up residence in Montreal.
A. Bonisteel, of the Collis Leather Co., Aurora, Ont.,

is on a business trip to the Old Country.

W. A. Sinclair, shoe dealer, of New Westminster,

B.C., has been succeeded by Muirhead & Branston.

F. C. Jelfs, Hamilton, Ont., has had a 72-inch buffer

and finisher, Model D, placed in his shop recently.

Jas. C. Bryant, of the Kaufman Rubber Ox's staff,

Toronto, is spending his holidays at Queensville, Ont.

J. B. Lamontagne, representing Eugene Thivierge, shoe

manufacturer, was in Montreal on business recently.

L. Leveys, of the United Shoe Factory Shoe Store, St.

Catharines, was in Toronto last week on business.

N. MacFarlane, of MacFarlane Shoe Co., Montreal,

was in Toronto and Hamilton last week on business.

J. S. Schwartz, representing L. B. Wasserstrom, leather

dealer, New York, was in Toronto last week on business.

G. H. Ansley, manager of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth,

Ont.. spent a few days in Toronto lately on business.

J. R. Leroux, 714 Atwater avenue, Montreal, installed

a U. S. M. Model N shoe repair outfit in his establishment.

C. G. Marlatt, of the Marlatt & Armstrong Co., Limi-

ted, Oakville, Ont., was in Montreal last week on business.

The U. S. M. Co. recently installed a 6-foot shoe repair

outfit in the shop of Paul Cote, 569 Gilford street, Montreal.

The Art Leather Goods Manufacturing Co. has been

incorporated in Winnipeg, with a share capital of $10,000.

F. H. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Boot Shop, To-
ronto, was in Montreal and Boston last week on a business

trip.

J. M. Redmond, of the Hardie, Redmond Co., Limited,

Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec last week on busi-

ness.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, was recently in Boston and other American shoe

centres.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Co., spent a few
days at the Canadian plant of his firm in Richmond, Que.,

recently.

G. G. Parker, of the Boston Last Co., Richmond, P.Q.,

was in Quebec last week. Mr. Parker was also in Boston

recently.

S. C. Cronk, of S. C. Cronk & Co., 60 Front Street West,
Toronto, is spending a few days in Montreal and Quebec, on
business.

Fir.e broke out recently at the City Hall Shoe Store,

36 James street north, Hamilton. Some damage was done

by water.

J. Mangan has been appointed foreman of the bottom-

ing room in the factory of the Kingsbury Footwear Co.,

Montreal.

An additional repair machine is being placed in the

20th Century Shoe Shop, Calgary, Alta., by the U. S. M.
Company.

J. D. Palmer, president of the Hartt Boot and Shoe
Store, Fredericton, N.B., was in Toronto last week on a

flying visit.

D. G. Hardie, of Toronto, who has been spending a

few well-earned holidays at Honey Harbor, Ont., has

returned.

John J. Duggan, the Montreal representative of the

Kaufman Rubber Co., was in Detroit and Toronto last

week on business.

Jules Lapierre, 54 Mount Royal avenue east, Montreal,

has installed a 16-foot U. S. M. Goodyear shoe repair out-

fit in his shop.

Mr. Taylor, buyer of the Hudson's Bay shoe depart-

ment, Calgary, has returned after visiting Toronto, Mon-
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treal, New York, Boston, and other shoe centres on a pur-

chasing trip.

Mrs. C. G. Knapton, who has conducted a shoe busi-

ness for a number of years in Glencoe, Ont., has sold out

to Joseph Russo.

Fred W. Lovell, who has been superintendent of the

Cook-Fitzgerald Co.'s plant at London for the past three

years, has resigned.

D. A. Leonard, manager of the Slater Shoe Store, To-
ronto, is spending a few holidays in Boston and other cen-

tres in New England.

An 1 8-foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit Model N has

been installed bv the United Shoe Machinery Co., for Roby
& Field, Truro," N. S.

G. G. Lennox, wholesale shoe dealer, Winnipeg, was in

Toronto, Montreal, and other eastern points during the past

few days on business.

G. F. Tully, of Boston, general superintendent of all

the factories of the Regal Shoe Co., paid a visit to the

Toronto plant recently.

The U. S. M. Co. have installed a 16-foot Model N
Goodyear shoe repair outfit in the establishment of A. C.

Anderson, Windsor, Ont.

James Adair, of Vancouver, who represents James Aird
& Co., Montreal, in the west, was in Toronto and other

eastern centres last week.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Lecours, shoe manufacturers,

of Montreal, have dissolved partnership, and been succeeded

by Gagnon & Lachapelle.

D. D. Hawthorne, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto,

is spending a few days on business in Montreal and Quebec
looking over spring samples.

Harley Henry, shoe dealer, of Saskatoon, was in To-
ronto and other cities last week, and spent a few days at

his old home in Elmvale, Ont.

Allan Locke, who has been representing the Slater

Shoe Co. in the western provinces during the past few
weeks, has returned to Montreal.

Mortimer L. Levy, oldest son of A. Levy, shoe re-

tailer, Yonge street, Toronto, was married on June 22nd

CAPTAIN WILKINSON TWICE WOUNDED
Mrs. Wilkinson, of Windsor, Ont., received a telegram

recently informing her that her husband, Capt. George
H. Wilkinson, who is with the first contingent, had been

wounded twice. Capt. Wilkinson is a native son, having

resided in Windsor all his life. He conducts a large shoe

establishment on Ouellette avenue, and is one of the best

known business men in Western Ontario.

to Miss Celia, daughter of M. Levy, of Hamilton. The
staff of the store presented, the bridegroom with a silver

tea service. After spending their honeymoon on the At-

lantic Coast the newly wedded couple will reside in To-
ronto. M. L. Levy will shortly be admitted to partnership

in the firm of which he has been office manager for a con-

siderable time.

The eleventh annual convention of the National Leather

and Shoe Findings Association will be held in San Fran-

cisco, Cal., from July 7th to 9th.

Harry L. Tower, of the United Last Co., Montreal,

has returned from his home in Brockton, where he has

been spending the past few weeks.

Eldon B. Keith, of the George E. Keith Co., Brockton,

Mass., was in Toronto last week on business. He is a

son of the president of the company.

Paul Roy, the well known leather merchant, whose

establishment for several years past has been on Lemoine
street, has moved to 152 Notre Dame street west, Montreal.

The U. S. M. Co. have installed an 18- foot model N
Goodyear shoe repair outfit in the establishment of the Mod-
ern Shoe Repair Co., George street, Peterboro.

J. S. Ashworth, of Toronto, Canadian manager for Sir

H. W. Trickett, Limited, Waterfoot, England, has been

spending a couple of weeks holidays at Jackson's Point, Ont.

John H. Weseloh is opening a new shoe store on Fred-

erick street, opposite the Market building, in Berlin, Ont.

The place is being remodelled and fitted up in first-class

style.

W. A. Hamilton, of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., To-

ronto, left this week for Montreal and Quebec to visit the

various factories in connection with business for the coming

spring.

Charles Newton, buyer of the shoe department of Rob-

inson & Co.'s department store, Winnipeg, was in Toronto,

Montreal and other eastern cities recently on a buying ex-

pedition.

H. P. and C. E. Blachford, of the Blachford shoe

store, Toronto, are spending a few weeks with their families

at their summer homes on Mazengah Island, Lake Ro3seau,

Muskoka.

E. Hutchison, secretary-treasurer of J. Eveleigh & Co.,

Montreal, on his return from a trip through Western Can-

ada, spent a few days in Toronto and at his home in Mid-

land, Ont.

Williams Shoe, Limited, Brampton, Ont., have received

an order from the Government for 5,500 pairs of army
shoes, while the Perth Shoe Co. are filling an order for

10,000 pairs.

John Harris, of Toronto, manager of the Nugget Polish

Co., left last week on an extended trip through the Prairie

provinces. He will visit all the important Western cities,

going as far as Vancouver.

The many friends of Richard T. Palmer, shoe retailer,

1627 Dundas street, Toronto, will sympathise with him in

the loss of his wife, who passed away last week in the 66th

year of her age.

Among the exhibitors at the Calgary Exhibition, held

during the first week in July, were the Nugget Polish Co., of

Toronto, and the Calgary branch of Gutta Percha and
Rubber, Limited.

A. Clarence Carey, of the Carey Shoe Co., who con-

duct retail stores in Toronto, Barrie and Chatham, Ont.,

has returned from an extended stay in the western prov-

inces, much improved in health.

T. W. Hart and H. W. Parsons, of the Nugget Polish

Co., Toronto, have returned from an extended business

^rip through the Maritime Provinces, and Mr. Hart left

last week for the West. He will so as far as Edmonton
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and Calgary. Mr. Parsons is at present looking after the

trade in Ontario.

The annual convention of the Boot and Shoe Workers'
International Union, was held in Buffalo recently. Among
those from Hamilton who attended were E. O'Dell, A.

Johnson, J. Gimlett and Miss Epps.

J. J. Connor, western Canada representative of McLaren
& Dallas, has returned from an extended trip throughout
the prairie provinces and reports that the prospects for a
abundant harvest are very promising.

Captain Trumbull Warren, president of Gutta Percha
and Rubber, Limited, Toronto, who was killed in action on
April 20th, left an estate valued at $162,879. His will dir-

ects that all his property go to his wife.

W. D. Balfour, who for eleven years has been on the

staff of the Regal Shoe Store, Winnipeg, has resigned his

position as manager and is passing the summer in Hamil-
ton, Toronto and other points in the east.

Hector McKnight, of the American-British-Canadian
Distributers staff, Toronto, has enlisted with the 48th High-
landers and is now encamped at Xiagara-on-the-Lake. Since

joining the ranks he has been made a sergeant.

The retail merchants of Manitoba will hold a convention
in Winnipeg on July 6. C. F. Rannard, of the Rannard
Shoe Co., Winnipeg, is the President of the Provincial
Board and many topics of interest will be discussed.

The shoe-pack factory of the Edmonton Leather and
Shoe Co., Limited, Edmonton, which has been closed for a

few months, will soon be re-opened with the necessary force

of men to manufacture shoe-packs and rough heavy shoes.

Zotique Lesperance, of Montreal, has been elected a

member of the executive committee of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' International Union, at its twelfth biennial con-

vention in Buffalo. He was the only Canadian so honored.

Win. Barbery, who was formerly employed in J. M.
Humphrey & Co.'s shoe factory, St. John, N.B., died re-

cently at his home in that city, after an illness of some
months. He was a popular and highly esteemed young man,

34 years of age.

The directors of the United States Rubber Company
have passed the dividend on the common stock. The regu-

lar dividends of two per cent, quarterly on the first pre-

ferred and one and a half quarterly on the second preferred

have been declared.

W. V. Matthews, general superintendent for Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited. Montreal, was elected a dir-

ector of the company at the annual meeting held last week,

taking the place of the late F. H. Ward on the Board. He
is receiving the congratulations of many friends.

The shoe dealers of Sparks street, Ottawa, have de-

cided to close their stores at five o'clock every day and six

o'clock on Saturday, during the months of July and August.
It is expected that the shoe merchants on Bank and Rideau
streets will follow suit.

Advices have been received by cable from the Old
Country to the effect that there has been an advance in

insoles of about 50 cents per gross. It is not very long ago
that quarter seam socks were increased in price and this

makes the second advance.

Robert Dibben, manager of the Berlin branch of the
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., was married on June 24th
in Toronto to Miss Marion Bryce, who was formerly em-
ployed in the Toronto office. Mr. Dibben and bride have
taken up their residence in Berlin.

General trade in shoes continues quiet, with women's
shoes showing some movement, although orders in these

lines come in smaller than usual, though of greater fre-

quency. The millinery effects seem to appeal to the women
and are no doubt, helping to create interest, although mak-

ers of standard women's shoes of the better class, all note

an improvement in trade.

The Regal Shoe Store, St. Catherine street west, Mon-
treal, recently presented each lady customer, who pur-

chased a pair of low cut shoes, with a free pair of silk

stockings. This unique offer resulted in unusually big busi-

ness for the week during which it held good.

The Canadian Footwear Co., of Point aux Trembles,

Que., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $150,-

000, to carry on the business of footwear manufacture, etc.

The incorporators are H. Baigne, L. Joubert, A. Gagnon,

J. A. St. Yves and Wilfrid Le Brun, all of Montreal.

The Milton Shoe Co., Milton, Ont., after being closed

down for some time, has started operations. New samples

have been prepared of men's, boys' and youths' McKay
lines, under the direction of Mr. Smith, who was until

recently employed with the Hurlbut Co., of Preston, Ont.

A very successful Scotch double bowling tournament

was held in London, Ontario, last week. Among the shoe-

men who took part in the competitions were F. C. Wilkin-

son, Owen Sound; R. M. Northgrave, St. Mary's; G. W.
C. Hepburn, Dunnville; Walter Willis, Seaforth, and others.

Probate of the will of the late W. D. Beardmore, head

of Beardmore & Co., leather manufacturers, has been ap-

HAS MADE GOOD IN SHOE GAME
Walter C. Powell, who purchased the big shoe stock

of the J. H. Porter shoe store on Yonge street, Toronto,

is one of the most widely known retailers in Ontario. He
conducts two large footwear stores at 1682 and 1694 Dundas
street, and has been actively identified with the shoe game
for the past thirty-five years. He spent several years on

the bench and knows every department of the business.

Mr. Powell first started out for himself in Essex, Ont.,

where he remained for eight years. About twenty-eight

years ago, his father, the late Thos. Powell, began business

in West Toronto—his son Walter joining him. Thirteen

years ago, the father withdrew, and the establishment has

since been carried on progressively and energetically by
the son. In the spring of 1911 he opened a second store

a few doors west of his present stand. He has always be-

lieved in giving good service and good value, and has built

up his large connection by courtesy, careful buying and
efficient selling.
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plied for by the Royal Trusts Co., Toronto. The late Mr.
Beardmore's estate is valued at $1,598,211, and is made
up of a bank account, stocks, household effects, investments

and real estate.

Several retailers are adopting novel schemes to boost

the clearance of all summer shoes. One western Ontario
dealer is offering a bathing suit to every fifth girl who
makes a purchase, and a good baseball bat to every seventh

boy. The plan has worked out splendidly and aroused much
interest.

At a meeting of the Cobourg Felt Co., held recently,

it was decided to make other lines of felt manufacture in

addition to boots. The company has enlarged its scope
owing to the big demand for different kinds of felt goods
since the outbreak of the war and, in a short time expects

to have three shifts of men employed.

Figures of a leading New England shoe firm, making
medium and fine lines of women's shoes, show that its fall

and winter shoes will be made up- as follows : Patent
leather, 51 per cent.; gunmetal, 25; glazed kid, 18; dull

goat, 3 ;
miscellaneous, 3. Top materials, cloth, 75 ; mat

kid, 13; dull goat, 93^; cabretta, 2 l/2 .

E. R. Gavin, shoe retailer, of Fort William, recently

installed two decidedly attractive windows of Canadian-
made shoes, in which the splendid range of styles and lasts

turned out by the Smardon Shoe Co., of Montreal, was
featured. The exhibit elicited a great deal of attention

and won much favorable comment.

George A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., Toronto, has returned from an extended trip

to Boston, Haverhill, Lynn, and other eastern shoe centres,

where he visited all the largest establishments, in search

of the latest ideas and newest effects in connection with

the spring samples of the firm, which are now in course of

preparation.

The new western Ontario office of the United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co., in Berlin, is nearly in shape for occupancy, and
it is expected a full stock of shoe machinery parts, findings,

supplies, etc., will be installed by the beginning of next

month. L. W. Hanson, manager of the Toronto branch of

the Company, will also have supervision over the new estab-

lishment in Berlin.

The Hudson's Bay Co. announce that the directors

have decided to postpone the dividend payment which falls

due this month. The reason given is that the war has

delayed the making up of accounts. The stock has been

weak on the news. The company, which was incorporated

in 1670, pays dividends in January and June. The dividend

last year totalled 8s on the £1 shares.

Pte. C. B. Forward, a member of the 72nd Highlanders,

who enlisted in the 16th Battalion, from Vancouver, was
killed in action on the battlefields of France. His former

home was in Chesterville, Ont., where his father still lives.

Previous to going to the front, Mr. Forward was employed

in the shoe department of Vachon & Co., Rae's Shoe Store

and D. Spencer, Limited, Vancouver.

The third annual Convention of the representatives of

the Miner Rubber Co., will be held in Montreal and Granby
on August 9,10 and 1 1 , and it is expected that the attendance

this year, will be larger than ever. The previous gatherings

have always been marked by much enthusiasm and co-opera-

tion, and special preparations are being carried out to make
the 1915 re-union a greater success than ever.

Mendelsohn & Co., at their store, 231 St. Catherine

street west, Montreal, recently inaugurated a novel opening

day contest. To the first six men and women who entered

the store on a Friday, at 8 p.m., was given free of charge

any pair of shoes that they might select. Naturally there

was a great rush and the plan succeeded in drawing at-

tention to the firm's wide and varied stock of popular foot-

wear for the whole family.

The twelfth biennial convention of the Boot and Shoe
Workers of the United States and Canada, in session in

Buffalo, re-elected all the old officers and selected Phila-

delphia as the meeting place for 1917. All questions com-
ing before the convention regarding wages or hours of

work were either referred to the Executive Board for

action or were deferred until the next convention.

A. R. Kaufman, of the Kaufman Rubber Co., Berlin

L. B. Hutchison, manager of the Toronto branch; S. G
Amero, manager of the London branch; E. E. Code, man-
ager of the Ottawa branch, and Irvin Weber, of the fac-

tory staff, left last week on an automobile tour through the

White Mountains and the New England states. They will

travel as far as Boston and will be gone about three weeks.

W. G. Fallon, representing Getty & Scott, took in San
Francisco and the Panama-Pacific Exposition, on the com-

pletion of his western trip. He reports that the Canadian

exhibit was the chief attraction on the grounds, and that

everybody was talking about it. He had a very successful

trip and declares that the Classic line is growing steadily

in favor, which is perhaps accounted for in some respects

by the efficiency of the Getty & Scott plant and the splendid

service given.

Mr. Loud, formerly of Brockton, Mass., is now in

charge of the fitting department in the T. Sisman Shoe Co.,

Aurora, Ont., and Mr. MacMillan, formerly of James Lin-

ton & Co., Montreal, has taken charge of the sole stock de-

partment. The company report their factory is very busy

turning out about 7,000 pairs a week. Shoes for the Gov-

ernment for home use in the Interment Camp, having been

made lately. In the last six months the plant has made

more shoes than ever before in a like period.

L. R. Hulbert & Co., manufacturers of shoe tops, St.

Catharines, recently assigned, and the equipment has been

shipped back to the United Shoe Machinery Co., Montreal.

A new concern, known as H. R. Rice Co., has been formed,

and has started operations in the making of leather shoe

tops in the Princess Theatre building at Niagara Falls, Ont.

New clicking machines have been installed and everything

promises well, under the personal direction of Mr. Rice, who
was formerly associated with the Hulbert Company.

Jos. S. Fry, who has had 25 years' Old Country exper-

ience as a practical shoe manufacturer and auctioneer, and

for ten years has lived in Toronto, has opened the

Market Auction and Sales Exchange, at 185 King street

east, corner of George street, Toronto. Mr. Fry intends

keeping his rooms open daily for the reception of boots and

shoes, leather, etc., for weekly sales by auction or private.

He is thoroughly experienced in the shoe trade in all its

branches, having risen from the bench to be manager of a

large shoe factory.

A most enjoyable picnic of the sales and office staff

of the Toronto warehouse of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co., was held at Long Branch recently. Various

sports and games were features of the day and a baseball

contest between the office boys and the selling force

resulted in a win for the former, but the score was so one-

sided that it would be a shame to publish it. In the evening

a dance was a jolly part of the programme, after supper had
been partaken of at the hotel. J. A. Connor, district manager
of the Toronto division, has taken up his residence at Long
Branch for the summer months.

In the window dressing contest held in connection with

Invictus shoe displays, the following were the winners: R.

C. A. Lawson, with J. T. Lawson, Regina; Robert Diamond,
with Alley & Co., Charlottetown ; Gordon Munroe, with

Brown's Limited, Portage la Prairie, Man.; F. C. Dohaney,
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Some Attractive Snaps

For the Retailer

We are making preparations to remove early next

month to our new warehouse, 27-29 Wellington

Street West, between Bay and Yonge. There we
will have over double the capacity to meet the

requirements of our expanding business, and one

of the best equipped and most admirably ap-

pointed wholesale footwear houses in Canada.

We Are Clearing Out Many Lines

Numerous broken lots and discontinued lines in

Summer and early Fall footwear are now being

cleared out by us at a reduction that should appeal

to all. There are special offerings that will interest

every dealer. This is an unusual opportunity to

secure seasonable snaps. You are cordially

invited to call.

D. D. HAWTHORNE & CO.
24 FRONT ST. WEST TORONTO

Our new warehouse, in which we expect to be "at

home" during Canada's National Exhibition, is

just at the rear of our present building, facing

north on Wellington Street. Meanwhile, visit us

in our old premises and see what we have to offer.

m
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with Charles S. Trick, Winnipeg; Joseph Laphin, with A.

W. Redden & Co., Halifax; Leslie Allison, with Charles

E. Raven, St. Thomas, Ont., and H. L. Cunningham, with

Wilson Co., Vancouver. Each of the successful competitors

was presented with a special pair of Invictus shoes by

George A. Slater, Limited, Montreal.

A Supplementary conference of the various managers of

the Ames-Holden-McCready Co.'s branches, was held in

Montreal during the past few days. Many matters of im-

portance were discussed in reference to output, sales, manage-
ment, co-operation collections and other topics of interest.

In keeping with the spirit of the times, all social festivities

were eliminated, a luncheon held at the St. James Club
taking the place of the usual banquet. Each branch manager
made a substantial donation to the Canadian Patriotic fund.

Although styles for 1916 had been considered at the confer-

ence held in March last, it was decided to take them again

into consideration, owing to the rapidity of changes and

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charee for an advertisement 50 cents.

Cash must accompany all orders.

TRAVELER WANTED—Experienced Salesman for the

Leather Business in Montreal. Apply by letter, stating

references, to B.eardmore & Co., P. O. Box 216, Montreal.

several new lasts were adopted in addition to those favored
some few months ago. All the factories of the company
were visited and it is expected that much benefit will result

from the gathering. A. L. Johnson, general sales manager
presided at most of the sessions and among the branch
managers present were A. B. Erskine, Vancouver; E. P.

Hall, Edmonton; F. M. Morgan, Winnipeg; H. W. Pearson,
Toronto; S. C. Mitchell, sales manager of the St. John
Branch and R. W. Clark, sales manager, Montreal. There
were also in attendance, W. M. Angus, assistant general sales

manager; W. V. Matthews, general superintendent, and
D. Lome McGibbon, president of the company.

Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Downing recently celebrated

the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage at their new home
in Leamington. They were united in the holy bonds of

matrimony on June 24th, 1865, in Morivenston parish, Corn-
wall, England, and came to Canada in 1689, residing in

Lindsay for about five years, when they removed to God-
erich, where Mr. Downing opened a shoe store and be-

came one of the leading merchants of that town. On re-

tiring from business a year ago, he and his wife decided

to reside in Leamington. During a residence of 41 years

in Goderich, they gained the esteem and respect of a large

circle of friends.

The past few weeks have developed a very lively busi-

ness for canvas outing shoes. One factory reports that

their output will treble that of last year and before the

season is over, it is difficult to estimate what the total will

finally be. It is stated that much of the demand is created

owing to the wide publicity given tennis and sporting shoes

by the different companies and also to the desire of the

public to buy a cheap line of footwear wherever they can.

This line of shoes shows a number of new styles and next

season it is the intention of one company to bring out a

great many new ideas such as tennis shoes made over pump
lasts, with solid rubber heels and other special features.

Construction has started on the new factory of the

Hurlbut Co., Preston. The building will be located on

Queen Street, across from the present premises, which have

long been too small to meet the demands for children's

welts, infants' soft soles and "So-Cosy" slippers. The
new building will be 176 feet long by 40 wide, three storeys

high, and erected of cement and brick, mill construction.

There will be an abundance of light on every side, and it is

expected that the new home of the company will be ready

for occupancy about the middle of September. The Hurlbut

Co. will expend some $18,000 on the building and from

$7,000 to $10,000 in additional equipment. The bylaw
voted upon recently by the ratepayers of Preston to loan

the company $25,000, repayble in 15 years, with interest

at 5}4 per cent, was carried by a large majority. The
capacity of the Hurlbut Co. in their new home will be

2,500 pairs a day, which is more than double their present

output.

POPULAR LASTS FOR CANADIAN TRADE

The Boston Last Company, of Richmond, Que., report

that business with them has been very good during the past

few weeks and that the outlook is promising.. The lasts

of this widely known company are appealing strongly to

Canadian shoe manufacturers for their perfection in de-

sign, admirable fitting qualities and the splendid service

given. The company use only the best materials procurable

and devote the most careful supervision in manufacturing.

It is this strict attention to details and a ready desire to

meet any ideal or fancy of the shoe manufacturer, that has

resulted in making the Boston Last Company such an active

and progressive factor in the creation of models that win
favor and develop sales.

THE MARKET AUCTION & SALES EXCHANGE
185 King St. East and 64 George, Cor. King and George Sts., Toronto

These rooms are open daily for the reception of Boots and Shoes, Leather,
etc., for Weekly Sales by Auction or Private.

JOSEPH S. FRY, Practical Shoe Manufacturer and Auctioneer. Over
twenty years trade and bank references; Toronto, ten years.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth (Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St., BOSTON. U.S.A.

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store, 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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KANGAROO
W» ara Headquarters for all Finishes,

Gradaa and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS-

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Oahlo "HiriES " Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

J. E. DUPRE A. BAILLARGEON

THE MONTREAL BOX TOE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1904

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

321 AIRD AVE.

MAISONNEUVE - - - MONTREAL

(

Cheaper Satisfaction
V OUR customer's customer

will pay less for more
satisfaction if you
put Guay All-
Leather Count-
ers in your shoes.

It pays.

Prices and Samples
on application

Eugene Guay
230 St. Marguerite St.

MONTREAL
We also make Union,
Standard and Leather

ALL LEATHER Board Counters

Wood 6V Baggs, Room 3 Athena Bldg., 163M Church St.
Toronto, Ont. M5484.

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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STITCHDOWN SANDALS
MADE IN CANADA

Made to
wear
Goodyear
Stitched
Staple Reinforced

Your best guarantee for non-ripping

OUTDOOR SPORTING
SHOES - INQUIRE
FOR PRICES.

Th. Mayer, 734-736 St. Paul St., Montreal

McKAY
S E W INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 Beaudry St., MONTREAL

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All Work Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone E. 3778

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
TOES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

nn/>1/\o Sir Dnvnn FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
LJUL1US Ctrdydll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome'Soles.

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

T/AP SOLES^^e s^and behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

Established Over Half a Century
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We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established
1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

J** SHOE

OUR MAIL-ORDER DEPARTMENT
CAN GIVE. YOU

QUICK SERVICE AND SATISFACTION

We have in stock at all times ready for shipment at a

moment's notice over eighty different lines and assorted

stocks of Men's, Boys', Youths', Women's, Misses', Gents',

Girls' and Children's Shoes in McKay, McKay Welt, Standard

Screw, or Rivet. Write for our stock sheet.

Every shoe stamped with our name we guarantee to be made of solid

leather and to have the same high grade work-

manship and quality which has made them

famous for over twenty years.

See our traveler before ordering your staple lines

lim

BE.RLIN, ONT
imited

Solid Leather Shoes
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PACKARD'S
WHITE CANVAS
SHOE CLEANERS

WHITE 0
OUR
No.

5
IN

ZINC
BOXES

IS A GREAT SELLER

So is Our

White Liquid

Dressing
In 5-oz.

Round Bottles

These are the finest white clean-

ers on the market to-day.

Now is the time to expect calls

for these lines. How is your

stock ?

The Best Dry Cleaner is

EtHci^iS 2 Sizes
' wo J 10c.HO

6RIT

kPE BY
V1SC0L CO., E-CamtridgeHass. 25c.

It rubs dirt or dust off silk, fine leathers, chamois,

'kid, etc., also largely used by draughtsmen and

artists for cleaning pictures, drawings^etc.

L. K. PACKARD & CO., Limited

"Packard's Shoe Polishes"
MONTREAL

:

THE

Robs© it Pontile i- Co.
LIMITED

Oshawa, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Si«les, !)o:<

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Wfoial SMes, Honvy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-
tion Tasma^s,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

I
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"KHAKI"
Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the desirable qualities which have made

P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOOEL CO.
85 =87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E.C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492

St. Valier Street

Quebec, Que.

122 Adelaide

Montreal, Que. Street We*t

Toronto, Ont.



BOW
Quality does not "happen"

M N established standard of merit in foot-

wear (or anything else) requires vigilance

unceasing.

It may also require, at times, the sacrifice of

present profit for the sake of future reputation.

The reputation of our footwear is the biggest

asset in our business.

The wearer is tne gainer.

You gain when you sell Smardon Shoes.

'M€>E COMPANY LIMITED
IMtoflnflreal, P.Q.
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= "Ritchie Service" =

re-

cur N«v/ -Soring Samples aro nov/ roauy for

your mspcotion aji<l contain a lar^ar yarioty

of styles than ever before.

Besides our strong line of Men's Welts we

have added to and improved greatly our

Women's linos on v/aioh the sala is incroasin;^

cramon^lo'isly,

rivo

f/iinica<l

0 ((t) boo

"The Largest exclusive Goodyear

Welt manufacturers in Canada"
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HREGAL

This Sign Over
Your Door
indicates you as the pro-

gressive shoeman of your

town. It does more — it

diverts to your store the

select trade of your vicin-

ity, for Regal Shoes are

nationally known, and ap-

preciated by all wearers

of fine footwear.

If you are a live retailer

you can secure the Regal

agency for your town

if we are not already

represented.

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
102 ATLANTIC AVE. TORONTO, ONT.

IN-STOCK SHOES

There are 35 Regal Styles

always In Stock for your

hurry-up needs.

Try Regal Service.
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And Dunlop Rubber Heel

Prices Have Been
Reduced Again!

You don't need to believe as we do that the Dunlop Line is paramount.

All you have to observe is that the Dunlop Line is the easy line to sell.

Reputation, Advertising, Quality—these factors have sent the Dunlop Line to the front.

It is not necessary for you to introduce the Dunlop Line. We have done that for you.

Read the paragraphs below. They contain illustrations of and information about Dunlop Leaders.

Dunlop Rubber Heels
Dunlop Rubber Heels are out-selling any other heels in Canada to-day-

Don't take our word for it; ask any shoe-findings jobber in Canada.

To-day the number of jobbers carrying the Dunlop line is vastly greater

than in April, 1914, when the campaign commenced.

That is what conscientious service—a frank statement of what we intend

to do and doing it—did for Dunlop Heels.

We make a full line of Heels,
—

"Peerless," "Comfort," Whole Heels, etc.

Stock up with this easy seller, if you are not at present on the Peerless Firing

/ ~> V \
/ 4..

, o\

~V J?

line.

Dunlop Rubber Soles
It had to come—a rubber sole that

could really stand the gaff.

We put our experts on the job and the
picture you see herewith is the result of

long deliberations.

Dunlop Soles will wear indefinitely.

Dunlop Soles will not crack.

Dunlop Soles will give maximum resiliency.

Dunlop Soles will not dry out.

Dunlop Soles have gone to the front,

the same as Dunlop Rubber Heels. Qual-
ity, with an organization back of it, did
that.

Why not Dunlop Rubber Soles and
Soling for your line now 3

Dunlop Cement for Manufacturers
We make cements that make friends.

For nearly a quarter of a century our line has filled the bill for Canadian Boot and Shoe Manufac-
turers. Why not you?

Why not test our claim that nothing in this country surpasses the Dunlop line for all those durable
qualities in a cement, principal among which are maximum adhesion and speedy drying qualities.

Put up in barrels of fifty gallons or in gallon lots. We also make a full line of cements for rubber
heels and patching purposes.

DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS CO.
LIMI TED

Head Office, TORONTO Branches in Leading Cities

Makers of Tires for Automobiles, Motor Trucks, Motorcycles, Bicycles

and Carriages, Rubber Belting, Packing, Hose, Heels, Mats, Horseshoe
Pads, Tiling and General Rubber Specialties
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Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him
self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes bearing the Union Label and add

a live selling asset to your business for the coming
year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes

can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN CHAS. L. BAINE
General President Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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For the customer who asks

for a comfortable Shoe, there

is none finer than the Dr.

A. Reed Cushion Shoe.

It covers the foot in a stylish

but easy fitting manner, that

sends the wearer away con-

vinced that he has on "THE
EASIEST SHOE ON
EARTH."
Do you sell it ?

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowthey are the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
\ir a factor, for high cut boots
V/ never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to tit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,
require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so
next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122:Adclaidc St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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For Women's McKay Shoes

The Duck Insole
THIS has proven to be the finest material that the expert shoe con-

structors of the world have so far known. Used by the largest

and best shoe manufacturers on the continent, not because it is a

cheaper material but because it will withstand the hardships that a

McKay insole is put to. Specially treated and made from three ply, 9

ounce Duck, makes it perspiration proof. It prevents tacks, wax and

thread coming in contact with the foot, and will hold stitching 50% longer

than the insole employed in the regular McKay shoe. The Duck
Insole can be repaired better than the old process and is more flexible.

It will not draw or burn the foot as it is a non-acid product.

Retains all its Vitality

This insole, after being worn, will repair better than the ordinary

McKay insole, owing to the fact that it retains its life and will not

turn brittle or curl up under the cobbler's hammer. These facts have

been proved by experience in repair work by various shoe repair

establishments throughout the country. Duck insoles are absolutely

reliable as they are rubber cement filled and will wear like the canvas

on the deck of a vessel or the canvas on the shaft of a machine shop,

being non-stretchable and a non-conductor of moisture.

Every Pair is Guaranteed
Classic Women's McKay shoes, every pair of them, are made with
this insole and every pair is guaranteed by us to give unlimited satis-

faction. The money back proposition is behind every pair of shoes
we make in our Mill. The construction of Classic shoes to-day is as

far ahead of the construction of an ordinary shoe as an automobile is

ahead of a wheel-barrow. Classic shoes are the best merchandise
made on the continent. This is a bold statement, but we substantiate

every word of it from the fact that we have been the busiest shoe
factory on the continent during the last year .

Getty & Scott, Limited
Makers of the Celebrated "CLASSIC" Shoes

Gait, Ontario
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6933—Men's G. M. Calf Button
"NU-RITZ" Last

Our In-Stock

Department
is at Your Service

Send us your sorting orders now.

Do not let your stock run too low, remember, a

dissatisfied customer is in nearly every case a lost

customer. Our IN-STOCK department is designed

especially to eliminate your "Out of Stock" troubles.

It saves you from buying too much at once and, at

the same time, does away with " shelf-warmers."

Our range this season is more complete than ever

before, and we pride ourselves on the promptness

with which we can handle all orders.

A trial will convince you. Send us a list of your

wants to-day.

Ames-Holden-McCready
LIMITED

Montreal St. John

Toronto Winnipeg

Edmonton Vancouver
2514—Men's G. M. Calf Blucher

"BALKAN" Last
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The Greatest Ever!
There's little reason to doubt that the sale of Sporting Shoes this

season has eclipsed all previous records. Everywhere you look,

in city, town or country, you see the easy, comfortable, neat

Sporting Shoe being worn.

YOUR "HURRY-UP"
SORTING ORDERS

to take you through the balance of the season should be placed

with any of the firms listed below. These are the wholesale

agents for "ROYAL" and "BULL DOG" Sporting Shoes-
Canada's best, and equal to any the world produces.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - -- -- -- -- - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - -- -- -- -- -- Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited - - Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - -- -- -- -- -- - London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - Montreal, Que.
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Aird

Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

McKays
and

Turns
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^ +u(* PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

SPECIFY

TEBBUTT

SHOES

BECAUSE-
Your men customers will appreciate having shoes

that so nearly approach their ideals in style, comfort,

and service.

The DOCTORS or PROFESSOR Shoe are so de-

signed as to fit every one of your male customers.

They're made on lasts that conform perfectly to the

contour of the foot.

You will find your "cranky" customers turn into

well satisfied boosters if you fit them with these brands.

SEE YOUR JOBBER'S SAMPLES AND AGAIN—
DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY TEBBUTT BRANDS

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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IVe Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

in 1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <&

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

THE

Rofcson Leather Co,
LIMITED

Oshawa, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

C.hrouva Patent Si<les,'ftox

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm
Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-
tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.
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I n

A Good Year for

GOODYEAR
WELTS
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Dominion

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

SUMMER TIME
IS

TIME

Worn by Every Member of the Family

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Who is "Real Boss" of Your Shoe Establishment?
Perhaps You Think You Are, but it is the Customer Who is the Genuine Master—The Necessity of Satisfying Each Patron

in Every Way Possible—More Fault Generally Found With the Service of the Store Than Its Merchandise

By A. E. EDGAR, author of "How to Advertise a Retail Store."

Every store has its regular customers. At least, every

merchant claims that he has regular customers, and he will

even name over a list. But are they regular customers, are

they the store's customers?

A merchant sees Mrs. A. going past his store and men-

tally says: "There goes Mrs. A., she is one of my best

customers," and he considers that he has her trade cinched.

Mrs. B. passes and he muses, "I wonder why she has never

dealt with me?" He meets Mrs. C. on the street later, and

accosts her, and says, "Mrs. C, I have always treated you

fairly when you come to my store to buy. I have always

given you the very best that I-had. I have trusted you when

you were short of cash. I have done everything I could to

accommodate you, to make it pleasant and profitable for you

to deal with me. Have I not?"

Mrs. C. replies : "Oh, yes, you have done all these things

and more. I am perfectly satisfied with my dealings with

you ; I have always found that I could rely upon your word

;

you have never misrepresented anything to me. Your store

is a pleasant place to deal."

"Why, then, have you quit dealing there?" asked the

merchant.

Mrs. C. proudly draws up her shoulders and with a

haughty look and with indignation in her voice says, "I buy

where I please, what I please and when I please."

Mrs. C. is boss of the store in which she deals. She

is more than that, she is practically boss of all stores, for

all stores are at her beck and call. Fowler, in his book,

"Practical Salesmanship" gives the following statement of

W. A. Hawkins, superintendent for the Jordan, Marsh Co.,

Boston, Mass.

What Conferences Can Do

"The Jordan, Marsh Co., intent upon improving ser-

vice to patrons in the same ratio that other things are pro-

gressing today, started some time ago a school of salesman-

ship, placing their best talent at the disposal of the school.

Old and new employes in the store are given instruction.

"It is my custom to address each class at the close of

the term, at which time I always bring out a point which I

would suggest that you make use of in your book.

"My method is as follows:

"Assuming a serious manner, I say to the class

:

"As you are about to enter the employ of the Jordan,

Marsh Co., there is one very important thing that you
should know, and that is, who is the boss in this store. Now,
who is the boss?" I ask, pointing to some eager student.

This answer usually comes back
;
'Why, you are.' I reply,

with emphasis, 'Oh, no! I'm not the boss.' Again I ask,

'Now, who is the real boss in this store?' All are intensely

interested now. Positive voices in chorus now proclaim a

member of the firm to be the real boss. I say again

:

"'Oh, no! He is not the boss. The boss in this store

is the customer. It's the customer that you and I are work-
ing for. It's the customer that you and I are here to please.

It's the customer who pays your wages and mine. If it

were not for the customer you and I would be looking for a

job, and we might not get as good a one as we have here.
" 'Now, if you are sitting behind your counter, doing

nothing and you see me coming, don't jump up; but if you
see a customer, the boss, coming, jump !'

"This line of argument always makes a strong impres-

sion, and it strikes the keynote of good salesmanship, namely,

satisfactory service to the customers."

Keynote of Good Salesmanship

Such a statement from one whose experience in retail-

ing is unquestioned, who is one of the highest authorities

on storekeeping methods, deserves more than a mere passing

thought.

It is hard for some merchants and for some clerks to

realize that the customer is the real boss of the establish-

ment. But when it is considered that everything that is

done in the store is done for the purpose of pleasing the

customer, and of securing the customer's patronage, it must

be admitted that the customer is the real boss.

The merchant who has learned that he amounts to little

in this world and that the customer is the whole "push,"

has arrived at a point where he is in a position to attain

success in mercantile life.

It is hard sometimes for us to acknowledge that the

customer is the boss, and that we depend upon his, or her

whims, instead of on our own abilities in the store manage-

ment for success. But, after all, our ability to manage a

store is in reality cur ability to manage things for the boss

of the store—the customer.

Any merchant who doubts that he does not depend upon

his customer's favor and patronage for support, or who
thinks that he can influence his own business has only to

start something that will displease his patrons to see where
he stands. He'd be put out of business in a few weeks. The
customer is boss, and we have daily examples of how she

exercises her rights.

Cannot Force the Customer

The merchant should buy his goods for his customers,

the real bosses of the store. The merchant who tries to

force his customers to take lines of shoes they do not want
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loses their custom. The merchandise must be purchased to

please the boss—the customer. It must give them perfect

satisfaction in every way. It must be just what they want.

But the boss—the customer—finds more fault usually

with the service of a store these days, than with its mer-

chandise. Merchandise has been so standardized that it is

not a hard thing to get satisfactory lines. But it is far less

easy to secure the right kind of store service, the service

that will please the average customer.

An independent clerk, a short, snappy, snippy, if-you-

are-looking-for-trouble-I-am-here kind of clerk, will offend

his boss—his customer—-by his very presence in the store.

He will be a source of loss for the establishment all the time.

It is not right that the merchant or his clerks should

be of the cringing kind. Servility, obsequiousness abase-

ment, humility and flunkyism are not desirable attributes

in a merchant or clerk, neither are insolence, impertinence,

presumption, arrogance, intolerance and rowdyism. A mer-

chant should be independent, but tactful. A man can be

self-respecting without going around all the time ready to

fight for his liberties.

Self-confidence is as necessary an attribute in the make-

up of the successful retailer as energetic ability. The man

who knows he knows is in a better position to win than his

superior in knowledge who lacks the necessary stamina to

carry out his ideas.

Some Things He Must Learn

When a merchant has come to a realization that he does

not "own" any of his customers, that they are trading there

on sufferance, that the patronage bestowed on him can be

removed against his will, he has arrived at a point where

he may begin to succeed in holding the trade so desirable in

his eyes, so necessary to the continuance of his business.

When he discovers that other merchants can buy just

as good merchandise as he can, that they can secure just as

efficient selling forces and probably know as much about the

business as he does, he will begin to study how to secure

the patronage of the most desirable people of the locality.

And in one respect he will be able to pick the class of boss

he desires. That is worth a great deal, for there are dif-

ferent classes of bosses—different kinds of customers, some

more desirable than others.

The merchant need not be afraid of his boss—the cus-

tomer—but he should feel that she has every right to have

her own way. She has the money to spend, it is her privi-

lege to spend it for just what she desires.

It is reported that Marshall Field laid down a rule in

his large establishment that the customer can do no wrong.

He insisted that the customer be treated as if she was al-

ways right. If she made a complaint about the service of

a piece cf merchandise, the merchandise was wrong and

she was right. If the complaint was of service, the custo-

mer was right and the store was wrong. The customer was

never wrong and the store stood ready to make restitution.

This merchant prince knew who was boss of his establish-

ment, and he wanted to please the boss, because he knew it

was policy to do so; he proved it by his wonderful success.

The Worth of Good Nature

A merchant who was about to retire was asked what

one thing he thought had the greatest weight in business,

and he surprised his questioner by answering: "After an

experience covering a great many years, my observations

have led me to believe that good nature is worth more than

any other thing in personal contact with the customer of

the retail store."

The merchant who can attain the proper attitude to-

wards his customers will succeed. Tie will have such a

tremendous advantage over the merchant who cannot ap-

proach the subject from the correct angle.

William Jessup Sholar, a business expert, in a lecture

in Boston to a number of shoe salesmen, once said

:

"Have this attitude in mind when approaching a cus-

tomer: 'I'm here to benefit the customer. I have some-
thing which she needs, and ought to have. It will be profit-

able for her to buy and for me to sell. I know my goods,

and I can present them in an attractive manner. This is a

transaction for mutual benefit, so I am going to win out.'
"

Let the merchant adopt this attitude to his customers and

he will succeed in pleasing the greater majority of them.

Let him always remember to make the transaction mutually

beneficial and the customer—his boss—will have no com-
plaints to make.

BUSINESS REVIVAL IS EXPECTED
Canadian wholesalers believe that the foundations are

at present being laid in Canada for a great revival of busi-

ness, but that the revival will not take place during the

present year. In a sentence, this is the net result of the

poll carried on by the Credit Men's Journal during the last

month. About the end of May a circular letter was dir-

ected to 100 of the biggest wholesale houses in Canada, ask-

ing for expressions of opinion as to the present and future

of Canadian business. Six carefully selected questions were

asked, all of which could be answered by a simple yes or

no. Some of those asked to contribute opinions refrained

from doing so and others refrained from answering some
of the questions asked. The results are thus tabulated on a

percentage basis

:

Answers in P.C.

Yes. Xo.

What are the conditions of retail stocks as

you know them at present? Are they as

large as a year ago ? 14% 86%
Do you think there will be an improved demand

for your goods from now on ? 70% 30%
Are retailers doing a larger proportion of cash

business than normally ? 92 8

Are wholesalers selling on shorter terms of

credit than normally 60% 40%
Are banks continuing to curtail credit? .... 92 8

Do you look for better business generally in

1915 than in 1914? 40% 60%

MADE MONEY IN KID SHOES
When Thomas G. Plant was a young man, struggling

to get a start in the shoe manufacturing business, he had

the idea of making a light, flexible shoe for women. The
older manufacturers laughed at him. They had the habit

of making shoes for service. They figured that the stronger

the leather they could put into them the longer the shoe

would wear, and, consequently, the better they would please

the buyers. Indeed, it was a. fact that some of the old-time

manufacturers got 5c. a pair extra for making extra stout

shoes for women. Just about this time the first chrome
tanned kid leather came along. It was just what Plant

wanted—a light, soft, flexible leather. It made up into light,

flexible shoes, which "took" with women, and Plant built

up a big business. Besides, he made a considerable saving

on his manufacturing costs, because the light, flexible

leather could be cut. and lasted, and put through the .fac-

tory to a great deal better advantage than could the heavier

lines of leather. Mr. Plant kept to his policy of making
light, flexible shoes of good style, as well as service, and
frequently, during his career, made large purchases of kid

leather, and turned the leather into shoes at a good profit.
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Pushing Sale of Traveling Goods in Vacation Time
How Such Requisites Should Be Featured—Arrangement, Display and Advertising of the Stock—Intelligent and

Careful Buying to Get the Best Results—Some Objections That Should Be Cast Aside.

There are two very opportune seasons for starting a

traveling goods department—just before Christmas and

during the summer traveling season.

If you are contemplating opening a trunk and bag sec-

tion in your establishment, now is the time to do it, because

you will receive much more encouragement at the present

than you will later.

If you already have a traveling goods department and

have never made it show a profit, August should surely

give you a renewed opportunity to make it pay, providing

you are willing to give it a fair amount of time and attention.

Give Them a Fair Show

Trunks and bags will not sell themselves. The possi-

bilities of the department are not realized by many retailers

who handle these goods simply because they themselves have

"Unfortunately, I was not able to give all the space

I would have desired to the new project, as I was already

getting a little crowded. My means of overcoming this

difficulty was to build shelves around the top portion of the

walls about four or five feet below the ceiling. By doing

this at the rear and on both sides I was able to make a fairly

representative background for the trunks and bags.

"My chief method of displaying them, however, was by
means of an old showcase I procured and varnished up,

and which presented a very neat appearance after I got

through with it. In it I was able to show half a dozen

neat suit cases, and as many club bags. These I changed

from time to time in order to keep the interest of people

who were in the habit of coming into the store. My estab-

lishment permitted the placing of two trunks just inside

and on each side of the door. These not only served to

SOME ATTRACTIVE LINES IN TRAVELING BAGS
By courtesy of J. Eveleigh 6 Co., Montreal.

never analyzed the trunk and bag field. It goes without

saying, you cannot stock a few pairs of shoes and then expect

them to be snapped up within a day or two without your

giving them any attention at all. This, however, is just

what some shoemen seem to expect of the traveling goods

department. They give an order for a couple of trunks

and bags and expect customers to purchase them imme-
diately. When no sales result, loud laments are heard on

the part of the retailer. If one investigates, it is generally

found that the department is located in the cellar and that

so little attention is paid to it that the public are unaware
of its existence.

This, of course, is not generally the case, or rather it

does not reach this extreme, but the writer actually knows
of one or two retailers who stock a couple of trunks and bags

and take good care to keep them below stairs. If you wait

until you are asked before you bring the attention of cus-

tomers to the traveling goods department, you will never

make it a profitable one.

An Eastern shoe retailer gives his experiences as follows:

"Three years ago I was very skeptical over the idea of

having a trunk and bag section in my store, and my only

reason for starting one was that my principal competitor
in town was just about to stock traveling requisites, there-

fore I figured it was up to me to do likewise or drop behind
in the race.

"Naturally, I inquired into the thing in as full a manner
as possible, and strange to say, even before I gave my
initial order I found I was becoming enthusiastic over the
idea. I then decided to make my department, not merely
a means of meeting competition, but a live, money-making
feature of the business.

advertise the department, but also livened up the appearance
of the whole store, and in a sense were part of the decoration
scheme.

How Trunks and Bags Were Advertised

"As it was just about this season of the year when the

opening took place, I secured a list of people whom I knew
traveled frequently, and particularly in the summer months.
This was not difficult to do, as I was able to make up a list

from memory. To each of them I sent a nice circular

letter informing them of my new department, and telling of

the satisfaction, service and quality I could offer. Many
of those who received a letter, were good customers of the

store already and were only too pleased to make their pur-

chases in my establishment when they saw I really meant
business and was carrying a respectable assortment. The
others did not come so easily, but I flatter myself that by
keeping after them through various means, I have secured

the large majority, and though they may not trade with me
exclusively, I am at least getting my share of the business,

which is enough to show a good profit.

"Frequently I give the store window over to traveling

goods entirely for several days. I found it paid in actual

direct sales, to do this at intervals. Usually, though, I

employ trunks, bags, and novelties, which I pick up here

and there, as a background for shoe displays. Never is the

store window dressed without at least one or two bags or

suit cases being shown.

Requires Constant Attention

"I must say, for the first few months my attention was
engaged pretty constantly, but it certainly was well worth
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ONE OF THE LATEST TYPES OF SUIT CASES
By courtesy of Eveleigh (J Co.. Montreal.

the time I spent in boosting traveling goods, and I have
never regretted a single moment spent in so doing. I gave

my clerks instructions to mention and bring the attention

of possible buyers to our trunk and bag section at every

opportunity. I myself made it a point to have a personal

talk with each of my shoe customers on the subject. Per-

haps at the time they were not in need of anything, but

with nearly all of them the time has come since when a trunk

or bag was needed. One means I found very effective was
the enlisting of everyone possible as a salesman for my store.

This I was able to do by asking the advice of my patrons,

informing them of the department, and asking their co-

operation. It seemed to put them on their mettle, and
though often they did not need anything themselves, I

know of dozens of cases where they went out and directed

the attention of people who were contemplating a purchase,

to my store. When I got customers in the store it was the

aim of myself and staff to turn them into steady patrons.

I posted myself up pretty well on trunks and bags, and was
able to give customers much information of a helpful nature;

this they appreciated. For instance, the quality of the diff-

erent materials used in- the stock, the difference between

a sheepskin suit case, and one of cowhide, the difference

between fibre and ordinary trunks and a dozen and one little

points that made them feel we were taking an interest in

selling them.
"Intelligent buying is very necessary in order to get

best results and to operate the department profitably at

a minimum cost. In my new venture, as I always do in

any new scheme I am working, I went slowly at first in order

to get the "feel" of the trade, for the first few months, and

gradually expanded as I acquired more and more knowledge

of trunk and bag conditions. It was my chief aim to avoid

tying up too much capital, but nevertheless I felt I did not

want to be 'skimpy' in the lines I showed. A too small

stock will discourage business instead of encouraging it

as is necessary. Taking my head salesman into my con-
fidence when buying proved very helpful to me.

"A good start can be made with a dozen or fifteen dif-

! ferent styles and size trunks ranging from $2 to $5 whole-
sale. Stock up with one or at most two sizes in each style,

in keeping with the space at your disposal. This policy
I found to be a very good one, and I followed it out in stock-
ing club bags, and suit cases. I found that a little thinking
along with the aid of a reliable salesman from one of the
manufacturing houses enabled me to install a fairly good
initial stock for a little over $100. One of the things I found

Q helped me greatly was the feasibility of taking catalogue
orders, that is, having a catalogue at hand and supplying
patrons with anything in the traveling goods line within a
week's time. Usually, when one is contemplating the pur-
chase of a trunk, bag, or suit case, they are not in a great
hurry, and in order to secure just what they want, are willing

to wait for a week or so. Therefore, whenever a customer
is looking for anything special I let him or her choose it from
the catalogue, and act merely as middleman. The average
merchant would be surprised at the number of sales to be
made by this means. The usual call, however, is for a trunk
or bag at a price ranging from $3 to $10, and stock of this

nature can always be carried in the store."

Making Room for the Department

The chief objection of many shoemen toward a trunk
and bag department is the lack of suitable space offered in

their establishments. When questioned on the subject,

you will very often hear the retailer say, "Sure, I realize the
possibilities fo a trunk and bag department, but where
am I going to get one in in my store which is already too
crowded? " In some instances there is reason for a complaint
of this kind, but in the vast majority, some portion or other

of the store can be utilized if one will only investigate thor-

oughly. It may not be as large as we would like, but
"half a loaf is better than no bread" and the same applies

to the space used for displaying traveling goods. Possibly

you can utilize the top portion of the store wall three or four

feet below the ceiling as was done by the retailer whose ex-

perience was given above. If unable to do this, there may
be a possible solution of the difficulty in showing a few suit-

cases and bags in a show case and storing the remainder in

the basement. Many shoemen use part of the small room
usually found in the rear of shoe stores for the storing of

surplus stock. Others, when they can conceive of no other
means of procuring space, take a section of the shelving used
for shoes, even though it is only a few feet of space.

You may feel that by so doing you are injuring the shoe
end of the business, but things are in a pretty bad state

when you are unable to spare a few feet of space at least

from the space taken up by your stock of footwear. When
you come to consider the matter, it is not a gamble you
are making, but a really beneficial move which will not only
bring in additional revenue from trunk and bag sales, but
which will also do much to advertise the store, by bringing
into it many people who would not come in the ordinary way.

The writer was told recently by a large trunk and bag
manufacturer that the different trades controlled the sale

of traveling goods in different provinces. In some parts of

Canada the saddler holds the whip hand. In other portions

of the Dominion the general store handles the bulk of trade,

in other parts men's wear and haberdashery establishments
are cutting into the game. The shoe store, however, is

becoming more and more in the eyes of the consumer, the
logical place to secure his trunk, bag or suit case. This is

because shoe retailers are going after the trade and making
a strong bid for the business. It is a profitable sideline for

any store if properly handled, and it is to be hoped that within
the next few years shoe merchants will develop the trade
to such an extent that their right as the most logical retailers

of trunks and bags will be indisputable.
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More Customers Are Eye-Minded Than Ear-Minded
Arrangement of Your Windows and Display of Your Stock Count for Much—Appealing to Footwear Customers Through

Their Senses—The Psychology of Scientific Salesmanship—Useful Hints That Will Help Sell More Shoes

The problem of the salesman is to get the customer

to learn about the merchandise, to become interested, and

a desire to buy. This is essentially a psychological problem,

for psychology deals with the methods by which the mind

gets ideas and how it uses them.

It is a matter of common sense that the way to reach

the customer's mind is through his senses, hearing, seeing,

.ouch, smell, and taste; but it is not a matter of common
knowledge that individuals differ widely in their ability to

acquire knowledge through these senses. It is a fact of

psychology that some learn new things through their eyes

more readily than through their ears, while others learn

much more through hearing than through sight.

Those who learn most readily through their eyes are

called eye-minded. Those who learn most easily through

their ears are called ear-minded.

Ear-Minded Understands What He Hears

The lesson from these simple facts of psychology for

the salesman is perfectly clear. To try to sell to the eye-

minded person the salesmen must show the customer the

goods, point out the things that may be seen and give the

customer the opportunity to look over the goods. The ear-

minded person must be appealed to by telling him the things

he should know about the goods. Though he has eyes, lie

may not see until told, appealed to through hearing, what

to look for. The eye-minded person understands what he

sees. The ear-minded person understands what he hears.

It seems that more people are eye-minded than ear-

minded, but it may be stated that more people learn through

the sense of touch than through either seeing o: hearing.

The sense of touch is a remarkable sense. Its contributions

to the mind are not as definite as those from the eye and
ear, but it seems to be no less powerful in helping-

the mind
to form ideas. It is the oldest sense in the body. It begins

to function before any of the others. It continues to work
up to the point of death, even long after sight, hearing, smell

and taste have passed away. The deaf and blind depend
almost entirely upon the sense of touch. Helen Kellar's

wonderful achievement of a good education, ability to write

and to speak, are all due to her cultivation of the sense of

touch. Everyone uses the sense of touch in acquiring

knowledge about things much more than most people think

or are conscious of.

Hold a bright object before a little child and it will not

be satisfied to enjoy it by merely looking at it. It will want
to get it into its hands. Why? Because Mother Nature
has implanted an instinct in it that tells the child that its

eyes may be developed, that sight is incomplete, as well as

deceptive, and that, to know all about the object it must
be touched or felt.

She Wants to Handle It

This instinct to learn about things through the sense

of touch is what prompts the shoe shopper to want to handle

the merchandise she is shown. Every good salesman makes
his appeal in some way to the sense of touch. The vacuum
cleaner salesman gets the customers to work the machine.

Silk Hose Free with every

Pair of Regal Low Shoes

TO emphasize the relation between Fine Hose and

Smart Shoes the Regal Boot Shop, head-

quarters for "Holeproof" Hose, offers, for this week

only, a pair of Standard Silk Hose to every purchaser

of a pair of "Regal" low shoes.

The Regal Boot Shop
"HEADQUARTERS FOR "HOLEPROOF" HOSE

556 ST. CATHERINE STREET WEST
NEAR STANLEY.

HOW LEADING MONTREAL SHOE HOUSE FEATURES HOSIERY
DEPARTMENT. A SPLENDID SAMPLE OF A NEAT

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISEMENT.

PEEL'S SHOE STORE

Cool Summer Shoes
Slippers and Pumps

White and

Black Canvas

Colonials

Pomps and

Oiiords

Special Range

ol Ladies'

Misses and

Children's While

Canvas Button

Prices range from $1.00 to $2.00
i See our big showing of Ladies Patent and Gun Metal Pumps, all styles, ranging

from $1.75 to $4.00.
X Also Men's and Ladies' White and Black Tennis and Bowling Shoes.

X We carry the celebrated Fleet-Foot and prices -\re low.

COME IN AND LOOK THROUGH

iPEEL, THE SHQEMAN

A NICELY DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENT OF SUMMER FOOTWEAR
BY ONE OF THE LEADING RETAIL SHOE

STORES OF OWEN SOUND
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The clothing salesman gets the customer to try on the gar-

ment. The shoe salesman sells shoes by fitting the feet, and

fitting means appealing to the sense of touch. Even the

life insurance salesman appeals to the sense of touch by

giving his prospect a card or folder to hold, something that

will at least keep the touch nerves busy while he is trying

to reach the customer's mind through ear and eye. One of

the reasons why it is so difficult to sell insurance to some

people is because they are neither ear, nor eye-minded. It

is almost impossible to make an effective appeal through

these channels. They are of the type who learn more
through the sense of touch than through either hearing or

sight.

The senses of smell and taste are likewise important

in the selling of some kinds of goods. Expert salespeople

will appeal to them whenever possible.

Must Know the Characteristics

Without intimate knowledge of the customer it is im-

possible for any salesman to tell easily just which of the

senses is the main highway into the customer's mind. This

is a difficulty that can be surmounted by taking no chances.

Appeal to every customer through as many of the senses

as possible. Show the goods, tell about them, get the cus-

tomer to feel them or try them on, and if there is odor or

taste that should be known, get the customer to sample the

goods in that way. Nearly all people who are not defective

get some impression through all their senses. It is better

to have the impression reach the mind through two senses

than one, better through three than two, even about the

same identical point.

Another fact of psychology that has enormous signifi-

cance in selling is the following:

Every idea that enters a person's mind is accompanied

by some feeling; and this feeling is either good or bad,

pleasant or unpleasant, satisfactory or unsatisfactory. There

is no idea so small that it does not produce some feeling,

causing the mind to like it or to dislike it.

It is easy to see how significant this fact is in selling

when one recalls that everything that the customer hears,

sees, smells, tastes, or feels, may result in an idea, and that

every idea, whether fully formed, or not,, is classified by the

mind as satisfactory, and, therefore, helps or hurts in making
the sale.

Store's Appearance Creates Impression

The store's advertising, its architecture, the window
trim, the doorway, the store arrangement, the arrangement

of goods, the appearance and dress of the salesperson, the

voice, speech, breath, etc., all produce their effect in the

customer's mind, and that effect either helps or hurts in

doing business. Knowing this fact the merchant and his

salespeople can set out definitely to have all of these items

produce satisfactory rather than unsatisfactory results.

Another fact of psychology is that every idea that enters

a person's mind tends to be expressed. Not every idea is

expressed, but it tends to be expressed. There are dozens
of ways in which this tendency of expression may show.

Speech, exclamations, shaking the head, movements of the

hands or lxnly, the brightening of the eye, the movements of

the muscles of the face, laughing, crying, blushing, are all

forms of expression.

Many people learn to control this tendency to expres-

sion or to show what they are thinking. Most people learn

to control their speech to a certain extent. Some learn to

control the expressions of their eyes. But very few learn

to control the movements of the finer muscles of the face

and body.

These expressions of ideas that are within the custo-

mer's mind are very valuable to the salesman. Every good
salesman watches his customer's expressions with great care,

for it is by these expressions that he must judge whether he

is showing the right goods and pointing out that which is

interesting, whether he is on the right track or not.

Skillful salesmanship consists in interpreting the cus-

tomer's expressions quickly, making the necessary adjust-

ments if the expressions seem to indicate that the salesman

is on the wrong track, or pushing ahead forcefully if the

expressions seem to indicate favor. No one can tell in ad-

vance what ideas will appeal to a strange customer. Every
salesman must take a chance at the start, present some
idea, then watch the customer for expression. If the ex-

pression is good or favorable, then the salesman knows that

he may push ahead safely and positively. If the expression

indicates disfavor, then the quicker the salesman turn some
new idea or new phase the better for him.

The study of psychology yields certain facts and certain

theories about the mind. Both are of interest to the sales-

person. Even the most practical minded must accept the

facts such as those given above and many others that might

be given. Every good salesman succeeds because his prac-

tice squares with these facts whether he knows it or not.

Progress toward success can be made most rapid, however,

by consciously ascertaining the underlying facts and then

building one's practice in direct accordance.

NEEDLESS SLAUGHTER OF CALVES

Beef steers sold freely in this market last week, says a

despatch from St. Louis, Mo., at 10c. per pound on the

hoof. This is a record price for July shipments in carload

lots at the local stock yards.

It shows the scarcity of cattle and incidentally the

scarcity and high price of hides. Dealers in hides and
leather understand the situation, but we do not believe the

general public realize what we are coming to by this falling

off in the supply of meat or how it affects and will continue

to increase the cost of living. Eventually meat prices will

be so high as to make it practically prohibitive to persons

of small means and help to make poor children and men
with little money go barefooted.

There is, however, one remedy which might help con-

siderably and that is to prohibit the slaughter of calves and
young lambs. There is no justification for this practice

whatever—it profits no one—a young calf brings but a few
dollars. If allowed to grow until two or three years of

age, it may bring a hundred dollars or more, if it is a steer

and two-thirds as much if a heifer. Veal is not especially

nourishing or digestible food, while good beef and milk are.

If it is urged that not everyone who raises a calf is situated

so as to hold and feed it until maturity, we can then say
that the calf can be sold to men who have pasture and abun-
dance of feed. It is more profitable to owners of corn and
hay to feed it to stock than to sell it. There are farmers
known who find it almost impossible to buy calves to raise

and at the same time, thousands of these same calves are sold

to the butchers for the few dollars they bring. The killing

of small spring lambs is another waste. They make so little

and such expensive meat that only a few can buy it and
nothing comes from the wool or pelt of any value. There
should be legislation prohibiting the slaughter of both calves
and young lambs and a commission or bureau appointed in

each county to facilitate the sale and distribution of all

surplus calves and young lambs among farmers who have
facilities for raising them. Thus we may increase our herd
and flocks and reduce the cost of living.
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How Leather is Tanned— Story Told in Plain Terms
Way Hides and Skins are Secured—Various Interesting Processes in the Leather Factory—Different Kinds of Tan-

nage—Treatment of Sole and Upper Leather—How to Tell Value of Various Kinds—Comparison of

Chrome and Vegetable Tans—A Fund of Timely Information in Short Shape

{Concluded from July ist issue.)

Nearly all shoe leather is tanned by the chrome pro-

cess. Some heavy shoe leathers, such as oil grain and imi-

tation Kangaroo are tanned with vegetable materials or

with a combination of the chrome and vegetable tannages.

Russia calf is generally tanned with Gambier or Que-

bracho or a combination of both. Wax calf is tanned with

vegetable materials. Glove leather is chrome tanned. Book

binding, furniture and bag leathers are tanned with sumac

or other vegetable materials.

Chrome tanning is done by the one bath or by the two

bath processes, in revolving drums or paddle wheels.

The one bath process is the one most generally used.

The skins are first drummed in a solution of common salt

with perhaps some glauber's salt to open the pores more
thoroughly and make the skins more receptive to the tan-

ning materials. After about 45 minutes rolling in the drums

a concentrated solution of basic chromic sulphate or basic

chromic chloride, called a cbrome liquor, is run into the

drum through the hollow axle. The skins are drummed in

til i s chrome liquor until they are tanned, which takes five

or six hours. The leather may be left to remain in the

liquor over night.

In the double bath process the skins are first run in

a solution of bichromate of potash or soda and hydrochloric

or sulphuric acid and water. They are drummed in this

solution for three hours. A chromic oxide is formed which

penetrates the fibres of the skins. The chromic oxide

would, however, be washed out if nothing further were

clone with the skins and the chromic acid formed would

eventually destroy the leather. After the first bath a solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda (common photographer's

"Hypo") and hydrochloric acid is prepared, in which the

skins are run three or four hours. At the end of this

time they are a blue color through and through and are

permanently tanned. This last bath changes the chromic

oxide into a basic chromic chloride or basic chromic sul-

phate, as the case may be, which unites with the fibres to

form leather.

Comparison of Chrome and Vegetable Tannages

In the chrome tannages each fibre is surrounded by a

coating of mineral and oil which do not combine with the

fibre, but preserve it by keeping water and air out. Chrome
leather is stronger, softer and more easily made water-

proof than vegetable tanned leather.

In vegetable tanning the vegetable tannins such as

exist in hemlock bark, oak bark, Gambier, etc., together

with the oils stuffed into the leather, combine with the

hide fibre rendering it insoluble and proof against decay.

This compound of hide, tanning and oil resists ammonia
and acids strongly, though in time they gradually destroy

the fibre.

The disadvantage of vegetable-tanned leathers is that

they are naturally rather stiff and firm and when exposed
to water or hard weather, and even after ordinary wear
they often become hard and uncomfortable on the feet.

This hardness can be greatly lessened by working regu-

larly into the leather when worn, a mixture of animal
greases. It is impossible, however, in the nature of this

leather that it can have the soft, mellow feel of chrome
leather. Vegetable-tanned leathers do not have the dur-

ability and strength of chrome leathers and unless stuffed
heavily with oils are difficult to make waterproof. Some
shoe upper leathers are tanned by both chrome and vege-
table processes, one following the other.

Splitting

Cow or horse hides are too thick and heavy for ordin-
ary upper leather and must be split into two thicknesses.

This is done by presenting the edge of the hide to a sharp
revolving band or belt knife, which passqs through it

parallel to its surface, splitting the hides very quickly and
neatly into two thicknesses. The belt knife splitting ma-
chines consist of a steel belt about 2 inches wide running
rapidly in tension over two pulleys through a horizontal
grooved guide, and kept sharp on one edge by an emery
wheel. Against this edge the hide is forced by passing
between brass rollers, the upper of which is straight and
perfectly rigid, while the under one is in sections resting

on a lower roller of India rubber and can thus give to the
inequalities of the leather. The thickness of the split is

regulated by raising or lowering these rollers, and an upper
split can be taken, almost as thin as paper if desired, and
quite uniform; While the inequalities remain on the lower
split, which is often levelled by splitting a second time.

Calfskins are split only in the thicker parts on the union
splitters. On these the skin is merely pulled over a sharp
horizontal knife under pressure to split the skin to an
even thickness all over.

Splits

All the thicknesses of hides, except the grain, are called

splits and are made into various kinds of cheaper leathers.

Some of the splits are retanned in a chrome liquor, buffed
on an emery wheel, and dyed and finished to make cheap
gloves or shoe tongues. Waxed splits are bark tanned,

colored black and waxed—finished on the flesh or split

side for use in cheap shoes. Flexible splits are bark tan-

ned, made firm and rolled flat for use as insoles of shoes.

After hides are tanned and split, they are shaved on
the flesh side to remove all shreds of flesh and to give them
a smooth appearance as well as to remove lumps or marks
due to poor splitting. This process is accomplished by
placing the hide on a rubber roller and bringing it up
against a revolving cylinder fitted with sharp radial steel

knives, which remove whatever shreds of flesh have re-

mained on the hide. Goatskins and other light skins are

not split at all, but are shaved all over to give a uniform
thickness.

Currying and Finishing

Currying and finishing vary greatly according to the

kind of leather desired. Each tanner has his own method
of currying and finishing his leather. We will, however,
describe general methods for the best known leathers.

The first process to which harness leather is submitted

after being tanned and shaved is scouring. This is done
on a flat board, on which the hide is placed so that a power-
driven scouring stone goes back and forth over the hide

to work down the grain.

In order to make the leather pliable and give it longer

life it is stuffed with heavy greases. This stuffing is done
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in drums in which the leather is rolled with the warm
greases until it has absorbed them. A very thin surface

layer of the grain i.s removed with a special knife or

buffing slicker, with which the workman goes over the

hide. This is called buffing. It removes scratches and other

defects from the grain. A blacking is now put on the

grain side with a hand brush. The grain is smoothed

down several times by jacking. The jacking machine has

an arm with a reciprocating motion, which draws a blunt

steel blade or stone down over the leather under consider-

able pressure. The surplus grease is scraped off with a

dull slicker and a polish is brought up by brushing the

leather witli a revolving machine brush. The harness

leather is now ready to be sorted into grades and sold by

weights.

Collar Leather

Leather for horse collars is made in the natural tan

color of hemlock or oak tannage. It has a full grain, i.e.,

the surface of the grain is not buffed off. It is made

somewhat softer than harness leather.

Currying of Shoe Upper Leather

The dried out skins from the tan-yard are now leather,

but they are hard and lifeless. Stuffing the goods with

oils, fats and waxes is necessary for the production of

upper leather. The object of this process called stuffing

or fat-liquoring, is to coat the tanned hide fibres with the

fats which lubricate them and render the leather pliable,

and also to fill in the spaces between the fibres and thereby

give weight and water-proofness. Fat-liquoring really is

the replacing of the natural oils of the skin which have

been removed in the liming and other processes. Fat-

liquoring is generally done by drumming the leather in an

emulsion of oils and soap in warm water. The materials

used are neatsfoot oil, cod oil, tallow, stearin, ordinary

soap, etc. These materials are allowed to penetrate the

skins thoroughly.

Dyeing

At the same time as fat-Hquoring or afterwards the

skins are dyed black, brown or any other color desired, by

solutions of natural dyestuffs or aniline or other dyes in

water in which the skins are drummed. Some heavy leath-

Advertising
" Advertising is the educa-
tion of the public as to who
you are, where you are, and
what you have to offer in

the way of skill, talent or
commodity. The only man
who should not ad vertise is

the man who has nothing
to offer the world in the
way of commodity or ser-

vice."
Elbert Hubbard.
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ers arc only colored on one side. Then the colors are laid

on with a hard brush.

Setting Out

Setting out also called "putting out," has for its object

the stretching, straightening and smoothing of the leather,

and the removal of the water carried in the skins from
the coloring drums. The process is begun on a machine
but completed by hand. The leather is laid on a smooth
surface, usually a slab of marble or glass and scraped over
with a blunt steel blade, which stretches it out, and at the

same time presses it close to the slab, to which it adheres.

All wrinkles are thus removed. The leather is next dried

in hot air tunnels. After this the skins are piled and al-

lowed to remain for several days, so that the fat-liquor

will work through them and make them mellow and pliable.

They are then wet back and piled down so that the water
may permeate evenly all through, and are then ready for

staking.

Staking

A mechanical softening and stretching called staking

is given the leather. The staking machine is a table with

a wide slit down the centre, through which two arms move
back and forth meeting each other, so as to grip the skin

placed on the table between a roller on the extremity of

one and a block or two blunt blades set three inches apart

on the extremity of the other. By the motion of the arms
the skin is pulled out strongly while the operator holds one
side. After each stroke the skin is released and shifted so

that all parts may be stretched. The object of staking is

to further soften the leather and to take some of the

stretch out of it.

Tacking

Before the finish is applied to leather it is usually

"tacked" or stretched on boards while damp, to pull out the

wrinkles and get out all the stretch and to allow it to dry

with a permanent shape. The skins are laid on the wooden
tacking frames where they are stretched and tacked by two
men, one on each side, who have a tool which is both

pincers and hammer. A few tacks are pounded in on. one

side to hold the skin and then both men seize the skin

with their pincers or nippers, pull it out tight and pound

in the tacks along the edge all the way around. At night

the skins are dried by steam heat and the next morning

are taken off the frames and are staked again to resoften

them, and then trimmed with scissors.

Buffing the Grain

Skins which have a particularly defective grain are

now buffed or snuffed. This is done by removing with a

knife a very thin surface, layer of the grain or by holding

the grain side against a rapidly revolving emery wheel.

After buffing the grain side is brushed over with a com-

bination coloring and filler.

Finishing

Leather at this stage has a dull appearance and no

lustre. Those leathers which are not shined and which al-

ways h ve a dull appearance, such as are used in work
shoes, may now be sponged with oils, measured and sorted

into grades to be sold. A good many leathers are boarded

in order to give them a distinctive pattern. The grain

side is folded on itself and rolled under pressure with a

cork surface board attached to the arm. This makes a

square pattern on the surface when done up and down and

from side to side of the skin.

Leather for dress shoes on which a bright or semi-

bright lustre is desired, must be seasoned and glazed. Sea-
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soning consists in sponging the surface of the leather with

a liquid dressing consisting of albumen, or some similar

preparation which will coagulate with the heat of friction.

After seasoning and drying leather is glazed. The
glazing process brings up the polish in about the same way
that a brush does on shoes. The skins are glazed or rub-

bed over with a glass cylinder under great pressure. This

glass cylinder is placed horizontally in a pocket at the end

of a long wooden arm, which is brought down over the

skin by a connecting rod from the fly-wheel of the machine.

The skin is laid over a slanting board and held there by

the operator, who shifts its position so that all parts of the

skin come beneath the glazing cylinder which move up and

down in a straight line, continually bearing on the skin with

a heavy pressure. Some skins on which a dull polish is

wanted are brushed over the surface with a revolving roller

brush. Leathers on which a high polish is desired are

sponged with finish, dried and glazed several times in suc-

cession. If an especially smooth surface is desired the

leather is embossed after the first glazing. This is done

by placing the skin beneath the hot steel plates of a heavy

hydraulic press. The last operation is sponging a light

coating of oil over the skin.

Shoe upper leather is sold by the square foot and is

measured by power-driven measuring machines. Each skin

is passed through the machine and a dial on the machine

indicates the measurement to one-fourth of a square foot.

Patent Leather

Patent leather is chrome tanned, dried, fat-liquored,

and dyed black as previously described up to the finishing

process. Some of the grease given in fat-liquoring and

some of the oil applied to the grain are not combined with

the fibres, and unless removed will cause the varnish to

slip over the leather so that finishing becomes impossible.

De-greasing is best done by soaking the leather in naphtha

and then pressing out the naphtha and drying the leather.

When ready for finishing the skin is spread out and tacked

on a frame, and the varnish which is mainly oxidized lin-

seed oil, is applied with a brush similar to a paint brush.

The skins on these frames are then placed in ovens so that

the varnish may be baked on. Generally several coats of

varnish are baked on the skin.

Shoe upper leather is received at the shoe factory from
the tannery in bundles of one dozen skins or sides. When
it is desired to cut shoe uppers from it, the skins are un-

rolled and laid on a cutting board. The cutter places on

a skin of leather a pattern made of cardboard bound with

tin. With a sharp knife he cuts the skins around this pat-

tern into the shape desired, placing the pattern here and
there on the skin to cut it up with as little waste as pos-

sible. In order to use leather to the best advantage a var-

iety of patterns, large and small, are dove-tailed into each

other on the skin. The centre of the skin along the back
and especially at the butt end, is the best part. The flanks

and neck run much coarser in appearance and looser in

texture. They are put into the parts of the shoes which
<lo not show so much, such as the tongue and back-stay.

Linings of cloth are cut the same shape as the lee *ier for

the upper parts of shoes and are sewed to the eather.

The remaining processes in connection with uppei ' leather

have to do with the sewing of the different parts together
and attaching them to the soles.

AN APPRECIATION OF HIS WORTH
Few men of the past generation in the leather trade

have left their mark more indelibly upon their fellows
and their times than the late Arthur Russell Clarke. He
came upon the scene just when the air was rife with sug-

gestions of new methods in his particular business and he

caught the tide at the flow. His name will always be
associated with chrome tannage in Canada as amongst the

first to woo and win success in the use of this method with

light stock. The manufacture of chrome kid, calf and patent

THE LATE A. R. CLARKE, TORONTO, SEATED AT HIS DESK.

colt will always suggest the name of A. R. Clarke. As a

man amongst the trade, however, the late Mr. Clarke

always stood pre-eminent for geniality as well as thorough-

ness. In his nearly forty years of going in and out of the

trade, he made many friends by his open, fair and honorable

treatment of all who were brought into contact with him.

It was well said by a former pastor, as may be said by anyone
going in and out amongst the shoe and leather trades, that

no word has ever been heard against his good name. He
was, outside of his business, interested in many philanthropies

of the kind never reviewed in newspapers, and was forward

in the good work amongst his business associates outside

as well as inside the trades he was more particularly

interested in. He is a man who will be missed in the

largest sense of the term.

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS TO NAME A SHOE
The chance to win a cash prize for an attractive name

for a new line of women's, misses', and children's shoes in

welts, turns and McKays, is still open to any one connected
with the retail shoe business in Canada. Many sugges-

tions have been received by Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait,

makers of the celebrated "Classic" shoes, who have decided,

at the request of a large number of persons at present on
their holidays, to extend the time limit of the contest until

September 1st. Everyone is entitled to send in three sug-

gestions. The name for the new line should be distinctive,

easily remembered and comprehensive. Here is a good
chance for any proprietor or clerk, who has not yet sent in sug-

gestions, to get busy, in view of the period being extended
until September 1st. Can you select a winning name?
There is $25.00 in it for you.
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Should Repairer Vary Prices According to StockUsed?
Instead of Having One Price for Repairing Pair of Shoes He Should Have Sliding Schedule Based on Quality,

Thickness and Tannage of the Leather—How the Machine Outfit Wins Over Hand Workmen

Undoubtedly, everybody engaged in the shoe repairing

business is constantly feeling the pressure placed upon them

by the steadily advancing prices, but on account of com-

petition it seems it is difficult for them to know how to

obtain higher prices, which they are entitled to and must

have if they would remain in the business, says F. W.
Whitcher in the Shoe Repair Shop.

From my observation, and information gathered from

very reliable sources, it seems to me that there is steadily

going on in the repairing trade a process of elimination of

the old time hand shoe repairer, brought about by the advent

of the machinery repair shop, which is crowding out the

small hand workmen in every city of any size.

This is perhaps partly due to the fact that the hand

workmen cannot earn enough in the spring and fall of the

year to carry them over the dull spells of January and

February or July and August, the winter months being ex-

ceptionally hard for them to go through.

On the other hand the machinery workman is able to

keep up with his work even in rush times and by doing a

larger volume in the spring and fall, can tide himself over

the two dull periods of the year and make a living; as a

machine repair shop can turn out in the vicinity of five

times as much work per man as the hand workman.

By this evolution, the cost of machine sewed repairing

lias been brought down as low, if not lower, than nailed

work, and it is, of course, much better, as it gives far greater

flexibility.

While the prevailing prices of $1.25 for sewing on a

pair of taps and heeling, and $1.50 per pair for whole soles

sewed on and heeled, are all right and will yield a fair return,

for soles and taps of a thickness of No. 10 or 11 iron, these

prices are insufficient for heavy, firm taps or soles.

Higher Price for Heavy Work

For instance, a light tap costs the repairer from 20 to

30 cents per pair; whereas heavy and firm leather of a

superior tannage and from the best part of the hide, costs

them in taps from 35 cents to 40 cents, and whole soles from

50 cents to 55 cents ; hence the better and firmer goods,

which will wear from two to five times as long as the light

and cheaper grades of leather, ought to yield a higher price

to the repairer.

In order to accomplish this, it would appear as though

the repairer could gradually bring this about by educating the

public to the fact that there are all kinds and varieties of

leather; that it is only leather of a thickness of No. 10 or 11

iron of a fair quality which can be used in repair work, for

which $1.25 for tapping and heeling and $1.50 for whole

soling and heeling is charged; and by showing a prospective

customer the different thicknesses of leather, and explaining

to him when some competitor offers to do the work for $1.00

per pair, that he can repair the shoes at that price, providing

he wants a thin or light stock and then showing him the

heavier, firmer grades of stock of different thicknesses; mak-

ing different prices for the work according to the thicker

and better grade of stock which may be selected by the cus-

tomer, he will gladly pay a higher price when lie knows he

will ^ct far greater wear from it.

In other words, by tjsjng tact and ordinary business intel-

ligence, instead of having one price for repairing a pair of

shoes, he should make his price according to the quality and

thickness of leather the customer wants the tap or sole to be,

and by varying his prices according to the quality, weight

and tannage of the leather, he can always explain to his cus-

tomer why it costs more for a thicker and better leather and
can so convince his trade of the fairness of making his

charges that way.

Some repairers are doing this and have a board arranged

at a convenient place in the shop with upright pins attached

to it, and have samples of taps and soles from the cheapest

to the best arranged in the spaces between the pins on the

board, which they use in illustrating to their customers the

different thicknesses and quality of leather, and make their

prices accordingly.

The customer cannot carry the thickness of leather with

his eye and realizing that all leather is very expensive will

readily appreciate the reason for having to pay more for the

better and thicker grades compared with the thinner and
lighter.

While the price for nailed work is arranged somewhat
lower than that of sewed work, it is a fact that by the adop-

tion of machinery, the sewed work can now be done just as

cheaply as nailed.

Price of Nailed Work

For this reason, repairers ought to make the price of

nailed work to their customers the same as sewed. If they

did this the customer would naturally choose the sewed work
in place of nailed, and he would consequently make a larger

profit on all of his work.

In some shops, the part where the actual work is done

is partitioned off from the room where the customer enters,

and so a nice place is made for the customers to bring their

shoes and to wait for them if in a hurry and wishing to take

them away with them.

The feature of water-proofing soles, particularly thin and

light soles, to prevent the wetting of the feet, could be devel-

oped to advantage and a charge made accordingly.

The tips of children's shoes could be re-enforced by

putting copper or leather tips over them where the staving

boy is apt to kick them out.

New counters can be inserted to straighten up the shoe

where the old ones have broken down.

Linings can be repaired and an old shoe really made
almost as good as new, giving the customer greater comfort

and prolonging the life of the shoe, enough to warrant the

expenditure for the work done.

By catering to all of these little niceties and showing the

customer how by fixing this part and that part the shoes can

be made to give much more service, they increase their busi-

ness, gradually developing it until it assumes fairly large

proportions for shoe repairing.

There is no question but that if shoe repairers will study

the possibility of improving the business in all of these ways,

and educate the public to the necessity of charging more for

thicker and better grades of leather, they can hold their trade

against competitors, and at prices which will yield to them

satisfactory returns.

J. F. Griffin, a practical shoemaker, who has had 18

years' experience and recently resigned his position as super-

intendent of Sterling Bros., has opened an up-to-date modern
shoe repair plant at 383 Front street, London, Ont., where

he will make shoes to order and do repairing.
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How to Properly Compute Shoe Retailing Costs
Authority Calls Attention to the Fact That It Costs More to Send Shoes Home in a $2,000 Auto, Than to Carry

Them Home Under the Arm—Modern Store Service Requires Good Cost Accounting—Shoe
Trade is Working Toward Accuracy in Figures Slowly but Surely.

When I was a youngster mother gave me a stick and

told me to go to the shoe store and get a pair of shoes to fit

that stick. It was the size of sister's foot. I got the shoes,

and lugged them home, wrapped up in a paper, under my
arm. I left with the retailer the S2 bill that mother pinned

to my coat so that I wouldn't lose it. The shoes were roomy.

They fitted sister comfortably. She put them on and wore

them. And that completed the transaction of the sale of a

pair of shoes in my boyhood days.

Those were simple, inexpensive days. I now realize it.

Daughter has grown up to be as big as was sister in the days

when I went to the store for her shoes. This is the way in

which she gets her shoes. It is a complex way, compared
with the simple ways in which I got sister's shoes. There

seems as much red tape to it as there is to a government

contract. And the expense of it is good and plenty.

The Modern Way of Selling

First, daughter looks over the advertisements in the.

newspapers. Then she puts on her bonnet and goes shopping.

She goes to three or four stores, or perhaps more. She in-

spects the lavish window displays. She examines the pretty

shoes that the obliging clerks show to her. After she re-

views a fair number of shoes, she makes up her mind about

the style and the price shoes that she wishes. Then she is

fitted, an obliging clerk trying three or four pairs upon her

feet, to get just the right size. Then she says, "Send them,

please." The clerk ties them up in a neat carton, and an
auto brings them to our door. Th clerk rings up the charge

on the cash register, and the bookkeeper enters it on the

books, and, later, I get a bill, in payment of which I send a

check, in return for which I get a receipted bill.

Now I guess you will allow that is a pretty complicated
way in which to get a pair of shoes. It looks mighty com-
plicated to me, as I remember the simple way of the days
when mother sent me to the store to get a pair of shoes for

sister. But I believe that you will agree with me that

millions of women shop as does daughter.

When Things Were at Rock Bottom

I am not finding fault with the way daughter shops.

It is the common practice. Women shoppers everywhere
demand the service that the stores give them. It is expen-

sive service, comparatively speaking. Just remember that,

when I was a boy and bought shoes for sister, I paid cash for

those shoes and lugged them home myself. So there was no
$2,000 auto, with a S20 a week chauffeur, and no office,

with clerks and machines, for the purchase and maintenance
of which the retailer had to levy on the $2 bill that mother
pinned on my coat. Nor did the retailer have any important

items of expense for advertising, or for window displays.

Nor did he have to charge off bunches of money on shoes

that went out of style all of a sudden and were sacrificed

on the bargain counter. He was down to rock bottom costs

of doing business. That is, I believe, the reason he could sell

shoes at $2 a pair. Daughter's shoes cost $5 or $6 a pair

to-day. And there is less leather in them than were in

sister's $2 shoes. It is the costs of doing business that add
a lot to shoe prices to-day.

We Must Pay for Service

But I'm not complaining at the costs of doing business.

If we want service in stores to-day, we must be willing to

pay for it, and pay for it cheerfully, too. The only thing

that I want to kick about is the variation in the charges

made for services in selling a pair of shoes. I can see Bill

Jones, who is one of the customers of my shoe manufacturing

firm, getting about 75 cents a pair for his services in selling

shoes. And I can also see John Smith getting $2.25 a pair

for his services in selling shoes. John is one of our customers,

too. He is making money. He has the nerve to charge all

his trade will bear. If his luck keeps up, he will soon be able

THREE LIVE MEMBERS OF TORONTO SHOE RETAILERS' EXECUTIVE

GEO. E. CHAMBERS, REGAL SHOE STORE A. LEVY RIGHT FORM SHOE STORE F. A. GUINIVAN, WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
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to retire. But poor Bill Jones is just struggling along.

He will go down and out, soon or late, unless he mends his

ways and gets more per pair for his services in selling shoes.

I am not applauding John Smith and his big chrages.

He is getting too large a margin of profit on his shoes to make
his business a long time, conservative investment. But I

would much rather sell him shoes from my factory than Bill

Jones. What would please me most would be to have them
strike a happy medium for their costs of service, and keep

up to it, or down to it, whichever you please, so that I

could sell shoes to both.

Of course, we will never go back to the days of my
boyhood, when I went to the store with a stick, the size of

sister's foot, and got shoes for her. That way is gone for-

evermore. But I am thinking we have not found the perfect

way of figuring costs of selling shoes, and making charges

for our services in selling shoes in retail stores, and I am fear-

ing that business will not be really good and profitable until

we do.

The Most Important Item

This matter of figuring costs of retailing, it seems to me,

is the most important item in the shoe trade to-day. To go

back a bit, to my boyhood days, the retailer had scarcely

any more costs of doing business than a farmer has costs

of maintaining a hitching post in front of his door. Then
the retailer did all the business himself, except delivering,

for I lugged home the shoes under my arm. To-day, in a

first class, modern store, it takes ten or twelve persons to

complete the sale of a pair of shoes.

There is the manager, the buyer, the advertising writer,

the window dresser, the fitting clerk, the bundle wrapper,

and the chauffeur, who delivers the shoes. Besides, there

are the office clerks, who make the charges and collect the

bills. They are all in the retail store, mind you. Then
there is the equipment of the store, including the electric

lights, the cash register, and the typewriter, all of which

were unknown to the retailer who fitted the shoes to the stick

that I brought to the store.

All of these things cost money. They are worth it.

People are willing to pay for them. Yet many a retailer

is always scheming and working to get back to $2 shoe days.

He will do it, even though he knows the story of the folly

of the shoe stitchers who wanted to hang Elias Howe to a

AN INTERIOR VIEW OF SUTHERLAND'S SHOP HOSPITAL 389A

HLKURY ST,, MONTREAL, WHICH DOES A LARGE
BUSINESS IN THE REPAIR LINE.

sour apple tree because he had made a machine that would
do the work which they had been doing by hand. Many
of those stitchers, who were willing to join in the lynching

bee, lived to see their wages double and triple and their work
become much lighter and their hours of labor shorter.

Have to Figure Cost First

As sure as shooting, we are going to see a development
in retail trade like that which took place among the stitchers

after they had got to using Howe's machine. Retailers are

going to organize their stores, and to put them on a strong,

substantial and profitable basis. But before they do it

they have got to figure their costs of doing business accur-

ately, just as an engineer has to figure the weights of a bridge

accurately before he can go ahead with the construction of it.

The shoe trade is working towards such accuracy in

figuring. But it has not got there yet. Why, there are

some fellows selling shoes at $3 a pair whose costs of doing

business are precisely the same as those of fellows who are

selling shoes at $5 a pair. They are doing business on a
wooden bridge, that most any flood tide is likely to carry

away, when they should have a good and sturdy iron bridge.

HANDLING HOSIERY IS PROFITABLE
It is sometimes quite a surprise to a merchant, who has

confined his business strictly to shoes, to learn what a small

investment is necessary to install a stock of stockings. Very
often the shoe man has an idea that a very considerable

investment in merchandise is required in order to enable

a stocking department to conduct a successful business.

The fact is that highly successful stocking departments
conduct their business on a very small investment in mer-

i chandise, re-ordering frequently in small lots, and recording

i rapid turn-over.

l Inquiry has led to the conclusion that the average

shoe store desiring to install a stock of men's stockings can
buy the necessary variety of styles in proper sizes and desir-

able quantities for S150. Such an investment would furnish

a very complete line in the leading styles and colors, in some
such variety as: A popular line of silk lisle to retail at 25c

and 35c; a line of pure silk and silk finish fibre to retail at

50c. These are, of course, the grades in most general de-

mand. The assortment of styles would include stockings

i in black, white, tan, and a considerable number of other

solid colors, together with clocked and fancy effects in silk

lisle at the lower price and in silk at the higher price. With
this sort of a selection, the shoe merchant is enabled to satisfy

a very large percentage of all men's requirements.

It is universally true that the stocking department
shows a far larger turn-over for the year than any shoe de-

partment is likely to do. The small stock of merchandise
is turned many times through quick sale, and so the expense

of selling stockings is considerably reduced. In fact, with

small stocking departments not in charge of a special sales-

woman, the department is not charged with any overhead

expense, as the space required for the display and sale of

stockings is so small that room for it can be easily found

near the entrance to the store. Very little time is required

to look after stock and make sales and the expense of such

work is offset, in the judgment of many shoe men, by the

advertising value of the bright, enlivening appearance which
stockings give to shoe store interiors and window displays.

The chief extra expense in connection with the stocking

department is the cost of a few fixtures necessary to proper

stocking displays.

For these reasons most shoe merchants consider the

gross profits in the sale of stockings as just so much velvet.

F. C. Wilkinson, shoe retailer, of Owen Sound, has

bought the stock of W. F. Gray, who has been in busi-

J
ness in that town for a number of years.
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A Spirited Defense of "Millinery for the Feet"
Surely Woman is Entitled to Clothe Her Limbs as Beautifully as Her Head—Retailers Should Get as High Price

for Novelties and Fads as Milliners Get for Their Dainty and Dazzling Creations—Femininity

Demands Something New Which Shoe Man Must Provide.

Dear Mr. Editor:— In a recent issue of one of the shoe

magazines, the long suffering shoe retailer has been told that

his troubles are imaginary; that he is merely having "a
case of nerves." Retailer and manufacturer, being so greatly

dependent upon each other, it follows that the same condition

must be true of the shoe manufacturer.

Living here in New York city, on Broadway and Fifth

Avenue, every business day, my business life depending

upon the correctness of my observation and study of shoe

conditions, I also have been very anxious and disturbed,

because it is my judgment that we are up against the problem

of our lives. We are all caught in an upheaval—a revolution

in the shoe industry. Perhaps the word "evolution"' would

be better, because the old order of things is passing away
and the new conditions are complicated, perplexing, entirely

different from the old.

My reason for writing this article is because, located

here in New York, studying the situation, I believe I can help

my fellow citizens engaged in our great industry by pointing

out new, helpful roads for them to travel upon. If my views

are not accepted, no harm will have been done; all I ask is

credit for my attempt to be of help in this nation-wide time

of trouble in the shoe industry.

Footwear Gone Mad

Before me is a two-page illustrated article from Sunday's

New York Herald, June 13th; also a cutting from the New
York Times, same day, entitled "Footwear Gone Mad."
Both tell their own story, but I believe footwear nas not

gone mad; it is coming to its own. In Oriental countries

we are told that the best dressed ladies wear jewels upon
their feet, as well as upon their hands and upon their heads.

Why should not a beautiful woman wear millinery upon her

feet as well as upon her head? With many of them their

feet surely are much better looking than their heads; a

woman loses her beauty—her hair, her eyesight, her teeth.

Her face becomes aged and wrinkled, but her beautiful feet

and ankles are the features she retains until the end.

A woman in entitled to clothe her beautiful feet beau-

tifully. What does this then mean to the shoe man?
It means, that the shoemaker, who sticks to his last

will be obliged to make boots for lumber men, plough men,
soldiers and keep away from shoes for modern women.

The shoe factory man now faces a harder proposition

than the wholesale manufacturer of millinery for ladies,

because the fit and durability of a hat does not count for

much. It is art that counts; a woman pays ten times the

value of the raw materials, when she buys a finished hat.

He Must Be All Things

The shoe factory man must be a milliner, a dressmaker,

a tailor, because his shoes must fit better than a hat, must
stand one hundred times the wear that a hat ever gets, must
display all the art and good taste of milliner, dressmaker,

tailor and bootmaker.
It is no wonder that the poor retailer is anxious and

worried; he ought to be. This revolution is going to either

wipe him off the face of the earth to give place to a new
• • race of shoe retailers and shoe factory men, or the present

retailers and factory men have got to adapt themselves to

the new conditions.

I strongly advise that the first step that shoe retailers

' and shoe factory men take is to employ more and more young,

educated women in their business, making it more and more
like millinery and dressmaking. The millinery houses are

owned by men but operated by women. I think the same is

largely true of dressmaking firms. I strongly advise that

we follow the lead of these industries and employ more
women; then, I strongly advise that these women be sent

to New York at least twice a year and, if possible, occasion-

ally to Paris and London at least once a year, to study
styles.

Get Big Price for Novelties

Finally, above all things, I advise that retailers demand
as large a price for millinery shoes as the milliner gets for

millinery hats. He ought to get more because he sells two
shoes at one price, to one person, while the milliner only sells

one hat to one person for one price. If any shoeman does

not know what price to ask for his shoes, I advise him to go
to his wife or grown-up daughter and ask them what they
pay for their hats. If he gets millinery prices for his shoes,

he never will kick at selling millinery shoes. He must not
sell millinery shoes at staple prices; he must follow the

example of millinery and clothing stores, and ask big prices

at the beginning of the season, enabling him to work the law
of average in his business, and sell the poor styles later, at

low prices, at bargain sales, thus working off all dead stock,

for no woman can resist a bargain.

Looking backward, I can see how slowly but irresistibly

this revolution has been growing; ten years ago, when we
were advertising cravanette for shoes in double pages in

the shoe magazines, many ridiculed us and told us we were
wasting our money. They said cloth tops would never go.

A few years ago, when we advertised and sent out sam-
ples of fawn and grey cloths for shoe tops, very few took us

HOME OF AURORA CALF

One of the most complete, up-to-date leather factories

of Canada is that of the Collis Leather Co. Limited, of

Aurora. Ont. Mr. Collis, who has had charge of some of

the most modern plants on this side of the water as well as

in Great Britain, knows the calfskin business thoroughly.

Mr. • A. Bonisteel, the secretary-treasurer and energetic

sales manager, knows and handles the selling end. The
reputation of "Aurora Calf" has not only made itself felt

in the Dominion of Canada, but has already made a favor-

able impression abroad. This firm claims to be the largest

importers of raw French calf skins in America.
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seriously. The tidal wave on colors came last fall; there

was a wild rush such as the shoe industry had never seen.

Shoe men must learn the ways of women and fashion.

One of their maxims, more unchanging than the Constitu-

tion is: " One might as well be out of the world as out of the

fashion."

America is now the world's wealthiest nation. The vast

gr6wth of clubs for women—bridge, dancing, country clubs

—long vacations, both winter and summer, has changed our

living conditions. .Our wives and daughters don't have to

work as our mothers worked, thank God!
Rich women rush fashions, because, as soon as the rich

woman finds that her cook has a hat, gown or shoes like hers,

she demands something new, which the shoe man must
provide, just as the milliner and dressmaker does.

Some years ago r when we introduced our white Egyptian

Reignskin cloth, costing about 15 cents per pair more than

Sea Island canvas, which, in, those days, was luxurious

compared with army canvas, many shoe men said nobody
would ever buy cloth of such high quality. Instead of

nobody buying it, everybody wanted to buy it. We could

not supply all the demand when the rush came.

3 No, the shoe retailer is not up aganist "a case of nerves."

His poor, overstrained nerves have a right to ache—he is

face to face with a revolution. Sincerely yours,
—Wm. F. Peters, Peters Mfg. Co., Boston and New York.

NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM ST. JOHN
Friends of David B. Pidgeon in the shoe trade in East-

ern Canada, will be pleased to learn of his having been pro-

moted to the rank of Captain with No. 5 Company, C. A.

yf

CAPT. D. B. PIDGEON, ST. JOHN, N.B.

S. C, now on overseas duty in England, and expecting soon

to be sent to France. He left St. John, N.B., as lieutenant,

but has been promoted to paymaster captain. Capt.

Pidgeon was formerly in the retail boot and shoe business

in North End, St. John, now being conducted during his

absence by L. T. Roberts, who has been in the service of

C. B. Pidgeon for many years.

Walter L. Jones, formerly a popular member of the

traveling staff df the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., of Frederic-

ton, N.B., is also a member of No. 5 Company, C. A. S. C.

He belongs to St. John, where he enlisted and went on over-

sea!; duty with the unit-, holding the' rank of company pay-

master sergeant. ,\Vben he reached England Sergt. Jones

found that if he wished to hold his rank he would have to
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Mb' Jut
remain in England. "That's not what I enlisted for" the

plucky ex-shoe traveler said. "If I can't get to France as a

sergeant, then I can do so as a private. Here are my
stripes." There was nothing for it, he was determined to

see action in France, and reluctantly Lieut. -Col. Massie,

formerly manager in St. John for the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., accepted his resignation from the ser-

geant's office, which Jones had filled with outstanding ability.

Word received at his home here this week, however^ was
that Walter Jones was too bright a young fellow to remain
in, the ranks, and once again he had been made a non-com.,
this time with nothing to thwart his ambition to get to the

front.

R. T. Hayes, manager for the J. M. Humphrey Co.,

Limited, St. John, N.B., has been honored with an appoint-

ment to a special assessment commission selected this week
by Mayor Frink. It consists of seven leading and repre-

sentative citizens, the idea being an investigation into the
assessment system in this city, and the possibility of making
a revision or improvement. Mr. Hayes has been active in

civic affairs, having been a former alderman, and the choice

has met with popular approval.

Commercial travelers throughout the Maritime Prov-

inces, including representatives of the boot and shoe trade,

are interesting themselves in a schene to provide two motor
ambulances for service with the Red Cross at the front.

They held a well attended meeting in the board of trade

rooms last week, at which the matter was enthusiasti-

cally favored and many subscriptions received. The trav-

elers, regardless of what association they are affiliated with,

will subscribe at least five dollars each to the fund, which,

on the day after the project was announced, had already

totalled S500, and was growing rapidly. The motor ambu-
lances will be given in the name of the Maritime Com-
mercial Travelers.

RIGHT WAY TO FIGURE PROFITS

If an article cost $5.00 and sells for $6.00 the profit is

16 2-3 per cent. $6.00 less $5.00 leave $1.00 profit. $1.00

divided by the sale price $6.00 decimally gives 16 2-3 per

cent.

If a shoe costs $3.75, what must it sell for to show 25

per cent, profit? Answer, $5.00. Deduct 25 from 100,

this gives a remainder of 75, the percentage of cost. If

375 is 75 per cent., 1 per cent must be $3.75 divided by 75,

or 5c, and 100 per cent, must be 5 times 100 or $5.00. If

you mark your goods as many do, by adding 25 per cent

to your cost price as your selling price, you would get but
$4.69 or 31c less than by the former method. When you
take 25 per cent off your price by the former method you
have your cost $3.75 intact. Take 25 per cent off when
figuring by the second and see if you will.

As it costs from 15 per cent to 25 per cent to do business,

here is given a table showing what a shoe must be sold for

above the percentage price to make a certain percentage of

profit.

Add to cost 17.65% to make on selling price 15%.
Add to cost 19.05% to make on selling price 16%.
Add to cost 20.00% to make on selling price 16 2-3%.
Add to cost 20.49% to make on selling price 17%.
Add to cost 21.96% to make on selling price 18%.
Add to cost 23.46% to make on selling price 19%.
Add to cost 25.00% to make on selling price 20%.
Add to cost 26.58% to make on selling price 21%.
Add to cost 28.21% to make on selling price 22%.
Add to cost 29.88% to make on selling price 23%. •

Add to cost 31.58% to make on selling price 24%.
Add to cost 33 1-3% to make on selling price 25%.
Add to cost 53.85% to make on selling price 35%.
Add to cost 66 2-3% to make on selling price 40%.
Add to cost 100% to make on selling price 50%.
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There is a kind of fascination in breaking the law

with some folks and it extends to some very respectable

people, too. There are people, for instance, who would
shrink in horror from shop-lifting who

LAW- have no compunction about smuggling.

BREAKING There are men who would not think of

robbing a bank who will force extra

discounts and squeeze unjust concessions from those who
sell them goods. There are hundreds of "little" law break-

ers who comfort themselves on Sundays with the thought

that they are not common vulgar sinners. There are plenty

of law breakers who do not realize that they are violating

any statute of God or man and who go right along until

they are brought up short at the bar of judgment. There
are those who violate the laws of health, for instance, and
only realize the fact that they have been running counter to

the laws of their bodies when they have to drop their tasks

and put up the penalty. "Whoso keepeth the law is a

wise son but he that is a companion of riotous men (literally,

feedeth gluttons) shameth his father." There are plenty

who break the laws of sensible living and blame providence

when the bill has to be paid. "Work more and eat less"

is good advice for both old and young this age.

It is a bad thing when you see a man who knows better

running with "sinners." When you find a clergyman
"mixing" with race track touts or a business man with

drunkards, you may be fairly sure it

"MIXING" is not to reform them. It is all right to

WITH EVIL give these people a lift or a leg up morally,

but to be frequently in their company
is good evidence of a leaning towards their ways. Worse
still is it to see a decent man herding with loafers and joining

in their coarse jokes and evil conversation. If you haven't

sand enough to take your stand for righteousness when you
are in a crowd of loose-tongued and easy-conscienced fellows,

keep away from them or they will make you worse than they
are. The most pitiable sight in all the world is a man who
has had the opportunities and inclinations of a respectable

life sinking to the level of those whose highest ideals in life are

those of the bar-room and card table. "A righteous man
falling down before the wicked is as a troubled fountain

and a corrupt spring."

You talk about hard times, but it is hard to believe

there is much suffering when you look at people coming out
of the theatres or "movies" or when you look at the crowded

excursion boats or the jammed seats

HARD TIMES at the ball game. At the very least

we are not stinting ourselves these days,
war or no war, and that is the truth. That is why the
line-up at the bar and iced drinks counter beats that of the
recruiting station. The young fellows of our country
are having so good a time that they are willing to leave the
Cockneys and Cossacks to fill their places at the front.

They would rather air their new clothes and chase skirts

than don the king's uniform and fight for their country.
The curse of Canada for some years past has been the
love of easy money and good times. The spirit of Uriah,
the husband of Bathsheba, who refused to stay at home
with his wife when the fate of his country hung in the balance
is sadly lacking. "It is not a good thing to eat much
honey." It does more than give a sour stomach. It unfits

him for the plain fare and trying experiences of the trenches.

Don't run away with the idea that it is not Christianity

to knock a little sense sometimes into the head of a man
before you give him the gospel of love. It is a good thing

to feed your enemy, but there are times
GIVE HIM when a full stomach is not the best
BREAD thing for him. There are men whom a

good crack on the head will do more good
than a shake of the hand. To "turn the other cheek"
means often to give a bully a chance to develop his mean-
ness and get up courage to inflict it on someone who can't

resent it. Just now there is some talk by "peace at any
price " enthusiasts about ending the present war and stopping
the carnage. To let Germany get away with the frightful-

ness of the past few months would be to do her an injury

as great even as those who are likely to suffer from the toler-

ance of this spirit. This is a case where the policy of "giving
bread" to the enemy means helping him to continue his

horrible course.

Have you ever had a broken tooth? Have you ever
had to turn your bite over to the other side and manoeuvre
it around to get it fit to swallow? Have you ever suddenly

dropped the damaged molar on a crust

BROKEN or a cherry pit? If you have and kept
TEETH your religion you are a hero. There

are men just like a broken tooth, they are

only in the way. The fact that they are men makes the
excuse for trying to use them, but they are a constant menace
to the faith and good will of their fellows. "Confidence
in an unfaithful man in a time of trouble is like a broken
tooth." Have you ever set a man at a job and gone on
with your other arrangements only to find that your man
shirked or miscarried and brought all your plans to naught.
It is better to drop a fellow you can't depend on than try

to reform him. Charity is all right in its place but there are

men who make their place of business "homes for incap-
ables, " which is the dearest form of philanthropy a man can
indulge in. "A faithful man who can find?" They are

scarce and when you find one grapple him to you with
hooks of steel.

There is no doubt that the authorities are right in making
as rigid a test as possible with the young men offering them-
selves for service in the army. This war is no pic-nic.

Life in the trenches and battlefield calls for

THE ARMY the best that our young manhood can offer.

TEST As never before, the material put forth by
the nation must combine the best qualities

of alertness and endurance that belong to the soldier. It

may seem ridiculous that men should be rejected on account
of their teeth or eyes who are otherwise fit, but it has been
said an army travels on its stomach, and these days of

mixed warfare a man has to be able to see what he is fighting.

"The horse is prepared against the day of battle" was said

at a time when the individual horse counted in the conflict.

To-day it is the men who count and it is only right that the

army surgeon should see that no broken, spavined, short-

sighted units make up the force

that is fighting for the world's

freedom. If men would only

have the same care in prepar-

ing themselves for the battle

of life there would be fewer

disasters.
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SPOTLESS TAN SHOES IN THE FUTURE
A tan leather has been tanned in such a way that is

said to be spotless. Tan shoes are pretty and look well for

perhaps the first three or four weeks, with good care, but
after that they begin to get spotted and when they are shined

the paste and liquid is put right on over the spots, as it is

almost impossible to get all the spots out. Then that is

the time when most of us wish that we had bought a pair

of black shoes. However, if this spotless leather is all that

it is cracked up to be it should have a big sale and become
very popular.

It is said that mud, water, oil, or even ink, will not
spot it. It is in reality a tan patent leather, but it will not

crack, and comes in rich shades of tan and brown; combina-
tions are made of the two shades. All that is necessary

to clean it is a sponge and soapy water. When the shoe

dries it regains its original lustre.

APPEARANCE IS WHAT IS WANTED
It does seem too bad that so many frills and fancies

must be added to footwear. All this fanciness does not

increase the wear of the shoe, but instead increases the cost

to a great extent. There are many items in shoe manufac-
turing that are an absolute waste of energy and money.
The frills, however, are necessary nowadays for the sake of

appearance and to aid in selling the shoes, says Shoe Topics.

Service does not count so much in a shoe to-day; ap-

pearance is what is wanted and what the public is paying for.

Looks are the big factor in selling. Graceful lines

do not necessarily cost any more than ungraceful lines.

Comfort in a shoe is no added expense, either. The last

governs the comfort, and, therefore, this causes no added
expense.

The added expense for the sake of looks starts from
the top of the factory. For instance, everyone knows that

a plain edge is stronger than a folded one. A folded one
looks better, however, so the additional 3-8 of an inch of

leather is used for a fold. Then much perforating is done
in the stitching department. A shoe without perforating is

stronger, but perforating looks prettier. Top-bands, mean-
ing extra cost in labor and materials, do not add to the

serviceability of the shoes even if they do add to their length

of wear. In fact, if the expense of stitch separating had been
eliminated the shoes could be repaired more satisfactorily.

Again the material and labor of buffing shoes takes

some wear out of them. A shoe not sanded will wear longer,

as the sanding cuts off the grain of the sole, and the expense

of coloring the sole again is added. The shoe is now prac-

tically finished, but there are still some unnecessary frills

to be added. The soles and heels are wheeled. Often

a top-band stamp and a bottom stamp are put on, but how
much do these stamps add to the wearing quality? The
cartons are also an expense. Years ago when the cheaper

shoes were sold without cartons this was saved, but no manu-
facturer to-day would be foolhardy enough to try to sell

shoes without each pair in a separate carton.

If all these unnecessary items could be omitted it would

be enough for the manufacturer's profit. If, however, one

of them should neglect these things he would make no profit

at all, because he would not sell any shoes. The public get

educated to wanting a certain thing and they are willing to

pay for it; they must have it. If, however, the serviceable

shoe without the frills and fancies were manufactured and
worn, more comfort would be obtained.

AVOID WASTE ON CHEAP SHOES
Persons buying cheap shoes expect to get as much wear

from them as if they purchased a pair of the higher grade

shoes. In many cases, however, necessity compels them to

get more wear out of them.
In cheaper shoes the stock is cheaper and on many

operations the labor cost can be cut; one operation is often

enough, where two or more are used on high-priced goods.

Again, in cheap shoes, some operations are dispensed with

entirely. However, there are three operations on which

nothing can be saved on labor; they are inking, cementing
and cleaning.

In most factories where several grades of shoes are made
there seems to be much more ink and cement allowed to get

on the uppers of the cheaper grades. Not enough care is

taken, but of course the better grade of shoes receive more
attention than the cheap grade. When cheap shoes are

being manufactured, avoid waste and unnecessary labor

as far as possible. The less cleaning there is necessary

on cheaper shoes the better they will look when shipped.

Inking and cementing require much skill and to do it

right one grade of shoes must be given as much attention

as the other.
* * *

SOME IDEAS ABOUT TURN SHOES
Many manufacturers, as well as many shoe workers,

have an idea that a thick sole cannot be worked in a turn

shoe because it cannot be turned. This is a wrong idea,

for it is possible to turn any sole, no matter how thick,

if it is of good, pliable stock. There are some shops now
where such soles can be seen and the workmen have no more
troubles turning them than they have with light soles.

In making a turn shoe they save the cost of the insole

and welt, as compared to a Goodyear welt, and the saving

made on these two items is enough to enable a manufacturer

to put in the best kind of outstock. In such a sole the con-

sumer gets almost double wear for the thickness of a welt

and light sole, put into a welt shoe with the same edge, is

all represented in the one sole of the turn. This is one

reason why it is so often claimed that a turn gives extra good
satisfaction in wear.

Many of the turns now made for women have plain

toes, and usually a shoe of this type is very comfortable.

The real comfortable shoe should be made with a common
sense toe no matter whether it is a turn or not. There are

some who claim that a plain toe upper lasts longer, but how-
ever this may be it will be far easier on the toes, and this is

the main thing. A tip never adds anything to a shoe with

the exception of expense.
* * *

SELLING SEASONS NEED ADJUSTMENT
"The past weeks have demonstrated clearly that many

shoe merchants are in business solely for their health, for

how else would you interpret the chaos as to the opening
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of the low shoe season and the duration of that season,"

says Frederick Allan, of Lynn, Mass. "To-day the shoes

are no sooner put in stock than the prices are cut and un-
loading commences. This panicky feeling can only be charg-

ed to the merchant's own lack of confidence in his merchand-
ising. Why should such a condition prevail? Is it good
business to sell gold dollars at 50 cents, for actually that is

being done? The list price of your shoes is not the only cost

item, for to that must be added the cost of buying, the freight

and the pro-rata overhead charges. Putting the shoe on
sale in May, June or July at anything less than the figured

selling price is a crime against the profit sheet of the store

and your pocketbook to be more explicit.

"I believe that you would be doing an unequalled service

to the shoe trade if they would start a discussion as to ' why
the sale of low cuts is supposed to be over the 15th day of

May, when the purchasing public has hardly started to buy
low cuts by the 15th day of May.'

"And when you furthermore consider that the public

buys low cuts up to the first of November, the situation

offers even greater grounds for discussion.

"There should be a well-defined season for low cuts,

just the same as there is for boots.

"Prices are to-day being slashed by certain concerns

on certain low-cut styles, before the consumer has had a
chance to say whether or not she wants to buy these styles,

and considering that the chances are even in favor of her
wanting to buy these styles, these price-cutting methods are

all the more to be deplored.

"A well-defined, low-cut buying-and-selling season would
mean more to the welfare of the shoe trade at the present

time than any other feature.

"Now is the time for the buyer to have confidence in

what he has bought and the courage of his convictions to

merchandise his low cuts at a profit. There is every reason
to expect that, sales at regular prices can be made the rule

up to August 1st instead of the exception."

* * *

DEATH OF LEADING MANUFACTURER
The news of the death of John Palmer, of Fredericton,

N.B., managing director of the Palmer-McLellan Shoepack
Co., and a leader of industry in the capital of New Bruns-

THE LATE JOHN PALMER, FREDERICTON, N.B.

wick, caused keen regret amongst a wide circle of friends
last week. While in the Old Country early this year he was
taken ill, and since his home-coming he has been confined

to his home. Paralysis was the cause of death. Mr. Palmer
who was 64 years old, was a native of the province, and
was connected with the leather trade all his life. He entered

the employ of the late Edward Brown in his tannery as a

young man. and was later admitted to partnership with him
under the firm name of Brown & Palmer. He became sole

proprietor about twenty-five years ago, when Mr. Brown
died. The business became known as the John Palmer Co.,

Limited, in 1901. In 1910 Mr. Palmer severed his connec-

tion with the company. For some time he was managing
director of the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., of which he was one
of the promoters. With his son-in-law, W. A. McLellan,

about three years ago he promoted the Palmer-McLellan
Shoe Pack Co., becoming managing director and holding this

position up to his death. For many years Mr. Palmer has
been recognized as one of the foremost leather manufac-
turers in Canada. He perfecced a system of tanning leather

in oil and extended sales of footwear manufactured by this

firm from coast to coast. For two terms he served as mayor
of Fredericton, being active in civic affairs. He was a mem-
ber of the Masonic order and his funeral was conducted
under their auspices. Three sons, Chas. K., William and
James, and three daughters, Mrs. W. A. McLellan, Misses

Hazel and Grace, survive.
* * *

SECURES SOME BIG ORDERS ABROAD
N. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Montreal, who has been in Europe for some time, recently

secured a large rush order from the French government
for 26,000 pairs of rest shoes and 50,000 pairs of army shoes.

Delivery has to be made before the end of the present

N. TETRAULT, MONTREAL

month and the contract has been divided equally between
the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co. and Eufresne &
Locke. The order was secured frcm samples made by the
former firm. The rest shce is a McKay dcngcla bal, with

plain toe and dark brown duck top. It carries a solid leather

counter and makes a most comfortable shce. The bottom
stock is of oak tanned leather. The army shoe is of a dif-

ferent type from the regulation one. It is made from black-

side leather, vegetable tanned, grain side out, with bellows

tongue, and Goodyear welted. The soles are of oak tanned
leather and there are sixty hobnails in each sole. The shank
is reinforced. The heel is solid loose nailed, no heel plates

being used. Mr. Tetrault was in Rome last week and it

is understood was negotiating with the Italian government
in connection with an order for army shoes.
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ANOTHER SHOEMAN BECOMES BENEDICT
"Ken" Murray, of the firm of

Johnston & Murray, was not long in

following the example of his partner,

Reg. Johnston, by enlisting in the

matrimonial ranks. He was married

at the "Little Church Around the

Corner" in New York city, on July

14, to Miss Hazel Kirke Simpson, who
resides in Baltimore, Md. Many
friends will extend congratulations to

Mr. Murray, who was one of the founders of the Murray
Shoe Co., and sold their first shoes on the road, his ground
being from London to Montreal. That was some 14 or

15 years ago. He has been at the selling game ever since

and has met with a large share of success. In 1912 he

joined company with Mr. Johnston, and opened up an
attractive retail shoe store in the Forest City, under the name
of Johnston & Murray. Some months ago they bought out

a store in St. Thomas, and are also conducting a most suc-

cessful establishment in that city.

SMART MODELS FOR SPRING TRADE
Possibly the neatest, snappiest and most representative

line of models ever shown by the Kingsbury Footwear Co.,

Montreal, was displayed in Toronto last week by W. F.

Martin, sales manager, assisted by W. M. Mitcham. Sev-

eral new effects were seen and one of the leading offerings is

the Military pump, trimmed at one side and front with neat

metallic ornaments. Patent is still the first consideration

leather in low cuts, and the collar and side effect on the smart
Military pump is seen in grey calf, putty calf, sand calf,

white calf and other contrasting colors. Kid is also used in

a variety of colors. The real Military pump has three mini-

ature ornaments on the side and one at the throat. Then
there is seen the Plaza pump, with four eyelet imitation lace

effect and quarters in different combinations, the forepart

and foxing being patent, while the tops are all putty calf,

sand calf, black matt calf, black cloth and other materials.

Next there is the Trixie pump, with patent forepart and
foxing and the tops in various shades of calf or kid leather,

with square effect at the throat. The Kewpie pump has a

small tongue and is rounded at the throat. In other mem-
bers of the low-cut footwear family there is the Mary Jane
with the new Kewpie effect and small ornaments.

In Oxfords the military characteristic is still to the fore,

along with the gaiter effect, the tops being grey kid, putty
calf, white calf, white canvas, white kid, etc. Colored cloth

effects, except in black or subdued hues, have been entirely

eliminated, and there is a less extended range of shades this

season. The Kingsbury creations, however, are very neat

and dainty, coming in both turns and McKays and carry

a leather Louis or Carlton heel. Oxfords generally have
military eyelet facing instead of leather stay effect. All

ornaments on low-cuts are of metal and glass, miniature and
ornate, large buckles and other flare effects being eliminated

this season.

In high-cuts there is still a liberal showing of bals,

although the button boot, judging from the samples seen,

is likely to retain its prestige and popularity.

Some decidedly artistic productions are presented—one
being a Polish with nut brown calf vamp and foxing of a

fancy character, ornamental collar and champagne Tussah

cloth top, something decidedly new. There are side button

shoes opening widely at the forepart, where there is a dome
fastener, and admitting of the buttons being shifted to fit

any ankle. One feature of these models is the low foxing

at the back. The tops come in black, white poplin, grey

kid, etc. A number of these shoes with various designs in

foxing and pleasing combinations and contrasts of leather and

cloth are also seen. A kid button boot with gypsy seam and

white piping on the fly, top, heel seat and top lift is also

witnessed. Some inviting creations are presented in black

and white. Vamps this season are shorter than last, with

medium pointed toe. Tops are cut about the same height

as formerly, and in some instances slightly higher. On the

round toe models, tips are witnessed. The Kingsbury line

was pronounced by visitors as the, most comprehensive and

striking yet turned out by this enterprising firm.

SHOE REPAIRER'S HANDY FOLDER
The enterprising shoe repairer should be on the outlook

for something in the way of advertising literature that is

likely to be preserved and referred to from time to time-

In nearly every town and city there is a schedule of athletics,

interesting local events, or other data which may be incor-

porated in such a neat little announcement that frequent

reference will be made to it. The National Shoe Repair

Shop, 1207 Bloor St. West, Toronto, of which H. Lucas

is the proprietor, has issued a handy folder, of vest pocket

size, giving the International baseball schedule for 1915,

and on the back appears the following:

—

"We don't Cobble, we Repair"

We use Oak for repairing—the Best

Leather that Money can Buy
A-l Workmanship

ASSOCIATION GETTING WELL UNDER WAY
The Executive of the Toronto Shoe Retailers' Association

held their first meeting since organization last week with H. C.

Blachford, president, in the chair. There was a full attend-

ance of all the members with the exception of F. A. Guinivan,

who was out of the city. It was decided that the name should

be the Toronto Shoe Retailers' Association,and similar asso-

ciations in the larger cities across the line will be communi-

cated with by Secretary Edward Cook, with a view to secur-

ing copies of their constitutions and by-laws and gathering

other interesting facts in regard to the work and adminis-

tration of such bodies. This data is now coming to hand.

Another session of the executive will be held at an early

date when further progress will be reported and arrange-

ments made for regular meetings and the consideration of

T. H. BIGWOOD JOS. JOHNSON

TWO LIVE EXECUTIVE MEMBERS OF NEWLY FORMED TORONTO
SHOE RETAILERS ASSOCIATION.

various important matters. Now that the association is

under way new members are coming in rapidly and the
prospects appear exceptionally bright. The officers are

alert and, with the co-operation of the rank and file, it is

felt that much good will be effected and that the spirit of

friendship and co-operation among the trade will be demon-
strated in many ways for the upbuild of business and the

adjustment of a number of problems for the welfare of the
retail ranks. Organization has been effected during the past

year in many large cities and all the new associations are

flourishing. There is no reason why the same measure of

success and prosperity should not attend the Toronto body.
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THE RETURNED GOODS EVIL

The returning of goods is a subject of discussion, par-

ticularly among those who are affected. It is almost a

mercantile calamity, and it is said that there have been

attempts to re-purchase these shoes at half the original

price.

Sol Wile, secretary of the National Boot and Shoe

Manufacturers' Association, points out that the experience

of the shoe manufacturers throughout the country is sub-

stantially the same, in that hundreds of shoe dealers have
made purchases of styles in women's shoes which they have
found impossible to sell, either on account of their misjudg-

ment in anticipating what styles would be in demand or on
account of having over-bought and rather than shoulder

this loss, which is rightfully theirs, they seek to unload it

upon the manufacturers upon the one claim that "the shoes

do not fit." This, Mr. Wile says, in spite of the fact that the

shoes bought by the shoe merchants are made over the same
lasts and patterns that they have been buying shoes over

for a period of from five to fifteen years, said shoe during

former seasons having fitted their customers satisfactorily.

Mr. Wile quotes one manufacturer as follows:

"Last fall you remember the rage that we had for sand
and light colored cloth top shoes. For spring a great many
of these light cloth top shoes were made in lace, button and
also in combination effects in low shoes of all the different

varieties.

"The retailers found it absolutely impossible to sell

anything with a tan cloth top to it or, in many instances,

could they sell the ordinary pump without straps.

"Now, we find a most remarkable psychological propo-

sition has arisen and this is why we write you.

"We have no complaint from any retailer about the

quality of these goods or the style of them or not ordering

them, which is usual when goods are going back and are not

satisfactory, but almost without exception the complaint

is that the goods do not fit.

"For some time this annoyed us a great deal and we
had our pattern room and superintendents on their heads,

but recently, upon investigation, we find other manufac-
turers are "bitten by the same dog." The complaint is so

general and on so many styles of shoes and so many different

patterns, some of which we have had in the house several

years, and have had no complaints that we began to suspect

its good faith."

Numerous shoe manufacturers point out that all the

shoe dealers, who use the above grounds for returning goods

to the factory and feeling that they can put it over on the

manufacturers under threats of the possible loss of their

account unless the goods are accepted, convict themselves

on their own testimony due to the fact that the shoes which
they claim do not fit this season, have been made over the

same lasts and patterns that have proved satisfactory.

That this "returned goods" evil is of some size is proven
by the fact that a prominent manufacturer has been made
the goat by the shoe dealers throughout the country to the
extent of S25,000 of returned goods in one season. The
average shoe dealer will probably see the unfairness of their

refusal to shoulder their own misjudgment in buying and in

charging same to loss and damage, when it is pointed out

that every pair of worn shoes that is returned to the manu-
facturer wipes out a profit of from twenty to twenty-five

pairs of shoes made by said manufacturer. This shows the

close margin to profit upon which the manufacturers are

compelled to operate. That the excuses upon which many
reputable shoe merchants base their kicks are unbecoming
to a business man is illustrated by one case where a pair of

worn and repaired shoes were returned to the manufacturer
who refused an allowance on same and in stating his case to

the shoe dealer, called attention to the fact that the damage
to the shoe was occasioned by a "Dutchman" having

been put in the shoe by the repair man, to which the shoe

merchant replied 'with some heat, claiming that the shoe

manufacturer had sought to slur his nationality and forthwith

cancelled his fall orders. The word "Dutchman" is a term
which is used to apply where a piece of leather is put into

any part of the shoe in a form of a wedge or lift. The manu-
facturer was right in assuming that the shoe merchant
understood the technical terms of shoe-making and shoe

repairing.

The shoe merchants of the country jointly held a meeting

of the shoe jobbers and shoe manufacturers in New York
city last winter, during |which cognizance of this "returned

goods" evil was taken and a statement issued to the trade

in which it was agreed "that shoes cannot and should not

be covered with any kind of a blanket guarantee as to life,

vitality or condition, and that redress only be given through

faulty construction."

It was cited "that the strongest shoe of best leathers

firmly built had an active wearing life of less than forty days.

It has taken a war to put that fact before the average indi-

vidual who figures six months' wear for any shoe. There-

fore, the rule of this store is, that except because of faulty

construction, shoes are not warranted, not guaranteed, and
we do not assume responsibility of their wear."

WELL EQUIPPED FOR THE WORK
Griffith B. Clarke, who, owing to the recent death of his

father, becomes head of the widely known firm of A. R. Clarke

& Co., Limited, Toronto, has received a thorough training

in the business, and under his personal direction, the com-
pany will no doubt continue to advance and develop as

rapidly in the future as in the past few years. It was in

1907 that the subject of this reference became connected

with the business and four years ago was made vice-presi-

dent. The first tannery was established by his grandfather,

John Clarke, at Peterboro, in 1852, and, on the death of

the grandfather, was taken over by the late A. R. Clarke in

GRIFFITH B. CLARKE, TORONTO

1877. It was removed to Toronto in 1882 under the name
of A. R. Clarke & Co., and incorporated under its present

name in 1899. The company are the largest manufacturers

of patent leather in the British Empire and in gloves, moc-
casins and clothing have developed a volume of trade that

extends all ovef Canada. Griffith B. Clarke was born in

Toronto, June 16,1890, and was educated at the public schools

and St. Andrew's College. On completing his education, he
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joined his father and had a well grounded insight into the bus-

iness. He is a member of the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association and the Board of Trade, and has always been
much interested in clean, healthy sport, being president

and active manager of the A. R. Clarke hockey, baseball

and bowling teams, a director of the Ontario Motor League,
and of the Lome Park Association. He also belongs to the

Lambton Golf Club, Royal Canadian Yacht Club, Canadian
Club and other organizations. In military matters he
evinces great concern and served as a private for three years

in the Queen's Own Rifles, Toronto, and now holds a com-
mission of lieutenant with the Royal Grenadiers, with which
corps he has served one year.

BUSY FACTORY IS EXTENDING

Getty & Scott, Ltd., Gait, Ont., are building an exten-

sion to the north side of their factory on Water Street,

which will be devoted specially to the production of chil-

dren's turn shoes. The contract has been awarded and
the addition will be 74 by 30 feet, two storeys high and erect-

ed of brick and stone. It is expected that the work will be

completed within sixty days, affording the firm one of the

best-equipped departments for children's turns in which
all the latest facilities will be introduced. The capacity

of the new section will be from 1,200 to 1,500 pairs per day
in children's turn footwear.

READY FOR INTERESTING EVENT

The accompanying is a picture of the warehouse of

J as. A. Scott, leather merchant, of Quebec. The photograph

was taken before a large party of shoe manufacturers and

leather merchants left the city for Mr. Scott's country

home, where a presentation was made to Herbert Gale, of

Gale Bros., shoe manufacturers, in honor of his marriage.

He was presented with a handsome cabinet of silver, while

a diamond and emerald ring was the gift of the party to

Mrs. Gale. The splendid dinner passed off with great eclat

and many happy speeches were delivered. Mr. Gale enter-

tained a large party just previous to his marriage at his

place at Lac Laurent, Que., and a very jolly time was spent.

Among those in Quebec during the past few days were

II. Bonner, of the Bonner Leather Co., Montreal; IT. L.

Taylor, representing G. J. Trudeau, Montreal; II. Ilurtu-

bise, representing the Panther Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Sherbrooke; Ed. Whitley, of Fred Whitley & Co., Montreal.

WHAT "BUY-IT-NOW" MEANS
The Made-in-Canada propaganda which has aroused

intense interest during the past few months, is at present

being followed by a "Buy It Now" campaign in which

W. V. MATHEWS, MANAGER OF MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT,
AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY, MONTREAL, WHO WAS RECENTLY
HONORED BY BEING ELECTED A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF

DIRECTORS.

shoe manufacturers have heartily joined. One leading

Canadian firm who make a specialty of men's welts, have

sent out a blotter in which is attached the following slip,

which should certainly stimulate business:

"BUY IT NOW !"

Down on the other side of the "line"—these magic

words are sweeping from coast to coast. It's a motto that

strikes the real crux of the situation—and acted upon whole-

heartedly— it will set the wheels of commerce humming
merrily. Are you contributing to "hard times" by delaying

the buying of things that you really need "until times are

better"? If you are one of these—ponder on this:

—

"Buy it now" means saving of money to you in the long run.

"Buy it now" starts the wheels of industry humming.
"Buy it now" solves the unemployed problem.

"Buy it now" will inaugurate a new era of prosperity in

this country.

"Buy it now" should be the battle cry of every man in this

country—from laborer to Premier.

Remarks.—If everybody puts off buying until day after

tomorrow what everybody wants today or yesterday—the

things that are already made cannot be sold—and the makers
won't hire workers to make more goods—and the workers
cannot earn money to buy anything with—who's to blame?
YOU are. Buy it now—and start the wheels agoing.

S. L. Van Blarcom, who covers Canada for the Fred
Rueping Leather Co., of Chicago, was married on June 29th
to Miss Cornelia Beatty, 1057 Argyle street, Chicago. The
wedding was a quiet one. The happy pair are spending a
a few weeks in California and on their return to Chicago
will reside at 4805 Sheridan road. Mr. Van Blarcom has
many friends in the shoe and leather trades in the Dominion
who will extend congratulations.
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Shoe News in Paragraph

A. R. Hewetson of the J. W. Hewetson Co., Ltd., of

Brampton, is spending a vacation on the Great Lakes and
in visiting several of the larger American cities.

Chas. A. Davies, of Blachford, Davies & Co. Limited,

Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec last week on a business

trip.

J. C. Iredale, manager, and J. R. Iredale, superintendent,

of the Canada Last Co., Toronto, have been spending a
vacation at their summer home at Ingoldsby, Ont., where
they have recently completed an addition to their cot-

tage.

Harry Dallas, Toronto, spent a few days in Montreal
last week and called upon a number of friends in the trade.

W. V. Ecclestone, manager of the shoe department of

the T. Eaton Co., Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec
last week on business.

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Co., Toronto, spent
several days in Montreal and Quebec last week on business.

The Dominion Saddlery Co. Ltd., has obtained a char-

ter. The capital stock is 850,000 and the headquarters are
in Montreal.

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co. Ltd., have been incorpor-
ated with a capital stock of §500,000, and are empowered
to take over as a going concern, the assets and business of

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., harness manufacturers, Peter-
borough, Ont.

R. B. Griffiths, of Hamilton, R. B. Wanless, of Coates,
Burns & Wanless, London, and Chas. Stirling, of Stirling

Bros., London, were among the visitors to Toronto, Montreal,
and Quebec, on business, during the past few days.

The Elgin Trading Co., of Elgin, Man., dealers in
shoes, dry goods and men's furnishings, recently assigned.

James F. Clark, of Clark Bros. Ltd., shoe manufac-
turers, St. Stephen, N.B., was in Toronto last week on his

return from an extended trip to the west, where he visited

all the important centres with a fine new range of samples.

Mr. Clark went as far as the Coast and reports having done
a very satisfactory volume of business.

Among the representatives of the shoe and leather trade,

who visited Montreal and Quebec during the past few days,

were C. S. Sutherland, manager of the Amherst Boot &
Shoe Co., Amherst, N.S., and F. O. Mumford, Halifax,

representative of the firm. R. T. Hayes and J. Seely, of

J. M. Humphrey & Co., St. John, N.B.; Percy Rising and
James G. Featherstone, of Waterbury & Rising, St.

John, N.B.

Raoul Lanthier, of the Kingsbury Footwear Co.,

Montreal, was in Toronto last week on a short visit on his

way from New York to Detroit.

The Standard Shoe Store, Winnipeg, recently made an
assignment to C. H. Newton.

R. S. Thompson, shoe dealer, of Wallaceburg, is moving
into a fine large store, recently occupied by Brewster's

Limited.

James Young, late of Walton, Ont., has removed to

Dungannon, where he has opened a shoe repairing business.

Fire broke out recently in Johnston's Big Shoe House,

Hastings St., Vancouver, and did considerable damage.
It started in the basement and ate its way along the stairs,

but was extinguished before much havoc was done to the

interior of the shop.

As a result of a meeting of representatives of the Nat-

ional Shoe Retailers' Association, the National Boot and
Shoe Manufacturers' Association, the National Shoe Whole-
salers' Association, and the National Last Association, a

decree was issued recently against the so-called freakish

styles of women's shoes. The manufacture of shoes of odd
colors lacing at the side and back was disapproved, and it

was agreed to return to the more conservative fashions

during the coming season. Women's shoes for ordinary

wear will be black with cloth uppers, and to be proper the

cloth also must be black. Men's shoes are to remain

conservative in design and either black or tan.

Miss B. Heasley, an employee of the Ntill Shoe Co.,

Brantford, passed away recently.

John S. Weir, of Detroit, who was formerly with John

Agnew, Limited, Brant ford, spent a few days recently in

that city.

Reg. Johnston, of the well known shoe firm of Johnson

& Murray, who have stores in London and St. Thomas, was
married recently at Merlin, Ont., to Miss Bertha Johnston,

of that place. Mr. Johnston and bride spent their honey-

moon in Sarnia, Detroit and other western points and have

taken up their residence in South London.

Milton dimming, who has for a number of years con-

ducted a retail shoe store in Preston, Ont., has sold out

to John Wirsching, who has taken possession. John Maecker,

who' has had a quarter of a century experience, will be in

charge of the establishment. Mr. dimming will continue

his shoe store on Ainsley street, Gait.

The Diamond Shoe Store, 563 Portage avenue, Winni-

peg, was broken into recently, the thief being caught red-

handed by the police. In a lane at the rear of the estab-

lishment the constables found a rig, on which 119 pairs of

shoes had been piled.

J. Howard Carkner & Co., who operate a successful

retail shoe store at 204 Sparks street, Ottawa, recently cele-

brated their first anniversary. The business is conducted

under the personal direction of J. Howard Carkner, who lias

had 14 years' experience in the footwear arena.

E. H. Scarrow, shoe dealer, of Owen Sound, was in To-
ronto last week on business.

J. S. Ashworth, of Toronto, Canadian representative

of Sir H. W. Trickett, Limited, Waterfoot, England, has
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received a fine range of new samples and left this week on
a business trip to Winnipeg and the west. Mr. Ashworth
reports that his firm are exceptionally busy.

W. J. Detweiler, shoe retailer, of Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont, spent a few days in Toronto last week.

J. Davidson, western Canada representative of the

MacFarlane Shoe Co., Montreal, has returned after an ex-

tended trip throughout the Prairie Provinces.

Alex. Chisholm and W. T. Fegan, shoe retailers of To-
ronto, are spending the summer months at Jordan, near

Port Dalhousie, where they are enjoying the breezes of

Lake Ontario.

Mrs. J. P. Worsnap, boots and shoes, Calgary, is adding

groceries to her stock.

Among those killed in the recent accident on the elec-

tric railway at Queenston, Ont., was Robert Watson, shoe-

maker, 995 Queen street east, Toronto. He was 31 years

old and was attending the picnic of Woodgreen Methodist

Church.

Phillips & Caper, shoe dealers, of Ottawa, have assigned

to E. A. Lapierre.

J. W. Deegan, shoe retailer, North Bay, writes the

Shoe and Leather Journal that he is greatly pleased with

the publication and its continued progress. "It is," he adds,

"over twenty-five years since I began to read your Journal

and in remodelling my house last summer, I happened to

come across a copy of the year 1892. Your paper was issued

only once a month then, instead of twice, and was consider-

ably smaller, both in the number of reading pages and al-

vertising matter. I find few of the names who are now
among your advertisers in the pages of the Journal of 23

years ago, showing the many changes that have taken place

ARE WELL LIKED BY THE TRADE
In the accompamying picture are seen D. A. Leonard,

manager of the Slater Boot Shop, Toronto, and his young
son, John D. Leonard, Ernest Paige, of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, and Gregory Hoye, superintendent of the factory.

The snapshot was taken in front of Mr. Hoye's home on
Rainsford road, Toronto. All the members of the group are

former residents of Brockton, Mass., and since taking up
their residence in Toronto have made many friends in the

trade. «
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in the trade, but then 'such is life.' I wish you increasing

prosperity and assure you that I obtain many valuable

pointers from your paper."

L. W. Hanson, manager of the Toronto branch of the

U. S. M. Co., and wife, are holidaying in Lynn, Mass.

Fisk Limited, manufacturers of patent leather, Mon-
treal, have gone into voluntary liquidation.

Extensive alterations are being made to the store at

93 Yonge street ,Toronto, which will be occupied in a few
weeks by the Invictus Boot Shop, doing business for the

past three years at 50 Yohge street, under the management
of H. J. Eady. The new store, of which a five year lease

has been secured, is 13 feet wide by 56 deep and a nice front

is being installed. It is understood that the rent is $4,000

a year.

R. J. Cluff, shoe retailer, of Clinton, Out., where he

had been ijn business for many years, died very suddenly

at his home from heart failure last week in his sixty-fifth

year. He was a widely known and highly respected resident

of the town, a member of the town council for several years,

and a former chairman of the Centre Huron Board of License

Commissioners. In religion he was an Anglican and in

politics a Conservative. Mr. Cluff was prominently iden-

tified with the Masonic and Orange orders and had built

up a large and successful footwear business. A wife and
three daughters are left to mourn his untimely death.

Philip and Joseph Pocock, of the London Shoe Co.,

London, Ont., spent last week in Montreal and Quebec on
business.

J. W. Leslie, James Ross and Mr. Duffield, jr., of the

John McPherson Co., Hamilton, were among the visitors

to Montreal and Quebec last week.

Mr. Karn, of the Karn Shoe Co., London, spent last

week in Montreal and Quebec on a purchaaing trip.

J. G. Boyd, who has conducted a shoe store at Melfort,

Sask., for the past two years, has removed to Pleasant

Valley, Sask., where he has opened a general store.

Alterations have been made to the Gorman Shoe Store,

Belleville, Ont., affording considerable extra room. Ritchie

Thompson, of the staff, has just returned from an extended

purchasing trip to some of the leading shoe centres of Canada
and the stock has been greatly increased.

Louis Calladine, 17 years old, who was playing with

some other boys on an old raft on the St. Clair river at

Sarnia slipped off and, being unable to swim, was drowned.

His father is a shoemaker at Knowles' shoe store, Sarnia.

The Iver Smith Sales and Advertising Co. have pur-

chased the surplus shoe stock of a number of manufacturers

and have rented a store in Vancouver to clear out the con-

signments.

Fred Henderson, who is on the traveling staff of Cong-

don, Marsh, Limited, Winnipeg, has returned from Roches-

ter, N.Y., where he underwent an operation for an affliction

of the knee. -He is again on the road, although still quite

lame.

Mrs. Matheson, wife of R. W. Matheson, of the trav-

eling staff of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.'s

branch, Edmonton, and daughter, are visiting friends in

Brussels and Lucknow, Ont. Mr. Matheson, who spent

twenty years in retail stores in Peterborough, Toronto and
other Ontario centres, since taking a position on the road,

has greatly improved in health, and his many eastern

friends will be pleased to learn that he is getting on well.

David Johnston, of G. G. Lennox, wholesale shoes,

Winnipeg, spent the past few days in Toronto, Montreal
and Quebec on a business trip.

Arthur McNaughton, a seventeen-year-old clerk em-
ployed in shoe store of C. E. Clements, Chatham, Ont., did a

brave act recently when he plunged in the Thames river at the

rear of the store and rescued Reg. King, who had fallen into

the stream from the Fifth street bridge. It is likely that
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McNaughton's heroic deed will be recognized by the presen-

tation of a suitable medal.

H. R. Rice, Limited, who have recently begun busi-

ness in Niagara Falls, Ont., as manufacturers of leather

tops for shoes, have been granted a charter. The capital

stock is $40,000 and among the incorporators are H. R.

Rice, E. C. Graves, J. K. Kernahan, and F. G. Graves.

Clayton Hurlbut, of the Hurlbut Co., Preston, was in

Montreal last week displaying a neat range of samples.

E. T. Jacobi and family, Toronto, are spending a few
weeks at Thorah Island, Lake Simcoe.

The A. E. Cudmore Salvage Co., have opened a retail

shoe store in Weston, Ont., and report business as good.

N. MacFarlane, of the MacFarlane Shoe Co., Mon-
treal, was in Philadelphia, and other cities last week on
business.

John Merner, shoe retailer. Bloor street west, Toronto,

and wife, have returned, after spending a holiday at Bala,

David Jeffrey, of the staff of McLaren & Dallas, To-

ronto, was married this week to Miss Cora Metcalfe, daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. S. Metcalfe, Schomberg, Ont., the cere-

mony being performed by Rev. Mr. Brydon, of King. Mr.
and Mrs. Jeffrey will reside in Toronto.

S. H. Parker, of the Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston,

was in Montreal last week showing a fine range of spring

samples, which took well with the trade.

M. W. Murdoff, of Trenton, Ont., representing the

Thos. G. Plant Shoe Co., of Boston, Mass., has returned from
an extended trip throughout the western provinces. Mr. Mur-
doff was in Toronto and Montreal last week on business.

Clayton S. Corson, sales manager for the Regal Shoe
Co., Toronto, got back last week from an extended trip

throughout the west, going as far as Vancouver. Mr.
Corson did a successful business and reports that the pros-

pects for a bumper harvest are bright. He opened up a

number of new agencies for the Regal shoe.

F. W. Herrick, of the Herrick Shoe Co., Lynn, Mass.,

and wife, spent a few days in Toronto last week on their

way home from a visit to the Panama-Pacific Exposition,

and a trip throughout the Canadian West.

Gregory Hoye, superintendent of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, has returned from an extended trip to Boston,

Lynn, Philadelphia and other points in the east.

Ed. R. Lewis, leather dealer, Toronto, has returned

from a business trip to Ottawa, Montreal, and St. Hyacinthe.

J. A. Adams, of the Murray Shoe Co., London, was in

Toronto last week calling on the trade.

La Duchesse Shoe Co., Montreal, have installed a

Goodyear turn moulder, Model D, as well as a Universal

welt and turn channeler in their factory.

W. C. Myers, who represents the Star Shoe Co., La

Parisienne Shoe Co., and other eastern concerns, in Toronto

and Western Ontario, was in Montreal last week.

The Modern Shoe Repair Co., Peterboro, Ont., have

installed an 18-foot U.S.M. Goodyear repair outfit, Model
N, in their establishment.

J. E. Dupre, of the Montreal Box Toe Co., is spending

some holidays at Murray Bay.

R. D. Taylor, of Robert Taylor & Co., Halifax, was in

Quebec and Montreal recently.

L. G. Lockett, of the Midland Shoe Co., Kingston, was
a recent visitor in Montreal factories.

Munroe Einstein, of J. Einstein, Inc., New York,

visited the Canadian branch of the company in Montreal

this week.

E. A. Saucier & Co, shoe wholesalers, Montreal, have

opened a retail establishment at 2553 St. Hubert street,

Montreal.

J. E. Boivin, who formerly represented Ames-Holden-

McCready, Limited, in Quebec city and district, has joined
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Here's a Counter that has outworn

the shoe ! How many of the fibre

counters that you now use can you

guarantee to outwear the shoe ?

The economic value of using a counter

that's guaranteed to outwear the shoe

is an asset that you cannot afford to

overlook.

"We have decided to close a contract with

you for six months. We have run your

counters now for over five years and we

have never had a pair returned. We feel

that this is such a good record that we

cannot afford to change for the trifling dif-

ference that we gain in price. We certainly

appreciate the way you have held up the

quality of these fibre counters and have no

doubt but what we will run them for five

years more without having any shoes re-

turned." From a customer's letter. (Name

given on request).

Columbia Counter Company
347-349 Congress St. BOSTON, MASS.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MONTREAL
G. T. TRUDEAU, 365 Ontario Street East

SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. 8s A. L. Freidman .... 717 Market St.

CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. 117 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert & Co 9 Hamilton St., Sydney

CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co. , . . . . Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana
PHILADELPHIA—Granville S. Brotheiton .... Burlington, N.J.

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co 16th 8s Locust St.

ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton 8s Co 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS AIRES—American Representations Co Tacquari, 1158

NEW YORK OFFICE, 127 DUANE STREET
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the staff of Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Quebec, as

footwear special sales agent.

C. E. McKeen, Vancouver, was a recent visitor to

Toronto, Montreal and other eastern shoe centres.

J. Schueur, leather goods dealer, New York, was in

Montreal lately.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, spent

a few days in Montreal and Quebec this week.

The Smardon Shoe Company recently installed several

new U.S.M. Co machines, including a Goodyear outsole

stitch rubbing machine.

Several new machines have been installed in the factory

of Dufresne & Locke, Maissoneuve.

A. W. Ault, of the A. W. Ault Co., Ottawa, was a visitor

to Montreal last week, calling on the shoe factories in that

city and also in Quebec.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
Leicester, Eng.

HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers oj

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

CUTTING DIES
of every Description for

Leather, Rubber, Paper, Cloth,
ETC.

Honest Values at Honest Prices.
All WorR Warranted.

Dominion Die Co.
321 Aird Ave., Montreal, Que.

Phone K 3778

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A " BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14— 10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ™ohair

.' VrSl*Mercerized. Silk.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

LUCIEN BORNE
MANUFACTURER
OF GRAZED KID

QUEBEC
Sales Room:

491 St. Valier Street
Montreal Office:

152 Notre Dame St. W.

M. 5484

We buy all Offal for cash.

HEELS
We also

make all

grades,

sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best

stock.

Send for

Samples

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

TAP SOLES^^6 stanc* behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

Established Over Half a Century

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL\TO^THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

Hn/^lrkc &r Povon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
LJULlUo Ol idjdll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.
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THE

• SHOE -

MADE IN CANADA

HERE IS THE Wi
CHIEF REASON HOE

WE ARE ABLE TO GIVE YOU
BEST SERVICE

The Muir factory was designed from cellar to roof solely for shoj manufacturing
purposes. In it are incorporated all the most modern facilities and improvements
which go to give a better shoe and better service. With these advantages at our
disposal and the records for merit which Muir brands have established each season,
don't you think our line should be ahead of others ?

Have you seen our most popular styles this season? "KITCHENER," "RAGE,"
"CLASSY" and "TORPEDO" are a few of our new lasts and, needless to say, have
the quality of workmanship that gives enduring satisfaction as well as the smart style

and easy fit that mean quick sales.

Test our service. We can give twenty-one day delivery on special orders.

THE JAMES MUIR CO.
THE MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES:
Ontario and Central Canada ------ R. L. SAVAGE
Eastern Canada - -- -- -- -- - W. G. GRAY
Western Canada - -- -- -- - GEO. C. WILSON
Montreal District - -- -- -- - A. E. CLOUTIER



OUR ATTRACTIVE
SPRING MODELS ARE

NOW READY
Our new range for Spring and

Summer of 1916 is nattier,

snappier and more comprehen-

sive than ever. It embodies all

the latest features in style, com-
bined with superior workman-
ship and popular selling lasts,

that have placed us in the fore-

front as manufacturers of JOHN F. CLARK, President

Women's High - Grade
Imitation Goodyear Welts

The Clark creations have established a high mark of favor for

style, comfort and service, and offer convincing evidence of

grace and charm in every line and detail of finish.

OUR SERVICE SPELLS
SATISFACTION

All orders placed with us,

owing to the facilities in our

new, enlarged factory (which

constitutes the last word in

shoemaking), will receive that

degree of care, prompt attention

and close supervision which
have appealed so strongly to the

trade throughout Canada.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B..JAMES F. CLARK, Treasurer
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TRICKETT'S
Right in Quality and Right in Price.

In the Newest Shades and Shapes.

Chic and Dainty as well as Plain and Comfy.

King or Peasant can suit his taste.

Empire Made and Empire Used

The best that modern methods and skilled British Labor

, ^ T o 11 i i
[can produce

The Name Sells the Goods. L p

SLIPPERS
117 A ^^rT^^T/^ ^ e sure an<^ place your orders

/"\-TVl>( VJ early with your jobber for

Spring Goods. The uncer-

tainty of war and the difficulty of getting sufficient men now
to keep up with the demand for our goods make it impossible

to fill orders as promptly as in former years. PRICES of

Felt Goods also keep changing, and we cannot guarantee

them for any length of time. TRICKETT'S are GOOD IN-

SURANCE. Keep it up.

Ask your Jobber for our Newest Canadian Notions.

SIR H. W. TRICKETT (1914) Limited
WATERFOOT, near Manchester, England

John S. Ashworth, Canadian Representative, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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The aooy.! out of our !}oys
y

recede last is out oivo of oyer two
humlved tines— from which you will

•>o inyUoa! to make a selection for -Soring,

Ourran^e of Days 9

, Youths' ami Gents', Growing CUrl^ Misses'

ami OhiWron's McKay Sown, together with our Children's

Turns, for the Spring of lYinotoom-Sixtoon, are without <lou«)t

the most complete over offered by us, The aevy lasts— four

la alt—alotie are worthy of your consummation.

•St or .Shoo, Umitoil, Montrouj
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REGAL

Regal Styles are Genuine "Custom" Styles

The style-supremacy of Regal Shoes, acknowledged the world over, rests

upon our quickness to reproduce the pre-advanced "custom" lasts from

three to six months ahead of other manufacturers.

Through the Regal stores in London and New York we catch the first

whisper of a new style, and it's "in-stock" almost before it's "in-fashion"

Regal Shoes are Made in Canada. We confine them to One Authorized

Dealer in a town. If you are the man, write for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always in Stock. Shipment goes out the day your

order comes in. Simply address

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
In-Stock Department

102 Atlantic Avenue - - Toronto, Ont.
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t

ROBINSON
SORTING
SERVICE
TheKindYouWant

When you buy from Robinson you are sure of honest

treatment, prompt service and best value for your money.

Our " IN-S I OCK " department is at your service. You
will save money by taking advantage of it.

Bostonian Shoes will win more customers for your store.

Their distinctive and up-to-date appearance, coupled with

comfortable fitting qualities, have won for them a name
as leaders throughout Canada.

Write to

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL

"Canada's Leading Shoe House"
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JUST WRITE FOR "JUSTWRIGHTS"

or mail, or wire, or phone-
it's all the same to us.

"Club" No. 206
Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

Y% Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10#, D 5 to 10#.

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

The point is, we can fill your order for Fall sorting at top

speed. That's because of our great "In-Stock" service,

that is getting us new friends and cementing old friendships

in all parts of Canada.

OUR "IN-STOCK" CATALOG
WILL BE MAILED YOU IF
YOU REQUEST IT.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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FRENCH MODEL

For the past several weeks

our energies have been con-

centrated on the preparation

of Spring, 1916, Models. It

is our belief that the BELL
range will surpass anything

heretofore offered, and we
cordially invite your inspec-

tion of our samples.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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PROFITABLE LINES
FOR SUMMER SELLING

From

The House That Can Supply

ALL Your Requirements

6933—Men's G.M. Calf Button
"NU-RITZ" Last

The Ames-Holden IN-STOCK line is so exten-

sive that every retailer can pick from it shoes to

suit his trade.

In our IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT you can

easily sort up from every line at the shortest

notice.

Remember that Ames-Holden Shoes are made
in three specialized factories, which means that

skill and workmanship are evident in every pair

of shoes turned out. With our facilities we are

able to offer you advantages obtainable nowhere
else in Canada.

IT PAYS TO DO BUSINESS WITH A
HOUSE THAT CAN SUPPLY ALL YOUR
NEEDS.

AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

ST. JOHN
EDMONTON

TORONTO
VANCOUVER

2514—Men's G.M. Calf Blucher
" BALKAN " Last
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SHOES IN STOCK
FALL SEASON, 1915

Stock
No.

101-

REAPER LAST

-Gun Metal, St. Fox Blucher,

Mat. Calf Top, 1/2 Double

Sole, 10/8 Military Heel,

Reaper Last, E Width, Sizes

5-10. Price, $3.50

102—Gun Metal, Seamless Button,

Mat. Calf Top, 1/2 Double

Sole, 10/8 Military Heel,

Reaper Last, D Width, Sizes

5-10. Price, $3.50

stock TORPEDO LAST
No.

201—Gun Metal, Seamless
Bal., Mat. Calf Top, Single

Sole, 7/8 Regular Heel, Blind

Eyelets and Hooks, Perfora-

ted Tip, Torpedo Last, D
Width, Sizes 5-10. Price, $3.50

202—Patent Seamless Bal., Mat.
Calf Top, Single Sole, 7/8
Regular Heel, Blind Eyelets

and Hooks, Perforated Tip,

Torpedo Last, D Width,
Size 5-10. Price, $3.50

ORDER FROM STOCK NUMBER

These Shoes will be in stock after August 15th, branded ASTORIA,
LIBERTY or PLAIN.

All orders will receive our prompt and careful attention.

TERMS: NET 30 DAYS

The Cook-Fitzgerald Co., Limited
London, Canada

MAKERS OF MEN'S FINE SHOES
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HERE ARE THE KINGSBURY BOYS

J. D. CAMPBELL
MARITIME PROVINCES

THEY WILL CARRY THE
MOST COMPLETE RANGE
FOR THE SPRING SEASON
WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT
FROM THE KINGSBURY
FACTORY. J. A. MALBOEUF

CITY OF MONTREAL AND PROVINCE

G. H. TAYLOR
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

W. E. SHORT
MANITOBA. SASKATCHEWAN, ALBERTA.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Watch for our representative in

your territory. He has a line of

samples sure to increase your

Spring business.

Moreover, he will not merely
R. G. PERCIVAL

MANITOBA. ALBERTA AND
SASKATCHEWAN

sell you footwear, but, rather,

will endeavor to assist you plac-

ing a sure selling Spring line of Women's Shoes in your establishment.

DON'T PLACE YOUR ORDER TILL
YOU HAVE SEEN OUR SALESMAN.
IT WILL PAY YOU WELL TO WAIT.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear limited

Montreal
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AND A FEW NEW KINGSBURY LINES

KINGSBURY

AMERICA'S BEAUTY

CANADA'S PRIDE

Seen herewith are three KINGS-
BURY creations for Spring—not the

best we have, but fairly representative

of the large number of up-to-the-

minute styles comprising the

KINGSBURY selling line for Spring

1916.

You, Mr. Retailer, can find just what

your trade demands in this complete

range—every shoe a splendid seller.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET JOIN-

ED THE RANKS OF SATISFIED
KINGSBURY RETAILERS, DO
SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

Montreal
LIMITED
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EVERYBODY'S
WEARING THEM
THIS SUMMER

GREYHOUND TENNIS
Our sales for GREYHOUND TENNIS Shoes have broken all

records this season, so great has been their popularity.

It is not too late to get in a stock of this dandy selling rubber

footwear. With our splendid shipping facilities, we are able to

send out orders the same day as they are received.

Do Your Sorting Now.

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS
Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Coates, Burns fif Wanless ------ London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith & Co. - - - - - - - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. ------ St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey & Co. ------ Sydney, C.B.

Jackson 8s Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que-

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited ------ Edmonton, Alta.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., Montreal. Que.
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THESE BRANDS HAVE
MADE OUR REPUTATION-
LET THEM MAKE YOURS

It is the surplus value in Tebbutt Shoes that make
so many extra sales. Naturally men customers

will buy where they get best value. During the

many years we have been manufacturing this

fact has been foremost in our mind. The man
in the street has come to recognise this.

In the DOCTORS SHOE he knows he gets

comfort and appearance plus absolutely water-

proof qualities in both sole and upper. He also

gets an especially made sole that ensures an even

foot temperature at all seasons.

In the PROFESSOR SHOE he gets the same

comfort and appearance plus a patented cushion-

etted inner sole that makes walking a pure

pleasure.

Can you afford to overlook these facts when
you are placing your next order?

Spring samples will be ready at an early period.
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowthey are the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

ning; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,

require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so
next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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The "Nugget" Polish Company Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road Toronto, Ont.
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A TIME FOR
DISCRIMINATING SELECTION

When business disturbance throws values, prices and styles

out of balance, it is time tor unusual discrimination in making

selections.

SAFETY FIRST should be the motto, especially in these

strenuous times.

OUR TRAVELERS will be out on time with a COMPLETE
LINE of WOMEN'S FINE SHOES in McKays, Welts and

Turns—and this attractive range represents our forecast of what

we believe the discriminating Retail trade should and will require.

IN CONSIDERING their own interests first, we respect-

fully submit that it will be to their interests that the Retail trade

consider our offering before placing orders for immediate

delivery or Spring trade in everything Particular Women require

in FINE FOOTWEAR.

We are after the business, and we pin our hope on the

belief that shoes MADE UP TO A STANDARD-not down
to a price—will get it.

C.N.W. SHOE CO. LIMTIED
London, Ontario
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Tetrault
Always Has It First

THE REASONS FOR OUR SUCCESS

1st—Tetrault Finish, which is a guarantee

of superior workmanship.

2nd—Tetrault Delivery System, which is

as near perfect as it is humanly possible

for it to be.

3rd—Tetrault Always Has It First. We are

at all times on the alert for latest styles.

4th—Tetrault Variety of Up-To-Date
Lasts. This season we have several snappy

new lasts.

THE PROOFS OF OUR SUCCESS

We have been the busiest makers of Goodyear
of Canada.

Our travelers' reports show no decrease from the

previous year, despite hard times.

Our reputation of giving the cheapest boot with

best of stock and finish—growing all the time.

We have the confidence of the Canadian and
French Governments, and we have received

several big army orders from both of them.

Keep These Facts in Mind When
Placing Your Orders

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East :-: Montreal
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S7. HYACINTME,
CANADA. THE SHOE THAT SELLS

THESE DAYS
is the one that is backed by reputation. This is why,

notwithstanding the financial depression of the past

year, or, to put it more aptly, the hard times we are

experiencing, YAMASKA BRAND sales have increased

instead of falling off. You can get the solid trade of

your town by giving them a STRONG, DURABLE,
STYLISH SHOE, and these qualities are the outstand-

ing features of YAMASKA BRAND FOOTWEAR.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. Cote
St. Hyacinthe

P.Q.
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^P^L>

SUPERB A^sJg- QUALITY
THAT NEVER VARIES

11
Eternal vigilance is the price of success," exclaimed a man

of great eminence. And the same is true in any field of human
activity. We are eternally vigilant in the production of

"ROYAL" & "BULLDOG"
SPORTING SHOES

As a result they are successful.

People understand that these trade-

mark names indicate the highest

standard of quality in rubber

footwear. You can sell them
confidently, because the satisfac-

tion they give always redounds to

your credit.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited ------- Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. .-. Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - - - Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited ----- Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited ----- London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - ------- - Montreal, Que.

The Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Merritton Ontario
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SAVED IN
STORAGE SPACE

SAVED
IN ACTUAL

PACKING TIME

20
o

o
OR MORE SAVED

IN FREIGHT
CHARGES

Would you continue shipping your products

the way you are doing now if we could prove

that there is a better and more economical

method ? Probably not, for every business

man must be on the continual lookout for

opportunities to cut his expenses and improve

his service to customers. For this reason,

you owe it to yourself to investigate the ad-

visability of using the

MARTIN
Corrugated and Fibre Board

SHIPPING CASES

CHEAPER THAN
WOODEN BOXES

The actual saving they make possible in

your business is the main reason why you
should use MARTIN SHIPPING CASES;
but there is also a supplementary reason in that

THEY ARE AN ALL-CANADIAN PRODUCT
This firm has no affiliation with non-Canadian concerns. Its capital is Canadian;

its factory is Canadian; its workmen are Canadian. If you believe it is a wise

thing to support Canadian industry, when price and service permit, then get quota-

tions on Martin Corrugated Fibre Board and Solid Fibre Board Shipping Cases.

Your Inquiry is Solicited,

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto
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"KHAKI"
Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the desirable qualities which have made

P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOOEL CO
85 = 87 South Street = Boston, Mass

Over 80 Different Lines

Th«*nSJ* SHOE

always ready for instant shipment from stock

Men s, Boys', Women's, Misses'

and Children's Shoes

McKAY, McKAY WELT, RIVET and STANDARD SCREW

Our aim is to build a full rang i of the most desirable

staple shoes, using only first-class materials and with the

high grade of workmanship that will combine style and

snap with a wearing quality of the very best possible.
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ftOMiNlON

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, P.Q.

STABILITY

No matter how extensive your Rubber Footwear

requirements may be, we have an unrivalled exper-

ience, unequalled resources, and the financial

stability to handle your order with maximum
efficiency.

And, furthermore, what is equally true— no order

is too small to warrant our prompt and careful

attention.

Our line-up is complete, our quality is unexcelled,

and our prices are right. Let us show you

what we can do.

IT IS OUR DESIRE TO SERVE YOU

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Neat, Quiet and Smart are the New Models for Spring
Freak Shoes Have Disappeared—Black and Subdued Colors Prevail With Few "Conservative Novelties"—Plain, Moderate

Recede Toes in Lead—Normal and Sane Lines Come Back to Their Own—Prices Bound
To Go Up Owing to War and Heavy Export of Hides and Skins

"This shoe.*' said the clerk, attempting to smile,

"Has everything beat in the trade, by a mile."

The lady with cheeks all aglow, locked anxious,

And murmured a matter-o'-fact "Is that so."

"Why sure," said our hero, enthusing the while,

"Just lcok at the eyelets, they match Erin's Isle,

And notice the facings of Dardanelles pink,

With heliograph lining, they look cute, I think.

The circular foxing of battleship grey, it the newest thing

out, it was launched yesterday.

The heel is so cunning, in submarine blue.

With toplifts of lyddite, they're bound to lift you.

The forepart is fin' shed in howitzer brown,

I reckon that's why they are storming the town.

The sole edge is finished," but sad to report, the lady had

started a-listing to port;

Reviving she looked to be losing her mind.

Then snapped at the exit, "I'm quite color-blind."

"Style! Sty'e! Style! Oh, it's Style all the while—all

the while." So run the words of a rollicking song. The'i

style grew by leaps and bounds in all lines of apparel, more
particularly in footwear, until the retailer and the manu-
facturer were both faced with the "mid-season style evil."

With the rapidity of changes the extreme patterns and
extraordinary combinations of leather and cloth, dealers

were afraid to place an order—even 24 hours ahead of time,

lest they might have a few pairs left on their hands. Now,
the pendulum of fashion has swung away from freaks and
novelties, innovations and eccentricities, and there appears

every possibility of steadier momentum. There is a pleasing

conservatism, plainness of effect and simplicity of design

which should be greatly welcomed, after the recent varie-

gated productions and millinery creations for the feet.

Choice Samples Now Complete

Style ascended to such a pinnacle of folly that manu-
facturers have been more backward this fall in getting ready

their spring and summer samples for 1916 than they have

for some seasons past, owing to the fact that they did not

know where they were at. However, good progress is being

made and several Canadian makers of men's and women's

HERE ARE THREE NICE MODELS IN FEMALE FOOT TOGGERY. ON THE LEFT IS A DULL KID BOOT, WITH BLUE CLOTH TOPPING, AND BUTTON
FLY BOUND WITH DULL KID LEATHER. IN THE CENTRE THERE IS SEEN A PATENT VAMP, FOXING AND BACK STAY, BROWN KID
TOP, WHITE RIMMED BUTTONS, CENTRE FILLED TO MATCH TOPPING. ON THE RIGHT IS A GUN METAL SHOE WITH BLACK CLOTH TOP, BUTTON

FLY, AND VAMP BOUND WITH GREY BRAID, WHITE PEARL BUTTONS.
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footwear have their samples ready—as they usually have
on the 1st of August.

The coming season will witness quite a revolution in

modes toward simplicity and conservatism. It has been
decreed by the style makers that, shoes which lace up the

side and up the back or button in some eccentric way, and
possess color combinations and picturesque perforations,

facings, pipings and other adornments of a fantastic char-

acter and dazzling design shall be tabooed. Conservative
novelties, rather than freaks, will hold sway and serve to

relieve and brighten up the ordinary lines of samples.

Colored Tops Are Moribund

There is one thing certain, and it is that all makers
and retailers of footwear declare that colored cloth tops are

dead, although an effort will be made in some quarters to

retain putty, grey and blue. Even then these shoes are not

likely to be seen in cloth, but in kid, which is rapidly coming
to the forefront in the race for favor.

The lace bal, which came in some months ago, with the

panorama of colored tops, is likely to remain and while

there is no probability of it replacing the button boot en-

tirely, still it will be a claimant for honors.

Black cloth tops in both lace and button are certain to

take well. There is really no more neat or dressy shoe than

a bal or button creation, with patent vamp and modified

foxing, and black cloth quarters.

So far as lasts are concerned these will be pretty much
the same as last season, with medium length vamps and
moderately narrow toes, slightly receding, without tips.

There is a tendency to shorten vamps and the most popular

lengths will be about 3 to 3}4.

There is another outstanding feature and that is heels

will not be built any higher—15/8 being the popular ele-

vation. The Louis and half-Louis will still reign supreme,

although various modifications may be noticed in the shape

of the Opera, the Concave, the Cuban-Louis, and other

builds. The covered wood heel will be particularly em-

ployed on turn footwear, the demand for which seems to be

increasing each season. The covered wood heel may also

be seen on a limited number of welts, with rubber top piece.

In button boots there are some new creations in the way
of a Gypsy seam down the front and artistic foxing and

white piping on the fly, the vamp or the heel seat. Then
again, smart models are seen with side button effect, open-

ing widely at the throat, the lower attachment being a dome
fastener, while the cut of the fly is such that the buttons

may be shifted to fit any ankle. Other models carry very

low foxing. The usual number of combinations in black

and white will be witnessed as this contrast is always "de-

cidedly pleasing and striking.

In buttons there are seen the gun metal button, black

buttons with centre filled to match the tops, white rimmed,

cloth filled buttons, white pearl buttons, and divers others.

There are some changes in patterns in women's foot

gear this season, but owing to the war and business condi-

tions generally, the degree of extremes reached in the past

will not again present itself.

Small Ornaments on Low Cuts

In low cuts, many Canadian manufacturers are fea-

turing military Oxfords, while the military pump is right

to the forefront as one of the conspicuous showings of the

season. Large ornaments are entirely eliminated and in-

stead, there are observed dainty and charming creations in

metal, wood, bone, glass, etc. The pump, with eyelet imi-

tation lace effect and quarters in black or subdued colors,

is also being featured. Other pumps, with a small tongue

and cunning little ornaments are being presented. An effort

may be made to bring back into the world of popularity

various shades of tan, but the showings in most of the

samples do not reveal any concerted action in this direction.

All high cuts will be about the same height as last year,

as it is believed that the short skirt will still be in vogue.

The height varies from six to eight inches.

A Summing Up of Features

One leading Canadian manufacturer makes the follow-

ing prediction regarding the style trend:

—

NOVELTIES—CONSERVATIVE AND OTHERWISE—FOR MILADY

ON THE LEFT IS WITNESSED A SO-CALLED "CONSERVATIVE NOVELTY" AS DISTINGUISHED FROM THE OTHER TWO SHOES SHOWN WHICH
MIGHT BE DESCRIBED AS "EXTREME STYLES." THIS SHOE IS MADE OF BLACK KID WITH TIP OF PATENT LEATHER EXTENDING CLEAR
AROUND THE VAMI'. Till': LACE STAY AND COLLAR ARE OK PATENT LEATHER RELIEVED BY WHITE STITCHING. IN THE CENTRE IS A
BRONZE KID LACE BOO T WITH CUT-OUT QUARTER, BOUND WITH BRONZE BEADING, AND BRONZE BEADED VAMP. ON THE RIGHT IS A

WHITE CALF SIDE LACE BOOT, WITH PATENT VAMP, AND AT THE TOP A FOLDED CUFF.
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PATENT VAMP AND FOXING. WHITE CALF
TOP, FRONT AND TRIPLE TOP FACING
BY ROYAL SHOE COMPANY, TORONTO.

GROWING GIRLS' BUTTON BOOT, PATENT
VAMP, BELGIAN BLUE KID TOP—BY STAR

SHOE COMPANY, MONTREAL.

BRONZE KID VAMP, WITH QUARTERS OF
BUCKSKIN, FRONT LACE AND TOP
FACING—BY ROYAL SHOE CO., TORONTO.

There will be an increase in the number of black lace

shoes.

Blacks will run close to usual height.

Plain toes will rule.

Lasts are staple and remain practically the same.

The prevailing tendency in the better grades is toward
narrow recede toes, with medium vamp and easy round toes

for popular-priced shoes.

There will be no radical change in heels, but a tendency

towards Cuban heels, slightly concave.

When it comes to fancy shoes, the front lace style

will lead.

The height of fancy boots will run from seven to eight

inches.

The general trend of novelty boots will be toward re-

finement of design and colors, eliminating perforations, col-

ored top stitching, fancy buttons and contrast binding.

The indications are that solid colors will lead, with

much attention paid to a pleasing blending of the vamp
and top.

Few Changes in Men's Shoes

In men's shoes there is no very decided change. The
bal will still retain its prestige and prominence, while gun
metal and dark tan will be the favorite leathers for street

wear, and patent the choice for evening or dress occasions.

There is little variation in the style of lasts, the medium
recede toe and round full toe being the most popular. Per-

haps there is a little tendency towards narrowing some toes,

but on the whole the English lines still prevail. There will,

of course, be a number of shoes with cloth tops, some
of grey and others of fawn, in order to catch the eye and
gratify the fancy of the young man who courts the ex-

treme in his foot toggery. In the medium priced lines,

bluchers will still hold sway. The one inch heel will be seen

on most models, some with flange effect. An attempt is

being made to introduce plain toes, but whether they will

achieve any wide vogue is problematic. As in women's
shoes so in men's, all gingerbread effects and capricious

decorations are being laid aside, and simplicity and con-

servatism, coupled with smooth, artistic shoemaking, will be

the chief claims for patronage and pre-eminence on the part

of the bes* makers.

Writing to the Shoe and Leather Journal, Getty &
Scott Limited, of Gait, say: "We feel that the styles which
have been in vogue for the past few months have caused

considerable loss to both the manufacturer and retailer.

We believe some retailers are loaded up with these freaks,

as the fair sex have decided to stop wearing them on ac-

count of their noisy and conspicuous appearance on the

street, which is not becoming to the good dressers of the

fair sex. The return to the more conservative lines of

fashion will be welcomed. We might also say that the

price of leather and all materials excepting labor, is so far

advanced over the price of last season, that the manufac-

turer will have to sit up at night and figure his shoes out

on a different basis to what he did last season and not use

any comparison with his last season's cost sheet.

How Pripes are Ascending

"One instance which we have to quote occurred to-day

when we went to buy a certain quantity of sole leather,

some of which we purchased three weeks ago. We find that

the price of this stock has jumped 2c. a pound, and then it

is impossible to get covered up at this advance—as the price

of new hides at the present time is 26c. and according to

daily reports which we receive, there will be a still further

advance in the course of a few more days."

Another leading firm in reviewing the situation so far

as raw materials is concerned, remark: "Referring to the

conditions of the hide and leather market for the past six

or eight months, we think it would be beneficial to the shoe

manufacturers and the retail trade in general if you would

present some timely data along this line and give them to

understand the conditions that have been and are existing

regarding this subject.

"We notice some very startling facts regarding the

export business from this continent in the past eleven months,

and as these facts are established, we are of the opinion

that the trade should realize that there must be a substantial

advance in the price of footwear for the coming season of

1916. We might also add that if the shoe manufacturers

of Canada , at the present stage of the game had their just

dues, that the prices of their present product and on the

gcods they have taken orders for and promised to deliver

on the fall run, would be advanced at least 6 to 8 per cent.

From Leather to Cartons

"The advance all along the line from the leather to

the cartons themselves, figures out at l l/z per cent. This

is not saying anything in reference to the advance that has

taken place in leather in the past six months over and above

the increase that had already occurred previous to this.

{Continued on page j6)
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How War Induces Increased Business in All Trades
The First Effect Has Always Caused a Depression but Sooner or Later Trade Revives—Capital Becomes Abundant,

Speculation is Quickened and Period of Activity Follows—No Economic Waste Caused and Credit is Increased

It has been generally accepted and economists have
consistently taught that war is waste, that it destroys trade

and drives away the prosperity secured by hard work during

times of peace. Yet an examination of the records of wars
which have been waged during the last hundred years, right

up to and including the greatest war of all time, just now
raging in Europe, goes to prove that quite the opposite is

true. The first effect of war has always been a panic, or

at best, a sudden deep depression. Then, within a com-
paratively short time, capital becomes abundant, business

revives, speculation is quickened and a period of activity

follows, which usually assumes boom proportions before

peace is even in sight, and which continues for several

years after the end of hostilities.

Met All Obligations and Grew Rich

The great war with Napoleon cost England $3,000,-

000,000, and France about the same amount. The bank-
ruptcy of Europe was freely predicted, just as it has been
recently—but what was the result? These countries not
only met their obligations easily and promptly, but grew
tremendously rich at the same time. Improvements of all

sorts made their appearance in the cities, not only of England
and France, but of the other countries of Europe. Better

lighting, better pavements, better water supplies came into

being, and the condition of the poorer classes greatly im-

proved.

The Crimean and Franco-Prussian wars were also con-

current with great industrial and business activity. Britain

experienced her greatest trade expansion immediately after

the Boer War, and the United States met with the same
experience after the Spanish-American War was ended.

Trade Improved During the Civil War
The American Civil War began in 1860, and it

cost the United States two and a half million dollars a day.

CHARLES E. RAVEN, ST. THOMAS, ONT.

ONE OF THE LEADING SHOE RETAILERS OK WESTERN ONTARIO, WHO
MAKES A STRONG FEATURE OF HIS TRAVELING GOODS

BRANCH, WHICH HE SAYS PAYS HIM A
VERY SATISFACTORY PROFIT.

In the early part of 1863, opinions were freely expressed

that money could not be secured to carry it on. Yet despite

the pessimism and deep gloom of the time, a considerable

trade improvement made itself felt, as early in the war as

December, 1861, and continued to gather force throughout
the war and lasted for eight years afterwards.

From 1862 until the end of the War, trade was excep-

tionally active. Factories were busy, labor constantly em-
ployed and failures very few. Railway stock advanced and
prices of all commodities were good and this prosperity con-

tinued until 1873, uninterruptedly through the Franco-

Prussian war of 1870, which cost the combatants upwards
of four billion dollars. Two railways, the Union Pacific

and Central Pacific were started during this war and brought

to completion within five years of its close. From the com-
mencement of the war in 1860 until 1870, five years after

it was over, 22,000 miles were added to the railways of the

country, a percentage of increase that has never since been

exceeded; the Atlantic cable became a commercial fact in 1866.

Apart from the loss of life, it would seem that the des-

truction by military operations is off-set by the economies

practised by non-combatants. In times of war the people

pay the expenses of it through taxation, and by denying

themselves certain luxuries, which they would otherwise

pay for out of their own pockets. In other words, they pay for

shot and shell, and the other necessaries of modern warfare,

what in better times would be spent on picture shows,

theatres and other unnecessary, impermanent or unpro-

ductive things. The actual destruction of property in the

present war bulks large in the eye, but it can hardly equal

the loss by fire alone, during peace times. All productive

property, it has been estimated, requires renewal on an
average of every seven years. This includes machinery,

live stock, railways, etc. The comparatively small part

that is incidentally destroyed by war, cannot therefore affect

the economic whole, especially in view of the modern
facilities for securing credit—-for a scarcity in one quarter

of the globe instantly attracts a flow irom' some other part

of the world.

Supply of Capital Will be Increased

During the last year there has been a very real growth

of credit. Throughout Great Britain and the allied countries

the people have willingly accepted credit currency instead

of gold. This paper currency is redeemable at face value,

but redemption is not sought, because of faith in the govern-

ment. After the war is over, there will be even less reason

for withdrawing the gold, and it will probably remain in

the banks. Instead therefore, of being diminished by war,

the supply of capital has been increased tremendously.

War has compelled the mobilization of the world's gold

reserves in the banks and thus permanently enlarged the

basis of credit. After the war, money will not only be

plentiful for all purposes, but it will probably be cheaper,

if history of the past is any criterion. Despite the des-

truction of five billion dollars worth of property during the

American Civil War, the Bank of England rate fell from
7.41 in 1864 to 2.10 in 1868. After the Franco-Prussian

War, the rate fell from 4.76 in 1873 to 2.61 in 1876. The
truth seems to be that we exaggerate the waste of war and
greatly underestimate the economies induced by it, which
off-set that waste, at the same time entirely overlooking

the great credit expansion made possible by the concentra-

tion of the world's gold supply and the increased confidence of

men in each other, thus tending to diminish the charge for

the use of credit.
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How to Get Customers Into the Retail Shoe Store
The Patrons of a Shop Either Make or Break It—Securing Them Is Matter of Persistent Effort—A Bright

Summary of the Usual Methods and a Comparison of Their Value and Effect.

By A. E. EDGAR, Author of "How to Advertise a Retail Store."

The merchant who knows how to get customers into his

store has one of the best chances of securing a fortune

during his business life-time.

So few merchants do amass fortunes that we must
assume that they do not know how to get customers into

their stores. A few, perhaps, that do know how, fail to

succeed for other reasons, principally, because they do not

know how to keep the customer after he has once entered

the shop.

Assuming that a merchant has a store, well stocked,

properly managed, conveniently located and efficiently

served, he should have no trouble in getting customers

into his store, who will come back again, and again.

An Analysis of Methods

An analysis of the usual methods followed will be of

great benefit to the merchant. They are, briefly, as follows:

I. Advertising.

1. Newspaper advertising.

2. Circular and other mailable advertising.

3. Souvenir, premium and novelty advertising.

II. Window advertising.

1. Displays in windows and outside show cases.

2. Store-front impression.

3. Advantages of location.

III. Solicitation.

1. Personal solicitation by merchant and his clerks.

2. Solicitation by trained salesmen with and without
samples.

3. Regularly solicited orders.

IV. Recommendations.

1. Testimonials, oral or written, of satisfied customers.

2. Recommendations of others who have become im-

pressed by customer's testimonials.

3. Recommendations of others who have become
impressed by the general management of the store,

its advertising and accredited standing in the

community.

These are the four avenues through which the average

merchant may secure customers. It seems reasonable,

AN ATTRACTIVE DAY LIGHT SHOE HOUSE
The accompanying illustration affords some idea of

the inviting exterior of the Factory Shoe Store, 90-92 St.

Paul St., St. Catharines, Ont. The establishment has a

frontage of 25 feet; is 40 feet deep with ceilings 18 feet high,

with shelving which comes to within three feet of the top.

..t is a daylight store, and is artificially illuminated by lights

^f 1,000 candle power. On one side are the ladies' and chil-

dren's departments, and on the other, the men's and boys'.

The store, which has been established for some time, has

worked up a nice trade, and met with encouraging success.

The proprietors are I. H. Siegel, who is seen on the left of

the picture, while the person standing on the right and
wearing a straw hat is L. Leveys. The store was recently

enlarged and redecorated throughout.
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then, to expect that he will use these highways to success,

or, at least, travel as far as possible along each of them.

There are millions of dollars spent annually for but one

purpose—to get customers into the retail stores of the vil-

lages, towns and cities. The manufacturer spends vast

sums in an endeavor to force business. Naturally the stores

that sell their products benefit by this advertising. National

advertising is going a long way toward educating the cus-

tomer to expect good goods, expert service and fair prices.

Retail advertising is making a personal appeal on behalf

of the retailer for the trade of the local customer.

An Old Theory Exploded

There are a few merchants who will tell us that adver-

tising does not pay. If this is true, we should hold up our

hands in horror at the great economic waste represented

in the advertising matter issued every day. But it is not

true. Advertising is of two kinds—good and bad, with all

kinds of grades from good to bad running in between the two
extremes of good and bad.

To put this in another way, let us say that advertising

either benefits the advertiser or it does not. If the adver-

tising is good it pays, if it is bad it does not.

A few years ago a certain newspaper adopted a slogan,

or catch phrase that startled its competitors. It was,

"All kinds of advertising help all kinds of advertising."

This even surprised other branches of advertising, for it is

always a bone of contention among advertising men whether

one kind of advertising is not better than another.

All Kinds of Publicity

The newspaper advertising man will tell you that news-

paper advertising pays best. The street-car advertising

man thinks that that method of publicity is better than any
other. The man who sells calendars believes they will

produce better results than anything else, and so it goes, all

along the line of advertising. 1

The fact of the matter is that all kinds of advertising

pay, but all kinds of advertising are not suited for all kinds

of stores. Newspaper advertising is probably the most
universal method used by retail merchants to reach custom-

ers. It is the medium best suited to that purpose, but there

are thousands of stores that will find that newspaper adver-

tising will not pay them. Local circumstances are such

that in some cases the circulation of the newspaper is not

suited to convey the message of the retailer. His location

may be such that he would have to pay for circulation that

is of no use to him. Then this avenue of getting customers

into his store is closed and he must use some other way.

In the majority of cases, however, the retailer can use

the newspaper to advantage. He can also use almost all

the other ways of advertising included under the other two
general heads—circulars and premiums.

Find Out by Experiment

Just what proportion of the advertising appropriation

to spend for each class of advertising will puzzle the best

merchant in the world. The only way he can find out

is to experiment. When he finds one kind of advertising

pays let him stick to it. When he finds another does not

pay let him cut it out. Keep experimenting and learning

and the advertising appropriation will be well spent. It is

the merchant who uses a certain medium, year after year,

just because he has always done so, that wastes the most

money. He who experiments faithfully, spends the greater

part of his appropriation judiciously, spends it where it

does the most good.

The writer has always contended that a good mailing

list is an asset to any business, and it ought to be considered

as such. A poor list, however, is merely a sink-hole for

pouring money from which no returns can ever come.

One of the best methods of judging advertising before

hand is to inquire into the possibility of its reaching the

hands of a prospective customer and into the probability

of its being read. Advertising judged by this standard will

usually prove satisfactory.

Surely little need be said about the value of the window
as an avenue through which the retailer can reach out to

the possible customer. It seems so obvious that it is one
of the best of all avenues of advertising, and yet—and yet,

there are merchants who think so little of their window's
appearance that they do not even keep them clean. Others

will fill up the larger part of the space with circus bills,

doubtless feeling that they are being well paid by two
tickets to the circus. The advertising manager of the circus

recognizes the value of the retailer's window more than he
does himself, that's why he pays to put his bill in the window.

Testing Window's Pulling Powers

Any merchant who doubts the value of window adver-

tising can be convinced of its tremendous pulling power
if he can spare a couple of days to watch the best windows
in his town or city. He will see hundreds of men and women
stop when they come to a well balanced display no matter
what kind of goods there are on display. Merchandise of

all kinds when well shown is interesting to most people.

Why the coal man recognizes this fact, and often makes a

display of coal in his window, and sells coal from the display,

too. If he can do that, surely there is no line of merchandise
sold in the retail store which cannot be sold in a similar

manner.
Another method of testing the window display for its

sales value, would be to show different lines of goods for

stated times and keep a record of the sales of these lines

when on display, and when not. In making this test the

best results would be secured by conforming to the following

rule: Keep track of the sales of a certain article for a week
before it is shown in the window, for a week while it is being

shown, and for a week after it is shown. The test should

include many articles and cover a lengthy period of time.

A test on one article alone, while it might show that the sale

was increased by the display, would be entirely unsatisfac-

tory, because of the possibility that it was merely a coinci-

dence and not a matter of sound principle.

What Impression Will Do

The impression of the whole store front, the first appear-

ance of the shop upon the possible customer has a great

deal to do whether he will enter or not. The local situation

of the store determines to a large degree the extent of the

business. People will not travel to out-of-the-way stores

—

unless there is something there to draw them past more
convenient places to shop.

Solicitation is being resorted to more than ever. The
strenuous efforts of one's competitors have extended to

solicitation to a larger extent than ever. This can be met
by a similar method. It can be made a powerful means of

making friends and of securing much patronage. People
of all classes delight in being recognized. They feel flattered

when they are told that their patronage is appreciated, and
they are asked to deal with a certain store. A large per-

centage are willing to give every merchant a fair trial. If

the trial is satisfactory the customer is won.
A merchant is advertised by his satisfied customers.

Little need be said about this. The customers of a store

make or break it. If the customer is satisfied and pleased,

others will be told of it. If the customer has been ill-treated

others will be advised never to go to that store.

To secure customers for the store is merely a matter of

persistent effort. If the store is right the customers will

stay after they have once been induced to come.
Think this over. Take a pencil and a piece of wrapping

paper and lay out a campaign of securing customers in the
way we have done. If it does not show possibilities for

future business it will be your own fault.



Cash Customer is One of Shoe Store's Valuable Assets
Too Much Discrimination Often Shown Credit Customer, While Person Who Pays Cash is Slighted or Neglected—Petty

Ways in Which This is Shown—Cash Patron is the One Who Should be Encouraged and More Appreciated

The cash customer is one of the most elusive

beings on earth. Some retail merchants realize this,

some do not.

The cash customer is one of the most valuable

assets of the retail store. Some retail merchants

do not realize this.

The cash customer is not extended the same
courtesies as those so freely given to the credit cus-

tomer. The retail merchant does not realize this,

cither, hence our theme.

The credit customer is one to be kotowed to, to be

toadied, to be offered every reasonable service, and many
that are unreasonable. Why ? Because she may take her

account clown the street to a competitor.

The cash customer pays cash and is not considered a

customer of the store in the same sense that the credit cus-

tomer is. The merchant knows how much the credit cus-

tomer buys. He has it in his books. He can figure it all

out—and often does so with fear and trembling, hoping

to collect but fearing to offend. The purchases of the cash

customer are not recorded. The merchant does not know,

except in a general way, how much the cash customer spends

in a year.

Credit Customer Tactfully Treated

If the credit customer does not make a purchase for a

week the merchant sets out to find out why. Is she away,

or is she buying somewhere else? If he can find out his

worst fears may be set at rest. She may be out of town.

If she has transferred her account to another store without

saying anything, without settling for the goods secured be-

fore that fateful event, the merchant has a tactful duty to

perform. He must do so politely and diplomatically so as

not to offend. The credit customer is always treated in this

skillful manner.

It is not our intention that we should be understood

as not favoring this treatment of the credit customer, or as

regarding the credit business with disfavor. The credit

business is a profitable business and all customers should be

treated with the greatest amount of courtesy and respect.

And when we say all customers, we mean the cash customer

as well as the credit customer.

The woman who drops in for a dime's worth of some-

thing and hands out the cash should be received as cordi-

ally as she who comes in and orders a dollar's worth, and

says, "Charge it." It is because this is not done, whether

it is the intention of the merchant to discriminate or not,

that we are taking this topic for discussion.

Cash enables the merchant to run his business. If he

never had any cash he would never be in business, even

though credit is cheap.

The cash customer furnishes him the wherewithal to

manage his business successfully. She helps him to pay
cash to his clerks on pay-night. She pays the rent, the

light bill, the heating bill, and other monthly bills. She
helps him largely to buy for cash and to secure the cash

discounts, which alone will pay his rent, if not more. Why
then should she not be encouraged and cultivated?

No merchant goes deliberately out of his way to make
a distinction between cash and credit customers. But he

does unconsciously make the difference felt, and the clerks

follow the merchant's lead, often discriminating more tact-

lessly than the merchant.

Why Should There be Discrimination?

To show some of the petty ways in which this dis-

crimination is put into effect we will mention two or three
little instances that have come under the writer's own ob-
servation.

A clerk was answering a question that had been asked
him by a woman who had made a small purchase and paid
for it. The question was about another article for sale.

A customer who had been standing near, waiting to be
served (all were busy), showed signs of impatience, al-

though the other customer had waited much longer for her
turn to be served. The clerk broke off in the midst of a

sentence to go to her and assure her she would be served

SHOES IN HIS HAT AND GRIP
A SANDWICH MAN OF BROADWAY ADVERTISING A

NEW YORK SHOE STORE

at once. She gave an order for ten cents' worth to be sent
up immediately. The clerk had to explain that the delivery
had just gone in that direction and that it would be sent
on the next delivery. She exhibited signs of annoyance
which the clerk tried, as best he could, to mollify. He' sug-
gested that she take the parcel with her. as it was a very
small one. She was calling on a friend and did not "intend
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to make a pack-horse of herself." Before she left the store,

the other customer, who had been left standing unattended,

also left. She went into the next store and purchased the

article she was asking about.

This is a case of a cash customer whose trade was not

appreciated and a credit customer who had the merchant

and his whole outfit on the run. She knew how to lord it

over them to perfection. But this instance merely shows

the policy of the store, as proclaimed by the actions of the

merchant and his representative. But it is safe to say that

this merchant would indignantly deny this as part of his

policy.

Give Her Credit—You're Mistaken

The fact that the merchant does not recognize this dif-

ference between his cash and credit customers, while the

discrimination goes on under his very eyes, and with his

unconscious connivance, makes the matter more reprehen-

sible.

Here is another instance to prove this distinction pres-

ent in a well organized store. A lady brought back an

article to have it exchanged. Upon examination it was
found that it had been worn. It was one of the rules of

the store that no article that had been worn should be ex-

changed. The exchange clerk stated this fact to her and

she indignantly denied that she had ever worn it. She de-

manded r.n interview with the merchant. He found the

evident marks on the article, but when he found out who
it was who was bringing it back for exchange, his face

broke out into smiles, as he said, "Give her credit for this,

you are mistaken." She was one of his best credit cus-

tomers.

This policy has proven to be the best in all the largest

stores. Goods should be freely exchanged and if a customer

claims a damaged article was not so through her fault, no

matter what the facts are, she should be given the benefit

of the doubt. That was not the rule in this store, as the

following incident will show : A customer brought back a

piece of linen, asking that it be exchanged because it was

damaged. The exchange clerk sent it in to the merchant

for his O. K. He came out and after a few hasty, intimi-

dating questions, refused to exchange the article, claiming

it had been sold for a low price on that account. This

customer was a stranger to the merchant, she always pur-

chased for cash. After she had gone one of the clerks

told the merchant that she was the wife of a prominent

manufacturer who had but recently moved to the place.

The merchant got into a towering rage and called down
everyone within calling distance because he had not been

informed. The cash customer here was not considered of

as much value as the credit customer, except in cases where

the merchant would like to make his cash customer over

into a credit customer.

Often Ignoring Common Courtesies

It is said that in some of the large department stores in

Chicago and New York that the sales girls soon learn to

know the cash and credit customers of the store and offer

their best services to the latter, often ignoring even the

common courtesies of everyday breeding.

A woman had been dealing at a certain store for sev-

eral months. The clerks all knew her but she had never met

the merchant. She was in the store one day and a clerk

introduced them. The merchant acknowledged the intro-

duction politely, but without any degree of warmth. He
should have taken the occasion to assure her that the store

was at her service, or to question her to see if she was
receiving satisfaction in her dealings with his business. Per-

haps he would have done so had not another lady entered

the store just at the time. He hastened to greet her with

an ardent enthusiasm that struck the other customer as

strange, but being a woman of refinement, she excused the

merchant's abruptness, thinking the other woman was a

social acquaintance. But later she met this same difference

in the atmosphere and finally found that these women who
were taken in hand with so much warmth were merely cus-

tomers like herself. She transferred her trade to a com-
petitor and never heard anything more about it. That mer-
chant had eyes for only one class of customers—those who
owed him money, who had credit accounts.

Guilty of Worst Kind of Judgment
The merchant will do well to examine himself and find

out whether he has been falling into this pernicious habit

of treating one class of customers differently from another.

If he has been doing so, and learns that he has been guilty

of the worst kind of judgment in this matter, he can call

a stop and institute the policy of treating all his customers

alike. But he should go farther than that. The cash cus-

tomer is his best customer and is worthy of a little cul-

tivation.

The merchant and his clerks can do a great deal to-

wards this by following a policy of simple graciousness.

Let them consider the purchaser as a friend who has come

to do them a favor and treat him accordingly.

The purchaser may be attracted to the store for one of

a great many reasons, most likely a purely selfish one, but

the fact should not be overlooked, the customer can go some-

where else to deal. That is, the cash customer can go else-

where with his cash, hence the necessity of cultivating the

cash customer.

USE OF TICKETS FOR STOCK RECORDS

We use a ticket of ample size to enable us to make a per-

fect and complete record of the pair of shoes that the ticket

is fastened to, and is allowed to remain on same until it is

sold and sent to the wrapping department, at which point it

is removed by the cashier after she has compared the price

of the ticket with the sales-slip. These tickets are then placed

in a box containing every ticket for that day's business, and

are crossed off from the stock book the next morning, so

that a complete inventory may be taken from your stock-

book at any time, with a correct list of sizes and widths. The
tickets bear the year and day the shoes were received, next

the stock number, next the cost, next the size and width, and

last the price, printed with a rubber stamp. As the date is

in a secret mark known only to your force, one is enabled at

any time to select from the different departments shoes that

have not been on hand too long. In giving an order for

shoes, whether they are to be received in a day or so or three

weeks, the tickets and boxes are made at once from the dupli-

cate of the order, so that on the arrival of the goods they

are transferred into the stock boxes without delay. After the

invoice has been checked, the goods are examined for im-

perfections and mismates, after which the correct ticket is

placed, always on the right shoe, and the goods are trans-

ferred into the stock boxes with the right shoe always first to

come out.

When a pair of shoes is returned for exchange they are

taken to the department from which they were sold, the ex-

change made, the ticket on the pair now to be taken is mark-

ed "exchange" by the clerk who makes it, and this pair is

sent to be wrapped, while the other pair is sent on a special

trip to the office for a ticket as originally marked, and a new
ticket made, then returned to proper department.—Exchange

Fred. W. Love, shoe retailer of Aylmer, Ont., has

erected a large new sign with raised gold letters.
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Fixed Prices "Mill Stones" Around Neck of Trade
Shoes Should Bear the Tariff of the Service that Goes with them, with a Profit, and Whatever that Price

Happens to Figure is Price to Consumer—The Most Honest and Fairest System of Retailing Footwear,

Says the National Association—What Organization can and has Accomplished

That the shoe dealers of Toronto have adopted a

progressive step in organizing a live association is acknow-

ledged on all sides and it is likely that the splendid example

set in the second largest city in Canada, will be followed in

other urban communities of the Dominion.

The executive of the Toronto Shoe Retail Dealers'

Association is now busy securing information regarding the

work and worth of similar bodies across the line and in

drafting a constitution and bylaws

The news that Canada is falling in line is received with

every satisfaction across the border. The National Shoe

Retailers' Association of the United States, whose executive

head quarters are in Philadelphia, A. C. McGowin being the

President and A. H. Geuting, treasurer, send the following

inspiring message to the Canadian trade throughout the

Shoe and Leather Journal:
"Glad of your beginning. Hope it will be the means

of continued success.

"The Shoe Retailers of Canada are not competitors!

They are partners! It is their business to distribute the

shoes to the individuals throughout Canada in an efficient

and economical manner. Some of this trade in Canada is

particular, they prefer fine environments, and such trade must
pay the increased cost of such distribution. There are

other stores that cater to a class of people who do not care

for luxurious surroundings, but want to be dealt with in a

plain, straightforward manner without much service. This

dealer can retail shoes a little cheaper than the other fellow,

but that does not make these two dealers competitors; they

are merely catering to a different trade.

"Each dealer in Canada is worthy of his hire. He
organizes his store, or should organize his store, the best he

knows how to meet the requirements of his particular

clientele. Figure the cost on this business, and then charge

your profit above that. This is the scientific, the correct

way of doing business.

"The wrong way is to work along the lines of tradition,

paying a certain price for a shoe and selling it at a certain

price, regardless of the service that goes with it. Fixed
prices in the United States are the 'mill-stones' around the

neck of the trade. Happily, these fixed prices are almost

a thing of the past.

The Most Efficient System

"To-day, retailers, through their Associations, have
learned that the shoes must bear the tariff of this service

with a profit, and whatever that price happens to figure is

the price to the consumer. There is no more honest, no
more just, no more scientific way of retailing shoes. It is

the system that will lead to the greatest efficiency, to the
greatest economy to the consumer, for every failure that

takes place, due to wrong ideas, ultimately falls upon
the cost of the shoe to the consumer. When a dealer fails,

someone pays the price,—usually the manufacturer, and a

certain percentage in the price of a shoe has to be added
for such possibilities, and where the retail shoe business is

not conducted correctly a greater chance is run. Where
failures take place, a greater percentage must be added to

to insure the manufacturer against loss.

"ASSOCIATION is the answer to the retailer's pro-

lems. He must have a clearing-house for his ideas; he must
have a place where he can exchange experiences, and there

is no one with whom he can better do this than with his

fellow-retailer. Retailers must learn that they are not
competitors, but are partners, and they will learn this in

Association work.

"We, in the United States, congratulate you upon the

excellent showing you have made in organizing the Toronto
Shoe Retailers, wish you God-Speed, and assure you of a

strong sympathy in your work."
Rochester shoemen were one of the first to organize

across the line, and everywhere the efficiency of that associa-

tion is praised. Harry H. Phelan, secretary of the Rochester
Retail Shoe Dealers' Association, says that their body is

ALERT OFFICERS OF TORONTO SHOE RETAILERS' ASSOCIATION
WALTER BURNILL, VICE-PRESIDENT J. C. BUDREO, TREASURER EDWARD COOK, SECRETARY
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always glad to assist similar ones in whatever way it may
as only through such associations can the shoe trade be put

upon a more solid and profitable basis. Continuing Secre-

tary Phelan adds: Regarding early closing and half-holiday

movements, it was thought best to leave to the Rochester

Chamber of Commerce, as they have been very successful

in both of these.

In the matter of clearance sales our members have as a

rule lived up to whatever dates that have been decided for

such, although it has been hard with all the department

stores starting much earlier.

Price of 1st quality rubbers has taken up much of our

time, and you may be surprised to know that $1.15 was

the price of light weight rubbers (men's Dandys and Earls)

in this city during the past season.

Another subject taken up was so-called sample shoe

stores that did their usual fake advertising. Our fraudulent

advertising committee is working hand in hand with The
Rochester Ad Club in their campaign against such con-

cerns who advertise $5 and $6 shoes for $2.85, and at the

present time have two cases under investigation.

Eliminating the credit system and the repair depart-

ment has been left to the individual members, as we con-

sider they are in better position to solve these.

I am enclosing our by-laws, thinking they may be of

benefit to the Toronto association.

BREEZY NOTES FROM WINNIPEG

Bert Harrison, city traveler for the Great West Sad-

dlery and Shoe Findings Co., and family, are holidaying at

Oak Point.

The Regal shoe store, Portage avenue, has installed a

handsome new front which is decidedly attractive and

unique, giving the premises an imposing appearance.

T. W. Hart, of the Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, spent

a few days in the city recently. He reports that business

with his firm is flourishing.

Frank Kilgour of the Kilgour, Rimer Co., is spending

a month on the company's farm and is enjoying life in the

open.

W. J. Berryhill, of the Yale shoe store staff, Winnipeg,

was married on July 20th and left with his bride on a trip

W. J. BERRYHILL, WINNIPEG

to the Panama-Pacific Exposition. Mr. Berryhill's many

friends will congratulate him on joining the ranks of the

benedicts. He has always taken an active interest in good

clean sport and has been a good rugby player for a number
of years.

Tlie majority of shoe stores have been conducting clear-

ing sales of summer footwear. All the dealers expect a

big fall trade as the harvest was never more promising.

30 PER CENT. NOT ENOUGH GROSS PROFIT

When the subject, "What Should Be the Proper Gross

Profits" was assigned to me, I felt I was the wrong man for

the subject, for I believe you all will more or less agree with

me that a store specializing 80 per cent, on one line of shoes,

with quick turnovers, can give a fair average analysis.

The question of proper gross profits for a retail shoe

store is one that has been seriously discussed by the shoe

trade in general, especially during the past five years, and

as we all know, the shoe dealers all over the country have

been exceedingly dull in believing that they can make an

honest and legitimate living, over and above all modern
expenses, by selling shoes as their grandfathers sold them

50 years ago on the basis of 20 or 25 per cent, on the selling

price, not taking into consideration that all overhead ex-

penses have advanced with leaps and bounds, especially

the two big items of rent and salesmen's salaries.

We all know the one big reason why Harvard Univer-

sity chose the retail shoe business to investigate was be-

cause there were too many failures in the retail shoe busi-

ness. Why? Because the average shoe merchant was lame

and did not know enough to do business on a safe gross

margin.

My best answer to the subject, as I see it, is that each

and every one of us must carefully study our own indivi-

dual condition according to the size of the town or city we
do business in, proportioning the rent and the labor items

according to the volume done. The experience I have had

in my business in Des Moines the past four and a half

years may help to shed some light on the proper gross pro-

fits that ought to be secured in a city of 100,000 people,

with stiff rent and high salaries for salesmen to grapple with.

When we opened store I naturally felt an average 30

per cent, gross on the selling price would meet conditions,

but with *-he help of our store system, which shows the

monthly gross profits, expenses, net profits or loss, compared
to volume, I soon found that 30 per cent, was an excellent

stepping stone to the front door of the sheriff's office. I

immediately started systematically, according to style value,

to grade up here and there throughout the line, and at the

end of our first year our average gross profits was a little

over 33 per cent. Yet I could see 33 per cent, was too

small, as compared to volume, for in our city, competition

isn't a "walk-over" by any means, so by further continuing

to grade up on the line our average gross profits last year

on the selling price was 36y2 per cent.

I don't feel that any shceman is properly repaid in

return for his risk in the investment, plus the daily grind

and effort he gives his business, unless he can finally reach

a 38 per cent, yearly average gross profit ; and there is only

one way that I can see to accomplish this result, and that

is by the shoe dealers working together, shoulder to shoulder,

in states associations and by membership in the National

Association.

It will do a lot of good to learn *\.at your neighbor

isn't half as bad a fellow as you thought him to be, and that

he isn't any more anxious than you are to grind year in and
out and do business just for glory and let the good wife and
children go around in sackcloth and ashes. If we all learn

to know each other better a 38 per cent, gross profit isn't

a thing very far off.—Geo. Breckeisen, at Iowa Shoe Re-
tailers' Convention.
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Catching the Footwear Trade of the Children

"Children cry to be brought here for a pair of shoes."

"I don't blame you for smiling at such a statement,

but I've been told so a dozen times or more by indulgent

mothers. And occasionally, I've noted corroboratory evi-

dence in the form of tear-reddened eyes."

Miss Minnie Ward was made manager of the children's

shoe department of Bennett & Co., Haverhill, Mass., about

two years ago. In that time the department business has

been increased 200 per cent., not by costly "forcing" and
"special sales," but by "Katching the Kiddies."

"It has been my observation, that the child's experience

in getting a pair of shoes at the average store makes about

as lasting—and pleasant— an impression as its trip to the

dentist.

"Yet the children's trade is important, not only for the

profit it carries, but also for what it leads to. When you
get the children's trade you are pretty sure to get the moth-
ers' trade as well.

"Moreover, the five-year old boys and girls of today will

be customers for adult shoes in the future—your customers,

if you catch them when they're young.

"But very few store managers realize that kiddies

aren't interested in 'special values' or 'natural shape' shoes.

The children's department is too cold and business-like to

attract them.

"This store had, for years, devoted some six hundred
square feet of the rear of the store to a children's depart-

ment, exactly like every other children's department in the

country. And we had always done a fair business.

"But two years ago we decided that the children's trade

could be greatly increased by making ours a real children's

department.

"I bought a bowl of gold fish, a children's tea-table,

four small chairs, a rocking-horse and a cuckoo clock—the

entire cost of which was not large.

"Our experiment didn't bring any immediate increase

in trade. If the store had been run on the 'must beat a year
ago to-day's record' basis the experiment would probably
have been abandoned as a failure.

"By the end of the second month, however, we were
beginning to catch the kiddies in real earnest. The depart-
ment showed a perceptible growth.

"Then the cuckoo clock began to get very busy. That
poor old cukoo has worked as high as thirty-six hours a day.
It's been set ahead of time again and again, so some bright
little youngster could 'hear the birdie sing.' I'd try to get

a clock which would cuckoo 'on request,' except that I feel

sure the mothers are more impressed by seeing me willing to

upset my timepiece than they would be by seeing me merely
pull a string or lever.

"Don't overlook the fact that the children are the best
little advertisers in the world," continued Miss Ward.
"Many a pair of shoes has been sold in this department
because little Sarah Smith fairly dragged her mother here by
the hand after hearing 'Tiny' Jones' glowing description of

our doll's tea-table or our birdie clock.

"You would be surprised, too, at the effect this depart-
ment has had upon our women's shoe sales. The mother
can get her own shoes while the child is being fitted out.

Moreover, no mother can help having a soft spot in her heart
for the store which the youngster lovers.

"And the best feature of all is that I lose very few
customers," concluded Miss Ward. "The children are too
anxious to see the novelties we have here to allow their

parents to go elsewhere."

W. J. Cooper, sales manager of the Gutta & Percha
Rubber Limited, Winnipeg, left recently for £ Fort
William to take charge of a branch the company is opening
there. Before leaving he was'presented'with a trunk.

SEASONABLE CUTS ADD TO THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF CHILDREN'S FOOTWEAR ADVERTISING.
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MORE SCIENTIFIC FITTING NEEDED
I have been more or less connected with the shoe fitting

profession for some years. About twelve or fourteen years

ago the store was turned over to me to manage. At that

time we were fitting without a size stick, and fitting without

any idea of the rights of the foot at all. I designed a size

stick (it was a little different from the size stick in use

to-day), but we could use it to make an impression on the

customer that we were measuring him. Prior to that time

if a customer called for a certain size it was put on the foot

whether it fitted the foot or not, says a leading authority.

We study the foot, and its condition and its needs, and
I feel that I know enough about it to diagnose nearly every

case. If it is a simple case we can fit it, but we send to the

orthopedist anything we cannot take care of. Dr. Brad-

ford, of Boston, says that 90 per cent, of the foot troubles

belong to the shoe dealer and 5 per cent, belong to them,
and that shoe fitting is largely reponsible for the condition

of many feet. In my estimation, however, I think the chang-

ing style conditions are more to blame. I think it is up to

a shoe man to pay more attention to shoe fitting than he
ever did before. It seems to me the biggest parts of the shoe

merchandising.

Don't look inside the old shoe for the size.

Don't try to fit without a size stick. I call it criminal.

Don't fit too short or too narrow. Too short is worse

than too narrow, but too narrow binds the foot.

Here are some of the ills of the shoe trade. The sample
shoe store is responsible for more ill-fitting shoes than any
other factor in merchandising. The usual sample shoe store

buys shoes of all styles and descriptions, and puts in clerks

that they pay about $6.00 or $7.00 a week. Those girls

do not take interest in fitting shoes, they just hand them
out. They think if they can fit a foot to a 3 or a 5 they have
made a good sale. They have made a sale all right, but are

doing the shoe business a tremendous harm.

THERE IS DANGER IN FREAKS
The report concerning the assignment of a prominent

New England shoe manufacturing firm says:

"In shoe circles it was said that the difficulties of the

company have been experienced by other manufacturers
who have been unwillingly filling orders for the freak styles

in women's shoes that have been popular for the past year.

The craze for such novelties has now waned and jobbers

and retailers who placed orders for such styles are either

rejecting the shoes or countermanding the orders, thus

forcing heavy financial losses upon the manufacturers."

DO YOU TAKE YOUR DISCOUNTS?
Here are the reasons why only 30 per cent, of the mer-

chants take advantage of their cash discounts:

First.—Lack of business training.

Second.-—Lack of business organization.

Third.—Rut of contentment, established by years of

narrow observation.

COULD NOT DO WITHOUT IT

Enclosed you nill find $1.00 for renewal sub-

scription to the Shot-: and Leatiikr Journal for

the coming year. I am very much pleased itnth your

paper, and 1 could hardly get along without it.

Yours truly,

Walkervitte, Out. P. DUGAL.

Fifth.—Poor collection work by the dealer.

Sixth.—Opposition to association advancement.

Seventh.—Inability to absorb the written or personal

experience of others.

Eighth.—Misuse of trade papers.

Ninth.—Lack of education through travel.

Sometimes we are inclined to think it would be better

in the long run if we were more stringent in the use of

commercial paper. Credit is a fine thing. It is the basis

of business but the cruel neglect of mercantile paper is one

of the curses of modern business.—Commercial Review.

DISCOUNT YOUR BILLS—IT PAYS

A shoe manufacturer has chronicled a recent experience

of his in regard to the collection of accounts outstanding

on his books. He had sent out two hundred statements

with urgent requests for remittance, and only two shoe

merchants had responded by paying their accounts.

This is a worse record than we should have expected

—

familiar as we are with the careless ideas and habits of the

majority of shoe merchants regarding the paying of bills

for their purchases of merchandise.

Most shoe merchants are slow pay.

How few of them ever think of discounting their bills!

How is it with you?
Do you get your merchandise in stock and put it on

sale and delay paying your manufacturer until the season is

well over? Do you hold back your remittance from the

manufacturer and thus make it difficult for him to meet his

payroll and make early payment to the leather man, who in

turn is obliged to wait for his money, as are all the other

men from whom the shoe manufacturer buys? Do you
delay payment and so lay upon the manufacturer additional

work and expense in making collections and in borrowed
capital on which to operate his plant while waiting for you
to pay your account?

If so, you are making it harder and more expensive for

the manufacturer to do business—and, in turn, you are

making it more expensive for yourself to conduct your own
business, since you ultimately will have to remunerate the

manufacturer for all expense he incurs, and you cannot pur-

chase so advantageously as long as you continue to delay

paying the manufacturer until the last moment.
Most shoe merchants follow out this very plan habit-

ually. In all financial dealings, they travel in a rut. And
their position on this matter is merely characteristic of their

attitude on the entire subject of the retail merchandising
of shoes—an attitude which makes it necessary for some
agencies to record that shoe retailers are, with one exception,

the poorest businessmen in any great line of retail trade.

But the big successful shoe merchants are men who
discount every bill for merchandise purchased. They do
it because they thus have a better standing with the factories

whose product they buy, because they buy more advantage-
ously, and because there is more profit in operating their

business on this basis.

Department stores take most of their profits in the
form of discounts on purchases. In some cases discounts

on purchases during the year amount to more than the net

profit.

Almost any shoe merchant accustomed to take the limit

of time before paying his manufacturers, can increase his net
profits by fifteen to twenty per cent by merely paying all

bills quickly enough to get the discount.

Take your discounts! Use your own capital to accomplish
this, if you have the cash of your own. It is cheaper to borrow
enough money at the bank, if necessary ; but takethe discount

!

Thus you will benefit the situation through the entire

trade—and pay yourself handsomely for changing your
financial policy.—Boot and Shoe Recorder.
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The Shoe Repair Man
ORGANIZING SHOE REPAIRERS' UNION

In March, 1912, Mr. Thomas Sacco, a Chicago shoe

repairer, went out among his shoe repairing friends with the

idea of forming an association, whose aim should be to

better the, at that time, existing conditions among the

Chicago shoe repairers. He found that many of his friends

were eager to co-operate with him in this new field, so that

when he called a meeting of all those interested in the new
work, sixty-five ambitious cobblers assembled to form an

association, if possible, says the "Shoe Repair Shop.''

Since Mr. Sacco had been the leader among these men,
he now took the chair pro tempo. In opening the meeting,

he said: "Gentlemen: It gives me great pleasure to see so

many of you, my fellow-workmen, have responded to

my call for a general meeting. As you all know, we have
come together not only to talk over the present situation,

but to form an association that would help to do away with
the present working conditions under which we all must
suffer. At the present time we are receiving unreasonably
low prices for our work; we cannot afford to use the best

grade of material and we are forced to work from 14 to 16

hours a day in order to support our families. If only a
few of us try to handle these problems single-handed, we are

sure to meet with defeat, but if we unite and work toward
the same end in combined strength we will surely succeed.

Why not form an association whose aim shall be to reform
our working conditions? Let us as an association raise our
prices, use better material and live more comfortable by
working only eight or ten hours a day. Of course we will

meet with opposition, at first, from the people whom we
have been serving with our work. They will claim that we
are too high-priced and that they can get their shoes repaired

by other cobblers for less than we charged, but we can show
them the difference in material used by the cheap repairer

from that used by vis. Then when we really prove to them
that our work is better than it was before we raised the
prices, they will be glad to pay the advanced price. Let
us all join in forming a union that will benefit all its members.'

This speech met with approval and the willingness to

form an association was expressed by all the men present.

Mr. Thomas Sacco was elected president, temporarily.

On the 19th of June, 1912, we received our charter,

which established our association as the Chicago Shoe Re-
pairers' Union.

By action of the union the second Sunday of each month
was set aside for the regular meetings of the association.

In order to avoid the expense of an office in the business
district, the union decided to use the business place of Mr.
Sacco at 1209 Diversey parkway as the office of the union
and as the meeting place of committees.

At the same meeting a committee of five was appointed
to design a sort of union stamp which should serve as a sign

to distinguish our association from other organizations. The
chairman of this committee asked the additional assistance
of the president in this work. Each member of the committee,
including the president, was asked to design a suitable label.

Two weeks later these various designs were presented and
one (designed by the president) accepted as most approp-
riate. ' Several cuts were made, of various sizes, to be used
either on gummed labels to be placed on repaired shoes, or

to be placed on display on union shops.

In the winter of 1913, a committee was appointed to

make arrangements for a union dance, intended to be held
in December, but which had to be postponed until January,
1913. To this dance were invited all the jobbers, material
manufacturers and friends of the union. Our twenty-eight
page program contained the advertisements of many of the
prominent manufacturers and jobbers. Nearly five hundred
couples took part in the dance. As a result of this dance our
association grew rapidly.

At the second annual dance, held December 6, 1914, it

was learned what a wonderful advancement we had made
since the last affair of this kind. The attendance increase
over the last dance was more than 200 per cent. The
jobbers and manufacturers again took advantage of a sale

booster and filled our larger and more attractive program
with illustrated advertisements. And thus the good work
has gone on.

FLESH SIDE AND GRAIN SIDE

Always bear in mind that the flesh side of the upper
leather is the best part to resist wear, by friction or by the
usual wear and tear incident to wearing. Put the flesh side

at the outside surface, where the most wear will come, and
you will increase the wearing qualities of the leather.

The flesh side is, of course, much rougher than the grain
side, but it can be polished up with the hot iron and made to
look as well as the grain side. A little grease should be first

applied, or ink, if staining is necessary, and thereafter the
grease. The hot iron should not alone be relied upon, but
chalk well rubbed in will also help in finishing the rough side

of upper leather. Much care should be taken in fleshing off

any part of the surface of the leather, as too much flesh will

always remain rough and coarse and no amount of rubbing
will make things right.

A notable fact about this is found in the construction
of the army shoe for European countries. England at least

orders that such shoes be made with the flesh side of the
upper on the outside. The shoes were seen by the writer
and did not look at all bad even without treeing.

In olden times no tanner would think of finishing upper
stock on the grain side, but our modern methods demand
speed and for that reason do we see upper leather finished

on the wrong side, namely, the grain side. When you
apply a box-toe or counter always put the fleshy side of the
stock next the upper. There is much to say about the grain
side and the fleshy side of leather.

WHY SOME SHOES SLIP

I saw a man fall and break his hip on account of the
steel nails a repair man put in the heels of his shoes when he
repaired them. This man stepped on a smooth stone in

the doorway of a store and his heels slipped as though it

were on wet ice. Zinc nails are preferable, even if they do
wear out sooner; still if the customer wants steel nails he
should have them, even if he is to suffer afterwards. When
steel nails are used in heels the leather wears away, leaving
the nails to project, and their hardened surface slides easily

on smooth stones or iron, such as is frequently put on stair-

ways or floor sills. Just so with the regulation rubber heel;

on wet ice they are very treacherous. When cork shavings
are moulded in the rubber or an insert of cork is used, they
are much safer on wet ice, as cork will not slip on it.
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Neat, Quiet, Smart Spring Styles
(Continued from page 25)

"The price of hides suitable for upper leather is 27c.

These are the hides from which the shoes of to-day are

being made, so the dealer on analyzing these conditions can

readily see that the shoe manufacturer is bound to lose

money on this present run.

"One cause of these advances in leather is the fact that

the export trade from the United States in the past eleven

months was an increase over the previous eleven months of

$54,784,391.00. »

"We think if there was ever a time shoe and leather

periodicals of Canada could benefit the shoe manufacturers

and the retailers, and have them come together with an in-

telligent understanding, it is at this present period."

Speaking of recent advances, a leading authority says:

"Quotations have risen in one instance 7c. a pound since

July, 1914, and it should be remembered that prices were
extremely high a year ago. Packer native steer hides stood

at 20c. last July and five pounds for a dollar was at that

time considered an abnormal if not outrageous rate. But

under the stimulus of the war demand for belting butts for

conversion into military accountrements the price jumped
to 27c. where it stands to-day. It is not impossible that the

market will go to still higher levels.

"It is unwise for cutters of leather to assume that

there is any manipulation in the hide markets. The advance,

sensational as it is, resulted from the operation of the law

of supply and demand. The world's stock of hides and skins

has been reduced by the war while co-incidently the con-

sumption of leather has tremendously increased.

"The best authorities realize that were it not for the

depression in the United States and the resultant reduced

demand for leather there would have been still more ex-

cited and booming hide markets.

"The obvious moral is that the raw material markets

should be watched by leather buyers. There never was a

time when the necessity for keeping track of hide and skin

quotations was so urgent. Many firms who heretofore have
not paid attention to the cost of tanners' raw materials are

now anxious for information and are receiving daily reports

from Chicago and elsewhere."

Standards Fixed at a Conference

Representatives of National Associations of Boot and
Shoe Manufacturers, Shoe Retailers, Shoe Wholesalers and
last manufacturers, as a result of a largely attended meeting
held recently in New York, agreed upon the following fore-

cast for the coming spring and summer season.

Women's Shoes

Leathers—The leading leathers for safe buying in

the order of popularity will be: Dull Calf, Glazed Kid,

Dull Kid, Patent, and Dark Tan Kid.

Styles—Low shoes.—Tongue Pumps, with and with-

out ornaments. Colonials with small tongues and buckles.

One, two, three and four Strap Effects. Blucher and Lace
Oxfords. Gibson Ties with four and. five medium-sized
eyelets for ribbon laces.

Lasts—Toes.—Medium narrows, slightly receding,

without tips.

Heels.— 15-8 leather Cuban and 15-8 leather Louis on
welts; 15-8 wood Cuban Louis on turns.

Vamps.—3^4-inch will predominate. There is an in-

creasing tendency towards Turns and there will be a grow-
ing demand for lower heels.

Boots.—Light weight boots will be in favor, as in the

past.

Conservative novelties, with plain effects in blacks and
subdued colors, will prove popular. White shoes will be
more popular.

Men's Shoes

Leathers.-—In the order of popularity the following

will predominate: Dull Calf, Black Glazed Kid, Dark Tan
Calf and Kid.

Styles.—Bals. are increasing in popularity. Bluchers

A SECTION OK THE PROGRICSSI VH ESTABLISHMENT OK THOMAS LAWSON, KELOWNA, B.C., WHO HANDLES A SPLENDID
RANGE OK SHOES AND TRAVELING GOODS. THE EOOTWEAR DEPARTMENT IS NEATLY ARRANGED AT THE REAR

WHILE CLUB BAGS, SUIT CASES, ETC., ARE SHOWN ON THE RIGHT
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PATENT LEATHER VAMP AND FOXIXG, BLACK MILITARY PUMP, GREY KID TOP, SMALL MILITARY BAL, FAXCY CUT FOREPART AXD
CLOTH TOP, LOUIS HEEL, SIDE BUTTON ORNAMENTS OX SIDE AXD THROAT FOXING, PATEXT LACE STAY AXD COLLAR

SHOWN BY THE KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR CO.

still being strong in kid and staple shoes. Oxfords, Lace

and Blucher, will sell as usual for spring and summer.

For dress purposes three and four eyelet lace Oxfords

in plain toes are becoming popular.

Lasts.—Little change in style of lasts, with the pos-

sibility of a tendency towards swing effects on medium nar-

row toe.

Heels.—Extreme low heels with wide shanks are less

in demand. The majority of shoes will be made with 8-8

and 9-8 heels.

Demand is increasing for kid shoes on stylish lasts.

Novelties will be limited.

The confreres were gratified to note that there is less

confusion in the trade today than has been experienced

during the past year, and they unanimously recommend
the foregoing styles suggestions with the assurance that

early orders may be safely placed for the spring of 1916.

What is Seen in Gay Paree

A letter from Paris says:—One effect of the short skirts

make all-important the question of boots. To be dressed is to

"a la derniere mode" a woman must wear high Russian

boots, or else, what we call the "cuirassier" boot. Russian,

Cuirassier—all this sounds warlike, and is, in fact, closely

connected with the actualities.

To wear with tailored dresses, my lady of the fashion

must have black, glossy boots, without toe-caps, made all

in one piece, laced on the inside of the boot, just the contrary

to what we have been accustomed to with our colored gaiters

of last season's boots. Or else she must wear dark blue kid

boots, also plain, but original as to the way of being fastened

—they are buttoned half way up in the ordinary manner,
while the upper part is adorned by three or four little buckles

just as for regular' leggings.

As for the boots for wear with afternoon dresses which

are made of light silk or organdy, there is a nice model
made of white antelope, with the same plain shape as the

varnished boots I have just described, and with the addition

of a charming detail at the top, a sort of turned down revers

of nearly ten centimeters.

SOME SMART CREATIONS SHOWN
S. H. Parker, of the Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston,

was in Toronto last week showing a fine range of samples.

A new line this season is Parker's Pillow Soles, which come

principally in kid, in both button and lace, and are made
in the widest widths, both with rubber and leather heels.

There is also a liberal revelation in lace and button boots

with black cloth tops and patent and gun-metal vamps,
carrying louis and half louis heels. Plain toes are strong

with medium length vamp and moderate pointed effect.

Colored kid tops are presented on a number of models. In

low cuts are two, three, four and five strap effects, military

oxfords and kewpie pumps, with imitation lace front. All

tongues are small. The ornaments are little and neat,

while a few low cuts have white and black bows. The line

is characterized by conservatism of style and excellence in

shoe making and the imitation turn effects attract much
attention. Mr. Parker reports that the past season has
been a very busy one with him and the capacity of the plant

will shortly be increased to four hundred and fifty pairs a

day. Practically all colored cloth tops have been eliminated

and among his new lasts is one for growing girls, carrying

a medium pointed toe. The output of the factory is con-

fined strictly to the jobbing trade.

FINEST RANGE YET PRESENTED

A two days conference of the travelers and heads of

departments of the Star Shoe Co., Limited, was recently

held in Montreal, at which various matters of interest were
considered. New lines were arranged for the coming spring

season in which several new lasts, patterns and combination
effects were incorporated. Among those in attendance at

the conference, which is intended to be an annual affair,

were E. H. Lanthier, President of the Star Shoe Co., P. A.

Doig, general sales manager, J. B. Hurteau, superintendent,

J. Stanley Houston, accountant, J. A. Decare, secretary-

treasurer, W. C. Myers, representing Toronto and Western
Ontario, W. S. Pettes, Eastern Ontario, John Scott, who
looks after the provinces west of the Great Lakes, J. G.
Reel, the province of Quebec, and others. The business

proceedings were enlivened by a banquet at the Windsor
Hotel, which was followed by an enjoyable theatre party.

All the traveling representatives of the company reported

that the past season's business had been very encouraging
and the outlook was considered most promising.

The new samples for spring and summer were shown in

Toronto and other Ontario cities last week, by P. A. Doig,

general sales manager and W. C. Myers, Western Ontario
representative of the company and are the most represen-

tative and artistic ever displayed. In the range of offerings

for babies and infants there are the latest toppings and
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combinations, while in the children's and misses' McKays
and turns, there are a number of choice new lasts and pat-

terns -

. One attractive shoe is a patent with Belgian blue

kid top. Others have sand calf tops, champagne calf tops,

white calf tops, etc. There are some catchy creations in

black and white, with white and black piping and military

effects. There is also an excellent representation in pumps
for misses and growing girls, with combination tops in

PETER A. DOIG, MONTREAL

white, sand, putty, grey and champagne, all adorned with

small ornaments of pretty design and filled in many
instances with cloth to match. Colored calf and kid tops

are shown in all the best grades. In two strap and ankle

strap pumps there is an imposing array. In boys' shoes,

some have colored cloth tops, and in both button and

lace are observed recede, semi-recede and round toe lasts,

while the leathers are patent, gun metal and mahogany.

The samples of the Star Shoe Co. reveal snappy new lines

this season, which make a strong appeal for favor.

BUDGET OF BRIEFS FROM QUEBEC

The employees of the John Ritchie Co. held their annual

picnic at St. Catherine on July 24th. There was a fine

program of sports in which a large number took part. Valu-

able prizes were offered the winners and some of the races

were keenly contested.

The annual excursion of the leather cutters of the city

took place to Montreal on July 17th and was well attended.

The funeral of the late Mrs. Luc Routier, mother of

Luc Routier, shoe manufacturer, took place on July 23rd.

She was buried in St. Sauveur Cemetery. Among those who
attended were J. A. Scott, Lucien Borne, J. Perkins, (i.

Bilodeau, H. List, J. S. Langlois, Uld. Deslaurier, Alfred

Dupere, A. Garant, W. and A. Richard, and others.

A. Larochelle, son of J. II. Larochelle, shoe jobber, has

opened an attractive new retail store on St. Joseph street,

where he is carrying the most up-to-date lines of footwear.

f. B. Lamontagne, of K. Thivierge, shoe manufacturer,

has returned from an extended trip through the Maritime

Provinces, being accompanied by his wife.

E. Gossclin has opened a modern shoe repairing shop

on St. Marie street and installed a complete shoe repairing

outfit, purchased from Dupere & Garant, who report busi-

ness in their line as very good during the past season.

Jos. Laliberte and E. Tremblay have returned from a

successful fishing expedition at La Tuque.

Tourigny & Marois have started to manufacture Good-
year welts. Many jobbers visited Quebec recently and
placed orders on these new lines, which are being made on
attractive new lasts and patterns. The firm have a capacity

of 100 cases in this branch, besides 400 cases in McKay
and Standard Screw.

Alfrei. Marois has purchased a handsome new Mc-
Laughlin car.

Alfred Cloutier, hide dealer, Quebec, has added a new
storey to his building at the corner of St. Valier and Arago
streets.

Among those in the city recently were H. L. Taylor,

representing G. J. Trudeau, Montreal; J. D. Wood, of Cot-

ton Threads, Limited, Montreal; J. B. Jardine, of J- B.

Jardine & Co., Toronto; H. C. Parker, of Parker, Irwin,

Limited, Montreal, and others.

WAR BENEFITS THE REPAIRER
There has been some talk about how the war in Europe

should cause people to visit the shoe repairer's shop more
frequently, and the following by one who has his eye on
such conditions, naturally, shows up the problem very

clearly;

"I will tell you one reason why the war makes the shoe

trade dull," said a shoe man. "I found it out, not by reading

the war news, but by looking at my own shoes. I saw one
day that the soles were much worn. Then I said to my-
self, 'James, you need new shoes. But leather is mighty
high. And there is not much of it. The war is using it all

up. So why not get your shoes tapped, and make them wear
a while longer. But if you should buy another pair of shoes,

you would give some shoemakers a job making the shoes.

Yet to do so you would use up more leather, and leather is

too high already. And if you have the shoe resoled, you will

give the cobbler a job. You will save your shoes for longer

service, and that will save you money. Besides you won't

want the new pair of shoes, and somebody else, who may
need shoes worse than you do, can have the new pair. So,

taking the thing all in all, it looks the soundest public

economy for you, James, to have your shoes repaired, and
to wear them a while longer. You will save the price of a

new pair of shoes, and that is very good private economy.
"Therefore," concluded the shoe man, "I have had my

shoes repaired and am wearing them a while longer. I

suppose that there are millions of people who think the same
way as I do about shoes, just as there are millions of men who
think the same way as I do about politics and baseball. So
I suppose that there are millions of people who are making
their old shoes do a while longer. And, as I figure it out,

that is one reason for the dull state of shoe-making."

THE TRADE PAPER EMERY WHEEL
There is no retailer who would not benefit by subscrib-

ing for one or more trade papers published in the interest

of the line of merchandise in which he is engaged. It is

absolutely impossible for him to keep pace with the progress

and development of conditions in his particular trade unless

he does.

The wide-awake, progressive merchant of today has
no trade papers lying around with uncut wrappers on them,
for he has learned that they are an essential factor in his

business routine. Every time he has perused the columns of

his particular trade paper, he has applied the emery- wheel
of progress and has polished up and brightened his business

intellect.
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Shoe News in Paragraph

Marvin Knoll, of the Humberstone Shoe Co., Humber-
stone, Ont., was severely stung by bees recently. He was
attending to his colonies when the bees turned and attacked

him about the head and neck. The result was inflammation

which it required considerable time to allay. Mr. Knoll

was in a critical condition for a few days, but is now well

on the way to recovery.

Gales & Co., Ottawa, of which firm C. Roy Teetzel is

manager, sometime ago had the good fortune of equipping

100 nurses with boots prior to their leaving for the front.

Each nurse bought from two to three pairs, the prices

ranging from $5 to $7 a pair, but the firm generously gave
the purchasers a discount of 10 per cent. Since the first

transactions Gales & Co. have received repeated orders .for

nurses' shoes, which speaks admirably for the enterprise,

and square treatment of the house.

During the coming season Drummond Shoe, Limited,

of Drummondville, Que., who make a specialty of men's

Goodyear welts, will be represented in Montreal and Quebec
cities by J. P. Belanger, who will have his headquarters at

502 St. Catherine street east, Montreal. V. A. Cordeau
will cover the Eastern townships and the eastern part of

Ouebec Province. E. A. Chalk, of Toronto, will look after

Northern Ontario. Harold Budreo, of Toronto, will be the

selling representative of the firm in Eastern Ontario, in-

cluding the city of Ottawa, while P. M. Goff will represent

the Drummond Shoe in Western Ontario and the city of

Toronto. D. M. Burchel! will attend to Cape Breton, and

C. A. Senez will supervise all the other Maritime Provinces.

Good progress is being made on the new addition to the

Getty & Scott shoe factory, Gait, Ont., which will be de-

voted especially to children's turns. The extension is to

the north of the present large plant and is 73 ft. long by

50 ft. wide, being two stories high and erected of stone and

white brick. The contractors are Thomas & Hancock, of

Gait.

Tenders are being called for the stock, machinery and

good will of the shoemaking business of Daniel Fitzgerald,

21 Dock street. St. John, N.B.

The stock of Capital Shoe Store, 101 Bank street, Ot-

tawa, Phillips & Caper, proprietors, who assigned a few

weeks ago, amounting to $5,810.14. was recently sold at

auction by the assignee, YVm. A. Cole.

The Dominion Aluminum Last Co., of Windsor, Ont.,

has been granted a federal charter. The capital stock is

$50,000. Among the incorporators of the company are

:

George Albysius Farabaugh, William Henry Holland, George

Chester Clark. Harry Warren Clark and Alfred Lawder,

manufacturers, of South Bend. Ind. The company is em-

powered to carry on trade through Canada and other coun-

tries as manufacturers of aluminum boot and shoe lasts,

supplies and generally to buy, sell, manufacture and deal

in all kinds of goods, wares and merchandise.

A. T. Marshall, manager of the shoe department of

Stewart's Limited, Renfrew, Ont.. was in Toronto last week

on business.

A. J. Chessum, of the Regal Shoe Store, Toronto, has

returned from a trip to Boston, New York and other shoe

centres in the East.

Gordon C. Yearsley, manager of the Toronto ware-

house of the Miner Rubber Co.. who recently underwent

an operation for appendicitis at the Western Hospital, To-

ronto, is now at his home, 60 Gillespie avenue, and well on

the road to recovery.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Limited, are

opening offices and warehouses in London, England, and

Glasgow. Scotland, where all the lines manufactured by

the company will be handled, particularly automobile tires

and rubber footwear. The Old Country branches will be in

charge of Fred L. Summerhayes, late of Montreal, and J.

H. Tamieson, formerly manager of the North Bay branch.

Thomas Smellie, formerly of Hamilton, is the new manager

of the company's warehouse at North Bay, Ont.

W. D. Bennett, of Boston, vice-president of the Jacob-

sen Publishing Co., publishers of "Hide and Leather," was

in Montreal and Toronto this week on business.

\Y. R. Box, one of the largest leather factors in Great

Britain, who is connected with the firm of Samuel Barrow

& Bro., Limited, London, was in Montreal and Toronto last

week making heavy purchases of leather.

L. W. Stock, who represents Walker, Parker & Co.,

Toronto, throughout Western Canada, left this week on an

extended business trip with a fine line of spring samples.

Geo. J. Scott, representing P. Jacobi, shoe store sup-

plies, Toronto, left this week on a trip throughout the West
in the interest of his firm.

L. W. Hanson, manager of the Toronto and Berlin

branches of the United Shoe Machinery Co., who has been

holidaying with his wife and family in Lynn. Mass., and

other points east, has returned home.

Alfred Minister, of the Minister Myles Shoe Co., To-

ronto, has returned from a visit to Boston, New York and

other shoe centres, gathering new ideas for spring samples.

Several Austrians were recently arrested at Inter cities,

by the C.P.R. police, for breaking into a box car and stealing

a case of Slater shoes. The offenders, who were surprised

in the act, came up in the police court at Port Arthur and
were remanded.

E. David & Son, of New Glasgow, N.S., who have been

in business in that town for nearly three years, have taken

over the store lately occupied by D. M. Bowser, and have
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converted it into an up-to-date shoe establishment, thus

extending their mercantile operations.

The X.T.C., the fine motor boat owned by F. G.

Lockett, of the Midland Shoe Company, Kingston, recently

ran on a shoal near Milton Island. The party had a very

exciting experience, but were rescued after the boat had
filled with water and all were somewhat drenched. The
party had been attending a picnic at Brophy's Point, and
were returning home after dark, when the craft got out of

the regular course and went on a shoal that the buoy marks.
The boat's horn was sounded and assistance came from
Milton Island. The craft was badly damaged.

A veritable war boom has laid hold of the sole leather

industry. During the past few weeks buying of sole leathers

for export has been heavier than at any time since the war
started. One of the leading sole leather authorities of the
country estimates that fully 70 per cent, of the visible supply
of sole leather in the United States on June 15 has been pur-
chased since that date for export to Europe. Naturally
prices of leather have advanced. Since June 15, there has
been an advance of one to four cents per pound in standard
lines of sole leather used in shoe making. Belting butts
for war purposes have jumped even more. Their advances
have been five to eight cents. The increases cover all

grades of hemlock, oak and union leathers and have been
generally participated in by sole leather tanners. It is

thought that the market is bound for still higher levels and
further advances in shoe prices are regarded as inevitable
in the fall.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Co., Boston, has

been visiting the Canadian plant of his firm at Richmond,
P. Q., during the past week.

O. Dufresne, of Dufresne & Locke, Montreal, left this

week on a holiday trip to Baie de Chaleurs.

J. Heffering, Toronto, was in Montreal the latter part

of last week.

Messrs. Owens & Murphy, buyers for John Lennox &
Co., Hamilton, were in Montreal last week.

The U. S. M. Co. have installed a six foot shoe repair

outfit model N, in the establishment of Virgino Matioli, St.

Lawrence Boulevard, Montreal.

A. A. White, St. John, N.B., was m Montreal and other
shoe centres during the past fortnight.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, was a

visitor in Montreal during the past week.

W. H. Dargie, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, St.

John, N.B., spent a few days in Montreal recently.

P. A. Doig, sales manager of the Star Shoe Co., Limi-
ted, Montreal, has returned from a trip to Toronto and other
Western Ontario centres.

Harry Wright, of Rockland, Mass., paid the Canadian
plant of E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas, a visit on July
26th. He was very well pleased with the outlook and was
impressed with the great strides the new factory has made.

C. H. Chute, formerly of F. E. Leavitt & Co., of Haver-
hill, Mass., is now superintendent of the C. N. W. Shoe Co.,

London, Ont. W. E. Wilson, formerly superintendent, will

cover part of Ontario, showing the handsome new spring
models of the firm, starting about August 5th.

A winding up order has been granted in the case of the
Cimon Shoe Co., Limited, of St. Jerome, Que.

Sam Tlirshfield, St. Catherine street west, Montreal,
has installed an eighteen foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit

model N in his repair shop.

Renovations are being made in the offices of La
Parisienne Shoe Co., Montreal. Among other changes is

the construction of a new sample room.

Nap. Tctrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing
Co., Montreal, who has been spending the past two months

in Europe in connection with army shoe orders, is expected

to arrive home in Montreal this week.

With an attendance of 4,000 people, profits of $300 for

the Red Cross Society, a long and well contested series of

sports and entertainments, the first annual picnic of the

Retail Merchants of St. John, N.B., proved a huge success.

The picnic was held on Thursday, July 22nd, at Crystal

Beach, on the St. John River, and was one of the largest

and best conducted ever held in the vicinity of the city.

Hon. Arthur Meighan, Solicitor General of Canada, was

present and delivered a fine recruiting speech which pro-

duced results in the way of added recruits for the Overseas

Forces. J. H. McRobbie, of the McRobbie Shoe Company,

was a member of the advisory committee, and all the other

leading shoe stores were represented on the various com-

mittees. The picnic probably will be made an annual in-

stitution.

A recent despatch from Ottawa says: Among a number
of reforms contemplated in the Kingston Penitentiary the

Government is considering the installation of shoe-making

machinery in the prison work rooms. The idea is for the

convicts to make footwear for the various Government ser-

vices, including the Dominion police, mounted police, etc.

As the situation is at present some of the convicts are en-

gaged in the manufacture of boots, but only the hand-made

article, which is scarcely a commercial product in this mod-
ern age. It is proposed to establish two machines as a be-

ginning, the idea being that the product of the prison shall

compete as little as possible with free labor, while at the

same time the convicts will be given an opportunity to learn

a useful trade.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Montreal, was
in Boston during the past fortnight.

The new establishment of J. Einstein & Co., at 152

Notre Dame street west, Montreal, which was recently

opened is modern and up-to-date in every way. The new-

building is well lighted and ventilated—and is arranged so

as to get best results in both the office and shipping depart-

ment. Paul Roy, the manager, states that with the

increased facilities of the firm's new home, it is possible to

ship orders the same day as they are received, especially

owing to the fact that a full stock in every line is always

on hand. Mr. Roy is also Montreal agent for Lucien Borne,

leather merchant, of Quebec.

Mr. King, of the U. S. M. Co., Montreal, has returned

to his office after two weeks' holidays spent at his summer
home at Morin Heights, in the Laurentian Mountains.

N. R. Feltes, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, was in New York recently.

The Montreal Leather Goods Co., of Montreal, has

been incorporated with a capital of $50,000.

The name of the Guelph Tire and Rubber Co., Limited,

of Guelph, Ont., has been changed to the Standard Tire and
Rubber Co., Limited.

The Peterborough Shoe Store has opened business at

291 George street, Peterborough, Ont. The new establish-

ment has been fitted up with the best store fixtures and
stocked with all the latest lines of men's, women's and chil-

dren's shoes.

Getty & Scott, Limited, shoe manufacturers, of Gait.

Ont., are presenting a machine gun to the 34th Battalion

C.E.F., now at London, Ont. The money for the gun was
raised by popular subscription among the employees to which
was added a handsome donation by the firm, of which F. S.

Scott, M.P., is President, and Win. Chamberlain, Secretary-
Treasurer.

Howard C. Blachford, President of the Toronto Shoe
Retailers' Association, has returned from an extended visit
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to Xew York and other Eastern shoe centres, where lie was
looking up new ideas for early fall trade. Mr. Blachford

had a most enjoyable motor trip all the way down. The
scenery through the Catskill Mountains was very rugged

and picturesque, and the entire route was inviting from

both a motoring and sight-seeing standpoint.

There has been a rumor going around that H. R. List.

Sales Manager for Luc Routier. shoe manufacturer, Quebec,

was resigning his position with that firm. There is no truth

whatever in the report and Mr. List will continue to look

after the interests of Mr. Routier in the future as in the past.

The shoe repair shop of H. Henderson, Barton street

and Sanford avenue, Hamilton, was entered recently and

several pairs of shoes stolen.

The employees of the Western Shoe Co., Berlin, Ont.,

had a most enjoyable picnic at Idyl Wild recently. The day

was pleasantly spent in sports, games and a baseball match.

Good prizes were given the successful participants.

Edward Trider, shoemaker, of Windsor, N.S.. met with

a serious accident recently. He had gone down to the wharf

in the rear of his shop to meet the fishing boats, when he

stubbed his toe with the result that he fell heavily fractur-

ing his hip and sustaining other injuries.

The McCall Shoe Co., Toronto, have closed their store

at 846 College St., Toronto, where the lease has expired,

but are operating their other four stores—two on Queen
St. west, on Bloor St. west, and Yonge St.

Harry D. McKellar, who is sales manager of the Oscar

Rumpel Felt Factory, Berlin, was in Toronto last week
on business.

Th. Mayer, shoe manufacturer, Montreal, was in

Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

Oscar Vogt of the Great West Felt Co., Elmira, Ont.,

was in Toronto last week, and reports business as good.

R. B. Gravlin, of the White Shoe Co., Toronto, has

been spending a pleasant holdiday at Presque Isle Point,

near Brighton, Ont.

Geo. H. Montgomery, shoe fitter in a St. Louis factory

and president of a firm incorporated in South Dakota at

$1,000,000, was arrested by federal authorities at St. Louis,

on a charge of promoting a scheme to defraud. Montgomery
said the main office of the Mongtomery Shoe Company of

America, his '"million-dollar corporation," was in his room-
ing house in that city. Montgomery was indicted during

the last session of the federal grand jury. Government
officials say the total assets of his company are represented

by a valuation of $600,000 for the trade mark '

' Open Eye
Brand Shoes" and S400,000 for Montgomery's services.

The company's literature, according to federal officials, said

the capital stock was fully paid up at $10 a share for 100,000

shares. Montgomery was jailed in lieu of $2,500 bond.
Geo. McVicar, shoe dealer of Goderich, Ont., recently

made an interesting display of the Life-Buoy Brand of

Outing Shoes, manufactured by the Kaufman Rubber Co.,

Berlin. The process of manufacturer was shown in its

different stages. The exhibit included white, tan and
black duck from which the uppers are made, and the rubber
was shown from its raw state to its final use for sole purposes.

Gerry Willis is in Wingham looking after the shoe business

of his father, W. H. Willis, who has been ill in Toronto.
Doc. Reeves, the popular shipper of White Shoe Co.,

Toronto, has returned from spending his holdidays at

Atlantic City. He says it is a great place for a holdiay, but
that he had some difficulty in keeping his crutch out of the
cracks in the Board Walk.

W. C. Myers, of Toronto, will this season represent the

Star Shoe Co., Montreal, in Toronto, Western and Northern
Ontario, the La Parisienne Shoe Co., Montreal, from Ottawa
to the Coast and the Rena Footwear Co., of Montreal, on
the same ground. The Star Shoe Co., specialize in infants' and
children's turns, misses', growing girls', boys' McKays, etc.

while the La Parisienne Shoe Co. make a fine line of women's

welts, turns and McKays, and the Rena Footwear Co.,

men's and women's McKays. Mr. Myers will make his

headquarters at the Queen's hotel while in Toronto, where

he will open a large sample room in which to display the

various lines. He is one of the most widely known shoe

travellers in Canada, and has established a strong con-

nection with the trade.

Gutta Percha and Rubber. Limited, have opened a new

sub-branch in Fort William, Ont., where stock will be car-

ried in both mechanical lines and rubber footwear. This

branch is under the direction of H. D. Mewhirter, the

manager of the Winnipeg branch. W. J. Cooper, late of

Winnipeg, will have charge under Mr. Mewhirter, and has

already taken up his residence in Fort William. He was

sales manager of the Winnipeg branch and was very popu-

lar with the employees. Previous to leaving they presented

him with a handsome trunk, accompanied by an appreciative

address.

J. C. Budreo, shoe retailer, 1344 Queen street west,

Toronto, has returned from spending a holiday at Stoney

Lake.

R. G. Long & Co., Limited, of Toronto, manufacturers

of gloves, moccasins and mitts, have opened a branch in

Winnipeg.

Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, Out., makers of the

Classic shoe, are adding to their women's department a line

of women's hand sewed welts and several men of long ex-

perience in making these superior class goods in Brooklyn

and Philadelphia, have been secured. Getty & Scott report

that they are the first firm in Canada to produce women's

hand sewed welts and feel that their enterprise will be ap-

preciated, as they will be able to put out this particular

shoe at a price that will be within the range of those who

wish to handle this high class footwear.

Private McGaw, of the 19th Regiment, overseas forces,

in training at Niagara-on-the-Lake, was arrested by militia-

men recently, when he attempted to cross to the American

side. The soldier wore civilian clothing, but neglected to

change his shoes. This caused his arrest. It is understood

W. D. BENNETT, BOSTON, MASS., VICE-PRESIDENT

OF THE SHOE AND LEATHER MARKET-FAIR. NO
FAIR WAS HELD THIS YEAR IN BOSTON BUT ONE
IS LIKELY TO BE CONDUCTED NEXT YEAR, AND
MR. BENNETT, WHO WAS IN MONTREAL AND TO-

RONTO THIS WEEK, SAYS IT MAY TAKE PLACE
IN CHICAGO.
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McGaw admitted his intention to desert from the army.

He was returned to Niagara camp.

Harley Henry has purchased the boot and shoe busi-

ness of Max Teitlebaum, Saskatoon.

The Canadian Footwear Co., Point Aux Trembles, Que.,

have opened up offices in Montreal on St. Antoine street.

C. A. Davies, of Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited, To-

ronto, is spending a few days in Boston, New York and

other points. He is accompanied by Mrs. Davies.

Harry L. Tower, of West Bridgewater, Mass., is at

present employed in Montreal as manager of the United

Last Co., there. Mr. Tower likes that city very much, and

is removing his family to Canada.—Shoe Topics.

The United Shoe Machinery Co., of Canada, who last

year gave splendid demonstrations of the making of shoes

by the Goodyear welt system at Toronto. St. John and

Quebec exhibitions, will not make any displays this year at

Canadian fall fairs. Several shoe manufacturing firms will

have excellent exhibits at the Canadian National Exposi-

tion, Toronto, which opens on August 28th and continues

until September 11th. All exhibitors this season must dress

their booths with British and Canadian flags.

The value of hides exported from Canada to the United

Kingdom during the six months ended June 30th last is

stated by the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa,

to have amounted to $882,705. This value constitutes a

record, and is an increase of no less than $445,205 over

the figures for the corresponding period last year, when the

value of exports from the Dominion in this commodity was

$437,500.

F. A. Lovell, well known in Brcckton, who was fore-

man of the cutting room and buyer of upper leather at the

Thompson Bros.' factory at Campello for three years, and

who was until recently superintendent of the plant of the

Cook-Fitzgerald Co., of London, Ont., is spending the sum-

mer on the Cape. He is accompanied by Mrs. Lovell and

they have been calling on friends in Brockton and vicinity.

—

Shoe Topics.

Reviewing the local hide situation, Hallam's Weekly
Market Report, Toronto, says: Beefhides are somewhat

FRED <) MUMFORI), HALIFAX, N.S., WHO RECENTLY
RETURNED FROM BUSINESS TRIP TO MONTREAL,
QUEBEC AND BOSTON, PAYS WARM TRIBUTE TO
CANADIAN FACTORIES FOR THEIR ENTERPRISE AND
QUALITY OF THEIR OUTPUT.

neglected by tanners and the outlook is for a temporary re-

action toward easier prices. City butcher hides green flat.

15c. per lb. Country hides, flat, cured, 18c. to 19c. per lb.:

part cured, 17c. to 18c. per lb. Calfskins are being marketed

in large quantities with no change in prices. City skins

green, flat, 15c. per lb. Country, cured, 18c. to 19c. per lb.;

part cured, 17c. to 18c. per lb., according to condition and

take off. Deacons or bob calf, 75c. to $1.10 each. Horse-

hides are in fair supply at unchanged prices. City take off,

$4.00 to $4.50. Country take off, No. 1, $3.75 to $4.25.;

No. 2, $2.25 to $3.00. Sheepskins are in good demand and

in fair supply. City sheepskins, $1.75 to $2.50 each. Country

sheepskins, 75c. to $2.00. Spring lambs and shearlings, 40c.

to 75c.

Recpiisitions have been issued to Canadian manufac-

turers, asking them to tender on another order for army
shoes, rumored to be around 100,000 pairs. The specifica-

tions call for a tan chrome calf, or tan chrome cow hide

side leather, full weight, for the upper: bottom stock calls

for 7 gauge insole, 7 gauge viscolized middle sole with 10

gauge out sole ; Goodyear welted, hob nails round the toe,

and iron or steel tip on the heel. It will be noted that this

is the first requisition calling for side leather for the uppers,

and manufacturers incline to the idea that this leather will

he allowed in at least half of all future orders. Tenders

are all to be in by the end of July and the orders are ex-

pected to be issued to the successful contractors within ten

days. The sample order for 5,000 pairs army boots, uppers

cut from tan side leather, which was given to the Tebbutt

Shoe Co., of Three Rivers, Que., in June, has all been

delivered and passed by the Government inspectors, who
commented on the fine quality of the shoes both in material

and workmanship. This order, as stated, was to be a factor

in deciding the leather to be used in future orders. The

result was as expected by the side leather tanners and very

many shoe manufacturers throughout Canada.

RIGID INSISTENCE ON QUALITY
Speaking at a recent meeting of the Canadian Credit

Men's Trust Association, Archie McKillop of A. Mc-

Killop & Co.. wholesale shoes, struck the key note of suc-

cessful merchandising when he said, "Nothing builds a

business so fast as rigid insistence on quality." Mr. Mc-

Killop has been a wholesaler of shoes in Calgary for a

number of years. Starting with comparatively little capital

he has built up a substantial business.

"I have built my business by placing the emphasis on

highest quality," said he, "When I started in business my
capital was limited but I determined to stand or fall on a

sound proposition. Every shoe I sold had my name on it.

A McKillop shoe was a good as the name. If a buyer was
not satisfied with the shoes he was at liberty to return them

and I saw that the quality was such that no shoes would

be returned.

"The buying public and even the shrewd merchants

can sometimes be fooled but in the long run— full value

—

quality, just a little better—a shoe founded on honest

leather and good workmanship makes headway no matter

how stern the competition.

"I have always found it that way in my business. Men
will say, 'Your price is too high. I can get as good else-

where for less money.' Let them try it. if you know your

own goods you need not fear the consequence. A product

which is good enough to bear your imprint should stand

the test. If you are sure of this, you are on the right track.

You have the safe and sound basis for real business pro-

gress.

"This I feel is a rule Canadian business men in general
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should adhere to. If we do. foreign competition will be

little cause for worry. A good article makes its own market

because the value is there and real value—intrinsic merit

—

makes headway every time."

Mr. McKillop's remarks were received with distinct

approval. He spoke the truth ; it is quality that counts and

counts for everytning in the upbuilding of a business.

HAWTHORNE & CO. IN NEW WAREHOUSE
D. D. Hawthorne & Co. who, since the big fire in To-

ronto some eleven years ago. have occupied premises at

24 Front street west, have moved into their new and com-

modious warehouse. 27-29 Wellington street west, between

Bay and King, and just at the rear of their late home.

Transferring the immense stock necessitated a large amount

of work, but it has all been successfully accomplished and.

in their new quarters, this enterprising wholesale firm will

have double their former space and facilities that are un-

surpassed. The building is 60 feet wide by 120 deep and

has been specially fitted up as a wholesale shoe house. It

consists of five floors and basement, all well lighted and

provided with every modern convenience for the handling

and receiving of goods. The offices are attractively arranged

and the sample room is nearly double the size of the

former one. Messrs. Hawthorne & Co. are to be congratu-

lated on their spacious and imposing new home, located

right in the heart of the wholesale district. They will be

pleased to welcome all their old friends, as well as many
new ones, at 27-29 Wellington street west, Toronto, and will

hold "open house" during the two weeks of the Canadian

National Exhibition.

SHOE REPAIRING IN TORONTO
On investigating conditions in the shoe repair shops here

in Toronto, I find a lamentable difference in prices obtained

for work, says a correspondent of "The Shoe Repairer."

Some of the shops are doing men's half soles and heels nailed

for 75 cents and some are receiving SI.00 for the same class

of work. In some shops men's half soles and heels sewed
are $1.00; others from SI. 10 to SI. 25. The higher price

should be made the standard, for sole leather backs are

selling here at 52 cents. Backs are used by the majority.

Anglo-Canadian and Muskoka sole is selling around 39 cents

in sides. I think (after speaking of the matter to a number
of shoe repairers) that we can arrange a meeting with the

purpose in view of getting up a standard scale of prices.

I remember reading an article in your valuable paper, dealing

with the organizing of the shoe shining industry in the Boston
district, or maybe it was the district around Brockton, and
the fixing of a uniform price for shines. Could you furnish

a little information outlining the method employed in getting

the shine men together. Was it by canvassing the shops
or by printed notices in the daily papers?

TAKING CARE OF FINDINGS
Reckless and improper use of findings in the shoe

factory should be guarded against and prevented.

There are many little things that the foreman must
watch for in the shoe factory besides quality. For instance,

a new laster will probably come in and take a new paper of

tacks. He cuts off one corner and puts it up to his mouth.
Perhaps before he uses up half of them he may leave and the

laster that follows would never think of touching them. In

a factory at one time the writer saw nearly fifty papers of

tacks used and thrown to one side. This was a decided

loss of money to the manufacturer as well. The same rule

applies to nearly all small articles and findings used.

A manufacturer at one time walking through his factory

noticed some counters and shank pieces on the floor. He
called the foreman to the office and told him that he had

noticed much of the material that was being used lying

around the floor in various places. This, of course, meant
that just so much money was being wasted and he asked the

foreman if there was a way of preventing it.

The foreman told him that there was: the remedy was
very simple. He simply said, "To save money you will

have to spend some. Build some bins for your counters

and shank pieces. Have them built in or near the stock

room and give them over to the charge of the stock fitter.

When the stock is given out all of the other fixings, such as

counters, etc., should go with it. However, the system is

not carried out in the majority of factories. Instead of

that system, many of the factories will have the barrels of

counters come into the room and placed where lasters will

have free access to them and will help themselves. You
may be sure they are not always particular about counting

correctly and if they happen to get too many it is seldom

they will carry any back; as a rule they will throw them
under the bench. In the majority of cases here, too, is a

loss. This slackness prevails in many factories, and it is

too bad it can't be avoided.

LITTLE CHANGE IN MEN'S STYLES
Writing to the Shoe and Leather Journal on the style

situation for spring. A. Brandon, of the Brandon Shoe Co.,

of Brantford, says: "Men's shoe styles will be similar to

last season. Clot.i tops are virtually dead. The shoes will

be the most sensible ones shown for several seasons. There

will be very little change in patterns. From information

gathered, the manufacturers will try and get along with the

present lasts for next season, and we hope that the retailers

will join hands with us and stick to the present styles, as

they are good fitters and fine srllers. It would be to the

retailers' interest as well as the manufacturers' to adhere

to present models. Gun metals will sell heavily; patent

leather will move nicely, and colors lightly. We will have

a fair season in Oxford shoes, as the merchants have sold

quite a few this summer and did not buy heavily last season.

The prospects that we will have increased trade are good."

CHARLES M. IREDALE, TORONTO, SALES MANAGER
OF CANADA LAST CO., WHO HAVE RECENTLY IN-

CREASED THEIR PRODUCTION FIFTY PER CENT.
AND ARE WORKING OVERTIME TO KEEP UP WITH
THE ORDERS IN HAND FROM CANADIAN SHOE
FACTORIES.
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TELLING THE TALE TRUTHFULLY

"How Retailers Should Advertise" was recently dis-

cussed before the Birmingham, England, Boot Trades As-

sociation.

Telling the tale and telling it truthfully was advertising,

said Frank Haynes, who is a leading boot merchant and has

devoted special attention to profitable publicity. Alike in

the sphere of morals and business, exaggeration or depart-

ure from the truth was a blunder, and carried in its train

certain failure. It was far worse to over-state in an ad-

vertisement than to understate. An advertising campaign

had often failed through the too strong claims made for

the article advertised. He advised them never to send out

a handbill, or to advertise in the paper, saying that they

had bought 5,000 pairs of box calf derbies and were selling

at 2s. 6d. reduction, when, as a mater of fact, they had only

bought a clearing line of a few dozen pairs and were trying

to get full prices. The public were not fools. Advertising

was "telling the tale" always, and demanded a continuity

and pertinacity peculiarly its own, and also a great faith.

If they started advertising, let them hold on to it, and hold

on to it long. At the same time he did not insist that every

man who advertised was bound to make money. He urged

them, when totalling their standing costs or charges, to

include a proportion for advertising. That was the cor-

rect way—to apportion a fixed sum relative to the turn-

over. There was a tremendous amount of haphazard ad-

vertising, but they would avoid it if in relation to their

turnover they fixed a certain proportion per cent, in the

same way as the allowance for rent and rates. He emphati-

cally denied that it was possible to get the best out of their

labor without advertising. They would be sure to suffer

in their returns without the aid of publicity. If anyone had

an article which he wanted to sell to other people he could

not do big things in these days of fierce competition with-

out advertising. If the article he offered was a good one,

of intrinsic worth, then skilful advertising would increase

his business. No shoe retailer should be content with

mediocrity, and unless willing to go "all out," should not

embark in business at all. To go "all out" he must seize

every legitimate opportunity of securing more business.

Wherever their shop was, they must realize that they paid

for it as advertising space. Their landlord viewed the mat-

ter in that way and charged accordingly. He urged that

the wise man would try to bring the whole population to

his shop clamoring for boots, and the only successful way

to do so was by advertising. In the spending of every

sovereign in that way they were broadening their shopping

area. "Saxone," "Lotus," and "Delta" shoes had demon-

strated that business could be made easier and greater re-

sults secured by advertising. The extraordinary number of

floral names given to women's shoes shortly after the intro-

duction of "Lotus" was strong testimony to the shoe manu-

facturers' underlying belief in advertiseiment. ''Lotus"

shoes were still very much alive, while most of the imi-

tators were only a memory, because the makers did not tack

on to their shoes the publicity which was necessary to make

them a success.

Proceeding, Mr. Haynes said the public clamored for

style rather than wear. Speaking broadly, people were ask-

ing to be pleased, rather than for wearing qualities. As to

the best medium through which to approach the boot-buying

public, he contended that if the expense could be faced, the

daily paper in a great city was the best. Specialization on

a particular article was the most useful. Let them get near

to the editorial column for advertising men's goods, but

the personal column, or the small wants column, for wo-

men's shoes. Fine phrases were not wanted in an adver-

tisement, and carried less chance of success than plain,

every-day talk. But the talk must be persuasive. Always

start an advertisement with an arresting headline. With
regard to restricted area advertising, he recommended the

booklet and leaflet, money spent on which should always

have its return. Appearance and get-up often decided a

booklet's destiny. One picture of a pretty shoe- would in-

fluence a woman far more than a full page of printed mat-

ter describing its charms. A typewritten letter should ac-

company every booklet, and if funds would allow the name
and address of the recipient should be filled in at the top.

The letter then became a personal communication, and its

chances of being read were increased twenty-fold. A fort-

night after the booklet a follow-up letter should be sent,

and he would send a further letter a fortnight later. If

they objected that it was a costly scheme, he replied that

many a retailer each year marked down his stock for sale

purposes to a much greater amount than the combined cost

of booklets and letters. And surely it was better to spend

money in securing new business than to lose it in old stock.

DON'T EXPECT TOO MUCH OF PATENT
The men or women who are unwilling to make pur-

chases of patent leather footwear at their own risk, as far

as serviceability is concerned, who choose a pair of patent

leather shoes for any other reason than the attractiveness

of the beautiful finish, ought to buy shoes of some other

material, such as black calfskin, which can easily be relied

upon to give satisfactory service during a considerable

period of wear.

HELPFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE

Enclosed please find one dollar postal note for

"The Shoe and Leather Journal" for another year.

I find the Journal very helpful and instructive.

Yours truly,

Halifax, N.S. E. J. HOPKINS.

A VALUABLE ASSET TO ALL

Enclosed please find express order for one dol-

lar for my subscription to "The Shoe and Leather

Journal" for another year. I hope you will pardon

my delay in remitting. The year IQ15 spells

"economy" in all lines, but I have always con-

sidered you "Shoe and Leather Journal" a valuable

asset, and again cheerfully forward my dollar for

the same. With best wishes for your future suc-

cess. Yours sincerely,

GEORGE E. IVEGENAST,
Care J. S. McNulty,

Port Arthur, Out.

UP TO THE STANDARD.

Enclosed please find one dollar in payment to

my subscription to the "Shoe end Leather Journal."

Your paper is up to a standrrd and not dozun to a

price, and I wish you a very happy and prosperous

year. Very truly yours.

'JOHN IV. THOMSON.
Buckingham, Que.
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HOW MUCH FOR ADVERTISING?

"Yes, I believe in advertising, but how much money
should I spend each year in publicity mediums ?" This is a

question that often perplexes the retail shoe merchant. The
general opinion of the most progressive members of the

trade is that five per cent, of the gross annual sales of the

store is a fair appropriation for publicity. Frank A. Black,

of Boston, who has given the subject of "Publicity for Re-

tail Stores" considerable attention, declares that two per

cent, of the five per cent, appropriation should be expended

in newspaper advertising, for the ideal advertisement is

like a newspaper— it interests and informs the people. It

also builds up a list of customers according to its character,

and these customers become friends of the establishment.

They get into the habit of reading the advertisements daily.

It is very necessary for them to do so in these busy days.

It is also very necessary that they shall have straightfor-

ward and accurate information. Sensational advertising and

intermittent advertising are of small value compared with

regular daily announcements that are clean cut and con-

vincing. Newspapers are the best medium for retail store

advertising. It is best to put a strict embargo on advertising

in pamphlets, school, religious and other special publications.

The publicity appropriation should pay, in addition to

the advertising bills, the salary of the publicity manager, the

expense of window decoration, cost of lighting windows,

cost of the shopping department, and incidental charges. The
publicity manager is a very important man in modern mer-

chandising. In some stores, he has an influential voice in

the general sales policy of the store. He says what is to

be sold, rather than waits for the sales manager to tell him

what to advertise.

There should be a well defined policy for the window
display advertising. Each display should show something

of the character of the store, and the goods it carries. It

is not necessary that the window displays and the newspaper

advertising should correspond. Often, it is better to feature

in the windows goods that cannot be properly described in

newspaper advertising. There should be in the window
displays each week some dramatic novelty, to command the

attention of shoppers, and to show that the store is right up

to the minute in the selection of styles for its customers.

Often a person may not see an advertisement of goods that

he wishes, but he may see the desired goods in the window.

The shopping department is a new department of big

retail stores. It is called the comparison department in some
stores. Its work is to learn how the goods and prices in

the store compare with goods and prices in other stores.

It keeps the store informed of what its competitors are do-

ing, so that the store will not make the break of advertising

a line of goods as the very latest style when some com-
petitor has advertised the same goods a week before.

The publicity department of a large retail store deals

with a number of matters besides those of advertising. For
instance, it keeps the clerks in the stores informed of what

goods are being advertised, and what goods they should

sell. By the way, in a first class store, the sales are planned

several weeks ahead. When the advertising is delayed until

the last minute it is often hastily and poorly prepared. The
publicity department also takes care of some special prob-

lems that come up, such as those of returned goods. In some
stores 30 per cent, of the merchandise that is sent out is

returned. When it is returned, the store always suffers

a loss. The merchandise has to be sold at a marked down
price. Sometimes it is not salable at all. Steps are now
being taken to correct this evil. The publicity department is

informing customers of this evil, and is requesting them to

co-operate in remedying it. The matter is a delicate one,

and must be handled with care so that the customer shall

not be offended. Still another matter is that of credit ac-

counts. They are many. Cash trade is to be preferred, of

course. A means to encourage it must be found. Style,

fit and service of goods are usually more important than

price. If a person wishes an article of quality he is usually

willing to pay a reasonable price for it. If he does not

want it, he is not likely to buy it, no matter how cheap it

may be.

THE BUILDER OF BUSINESS

There are two kinds of business men—the business

getter, and the business builder.

The former sees only the immediate sale, and his ener-

gies are turned toward making the profit from it.

The latter has a view that extends far beyond the imme-
diate sale, therefore plans for a large profit from the one

sale, not so much as he does for giving quality and satis-

faction which will form the foundation for future business.

The regular advertiser is always a business builder.

Not that the non-advertiser is always a business getter

—

indeed, the majority of business men who do not advertise

are conscientiously careful to give all value they possibly

can give under their obsolete method of marketing. Too
often, however, their volume of sales is far below those of

their advertising competitors, and as a result their cost of

production is much greater per unit. To meet the marketing

price of the advertiser they are obliged to deteriorate or

cheapen the quality of their product.

The advertiser multiplies the demand for his products,

while the non-advertiser adds to the demand for his—adds

very slowly.

While the non-advertiser is not necessarily a business

getter as a general rule, the business getter is a non-adver-

tiser. It is well to bear this point in mind.

Let us turn a little logic on the subject and see why your

interests are bound to be kept more in mind by the manufac-

turer who advertises.

We know that when a manufacturer advertises, regu-

larly, he entails a considerable expense. We also know that

few advertisements in an educational campaign bring enough

immediate direct orders to pay their cost.

The object of this advertising is to obtain new customers

on which an accumulative profit can be made through repeat

orders. In this way the advertiser is reimbursed many times

over the cost of the advertising, and he also creates a larger

market for his products.

It is plain, then, that any advertising campaign, to be

permanently successful, must be backed by a satisfaction

given by the product advertised, and by honest business

methods and service.

Advertising and good-quality merchandise, together,

build a good reputation for a firm. And in the business

world—as well as all others—a good reputation is a most

valuable asset.

Eaton's Shoe Market, who will conduct a chain of

shoe stores in Montreal, and have headquarters at 478 St.

Catherine street west, have opened a new branch store at

567 St. Catherine street east.

THE MARKET AUCTION & SALES EXCHANGE
185 King St. East and 64 George, Cor. King and George Sts., Toronto

These rooms are open daily for the reception of Boots and Shoes. Leather,

etc.. for Weekly Sales by Auction or Private.

JOSEPH S. FRY, Practical Shoe Manufacturer and Auctioneer. Over
twenty years trade and bank references; Toronto, ten years.
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McKA YSEWNSHOES
FOR

WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have 5 tyle and 1 inish—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 Beaudry St., MONTREAL

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A ' BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
Leicester, Eng.

HIDE and LEATHER
JACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on -Maine.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

LUCIEN BORNE
SALES ROOM

491 ST. VALIER STREET QUEBEC

Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
MONTREAL OFFICE

152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW " MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada" one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

nns.1ne &r PQVnn FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
UULIUS (Xrdydll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

TannersofChrome Side Leather, Box Sides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street • NW YORK, U. S. A

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

KEEP POSTED ON STYLE PROBLEMS-

You can do so by reading the Shoe and Leather Journal. Published

on the 1st and 15th of each month. $1.00 per year in advance.
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We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
TOES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories usine

Ullathorne's

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread

Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

i

THE

LIMITED

Osnavva, Ontario

TANNftSlS ;\m CURRIERS

Chroma Pat-out Si-los, ftox

Sides, Velours Skies, Gun
Motal Si«l-os,3 (oavy -Scoria

l/oathor of all kia<h in

C'hrouvo a ad CoiuMna-

tion Tanna^-os,

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth (Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U S A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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"First-Aid"
Foot-Restur
Rests the Feet

To adjust :— I nsert button
hook in the hole in heel of
Upper plate, swing out plate
as shown in fig. 2, bend it

over the edge of a table or
chair until it has the proper
elevation, thenswingit back
into proper position.

MADE-IN-CANADA
Olir NCW Catalog" ^as ^

ust come °ff ^e Press. This
issue of our catalog contains a more

comprehensive list of Arch Supports and other Foot Specialties than
has ever before been embodied under one head. This little booklet
will be a revelation to you. This catalog is yours for the asking

.

When you are ordering Foot Correctives from your Jobber insist on
having goods which bear this trade mark

TRADE

«ARROWSMITII>
MARK

and be. assured of entire satisfaction. Every article is fully guaran-
teed against imperfections. Our Supports are not sold in drug stores

or by any price-cutters.

We Sell to the Shoe Dealer Only.

The Canadian Arrowsmith Mfg. Co.,
LIMITED

Niagara Falls Ontario

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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IVe Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

\\-- VM{ ii/.' £6

Established
1900

7-y ft' 1
i-s ^N

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. teg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay* Ont.

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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YOUR

GUARANTEE
FOR QUALITY

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Vaiier Street, QUEBEC
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Tlvo voinilov -loos aot mako cho shoos

he soils,

Uko the v/oaror ho <te<vo«<ls chioUy

on tlvo imputation of tlvo maker for

;';oo<l value,

Thus j his own reputation us involve*!,

Most <loalors v/ho cherish their ov/n

reputation v/oleoino tlvo opportunity

of >loj)Ofv(ln;^ on the SinarfloTi reputa-

tion,

You take no diancos.

Neither sloes the v/oaror,

SMA&D0N SHOE COMPANY
l/iinUs'l

5W5V5 VISITATIOM ,Vfmf MONTREAL, 1\Q.
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= "Ritchie Service" =

Viol Cm in oil Solo 'Boot
ONE OV OUR SPECIALS

Only tin) yory host of inatorlals aro us«<l in tivo

(Manufacture of our cushion insole,

l

|N

or siyryico, stylo an<l ooiufort this hoot is in

a class !>y itself,

The large sale proves the satisfaction it is giving

to the wearer,

Wo l//ill have this shoo (N -STOCK Seotomher 1st,

Write us today

The

John lUtchio Compaay
Ml Ml ted

Quehec
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mREGAL

35

Regal
Styles
IN STOCK

Regal Shoe Styles

Suit Every Taste

A feature of Regal Shoes

is the manner in which

they keep step with

every development in

Shoedom. A retailer

handling Regal Shoes

can depend always on

having shoes made with

the latest lasts and most

recent patterns to suit

his stylish customers,

while no shoe is made
in such a range of "bread

and butter" lasts as are

Regals.

Order Regal Shoes

IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

Regal Shoe Co., Limited

102 Atlantic Ave. Toronto, Ont.
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Hawthorne's New Warehouse
Double the capacity of our old premises, in

the very heart of Toronto's wholesale district

27-29 Wellington Street West, Toronto

For this

occasion

we have

gathered

some very

special

offerings

in

seasonable

goods that

should be
looked into

by every

buyer

.lit! MM 5JL'

it LL L
D. D. HAWTHORNE 8c CO.

Our staff of

travelers

will all be in

during the

Exhibition

weeks, ready

to meet their

respective

customers
and see that

their

requirements

are promptly
attended to

Come and See Us!
We have a fine building, fully equipped with all the
latest conveniences for storing and displaying

Shoes, and a stock that every Shoeman will

find full of interest and profit possibilities.

D. D. Hawthorne & Co.
27-29 Wellington Street West, Toronto
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowtheyare the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

2 tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,
require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so

next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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Discrimination must be exer-

cised by the Shoeman buying

Spring, 1916, Models, for he

must be almost positive that

every last will be popular and

a profitable seller.

Retailers selecting their stock

from Bell's High Grade Foot-

wear for Spring, 1916, will

insure themselves against

slow-selling lines.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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To facilitate service to Canadian manu-

facturers we now carry in our Montreal

Store, 152 Notre Dame Street West, a

full line of

Shoe cloths and other shoe fabrics

Box cloths and kersey cloths, etc.

Top facing's of all kinds

Bindings of all kinds, either silk, mer-

cerized silk or cotton

Braids for trimming or shoe bows

Ribbons of all kinds

Stay bindings, button webs, etc.

Canvas and other materials for white

shoes

Our backing department at the same ad-

dress is ready for cement work of all kinds

up to 58 in. wide.

J. EINSTEIN, Inc.
NEW YORK BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL

176 William Street 32 South Street 321 North 14th St. 152 Notre Dame St. W.
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Women's Hand Sewed Welts
NOW " MADE IN CANADA"

To make our service to the retail trade still more complete,

we have added to our Women's Department a line of Women's
Hand Sewed Welts.

This is the first time that a Canadian house has introduced

this line, as, heretofore, Brooklyn and Philadelphia Hand
Sewed Welts have had it all their own way.

Experts Engaged From Abroad

In order that the line shall meet all the necessary requirements

we have engaged the exclusive services of several men who
have had long and highly successful experience in this line, in

the leading hand sewed welt departments of Brooklyn and

Philadelphia factories.

New Equipment Installed

Everything in the way of new equipment required has been

arranged for, and the new department will soon be in opera-

tion, producing a line of Women's Hand Sewed Welts equal

to the best products of Brooklyn and Philadelphia— a line

that will make ordinary shoes look crude by comparison.

And we shall be able to supply the new line at a price that

will be well within the range of merchants desiring to handle

this particular kind of footwear.

They're coming soon—in the great "CLASSIC"
Range. Watch for the " CLASSIC " Salesman.

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
Makers of Fine Footwear for IVomen and Children

GALT ONTARIO
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The Annual
Opportunity

for Shoe Merchants
visiting the great
Toronto Exhibition

Aug. 28 to Sept. 13

McLaren & dallas
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS
30 FRONT STREET WEST TORONTO

EXHIBITION SPECIALS
If you have been hesitating about seeing

the Toronto Exhibition, you will find an ad-
ditional reason for making the trip in the
special "buys" we have arranged this year.

In all departments—leather, felt and rubber
footwear—we are putting in some "specials"

for the Exhibition weeks, that will appeal
strongly to the keen buyer on the lookout for

genuine snaps.

Remember—the merchant who achieves a
distinctive success is always a man who buys
well—who never neglects any available oppor-
tunity to secure a price advantage on reliable

merchandise.

We cannot particularize here—a catalogue
would be required to do the subject justice.

Come and See Them All

There's something
afford to overlook.

here that you cannot

McLaren & Dallas
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS

30 FRONT STREET WEST
TORONTO

THE "IMPERIAL" SHOE
for men and women, made in all fine leathers

—Goodyear Welts and McKay Sewn.

BEAU BRUMMEL
Superior quality Men's Goodyear Welts. A
young man's shoe with last minute touches.

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND
Solid Leather Working Shoes—every pair

guaranteed.

"LITTLE CANADIAN"
Misses' and Children's Fine Shoe.

"VARSITY BRAND"
Medium grade 'ight shoe—McKay sewn and
standard screw—Men's, Boys' and Youths'.

THE "SPORTSMAN" BOOT
Made in Chocolate Calf Pearl Elk

Smoked Elk Black Elk
in 10, 12 and 15 inch leg—Double Sole

to Heel, Goodyear Welt—Full Bellows
Tongue, Soles Double Stitched Aloft.

"WITCH ELK"
Hunting and Sporting Boots

ELMIRA FELTS
English Slippers. The "Big Four" Brands
of Rubber Footwear, Kant Krack, Dainty
Mode, Royal and Bull Dog Brands.
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.workers union .

unionJ^stamp

^

Factory

.WORKERS UNION

UNION^STAMP

Factory
,

Survival Value
What is it? Survival Value is the lasting prestige added to

all footwear by the affixing of the Union Stamp— it is the

surviving standard because:

1st It is a guarantee of honest footwear, made under
the best conditions.

2nd It is a pledge of expert workmanship.

3rd It is the pass-word which opens the sales doors to

Union Men everywhere.

4th After the other inducements have all been recited,

the conclusive and finishing argument is the UNION
STAMP.

Every shoe bearing the Union Stamp retains a sales value of

long duration, for no shoe bears the stamp unless it has been pro-

duced under the proper conditions and represents honest value.

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon
the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers* Union

—

the only guarantee of Union Footwear.

^WORKERS UNION

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - MASSACHUSETTS

UNION^tSTAMP

Ractory

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BA1NE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer

WORKERS UNION,

UNIONAmSTAMP

factory
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McCREADY-
Fashionable Shoes

FOR

SPRING 1916

Our travelers will soon be with you showing

the most complete and up-to-date range of

Spring Styles that have ever been put on the

market.

Every season shows a step in advance for

McCREADY SHOES and Spring 1916 is no

exception.

Each shoe is built for a definite purpose, each

shoe fulfils a definite style expression and
gives 100 per cent, satisfaction.

Let the McCREADY salesman prove this to

you.

McCREADY SHOES
Quality First, Last and Always
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PAT.N.c - II94QJI

GOLD CPOSS
SHOE

,-ANTI-SEPT/C
SHOE NOnx

Ar '90« I90«

SPECIFY THESE
BRANDS WHEN
PLACING YOUR
SPRING ORDER

Not only are the DOCTORS
and PROFESSOR Shoes

well known, but they also have

features which will make many
new and steady customers for

you. Your customer, once he

becomes acquainted with these

features, will swear by these

two famous brands.

In the DOCTORS SHOE he

knows he gets comfort and

appearance plus absolutely

waterproof qualities in both

sole and upper. He also gets

an especially made sole that

ensures an even foot tempera-

ture at all seasons.

In the PROFESSOR SHOE
he gets the same comfort and

appearance plus a patented

cushionetted inner sole that

makes walking a pure pleasure.

Can you afford to overlook

these facts when you are plac-

ing your Spring order?

The Tebbutt Shoe &
Leather Co., Limited

Three Rivers, Quebec
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Wait for the Kingsbury Traveler

KINGSBURY
AMERICA'S BEAUTY
CANADA'S PRIDE

We are showing more and more

varied lines of these brands than

ever before.

Whether you want plain or strictly

fancy lines, we can fill the bill.

Every retailer who orders Kings-

bury Shoes for Spring knows he

will receive value plus the good will

obtained by years of successful

manufacturing, at a most reason-

able price.

Order early.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET
JOINED THE RANKS OF
SATISFIED KINGSBURY
RETAILERS, DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

Montreal

LIMITED
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PACKARD'S
1916 LINE

Infants', Children's, Misses', Growing Girls', Little Gents',

and Youths'

TURNS and McKAYS
Our travellers are NOW

on the road with

NEW SAMPLES FOR SPRING

We have a splendid range in all the above lines.

They are PROFIT BRINGERS for the retailer.

GET THE

PACKARD SHOE
FOR THE

CHILDREN'S TRADE

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL
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ALWAYS SATISFACTORY

When you come to think of it, to

say that a line is always satisfactory,

is certainly a very sweeping claim.

But in this case the line really does

deserve it as every merchant will

agree who has been handling

"ROYAL" & "BULLDOG"
SPORTING SHOES

They are made absolutely right, from

the most faultless materials that can

be secured. No detail is considered

too small to call for the most pains-

taking care. The result is, a line of

sporting shoes that you can safely re-

commend to every customer, with the

positive assurance that they will live

up to the claims made for them.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited ------ Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - - - - Regina, Sask

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - - - Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. ----------- - Toronto, Ont.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited ------ Winnipeg, Man.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited - - Vancouver, B.C.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - - - - - - - London, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas ----------- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - Montreal, Que.

Independent Rubber Co.
LIMITED

MERRITTON -:- ONTARIO
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Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Jobbers find that the Aird samples

always contain the latest models,

and they know that the shoes are

made with a care that bespeaks

expert shoemaking—the result is that

every order which leaves the factory

gives entire satisfaction.

Jobbers' Inquiries Solicited

AIRD & SON - MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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You Are Invited
to make our warehouse your headquarters during

your visit to the Toronto Exhibition.

Our travelers will be in the house to meet their

respective customers, when we shall be offering a

very large range of seasonable goods at specially

reduced prices.

Our Annual Sale
has always proved advantageous to shoe merchants

who have availed themselves of the special offerings

then made. The same satisfactory experience is at

your disposal.

We hope to have the pleasure of

meeting you in our warehouse

during the Exhibition Weeks.

WHITE SHOE CO.
48 YORK ST. TORONTO

Two Minutes From Union Station
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

K7 !Tif \ Canadian Consolidated
DOMINION Rubber Co. Limited

«SES^r — "
MONTREAL, P.Q.

ftOMiNlON

STABILITY

No matter how extensive your Rubber Footwear

requirements may be, we have an unrivalled exper-

ience, unequalled resources, and the financial

stability to handle your order with maximum
efficiency.

And, furthermore, what is equally true— no order

is too small to warrant our prompt and careful

attention.

Our line-up is complete, our quality is unexcelled,

and our prices are right. Let us show you

what we can do.

IT IS OUR DESIRE TO SERVE YOU

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, P.Q.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Spring Styles Conservative in Character and Design
Extremes Have Been Avoided and While There are Several New Patterns, all Bizarre Effects of Last Season are

Eschewed—What Leading Firms Think Will Sell Best During the Coming Period—Normal
Sane Lines Observed on All New Samples

These are busy days in the various Canadian shoe fac-

tories, with travelers preparing to start out on their spring

trips, engaged in gathering together lines of samples with

which they hope to go out and conquer.

Although, up to the present, the majority of manufac-

turers state their spring lines are incomplete, every day sees

them nearer perfection, and by the time this is read many
of the travelers will already be on the road.

The general opinion among roadmen is that placing this

coming season will be much better than it was last fall, and
for this reason all are looking forward to fairly good trade.

For the spring 1916 season, although there are as usual

different changes in lasts and patterns, no extremes are

reached, and it is the general opinion, although no one cares

to make definite statements, that a quieter tone will prevail

during the next style season. Manufacturers will not pro-

phesy. As a leading Montreal maker of stylish footwear

says, and expresses the general view, "In past years we
have very often said, 'Well, such and such a line is going to

take,' and 'This style here is going to be very popular,' or

made some other such prediction only to find that the very

lines we thought would sell were dead issues as far as the

popular demand was concerned. This season, therefore, I

am not making any predictions, and in making up my samples

am practising what I am preaching, namely, going cautiously

until I get the lay of the land.

The above view is the one taken by a great many manu-
facturers and expresses pretty much the state of their feel-

MEN S PATENT BAL, GREY SUEDE TOP, PATENT EYELET STAY,
8-8 HEEL—BY JAMES MUIR CO., MAISONNEUVE.

ings. Naturally one goes to their samples to get an idea

of what will be shown, and from general indications the

spring showings denote a tendency toward sensible styles

rather than toward fancy patterns and lasts.

In leathers dull calf will, as usual, get the strongest call,

glazed kid will also have the usual demand, and in women's
footwear patent "leather, in the estimation of most makers,
will continue strong. As for tan, there is a good deal of debate
as to whether it will come back to any extent or not- Some
manufacturers will tell you signs point to a return to some

WOMEN S PATENT LACE, BLACK CLOTH TOP, WHITE PIPING ON
VAMP AND FOXING, LOUIS HEEL, FANCY CUT TOP.

degree at least on tan, in men's lines particularly, while other
say they will be just as dead as ever. Certainly there are
more tans being carried than was the case last season.

The Men's Lines

What one notices most, more in the women's lines of
course, is the lack of colored cloth tops in the spring samples
of every Canadian shoe house, both jobbers and manufac-
turers. While there will still be a large number of cloth tops
worn next year, they will certainly be of much quieter tone
than the majority of samples carried by travelers during the
fall season. In men's foot toggery, while it is impossible to say
there is not plenty of variety, still it is noticeable that the vari-
colored cloths are absent altogether. Black and dark colored
tops are plentiful, though leather tops hold sway. Bals are
becoming more popular each season, especially in higher
grade shoes, while in the medium price article, the blucher
continues to be the seller. Low heels are being shown prom-
inently and the flange effect is frequently seen. Medium and
narrow toes continue popular and lasts for spring are, if any-
thing, more neat and plain than ever before. A foot-fitting

shoe is what appears to be demanded this past season or
two, in men's footgear, and the plain, clinging last is becom-
ing more in demand every day. Patterns, the more plain

the better, and the same quality in leathers, are asked for.
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Manufacturers, therefore, are acting accordingly and supply-

ing this demand.

In Women's Lines

Conservative makers of women's high grade shoes state

they are eliminating altogether side and back lace patterns

in the spring showings. As is the case in the men's lines,

colors will be shown in moderation. In fact, they will be

hardly seen at all, and those tints and hues that are carried

must be quiet in tone, or they will share the fate of the 1915

colored varieties. In lasts there are changes, but none very

men's mahogany tan bal., receding toe, low
broad heel, perforated tip

pronounced. The fairly short vamp remains popular. Medium
high toes in the lower priced women's shoes will have a large

demand, while in the more expensive lines the narrow, round

and recede effect is becoming more pronounced. Heels will

go no higher this season, and the Louis and half Louis will

be as popular as they were last year. In buttons, nothing

even approaching gaudiness is seen, just as is.the case with

colored tops. In fact, it was the loud, colored top that

serves to introduce novelty button effects, and, as was said

earlier in this article the latter is a dead issue.

One of the most striking features of the 1916 showings

is the undoubted increase of popularity of rubber sole shoes

both for men and women. Wholesale houses handling rubber

heels and soles state they are selling just as many as they can

supply. In white canvas goods, which are becoming tre-

mendously popular, and in fact on a great many ordinary

leather patterns, rubber soles and heels are used much more
extensively than formerly.

Children's Styles

It was not so very long ago that there was no such thing

as children's shoe styles. This day has passed, however,

and the manufacturer of footgear for the juvenile trade must

carry just as complete a line as the maker of shoes for adult

feet. As is the case with the grown-ups, no radical changes

are seen this season in the children's lines. Lasts remain

pretty much the same, though if anything, they are more
finished this season. There are some mighty neat lines shown

for the juniors, and every year shows an increase in the

attention paid to this branch of the footwear trade. The
nature-shaped last is as popular as ever with the kiddies. In

the boys' and misses' lines practically no difference between

these and adult lines can be noticed. As was the case last

season, the square-toed nature shaped last is frequently seen

and signs point to its having a big season again. New lasts

are being shown in boys' shoes carrying the medium round

toe and low heel.

In footwear for smaller children, colors will remain

about the same as last season, though some manufacturers

of children's shoes state, as is the case with the adult trade,

colors will be modified in the smaller people's lines. A con-
siderable demand is being shown for cravenette and vesting

tops. The reason for this is the neat and rich appearance
such a shoe makes, and owing to the scarcity of leather it

becomes all the more popular. Patents, it is expected, will

prove very popular in children's lines, and a large number
of samples of this leather are being taken out by travelers.

Rubber soles and heels also seem to be coming into popu-
larity with the little folk. A shoe of this type is ideal for

the young ones, and manufacturers state they wear longer

than leather.

Pumps and Colonials Strong

Naturally the spring season is the time when pumps and
colonials are seen mostly. This spring, however, there is an
unusually large number of low-cuts being sent out by the
different manufacturers of women's shoes. These are all of

neat design with plain effects. Small ornaments and plain

straps or bows hold sway. Tops are being cut about dyi
to 1 1/2 inches in height and heels range from 8-8 or one inch

to 15-8, though they are seldom shown this season any higher.

Patent leather, of course, will get the big run in low cuts,

although there will be a big call for dull finishes and suedes
will no doubt receive quite a demand. The short vamp
will be seen most frequently and a narrow round or recede

toe is most frequently used. One eastern manufacturer
of women's high grade footwear is showing a particularly

neat pump last, which he states is the prettiest thing he has
ever seen in this style of shoe, so nearly does it approach the

ideal. The pump referred to is a most dressy last, barrel

shaped in the forepart, carrying a 2-inch heel. The toe has

a sloping effect which makes it unusually pretty.

A General Summary

A general summary shows that, taken all round, no
startling changes will be made in either the men's or women's
lines for spring, 1916. As is usually the case changes are of

a minor nature. Vamps in the women's lines are, if any-
thing, a little longer for spring. Generally speaking, lasts have
become more staple and this, in the opinion of most, is going

to act to the benefit of the retailer. In the men's lines, the

big seller is going to be the medium round toe and with the

better class of trade the narrow recede toe. It is noticeable

women's pump, patent forepart and foxing, white kid
top and tab, small ornament, louis heel.

that during the past season or two, the medium class trade

are calling for a shoe built along better lines than they were
formerly content with.

Spring 1916 samples certainly are ahead of those shown
for spring 1915. All the spring and summer styles pre-

sented by the various manufacturers of Canada reveal snap,

style, graceful lines and attractive appearance combined
with high grade workmanship. More variety is being

shown this season and this is saying a whole lot for the

trade in this country. Manufacturers are looking forward

to a busy season and with the gradual elimimation of

{Continued on page J7)
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How to Buy Right and Keep Down Your Stock
Experience Should be a Good Teacher, While Judgment, Decision and Instinct Have to be Exercised—Good Buyer Has

Bird's Eye View of His Stock at All Times—"Want'' Book is Most Valuable Thing—Some Timely Suggestions

By A. E. EDGAR, author of "How to Advertise a Retail Store"

There are more problems that confront the merchant

when he comes to buy his stock than in any other part of

his business. This may seem to many as a pretty strong

statement to make, but in the course of this article it will

be fairly demonstrated that the statement is true.

When the merchant sets out to lay in a stock of mer-
chandise he must at the very start determine just the class

of goods his customers will demand. This can be only

guessed at although there are many logical conclusions

that can be drawn from the local situation. The class of

customer that is likely to trade at the store can be closely

approximated, and the amount of trade that can be secured

fairly accurately estimated. But after all is said and done,

the merchant has to guess at a great deal and should feel

his way very carefully in consequence.

But it is to be presumed that the merchant has already

purchased his opening stock, he has done some business, he

has met his customers, he has to a certain extent ascer-

tained their demands. He is, therefore, posted in a measure
as to their possible needs.

He meets the problem of changing demand every day.

That phase of the situation must be considered in every

purchase.

Changing Policy to Meet Conditions

The merchant may start out to handle only goods of

a certain grade and find that the demand for that grade is

not sufficient to keep his business in a healthy condition.

When this happens he must change his buying policy to

meet existing conditions. It is possible for a merchant to

gradually educate his customers to purchase higher grades

of merchandise but that is a matter of time. It cannot be

accomplished in a few days or months. It will often take

years of patient, educational work to secure a higher class

of patronage.

One of the hardest things for the merchant to over-

come in buying is the desire to give the customer the great-

est value for the money. This statement should not be taken

literally, but with the following qualifying ideas. A mer-

chant should not presume to determine for his customer

THE ENERGETIC STAFF OF TORONTO BRANCH AMES-HOLDEN-McCREADY, LIMITED
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the value of an article. If a customer demands one standard

of value the merchant must consider that standard and not

another in buying his wares. Take as an instance an article

having a style value as well as an intrinsic value. It is often

possible^to purchase merchandise lacking in style value that

has a very high standard of intrinsic value, and often in

order to get style value the intrinsic value has to be taken

as a secondary consideration. It will be seen from this

explanation, then, that the merchant must not allow a sense

of quality to overcome his judgment in buying. Selling value

should be considered of the first importance, every other

quality being subsidiary.

Determining Selling Values

Selling value may be determined by the popularity of

the article, style, or what not. Jf the article has a high

selling value, a large demand, the merchant is safe in hand-
ling it freely and in buying it in liberal quantities.

After the merchant has settled upon what to buy he must
then determine when to buy. In every business there are

goods that will sell only at certain seasons of the year.

There are goods that sell all the year around but that sell

better at certain well defined seasons. And there are goods
that must be sold within a certain time of their receipt or

loss will result from spoilage. These things have their in-

fluence upon the merchant in buying different classes of

goods.

There are other classes of goods that have to be pur-

chased a long time ahead of the demand. Here the mer-
chant has to use a great deal of judgment. He should
have as clear an idea as possible of the quantity he can sell.

This may be based upon past experience when he has had
such an experience. But he should also know the tendency
of the market. If he has sold a certain article for years
and all at once there has been apparent upon the part of
the customer a hesitation to accept it, he has his warning.
The article may be as good as any hitherto produced, and
of well known standard make, and yet become a drug on
the market. Outside influences have a great bearing on lines

at times. A similar article may be placed on the market
with an additional selling value, it may be slightly better,

it might be put up more attractively, it might be advertised
more extensively, and every sale of the new article may
cut off a sale of the old. Merchants have to guard against
such things as this when buying.

The Elements of Value

Every article presented to the merchant by the whole-
saler and manufacturer has some of the following elements
in its make-up. If it has not, the merchant had better not
stock it.

1. It should have as much dependable intrinsic value

as the state of the wholesale markets will afford.

2. The style of tiie article is correct according to the

latest vogue; or, the package has all the elements of being
the best obtainable.

3. It must be such as will appeal to a large enough
number of the regular patrons of the store to make it profit-

able to handle it.

4. The price asked for it must be fair and terms satis-

factory.

5. The price it will sell for must net a fair profit for

the merchant. There are many lines a merchant must stock-

that do not render him a fair profit; such lines should be

handled gingerly, sold as less frequently as possible, while

other lines bearing a better profit should be offered in their

place

6. Some articles must be bought to complete the stock.

These are lines that do not render a sufficient profit, lines

that are little called for but usually stocked and lines upon
which with a little efficient salesmanship, an added profit

will be made.

7. The article must have selling value, it must appeal

to the customer.

Have You Buyer's Instinct?

There is something in some men that makes them better

fitted for buyers than others. For want of a better ex

pression this is termed the "buyer's instinct." When a man
has this in a high degree he is usually termed a good buyer.

But even this mental qualification will not take the place of

knowledge of goods and prices. It may determine the best

lines to buy because they will sell best, but even these must

have some value or in time the store will lose its trade.

A knowledge of goods and values can only be had from

constant contact with the lines handled. A careful mer-

chant will take cognizance of all quotations and keep posted

on prices from all sources. He will figure out what dif-

ferent terms mean, which discounts are advantageous and

which are merely a snare.

The good buyer must have a bird's-eye view of his stock

all the time. Unless he knows what is in stock he is sure

to over-buy, or under-buy, which is just as bad. No matter

how good a buyer a merchant is, no matter how close a

price he can secure, no matter how much he knows about

goods and their selling values, it should be remembered

that he cannot sell them until he buys them. There is no

profit to be derived from buying until the goods are actually

sold and paid for. Having the goods on the shelves will

never produce a profit. They must be sold before a profit

accrues.

Buying Too Many Bands

The average merchant buys too much. He buys too

many of a kind and too many kinds. But the greatest evil

is in buying too many kinds. In some lines of goods there

are hundreds of competing brands, every one of which is

some different and which has some particular point of ex-

cellence. The merchant who tries to buy all of these will

soon find his cash drawer empty and his shelves full. He
must make his selection from the large number and make
that selection as narrow as it is possible to make it, his

profit depending in a great measure upon his ability to make
the selection very narrow, indeed. Competing lines, com-

peting styles, competing brands all mean larger stocks and

less frequent turnovers, which mean smaller profits.

One writer on business topics says a merchant should

have enough capital at starting to pay cash for all the fitting

of the store, to pay for at least half of the opening stock

and then have enough money left to pay the first month's

expenses. He may be right and if he is not he is not far

from right. Any business should do enough trade to make
it possible for the merchant to pay for all goods when due.

If the merchant has to borrow money to finance the busi-

ness he is sadly handicapped. It is far better policy to so

buy that the stock will turn over as often as* the bills come
due. The buying should be governed by this. Make the

amount of stock purchased correspond as closely as possible

to the turnover and the profits are increased.

Slow moving stocks should be touched as lightly as pos-

sible, the number of such lines should be kept to a minimum
and the amount of stock of each of such lines as low as

possible. Quick moving stocks, on the other hand should be

stocked more liberally and every possible discount secured
for quantity buying.
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Selling Shoes by Means of Bright Newspaper Ads.
Why Some Announcements in Print Never Pull Any Business—Brevity With Clean-cut Expression of Ideas is

the Most Acceptable and Satisfactory Method—Attention Value in Advertisement Corresponds to the

"Approach" in Personal Salesmanship—Effective Illustrations, Catchy Descriptions and Prices

It is only reciting a commonplace idea to say

that an advertisement must be read by a prospec-

tive customer to have any selling value. It may
be inserted in the most prominent part of a news-
paper, and be of no value whatever, because the

only readers of the advertisement were not at all

interested in the articles advertised. Or, as is more
often the case, it lacks salesmanship value.

An advertiser ran an attractive piece of advertising in

French. The style of the display was the same as previously

used, the cuts were the same, the only difference between
it and the other advertisements being used was in the

language of the text, which was French instead of English.

A day or two later a friend met him and asked: "Don't
you think it a great waste of money to print a French adver-

tisement in an English paper, not one in a thousand is likely

to be able to read it?"

"I thought it would be a change. A great many people

have spoken to me about it," replied the advertiser.

"That doesn't prove the advertisement of any value,

though," advised his friend.

"No, I suppose not. How did you like the advertise-

ment I used the day before? Did you like that one better?"

"I guess I missed that one. I don't remember seeing

it," admitted the advertiser's friend.

"Well, how about yesterday's? How did that one
strike you?"

"I haven't seen that one yet. I missed last night's

paper," stammered his friend, excusing his neglect by a

promise to look it up.

"I guess I'll have to run some more French advertise-

ments," was the advertiser's dry remark. "Perhaps you'll

see them."

Something Out of Ordinary Attracts Attention

This incident is quoted because it shows conclusively

that it requires something out of the ordinary to secure

the attention of a majority of the readers of a newspaper.

It is not given as proof that freakish advertisements are

valuable. An advertisement must have attention value,

something about it that will attract the attention of the

possible buyer, but it must have selling value as well.

Attention value is very desirable, but it is of question-

able value when the attraction is so freakish that it detracts

from the meat of the advertisement. Some of the older

advertisers will remember when it was no uncommon thing

to see an advertisement inserted in the newspapers upside

BRIGHT ILLUSTRATIONS USED BY WIDE-AWAKE SHOE DEALERS IN ADVERTISING OXFORDS
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down. These topsy-turvy advertisements were meant to

attract attention to the advertisement and through curiosity

secure a reading. The folly of this is recognized to-day,

and one sees very little of that kind of attention value

attempted in the modern newspaper.

Attention value can be secured in many ways. Per-

haps the most important of these is in the display of the

advertisement. Distinctive borders isolate an advertisement

from the many others appearing in the same paper and

secure attention for that reason. Distinctive displays serve

the same purpose. Even freakish displays serve at times,

but are not of lasting value.

The headline of the advertisement should be relied upon
to secure the attention of the reader more than any other

one thing. The headline of an advertisement should attract

because it should tell what the advertisement is about.

The newspaper furnishes the advertiser with a great

lesson in display, and it is a great wonder that more mer-

chants do not see the lesson placed before them every day.

A glance at any paper will show that the most important

item of news is placed in the most conspicuous place in the

paper, on the front page. The headline announcing the news

is spread over the whole page, if the news is of enough im-

portance. In fact, this furnishes an easy method of finding

out whether there is any important news or not, because

the headline will indicate that.

Getting the News in Headlines

Very few people read the modern newspaper from be-

ginning to end. The number of pages has been so multi-

plied that it is an impossible task. Many people never open

the pages of certain sections at all, not even to read the

headlines. People have less time now to read newspapers

than formerly, and those who have the time get too many
papers to read all of them. So that now-a-days, people are

headline readers more than ever. The vast majority of

people who sit down to read a newspaper first turn to their

favorite section. This may be the news section, the woman's
page, the sporting page, the financial page, or what not.

They read the headlines first to see what else they wish to

read. When a headline indicates that the item will interest

them they settle down to read it, and in this way they jump
from one item to another, reading the most important of

them first.

It is safe to say that the advertisements of a newspaper
are read largely from the indications of interest they give.

The headline very often attracts the eye first of all. Or,

it may be an illustration that first greets the eye. But in

all cases the headline should indicate the most important

point in the advertisement to the greatest number of possible

customers.

When an advertiser appears in every issue of a news-

paper the readers of that paper become familiar with the

advertisement's appearance. If it is of a store that sells

goods the reader uses it is likely to secure attention. If the

reader cannot use the goods offered for sale, or has no interest

in the store, it is of little value to the merchant to have him
read the advertisements. They must be read by possible

buyers to produce results. All other readers are of no con-

cern to the advertiser.

Secure and Rivet the Attention

The headline should be terse and interesting, having

some influence that will rivet the attention after securing it.

Very often a headline in combination with a picture that

illustrates the article, or some feature of it, or some use it

can be put to, will hold the reader's attention long enough

for him to absorb the message the advertiser intends to

convey. The headline, therefore, is of the utmost import-

ance and should be given the greatest consideration.

Attention value in an advertisement corresponds to

the "approach" in actual salesmanship. The attention of

the prospective buyer^must be secured before any interest

can be manifest in the proposition.

The size of the advertisement has a great influence

upon a great many readers. They believe the importance
of the message is in proportion to the size of the space used.

But, after all, it is only a first impression, and although first

impressions are often the deepest, unless the advertisement
creates a desire for the article to be sold, or at least a fav-

orable impression in the mind of the reader, the size of the
advertisement has no value whatever.

It requires greater ability to compress a message into

a few inches than to spread it over many. Hence the difficulty

in making small spaces bring results. But the constant ad-
vertiser has a greater chance for getting results from his

small advertisements than the occasional advertiser has
from his large spreads.

Advertising in a Specific Way

An advertisement that advertises some specific article

has more chance for making sales than one that mentions
a line in a general way. Suppose a salesman should greet a
customer with the remark, "Our stock of shoes is the greatest

in Westchester county," or, with the statement, "We sell

groceries for the price," in answer to the customer's request

for information along a certain line. That is what many
advertisements are doing constantly. The possible customer

is asking for information about cheese, perhaps, and the

grocer is telling him that his groceries are the freshest. Or,

perhaps, the customer wants to know about a particular

new style of shoe and the merchant is harping upon the

size of the stock.

It is not possible for a merchant to advertise separately

and singly every article he has in his stock, but he can pick

out articles that will stand as a type of that particular line

of his merchandise. In this way he can cover the greater

part of his stock periodically.

A salesman in selling an article displays it to the best

advantage. He handles it in such a manner that a greater

value is given it than it apparently has. He holds it up to

the light to show its best points. He speaks of it in such a

manner as to reveal its value, or rather, he impresses its

value upon one by the manner and tone of his spoken words,

as much as by the thoughts the words convey. And above

all, in nearly every instance, he quotes the prices with a won-
derful emphasis upon its fairness, if not upon its actual

lowness.

What the Words Must Convey

Printed salesmanship must secure the same results

without the intervention of the salesman, unless we consider

the advertisement writer as the actual salesman. The words
printed must convey the thoughts that the tone of voice of

the salesman does. The description and the illustration must
take the place of the actual display of the article for sale.

The price must be quoted so as to convey the impression of

its fairness, of the desirability of the article on account of

its low price. The advertisement must create the desire in

the mind of the reader instead of the salesman.

The actual amount of salesmanship put into the adver-

tisement determines its value to the advertiser. If it secures

the attention of a great many readers who absorb the message,

who are influenced to such an extent that a desire to buy has

been created, the store will be besieged with buyers for the

articles advertised. No advertisement can do more than
that.

There can be little salesmanship in an advertisement

that is intended merely to keep the name before the public

and there is practically no value in that kind of advertising.

There is more value in advertisements intended to bring the

store service to the front, or to exploit the business as one
of established worth. But the advertisement intended to

sell goods must be of the printed salesmanship order.
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Style as a Factor in the Development of Shoe Sales
The Baneful Effect of Too Frequent Changes—When Style Competition Reaches a Certain Point it Creates

Conditions That Re-act on Manufacturers and Retailers Who Meanwhile Have Not
Adjusted Their Business Policy to the New Order of Things

A few years ago the making and selling of foot-

wear was a rather matter-of-fact business.

Quality and price were the chief competitive

factors. Retailers that dealt direct with manufac-
turers placed orders from two to six months in

in advance for 90 per cent, of their season's stock.

New style ideas were introduced each season, but

they consisted mostly of a few well-defined changes
in lasts, patterns and materials. The volume of

business was done on what the trade termed
staples.

One day some enterprising manufacturer saw
selling possibilities in the appeal of novelty styles,

and then style competition began.

There are still a good many people in the

country that prefer comfort and wearing quality to

style in their footwear, but the style idea has devel-

oped a big consumer following, especially among
women.

It is a unique situation when manufacturers of mer-
chandise do not know what styles to produce and retailers

have no knowledge of what styles to buy, says R. E. Dildine,

who has had an extended insight into the merchandizing
of shoes, in a recent article in Printers' Ink.

Such a condition now exists in several trades, and not-

ably the shoe trade. It constitutes a problem that is both
serious and far reaching in its effect.

The subject of style as a factor in sales development has
a wide appeal, because the style influence has become potent
in a surprisingly large number of industries. Some of the
most important are:

1. Wearing apparel of all kinds.

2. Raw materials and manufactured materials that are

affected by style influence in wearing apparel.

3. House furnishings—all kinds, such as furniture, rugs
and carpets, wall papers, draperies and curtains, fixtures,

dishes, glassware.

4. Luxuries, such as automobiles, musical instruments,
sporting goods.

5. Utilities, such as watches, eyeglasses.

Style influence dates back into past centuries, but style

competition is a development of modern times. It has grown
more rapidly in some lines than in others and in wearing
apparel, particularly, it has become a powerful factor.

Style Conditions Disturbing

The experience of various industries in that field shows
that when style competition reaches a certain point it creates

conditions that react on manufacturers and retailers, pro-

viding they have not in the meantime adjusted their busi-

ness policy to the new order of things.

Thus it is that the shoe trade now has a style problem.
Style, the business servant, has temporarily become the
master. It appears that the style appeal in selling foot-

wear has been overworked to the detriment of the trade.

New styles helped to create business, but too many styles

and too frequent style changes have clogged the wheels of

distribution. The result has been higher selling cost, profit

losses and in some cases even bankruptcy.
As a matter of fact, the shoe trade has caught the same

variety of style measles that some trades have had and that

others are likely to acquire.

American shoe manufacturers have been indulging in a

style spree of several years' duration. From a trade stimu-

lant at first, it has developed into an expensive and demor-
alizing debauch, that is reacting not only on the manufac-
turers but retailers and consumers as well.

Retailers are getting tired of it and are expressing their

displeasure rather emphatically to manufacturers and their

salesmen by adopting extremely conservative buying
methods.

Manufacturers are seeking some means to remedy this

condition, but they have started something which apparently

they can neither stop nor control.

Reaction Creating Costly Changes

The present situation is the result of aggressive com-
petition on the style appeal and subsequent lack of control

of the style element. A reaction is creating costly changes

in methods of production and distribution.

Recent estimates by well-informed shoe men indicate

that fully 50 per cent, of the current sales in women's foot-

wear may be classed as novelty styles. The style influence

is also growing nearly as fast in regard to footwear for men
and children.

The end of this style movement is not yet in sight.

It is proving objectionable to the shoe trade, not be-

cause of any prejudice against style in itself, but because the

GORDON C. YEARSLEY, TORONTO, THE GENIAL MANAGER OF THE
TORONTO WAREHOUSE OF THE MINER RUBBER CO., WHO

IS ABLE TO BE AROUND AGAIN AFTER UNDERGOING
AN OPERATION FOR APPENDICITIS.

style element has got beyond the control of the trade and
made the shoe business highly speculative for all branches.

There is no definite style trend and no fundamental
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origin of shoe styles, at least none that the trade as a whole
has been willing to accept as such.

Every manufacturer is his own style authority, and they

all seek to create styles.

The result is overproduction of both variety and quan-

tity and a big economic waste. Literally thousands of styles

are created and offered for sale each season, only a few of

which meet with the favor of the buying public.

Manufacturers not only compete with each other in

trying to produce something original, but they also feel

pressed to offer everything that their competitors show in

their sample lines.

Showing 1577 Distinct Styles

One leading maker of women's shoes is now showing

1,577 distinct styles in his fall line. He says that about 350

of these are proving good sellers up to this time.

This manufacturer employs nearly 50 salesmen, each

of whom must be provided with a complete line of samples.

His sample investment has averaged about $30,000 a season

for the past three years, and it has increased to $38,000

this season. Only about 20 per cent, of that investment

is productive of business on a paying basis.

The salesmen pay excess baggage on a large number
of surplus samples and waste considerable time and energy

in handling them.
If the waste ended there it would be comparatively

insignificant, but it doesn't.

Many manufacturers carry stock, some from choice and
others because they have felt forced to do so by the changed
buying attitude of retailers.

Shoes for stock must be made in advance of actual

sales, and that involves a gamble on future demand. It is

not even a good sporting proposition, because the percentage

against the manufacturer is almost as definite as the rake-

off in a poker game.
The retailer's problem is much the same as that of the

manufacturer. He is urged to buy in advance of demand,
which he should do in order to insure timely deliveries.

He also must gamble on the styles that he buys, and if

he makes a bad guess he loses in proportion to his error in

judgment.
The consumer is allowed to perform the functions of

both judge and jury on shoe styles.

The verdict is usually emphatic and often disconcerting.

Demand a Matter of Guess Work

Not until the retail selling season opens is the vogue
in footwear indicated, and then it may be short-lived.

The retailer who has guessed right reaps a harvest.

Those who made a bad guess besiege manufacturers for the

popular styles and dispose of the "lemons" as best they can.

Before the shoe retailers of this country sensed the

danger of this style competition many of them accumulated
large stocks of unsalable footwear, and the retail trade gen-

erally is heavily overstocked to-day. That means capital

tied up in greatly depreciated values, shrinkage of net profits,

difficulties in meeting obligations and restrictions of credits.

Current opinion that is given credence by well-informed

men in the trade indicates that 80 per cent, of the shoe re-

tailers in this country are insolvent, or would be if forced to

liquidate their stocks now.
This condition creates a very serious problem for manu-

facturers. The credit phase of it is bad enough, although

not the most important feature.

To minimize the speculative element in buying, retail-

ers have simply emulated the example of the proverbial

ground-hog when that animal sees a warning shadow.
They defer placing orders for future delivery as long as

they can with the hope of being able to use better judgment
in the selection of styles. Even then they buy conservatively

and depend upon re-orders to supply the bulk of their de-

mand after the nature of the demand becomes well defined.

The result is an alternate feast and famine of orders for

the factories, which greatly disturbs the established system
of production.

These tendencies make higher costs of production and
distribution inevitable.

The Disturbing Mid-season Models

The worst feature of the whole situation remains to be
told. It is the production of mid-season styles.

For example, when the past fall and winter selling sea-

son opened, the demand in women's foot wear showed strong

evidence of concentrating along certain definite lines. Fun-
damentally the vogue was for buttoned boots in a limited

variety of patterns and materials. Manufacturers and re-

tailers had reason to assume that the call for these styles

would continue throughout the season. Such, indeed, would
have been the case but for the aggressive spirit of style com-
petition that has become such a factor in shoe merchandising.

A new shoe style is born every day, it is said. Most
of them appear and disappear with only a limited introduc-

tion to the general public. But out of the many a few find

favor with the ultra-fashionable, and a new trend is thus
started.

Such was the mid-season vogue for lace boots that

caught the trade unprepared last winter. And now, when
dealers are prepared to fill the customary demand for low
effects, we are told that numerous women are buying, for

summer wear, new types of light, airy boots that have been
created and forced on the market within the past 60 days.

In weather forecast parlance the shoe style trend is

always variable and every shifting wind leaves disaster in

its wake.

The Short Life of a Shoe Style

There are no mortality records by which the trade can
anticipate the life of shoe styles. Some of the most prom-
ising never get a good start, and nearly all die suddenly and
unexpectedly when something new takes hold of the public

fancy. That always means a scurry to get out from under.

Both manufacturers and retailers unload quickly and with-

out great regard to price or profit, if they are wise, for there

is nothing less salable than passe styles of footwear.

Everyone in the shoe trade agrees that a serious style

problem exists, but opinions differ when an attempt is made
to fix the responsibility or to suggest a remedy. Even the

shoe-trade press is divided on this point. Retailers are in-

clined to blame the manufacturers and the latter say that

the average dealer is short on efficiency in buying and selling.

These claims and counter-claims are no doubt based on some
degree of truth, but it is difficult to fix responsibility and
broad-minded men are more interested in finding a solution

to the problem.

Inquiry brings out the fact that a similar problem exists,

or has existed, in other lines of trade. A broad viewpoint

of this style question will therefore be of general interest.

It may help to point out the fundamental weakmess of style

troubles and suggest the logical remedy.
[Mr. Dildine's article covers a number of articles affected

more or less by style changes, and in summing up the situ-

ation he says:;

"Each trade must solve its own problems in its special

way, but I believe that these ways must include the stand-

ardizing and stabilizing power of consumer advertising."

R. F. Foote, general manager of the Independent Rub-
ber Company, Merritton, has returned from extended busi-

ness trips to both the East and West. When on the latter

journey Mr. Foote took occasion to pay a visit to the Panama-
Pacific Exhibition.
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How Ordinary Shoe Store Stocks Depreciate in Value
Wear, Tear, Passage of Time and Change of Styles Cause Loss—How Depreciation Can be Avoided in Part by Methodically

Kept Records, by Careful Buying and Properly Appraised Inventories—A Scientific Analysis

Shoe retailers who make practical use in their business

of modern systems of shoe store accounting will find much
to interest and benefit them in a bulletin upon "Depreci-

ation in the Retail Shoe Business," recently issued by the

Harvard School of Business Research, Cambridge, Mass.

The following are excerpts from the principal discus-

sions on depreciation contained in the bulletin. Copies of

the complete issue may be had by writing to the school.

"Depreciation is a loss in value due to wear and tear

and the passage of time. In a factory, machines and tools

wear out, and they also become less valuable as they become
more old-fashioned. In a store, stock not only becomes
shop-worn, but also goes out of date. This latter loss is

less obvious than the other because it is a loss not of matter

but of value. It is, however, inevitable. Depreciation is

taken into consideration in determining profits either directly,

with measurement in separate accounts, or, as at present, in

the majority of retail shoe stores, indirectly and without

measurement. In the latter case, depreciation is taken either

by a reduction of inventory, without showing the amount of

reduction, or by clearance sales, which reduce the gross

sales and consequently gross profits, without showing the

amount of reduction.

How to Avoid Losses

"Loss from depreciation can be in part avoided by
careful buying, guided by carefully kept stock records.

Even then, however, the caprice of fashion, with the passing

of styles, or an unforseen local change in sizes demanded by
the dealer's customers, may result in a 'bad buy'—an 'un-

lucky season.'

"A summary of this whole discussion of depreciation

in mercantile business is:—(1) After an allowance for de-

preciation has once been adequately made, so long as stock

is of the same average age and of the same value at billed

cost, no further allowance becomes necessary—for the stock

is maintained at the same ratio of cost to value, and the

item of depreciation on the statement is not a cost but a

mere deduction for what has been entered, for convenience,

above actual value, in the gross inventory.

"(2) If stock has grown older, a higher rate of depreci-

ation should be used, and the increase will be a new cost.

"(3) If, on the other hand, the stock is less old, a

smaller percentage of depreciation will be required, and the

decrease will be a gain. In this case, the profit of the business

is partly in what was received from sales and partly in a

greater value on the shelves for the same billed cost—a less

depreciated value.

"(4) If the stock has increased, more goods are depreci-

ating, and unless the increase was made at the end of the

year (in which case the average age will be less and the pre-

ceding case will apply), the same percentage as before will

will be used; but since it will be used on a larger amount
the depreciation will be more and the increase will be a new
cost or loss, taken out of the merchandise inventory.

"(5) If the stock has decreased, the old percentage
applied to a small stock will give smaller depreciation, and
the difference wrill be a gain—realized through a lower cost

of merchandise sold.

Depreciation on Stock Carried Over

"If, therefore, as has been seen, depreciation in a mer-
cantile business operates most heavily in the first few months
of that business, then a fairly high percentage of depreci-

ation on the first inventory and on subsequent increases

only, over the value of that inventory is in accord with the

facts. . . . Furthermore, in some ways in the first year of

any business a higher rate of depreciation can be afforded

since no old stock is carried into the business and hence,

as only new goods are to be sold, there will be normally fewer

mark-downs. So stock carried over for the first time into

the next season should be well depreciated. The periodical

additional cost of depreciation thereafter will be small, as

only increases in value or in average age call for new allow-

ances for depreciation. This is conservative and correct

and makes a solid foundation for a dealer's business.

"... The appraisal method if not employed regu-

larly should certainly be employed occasionally, to see that

the percentage of depreciation customarily used corres-
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ponds with the facts and to provide for extraordinary depre-

ciation. For example, certain portions of the stock may
accumulate broken lines and end sizes to such a degree that

the ordinary percentage rate of depreciation can by no
means cover the actual depreciation, and so a fair appraisal

should be made. Furthermore, it should again be empha-
sized that this fair appraisal should be tested by frequent

comparisons with records of actual selling prices of pairs

appraised."
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AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS HONOR CANADIAN

A number of leading American manufacturers, such as

the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co., the Pillsbury Flour Mills, Armour &
Co., and thirty-six others of equally high standing, who are

members of an organization known as the Rice Leaders of

the World Association, have conferred high honor on one of

Montreal's business men.
Somewhat over a year ago they offered nearly 3,500 cash

prizes for ideas and suggestions. This was open to anybody,
and the ideas and suggestions could relate to production,

sales, advertising or anything else.

The object of the offer was to develop suggestions that

would tend to improve the methods or products of these

American manufacturers.

But one idea could be submitted to each manufacturer,

no two ideas could be alike, and each idea had to be compress-

ed into fifty words.

Thousands of Americans entered this contest, together

with a few Canadians, Britishers and foreigners, and the

second prize of $500 cash has been won by a Canadian, Mr.
R. W. Ashcroft, of Montreal, who is manager of publicity

for the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, and
Associated Companies.

In presenting him with the prize, Mr. Elwood E. Rice,

President of the Association, wrote Mr. Ashcroft as follows:

"To have earned this second prize in this inter-

national competition where people in all walks of life

from all parts of the world entered, is certainly a

great evidence of your unusual ability, and in which
you are indeed justified in taking exceptional

pride.

"I extend to you my best wishes for the continu-

ed success your able efforts so richly deserve."

This is not only a feather in Mr. Ashcroft's cap, but is

K. W. ASHCROFT, MONTREAL

also a compliment to the business ability of Canadians, par-

ticularly in view of the fact that Mr. Ashcroft only heard

of the contest a few weeks before it closed last May, and,

therefore, had but very little time in which to compile and
submit his ideas.

No special publicity was given to the contest in Canada,

so those resident in the United States, who had a whole

year in which to evolve ideas, naturally had a better oppor-
tunity than Canadians to successfully compete.

MILITARY SHOEMAN READY TO GO
This is the upstanding figure of Lieut. Jas. T. Sutherland,

of Kingston, who represents the Cook-Fitzgerald Co. from

LIEUT. J. T. SUTHERLAND, KINGSTON, ONT.

Toronto to Quebec. Lieut. Sutherland has been under can-

vas at the Barriefield war camp since early in June, in order

to qualify as an officer. He is attached as adjutant to the

A. D. of S. & T. and has proven to be an energetic officer.

If his services are required Lieut. Sutherland is quite pre-

pared to go over "and do his bit." In the meantime he will

resume his trip for the Astoria and Liberty brands of shoes
•

J

HOW SOME SHOES ARE INSPECTED
Shoe factories that sell their product to certain big

jobbers often have many shoes rejected for faults that were
not noticed when the shoes were being made. With one lot

of rejected shoes the fault was that of the forepart edges

showing a slight variation in heft, some edges being one iron

thicker than others, or else being thicker on one side of

the shoe. The foreman said it was the "edge inspector"

at the jobbers who had detected the fault, and he also stated

that several inspectors examined each lot of shoes. Each
man was a specialist in some branch of shoemaking, and it

was almost impossible for an inferior shoe to get past this

trained examination. The sample shoes from which the

orders are given are kept by the jobbers, and they are

always in the inspection room for comparison with the bulk
There does not seem much chance for substituting

poor leather or inferior workmanship when the inspectors

have the original sample shoes in front of them all the time;

and any lowering of quality is rarely attempted. It some-
times happens that the usual make of leather for vamps,
tops or outsolcs cannot be obtained, and it is necessary to

get leather of the same quality to complete the order. The
upper leather inspector is experienced enough to detect any
cheaper leather in the vamps, foxing or tops, and the bottom
stock man is also fully qualified to deal with his end of the
business. This shows how necessary it is to keep the quality

uniform when the chances of detection are so great—and
also shows the advisability of "living up" to the samples
at all times, whether in shoemaking or in anything else.
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CONTRACTS FOR CANADIAN ARMY SHOES

Contracts have recently been awarded by the War
Purchasing Committee for over 100,000 pairs of new army
shoes and several factories are now busy turning out large

consignments of the new boot, which is made on a splendid

last, and is regarded by those in a position to know as the

most comfortable and durable militia footwear yet produced.

"The upper is specially cut and specially fitted and the new
specifications call for and specify every detail. Nothing is

overlooked and the standard Army Shoe of Canada is the

best one in the world," remarked a leading eastern manu-
facturer this week, "and," he added, "it is different and
better than any other."

The new army shoe has an outside counter pocket and

is also very smooth on the inside. The quarters are stitched

to the vamp with six rows of stitching. The upper is of tan

side leather, first chrome tanned, then re-tanned with bark.

This makes a beautiful, soft, pliable leather, which is water-

proof. The specifications called for outsoles of ten gauge,

either oak or No. 1 hemlock; the middle sole of seven gauge

oak, or No. 1 hemlock; viscolized, and an insole of seven

gauge, oak. The leather counter and heel are solid and
the heel has a small steel plate at the back and a top piece,

with two rows of steel slugs. The heel is attached with

special nails. The uppers are Goodyear welted to the inner

soles, and there are nine reinforced nails at the toe, and five

at the inside and four at the outside of the ball, to hold the

upper to insole. A few round, flat Hungarian nails are used

at the toe.

The samples on which contracts have been awarded
were made by the Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co., Limited,

of Three Rivers, Que. Thry were asked to make twelve

pairs of samples on the new Canadian Army last. These

were sent to the tenderers in sealed envelopes. There is also

a new Canadian Army last which has been sent out sealed,

and the shoe and last are now standard. It is understood

that the prices which the successful tenderers are receiving

vary all the way from S3.90 to $4.00 per pair.

The following firms are filling orders:—Tebbutt Shoe and
Leather Co., Limited, Three Rivers, Que., 15,000 pairs;

James Muir Co., Maisonneuve, 15,000 pairs; Tetrault Shoe

Manufacturing Co., Montreal, 25,000 pairs; Dufresne &
Locke, Maisonneuve, 10,000 pairs; Slater Shoe Co., Mon-
treal, 10,000 pairs; Amherst Boot and Shoe Co., Amherst,
N.B., 10,000 pairs; Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., Fredericton

N.B., 10,000 pairs; King Shoe Co., Toronto, 7,000 pairs.

DEATH OF POPULAR SHOE TRAVELER

Many friends in the shoe trade will learn with genuine

sorrow of the death of Frank Mercer, which took place

recently at the home of his wife in Norwalk, Conn., wnere
he had been spending the past few months owing to his

poor state of health. Mr. Mercer was born in Peterborough

and for several years had been identified with the shoe trade.

At one time he was manager of the Dolly Varden shoe shop

in Toronto and he also spent some time managing a store in

London, Ont. Later he represented the Relindo Shoe Co.,

of Toronto, and then went with Hanan & Son, of New York,
covering several of the Southern States. Returning to

Toronto, he again took a position with the Relindo Shoe Co.

as sales manager and about a year and a half ago accepted

an appointment as Western Canada representative of the

Brandon Shoe Co., of Brantford, making one visit to the

Prairie Provinces. Some months ago, just as he was about
to make a fall selling trip to the West, he was seized with a

paralytic stroke and was forced to resign. He left shortly

after for Norwalk in the hope that complete rest would
restore his health but he gradually grew worse until the end
came a few days ago. Mr. Mercer died only a few days after

his brother, Andrew Mercer, of Toronto, who was for sev-

eral years connected with Semi-Ready, Limited, Montreal.

The late Frank Mercer was largely interested in a grape

fruit plantation in Cuba, where he spent considerable of his

time when off the road. He was a kindly, genial man who
made friends on all sides.

GOOD RECORD IN HIS DEPARTMENT
Joseph McGillivary, who is manager of the boot and

shoe department of the 2 Barkers, Limited, Amherst, N.S.,

has been spending a well earned vacation in Sydney and
on the coast of Newfoundland, visiting friends and relatives.

Mr. McGillivary has been with the company for twelve

years and has worked up a large trade in the footwear branch.

The big establishment of The 2 Barkers is one of the finest

department store buildings in the Maritime Provinces and
the firm claim to be the heaviest "spot cash" retailers in the

seaside province. They make a specialty of mail order busi-

JOS. MCGILLIVARY, AMHERST, N.S.

ness and send out well illustrated and nicely printed cata-

logues every six months. A. A. Barker is the president of

the house and G. M. Barker secretary-treasurer.

CARDS REPLACE SHOE SAMPLES
^One of the very latest of the ingenious devices continu-

ally appearing in practical business has just been introduced

in the shoe trade, and has already been adopted by more
than a score of manufacturers who realize the great saving

it accomplishes in labor, material and time. Like many an-

other contrivance for the reduction of expense, it is extremely

simple—so simple, in fact, as to excite surprise that it was
not thought of long ago.

It is merely a card, designed for the use of salesmen,

and serving as a substitute for the sample shoes that have
hitherto been a prime necessity in selling goods. The card

bears on it, not a picture, but an actual reproduction of the

shoe to be sold, only it is what might be called a profile

reproduction This is made of the same leather as the

shoe itself, showing the quality of the goods as well

as the general appearance of the shoe, but being as flat as

the card itself, takes up no more room than an embossed
picture would take.

The customer sees at a glance whether the style is what
he wants and a little examination shows the material and the

quality of the workmanship, for the stitching and trimmings
are repeated in facsimile.

The advantages claimed and already realized by those

who are using the device are important and numerous. It

is estimated that there have been hitherto more than a million

pairs of shoes made up yearly for use as samples only and
sold for a quarter of their original cost when they are no
longer needed for exhibition, thereby injuring the regular

retail trade to a considerable extent without any compen-
sating advantage.
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GEORGE FEX DOING WELL IN CHICAGO

N
The Boulevard Foot Toggery, 3923

K V Sheridan road, Chicago, is distinguished

Lggb ^ 1 not only by being the only shop of its

B kind on that aristocratic boulevard, but
.*' by the fact that no more prepossessing

£j>^ establishment of its size is to be found

_^^^k 'W north of North avenue, says the Boot

and Shoe Recorder. George Fex, the

Httt^EH proprietor, has spent forty-five years in

both the wholesale and retail ends of the

shoe game, learning it, literally, from the bench up. His

earliest acquaintance with shoes in the making was in the

Toronto factory of King & Brown, whose output included

men's, women's and children's footwear. Later he worked

in the Toronto plant of W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., leaving

there at the age of only nineteen years to remove to San

Francisco, where he remained the following thirty-eight

years. He was in charge of the machinery and sole leather

departments at the factory of the P. F. Nolan shoe com-

pany, and occupied a similar position in the Con. Nickleberg

plant which is now located in Oakland, Cal. Subsequently

he went into the manufacturing and retail shoe business

for himself, establishing a large store at 1198 Valencia

street, at the corner of Twenty-third. He operated that

store for the ensuing fifteen years, making boys' fine wear

and bicycle shoes for his own consumption, in a shop at

the rear of the store, and doing a big additional business in

special custom work.

Was in Great Earthquake

Mr. Fex discontinued the manufacturing end of his busi-

ness after the third year and continued the retail store

alone until the great earthquake wiped him out completely.

Undismayed, he then returned to Canada and assumed

charge of the Louis Gauthier shoe factory in Quebec. He
resigned his position as general manager there last October,

removed to Chicago and opened another exclusive shoe

store at 135 North avenue. The change to his present loca-

tion of "the Road" was made the latter part of April of the

current year.

Mr. Fex handles a general line, ranging in price from $3

to $6 on adults' lines, and from 50c. to $3.50 in infants' and

children's wear. A flourishing repair department is oper-

ated in a separate workroom at the rear of the store. Although

no hosiery department is maintained, Mr. Fex says that he

daily gets calls for it, despite the fact that regular haber-

dasheries and small dry goods stores are located within a

comparatively short distance of his place of business. Pre-

cisely similar instances have lately been given by the man-

agers of no less than nine small neighborhood shoe stores

within the past two weeks—all of which points conclusively

to the fact that the ultimate consumer has already begun

to look upon the exclusive shoe store as just as logical a

place to buy hosiery as is any department store. Several

store managers recently have stated that the only reason

they refrain from installing such a department is mutual

agreement with adjacent merchants who do handle hose.

The Fex store is wholly prepossessing in appearance.

The interior is finished in dark Mission woodwork, against

which the dark tan cartons with their white labels contrast

pleasantly. There is a noticeable absence of the coloring

and near-decorative schemes which in so many cases char-

acterize the small family shoe store.

Influencing the Passer-by

Mr. Fex regards scientific window-trimming and the

proper night-lighting of his displays as the most efficacious

methods of influencing the casual passer-by. Not only does

he completely change his trim each week, but the entire

color scheme of the window also. "Artistic environment

and arrangement of samples is," he says, "more sure to attract

attention than the shoes thenselves." Sometimes his win-

dows are green, sometimes old rose, sometimes deep blue,

sometimes black and white stripes.

The back and side walls of the windows are paneled in

dark Mission oak. About half way up the back wall a special

ledge has been built and shoes are shown on this in pairs.

Above it on the rear wall are a series of wood-paneled mirrors,

each of which is always artistically draped with curtains of one
color or another. The floor covering (plush) is made to conform
in color with the curtains and drapes. Mission unit floor

fixtures are used for individual shoe displays and a fancy

valance conceals the upper lighting system. Growing ferns

in brass bowls, set on pedestals, contribute just the proper

finishing touch to each side of the window trim.

Oxfords Are Selling Well

"Business," states Mr. Fex, "has been all that any of

us could want ever since really warm weather arrived. Tans
are pretty slow sellers with us here, dull calf holding full

sway in footwear for both sexes. White low cuts are unusu-
ally popular and one and two-strap effects are selling big

in both misses' and children's wear. In our men's call, I

note a tendency towards wider and rounder toes. Dark
colored cloth tops will undoubtedly prove a safe buy for

fall wear.

"Our sales of women's oxford styles are steadily aug-

menting over the volume of other patterns and I think that

there is no doubt they will be stronger than ever next year.

To my mind, the average woman is getting pretty tired of

ordinary plain pumps which so rarely fit and which almost

invariably get 'sloppy' before she has worn them very long.

These indubitable facts are, incidentally, one of the main
reasons for the current popularity of strap effects in women's
footwear."

CHARGE LAID AGAINST J. H. PORTER

J. H. Porter who, until a few weeks ago, when he made an
assignment, conducted three retail shoe stores in Toronto,

was taken into custody recently on a warrant sworn out by
Thomas Learie, secretary of the Canadian Credit Men's
Association, Toronto. It is said that Mr. Porter kept no
books or records and the charge was laid under section 417

of the Criminal Code, which reads:

—

"Every one is guilty of an indictable offence

and liable to a fine of eight hundred dollars and one
year's imprisonment who, being a trader and in-

debted to an amount exceeding one thousand dol-

lars, is unable to pay his creditors in full and has not,

for five years next before such inability, kept such

books of account as, according to the usual course

of any trade or business in which he may have been
engaged, are necessary to exhibit or explain his

transactions, unless he is able to account for his

losses to the satisfaction of the court or judge and
to show that the absence of such books was not in-

tended to defraud his creditors."

A year ago last August, Porter went into the shoe busi-

ness and branched out until he had three and at times four

stores. He issued a statement last January showing trading

profits of $7,500. On May 1st, shortly after he assigned,

a further statement indicated a trading loss of some SI 8,000.

The Canadian Credit Men's Association assert that Porter's

unsecured creditors have claims amounting to 868,500 and
that his assets total $55,000. The only evidence offered at

the preliminary hearing was a report of Porter's exam-
ination before the official receiver, and he was committed
for trial. The defendant was admitted to bail which was
fixed at $5,000. Since the estate came into the hands of

the creditors there has been remitted to them dividends to

the amount of thirty seven per cent, of their claims.
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Are You Now Making Bid for Children's Shoe Trade?
Importance of This Business Can Scarcely be Over-Estimated—The Near Approach of School Days Again Means

That You Should be Alert, Progressive and Original—What the Juvenile Trade Means to Your Store

It is instructive to notice the widely differing attitude

of retailers on the question of school shoe sales. One man
will take the stand that there is nothing to the school shoe

trade, while in the very same town live merchants are mak-
ing careful preparations for the school opening. In fact,

that word "live" ought to be emphasized.

In general, it is the store, or the town, that has gone to

seed which does not believe in the school-shoe sale. One
old (?) fogy, who certainly had not seen more than thirty-

five birthdays, harked back to the good old days.

"Why," he said, "I can remember five or six years ago
when we used to make special preparations for a school

sale. We had to put in extra stock to take care of it. For
instance, if we ordinarily carried two pairs of a size in a given

style we would stock up to eight pairs and sell 'em out. But
nothing like that nowadays! It isn't worth while to make
any special effort just because it's school time."

Another shoe man in the same city attempted to ex-

plain this statement.

"Times have changed," he said. "A lot of children in

this town used to go barefoot in summer. Now they wear

shoes, whether the families can afford them or not. Of

course, in the barefoot days the opening of school meant a

general call for school shoes.

"To-day things are much better, however, because,

instead of business coming all in one lump, we are selling chil-

dren's shoes all the time. Even at that there is always a

bit of an increase around school opening time. So we invari-

ably make some special preparation to make sure none of

this business gets away from us, at least without a trial."

Has Great Possibilities

The importance of the children's shoe business to a

store can hardly be over-rated. One-third of the population

of every city is made up of children. What is more, a young-
ster can kick out a pair of shoes quicker than a grown man
can wear out a pair of socks.

Selling to children means that they come to your depart-

ment perhaps six or seven times a year, and in the majority

of cases mother or father, or both, come along. Do not over-

CATCHING THE TRADE OF THE ARMY OF SCHOOL CHILDREN
The design for a window presented on this page has a

strictly school room flavor.

The chief feature of the background is a blackboard,

which runs around three sides. This background can be con-

structed from large sheets of pasteboard, or it may be one
of the many composition boards now in the market. The
upper part should be painted a dull black, so as to be typical

of the schoolroom blackboard. Arithmetic examples, maps,

etc., can be worked out in white chalk or in white paint.

A flat-top desk or table should be placed in the middle
of the window. A display figure can be used to represent

the teacher. A pair of tortoiseshell rimmed glasses will give

the "teacher" a scholarly appearance. Books, an inkwell,

etc., should be placed on the desk. An easel, bearing a suit-

able sign, should be placed on one side.—Shoe Section, Dry
Goods Economist.
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look for one minute the value of the hold which the children's

trade gives you on that of the parents.

But the successful children's department must be run
by a man or woman who understands, appreciates and sym-
pathizes with the children.

If you have not a good head for the department, per-

haps it would be well to look up some school teacher who is

courting nervous prostration for a mighty small sum per

week and convince her that there is better money and less

ragged nerves in running a children's shoe department than
in teaching.

In the first place remember that school opening is also

the opening of the fall season.

Do not misunderstand the word "sale" to mean "cut-

price offerings." Advertising specials to any extent right

at the beginning of the season, when you should be develop-
ing the business normally brought about by conditions, is

merely cutting down your profits and your future business.

Presents For Young Folks

In the old days it was customary to give the youngsters

all kinds of school supplies—pencil boxes, slates, etc.—as a
means of pushing school shoe sales, and some such thing can be
done to-day to advantage, though, as a rule, the present

should be of only nominal value. There are a hundred and
one things dear to the heart of the boy and girl which can
be made to pull business for you without great cost.

For instance, a toy balloon is always a great advertise-

ment. There is nothing new about giving out balloons, but

the time has not yet come when youngsters are tired of play-

ing with them. Also there can be a new way applied to

the distribution.

As a case in point, the shoe buyer of a store in one of the

medium-sized cities, a year or so ago, bought a couple

JOINS RANKS OF THE BENEDICTS

Stanley H. Bryant, of the staff of Coates, Burns &
Wanless, wholesale shoe dealers, London, has returned from
a trip to the Old Country, where he was married on July

STANI.M H. BRYANT, LONDON, ONT.

17th at Christ Church, Downend, Oloucestcrshirc, England,

to Miss Ella Bracey. Mr. Bryant and bride have taken up
their residence in London, Ont., and many friends will wish

them every success and happiness. The bridegroom is a

former resident of Toronto and is well known in the shoe

trade. He is a brother of James C. Bryant, of the traveling

staff of the Toronto warehouse of the Kaufman Rubber
Co., Limited.

of lots of balloons for his school trade. One lot of these
balloons carried an ad for the store's shoe department.
These cost him a fraction of a cent apiece. The other lot was
not printed at all.

An Effective Distribution

But the buyer did not hand these balloons out as if

the customer was entitled to one with every sale. Neither
did he mention the fact that they were to be given away.
Instead, he carried a lot of the uninflated balloons in his

pocket and proceeded to circulate around the department.
As he saw a salesman closing a sale of children's shoes he
walked over for a moment and talked with the youngster.
Then he fished in his pocket for one of the balloons, blew
it up, tied a string to it and handed it to the youngster.

Before ten o'clock these balloons were circulating all

through the store, and inquiries as to where the balloons
were being given out were telephoned to the central office

from practically every department. By noon most of the
town knew about it.

To ring the changes on an old-time joke, about the only
thing that is quicker for the distribution of news than the
telephone is to tell a youngster.

Other Novelties Available

There are a dozen and one novelties that will serve

just as well as a balloon, although they may not be quite

so conspicuous. If you will just think back a few years you
will remember how you envied the boy that had one of those

croaking frogs. Probably you could pick up a few gross of

them for not much over a cent apiece, and thereby gladden
the hearts and loosen the tongues of several hundred young-
sters.

Now, if your store is not too stiff-necked with dignity,

we suggest that you follow up the children's sale by meeting
the youngsters as they come out of school. Distribute to

them a tag which when presented at your department will

be good for some such novelty as mentioned above. Make
it impressive. Get it up in novel form.

In this latter type of work there is also an opportunity
for you to use your ingenuity. Get some cheap novelty that

will come in two parts—perhaps a game of some sort—give

the children one-half of it, and tell them the other half can
be obtained only at your department.—Shoe Section, Dry
Goods Economist.

ASSOCIATION IS HARD AT WORK
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Toronto

Shoe Retailers' Association was held this week at which further

progress was made in the drawing up of a constitution and
by-laws. The Association have received copies of the by-
laws of several similar bodies across the border and all the

best features in them will be embodied. It is expected that

a general meeting of the organization will be held in Septem-
ber when definite work along certain lines will be undertaken.

In the meantime, the executive is hard at work.

QUICK JOB FILLING AN ORDER
Some quick work on an order took place recently,

when the Toronto branch of Ames-Holden-McCready,
Ltd., performed a rather interesting feat. R. J. Drysdale

left the Toronto warehouse at three o'clock in the afternoon

and proceeded as far as Colborne, about 85 miles east of

Toronto, where he took an order from C. P. Brown for 500
pairs of shoes. This order was phoned to. the office and the

goods were packed next morning in ten cases, taken to the

C.P.R. and dispatched by freight, reaching their destination

by 12 o'clock the following day. This constitutes a record

in quick filling of an order, especially when it is considered

that the shoes were sent by freight as requested and not by
express.
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Independent Rubberites Hold First Annual Picnic

Merry Day at Old Grimsby

LEFT TO RIGHT "UNCLE CHRIS" THE VETERAN OF THE DAY; J. A. MCLAREN, MRS. FOOTE, R. F. FOOTE, MRS MCLAREN, HUGH WHITE, MRS.
WHITE AND MASTER DOUGLAS WHITE ; RIGHT FIELDER FOOTE ALSO GENERAL MANAGER OF THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO.

It may be Tom's Pets are better shoemanthan Brophy's
Bees, but when the two groups met for a baseball game at

Grimsby Beach on August 15th, the day of the Independent
Rubber Company's picnic, Tom and his satellites could do
no more than think of other and better days—and wish for

them. The score should not be published, but since it was
not too bad it may be whispered— 15 to 8 in favor of assist-

ant superintendent Brophy. This ball game was an out-

standing feature of the Merritton factory's first annual
picnic, for several reasons. For instance, right-fielder Foote
was getting ready to swing at a ball when he went to bat
and the ball in some way encountered the willow and bounced
out into space. The G. M. was more mystified than anyone,

but, on the advice of some two hundred coachers he began
running and actually made three bases. That swat, quite

accidental, of course, would put Wagner to shame. Then
there was Tom's pitching. He has a style all his own. Sev-

eral times he nearly got them over the plate, and he only

hit eight or ten batters. But he kept "B." guessing and Scott,

the other end of the battery, on the jump. Brennan and
Hutton were as automatic as a machine-gun as battery for

the honey-makers, especially when one considers the expert

handling necessary when the ball is the size of a pigskin.

It would be impossible to mention all the stellar plays made,
and quite out of the question to give a box score.

In the morning the shoe room won everlasting fame by
fooling the rest of the factory into believing they could not
play ball. This department let the others play rings around

them till the ninth innings—then they scored enough to make
the final figures 11-10 in their favor. Kane and Burnet
showed real class for the shoe room and Toenbrook and Beatty
had little to learn as batteries for the team made up of mem-
bers of the staff in other departments.

Besides the ball games, John Doig and Charlie Hunter,
assisted by a good committee, provided a programme of

sport, some twenty-two numbers. These contests proved
that there were some members of the staff capable of making
track records. The fat men's race had to be run in two heats,

as the contestants took up so much room. John Burnet and
Hutton, having lost much surplus weight in the ball games,
were winners. When the entries for this race were being

put in someone recalled past fine performances of Jim Rob-
inson, of Montreal. Too bad he was unable to be present

to repeat.

"Uncle Chris" took no part in the games, as he is resting

on his laurels, but he nearly led the dancing.

Nor did Alex. McLaren and Hugh White, who jour-

neyed over from Toronto, feel equal to competing in any
hope of success. But the former almost scored several bull's

eyes at the rifle range, which one can readily understand, as

he has practised with the Board of Trade Club. By the

way, did you ever see him .dance? The question is asked

because one of the ladies, who was the life of the party, was
advised by one of her acquaintances to have a dance with

Mr. McLaren. She replied that she did not care for him as

a partner, much as she admired him as a friend. When

LEFT TO RIGHT PICTURES SHOW BILLY HUNTER AND FRED FOOTE IN REAR SEAT OF AUTO, WITH CHRIS. FOOTE AT THE WHEEL AND ALBERT
BROPHY BESIDE HIM; "B," OTHERWISE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT BROPHY AT BAT TRYING TO GET ONE OF TOM's WILD CURVES; MRS.

FOOTE AND MRS. BROPHY.
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pressed to explain she said "one experience with his big feet

is enough."
Hugh White scored in the chicken competition. When

he reached the grounds his first question was "who has any
roast chicken?" One lady more thoughtful than the others

had provided an extra chicken, which the worthy shoe jobber
soon put away. While he was amazed at this gastronomic
feat, Alex. McLaren was unable to show what he could do
because no one brought raspberry pie!

Phil Pocock did not turn up. London looked good to

him. The ostensible excuse for his absence was something
about his being away on a western trip, but the real reason

was his knowledge that had he appeared he would have been
lionized by the ladies.

Fred and Chris Foote made many happy with delight-

ful excursions through the charming country back of the

town in dad's smooth running Oakland six. Who said jitney?

Enjoyment of the day was enhanced by the presence

of wives, mothers and sweethearts. What would a picnic

be without them? Mrs. Foote was an ideal hostess and her

kindly efforts to insure everyone's pleasure were admirably
seconded by Mrs. Brophy, Mrs. Doig and the other ladies.

It was a nice picnic, well managed, and there was only

one serious accident, and that was the elimination of the com-
mittee men's race—made absolutely necessary because a

box of cigars that was to have been the prize was smoked
up before the race was called. Billy Hunter says he is not

the guilty party, and we believe him, because we know we
had more than he did.

"BERNICE" IS SHOE NAME SELECTED

"Bernice" is the name of a new line of footwear for

women, misses and children, which Getty & Scott, Limited,

makers of "Classic" shoes, of Gait, have selected. Recently

this firm offered a valuable prize to anyone connected with

the shoe trade who would suggest a suitable and euphonious

title for their new line. The winner is Richard J. Walsh
of St. John, N.B., who has been identified with the firm of

Waterbury & Rising, Limited, for about 35 years, and is

widely known throughout the Maritime Provinces. Many
friends will congratulate Mr. Walsh on his success. In a

recent letter to Getty & Scott, Mr. Walsh expresses the hope

that the new line will prove a most successful one and that

ere long the name of "Bernice" will be known and sought

after from coast to coast.

Bernice—"A Bringer of Victory." A name with so

significant a meaning is happily chosen and should augur

well for the future success of the line of shoes. Bernice

was a name not uncommon in ancient history. Not only

was it a favorite appellation in Jewish annals, but it was
also borne by several famous women of the house of Ptolemy.

But of all those having this name, interest centres especially

around the wife of Ptolemy III., and it is to this lady

the pretty legend in classical mythology refers. Bernice's

devotion to her husband was such that she vowed to offer

her beautiful hair to the gods as a sacrifice, if he returned

WELL WORTH THE MONEY
You will f?nd enclosed one dollar for another

year's subscription to the "Shoe and Leather

Journal." Your paper is well worth the money
and gives me much interesting news on styles and
merchandising methods.

Yours truly,

Picton, Ont. D. RUBEN.

in safety from Asiatic , wars. Upon his arrival home she

faithfully fulfilled her vow, placing her shorn tresses in the

temple of Venus. This hair having shortly afterwards

mysteriously disappeared, an astronomer of Samos declared

that the gods had transferred it to the skies as a constella-

tion. From this circumstance, the seven stars near the tail

of the "Lion" are called "Coma Bernices" (the hair of

Bernice), and is one of the many constellations with which
such quaint stories are connected.

THEY ARE RIGHT TO THE FRONT

A recent edition of the St. Thomas, Ont., Times, says:

"The manufacturers of 'Just Wright' boots for men believe

it is the best kind of business sense to make friends. One
of their salesmen in Winnipeg recently met a young man
who had been wearing an expensive American-made shoe of

a certain last. The salesman stated that his firm could secure

the last and make the boots. The company proved as good
as the word of its representative, and a much satisfied young
man was ready to recommend 'Just Wright' shoes. Prob-

ably not more than a dozen or eighteen pairs of the last will

be sold in a season, but fastidious young men can have an
American boot of first grade substituted in Canada by one

of domestic manufacture. It is not surprising that this com-
pany, established in St. Thomas in October, 1912, has remov-
ed from small quarters to a model four-storey building, and
increased its output from four hundred pairs of boots a day
to one thousand. Needless to say, trade is being pushed
harder than ever, and a large number of new customers

have been secured in the West."

MOTHER OF SHOE MAKING FAMILY

There passed away in Campbellford on August 9th

Maria Weston, relict of Fred J. Weston, at the home of her

son, Fred W. Weston. Until recently she had resided in

Toronto. Mrs. Weston had attained the advanced age of

86 years. The remains were brought to Toronto for inter-

ment and the funeral took place from the old homestead,

15 Bolton avenue, now occupied by E. O. Weston, to Mount
Pleasant cemetery. In 1875 the husband of Mrs. Weston
established the shoe factory of F. J. Weston & Sons, which
was removed from Toronto in 1901 to Campbellford, under

the name of the Weston Shoe Co., Limited, while the whole-

sale business was continued under the original name.
The late Mrs. Weston, whose husband died thirty years ago.

leaves four sons—Fred and Richard of the Weston Shoe Co.,

Campbellford, E. O. Weston and George Weston, Toronto.

KINGSBURY STILL IN THE LEAD

Great interest continues to be shown in the progress

of the Maisonneuve Baseball League. This coming Satur-

day Kingsbury Footwear Company meet the U. S. M. Co.

team in what will be the deciding match of the season. Up
to the present each team has defeated the other once; the

Kingsbury team securing the first game with the U. S. M. boys

by a score of 14 to 7, and in the next meeting the situation

was reversed, U. S. M. capturing the long end of a 7-2 score.

Last week the Kingsbury aggregation defeated Watson-
Foster Co. 9 to 7. All during the season the league, which

plays every Saturday afternoon, has been drawing big crowds,

and with the closeness of the race in the past few weeks, the

number of fans attending the games continues to increase.

Below is the official standing of the league:—

Kingsbury

U. S. M. Co
Watson Foster Co..

Jas. Muir Co

Won
7

5

3

0

Lost

1

2

5

7

To Play

1

2

1

2
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Spring Shoe Styles Are Conservative

{Continued from page 22)

ginger bread effects and novelties in the past few seasons,

and especially this spring, better business should result all

round.

Fine Showing in Men's

The Hartt Boot and Shoe Company, Fredericton, N.B.,

are of the opinion that the general tendency in men's shoe

styles for next season will be moderate, plain effects, more

particularly in high-grade footwear. In tan leathers they

believe that the darker shades will lead, and look forward

to considerable business being done in vici and dongola,

with, of course, the larger business in black calf leathers.

Patent leather shoes will sell about as usual. There are no

radical changes in patterns or lasts. The Hartt Boot and

Shoe Company have added four new lasts for spring which

represent the last word in neat, graceful lines.

Specializing on All Widths

Clark Bros., shoe manufacturers, St. Stephen, N.B.,

are now showing their new lines of spring samples on narrow

widths, which is a unique feature in connection with the

manufacture of McKay shoes. This enterprising firm are

carrying six of their very best selling lasts in A, B, C, D and

E widths, and are making a strong feature of this new

departure. They believe that they are the only manufac-

turers in Canada, and perhaps in the United States, who are

carrying all the different widths on as many McKay lasts.

These lasts are absolute widths and patterns designed to

follow them, and not lasted or cut up or down half a size

in order to get the width.

No Extreme Styles this Season

The Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, report that the general

trend of the shoe business appears to be along conservative

lines rather than extreme styles as hitherto during the past

few seasons. The company are, therfore, confining them-

selves to a great extent to good, safe "bread and butter"

lines. Cloth top shoes, while not as popular as during the

past season, will still be sold in conservative shades, mostly

greys and blacks. The Regal Shoe Co. intend this season,

with the view of furthering their business in Canada, to

manufacture samples of high-heeled ladies' shoes. They have

two new lasts which are extra good fitters and they in-

tend to manufacture some samples as a beginning for this

new range. Providing they make a showing on these styles

they will undoubtedly open a new factory entirely devoted

to the manufacture of women's shoes. The company report

that their business in the men's lines during the past season

has been exceptionally good and they received several let-

ters from their agents commenting on the exceptional im-

provement in the style of shoes during the past manufactur-
ing season. If conditions in the West are favorable the firm

expect a health}'- increase in business during the coming
season.

Fine Showing in Low Cuts

The W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co., of Berlin, have introduced

three new lasts for the coming season. One is the Quaker,
which is a general purpose last for bal and button boots.

Then there is the Lady Jane, a narrow toed, high heel pump
last and likewise the same Lady Jane last in a high shoe. In

strap slippers and pump lines the presentation is much
stronger than ever. While the company have not discarded

any of their old standbys, they have materially increased

their range in summer goods in which, up to the present,

they have been somewhat backward. The company have
added several new machines for the better finishing of their

product and their samples for the coming season will carry

the same high-class materials as heretofore. In addition to

the offerings already mentioned the Woelfle Co. will have
their usual range of attractive models in women's McKays.
Recently the output of the plant was increased. The out-

look for business is regarded by the firm, who have been
busy right along, as promising.

French Model for City Trade

The James Muir Co., Maisonneuve, have just completed
their new samples for the coming season's trade. Their

travelers are starting out in a few days' time, and are looking

forward to getting considerable business for immediate needs,

as most buyers have been going very carefully for a long time.

The company notice quite an improvement in the demand
for goods during the last few weeks. The company are

specializing in men's and boys' fine welts and McKays and
have added several new lasts which are attractive. The
French model is one of the latest American productions for

men's fine city trade. It has the popular straight effect

with medium toe, slightly recede. F by Gee, as the name
denotes, is an extra big fitter—a combination of F width

with extra fitting G width ball. This last carries the style

as well as the fitting qualities and will fill the bill for the

foot that is hard to fit. The moderate high toe with a 9 or

10-8 broad heel is still the popular favorite in the smaller

places. The short effect with plenty of toe room will always

appeal to a large proportion of the public.

The company have a separate department for and are

men's patent bal, receding toe, shep-
herd's PLAID TOP, PATENT EYELET FACING

—BY EAGLE SHOE CO.

WOMEN'S KID BLUCHER, ROUND FULL TOE,

PATENT TIP, PLAIN QUARTERS, 11-8 HEEL
—BY T. SlSMAN SHOE CO.

MEN S PATENT BAL, DULL CALF TOP, PATENT
EYELET STAY FORMING ONE PIECE WITH THE

VAMP—BY JOHN RITCHIE CO.
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still making several useful lines of women's and children's

McKays at popular prices, and have added three new lasts,

which they feel sure will be drawing cards and money makers.

More Conservative Styles

The John Ritchie Co., of Quebec, report that there

has been practically no change in lasts with them for the

TAN GRAIN BLUCHER, PLAIN TOE, ON NEW AMERICAN ARMY
LAST—BY T. SISMAN SHOE CO., AURORA.

coming season. The English toe is still very popular for the

city trade and the medium high toe for the country trade.

The general trend seems to point to more conservative

styles than during the past two seasons. Gun metals and

patents will be the favorite and the company expect a larger

sale than ever in plain cloth tops for men and women. Fancy

tops of all kinds have no market whatever. Neat, quiet

effects prevail on all the fine line of Ritchie samples for the

coming season and there are some new patterns which by

reason of their graceful lines and pleasing design will appeal

strongly to the public.

NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM QUEBEC

A. Isseman, of the Walpole Rubber Co., Montreal,

was in the city last week.

R. Brayley, of the Doon Twines, Limited, Doon, Ont.,

was in the city a few days ago.

A. Chobb, of John McEntyre, Limited, shoe findings,

Montreal, was in Quebec recently.

W. T. Clarke, of Boston, Mass., and W. T. Kilborn, of

Rutland, Vermont, were recent visitors in Quebec.

H. Bonner, of the Bonner Leather Co., Montreal,

visited the city last week.

Roy & Darveau, Limited, wholesale shoe jobbers, of

this city, have assigned.

The factory premises of C. E. McKeen, which were sold

last winter, have changed hands once more, the purchaser

being Louis Beaubien, wholesale shoe jobber of Quebec,

who will occupy the building later on.

The stock and machinery of Adjutor Martin, whose

failure occurred some time ago, were sold on 30th of July.

The former was bought at 31 cents on the dollar by Chas. E.

Roy and the machinery at 43 cents by Theo. Dorval, owner

of the building.

T. F. Lacombe, shoe dealer, of La Tuque, has assigned

for the benefit of his creditors.

Jos. Metivier, manager of E. Jobin, Limited, shoe manu-

facturers, Quebec, recently returned from a vacation spent

in Cacouna.

Jos. Guay & Fils, tanners, of this city, are building an

extension to their premises for drying out patent leathers.

Bmile and Albert Larochelle, sons of J. H. Larochelle,

shoe manufacturer, have opened an attractive retail store

at 246 St. Joseph street, where they are carrying the most
up-to-date lines of footwear. They are registered under the

business style of "Au Quincy." The site of the store is within

reach of all, being situated near Hotel St. Roch, in the central

part of the city of Quebec, near the churches of two parishes

and only a few blocks from the schools. Messrs. Larochelle

are the brothers of J. E. H. Larochelle, jr., vice-president

and manager of J. H. Larochelle & Fils, Limited, wholesale

shoe dealers, Quebec.

LEADING SHOEMEN MAKE A CHANGE
George L. Williams, who founded the Williams Shoe

Co., of Brampton, Ont., some twenty-seven years ago, and
for the past year and half has been factory manager and
superintendent for the Williams Shoe, Limited, has taken

a position with the King Shoe Co., Limited, Toronto, as

manager of the manufacturing department. He has entered

upon his new duties. His sons, George C. and Frank A.

Williams, have also become associated with the King Shoe

Co., the former taking charge of the Goodyear department

and the latter of the finishing room. Both have had ex-

tensive experience in the practical end, George C. Williams

being foreman of the Goodyear department with the Williams

Shoe, Limited, while Frank A. Williams was for a consider-

able time manager of the Elkman Shoe and Supply Co.,

of Brampton.

WOODBRIDGE TANNERY RESUMES OPERATIONS

Edwards & Edwards, leather manufacturers, 630

Dupont street, Toronto, have bought the tannery of the

Woodbridge Tanning Co., at Woodbridge, Ont., and opera-

tions have been resumed at the plant, which has been closed

for several weeks. In their new factory Edwards & Edwards
will make russet, glove, shoe and skivers in the sheepskin

line, while in their Toronto plant they will specialize on

embossed, suede, bookbinders', furniture and other fancy

lines. The acquisition of the Woodbridge property will

enable them to double their output in both the cheaper and
better kinds of sheepskin leathers and cater to their rapidly

growing trade. It is expected that, in Woodbridge, the

production will be about seventy dozen a day. Edwards &
Edwards have been in the leather industry for a number of

years and have built up a strong connection.

HIDE SITUATION IS STATIONARY

Hallam's Weekly Market Report, Toronto, says: "Beef

hides show no change on city hides, but the country hides

are lower, due to a slump in the States of from one to one and

a half cents per pound within the last ten days on account

of the bad leather situation and the lack of military orders,

the price previously paid being too h gh for domestic con-

sumption. City butcher hides, green flat, 16c. per pound;

country hides, flat cured, 17 to 19c. per pound; part cured

16 to 17c. per pound. Calfskins are easier in sympathy with

beef hides and are coming to market in good supply. City

skins, green flat, 15c. per pound; country cured, 18 to 19c.

per pound; part cured, 17 to 18c. per pound, according to

condition and take off. Deacons or Bob Calf 75c. to $1.10

each. Horse hides are in fair supply at unchanged prices.

City take off, $4.00 to $4.50; country take off No. 1, $3.75

to $4.25; No. 2, $2.25 to $3.00. Sheepskins hold their own
and arc in good supply. City sheepskins, $1.75 to $2.50

each; country sheepskins, 75c. to $2.00; spring lambs and

shearlings, 50 to 90c."
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"Miner" Men in Splendid Convention at Granby
Third Annual Reunion Marked by Earnestness, Enthusiasm and Pleasure—Visit to the Busy Plant of the Com-

pany— Social Features Were Well Managed and Much Appreciated—How Time Went too Quickly By

The selling agents, the representatives and branch
managers of the Miner Rubber Co., Limited, met at Bona-
venture Station, Montreal, on August 9th, to embark on a
special train for Granby. This opened what later proved to

be the most successful convention of Miner Rubber repre-

sentatives yet held.

Not only in point of numbers was the 1915 convention
so successful, but also in the general benefit as well as from
a social standpoint the gathering just past eclipses any for-

mer "Get-to-gether" of the Miner boys.

After an enjoyable trip through a fine section of Quebec
province, the party were met at Granby station by W. H.
Miner and other officials of the company who soon made
everyone feel at home, and the boys settled down at the
Granby and Windsor hotels for a busy two days.

After supper Monday night the entire party as guests

of the company, wended their way to the opera house, where
a special programme was put on for the evening in honor of

the visiting delegates. A song festival at the Granby hotel

closed an eventful day.

On Tuesday bright and early all gathered at the Miner
factory for an inspection of the plant under the direction of

Superintendent Stapleton. Every part of the vast plant was
systematically visited and its workings explained in as much

Annual

Convention
of

SelEng Agents, Their Repre-

seatativea and Branch

Managers of

Thta

Miner Rubber Co.
Limited

Held at Granby, Que.

August 9, 10, II

1915

I

THE UNIQUE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME WAS ISSUED IN A
BOOKLET OF THE SHAPE OF A RUBBER BOOT

detail as time permitted. Starting from the office the visitors

were first taken through the power plant; here they were
shown the duplicate power machine. Usually the plant is

run by water power communicated to immense dynamos,
thence throughout the factory. Should the water become
too low, however, a powerful steam plant equipped with

automatic underfeed stokers is ready to be started at a few

moments' notice. This provides insurance against any tie

up or lost time, which is an important consideration in an

industry such as the Miner Rubber Co. 's is. The tool shop,

the cement mixing room, the varnish and naptha storage

buildings, were visited in turn, after which the tour of the

main building was begun. From the ground floor where the

crude rubber is stored, washed and dried, on up to the large

store room, then down into the calendaring room, with its

huge rolls through which the sheets of rubber, duck, canvas,

and other materials pass, according to the finished stock

W. H. MINER, GRANBY, VICE-PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, MINER RUBBER CO.

required, the party were taken. While visiting this depart-

ment the party were also shown the process of making com-
pound rubber, which is a very interesting one. Next the

cutting floor was seen and then the making end of the

factory. Here several pairs of rubber footwear of different

types were made; first a woman's light rubber, then a man's
light rubber, a heavy rubber and a rubber boot, knee length.

Every step in the process was intently followed by the gath-

ering and needless to say, this part of the inspection tour

was especially interesting to the on-lookers, because they
realized, some of them as probably never before, the infinite

pains, the skilled labor and Al quality of the raw materials

required to turn out a first class rubber shoe.

The box factory, which is a complete plant in itself,

was next visited and here every process in the manufacture
of both paper cartons and wood packing boxes was inspected.

Included in this department is the printing and cutting

apparatus required in making containers.

Recent Improvements

The company have recently completed new additions

to the plant whereby immense improvements are made in

the shipping facilities of the concern. The warehouse lies

right alongside the spur track, which saves all teaming and
further facilitates delivery. The box factory is only one of

{Continued on page 45)
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Shoe Manufacturers'

Supplies

Box

Toes

New composition felt box toes, can stand 200

pounds of pressure without bulging, better than

leather, more uniform and cheaper.

Counters Guaranteed fibre counters of the highest quality,

every pair guaranteed to outwear the shoe, all

shapes, patterns and sizes in stock ready to ship.

Buttons
"Papier mache" shoe buttons, in all sizes, round

and square top, hand finish and machine finish,

in all colors and shades.

ShOC Metal shoe hooks made in three different shapes,

in black, tan, nickel and brass. This article is

HookS made in Canada and I carry a stock of all kinds

ready for shipment.

BOWS DOWS and ornaments, black, white, tan,

at very low prices.

Write for Samples and Quotations to

G. J. TRUDEAU
365 Ontario St. East - MONTREAL
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MAKING BOOTS INTO OXFORDS

A story comes from across the line of a man having

a pair of boots made over into oxfords and selling them at a

profit. This remaking of the shoes was done in a modern
repair shop. The cost was 25 cents a pair. If boots can be

made over into oxfords so cheaply, then retailers shotdd

have their surplus stocks of boots made into oxfords, as the

season changes, and should not send them back to the manu-
facturers.

But most any practical shoemaker, particularly a pat-

tern man, will declare that it is impossible to make over

boots into oxfords that will fit.

EDGE TRIMMER EARNS $96 WEEK
When John Erricson of Quincy finished his week's work

at the C. A. Eaton factory, Brockton, he had earned $96,

and said that if the work had come to him more rapidly

he could have made a S100 easily. He is an edge-trimmer
and is working on a large contract for the Allies. In the

six weeks Erricson has been at the Eaton factory his smallest

pay was $68. He has averaged $76 for the six weeks. In

his biggest day he handled 1,152 pairs of shoes, or 144

pairs an hour for 8 hours. This was an average of 4 shoes

per minute. That day he earned $14.55. His pay is 18

cents per dozen pairs.

NEW WATERPROOF SOLE STOCK
To meet the growing demand for a real substitute for

sole leather, a leading company have been engaged
in experimental work for several months past in an effort

to produce a leather substitute which will fulfil all the

requirements of sole leather. The experimental work has now
reached the stage when they claim it is possible to offer

to the trade material fully equal in every respect to

sole leather.

Leatherex, the new product, they say, can be used in

the manufacture of shoes in exactly the same manner and
with the same equipment as is now employed in connection

with sole leather, and as its various ingredients can be ob-

tained in unlimited quantities, the price will not be subject

to the wide fluctuations prevailing at all times in the sole-

leather market. It is slightly heavier than leather, but
lighter than rubber. It is absolutely waterproof and equal

to sole leather in wearing properties.

PROSPERITY COMING FROM WITHOUT
It sometimes happens that prosperity comes from with-

out an industry, and gives it a push along that is greater

than that from any of the common forces within the industry.

For instance, a big oil company was troubled to sell its

gasoline until along came the auto and created a wonderfully

big demand for gasoline. The same thing also added millions

to the value of the rubber goods industry.

But the story that will most interest the shoe trade,

doubtless, is that of the prosperity that came to the shoe

trade from a civil engineer. This engineer started in life on
railroad work, at the age of sixteen years. His father had
him educated as an engineer, because he felt that the young
man, being of frail health, needed an out-of-door occupation.

Now, there is scarcely a person, not even a fortune teller,

who would dare predict that a young man, of frail health

and trained to be a civil engineer, would revolutionize the

shoe manufacturing industry.

Yet the facts are that this young man was
Gordon McKay. He was a son of Samuel McKay,
a cotton manufacturer, of Pittsfield, Mass. His

mother was a daughter of Samuel Dexter, who was a United

States senator. He was a man of good famliy, of substantial

means and of a good education. Nevertheless, there were no
signs, in his youthful days, that he would revolutionize the

the shoe manufacturing industry.

Young McKay prospered as an engineer. In 1845, he

built a machine shop in Pittsfield, and he prospered in the

machinery business. Just before 1860 he learned of the

machine for sewing soles of shoes that Lyman Blake, an

Abington shoe man, had invented. He had a sense of values

sufficiently keen to realize the great worth of this outfit.

Also, he had the courage to put his money and his labor

into the development of this machine. He worked so dili-

gently that he sacrificed his health and a considerable part

of his fortune. His lieutenant worked so diligently that he

sacrificed his life. Yet small returns came to them from the

machine.

Then extraordinary developments came. The civil

war broke. Shoemakers enlisted. There was a great need

of shoes. Manufacturers simply had to have the machine.

It would sew 300 pairs of shoes in a day, at a cost of three

cents a pair. A hand shoe worker sewed two pairs of shoes

a day, and the cost was seventy-five cents a pair. Certainly,

shoe manufacturers had to have the three-cent price. They
bought the machine and fitted up machine-equipped fac-

tories, and the hand shoe workers had to become machine
operators.

So a man who was trained to be a civil engineer revo-

lutionized the shoe manufacturing industry, thereby pro-

viding proof that great prosperity often comes to an industry

from sources without the industry.

SLIPPER MATERIAL IS SCARCE

The English slipper trade, according to the British press,

is temporarily suffering serious consequences as a result of

the Government demand for felting. The Rossendale slipper

manufacturers are undergoing the experience of having full

order books and a good supply of labor, but practically

nothing to do for lack of material to work upon. Water-

foot felt makers are flooded with Government orders, and
even $100,000 contracts for Rossendale cannot be accepted,

although the slipper makers are primarily responsible for

the establishment of the felt-making industry at Waterfoot.

It is reported that French slipper makers also have sought

in vain to place extensive orders for felt.

MAKING THE McKAY WELT SHOE
The McKay welt shoe is fast finding favor, says a

writer in American Shoemaking, who declares that he has

noticed this style being made in several places. The cost

of building this shoe approximately splits the difference

between a welt and a McKay, and it still carries the best

features of a welt.

When a regular McKay shoe needs new taps, the whole
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bottom must be ripped off; but in the McKay welt, this

objection is overcome, as there is a welt to which it can be
stitched. The average person buying a McKay shoe, figures

to have at least one pair of taps put on, while hundreds of

people who can afford to buy a welt shoe never think of

having their shoes tapped.

This McKay welt is going to prove a money saver for

the class of people who cannot afford the higher priced shoe,

as it can be bought much cheaper than the regular welt,

THE LATEST TYPE OF CANADIAN ARMY
SHOE. (SEE PAGE 31)

and if the upper lasts, the bottom is so constructed that
more than one pair of taps may be put on.

When the public has become acquainted with the possi-

bilities of this shoe, the writer believes that the $2.50 welt

shoe will disappear, since the upper cannot be made as good
as in a McKay welt, which can be made to sell for at least

50 cents cheaper.

The writer recently saw a method for making this shoe,

which he will attempt to describe for the benefit of those not
familiar with it. The innersole may be made, one, two, or

three-piece, on a combination of canvas and buckram.
This is tacked to the last as for a regular McKay, and the
upper pulled over and lasted on the Consolidated machine,
or Niggerhead, as it is better known. Then a piece of three-

piece innersoling is cut the shape of the last, only slightly

smaller, to which a piece of welting is sewed by the zigzag

machine. This is then sewed by the welt sewing machine
as far as the shank, it not being necessary to sew around
the heel at this time, which saves a little thread and also

reduces the cost of the operation slightly. Then the outer-

sole is laid and sewed on the McKay machine.

The cost of the welt and the piece it is sewed to, is about
one-half the cost of the slip tap used on a regular McKay.
When the shoe is made up, it will puzzle an expert to tell it

from a regular welt, unless he looks at the inside to see if

tacks show up on the innersole, and even this distinction

has been eliminated, so the writer understands, by a well-

known firm in Manchester, N.H., as they have patented a
device to go on the lasting machine that clinches the tacks

when half way through the innersole. This shoe is not an
experiment, and those considering manufacturing a cheap
welt, will do well to investigate it.

THE LABELS ON SHOE CARTONS
Sun proof labels are used on cartons containing goods

which may be displayed in cartons in windows. These

labels will not fade in the sun, as will tan shoes and other

things.

There seems to be no demand in the shoe trade for sun

proof labels. This is doubtless due to the fact that retailers

rarely show shoes in cartons in windows. Cartons are kept

on shelves in the stores, where sunlight rarely strikes them.

Standard labels for cartons are commonly printed in

one ink, black, blue, green, red, or other color, on white

paper. Fancy labels are printed on special paper perhaps
of bright color, and two or three different colored inks are

used on each label. Of course, the more elaborate the label,

the higher the price.

Standard cartons, with standard labels are usually sold

with the shoes, and are sent from the store with the shoes.

Special cartons, with special labels, are sometimes kept

on the shelves, and the shoes are packed in a delivery carton

to be sent to the customer.

Special cartons, with special labels, have come into

large demand the last few years, the demand for them
increasing even while efforts were being made to standardize

cartons and labels.

ALL AFTER FAT ENVELOPES

Everett Dunbar recollects that a graded list was intro-

duced into Lynn factories fifty years ago, just as it has been

introduced to-day. Manufacturers put first grade shoes

through on red tags, and second grade shoes on green tags.

The plan worked well until some shoe workers said that first

grade shoes were put through on green tags. Then there

was trouble. Benjamin F. Doak, a leading manufacturer,

solved the trouble in his factory by making first grade shoes

in the front shop and second grade shoes in the back shop.

At first, shoemakers wanted to work in the front shop,

because the highest prices per pair were paid in that shop.

Then they discovered that the men in the back shop were

getting the fattest envelopes. Though these men got less

per pair, they were able to make more pairs in a day, and
thereby they got a larger wage. Then all the shoemakers
wanted to work in the back shop.

HANDY SHOE HOLDER-POLISHER

Shoe finders are meeting with much success in the sale

of a new shoe holder-polisher made by a leading firm, who

claim it is a money-saver. Every time it is used, it saves

the user from five to ten cents in cash, the actual cost of a
shine. It is a time-saver. A first-class shine is produced
in less than half the time it takes to get it in any other way.
It is a labor-saver, being so easy to operate and the shines

obtained so satisfactory, making the polishing of shoes at

home a real pleasure, while the work can be done standing

or sitting.
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Breezy News Notes of Shoe and Leather Activities

of Interest to Every "Journal" Reader
Philip Pocock, of the London Shoe Co., London, has

returned home after a business visit to Winnipeg and other

points West.

H. S. Bond, of the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, was

a visitor in several Montreal factories this week.

W. F. Martin, sales manager of the Kingsbury Foot-

wear Co., Montreal, has returned from a week spent in

Boston and other shoe centres.

H. W. Algeo, of the U. S. M. C, Montreal, recently

spent a fortnight in visiting several of the larger American

shoe factories and supply houses.

R. H. Greene, of Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited,

Toronto, was a visitor in Montreal last week.

J. A. Lachance, Quebec, spent a couple of days in Mon-
treal recently.

Ed. Pollack, of Langfeld Bros., Philadelphia, leather

goods manufacturers, has been spending some time in Mon-
treal, Toronto and other Canadian cities.

An official of the Ames-Holden-McCready Co., Mon-
treal, stated recently that the improved crop prospects had
resulted in a better demand for footwear by Western mer-

chants. For the first three months of the company's fiscal

year, he said, gross sales for the whole Domjnion had shown
a fair advance compared with the corresponding quarter of

last year. The purchases by merchants in the Maritime

Provinces were particularly satisfactory.

Miss Fleming, for several years forelady of the fitting

room with Minister Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, has taken a

similar position with the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing

Co., Toronto.

Stanford E. Dack, son of Robert Dack, shoe manufac-
turer and shoe retailer, Toronto, was married on August
14th, at Howard Park Methodist Church, to Miss Gladys
Garth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Bailey, Stirling, Ont.

The ceremony was performed by Rev. E. B. Lanceley. Mr.
Dack and bride, after spending a few days in Muskoka,
have taken up their residence in Toronto.

Nap. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing
Co., Montreal, spent several days in the Boston market
recently.

S. W. Sims, of Toronto, representing the Magnetawan
Tanning Co., tanners of hemlock sole leather, was a

recent visitor to Boston.

The United Last Co., Maisonneuve, report their plant

as being very busy and state that commencing August 19th

the factory will work two shifts, one in daytime and the other

at night. The United Last Co. are the originators of the

new Canadian Army Last.

Frank Gentile, 113 Main street, North Bay, has in-

stalled a 22-foot U. S. M. Co. Goodyear shoe repair outfit,

Model N,- in his establishment.

E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas, Ont., have installed

a U. S. M. Co. button-hole making machine in their factory.

Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, have installed a con-

siderable number of new machines in connection with the

Army contract work they are engaged upon at present.

W. Goldsmith, of the Progressive Leather Goods Co.,

New York, was in Montreal recently.

The U. S. M. Co., have installed an 18-foot Goodyear
shoe repair outfit, Model N, in the shop of W. H. Thome,
645 Dundas street east, London.

Peter Papas, 607 St. Catherine street, Maisonneuve,
has placed a 6-foot U. S. M. shoe repair outfit in his shop.

The United Shoe Machinery Co., of Canada, Montreal,
have received an order for a complete equipment to be placed

in the new factory of the Canadian Footwear Co. at Point

Aux Trembles, near Montreal. It is expected installations

will be made early in September, and the company plan to

start operations about October 1st.

Previous to his departure for Halifax to join the Com-
posite Regiment, Private Thomas Styran, who was shipping

clerk at the Hartt Boot and Shoe Company, Fredericton,

N.B., was presented with a wrist watch by the company's
employes.

R. T. Hayes, of J. M. Humphrey & Co., St. John, N.B.,

was a visitor to several Montreal factories recently. Mr.
Hayes also attended the Miner Rubber Co. annual conven-

tion at Granby.

A. T. Button has succeeded A. Brydon & Co., shoes and
hardware, Roblin, Man.

Wm. A. Walker, western Ontario representative of

Walker, Parker & Co., shoe manufacturers, Toronto, who a

few weeks ago underwent an operation for appendicitis is

able to be around again.

P. I. Hersey, of the Regal Shoe Co., Boston, was in

Toronto on business this week.

A most successful opening of E. David & Sons' new
shoe store in New Glasgow, N.S., was held last week. The
shoe establishment adjoins the clothing store of the firm

and has been fitted up in good style.

J. G. Watson, who is a widely known shoe man of Mon-
treal, was elected auditor at the recent annual convention

of the Dominion Board of the Retail Merchants' Associ-

ation of Canada, held in Montreal. Mr. Watson has always

taken an active interest in the work and welfare of the Asso-

ciation.

L. W. Johnston, of Gait, who for several years has repre-

sented the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., of London, Ont., in the

Maritime Provinces, will, in addition to this line, cover the

lower provinces for the Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., Toronto,

during the coming season.

W. E. Wing, of the Kaufman Rubber Co., Berlin, spent

a few holidays recently in Penetanguishene with L. B.

Hutchison, manager of the Toronto warehouse of the com-
pany, who has been visiting his parents in that town for the

past few weeks.

James Valentine, of the firm of Valentine & Martin,

Waterloo, Ont., spent a few days in Toronto this week on
business.

Ed. R. Lewis, leather dealer, Toronto, is spending a

few days in Montreal, Quebec and St. Hyacinthe on business.

Geo. Keene, late of Haverhill, Mass., has accepted a

position with the Ames-Holden-McCready Co. factory No.

2, Montreal, and has charge of the finishing department.

Merit Shoe Shops, Limited, Montreal, have been fed-

erally incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000, to make,
buy, sell and deal in all kinds of footwear. The incorporators

are Thomas G. Harris and Wm. E. Harris, W. A. Crocker
and others, of Montreal.

William Stewart, father of William Stewart, shoe

repairer, 1134 Queen street west, Toronto, passed away in

the Western Hospital on August 15th in his 71st year.

A federal charter has been granted to the Aylmer Shoe
Co., Limited, of Aylmer, Ont., with a capital stock of

$75,000. The company is empowered to acquire and take

over as a going concern the business of the Aylmer Shoe Co.,

Limited, in Aylmer. The incorporators of the new company
are F. L. Wagner, Ed. A. Miller, George Sears, Albert Cham-
bers and George E. Harp, all of Aylmer.

The Unique Shoe Co., Toronto, are now turning out

a fine line of stitch downs for misses and children in gun
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metal and patent and also in neat colored kid tops. A strong

range of fancy strap slippers is also being made for the

coming season. A stitch down staple lasting machine has
been installed in the factory by the U. S. M. Co. This is

the first machine of its kind that the company have placed
in commission in Ontario.

It is expected that a large number of shoe buyers will

visit Toronto during the progress of the Canadian National
Exhibition—August 28th-September 13th. All the whole-

sale houses are arranging their stocks in good shape and will

have several attractive offerings for the trade. The trav-

elers of the various firms will be at the warehouses during

the progress of the fair and will be pleased to meet all their

old friends and customers.

W. Burnill, vice-president of the Toronto Shoe Retail-

ers' Association, has been spending a pleasant holiday at

Jackson's Point, Ont.

F. H. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Boot Shop, Toronto,

recently spent a few days in Montreal on business.

J. A. Adams, of the Murray Shoe Co., London, was in

Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

N. E. Woodall, buyer for the ladies' department of the

Regal Shoe Store, Toronto, has returned from spending two
weeks' holidays on his fruit farm at Grimsby, Ont.

The Nugget Polish Co. will make a splendid display

of all their lines of polishes at the Canadian National Ex-
hibition, Toronto, August 28th to September 13th, at the

Halifax Exhibition, September 8th to 16th and the Fred-

ericton Exhibition, September 20th to 25th.

F. W. Knowlton, of Montreal, general manager of the

U. S. M. Co. of Canada was in Toronto and Berlin this week
on business.

Jack Lowe, of Chatham, has gone to Detroit, where he
has taken a position in Fyfe's Shoe Store.

F. N. Churchill, formerly cutting room foreman for

the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London, Ont., has accepted a

position as foreman of the night shift at C. A. Eaton Co.,

of Brockton, Mass.
The price of glass beads has increased and Haverhill

slipper manufacturers are troubled by the scarcity for shoe

ornaments, as many fancy slippers are made in that city.

The beads are made chiefly in Austria. Beads that formerly

sold at 90 cents a package are now as high as $6 for the

same quantity.

A report was in circulation the first of the week that the

Canadian Government was about to suspend the tariff on
all leathers and hides brought into the country. Inquiry

elicits the information that nothing is being done until

Premier Borden returns from England.
Running shoes saved the life of Herbert Patterson, a

young man of Lynn, Mass., who had a narrow escape from
instant death recently at Otty Lake, near Perth, Ont., where
he is summering. One of the severest electrical storms of

the season occurred. Patterson was sitting in a building

on the lake shore when the lightning struck a nearby tree

and then passed through the lower part of the building,

through the "floor directly underneath his feet. Patterson

was wearing running shoes at the time, and the rubber

soles on them lessened a most severe shock, but nevertheless

he was severely burned, although not seriously. He will be

helpless for some time, but his complete recovery is expected

in time.

C. S. Corson, sales manager of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, has returned from spending a few days holidays

at Bass Lake, near Orillia, where he had good luck in the

pastime of fishing.

Charles Petteplace has opened a new shoe store in

Walkerton, Ont.

B. Charlcbois & Co., shoe dealers, of Eastview, Ont.,

have assigned.

A. Levy, shoe retailer, Yonge Street, Toronto, accom-
panied by his wife and family, is enjoying an automobile

tour through the New England states, and will spend a few

days at Long Branch, N.J.

Fred A. Blachford, of H. & C. Blachford, Limited,

Yonge Street, is spending his holidays at Mazengah Island,

Lake Rousseau, Muskoka.
R. M. Howe, of St. Catharines, has embarked in the

retail shoe business in that city. His new establishment

on St. Paul Street, is known as the "Walk-In" shoe store.

J. Watt, accountant of the Toronto branch of Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited, has been spending his holidays

at Stony Lake.

P. J. Hogan, special representative of the United Shoe
Machinery Co., Montreal, is spending some time at Berlin,

Ont., in connection with the equipment and arrangement
of the new branch of the company in that city.

G. B. Johnston, manager of Johnston's Big Shoe House,

Hastings St., Vancouver, and A. H. Johnston, manager of

the Westminster establishment of the same firm, were in

Toronto, Montreal, Boston, New York and other cities

recently on a purchasing trip. This was their first visit to

the east in five years. Messrs. Johnston intend before

returning, to take a long water trip via the Panama Canal
to San Francisco, where they will see the Panama-Pacific

Exposition. They expect to reach home in two months.

On July 3rd last, Johnston's Big Shoe House in Vancouver,

was visited by a serious fire which destroyed a large portion

of the stock, while the balance was damaged by smoke and
water. A big clearing sale was held recently, which was an
outstanding success, the entire stock of $40,000 being offered

at a great reduction. Adjacent premises have been secured,

where business will be carried on, pending the re-building

and re-modelling of the old store, which, when completed
will be one of the finest and best appointed footwear em-
poriums in the west. Johnston's Big Shoe House has been
established for a quarter of a century in New Westminster,

and the Vancouver business was launched some 12 years

ago. Both have been very successful.

A. R. Trudeau, Montreal, formerly manager of the Brock-

ton Shoe Co., Toronto, who now represents his brother, G. J.

Trudeau, shoe findings and specialties, spent a few days in

Toronto recently on business.

Harold Bonnick, and C. E. Knibbs, of the traveling

staff of Ames-Holden-McCready Limited, Toronto, spent a

few days in Montreal recently.

C. E. Fice, of Toronto, Ontario representative of

J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, took part with the Granite

Bowling Club recently in the International Lawn Bowling
Tourament at Buffalo. Mr. Fice played second in the rink,

which won Consolation cup. The trophy has twice been cap-

tured by the Granites and becomes their permanent possess-

ion as soon as it is taken three times. The successful rink

in the Consolation Competition played ten games in all.

The skip was W. J. Carnahan, and the other members were:

John Rennie, C. E. Fice, Tom Rennie, all of Toronto.

The sale of the effects of F. Blouin, manufacturer of

insoles, Quebec, who made an assignment some time ago,

will be held on August 24.

W. E. Armstrong, of the traveling staff of McLaren &
Dallas, Toronto, is spending his holidays in Wiarton and
vicinity.

Horace G. Weston, of F. J. Weston & Sons, Toronto,
was in Montreal and Quebec recently on business.

T. J. Mullins, of the staff of the Kaufman Rubber Co.,

Toronto, is spending his holidays at his home in Halifax, and
before returning will visit Truro and other eastern centres.

R. Geidtner has opened a boot and shoe store in Unity,

Sask.

Miss Annie Damer, eldest daughter of the late William
Darner, who many years ago was in the shoe manufacturing
business in Toronto, passed away on August 9th in New
York city. The remains were brought to Toronto for in-

terment. The late Miss Damer was a cousin of W. G.
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Damer, of Toronto, who represents the firm of F. J. Weston
& Sons in Western Canada, and of John Damer, of Damer,
Lumsden & Co., wholesale shoe dealers, Vancouver.

Walter Smardon, of the Smardon Shoe Co., Montreal,

has returned from a visit to Boston and other eastern shoe

centres where he was picking up the latest ideas and newest

conceptions in footwear.

H. Boak, representing J. H. Hirst Co., slipper manufac-

turers, Waterfoot, Eng., was in Toronto, London and Ham-
ilton last week showing a fine range of samples.

J. E. Warrington, secretary-treasurer of the John Ritchie

Co., Quebec, was in Toronto last week calling upon the

trade.

Frederick Rowe, shoe dealer, 1155 Yonge street, To-

ronto, has removed to St. Clair avenue, where he has opened

a new store.

E. E. Bird, of Boston. Eastern representative of the

Davis Leather Co., Limited, of Newmarket, Ont., spent a

few days in Toronto and Newmarket recently on business.

S. Cleland, shoe retailer, 1162 Yonge street, Toronto,

is opening a new store on St. Clair avenue, near Oakwood
avenue, which he will operate in addition to his present

stand on Yonge street.

O. J. Killam and W. E. Semple, of Truro, N.S., spent

a few days recently in Toronto and Berlin and called upon a

number of friends in the shoe trade. They are the represen-

tatives of the Kaufman Rubber Co. in the Maritime Prov-

inces.

J. S. King, of the King Shoe Co., Toronto, who has been

in England and France for some time as the special repre-

sentative of the Ontario Shoe Manufacturers' Association,

reports that the prospects of securing some army shoe con-

tracts are promising. .

" Miner n Men in Convention at Granby
{Continued from page jp)

the many worth while features which enable the shipping

department to turn out orders on the shortest possible notice.

Many were the comments, and all of them favorable,

made by the visitors. It was easily seen that money has been

no object in the policy of the firm where the factory equip-

ment is concerned. Every modern adjunct of a rubber plant

is present and even since last summer when the factory was
inspected during the 1914 convention several extensive

changes are noticed. After the inspection of the plant

the whole party adjourned to their respective hotels for

luncheon.

The whole afternoon was taken up by a staff conference

and general business sessions in which every one got together

and when various ways and means were suggested and acted

upon for the general advancement of the business.

The delegates assembled at the Windsor Hotel about

8.30 p.m. and sat down to a sumptuous banquet which, if

anything, outdid anything held in the past. The party

were reinforced by a goodly number of the heads of the vari-

ous departments of the factory. For various reasons the

speech making was cut short. W. H. Miner addressed a

few short remarks to those present and Messrs. R. B.

Griffith and C. Leonard Grant profited by the occasion to

thank the company as well as Mr. Miner personally for the

splendid hospitality enjoyed by all. On Wednesday morn-
ing the party left for Montreal all agreeing that it had
been the most eventful meeting of the kind they had ever

attended, this being due to a great extent to the unfailing

courtesy and consideration of Vice-president Miner, Secret-

ary Macaulay and Fred. Meinzer, ably assisted as they were
by every other official of the company.

The Guests at the Gathering

The guests of the company at third annual convention
consisted of their selling agents, representatives and branch

managers, and among those present were:—C. A. Davies,

J. N. Gibson, A. Eckold and A. E. Hogarth, of Blachford,

Davies & Co., Limited, Toronto; R. Coates, sr., R. E. Greg-

ory, D. Coates and B. Wanless, of Coates, Burns & Wanless,

London; R. B. Griffith, R. C. Foy and Thomas Morrow, of

R. B. Griffith & Co., Hamilton; A. E. Jackson, W. N. B
Jackson, S. F. Marshall, J. Billouez, O. Poirier, H. V. Shaw,
W. G. Borland, W. LaRose, Montreal, J. R. Hill, P. Gauthier,

H. A. Savage, Ottawa, all representing Jackson & Savage,

Limited, Montreal; R. T. Hayes, J. C. Earle, of J. M. Hum-
phrey & Co., S. John, N.B.; C. A. Congdon, A. N. Douglas,

C. Congdon, of Congdon, Marsh, Limited, Winnipeg; F. H.
Meinzer, W. G. Simpson, Montreal; C. Leonard Grant,

Charlottetown; F. Maranda, L. A. Poulin, P. A. Poulin, J. E.

J. St. Laurent, O. Gregoire, Quebec, all representing the

Miner Rubber Co. W. H. Miner, vice-president of the com-
pany; R. R. Macaulay, secretary-treasurer, Montreal,

as well as the representatives of the trade press. G. C. Years-

ley, manager of the Toronto warehouse of the company, was
unable to be present, owing to illness, caused by a recent

operation for appendicitis.

Some Quips and Quibbles

Superintendent Stapleton was a regular encyclopedia

when it came to explaining little details of the Miner factory,

and the boys appreciated muchly his volubility.

Midnight concerts were held at the Granby hotel on
both nights and such well known talent was on hand as

"General" Sherman, Tom Morrow, R. B. Griffith, Mon-
sieur Billouez, etc.

Fred Meinzer can't have a good time himself unless

he is sure everyone else is having one. He had a good time.

Everybody agreed W. H. Miner was a model host and
that Secretary Macaulay looks well sitting at the end of

the table.

No speech-making, said Host Miner. We came here to

eat, not to talk. The boys then proceeded to break a few
records, but we won't mention any names.

We all admit there are some dandy girls working in

the Miner factory. For further particulars apply to Messrs.

Hogarth, Jackson (which ever one you think is the right

one), Sherman, Poulin, etc.

C. A. Davies was on the job as usual and helped to make
things lively.

Sid. Sherman ought to give Harry Lauder a run for his

money.
One of the boys says there is no more chance of a fellow

not enjoying himself at the convention than there is of Pete

Gauthier taking a chance and playing poker against Tom
Morrow after witnessing those card tricks.

As W. H. Miner says, Host Lynch of the Windsor is

to be congratulated for the way he handled the banquet.

'Twas in dear old Granby.

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best

stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal
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To Play the Game Well

Each year adds to our list shoe

manufacturers who are playing

the game for all it's worth, and

playing it safely.

Here's one :

" A shoe factory making men's welts,

have used on an average of two

thousand pairs of Columbia Fibre

Counters per day for nine months

and haven't had a single pair returned

—some record "—and if they did, we

would pay for every pair that was

returned.

(Customer s name on request)

There's money for you in playing the

game safely

Columbia Counter Company
347-349 Congress St. BOSTON, MASS.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MONTREAL
G. J. TRUDEAU, 365 Ontario Street East

SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. 8s A. L. Freidman .... 717 Market St

CINCINNATI—Geo. H Mugavin Co 117 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert St Co 9 Hamilton St., Sydney
CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana
PHILADELPHIA—Granville S. Brotherton .... Burlington, N.J.

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co 16th 8s Locust St.

ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton 8s Co 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS AIRES—American Representations Co. . . . Tacquari, 1158

We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

if
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

I

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
ans

and

L, egg' ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Ivimit«a

Lindsay, Ont.
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JTHE

LIMITED

Oshavva, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chroitvo Pa ton J: Si<I-os, Uox

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-

tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

j. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

Bay Street, Toronto63

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth
Hastings Co.

ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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LINEN THREADS
For Ail Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ^

ohair
' irSE*__=^=__===^=_________= Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK <& BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

LUCIEN BORNE
SALES ROOM

491 ST. VALIER STREET QUEBEC

Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
MONTREAL OFFICE

152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, ILng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

SEND FOR
SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GENUINE FIBRE COUNTERS
NOW "MADE IN CANADA"

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Our new line is a thoroughly "Made in Canada " one. The fibre board used in

making up the counters is manufactured by us at Chambly Canton (near St.

Hyacinthe) so that not even the raw material we use is imported.

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed to Out Wear The Shoe.

Filipino &r Povon FACTORY AND OFFICE: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
UUCIOS OLldydll STORE: 224 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL.

Tanners ofChrome Side Leather, BoxSides, Velours, Matt and Waterproof Sides, Chrome Soles.

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—" TRENT VALLEY "

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
" EAGLE"

TAP SOLES- We stand behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED

Established Over Half a Century

BERLIN ONTARIO
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492 122 Adelaide

St. Valier Street Montreal, Que. Street Weit

Quebec, Que. Toronto, Ont.

1
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Gun Metal Circular Vamp Bal. Double
Stitched Tip, Single Sole Welt

In a shcrt time our repre-

"SIR KNIGHT"
sentatives will be on their

way to you with the most

" PATHFINDER " complete line of Men's and

Boys' Footwear we have

" CANADIAN ever sent out.

GENTLEMAN "
Our Men's Classy Shoes

" ACADEMY

"

retail at from $4.00 to $5.00.

Our Boys' lines from $3.50

THE BOYS'
to S4.00.

SHOE An excellent margin of profit

makes these brands the most

desirable on the market.

THE JAMES MUIR CO
MONTREAL



AllWidths-A,B,C,DandE

On Six Popular

McKay Lasts

In all probability we are the only shoe

manufacturers in Canada, and possibly

on the continent, carrying ALL the dif-

ferent widths on as many McKay lasts.

JAMES F. CLARK, Treasurer

And
Note This

These lasts are absolutely widths

and patterns designed to follow

them and not lasted or cut up

or down a half size to get the

widths.

NOW READY
Our Line of Narrow Widths

Every jobber in Canada should see this

range—YOU should see it. A more

attractive or complete assortment in

women's fine McKays has never been

shown in the Dominion.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B. JOHN F. CLARK, President
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What
We Have
We'll

Hold!

But please HELP by

giving us an EARLY
HOLD on your order.

BRITISH MADE

Owing to the GREAT WAR the difficulties of getting

materials and skilled labor keep increasing.

Please Order Early
If you expect to get your goods AT ALL for next season. If you delay

you may find yourself in the unfortunate position of not being able to

HOLD YOUR trade in

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS
Which you know is a sure and profitable line.

Prod Up Your Jobber
If he has not yet shown you our new lines.

LARGEST SLIPPER MAKERS IN THE WORLD

SIR H. W. TRICKETT (1914) Limited
WATERFOOT, near Manchester, England

J. S. Ashworth, 16 Manchester Bldg., Toronto, Canadian Representative
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0<rr

MARY JANE
THE POPULAR
CHILDS' SHOE

Our Representatives

:

JOHN SCOTT,

J. A. McLEAN,
Western Provinces

W. C. MYERS,
Western Ontario

W. S. PETTES,
Eastern Ontario

J. G. RIEL,
Montreal and
Quebec

J. A. PERRON,
Quebec Province

C. A. LEBLANC,
Maritime Province

P. A. DOIG,
Sales Manager

A FACT—WORTHY OF NOTE
Tho retailor who Hurin^ tho past season
carrto>( a fail stock of ohil<lroa

5

s shoos, pro •

iito-l by Ins ;^oo<l j<((l^oiiv.mt, ! (Is oxporionco
can bo yours,

Tlioro Is no .fcrsdon as to tho vyis«lou\ of
carrying a cull stock of" .Star !Vran<l Shoos,"
Thoy aro for tho c<

Littlo !
yooplo " v/hoso

nocossitios oouunATul first attontion,

lioforo placing for spring—sSoo oar samplos,

STAT* -SHOE UMrTSD • MONTREAL

Our Lines

McKAY SEWN
For

BOYS, YOUTHS
GENTS, and
LITTLE GENTS.
GROWING GIRLS,

,

MISSES, GIRLS
and CHILDS

TURNS
For

BABIES, INFANTS,
GIRLS, MISSES,
and GROWING
GIRLS

OVER 200

DIFFERENT LINES
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The Password is "Classic"

"Classic
yy

Shoes

For Women
and

Children

Now for the Big Spring Push—the

overwhelming movement of the

"Made-in-Canada" Shoe Allies.

The crisis through when Canadian

national life is passing has made it

more evident than ever before that

manufacturers, merchants and con-

sumers should unite in a cohesive

effort to conserve the industrial in-

terests of the Dominion.

So far as "CLASSIC" Shoes are

concerned, we have made great pro-

gress in driving home the fact that

no shoes for women and children

ever imported from a foreign coun-

try are superior to our own product.

And more—that mighty few im-

ported shoes are even equal.

The shoe merchants of Canada, and
the people whom they serve, are

rapidly coming , to the conclusion

that in "CLASSIC" shoes they are

offered absolutely the finest styles

and best values in all shoedom.

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited
GALT ONTARIO
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For the Spring Campaign

So, the "imported" fallacy has been

"scotched."

And the "CLASSIC" range for

spring will kill it.

We know it will.

Positively no words that we could

use will adequately describe the

beauty, the richness, the wealth of

variety, the all 'round completeness

of the "CLASSIC" range for spring.

It is incomparable.

And it furnishes an opportunity for

every dealer in Canada actually to

increase his sales possibilities by

making his women's and children's

shoe section exclusively "Made-in-

Canada," through the medium of

"CLASSIC" Shoes.

See the "CLASSIC"
L
'range at your

earliest opportunity.

"Classic"

Shoes

For Women
and

Children

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited
GALT ONTARIO

i
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ROBINSON'S SPRING RANGE
will give you a wider variety from which to ^choose than is

possible with any other Canadian Shoe House.

Remember this immense warehouse stands ready at all times
to supply your smallest as well as your largest demand.

Place your Spring Order with one of the Robinson Salesmen,
and ensure satisfaction.

bins on M SHOE.REAL
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A firm that has been success-

fully making shoes for over a

century has passed the ex-

perimental stage. The most

conservative retailer may
accept its style forecasts as

being accurate.

Bell Shoes have been made
continually since 1814. Spring

1916 models now being shown.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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"Murray-made "

FOR MEN

Our salesmen are now out with the

finest range of shoes we have ever

shown. There are 125 lines retailing

from $4.00 to $6.00, including four

right up-to-the-minute new lasts in

our men's welted shoes that will

be money-makers for you.

In our Women's welts, which retail

from $2.50 up, we have placed two

new lasts which are the latest word
from the world's style centres.

They are wonderfully attractive

models. Be sure to see these

samples.

Murray Shoe Co., Limited

London : Ontario

Montreal Branch: FRANK J. McKENNA, Sole Agent

Read Bldg., St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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For Spring Selling

"Derby" "Cleo"
FOR MEN FOR WOMEN

For the past six months we have

been perfecting our women's McKay
department in which we are now
prepared to turn out shoes which

are equal to anything made in Canada
or imported. Our reputation as

welt shoe makers will be a guarantee

to you of our ability on McKays.

Our prices are made so low that

no retailer can fail to take advant-

age of them, if he is desirous of

looking after his own best interests.

Do not fail to see our McKay
samples before placing your order.

Murray Shoe Co., Limited

London : Ontario

Montreal Branch: FRANK J. McKENNA, Sole Agent

Read Bldg., St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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BREGAL Pi

The Regal Road to Bigger Business
is the straightest and smoothest road open to the shoeman.

You can accomplish

more in a year with

the Regal Shoe Ag-

ency than in three

years of planning and

plodding with other

lines.

Regal Shoes have at-

tained a world-wide

fame for exclusive

style and perfect qual-

ity that is strength-

ened by every addi-

tional pair sold.

And then—the Regal service ! 35 new styles always in

stock for instant delivery. Not much danger of the

Regal shoeman losing a sale with a service at the back

of him like this.

Regal Shoes Are Made in Canada

Only one merchant in a town can get the Regal line. If

your locality is not yet Regalized, write for our plan.

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
IN STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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J 302 O
Women's Welt Boot, 7 in. height, pat-
ent, Belmont last, black cloth top,
button, patent circular fox and back
stay, plain toe, leather half Louis heel.
AA—4 to 7; A—3 to 7; B, C and D—
IVi to 7.

$2.75

The New
Fall Boots
Are Ready
Here are five attrac-

tive styles that are

going well in Canada.

We offer you aprom pt

service on them, as we
have them in stock.

J 342 T
Women's Welt Boot, 7 in. height,
bronze kid, Belmont last, bronze brown
cloth top, brown ivory buttons, bronze
kid circular fox and back stay, plain
toe, leather half Louis heel. AA—

4

to 7; A—3 to 7; B, C and D

—

1]4 to 7.

$3.25

J 314 T
Women's Welt Boot, patent, Belmont
last, black cloth top, 7 in. military
lace, patent fox and back stay, plain
toe, leather half Louis heel. AA— 4 to
7; A—3 to 7; B, C and D

—

2'/i to 7.

$2.75

J 0327 F
Women's Welt Boot, all mat kid, Bel-
mont last, K fox, button, tip, VA spool
heel. A—3 to 7; B, C and D—2K to 7.

$2.75

J 0308 J

Women's Welt Boot, patent, Belmont
last, mat kid top, X fox, button, tip,

V/i in. spool heel. AA—4 to 7; A—

3

to 7; B, C and D 2 lA to 7.

$2.75

Our new catalogue

of shoes in stock for

Women, Misses and

Children is just out.

It shows 46 dependable, steady sellers that will help you to keep

your sizes complete on your best selling lines.

Your request will bring you a copy by return mail.

UTZ & DUNN CO.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

-Los Angeles Office-

602 Lankershim Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.

G. C. McATEE
Representative

New York Office

200 Fifth Avenue

S. A. McOMBER, Representative

-Denver Office -

218 Charles Bldg.,

Denver, Colo.

RICE 8f TIGER
Representatives
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MEDIUM GRADE GOODYEAR WELTS

See the line — the shoe will do the rest

For the com-

bination of

shoe style, su-

preme foot

comfort and

all round good

service is

what sells the

DRUMMOND SHOE
FOR MEN

Very shortly the Drummond Shoe Salesmen will go

out with complete sample assortments of the new season's

range. See them. They are worth seeing. Every shoe

is made of perfect material. They will enable you to

make substantial profits on quick sales.

Every Drummond Shoe is produced in a thoroughly mod-
ern factory equipped with all the most scientific machin-

ery for assuring perfect work and finish. One line only

—Medium Grade Goodyear Welts—is produced, thus

doubly assuring perfection by specialization.

Drummond Shoes are properly balanced and have that

smart, catchy appearance that invariably attracts and

pleases the eye, while its perfect fit, solid comfort and

long wearing qualities enhance your reputation with

every customer.

DRUMMOND SHOE, LIMITED
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE.
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Judging By Orders Coming In

C.N.W. Shoes Are RIGHT

Patent Button, Black Cloth
Top, Plain Toe, Special Heel,
Last 60—Welt, Turn or McKay

Patent Cross Strap
Pump, Last 56

—

Welt or Turn

/^\UR salesmen, who are

now out with a complete

range for Spring, are meeting

with the most gratifying re-

ception everywhere. And
not only that—but they are

getting the orders. This is

one more proof that we are

producing what the trade

wants

—

Quick-Selling Styles and
Convincing Values in

Women's Fine Shoes
Welts, Turns and McKays

THIS is the line that you

really ought to see—there's

a vim and dash about the styles

that is quite unusual, and undeni-

ably fascinating. Fitting qualities

are superb. And as for prices

—

well, see the range, and note what
you are offered.

We know that our prices—quality

considered—cannot be beaten by
any house in the trade.

Patent Pump, Fancy Quarter,
Last 56—Welt or Turn

Patent One Strap Pump, Last
60—Welt, Turn or McKay

hot Co., Itmtteb
Women's High-Grade Shoes Exclusively

LONDON, ONTARIO
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s\ater Shoe fa

In Stock Line
No. 540

$5.00 Value

In Stock Line

No. 541

$5.00 Value

SLATER SHOES
Are full values, and the

Spring 1916 Models are

the last word in style, fit

and quality. A surety

for quick and profitable

selling at right prices.

In Stock
Department

Twertfy-five popular priced lines

have been selected and cata-

logued for this department to

enable our customers to keep

their lines constantly filled.

Service
Orders for "In Stock Goods"
shipped the day they are received.

Write for catalogue.

THE SLATER SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL
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The men who get the business with

FRANK W. SLATER'S
"STRIDER" SHOE

A. J. PINSONNEAULT,
Quebec Province

W. J. GARD,
Maritime Provinces

JOHN SCOTT,
Manitoba Sf British

Columbia

One of them will call on

you shortly to demonstrate

the snappiest lot of Money
Making Welts for Men and
Women we have ever turned

out. Lines that are Solid

Satisfaction Givers to the

Consumer, that appeal to

men of conservative habits

and refined taste, with just

enough snap and ginger to

win the favor of the fastid-

ious sport.

Six new Lasts on the Spring bill

and they're winners everyone.

As an extra we have added a lim-

ited range of Women's McKays,
all solid and made on Lasts up to

the minute. McKays with that

smoothness and flexibility that is

so much talked of and so hard to

get. Best of all, they are priced to

allow a splendid profit and still

retail at the popular demand.

Talk it over with one of the Boys.

F. J. SHARPE,
Province of Ontario

E. A. MARCHILDON,
Montreal Island

S. A. McLEAN
Saskatchewan and Alberta

The Eagle Shoe Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.
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TEBBUTT SHOES FOR SPRING

PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

will be as popular as ever

because of their sensible, com-

fortable and up-to-date lines.

Any shoe that has the health

features and wearing qualities

of the DOCTORS and PRO-
FESSOR Shoes cannot help

but sell, and only these two

famous brands successfully

combine these features.

They should be represented in

your stock.

THE TEBBUTT SHOE & LEATHER CO.
LIMITED

THREE RIVERS QUEBEC
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DO NOT
be persuaded into placing an order for your

1916 Spring Outing Shoe
requirements before you see the com-

plete new

LIFE-BUOY
Range of Samples.

Special

features

that have

not been

shown
before

by anyone

Also several serviceable lines for all-year-

round wear.

A Life-Buoy Salesman will call on you
in ample time. WAIT FOR HIM.
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big savings &a$tm
SAVED IN

STORAGE SPACE

SAVED
IN ACTUAL

PACKING TIME

OR MORE SAVED
IN FREIGHT
CHARGES

CHEAPER THAN
WOODEN BOXES

Would you continue shipping your products

the way you are doing now if we could prove

that there is a better and more economical

method ? Probably not, for every business

man must be on the continual lookout for

opportunities to cut his expenses and improve

his service to customers. For this reason,

you owe it to yourself to investigate the ad-

visability of using the

MARTIN
Corrugated Fibre Board

SHIPPING CASES
The actual saving they make possible in

your business is the main reason why you
should use MARTIN SHIPPING CASES;
but there is also a supplementary reason in that

THEY ARE AN ALL-CANADIAN PRODUCT
This firm has no affiliation with non-Canadian concerns. Its capital is Canadian

;

its factory is Canadian; its workmen are Canadian, and its profits remain in Canada.

If you believe it is a wise thing to support Canadian industry, when price and service

permit, then get quotations on Martin Corrugated Fibre Board Shipping Cases.

Your Inquiry is Solicited,

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto
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You'll never get "in wrong" when
your Stock is "JUST WRIGHT"

And you can always keep it " Just Wright" by using our "In-Stock"

service. Complete assortment of " Just Wright " easy sellers in al

sizes, always in stock.

Our Salesmen are now out with the new Spring Line.

It will pay you to see them. If you have never seen our
Samples, a card will bring our man to you.

OUR " IN-STOCK " CATALOG IS ABOUT
THE HANDIEST ARTICLE TO HAVE ON
YOUR DESK. WRITE FOR A COPY

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS
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Our sales are away ahead of 1914. Make a display of "Nugget"
Shoe Polish in your window and on your counter and watch it sell.

The "Nugget" Polish Co., Limited
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road - - - Toronto, Ont.
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Tetrault
Always Has It First

Tetrault Scores Again!

Our New "VULCANITE" Sole

is the Right Dope for Next Spring

A new composition which enables us to place with

you a line of spring oxfords or high cuts which will

give better value and appearance than rubber sole, and

enable you to show something new that will give

entire satisfaction. Our prices on this line are lower than

any other maker's.

NEW SPRING LASTS
" TRIPLE ENTENTE "

As a dressy shoe for street or evening wear there is

nothing that can touch it. Its quiet elegance will

surely appeal to every lover of good shoes. It has a

medium round toe and heel, comes in gun metal,

blue, bals, dull calf top, also in patent and tan,

button and lace.

" AERO

"

Another classy last, typical of our Spring range, a gun

metal bal, whole fox, matt calf top, with a medium
round recede toe, low and flanged heel, and beaded

tip—bound to be popular.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East :-: Montreal
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowtheyare the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever

a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,

require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so

next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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The Brand Sells the Shoe

KINGSBURY
AMERICA'S BEAUTY
CANADA'S PRIDE

Why not secure the advantages that always

go with the Kingsbury brands ? We are

the leading manufacturers of women's foot-

wear in Canada, and as such have built a

demand for Kingsbury lines. Why not rely

on brands that have already established an

enviable reputation? By so doing you are

insuring yourself against slow-selling lines

and "shelf-warmers."

You, Mr. Retailer, can find

just what your trade de-

mands in our Spring 1916

range — every shoe a

splendid seller.

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET
JOINED THE RANKS OF
SATISFIED KINGSBURY
RETAILERS, DO SO NOW.

Kingsbury Footwear Company
Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

Montreal

LIMITED
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THE AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
A LEADER FOR
SPRING 1916

As well as the pick of last Season's Popular

models, several new lasts will be shown that

will prove fully equal to anything ever turned

out in Canada—to put it modestly.

And not only in our high-grade lines for men and

women, but also in the heavier lines the same

Al quality and genuine worth that have always

been a feature of their manufacture in the

past is again apparent.

Our In-Stock Service

You can sort up quickly and satisfactorily on

broken lines, by taking advantage of the ex-

cellent service this department can give you.

Use it to the fullest extent and save delay.

AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO
WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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GREYHOUND OUTING

SHOES
SEASON 1915-1916

Miner salesmen will soon be showing the most up-to-

date and complete range of Outing and Sporting Shoes

shown in Canada.

The Miner Greyhound Tennis Range has been in-

creased fully fifty per cent.

See Miner samples before you place.

A SHOE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
AT A PRICE FOR EVERY PURSE

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS
Blachford, Davies Si Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Coates, Burns Si Wanless ------ London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith 8f Co. ----- - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey Si Co. ----- - St. John, N.B

.

J. M. Humphrey Ss Co. ----- Sydney, C.B.

Jackson Si Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited ------ Edmonton, Alta.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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Safe and Sane Styles for

Spring, 1916
The Brandon range for Spring is now
in the hands of our travellers. You will

observe that they do not differ very ma-
terially from the styles shown last season,

and that the plainer and more sensible

patterns and effects predominate.

This is in line with public sentiment on
the footwear question, and will undoubt-

edly contribute to the comfort of the

retailer.

BOYS'
HOME GUARD SHOE

BRANDON " "MONARCH

"

AND

"DR. BRANDON Cushion Sole"

WAIT
and see our line of Boys' Shoes in calf leather.

We offer you an excellent range of choice with

an assortment that contains the right last for

almost every type of foot, and every shoe made
up to our rigid quality requirements.

For Fall Sorting—Brandon 21 Day Delivery

The service you need for

quick-selling shoes, quickly delivered.

THE BRANDON SHOE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD - ONTARIO
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The
G.V.O.

Solid

Leather

Shoes

The Range for the Spring Season 1916, now in

the hands of our travellers, should be seen by
every shoe merchant who is looking for really

exceptional values in solid leather shoes.

Our idea of exceptional shoe

value consists of :

—

Flawless materials, put to-

gether with expert skill,

resulting in a shoe that

looks well, fits well and

wears well, at a price that

^^^^^^^ yields the merchant a good

margin of profit.

Examine our Spring range, and you will find con-

clusive evidence that OBERHOLTZER VALUES
are exceptional.

G. V. Oberholtzer Company, Limited
Berlin - Ontario

Factory Resources For YOU, Mr. Jobber!
This is where we u VH A V 99 QUf^iT?
make the famous H/ V JtLlV I Ul\ I OrlWll/
Your customers will be still

more appreciative of your

service if you sell them the

"EVERYDAY" Shoe — the

shoe that is built primarily

for

Satisfactory

Wear
A comprehensive line

;
Men's,

Boys', Youths', Misses', and

Children's Shoes in Elks,

Box Calf, Storm Calf and all

kinds of side leathers. Every
detail of make and finish is

the subject of unremitting

care, resulting in a product

of genuine merit that you
will be glad to have your

name and fame connected

with.

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
Aurora = = Ontario
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

Dominion

LET "SERVICE" BE YOUR
44 BUY" WORD

WHEN PURCHASING RUBBER FOOTWEAR
OR TENNIS SHOES

You cannot "serve" your customers well unless you, in turn, are

given real "SERVICE" by the manufacturer from whom you buy.

Real "SERVICE" not only means prompt deliveries and court-

eous treatment ; it also includes salable and stylish goods of high

quality and excellent workmanship.

WE PROVIDE " REAL " SERVICE

Our line-up is complete, our quality is unexcelled,

and our prices are right. Let us show you what

we can do.

IT IS OUR DESIRE TO SERVE YOU

ftOMiNloff
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Dominion
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Best Methods of Buying New Spring Shoe Styles
Early Ordering is Desirable and may be Safely Undertaken this Season—Conservatism and Moderation in the Line

of Offerings Make Prompt Purchasing Less Perplexing or Hazardous than Usual—Study the Wants
of Your Customers, Analyze Your Trade and Find on What Ranges You Have Done Best

What styles to buy for spring in the line of shoes—that

is the question ?

It is easier to criticize and to point out defects than it

is to suggest practical plans or offer effective and helpful

advice.

Buying perplexes every retailer, at least twice a year

—

and with the rapidly recurring alterations in fashions, it

has worried him more during the past season or two than

at any time in his career. Style, like capital, may take wings

and flee in the night. It is the most sensitive, evanescent

thing ever created. And why does style change so rapidly,

and sometimes assume such grotesque and eccentric shapes,

forms and patterns? No one has ever been able to thor-

oughly solve this problem.

The shoe manufacturer blames the retailer for eternally

demanding something nice and fresh, and the latter up-

braids the former for creating different combinations of

leather and cloth, just to sell his lines. The manufacturer

passes the censure on to the last and pattern makers, and

they rejoin that it is the restless disposition and relentless

rivalry of leading factories to create something distinctive,

which causes them to cater to the foibles of femininity who

also has to bear the brunt of criticism for the ever-recurring

variations in footgear. Then, the high-class, exclusive boot

shops of New York City and other metropolitan centres are

not held guiltless. It is reported they are in league with

the creators of costly pedal toggery, and that this silent,

mutual understanding, causes the waves of fads and fancies

PATENT LEATHER PUMP,
BARREL SHAPED FORE-
PART, DULL CALF QUAR-
TERS, LOUIS HEEL. BY
SMARDON SHOE CO.

to sweep over the country, only to die, after a very brief

existence.

The Danger of Extremes

Like others of an investigating turn of mind, the Shoe
and Leather Journal has for years been endeavoring to

find out who is responsible for the over-night changes that

came upon the footwear world a few months ago. Never

does the pendulum of fashion swing strongly in one dir-

ection and remain there for any length of time. Then a

reverse sets in, and the pendulum is often inclined to move
decidedly the other way, and, instead of the gay, attractive

DULL CALF BAL, RECED-
ING TOE, LOW HEEL ON
NEW LAST. BY HARTT
BOOT AND SHOE CO.

and artistic, we have severely plain, stereotyped and purely

mechanical productions. There is, of course, a happy

medium, but it is only through the evolution of extremes

that the best and most pleasing effects are produced. This

year, while the majority of creations are plain, they are at

the same time neat and dressy, and are relieved by little

touches of white or subdued color, which add a refinement

and grace to the models presented for the consideration of

buyers of women's footgear.

In two previous issues of the Shoe and Leather
Journal, the style situation for the coming season has been

reviewed, and opinions given as to what would be the pre-

vailing modes for the coming spring and summer. Particu-

lars of an interesting character were furnished relative to

the type of toes, heels, leathers and lasts that would likely

find favor. It is not necessary to review these at any length,

but merely to point out that apparently it is both safe and

prudent this season, for the retailer to give good-sized spring

and summer orders, so that the manufacturer may be

given every opportunity, support and encouragement to do

his best and afford early purchasers prompt delivery, reliable

goods, and efficient service.

It is well known that the style creations in women's

footgear, have run to such heights and depths, that for a

season or two at any rate, the folly is apparently over. One
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may purchase ahead with perfect safety and with a reason-

able assurance, that no mushroom or freak fashions will

spring up, upset all calculations and make the operation of

placing orders one fraught with as much difficulty and

danger as crossing a stream on a slack rope. This time the

retailer may walk over the bridge. So far as can be learned,

there are not likely to be any sudden torrents to sweep

away or swollen currents to undermine the structure. And
it is a good thing, too, that styles are more staple in char-

acter, for, after all, while considerable money may be made
on novelties and show-shoes in the larger centres across the

border, conditions are not the same in Canada. With the

exception of probably half a dozen cities, and two or three

shops in each city, the great proportion of the average deal-

er's business is done on staple lines, "bread-and-butter"

creations as they are properly called. The number of peo-

ple who prefer the outlandish and the outre is relatively

small. Ninety per cent, of all buyers go along certain, well-

defined lines, with little variation—and the shoe merchant

who has been in business for years, knows pretty well what

his trade desires and of what lines the larger "purchases

consist. This should be his guide in buying. When he

steps aside from the beaten path of conservatism and ex-

perience, he is apt to encounter a snag. It may be smart

to take cha ces in venturing on hitherto unexplored style

routes, just the same as a man may take a flyer on the stock

market, rush in front of a rapidly approaching automobile

or leap from a moving train, and get away with it, but,

sooner or later, disaster results.

Use Good Judgment and Common Sense

In buying footwear, it is well to listen to all that the

various style authorities have to say
;
pay attention to the

views of each traveler and harken unto what the other

fellow offers in the way of advice. Then weigh matters

carefully and form your own conclusions—exercise thought

and judgment. Do not be led around by the nose, or carried

about by every breath of passing opinion. The man who
thinks for himself and then comes to intelligent, definite

determination, who does not oscillate or vacillate, is the one
who is right in the great majority of instances, and at the

end of each season has less dead stock and fewer shelf

warmers. There is no money in being caught with a lot

of out-of-date stuff on your hands. Better run a little shy

on certain styles than over-do the thing. "Think for your-

PATENT PUMP, WHITE
PIPING, SMALL ORNA-
MENT, SPOOL HEEL.
BY WOELFLE SHOE CO.

self and act for yourself," is the advice an old shoe merchant

handed out this week.

"Yes," he said, "I have always been content with doing

a moderate amount of business, and have made a good fair

profit, and now 1 have enough to retire with a comfortable

competence. I am not wealthy, and during my 27 years in

the shoe game, I have seen fellows start off with a bang

and ;i roar that would give many others cold feet, but I

have always discovered that such noisy individuals never

lasted very long in the struggle. They may flourish for a

while, or endure for a season, but that is the end of them.

Specialize in Your Buying

"Do not try to make too good a fellow of yourself by

buying from everybody. Confine your purchases to a few

widely known and recognized houses. It is better to special-

GLOVE KID BUTTON BOOT,
GYPSY SEAM, HALF LOUIS
HEEL, MODERATE POINTED
TOE. BY BLACHFORD SHOE
MFG. CO.

ize, for it stands to reason that no one firm can make all

classes of shoes with the necessary style, fit, finish and

workmanship and give you the best price on everything.

I could tell you much more, but I think that experience is

the best individual teacher with each one of us. What might

have guided me to the goal of success, might prove a stumb-

ling block in the pathway of another."

Talking of styles, a leading Ontario shoe manufac-

turer who went down to New York, not long since, to learn

all about the latest conceptions in footwear, had an amusing

experience. He visited some of the most exclusive estab-

lishments in the metropolis and, of course, saw some crea-

tions that were absolutely new—things that were presented

for the very first time—but when asked how this model was

going, the reply would be : "Oh, that is dead." Then, com-

ing to another style, he inquired about that. "Oh," was the

response, "the rush is over on that also." Then he was

looking at some beautiful colored kid button boots, and when

he interrogated how they were moving, the manager replied

:

"Oh, they are dead too." And thus the farce was continued

until the visitor asked what was moving, or likely to move,

and the manager was not able to give any satisfaction.

When is Certain Style Dead ?

It seems to be about as popular a cry to raise that

"such and such a thing is dead" as it is to say, "Oh, that

is all the go." Of course, one can sympathize to a certain

extent, with the viewpoint of these high-class, exclusive

footwear houses. They introduce something to the trade

—

get a long price for it, and women of wealth and fashion

wear the new model for a short while. Then manufacturers

of the more popular priced lines of footwear, always on the

lookout for something to copy or imitate, start making the

new combinations or producing the new effects. The result

is that instead of the creation being exclusive and character-

istic, it becomes common property, so to speak. The middle

classes get to calling for this line of shoes, and then the

high class shop has to move on to something else, so that

what appears to be popular with the great mass of people,

{Continued on page 42)
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Declares That Next Season Will Be Good Staple One
Leading Eastern Manufacturer Says that Ninety Per Cent, of Purchases for Spring Will be on Staple

Patterns and Lasts—Novelties Will Take Care of Themselves and Will be in a

Hopeless Minority—Some Hot Shot at Freaks

One year ago there was a "Leather Scare." Everybody
predicted a very material advance, and salesmen were ordered

to depart for their respective territories as early as possible

in order to protect the retailer.

Everybody talked war prices. Ninety per cent, of the

salesmen were on their respective territories not later than
September 1st, and the merchants in general placed their

future orders without the least comment.
What did they buy?
Good conservative patterns made over good conserva-

tive lasts.

So far so good.

About January 1st Mr. Wise Guy starts out and in-

forms the September buyers that they are all wrong.

Informs them that the styles have changed, and that

their purchases would not invoice fifty cents on the dollar

after the season commenced.
So—they load up again on nice fancy-top boots, oxfords,

etc., with sound kid quarters and a thousand different crazy

combinations. When their spring shipments arrive, they

commence to cuss the salesman who sold them the good
conservative patterns early—and in a great many instances

numerous lots were returned to the manufacturers, accom-
panied by a lame excuse: Patterns do not fit.

What a Change There Was

Then the season opened.

For a few weeks the consumer demanded the crazy

creations—and then, all of a sudden, there was a radical

change!

The extreme novelties ceased to be popular, and there

was a demand for good, sensible, conservative patterns.

Many manufacturers and specialty jobbers had an abun-
dance of novelties in stock!

The demand suddenly stopped. Staples commenced to

move—and the supply was very limited.

The merchant who purchased staples early, and com-
plained, commenced to readily realize that the early pur-

chases were excellent investments.

The ones who waited—are surely stuck on novelties!

There are, at present writing, over ten thousand pairs

of unclaimed novelty patterns in the freight house of a cer-

tain manufacturing city.

At present writing staples are at a premium—and nov-

elty styles can be purchased at forty cents on the dollar!

Safe and Sane Investment

Next season will be a staple one. Wise merchants will

buy ninety per cent, of their future purchases on good staple

patterns and lasts—and it will be a safe and sane investment.

The novelties will take care of themselves—and will be,

and always have been, decidedly in the minority'.

Conservatism will prevail.

Don't defer your future buying with the idea that by
waiting you will be able to break the market—because the

market will break the waiter!

Also, bear in mind that manufacturers must have ample
time in which to figure shoes and keep their organizations

together—and if most of the merchants defer their future

purchases until late, the result will be very much more
disastrous to the merchant than to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer can close his factory a certain period of the

year with success.

The merchant cannot afford to do this. So, Mr. Retailer,

next season do not be afraid to purchase liberally on good
staple patterns, and you will not have any cause for regret.

Be an optimist! Optimism is the life of trade.—Frank
W. Lord, with Hazen B. Goodrich Co.

AX INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING THE DAMAGE DONE BY FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE, IN JOHNSTON S BIG SHOE HOUSE, HASTINGS ST., VANCOUVER,
ON JULY 3RD LAST. THE STORE IS NOW BEING REMODELED AND REBUILT AFTER A BIG CLEARING SALE OF THE STOCK.



This Table Informs Retailers Why Leather is Going Up in Price
It Affords an Interesting Study of the Hide and Skin Situation for the Last Eight Years

and Incidentally the Reasons for the Constantly Advancing Prices

COMPARATIVE HIDE AND SKIN PRICE TABLES DECEMBER, 1907, TO JULY 24, 1915.

Chicago Packer B. A. Dry So. American Chicago Packer Ohio Chicago City

Native Steers Hides Packer Steers Branded Cows Buffs Calfskins

Dec 7, 1907 12c. W/fc. 12c. 7Hc 7j|c. 11 He.
Jan. 18, 1908 11He 15Mc 10Hc 7Hc 7%c. 13c.

Feb. 8 11c. 18Hc 12c. 8%c. 7%c. 13Hc
Apr. 4 10c. 1534c. 10^c. 8Hc 7Hc. 12%c
May 2 HJ^c. 16Hc. I0%c. 934c. 7%c. 13c
July 25 15Hc. 16%c. llfic. 12c. 11c. 15^c.
Aug. 15 15%c 1934c HHc 12c. llHc. 1634c
Sept. 26 15%c 18#c. llHc. 12c. 11c. 15%c.
Nov. 7 15^c. 18c. 12c. 12c. llHc. 16Hc.
Dec. 19 16c. 1934c 13^c. 12^c. 1234c 17Hc
Jan. 15, 1910 17%c. 22Hc 1624c 1334c. 13c. 18

Feb. 19 15Hc. 21 He. 16Hc 13c. ll%c. 16c.

Apr. 16 1534c. 22^c. \Q%c. 13^c. 12&c 17^c.
May 21 16c. 23^c. 16c. 13Hc U^c 17Hc.
June 25 14Hc 21 He. 14>4c. 12c. 10Hc 1524c.

July 23 14c. 21c. 12#c. 12c. 10Hc 16Hc
Aug. 27 16c. 22c. 13 5-16c. 12c. 11 He. 17c.

Oct. 22 15Hc. 22Hc 13#c. llHc 1024c. 17c.

Nov. 12 15c. 23c. 1434c. 11 He. He. 1624c.

Dec. 3 14Hc. 23c. 1534c He. 10Hc. 16Hc.

Jan. 28, 1911 12Hc. 21c. 1424c. 10Hc 9%c 16c.

Feb. 25 13c. 21 He. 16c. 1024c. 10Hc. 1634c
Apr. 22 13Hc- 2024c. 14Hc llj^c. 11c. 1634c
May 20 1424c 20Hc. 14^c. 12Hc. llHc. 17Hc.
June 3 15Hc 20Hc. 14^c. 1334c 12c. 18c.

July 15 16Hc. 22c. 14 9-16c. 14c. }3Hc 18c.

Aug. 26 1524c. 21c. 13Hc. 13Hc. 12^c. 18c.

Sept. 23 1634c. 21 He. 14c. 14c. 1334c. 18c.

Nov. 18 16Hc. 2234c. 16c. 1324c 1324c. 18Hc.
Dec. 2 1624c. 23c. 16Hc 14c. 1324c. 1934c.

Jan. 6, 1912 1524c. 22Hc. 1524c. 14c. 1224c. 18Hc.
Mar. 2 15Hc. 2324c 16 ll-16c. 14c. 1224c. . 18^c.
Apr. 27 16Hc 25Hc 16#c. 15c. 13Hc. 20c.

June 6 17Hc 26c. 16#c. 15Hc 1324c. 20Hc.
July 27 1834c. 25Hc. 1524c 16c. 14c. 20c.

Sept. 21 19Hc. 28Hc 1734c. 17c. 15Hc 21 He.
Oct. 19 20c. 31c. 18Hc: 1734c. 15Hc. 20Hc.
Nov. 30 20c. 32c. 20 1-16C. 1724c 16c. 21c.

Dec. 21 1934c 29Hc 1934c. 1734c 15c. 19c.

Jan. 25, 1913 19c. 3034c 20Hc. 17c. 15c. 18Hc.
Apr. 26 17c. 2824c 19Hc. 1634c. 14>£p« l^Ac -

May 17 1624c. 2934c 19c. 16Hc. 14c' 1924c.

July 12 1724c 30Hc 17Ho. 17c. 14Hc 1924c
Aug. 23 1824c 32Hc. 19Hc. 17Hc. 16c. 21c
Sept. 27 19Hc 33Hc. 1924c 18c. 1634c. 21c.

Nov. 1 20c. 32Hc. 20c 1834c. 16Hc. 2lHc
Dec 6 19Hc 2924c 20#c. 18Hc 16Hc 21He
Jan. 3, 1914 1834c 29Hc. 19Hc 1724c 16c. 21c.

Feb. 21 1834c 31 He. 21 He. 18c. 16&c. 21He.
Mar. 21 18J4c 30Hc. 21 He. 18Hc 16c 22c.

Apr. 25 18Hc 28c. 19Hc. 1834c. 1534c. 21}4c.

May 30 1824c. 29c. 18c. 18Hc 16Hc 20Hc
Oct. 24 21c. 27 He- 18J4c 18-18&C. 1734c 22- 23c.

Nov. 7 21 He 2SHc 19-19#c. 18j4c 18c. 22- 23c.

Dec 12 23c. 29H-30C 22H-23#c. 20c 20Hg. 23H-24c.
Ian. 30, 1915 23Hc 32Hc 22H-24Hc 20c. 20Hc 23Hc
Feb. 27 22Hc. 30Hc. 24Hc. 2014c 20Hc 23c.

Mar. 20 22Mc 29c. 20H-21%c. 19c. 19Hc 20c.

Apr. 24 20c 28c. 20#c. 19^c. 17c 18c
May 29 23c 2Sc. 20Kc 20c. 18c. 19c.

June 26 24c. 2Sc. 2134c. 21c. 19Hc 20c.

[uly 24 27c. 31c. 22Hc. 23c 22c 21c
Reprinted from THE Weekly Bulletin of Leather and Shoe News, July 31, 1915. .
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Merchants Discuss Many Important Trade Matters
Denounce Coupons and Voting Contests—Restrictions on Co-operative Societies—Action Against All Fake

Advertising—Retail Price Should be Included as Part of Conditions in Trade-Marked
Articles—Importance and Place of Retailer in the Community.

The tenth annual convention of the "Dominion Board"
of The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada, Incorpor-

ated, was held recently at the rooms of the Quebec Provincial

Board, 80 St. Denis street, Montreal. The various sessions

were of much interest. The President B. W. Ziemann occu-

pied the chair and welcomed the delegates who represented

the various provinces throughout the Dominion. The secre-

tary, E. M. Trowern, read the minutes of the last meeting,

which were received and adopted. The report of the secre-

tary was then presented, which showed that the Provinces

of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island had been

added to the Board since the last convention. The member-
ship had also increased, making it the largest in the history

of the Association.

The legislative work that had been accomplished during

the year was laid before the meeting, which showed that a

great deal of time had been given for the purpose of protect-

ing the interests of the retail trade throughout Canada.

A resolution expressing the grief of the members in the

loss by death of the first vice-president, Mr. U. G. Boivin,

of Montreal, was unanimously carried and recorded on the

minutes.

Mr. J. A. Beaudry, of Montreal, treasurer, presented his

report for the year, which showed a balance on hand to the

credit of the Board, with no liabilities outstanding.

Several important resolutions came before the meeting

for their consideration which will be acted upon by the

executive at once.

Among others, the question of the Government placing

a special war tax on patent medicines, which are sold by
retail druggists and other merchants, and exempting other

classes even from custom duties on goods entering Can-

ada and yet are made in Canada, was warmly debated,

and the Board considered that the matter could not have
been properly presented to the Government or such dis-

crimination would not have taken place. It is their inten-

tion to confer with the Government on this subject.

Adulterated Goods

Another important resolution dealt with the question

of prosecuting the retailer who had goods in his possession

which were adulterated and which were guaranteed by the

manufacturer. This will also be taken up by the executive.

Made in Canada Goods

The injury done to staple goods in Canada and which

are sold by a large number of retailers, and used by some
"cut-rate" advertisers as decoys to attract customers and
then make up their loss of profit on these goods, on other

goods that are imported or are not advertised, came in for

considerable discussion, and will be taken up with the manu-
facturers.

Coupons and Voting Contests

Coupons in packages and voting contest tickets also

received considerable attention and legislation will be asked

to protect the public against what the convention con-

sidered a system of bribery.

Shortage of Goods in Delivery by Railway and Express Co's.

This subject brought out many complaints and the

executive were requested to ask the members to report all

such cases to the Association.

False Advertising

Action was also ordered to be taken against any firm

who falsely advertised any article so as to make it appear

different to what it was, or any plan offering goods at low
rates which plan was deceptive and misleading.

Trade-Mark Goods

The necessity of having the retail price of trade-marked
goods made a part of the conditions of registration was also

adopted.

Co-operative Societies

A resolution was also passed requesting the Government
to place the same restrictions on co-operative society com-
panies who solicit their capital stock from the public as is

applied to all friendly or insurance companies.

Buying Goods in Carload Lots

The plan adopted by some consumers of buying goods
in carload lots and dividing them among themselves was
shown to be detrimental both to the interest of the merchant
as well as to the consumer.

Trade-Marks on Proprietary Articles

It was the unanimous decision of the convention that

the retail price attached to a trade-marked article should be
included as part of the conditions and stipulations of protec-

tion, the same as the other features of the article.

Wholesalers and Manufacturers Selling Direct to Consumers

This subject was considered very fully and several

remedies were proposed. It was pointed out that it was
such an old subject and one almost worn threadbare, that

the remedy to be applied now must be lasting and effective,

and it was left with the incoming executive to deal with at

once.

Competition From Mail Carriers

It was the unanimous opinion of the convention that

mail carriers who were employed by the Government on
salary and rural routes should not be allowed to carry par-

cels and receive pay for the same in competition with those
who are employed by the merchants.

Prosecuting Those Giving Short Weight

The following resolution was unanimously carried:

—

"That whereas, no proper provision is now made either

by Provincial or by the Dominion Government, to prosecute

those giving short weights and measures throughout Canada,
that the executive be requested to prepare a memorandum
and present it to the officers of the various Provincial Boards,

with the view of presenting the same to the Dominion Gov-
ernment, when it meets, with the approval of all concerned."

Stamping Milk Cans and Using Them for Delivery Purposes

That this meeting places itself on record as being opposed
to having the Dominion Government, mark the quantity of

milk that cans contain on the can, as we believe that measures
should not be used for the purpose of delivery.

Necessity of the Retailer in the Community

Whereas considerable discussion is constantly taking

place with regard to the question of abolishing the 'middle-

man,' who is commonly referred to as the retailer, or the one
who stands between the producer and the consumer, and
whereas a false impression has been left on the public mind,

partly created through the publication of some newspaper
articles published by persons who have no knowledge of the

great retail problem, we are of the opinion that newspaper
articles and literature should be prepared and presented

to the public in such a manner that this false impression
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could be removed, and we, therefore, request the executive

to prepare a report on this subject and submit the same to

the members of this board at an early date.

Any Unfair Treatment by Commission Agents

That this convention recommends that if any member
of our Association receives what he considers to be unfair

treatment from any commission agent, manufacturer or

wholesaler doing business in Canada or elsewhere, that the

same be submitted to this Board so that the complaint can

be investigated and action taken thereon if deemed advisable.

That this convention desires to call the attention of its

members to the fact that labor unions are constantly demand-
ing fair wages and proper terms of employment for them-

selves, and yet at the same time they are making every effort

to injure the retail trade by recommending their members
to invest their money in co-operative societies, which system

has proven in Canada to be unfortunate and unprofitable.

Commission of Enquiry

That this convention desires to express its approval

of the action of the Dominion Government in appointing a

"commission of enquiry" which will take stock of Canada's

resources, facilities and financial and other conditions, with

a view to arriving at a proper solution of the large problems

which confront our Dominion, including those of transpor-

tation, production and distribution, in which the members
of this Association from the Atlantic to the Pacific are most

vitally concerned.

Among the other important matters taken up by the

convention, perhaps the most important one, was the unani-

mous decision to have the secretary of the Dominion Board,

Mr. E. M. Trowern, give his entire time to Dominion matters.

W. A. LANE, MONTREAL
AN AGGRESSIVE MEMBER OF THE STAFF OF J. A. SCOTT,

LEATHER MERCHANT

The following officers were elected for the coming year:

—

President, B. W. Ziemann, Preston, Ont.; first vice-president,

J. O. Gareau, Montreal, Que.; second vice-president, J. L. S.

Hutchinson, Saskatoon, Sask.; treasurer, J. A. Beaudry,
Montreal, Que.; secretary, E. M. Trowern, Toronto, Ont.;

auditor, J. G. Watson, Montreal, Que.,

WHAT TACT DOES IN BUSINESS
I smoked a certain brand of pipe tobacco. It is a "popu-

lar" brand, and by no means expensive.

One day, wishing to replenish my supply, I asked for

this brand at the tobacco counter of one of the city's largest

grocery stores. I received the reply:

"Sorry, but we don't keep that. I can give you some
tobacco, though, that is much better. We keep only the best

kinds."

It was said civilly enough. There was no thought
of insult. But instantly the thought flashed into my mind:

"I wonder if all the clerks in this place are as tactless

as this fellow?"

If they were, I could readily understand why, large

though the store was, there were very few customers in it.

Tact is in truth a business asset of the first importance.
It is so important that all business establishments should
make it a point to train their employes to handle customers
and prospective customers tactfully.

Some firms already do this very thing. I have especially

in mind a colossal New York trading corporation, with stores

located in many cities. "Be tactful" is virtually the slogan

of this corporation, and the financial success it is enjoying

testifies convincingly that tact pays.

To be tactful does not mean that one should be cringing

or fawning. It means simply that care should be taken to

avoid wounding the susceptibilities of those with whom one
is dealing.

Even seemingly so small a matter as unconsciously

calling in question a customer's judgment on a hat, a shoe,

or a necktie, may mean ending of all business relations with

that customer.

Yet there should be no abject, deferential slavishness

—

no obsequious eagerness to sell a man the thing he wants
just because he wants it.

If his choice is really poor, if he is trying to buy some-
thing which he will eventually discover does not suit him,

it is just as poor business to sell it to him as it would be to

criticize his selection by word, look or gesture.

The proper course is to try—always tactfully—to turn
his attention and his desire to something really more suitable,

and to rouse in him a conviction that, after all, this other

article is what he wanted all the time.

It is thus, and only thus, that a lasting good-will is

established between customer and salesman, whether the

salesman be working behind the counter or on the road.

Tact, accordingly, is one of the prime essentials of all first

class salesmanship. When we hear it said of a man that he

is a "born salesman," it is equivalent to hearing him des-

cribed as a man pre-eminently blessed with tact.

Nor is it only as regards salesmanship that tact is a

business asset. The doctor, the lawyer, the banker, the

broker—every man, in short, who is dependent on the good-

will of others ought to make it a point to develop the habit

of being tactful.

This implies, of course, the cultivation of self-control.

No man who is not habitually self-controlled can be habitu-

ally tactful.

He is sure at times to feel fatigued, worried or impatient.

Unless he can keep these feelings under firmer control, he may
be hurried into words or acts that are the reverse of tactful.

Consequently the development of tact involves a men-
tal and moral discipline that has a tremendously beneficient

effect, not only on a man's business ability, but on his life

as a whole.—H. Addington Bruce.
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What You Can Gain from Association with Others
Advantages Attending the Formation of Merchants Organizations—Certain Reforms that may be Brought About

and Abuses that may be Corrected—How Many Dollars have been Saved and Local Trade Stimulated

By A. E. EDGAR

Many merchants hardly realize what the local

Merchants' Association can do for them. They

fail to attend the meetings and grumble when the

dues have to be paid. They do not know what a

great benefit these local associations can be to

them.
Then there are others who will not join because

they cannot see just how they are going to get a

benefit from belonging. Quite often there are

enough of this latter class to prevent the formation

of a local association.

For the benefit of all merchants, those who do

not believe and those who do not know, we will

enumerate a few of the things the Merchants'

Associations of the country have done for their

fellow merchants.

Before doing so, we will quote the opinion of a merchant

who knows something about associations of this character.

He expressed himself as follows: "The man who goes into

a local association to get something out of it is in wrong.

It is not entirely to get something out of it that he should

belong, but to put something into it. And the man who puts

something into it is the one who gets something out of -it."

The local association is merely a combination of mer-

chants who agree to co-operate for the benefit of all. It is

a confederation of interests for the common good of all and

not a fraternity for the purpose of having all help one

of their members under certain circumstances that might

arise. Hence the merchant should join for the purpose of

benefiting the brotherhood of merchants, rather than him-

self, and by doing so he directly helps himself a great deal.

Benefit of Social Communion

There are many advantages to all the merchants in a

town or city where there is a live association, and one of the

greatest benefits to be secured is that of social communion.
Some merchants do not realize this and have no conception

of the good a perfect feeling of harmony among the mer-

chants is to the local community.
There are some merchants who do not care for social

pleasures at all. They live within themselves. They are

really a detriment to a community. These are the ones who
should be coaxed out of their shells and made to associate

with their fellow merchants.

A monthly dinner, or luncheon has been found to be

very good as a means of getting the merchants to associate

with each other with some degree of equality. When
these "feeds" are held at restaurants and hotels where
modest prices prevail they are far more successful than when
held at the highest class houses. All classes, all sizes of

pocket books must be considered.

The annual banquet that is made so formal and elabor-

ate is a pleasure to a few, a torture to the many and a place

to be avoided by some. Have less expensive dinners and
more of them if sociability is wanted.

Another advantage of belonging to a live association

and attending the gatherings is the valuable information

one can get from contact with men who have the same
problems to meet and overcome. It is profitable to com-
pare notes. This feature of the right kind of an association

is invaluable.

A third benefit is the co-operation of all merchants in a

town. This is a priceless benefit to those who enjoy it.

Co-operation among merchants of the same class, co-opera-

tion of all classes of merchants, can a merchant conceive of

anything more advantageous? By co-operation the mer-
chants can rule the politicians of a city, by co-operation they
can formulate the legislation of their local community.
By means of provincial and Dominion confederation they
can formulate the legislation of both state and country.

There have been some great benefits derived from the
confederation of Retail Merchants' Associations, but a more
perfect confederation will mean greater things for them.

Let us mention a few of the benefits Merchants' Asso-
ciations have given to merchants by their own co-operation.

HE HAS WON MANY AWARDS
Richard J. Walsh, of St. John, N.B., is the man who has

the honor of selecting the name "Bernice," which will be
the title of the new line of women's, misses' and children's

shoes manufactured by Getty & Scott, Limited, makers of

the Classic shoe, Gait, Ont. He has been identified with the

firm of Waterbury & Rising, Limited, St. John, for some 33

years and his work, energy and application have resulted

in his rising from the position of errand boy to being a direc-

tor of this widely known house. In recognition of having
completed a quarter of a century service in the employ of

the company in 1907, Mr. Walsh was presented with a hand-

RICHARD J. WALSH, ST. JOHN, N.B.

some gold watch and chain. He is an authority of more than
local repute on store equipment, arrangement of shoe stocks,

salesmanship, etc., wielding a facile pen and writing in a

clear, attractive style. Some time ago he was awarded
second prize for an essay on "What constitutes a good sales-

man" and first award for an article on "Store Furnishing and
Stock Keeping." Many other honors have come to him in

the course of his career. His capturing the prize for sending

in the most appropriate name for the new line of shoes of

Getty & Scott is his latest acquisition, and his many
friends will congratulate him on his good fortune.
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We can only review these briefly, and must necessarily omit

mention of those of minor importance, as well as, some
that are too well known to need mention.

Co-operation in many towns and cities have saved

the retail merchants of these places hundreds of thousands

of dollars and their profits that were formerly distributed in

the shape of commissions and discounts to clergymen and
other favored classes.

Fraternal societies, schools, hospitals, and other semi-

public affiliations have similarly been reduced to the necessity

to pay full prices for what they buy. These are run for

profit and should be made to pay full prices. If the mer-

chant has money to give away in charity let him make a

donation and get credit for doing so.
.

Co-operation has made it possible for the merchant in

some places to free himself from the petty annoyances and
the frequent large losses proposed by vendors of fake and
useless advertising schemes, such as local programs, pur-

chasing of tickets, giving of prizes, etc.

Cutting Out Worthless Expenditure

The following excerpt from an address of a secretary

of an active association in a city of 30,000 inhabitants shows

this kind of benefit.

An agreement was signed by more than one hundred

and fifty of our merchants and manufacturers relative to

programs and other advertising.

"The agreement stipulates that no one shall transact

business with any solicitor for advertising or the purchase

of entertainment tickets, unless such solicitor shall present

a sanction card issued by the Association.

"Each and every proposition shall be investigated by a

AN ALERT. WELL-LIKED SALESMAN

Arthur Coleman, city salesman for the United Shoe

Machinery Co., Montreal, has been in the employ of the

company for some thirteen years, and is one of the most
popular men identified with the organization. He has the

happy faculty of making friends when selling goods and his

ARTHUR COLKMAN, MONTREAL

advice is often sought by those with whom he comes in con-

tact. He has watched the growth of the shoe industry from

a comparatively small beginning to its present development

in Montreal, where some of the finest fitted up and best

equipped factories on the continent are to be found.

secret committee of three members who shall pass on the

worth of the same and shall either give their endorsement and
issue a card or turn the proposition down.

" During the month of December, the first month in

which the agreement was in effect, there were twenty-five

applicants for cards.

"Out of the twenty-five nine were issued cards, sixteen

being turned down as undesirable or worthless advertising.

"It will be seen that a considerable sum of money will

be saved our members during the course of the year by
reason of this agreement."

Every merchant is besieged on all sides to purchase
entertainment tickets, to give prizes to this, that or the

other, or to take space in programs or some other equally

useless advertising scheme. The besieging army being

mostly from the ranks of their customers the merchants
capitulate and have to pay ransom. By signing an agree-

ment like the one mentioned all merchants, large and small,

are protected from this serious menace to their profits.

Co-operation has made possible a workable credit

system in many large and small communities. A member
of the Rockford, Illinois, Association made a statement that

at least $50,000 had been collected in one year by the mer-
chants that would not have been collected but for the credit

rating system put in force by the merchants of that city.

He estimated the savings of the merchants of Rockford as

$100,000 annually at the present time, due to the credit

rating system in use.

They issue a weekly bulletin to members in which infor-

mation of any character affecting the population of that city

is given. A recent bulletin gives a list of chattel mortgages
placed during the week; a list of justice decisions; removals
in the city; people moving from Rockford; people moving
to Rockford; and a list of the deceased.

Associations that have not a credit rating system should

get into line for this is one of the best ways of securing

direct benefits from the local association. The secretary of

the Rockford Merchants' and Business Men's Association,

Inc., no doubt will be glad to give full information of how
they work their system.

An Iowa Association secured the trade of the farmers
and the inhabitants of suburban towns by rebating fares of

the out-of-town customers. The proportions of the rebate

were as follows:

From 5 to 15 miles—One way with $10 purchases.

Both ways with $20 purchases.

From 16 to 20 miles—One way with $12.50 purchases.

Both ways with $25 purchases.

From 20 to 30 miles—One way with $15 purchases.

Both ways with $30 purchases.

Longer distances were in similar proportions.

The merchants of one city built a free market and pro-

vided many novel features for securing attention on market
The Merchants' Association of another city secured the

co-operation of surrounding communities and built many
good roads running into the city.

Co-operative delivery systems in many places have
saved the merchants a great deal in the cost of making de-

livery.

Co-operation has made the local town a place to come
to, a place worth going to. It has fostered the public spirit

which would otherwise have died. It has put the town on
the map.

Merchants' Associations have prevented the local

councils from giving away valuable street concessions and
fostered municipal ownership to the benefit of all concerned.

Co-operation has fixed the time of closing, it has fostered

the weekly half holiday, it has made the merchant's life a
little pleasanter.

It has done a great deal more than we have space to

mention. And the best of it the good work goes merrily
on. Boost, brother, boost.
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Demand for Kid Shoes is Growing All Along the Line
The History and Manufacture of Goat Skins and Glazed Kid—The Success of Chrome Tannage—Information

on Subject that Should be of Great Interest to Retailers Who Should Know All the Facts

The increase in the use of fine black glazed kid suggests

the presentation of some facts regarding the history and
manufacture of kid leathers. There are some 59 different

kinds of goatskins, each taking its name from the country,

or section, where the animals are grown, or the port from
which the skins are shipped. The principal groups and kinds

are as follows:

Mexican Group—Tamicos, Mexicans.
Curacea Group—Venezuela Islands.

Brazilian Group—South American or Buenos Ayres,

Chili.

Southern Europe Group—Spanish, Germans.

Russian Group—Coarse or Bucharian, Kassan.

Greek Group—Servian, pitted; Metelins, clear; Thes-

salians; Macedonians.

Arabian Group—Mochas.

Indian Group—Patnas, Northwesterns, Madras.

China Group—Hankow, China.

U. S. Group—Frontier skins.

From time immemorial goatskins have been the poor
man's bank in Africa and other equatorial countries. The
raising of goats as an industry was first instituted in southern

Africa and in Asia Minor and dates back to Bible time. For
centuries the sale of skins has been a source of revenue to

the nomadic tribes, particularly the Turks, who often sub-

sist upon goats' meat and milk. In ancient times, drinking

vessels were also made from goatskins.

It is, however, a material for shoes, that the subject

possesses special interest for readers.

There have been four tannages of goatskins. The first,

sumac, or bag tannage, was effected by stitching skins back
to back, filling the bags thus formed with sumac liquor and
placing them in vats containing sumac liquor. This leather

was made in several grains and a smooth, shiny finish, known
as brush kid.

This method was followed by the alum tannage, suc-

cessfully attempted by the French. The alum tannage re-

quired from five to six months. The greatest success in alum
tanned kid was achieved by Grison, of France, and was known
as Grison kid.

Combination Tannage

The demand for French kid increased to such an extent

that a substitute for use in lower-priced shoes, the combina-
tion tannage, was evolved. This consisted of gambier, salt,

alum and oil in varying proportions according to the season.

Being a so-called gum tannage, a soft skin resulted, and be-

cause of the extent to which this tannage fed or nourished

the raw material many "hungry" or "starved" skins were
found available for conversion into leather for the cheaper
classes of shoes. This description of upper stock achieved

its highest popularity in America.

Chrome Tannage Most Successful

The present, or chrome tannage, succeeded combination

tanned kid stock and to the late Henry Burk and Robert H.
Foerderer credit is due for the successful introduction of

chrome kid. The leather production not only supplanted

French kid in this country, but, as is well known, the tan-

nage was extended to calfskins, side leather and even sole

and belting. To-day more chrome tanned kid and chrome
tanned calf are shipped abroad than were formerly imported

THE DELEGATES TO THE THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE MINER RUBBER CO. WHICH WAS HELD RECENTLY AT GRANBY, QUE.
A FULL REPORT OF THE INTERESTING PROCEEDINGS APPEARED IN THE LAST ISSUE OF THE "SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL"
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in the old tannages. Chrome tanned kid as made to-day is

along the lines of discoveries made in 1890.

Cultivation and Characteristics of Goatskins

With the general adoption of the chrome tannage it

became possible to utilize practically all classes of goatskins

and subsequently the importation of goatskins from all sec-

tions where goats are herded, began to show a decided

improvement.
In each of these goat-raising regions the skins have

marked characteristics, no two kinds closely resembling

each other. The groups showing the closest resemblance are

from India, which country produces the greatest supply.

These are the hard-natured skins as distinguished from the

soft-natured skins obtained from such grazing sections as

South America, West Indies, Spain and Germany.
The African skins resemble Patnas in the grain. China

goatskins have a heavy grain but short fibre, but the Russian

skins shipped from Kassan and Bucharia, as well as skins

from Belgrade, have a coarser grain and are extremely large.

The hair on the latter is very long and used for making horse

blankets. Hair from goatskins is an important by-product.

While the grain of kid leather is fine, admirers of such

stock claim that there is no shoe leather more adaptable

for city wear, owing to the soft, flexible character of the

stock, which readily conforms to the contour of the foot.

As a class, shoe manufacturers have seldom accorded

kid stock the consideration for high-grade footwear afforded

other upper leathers. In like proportion less attention was
given the style of shoes cut from kid. Of late, however,

certain progressive shoe manufacturers, particularly in the

East, are employing kid in connection with the most

stylish, snappy boots for women, embodying attractive

appearance with a degree of comfort not always accompany-

ing the use of heavier leathers.

HE IS NOW MAJOR HARRIS
John Harris, Canadian manager of Nugget Polish Co.,

Toronto, isTan enthusiastic military man and has just been

appointed/junior major in the 109th Regiment, which has

MAJOR JOHN HARRIS, TORONTO

been organized only a few months. As a lieutenant he joined

the corps in December last, under Lieut. -Col. W. T. Stewart.

Then, taking a special course at Niagara, he qualified as

Captain, and now, on securing his Majority, many persons

will extend congratulations on his well deserved promotion.

Mr. Harris has been with the Nugget Polish Co. some
seven years and since coming to Canada over a year ago,

has made a large number of friends. Identified with the

militia in one way or another since 1896, his initial step in

that direction was with the first Cadet Battalion, King's
Royal Rifles, with whom he spent two years. He then
joined the 28th County of London Regiment, with whom he
remained six years. Mr. Harris, who has a brother at the

front fighting with this regiment, next served in South Africa

with the 24th Battalion, Imperial Yeomanry. He was pay-
master sergeant and has two medals and five clasps. Re-
turning to England, he spent a number of years with the
Cadet corps in work of instruction, being a captain and
acting as adjutant on several occasions. On coming to

Toronto, his heart was still in matters military, and he has
risen rapidly in the ranks. Major Harris is a gentleman of

quiet demeanor, courteous and companionable.

IT WAS HARD ON THE SHOEMAN
As showing how the press and public welcome a return

to more conservative and sane styles in footwear, the Shoe
and Leather Journal publishes the following from an
exchange:

The past season has been a trying one for the shoe
retailer. He has been obliged to learn new ways, and in

doing so has often felt that his past experience, no matter
how great or varied, has been no guide to him. The reason
for it has been the number of freak contrivances in the way
of footgear, most of which have been designed for women's
wear. Every other week or so a new style came out, and
the relatively few extremists in the different communities
insisted at least on trying them on. The way they learned
about them was from advertisements in fashion papers,
which declared that they were all the rage with the bon-ton.
This, of course, made it necessary for every would-be stylish

woman in country villages and backwoods towns to equip
herself in the same way. The trouble was in finding out
what was the really latest style. Woman, being, as a rule,

a deliberating person, took her time in making up her mind
as to the new contraption. By the time she had come to

a definite conclusion and determined to get a particular

kind of shoe she would usually discover that it was already
out of date and that another freak had taken its place.

This made her wobbly and uncertain as to choice, and when
she finally took a chance she found she had made a mistake.
As most women can, however, afford a new pair of shoes
only once in so often, the purchasers, as a rule, made the
best of it, though chagrined. With the dealer it was differ-

ent. He sold generally no more pairs of shoes, but was
obliged to try and keep up with the styles. As a result,

he found himself with a lot of unsaleable stock on his hands.
He will be more cautious next time, unless the right kind
of a honey-tongued salesman beguiles him.

Another leading publication, a New York daily, observes
on "The Next Shoe Style." The decree has been issued.

The loud shoe must go. Exit the shoes that laced up the
back and down the side, the shoes that competed with the
picture hats in color effects, the shoes of blue and gold and
alabaster with facings of plain black, all the curious and
extreme styles which have both attracted and bewildered
the observers who study human nature on the streets most
frequented by the "modern" woman.

The merchant found they did not pay. On the avenue
it might have seemed all the world was wearing the highly-

colored foot gear. A canvas of the country shows that four
women of every five stuck to the plain and less vociferous
styles. So from the headquarters of the shoe men's con-
vention there is sent forth the preliminary announcement
that in the coming season shoes will be made "with toes
medium, vamps medium, and heels same as this season."
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imtAhots |rom Jolomon.
"The glory of young men is their strength," but when

that strength is spent upon pleasure or vice it is woeful pro-

stitution. "It makes me boil," said a woman who has given

three sons and a husband to the great

YOUNG MEN cause, "to see the droves of young men
in dude's clothes who come out of the

picture shows and who crowd the excursion boats while their

country's existence is at stake." We don't seem to have got

to the point in Canada yet when we can drop baseball and
yachting to take up the sword and the rifle. All honor to

those who have promptly faced the deadly guns and dastardly

fumes of a desperate foe to stay the hand of the tyrant.

Shame on the fellows in fancy socks and exquisite cravats who
suck cigarettes and talk "skirts" while their fellows man the

trenches and are at death grips with this cursed enemy of our

civilization. "Be strong and show thyself a man." "Fight

the good fight." It is the young man's fight.

Whether you are of eligible age and circumstances for

the army or whether your "bit" consists in simply "holding

the ropes" for those who hazard their lives beyond, "your
king and country need you." The

THEY NEED "slackers" are being driven to cover

YOU and the men to whom "country" means
more than a place to make a living are

standing forth in glorious unselfishness. The cry is for "more
men." "In the multitude of people is the king's honor, but
in the want of people is the destruction of the prince."

These days the King stands for all that manhood, civilization

and Christian liberty mean to those who see in this flood of

"Kaiserism" the destruction of that freedom that has been
won at such a cost of blood and treasure by our fathers.

Shall the results of their sacrifice and patriotism be lost

because the young men and the mature of this generation

will not respond to this' call to defend the most sacred

rights of home and country.

It is the weak-kneed, white-livered "slacker" that does
the harm. A man can harbor a healthy respect for an open
enemy, but from the fellow who sympathizes but never helps

"Good Lord deliver us." One of , the

THE worst curses recorded in the Old Book
"SLACKER" is pronounced against those who failed

to come to the scratch in the time of

need. "Curse ye Meroz, curse ye Meroz bitterly because
they came not up to the help of the Lord, to the help of the
Lord against the mighty." Woe to the nations who in this

struggle have hid themselves behind soft words and specious

excuses! Woe to the men who with folded hands have stood
and looked upon the dreadful shambles that seems to mean
no more to them than a pig-sticking. What have you done
in this great fight? What will your children and your chil-

dren's children have to say of those who watched this mighti-

est of earthly conflicts as they might a prize fight from be-

yond the ropes.

The laugh will some day be on those who heard the
trumpet call and turned their backs. "Because I have called

and you have refused, I have stretched forth my hands and no
man regarded, I also will laugh at your cal-

THE LAUGH amity, I will mock when your fear cometh."
Scorn is sure to get what the bullet misses.

When the smoke of battle has cleared and when the finish of

the conflict has come, the question will be, no matter what the
result, where are the cowards who showed the white feather?

As well will the finger be pointed at those who saw no occasion

for going down into their pockets for more than the price

of a two-cent stamp to keep bullets in the pouches of the
men at the front. What is needed before it is too late is a

trumpet blast warning us that we may awaken to find our
tardy support too late to be of any use to our country and the
cause it represents. Both men and money are needed NOW.

The disadvantage the Allies suffer is apparently the

"multitude of councillors" in which there is often wisdom
but sometimes distraction. It is certainly true that as far

as Germany and Austria are concerned
TOO MANY there is only one controlling mind, and
COOKS on this account the various movements

seem to be executed promptly and vig-

orously. With the Allies there are so many issues to be con-
sidered and interests to be harmonized that this condition

of affairs is telling against effectiveness. Britain is really

a "butter-in" and yet she stands a chance to lose more by
failure than any of the nations she is backing. She did the

part that was expected of her in clearing the seas and bottling

up the fleets of the enemy. She has or will put as large an
army in the field almost as any of the Allies and suffers the
disadvantage of being compelled to a certain extent in follow-

ing their lead. "For the transgression of a land many are

the princes thereof." It is to be regretted that a single head
does not direct this cause.

It has remained for intelligent, evangelical England to

permit its hands to be tied with the drink curse in this time
of awful moment. Superstitious and ignorant Russia broke

the vodka bottle on the spot; atheistic

DRINK CURSE France threw away her distilled damna-
tion without a kick. England is joined

to her rum idol and it will be well if the prophetic judgment
"let her alone" be not pronounced upon her. Parliament even
refused to close up the few "rot-gut" factories producing
vile stuff at low prices for fear of the "interests." Thus be-

tween labor unionism and liquor interests England finds the
task of supplying her fleets and armies with the wherewithal
of battle a greater problem than providing them with men
willing to give their blood for their country. In the mean-
time the King has set a noble example of self-denial in ban-
ishing wine and spirits from his table. It is not a time for

wine bibbing and beer guzzling. The words "It is not for

kings to drink wine nor for princes strong drink" are pecu-
liarly appropriate just now.

It is not a time, either, for hot invective and small-

souled retaliation. It is natural that the revelation of Ger-
man "Kultur" should be so exasperating that the bating of

Germans should be popular. It is only to

EVIL SPIRIT be expected that those whose idea of

warfare is that of the sandbag, bowie
knife and poison should bring suspicion upon a name with
a German twist in it. Nevertheless we must be on our guard
against the development of a spirit as mean and despicable

as that which sees no murder in such an incident as the sink-

ing of the Lusitania. "He that is slow to anger is stronger

than the mighty and he that ruleth his own spirit than he
that taketh a city." Bad names break no bones and bully-

ragging wins no battles. It is for

the rest of the world with set pur-

pose and with unfaltering arm to

put down this idea of culture as

set forth in German philosophy

backed by German frightfulness.

\
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Many Fine Displays at Canadian National Exhibition
The Attendance Shows Gratifying Increase—Leather, Shoe Findings and Foot Specialty Firms Have Attractive

Booths—Patriotic Year Brings Forth Wealth of Flags, Bunting and Military Decorations

"Patriotic Year" at the Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, with its military accessories, evidences of loyalty

and enthusiastic welcome on all sides, is attracting an un-

usually large crowd from all over Canada and many parts

of the United States. Go any place, the booths of the vari-

IMPOSING DISPLAY OF TORONTO SHOE FIRM

ous exhibitors are decorated with bunting, while the flags of

Great Britain and the Allies are everywhere in evidence.

The display naturally arouses a great deal of pride and loy-

alty, while the "Made-in-Canada" propaganda is receiving

a wonderful stimulus. In the shoe and leather line the booths
are not as numerous as in past seasons, owing to the United
Machinery Company not gfving a practical demonstration

'IT IK BOOTH OF LKADIM. LEATHER AND GLOVE FIRM

of the Goodyear welt system in the Process Building. Two
or three other firms are also missed this season, but it is

expected that they will be seen again in the near future.

However, there is not a vacant place in any of the buildings,

and the various booths are attractively and artistically

arranged.

In the Manufacturers' Building the Anglo-Canadian
Leather Co., occupies its usual corner, created of tan bark,

and 1,000 dozen tap soles, heels and counters, as supplied

for army shoes are seen. There are also 500 bends, backs

and sides of "Maple Leaf" hemlock and oak leather, and an

interesting study of the treatment of the hide from its raw
state to the finished product is revealed in glass jars. Various

extracts are being exhibited. The booth is in charge of W.

J. Heaven, Toronto manager, and S. L. Lawther, salesman.

The capacity of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co.'s tanneries

is 4,000 sides a day.

Minister-Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, have also an inter-

esting and well-arranged booth which is supervised by C. F.

Schuszler. In glass show cases are presented all the latest

spring models in both men's and women's shoes, including a

new Gypsy seam button boot, and another creation of blue

kid, which command much admiration. Skins of the various

SHINE SIR I HERE IS THE PLACE TO GET IT.

leathers used are hung around the walls. Neat stick-pin

flags were distributed as souvenirs.

A. R. Clarke & Co. have an educative exhibit showing
how this establishment clothes a man from head to toe in

warm, comfortable garments, while the showing of gloves

and mitts and the various kinds of leather of which they are

manufactured is decidedly interesting. In the centre of the

booth is a huge snowball, and around it are moccasins and
other articles, suggestive of the chilly season. The firm

gave away as souvenirs interesting ticket cases made of

Clarke's famous patent colt. Theo. Trickey is in charge.

Under the grandstand Beal Bros, occupy their usual

space and display oil tan moccasins, sporting boots, shoe

uppers and other lines of findings to advantage.
The Dunlop Tire and Rubber Co., in connection with

their extensive exhibit of mechanical goods in the main build-

ing, show several lines of rubber heels. The exhibit is in

charge of Harold W. Soper, H. C. Austen and H. B. Richard.
Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited, also make a very
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creditable showing and have lumbermen's rubber boots,

leather tops, plain overs, croquets, tennis and sporting

shoes, curlers' shoes and other offerings in rubber footwear.

A new Maltese rubber heel, with counter-sunk nail holes,

is a decided improvement on the old one. The exhibit is in

charge of H. E. Wiles.

Nugget Polish Co. have their usual enterprising display

in which the various polishes of the firm are attractively

presented. A demonstration of the merits of the various

preparations, in adding to the lustre and life of leather, was

WHERE SOLE LEATHER WAS FEATURED

given free of charge, and also souvenirs for the kiddies with

each purchase. John Harris, Canadian manager, was in

charge, assisted by L. R. Howard, T. W. Hart and F. B.

Bollard.

F. F. Dalley Co., Hamilton, makers of the Two-in-One
shoe polishes have an interesting display which is in charge

of T. J. Sheridan and A. B. Pearce.

Charles Tilley & Son also make a striking exhibit of the

various polishes manufactured by this firm, together with a

representative display of the several lines of findings. H.
Turner and J. Scarborough are in charge.

The Canadian-Arrowsmith Manufacturing Co. are right

to the forefront with a display of the various orthopedic

lines manufactured by them. Their "First Aid" Foot-Restur
is being featured, along with other appliances, for the relief

of pedal suffering and ailments. E. Poyer is in charge of the

exhibit which has aroused much interest. Interesting souv-
enirs are being given away in the shape of small arch support
stick-pins.

The Scholl Manufacturing Co., of Toronto, demon-
strated the benefit of their well-known appliances and sev-

eral new articles for the comfort and welfare of the feet were
on view, including the new "Air-lite" arch support.

Other firms occupying space and possessing nicely decor-

ated booths were Peters Polish Co., Goodyear Tire and Rub-
ber, etc.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE RETAILER

The three inseparable links in the great chain of the

shoe industry are manufacturer, retailer and customer.

Naturally the retailer being the central link standing be-

tween the producer and the consumer, occupies the most
critical position and I am of the opinion that he should place

his orders in plenty of time to insure prompt shipments on
the part of the producer, says a leading authority in the trade.

Fall shoes should be bought not later than May 1st,

and spring shoes on November 1st at the latest. The dealer

can then demand early deliveries and get them. This, too,

would give more time for following carefully the details of

the order.

I remember one store where in hardly a season did the

shoe comes in as ordered. Some detail of the order was
omitted altogether, or had gone through the factory entirely

different. This was due to too little time between the plac-

ing of the order and the date of shipment.

I fear just now, while the war is raging and factories

are grinding out army shoes by the million pairs, and the style

artists are still dreaming of new creations (side-lace and

back-lace combinations galore) that too many retailers are

getting lost in the shuffle. I am a little afraid they are for-

getting the staple shoes which will soon come into their own
—the shoes that have always been the "bread-and-butter"

of every shoe dealer; the shoes that will bring your custom-

er back with a smile, and he says, "I want a pair just like

these. I got them here more than a year ago."

After all, these facts stand out clearly:

The manufacturer really and truly wants to make good

shoes.

The retailer insists on selling good shoes.

The customer is anxious to buy good shoes.

So, success and happiness in the shoe game to-day are

only attained when these three great links are properly and
securely connected.

TENNIS GOODS SELLING SEASON BEGINS

The various rubber companies which make sporting

and outing shoes are now revising their price lists for the

coming selling season which will open on Monday, September
13th. The past summer has been a remarkably good one
in sporting footwear of all kinds and each year sees a growing
demand and in some lines it has been difficult to fill orders.

The placing season for next year will be on in a few days
and it is expected good business will be booked.

THE SPACIOUS AND WELL APPOINTED NEW HOME OF WIDELY KNOWN
TORONTO WHOLESALE SHOE FIRM.
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Best Methods of Buying New Shoe Styles

(Continued from page jo)

is often characterized by the aristocratic merchant as being

"'dead." It is dead, in a sense to his trade, but is very much

alive with the general class of wearers. Thus, when one is

speaking of a style being dead—or of it being all the rage,

a by-gone issue, or a live factor—there should be taken into

consideration the centre from which such information has

ONE OF THE NEW LINES OF
DULL CALF OXFORDS FOR
SPRING. BY HARTT BOOT

AND SHOE CO.

come, the class of people that the merchant is appealing to,

the price of the goods, and various other particulars, so that,

after all, style is a comparative word. Like many adjectives

used in describing wearing apparel, it is comparative with

a more or less local application.

To make matters clear and to offer an analogous illus-

tration, take the words "large gathering." In a rural school

house, fifty people would constitute such a body, but in a

metropolitan centre they would represent a mere handful.

And yet, after all, in a study of the footwear situation, it is

the speculative, the probable, what is going to happen, what
is likely to move—that interests a great deal more than what
has happened, or elapsed. Thus, style will always be, in

its meaning, an elusive, evanescent, intangible something,

which manufacturers and merchants chase and never seem
to overtake. Were it not for style, in either furniture or

feminine apparel, houses or footwear, theatres or churches,

this world would be a drab and dreary place, with little or

no color to brighten daily occupation or to lend variety to

the ordinary hum-drum of existence.

Minimizing Risk of Losses

To guide the buyer of shoes a comprehensive outline of

the duties and difficulties is offered by a leading authority,

who says : "One of the first things the careful buyer must
do is to study the whims of those who will buy from him.

He must keep posted on the new ideas in shoemaking and
know the good selling styles in all grades from the cheapest

to the best. In addition to this he must keep posted on the

market value of leather and the other materials that go
into shoes. He should also read all of the shoe advertise-

ments he can, whether they be wholesale or retail. He
should watch well-dressed men and women, especially those

in his neighborhood, and see the styles they wear and how
these look on the feet. He should be friendly with all travel-

ing men, manufacturers, and wholesalers, but he should give

his orders to as few houses as possible. Very often, how-
ever, he can learn something of value from a house to which
he does not give any business.

"The problem of planning for a new season must be
gone over very carefully by the buyer in order to see that

he does not buy the same styles at different prices. His

three-dollar shoe must differ from his four-dollar shoe, not

only in quality but in style. Having decided on the styles

he wants to buy for that season, he next comes to the quan-

tity he can afford to order without hurting the financial end

of the business.

"Every buyer must remember that in order to make
room for new styles it is necessary to clean out the old ones.

This is best done by preparing for the clean-out at the time

he places an order for a new style. Each stock in the store

or department should be assorted into departments or sec-

tions, such as men's, boys', women's, and girls'. The stock

of each department must stand its own turnovers. If a buy-

er's stock of women's shoes now consists of fifty styles,

and he is planning to put in a new one, he should dispose

of one of the present styles, so that when the new one comes

in he will still have but fifty.

"The average stock in any well-regulated store should

turn four times a year, though some stocks will, perhaps,

turn ten times. It is the slow sellers that pull down the

total turnover. A buyer should aim not to carry more than

25 per cent, in stock to the total year's business. For in-

stance, if his store is a 'family' store and he sells $40,000

worth of shoes a year, his sales will, perhaps, be $15,000

a year on men's and boys' goods and $25,000 on women's

and children's. Therefore, he should not have more than

$3,750 tied up in men's and boys' shoes and $6,250 in wo-

men's and children's stock.

Clear Out the Old Lines

"Assuming that the buyer's mind is now made up as

to how many new styles he is going to order and which of

the present stock he is going to discontinue, he should not

wait too long before cleaning up. He should begin a sale

and push the discontinued styles before the new ones arrive.

In offering these shoes for sale the buyer should not take

his markdown in sections. If he has to take a markdown,

he should take a good one while the original selling price

is still fresh in the minds of his prospective customers. In

that way he will gain new customers and a reputation for

being a 'live one.'

"When ordering new styles a buyer should not delay

shipments too long, for his competitor may show the same
styles before he does. It is a good rule not to wait until

the customers ask for new styles, but to show them early.

PATENT BAL, DULL
CALF TOP, RECEDING
TOE, LOW FLAT
HEEL. BY CORBEIL
LIMITED.

It is not necessary for him to get his whole stock in too

early, however, for by showing some of the new styles

earlier than his competitor he is not only able to sell more
shoes, but he is able to get a good idea of what to be pre-

pared for during the rest of the season. Besides this, he
will find that the early shopper will give his store good ad-

vertising by telling his or her neighbors of having seen cer-

tain styles in his store that she had not seen elsewhere."

Speaking of the profit limit, the authority said that in
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buying shoes it is important for the buyer to know the

wearing and fitting quality, but that this is not nearly so

important to know as the selling quality. He said that a

buyer will often find two manufacturers in one town using

the same material, yet one will get 50 cents a pair more
for his shoes than the other, and they will be worth it be-

cause they will retail for $1 more. It is up to the buyer,

therefore, to buy shoes that will sell quickly and give him
more than a fixed profit. He will need all the extra profit

he can make as a reserve fund, so that he can take a loss

in case he makes a mistake during the season in buying
the wrong style.

"If a buyer is now giving his customers very good
values by paying $2.25 for $3 shoes, he should be able to

buy a few styles of $2.25 shoes that will be so much better

than the others that he can get $3.50 for them, especially

in fancy styles.

How to Eliminate Mistakes

"If the buyer makes a mistake and orders the wrong
style, he should dispose of it as quickly as he can and with
as little loss as possible. He should then buy a new style

in its place and put a larger profit on it to make up the loss.

Xo buyer should return shoes he bought in good faith if

the order was filled properly. He must remember that, in

these days of efficiency and economy in business, the manu-
facturer and the wholesaler figure their profits on sales

as well as he does. If the shoes come back to them there
is a loss of profit on the sale in addition to the cost of a

double handling of the shoes and transportation charges.
"No matter how near the store is to the wholesale market

or how small it may be, no buyer should get the single pair,

or special order, habit. It is bad for him, and either shows
poor salesmanship or bad stockkeeping. It is a habit that

grows on a buyer if he finds a sale is hard to make, in spite

of the fact that many sales are lost by offering to get special
orders. He should try very hard to sell shoes he has in

stock, and he should have his sizes nearly complete at all

times. He should remember that a customer comes to his
store for shoes and not for promises. Particularly with

PATENT BAL, BLACK CLOTH
TOP, PLAIN TOE, MOCK
TURN. BY WOELFLE SHOE

CO.

women, there is often a strong probability that even after

special orders have been taken they will go to some other

store and buy their shoes. Occasionally a buyer will have

to take a special order for deformed or odd-sized feet, or

for some extremely fancy style. On such orders he should

not forget to figure a big profit—even to the extent of

doubling his money wherever he possibly can."

The speaker concluded by pointing out the necessity

of employing intelligent, well-trained, and honest clerks,

showing how the lack of them acts as a deterrent on busi-

ness, and how they can "make or break" a store.

Many Novel Styles Presented

The Smardon Shoe Co., Limited, have embodied in

their showing for the coming spring season many novel ideas

in patterns. The styles shown are models of good taste and
are decidedly practical. Several new boot lasts have been

added to their already extensive range and are particularly

adapted to plain toe high shoes. Among these high shoes

are shown many new patterns including the Gypsy bal and
button boot, the Tuxedo button, and several prettyf'pat-

P ATE NT SIDE BUTTON,
BLACK CLOTH TOP, WHITE
PIPING ON BUTTON FLY
AND FRONT SEAM, LOUIS

HEEL

terns in high wave tops. Two dainty pump lasts have also

been adopted. These are made exclusively for pumps and
colonials and it will require no expert to fully appreciate

them. Special attention has been given to the selection of

trimmings on the low shoes, although many of the new pat-

terns are shown plain. Owing to the varied patterns it would

be impossible to adequately describe them. A very attrac-

tive booklet is being mailed to their customers illustrating

a few of these styles in low shoes. It is quite evident to the

casual observer that quality in Smardon Shoes is pre-eminent.

Exclusive High Grade Models

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited, To-

ronto, have their new samples for spring completed and they

will undoubtedly prove of much interest to the trade. This

firm manufacture an exclusive high grade line of women's
Goodyear welts and among their range of spring samples

they show their concentrated efforts in producing neat,

dainty footwear in black and subdued color effects. Bronze,

blue and grey kid have been included in several very hand-
some creations. Their pumps, strap pumps, and Colonial

designs predominate in low shoes, although they make a

splendid showing of very fine kid and patent effects in button
and lace oxfords. The Blachford Co. are adopting five new
lasts. One of these is a strictly high grade New York style,

narrow toe, which they feel confident will prove a particu-

larly large seller with their city trade. Another is a new short

vamp last with a neat small toe and Castilian arch which
produces an exceedingly fetchy shoe. The other three lasts

are new staple styles carrying low and medium height heels.

Altogether the Blachford presentations for spring are an
exceedingly interesting revelation in women's footwear which
reflects most creditably upon the shoe making craft in

Canada.

Excel All Previous Efforts

The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Montreal, in their

new presentations, have excelled all previous offers. There
are two striking new lasts for spring, the Triple Entente
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and the Aero. The former has a medium round toe and is

seen in patent, gun metal, and tan, in hoth button and lace.

The Aero is built on splendid, attractive lines and is thor-

oughly representative of the high class models. It has a

medium round, recede toe, carries a low flanged heel and

beaded tip and comes in a whole foxed bal of gunmetal with

matt calf top. It leaves nothing to be desired by the smart

dresser. The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., who are

the largest makers in Canada of Goodyear welis for men,

are placing before the trade something new in their Vul-

canite sole oxfords and high cuts. This composition will,

it is claimed, give better value and appearance than rubber

soles and at a lower price. Vulcanite is warranted to give

satisfaction and will fill a demand that is growing rapidly

in every centre.

Many New Lines Shown

The new samples of the Murray Shoe Co., of London,

are the snappiest and most representative in character of

any ever produced by this firm. The showings in men's

welts and in women's welts and McKays, embrace all the

latest creations in leather, patterns and lasts. In the men's

lines four new lasts of an up-to-the-minute character have

been added, and a hundred and twenty-five lines are pre-

sented. In toes, there are the recede, medium recede, full

round toe, etc. There is a liberal representation in bals and

buttons for men, and several models have cloth tops and

carry both square and flange heels. In the selection of

women's welts two attractive new lasts have been incor-

porated, and a number of offerings with cloth and kid tops

in black and subdued colors are observed, in button and lace.

The Louis heel is the favorite. In the women's McKay de-

partment, special efforts have been put forth during the past

few months and the result is very gratifying. The firm

report that this line is equal to anything made in Canada,

or imported, to retail at popular price, and all the latest and

best fitting lasts are embodied in the range in which are

observed a hundred and twenty-five offerings. The travelers

of the Murray Shoe Co. are now on their spring selling

expedition.

Black Cloth Tops in Favor

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Quebec, state that while they

have made up a new set of samples for spring, there are very

few changes or additions from their range for fall. Their

lasts are all neat, shapely and good fitters and have proved
very popular with the trade. So far as cloth tops are con-

cerned, the firm are using black cravenette. They have made
up one or two samples of women's shoes with steel grey tops

and a couple of samples in men's, with a black and white

top, but do not expect any very large orders on these. The
firm are looking for considerable business on black cloth or

leather tops. The spring lines of the company are naturally

lighter than those shown for fall, and the range is a very

comprehensive and attractive one.

A Striking and Attractive Line

Several radical changes are noticed in the spring samples

of the C. N. W. Shoe Co., Limited, London, in their lines of

high and low cuts. The short vamp is featured strongly

and also the Louis heel. Fancy colored leather, together

with ribbed and snakeskin cloth for tops, will be found in

this extensive line. The Military boot, so called because of

the rich blue top bound with gold braid, is sure to be a popu-
lar seller. Pumps in fancy colored leather blended with well

matched shades of silk cloths will also be a feature. Lace
and button boots will be of a higher cut, owing to the present

style of short skirts, which demand a higher topped boot.

Seventeen buttons will be found on several of the styles

shown by the firm, especially on their wave top line. Of the

colored kids shown, bronze, pearl grey, white, blue, green

and a most delicate shade of purple should appeal to the

discriminating buyer.

Military tape for lace and button boots will prove as

popular as it did the past season, and the piping as used in

the vamp and foxing seams, tastefully matched to harmonize
with the several shades of leather used, will add tone to the

range. One new offering of the C. N. W. Shoe Co. is their

"Aunt Mary," especially designed to fit the elderly person
who wishes extreme comfort combined with style. This
shoe is the result of the combined efforts of the leading pat-

tern and last experts of the shoe world. For quality of

material and general workmanship the C. N. W. Shoe Co.

have certainly made very rapid strides.

Are Strongest Yet Presented

The new fall samples of Chas. A. Ahrens, Limited, Ber-
lin, Ont., have been completed and are the strongest and
most representative ever turned out at the factory. This
enterprising firm makes over eighty different lines in men's,
boy's, women's, misses' and children's, in McKay, McKay
welt, rivet and Standard screw. Chas. A. Ahrens, Limited,
are now making infants' and children's stitched downs, and
travelers are on the road covering their respective terri-

tories. There is a big demand for this new line, owing to

the fact that there are no tacks, wires, or any metal what-
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ever in the shoe, which is flexible, has a spring heel and is

of light weight. They are making a dozen or more lines in

stitched downs, and featuring white chrome soles on the
children's samples. The firm are looking forward to a par-
ticularly bright season.

Bound to be Trade Winners

The Williams Shoe Co., of Brampton, report that thev

have been kept very busy and working their regular hours.

They have been favored with three large army contracts

for shoes for home use, and have been complimented by the

government officials on the high quality of the boot, it being
up to the standard in every respect. They feel very optim-
istic for the future. Their new spring lines are now ready,

and the samples shown are very up-to-date and bound to be
trade winners all along the line. The eastern branch at

Truro. N.S., and the western branch at Regina, Sask., report

business very satisfactory and the prospects for the future

are good. Both these branches carry large stocks and are

always in a position to give customers in their respective

territories quick service. The fourteen travelers of the com-
pany have started out on their regular rounds, covering
the same territories as in former vears.

Are Extending Their Line

J. A. & M. Cote, makers of the famous "Yamaska"
brand of footwear, St. Hyacinthe, Que., report that business
has been exceptionally good with them during the past sea-

son. New samples for next spring and summer have been
completed and they are enlarging their lines, having added
six splendid fitting lasts to their range of men's, boys'

,

youths' and little gents' McKays. The firm also are making
a fine line of welts to retail at a popular price. Comfort,
durability and excellent workmanship are the first consider-
ations of the output of J. A. & M. Cote, who have established
a wide reputation for their footwear in all parts of Canada.
They report that the prospects for the coming season are
exceptionally bright.

All the New Effects Shown

Minister. Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, are showing some
very choice lines for spring and have put in a number of

shapely new lasts. In women's an all-kid Gypsy seam but-

ton and also a bal are noticed. A boot of blue kid is at-

tracting considerable attention. A round recede toe last for

women is a new offering and carries a common sense heel.

The diamond tip is featured, but the majority of samples
carry plain, medium pointed toes, with moderate length

vamp. A nut brown bal with diamond tip, combined foxing
and back stay and brown satin cloth top, is a neat creation.

Black cloth tops, and white and black effects are noted.

In pumps, white and grey kid tops are displayed with patent

foreparts and foxing. A cross strap slipper in patent, but-

toning on either side, is something decidedly classy. In

the men's line, a tan bal with tan cloth top and a patent

with grey cloth top, are much admired. Other dressy crea-

tions in gunmetal and patent are presented on recede, semi-

recede and round toes, completing a very representative

collection.

Discussing the style trend and future outlook an out-

standing authority says:

—

An interesting feature of the business this summer is the

way the trade has turned from the "gingerbread" shoe to

the more safe and sane styles. Novelty has been allowed to

run riot this season, and the limit was reached in the boot

BOYS HOME GUARD
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that laces behind. Now that style has no standing and such
freaks are worn only by women of peculiar tastes.

Instead of these freak styles a boot of medium and mod-
erate characteristics has been generally accepted, and the

women are as ready for them as is the trade. The fact that

even boots of moderate and temperate patterns can be made
to look attractive as well as wearable and reasonable in price,

has been no small influence in tempering the change. In

general the models of women's boots are attractive. It is

only the peculiar foot that being unsuited causes the shoe

to become unattractive. Where the boots are properly fitted

satisfaction is assured, even if the boot is not "all ginger-

bread" in decorations.

Freak Styles Do Not Pay

As an investment, the dealers have found that the freak

styles in women's wear have not been a success. The actual

demand by customers has been very small, and dealers have
returned case lots to the manufacturers because the boots

were unsaleable. The transaction is not stimulating to

business, but the retailers have led themselves to be deceived,

and the manufacturers have been willing to take advantage
of the wanderings of the dealers from the paths of common-
sense.
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How to Make Success of the Shoe Repair Business
Maintaining Its Efficiency and Service—A Business that Should Be Elevated to Its Proper Place—Skilled Men,
Prompt Work, Good Materials, Modern Machinery and Other Features are Essential—Getting Together

I wish that the subject of shoe repairing might have
been assigned to one better able to handle it, for I know of

no subject pertaining to the shoe business that requires

more thought, study or system to make it successful. Six

essential features are embodied.
First. System in planning the shop, and sub-dividing

it so as to get the greatest volume of work through without
sacrificing quality. By sub-dividing the work, I mean
classifying each kind of work and giving it to the man most
capable of doing that particular job.

Second. The best material must be used.

Third. Skilled men must be employed.
Fourth. Modern machinery and tools must be used.

Fifth. Courteous treatment to the trade is necessary.

Sixth. Quick service is essential.

I know of no other business, trade or profession that

renders better service to the people of the world than that

of shoe repairing, and I know of no other business, trade or

profession that gives the public in general as much for the
money, and yet I know of no business, trade or profession

that is struggling so hard for existence, or receives so small a

recompense for the service rendered. I know of no other

trade that requires so many working hours per day, or as

many days during the year.

The Hours Are Too Long

As a comparison take the carpenter, the plumber, the
mason, the painter, the machinist, or any tradesman,—you
will find the shoe repairer pegging away in the morning long

before any of them start to work, and you will find him in

the evening after all other tradesmen have ceased work for

the day. It is not love for the business or greed for money
that makes him put in so many hours of work. It is because
he does not get what he ought to for the service he renders.

These conditions exist because the business lacks

organization, and will continue to exist until those so engaged
get together and organize for better prices and better con-
ditions.

I believe it is only right and just that every man operat-

ing a repair shop and every man working at the bench should
get together to better their conditions and put the business

in a better and a more dignified position.

There are but few people who realize what the shoe
repairing business amounts to in volume. According to

statistics, the shoe repair business of America is more
than one hundred million dollars per year, which is equal
to, or perhaps exceeds, the shoe manufacturing business of

any large city.

The Big Volume of Business

At the present time the shoe repair business equals
about one-fifth of the entire shoe business of this country.

This would indicate that about one-fifth of the shoes pur-

chased are repaired, which is a small per cent. I believe

that four-fifths of all shoes purchased might be repaired,

and that the time is approaching when at least one-half

of all shoes purchased will be repaired, as modern machinery
enables the repairer to render quick and efficient service.

The soles on the $4, $5 and $6 shoes wear on an average
about 4 to 5 weeks. When the sole is once worn through
the shoe is rendered worthless until it is resoled. Now,
when the repairer gets this $4, $5 or $6 shoe, which is useless

because of the sole being worn through, he is expected to

Cand most repairers do) attach a better sole than that
originally put on by the manufacturer. The repairer puts
on a sole to wear eight to 10 weeks, thus giving the owner

at least double the service in wear that the manufacturer
gave him.

I maintain that it is not reasonable or sensible that a
repairer should restore a shoe to more than double its original

service for about one-fifth of its original cost or less, as he
is doing at present.

Shoe repairing is a business in itself, and should not

be connected with shoe retailing, only perhaps in a country

or village store, where the population is not sufficient to

support a regular repair shop with modern machinery.

The retailer in the city cannot get a sufficient volume
of business to pay him to operate a modern plant. There
are many other reasons I could give why retailers cannot

afford to operate a repair shop in connection with their

stores. If there are any retailers here who have tried it,

I believe they will bear me out in my statement.

How Prices Have Been Lowered

Competition is as keen in shoe repairing as any other

business, and the price of repairing has been driven down
so low in many of the larger cities that it is almost impossible

for a man in the business to live. Such conditions ought

not to exist. But such economic conditions have been

reached that it is beginning to drive the repair men to co-

operation. Co-operation will lead to organization; or-

ganization will lead to promotion, and promotion will

elevate the business to a profitable and dignified position.

Then the business will expand equal to any other, and will

render a service to the people equal to the shoe manufac-
turer, the tailor, or any other mercantile business (except

the shoe retailer, which, as a matter of fact, renders the great-

er service because if the retailer did not sell the shoes they

would not get to the repairer).

Created a Better Understanding

It was only a few years ago that representative shoe

manufacturers got together and formed the National Boot
& Shoe Manufacturers' Association to protect themselves.

The retailer then woke up to the fact that he too must
organize for his own protection against various abuses and
demands. Then the National Shoe Retailers' Association

was formed, then the state and local organizations began
forming, until they have gained sufficient strength to protect

themselves from any abuse of the manufacturer. These
organizations have brought about co-operation between
manufacturer and retailer, and co-operation has brought
about a better and more friendly feeling toward each other.

They have come to realize that whatever is good for one is

good for the other, as neither can exist without the other.

How Support is Needed

And so it is with shoe repairers. They need the support
and co-operation of the tanners, the manufacturers, the

retailers, and the public at large. They need the support
of the tanner, because of the leather consumed—the manu-
facturer, because of the many defects and weak places

repaired and made good; otherwise the shoes would be
returned to the manufacturer and cause him a great loss,

—

and the retailer because of the many alterations he has to

make to please patrons, and often correct small defects to

the customer's satisfaction,—and from the public because
of the economy and service rendered in practically doubling
the life and service of footwear.

In shoe repairing, as in all lines of business, honesty
is the best policy. A repairer should use only good material
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and do honest work. If in his best judgment a shoe cannot

be repaired to give adequate service he should so tell his cus-

tomer, and not do the job just for the sake of getting money.
A repairer should exercise salesmanship, as often a

customer will bring in a high grade welt shoe and ask to have

a patch put on the sole or have the sole nailed. Either of

these would be bad for the shoe, unprofitable for the customer

and of no credit to the repairer. In such cases the repairer

should exercise salesmanship and explain the method by
which the work should be done to render better service to

the customer, longer life to the shoe, and a better profit

to himself.

In my dealings with the public I find that most people

are honest, and those who are not prefer to deal with one

who is, so by dealing honestly with everyone, and giving the

best service possible, I have built up the largest shoe repair

business in the community and believe I have the distinction

of doing the largest shoe repair business in Iowa.

I believe that 90 per cent, of all shoes fitted with rubbers

or overshoes are not in proper condition to be fitted, because

the heels may be worn down crooked, or there may be a

hole in the sole, or perhaps both. If the shoe is run over at

one side, it will make an uneven tread on the rubber, thus

causing it to give out with but little wear. This often makes
a customer dissatisfied with the dealer, or with the brand of

rubber, when in reality neither are to blame.

If the dealer would explain to the customer the import-

ance of having the heels levelled and the shoe put in proper

condition before the rubber is worn, he would render a service

to the customer, to the shoe repairer, to the manufacturer

of the rubber, and would add to the process of building up
his own trade.—W. R. Lynn, before Iowa State Shoe Re-
tailers' Association.

SALESMAN SHOWED WAY TO PROFITS

A salesman, finding his sales poor, made diligent in-

quiry into causes thereof, and having found them, worked
out this remedy:

"Mr. Retailer," he would say, approaching his customer,

"I've a problem in simple arithmetic for you. Suppose you
paid $1 for a pair of shoes, and sold them for $1.25, what
would be your percentage of profit?"

"Twenty-five per cent., of course," the retailer would
answer. "That's easy. Give me something hard."

"But you're wrong," the salesman would reply. "If

you sold the shoes at $1.25, and made 25 cents on them,
then you made only 20 per cent, profit. Isn't that so?"

"Yes, it is. But what of it?"

"Just this—you and a good many other retailers are

selling shoes at what you think is a 25 per cent, profit, when
in fact you are getting only a 20 per cent profit, that is why
you are losing money."

In every instance, the retailer learned the lesson in

figuring profits, and prospered, and looked upon the sales-

man as one of his best friends.—Boot and Shoe Recorder.

"WHY I AM MAKING GOOD"
Instead of making a set of rules for their retail salesmen,

a metropolitan house employing a large number of clerks,

has compiled a list of reasons "Why I Am Making Good."
These are printed on the pay envelopes and in signing at

the end of each week every man puts down his name under
this list of reasons:

. I realize that in this business it is a case of the survival

of the fittest.

I keep constantly on my toes and give the best there is

in me.

I believe in the house I work for and in the merits of

the goods it handles.

I am an asset because I constantly earn more than they
pay me.

I come to business on time in the morning and take the

proper amount of time for lunch.

I do not stall; when I am out the house knows I am
doing business.

When going out I always leave word where I can be

found and at what time I will return and I always see to it

that I am back at that time.

I keep myself constantly in a pleasant mood and boost

every one connected with our organization.

I keep my eyes and ears open at all times in an endeavor
to avail myself of every opportunity to save the house time

or money.
I do not smoke in the building except in the room set

apart for that purpose.

I practice neatness and economy at every opportunity.

Some day I will have a business of my own and I shall expect

the same efficiency.

WINNIPEG STORE'S HANDSOME NEW FRONT

The cut on the front cover of this issue gives some con-

ception of the bright and captivating appearance of the Regal
Shoe Store, 289 Portage avenue, Winnipeg. A new front was
recently installed, making the exterior aspect of the shop
all that could possibly be desired. All the woodwork is

quarter cut oak and there are oak mirrors in both windows,
the full size of the windows themselves. The transom is of

bevelled plate glass, set in copper, while the art glass tran-

soms are also bevelled plate. The lighting is exceptionally

brilliant, there being six holoplane bowls complete, with 200

watt nitrogen lamps in the windows, while there is a holo-

plane bowl with 200 watt nitrogen lamp in the vestibule.

Over the doors and windows on the inside is the office of

J. B. Kilgour, the proprietor. The office location is very

convenient and the surroundings airy and bright. The man-
agement of the Regal Shoe Store is to be congratulated on
his progressive spirit.

a glimpse of the rushing, jostling crowd gathered in front
of Johnston's big shoe house, Vancouver, when a sale was

announced a few days after the fire on july 3rd.
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HOW TO FIGURE TURNOVERS
In answer to the question—What is the correct way to

figure the number of times a stock has been turned in a

year? "System" gives the following reply:

Divide the average stock on hand during the periods,

at cost, into the sales for the period at cost. Or divide the

average stock on hand during the period, at selling prices,

into the sales for the period.

For instance: Suppose the sales are $100,000 a year

and the goods these sales represent cost $50,000. There
are four inventories during the year, showing the stock

on hand at each time to have cost $12,000, $10,000, $8,000

and $14,000, and to have been marked to sell for $24,000,

$20,000, $16,000 and $28,000 at those times. The annual

rate of turnover would be figured either this way:

$100,000

$24,000 + $20,000 + $16,000 + $28,000

4

Or this way:
$50,000

$12,000 + $10,000 + $8,000 + $14,000

4

Which in either case is 4 6-11; since

50,000

44,000

4

is exactly the same as

100,000

88,000

4

Either method of figuring the rate is entirely accurate.

DO YOU LOVE YOURSELF ?

Young man, did you ever know anybody anywhere who
was helped or advanced through jealousy or suspicion?

Think hard, now. None ? I thought you would say

that.

Why, then, do you persist in thinking that anybody

in your store wants to keep you down?
You even suspect the boss himself once in a while of

trying to herd you into a blind alley, don't you?

I am much afraid, young man, that you have missed

your calling. You ought to be running the City Bank.

Or to be acting as king somewhere. Working in a store
surely is too tame for you.

Now, I hope I am not stupid enough to try to make
you believe that nobody ever tries to hold you down. It

is quite possible that there may be ungenerous attempts
of that kind once in a while.

But what I want to pound into you right here is that
these efforts cannot hurt you unless you allow your mind
to brood over them. Just as sure as you burn up your
mental energy in vain imaginings about what people are
trying to do to you—just that sure will you be in the most
danger of making the very failure your enemies pray and
hope you will make.

Forget it. Are people trying to knife you? All right

then, let them knife. But don't holler till you are hurt
You haven't time in your scramble for success to waste
good gray matter over some small souled individuals whc
are trying to do you dirt. If one of them gets in your
way, kick him out. But don't worry about it. You have
bigger things on which to exercise your brain.

I am a great believer in courtesy. I love the men who
can say unpleasant things or who can fight without leaving
any bruises on the heart. We are traveling this way only
once. And we may not amount to much. But I desire to

tell you that the fellow who speaks kindly, who spreads
sunshine even in business, who does not forget the little

niceties even in the toiling after the dollars, is the man
who will be happier himself because he makes others happy.

But I despise a being who is wishy-washy. Be a

gentleman without being a milksop. If you are a man,
don't conduct yourself so the girls will call you "sister."

If you are a woman, don't try to act like a man.
Be courteous, be kind, be lovely—and at the same time

be cold-blooded enough to make sure that nobody is using
you as a ladder or a foot stool. If you have to strike,

strike hard. Look out for yourself.

I have seen many a promising man or woman kept
down in business life because he or she didn't have ginger
enough to fight when it came time to fight.

I have seen capable people imposed on—just because
they would allow it—until they were reduced almost to

the point of servility. And I have blamed the people them-
selves rather than those who pushed them down.

The race is swift these days. Everybody has to look

out for himself. He has to remember that if he cannot
deliver the goods there may be others who can—at least

others who are willing to try.

Be sure of yourself. Know your job. Do the right

thing. Be square. Then you can look anybody in the eye
and insist on getting a decent deal. If you don't get it.

fight for it.

But don't brood. This is what I started out to say.

Don't fuss, fume ai.d worry over what you imagine some-
body is trying to do to you.

Go right ahead and saw wood. Be fair to everybody.

Do the right thing by all, including yourself, and the

chances for business success will be greater.

Did you ever hear of a courteous backbone?
That may be a queer name for it, but you know what

1 mean. That is the quality that employers to-day are

looking for.

Have you got it?

Or are you a brooder and a fretter, wearing out your
brain" cells trying to persuade yourself that somebody is

trying to get you?
Anyway, half the worry over this is caused more by

self love than by actual conditions.

Before answering, consider carefully whether you are

worth loving.

THE WAY TO SUCCESS

"The secret of success," the stamp said, "is

sticking to it."

"To succeed," said the knife, "be bright and
sharp."

"Keep up to date," said the calendar.

"Aspire to greater things," said the nutmeg.

"Don't knock—it's old-fashioned," said the

electric bell.

"Do a driving business," said the hammer.
And the barrel added: "Never lose your head."

"Make light of everything," the fire observed

cynically.

"But always keep cool," said the ice.
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James F. Clark, of Clark Bros., shoe manufacturers,

St. Stephen, N.B., is now on an extended trip throughout
the Canadian West. He will go as far as Vancouver and
visit all the principal cities. Mr. Clark has a fine attractive

range of women's high grade McKays on snappy, new lasts

in all widths.

B. Ouellette, shoe dealer, of Montreal, has assigned.

Pull straps bearing the name of the boots stolen from
the residence of J. O. Tucker, Henry St., Toronto, over a

month ago, resulted in the arrest of Stanley Torciak, 42 yi
Alice street, Toronto, on a charge of theft. Among the

articles stolen from the Henry street house was a pair of

boots with peculiar pull straps.

William E. Campbell, formerly on the staff of the Walk-
Over Boot Shop, Montreal, has joined the selling force of

the Slater Shoe Co., and will cover British Columbia for that

firm.

The Galibert Glove Works, Limited, of Montreal, have
been granted a charter. The capital stock is 890,000 and
the company are empowered to carry on in all their branches

the businesses of manufacturers, exporters and importers

of and wholesale and retail dealers in gloves and mitts of

every description, rubber footwear, and in boots and shoes

and all similar articles in leather, canvas, felt and cloth.

T. L. Guinivan, of the Walk-Over Boot Shop, Toronto,

has been spending a holiday in Beverly, Mass.
The P. J. Harney Shoe Company, one of the largest

shoe manufactories of Lynn, Mass., assigned August 17th

to Clifton Colburn, treasurer of the Merchants' National
Bank of Lynn; Charles P. Hall, of Boston, treasurer of the

American Hide and Leather Co., and Thomas F. Dolan,
of Boston. About 8250,000 is involved in the assignment.

The American Hide and Leather Co. is the largest mer-
chandise creditor and the Manufacturers' National Bank is

the largest bank which is a creditor.

Capt. George H. Wilkinson, of the first overseas, arrived

home at Windsor, Ont., on a short leave from the front, after

being wounded at Langemarck and Festubert. He is now
in the best of health. Capt. Wilkinson conducts in Windsor
one of the finest and best equipped retail shoe stores in West-
ern Ontario.

F. W. Horton, shoe dealer, of Calgary, has assigned to

E. A. Dagg.
The Walk-Over Boot Shop, 290 Yonge street, Toronto,

has fitted up a very neat and artistic orthopedic department
at the left hand side of the store. The interior of the special

room which is 14 by 7 feet, has been done in white enamel
and presents a bright and inviting appearance. This depart-

ment is in charge of Dr. G. L. Conquergood, of Toronto,
who is not only a graduate in a leading school of medicine,
but is an excellent orthopedic surgeon. All patrons of the

Walk-Over Boot Shop will be entitled to consult Dr. Con-
quergood without charge and he will give advice on foot

ailments of any nature. F. A. Guinivan, the proprietor,

intends making the new department a special feature for the
benefit and service of all Walk-Over Boot Shop patrons.

S. Craig, Smith's Falls, formerly with the White Shoe
Co., is now covering a portion of Eastern Ontario for the

J. A. Johnston Company, Brockville.

"A Dictionary of the Foot" is the title of a very neat
book which has been issued by Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, Chicago.
The book contains many illustrations of the human foot and

gives an explanation of its various parts in simple language.

It is an interesting manual fcr the shoe retailer, being

admirably arranged and setting forth many facts of interest,

covering as it does normal and abnormal conditions, mechani-
cal treatment, etc.

Miss Flossie Davis, aged 16, was found dying recently

in the store of James Markey, shoe dealer, Gananoque, in

which she was a clerk. She expired an hour later. Acute
indigestion was the cause of death.

G. C. Locke, who for the past three years has been
manager of the Cut-Rate American Boot Shop, Eighth
avenue, Calgary, has branched out for himself in that city

under the firm name of the Cut-Rate Shoe Store.

Repairs are being made to Johnston's Big Shoe House,
409-413 Hastings street west, Vancouver, which was recently

visited by fire. The renovated store will be one of the most
up-to-date in the West.

W. F. Fowler, shoemaker, Watrous, Sask., has moved
into a new stand, having purchased the Treuholm office

building in that town.

One thousand cases of rubbers which were purchased
from leading Canadian concerns were sold by auction on
September 2nd, at the auction room of Suckling & Co., 76

SON SUCCEEDS HIS FATHER

At a recent meeting of the directors of A. R. Clarke &
Co., Toronto, Griffith B. Clarke was elected president, in

the place of his father, the late A. R. Clarke, who passed
away a few months ago from the after effects of his experi-

GRIFFITH B. CLARKE, TORONTO

ence on the ill-fated Lusitania. Griffith B. Clarke has been
identified with the business since 1907, and four years ago
was made vice-president. He has had a well-grounded ex-

perience and, under his direction and management the com-
pany will no doubt continue to advance and expand as rap-

idly in the future as in the past.
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Wellington street west, Toronto. There was a large crowd

in attendance and the bidding was spirited. Five hundred

cases of leather shoes were also disposed of by auction.

A. Bonisteel, of the Collis Leather Co., who has spent

the past six weeks abroad, looking at the possibilities of the

raw calfskin market, and representing the merits of Aurora

calf to European buyers, will return home next week.

Hon. E. J. Davis, of the Davis Leather Co., Newmarket,

Ont., who has spent a very enjoyable vacation at his Muskoka
residence, has returned home.

R. Underhill, of Underhills, Limited, Aurora, who has

been on an extended and successful trip to the West, has

returned home.
The larrigan factory of MacKenzie, Crow & Co., Bridge-

town, N.S., was discovered to be on fire recently but by heroic

efforts the flames were confined to the boiler house, which

was destroyed.

Aubrey J. and E. J. Davis, of the Davis Leather Co.,

spent the week end recently with J. A. Walker, of the Walker,

Parker Co., at his summer residence, Port Credit, Ont.

The Ideal Shoe Co., of Elmira, Ont., have completed

their range of spring samples which are the finest ever turned

out by the firm. The company are specializing on fewer lines

this season, principally on box calf and gun metal in misses'

and children's. George E. Cowling is representing the firm

MAKING GOOD IN FOOT SPECIALTY LINE

Although he will not be 20 years of age until September

8th, Elmer Poyer, of the Canadian-Arrowsmith Mfg. Co.,

Niagara Falls, Ont., is one of the brightest and most aggres-

sive young men connected with the foot specialty trade.

He joined the Canadian Arrowsmith Manufacturing Co. as

bookkeeper and stenographer in April, 1914, and was appoint-

ed manager at the beginning of the present year, when L. R.

Creveling resigned. During the past few months new special-

ties havejbeen added to the list of articles manufactured by

ELMER POYER, NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

the company, who are making an interesting exhibit in Booth

48, Industrial Building, Toronto Exhibition Grounds. Mr.

Poyer is spending a few days in the city in connection with

the splendid display. He has also been doing considerable

traveling for the firm, covering the territory from Toronto

and west to the "Soo" and Windsor. Born on a farm in

Warren County, New Jersey, he was educated at Bangor,

Pa., and at the Easton School of Business, Easton, Pa. He
was billing clerk in the United States Express Company
of Bangor for some three years, while attending school, and

during his vacation he held various other situations, thus

gaining an all-round, thorough experience, which has served

him in good stead in his new position.

in Toronto, F. R. Delafield is looking after Western Ontario,

while the northern ground will be supervised by W. E. Metz.
The firm report bright prospects for the coming season.

A. McKillop, of A. McKillop & Co., Limited, wholesale

shoes, Calgary, is spending a few days on business in Toronto,
Montreal and other eastern centres.

Among the visitors from Northern Ontario calling upon
the shoe trade in Toronto during the past few days were
Thomas M. Mulligan, of North Bay, and Duncan McKinnon,
of Sudbury.

John A. Royer, late of the John Ritchie Co., Que., has
been appointed superintendent of the new plant of the
Canadian Footwear Co., Limited, which is being constructed

at Pointe Aux Trembles, Que., and will soon be in operation.

The firm will manufacture women's, misses' and children's

shoes in McKays and turns, and has been granted a charter,

with an authorized capital of $150,000.

J. G. McDiarmid, of Toronto, Western representative

of the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London, left this week on an
extended trip to the West.

Two well known shoe manufacturers have been taking

their summer holidays of late. R. D. Taylor, of the Robert
Taylor Co., Halifax, and T. N. Campbell, the secretary-

treasurer of the Amherst Shoe Co., Amherst, N.S. Mr.
Campbel spent a portion of his at the Halifax golf links.

W. H. Storey & Son, Limited, have been granted a

federal charter. The capital stock is $100,000 and the head-
quarters in Acton, Ont. The purpose of the company is to

tan leather and to deal in hides and skins and to manufac-
ture leather, textile and composition goods and deal in leather,

textile and composition goods, including gloves, moccasins,

shoe-packs and other leather goods, and to acquire the busi-

ness and assets of the business heretofore carried on by
W. H. Storey & Son, Limited, in Acton.

Fred Hull, of Toronto, has taken a position on the trav-

eling staff of John S. Townsend, wholesale shoes, Hamilton,

Ont.

Several members have recently been added to the trav-

eling staff of the Toronto warehouse of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Limited, and they will devote special attention to

the McCready line of shoes. Frank Springstead, an experi-

enced shoe traveler, will cover from Toronto north to Fort

William; H. A. Westlake, who has also had considerable ex-

perience on the road and was formerly with John Agnew,
Limited, Brantford, will look after Eastern Ontario, while

Alexander Haines, of Hamilton, who has been on the staff

of several Toronto wholesale firms, will attend to Western
Ontario.

Clarence Carey, of the Carey Shoe Co., Toronto, is in

Chatham for a few days, looking after the branch store of the

company in that city, owing to the manager, Will Lawson,
who was married recently, being away on his wedding trip.

Many friends will extend congratulations to Mr. Lawson
and wish him and- his bride every happiness and prosperity.

N. R. Feltes, treasurer of the Ames-Holden-McCready
Co., Montreal, was in Toronto last week on business.

A. Wellwood, shoe dealer, 1297 Danforth avenue, To-
ronto, has sold his stock to W. J. Reid, 2012 Queen street

east. Mr. Wellwood has purchased a farm a few miles from
Listowel and will take up his residence on his new property

in a few weeks.

Chief Engineer Reginald E. Jupp, who earned undying
fame by sinking nine Turkish ships in the Sea of Marmora, is a

nephew of James Jupp, 459 Broadview avenue (who recently

retired from the shoe business) and a nephew of J. Warden
Jupp, shoe retailer, 810 Queen St. E., Toronto.

W. Harold Budreo, of Toronto, representing the Regina
Shoe Co., was in Montreal last week on business.

J. D. Ross, of the Ross Shoe Store, Limited, Truro,

N.S., has sold his interest to the Cash Shoe Store, Limited,

under which name the business will be conducted in the

future. New fixtures are being installed and other improve-
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ments made which will make the establishment one of the

brightest business places in Truro.

C. E. Fice, of Toronto and I. Frederick, of Campbell-

ford, were in Montreal last week securing their samples for

the coming season from J. & T. Bell, Limited.

At the annual convention of the Union of New Bruns-

wick municipalities which was held at Fredericton on August

25th and 26th many important matters were taken up by-

leading men of the province. Among those who took part

in the discussion on the "Demands of Industry on Educa-

tion" was J. D. Palmer, president of the Hartt Boot and Shoe

Co., Limited, who is also president of the Fredericton Board

of Trade.

The Modern Shoe Repair Co., 505 Richmond street,

London, which is the pioneer establishment of its kind in

that city, has branched out by opening an up-to-date shoe

store and repair shop on Main street, Glencoe, which is in

charge of Joseph Russo. The company intend opening other

stores throughout Western Ontario as soon as suitable loca-

tions can be found.
Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Limited, Mon-

treal, was in Boston and other American shoe centres re-

cently.

John E. Johnston, 70 Brock street, Kingston, has in-

stalled a 6-foot U. S. M. shoe repair outfit in his establish-

ment.

P. J. Hogan, Montreal, U. S. M. Co. agent, is spending

a few days in Quebec factories.

J. E. Pare, sales manager of Dufresne & Locke, Montreal,
has been spending some holidays at his home in Quebec.

The Eaton Shoe Store is a new establishment opened

in Montreal at the corner of Amherst and St. Catherine

streets.

Mr. McPherson, of the Neill Shoe Co., Brantford, was
in Montreal last week.

Shoe retailers in most centres report that the children's

trade on the re-opening of the schools has been very good.

With the abundant harvest in the West the prospects for

fall business are promising.

William K. Morley, of Toronto, who, for many years,

y has been a widely known and popular shoe traveler, has
joined the Army Service Corps in connection with the Cana-
dian Expeditionary Forces and will go to the front.

Harry Adams, western representative of the Slater

Shoe Co., Montreal, has left for the West on an extended
business trip for the firm.

Rodolphe Gratton has been appointed manager of

Ottawa branch of J. I. Chouinard and the Columbus Rub-
ber Co., Montreal, which is located at 16 Mosgrove street.

Mr. Gratton was for eleven years in the employ of A. W.
Ault Co., Limited, wholesale shoes, Ottawa, previous to

entering upon his present appointment.
James Heffering has returned to Toronto after spending

the last two weeks in Montreal.
Charles F. Partridge, of Rochester, N.Y., one of the

most prominent and widely influential last manufacturers,
died at Clifton Springs, N.Y., recently. He had been unwell
for several weeks, his illness culminating in a paralytic attack
and the end soon came. The announcement of his death
at the comparatively early age of 57 years, is occasion for

deep regret throughout the shoe trade in which he had played
an unusually active, successful and honorable part. Mr.
Partridge was born at Norway Lake, Oxford County, Maine,
September 25th, 1858. At the time of his death he was presi-

dent of and actively engaged in the management of the fol-

lowing concerns:—Empire Last Works, Rochester, N.Y.;
Fitz Bros. Co., Auburn, Maine; Fitz-Empire Double Pivot
Last Co., Auburn, Me.; Maine Last Block Co., Harvey's
Siding, Me.; Sturgis-Jones Last Co., Brockton, Mass.;

John Pell & Son Inc., Newark, N.J.
A fatal accident occurred at the Breithaupt Leather

Company's tannery, Penetanguishene, when Charles
Honsinger, a native of Dunnville, Ont. but who had
of late made his home in Brantford, lost his hold

on a ladder placed against the side of the new tank
being installed as a part of the sprinkler system, and crash-

ing through the bracing and telephone wires, landed head
first on the ground. Death was instantaneous. He leaves a

wife, to whom he has been married but fourteen weeks,
who was formerly Miss Kruger, of Hanover.

J. S. Lovell, of Toronto, who is on the selling staff of

Corbeil, Limited, Montreal, has also been appointed represen-

tative of the L. & B. Shoe Manufacturing Co., 510 La Salle

avenue, Maisonneuve.
G. H. Ansley, of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont., was

in Toronto last week showing a fine range of spring samples,

which were much admired by the trade.

Mr. Locke, buyer for T. Eaton Co., Winnipeg, was in

Montreal and Quebec recently.

Wm. J. Lockhart, Toronto, was in Montreal last week
calling on the various shoe factories.

The Invictus Boot Shop, of which H. J. Eadie is man-
ager, will remove next week from 50 Yonge street, Toronto,

to the admirably fitted up store next to the Strand theatre.

A handsome new bronze front has been installed and the

PAUL ROY, MONTREAL, WHO REPRESENTS LUCIEN BORNE AND
J. EINSTEIN, INC. ON THE RIGHT IS W. R. BOX, OF SAMUEL
BARROW & BRO., LONDON, ENG., WHO RECENTLY PAID A VISIT

TO CANADA.

interior will be one of the finest and most attractive in

character.

James Lawther, who represents the Hartt Boot and

Shoe Co. in Toronto and western Ontario, has been spend-

ing a few weeks at Fredericton, N.B., on business.

R. J. Trethewey, representative in western Ontario for

Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, now has his

spring line ready and is spending a few days amongst the

trade in Hamilton and London.

R. L. Savage, representing the James Muir Co., makers

of fine welts, Maisonneuve, and also Clark Bros., makers of

women's high grade McKays, spent a few days in Toronto
recently showing samples to the trade. Mr. Savage will

shortly remove from Montreal and take up his residence in

Toronto.

R. Deschambault, liquidator, Saint Jerome. Que., will

sell by auction on September 13th at Saint Jerome the prop-

erty, furniture, etc., of the Cimon Shoe Co., Limited, in two
lots, viz. : Lot No. 1—The land and buildings upon same, with

dynamo and electric power installation, machinery and tools,

etc. Lot 2—Furniture in office and factory, harness, car-

riages, leathers, merchandise, traveling equipment, etc.

The former lot amounts to the sum of $69,492.29 and the

latter to $5,970.66. The auctioneers are Turcotte Bros.,

69 St. James street, Montreal.

H. H. Percy, superintendent of the MacFarlane Shoe Co.,

Montreal, was a recent visitor to Lynn, Mass.

Mr. Sewell, of Hanover, has removed to Walkerton,
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Ont., where he has taken charge of the repair department

in Chas. Petteplace's new shoe store.

Tobey's Limited, manufacturers of oak sole leather,

Collingwood, are preparing to increase their output and

addition s are being made to the plant. A large frame struc-

ture is being erected, which it is hoped will be ready for occu-

pation at the end of September. New equipment will also

be added. Tobey's Limited is one of Collingwood's most

progressive industries. It has been established many years,

and has always been carried on successfully. On two occasions

the industry suffered from fire, yet it has always risen from

the ruins, and to-day is in a nourishing condition.

Stanley Grimm has opened a shoe repair shop on Queen

street west, Bridgetown, N.S.

Edward Barber, shoe retailer, of Swift Current, Sask.,

has sold out to J. A. Early.

L. Godbolt, of Winnipeg, who is the Western Canada

representative of J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, having been

with the firm twenty-six years, was in Toronto and Mon-

treal last week on business.

Campbell & Winn, shoe retailers, proprietors of the

Sample Shoe Stores at 310 and 256>£ Yonge street, Toronto,

TRAVELER, RETAILER AND MILITIAMAN

L. W. Johnston, who, for the last six years, has been

covering the Maritime Provinces in the interests of the Cook-

Fitzgerald Co., London, will, in addition to their line this

season, carry that of the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

makers of women's fine welts, Toronto. Mr. Johnston has

had a rather interesting career. He is captain and acting

adjutant of the 29th Highland Light Infantry, and has

notified the commander of the division, that he is ready

L. W. JOHNSTON, GALT, ONT.

for every overseas service at any time. An enthusiastic

military man, as well as shoeman, he began his commercial

career as buyer for the Hall & Munson Co., a large depart-

mental store owned by one of the biggest lumber companies

in Michigan, and for four years was manager of the store.

After they were burned out Mr. Johnston was for a number
of years with the Seltz-Schwab Co. in the southern part of

Michigan. Coming to Gait on a visit some twelve years

ago, he bought out a shoe store and has been in the retail

business ever since, and has also spent a good deal of his

time in travelling—making good in both lines.

have sold the lower store to Leonard & Co. D. A. Leonard,

head of the new firm, was for some years manager of the

Slater Boot Shop, Toronto, and has many friends in the

trade, who will wish him success in his new venture. He
will conduct a high class specialty shoe shop for men and
women as soon as the present general stock is cleared out.

Patrick Rowan, who has been manager of the Slater

Boot Shop, Hamilton, Ont., has also been appointed manager
of the Slater Boot Shop, Toronto, and will look after both
establishments. He is an experienced shoeman and well

acquainted with the trade in both cities.

S. W. Caldwell, of the shoe department of the T. Eaton
Co., Winnipeg, was in Toronto, Montreal and other centres

recently on business.

Burglars recently visited the shoe store of Waterbury
& Rising, Main street, St. John, N.B., effecting an entrance

through a small window at the rear of the building. They
were, however, disappointed in their operations and managed
to escape, but carried away very little booty.

L. Sing has opened a new shoe shop at A. T. Wyatt's
store, Cannington, Ont., and makes a specialty of repair

work.

W. C. Myers, who represents the Star Shoe Co., of Mon-
treal, La Parisienne Shoe Co., Montreal, and the Rena Foot-

wear Co., Montreal, will, during the second week of the

Canadian National Exhibition, have all his lines displayed

in a large sample room at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, and
will be pleased to welcome all his old friends and customers.

W. J. Sisman, of the T. Sisman Shoe Co., Aurora, Ont.,

has been spending a holiday in the Temagami district.

The new branch of the United Shoe Machinery Co. at

Berlin, is now open and a full stock of parts and supplies.

L. W. Hanson, manager of the Toronto branch, is also

manager of the Berlin office and of which S. W. Price is in

charge.

Ed. Lynch, Western Canada representative of the Min-
ister, Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, left this week for the Prairie

Provinces with a fine range of spring samples.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, wholesale shoes,

Toronto, has returned from spending a pleasant holiday in

Goderich, Ont.

L. F. Jackson, who represents the Brandon Shoe Co.,

Brantford, in the Maritime Provinces leaves this week on
an extended selling tour throughout the east.

J. A. Adams, of the Murray Shoe Co., London, has

returned from an extended business trip to Montreal, St.

John and Halifax.

It is understood that the King Shoe Co., Limited,

Toronto, intend in the near future to make men's welts in

addition to their regular lines of women's. Several improve-

ments are being made to the plant.

W. V. Mathews, manager of manufacturing, Ames-
Holden-McCready, Limited, spent a few days recently in

Boston and other eastern shoe centres.

Narcisse Gagnon, of Aird & Son, Montreal, has returned

from a pleasant holiday trip down the St. Lawrence River

and Gulf.

L. H. Morgan, who has been connected with Williams

Shoe, Brampton, for a number of years, has been appointed
superintendent of the factory.

John Mason, of William Mason & Son, sheep skin tan-

ners, Dundas, Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

F. A. Meservey has been appointed sales manager for

Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited, wholesale shoes, Toronto,

and has entered upon his new duties. He has had a wide
experience in the footwear line, both wholesale and retail,

and was for some fifteen years with A. F. Cox & Son, Portland,

Maine, occupying the position of buyer for the last six years.

Mr. Meservey was also with L. P. Ross & Co., of Roches-
ter, a leading jobbing house for some three years. Previous
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to identifying himself with the wholesale line he spent some

five years in the retail end.

Mr. Sauve, of Sauve & Perras, leather jobbers, Mon-
treal, was in Boston recently on business.

C. W. Whitley, of Fred Whitley & Co., Montreal, spent

a few days in Boston and other centres recently on a busi-

ness trip.

L. S. McKindsey, Western representative of W. B. Ham-
ilton Shoe Co., Toronto, leaves this week on an extended trip

throughout the Prairie Provinces.

A. L. Dupont, of Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, Que.,

is spending a few days in Boston and other New England

centres.

W. T. Francis, of the John Ritchie Co., Que., was in

Boston and other shoe centres recently.

L. Gauthier, jr., of L. Gauthier Co., Quebec, paid a visit

to the New England shoe and leather markets last week.

Singer's Fit-Rite Shoe Store, Montreal, has been in-

corporated.

The U. S. M. Co., Montreal, have installed a 6-foot

shoe repair outfit, model N, in the shop of R. W. Groskery,

Perth, Ont.

Tourigny & Marois, Quebec, will shortly be installing

a full equipment of machines for the manufacture of Good-

year welt shoes.

Henri Martineau, Montreal, has associated himself with

the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited, and in the

cities of Montreal and Quebec will act as their representa-

tive. He has now received his full set of samples and is

well settled in his sales rooms at 502 St. Catherine street

east, Montreal.

Leduc & Bordeleau have opened a retail shoe establish-

ment at 29 St. Catherine street east, Montreal.

E. Bayes, 226 Eighth avenue, Calgary, has installed a

22-foot U. S. M. Goodyear shoe repair outfit, model N, in

his establishment.

G. J. Trudeau, Montreal, is at present in Boston and

other American shoe centres.

F. P. Beemer, with the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing

Co., Toronto, is spending a few days in Boston. Immediately

on his return he leaves for Winnipeg on his spring trip.

Sydney New, of the Newcastle Leather Co., New York,

was in Montreal this week visiting the Canadian office of

his firm.

R. J. Kidd, of R. Neill, Peterboro, was a visitor in Mon-
treal factories recently.

John G. Simpson, who was in the employ of Mutrie &
Son, shoe retailers, Victoria, B.C., for two and a half years,

has enlisted, having joined the 48th Battalion for overseas

service. Mr. Simpson, who is a capable and energetic shoe-

man, has always taken a prominent part in amateur athletics

and leaves behind him a host of friends, who wish him good
luck and a safe return.

Chas. A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., Toronto, has returned after spending a few days

in Montreal and Ottawa. This enterprising firm are making-

arrangements to double their factory space, so rapid has

been their expansion during the past year. The addition,

which they will take on, will enable the firm to turn out from
six to seven hundred pairs a day of women's high grade

welts, in which they specialize.

W. H. Jardine, representing the Blachford Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Limited, Toronto, is now visiting his custo-

mers in northern Ontario. While up there he will spend a

few days on a fishing trip on Manitoulin Island.

Since the last edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal
there has been another large issue of Canadian army shoes.

The boot is of the same type as already described, being

the standard pattern recently adopted. It is understood

that Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, have re-

ceived an. order for 67,000 pairs from the Militia Depart-

ment
; John McPherson Co., of Hamilton, were awarded

10,000 pairs; The Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, 8,000 pairs;

Valentine & Martin, Waterloo, 5,000 pairs, and the Western
Shoe Co., of Berlin, 5,000 pairs. It is also learned that

the Brandon Shoe Co. were given an order for 15.000 hos-

pital rest shoes, and Ames-Holden-McCready, 45,000 pairs.

"Prompt Service Catalogue" describes a new one issued

by the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited, Toronto,

illustrating twelve stylish, up-to-date lines which will be car-

ried in stock in their "Order Now Department." The assort-

ment of styles is inclusive of the big selling lines in which
the retail stores never want to be out of sizes. The fine

service which this department will be able to give the trade

in the matter of "sorting up" will no doubt prove more suc-

cessful this season than even last season, when for weeks
their factory had to work overtime in order to keep their

stock department filled up. The catalogue is very neatly

executed and was designed and printed by the Acton Pub-

lishing Co., Toronto.

Hallam's Weekly Market Report, Toronto, says: Beef-

hides—City butchers or packer hides with a good take off

which can be used in the better grades of leather are still

being absorbed at unchanged prices, while there is a de-

cidedly easier feeling on country hides or the poorer take

off, which has caused a decline of about 2 cents per pound

in this class of hide in the last two weeks. City butcher

hides, green flat, 18c. per lb. Country hides, flat cured,

17c. to 18c. per lb.; part cured, 16c. to I6 l/2 c. per lb. Calf-

skins are quiet, and an easier feeling prevails. City skins

green, flat, 15c. per lb. Country, cured, 18c. to 19c. per lb.;

part cured, 17c. to 18c. per lb., according to condition and

take off. Deacons or bob calf, 75c. to $1.10 each. Sheep-

skins are holding their own, late take off shearlings and

lambskins bring a little higher price on account of carrying

more wool. City sheepskins, $1.75 to 2.50 each. Country

sheepskins, 75c. to $2.00. Spring lambs and shearlings, 65c.

to $1.25.

2%

B i

A. MCKILLOP, WHOLESALE SHOES, CALGARY, WHO
RECENTLY DELIVERED AN ADDRESS BEFORE THE
CANADIAN CREDIT MEN'S ASSOCIATION ON "BUILD-
ING UP A BUSINESS BY RIGID INSISTENCE ON
QUALITY."
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SALESMEN ON "THE FIRING LINE" IN SPRING SHOE SELLING CAMPAIGN

Harry Adams
Slater Shoe Co.,

Montreal

W. E. Short J. T. Sutherland
Kingsbury Footwear Cook-Fitzgerald Co.,

Co., Montreal London

L. M. Stock
Walker-Parker Co.,

Toronto

C. S. Corson
Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto

W. C. Myers
Star Shoe Co.,

Montreal

A. M. Jarvis

Murray Shoe Co.

London

J. A. Morin
Jas. Robinson,

Montreal

Frank Power
Macfarlane Shoe Co.,

Montreal

Harvey E.' Graham
Hartt Boot & Shoe
Co., Fredericton

N. J. BORDEAU
Gait Shoe Mfg. Co.

Gait

J. G. Settle
Murray Shoe Co.,

London

H. E. Wettlaufer
Chas. A. Ahrens,
Limited, Berlin

John Scott
Eagle Shoe Co.,

Montreal

John Farewell
D. D. Hawthorne
& Co., Toronto

A. A. Armbrust
Woelfle Shoe Co.,

Berlin

G. H. Taylor
Kingsbury Footwear

Co., Montreal

E. E. McIntyre
Brandon Shoe Co.,

Brantford

Jos. Gravel
Thompson Shoe Co.,

Montreal

J. A. McLean
Eagle Shoe Co.,

Montreal

C. A. LeBlanc
Star Shoe Co.,

Montreal

L. Farewell
^artt Boot and Shoe

Co., Fredericton

W. E. Wilson
C.N.W. Shoe Co.,

London

A. A. Orendorff
Cook-Fitzgerald Co.

London

H. L. Geene
White Shoe Company

Toronto
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SALESMEN ON "THE FIRING LINE" IN SPRING SHOE SELLING CAMPAIGN

G. H. Ansley
Perth Shoe Co.,

Perth

R. G. Percival
Kingsbury Footwear

Co., Montreal

J. S. Lovell
Corbeil. Limited,

Montreal

H. E. Landon
London Shoe Co.

London

J. G. McDiarmid
Cook-Fitzgerald Co.

London

J. J. Connor
McLaren & Dallas,

Toronto

J. G. Riel
Star Shoe Co.,

Montreal

J. S. Ashworth
Sir H. W. Trickett,

Limited

Frank M. Downs
McLaren & Dallas,

Toronto

J. P. Maher
Reliance Shoe Co.,

Toronto

Gideon Knechtel
Williams Shoe, Ltd.

Brampton

V

J. A. Smith
D. D. Hawthorne
& Co., Toronto

H. B. McGee Fred P. Beemer
Minister Myles Shoe Blachford Shoe Mfg.

Co., Toronto Co., Toronto

W. H. Budreo
Regina Shoe Co.

Montreal

C. H. Firth
Sterling Bros..

London

W. G. Berscht
McLaren & Dallas,

Toronto

F. J. Sharpe
Eagle Shoe Co.,

Montreal

J. E. Firth Foster Chalmers
W. B. Hamilton Shoe John McPherson Co.

Co., Toronto Hamilton

Ken. Murray
Murray Shoe Co..

London

W. J. Gard
Eagle Shoe Co.,

Montreal

H. R. List
Luc Routier,

Quebec

W. S. Pettes
Star Shoe Co.,

Montreal

Henri Martineau
J. A. & M. Cote,

St. Hyacinthe
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NEW NAME FOR FELT GOODS
' The Canadian Consolidated Rub-

m£I»I T^^yOT ber Co. have christened their line

^ B of "Kumfys" and "Felt Foot" slip-

pers with a new name, namely, "Felt
Foot Slippers fcr Heme and Fireside." The lettering on the
words "Felt Foct" is the same as the Company have been
using for "Fleet Foot" shoes for "every sport and recrea-

tion." In view of the fact that the selling season for felt

slippers is approaching rapidly, this announcement is of

considerable interest to the trade.

MAKING A DISPLAY AT FALL FAIRS

T. W. Hart, western representative of the Nugget
Polish Company, Toronto, has returned from an extended
visit throughout the west. He had charge of the exhibits

of the Nugget Polish Company in Calgary, Edmonton and
Saskatoon. H. W. Parsons, eastern representative of the
company, started on his fall selling trip last week and will

visit many important centres in Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces. He will have charge of the company's exhibits

in Quebec, Fredericton, Halifax and Charlottetown, P.E.I.,

KEEPS HIS EYE ON THE STOCK
One of the live members of the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Company is A. D. Weber, who is a Berlin boy. He
entered the employ of the Berlin Rubber Mfg. Co., as a

shoemaker in 1901, and later, was transferred to the ship-

ping department, after which he took a position on the road.

At the organization of the Merchants' Rubber Co., he joined

A. D. WEUER, BERLIN

that concern, and when the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Company was launched, he was made assistant manager of

the Merchants' mill. His next post was manager of the

shoe department of the Toronto branch, from which he was
promoted to his present position at the head office in Mon-
treal, where he has complete charge of stock, and devotes

his attention to the weeding out the commercially unfit. His

duties include the manipulation of the merchandise, so that

there will be no undue accumulation of inactive stocks at

any one [joint and that goods will travel by the shortest

route between factory and consumer.

while L. R. Howard will supervise the exhibits in Ottawa
and Sherbrooke. The display at London will be looked after

by F. B. Bollard. John Harris, manager of the company,
will be in direct charge of the Toronto exhibit and will be

assisted by several of the staff.

PLAYING FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP
Through the loss of their last game played with U. S. M.

Co. team, the Kingsbury Footwear Co. nine are forced to

play off next Saturday with the former team for the cham-

pionship of the Maisonneuve Baseball League. A crowd of

over 1,500 people witnessed the last game between the two

teams, which was played on the National Grounds. Below

is the score by innings

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 R. H. E.

Kingsburv .,..00200 1 20 1 0 6 13 6

U. S. M. Co. . . 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 7 5 3

Prevost and Fernet—O'Donnell and Irwin.

WHY SHOULD THIS GO ON?

Editor Shoe and Leather Journal-—
I am not a kicker or a knocker. I like to see everyone

get on as well as possible and make all the money they can
and be as happy as they can be on this mundane sphere.

I am informed, on what I believe good authority, that the

Y.M.C.A. of Toronto have been handling tennis shoes and
supplying them to their own members, as well as to soldiers

and others.

Now, what right has an institution of this kind to go

into such a business or any firm to supply an institution like

this with the necessary requisites to enable them to make
the venture? This is in direct opposition to the legitimate

retailer who pays rent, taxes, and all other levies, and is the

best medium of distribution that the trade enjoys. In fact,

his importance and place in the community can scarcely be

realized.

I am offering this observation in the hope that some
explanation may be forthcoming through your columns.

Yours, etc.,

Business.

MAKING GOOD PROGRESS IN WORK
The executive of the Toronto Shoe Retailers' Association

have been meeting weekly for some time past, getting the

constitution and by-laws in shape. A general meeting of all

the members of the Association will be held on Thursday,
September 9th, at 9.30 o'clock, in the Temple Building,

Toronto. The object of the gathering is to approve the con-

stitution and by-laws and to appoint special committees for

the year. It is hoped that there will be as large an attend-

ance as possible, in order that all may show their appreci-

ation of the good but quiet and effective work which has been
done by the executive during the past few weeks.

CURING RETURNED GOODS EVIL

An association of retailers in St. Louis are using space

in the St. Louis papers in order to deliver to the public an
important message on returning merchandise. It reads as

follows

:

"In a spirit of fairness and protection to the shopper,

and in justice to the merchant, the Associated Retailers of

St. Louis are obliged to adopt the following just and rea-

sonable rules in order to materially remedy 'The Return of

Merchandise Habit,' a very unfair and unnecessary practice

decidedly costly to the stores and public as well."

The advertisement then enumerates a list of goods which
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TORPEDO LAST

MR. RETAILER—
Our range for Spring is now completed, and travelers are

out with samples.

Very shortly the Cook-Fitzgerald salesman will be calling

on you, and we solicit your attention to his line :

—

Astoria and Liberty
Shoes for Men

You will find in this line the right kind of shoes for your

most particular trade—shoes in which smart style is com-

bined with perfect fit and faultless quality.

Don't place your Spring order until you have seen the

"ASTORIA" and "LIBERTY" samples-nothing better

can be had at any price, because nothing better could

be produced.

The Cook-Fitzgerald Co., Limited

London, Ontario
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Aird
McKays

an(^ Aird Spring Samples are now
TlimS in the hands of all the

Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON • MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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Spring Styles Now Ready
Canada's premier line of

Women's Fine McKays

SHO

Solid leather, flexible and squeak-

less. Made in sufficient variety

of style to meet all demands.

Our representatives are now showing

the complete range for 1916

The W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.
Berlin, Ontario

New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island . KILLAM & SEMPLE
Quebec A. MARTiNE. 743 Champlain St.. Montreal

Ottawa Valley E. E. CODE. 281 Wellington St.. Ottawa

Sntrafontario \ • . L. B. HUTCHISON. J. BRYANT. 76 York St.. Toronto

Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta ...... G. G. LENNOX
British Columbia ... F. F. HENDERSON, 416 Cordova St.. Vancouver

Northern Ontario J. E. FAWKES No. 153

Patent Colonial Pump, white piping around
top, spool heel

cannot be returned, among these being: "shoes, when altered,

buttons reset, or that have been worn or damaged.

"All other merchandise will be considered sold and not

returnable, if in the customer's possession longer than three

days, and then only returnable in original condition and box-

ing, and accompanied by sales check.

"We ask your co-operation in enforcing the above rules,

which go into effect August 1, 1915."

STOCKHOLDERS WANT GREATER PUBLICITY
Stockholders of the United States Rubber Co., under

the leadership of John Muir & Co., have brought pressure

to bear on the directors of the company and demand greater

publicity regarding the affairs of the corporation. This was
brought about by the passing of the dividend on common
stock by the company wrhen the stockholders and the general

public were under the impression that business with the

company was very good.

A spectacular raise in the stock followed by an equally

conspicuous decline, coming as it did just before the dividend

meeting caused a great deal of comment and rumors claimed

manipulation on the part of insiders. In fact, the financial

papers contained considerable comment on both sides of the

question. Up to date the stockholders making claim for addi-

tional publicity say that they cannot obtain any information

regarding the affairs of the corporation.

"What's up," asked Fred, reigning in his steed.

"Why, as to that—the sky, and, in fact, the complete

planetary firmament," replied the native politely. "But I

arrested your locomotion to acquaint you with the phenom-

enon that your beacon has ceased its function."

"Come again?"

"I thank you, sir, perhaps I shall, but as I animadverted,

your illuminator is shrouded in unmitigated oblivion. In

other words, the effulgence of your irradiator has evanesced."

Just as the solitary cyclist had his mouth seven-eighths

open to call for the man's arrest a small boy passing

yelled: "Hey, mister, yer lamp's out."

"It's a wonder you wouldn't a-told me that," said Fred

reproachfully as he lighted up and pedaled over the next

to the oldest inhabitant's toes.

DID NOT UNDERSTAND AT FIRST

A solitary cyclist, a benighted stranger from Montreal
(Fred Meinzer, we believe), was pedaling ponderously down
Main street when Granby's next to the oldest inhabitant
courteously attracted his attention by standing in the middle
of the boulevard with outstretched arms.

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
TOES
We make all

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal
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McKAY
S EW INSHOES

FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CH 1LDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right price for the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 Beaudry St., MONTREAL

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng'.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

f and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryeo" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street • NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, OrtH <&

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 10.10 NO. BRANCH STREET

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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"ROYAL" *» "BULLDOG"

OUTING SHOES
Our selling representatives are now showing the

Complete Range for Spring 1916

Wait until you have seen the

Independent line before placing

your Spring order. In the Sum-
mer season just closing our vari-

ous styles of Sport Shoes have

enjoyed a wonderful success.

And still greater success is assured

to merchants who buy them for the

next season, as the range has been

strengthened by the addition of

many new lasts and styles for both

men and women.

AND, REMEMBER, OUR LINES ARE
RENOWNED FOR QUALITY

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - - - Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - - - -

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited -

The J. Leckie Co., Limited - -

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas -

----- Montreal, Que.

- Winnipeg, Man.

- Vancouver, B.C.

- - London, Ont.

- - Toronto, Ont.
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A Juvenile Line of Real Merit

The IDEAL Shoe is bench-
made, and positively no cut
off tips are used in its manu-
facture. It is a perfectly made
shoe in every detail, with a
style that is smart and dis-

tinctive, and whose wearing
qualities are uncommonly
good.

PATENT
BOX CALF
GUNMETAL
DONGOLA

MADE ONLY BY

The Ideal Shoe Co., Limited

Elmira -:- Ontario

THE

LIMITED

Oshawa, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent :Si<hs, iVox

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun

Metal Sides, Heavy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-

tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

1

s

; Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe "

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN

CHROME SOLE

FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for

army purposes.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

TAP SOLES^^e s^an<^ behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

Established Over Half a Century
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Watch For The Big Spring Range
of Canada's most popular line of men's staples—a line

that always finds a ready, steady sale wherever shown.

The Williams Shoe
Its reputation is founded upon the solid rock of quality.

Every WILLIAMS SHOE is made to wear well, and it

does wear well. Nothing but the most flawless material

is used and every detail of workmanship is carried out

with unremitting care. At the same time, the WILLIAMS
SHOE has unexcelled fitting qualities, and is one
of the neatest appearing shoes for men on the market.

Be Sure You See the Spring Line

WILLIAMS SHOE, LIMITED
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO

IVe Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

m V

////•

Established

1900

/W rfh W ^ x

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

if
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. ML Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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ST HYACINTHE,
CANADA

LA COMPAGNIE
J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE, QUE.

THE SALEABILITY OF
YAMASKA BRAND

lies in their popularity. And this,

in turn, is due to their quality.

You should at all times have a stock

of YAMASKA BRAND SHOES.
They're sure steady sellers, and last

of all repeaters.

They're just what the great majority

of the people want in Style, Fit,

Service and Price.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E.C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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"KHAKI 9 9

Colored Glove Horsehide

This new soft green color is now added to

our regular line and Khaki Horsehide has

all the desirable qualities which have made

P. & V. Glove Horsehide so well known.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOOEL CO
85 = 87 South Street = Boston, Mass

lI" lim

BELRLIN,

imited

ONT

WRITE FOR OUR

STOCK SHEETS
Solid Leather Shoes

A new feature of our line is the Infants' and
Children's Stitch Down. This line is having a
brisk demand and we are in a position to look

after your requirements in these tackless goods.

IN STOCK
at all times, and ready for shipment at a
moment's notice, over

EIGHTY DIFFERENT LINES

And assorted stocks of Men's, Boys', Youths',

Women's, Misses', Gents', Girls', and
Children's Shoes in McKay, McKay
Welt, Standard Screw or Rivet.

See Our Traveller

For Your Staples
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BARRIE TANNING COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF
LI M IX £ D

STAPLE

FANCY
U«SSET SIDES AtiO

BRIDLE
. COLLAR
SPLITS

BOOKBINDERS

BARRIE, ONT.
W A REHO USE <9 6ALES ROOMS, 51 FRONT 57V EAST,TORONTO.
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YOUR

GUARANTEE
FOR QUALITY

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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Keeping Pace With Progress

THERE is no retailer who would not

benefit by subscribing for one or

more trade papers published in the

interest of the line of merchandise in which

he is engaged. It is absolutely impossible

for him to keep pace with the progress and

development of conditions in his particular

calling unless he does.

The wide-awake, aggressive merchant of

to-day has no trade papers lying around

with uncut wrappers on them, for he has

learned that they are an essential factor

in his business routine. Every time he has

perused the columns of his particular trade

paper, he has applied the emery wheel of

progress and has polished and brightened

his business intellect.
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A Una of W\;>;[\ class shoos for

woman iiia«lo by

Porth vSlioo Company

Ontario

)oo<Ty onr Wo I ts

IliK'h Cits $4,00 HotaTI

pictajvs, Colo ill ah an. I

0;<for<U, $3,30 Retail

Marry smart nmv stylos of raal

nMstinotion are to oa saan la tha

ilan^a for -Spring 19.10.
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= "Ritchie Service" =

ONE O'f O C7R SPECIALS

Only the very best of materials are used in the

manufacture of our cushion insole,

for service, style an<l comfort this l>oot is in

a class !>y itsoU',

The large sale proves the satisfaction it is giving

to the wearer,

We nov/ have this shoo (N-5'TOCK.

Write us to<lay

The

John Hito hi o Company
l,iuiite<l

Ouoooc
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Snappy Spring Lines

PATENT LEATHER VAMP AND FOXING, BLACK
CLOTH TOP, LOUIS HEEL, SIDE BUTTON

Has our representative

called on you yet ? If not,

wait for him. It pays.

KINGSBURY
AMERICA'S BEAUTY
CANADA'S PRIDE

You can always count on these lines re-

flecting the very latest style tendencies

—

just as you can depend on their having

individuality in appearance, plus uniformity

in good workmanship. You, Mr. Retailer,

can find just what your trade demands
in our Spring 1916 range—every shoe a

splendid seller.

MILITARY PUMP,GREY KID TOP, SMALL
ORNAMENTS ON SIDE AND THROAT

Kingsbury
Footwear
Company
LIMITED

Specialists in Ladies' Footwear

Montreal MILITARY
I
BAL, FANCY CUT FOREPART

AND FOXING, PATENT LACE STAY AND
COLLAR
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Ready for

5026—Pat. Plaza." Black Cloth Top.
Louis Heel. Lorraine Model. $3 25

5024—Pat Lace. Black Cloth Top. Eunice
Model. $3.00.

5012—Pat. Button. Black Cloth Top.
Philys Model. S3. 00.

the Fall Drive

Canada's Finest

Footwear for Women
at Your Service

Present conditions in the Business World

have caused many dealers to buy in small

quantities for Fall.

You will need sizes for immediate delivery 5025—Pat.Lace, Diamond Tip,Black Cloth
Top. Louis Heel. Lorraine Model, $3.25

many times and to this end we have

Twelve of the Leading
Lines for Fall

IN-STOCK
SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Our travelers are out covering all Canada
for spring, and one of them shortly will be
in your town. Do not place your order

until you see him

Blachford Shoe
MFG. CO., LIMITED

92-94 Sherbourne St. - - TORONTO

5001—Pat. Button. Black Cloth Top,
Grecian Model. Medium Wide Toe. $3.00.

5004—Pat. Button. Black Cloth Top, Ritz
Model, Medium Narrow Toe, $3.00.

5007—Velvet Kid. Button Boot, Cushion
Insole, Nature Model, $3.00.

5008—Same in Bluch. Cut. $3.00.
5023—Pat. Lace. Dull Quarter. Grecian
Model. $3.00.

5000—Pat. Button, Black Cloth Top. Tip,
Patrician Model. $3.00.

5011—Same, Dull Top. $3.00.
5019—Kid Button. Pat. Tip. Mil. Heel.

Sibyl Model. $3.00.
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Canada's Latest Shoe Venture

We take pleasure in announcing the opening of

our new, up-to-date factory at Point Aux-Trembles,

specializing in the manufacture of Women's, Misses'

and Children's McKays.

Salesmen are already on the road with the finest as-

sortment of shoes ever offered in Canada.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES:—
AUGUSTE MARTINEAU, JAS. GRANT, E. G. McCOLOUGH,

Montreal Eastern Ontario Maritime Provinces

J. LANGEVIN, L. P. DELONGCHAMPS, B. R. GROSSKURTH,
Quebec Province Eastern Townships Western Ontario

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR CO., LIMITED
Offices and Showrooms 44 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

A. LECOURS, Man. Director EMILE LAROSE, Sales Manager
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Experienced shoemen say that

frequently a sale is made or lost

by a customer's first impression.

How necessary it is, therefore, that

you show footwear so carefully

made, from cutting to finishing,

that it invariably pleases the eye

!

But also it must be made of the

best material, fit comfortably and

sell at a reasonable price.

On all four points BELL Shoes

give eminent satisfaction.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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A Hartt Style

A "SPRING 1916 SAMPLE"

Dull Calf Bal, Receding
Toe, Low Heel, On New
Last.

/^)UR Travelers are just starting

"Spring 1916 trip." They
are probably later than most

others, but our excellent range

will justify the live dealer waiting

to see it before placing.

" Ask to see the Gold Medal Line."

L I

THE HARTT BOOT & SHOE CO.
LIMITED

" Canada's Best Shoemakers

"

FREDERICTON, N.B.
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If you—
are on the lookout for the best values that

can be secured, you should make it a

point to see the Spring range of the

Drummond Shoe
for Men

We manufacture medium grade

Goodyear Welts cnly, and, by

so closely specializing, we are

able to produce shoe values that

are little short of amazing.

There's real art in the design

of every Drummond Shoe
That is, they are appreciatively designed by men who
thoroughly understand the fundamentals of shoe style

—

w.ho have accurate knowledge, acquired by close study

of what your customers require in shoe style.

And then—quality! Every Drummond Shoe is produced

in a large, modern shoe factory, thoroughly equipped

with all the newest and best machinery for producing

accurate and perfectly finished

work.

Make no mistake, Mr. Shoe

Merchant, in the Drummond
range for Spring you will find

the very best buys for medium
grade Goodyear Welts. See the

range — it's most convincing.

DRUMMOND SHOE, LIMITED
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE.
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sYater Shoe Ta
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In Stock Line

No. 540

$5.00 Value

In Stock Line

No. 541

$5.00 Value

SLATER SHOES
Are full values, and the

Spring 1916 Models are

the last word in style, fit

and quality. A surety

for quick and profitable

selling at right prices.

In Stock
Department

Twenty-five popular priced lines

have been selected and cata-

logued for this department to

enable our customers to keep

their lines constantly filled.

Service
Orders for "In Stock Goods"
shipped the day they are received.

Write for catalogue.

THE SLATER SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL

MAKERS OF MEN'S WELTS EXCLUSIVELY
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CLASSIC
SHOES

Have you seen the range for Spring ?

In every section of Canada the

CLASSIC Shoe is proving its

supreme worth as a business

builder, in the women's and

children's departments

And the range is so complete

and comprehensive that it ranks

with any on the continent for

variety and value. You can

follow your instinct to push

"Made-in-Canada" Shoes, with

the assurance of the best results

to yourself and your customers,

by selling CLASSIC SHOES.

The Shoes

That Are

Supplanting

Foreign Footwear

Getty & Scott
Limited

QALT, ONTARIO



Important
^JpHIS is to announce to the Shoe trade

of Canada that the undersigned have

acquired the Shoe Manufacturing busi-

ness formerly carried on by the Cook-

Fitzgerald Co., Limited, London, Ont.

As every shoe merchant knows, the

Cook-Fitzgerald firm manufactured the

well-known

F. S. SCOTT, M.P.

"Astoria"
Goodyear Welt

These lines have an established reputation

second to none in the men's shoe field and this

reputation will be maintained and extended and
the well-known brand names—" ASTORIA "

and "LIBERTY" will be retained.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited

London, Ontario

Well-known
brands with
new vigor
infused.



Announcement
The travelling staff of the late firm will

also be retained in full strength; its

members are, at this time, out on the

road with complete sample assortments

of the line for Spring placing.

"Nothing Succeeds Like Success"

Messrs. Scott and Chamberlain, whose
photographs appear in this announce-
ment, will be recognised as being also

the president and secretary respectively,

of Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, whose
success with "Classic" Shoes for Women
and Children is well-known.

"Liberty"
Shoes for Men

Up-to-date methods and reliable service which
have made the "Classic" Shoe a Canadian
National Institution will, unquestionably do the

same for "ASTORIA" and "LIBERTY"
Goodyear Welted Shoes for Men.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited

London, Ontario

WM. CHAMBERLAIN

Will prove that

"Made-in-Canada"

Men's Shoes are

second to none
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CLASSIC
SHOES

Have you seen the range for Spring?

For

Women
and

Children

If you have been under the im-

pression that you had to go

across the boundary line for

real snap and sparkle in shoe

styles, the CLASSIC range for

Spring will show that such an

impression is not justified by

the facts.

Comparison will prove it. Com-

pare the new CLASSIC models

with anything from the United

States, and it will be the foreign

makes, and not the CLASSICS,

that will suffer by comparison.

Getty & Scott
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
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Yamaska Brand
IMPLIES SENSIBILITY IN SHOE CONSTRUCTION

It has taken over half a century to build the

reputation of YAMASKA BRAND footwear, but

our policy today is the same as the day we started

in business—not so much to make shoe styles on the

latest lasts as it is to make shoes that last (though

our lines are always snappy and up-to-date). We
aim at QUALITY, rather than at STYLE, and as we have built

our large trade on QUALITY at REASONABLE PRICES,
we want our clients and prospective patrons to know that

Spring 1916 will prove no exception to past seasons.

Sensible, lasting and comfortable lasts make up the

YAMASKA Spring range. Be sure to see it thoroughly when
our salesman calls.

LA COMPAGNIE

J. A. & M. Cote
ST. HYACINTHE QUE.

ST. HYACINTME ,

CANADA.
ST. HYACINTM6.

CANADA.
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Watch For the Eagle Traveler

EAGLE'
WITH

AND

FRANK W. SLATER'S

u

Men's Patent Bal, shepherd's plaid top,

patent eyelet facing. A last which comes
in all combinations.

STRIDER" SHOES

Our Spring 1916 samples include all the most
recent changes in lasts and patterns, and we are

showing a wider range than ever before.

We specialize in making high grade Welt and

Turn shoes for both men and women. Eagle

shoes are noted for their style and individuality,

as well as for their genuine wearing qualities.

Our "Extra" for Spring—
"La Lorraine" McKays

We have added a limited range of Women's McKays,
all solid and made on lasts up-to-the-minute. McKays
with that smoothness and flexibility that is so much
talked of and so hard to get. And they are priced to

allow a splendid profit and still answer the popular

demand. We have named it our "La Lorraine" line.

Talk it over with one of our boys.

Quebec Province: A. J. PINSONNAULT E. Ontario: ALF. WINN W. Ontario: F. B. HULL Maritime Provinces: W. J. GARD
Manitoba: JOHN SCOTT Montreal Island: E. A. MARCHILDON Saskatchewan and Alberta: S. A. McLEAN

The Eagle Shoe Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Makers of "Eagle" and Frank JV. Slater's "Strider" Shoes
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Don't fail to see

Special ™rlineofBoys
'

Note
ome Guard

Shoes in Calf

Leather.

It's a W inner.

"BRANDON" "MONARCH"
and "Dr. BRANDON" °B5"

The Spring Range is now being shown. You will

observe when the Brandon Salesman calls, that the

plainer and more sensible patterns have the lead.

We are also showing a special line of Flexible Welts
that should appeal to every merchant who wants a

shoe to retail at $4.00

This is what you want, because it is what your
trade wants. At the same time, the range is very
large and comprehensive, containing an assortment
of lasts that will suit every type of men's feet that

you will be called upon to fit.

And Brandon Quality is the Very Highest

Our Twenty-One Day Service is at your disposal.

Take advantage of it, wire, phone or write your rush
orders in and they will be looked after.

THE BRANDON SHOE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD - ONTARIO
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McCREADY
SHOES FOR SPRING

Women's Derby Colt, Foxed Oxford,

Grey Top, Pointed Tip

In the point of fashion, for genuine

worth, and for appearance you can't

beat the McCREADY SHOE.

Each shoe is built for a definite

purpose, each shoe fulfills a definite

style expression and gives 100 per

cent, satisfaction.

Therefore, why not insure yourself

against loss by placing your Spring

1916 order now f

Watch for the McCready salesman.

Men's Gun Metal Calf

Bal, Seamless

McCREADY SHOES
Quality First, Last and Always
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Most Comprehensive Line of

Sport Shoes Ever Offered
to the Canadian trade is now in the hands

of our representatives.

"ROYAL"™ "BULLDOG"

OUTING SHOES FOR 1916

In this range you will find some-

thing to suit every shade of

demand and to fit the size of every

pocketbook. It gives you the op-

portunity to make a selection for

your spring trade that will assure

your customers the service they

expect and the service it pays you

to give.

See the salesmen from the jobbers who are

handling " Royal " and " Bull Dog "-their

names are listed below—before you place

any spring orders for sport shoes. You
want values and these jobbers can show
them.

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S. The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited - - Winnipeg, Man.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask. The J. Leckie Co., Limited, - - - Vancouver, B.C.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited - - - - - Ottawa, Ont. The London Shoe Co., Limited - - - London, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - -- -- -- - Toronto, Ont. McLaren & Dallas ------- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - --------- - Montreal, Que.
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HREGAL PS

Sell Twice The Shoes With
Half The Effort

This is easy for the shoe merchant who has the exclusive local

agency for Regal Shoes.

Regal Shoes do not have to be "talked up"—-their reputation is

made and is absolutely secure.

As soon as you display the Regal sign you step at once into leader-

ship as the principal shoeman of your locality.

Regal Shoes are Made In
Canada, and there are 35

styles always in stock for

instant delivery.

Only one dealer in a town can get the Regal fran-

chise — what about you ? If there is no Regal
Agency near you already, write for our plan.

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
IN STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

The Two Pre-eminent

Brands Because

—

They possess health features pro-

curable in no other shoes. The
DOCTORS and PROFESSOR

are designed to satisfy

particular customers.

Both are built on an-

atomically correct lasts,

and combine style with comfort.

And there are many men in your

locality who are looking for the

very features brought out so strong-

ly in the DOCTORS and

PROFESSOR shoes.

These men will appreci-

ate being shown a shoe

that has all the style, and

none of the discomforts

so often seen in up-to-

date footwear.

OUR SPRING LINES ARE
NOW IN THE HANDS OF
ALL REPUTABLE JOBBERS

THE TEBBUTT SHOE &
LEATHER CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS - - QUEBEC
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UNION^fSTAMP

Factory
>

Union Stamp Shoe Salesmen
Welcome the salesmen with Union Stamp shoes to your door.

He is coming this month with the latest styles in 1916 footwear.

First of all, look for the Union Stamp and the rest of your work

For Union shoes are the only shoes for Union men, and Union
made shoes represent the last word in quality and expert work-

manship.

One stamp alone marks the Union made shoe—the official stamp of

the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.

Have the salesman show you this stamp as soon as he enters your

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

is easy.

door.

It means better, bigger, more profitable business for 1916.

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN, General President CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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UNION/fSTAMP

Factory
j

The Salesmen Are Coming
When the salesmen arrive with samples for 1916 keep these ques-

tions in mind and ask them for their answers

!

Are you selling Union Stamp footwear?

Do your shoes bear the official seal of the Boot and Shoe

Workers' Union, which guarantees no strikes or lockouts

and expert workmanship?

Are your shoes branded with the union stamp which is recog-

nized by the American Federation of Labor, with a buy-

ing power of ten million families behind it?

Are your shoes Union Made for Union Men?

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon the

official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union—the only

guarantee of Union Footwear.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN, General President CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

Dominion

WINTER TIME IS

TIME

SLIPPERS FOR HOME AND FIRESIDE

DOMIWIQ
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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Create an Individuality in Your Retail Shoe Business
Make Your Store Distinctive on Some Particular Score and You Possess a Valuable Asset—The Way Some Shoemen

Have Led Others in Striking Fronts, Smart Styles, Effective Advertising, Comfortable Fitting and Personal
Attention—Have Your Shop Stand Out Prominently for Some Special Feature

By WM. J. ARCHER

The shoe merchant who can give individuality to his

store in the way of service, good values, proper fitting,

select stock, reliable methods, etc., has scored an important

point in his bid for success. The leaders of to-day are

those who have made their places of business stand out prom-

inently in the public mind by one method or another.

How frequently it is the case with two retailers in the

same town or locality, that one will be the recognized leader

—and not always is it because he has a larger store, for I

have frequently encountered dealers with small shops who
completely overshadowed their competitors with larger estab-

lishments, because they gave an individuality to their store

that caught on with the public and stamped it in the popular

mind so that when they required shoes, they naturally

thought of a particular establishment.

There are various ways of giving individuality to a

business. Take for instance the case of the shoeman in a

small western town. He opened up a store, right in the

business section too, and while it had a good depth, its

frontage was small and it did not stand out in a way to be

noticed on the busy thoroughfare on which it was located.

The dealer did not realize this fact until a friend came to

visit him and walked by the store three times before he

found it. When he told the shoeist, the latter recognized

immediately why he had not been able to place his store

on the business map. The fault was that there was nothing

about it to attract the attention of the passing public.

Specialized on a Red Front

The retailer had purchased the building in which he

was located and so could not move without a considerable

sacrifice. He began to study just how he might make
his present premises stand out. The result was that he

painted the front a brilliant red so that even though sand-

wiched in between other larger stores, it stood out promin-

ently. He called his place the "Red Front Shoe Store," and

used that name to good advantage in his advertising. Tn

fact, his advertising soon began to bring in much greater

returns than previously. The "Red Front Shoe Store" was
impressed on the purchasing public in a variety of ways.

Stickers of a red-fronted store were used extensively on

cartons and the outside of parcels, and the name used on

sales slips and letterheads. It soon got so that the people

of the community knew his store by the name and when
they thought of shoes, their mind instinctively turned to the

"Red Front Shoe Store." He had succeeded in placing his

store on the map by giving it an individuality all its own.

In an Ontario town of about 2,000 population there

were two dealers who battled for supremacy, but neither

was able to get very far ahead of the other. The town
was not growing any larger and the one retailer, whom we
will call Jones, being ambitious to progress, wondered how
he was going to secure an increase in trade. About the
time he began to ponder seriously on the subject, he at-

tended a social affair at a friend's house and noticed that

some of the women were wearing styles of shoes that sur-

passed anything that he or his competitor had in stock.

Tactful enquiry brought out the information that these

ladies were purchasing their shoes out of town because
there was nothing being shown in the local stores quite chic

or smart enough. It dawned upon Jones on second thought,

—what had not occurred to him before—that his town was
progressing socially in quite a wonderful manner—and na-

turally the women wanted apparel, including foot toggery,

just as classy and snappy as was being shown in any other

town.

Put in High Class Lines

With thoughts of impending danger to his business

Jones regarded this change at first. He changed his mind,
however, as he began to reason to himself, "Well, if these

people want this class of goods, there must be others as

well who do. We have been pretty slow in stocking really

high class goods or seasonable novelties in this town, but

apparently they will move. Here is an opportunity to get

in ahead of my competitor by featuring the very latest and
most up-to-date styles in footwear—not freaks but models
that are dainty and distinctive."

And that was how Jones succeeded in giving individu-

ality to his store. He was the first to introduce real ex-

clusive creations in his shop—and he got a reputation for

handling that class of goods before his competitor realized

that he had stolen a march on him. He had a certain sec-

tion of the shelving set apart for dressy styles and secured

a special carton for them. Attractive fixtures were installed

and other methods used to give the required touch of ex-

clusiveness to his store. The window was made to herald

forth the fact. Smart women paused, looked at the display

and were impressed with the fact that really fashionable

footgear could be obtained at Jones. He had certainly im-

parted an individuality to his stock and store.

Frank and Friendly Announcements
And so, in various ways can the shoe merchant add a

touch of individuality to his store, to a greater or less ex-

tent. I have not touched upon pleasing window trims, effi-

cient salesmanship, superior service, reliable methods, cor-

rect fitting, prompt delivery, etc.

A good many dealers have been able to achieve a large
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measure of definite association by means of their advertising

—by the use of well written copy with carefully executed

cuts and timely illustrations, backed up by a splendid mail-

ing list. I know of one shoeman who has given character

to his store by his unique advertising. He uses copy with

a "punch"—the kind that grips the attention and holds it.

He has become particularly noted for his catchy headings

and introductions. So much so that many people look for

his announcements in the press, and when you get the public

doing that you have created an asset of no little value. One
of the big features of this retailer's advertising is that he

puts his personality into his ads. They make you feel that

he is a friend of yours right away. He does not write his

"talks" in the usual set form with the old form advertising

phrases about "Unheard of Bargains," "Big Sweeping Sale,"

"Odds and Ends Must Go," etc. He converses with the

reader as naturally and frankly as if he or she were before

him. The result is that his advertising is interesting and
convincing and produces results.

In these days when competition is so keen, giving a

distinctiveness and an individuality to your store is an im-

portant problem, one which because of its value is well

worth a good deal of the shoe merchant's time and attention.

It has been the underlying reason for success on the part

of scores of dealers, and there is no reason why many more
should not cash in on it.

PINS HIS FAITH ON BRIGHT SHOPS
J. B. Kilgour is the proprietor of the Regal Boot Shop,

Winnipeg, which recently installed one of the most artistic

and elaborate fronts of any store in western Canada. A
picture of the imposing exterior appeared on the cover of

the last edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal. Until

a few months ago Mr. Kilgour was a member of the old

established wholesale shoe firm of Kilgour, Rimer Co.,

Winnipeg.

His first acquaintance with the footwear game was at

Bird's Hill in Selkirk, where he spent four years. He then

J. Bi KILGOUR, WINNIPEG, MAN.

joined his brother, J. J. Kilgour, of Kilgour, Rimer Co.,

being identified with that enterprise for nearly 28 years.

Mr. Kilgour now owns the Regal Boot Shops in Winnipeg

and Toronto, exchanging his holdings in the wholesale shoe

concern last spring with his brother, J. J. Kilgour, for the

hitter's interests in the Regal shops. He believes in having

every modern merchandizing facility, and in neatness, order

and arrangement, the Regal boot emporiums are right to the

forefront.

WEAR AND LENGTH OF SHOE STRINGS
A shoestring is "six-fourths" long when one does not

specify the length required. "Six-fourths of what?" is

likely to be the question put by the layman.

When a man buys a new pair of shoes the strings in

them are just long enough. When he buys the next pair

of shoestrings they are too long. The strings that come
with the shoes are four-fourths long, the next pair will be

six-fourths unless the purchaser asks for and can get four-

fourths.

These lengths have to do with men's high shoes. There

is not the same trouble in the case of low shoes.

Some shoestrings will wear a long time, but they will

become brown. Others will not wear so long, but will

retain their original blackness. The strong strings that

turn brown are of linen or very strong cotton. The others

are of mixed fibres that hold their color.

Many people prefer the less durable shoestring, not

only because it holds its color, but because being of a less

hard fibre it stays tied better than the other. A few of the

millions of shoestring wearers know how to tie a bowknot
that won't come untied. The method can be explained

without a diagram.

Instead of tucking the bow once over before drawing

the knot tight, tuck it twice over. A fiddle string used for

a shoestring would not come untied if the knot were made
in that way. This knot can be untied in the same way as

the other, by pulling at the ends.—Philadelphia Record.

RETAILERS ADOPT NEW BY-LAWS
A well attended meeting of the Toronto Shoe Retailers'

Association was held in the Temple building, Toronto, on

September 9th, at which President Howard C. Blachford

was in the chair. The new constitution and by-laws of the

organization were submitted by the Executive, were care-

fully considered and, after some slight amendments, ap-

proved and ordered to be printed for distribution among
the members. It was decided that the association should

hold regular monthly meetings and the third Thursday in

each month was fixed upon as the date of such gatherings.

A "Grievance" Committee composed of S. C. Parks, J. H.

Shinnick and J. Warden Jupp was appointed, to whom all

complaints and grievances made to the association will be

reported and dealt with. The membership is constantly in-

creasing and the prospects of the association are of the

brightest character, as the officers are alive and aggressive

and the members enthusiastic.

GOOD BUSINESS DURING EXHIBITION 1

All Toronto jobbers report doing a splendid business

during the two weeks of the National Exhibition. There

were many visitors from out of town points and all the

wholesalers held "open house." Several had decided snaps

to offer the callers and many bargains were picked up by

the retailers, who managed to combine considerable business

along with a trip to the Fair. And now that the holidays

are over and all travelers are out on their routes it is ex-

pected that a good fall trade will be done. From all points

in the country come reports that while the trade in women's,

misses' and children's footwear is up to the mark, there is

a considerable falling off in men's footwear. This is ao

doubt caused by the absence of a large number of young
men who have either gone to the front or enlisted.
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Do"Sampie Shoe Stores" Victimize and Bluff Public?
Newspaper Man Conducts Lively Investigation and Declares Such Shops are Filled With Factory Rejects and

Ancient Stock—Mixed in With This Rubbish is a Leaven of Fairly Good Shoes of the Cheaper
Grade, but All are Invariably Sold Through Mispresentation

Have you ever, gentle reader, bought a pair of Sample

Shoes? Yes? Xo

!

At least, probably not. The chances are a thousand to

one against you. Or more.

But you've gone into sample shoe stores? Doubtless.

And bought shoes ? Unquestionably. What, then, does one

buy in sample shoe stores, if not sample shoes? Foot junk,

mostly. The sample shoe as an article of staple trade is a

myth. Upon this myth and the public's carefully fostered

belief in it is built the structure of an extensive trade in

"seconds," damaged footgear, factory rejects, ancient stock

in the last stages of senile decay, and other rag-tag and

bobtail of leather making a final stop on its downward path

to the scrap heap. Mixed in with this rubbish is a leaven

of fairly good shoes of the cheaper grades; almost invariably,

however, sold by means of misrepresentation. In fact, the

very sign "Sample Shoe Store" is, in itself, an evidence

of false pretense, says Samuel Hopkins Adams, in the New
York Tribune.

Says one of the veterans of this line who is now about

to reform, in the course of a complete revelation of his

trade methods (after the "Tribune" had "caught him with

the goods")

:

"You want to know what chance a customer has of

getting real sample shoes in a sample shoe store? Not one

in a thousand. No, not one in ten thousand. Take my
case. I've been in the sample shoe business here for years,

and I've never yet sold a pair of sample shoes, as far as I

know. If I did, it was by accident."

So extensive is this trade that it is possible for me to

touch upon a very few of its exemplars. To the neglected

others I hereby offer my apologies, also the hope that their

turn may come later on if they steadfastly stick to their

crooked last.

To begin on a good location, the Star Shoe Shop, on

the second floor, at Fifth Avenue and Forty-second Street,

northeast corner, holds out to the floating populace of "The
Avenue" the lure of sample shoes, through the agency of a

window case on the ground floor, and elaborate signs in the

second-storey windows. Here the investigators purchased

a pair of Russia calf shoes with white oak soles, which,

we were assured, would cost $6 to $7 at a regular shoe store.

These were sample shoes, the salesman said, and a great

bargain at $3.85. If they had been in sound condition and
of good workmanship, as represented, the value would have

been fair. But the workmanship is poor; the left shoe is

damaged ; the shoes are not sample shoes at all, and $2.50

would be a good retail price for them.

Six Weeks Ahead of Other Fellows

At the entrance to the Fleischman Building, on Forty-

second Street, near Sixth Avenue, appears the show window
of Young's Sample Shoe Shop, which operates on an upper

floor. Here the purchasers negotiated with an earnest

and courteous salesman, who incidentally gave them a sketch

of the business ("our sample shoes are six weeks in ad-

vance of any other store" ; "everything you get here is the

highest grade of sample shoe," and so on) for a pair of

lady's buckskin shoes, at $4.95.

"And lucky to find them in the right size, I can assure

you," said the salesman. "Anywhere else they'd be $10 at

the very least."

"How can you sell them at that ?" was the natural in-

quiry. "Are they in good condition?"

"Perfect." the salesman warmly assured us. "You see,

we get 'em cheap because they're samples. Genuine high-

grade buckskin."

As he spoke I was gazing at a hole in the back of one

of the "perfect" pair into which a lead pencil could have

been thrust. Piquancy was added to the situation by the

sign on the wall, facing us boldly, with this declaration

:

"Every Shoe Sold Here Absolutely Perfect." However, we
accepted the clerk's statement, handed over the money, and

all was proceeding merrily until my companion proffered

what seemed to me a mild and reasonable request.

"Just put that down on the sales slip, will you?" he

said, after the clerk had repeated for the third time his

assurance of the genuineness and value of the articles.

"Put what down?" he asked.

"Why, about its being genuine buckskin and perfect."

The man hesitated. "Is that essential?"

"Yes, it is. What's the objection?"

"Why, it isn't usual. Excuse me for a moment."

Isn't Our Word Good Enough ?

He went over and laid the case before a dark and

energetic woman at the cashier's desk, who seemed to be in

charge. We rose and followed. As if by magic the atmos-

phere of the place had changed. Where a moment before

JOHN G. SIMPSON, VICTORIA, B.C.

Lately employed with Mutrie & Son, Shoe Dealers,

Victoria, who has joined the 48th Bat-
talion for Overseas Service.
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all had been smiles and confidence, there was now doubt

and resentment.

"Isn't our word and reputation good enough for you?"

demanded the woman.

May heaven forgive my companion for answering in the

affirmative! "But what's the objection," he added, "to put-

ting it down in black and white?"

"Well, we don't usually do business that way."

She reached for a sheet of paper, put it back, took it

up again. Every salesman in the shop had now gathered

around. "What is it you want me to write?"

"Genuine buckskin, absolutely perfect."

"I won't do it," she declared, angrily. "How do I

know they're genuine buckskin? I didn't make 'em. Ask

the manufacturer."

"Your salesman warranted them genuine buckskin," 1

pointed out.

"Put down 'buckskin, on approval,' " suggested another

salesman.

"I'll do that and no more," she decided, taking up

her pen.

"If you don't like them, you can return them," put in

the first salesman.

"Will that do?" inquired the brunette guiding spirit

of sampledom, beginning to write.

"No ! I want just what the salesman guaranteed, in

black and white !"

"Zip ! The sheet of writing paper was torn in halves.

Sparks snapped from the lady's lovely eyes. There was also

a snappy quality in her subsequent remarks.

"Say, man ! You make as much fuss over this as if you

were buying real estate."

"Well, you see, I want to know what I'm buy
"

"What kind of business d'you think we do here?" All

this mess over a couple-o'-dollar pair o' shoes!"

"Two dollars? Why, he charged me $4.95 and said

they were worth $10," said my friend innocently.

"Well! What's that to make a row about? Givvum

back his money." In just such a tone, I am certain, did

the White Queen storm: "Off with her head!"

Took Shoes Back Regretfully

The shoes were taken back, regretfully ; the money was

returned still more regretfully, and the lady continued to

talk with considerable freedom and fervor. She was still

talking when we retired from the place.

From varied experience in this line of trade, I am able

to offer herewith certain suggestions in codified form which

will be found useful by those whose adventurous and game-

some spirit inclines them to go up against the long odds of

securing a genuine pair of sample shoes at a sample shoe

store, or of discovering a real bargain at one of the places

like the S Shoe Company's, which deal in bargains

and nothing else.

RULE 1 FOR BUYING—Get a written guarantee that

the shoes are as represented.

RULE 2 FOR BUYING—Get a written statement of

the kind and quality of leather in the shoe.

RULE 3 FOR BUYING—Don't

!

The third rule is the best.

THE WAY TO TREAT THE PUBLIC

"Listen ! all ye who handle the public, and I will tell

you something to your advantage.

"I mean you telephone girls, street car conductors,

waiters at table, lunch counter attendants, railway ticket

agents and brakemen, tellers in banks, and clerks in foot-

wear stores, and anybody else whose business it is to deal

with the members of the common crowd.

"I will take my text from the words of Miss Minnie

Warner, the highest paid switchboard operator of the

Chicago Telephone Company, as reported in the newspapers.

Said she :

—

" 'Don't be mechanical. Make every man on the wire

believe that your softest tones are for him alone.' Further-

more, she said :

—

" 'Don't be indifferent. Make every kicker believe you

are brokenhearted because the line is busy.'

"I take my hat off to Miss Warner, and if my wife will

let me I would like to send her a bunch of flowers.

"It is a great temptation for the busy clerk to drop

into machinelike ways. It does not require so much vitality.

"But it is a mistake. I do not refer so much to the

feelings of the customer, for perhaps you may not care a

hoot how he or she feels, and all you want to do is to fill

your time and get your wages. Besides, you may be so

sorry for yourself that you haven't any sorry left for cus-

tomers. Hence, we won't discuss the sentimental side of

the question.

"Let us go to the strictly business and selfish side. Do
you know that your greatest asset is being human ?

" 'Ah ! you reply, 'I'm so tired and worn out that I

have no vitality left to palaver over people.'

"Then put on politeness. I mean it. Act the part, if

you cannot feel it. From the habit of smiling, pretend to

be deeply interested in each person, learn how to make
your voice sympathetic, lay in a store of agreeable phrases

to hand out to each one.

"This is not hypocrisy. It is business.

"Do you realize that it is the human clerk that is in

demand, that attracts customers, that stands the best chance

for promotion ?

" 'The public is a great baby,' somebody said. It's

true. I'm one of 'em. I confess I flee a sour-ball clerk

as I would a soured glass of milk. Why not humor the

public, then ?

"I know a ticket agent in Worcester, Mass., and I con-

sider him the best agent in the United States. Because you

can't get him out of humor. I used to go into his office

and pretend to want a railway ticket just to get under his

delightful influence.

"One day a wealthy and rude old lady, as some ladies

are most likely to be cranky when they get old and insolent

when they are of the first families in town, came into

Healy's office. He was busy at his desk. A pile of letters

was stacked up at his right hand. He was behind in his

correspondence, in which state of things you or I would
be irritable.

"The old lady drew up a chair, sat down by him and
with one sweep of her hand scattered all his letters over

the floor.

" 'Now,' she said, 'you attend to me !'

"Healy turned around, laid down his pen, shook hands
with his visitor, and said smiling:

—

"'Now, do you know, Mrs. Jones, you've taken a load

off my mind. I was just wishing I could get rid somehow
of these pesky letters. Please tell me what I can do for you.'

"He sold that woman over seven hundred dollars' worth
of steamer tickets.

"Why snap at people? Why show impatience? Why
treat them with indifference? It's all in a life-time. It's

all part of the game.

"Be human, Sade, even at your counter in the depart-

ment store. Take it from me, it's money in your pocket

;

besides, you'll think more of your self."—Dr. Frank Crane.
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Exhibit of sole leather, tap soles, etc., shown by the Anglo-

Canadian Leather Co. Limited, at the Canadian National Exhi-

bition, Toronto, 1915.
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APPOINTED MANAGER OF NEW BRANCH
A new warehouse of the Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited,

of Berlin, has been opened in Quebec City owing to the

steadily increasing business of the firm in that province.

The manager of the new branch, where stock will be car-

ried, is A. J. Healey, who is well and favorably known to

the trade. His jurisdiction will extend from Three Rivers

to the ancient capital. Mr. Healey was born in Quebec

City thirty-nine years ago and gained his first experience

in the footwear line with Jordan, Marsh & Co.; Houghton,

Dutton & Co., and other firms in Boston. He then spent

A. J. HEALEY, QUEBEC

some time in traveling, and nine years ago returned to Mon-
treal, where he entered the service of the Merchants Rub-
ber Co., covering the Eastern Townships. When the Cana-
dian Consolidated Rubber Co. was formed, Mr. Healey
joined the company as a salesman and in 1912 was made
manager of their branch in Quebec City, which position he

recently resigned to take up his new duties. He is a member
of the Quebec Board of Trade and several fish and game
clubs, and by way of recreation does considerable auto-

mobiling. He is a good salesman and a capable manager.

His assistant in Quebec will be J. S. Deary, who is also well

known to the trade.

GETTING PEOPLE TO READ CIRCULARS
It is frequently difficult to get the attention of cus-

tomers by letters or circulars. The customer who receives

them is likely to cast them aside with little attention unless

there is some outstanding feature about them to attract

attention. A plan that has been used by dealers in various lines

of business is that of paying the prospect for his or her time

in reading the letter or circular. The advertising is sent

out to those on the mailing list and with it a cheque for a

small amount, say, five cents. The first paragraph of the

letter reads:

"We know your time is valuable and we are willing to

pay for it at the rate of $10 per day. We just want two
minutes of your time, and although this letter is of itself

well worth your while, we are willing to pay you for the

two minutes it takes to read it, for which we enclose

you our cheque for five cents."

The unusualness of the idea proves excellent advertising

or the store. Canadian shoe dealers might probably

be able to use this plan to advantage when they have some-

thing special in which they wish to interest customers.

FOUR METHODS TO MAKE PROFIT
"There are four ways to make a profit, namely

:

"i-—Increase Sales.

"2—Reduce Expenses.
"3—Eliminate Risks.

"4—Raise Prices.

"Considered in order; No. 1 is something all try to do,

No. 2 is not as easy to accomplish, No. 3 is likewise diffi-

cult, and No. 4 not easy although the shoe dealer is entitled

to raise prices considering his greater risk, due principally

to the frequent style changes in footwear.

"As a rule, salesmen want to help customers as much
as they can, but, of course, must consider the interests of

their employers as well, so that energy and intelligence are

needed to preserve balance between the two. The three most

necessary ingredients in a successful salesman could be

called the Three I's, namely : Industry, Intelligence and In-

tegrity. Opposed to these are likewise Three I's, namely:

Indolence, Indifference and Intemperance, and just as the

first three are practically essential to success, so any one

of the latter three is calculated to spell failure."

SHOEMEN INSPECT LAST FACTORY
In the accompanying group are several figures so well

known to the trade that it is scarcely necessary to identify

them by name. The representatives of the Drummond Shoe,

Limited, recently met at Drummondville, Que., to discuss

matters of importance and secure their new spring samples.

Among the social features was an automobile trip to Rich-

mond, Que., where the splendid plant of the Boston Last

Co. was inspected. The visitors were cordially received by

Charles Campbell, manager. In the group, from left to

right, are P. M. Goff, Toronto, who is publicity representa-

tive for the Drummond Shoe and salesman to the jobbing

trade ; E. A. Chalk, Toronto, who looks after Northern

Ontario
;
George A. Fortin, vice-president and general

manager of the Drummond Shoe; P. Gendron (private

banker and chartered accountant, Drummondville) ; Charles
Campbell (of the Boston Last Co.) ; V. A. Cordeau, who
is salesman in the Eastern Townships and the southern

part of Quebec province, and J. P. Belanger, who represents

the line in Montreal and Quebec cities and the northern
part of the province. Among the other travelers of the

company who do not appear in the picture are S. G. Best,

of Toronto, who supervises western Ontario; W. Harold
Budreo, of Toronto, whose ground is eastern Ontario, and
l\. B. Chalue, of Toronto, who is covering the prairie

provinces.
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How Hosiery Can Be Made to Pay Average Shoeman
Method by Which the Business Can be Worked Up—Its Importance, Profit and Convenient Handling—The Way

the Objections of a Senior Partner Were Overcome and a Distinct Success Created

of What Looked Several Times Like a Flat Failure

Hosiery was the main, and in a way a continuous bone

of contention between the senior partner and myself. "Un-

ethical" he would declaim whenever mention of it was

made. When shoe buckles came into vogue he declared that

the shoe business was retrograding, and that the stores were

gradually devolving into jewelry shops, haberdashery estab-

lishments and whatnot. Public demand forced us to put

in a fairly representative line of shoe jewelry, commensu-

rate with our business, but only after continuous wrangling

between us. The profit derived should have taught the

senior partner a lesson, but he passed it by, says a santri -

hiitar in the "Shrrn P rtiil ~r

*~ I^caTK-iyjite this story now, for he has long since be-

come accustomea^t»--the numerous changes in the conduct

of business today, and has agreed to my relating some of

the trials we faced before I could show in dollars and cents,

that modern merchandising required many things that would

come under the general term of fads and fancies in the

ojd days.

Hosiery salesmen left our store by the dozen, disgusted

with us and with the world at large, for the senior handed

them a line of talk that would turn everything blue ; no

hosiery in his store except over his dead body. My father

had held the partnership before his death, and I had been

a student at one of the universities fitting myself for any-

thing except selling shoes—a plebian business at the best.

was hitting the high spots until a letter from home
cut shor<my college career— I was needed at the store to

step into Dad's shoes. The grass was no greener than I in

those early days>.and coupled with this, business was bad,

all of which had anything but a good effect upon the senior's

perpetual grouch. I had to dig to and earn my salt, and

commenced by trying to figure oirt a^ way of putting in some

f the systems one of my old time profs, had so much to

say about. I figured that footwear included everything man,

oman or child put on their pedal extremities/^^

Figuring on What Would Win Out

Our firm is an old one, and had been in something of

a rut for years. After hemming and hawing for a con-

siderable length of time I was granted an appropriation

for a new front that gave us an excellent bit of space just

behind the window for a display case and some shelving.

"We'll put in a bootblack stand or anything but a part of

a dry goods store," I was informed. As we could not agree

the place was vacant for some time.

With added improvements we somehow had greater

overhead expenses to meet, and one day we had it hot and

heavy—hosiery in that vacant space, and much to my sur-

prise was greeted with a rather harsh invitation to try it

out, but woe to me if it failed. It was somewhat of a facer

to have it thrust upon me so suddenly, but I telegraphed

an old college pal, whose father had a mill, to spend the

week-end with me, and bring along his samples.

My friend gave me some sound advice, and offered

many suggestions for a proper layout of the goods which I

intended to purchase. I was cautioned against trying to

make a clean-up in a hurry, it being far better to stand the

senior's chaff and get the department worked up slowly to

a profitable basis than to put in a cheap line with a long

profit. I bought close, and kept in mind the necessity of

giving a maximum quality at minimum price. The deed

was done, and I was shaky regarding results.

CaUed the Idea "New Fangled"

As I said before, our firm was an old one, and so were

many of our clerks, for it was beyond my ability to show

that some of them had been working for the house too long.

"New fangled ideas" was what they termed our new depart-

SENDS REGARDS TO HIS SHOE FRIENDS

"Being in the shoe game about twelve years and one

of the\ enthusiastic subscribers of the Shoe and Leather
JournaV I am taking the liberty of writing you a few lines,''

says R. B. McPherson, who is with the 29th Battalion, 6th

Brigade, 2nd Canadian Expeditionary Force, now at Otter-

pool Camp; Shorncliffe, Kent, England. Pte. McPherson

r. b. Mcpherson, Vancouver, b.c.

served some six years with leading shoe firms in Victoria

and Vancouver as salesman and window dresser, and won
several prizes in window trimming competitions. He is now
trying a new field in the capacity of a soldier, playing in

the band of the 29th (Vancouver) Battalion on the clario-

net. He adds, "I have just received a copy of your Journal

which has gone to several addresses, and would like

to have the paper sent on to me to keep in touch with the

members of the shoe trade in Canada. I send kind regards

to all my shoe friends, commercial and retail. We are hav-

ing a fine time, although the season is very wet. Our
Royal review will have taken place by the time you get this

note and then for the final move. We have had English

army boots issued to us and they sure are some boots, so

far as weight is concerned. They are very heavy, with

plenty of nails and steel plates on the bottom and no give

whatever, and are evidently made never to wear out. I

hope things in the shoe trade in Canada are picking up and

I wish the Shoe and Leather Tournae everv success."
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ment, not exactly when I was within hearing, but rather

behind my back, and my partner merely smiled.

Needless to say, all the stockings sold during the first

week or 10 days passed into the possession of customers

entirely through my personal efforts. It was "nothing do-

ing" with the clerks, for hosiery was decidedly out of their

line. A little bird said "P. M." then. I did, and the next

few weeks were good ones with the new line, and then it

fell dead, gradually but quite effectively, for the novelty had

fallen off and the hot weather had set in. Those were days

when a minimum of effort was made in all directions. To
them it was hard work. They went at it crudely, and it was
almost a hard job to tell colors one from the other. They
could sell shoes, had their individual followings, and in other

SHOE RETAILER WITH UNERRING AIM

A patriotic trap shooting tournament in aid of the

Sportsmen's Fund was held on the grounds of the Stanley

Gun Club, Toronto, on Labor Day. The man winning the

highest individual honors was S. G. Vance, of Tillsonburg,

S. G. VANCE,
Tillsonburg, Ont

Ont., who broke 115 out of a possible 120. Mr. Vance, who

is well known to the trade, being in the retail shoe business

for a long while in Tillsonburg, received many congratula-

tions on his excellent marksmanship.

respects were as nearly model as a bunch of twenty-year

men could be.

I appealed to my friend for the second time, and called

in a prominent manufacturer, and a get-together meeting

was scheduled. The senior sniffed, and his chair was vacant

on the evening in question. More "new fangled ideas," this

calling the clerks in conference. I thought anyone could

sell hosiery with his eyes shut, perhaps they can, but the

job is a lot easier when you happen to know how.

He pulled out a certain shade of tan shoe which he had
previously picked up from in front of the shelves, and showed
how well it could be matched with a pair of stockings from
our own hosiery department. A woman might have walked
all over the city hunting for just that, and not one in ten

stores could furnish it. That in itself was a suggestion

worth while. Then he jumped to the men's half hose, and
showed the advantage of fitted socks (that's what we were
selling), and his talk was so good that he actually created

a demand for our socks among our own employes. He got

them enthusiastic, put new life into them, and they began

to look on hosiery as a good game and an aid in selling

shoes. That's a fact. They got the people buying our stock-

ings; these salesmen who had looked askance at increasing

the lines of merchandise actually began to proudly recom-

mend them as something they themselves wore with great

satisfaction and less expense. Soon there were repeat orders.

That naturally brought the people back to the store, and
made an opportunity to sell more shoes as well. It means
something to the men in our store to increase their shoe

sales, for some time ago I put in the practice of putting

prize money on books totalling above a stated amount weekly.

We have two girls now who do nothing but sell hosiery,

and have inaugurated a new stunt. On each sales slip made
out in this department there is a space in which is placed

the number of the salesman who brings a customer there

who, in turn, makes a purchase. They merely walk up to

the case and say, "Miss Smith, I would like to have you
look after Mr. and Mrs. So-and-So, and show him or her

the best you have." They go at it with a vim, and the

customers feel as though a particular interest is being taken

in their needs.

We had to take the salesmen in hand, and show- them
how and why they should sell hosiery. We got them in-

terested, and now every month several of them occupy good
seats at one of the theatres, for there is a pair of tickets

waiting for the man who shows a certain number and
volume of sales arising from these so-called personal intro-

ductions. The cost is small, for we have cut out the "P. M."
Even the senior partner now admits that the hosiery depart-

ment is as much a part of the store as the rubber department.

BRONZE AND BRONZED—A DIFFERENCE
"There is bronze leather and bronzed leather," said the

foreman of the cutting room. "Here is a nice piece of real

bronze kid. It cost fifty cents a foot. So it ought to

be good. The bronze is right in the fibre.

"Now here is a piece of black kid leather. It cost

twenty-five cents a foot. Watch and see me bronze it."

So saying he daubed some stuff from a bottle over it, and it

dried a bronze color.

"Now here is a sheep skin, worth about ten cents a foot.

I'll bronze that, too." And he did it with stuff from his bottle.

"Every man who understands leather," he concluded,

"knows that there is bronze leather and bronzed leather.

But some of the people who buy shoes do not. And that gets

us into a peck of trouble, particularly with buyers who want
a bronze shoe of fifty-cent leather at a twenty-five cent

price. They do not understand the difference between the
bronze and the bronzed leather."
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"First Aid" to the foot specialties were featured in an

attractive booth in the Industrial building at the Canadian

Xational Exhibition, Toronto, by the Canadian-Arrowsmith

Manufacturing Co., of Niagara Falls, Ont., whose lines are

widely known to the shoe trade, are commanding a con-

stantly increasing sale and enjoy a splendid reputation.

Their Surgeon's Foot Brace and "First Aid" Foot Restur

and the Arrowsmith Arch-Prop, all of which are easy to

adjust to the individual foot requirements and relieve fallen

arch, broken down instep, flat foot and other pedal ailments,

were featured. Practical demonstrations were given to

many persons of their ease, comfort and relief. These
specialties make walking a pleasure and standing a delight,

and have acquired a pre-eminence and popularity which at-

test their worth, service and reliability. A new invention

is the Therapeutic arch support, which is made of all leather

and felt, no metal being used. This support is light and
pliable and may be lowered or elevated by removing or add-

ing an extra pad. Among the very newest specialties of

this enterprising firm are "Curo-Foot Balm" for perspiring

or burning feet, and "Cal-Corn-o" which removes corns and
callouses. A new heel cushion, which is thicker and more
resilient than any yet produced, affords a soft bed for the

heels and relieves the jar when walking. Among other

"First Aid" accessories are Bunion Shield, an effective re-

lief from the pains of bunions and enlarged great toe joints;

Toe-Strate, for correcting misshapen, overlapping or crooked

toes; "Curopad," for the relief of hard and soft corns,

bunions and callouses; Medicated Foot Soap; Insyde Heel
Grip, to prevent the heels of low cut shoes slipping

and wearing the foot sore; Foot Powder, which
is deodorizing and antiseptic and keeps the pedal

extremities cool and dry, and many other excellent

appliances and remedies for the relief, correction and cure

of foot -trouble of every kind. The Canadian-Arrowsmith
Manufacturing Co. sell only to the shoe dealer, and thus

protect the trade. To all retailers placing a fair-sized order

with the firm, there is given free a "Footoprint," an appli-

ance for taking an impression of the foot showing where
the weight rests and revealing all imperfections in the foot.

This is a splendid device, not only for adjusting and selling

arch supports, but for disposing of shoes, as it greatly as-

sists the merchant in the matter of giving a perfect fit.

Several souvenirs in the shape of a miniature arch support,

pin and brooch, were distributed and highly prized by the

recipients. The exhibit was in charge of Elmer Poyer,

Canadian manager of the firm, who reports that a splendid

business was done.
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Making the Shoe Department Pay Handsomely
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Every merchant carrying a supply of shoes as a part of

his stock is anxious to make as much money out of it as

possible. Those who succeed are the ones who think about

their shoe department and as a result have arrived at some

rather definite conclusions as to its conduct.

The writer was fortunate enough to talk to one of

these men recently, but at his request, the man's name is

not mentioned. This is in effect what this successful mer-

chant had to say

:

"In the first place I have divided my stock into two

major parts: Novelties and staples. Each of them contains

goods for men, women and children and these lines are

usually treated alike, in a broad way.

"According to my figures, it costs me about 18 per

cent, of sales to do business in shoes. Consequently in order

to make a net profit, I must sell every shoe higher than

this, excepting, of course, during the clean up at the end

of each season and such lines as I am discontinuing from

time to time.

"In the staple lines, there is little risk in carrying over

from one season to the other. The main thing here is to

keep a good assortment of sizes in the lines I carry, so as

to be able to fit properly the customers who come to me.

"To help in this, every time a sale is made, the size

of the shoe is placed on the sale ticket, together with the

stock number. By listing these each week for a number of

years past, I have a pretty good idea as to the sizes I need

and can, in consequence, keep my stock in the best of shape

and not get too many of such sizes as are seldom called for.

"While I realize that it might be a good thing to keep

a perpetual inventory with the aid of these sales slips, I

have not done so, but may before very long, as it would

make my buying still more accurate.

"In pricing these staples, I figure that I should get at

least 25 per cent, of sales, or 33 1-3 per cent, of cost, figuring

as I do a cost of doing business of 18 per cent, of sales.

This gives me a fair working margin.

"Now I realize that there must be some staple numbers

priced at less than this, and in these cases I add 30 per cent,

to the cost, which gives me almost 23 per cent, on sales, or

5 per cent, net, after the cost of doing business is taken into

consideration.

"For instance, suppose a shoe costs me $2.40 laid down
in the store; add 30 per cent., gives $3.12; I mark this at

$3.15, which you will find is almost exactly 23 per cent,

gross margin.

"In order to make up for this, I may find some desirable

staples which are priced low by the factory and these I will

mark a little higher so as to make up.

"When it comes to the novelties, there is a different

story to tell. Here enters what I call the "style risk." See-

ing that I take it I am entitled to a better margin than on the

staples. My average mark-up will be somewhere around

50 per cent, on cost (33 1-3 per cent, on sales). On some
lines it will be more, on some less, but it will work out to

just about this figure.

"In buying, I do not believe in buying shoes to sell at

some fixed figure, with even 'halves' or 'quarters.' I try

to follow out the plan mentioned in the Bulletin in another

connection.

"From what I have just told you I know just about

what profit my different classes of shoes must carry. When

I am offered a certain style, I add to the price the proper
percentage and then ask myself the question: 'Will this

style sell readily at this figure?' Or I put it in another way.
Here is a style that will sell readily, in my opinion, at, we
will say, $3.65. It is pretty much a staple. Deduct 25 per
cent, or 91^4 cents and we have $2.64^c, which is the

limit as the price I can afford to pay.

"In selecting styles and judging them, I try to put
myself in the place of the people who come to my store

and consider the use to which they will put the shoes I sell

them. In this way, while I make mistakes, I feel that I am
making less of them than if I bought according to my own
individual taste.

"My shoe department brings me in real net profits, but
it will not run itself, but calls for the proper attention and
study. Those who will use their past experience coupled
with plain common sense ; who will keep such records as I

have indicated and will buy and mark their goods with a
reasonable amount of judgment will have about the same
experience as I have had.

"Naturally I have to advertise. For this I use the
local paper, my show windows occasionally, and circular
letters once in a while. Then I find that careful fitting is a
very important factor, for if shoes are comfortable, people
will tell their neighbors about them and that, after all,

is the finest kind of advertising it is possible to have."

—

Twin City Commercial Bulletin.

A LIVE LEATHER SALESMAN
E. Everett Bird, of Boston, who represents the Davis

Leather Co., of Newmarket, and A. Davis & Sons, Kings-
ton, in the New England States and New York, recently
spent some time at the factories of these widely known
companies, and was also the guest of Hon. E. J. Davis, at

Muskoka Lakes, for a week. Mr. Bird, who has had an ex-
tended experience as a leather salesman, spent a few days in

Toronto on the local golf courses, in company with W. G.
Parsons. He has succeeded in working up a very gratify-

ing sale of calf and side leathers in the New England
States, and carries stock at his office, 38 South street, Bos-
ton, where he is favorably known for his energy and
aggressiveness.
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Importance of Shoe Retailers Taking the Discounts
The Dealer Who Discounts His Bills is a Student of Values—Discount is the Quickest, Safest Profit of Any

Business—What Can be Saved in the Way of a Handsome Profit for the Wide-awake Retailer

What it means to take discounts on bills is told in a

most interesting article by L. C. Abbott, formerly president

of a well-known Dealers' Association. The importance of

discounts in business, the reason for giving discounts and
the possibilities of profits therein are subjects but vaguely

understood by many retail merchants. He thus sets forth

the value of discounts and the importance of taking all that

are allowed:

It is admitted beyond a doubt that the dealer who
promptly discounts his bills within ten days from date of

invoice is the attractive client of both jobber and producer.

It naturally follows that a dealer who discounts is a student

of values. It is only a question of a reform in the system of

payments—an advance of only 30 to 60 days in time of

settlement.

If it requires §500 to $5,000 as an advance fund to start

this reform, it is up to the dealer and his local banks to pro-

duce the fund. That is what the local banks are for, to loan

responsible merchants funds for discounting. Three hun-

dred dollars per year interest at the local bank will create a

credit on the ledger to discount or profit and loss account of

six to seven hundred dollars. Take your pencil and figure

it out. This is no idle dream, it is a fact.

Only Forty Per Cent. Accepted

Discount is the best, quickest, and safest profit of any
business. It establishes beyond a doubt a credit to the mer-

chant that demands of the source of supply, his highest

service in price and efficiency. Then why is it that only forty

per cent, of the merchants to-day are accepting the profit?

He cannot serve his community unless he knows his

business, and personality never shines in any business where

ignorance of quality, conditions and demands is the handicap.

Nor can this condition which exists in about sixty per

cent, of our retail stores of this country be overcome at once.

The average dealer objects to sending cash with the order.

Why? He has never been trained to this modern business

method. Yet his customer is doing it every day, and Mr.
Merchant doesn't know it.

If the retail merchant could establish a system of cash

with order he could save six to eight per cent, of his cost of

doing business to-day. You have your working capital on
hand in advance of delivery. This may be a dream of the

future. So was aviation a few years ago. So were the tele-

phone, phonograph, automobile and many other wild dreams
of fiction written for the entertainment of the people. Wasn't
it Verne who wrote "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the

Sea"? Look at the submarine. "Around the World in

Eighty Days" was a dream of fiction when I was a boy.

Thirty days now covers the distance.

So we are coming to it in business—the establishment of

cash in business transactions. It is the one and only attrac-

tion that gets the goods trimmed of all unnecessary over-

head, and the first step to inaugurate is, to start as near to

it as you can now and pay so as to get the discount.

At the End of the Year

When once installed it creates that desire to trim and
cut all corners, and at the close of the year you will fondle

that credit on the page of the ledger known as discount with

an appreciation of yourself and a respect for your own
ability that you never thought existed.

A business total annual sales.... $40,000

Gross profits, 30 per cent.. 12,000

1 Cost of goods $28,000

Turned over on a basis of two per cent.

every 50 days, discount $560.00
Interest on borrowed money on a basis

of a net value in 50 days without
discount at eight per cent., and 50
days is about one-seventh of the

year, would be one-seventh of 8

per cent, of $2,240.00 or 320.00

Profit $240.00

This is figured on a basis that all funds are borrowed to

discount, and 60 days' time on all purchases; and, as to-day
many lines are 30 days, two per cent. 10 days, it reduces the
time allowed for payment, net face of invoice, to 20 days,

which is only about one-eighteenth of the year.

Avoiding the fractions, the profits accruing from dis-

counting are about as follows, figuring an invoice of $100
as a basis. Two per cent. 50 days is $2; repeated seven times
within the year is $14. Compounding the ability of this $14
to re-discount its proportion 50 days, and you have an addi-

tional profit of 15 cents on the dollar or a total of $16.10.

Now figure it on a basis of 2 per cent. 10 days, 30 days
net, which leaves the period of payment of full face of in-

voice to only 20 days, which is about one-eighteenth of a

year, and you have the following startling figures on the
value of discounting this invoice of $100, or a profit of $2.

Repeat it eighteen times and you have $36. Keep on mak-
ing the $35 work during this year, discounting eighteen bills,

and you have a net profit of $51.30.

A nice little addition to the profit in retailing goods, and
yet only 40 per cent, of our merchants see its advantage.

I am told that in some lines of merchandising, the

discount runs from 5 to 6 per cent, on some articles. What
a handsome profit to the wide-awake merchant in cases

like that.

Note the Following Demonstrations

Invoice $100—30 days net, 2 per cent. 10 days.

This 2 per cent, is worth at the end of 365 days $51.30.

Do you believe it?

First 20 days you have saved on the $100, $2.00.

Example:

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

For re-discounting

Two dollars and eighty-five cents is what the $2 is worth
at the close of the year. Use it eighteen times and $51.30
is its exact value.

in next 20 days, $2.04.

in next 40 days, $2.0808.

in next 60 days, $2.1216.

in next 80 days, $2.1630.

in next 100 days, $2.2062.

in next 120 days, $2.2503.

in next 140 days, $2.2953.

in next 160 days, $2.3402.

in next 180 days, $2.3870.

in next 200 days, $2.4341.

in next 220 days, $2.4828.

in next 240 days, $2.5324.

in next 260 days, $2.5830.

in next 280 days, $2.6346.

in next 300 days, $2.6873.

in next 320 days, $2.7410.

in next 340 days, $2.7958.

in next 360 days, $2.8517.
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Shoe Manufacturers'

Supplies

Box

Toes

New composition felt box toes, can stand 200

pounds of pressure without bulging, better than

leather, more uniform and cheaper.

Counters

Buttons

Guaranteed Columbia fibre counters of the

highest quality, every pair guaranteed to out-

wear the shoe, all shapes, patterns and sizes in

stock ready to ship.

"Papier mache" shoe buttons, in all sizes, round

and square top, hand finish and machine finish,

in all colors and shades.

Shoe

Hooks

Metal shoe hooks made in three different shapes,

in black, tan, nickel and brass. This article is

made in Canada and I carry a stock of all kinds

ready for shipment.

Bows Silk bows and ornaments, black, white, tan,

at very low prices.

Write for Samples and Quotations to

G. J. TRUDEAU
365 Ontario St. East - iMONTREAL
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WILL OPEN FACTORY IN MONTREAL
It is announced that the Columbia Counter Co.. of Bos-

ton, will open a factory in Montreal in the immediate future,

for the manufacture of their lines, the demand for which

has been growing steadily in Canada during the past year.

C. D. Malaguti, a prominent official of the company, will be

in Montreal within a few days to make arrangements in

connection with the new factory. G. J. Trudeau, who at

present is Canadian manager of the company, will continue

in that capacity and have full charge of the Columbia

Counter Co.'s interests throughout the Dominion.

* * *

PAYS TRIBUTE TO CANADIAN FACTORIES
A government inspector who has visited several of the

Canadian shoe factories making the new army boots of the

regulation type, in conversation with the Shoe and Leather

Journal this week, stated that the Department of Militia

and Defence are well pleased with the workmanship ami

material of the boots that are now being turned out by the

Canadian firms which have contracts. In his opinion there

was no more serviceable, comfortable and durable army boot

than those which are now being issued to the soldiers. The
official added that the Canadian army boot was in all re-

spects the best for every purpose of any worn by the troops

engaged in the theatre of war.

IMPROVED METHOD OF MAKING BOWS
A new method of making silk, mercerized, cotton, or

any other type of shoe bow has recently been shown by a

Montreal concern, which has already started to manufacture.

This new plan, they claim, makes a better article at a cheaper

price, and improves the appearance and wearing qualities of

the bow 100 per cent. It is composed of a steel clip which
fastens the bow together with stiffening used at the back,

and through the fact of the bows being made by machinery,

every one is of a uniform size and shape and will out wear
the shoe. The cost of manufacturing is much less than by

the hand method, and the new venture bids fair to work
great changes in the production of shoe bows.

* * *

THE MERITS OF FELT BOX TOES
Felt box toes, state a leading eastern findings house,

are growing in popularity every day. The claim is made
that this new toe gives much better satisfaction than the old-

fashioned box toe, are much stronger and always of uniform
quality. This last named is one of the arguments used by
the makers, for they claim it is impossible for manufac-
turers to guarantee every pair of box toes usually put in

n 'gh grade shoes, owing to the variation in thickness of the

stock used. By the new process this difficulty is eliminated.

* *

A COMBINATION OF EXTREME STYLES
A recent publication of advance New York shoe styles

shows an extreme combination in a shoe with scroll patent

leather vamp and heel foxings, French heel, and with fabric

or white buck top. the fastening being side lace for the

lower part with four buttons and two scallops at the top.

Il was certainly a decidedly catchy effect, and it appeared

about the time that the shoe trade conference was held in

Xew York City and declared for simplicity in shoes.

By the way, this conference declared against side lace

shoes. Possibly their reason may have been good and

sufficient, but, just by way of measuring the force and

effect of such declarations, suppose we watch the course of

side lace shoes. If the ladies enthuse over them and want

them, will dealers and manufacturers refuse to supply

them? If not, what is the use of such conferences and

declarations ?

If the shoe manufacturers and shoe merchants do not

mean anything when they get together, they may as well

stay at home and save their money. If they do mean any-

thing, they must live up to their declarations, a thing which

NEW POSITION FOR MR. WEBER
At the recent meeting of the directors of the company,

Mr. A. D. Weber was appointed general manager of the

Consolidated Felt Co., Limited, manufacturers of the

"Kimmel," "F.lmira" and "Berlin" brands of felt footwear,

succeeding Mr. A. J, Kimmel, who at the annual meeting

held recently was elected president of the company. Mr.

A. D. WEBER, BERLIN, ONT.

Kimmel's selection of Mr. Weber as his general manager,

is a very happy choice, as during the years that Mr. Weber
has been in charge of the footwear production and sales of

the Dominion Rubber System at Montreal, he has given

particular attention to outing shoes and felt footwear, and

his success in the handling of the lines manufactured by

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. has fitted him parti-

cularly for the promotion which has come to him.

Mr. Weber will make his home in Berlin, and having

spent most of his early life in or near there, he will be wel-

comed bv all his old friends, whose numbers are legion.
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they have not been in the habit of doing.—Superintendent

and Foreman.

* * *

SHOE ORNAMENTS FOR SPRING TRADE

Shoe manufacturers and designers of shoe styles in-

form those interested in future styles that for the East

tongue pumps and colonials are expected to be the best

sellers for spring, 1916, and in the West a big demand is

PROVED TO BE GENIAL HOST
N. F. X. Dufresne, one of the leading officials of the

Kingsbury Footwear Co., Montreal, acted as host Saturday,

August 28th, at a house party given by himself and Mrs.

Dufresne at their fine country home in Point Aux-Trembles.
just outside of Montreal, and entertained department heads

and office employes of the Kingsbury factory. The whole
affair, which was a surprise to the guests, was voted a huge
success, and a most enjoyable and jolly afterncon and even-

ing were spent.

A special car awaited the party outside the factory in

the morning and transported them to Mr. Dufresne's country

home where they were greeted by Mrs. Dufresne, and
luncheon partaken of. The host explained that it was his

desire that everybody should fully enjoy themselves, and
through the various arrangements made by him, they were
well able to follow out his instructions. In the afternoon

N. F. X. DUFRESNE, MONTREAL, QUE.

a ball game took place between the married men and the

single men, and was won bv the bachelors by a score of

13 to 5. Tbe evening was given over to dancing and a

general social, after which the party returned to Montreal.

In welcoming his guests, Mr. Dufresne stated it was his

earnest desire to co-operate with his co-workers in every

way possible in order that things might be made more pleas-

ant all around. Too often, he said, employers and employes

grow away from each other, when in reality, they should

make every effort to work together and by so doing acquire

mutual benefits otherwise unobtainable, and understand one

another a great deal better. It was his hope, he concluded,

thai everyone present would always regard him as a friend,

rather than as an employer.

anticipated for strap effects, and baby doll pumps. The
spring styles have been written in most of the factories,

but the samples are not yet in process of making save in a

few factories where it is intended to send the salesmen

out near the end of this week. The question of trim on

the shoes has not been definitely decided upon, although the

trade is being drummed by more ornament houses than ever

before and a greater variety of ornaments is being shown,

including metal, celluloid, glass, jeweled and other styles of

ornaments, some never before seen. Ivory ornaments took

the lead for women's slippers and pumps last spring and

they bid fair to again be popular the coming spring, accord-

ing to the shoe manufacturers.

* * *

HIGH BOOTS AND SHORT SKIRTS

Eastern manufacturers have advices from Paris that

skirts may be shortened almost to the knees, and that high

boots will be worn. The boots will be of soft, unlined

leather, which will make the ankles look slim. Midnight

blue kid shoes are being made for fall. Some shoe manu-

facturers think that this fashion will become staple, and

that blue shoes will be worn as commonly as are blue dresses.

A new style shoe is intended particularly for middle-age

women. It has a stylish toe, like that on fashionable shoes

for young women, but the arch is low, and the heel is broad

and flat, and only 10-8 high. The shoe is really a stylish

comfort shoe. The sales manager for a leading shoe firm

says that the best selling shoes for next spring and summer
will be those made of patent and of dull kid leather.

* * *

USING THE IDEAS OF OTHERS
I have never been able to understand why every shoe

factory does not have a suggestion box, into which it would

invite every employe to drop suggestions for the improve-

ment of the work, or methods or ideas calculated to advance

the progress of shoemaking. A very large proportion of the

present manufacturers of shoes were at one time humble

workers at the bench, and practically all of the successful

superintendents and foremen of to-day were at one time

bench workers. If all or nearly all of the individuals who
now direct and manage the shoe factories of this country

were at one time in their lives workers at the bench—ordin-

ary employes in their day—why is it not possible that among
the present employes at the bench there may be brains

equally as good as those possessed by the present managers

and directors of the industry when they were in the condi-

tion of the present employes?

HOW THE MOTION WAS "KILLED"

A shoe manufacturing corporation recently held its

annual meeting. It had been a prosperous year and profits

were satisfactory, considering everything. After the balance

sheet was discussed, the president, who was grey and con-

servative, called attention to the uncertainty of the future-

while congratulating the stockholders on their success at the

present, and suggested that a motion be made that dividends

be passed so as to add to their surplus, as a kind of war

measure.

Dead silence ensued. Lack of conversation became quite

noticeable. The president looked around, but met with no

response. Finally, a son of the president up and spoke with

all the audacity and conviction of youth : "This is a hell of

a concern that makes money but won't spend any !"

What this brief speech lacked in polish, it gained in

force. The president bowed his head and the usual divi-

dend was voted.
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Autumn Decorations for the Retail Shoe Store
o

By CHARLES S. EDGARtiaDao
an

Before describing the window-setting illustrated with

this article, we will point out several decorative materials

suitable for use at this season of the year.

The most commonly used of all materials may rightly

be said to be artificial foliage. The wide variety of plants

imitated and the close resemblance to nature which is ob-

tained by most manufacturers of artificial plants, makes
this one of the easiest of all decoratives to handle. Almost
any desired effect can be obtained, as the makers will pro-

velour, which served well to set off the outlines of the panels

which were placed in front of it. The panels, which were

made of wall-board, were covered with a wall paper in a

pale shade of grey. The vase and the pedestal on which it

stands, were made of card-board mounted on a light wooden
frame. These were covered with an onyx paper printed in

light tones of green, the edges were painted with gold paint.

The other ornaments on the panels were made of paper-

mache and were gilded. In the openings in the panels were

duce plants and fo'.iage in any color ordered, provided that

the order is placed far enough in advance to allow time for

making the goods.

Another decorative material is window-trimmers' Vel-

our, which can be obtained in all colors. This is useful in

covering back-grounds or for draping over pedestals or

stands. The principal colors for autumn use are brown,

red, and green. Other colors may be used, of course, but

these are the chief ones, and can be used without fear of

them being unsuitable.

Gold decorations in the form of fringe, braids, tapes,

etc., are also suitable for fall use. Designs, cut from gold-

paper, fastened to the velour back-ground, make a very

pretty and pleasing effect.

In the window illustrated we show nearly all of the

above materials in use. 'ihis design is one which is very

appropriate for fall openings or style shows. Here the back-

ground of the window was covered with a dark green

set three scenic paintings which were executed in autumn
tints. Wooden Display fixtures in grey and gold were used

in connection with this setting.

Good showcards to use with this setting could be made
of gold matboard with an opening cut through it, showing
a white surface to carry the lettering. Price tickets should

be made to match.

SUBURBAN DAY BARGAINS
The retail merchants of Kansas City, Mo., have hit

upon a good idea that is explained in their slogan: "Every
Wednesday is Suburban Day in Kansas City." As in most
other big cities, Wednesday is a light trade day in Kansas
City, and the merchants set about to remedy this. They
succeeded in a highly satisfactory way by calling Wednesday
"Suburban Day," and offering special inducements to

suburbanites to come to the city on that day instead of

coming on Saturday, when the stores are already crowded.



How One Dealer Overcame the "Periodic" Sale Idea
Knows What Lines are Becoming Broken or are Lacking in Demand and Each Sales Person is Given Three Per Cent,

on His Sales—Pushing Goods Right Along Every Day, While the Profit-Sharing Plan Appeals to

the Clerks Who Like the Method Much Better Than the P. M. Idea

How eliminate the time-honored mid-summer and mid-

winter clearance sales in shoe stores, and at the same time

make a good profit for the stores by the selling of goods at

the regular retail prices?

J. F. Knowles, of the W. (i. Simmons Corporation,

Providence, R.I., gives his plan in the "Shoeman"

:

In brief, it is the paying of a small commission to the

salespeople right through the season on lines which become
broken and desirable to close out.

"Our company," he said, "have wanted for a long time

to be able to cut out the regular clearance sales. In general,

they are merely baits for a lot of people with 'end-size' feet

who wait for these sales, and as a rule they don't get the

stores anywhere in the way of profits.

"So we have tried out and adopted a plan of regular

day-in and day-out commission to our salespeople on sales

of such lines as become broken in sizes, or desirable for

any other reason to push out. The result is that we come up

to the time of the clearance sales with practically nothing

to 'clear out.'

"We started our experiments last January by offering

our salespeople in the, women's department three prizes of

$10, $5 and $3 for disposing of the most goods during the

regular sale. Only three people, of course, could win prizes,

and we had the feeling not only that this was discouraging

to the efforts of our other salespeople, but that the periodic

'sale' idea was wrong, anyway.

Knows the Fast and Slow Ones

"Accordingly, on April 1st, we started in on our new
plan. We have an office system of checking individual sales

in our stores that lets us know every day just what lines

are becoming broken or lacking in demand, and so on, and
tbese constitute the lines we decided to push right along

every day, in the busy season as well as the quiet.

"In a word, our plan is to pay each sales person three

per cent, on his sales of these lines. That is, in addition

to their regular salaries our selling force receive an addi-

tional three per cent, for disposing of those lines which we
want to clear out. This forms a constant, daily incentive

to them to show these goods to customers right in the heart

of the season for which they were bought—and both our

customers and our salespeople benefit thereby. See ?

"There is no question of the soundness and success of

the plan. In four months it has resulted in the sale, at

regular prices, of $4,500 worth of shoes which under the

old plan of mid-season sales would have been sacrificed at

cut prices. We did $1,300 more business in our women's
department in July this year than in the same month last

year.

Sales Force Take to Proposition

"Our salespeople like the plan very much—and better

than the 'P.M.' idea. It gives them several extra dollars in

one lump at the end of the month, and the certainty of their

getting this with no extra effort during their daily work
on customers spurs them on to showing the shoes we want
to clear from our stock.

"The benefits to us are clear. We are receiving regular

prices for goods that otherwise would later be forced out at

i i. We are getting our money for tbem right along dur-

ing the progress of the regular season. We are profit-

sharing, to epiite a sizable extent, with our salespeople

—

and we are cutting out the undesirable 'Clearance Sale.'

"Up to now we have operated this plan only in our

women's department—because it is considerably the largest

branch of our business. But it is equally applicable to all

our departments, and I think that you will find our entire

business on that basis soon."

ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM QUEBEC

Mr. Bilodeau, of the Louis Gauthier Co., is on a busi-

ness trip to Montreal and Toronto.

Albert Racine, tanner, has bought a new leather press

of the latest and most improved kind.

Albert Huot, formerly foreman of the stitching room

of Lachance & Tanguay, has taken a similar position with

J. E. Samson, Reg.

Med Tremblay, maker of infants' shoes, has formed a

partnership. The new firm will be known as Tremblay &
Gosselin, and they will continue to make the same lines.

J. E. Matheson, of the United Awl and Xeedle Co.;

L. S. Odell, Fisk Limited. Montreal, and H. W. Parsons,

of the Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, were in Quebec last

week on business.

The Miner Rubber Co. were awarded a gold medal at

the recent exhibition in Quebec, while Dupere & Garant

received a silver medal on their display of findings and

leather. Among those who made interesting exhibits at the

recent exhibition were the Nugget Polish Co. of Toronto,

and the F. F. Dalley Co., Limited, Hamilton.

Edgar A. Shee, local representative of the Robson

Leather Co., Oshawa, left last week on a business trip to

England and France. All his friends join in wishing him
a safe return. Keith Moffatt, Montreal manager for the

Robson Leather Co. will look after the Quebec end of the

business during Mr. Shee's absence in Europe.

The building recently bought by L. Beaubien, wholesale

shoe dealer, and formerly occupied by C. E. McKeen Co.

as a shoe factory, is undergoing extensive repairs. All the

front on St. Valier street has been demolished and renewed
with pressed brick. Half of the structure will be occupied

by the Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited, of Berlin, A. J.

Healey being appointed local manager.

The sale of the effects of the insolvent estate of F.

Blouin, Reg., took place recently at the office of J. P. E.

Gagnon. The machinery and tools of the factory for the

manufacture of counters, valued at $1,557.00, were sold to

H. Blouirf at 10c. on the dollar. Other tools and machinery
for the manufacture of counters in Limoilou, valued at

$1,035.00, were also sold to H. Blouin at 5c. on the dollar.

The sale of the insolvent estate of Roy & Darveau.
wholesale shoes, took place at the office of J. P. E. Gagnon,
curator. The stock of shoes and store fixtures, valued at

$9,838.00, was purchased by Onesime Poliquin at 65c. on the

dollar. The book debts estimated at $23,112.00, were bought
by G. Lamontagne at 534c. on the dollar, and a lot of
traveling bags valued at $212.50, were purchased by O.
Poliquin at 25c. on the dollar.



Refined Lines and Beautiful Effects in Spring Models
The Gypsy Boot is Having Wide Measure of Popularity—Blue and Bronze are Leading Colors—Strap and Slashed

Front Oxfords are Taking Well—Black and White Effects are Still Holding Their Own—The Swing
Last Seen in Some Men's Shoes Which are Plainer and More Conservative Than Ever

Plain, dressy, neat, refined and well balanced are some

of the terms employed to describe the spring samples of

Canadian shoe manufacturers, all of whom have excelled

themselves in productions that stand out as distinct and

progressive. The new Gypsy button and lace boots, which

are among the leading lines, are featured in midnight and

Italian blue kid, bronze, dove grey, black and other colors,

and appear to have caught on.

In the last three issues of the Shoe and Leather

Journal extended references have been made to the style

situation, its conservative tendencies, and pretty, inviting

productions, evidencing the elimination of freaks and the

placing of the footwear game on a more stable and tenable

basis. It was also pointed out that the average dealer to-

day can buy his spring stock with perfect safety, as there

are likely to be no revolutionary style changes between now
and deliveries.

It is the general opinion that the midseason style evil

has been crushed and that, with the return to quieter and

more subdued productions and the suppression of millinery

and fluffy ruffles specimens of footgear, that brighter things

are in store for the retailer, so far as his buyng ahead is

concerned. He will not now have to lie awake nights and

wonder how many times fashions have altered between the

time of his retiring and the hour of awakening.

Of course women will always have some variety, but the

eccentric and the capricious types are not featured.

In low effects for spring two. three and four button

kid oxfords, with cut out fronts and fly vamps, are being

shown in brown, light blue and dark blue kid and other

colors. Bronze kid is also coming in for a large measure
of attention and the Gypsy oxford appears to be taking very

well with the trade. Among other new offerings seen is .1

four button oxford with vamp and foxing of patent leather

and black kid overlapped quarters, with pearl grey buttons,

having a black centre. Another unique presentation is an

all patent leather, five button Gypsy, with scalloped fly and

cut out vamp and top, while another is a dull kid, five but-

ton oxford, with beaded ornaments on straps and white silk

fittings. A white and black oxford, with patent leather tip,

saddle strap and foxing, all perforated and the vamp piped

with black, is a very fetchy creation. Black and white

combinations—black shoes with white piping on the vamp,

quarters, top or front facing, or white shoes, piped with

black, at similar prominent points, are seen in many im-

posing models and bid fair to continue decided favorites.

Plain Toes and Refined Models
It is always interesting to know what the other fellow

is doing or planning, thinking or saying, and in this issue

of the Shoe and Leather Journal is reproduced from lead-

ALL BLUE KID GYPSY BUT-
TON BOOT, HALF LOUIS
HEEL—BY CLARK BROS.,

ST. STEPHEN, N.B.

ing trade publications across the border, their views of the

style situation, so far as the spring and summer footgear

modes are concerned.

Under the caption "Pretty Shoes the Rule for Spring,

1916," the "Boot and Shoe Recorder" remarks:

—

"The style situation for the coming spring is more

clearly defined than in previous seasons. It is not subject

to such radical changes. It is based on the logic that pretty

shoes will be necessary for the beautiful dresses and frocks

of light weight materials predicted for spring, 1916. Buy-

ing can be done w^ith more freedom and assurance if these

types are adhered to in ordering now for spring, 1916. The

styles for spring have balance and lines of refinement.

They are pretty shoes and are not what might be termed

novelties. If women continue to display the same good taste

in the selection of garments, it is an assurance to the trade

that they will insist upon beautiful types of footwear. There

is a marked unanimity of opinion as to the plainness of the

tees in women's footwear. The absence of tips is expected

to characterize the styles of the season. This does not

mean that there will be a total disappearance of tips, for in

some communities they are always in demand, particularly

in shoes in the larger sizes. In women's turned slippers

for 1916, the principal materials are in dull black, French

bronze, Italian blue, light or dove grey, and champagne, as

well as chrome patent. White shoes are shown mostly in

canvas of the various grades, from the coarser to the gross

weave.

Medium Vamps and Slightly Recede Toe

"The three and one-quarter inch vamp will lead. Med-

ium length vamps with round and slightly recede toes will

be popular. The universal type of last with its pointed toe
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is the standard. There is little chance in the swing last

being made a women's style feature. There is one general

opinion of the trend in toes—mostly medium recede. In

the higher grades the long narrow toe is in some demand.

"That little stunt of turning the knife at the throat to

bring it up into a point has rejuvenated the pump of three

years ago. The ability to crimp the throat slightly has helped.

The long, pretty lines of a pump supplemented with various

collar effects has made this type of footwear the prettiest

model ever created in our trade.

"The strap pump has received considerable attention, in

sample lines. In the western part of the country the straps

were strong sellers this past season. All varieties are good

with from two to eight straps. The strap pump has re-

ceived considerable attention at the hands of manufacturers

for next spring. Strap pumps of all varieties, anywhere

from two to eight straps, are found in the sample lines.

"There has been a logical and natural development of

the throat of the shoe. It is built higher because of the

fact that its fitting values are improved thereby. The gypsy

pump and pointed throat pump styles pull the leather up

closer to the waist of the foot and permit of tighter tops.

There is less likelihood of pumps slipping off in the higher

forepart models.

Gypsy Models and Black and White

"The gypsy seam model is the logical development in a

low shoe type from the boot which makes its appearance

now. In the plain, gypsy style, any solid color has merit.

The gypsy line can be piped and the heel can be interlaid

with white at seat and top lift.

"Last September we came out emphatically for black

and white and the season has proven the value of our pre-

diction. We look forward to black and white for next

spring with a good deal of black and white stitching and

piping. The stitching will be plain for the most part, as

zigzag effects are not looked upon with favor.

"Tlie tongue pump colonial and the open throat almost

demand ornamentation. The ornaments are small but they

must be pretty. The bar, or button, is good in any form of

decoration, providing it has harmonizing features. The
lurid ornament in colors and the rhinestone are passing.

"No radical changes are expected in heels, with the

most popular ranging from 14-8 to 16-8. The increased de-

mand for College Girl and misses' styles have produced a

generally lower heel than ordinarily demanded in plain

footwear.

"Wood heels which are so extensively employed in

women's turn footwear are a little lighter in weight than

last year. These include the Cuban. Cuban-Louis, half

Louis and full Louis styles. Leather heels figure only about

10 per cent, of the total of turn shoe.

Kid Will be Leading Leather

"Freak and startling leathers are things of the past

is the consensus of opinion. One toned leathers remain the

rule, as combinations have been found disastrous. However,
the tendency towards conservatism will be relieved by such

dainty effects as white piping, stitching and new vamp and

throat designs.

"It is unanimously conceded that kid will lead in wo-

men's footwear. Some authorities believe that light calf

skin of a dull sort will equal it on the 50-50 basis. Glazed

kid is strong because it has the lustre and yet good elements

of comfort.

"If bronze kid, despite the European situation, persists,

it will to all indications command a favorable position. The
perfect hosiery match has done much to make this leather

popular. In the last ten years a development of this leather

has been so phenomenal as to make it almost a staple."

The Plain Effects for Men
Reviewing trie trend in fashion in men's shoes for next

spring and summer, the "Shoe Retailer" observes: "The
remarkable feature of men's styles, as reflected by the new
lines of samples, is the extremely plain shoes, following a

season when cloth and leather tops, inserts, and panels com-

bined with leather vamps to harmonize or contrast. The
new samples are almost barren of color combinations. Solid

colors and all leather shoes summarize the style question

for next season, except in sport shoes for summer. It is

in these samples that the only element of 'millinery' is at

all noticeable.

"There seems to be a tendency to feature longer lines

of dull black calfskin shoes, with dark tan, in a mahogany
shade, coming next in favor. A big season is anticipated

on the high cut bal pattern. For several seasons past this

style has increased in popularity. The oxford season is a

short one at best. Boots are good sellers during nine months

of the year, and this accounts for the large number of high

cuts that appear in the samples.

"Some idea of the trend of fashion a year or two hence
is sensed in the talk heard of a slight demand for lighter

tan leather in distinction to the darker shades which have
been in vogue. Also, in the appearance of blucher oxfords
in a few of the better lines. Straws like these should be
watched by the dealer.

"There has been no attempt to monkey with lasts,

manufacturers apparently being content to sweeten the lines

(Continued on page 44)
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WIDELY KNOWN FACTORY CHANGES HANDS
Getty & Scott. Limited, of Gait, manufacturers of

"Classic" shoes, have bought out the Cook-Fitzgerald Co.,

Limited, manufacturers of the "Astoria" and "Liberty"

brands, London. All the members of the traveling staff of

the Cook-Fitzgerald Co.. who have specialized for a number
of years on men's high-grade welts, are retained. They
are now covering their respective territories with a fine line

of attractive, snappy samples. The trade mark brands of

"Astoria" and "Liberty" shoes will be featured and the

new factory in London operated under the name and style of

F. S. SCOTT WM. CHAMBERLAIN

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited. The Cook-Fitzgerald Co. are one

of the most widely known in Canada, and the factory has an

output of about 1,000 pairs a day. It was established in 1904

by the late J. P. Cook, of London, in association with his

brother-in-law, C. J. Fitzgerald. On the death of Mr. Cook,

in 1911, Mr. Fitzgerald removed from New York and took

the active management of the business. He had associated

with him. J. V. Flanagan, as vice-president. Mr. Fitzgerald

has now resumed newspaper work in New York City, being

one of the cleverest and most widely recognized writers and

authorities on sporting events on the continent. Mr. Flana-

gan returns to his former home in Boston. During his resi-

dence in London he made many friends.

F. S. Scott, head of the firm of Getty & Scott, is the

representative in the House of Commons for South Water-

loo. He was born and raised in Gait, and spent his early

life in equipping himself for a commercial and industrial

career. Several years ago he joined E. J. Getty in the

manufacture of footwear, and the business developed steadily

and satisfactorily, until to-day the company have an output

of about 3.000 pairs a clay of women's, misses' and children's

shoes, being the largest producers of their line in Canada.

They have made the "Classic" line a household word.

Mr. Scott has always taken an active interest in municipal

and hydro-electric affairs, and is one of the solid progressive

citizens of Gait. William Chamberlain, secretary and trea-

surer of the company, has been identified with the shoe game
for many years, starting with the Classic City Shoe Co.. in

Stratford. In 1903 he joined the firm of Getty & Scott and

in that year, the name "Classic" was adopted on the sug-

gestion of Mr. Chamberlain, who was for years sales man-
ager of the company, and on the retirement of Mr. Getty

a couple of years ago. was also made secretary-treasurer.

During the past season the factory of Getty & Scott has

been one of the busiest on the continent, and among the re-

cent enterprises of the company are the making of women's
hand-made welts by the most skilled workmen obtainable,

and the erection of a large addition for manufacturing

children's turns which is now about completed.

EMPLOYES PARTICIPATE IN WAR LOAN
The employes of Sir H. W. Trickett, Limited, at the

Gaghills Slipper Works, Waterfoot, England, recently held

an enthusiastic meeting during the dinner hour, in which
fhe matter of the war loan and how it affects the workers

was considered. Oliver Eatough, managing director of the

company, presided, and in the course of his remarks said

that the meeting would be worth little unless a practical

issue came out of it, therefore that morning his co-directors

and he talked the matter over, and they had a proposition to

put before the workpeople which would help them, and he

trusted they would take advantage of it. Of course, they

took it for granted that all those who had money on one
side invested it in the war loan when it first started. They
knew that in a community of a thousand workpeople there

were always some who could not really afford to put clown

£5 at once. As a firm they were going to make it easier

for them to do this, as they would like their workpeople to

be partners in the concern. It was a national concern, and
they in that district had not yet realized that we were at

war. He hoped they would do something so that this coun-

try would not have to go to America to beg money— (hear,

hear),—or to some other country when we have money in

our own country. In order to induce their workpeople to

put their hard earned savings into the War Loan the Gov-
ernment have done something which they did not do at the

beginning. Those who put ten thousand pounds in the loan

v ould not get a bonus like the working people had the

chance of getting. Continuing, the Chairman said that his

firm were prepared to advance money to every employe who
was not able to find £5 to put in the War Loan, providing

they give in their names by Saturday to the foreman in the

respective departments. They as a firm would pay the £5

—

(hear, hear).—and if there were 200 names in by Saturday
the firm would go to Mr. Taylor at the Post Office and tell

him what they recpiired. They wanted to have the business

done before the end of the month, because the interest would
be less in September than it is to-day. If 400 names were
given in by Saturday the firm would have to find £2,000.

If the proposition was agreeable to the workers the firm

would take off their wage two shillings per week so that in

twelve months' time the £5 scrip would be their own.
The result of the employes subscribing to the War Loan

Fund was £1.240. and Mr. Eatough writes, "if all the work-
shops in England would follow on similar lines, then we
would not have to go begging to America to lend us money
as we would have sufficient to meet all demands for the war."

Here is an interesting group snapped recently in front of the Miner
Rubber Company's factory in Granby, Que. On the left is R. B.
Griffith, wholesale shoes, Hamilton, Ont., next is W. H. Miner, of
the Miner Rubber Company, and then come R. T. Hayes, manager
of J. M. Humphrey 8s Company, St. John, N.B., and Charles A.

Davies, of Blachford, Davies 8; Company, Toronto.
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Refined Lines and Beautiful Effects

(Continued from page 42)

or improve the fitting qualities of those models which have

been most popular with their trade.

"The only distinct change in last models is the appear-

ance of the swing last, found in almost all Brockton lines.

There is a diversity of opinion as to the degree of success

which this model will meet with from retailers. Manufac-

turers and salesmen do not appear to be over-enthusiastic

about it, and there is reported to be little, if any, demand
for it from retailers. The future of this last rests entirely

with the retailer. If the individual dealer believes his trade

is ready to accept a new model, then it is likely that the

swing last may suit him. Generally speaking, however, it

can be said that while last manufacturers are pinning their

faith to the model to bring orders to their factories, that

manufacturers and salesmen with few exceptions expect

to get their volume on lasts which have been in favor the

past few seasons. The improved modified high toe will

continue to sell in the smaller cities and towns throughout

the West and parts of the South.

"White shoes, in buck and fabrics, such as reign-skin,

sea island canvas, and sport shoes in white materials com-

bined with colored leather tips, saddle vamps, quarters and

stays, will enjoy greater popularity than they did this past

season. It is conceded that next season will be a big white

shoe year.

"Dealers will have no difficulty in picking their men's

styles for next season. The work has been made very easy

for them by what the manufacturers have to show in their

sample lines."

For the Most Exclusive Trade

The new samples of the Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., which

are being shown in Toronto and western Ontario by James

Lawther, have touched top water mark. The enterprising

Eredericton firm are now turning out exceptionally high

class and artistic shoes for men, to retail at eight and nine

dollars. These productions represent the acme of finish,

workmanship and superior materials, and establish a new

standard in Canadian shoemaking. They come in gun-

metal, patent kid, patent colt and tan, with 12 gauge single

sole, silk linings and the finest of facings and trimmings.

Three new lasts have been added. They are the Lieutenant,

the Major, and Natur-Arch. The Lieutenant is an extreme

pointed toe last; the Major a full round toe; while the

Xatur-Arch is made for comfort, as well as looks. The

latter shoe is designed and constructed to correct troubles

caused by weak ankles or flat foot. The firm are also fea-

turing a variety of cushion soles in different lasts and pat-

terns. They also show an army shoe, riding boots and other

creations that are of much interest to men. The Hartt

Boot and Shoe Co. this season are making a specialty of

white canvas shoes and oxfords, with rubber and leather

soles. This is a new departure for the firm and one that is

taking exceptionally well, and they are also extending their

range of cushion soles.

Featuring All Newest Things

The new samples of Clark Bros., St. Stephen, N.B.,

are right up-to-the-minute in style, shape and snap. The new

Gypsy button boot and Gypsy bal are strongly featured,

and come in midnight blue kid, grey kid, bronze kid, black,

etc., being shown in all the newest lasts. The samples of

Clark Bros, are made in all widths, and in lace creations

there are a number with colored kid and buck-skin tops.

Others are seen in the button line with the same kind of

topping, but the lace is perhaps a little stronger. In low

cuts there are observed some dainty offerings, with buck

and bronze kid quarters, and miniature metal ornaments

and Cuban and half Louis heels. In the imitation blucher

pattern a number of pretty pumps are presented. There are

also black and white combination effects. One particularly

attractive shoe is a bronze kid lace boot, with brown cork

screw cloth top, wave cut, with half Louis heel. A lace bal

with patent vamp, black corkscrew top and peg heel is also

exceptionally neat. All low cuts have dainty ornaments,

some have tiny tongues, and others none. Plain effects

for the most part prevail, while vamps are of moderate

length and toes of the medium recede character. There are

many other offerings of interest in the range, which, in the

line of imitation Goodyear welts, stand out distinctive for

quality, appearance, elegance and fine shoemaking. The
line is now being shown in western Canada by Jas. F. Clark,

in Ontario by R. L. Savage, and in the Maritime provinces

by Everett Hanson.

Showing Latest Models for Men
The new spring samples of Scott-Chamberlain. Limited,

successors to the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., of London, are being

shown in all parts of the Dominion by the same widely

known travelers as for many years past. Although the

tendency this season runs to plainer and more subdued

effects, the line is full of grace and snap, and is most com-
prehensive in its entirety, reflecting high class shoemaking
and an intimate knowledge of the trend of styles. The

women's patent two BAB PUMP
DULL QUARTERS.

WOMEN S KID BUTTON BOOT ON GYPSY
LAST, WHITE PIPING.

THREE NEW OFFERINGS OF " AMES-HOLDEN" FOR SPRING

MEN S VELOURS CALF BAL ON
BALKAN LAST.
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"Astoria" and "Liberty" brands are being retained and will

be featured more prominently than ever. Several new lasts

have been added. They are the "Strutter," which is of the

swing variety now being shown to the most exclusive trade.

This type is one of the few changes of the season in men's

styles. It has a moderate recede toe. There is the Devon
last which has a classy receding toe, with a smart wall

effect, and is destined to be a winner. The Bing last is

characterized by a moderate round toe, and has both looks

and comfort. In the entire line are many new patterns,

A. E. Sibley, shoe dealer, of Calgary, Alta., has assigned

to the Security Trust Co.

T. H. Rieder, general manager of the Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co., Montreal, was in Toronto last week.

The stock of the Cudmore Shoe Co., Weston, Out.,

will be sold by auction on September 22nd.

A large majority of the shoe repair shops in Saskatoon

closed their places of business every Wednesday afternoon

during June, July and August at one o'clock. The closing

was well observed by all who signed. An effort will be made
next year to have a by-law passed by the council to the

effect that all repair establishments shut up on Wednesday
afternoon during the summer months.

Mr. Johnson has purchased the machinery of the Sub-

way Shoe Repair shop, formerly carried on by R. Boulton,

Saskatoon.

Alf. Winn, of Toronto, has been appointed selling repre-

sentative of the Eagle Shoe Co., and will cover Toronto

and Eastern Ontario, while the western part of the province

will be looked after for the company by Fred Hull, of

Toronto.

J. MacDonald has accepted a position with Ames-
Holden-McCready. Limited, No. 2 factory, Montreal.

O. M. Brooks, shoe repair agent of U. S. M. Co. is at

present making an extended trip through the Maritime

Provinces.

Emile David, shoe dealer, of Lachine. Que., has as-

signed.

Chas. Drolet has resigned from his position with G. A.

Slater, Limited, Montreal.

W. F. Martin, sales manager of Kingsbury Footwear

Co., Montreal, spent a few holidays at Atlantic City.

Bert Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Montreal, was
in Boston, New York, and other American centres recently.

P. J. Hogan, of the U. S. M. Co., Montreal, is spend-

ing a few days in St. Jerome, Que.

The assets of J. H. Laforest, shoe dealer. Montreal, will

be sold on September 22nd by the curator, D. Lamarre.

The U. S. M. Company of Canada. Montreal, are at

present engaged in installing a complete outfit in the factory

of Tourignv & Marois, Quebec, for the manufacture of

Goodyear welt shoes, a new line which this company intend

to make.

F. W. Knowlton, of the U. S. M. Co., Montreal, has

returned from Toronto and other Ontario cities.

The assets of the Cimon Shoe Manufacturing Co., St.

Jerome, were sold by auction September 14th. The town
of St. Jerome purchased factory and other real estate for

the tendency to shorter vamp effects in men's shoes being

noticed. All the leading leathers are shown and bals pre-

dominate. In summer footwear, Scott-Chamberlain. Limi-

ted, are presenting rubber soled outing shoes for men, in

canvas and Palm Beach cloth, with shield straps across the

vamp. The new firm of Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, intend

strengthening the factory equipment and making the Astoria

and .Liberty brands of shoes, which have been before the

public for the last ten or twelve years, better, snappier anil

more attractive than ever.

$3,500.00, and also acquired machinery, supplies, leather

stock, etc., for 23 cents on the dollar.

J. B. Lachapelle. formerly with Ames-Holden-McCready,
Limited, and later with the Eagle Shoe Co., has been ap-

pointed foreman of the stock room in the factory of the

Canadian Footwear Co., Point Aux-Trembles.

J. A. Cyr. formerly with the old O. B. Shoe Co., Drum-
mondville, recently accepted a position with the Rena Foot-

wear Co., Montreal.

E. L. Emmerson, of the Boston Last Co., Boston, has

been spending a few days at the Canadian plant of the firm

in Richmond, P.Q.

W. A. Lane, Montreal, was in Quebec recently.

H. V. Gale, Quebec, spent a couple of days in Montreal

during the past week.

W. B. Patenaude, formerly with the Tetrault Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., has accepted a position with the Canadian

Footwear C°-> Point Aux-Trembles, as foreman of their

fitting room.

The F. & B. Shoe Manufacturing Co., 510 Lasalle

avenue, Maisonneuve, recently installed several new machines

in their factory.

N. R. Feltes, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, is spending a few days in Boston and other American
shoe centres.

The Canadian Footwear Co., Limited, whose new fac-

tory is located at Point Aux-Trembles, Que., has started

operations. The plant is up to date in every particular and

will specialize in the making of women's, misses' and chil-

dren's McKays. New samples have been completed and

are among the finest ever presented to the trade. The staff

of travelers for the coming season is composed of J. Lange-
vin. Quebec province; L. P. De Longchamps, eastern town-

ships; B. R. Grosskurth, western Ontario; James Grant,

eastern Ontario; Auguste Martineau, Montreal, and E. G.

McColough, Maritime provinces. Emile Larose is sales

manager of this new and enterprising firm, who have offices

and show rooms at 44 St. Antoine street, Montreal. A.

Lecours is managing director of the firm, which starts with

bright prospects and every confidence in the future.

M. Black has opened a new shoe repairing shop in

Parry Harbor, Ont.

C. F. Veitch, manager of the footwear department of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Toronto, has been

ill for the past few days and his many friends hope that he

will soon be around again.

The Palmer-McLellan Shoe Pack Co., Limited, of Fred-

ericton, N.B., have secured a large order from one of the
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Allied Governments for their oil-tanned shoe packs, similar

to what is worn by the lumbermen in New Brunswick and

other parts of Canada, for use in the trenches this winter.

A sample order of 100 pairs was sent the Government last

winter, and they proved so successful that a large order

followed.

The Downie street shoe store of Knechtel & Co., Strat-

ford, has been purchased by Shore & Pair, who have'been

carrying on a shoe business at 47 Downie street.

C. J. Moore has purchased the shoe repairing business

of D. Fitzgerald. 25 Dock street, St. John, N.B.

At the Central Canada Exhibition, Ottawa, a very at-

tractive booth in the main building was occupied by Gale's

shoe store. A handsome sign in gold, garlanded with blos-

soms, greeted the eye, and the scheme of decoration was
harmonious and restful while the footwear displayed was

arranged with exquisite taste. The display included a num-

ber of evening and dress slippers and fancy hosiery to

match, as well as the new models for fall. Army boots

were also shown by the firm and the British, French and new
Canadian types, and the hospital rest shoes for con-

valescent soldiers, were on exhibit. Gale's shoe store in Ot-

tawa report doing an exceptionally active business during

the week of the Fair.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, has declared the regular quarterly dividend of one and

three-quarter per cent, on the preferred shares of the capital

stock of the company.

T. R. Trudeau, late of the Brockton Shoe Co., Limited,

Montreal, has joined the traveling staff of Corbeil, Limited,

shoe manufacturers, Montreal, and is acting as city sales-

man. He was some years ago western Canada representa-

tive of this company.

Alfred Fox, of the Yale shoe store staff, Winnipeg, has

been spending a few days visiting friends in Toronto and

Chatham, Ont. He was accompanied by Mrs. Fox.

Richard Weston, of the Weston Shoe Co., Limited,

Campbellford, Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

Dan McTavish, who is widely known in shoe circles in V
Winnipeg, Toronto, and other cities, has joined the 36th

Field Regiment, Toronto, and is at present engaged in cleri-

cal work.

Extensive improvements have recently been made to

the tanneries of the Breithaupt Leather Co., at Berlin and

Penetanguishene, where complete sprinkling systems have

been installed. The company's G. T. R. station warehouse

at Berlin and their warehouse on Queen street, in that city,

have also been connected with a sprinkling system in con-

nection with the waterworks service. The rolling and dry-

ing house at Berlin have been enlarged recently and addi-

tional rolling machinery installed, while the beam house has

been modernized. The offices have been extended and reno-

vated. The firm report that business in all their brands of

sole leather is very good and the prospects for fall trade

are excellent.

R. E. Jamieson, of Montreal, general sales manager of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., was in Toronto last

week on business.

J. S. King, of Toronto, who is representing the On-

tario Shoe Manufacturers' Association abroad, is now in

Paris where he has been spending some time. Mr. King
expects at an early date to secure orders for army shoes

from the Allies.

Practically all the rubber shoe manufacturing companies

in Canada have received large orders from the English

Government for long hip rubber boots, which will be used in

trench work. The boots are being specially made and have

a combination rubber strap over the instep and around the

heel and another just above the calf of the leg, while there

is the usual strap at the top to attach to the belt of the

soldier.

Robin Freres are making an extension to their last fac-

tory on Carriere street, Montreal. The addition will be

three storeys high, built of brick and when equipped with

new machines, will greatly add to the output of the plant,

making their production of lasts and fillers between eight

and nine hundred a day.

The Leather Manufacturers' Safety Association, Lim-
ited, with headquarters in Toronto, has been incorporated.

The association is for the purpose of adopting protective

measures and safety devices in connection with the oper-

ation of the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act.

The last edition of "Foot Prints" issued by the Cana-
dian Consolidated Rubber Co., calls attention to the fact

that serviceable presents are always acceptable at Christ-

mas time, and that during the coming Yule-tide season,

Canadians will give preference to goods that are useful

rather than ornamental. It is also pointed out that the live

retailer should take full advantage of the Made-in-Canada
propoganda, and for the few weeks preceding Christmas
attractive exhibits should be made. Backed by effective

show cards, attention may be directed to many gifts in the

line of felt footwear, rubber goods and other offerings.

Jobbers have recently received advices from manufac-
turers that rifle and mohair shoe laces have all been advanced
in prices 25 to 30 per cent. This has been caused by the

scarcity of dyes, shortage in supplies and the large export

demands on account of the war, as Belgium, Germany and
other countries which made a large number of such goods,
have practically ceased to be in a postion to furnish anything
in this line.

Ralph Locke, of Dufresne & Locke, Montreal, was in

Toronto last week on a business trip.

W. Stanley Larke, who for the past five years has been
a valued member of the staff in the men's shoe department
of H. & C. Blachford, Limited, 286 Yonge street, Toronto,
has joined "A" Company, 83rd Battalion C.E.F., and is now
in camp at Niagara Falls, preparing to leave for the front.

He has been a member of the Queen's Own Rifles for some
years. Private Larke was presented by the employes of

the firm with a handsome pipe, while his employers gave
him a gold wrist watch, suitably engraved.

Allen Locke, sales manager for the Slater Shoe Co..

was in Toronto last week and called upon a large number of

the trade.

A. R. Trudeau, of Montreal, has joined the selling staff

of the American-British-Canadian Distributers, Toronto, and
will cover the western provinces. Frank W. Slater, of Mon-
treal, is looking after a portion of Ontario for the firm,

while the Thompson Shoe Co., Montreal, will handle the

lines in the Maritime provinces. Murray Peirrette will re-

present Toronto city, while H. A. Beattv will attend to Que-
bec, Montreal, Ottawa and the larger cities in Ontario.

Frank E. Rousseau, who was formerly with the Relindo
Shoe Co., Toronto, for a number of years, has joined the

staff of Gourlay & Fogelberg, Limited, Berlin, Ont., and is

covering northern Ontario.

Marion Rogers, trading as Rogers & Co., shoe dealers,

Owen Sound, Ont.. have made an assignment to McLeod
Tew. Toronto and Hamilton creditors are specially in-

terested.

Pert Simpson, of the Winnipeg Shoe Co., has taken a
position with the Hudson's Bay Co. He was for many
years with Tom Stedman. Limited. Winnipeg.

The British government have placed with the Kaufman
Rubber Co., Berlin. Ont., an order for 10,000 pairs of hip
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boots, to be used by the men in overseas service. The value

of the order represents some $40,000, and the contract re-

quires that the consignment be completed and ready for

shipment by October 1st.

The J. Leckie Co., shoe manufacturers, of Vancouver,

have received an order from the government for several

thousand pairs of shoes.

The big plate glass window in Glanville's shoe store.

New Westminster. B.C., was broken recently and the thieves

managed to carry off several pairs of shoes, leaving only

one pair which they could not reach.

A. E. Little, shoe manufacturer, of Lynn, Mass., and

wife, were in Montreal recently. They were enjoying a

motor trip to various parts of the Dominion for a couple

of weeks, and Mr. Little was much impressed with the

country and the fertile nature of the land.

The Cobourg Felt Co., Limited, Cobourg, have secured

the services of John L. Holts as superintendent, and he has

entered upon his new duties. Mr. Holts has a wide exper-

ience in manufacturing felt lines. F. R. Goodearle, of the

company, has been calling upon the shoe trade in Ottawa
and vicinity and reports business as good.

E. P. Paige, of the Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, has re-

turned from a two weeks' pleasant visit to his old home in

Whitman, Mass.

A. W. Taylor, of the Robert Taylor Co., shoe manu-
facturers, Halifax, was in Toronto last week and took in

the Canadian National Exhibition.

G. P. Walker and D. J. Bonnell, of R. T. Holman,

Limited, Summerside. P.E.I., were in Toronto last week on

their semi-annual buying trip in the interest of the firm and

called upon a large number of members of the shoe trade.

While working at a press in the leather factory of

Edwards & Edwards, Dupont street, Toronto, Robert Knox
had two fingers of his right hand badly crushed.

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, are sending to their

customers handsomely colored slides, which can be used with

advantage for advertising purposes in moving picture thea-

tres. The slides are artistically printed and the dealer's

name is placed at the bottom. Many retailers have made
good use of the "movies" in various centres to attract at-

tention, and have found such a medium of publicity one of

profit and direct results.

J. H. Wood, shoe dealer, has removed from 528 Queen

street west, Toronto, to 215 Roncesvalles avenue.

W. J. Mitchell, of London, has joined the traveling

staff of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, of Toronto, and

will cover the ground from Hamilton to London in the in-

terests of the McCready shoe.

S. Gloud, representing the Leach Shoe Co., of Rochester,

was in Toronto on business last week.

R. R. Macaulay, secretary-treasurer of the Miner Rub-

ber Co., Montreal, was in Toronto for a few days last week.

Harry Dallas, of Toronto, is spending a few days at

Algonquin Park, where he is having a pleasant holiday.

W. M. Reynolds, Toronto representative of McArthur,
Irwin, Limited. Montreal, spent a few days in Berlin last

week.

Geo. Chambers, manager of the Regal Boot Shop, To-
ronto, has returned from a visit to Boston, New York and

Rochester.

Arthur Congdon, of Congdon, Marsh, Limited, Winni-

peg, was in Montreal recently on a business trip.

Harold Bonnick and Frank Faulkner, who have enlisted

for foreign service, were each presented with a box of

cigars, a large tin of tobacco, a pipe and several hundred
cigarettes, by the employes of the Toronto branch of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited. Mr. Bonnick, who is a

son of Chas. Bonnick, former manager of the branch, has

joined the Canadian Army Service corps. He was lately

on the traveling staff, and Mr. Faulkner was employed in

the warehouse. Both young men are now in camp at

Xiagara-on-the-Lake.

J. Waters, of Norwood, was in Toronto last week on a

business trip, calling upon the shoe trade.

E. E. Donovan, manager of E. T. Wright & Co.. St.

Thomas, Ont.. was in Toronto last week on business.

N. J. Collins, shoe buyer for Christie-Grant, Limited.

Winnipeg, was in Toronto, Montreal and Quebec last week
on a buying trip.

G. G. Lennox, wholesale shoe dealer, of Winnipeg, paid

a visit to Montreal, Quebec and Toronto recently.

A. L. Dupont. of Dupont & Frere, shoe manufacturers,

Maisonneuve, Que., was in Toronto and Hamilton lately.

Win. H. Marsh, of W. A. Marsh Co., Quebec, called

upon the trade in Toronto a few days ago.

E. J. Hill, of E. J. Hill & Co.. Lethbridge, Alta., was
among the visitors to Toronto last week.

The old tannery at Salem, near Elora, Ont.. was burned

recently, the loss being about $3,000. The building had not

been used for many years.

Fire broke out recently in R. C. Comeau's shoe store,

Moncton, N.B. The blaze started in the office and damage
to the extent of $2,000 was done by smoke and water.

The new Walk-In Shoe store, 295 St. Paul street, St.

Catharines, Ont., was opened recently. The store is well

appointed and every comfort and convenience provided.

Mr. Howe, proprietor, is a St. Catharines old boy.

The new price lists for sporting shoes have been issued

by the various manufacturers and the selling season has

started. The quotations are about the same as they were
last year on the various lines previous to the 5 per cent,

advance which went into effect in January last. The terms

are net, subject to cash discount as follows: The ship-

ments made during January, February. March, April and
May next are payable on June 10, 1916, less 2 per cent, or

net August 1st. All other shipments are payable on the 10th

of the month following shipment, less 2 per cent, or net 60

days from the first of month following shipment. Nearly
all retail dealers report that the past season was a remark-
ably good one in tennis and outing shoes. The new price

THE HANDSOME NEW STORE OF KENNEY BROS. , PARRY SOUND,
ONT. THE SHOE DEPARTMENT IS SEEN ON THE RIGHT AND

THE BROTHERS ARE STANDING I N THE FOREGROUND.
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list distinctly states that after December 16th next there

will be an increase of five and ten cents per pair, so that

early ordering is not only desirable but profitable.

Mrs. Mary Darner died recently in Toronto, where she
had resided for some fifty years. She was the widow of

John Darner of the former firm of Darner, King & Brown,
shoe manufacturers, Toronto, who predeceased her two
years, and is survived by three sons, John, of Darner,

Lumsden & Co., wholesale shoes, Vancouver ; Wm. G., To-
ronto, who is the western Canada representative of F. J.

Weston & Sons, Toronto, and Warnett Darner, Toronto.

The late Mrs. Darner came to Canada from Sussex, Eng.

E. H. Scarrow, shoe dealer, of Owen Sound, was in

Toronto last week on business.

The Natural Tread Shoe Co., 329 Yonge street, To-
ronto, had a splendid exhibit of Natural Tread shoes in the

Educational building at the recent Canadian National Ex-
hibition, Toronto. The display was the centre of con-

siderable interest.

C. S. Corson, sales manager of the Regal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, has returned from a business trip to Boston and

other shoe centres in the east.

David T. Gledhill, shoe dealer, of Kincardine, spent a

few days in Toronto last week.

Harry Leckie, W. G. Fallen and Julius Kuechler, west-

ern representatives of Getty & Scott, Limited, have gone on

THREE TRAVELERS WITH NEW FIRMS

HENRI MARTINEAU FRANK ROUSSEAU AUGUSTE MARTINEAU
J. A. & M. COTE CO. GOURLAY & FOGEL- CANADIAN FOOTWEAR

ST. HYACINTHE BERG, BERLIN CO., MONTREAL

an extended trip throughout the prairie provinces. Mr.

Leckie will cover British Columbia and part of Alberta;

Mr. Kuechler, Saskatchewan and part of Alberta, and Mr.

Fallen, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Wm. Mack, of the Lockett Shoe Store, Kingston, was
in Toronto last week on business.

The Society Shoe Co. will open a store in the new
Curry Block, Winnipeg.

George Wheeler, manager of the shoe findings depart-

ment, of Kilgour, Rimer Co., Winnipeg, has been spending

his vacation at Winnipeg Beach.

The Nu-Way Shoe Repair Co. are starting business in

Winnipeg.

By a recent amendment to an order-in-council just passed

at Ottawa, the exportation of hides of cattle, buffaloes and

horses, and calf and goat skins, except when of Canadian

origin, are prohibited to all destinations abroad other than

the United Kingdom, British possessions and Protectorates.

The assets of A. Beaulieu, shoe dealer, Chambord, Que.,

have been sold.

Bradford & Johnson, of Rainy River, have taken over

the grocery and crockery stock of the Rat Portage store,

and are adding shoes, dry goods, and men's furnishings.

S. Stewart, 299 Wallace avenue, Toronto, has sold out

his shoe business.

• Inthric & Risdale, shoes and harness, Battleford, Sask.,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Guthrie will continue to

handle shoes and harness repairs, while Mr. Risdale will

conduct a grocery business.

C. F. Irwin, of Harley Henry Limited, has take up his

old position as manager of the shoe department of F. R.

MacMillan, Limited, Saskatoon.

The boot and shoe business of MacDonald & Wray,
Regina, will be incorporated.

Singer Fit-Rite Shoe Co., Limited, has been incorpor-

ated in Montreal, with a share capital of $49,000.

A pair of French military boots was recently shown
in the store of N. Maybee, Grand View, Man., and aroused
a good deal of attention.

The Famous Shoe Repair have closed out their branch
at 133 Second Avenue north, Saskatoon. Mr. Culbert of

the branch has moved the plant to Winnipeg for the present.

A. Stutt, 3rd Avenue north, Saskatoon, has erected a

large electric sign and is doing a custom as well as a repair

trade.

Charles F. Rannard, of the Rannard Shoe Co., Winni-

peg, is on an extended business trip to Montreal, Quebec,

Three Rivers, Toronto, Berlin, Gait, London and other

manufacturing centres. He will return home by the United

States route, visiting all the leading cities in the Middle

States, in search of merchandizing and style information

and pointers.

R. M. Dahl, of Wolseley, Sask., was in Toronto last

week on business. He recently started business in that town

and has secured the agency for Regal shoes. The Farmers'

Trading Co. have also secured the agency for the same line

of shoes for Horizon, Sask.

A. Shewan, of Nation, Shewan, Limited, Brandon, Man.,

was in Toronto and other points east last week on business.

Arthur Dash, shoe dealer, of Sedgewick, Alta., has

sold out.

H. M. Stephens, director of specifications and designs

for the Regal Shoe Co., Boston, was in Toronto last week

on business.

The shoe store of the McCall Shoe Co., 432 Yonge
street, Toronto, was visited by fire on September 11th and

much damage done to the building. The loss on the stock

is estimated at five thousand dollars.

The shoe departments of the T. Eaton Co., Robinson

Co., Hudson's Bay Co., etc., Winnipeg, are all showing a

beautiful line of plain, neat and dressy shoes for ladies

—

some in novelty patterns.

Jos. Scully, who for a year past has been with the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Saskatoon, joined the

staff in the wholesale shoe branch of Harley Henry Limited.

Fire broke out recently on Bridge street, Hull, and
among the places of business damaged was the shoe store

of H. Charlebois. His loss is about $2,000.

Winnipeg jobbers in the shoe line report that they are
doing a better business than a few weeks ago, and they
speak optimistically regarding the immediate future. Their
travelers are sending in more encouraging reports. General
shoe business in Winnipeg is steadily improving.

The first shoe retailer in Orange, N.J., is about to re-

tire. He is over eighty years of age and has been in busi-
ness fifty-six years on the same spot, and in that long
period was never away from work all told for more than
two weeks.

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Winnipeg, have been ap-
pointed agents for the Tally-Ho shoe from Port Arthur to
the Coast. Mr. Patterson will make the trip for the firm
this season.

R. L. Savage, who represents the James Muir Co., Mon-
treal, and Clark Bros., Limited, St. Stephen, N.B., through-
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492

St. Valier Street

Quebec, Que.
Montreal, Que.

122 Adelaide

Street West

Toronto, Ont.
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out the province of Ontario, has removed from Montreal

and taken up his residence in Toronto, at 36 St. Andrew's
Gardens, north.

J. N. Gibson, who has been connected for many years

in various capacities with Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited,

tive, it adds a spice and snap to footwear which makes it

distinctive. The showings are indicative of what opinion

buyers hold of it. In addition there is a showing, though

much less, of colored pipings.

The Gypsy boot seems to have taken buyers and wearers

by storm. That it will have a wide sale is undoubted, but

whether it can stand up after heavy selling is a question.

While it is being pushed even now by the higher priced

stores, a few weeks will witness its sale by the cheaper

priced stores. One of the points which will promote its sale

is the absolute ease with which it is fitted. However, it is

a novelty and it is this feature which should make the aver-

age retailer buy them with caution. It has found greatest

favor in the regular button pattern in black, dark blue,

bronze, and gray kid. Variations in the straight side button

and in the lace types are shown.

E. G. McCOLOUGH
WHO HAS BEEN APPOINTED MARITIME PROVINCES REPRESENTATIVE

OF THE CANADIAN FOOTWEAR CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

Toronto, has taken a position on the traveling staff and

will look after a part of Toronto city, in company with A.

Echold.

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, are ex-

pecting a large order for army shoes from the French Gov-

ernment. It is said that the order may run 250,000 pairs a

month. The firm will not be able, of course, to produce

this amount, but arrangements have been made with other

companies to take portions of the contract with a view of

turning out the maximum capacity right from the outset.

Negotiations are also going on with the Italian Government

for a large order for military boots as many thousand pairs

will be required for winter use by both the French and

Italian troops.

HIDE MARKET IS NOT ACTIVE

Hallam's Weekly Market Report, Toronto, says: Beef-

hides are in fair supply. Tanners are buying on a hand to

mouth basis owing to a dull leather market. City butcher

hides green, flat, 18c. per lb. Country hides, flat cured, 17c.

to 18c. per lb.; part cured, 16c. to \6 l/2 c. per lb. Calfskins

are moving slowly at prevailing quotations. City skins green,

flat, 15c. per lb. Country, cured, 18c. to 19c. per lb.; part

cured, 17c. to 18c. per lb., according to condition and take

off. Deacons or bob calf, 75c. to $1.10 each. Horsehides

are quiet as ever with unchanged prices. City take off,

$4.00 to $4.50. Country take off, No. 1, $3.75 to $4.25.

No. 2, $2.25 to $3.00. Sheepskins are steady to firm, there

is a good demand for late take off stock. City lambskins

and shearlings, 75c. to $1.10. Country lambskins and shear-

lings, 65c. to $1.00.

POPULARITY OF THE GYPSY BOOT
The two outstanding features in the shoe market at

present are white piping and Gypsy boots.

The demand for conservatively colored footwear and

the long seam lines have given manufacturers an oppor-

tunity to feature white piping. While genuinely conserva-

WAREHOUSE MEN BEAT TRAVELERS
The semi-annual bowling match between the travelers

and the warehouse staff of the White Shoe Co., Toronto,

took place recently in the rooms of the Athenaeum Bowling
Club, at 59 Adelaide street west, Toronto. Three games
were played and the warehouse staff won easily. Some ex-

ceptionally high scores were made. The result was as

follows :

—

TRAVELERS
Ernest Williamson 110 84 125 319

Alfred Bawden 110 132 126 368

L. Fingland 83 79 135 297

Thomas Martin 88 89 79 256

Ed. Edmonds 94 103 155 352

1,592

WAREHOUSE
R. B. Gravlin 118 143 133 394

Charles McFarland 134 153 108 395

T. J. Rice 112 103 124 339

G. Hayes 49 107 120 276
Doc Reeves 132 121 105 358

1.762

THE MARKET AUCTION & SALES EXCHANGE
185 King St. E. & 64 George, cor. of King & George Sts., Toronto

These rooms are open daily for the reception of Boots and Shoes, Leather.
etc., for Weekly Sales by Auction or Private.

JOSEPH S. FRY, Practical Shoe Manufacturer and Auctioneer. Over
twenty years trade and bank references: Toronto, ten years.

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904
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Just Wright
ShoeIN A CLASS BY ITSELF

It gets you in

JUST RIGHT
with your

most
particular

customers

Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe
>

Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10^. D 5 to 10#!

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

The Just Wright Salesmen are now showing a range of new
models for Spring that your judgment will highly approve.

IN-STOCK" CATALOG ON REQUEST

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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Have you seen the

LIFE-BUOY
Range of

OUTING SHOE
SAMPLES ?

Do not place before you see them.

Special features that have not been

shown before by anyone.

Added Selections in

LASTS AND STYLES

A "LIFE-BUO Y" Salesman
will call on you in ample time

-wait for him.

THE

lloosoii Loaclvoc Co.
LIMITED

Osltnv/;t, Ontario

TAiW/jUS AMD OUIimilS

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm
Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-
tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VAL1ER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ®.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St. . BOSTON. U.S.A.

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warercoms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

>
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"Murray-Made"
and "Derby "

Shoes for Men

Have you seen our Spring range?

125 lines of men's shoes to retail from $4.00 to $6.50, including

4 brand new stylish lasts in men's welted shoes.

Our women's welt range, retailing from $2.50 up, is also very

large, and includes 2 of the smartest new shoe styles to be

seen anywhere.

Fine Line of Women's McKays
We have been perfecting our women's McKay department in the

past six months and are now in perfect shape, as the McKay
samples we are showing will very effectively demonstrate.

And our values! They really are exceptional and you will

miss the best of them all if you fail to see our line. It will pay

you to watch for the MURRAY Shoe Salesmen.

Murray Shoe Co., Limited

London Ontario

Montreal Branch: FRANK J. McKENNA, Sole Agent

Read Bldg., St. Alexander and Jurors Streets

"Cleo" Shoes for Women
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LINEN THREADS *mm COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces ^ohair

;
L
f
at*?

1

r -

.

Mercerized, Silk.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for

army purposes.

HEMLOCK — " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

rp^p §OLI£§—We s^and behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

Established Over Half a Century

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN

CHROME SOLE

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe » FACTORY AND OFFICE : STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q. MONTREAL

W. H. Staynes& SmithA"-
"ATHER

CASH ADVANCED w • ± wp - » and at Kettering, Northampton
ON CONSIGNMENTS. I^eiCt?»lt?r, JLVI1^» . Frankfort on-Maine.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

LUCIEN BORNE Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
salesroom OTTTTRTTr^ Montreal office

491 ST. VALIER STREET V/ ^^D^^ 152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.
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If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrigans

and

Leggins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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To You Mr. Superintendent

If you have fibre counter troubles in

your lasting room, just whisper to

your purchasing agent and tell him
to send for samples of

Columbia Fibre Counters

Your troubles will quickly disappear

by using Columbia Fibre Counters.

Unequalled for durability, dependa-

bility and wear.

Our Reputation
Is at stake when we say that Colum-

bia Fibre Counters are BETTER than

any^fibre counters on the market.

Drop a Postal

and our salesman will call and con-

vince you in a very few minutes that

our claims are not without good
grounds—furthermore

WE PAY FOR SHOES
RETURNED IN WHICH
THE COUNTERS HAVE
PROVEN UNSATIS-

FACTORY

Peculiarly

adaptable to high grade shoes as well

as medium price shoes. Moulded

evenly and smoothly. Long and flex-

ible scarf. And lend themselves

readily to high grade shoemaking.

Let Us Prove This to You

Columbia Counter Company
347-349 Congress St. BOSTON, MASS.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MONTREAL
G. J. TRUDEAU, 365 Ontario Street East

NEW YORK OFFICE, 127 BUANE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. 8s A. L. Freidman . 717 Market St.

CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. . . . 117 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert 8s Co. . .9 Hamilton St., Sydney
CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co. . Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana
PHILADELPHIA—Granville S. Brotherton . Burlington, N.J.

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co., 16th 8s Locust St.

ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton 8s Co., 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS AIRES—American Representations Co., Tacquari, 1158

ITALY and SWITZERLAND, . . . Victor De Sanctes 8s Co.,
Piazza Di Spagna 60, Rome
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THE

WM. A. MARSH CO-
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

M. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,

sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established
1900

/'/#
if,-''

(,;'•

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln* St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Aird Spring Samples are now
in the hands of all the

Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON R« MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowthey are the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,

require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so

next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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OUR MOST POPULAR BRANDS

Men's Patent Bal. Grey Suede Top
Patent Eyelet Stay, 8-8 Heel.

The Muir salesmen are now on the road

with the best line of samples we have ever

sent out in men's and boys' welts to retail at

$4.00, $5.00 and $6.00. There are several

conspicuous features in our Spring 1916 range

which you must see to appreciate.

Be sure to see our new season range before

placing your order.

THE JAMES MUIR CO
MONTREAL



We Have Them All

A. B. C. D. and E. Widths,

on Six Popular McKay Lasts

This is a range,

Mr. Retailer and

Mr. Jobber, that

should certainly

interest you, as,

so far as we
know, we are the

only house in

Canada manu-
facturing ALL
the different
widths in so

many Different

McKay lasts.

JOHN F. CLARK, President

JAMES F. CLARK, Treasurer

See The Clark Salesman

And you will readily see that these lasts are

absolutely widths and patterns designed to

follow, and not lasted or cut up or down half

a size to get the widths.

Our range constitutes one of the largest and most complete assortments

of Women's Fine McKays ever produced in a Canadian Shoe Factory.

See the range and your efforts to sell " Made-in-Canada " goods will be

absolutely justified by the goods and values.

Clark Bros., Limited
St. Stephen, N.B.
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for Your Shoe Store

How the Show Window Pro-

motes Increased Business

Relationship that Should Exist

Between Employer and

Employee

PUBLISHED TWICE-A-MONTH
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AWARDED GOLD MEDALS WITH DIPLOMA- BRUSSELS 1909-1910

SmH WTRICKETT, LIMITED

VOUR REF

CANVAS SHOE and
FANCY SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS.

TELEPHONE N°I6.

CABLE A TELEGRAPH IC ADDRESS
"GLOBE. WAT E RFOOT

"

Waterfoot,
1ST?- MANCHESTER

Sept. 15/15

TO OUR CANADIAN FRIENDS:--

The "MAD MULLAH" of Europe has upset a good many plans
during the past twelvemonth or so. But he is being gradu-
ally but steadily "roped," as you say in Western Canada.
His "Holy War," let us trust, will shortly have its quietus
and Christianity again demonstrate its power to cast out the
devil of Paganism.

Meanwhile this is no time for "pink teas," "tripping"
or even casual business gadding. It has been a great disap-
pointment to me personally not to be able to run across and
greet our many Canadian friends as usual, get a breeze of
your great lakes and prairies and, incidentally, talk of the
"greatest thing in the world" in footwear, TRICKETTS.

It has been a satisfaction to know that our Canadian
customers are being fully cared for by our "Johnnie on the
Spot"--Mr. John S. Ashworth--and on this side we are seeing
to it that he gets what he asks--and he is very insistent on
their behalf.

Wishing you a prosperous season's trade— especially in
TRICKETTS, which still, by the way, follow the flag--and
hoping in the near future to renew the pleasant personal
relations of the past.

Yours very cordially,

Managing Director.
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'This cut of our Grovyln^

Girls' button boot is one of
oyer :<20() I'm -OS— (Vom v/oio'o yon are

invito*! to niako a soloctioo for -Soring

Our Representatives

:

JOHN SCOTT,

J. A. McLEAN,
Western Provinces

W. C. MYERS,
Western Ontario

W. S. PETTES,
Eastern Ontario

J. G. RIEL,
Montreal and
Quebec

J. A. PERRON,
Quebec Province

C. A. LEBLANC,
Maritime Province

P. A. DOIG,
Sale* Manager

liocauso tlvoy hayo stylo aa«( finish which
inakos t'ooio roa<ly sollors— you hayo :no

" loft oyors " if you carry too Star lino,

All our shoos aro soM to too rotailor at

popular prlcos— pricos, which onaolo you to

soil at a ;^oo>l profit,

Ooo of our rojvrosootatiyos v/ill call on
you v/ito a full rao,^o o(

-

sainplos,

.STAR .S3 'ICS UiMrrXD • MONTR'!lAl,

Our Lines

McKAY SEWN
For

BOYS, YOUTHS
GENTS, and
LITTLE GENTS.
GROWING GIRLS,
MISSES, GIRLS
and CHILDS

TURNS
For

BABIES, INFANTS,
GIRLS, MISSES,
and GROWING
GIRLS

OVER 200

DIFFERENT LINES
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"Murray Made"

"Derby"
FOR THE MEN

"London Lady
"

FOR THE WOMEN

Here is what
the great MURRAY range of

Spring Footwear offers you in the

way of CHOICE—

1. 125 lines of men's shoes that readily

retail from $3.50 to $6.00, including

4 brand new stylish lasts in men's

welted shoes.

2. A splendid assortment of Women's
McKay sewn shoes, from our newly

re-organized and extended women's

McKay department, to retail for

$2.50 upwards.

3. Shoe values that really are exceptional

and that mean MORE PROFIT for

the merchants who stock them.

So—
See the Murray Range

MURRAY SHOE CO., Limited
London Ontario

Montreal Branch: Read Bldg., St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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Right For Your Fall Trade

$2.25

Women's flexible McKay boot,

patent. Regent last, black cloth top.

7-inch height, patent circular fox and
back stay, plain toe. short vamp,
leather half Louis heel.

B. C&i D. 2'A to 7

J 342 T $3.25

Women's welt boot, bronze kid.

Belmont last, bronze brown cloth top.

7-inch height, brown buttons, bronze

kid circular lox and back stay, plain

toe, leather half Louis heel.

AA. 4 to 7; A. 3 to 7:

2'A to 7.

B. C & D.

J 0327 T $3.25

Women's welt Gypsy boot, mat kid.

Madison last. 7-inch height, patent

tip and stay, patent California back

stay, leather Louis heel.

AA. 4 to 7; A. 3 to 7: B. C & D.
iy, to 7.

Attractive Styles

In Stock
Retailers in Canada will find

some profitable shoes in our
Stock Department. Five
popular numbers are illus-

trated. Made for retailers

who aim to give their custo-

mers honest shoe values.

Fine fitting shoes that always
please. Let us send you our
Fall catalogue of complete
styles in stock.

J 327 A. ..$2.75

Women's welt boot, dull calf.

Belmont last, black cloth top. 7-inch

height, dull calf circular fox and back

stay, plain toe. leather half Louis heel.

AA. 4 to 7; A. 3 to 7; B. C & D.

2K to 7.

J 114 Y $2.25

Women's flexible McKay boot,

patent. Regent last, black cloth top,

7-inch military lace, patent lace stay,

patent circular fox and back stay,

plain toe, short vamp. leather half

Louis heel.

B.C&D, 2^ to7

TERMS—1% off 30 days; 10c. extra per pair on less than 4 pairs on any one style.

UTZ & DUNN CO.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

-Los Angeles Office-

602 Lankershim Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.

G. C. McATEE
Representative

New York Office

200 Fifth Avenue

S. A. McOMBER, Representative

Denver Office-

218 Charles Bldg.,

Denver, Colo.

RICE 8{ TIGER
Representatives



Sort Up Your Rubber Stock
with the lines that never fail to sell and satisfy.

Miner & Shefford
Rubbers

Your customers look to you for satisfactory service. They "want
what they want, when they want it." Don't let any of them go away
unsatisfied through the want of care on your part. Look over your
stock now, and get your sorting orders into the hands of the nearest

MINER RUBBER DISTRIBUTING DEPOT.
Full stocks carried by all our representatives assure prompt and
careful attention to your orders.

The Miner Rubber Company, Limited
GRANBY QUEBEC

Blachford, Davies & Co., Ltd., 60-62 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns Si Wanless - London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith $ Co. - - - - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8f Co. - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - Sydney, C.B.

Jackson 8f Savage, Limited - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, P.Q.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited - Edmonton, Alta.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd., 146 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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Bell's "Unlocked process" Shoe

An entirely new line in Canada,

which must be seen to be properly

appreciated. Once you fully under-

stand the "Unlocked Process" Shoe

you are sure to become enthusiastic

over its possibilities.

Bell's "Unlocked Process" shoes

are made-in-Canada, solely by this

Company, under patented methods.

It is well worth your investigation

!

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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Off To A Good Start
Our traveling salesmen send us the most encour-

aging reports concerning the Spring prospects for

"ASTORIA" AND "LIBERTY"
SHOES FOR MEN

The Honor-Made Shoe

The reputation these
shoes have attained,
supported by the known
achievements of the new
proprietors, combine to

promote that confidence
which is the foundation
of friendly business re-

lations.

Our object of operation
is to eliminate all un-

necessary expenses hith-

erto attached to the pro-

duction of Men's Welts
in Canada and to make
our prices compare fav-

orably with our Ameri-
can friends who are pro-

ducing Men's Welts in

these grades. We are

incorporating everything
in the way of material

and workmanship that

go to make honor-made
Men's Welts.THE NEW STRUTTER LAST FOR PARTICULAR YOUNG MEN

SEE THE SCOTT-CHAMBERLAIN SALESMAN
HIS SAMPLES WILL SURELY INTEREST YOU

SCOTT-CHAMBERLAIN, LIMITED
LONDON ONTARIO
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SUCCESS ASSURANCE
is the natural result of selling a line of

shoes that are all-pleasing—smart in

style, perfect in fit, absolutely com-

fortable and enduring in wear. That

is why successful selling is assured to

the shoe merchant who stocks

"CLASSIC" SHOES
Canada's Premier Line

For Women and Children

The Spring range of CLASSIC SHOES now being shown
by our travellers, gives you the widest range of choice to

suit the needs of every one of your women
and children customers. Place your
Spring order with the CLASSIC traveller, and thus

provide yourself with Success Assurance.

THE SHOES THAT HAVE SUPPLANTED
FOREIGN FOOTWEAR

MADE IN CANADA BY

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
Gait - - Ontario
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THE

AMES-HOLDEN
SHOE

signifies all that is desirable in

high grade footwear.

Style, comfort and wearing

qualities are only a few of the

many features which go to

make the AMES-HOLDEN
SHOE indispensable to the

great majority of your patrons.

THEY WILL ASK FOR IT
—BE PREPARED.

Don't Forget Our In-Stock

Service

which enables you to sort up
quickly and most satisfactorily

on broken lines. By taking

advantage of the service we
offer, you can save many dol-

lars—and customers.

AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
MONTREAL ST. JOHN TORONTO
WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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McLaren & Dallas
Wholesale Distributors of

BOOTS
SHOES

SPRING
1916

- AND -

RUBBERS
Our range of samples for the Spring season now in the hands of our travelers, merits

your early attention. It includes all the very newest lasts in all the popular leathers,

fabrics and combinations, and every number in the range represents the best obtain-

able value. Style, fit and wearing qualities are unexcelled.

The " Imperial" Shoe
A quality shoe for your better class trade—Goodyear

Welts and McKay sewn for Men and Women.

"Varsity" Brand
These are McKay sewn and Standard Screw—a medium

grade light shoe with the looks of a high grade line. Sells

on sight, and with a worth while profit to the retailer. For
Men and Boys.

"Maple Leaf" Brand
A line of Working Shoes for Men and Women, Boys

and Girls. Made of solid leather and every pair guaranteed
for comfort and hard wear.

"Little Canadian" Shoe
A very fine line that gives real satisfaction.

Misses' and Children's and Infants' sizes.

Made in

(«

Beaver" Brand
An extra fine line of Goodyear Welts for Men. Very

popular and always completely satisfactory.

RUBBERS
The " BIG FOUR " Brands of RUBBER FOOTWEAR

and SPORTING SHOES

"KANT-KRACK," " DAINTY MODE,"
"ROYAL" and "BULLDOG"

The "Sportsman" Boot
This is the one best MEDIUM PRICED
boot for hunters, prospectors, civil engineers

and surveyors.

Stock—Pearl Calf—Black Calf

Chocolate Calf—Smoked Elk.

Heights—10—12—15 inch.

"Witch Elk " Huntin-
Boot

This is a high-priced boot, but worth the

money to those who need the best foot pro-

tection to be had. For the purpose for

which it is made, the "Witch Elk" boot
is distinctly in a class by itself.

Stock—Pearl Calf—Black Calf

Chocolate Calf—Smoked Elk.

Heights—.10—12—15 inch.

Your Sorting Orders

Try our " Rapid Transit " shipping ser-

vice in your sorting requirements. We have
an extra large stock and a skilful staff, thus
assuring prompt service whether your orders
be small or large and whether they
come through salesmen or by letter, wire or

phone. Everything for immediate selling

in Fall and Winter lines of Leather Foot-
wear, Elmira Felts, English Slippers, Moose
Moccasins, Lumbermen's Knit Sox, Oil

Tan Larrigans, Hockey Boots and Men's
Fine Leather Slippers.

McLaren & Dallas
30 Front Street W. Toronto
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See the Range for Spring

"BRANDON" "MONARCH"
AND "Dr BRANDON CUSHION

SOLE

"LIPTON"

BOYS' HOME GUARD

Among other excellent features that

you will observe in the BRANDON
Range are our new

Boys' Home Guard Shoe

in Calf Leather

and a special line of

Flexible Welts

to Retail at $4
00

The plainer and more sensible patterns

have the lead this year, a move that will

commend itself to the judgment of

merchants who can read the signs of

the times. But there's variety aplenty

in the range all the same. From the

BRANDON line you can select a per-

fectly comprehensive stock for your

boys' and men's sections.

Rush Orders Delivered

in Twenty- one Days

THE BRANDON SHOE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO
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New Samples for SpringnHHOHK —— MSBBBMB1BULMW .IMBMIWlJWIIinMIIIWI mUT

now in the hands of our travelers. Watch for the

WHITE SHOE man with the newest of the new in

Fashionable Footwear
For Men, Women and Children

See our Bronze Kid lines in Women's Bal-
* morals, Button Boots, Colonials and Pomps.

Complete line of Oxfords and Pomps and White

Canvas Shoes for women, misses and children.

OUR TRADE=MARKS ARE:

44 WaVerley" Men's Welts

4

4

Premier" Men's and Women's Welts and High Grade McKays

44WearWe11" Heavy Staples

"Fairv" Children's Shoes

A full stock of desirable lines for immediate

trade, also Rubbers—"Kant Krack," "Dainty
Mode," "Bull Dog," " Dreadnaught

"

WHITE SHOE CO.
48 York Street : : Toronto
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowthey are the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,
require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so
next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the
logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122. Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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" The Shoe of Refinement

"

THE HARTT SHOE

Dull Calf Bal, Receding
Toe, Low Heel, On New
Last.

Its appeal is to the highest class trade—to the men
who appreciate dignified distinction in footwear.

You can get a good price (and a good profit) for the

Hartt Shoe, for the simple reason that it is worth

the money—and looks it.

The Spring Range now being shown is a wonderful

exemplification of the fact that the highest grade

shoes not only can be, but actually are produced in

Canada.

E

THE HARTT BOOT & SHOE CO.
LIMITED

" Canada's Best Shoemakers "

FREDERICTON :-: :-: N.B.
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REGAL

"Regalize"

Your Store

!

In other words, if no other good

shoe merchant has cut in ahead of

you, secure the exclusive privilege

of selling Regal Shoes to the people

of your locality.

This is the quickest and the surest route to success in the shoe business.

With Regal Shoes in your stock, the great Regal reputation behind you, and

the one hundred per cent, efficient Regal service to draw upon, the very utmost

success possible in your community is well within your reach.

Regal Shoes are Made-in-Canada, and can be sold by only one merchant

in a town. If your town is not yet represented, write today for our plan.

35 Regal Styles Always In Stock

Your shipment goes out the

day your order comes in.

REGAL SHOE CO., LIMITED
IN STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Avenue Toronto, Ont.
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The Right of Way
to real success belongs to the shoe merchant

who concentrates on

Just Wright
Shoe

Absolutely conclusive evidence, that will convince

any merchant of experience, can be seen in the

range for spring, now being shown by the JUST
WRIGHT Salesmen.
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The Bostonian Shoe
For

Spring 1916
is a leader for style and comfort at a reasonable price.

BOSTONIAN SHOES already have an enviable

reputation. When you sell them you are not helping

to boost an unknown brand, but you are helping your

own interests by supplying customers with a recog -

nized leader.

Why Not Stock Up Now?

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL

" Canada's Leading Shoe House
"
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Comments by the London Advertiser

on the C.N.W. Shoe Co. Exhibit at

the Western Fall Fair, London, Ont.

C. N. W. SHOES MADE BY
PERFECTED PROCESSES.

The woman who imagines she is going

to sacrifice herself to patriotic principles

in buying Canadian-made shoes should
make a point of paying a visit to the

C. N. W. Shoe Company exhibit in the

Main Building Annex.
There she will find boots and slippers

for every occasion unsurpassed in quality

and style by any that she has ever seen

labelled "imported." The C. N. W.
factory is one in Canada which has suc-

ceeded to an unusually high degree in

perfecting its processes and bringing

credit upon Canadian industries. "Miss
Milo," "Duchess," "Lady Elgin" and
"Aunt Mary" of the C. N. W. family
combine comfort and modishness.

THE "C. N. W." BOOTS THAT PLEASE
"The Duchess, Lady Elgin, Miss

Milo." My lady opens her eyes and
wonders if she can be awake as she
stands in front of rows of dainty foot-

wear displayed in the Main Building
Annex by the C. N. W. Shoe Company
and learns these fascinating boots and
slippers of latest lasts, styles, colors and
highest perfection of finish are actually
"Made in London" and that they are

not merely "fads," but the 1916 spring
samples of the London company which
guarantees to every woman satisfaction,

from fastidious Cinderella to common
sense Aunt Mary, the latter also wanting
style along with generous dimensions.

THE PRETTY MAID AND THE C.
N. W. SHOE.

The pretty maid was hurrying to the
east end of the Main Building annex.
"Where are you going?" he asked (as

usual)

.

"To the C. N. W. Shoe Company,"
she told him, because she wanted to see
a reception shoe with a Louis heel, the
smartest slippers in colors to match
her frocks; a deep blue topped patent
laced boot trimmed with narrow gold
braid, and fetching white shoes piped
with black.
"Nothing more sensible," he teased.
"Certainly," she replied, "the nicest

military walking boots. Did you ever
know before they made such wonderful
women's boots in London ? Nothing nicer
ever was imported."

fjoe Co., Itmtteb
LONDON, ONTARIO
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ASK YOURSELF A

QUESTION WHEN

BUYING SHOE POLISH

THE NUGGET POLISH CO., LTD.,
TORONTO
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The salesmen of the well-known firms

who act as our wholesale represent-

atives, are now on the road with the

big, unbeatable Spring range of

ROYAL" ™>
"BULLDOG"

OUTING SHOES FOR 1916

From all points of the compass we

have received most enthusiastic reports

of the success of these goods in giving

complete satisfaction. Assure satis-

faction for your Spring and Summer
trade, by ordering the line that has

proved its worth. Big variety of styles,

for both sexes, in all sizes, and values

that are worth calling "remarkable."

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - ...

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited

The J. Leckie Co., Limited,

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas - - - -

- - - - - Montreal, Que.

Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.

- London, Ont.

- Toronto, Ont.
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PAT. N.°- 119403

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

Two Shoes That

Are Not Affected

By Style Changes
Both these brands have made their

reputations and their sales on real,

not imaginary or fanciful features.

A certain amount of style or "snap,"

of course, is necessary to the sale

of any shoe, but constant changes

and freakish shapes are not. This

has been proven by the remarkable

success achieved by the DOCTORS
SHOE and the PROFESSOR
SHOE.

It is because they have been of real

help to men's feet that they have

become so popular. They never

did make their appeal on style

alone, though they do contain a

certain dignified dressiness which
is a great aid in making sales.

Each of these lines has its own
peculiar construction, which serves

a distinct and valuable purpose.

Each has features that make a strong

appeal to sensible men who care

more for the comfort of their feet

than for the pleasing of their fancies.

Ask your jobber for further partic-

ulars concerning the DOCTORS
and PROFESSOR SHOES.

THE TEBBUTT SHOE &
LEATHER CO.,LIMITED
THREE RIVERS - QUEBEC
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MR. MANUFACTURER:
Anticipating an unusual fabric season, we
have stocked (outside of our regular lines) a

quantity of black, and a few select colors in

Velvets and Satins.

Both Fabrics will contrast beautifully with

Patent Leather Vamps in both High Shoes

and Pumps.

We will show dummies with these combinations

in our Montreal store within a short time.

We again wish to remind you that we are

Specialists in Shoe Goods only. We cater to

no other trade.

Among other lines at address below given,

we carry:

Shoe cloths and other shoe fabrics

Box cloths and kersey cloths, etc.

Top facings of all kinds

Bindings of all kinds, either silk, mercerized

silk or cotton

Braids for trimming or shoe bows

Ribbons of all kinds

Stay bindings, button webs, etc.

Canvas and other materials for white shoes

J. EINSTEIN, Inc.
NEW YORK BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL

176 William Street 32 South Street 321 North 14th St. 152 Notre Dame St. W.
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Tetrault
Always Has It First

IF IT'S NEW

—

TETRAULT HAS IT!

Our New "VULCANITE" Sole

"THE SHOE OF THE SEASON"
Why not profit by this new composition which enables us to

place in your store a line of SPRING OXFORDS OR HIGH
CUTS WHICH WILL GIVE BETTER VALUE AND
APPEARANCE THAN RUBBER SOLE, and enable you to

show something new in your Spring lines. Prices are right, and

lower than any other manufacturers.

Here are some of the reasons why
It is the logical substitute for leather soles.

Its general smartness.

Wears better than leather. Does not break, split or crack-

It is bound to have the call because of its many desirable features.

Waterproofing, flexibility, and evenness of quality are three great

features of the "VULCANITE" Sole.

DON'T PLACE YOUR SPRING ORDER TILL YOU
HAVE SEEN THE TETRAULT RANGE—THEN BUY

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

331 Demontigny St. East :-: Montreal
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Mr. Retailer-Why ?

Why advertise in the same old, indifferent, out-of-

date way, when for

75c, $1.00 or $2.00
you may have your ad illustrated by the leading illustrators

and designers in Canada. Make your newspaper space

doubly effective. Make your advertising pay.

Two copyrighted designs will be issued monthly—new, original,

distinctive—changing with the styles and the seasons. They
will be selected from the best productions of a number of artists.

Cuts off these designs will be furnished, ready for the printer,

and in three different sizes to suit your newspaper space.

Only One (1) Shoe Dealer In

l^fllir Town can securc tne r'ght to us; these two
1 UU1 1UWII copyrighted monthly cuts. Write
immediately for the October cuts here illustrated, and reserve

the exclusive rights for the following cuts. Order by number.
Every retailer may use our service. If you need a special

illustration for a sale, a shoe box label designed and printed,

a letter-head, or suggestions for copy—-sketches and prices

will cheerfully be furnished for approval.

O—

0

I

No. 210— 1 Column (as illustrated) $0.75
No. m—l'A Columns 1.00
No. 212—2 Columns ._ 1.25

The Flater Service

a
)—

6

No. 207— 5% ins. long (as illustrated) $1.25
No. 208— 7K ins. long 1.50
No. 209—10K ins. long 2.25

2B3383 34 YONGE STREET
Engraving TORONTO, CAN.

a—

o
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DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN
CHROME SOLE

Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe " FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

Dominion

Let "Service" Be Your
"Buy" Word

When Purchasing Rubber Footwear or Tennis Shoes

You cannot "Serve" your customers well unless

you, in turn, are given real " SERVICE " by the

manufacturer from whom you buy.

Real "SERVICE" not only means prompt de-

liveries and courteous treatment; it also includes

salable and stylish goods of high quality and ex-

cellent workmanship.

We Provide "Real" Service

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

OUR line-up is complete, our quality is unex-

celled, and our prices are right. Let us show
you what we can do.

It Is Our Desire To Serve You

OMINIO
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

fiOMiNlOfl
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Have You a Slogan for Your Shoe Store?—Its Worth
A Good Title or Phrase is as Valuable and Reputable as a Trade Mark—It Must Convey Meaning and Character

Must Live up to the Standard that it Has Nailed to the Business Mast—What Some Retailers

Have Done to Popularize and Advertise Their Goods and Stores

-Store

Have you a slogan for your shoe store?

A catchy and effective phrase—a brief, bright, descrip-

tive title, or striking and original expression. A short, definite,

rallying cry or leading characteristic has done much to adver-

tise and popularize a number of the leading footwear estab-

lishments of Canada. More and more shoe shops are adopt-

ing a slogan, believing that it conveys as much meaning
and impression in connection with their place of business

as a trade mark does to any line of manufactured goods.

It is well known that all prominent shoemaking firms

have branded or trade mark shoes, which they widely pro-

claim. The trade mark becomes closely associated with

the producers who stand back of their output with a guar-

antee of quality, workmanship and worth. Thus branded
or trade mark shoes gain in prestige and public appreciation

each succeeding season, until the names are so deeply rooted

in the minds of the people that they will call for this particu-

lar shoe in preference to ordinary unmarked lines, which

may be just as good but lack the mark of leadership.

Nearly every shoe merchant can, without a moment's
hesitation, call off the leading brands of men's, women's
and children's shoes. These titles have been made to stand

out by being stamped on the sole of the goods, by announce-
ments in trade journals, by special labels, window cards,

artistic booklets and other mediums, which reach the people.

As it is generally agreed that trade mark or branded shoes

take pre-eminence and have a distinctive value and signifi-

cance of their own, there is no reasjon why the alert and
progressive retailer should not give his premises or stock a

distinctiveness or individuality as was referred to in an
instructive article which appeared in the last edition of the

Shoe and Leather Journal.
Make your store stand for something—make it typify

and represent a certain feature, or a specialty that will

appeal to the people, arouse their interest and so gain the

confidence and esteem of the buying public. Many enter-

prising retailers have adopted a slogan and live up to its full

interpretation and purport. There is no use in a footwear

house selecting a phrase or certain term to differentiate

it from others, unless pains are taken and care exercised to

measure up to the banner that is nailed to the business

mast. The store must have an identity, either in the way
of location, exterior appearance, stock, service, fitting facili-

ties, good values, smart styles or other conspicuous and desir-

able adjuncts.

The object of all advertising is to make an establishment

more widely known, to sell more goods and create such a

strong bond of mutual interest with the public that call-

ers become permanent patrons and transient trade is con-

verted into regular channels. In order to stamp the person-

ality or individuality of a shop upon the mind of the masses
the wide-awake and aggressive dealer will settle upon some
fixed policy or give to his establishment some one thing not

possessed^by_his competitors.

It is the Different That Tallies ] ]

The store that is different, the shoes that are different,

in fact anything different, so long as it possesses worth and
merit, will generally secure the business. In nearly every

centre there are a number of people who have no fixed place

for buying groceries, hardware, provisions, dry goods and
footwear, and if by any special appeal or breezy, convincing

advertising the attention of your establishment is directed

or brought home to this class, your trade is bound to increase.

When such customers enter your place of business, it is then

up to you to see that they come back again. If they do
not, it must be through some oversight, neglect or indiffer-

ence on your part. Much more might be said on the ques-

tion of sales and service, values and satisfaction. If you
encounter a good title or an appropriate slogan adopt

it, and if necessary, have it copyrighted, but before making
it your own, see that you have every facility for living up

TWO OFTEN DOES THE CREDIT CUSTOMER GET THE GLORY WHILE THE CASH ONE BEARS THE BRUNT. REMEMBER IT IS THE READY MONEY
PATRON WHO KEEPS THE GREAT MAJORITY OF SHOE RETAILERS IN BUSINESS TO-DAY.
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to your pretensions. Do not choose any high-sounding, strik-

ing or attractive phrase, without there are at the back of it

honesty, dependence, quality and confidence.

The Slogans of Some Shoemen

The Shoe and Leather Journal presents some slogans

which have been adopted by leading shoe stores. Only a

few are given. They will convey much to the average reader

and will become so closely associated with the store and its

policy that the designation or appellation will stand out with

distinctiveness and strength, making it of as much value

and as great an asset to the retailer in his local field as a

sound, well-established and nationally known trade mark
is to the manufacturer in his wider and more extended
territory.

The Home of Good Shoes.—Richardsons Limited, Cal-

gary, Alta.

The Palace Shoe House, the home of good shoes.—Hon-
eyford & Vernon, Limited, Collingwood, Ont.

The Store of Quality and Service.—Knox's Shoe Store,

Bowmanville, Ont.

Dealer in high-class shoes.—F.W. Savage, Waterloo, Que.

Remember that our goods are always high-class.—Robt.
B. VanDine, Fredericton, N.B.

Gales—the shops for good shoes.—Geo. C. Gales &
Co., Montreal.

The Store of Quality and Service.—Garbutt's shoe store,

Picton, Ont.

The Parlor Shoe Store.—F. L. Hamilton & Son, Gait.

If it's new we have it; if we have it it's new.—Fred. R.

Foley, Parlor Shoe Store, Bowmanville, Ont.

The Store with the Stock.—H. Megginson, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont.

The Store that Fits the Feet—W. O. Adams, Belleville,

Ont.

Reliable Footwear.—Rowland Hill, London, Ont.

The best shoes for your money.—Fred. Jackson, Clin-

ton, Ont.

The Store with the Electric Shoe Front—R. W. G.

Bloor, Ingersoil.

The place to buy.—G. R. Christie Co., Aylmer, Ont.

The Bootery.—A. E. Matheson, Victoria, B.C.

The Home of Good Shoes.—H. R. Scott, Seaforth, Ont.

Berlin's Best Shoe Store.—J. Hessenauer & Son, Ber-

lin, Ont.

The Quality Store with a Low Price.—Charles E. Raven,
St. Thomas, Ont.

Style, Fit and Service.—Yale Shoe Store, Regina.

Let us talk the matter over with you.—M. J. Choquette,

Sherbrooke, Que.

The Store that Sets the Pace.—J. Rosenbloom & Co.,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Foot Comfort Means Mind Comfort.—Jas. Mawson &
Co., Roland, Man.

The Shoe Store of Quality.—Kelly's, Brockville, Ont.

Fashion's Favorite Footwear Shop.—Ryan-Devlin Shoe

Co., Winnipeg.

The Home of Good Shoes.—Scotia Shoe Store, New
Glasgow, N.S.

Let us show you.—-Peel, the Shoeman, Owen Sound, Ont.

The Owl Shoe Store.—Ed. Cook, Toronto.

Fit-U-Shoe Co.— 1219 Bloor St. W., Toronto.

See our window displays—John T. Lawson, Regina, Sask.

The Store of Quality.— Lowry-Glanville Co., Limited,

Leduc, Alta.

The Walk-Over Boot Shop.—Glass Bros., Calgary.

Wear a pair and be happy.—Alley & Co., 135 Queen
street, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

The Big Shoe House.—Johnston & Murray, St. Thomas
and London.

Cash Shoe Store.—Farmer Bros., Arnprior, Ont.

The Shoe Specialists.—J. C. Hefkey & Son, Drayton, Ont.

Shoes and hose for all the family.—Jackson's, George-

town, Ont.

The House of Better Shoes.— Felix Forbert Shoe Store,

Lindsay, Ont.

Brantford's "Better" Shoe Store.—Cole's Shoe Co.,

Brantford, Ont.

The Big Bargain Shoe House.—Knechtel & Co., Strat-

ford, Ont.

The Right House for Footwear.—Topp's, Collingwood,

Ont.

The House of Good Shoes.—Graham's Shoe Home,
Burlington, Ont.

The Store that Satisfies.—J. White, Watford, Ont.

Vancouver's Smartest Boot Shop.—The Ingledew Shoe

Co., Vancouver.
Leaders in Foot Fashion.—R. Andrew & Co., Nelson, B.C.

The House of Satisfaction.—James S. Fraser. Pembroke,
Ont.

See our values before buying elsewhere.— Popular Shoe
Store, New Westminster, B.C.

Mammoth Bargain Shoe House.—Henry D. Rae, Van-
couver, B.C.

It's on Yates Street.—Watson's Shoe Store, Victoria.

Foot Fitters.—McRobbie, St. John, N.B.
The Service Store.—McManus & Co., Fredericton.

The Home of Good Shoes.—F. Smallwood, St. John's,

Newfoundland.
Johnston Leads Them All.—Johnston's Big Shoe House,

Limited, Vancouver.
New Fashioned Footwear at Old Fashioned Prices.

—

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Amherst, N.S.

Seal of Quality.—Harley Henry, Saskatoon.

Varsity Boot Shop—Marshall Shoe Co., Moose Jaw, Sask.

MORE TURNOVERS AND FEWER LEFTOVERS

The more often you turn your stock the more profit

you make. The less end-of-the-season close outs you have
the greater your average profit. Now, profits depend fully

as much on frequent turnovers with no leftovers as they do
on marking your goods when they come in at a figure which
represents a reasonable percentage above the cost.

To-day more merchants than ever before are marking
goods at more liberal margins. This must be done whenever
possible, due care being taken not to overprice any line. It

is essential to the future welfare of the trade. Also it is

very necessary that retailers carefully study the problem of

turnovers and leftovers.

We are convinced by careful investigations that the
average men's shoe department, like most other depart-
ments in any store, has altogether too many different

lines. So many are carried that no real enthusiasm can be
stirred up on any particular brand. When special co-oper-
ation of a manufacturer is needed, it is hard to get because
the volume of business on any one line is not large enough.
Your advertising is scattered and cannot be expected to
bring the same returns that would come from a clean, in-

tensive campaign concentrated on one or two brands.
The kindest advice that a retailer's friend can give him

to-day is
—

"Select a few reliable makers of shoes

—

the best that you can find in the respective grades—and
buy only from them. Keep your purchases among the fewest
possible firms. Do the same thing with your women's and
children's lines."

Which would you rather do, handle a line that will net
you 10 per cent, profit with two turnovers a year and a
shrinkage of 5 per cent, for end-of-the-season closeouts
(annual profit 15 per cent.) or sell a brand which with the
same net profit of 10 per cent., make possible four turnovers
a year with a loss of only 2 per cent, from closeouts (annual
profit 38 per cent.)? The store that gets more turnovers
with fewer leftovers is the store that's on the road to success.
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How the Show Window is Reliable Business Bringer
The Prevailing Spirit of Well Appointed Window Should be Expressed in Elegant Simplicity— Objects Displayed Must

Stand Out Dignified and Attractively—The Most Powerful Agent in the Production of Business

You men who dress the windows are the fellows who are

supposed to keep the smoke coming out of the merchant's

chimney. The volume
of smoke emitted from

themerchant's chimney
during the past few
weeks hasn't been large

enough to darken the

landscape to any great

extent. Now that the

holiday time is really

over and the business

revival season has be-

gun—and when you re-

turn to your work cram-
med full of bright new
ideas gathered at this

convention — beware,

because the merchant
is liable to ask you to

produce more smoke.
And it's up to you fel-

lows to kindle the fire.
1. A. MCNABH, PKl KRBORO, ONT. ,.. . ^You are m the win-

dow display business to make money—so is the merchant
in business to make money. Don't forget, a good num-
ber of you fellows travel through the store sometimes

as slow as though you were on a freight train, and a

good many hanging on to the caboose at that. But when
you return, bear in mind you will be traveling on an express

train and there will be no stops for lovemaking.

Window trimming is not a pasttime, as many suppose.

It is not the simple arrangement of goods and blending of

colors by artistic hands without the guidance of intelligence;

it is serious and plodding labor, with its share of obstacles

and discouragements.

Work and Plan Unceasingly

One must work and plan unceasingly for the possibili-

ties within the scope of this interesting art will be attained

only by vigorous, untiring and conscientious effort. The
pervading spirit of a well appointed window should be ex-

pressed in elegant simplicity. Any brilliant display of the

artistic detracts from rather than enhances the worth and
beauty of the merchandise and thereby destroys the purpose.

Ruskin says—"It is far more difficult to be simple than

to be complicated; far more difficult to sacrifice skill and
cease exertion in the proper place, than to expend both in-

discriminately." We shall find in the course of our investi-

gation that beauty and difficulty go together.

No experienced window trimmer will lose sight of the

fact that the objects to be displayed must stand out dig-

nified and attractively, and that the trimmings are merely

the accessories to make them more alluring.

That a neat and well appointed window is the greatest

advertisement that a merchant can secure, no one in this

day of merchandising will dispute.

Window dressing is not so much of artistic ability or

technical skill as it is of getting down to brass tacks and dis-

playing the merchandise in a way that will arrest the atten-

tion of the passer-by.

As inevitably as fate itself a good window display will

show it. Some of the highest-priced space in the world is

in show windows, but they more than pay their cost in the

increased number of sales made. Good window displays are

not only good business builders—the lack of them turns

away our trade for the benefit of our wiser competitor.

Remember, the store front makes the first impression,

what will you have, "good" or "bad"? Store fronts, like

men, are judged largely by their appearance—make yours the

best appearing. A poor, neglected store front will do as

much good as no front at all.

Buying centres are formed by attractive store windows.
Take any city of moderate size and group in the same block

three or four stores noted for their individual and interesting

window displays, and you will find that there is a buying
centre. The public wants to be shown, and they will go any
place where there is enough for them to see.

Provide Interesting Window Displays

If in the neighborhood of your store there are not sev-

eral other interesting windows, it is all the more necessary

for you to provide one yourself. You will notice that gradu-

ally the quality of your neighbor's windows improves and
thereby influences just so much more trade to come to your
particular centre.

To produce a successful window there must be an idea

embodied therein, a point easy to grasp, an argument that

will send the observer away thinking about the goods dis-

played, carrying in his mind some point in favor of the article

being advertised. I venture the aim of every progressive

advertiser is to so interest and train the public that it will

automatically buy his goods; in other words, so educate the

buying public until buying his wares becomes a fixed habit.

This, gentlemen, is the scientific law of window advertising.

Display is the salesmen—it is showing the goods that sells

them. The merchant to-day is advertising mad. He nibbles

at every scheme. He is what is called easy money, and throws
away many a dollar that never comes back. To the young
man starting in business with a small amount for advertising,

after his store and stock are ready, the window is to be his

first consideration, for it speaks by day and works overtime
by night, and is never silent.

The display window has become a partner in the busi-

ness—a silent partner, to be sure, but one whose silence

is particularly golden. The power of the display window
is measured by the cash in the register at the end of the

business day. The real value of good window display is

measured by those two standard business units. First

—

new customers made; second—increased sales to old cus-

tomers. Now if anything more can be asked from a bit of

space confined within the limits of a pane of plate glass,

two walls and a background—name it.

No matter what kind of merchandise you are displaying

always display a card describing the goods and make this

description as short and as snappy as possible, using plain

lettering so the passer-by can see and read without stopping.

Have the cards in your windows of uniform size, avoid bril-

liant colors, it shows poor taste and crude judgment and is

a detriment to the merchandise displayed; your show win-

dow cards should never carry an appearance of a circus poster.

Avoid Junk-Like Appearance

Don't overcrowd your displays. If you are catering to

a high-class trade be careful that the window has a refined

appearance, and on the other hand if you wish to appeal to

the cheaper trade trim your windows accordingly—making
the display a little stocky, but not crowded. No matter
how good the merchandise, a crowded window has the

appearance of a junk pile.

At clearing sales time a trimmer is requested to make
his displays sale-like—but with a little care and discretion
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junk-pile appearance can be avoided. Bpys, let me give

you a little real good advice that I happened to see some
years ago. Don't grumble and kick at sale time if the

boss refuses to allow you to trim the windows the way you
want to. They're his windows and he is paying you a salary

—paying you a salary for your services to do what he wants
and not what you want. If you don't like to put in the kind

of windows the boss wants—get another job—but be sure

you get another job before you let the old one go—jobs

sometimes are hard to find.

When you are requested to put in a sale window—

-

take your orders as a matter of course and perform your
duties with care—carelessness in handling merchandise
proves a worthless investment for a merchant and reflects

shameful credit on a fellow who likes to be called the "Dis-

play Manager."
Of course, I need not mention the importance of having

cleanliness prevail around the store front as well as inside

the store. Be careful where you leave your dusters and your
brooms. Many the time I have passed a store front, with a

very creditable display window, only to find the effect spoiled

by a careless I-don't-care man leaving the broom peacefully

resting in the corner. If you're selling brooms put a ticket

on the one you leave behind.

Window a Powerful Business Agent

Merchants of a few years ago regarded their show
windows principally as a source of illumination for the

interior and little or no attention wap paid to their value

as a selling factor. But to-day—what a remarkable change
—the show window is universally recognized as one of the

most powerful agents for the production of business and
the scientific use of the display window now is not only

receiving the closest of attention by merchants, but by
manufacturers, who realize it is one of the greatest of all

"sale promoters."

Thanks to the men of this association who have been
responsible for elevating the. show window to its present

eminent position. In no branch of advertising or general

merchandising have there been greater revolutions than in

window dressing.

How many times people—particularly women—go
down the main street with no definite idea of buying any
particular article—their attention is attracted to something
neatly displayed in the show window and a sale is made.

Keep Regular Schedule for Windows

A regular schedule for your window is necessary. The
busy mind of the passer-by will not long find interest in

what you keep before it, day after day, without change,

because that mind is too intent on looking for new things

each day. How would you like to receive every day for

three weeks exactly the same kind of a letter from a man
who was trying to interest you in some proposition.

At the end of the three weeks you wouldn't pay much
attention to that letter. Each window man must work
out for himself the best schedule for changing of displays,

and, once worked out, the schedule must be held to rigidly.

I would suggest that all window displays be changed at least

twice a week—of course, special displays may be permitted

to remain a little longer.

A merchant who has not a window that will admit of

suitable display should change his location or change his

window. Once get a woman to stop and view your displays

half the battle is won. There are no more industrious or

successful salesmen than your show windows—when properly

handled there is no need to punch them up to keep them busy
—they work early and late, work while you sleep and are

on the job long before you are down town in the morning.

The advertising man and the window trimmer must
work hand in hand or else the merchant will be a loser.

Always realize that the show window is the strongest adver-

tising medium, and impress this fact upon the advertising

manager. But don't let your argument come to blows.

Arrange with the advertising manager to advertise

your window displays. The firm's advertisements will be
doing their full duty if they get people to look at the win-

dow displays, and if the window man is capable of making
good attractive selling displays the merchant is sure of

receiving paying results.

The people want to see what they are buying. The
advertisement in the newspaper tells what we have to sell,

and brings people to the store. The window displays the

goods advertised. One seeks confidence of the buyer—the

other compels it.

Partiality should not be shown by the merchant to

either the ad man or the display man. I have seen many
instances where the ad man had a nice private, comfortably

furnished office, while the poor, unfortunate display man was
confined to some dismal, god forsaken place in the basement.

That's not fair play. The window man of to-day must have
a workshop, where he can plan his displays, and if he is given

a fair opportunity he will bring double the cash results that

the advertising manager can bring to the store.

Now, gentlemen, I don't want to convey the impression

that in my belief the advertising manager is of little or no
importance—far be it from such—but, rather, I do want to

bring out the fact that I consider the show windows con-

stitute the strongest link in the advertising chain and that

the window trimmer is one of the most important employes,

and the iron girder in the modern retail establishment. I

think the time is not far distant when the ads will be looked

upon as an index to the window displays of the advertiser.

Get Out. of the Beaten Path

Originality is soon recognized, appreciated and talked

about. The window designer who gets away from the

beaten path and strikes out into the wilderness of thought,

blazing his own trails by creating new and original methods
of display, will surely arrive at the station of success, while

the merchant who is fortunate enough to have such a man is

quickly transforming into the most successful merchant in

his city—as well as the most popular one, which means dol-

lars in his business.

The door of the temple of success is never left open

—

every one who enters makes his own door, which closes be-

hind him to all others. The ship never comes in to the loafer

on the deck. Keep the "face of your store bright and newsy"
—-put some expression into it and enable people to read in

it a tale you are not ashamed to tell.

In the choice of window display material the speaker
believes that while the fantastic and brilliant effect may
have its place in attracting attention for "pure" advertising

value—simplicity of design is more effective. Moreover, he
feels that simple and harmonious color achemes should be
adhered to in preference to attempting rainbow effects in

all sorts of colors.

Accept Suggestions Along With Criticisms

The window trimmer who is trying to lift the standard
of his vocation higher with each exercise of his skill, must
be willing to accept suggestions along with criticisms; from
both he will profit substantially. He must be friendly with
the buyers, gain their ideas and learn about the merchan-
dise they handle.

Show windows are reliable business bringers. They
are economical business bringers. Their merits will be
appreciated by every person passing your store front.

Window dressing holds a great future for us and for the
merchant as well, and while we are in the business let us try
and elevate it to where it belongs. In the future, gentlemen,
let every display you install be a "sales promoter."—-J. A.
McNabb, of Peterboro, Ont., before the recent conven-
tion of window display men in New York City.
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Using Autumn Foliage in Effective Display of Shoes
In Placing Footgear in the Window Get as far as Possible From the Stiff, Soldier-like Appearance—Trimmer Should

be Able to Work Up a Pleasing Color Combination—How to Preserve Harmony, Balance
and Distinctiveness—Background that May Be Easily Installed

Are you making use of effective window trims to sell

the snappy new fall lines of shoes? With the advent of

October all shoe dealers naturally look for more improved
business, after the midsummer sale periods and the usually

quiet months during the warm weather.

There is no season of the year when the window decor-

ator can obtain abundant material at such low cost as

during the autumn—not artificial but natural accessories.

Many churches hold harvest home festivals and did you
ever notice how attractive and impressive are the interior

decorations of the sacred edifices for these fetes. Where
do they obtain them? From the field, the garden, the

orchard and the woods. The shoe retailer can adopt the

same methods and install several artistic and timely window
displays by the same means. The trimmer can get a number
of original thoughts by a close study of nature.

Let him take a walk in the country and through the bush
at this delightful period, and he should come back impressed

with some bright ideas. He can secure natural foliage or

fruit to help him out in his work. We hear a great deal now-
adays regarding getting back to nature and the opportunity

of doing something in this direction rests with every window
artist. Nothing is lovelier than nature in her autumnal tinted

dress and variegated display and some delightful color

arrangements may be carried out.

The fall tints of rich reds, browns, greens and yellows

in their many variations, fit in very harmoniously with the

average shoe display, and by a close, careful study, the blend-

ing of colors and the showing of merchandise in contrast-

ing colors, will be of material advantage to the man with

limited experience.

In the suggestion shown herewith, which is taken
from the Dry Goods Reporter, the trimmer will get some
very valuable ideas as to how he can work in natural foliage.

and in the execution of this background very little time will

be necessary.

How to Secure Certain Effects

The curtain effect can be gotten by using velvet, velour

or plush, and if the appropriation for taking care of the

windows is limited, canton flannel or cotton rep can be sub-

stituted. From a distance, either of the latter will give a
pleasing appearance and materially cut down the expense.

The large bowl or vase can be borrowed from a local

furniture store, and if proper caution is used in the choos-

ing of foliage to fill this vase, it should last at least a

week and this is quite sufficient to allow the opening trim

to remain.

The fern at the back of the background can be con-

structed very readily by making a wooden frame and cover-

ing it with a good weight of tinted cardboard, that would
harmonize or contrast with the curtain draping, and still

be in color harmony with the foliage of the balance of the

display.

The fern resting on top of these cardboard boxes can be
natural ferns in brass fern bowls and these likewise may be
rented at the local floral shop. As a color scheme it might
be suggested a medium tone of golden brown curtain back-
ground with border and fern boxes of a light buff shade.

This, in connection with the red, brown and golden tints

in natural foliage and the green of the ferns will make a very
pleasing color combination scheme.'

To go a step further, the trimmer might repaint the

pedestals, as shown in the drawing and this would be advis-

able in either ivory white or a golden brown finish.

The decorator with an artistic turn of mind will experi-

ence little difficulty in working up a pleasing color combina-
tion fall setting from the above suggestion and it might

SIMPLE AND ATTRACTIVE USE OF AUTUMN FOLIAGE IN DISPLAYING SHOES
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be timely to state that while it is well to get enough shoes in

the displays, still, it is not advisable to crowd it. About
three-quarters of the usual number of pairs shown in an

average trim is advisable, and be certain that the show card

is of pleasing design and in harmony with the balance of the

display.

As a further suggestion, if the floor of the window is

not quite the appearance you want, it might be well to carry

the color scheme out further by covering it with some white

or light color material. This adds to the setting and when
shoes are placed upon white materials, it brings them out

more forcibly.

Another thing to remember in placing shoes in the

window is to get as far as possible from the stiff, soldier-like

appearance. To place shoes in the window in natural posi-

tion is indeed an art and can be quickly mastered by any
clever man who will do a little experimental work in lining

up his shoes and making an analytical study of the various

positions in which they are placed.

In making interior and window decorations, bear in

mind that too much background will detract from the mer-
chandise and that it is footgear and not background you are

selling. At the same time, work out as pleasing an effect

as possible and the opening will be a great success.

Right Relationship Between "the Boss" and Salesforce
Why Some Clerks Never Develop and are Justified in Leaving—The Reason Certain Employers Complain of Inferior

Help—Spirit of Mutual Helpfulness Should Prevail— Give Each Man Some Special Duty or Responsibility

and You Can Then Get a Good Line on His Ability, Capacity and Worth

How often should a shoe clerk change his position

How long should he remain with one store and what should

be the cause of making a shift?

This is a question often asked by many young men in

the trade. The answer depends very much upon the young
man and the character of the establishment with which he

is connected. There are many clerks to-day too good for

the places of business in which they are employed, and on
the other hand there are shoe establishments which have in-

efficient and lakadaisical clerks. They are tolerated be-

cause of the good nature or leniency of the boss. It is well, in

the first place, for the employer to remember that no clerk

is a machine. He must be treated with more consideration

than a packing case or a carton and the best stores, those

whose help remains for years and have a staff that has prac-

tically grown with the institution, believe in giving the mem-
bers a chance. Such houses are progressive in their ideals

and liberal in their recognition. They do not expect impos-

sibilities and, when a vacancy occurs they believe in the

principle of promotion. There is some incentive then for

the clerk to take a deep interest in his work and to qualify

for a higher position so that when the door of opportunity

opens he is ready to enter.

When to Quit a Place

All things considered, when a vacancy takes place in

the men's, women's or children's department and some one

in the service is not advanced, but an outsider is engaged,

whose only recommendation may be a suave manner and a

heavy stock of self assurance and bluff, then it is time for

the man under to think of making a change, providing he is

fully convinced in his own mind that he is competent for

a higher post. Faithfulness, intelligence and hard work
should count in the matter of an employer recognizing the

worth and ability of those who have been in his employ
for years.

The fault with too many shoe merchants is that they

are too ready to take up with outsiders and very often these

newcomers prove no better than the material right at home.

Again, many a man has not amounted to a great deal in his

sphere of activity because he has never been given a place

of responsibility or authority. When he has been invested

with some power and specific duties and has measured up
to the mark, then the employer is warranted in giving him
promotion whenever opportunity occurs. The writer knows

of a shoe clerk who has been willing, obliging and energetic

for a period of seven years in one store and yet this salesman

has never been consulted in the matter of buying, cost

figuring, stock turn over, special sales, advertising or window
displays. The boss attends to all these details himself and

seems afraid if he should seek a little advice or assistance

from his clerk that the latter would by some means displace

him. It is a good plan to make each employe in the house

responsible for something. It may be only a few little things,

but if he supervises these well, there is every reason to sup-

pose that he will make good in the larger affairs. The late

Sir William Van Home, former president of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, who died the other day, said that he could

obtain any number of men who would fill big positions to

which large salaries were attached, but it seemed impossible

to get men willing or able to attend to the small details.

Such an employe was invaluable.

Give Employe Chance to Develop

When a clerk looks after minor affairs thoroughly and
faithfully he has surely proved his competency to take
aboard heavier duties. A shoe shop that is eternally chang-
ing help—well, something is wrong regarding its system,
management or business methods. Of course, there are many
clerks who think all the week of their pay envelope alone and
how they can put in time with as little expenditure of muscle
and brain activity as possible, but to-day, when positions

of a paying kind are hard to obtain, most of these worthless

aimless and shirking individuals have been weeded out.

There are never many capable and conscientious salesmen
in the footwear line out of work.

Discussing the principle of service, a leading western
retailer remarked the other day that he liked to get hold of

a man who had risen step by step as he was sure that such
a person would fill the bill. He said that when he had a

vacancy he always advertised for a man in a paper a long
way from home, as he did not believe in taking away the

employes of another local merchant. There was nothing to

be gained by such a competitive method as the employer
from whom the clerk might be stolen, could at some time
get satisfaction or revenge by offering a clerk in his (the

speaker's) employ a few dollars more. This tended to create

jealousy and distrust among the members of the trade,

where a spirit of harmony and co-operation should prevail.

A Few Words Spoken in Season

"I had a clerk come to me a few years ago," he remarked,
"he was from another city a long way off and started in

to live high, have a good time and spend his money freely.

In fact, his wages were garnisheed once or twice. I took
him back into my private office one day and gave him some
earnest admonition on saving his cash and laying by a cer-

tain proportion of his salary every week. I did this in a
kindly, helpful spirit. He warmly thanked me for my per-
sonal interest in him and profited by my counsel. Well, one
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day he came to me a couple of years after and remarked,

'Mr. K. I have bought a house and made a substantial

payment upon it. I cannot save money unless I have some
spur—some stimulus. I have to meet the payments in regu-

lar installments and this is an obligation I cheerfully assume,

I told him he was proceeding along right lines.

"The other week he approached me again and apprised

me of the fact that he was thinking of getting married and
moving into his own home. He wanted to know if I could

consider the matter of giving him a raise. I informed him
I was glad of the step he was taking and that, all things

being considered, I would prefer having a married man in

my service and he could count upon his job as a permanent
one if he would devote himself to his work as diligently and
faithfully as he had in the past. I told him openly what I

could do for him and he went away well pleased.

"That young man is now married, has his own home
nearly paid for and, when I go away on a buying trip, I

leave him in charge, knowing that matters will run along

all right under his direction. Now, I do not arrogate to

myself any credit, but I think by taking that young man in

hand in a friendly way at an impressionable time and show-

ing him that I was interested in his welfare, it proved to be

a turning spot in his career."

Team Play and Conferences

"Another matter to which I would like to draw atten-

tion is that it is advisable for a staff of a store to hold con-

ferences now and then for an interchange of views and keep-

ing up team work. It makes all feel that you have a per-

sonal concern in them and that a salesman is something more
than a machine. I am willing to overlook many faults

and frailties in an employe if he has two qualities—a cheerful

disposition and is ready and obliging. I am presupposing,

of course, that he is honest and industrious.

"I do not want a man on my staff who is a grouch, who
has a bad temper and is eternally kicking and complaining

that he is getting a dirty deal, that some one is trying to

knife him or that certain favorites are being played for all

the good things. Such a malcontent and churl will leaven

the whole body of one's employes with indifference, suspicion

and disloyalty.

"I had such a chap in my service and just after the war
broke out, when business was all shot to pieces, he came up
one day and told me that he must have more money, that

he could get it elsewhere and, if I did not give him so much
that he would be compelled to leave me. I told him
frankly that I was not advancing any salaries just then
and that the business would not stand it. I even went so

far as to give him an indication of what we were taking in

each week, which was considerably less in volume than a

year ago. He poo-poohed the idea, not in so many words
but by his manner. I later informed him that, after due
consideration, I could not see my way clear to grant his

request as if I gave him a raise, I would have to do the same
by the others, who were equally as competent, and I could

not make any distinctions.

"I went further, saying that he should be thankful

that his salary was not reduced and that I considered I was
doing pretty well when I had not cut wages or decreased the
staff the same as other footwear establishments in the city

had done. Our business had fallen off twenty per cent,

but I kept all the boys on, trusting that things would pick

up. The saleaman was not satisfied and he finally got in

a flunk and left.

"He had the idea that I could not get along without
him, as he was our window dresser and imagined himself

indispensable to the establishment. Now, when any man gets

it into his noodle that he is a necessary adjunct to a store

and that if he left, the place will go to ruin or slow decay,

he is greatly in error and his usefulness has passed. Well,

Mr. J left and walked the streets for eight weeks,

vainly seeking a position. He made several efforts to get

a connection but the only work that he could obtain was in

a neighboring store helping out on Saturdays. He came to

me one afternoon crestfallen and frankly confessed he was
sorry that he had acted as he did in attempting to force my
my hand and take me by the throttle. He asked the privi-

lege of coming back at his old salary and told me that he
had not used me right and promised all sorts of things if I

would give him another chance.

Experience Taught Him a Lesson

"I am human after all and as he had a wife and family

I strained a point and took him back, although we were
getting along very well without him. Now, that man is

completely changed. He is contented and appreciative and
is not seeking to stir up strife and unrest among the other

members of the staff, as I found out that he had been pre-

viously. He goes about his duties quietly, whereas a few
months ago, whenever I was out of the shop, he was prompt-
ing the boys to tackle me for higher pay, telling them that

they were a lot of duffers working for what they were
getting, that they should strike for more and could land

it too. He was going to show them what he could do in that

line, but, after his manoeuvring did not work out as he had
calculated, he has adopted a right about movement and is now
one of the best and most loyal chaps that you could desire.

"Yes, I will give a raise eventually, as I do not like

changing help, but the time is not ripe now for boosting

salaries. The boss who keeps all his bills squared up, who
manages to make things go these days, has troubles of his

own, especially as the trade in our men's line has fallen off

fifteen per cent, owing to so many of the youth of the city

leaving for the front. The help problem is often a vexatious

one, but the man who sticks by me, shows that he has a
sincere interest and labors with a desire to keep the business

flag flying and the cash register receipts up to as high a mark
as possible, is the kind of a salesman I want and I will' do
the right thing by him."

A RECORD TRIP MADE BY CANOE

The longest trip ever taken in Canada by canoe is that
made by C. W. Rooney (who until recently was a shoe trav-

eler for the Robert Taylor Co., Halifax) and his brother,

G. T. Rooney, who is seen in the bow of the craft. The view
is taken off Cape Sante, Que. The two travelers had very

good luck since starting out on their 3,000 mile voyage from
Halifax to Fort William, but opposite the Gaspe coast they
met with an upset and lost their tent, cameras, etc., in fact,

everything except their paddles and cushions. The brothers

carry very little luggage and are making the route from
Halifax to Fort William by easy stages. They recently

spent a few days in Toronto.
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1 pergonal Worb

THREE years ago Mr. James Acton, President of Acton

Publishing Company, Limited, was compelled through

ill health to withdraw for the time being from the active

management of the company's business. Though able mean-

while to give more or less personal insight to its general

affairs, he sought physical and mental recuperation,

"Where Ceres' gifts in waving prospect stand,

And nodding tempt the joyful reaper's hand."

Mr. Acton's many friends and business associates will

be glad to know that the results of this period of "back to

the land" in which he has put his "hand to the plough" in

the most literal sense, have been even better than he antici-

pated in his most sanguine moments, and that he now re-

turns to the "saddle" with even more of the courage, force

and skill that marked his personal touch with the interests,

the publications, and business formerly.

MR. JAMES ACTON
president

Acton Publishing Company. Limited

Mr. J. J. Gallagher,, who was transferred from Montreal

three years ago to relieve Mr. Acton as Managing Director,

returns to his former field taking charge of the entire

eastern business of the company for Canada and the United

States. Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Gallagher has

made many warm friends in the west as well as the east,

his return to his old home and to the business connections to

which he devoted so large a part of his previous business

life, will no doubt be grateful to those he served so well

there as well as to himself. With the added experience and

prestige, his position for so long a period as executive head

of the business has given him, our eastern friends may ex-

pect to reap considerable benefit. Mr. Gallagher will retain

his position as director, and as vice-president will ably repre-

sent the eastern interests of the business upon the Executive

Board.

\

MR. J. J. GALLAGHER
vice-president

Acton Publishing Company. Limited
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SENDS HIS REGRETS TO THE TRADE
When Trickett's opened up business in Canada, nearly

twenty years ago, they sent out a man to interview the whole-

sale shoe trade, who on his first trip, earned the significant

sobriquet "the Yankee Englishman." Full of force, alert,

aggressive, with his "ear to the ground" as we say here.

Mr. Oliver Eatough made the name of Trickett the synonym
for all that is new, bright and daring in slipper manufacture.

Lafayette. Photo

Mr. Trickett came over himself later and while he was

always persona grata to the trade in Canada, no one ever

quite took the place of Mr. Eatough, who seemed to get

close to the Canadian jobbers in a personal as well as a

business sense. Since the death of the head of the house,

Sir Henry Trickett, Mr. Eatough as managing director, has

been held down rather more closely to his place in the head

office as managing director. He has been in this country

once or twice since, but the war has been recently a greater

deterent than business itself in keeping him away from

Canada. He sends his regrets in a letter to be found in an-

other page and expresses his hopes for a renewal of the

warm personal relations on the expiration of the war.

Meanwhile, Mr. J. S. Ashworth is efficiently representing the

concern and looking after Canadian interests, as Mr. Eatough

says, very insistently.

STRIKING AUTUMN WINDOW DISPLAY
F. W. Love, shoe dealer, of Aylmer, Ont, takes great

pride in dressing his windows and a recent effort in this

direction is worthy of special mention. The background

of the windows is red plush, the bottom and glass shelves

are decorated with gold plush, and at the top of the windows,

near the front, is gold lattice work, with background of red.

At the end of each of the windows are large mirrors, in

front of which stand two very graceful bracket vases, 3

feet high by 14 inches in diameter, woven in Japanese fibre

and finished in gold. These vases were filled with large

oak leaves in variegated colors and in various tints of

the same color, such as red, brown, etc.; also clusters of

grapes being perfect imitations of natural grapes with a

soft velvety surface and beautiful colorings. Handsome

fixtures are placed at the back of the windows, in front

of the red plush curtains. The fixtures are finished in gold

and metallic flitters. They are decorated with grape wreaths,

oak leaves and colored lights. Maple leaves are used in top

of all of the shoes on the corner pieces of the window and

on the bottoms. Wood fibre roping in a beautiful golden

shade is used on the basket vases and festooned about the

windows. It is the newest fall decorative material and its

shade is in keeping with the whole color scheme of the

windows. The handsome footwear is all displayed on glass

stands. The store front outside is bordered with incandes-

cent lights of red and green.

HAVE FORMED SAFETY ASSOCIATION

The Leather Manufacturers' Safety Association has

been incorporated with head offices in Toronto to promote
and carry on the work of the prevention of accidents in

the industries comprised within the insurance group under
the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act, including the

manufacture of leather goods and like industries and gener-

ally to represent employers and employes engaged in such

industries. Among the incorporators are Alex. Brandon,
Brantford; A. R. Kaufman, of Berlin, Charles S. Eddis,

Arthur E. King, John A. Walker and Frederick L. Langmuir,
all of Toronto.

A VETERAN IN THE SELLING GAME
"It is much harder to sell goods to-day than it was 30

years ago. Competition is keener, but I manage to get my
share of the business just the same." So spoke Peter Gau-
thier, of Ottawa, who is a veteran shoe traveler, having been
identified with the trade ever since 1877. He was born in

Montreal and educated in that city. He represented Z.

Lapierre for 14 years, James Robinson for over nine years,

the Thompson Shoe Co a couple of years, and has been
connected with Messrs. Jackson & Savage and the Miner
Rubber Co. ever since these firms started business. Mr.
Gauthier has canvassed the city of Ottawa since beginning

P. GAUTHIER, OTTAWA, ONT.

on the road 38 years ago, and has been stationed in Ottawa
about 14 years. He has added to his ground Kingston and

Pembroke East. He carries a full range of Jackson & Savage

samples, and also those of the Miner Rubber Co., which he

declares are equal to any on the market to-day. Mr. Gauthier

has established a strong connection with the retailers in East-

ern Ontario, among whom he has many warm friends.
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Do You Know What It Costs to Conduct Business?
How Do You Figure Out Your Expense?—The Various Items That Have to be Taken into Consideration—There Should be

No Guess Work—Some Timely Pointers and Practical Suggestions for the Progressive Retailer

By A. E. EDGAR

There is always more or less controversy over the

method of computing the cost of doing business. In our

old school books we were taught to compute profits and
expenses on the cost of an article. To-day we compute
these, taking the selling price as a basis. But it does not
matter how they are computed, provided they are accurately

figured and all expenses included. It is because so many
merchants fail to include every expense in their calculations

that they fail to succeed, hence the following words of advice.

The selling price of every article must include the actual

cost of the article, plus the expense of handling, plus the

profit, or there is no profit. If the article is sold for less

than its actual cost, plus the cost of handling, there is a loss.

That is a self evident fact.

Netting a Given Per Cent.

If a merchant knows the exact cost of doing business he

can easily figure all his goods to net him a given per cent.

It is not a prudent method to assume that the expense of

doing business this year will be the same as last, but we do
that for the purpose of estimating the cost of doing busi-

ness. We can hardly find a better method or it would be
adopted.

In the following table will be found tabulated the more
usual expenses of storekeeping. The merchant should

see that every item mentioned is included in his expense
account before he figures the cost of doing business under
his management. In individual cases there may be other

expenses to add to those tabulated.

1. Advertising, including newspapers, circulars, book-
lets, programs, calendars, other printed advertising; prizes

and donations given away, and tickets bought for advertising

effect; postage on advertising matter, incoming express

and freight on advertising matter; losses on goods sold at

or below cost for advertising purposes; billboards and other

outdoor advertising; signs, including electric signs; cost of

electric lights for signs and windows; (rent of window
space and salary of window trimmer should be charged

against advertising if the merchant pro-rates his costs)

;

depreciation on window fixtures; materials for window
displays; interior decorations, when for advertising purposes,

such as for civic holidays, old boys' reunions, trade-at-

home-week, etc.

2. Losses from bad debts and cost of collections, court

fees, etc.

3. Delivery expenses. Into this account should be
charged every item that goes to make up delivery costs.

Into this account should be charged all costs of repairs, cost

of gasoline, oils, etc.; cost of feed, horse shoeing, veterinary

KEEPS HIM WELL POSTED

Enclosed please find one year's subscription to

the "Shoe and Leather Journal." I have read your
paper with interest for the last eleven years and
have obtained a good deal of assistance and point-

ers from it. It keeps me in touch with what is going

on in the trade.

RODOLPHE GRATTON.
Ottawa, Ont.

services, etc.; rent of barns, salaries of delivery help, etc.

Note—In many of the larger stores every item of ex-

pense must be placed into some particular account so that

it can be pro-rated against the proper departments. To
find out the proper cost of delivery it is necessary to charge
delivery expenses with the salaries of the delivery help, but
there being a salary account it is usual to make up reports

into which the pro-rated costs of salaries are entered instead

of having more than one salary account.

How Charges Are Computed

It is customary in some stores to charge up the cost of

all equipment used in deliveries to delivery account. At
each inventory, the equipment having been valued, it is

deducted from the delivery account to secure the exact cost

of delivery. The depreciation on motor trucks, horses and
wagons should be not less than fifteen per cent., twenty
being a safer figure.

4. Depreciation, including all losses through damaged
goods, lost goods, stolen goods, shortages, etc. Depreciation
is usually made at time of inventory by making a systematic
valuation and charging up the amount depreciated.

5. Heating.

6. Incidental expenses and supplies, including all such
items as telephone, local and long distance, telegraph, mes-
senger, car fare, wrapping paper and twine, envelopes and
boxes, bags, etc. (the extra cost of advertising printed on
these to be charged to advertising account); out-going
freight and express, discounts and rebates made to cus-

tomers for cause, commercial club dues, post office box rent,

towels, soap, toilet paper, etc., brooms, dusters, floor oils,

sweeping compounds, trade journals and books on business,

newspaper subscriptions, etc.

7. Incoming freight, cartage and express. This is

properly a merchandise account and these items should
be charged to the merchandise account at the time of in-

ventory.

8. Insurance, including fire, plate glass, burglary,
partnership, employers' liability, bonding employes, etc.

Get Interest on Your Investment

9. Interest on investment. There is considerable con-
troversy over this item. Some merchants seem to think
they should not charge interest on the money invested
in the business because the profits are interest on investment.
They will agree that all interest paid out for borrowed
money should be charged against the business, but they are
dubious of the charging interest on their own money. It is

argued that it is taking money out of one pocket for the
purpose of putting it into another. As far as actual results
go, this is true, but that does not prove the method an unwise
one. If interest is not chargeable against the money invested
the owner of the money secures nothing for his investment
unless the business pays a profit. If he charges it on his

books he has to make up that amount before he can show a
profit on his business. Money is worth so much on the
market, why not get from the business what you can get
from other sources? Besides, if a man thinks he is making
money by netting five per cent, on his business, and charges
nothing for the use of his money, he is surely not making
money at all, for his money is worth at least six per cent,
outside of his business.

The business should be considered by the merchant as
separate from Ins personal affairs. If he has money to
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loan the business let the business pay him the market
rate for it.

Some Other Disbursements

10. Legal expenses of any nature whatever connected

with the business, except as otherwise stated.

11. Lighting, except for windows and signs.

12. Office expenses, including blank books, stationery,

pens, pencils, inks, paste, etc.; bookkeeping expenses,

postage, sales checks, pads, depreciation on cash register,

typewriters, adding machines and other devices and equip-

ment, including repairs and supplies for same.

13. Rent. If the proprietor owns the building the

market value of the store should be charged as rent. This

rental value should not include any part of the building that

is not used directly for the business.

14. Salaries, including that of the proprietor at a fair

valuation.

15. Store fixtures and furniture, including only such

items as go to make the store more attractive and that are

purchased to facilitate selling and to safeguard merchandise,

except otherwise allotted. This account should be charged

with the cost of the items and at inventory time the value

of the fixtures on hand deducted. The balance will be the

cost for the year. Great care should be taken to make the

depreciation sufficient to cover the loss of value during the

year. Ten per cent, is not too much to discount such

things.

16. Taxes, including city, state, county, school and
local improvement taxes, income tax, license and special

taxes, water rates, etc. Except when properly chargeable

against the rent of the building, when owned by the pro-

prietor, and against his personal account.

This table of expenses may be too complete for some,

and not complete enough for other merchants. No matter
what the size of the business every item mentioned above,

if a part of its expenses, should be charged against the

business, even if it shows the business is losing ground.

It is very well to know what some other merchant
thinks his per cent, of the cost of doing business is, for com-
parison, but it is very unwise to accept it as a standard
and figure your business upon the same basis.

The merchant should know what his expenses are, there

should be no guess work at all. If he figures all expenses
into his expense calculations, then he will know. If he is

satisfied to allow the use of his money for nothing, to allow

the rent of his store for nothing, to inventory merchandise
and fixtures that he wouldn't buy at any price at their original

cost, and on top of that, work for just what it costs him to

live for the purpose of showing his business is not losing

money, let him do so. He will never get very high up in

the scale of merchandisers.

Be sure every item of expense is charged against the

business and be fair with yourself and your business. If

you can make a better living working for someone else,

renting your store, and putting your money out at interest,

you owe it to yourself and family to do so.

Where are you at? Figure it out for yourself. To find

the per cent of sales it costs to do business, multiply the
amount of the total expense by 100 and divide the result

by the total amount of sales.

Example: Sales $5,000; expense S500.

Multiply 500 by 100 and get the result, 50,000. Divide
this by 5,000 and we get 10, which is the per cent, of expenses
as related to the sales. Use your own figures and see what
the result will be.

FEATURING A NEW LINE IN CANADA
Bell's "Unlocked Process Shoe" is the name of a new

line being featured by J. & T. Bell Limited, Montreal. The
unlocked process shoe is entirely new in Canada, and the

makers are confident of its securing a strong demand, due

to the many health and comfort features which it carries.

The chief aim of the "unlocked process" is to give the

same, or better results, without the necessity of using arch

supports. It is made under patented methods, both in lasts

patterns and process of manufacture. The manufacturers

claim it to be the only shoe that will give the foot perfect

exercise, muscle development, good blood circulation, health

and life, for the reason that the shoe is built in such a manner
that it gives perfect body weight balamce, and conforms to

the foot without any "breaking in."

J. & T. Bell Limited are showing for the spring season

several "unlocked process" lasts in both men's and women's
lines. These lasts have been designed and constructed under
the supervision of the patentees and have incorporated in

them all the best features and true measurements of the

perfect anatomical last. Salesmen of the company already

are showing the new line and up to the present it has more
than surpassed expectations by the manner in which it is

being received.

SHOULD THE REPAIR SHOP ADVERTISE ?

George E. Girling, who, for some time, was manager
of the findings department of the Great West Saddlery Co.,

Edmonton, Alta., and later opened a shoe repair shop on
Kirkness street in that city, doing a splendid business, has
answered the call to arms. Both he and his son have en-

listed with "A" Co., 51st Battalion, and will be leaving

soon for the front. Mr. Girling still takes considerable

interest in his old trade and, writing to the Shoe and Leath-
er Journal, says:

—"I recently read an interesting article

in your paper on advertising for the repair shop and I would

GEO. E. GIRLING, EDMONTON

like to give you my opinion on the matter. Does advertis-

ing in the press pay the average repair man? I would say
that everything depends on his location. If his shop is situ-

ated on or near a main street, in a busy business centre, and
it is a modern shop; run with machinery, telephone, boy with
wheel for collection and delivery of work, etc., I strongly
advocate a small ad or about an inch space, if the location

will warrant it. His site should be on or very near a trolley

line, as people will riot generally pass one place to go
to another if they have to carry shoes; but they will carry
them by street car if they can dispose of them directly on
leaving the trolley."
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The Shoe Repair Man
DON'T BE THIRTY-FIVE CENT MAN

Get busy, Mr. Thirty-five Cent Shoe Repairer. Why
not get down to business right away instead of lowering

the standard of efficiency by misrepresenting things' A
35-cent sole, at best, means only a poor sole that does not

endure; poor material, poor workmanship, and poor profit,

and it means dissatisfaction on the part of the customer.

Will he come back to you, this customer? Not if he's the right

sort. He'll go elsewhere and pay more. He won't give you
another chance, and the other fellow will profit by your
mistake. As a rule, the customer, the man you're after,

knows by experience that you're an inferior repairer, and
you know it yourself or you'd ask for your work what the

good repairer asks. This customer will knock you when-
ever he gets a chance. So instead of causing an influx of

trade and customers, your little 35-cent sign will be your
own undoing. You are encouraging others to do cheap
work, and in the long run you are the loser. Be honest

—

tell your prospective customer that the 35-cent sole doesn't

pay—it won't last. Even if you lose his trade at first, you'll

retain his respect, and when he has learned his lesson else-

where, he'll come back to the man of principle. "A thing of

beauty is a joy forever," and a job of quality is a satisfaction

forever. Efficiency first—let this be your motto. Your
competitor, if worth noticing, won't be slow to follow your
example and the 35-cent repairer will soon be a thing of

the past. Wouldn't you rather do good work and be paid

for it? You can do it. Just make up your mind, and then

go in and win.—The Shoe Repair Shop.

* * *

CONVINCING APPEAL TO SHOE WEARERS
Dignified, timely, instructive and interesting is the

announcement sent out by an Illinois repairer who has pro-

gressive and practical ideas. Canadian repairers may well

use some of the arguments and points presented in the fol-

lowing "business pulling" circular letter:

—

Dear Sir or Madam:
Has the following ever occurred to you? Hav-

ing taken a pair of your shoes to the shoe repair

shop and had them repaired the same day you left

them at the shop?
Yes, we do shoe repairing while you wait.

But we would much rather acquaint you with

our high-class work. Work that you and we take

special pride in seeing.

For instance, our "Men's and Ladies' " Hand
Sewed Soles are done so fine that it is almost impos-
sible to detect that they have been resoled. Then
our full soles, or rather new bottoms, are surely a

progressive way of repairing shoes for just a little

more cost, compared with the "Hurry up way."
The full soles eliminate the row of nails, that can-

not help but weaken a shoe at that point. Whereas
a full sole helps the shoe to hold its shape and gives

to the foot that support that all feet surely need.

Shoe repairing as we do it invariably saves you
25 per cent, of your shoe bill. Especially on that

pair you paid $4.00 or more for, and when you
remember that we make them look like new, it

surely is a paying proposition.

We want you to investigate our work.

We want you to investigate our material.

We want you to investigate our business methods.
Our material is the best. Our shoemakers are

real mechanics. Our long experience in this busi-

ness enables us to give you "Shoe Repairing" in

a class by itself.

We cheerfully call for and deliver.

Some of our Prices

Men's hand sewed half soles, best material....$1.25

Men's machine sewed half soles 75 and 1.00

(According to grade of leather used.)

Men's full soles and heels 1.50 and 1.75

Men's heels, for (straightening) 25 to .50

Ladies' hand sewed half soles, best material.... 1.00

Ladies' machine sewed half soles 50 and .60

(According to grade of leather used.)

Ladies' full soles and heels 1.25

Ladies' heels (for straightening) 20 to .25

Ladies' new heels 50 to .75

Our boys' and girls' and children's prices are

according to sizes. Phone us for our prices. We are

willing to cater to your needs in shoe repairing.

We are experts at building new heels on shoes.

Often heels on the shoes just bought don't suit.

Bring them to us. We can build heels just as you
want them, without throwing the shoes out of

balance.

Remember the price of leather is constantly in-

creasing. The man that offers you something
for nothing nowadays don't intend to use first-

class material. Economize by getting the best

—

cheapest in the end.
* * *

IMPROVEMENT IN REPAIR SHOP
The changes that have taken place in the repairing of

shoes since the beginning of shoes, have been many and
wonderful; keeping pace cr outrivaling those of any other
business. Considerably less than a decade ago only a small
number had stitching machines. At the present time these

equipments are found in many shops, and if they are absent
the volume of work turned out must of necessity be limited.

Then, besides, if the work is plentiful, with the high price

of leather one can hardly expect to make a living out of the
business without the aid of the proper machinery.

There has been a wonderful improvement in the repaired

boot of to-day over the old method. In the matter of put-
ting on :oles, it made no difference how the shoes were
originally made, if the repairer could not sew the sole by
hand—and they seldom did—it was nailed on. And even
in this crude way, they were deficient in the art. There is

a right way and a poor way to do everything, even in nail-

ing on soles, as experiments have proven. The proportion
of nailed-on soles to-day is small, but if properly done, the
shoe will retain its former comfort, and the repairer will

have satisfied customers. The correct way to nail on half

soles is to nail across the sole first. Then nail one inch up
on either side alternately. By doing this the shoe is kept in

its natural shape and it does not curl up at the toe as most
nailed shoes did. Since the adoption of the stitching machine
things are different. The soles are cemented on and stitched
from the ball around.
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WILL ADOPT THE CASH SYSTEM
A. Knechtel & Co., of Stratford, have sold their store at

26 Downie street, to Shore & Paff. The latter firm are well

known to the public, having been in business, both separ-

ately and in partnership, for many years. The purchase of

another store gives them the opportunity to expand. Mr.

A. KNECHTEL, STRATFORD, ONT.

Shore will manage the new shop and Mr. Paff will remain in

charge of the old established stand at 47 Downie street. Mr.
Knechtel will centre his attention on his store at 97 Ontario

street, where he will remodel the premises and make them
thoroughly up-to-date. He will also conduct a strictly cash

business.

HISTORIC SHOE FIRM WINS ACTION
"Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoes," which are manu-

factured exclusively in Canada by J. & T. Bell, Limited,

Montreal, are widely and worthily known in every province

of the Dominion. They are and have been worn for many
years by thousands of delighted patrons and the name of

the shoe is practically a household word. It will prove of

much interest to the trade in every city and town to learn

that J. & T. Bell, Limited, have just won an important

action regarding the use of the trade mark and patents

on the "Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoe." It is a source

of satisfaction to the historic and honored firm of J. & T.

Bell, Limited, and to their many friends and customers in

all parts that they have been maintained in important ex-

clusive right, by the Superior Court. A despatch from Mon-
treal, summarizing the case, reads: "An important judgment
has just been handed down by Mr. Justice Charbonneau in

the injunction proceedings instituted by J. & T. Bell, Lim-
ited, v. Rideau Shoe Company, Limited, Montreal, in which

action the plaintiffs claimed the exclusive right to the use

of the patents for the manufacture of boots and shoes

known as the 'Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoes'; and in

which action a perpetual injunction was demanded, and
one hundred thousand dollars damages.

"The judgment as rendered, maintains the claims of

J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, in the exclusive right to

the use of the patents aforesaid, and to the trade mark and

name of 'Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoes.'

"This judgment is the outcome of a litigation which

was commenced in January, 1913. The Rideau Shoe Com-
pany, Limited, pleaded to the action that the plaintiffs had

not the exclusive right to the trade mark and name herein

referred to: that further they had acquired subsequent

patents from Dr. A. Reed which nullified the plaintiffs'

claims.

"These pretentions have now been set aside and plain-

tiffs' action maintained, and the defendants perpetually en-

joined from making use of the patents referred to, or to

the use of the trade mark and name or words 'Dr. A. Reed
Cushion Sole Shoes,' leaving the plaintiffs as the sole per-

sons in Canada entitled to the use of the patents, trade

mark and name."

GREAT CHANCE FOR CANADIAN FIRMS

W riting to the Shoe and Leather Journal a leading

Canadian leather manufacturer observes : "The attached

clipping from the U. S. Shoe and Leather Reporter speaks

for itself. Could not the Canadian manufacturers be stirred

up to go after some of this business which we learn is prac-

tically going begging to-day.

"Owing to the European upheaval and the consequent

scarcity of labor in the shoe factories of England, which

is likely to be still more accentuated as time goes on, there

is a splendid opening now for shoe manufacturers to get

well established over here, not only in the home market,

but also in the export trade, most of which, as you will be

aware, is done through the London shipping houses.

"The class of goods mainly wanted is men's fine shoes

in gun metal and vici, welts and McKay sewn, costing about

$2.00 to $3.00 a pair, and ladies' shoes of similar grade, and

slightly cheaper.

"If you can put us in touch with any reliable firms who
would like to try for the business that is going, we shall be

glad to hear from them. Our business is that of agents

only, selling from samples direct to the buyer, on the usual

commission terms."

The name and address of the inquiring firm in London
will be supplied to anyone who may be interested.

GEORGE F. INGRAHAM WHO COVERS THE CITY OF WINNIPEG
FOR THE CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED RUBBER CO. AND

CHARLES S. TRICK, A WELL KNOWN MAIN
STREET SHOE RETAILER IN THE

PRAIRIE CAPITAL.
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NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM ST. JOHN
Business continues encouraging with local leather

houses. St. John has not felt much depression because of the

war, and outside commercial men generally have said

that it was one of the brightest spots in Canada so far as

trade was concerned, and the same applied to the Maritime
Provinces as a whole. Collections have been quite steady,

but the tendency has been to shut down on paper and to

press closely after any doubtful accounts. New fall lines are

now being offered for display and sales from all houses are

reported satisfactory. Merchants are not expecting an extra

good season but feel confident that it will at least be normal,

and that they will have no cause for complaint.

* * *

Members of the shoe and leather trade in St. John are

"doing their bit" toward the many patriotic endeavors
undertaken there. At present the most pretentious event

of this nature is a patriotic auction the object of which is to

secure $50,000 in a week for the patriotic fund. A large

committee, including shoemen, is engaged in its preparation,

and donations from boot, shoe and leather houses have been
most generous. Canvassers have received a hearty recep-

and been rewarded for their visit with gifts of a valuable

nature from stock, in one house receiving a cash register

valued at $350, in another boots and shoes worth $130, and
so on, all giving liberally of their goods, the same as mer-

chants in other lines have been doing. The goods are then

to be sold at auction, the proceeds to be given to the patri-

otic fund.

The usual dinner of the traveling staff of Waterbury
& Rising, Limited, was held in the Manor House, Glen Falls,

a short ride from St. John, recently, and proved as successful

and enjoyable as have previous events of this nature. The
staff were the guests of E. L. Rising, and numbering about
twenty, they motored to the Manor House, where a pleasant

time was had. They enjoyed a sumptuous meal, after which
a programme of speeches gave pleasure, among the speakers

being Mr. Rising, who dwelt upon the importance of a close

personal intimacy between the "drummer" and the customer,

citing many instances under his own observation of mutual
advantage to both from such relationship.

J. Leary, Dominion secretary of the Credit Men's Asso-

ciation, present as a guest, gave an interesting talk on that

organization and its aims and success. Harold W. Rising,

Arthur F. Stillwell and Percy W. Wilbur were among the

other speakers.
* * *

The wedding of Percy M. Levine, shoe dealer, of St.

John, to Miss Blanche Bassen, was solemnized recently by
Rev. B. L. Amdur, assisted by Rev. P. Kristal. Following

a wedding luncheon after the ceremony, the bride and groom
left for a honeymoon trip to Boston and New York. They
will reside in King street east, St. John, when they return.

Best wishes from many friends will be extended.

SMART SHOWING IN CLASSIC FOOTWEAR
The spring samples of Getty & Scott, Limited, reveal

an exclusiveness, dressiness and artistic appeal that has

never heen equalled in the history of the widely known
producers of the "Classic" shoe. The Gypsy in low cuts is

being featured in pumps and colonials. In patent, dull kid

and bronze, there is seen the. Gypsy, with Louis and half

Louis heels, and heart-shape throat. Others have diamond
tips—the material of the tip ^extending over the vamp and

around the throat, or forming part of the lace stay, giving

the shoe a golf effect. •'The heart throafand inlay collar of

kid, gun metal and patent are decidedly fetching. A new
creation is the Allies slipper, with heart throat and straps

buttoning on both sides. A slashed front, three bar button

oxford, also comes in various leathers. A patent pump with

white piping and diamond tip is an inviting model, while a

two-button oxford with tongue, white buck top and black

buttons is another interesting creation. A one bar low cut

has white calf inlay top and heart throat. There is also

seen an all patent pump with dull kid inlay top. In high

cuts, there are the Gypsy bal and the Gypsy button. On the

new Fifth Avenue last, which carries a medium pointed toe.

an all kid, turn button boot and an all patent, turn but-

ton boot, some with full Louis heel and others with crescent

heels, are much admired.

The new line of hand-made welts which Getty & Scott

are featuring, certainly establishes an epoch in the art

of Canadian shoe making. The productions of this new de-

partment of the factory are the acme of skilled handicraft

and stand out as a distinctive advance.

Among other offerings which may be mentioned are a

patent bal with dull kid top and patent foxing. This same
shoe is also seen with a white calf top and black spat but-

tons. A dull kid button with self tip and military heel is

still another presentation that attracts attention. There is

the usual range of black cloth tops and others in subdued
colors. Toes are for the most part plain and medium
pointed, while vamps are of moderate length. All the offer-

ings come in welts, turns and McKays. In the children's

line, a patent Mary Jane, with circular foxing, white calf

inlay top and white kid lined quarters, is being featured.
Similar productions are also seen with red and black inlay

tops. These new offerings are made in all sizes, from in-

fants' to misses'. The all patent Mary Jane, with heart
throat, is a novelty feature. The line of patent ankle strap
pumps, with extension and turned edges, affords some con-
ception of the wide character of the range. Barefoot
sandals, some with extension edge, and coming in all leath-

ers such as red kid, patent colt, white buck, gunmetal, tan
and chocolate, are decided favorites.

A GOOD WAY TO REPAIR HEELS
We often see what we now term the old-fashioned cob-

bler repairing heels that have been worn off on the back while
part of the heel is not worn off much on the front part.
They will put a top piece on and then take pieces of leather
and scarf them down to the shape of a wedge and put them

under and nail them down. Oftentimes this makes a very
bungling job. A good quick way to build up such heels is

to take a wide chisel and cut straight across the heel back of

the worn part of the heel. Slant the chisel, or a stout
skiving knife will answer. Then take little pieces of leather
and bevel the edges. Put some cement or glue on the edges,
hammer them together and drive a couple of small nails in to
fasten them. Then trim up the edges, level the heel and put
on the top piece. This is the quickest and most practical
method of building up and repairing heels.
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How Shoe Retailing is Fast Becoming a Profession
Causes of Failure to a Great Extent Can be Boiled Down to Too Much Stock, Too Little Profit, Bad

Location, etc.—Not Wise for Young Man to Rush Into Business Until He is Well Qualified and Looks Ahead

The average man and average woman have ambitions

widely different and yet very much alike. Woman dreams
of a home of her own; man's goal is to own a business.

Most of us chafe under authority. We think, perhaps
wisely, that we would do better working for ourselves. We
want to boss, we feel sure that our business ideas are prac-

ticable and that we could make them profitable. It is this

desire to be independent that has stamped Canadians
among the progressive people on earth. Held back by no aris-

tocracy of birth, we have developed an aristocracy of achieve-

ment. The keys to the inner circle have been brains, energy
and opportunity.

In shoe stores everywhere young men are working as

clerks to-day, who are planning to break away from the pay-

roll and start stores of their own. Five, ten, fifteen years

from now some of these men will be ranked among our

biggest retailers, but a greater number will be bankrupt.
It is human nature for each man to think that he will succeed.

The dreams of youth are rosy ones and few of us have fore-

sight enough to see the thorns. But thorns are very real

and before starting in business they should be considered.

Therefore, this article is written for ycu who dream, and if

it causes one of you to avoid the pitfalls of merchandising,

it will have been of use.

The causes of failure, as far as shoe merchants are con-

cerned, can be boiled down to too much stock, too little

profit, bad location and insufficient or inefficient advertising.

A great change had been evident in the shoe busines

of the past decade. Formerly, the shoes were staples and
styles changed but seldom. Now styles change frequently.

This policy of putting the business on a style basis has made
much money for shrewd dealers; on the other hand it has
been the cause of many a merchant's downfall. For over-

stocking on styles that endure but a few months always
spells disaster.

Study Styles and People

If you are thinking of establishing a shoe store in the

city in which you are now clerking, study styles and their

relation to the people of your community with all possible

care. You are not interested in what the people in New York
or Kalama7.oo want, but you've got to be an authority on
your own city styles. Make believe you own the store.

Learn the stock and study the mistakes your boss has made
in buying. You'll profit by these mistakes immensely later

on. Study styles all the time in business hours and out. If

you really become expert you will start out in business with

a big point in your favor.

The question of profits is one that has caused lots of

controversy among shoemen. It is generally agreed that

when a dealer's margin of profit is insufficient he has a poor
cost system. Therefore start right by learning a good sys-

tem. Study your employer's. If he gets a fair profit on
his shoes, don't hesitate to copy. But if there be any flaws,

if prices are too low, discard his system. You can't succeed

if your margin of profit is insufficient.

Now about location. When the United Cigar Stores

Company plan to start a store in some city they send out

investigators who study different locations with great thor-

oughness. These men stand for days at possible sites and
count the passersby. Morevoer, they take into account the

types of people who pass. This method is a scientific one
and when the location is finally chosen the company knows
that it is the best one available, after all has been taken
into consideration.

Retail shoe advertising has made great strides in the

last few years. Whereas formerly shoe advertising was con-

sidered as a long chance, now it is looked upon as one of the

shoe merchant's most powerful weapons. The day will

come when a dealer will have little chance of success if he
does not advertise and advertise well. Therefore a man
considering shoe retailing as a life work, should know some-
thing of advertising. In most cities courses on advertising

are given by night schools. By attending these one learns

the principles of the game. Then, too, the trade papers con-

tain much valuable advice that will benefit every shoeman.
By giving advertising a part of your time you will better

your chances of success.

The Business is Live One

Don't let anybody tell you that the shoe business is

dead. It is very much alive and the chances of a young man
breaking in successfully are better to-day than they were
yesterday. Short skirts, dancing, and good styles are plac-

ing it on the same plane as the millinery business.

The very fact that the shoe retailing is becoming a pro-

fession is the chief reason why he who enters it should be
well prepared. He must know shoes and merchandising.

It is only by the hardest kind of work that he can learn

these things. No doctor, lawyer or other professional man

The blacksmith

The farmer shoo's the

And we are A$ 2 tell U
T<S& we can 3^the men.

Theitand the a,
Of every age and size,

W4Lthey find how N^yre^them

W^tftheir Gjfe surprise.

In J? this wide creation,

We know we cant be >f
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PREMIUM SHOE STORE
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can do business until he is thoroughly fit. No more can a

shoe dealer.

While you are working on a salary for someone else

you have a wonderful opportunity to store up knowledge
which will prove invaluable to you. Look at it this way:
That you are passing through the educational stage of your
career; that, just as the would-be lawyer must go to law
school, you are attending a shoe school and that you. are

being paid instead of paying for the privilege. If so you
regard your work, you will enjoy it and therein lies the secret

of success. If you like your work and you go at it with

vigor you learn and accomplish much.

It is not wise to jump into business for yourself until

you have thought for a long time and looked far ahead.

The shoe game is a hard one but a good one. For those who
play it well there are rewards.

It is more than right and proper that you wish to be
independent. It is commendable. But don't let your en-

thusiasm carry you away. Look and think, look and think,

until you feel absolutely sure! Then—go to it!

WHAT STYLES ARE TAKING FOR SPRING

There is abundant authority if one chooses to seek it,

for the correctness of the statement that even at this date,

when shoe manufacturers' salesmen are starting their trips

for the sale of next spring's shoes to dealers, the exact details

of the styles which will be most certainly popular next sea-

son are not denned with certainty, says the Shoeman.

Style-predictions are as numerous as ever. They are

fully as well-grounded as usual—and, as a matter of fact,

probably more so, because they centre rather largely around
the generally-accepted proposition that the best shoe-

fashions for spring will be conservarive.

Not even the most radical shoe designers dispute this.

But the samples which the salesmen are now taking

out from the various manufacturing centres show a variety

and a comprehensiveness that are without doubt going to

satisfy even the most astute buyers.

And we shall have the real fashions for spring decided

in detail as soon as those samples have been seen and order's

placed by a sufficiently large proportion of shrewd buyers to

make their selections constitute a representative vote.

Here are some of the more important features which
dealers and buyers will find in the spring samples, and to

which they will be asked to give special consideration:

Men's Shoes

A slight broadening of the narrow toes, in the better

grades.

A new shape having a rather pronounced swing at the

outer side and a straightened inner side; shown with both a

pointed and semi-full toe.

Blucher cut in flat-last, narrow-toe oxfords.

Wider shanks in models other than strictly English

shapes.

More 8-8 and 9-8 heels than before.

Fewer models with colored tops and quarters, and those

in subdued shapes.

Preponderance of black calf vamps, tops and quarters.

Women's Shoes

Longer vamps, in the higher-price grades for metro-

politan trade. Toe-to-throat dimension varying from 3 1-8

to 4 inches.

Throat set back and higher on the instep. In some
pumps it is 4>£ inches from the end of the toe.

"Gypsy" patterns in several different treatments, in-

cluding both side-seamed and seamless vamp and top

(exclusive of tip and button-fly), with the buttons well

toward the front in some models and back toward the side

in others. The front seam varies from a plain, uncovered
stitching, starting at the toe, to the more elaborate combina-
tions of continuous diamond tip with covered front seam
in the top.

Narrow toes in a larger proportion of samples than the

two previous seasons.

Increased tendency toward heels in which the strictly

Louis shape is modified by considerably more of the charac-

ter of the Cuban. The heel-heights are ample in range, but,

in general, are from 11-8 to 16-8.

Abandonment of many of the freakish fancy-cut vamps,
tops and quarters; curtailment of elaborate perforations,

pinkings and outside stays of the "military" order.

An increase of dull black, all-leather styles, but a reason-

able abundance of more conservative effects in bronze, dark

brown, dark blue, tan, mode, gray and sand.

FINE SHOWING MADE AT FALL FAIR

The J. L. Campbell shoe store, of Chatham, Ont., had a

striking and attractive shoe and leather goods exhibit at the

Peninsular Exhibition in that city on September 21-22-23.

Mr. Campbell has made use of this form of advertising for

several years in succession, and evidently regards it as well

worth while. The exhibit this year consisted of a large

booth draped with white bunting, which made a clean and

attractive background and framework for the goods ex-

hibited. New features introduced in the booth were a large,

indirect-lighting electric drop, which at night showed up

the goods very attractively ; and heavy brass chains by way
of raihng across the front of the booth. A big sign an-

nounced, "J- L. Campbell, the store where quality is always

found." In keeping with this slogan, the footwear shown
consisted of high class goods. In these exhibits Mr. Camp-
bell has always made a practice of showing novelties and

bigh-priced lines of footwear. Though the normal demand
for such lines may be comparatively small, they attract

attention to the booth, and are such as to leave on the cus-

tomer's mind a definite impression of quality. The average

person may not purchase these identical lines, but he is apt

to reason that the store which handles such goods will

stock quality also in its less expensive and more everyday

lines. In addition to creating a desirable impression in a

general way, there are, of course, direct results and a grow-

ing appreciation on the part of the general public of the

merits and desirability of high class footwear. There was
also a fine showing in suit cases, trunks, etc. While the

value of fall fair advertising for the retail merchant may
be debated, the fact is perhaps significant that at this parti-

cular exhibition the retailers were more largely represented

this year than ever before, and more space than usual was
taken by individual merchants.

HAD EXCITING TIME WHILE ABROAD
A. Bonisteel, of the Collis Leather Co.. Aurora, Ont.,

has returned from an extended and successful business trip

to England and France in the interest of "Aurora calf."

Mr. Bonisteel was in London one night seated in the writ-

ing room of his hotel, when he heard several explosions,

and rushing outside with many others, they soon realized

that a Zeppelin air corps was dropping bombs on the city.

The aviators could not be seen owing to the intense dark-

ness, but the noise made by the machines was heard for

miles around. There was great excitement in the hotel, men
and women rushing down the stairs some of them frantic

from fright and others scantily clad.
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^SmongThe Shoe Men
Fred. P. Beemer, of Toronto, who represents the Sorosis

and Guptill lines of shoes and also the Blachford Shoe
Manufacturing Co., Toronto, is on an extended business trip

throughout the Western Provinces. He will go as far as the

Coast.

The shoepack factory of the Edmonton Leather and Shoe
Co., Edmonton, has been re-opened. N. L. MacDonald is

the manager.

L. A. Boucher, Stanbridge Station, Que., dealer in shoes

and dry goods, has sold out to A. C. Gilmour.

Underbill's Shoe Factory, Barrie, which has been closing

down on Saturday afternoons, during the summer months,

is now working full time.

D. Ingham and J. E. Bates are desirous of starting a shoe

factory in Strathroy. They have asked the town for a loan

of $15,000 for a period of 15 years, without interest, payable

in annual instalments of 81,000.

Alex. Getty, of the Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co., Gait,

who was recently married, was presented by his fellow work-

ers, with a fine carving set, accompanied by an appreciative

address.

The Reliance Harness Works, Limited, has been granted

a federal charter with headquarters in Toronto and a share

capital of $40,000. Among the incorporators are Melville

Ross Davies, Frank J. Davies and Harry St. J. Jarvis, all

of Toronto. The company is empowered to carry on a

wholesale and retail business of harness makers and saddlers

and to manufacture, sell and deal in leather, trunks, bags,

gloves, etc.

Mrs. C. E. Beaudin, shoes, Ottawa, recently assigned

to J. B. Meloche.

The Invictus Boot Shop, of which H. J. Eady is manager,
has moved into new premises at 93 Yonge street, Toronto,

which have been attractively fitted up with modern acces-

sories and an artistic new front, making the shop one of the

finest in Toronto.

Edward Bell, shoe retailer, 1212 Dufferin street, Toronto,

has sold his stock and enlisted for foreign service.

Sam Pritchard, representing Smaltz-Goodwin Shoe Co.,

Philadelphia, was in Toronto last week with a full range of

spring samples.

W. D. Balfour, formerly manager of the Regal Boot
Shop, Winnipeg, is now running a large chicken ranch at

Brooklin, Ont.

A. A. Fournier, Limited, dealers in shoes, Ottawa, re-

cently suffered a fire loss.

It is understood that the late premises of the Brock-

ton Shoe Co., 119 Yonge street.. Toronto, have been leased

and that the place will again be occupied as a shoe store.

The rent is $6,500 a year, on an eight-year lease.

Monroe Einstein, of J. Einstein Inc., New York, spent

several days in Montreal this week.

Albert Ashmore has leased premises on Kent street,

Lindsay, Ont., and is opening a new shoe store with a repre-

sentative stock.

"Terry" McGovern, of the Western Leather Goods Co.,

Toronto, is spending a few days in Montreal.

James Caton, of the Caton Stain and Blacking Co.,

Lynn, Mass., was in Montreal and Toronto recently on

business.

P. J. Hogan, of the U. S. M. Co.. Montreal, has been

i:i Toronto and Berlin for the past few days.

P. A. Doig, sales manager, Star Shoe Co., Montreal,

was in Toronto this week on business. He recently returned

from an extended trip through the Maritime Provinces.

Chas. Petteplace has opened a new shoe store in Walker-
ton, Ont., with a full and up-to-date stock. Mr. Petteplace
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is well and favorably known in that town. Harry Sewell,

late of Hanover, has charge of the repair department.

Travelers for tennis and sporting shoes report that

placing orders are coming in encouragingly and the past

season was a good one with the trade.

G. Fred Smardon, of the Smardon Shoe Co., Limited,

Montreal, was married this week to Miss Booth. Many
friends will extend hearty congratulations.

Wm. J. Smith, of Exeter, Ont., has sold his shoe repair

business to Wilbur Pfaff and has taken a position on the

road in New York State for the Menzies Shoe Co., of

Detroit, Mich.

W. J. Thurston, who conducts successful shoe stores

both in Guelph and Stratford, is making some decided im-

provements to the Guelph store which will greatly enhance

the appearance of the place. He is installing an entire

new front, with the windows so arranged that the goods

will show to much better advantage than before. He is

also putting down a new floor, and raising the roof at the

rear four feet to take off the slant. When these improve-

ments are completed the Guelph store of Mr. Thurston will

be one of the finest in Western Ontario.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, Gait, Ont., have been

granted a provincial charter with a capital stock of $250,000.

The provisional directors of the new company are F. S.

Scott, Wm. Chamberlain, F. A. Scott and Wm. Lund, and

the company are empowered to make and deal in boots

and shoes and all things incidental to footwear. As an-

nounced in our last issue this is the firm which recently

bought out the Cook-Fitzgerald business in London, Ont.

The U. S. M. Company are installing an eighteen-foot

Goodyear shoe repair outfit, model "N" with motor and

skate grinder in the shop of Dan McLean, Sydney. N.S.

Miss O'Malley, who for many years past was with the

shoe firm of I. Pratt & Co., and more recently with their

successor, W. E. Smith, 290 Wellington street, Ottawa, has

opened an up-to-date shoe store at 101 Bank street, in that

city.

Thos. Custock, 192 Queen street, Ottawa, has installed

an eighteen-foot Goodyear, model "N" shoe repair outfit,

complete with skate grinding machine.

J. W. Alguire has opened a shoe and harness business

in Northfield, Ont.

H. W. Algeo, of the U. S. M. Company, Montreal, was
called to his home near Boston, last week, through the

death of his father.

Messrs. M. Rankin and A. Bluteau have been appointed

representatives of the Kingsbury Footwear Company, Mon-
treal, replacing A. J. Pinsonneault.

The F. and B. Shoe Manufacturing Company, Maison-
neuve, have installed a button-hole making, finishing and
an edge-setting machine in their factory during the past

couple of weeks.

Messrs. Ecclestone of Toronto, and Locke of Winnipeg,

representing the T. Eaton Company, were in Quebec and
Montreal recently.

W. F. Martin, sales manager of Kingsbury Footwear
Company, Montreal, was in Toronto last week.

Ralph Locke, of Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, has

returned from a trip to Toronto, Hamilton and London.
A. L. Johnston, sales manager of Ames-Holden-

McCready, Limited, Montreal, was jn New York and other

American centres last week. ,,| .„

The Department of Militia and Defence, Ottawa, is

placing large orders for 'shoes for . the Canadian army, and
several leading factories this, week received tender forms.

The exact size of the order is not known. Tender forms,

containing specifications of the regulation type of shoe, are

being sent to various shoe makers throughout the Dom-
inion. Each tender must be accompanied by a marked check

for one-tenth of the value of tiie contract asked for. The

new contracts, it is stated, will be large enough to keep

several firms working through the winter. Several houses

have had representatives in England and France looking

for contracts for the British or allied armies, but up to date

there are no records of any new contracts having been

landed in Canada.

A federal charter has been granted to Peerless Hosiery,

Limited, with a capital stock of $60,000, and headquarters

in London, Ont. Among the incorporators are D. R. Teas-

dale, R. R. Smith, R. E. Walker, M. A. Piatt and H. S.

Magee, all of London. The company is empowered to manu-

facture and deal in hosiery, mitts, gloves, gauntlets, etc.

A recent despatch from New York says: Orders for

3,000,000 pairs of shoes have just been placed in the United

States by Russian army agents. The shoes will cost on an

average of $5 a pair, making the orders total $15,000,000.

Massachusetts manufacturers have secured the orders.

The Brandon Shoe Company, Limited, Brantford, have

installed a U. S. M. Company stitchdown staple lasting ma-

chine, model "B" in their factory.

The North American Shoe Repairing Shop has opened

at 1397 Yonge street, Toronto, with a complete repair

equipment.

The Yale shoe store of Regina, Sask., is removing to a

new location on Eleventh avenue, in that city.

Mr. McKeen, of W. J. Kent & Company, Bathurst. N.B.,

was a visitor in several Montreal factories last week.

Fred Meinzer, of Miner Rubber Company, Montreal,

was in Quebec an i Toronto during the past few days.

J. H. Hamilton, of the J. H. Hamilton Shoe Company,
Sherbrooke, was in Montreal last week.

Miss Rose Rahn, an employe of the Hurlbut Co., shoe

manufacturers, Preston, Ont., was presented with an appre-

ciative address and handsome mahogany table by the em-

ployes in honor of her approaching marriage.

The assets of Emile David, shoe dealer, Lachine, Que.,

have been sold.

Geo Robinson, of James Robinson, Montreal, was re-

cently in Quebec and Ottawa.

A. J. Kimmel, president, and A. D. Weber, general

manager, of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co., Limited,

Berlin, Ont., spent a few days recently in Winnipeg on
business.

The Unique Shoe Company, Toronto, amongst other

machines have installed a U. S. M. stitchdown staple lasting

machine, model "B" in their plant.

Miss Harris, daughter of J. J. Harris, of Halifax, who
represents L. Higgins & Co., Moncton, N.B., was married
recently to John Ross of Halifax.

The Eagle Shoe Company, Montreal, have recently added
several new machines to their factory equipment.

C. Lawrence, formerly shoemaker with W. J. Greer,
has opened up a shoe store in the Rutherford building,

Wroxeter, On*
Harry Smith, of the Neuman Leather Company, New

York, was in Montreal last week.
A. E. Matheson, proprietor of the Bootery, Yates street,

Victoria, B.C., has moved into a handsome and compact
new store on Government street, in that city.

John E. Johnston, Brock street. Kingston, has installed
a U. S. M. Co. six-foot shoe repair outfit and motor in his
establishment.

Beaded vamps are very attractive and add greatly to
the appearance of the shoe, but the shoes cost more, as the
help must be experienced, thereby causing the manufacturer
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MORE

SMART STYLES

FOR SPRING SHOWING

women's patent button, white kid
quarters, patent facing on fly and
top, spike heel by j. & t. bell.

IMITATION BLUCHER PUMP, PATENT
FOREPART, BROWN BUCK QUARTERS,
HALF LOUIS HEEL—BY CLARK BROS.

MEN S GUNMETAL BAL., DULL CALF TOP,
MODERATE RECEDE TOE, 10/8

HEEL—BY J. & T. BELL.

to pay them higher wages than the ordinary operators.

There has been a great advance in the manufacture of fancy

pumps and shoes in women's styles, and designers and pat-

tern makers are ever on the alert for new ideas and smart

styles that will net the most profit to their concerns and

will have the largest sales.

A Lynn manufacturer made up a pair of Russian boots

for women the other day, and figured that they cost him

more than $8. The leather in the uppers cost almost $3.50.

the price of a good pair of shoes of common style. To make

the uppers eight feet of kid leather, at 30 cents a foot, was

used ; also eight feet of sheep leather, for linings, at 12

cents a foot. The total cost of the kid and sheep leather

was $3.36. The Russian boot fits smoothly over the instep,

and fairly smooth about the leg, though it necessarily falls

in wrinkles over the ankles. The top is whole, like the leg

of grandfather's old boots, and there are no button or lace

or any other seams in it. So it must be nicely made and

fitted. A retailer would have to get $12 or $15 a pair for

these Russian boots. That's much too expensive for the

popular trade.

Tht annual convention of the National Association of

Tanners will be held at Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on October

28th and 29th. It is expected there will be a large attendance

and several Canadians may be present.

Referring to Jas. S. Fraser, shoeman, of Pembroke,

Ont., a local paper says: Mr. Fraser is a Pembroke old

timer, although he won't be in the fifty-year class for awhile

yet. In addition to carrying on one of the most extensive

shoe businesses in the valley, Mr. Fraser manufactures the

famous "Fraser River Boot," a boot that has no superior

in that class. He began manufacturing this lumberman's

boot on a small scale many years ago, and for some time

the demand for it was confined to the Ottawa Valley.

Gradually its superior qualities became more widely known,
until now it is sold to lumbermen all over the country.

His output this year will reach five thousand pairs. Mr.

Fraser carries the leading makes of footwear for both

men and women, and does an enormous business. He also

handles a full line of footwear of all kinds, as well as

mitts, gloves, trunks and bags. His store is known as the

"House of Satisfaction." Mr. Fraser's retail business is

carried on in his own building, a handsome and substantial

structure known as the "Fraser Block." His manufacturing

business is conducted on the upper floors.

The Ottawa Free Press recently contained an appre-

ciative reference to A. W. Ault, head of the A. W. Ault

Co., Limited, wholesale slices, Ottawa, and said in part:

Although the past year has been considered a rather de-

pressing one by the shoe trade generally, the business of

the firm has up-to-date shown a substantial increase over

last year. Mr. Ault is considered by the trade one of the

most highly efficient shoe men in Canada, and is unex-

celled as a judicious buyer. Mr. Ault is also interested in

a very large general store business at Aultsville, Ont., and

was formerly a Captain in the 59th Regiment of Stormount
and Glengarry. He was in line for the Colonelcy when he

retired. He is now on the retired list with the rank of

Captain. Mr. Ault is a member of the Council of the

Ottawa Board of 1 rade, treasurer and a director of the

V. M. C. A., and served in the City Council, sitting for

Capital Ward.
Col. E. W. Wilson, O.C., is re-organizing the old 86th

Battalion at Three Rivers, Que., and it has now become an

English speaking regiment. It is backed by many of the

leading business men in the city. A start will be made with

four companies, under the old eight company establishment,

gradually working the battalion up to strength. John T.

Tebbutt, President of the Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co.,

Three Rivers, is Captain of No. 1 Company.
John A. Laird, for many years a well known factor in

the shoe trade of the United States and Canada, dropped

dead at Brockton, Mass., recently. Mr. Laird was a partner

i,i the Laird-Prior Co., of Brockton, and through his tireless

energy and keen business judgment built up a large business

in the shoe trimmings business, of which company he was
the head.

C. A. Brouillard, superintendent of the James Muir Co.,

Montreal, was a visitor in Boston last week on business.

G. C. Locke, who recently opened a new shoe store in

Calgary, under the name of the New Cut Rate Shoe Store,

located at 226 Eighth Avenue West, has bought the stock

of the Family Shoe Store, at 223 Eighth Avenue East,

which he will run in connectfon with his other store.

Delbert McFarland, associated for many years with A.

WcKillop & Co., wholesale shoes, Calgary, Alta., has started
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a wholesale footwear business in that city under the name
ot the McFarlancl Shoe Co. Mr. McFarland is the managing
director of the new organization, which is launched with

bright prospects. A stock will be carried in Calgary and

travelers will cover Alberta, Saskatchewan and British

Columbia. Mr. McFarland is well and widely known, and

previous to going to Calgary was connected with the whole-

sale shoe trade in Winnipeg. He has spent all his life in

the footwear line.

F. Galibert, Limited, the well known manufacturer of

glove and shoe leathers, Montreal, has been succeeded by the

Galibert Glove Works, Limited, the former concern having

gone through liquidation. The new corporation has an auth-

orized and paid-up capital of $90,000, and F. Galibert, the

Well Dressed Feet

Your happiness, health and appearance

depend greatly on your Shoes. Our shoes

are made to fit your feet. If you wear

shoes bought here your feet will be com-

fortable and attractive.

Ladies!
The new Fall Shoes arc here; the assortment is large

the cloth tops are very fashionable in plaid, grey and black

lace and button ; all sizes and all widths stocked

PRICES
FROM $4.50 to $6.00

f

Now is your chance to procure the very latest

in all footwear, as our lines are now complete.

Grey and black cloth tops are fashionable. But-

ton and lace

—

—$4.50 to $8.00

All Mail Orders
Promptly Cared For

Richardson's Limited
THE HOME OF GOOD SHOES.

216 Eighth Averme W. Phone M4059

$2.50

This Home of Good Shoes is very strong on

its lines of moderate priced shoes for Men !

Vs'e have selected the be>>f sine manufacturers in the count-

ry—we made our selection with care. Our Xew Stock has

arrived and we are now >iio\viu^ the best -S2.oO, S3.00,

8:5.00, 8*.©0 and 85.00 shoes on earth.

Mechanics Shoes

We call the working man's at:cr.tion

to our e\cc!!ent shoes built jrur^o^cly

tor the mechanic Nothing in them
but goad *o.iJ leather Hcav> durable

so.er, witli uppers of heavy cult ur

l.angaroo. nothing omitted that i-ould

in a.iy « ay ad J to their durability, while

they arc built /or hard usage they arc

hud: comfortable and good looking,

moJeratcl) priced at—

$2.00, $2.50, $3 00 and $3.50

The Season's Best in

Women's Shoes
Tis true that any uom.m can buy a
good pair of Shoes almost anywhere
tor &5 00 or *b'.00, but its not^ very

easy to buy them for $>3 00 and S3.50.

We behc\e our £3, and j-3 50 women's
shoes are fully as good as rro<t stores

sell for $4 and $5. The leathers, the

si ocmalting and the st>les are shown
in these shoes at —

$3 00 and $3.50

Stephens Store, Limited

THERE'S . certain i .-, w
Ity that is always apparent
in the Mrn'j Shoes w« tell!

We are "out of the rut'' shoe men
—for our shoes are always dif-

ferent t

It's » revelation to some men to

see how readily we tan meet their

ihoe ideas and their shoe require-

Make us prove It.

M. <& C. ffilaclhdfefd
Limited

286-288 Wilton. Opp, Wilton

WARNING
TO A.LL

SHOE WEARER^
My entire $8000 stock of Children's, Ladies and Mm

I all host makes of ^boes, will bo offered at Cost
and below cost to reduce stock for next

15 days. Don't put ofl till to

morrow. Come now aod
get first pick.

Men's Good Quality Shoes S2.98 Up.

Ladies - " " $1.98 Up.

Boy s SI.48 Up.

F. W. SAVACE.
Dealer in High-Class Shoes.

THE section devoted to the
Stocks Of Shoes for v Chil-

dren is a little store in itself, and in selecting the
footwear (or the youngster*, we exercise as great
care as we do in our most exacting demands for
quality :n sho&3 lor grown-ups.

We realize what responsibility rests upon
us when we sell you the ahoea for your

child. Unless the shoe is prope rly made
it will mould the foot In a very urjnatur-

nl shape and probably ruin it lor life A
lew Bhurt weeks of a poorly made shoe

on a growing foot will create havoc.

We have shoes for children of <»1I sizes—from
the infant to the romping boy or girl. Shoes that
are made toconlbrm with nature's models—styles
that will mould the loot correctly and perfectly/

AND THE PRICES ARE NO HIGHER THAN
YOU WOULD PAY FOR THE

ORDINARY KIND

FARMERS'
Work Shoes
On Account Of The Continuous Wet

Weather You Will Need Good Work Shoes

Alt European leathers ItlCh-U English and Preach
Kip romurly coining Into tfal country fur tlioc tuauu-

facluriiiE has been cancelled.

That means that after our ^res^nt stock bi% tweu
sold out we will not nc able to secure more, but- we have

been able to replace, wlili good reliable waterproof leath-

ers. Here arc a few prices:

—

Men's heavy s>hccf plain $2.25 to $3.00

Men's Urus Kip. &o(t and pliable, but firm leather

$3.00 10 $3.50

Men's English and French Kip $3.00 to $4.50

Men's high and medium lengths, prospector boot

$3.00 to $5.50

Boys' heavy work shoes .. . $1.75to$27S

Boys' School Shoes . $1.50 to $3.00

Specials for St. Marys Fair Days. Sept. 21st and 22nd

J. READY
PHONE 123 -SHOE DEALER

Another Walk - O.er Sjtceu

Gypsy Model
This Walk-Ovrr Model depict* the
very last word in shoe style »
MHiM tor Fall It k„. rttt Cum*.

The heel u all Leather. Louis S
style. You hare a choice of Glued *
H.d or Mai Kid. £
The newest color effects are— g£f

Bro*w« It,
Dorr C.tty 0fJ

Midnight Blue M
The Footograph System used «i- /jF
clusirely In this Shop ensures foot / f
comfort and perfect.filling shoe*. f- i ' .

A complete OlKopeJic Depart. /JT -^^^
well - knot* n Doctor in charge {&^^^r

Walk-Over Boot Shop
290 YONGE STREET

a ma-i

HARVEST

For Friday

And Saturday
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i. - .:, .e»

Girt*' By* C-iif Blue. Hall l.v
- - * i-2i

v..uth,- Bo. Wjp Fim. ».23

w
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Boyi' B^/ktpBI'u- 1.48

WOMEN'S
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' ' *
-

3.4S
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rj'rnt Hutiua Boot, KulT. p

MEN'S
Potral Buiion art U« Bonn
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i - ...

DOWNEY'S
HERE ARK BIGHT BRIGHT AND ATTRACTIVE ADVERTISEMENTS OK LIVE SHOE HOUSES AND SEVERAL OF THEM ARE WELL SET UP AND
ILLUSTRATED WITH SNAIM'Y SHOE CUTS OR CATCHY APPROPRIATE ILLUSTRATIONS. RICHARDSON'S LIMITED ARE LOCATED IN CALGARY,
STEPHENS STORE, LIMITED, IN COLLINGWOOD H. & C. BLACIIKORD, LIMITED, IN TORONTO, F. W. SAVAGE IN WATERLOO, QUE., KNOX'S
SHOK STORK IN HOWMANVILLK, (INT., J. RKADY IN ST. MARYS, ONT., WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP IN TORONTO, AND DOWNEY'S IN ST. MARYS
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active head of the old company, will continue as the
head of the new organization. The Galibert Glove Works,
Limited, operate one of the best equipped plants of its kind
in the Dominion, where a full line of fine gloves of the better

sort is being turned out. It is stated that the new organiza-

tion, in common with other Canadian manufacturers, will

benefit largely from the elimination of the cheaper German
and Austrian gloves in the Canadian market. The old com-
pany was started some twenty-five years ago so that under
its new formed strong management, it is confidently expected
by the trade that a larger business than ever will develop.

Paul Galibert, a prominent leather merchant of Montreal,
and a director of the National Brick Co., Limited, who is

also identified with numerous other important enterprises,

was prominent in bringing about the successful reorganiza-

tion of the new company.
Elmer Davis, of A. Davis & Son, Limited, leather manu-

facturers, Kingston, Ont., w<as in Boston last week on

business.

The U. S. Cut-Rate Shoe Store. Winnipeg, has opened

for business.

Harvey McKean is now representing the Blachford

Shoe Manufacturing Co.. of Toronto, in the Maritime
Provinces.

A. Girard & Co.. shoe dealers, Montreal, have recently

assigned.

The Verdun Shoe Hospital, of Verdun. Que., was re-

cently registered.

M. Goldblatt. dealer in shoes, Montreal, recently as-

signed to V. Lamarre.

Geo. A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., Toronto, was in Rochester and other cities last

week, securing patterns for some of their new models. The
company have taken large additional floor space, which will

result in doubling the capacity of the plant.

The Smardon Shoe Co., Limited, Montreal, have issued

a neat booklet entitled "The Smardon Shoe." It is artis-

tically printed and contains splendid illustrations of a num-
ber of pumps and oxfords on all the latest lasts and in the

newest combinations. A brief description is given of each

shoe and of the materials in which it is shown. The styles

for the spring and summer of 1916 are snappy, attractive

and distinctive.

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, have

secured a handsome new design in a lace Gypsy, which is

now being shown to the trade on the Clarice last. The
model is very much admired and a large number of orders

has been placed. The button Gypsy boot shown by the

company for the last two months in midnight blue, bronze,

oyster gray, matt and glazed kid and all-patent, has taken

exceptionally well, and the plant has been working to capa-

city in making these novelties. A number of attractive

pumps in the same colors, which are being shown for spring,

are proving highly acceptable.

A. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Montreal, was in Toronto recently on a business trip.

S. Brunton, late of Regal Shoe Shop, Toronto, has

taken a position with J. W. Leslie, shoe retailer, Hamilton.

C. W. Ellis, of Ellis, Eddy Co., Haverhill, Mass., was
in Toronto last week on business.

W. H. Thome, Dundas street east, London, has installed

an 18-foot Model N shoe repair outfit supplied by the U.S. M.
Company.

G. S. Tolman, of the cutter department of the U.S.M.
Co., Boston, was a recent visitor to Toronto.

Writing from Vancouver, a leading shoe firm says: "We
are not looking for any great increase in trade owing to the

large number of men from this province who have enlisted,

thereby reducing the purchasing power of the province. No.
improvement can scarcely be expected until the logging and

lumbering business is in a more flourishing condition, as these

businesses are among the leading ones in British Columbia
and pay out a large amount of money when operating in

normal times.

W. L. Conner, shoe retailer, Truro, N.S., has made in-

terior improvements to his store and installed several com-
fortable and handsome chairs.

W. D. Webster, of the Cobourg Felt Co., Cobourg, is on
an extended business trip throughout the Western Provinces.

The new addition to the factory of Getty & Scott, Lim-
ited, Gait, Ont., is completed and will be devoted to the

making of children's turn footwear. A portion of the extension

will be used to increase the fitting room facilities of the firm.

POPULAR SHOE MERCHANT WEDS
Fred R Foley, shoe retailer, of Bowmanville, Ont., was

quietly married this week in Port Huron, Mich., to Miss

Sadie Caroline, daughter of Joseph D. Foley, of that city.

Many friends will extend congratulations and wish Mr.

Foley and his bride many long years of happiness and pros-

perity. They will be "at home" in Bowmanville after No-
vember 1st. Mr. Folev is one of the most widely known

business men in eastern Ontario, naving been in the foot-

wear line for some fourteen years and meeting with a large

measure of success. He is also a member of the municipal

council, being elected on each occasion by acclamation. In

improving the streets and beauty spots of the town he has

always taken a deep interest and also in advancing its in-

dustrial and commercial welfare. He is the vice-president

of the Bowmanville Retail Merchants' Association.

AN IMPROVED COMBINATION OUTSOLE
A patent has been granted to an eastern concern for a

new combination outsole. This invention combines a rub-

ber outsole with a leather shank. It consists of a sole with

a rubber forepart and a leather backpart, the two sections

being brought together on beveled edges, cemented and

stitched transversely. This process affords flexibility and

a shoe when worn, is as pliable as a slipper; it is practi-

cally moistureproof, so that rubbers are never required,

except under extreme conditions, and shoes made in this

way are absolutely noiseless and free from the annoying

squeak which is often present in the leather sole. The

leather shank affords support to the arch of the foot, and

the possibility of that nicety in shoemaking to which the
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regular sole is susceptible. The use of a rubber or leather

heel is optional with the wearer. The shoe is light, being

no heavier than one with a leather sole, exactly resembles

one with the latter, and is repaired with ease and in much
less time and at half the expense of a shoe made in tbe

conventional manner. In brief, the claims made by the

inventors for the composite sole are, lightness, flexibility,

water proofness, noiselessness, support to the arch, nicety

in workmanship, economy of repair, and a combination of

all the advantages of both rubber and leather soles without

the disadvantages of either.

This process has been thoroughly tested and those who
have worn the shoes are very enthusiastic in their approval

of the new invention.

THE GREAT RUBBER INDUSTRY

In certain sections rubber is one of the greatest barom-
eters of trade conditions, especially in such places where its

production is the chief source of wealth.

Rubber prices, like other commodities, fluctuate accord-

ing to the dictates of supply and demand. Since the opening

of hostilities in Europe there has been other influences that

have caused important changes in the rubber situation.

While the demand for rubber has increased, transporta-

tion facilities are rather stringent, resulting in a marked vari-

ation of prices.

Rubber is on the contraband list and it is not possible

to ship any of this commodity to either Germany or Austria.

In these countries the
1 supply is. not yearly equal to the

demand and prices are accordingly high.
(

Owing to the demand for crude rubber among the allies

prices are strengthening a lot, although they are not much
higher than at this time a'yVAr ago, in fact, some grades are

lower in price.

In May,19l4, fine, new upriver Para sold in New York

at 60 cents a pound, in June of the same year it was 70 cents

a pound in the same market. Last May the same commodity
sold at 61 cents. Upriver, coarse new Para was 46 cents a

pound in May of this year, the same figure as the corres-

ponding month of 1914. Several years ago, during what is

known in the field as "the rubber boom," during days of

activity in the product the best grade crude Para sold as

high as $2.90 a pound.

The total estimate output of the world for 1915 is 120,000

tons, this is nearly double that of 1905, which was 61,000

tens. During the years 1913 and 1914 the rubber produc-

tion of the world was about equal to that of this year, the

current year being slightly in excess.

A London firm have given the following figures in tons

as to the distribution for 1914:

United States, 55,000; Great Britain, 18,000; Germany,
13,000; Russia, 14,000; France, 7,000; Italy, 4,000; Japan
and Australia, 2,000; Scandinavia, 2,000; Austria-Hungary,

2,000; Canada, 1,770, and Belgium, 1,000; total, 1914,

1 19,/ / 0 tons.

Since 1910 the consumption of rubber has been less than
the production. Last year a publication in Calcutta esti-

mated that the production and consumption should about

balance, basing their prediction on the expected yields per

acre. This calculation is pretty much guesswork, as a

great deal of the production is taken from the forest and while

it is quite easy to arrive at a fair estimate in respect to the

plantations, it is quite difficult as far as the wild rubber is

concerned.

The rubber industry is based largely upon credit, these

engaged in the industry as operators control their respec-

tive tracts under a government franchise and are known as

concessionaries. These men employ large numbers of natives

to gather the rubber and advance them supplies to meet their

needs for the whole season, taking payment for the same
from the amount of rubber which they collect and turn over

to him. In turn the concessionaire obtains these supplies

from an importing firm for which he pledges his entire crop

as security. The importer receives his merchandise from
foreign dealers, generally speculators in rubber. So that

the industry is dependent to a great extent upon the activity

and industry of the natives who are employed to go into the

forest and plantations to extract the product. The cost of

producing rubber is quite high before any returns are made.
Government taxes and charges for the privilege of working
these tracts, skilled woodsmen who demand high prices

must be paid to locate the trees—grouping, marking and tap-

ping are additional expenses as well as sundry other items.

A fair estimate is that it costs about $1.00 a tree to open up
one of these tracts before a single tree is tapped. In addition

to this each laborer costs his employer about $1.00 by the

time he stands ready to tap the tree; in these two items the

total will amount to about $10,000 for approximately 5,000

trees.

The largest consumption of crude rubber is in the manu-
facture of solid and pneumatic tires, rubber belting and hose,

boots and shoes, hard and soft rubber goods, as well as many
compositions and combinations with cloth and fibre.

STANDARDIZING HEEL LINES ON LASTS

To standardize the heel lines of lasts is a feature to

which some firms are giving a great deal of attention. The
benefits derived are quite apparent : first, it insures a better

fitting counter, as only one mould will be necessary, and
that can be made to conform to the shape of the heel, which
avoids the mistake of putting in the wrong ones, as often

happens where several different moulds are used. The
second reason for tins feature is the saving on patterns or

dies, as when a new style last is put in. it will not be nec-
essary to change the quarters, foxings and quarter lining.
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New vamps, vamp linings and tips will be found sufficient,

unless a most radical change is made to produce a freak

last. The writer has talked with leading pattern makers

regarding this feature and has found that they approve of it.

SHOE CHATS, CHEERFUL AND OTHERWISE

"Yes," remarked a Hamilton retailer, "there are too

many styles to-day, and we have to carry too large a stock,

which is practically dead. The live portion of a man's

goods, that which turns over frequently, is, I should say,

only about 40 to 50 per cent., while the other 50 per cent,

has to be carried by a retailer as a sort of insurance or reserve.

It is a protection against people going some place else. The
rapid change in styles causes this state of affairs."

* * *

"Yes," said a London shoeman, "I have been running

my business on light buying. We find it pays to do that and

sort up. There is where the wholesaler and the instock de-

partment come in very handy. The secret of success in the

shoe business is to have a light stock and keep it clean."

* * *

A Chatham dealer declares: "Yes, I find that the coun-

try trade demands an up-to-date shoe store to-day. A fellow

cannot do business now in the junk style of a few years

ago. His stock must be nicely arranged; he must know
where to place his hands quickly on the goods, and not keep

people waiting while he is fussing arund trying to find out

whether he has such and such a style and size of shoe, etc.,

The people want service, prompt, efficient and polite and no

dilly-dallying or guess work. A man who knows his busi-

ness nowadays is the fellow who gets ahead."

* * *

"Yes," writes a shoe merchant doing business in a west-

ern town, "I had more trouble this year than ever with

shoes. I think many of them are taken off the last too soon,

and they are not properly seasoned. The leather appears

to be firm, pliable and properly tanned, but the shoe has

every evidence of being green. 1 believe the manufacturer

should exercise a little more care in this particular."

* * *

The complaints of the trade are many and some of them
are brought about, not on the part of the public, but by rea-

son of the action of the retailers themselves. A St. John
shoeman stated last week that he had experienced more
difficulty selling shoes at the regular price this year than
ever before. One woman came in the other day and wanted
to pay him Si.00 for a pair of toots for a seven-year-old boy.

The speaker said this was the result of everyone running

sales, and the market being flooded with cheap, trashy

shoes. People see so many thoroughly worthless produc-

tions hanging out of some shops and marked at SI.00, that

GLOVE FACTORY and TANNERY

FOR SALE
A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY is now

offering for the purchase of a completely equipped
Tannery and Glove Factory in the City of MON-
TREAL, Canada. The property comprises
63,500 square feet situated in the best manufactur-
ing section of the City of Montreal, in the heart

of the labor district.

The buildings comprise three storey tannery,

measuring 125 x 50 feet solid brick; glove factory
three storey brick facing, measuring 42 x 76 feet; with
two other buildings measuring each 40 x 50 feet, both in

solid brick, being bciler-house and she p.

There is on the property a smoke-stack 75 feet high

and also an artesian well with best water.

The buildings and machinery are in first-class condi-

tion and ready for operation. The machinery is valued

at $44,000.
Immediate occupation may be secured and satisfac-

tory terms would be granted to responsible purchasers.

Manufactured gloves are protected in Canada by a

duty of \iy2 %.
For further particulars, write to

Y. LAMARRE,
112 St. James St., MONTREAL, Canada

they actually believe a reputable retailer is robbing them if

he asks them more than this for a dependable shoe.

* * *

One Ottawa shoeman has hit upon a new scheme for

extending his trade. He got in touch with a large manufac-

turing establishment employing several hundred men and

secured their names and addresses. He is using this list

for mailing purposes and has prepared a neat leaflet in which

he makes a special bid for the trade of the employes, offering

10 per cent, off to anyone purchasing a pair of shoes costing

$5,00 or upwards. This has so far brought very good results.

The retailer believes in looking after matters personally and
addresses all the envelopes with his own hand.

CHANGES IN PATTERN MATERIALS
Owing to the war, zinc, which used to sell for $1, now

brings S5; therefore, shoe manufacturers are using fewer

zinc patterns, and more bound paper patterns. Owing to

the rise in cost of brass, the use of steel for binding paper

patterns is increasing.

KANGAROO
Wa are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Gradaa and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street • NEW YORK, U. S. A-

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
Leicester. Eng.

HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.
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McKA VSEWNSHOES
FOR

WOMEN, MISSES
AND C H 1LDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right pricefor the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
KKGISTEKED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 beaudry St., MONTREAL

We buy all Offal for cash.

BOX
TOES
We make ail

grades, sizes and
styles of Toes from
the best stock.

Our Heel Depart-
ment is also equip-
ped to give you
splendid service.

Send for samples.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories using

Ullathorne's

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread
Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

Bay Street, Toronto63

BRANCHES
137 McGM Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A- BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for
army purposes.

HEMLOCK— "PENETANG" and
"EAGLE"

TAP SOLES _We stand behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED

Established Over Half a Century

BERLIN ONTARIO
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Have you seen the

LIFE-BUOY
Range of

OUTING SHOE
SAMPLES ?

Do not place before you see them.

Special features that have not been
shown before by anyone.

Added Selections in

LASTS AND STYLES

A"LIFE-BUOY" Salesman
will call on you in ample time—wait for him.

"G.V.O."

SOLID LEATHER
SHOES

See the G. V. O. Spring ^*/k
range for shoe values, /W
that really are excep- \ [~/

\ \
tional—shoes that look \ /^) u

well, fit well, and wear
1

1

well, at a price that Ja
yields you an excel- ygllp _^Hf
lent margin < »f /vllfc /p^J'^

"G.V.O." l%r
G. V. OBERHOLTZER

COMPANY, LIMITED
BERLIN, ONTARIO

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

L e g g i n s
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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PATENT
BOX CALF
GUNMETAL
DONGOLA

FOR THE JUVENILES
You cannot get a better shoe than the IDEAL. It is

bench-made, and positively no cut-off tips are used in its

manufacture. Combined with its excellent wearing qual-

ities, are the most pleasing style, and perfect foot comfort.

From every standpoint the IDEAL Shoe merits your
attention, both as a profit-maker and as a line that

will enhance your reputation.

MADE ONLY BY

The Ideal Shoe Co., Limited

Elmira -:- Ontario

THE
WILLIAMS
SHOE

i

THE

lloosou l.oaciioi
LIMITED

Co.

Oshav/a, Ontario

TANNERS AND CURRIERS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
Metal Sides, Heavy Storm

Leather of all kinds in

Chrome and Combina-

tion Tannages.

52 VICTORIA SQUARE

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

Canada 9
s

Best

Staple

The average man who passes your store wants a shoe that is not only neat

and comfortable but that will wear well. And that is why the Williams Shoe is so

perennially popular. It looks well, fits well and wears well. It is the ideal com-

bination of style, comfort and durability—an absolutely reliable shoe that adds to

the good reputation of every merchant who sells it.

Don't Fail To See Our Spring Range !

WILLIAMS SHOE, LIMITED
BRAMPTON ONTARIO
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We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

in 1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <&

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St. . BOSTON. U.S.A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warercoms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

<H*sA.^jj£flS
l" Tim

%/ BERLIN,

imited

ONT

WRITE FOR OUR

STOCK SHEETS
M.B.r.il.rir. o.

Solid Leather Shoes

A new feature of our line is the Infants' and

Children's Stitch Down. This line is having a

brisk demand and we arc in a position to look

after your requirements in these tackless goods.

IN STOCK
at all times, and ready for shipment at a

moment's notice, over

EIGHTY DIFFERENT LINES
And assorted stocks of Men's, Boys', Youths',

Women's, Misses', Gents', Girls', and

Children's Shoes in McKay, McKay
Welt, Standard Screw or Rivet.

See Our Traveller

For Your Staples
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THREE NEW SPECIALTIES

Heel Cushion Curo-Foot-Balm Cal-Corn-0

Our new "First Aid" Heel

Cushion is 100 per cent, better

than our old style, which was,

till now, the best seller on the

Canadian market. Place your

order with our salesman or send

it in by mail.

Wholesale - - $2.25 per doz.

Retail - 25c. per pair

For tender, burning, perspiring

feet. A cooling, medicated,

greaseless ointment. A sure

trade winner.

Wholesale - - $2.00 per doz.

Retail - - - 25c. per jar

Give this a trial. You will

repeat your order.

REMOVES CORNS.
REMOVES CALLOUSES.

A sure cure.

Wholesale - - $2.00 per doz.

Retail - 25c. per jar

It will pay every shoeman to

get in on these new specialties at

once. These goods are

MADE IN CANADA

CANADIAN ARROWSMITH MFG. CO., LIMITED
Niagara Falls, Ont.
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A new color on a glove horsehide to imitate

genuine buckskin. The advantages in favor

of Horsehide gloves are: that they will dry

out soft, hold their shape and the fingers

will not "take up" or foreshorten after being

wet.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOQEL CO.
85 = 87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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YOUR
GUARANTEE

OF

QUALITY

ST. HYACINTHE ,

CANADA .

YAMASKA BRAND
insures you against loss, because you are sure

to sell every pair in stock. The shoe that

sells is the one that gets the steady demand,
and this is the great feature of

YAMASKA BRAND
They are not quite as "showy" in the

windows as some lines, but they're much
" showier" on your sales book. Every day

you have people in your store who could be

best served with "YAMASKAS." Give them
" YAMASKAS " and they come again.

LA COMPAGNIE

J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Aird Spring Samples are now
in the hands of all the
Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON R~ MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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BIG SAVINGS SfoiWSSte
Would you continue shipping your products

the way you are doing now if we could prove

that there is a better and more economical

method ? Probably not, for every business

man must be on the continual lookout for

opportunities to cut his expenses and improve
his service to customers. For this reason,

you owe it to yourself to investigate the ad-

visability of using the

MARTIN
Corrugated Fibre Board

SHIPPING CASES
The actual saving they make possible in

your business is the main reason why you
should use MARTIN SHIPPING CASES;
but there is also a supplementary reason in that

THEY ARE AN ALL-CANADIAN PRODUCT
This firm has no affiliation with non-Canadian concerns. Its capital is Canadian;

its factory is Canadian; its workmen are Canadian, and its profits remain in Canada.

If you believe it is a wise thing to support Canadian industry, when price and service

permit, then get quotations on Martin Corrugated Fibre Board Shipping Cases.

Your Inquiry is Solicited.

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto

SAVED IN C|

STORAGE SPACE

SAVED
IN ACTUAL

PACKING TIME

OR MORE SAVED
IN FREIGHT
CHARGES

CHEAPER THAN
WOODEN BOXES
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We Can
Supply Anything
From a Tack

to a Full Factory

Equipment

If there is anything
you want, write us

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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I

distinction await your inspection

Portn O(H)0 Company

Ontario
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The

John llriohlo Company

"The Largest exclusive Goodyear
Welt manufacturers in Canada"
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" R 0 YA L"

& "BULLDOG
55

OUTING
SHOES

Our selling representatives are now showing the complete range for

1916—-a range that merits your early attention. "BULL DOG"
and "ROYAL" Shoes have won their way by quality to a place of

foremost leadership. They are the line that sells quickly and steadily,

giving a good profit to the merchant and complete satisfaction to the

customer. There are many new numbers in the new range, and
many improvements of construction, well worth your attention.

Communicate with any of our selling representatives, and a man
will call with samples.

Sorting Orders
for seasonable lines will be filled promptly and carefully by our selling

representatives. Mail your order to the Independent representative

most convenient for you.

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - - - -

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited

The J. Leckie Co., Limited,

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas ... -

----- Montreal, Que.

- Winnipeg, Man.

- Vancouver, B.C.

- - London, Ont.

- - Toronto, Ont.
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OUR GYPSY BUTTON BOOT
Made in

Glove Kid - Mat Kid - Bronze

Midnight Blue, Oyster Grey and Patent

Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited
92-94 Sherbourne Street TORONTO
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Club" No. 206

Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

H Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10>£, D 5 to 10^-

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

You have a RIGHT to a good
profit, and you will get what you] are

entitled to when you sell the

"Just Wright" Shoe
No slow sellers with the "JUST WRIGHT" label

on—you don't want them, and we don't make them.

"In Stock" at St. Thomas

Have you got our "In Stock" Catalog?

E. T. WRIGHT CO., INC.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Bell's "Unlocked Process" Shoe

Are you interested in the best method of Shoe construction

ever devised ?

Frankly you cannot afford to overlook an investigation of

its merits.

It is the only Shoe known that will give the foot perfect

exercise, muscle development, good blood circulation, health

and life.

It is the only Shoe known that gives perfect body weight
balance, and is so constructed that it supplies a constant
"Uplift" to the Shank, combining the advantages of an
arch support, with the ease and comfort of a cushion.

Scientifically built on Anatomical Lasts.

Do not let it get by you.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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"Astoria" " Liberty
"

Goodyear Welts For Men
THE HONOR-MADE SHOE

A commanding position in the

Shoe Trade of Canada has

been earned by "ASTORIA"

and "LIBERTY" Shoes. In

every section of Canada these

shoes have loyal friends, who

are convinced that better shoes

cannot be procured.

Consequently, «

« ASTORIA '

'

and "LIBERTY" are good

lines to sell. There are so many

"walking and talking" adver-

tisements that their selling is

made easier. And then they

have such a distinguished

appearance, are so perfectly

formed and finished and give

such satisfactory fit and

wear, that they are reckoned

among the certainties of the

trade.

See the New Spring Range

Scott- C ham be r lain
LIMITED-

LONDON ONTARIO
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"CLASSIC"

Women's
Shoes

Build up a progressively

profitable trade in Wom-
en's and Children's Shoes

by handling the CLASSIC
Line.

CLASSIC Shoes have the

style, the fit, and the

quality that make perfect-

ly satisfied customers.

When you place your

order for CLASSIC Shoes

you are taking no chances,

but are getting in a line

that has " made good
"

in an unusual degree, and

which has firm friends

and fervent admirers in

every section of the

Dominion.

V

The shoes

that have

supplanted

Foreign

Footwear

Children's

Shoes

In the CLASSIC Spring

Range that our travelers

are now showing, you are

offered the very widest

selection of styles.

The range contains some-

thing to suit everyone,

and furnishes you with

the opportunity to choose

a stock that is really com-

prehensive.

And as for values—com-

pare CLASSIC GOODS
AND PRICES with any-

thing you know, imported

or domestic. That's the

proof. We know our

values are supreme, and

comparison will make it

just as clear to you.

See the "Classic" Salesmen

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited
GALT ONTARIO
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The First Whisper of

A New Shoe Style

is caught by the Regal Shoe Stores in London and New York.

As a result we can reproduce the pre-advanced custom lasts from

three to six months ahead of other manufacturers.

That's why a new shoe style is "In-stock" with us almost before

it's "In-fashion."

35 Regal Shoe Styles

are always in stock for immediate delivery as the Regal service

contemplates shipping every order the same day as received.

Regal Shoes are Made in Canada.

Only one dealer in each town receives

a Regal selling franchise. If not

already taken for your locality, write

to-day for our plan.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 ATLANTIC AVENUE

Toronto Ontario
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" The Shoe of Refinement

"

THE HAR 1 1 SHOE

Its appeal is to the highest class trade—to the men
who appreciate dignified distinction in footwear.

You can get a good price (and a good profit) for the

Hartt Shoe, for the simple reason that it is worth

the money—and looks it.

The Spring Range now being shown is a wonderful

exemplification of the fact that the highest grade

shoes not only can be, but actually are produced

in Canada.

Be sure to examine our "Gold Medal" Line.

Lieutenant Last,

One Of Our Four

New Ones For

Spring 1916

THE HARTT BOOT & SHOE CO., Limited
"Canada's Best Shoemakers

"

FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
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Quality, Value and Variety
in the

Brandon Spring Range
Plain, sensible lasts, but smart

and stylish all the same. Shoe

styles to suit the times.

BRANDON"
MONARCH"

'LIPTON'

DR. BRANDON"
(CUSHION SOLE))

A new feature in the Brandon range is our

"BOYS' HOME GUARD"
A shoe for young Canada, made up in high-

grade calf leather, and a shoe that has no

superior in style, fit and durability.

Don't fail to see the BRANDON range -the most complete

and effective assortment of stylish shoes for men and boys.

21
D AYS

SEND US YOUR RUSH ORDERS.
DELIVERY GUARANTEED WITHIN

21 DAYS.

BRANDON
SHOE CO., LIMITED

Brantford

Ontario

21
D AYS

BOYS'
HOME GUARD
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COMFORT, SAFETY, SERVICE
FOUND IN OUR LASTS

"DOCTOR'S"™,/"PROFESSOR" SHOES

The legitimate " kick " so often registered

against even the best of the ordinary lasts

will never be raised against " Doctor's" or
11
Professor" Shoes.

These well known shoes, with their pat-

ented health features, are made on sensible

lasts that conform perfectly to the contour

of the human foot.

Most foot troubles are due to the use of

lasts that press the foot into unnatural

shapes. All these troubles vanish when
either the "Doctor's" or "Professor" Shoe

is worn.

Your Jobber Sells Them
Ask him to show you our line for Fall.

But be sure you get the original and

genuine shoes, for there are patented

features of construction in both "Doctor's"

and " Professor " Shoes that are most
valuable aids to complete foot ease.

Imitations may look something like the

genuine outwardly, but inwardly they are

in a class absolutely by themselves.

PAT. N.° 119403

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowthey are the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
/ and satisfy the many conditions in

4itting which, in the case of buttons,

require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so
next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the
logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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7m
•k .1 Murray- Made" "Derby

shoes for men

$3.50 to $6.00

RETAIL

A splendid range of the smartest

new lasts, selected also for their

comfort-g ving features. Stock

the "MURRAY-MADE" and

DERBY " for your men's

high-class trade, and your trade

will increase to a certainty.

Our men's range consists of 125

lines to retail from $3.50 to $6.00,

including 4 brand new lasts in

Goodyear Welts.

"LONDON LADY"
The Women's Shoe of Quality

A splendid assortment of Women's McKay sewn

shoes from our newly reorganized and extended

Women's McKay department, to retail for $2.50

upwards.

ft Mil"
^

See the Murray Salesman

Murray Shoe Co., Limited £§
London Ontario

MONTREAL BRANCH jf
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets fc,

-^f^
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McCREADY
SHOES FOR SPRING

No. 2220

Men's Derby Colt Blu.

No. 2834

Women's Derby Colt But., Cloth Top

Have You Ordered Yet?

IF NOT—
you are overlooking the most up-to-date and best

selling line in Canada.

When we say this we are not making an idle

boast, but are able to back the statement by facts.

Is there another shoe organization in the Dominion
behind which there stand three immense factories,

each one specializing in the different branches of

shoe-making?

McCREADY shoes have this advantage over
every other made-in-Canada shoe. Don't you think
there is bound to be a difference?

There is—In the Spring range travelers are now
showing, you will find your every demand answered.
Style, tone, appearance, wearing qualities and price are

only a few of the many qualities featured in the
McCREADY line.

Therefore, it is to your great advantage to investi-

gate the McCREADY Spring range—at once.

McCREADY SHOES
Quality First, Last and Always
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LIFE-BUOY

BRAND
RUBBER

FOOTWEAR

Our Branch Warehouse stocks

of Rubber Footwear have been

replaced during the summer

with entirely new and complete

stocks in all lines.

If you are not prepared for the

first Fall Sorting, let us have

your order now.

We will be in a better position

than ever this season to look

after your prompt sorting re-

quirements and can ship first

train after receipt of your order.

The Kaufman Rubber Co.
Limited

Berlin, Ontario

LONDON
342A Richmond Street

TORONTO
76 York Street

OTTAWA
282 Wellington St. E.

MONTREAL
310 Craig St. W.

Address orders direct to Factory

or Branch Warehouse nearest you.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

Columbia Counters
Here's a Counter that has outworn

the shoe ! How many of the fibre

counters that you now use can

you guarantee to outwear the

shoe ?

The economic value of using a

counter that's guaranteed to out-

wear the shoe is an asset that you

cannot afford to overlook.

A factory making men's welts

(name on request) nas used on an

average of four thousand pairs of

Columbia Fibre Counters per day

for nine months, and not a shoe

has been returned.

Columbia Counter Company
347-349 Congress St. BOSTON, MASS.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MONTREAL
G. J. TRUDEAU, 365 Ontario Street East

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co., 16th Ss Locust St.

SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. Ss A. L. Freidman . 717 MarketjSt.
CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. . . . 117 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert Ss Co. . .9 Hamilton St., Sydney
CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co. . Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana

and New York, 127 Duane Street

PHILADELPHIA—Granville S. Brotherton . Burlington, N.J.
ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton Ss Co., 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS AIRES—Alex R. Zoccola . Calle San Martin No. 424

ITALY and SWITZERLAND . . . Victor De Sanctis Ss Co.,
Piazza Di Stagna No. 60, Rome
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.WORKERS UNION

UNIONAHSTAMP

fictory

WORKERS UNION.

UNION/nSTAMP

(
Factory

Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him
self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes bearing the Union Label and add
a live selling asset to your business for the coming
year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes
can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON -

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

MASSACHUSETTS
CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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The ADAMS SHOE COMPANY, Limited

252

Specialists in Misses',

Children's and Infants'

Footwear

Box Calf Shoe. Lad's. Whole Quarter. Slip Sole.

Hooks. Last 24. E Width
5— TA 152 $1.30

8—lOyi 252 1.55

Patent Button, Cloth Top. Last 24. Turn E Width
2—5
4—7'/,

4110

5110

SI 00

1.25

Box Calf School Shoe. Solid Leather. Last 20.

E. Width
4— 1920 $1.30

8—10K 2920 1.55

11— 2 3920 1.90

In Stock NOW
for Immediate
Shipment.

Every Pair Guar-

anteed for Work-
manship and
Material.

Union Shop No. 69.

The only union shop

in Canada specializing

on Misses' and Child-

ren's High-Class
Shoes.

TERMS

Two per cent. 10 days

first following, or Net

30 days first following.

Dongola Shoe, Patent Tip. Slip Sole. 20 Last.

E. Width
4— l lA 7060 $1.20
8—10^ 8060 1.45

11— 2 9060 1.75

Dongola, Patent Tip. Whole Quarter. Last 24.

Turn E. Width
2—5 4020 $ .80

4—lyi 5020 1.00

Patent Leather Dress Shoe. Cloth Top. Slip Sole,

20 Last. E. Width
8—10K 2960 $1.55

11—2 3960 1.90

The ADAMS SHOE COMPANY, Limited
533 COLLEGE ST. TORONTO
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Dominion

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

hOMiNlOM

WINTER TIME

IS

TIME

SLIPPERS FOR HOME AND FIRESIDE

Canadian Consolidated

DOMINION Rubber Co - Limited

vJJJBBER^SYSTE^
MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

fiOMiNlON
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A PROMISING FIELD
A Market for Canadian Shoes in Great Britain—Needs Outside Help to Make Shoes as

Well as War Munitions Shortage of Hands and Great Demand for Military Boots

WHILE our shoe manufacturers are complaining of slackness of regular trade, especially in

staple lines, there would appear to come the "Macedonian cry" from the old land, "Come
over and help us." Several attempts have been made in times past to interest English

buyers in Canadian shoe products with more or less success, perhaps with emphasis on the "less."

About twenty-five years ago Mullarky & Co., of Montreal, agitated the question of the manufacture

of shoes in bond for export, suggesting the rebating of duties on materials required for such shoes.

Mr. P. Mullarky, who has been dead these many years, was reported at length on the proposition

in the Shoe and Leather Journal of April, 1890, and considerable interest was taken by the trade

in the question. The firm made some attempts to secure business, but the results did not seem

to bear out all that was promised in Mr. Mullarky's optimistic prognostications. Somewhat later

attempts were made by Canadian firms to get a foothold in Britain but these were both desultory

and discouraging.

In our last issue we quoted from a letter received by a large leather concern in Toronto in which a

well-known English buyer remarked upon the splendid opportunities afforded by the present situ-

ation in Great Britain for the opening up of a large and paying trade in shoes. On the very day

the letter came in a representative of the Shoe and Leather Journal was talking to a prominent

leather man just returned from England who volunteered the information that if he were a shoe-

manufacturer he would make a "bee line" for the "old country" and get busy with British trade.

He said:

"My observations while over there are that the shoe manufacturers of England have more
orders than they can fill. This comes about on account of their having to make military boots and

therefore neglecting the custom trade. Also they are finding it difficult now to get labor enough

to manufacture the military requirements. The opportunities in England to-day for Canadian

shoe manufacturers were never better, both for men's and women's shoes and all that is required

of our Canadian manufacturers of shoes is to go over and get busy himself. The English shoe manu-
facturer to-day is only making the shoe which pays the best, and all other orders are being neglected.

There is more than enough business to be had to fill a good many of our largest factories here."

This testimony from a Canadian who has been in intimate touch during the past two months

with British shoe and leather conditions, added to that of the English leather buyer quoted in last

issue, ought to be worth the serious thought of the Canadian shoe trade. We shall be glad to furnish

the names of either of those quoted to anyone requiring them.

21
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PRACTICAL HINTS ON HANDLING COMPLAINTS
Regular Customers are Too Valuable to Lose Without Giving Full Consideration to Their

Grievances—Many Kickers Can be Sent Away Satisfied by the Exercise of Tact, Good Nature

and Common Sense—What Inquiry and Explanation Will do in the Arriving at an Understanding

The manager of the first store in which I held a position

used to say that a customer with a complaint should be

given more attention than one who wished to purchase a

pair of shoes.

It may be difficult to get some merchants to agree wholly

with such a statement, but there is no doubt that the advice

—to give full attention

to complaints—is wor-

thy of emphasis. Reg-

ular custo m e r s are
altogether too valuable

to a store to run

chances of losing them
by not giving full con-

s i d e r a t ion to their

"kicks." A shoeman
recently stated that he

would give five dollars

a piece for new regular

customers, and I don't

think he was placing

the value of the aver-

age general patron too

high. Estimated on this basis the retailer cannot dodge the

fact that it is good business to make good any justifiable

grievance, even if it means a temporary loss on a deal.

The small loss is usually compensated by the future

trade secured.

Many Complaints Not Justified

It must be remembered, however, that a good many
complaints received in the retail store are not really justified.

This is more true in the footwear line than in probably any
other. Many people seemingly look for shoes to last forever.

When they buy a new hat or a pair of gloves they expect

them to wear out within a reasonable time, but with shoes

that get much more wear, strain and stress, their expectations

seem to be altogether different. They come back with a

demand for a new pair quite frequently when they have no
reason to do so. The boot man must, therefore, make a

study of complaints because the loss of profit by giving a

new pair of shoes is too large to be encountered often. The
grocer may make good a complaint on a can of salmon or

a package of raisins, because it will not cost him much to

do so, but it is different with shoes. Thus, the necessity of

studying how to handle shoe store kicks.

One thing I find that has caused a good many complaints

in recent years is the lack of consideration by many custom-

ers of the fact that leather and shoes have taken a big jump
in price during recent years. They come in and purchase

shoes at the same figure as they used to pay years ago and,

when they do not get as long wear out of them as those

previously purchased at the same price, they are up in arms.

To such customers it should be explained carefully that

shoes, like other commodities, have advanced very much in

price in recent years and to get similar quality they must
pay a higher price.

Heading Off Complaints at Time of Sale

The old proverb about "an ounce of prevention being

worth a pound of cure" is a good one for the shoe retailer

to follow, and would mean a big saving and the retaining

of many customers lost because of complaints they

imagine just, but which are not. Cheap shoes should not

be sold without a warning that they cannot be expected to

give the best of wear. It should be impressed upon cus-

tomers that to get a real good boot, a fair price must be paid.

Shoes should not be sold that the salesman knows are

not suited to the customer. How frequently will a clerk

sell a shoe that is really too short for the customer to wear,

with the result that the lining puckers up and tears at the

heel or toe. In the same way broad feet are often squeezed

into narrow lasts with the result that the shoe breaks and a

complaint follows. Care at the time the sale is made wsll

often prevent such mistakes.

It is well to inquire into the usage that a boot has
undergone when a complaint is registered. Quite often,

with working boots, for instance, a customer will be engaged
in some new line of work that wears out footgear quicker

than their previous employment. I recall one case where a

farmer made a complaint regarding a pair of boots. He had
been buying a certain class of brogans for some time

and said that this particular pair had not worn one-fifth

the time the others had. He thought he should get a refund.

On enquiry I found, while previously he had been engaged
in ordinary farm work, that the last pair of boots had been
used in working in cinders. Their short life was thus ex-

plained, because cinders are exceedingly hard on leather,

especially when you are working right in them. I explained

this to him fully and in such a way as to convince him that

it was not the fault of the boots.

I recall another case where I sold a pair of heavy rubber
boots to a man in November. They were a good pair, too

—

—selling at $3.00. He came back a week or so before Christ-

mas with the soles all worn off them. He had been used to

getting a winter's wear out of a pair, and when they
only lasted a few weeks he naturally was incensed and thought

he had good reason for complaint. I certainly agreed with

him immediately that he should get more than a few weeks
wear out of a pair of such boots. That put him in a pleased

mood. I then began to inquire as to what usage he had given

them, and found that he had worn them on a hunting trip

in a rocky section of the country, where there had been no
snow. Rubbers could not be expected to stand long tramps
over rocky country. I tactfully pointed this out to him
and suggested that leather boots would have been the proper

thing to wear. He agreed with me, but just to show him my
sympathy I sold him a $2.75 pair for $2.00. That pleased

him and I think that the 75 cents thrown off was a mighty
good investment, as from then on we got all his trade.

Some Causes of Trouble

Perspiration is the destroyer of a good many shoes.

How often will a customer come in with a shoe broken at

the side of the toe, seeking redress, when you can see by the

condition of the leather around the point of breakage that

it has been destroyed by perspiration. Such persons can
generally be satisfied, because they have usually had the

same trouble with other shoes.

3 Patent leather shoes are another source of considerable

trouble, but this can be avoided to a large extent by making
it known when the shoes are sold that all shiny leathers are

liable to crack, peel or craze, and giving some hints on how
they should be cared for in order to preserve them.

One of the worst kicks that the shoeman has to contend
with is from customers who have burned their shoes from
artificial heat. Experience in a town where we had the trade

{Continued on page 50)

•
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REFUNDING THE CASH ON RETURNED SHOES
One Firm Contend That it Has Been the Secret of Their Success and Won Them New
Customers on All Sides—Another House Declare Such a Policy Shows Poor Judgment,

Lack of Business Ability and Opens the Way for All Sorts of Losses and Troubles

"Money cheerfully refunded—no questions asked."

This is the sign which adorns the walls of a leading

eastern shoe house.

"Do you find it pays you?" asked the Shoe and Leather
Journal.

"Most certainly," exclaimed the proprietor, "if it did

not, do you think I would leave it there? Why, the very

fact that people, if they do not get satisfaction, can get their

money back, has built up my trade to its present gratifying

proportions. Many supersensitive persons, when they buy
shoes which do not meet with their approval or give them
comfort, will endure pain or disappointment rather than
return them, because they believe that the retailer will only

try to foist another pair upon them ; or if they request that

their money be refunded, they will be subjected to all sorts

of inquiries and made to feel like 'thirty cents.' Sooner
than undergo such a proceeding they keep the shoes, but
mentally vow they will never visit that establishment again.

"Now, in my case, I have no such rigid rules. If a per-

son brings the shoes back—providing they are not soiled

I ask no questions, but immediately look up the sales slip,

walk to the till, get out the amount of money, and hand it

to the customer with a smile, stating pleasantly that I hope
the next pair she gets will satisfy her, or that we may be
able to serve her to better advantage on some future occasion.

Prompt Refund Invites Confidence

"Many persons who have valid reasons for returning the
shoes will then tell me quite frankly and freely just why they
cannot keep them. You may ask if I am not imposed upon
in certain instances by fickle-minded women or bargain
hunting busybodies. Yes, perhaps I am, but I find that
human nature is generally kind and appreciative, honest
and generous, and that the person who does the right thing
seldom suffers from its performance. Of course, many estab-

lishments advertise that they give the money back, but return
a pair of shoes. You will find that the proprietor or a
clerk gets busy endeavoring to convince the customer that
something else is just as good, or that such a style is what
he or she needs, or that they were not properly fitted, or by
waiting a few days, when some new goods will arrive, every-
thing will be made all right, etc.

"Such houses will do anything rather than hand a patron
the amount of the purchase money. If you are going to do
anything in this world, do it willingly, quickly and cheerfully
—not grudgingly, slowly and ungraciously. A smile wins
every time against a grouch, and a pleasant word will accom-
plish wonders against an indifferent manner or a cold dis-

position. %: I

"Now, you have my side of the case. My shoe business
increased last year in spite of the war, and I attribute it

to the fact that I endeavor to give any and everybody a
fair, square deal—full value for their money. If they do
not think they have got an adequate return at the time of
purchase, they are at perfect liberty to bring back the shoes
and walk away with the cash. I may say that I have not
had half-a-dozen instances of people imposing upon me
during the past year, and my system of "Money Cheerfully
Refunded—No Questions Asked," in case the goods do not
meet the expectations or requirements of the buyer, is win-
ning new business for me every day."

The Open Door for Impositions

This is the side of a business man who has made a suc-
cess of such a policy, and a little further down the street

the Shoe and Leather Journal dropped in to see another

retailer, who, when asked if he refunded money in case of

dissatisfaction, sharply replied

—

"No, I would be an easy m,ark to do so. I am not run-

ning a department store here. My goods are confined to the

one line—shoes—and I have to make my living out of that

line. It may be all right for department stores to hand
back money to a buyer. They know full well that as soon

as a lady gets the cash from the adjustment bureau she

will, in nine cases out of ten, spend it on something else

before she leaves the establishment. There are so many so-

called bargains and tempting displays of all lines of goods on
every floor that she cannot resist parting with the where-

withal that has been refunded.

"But I am not conducting a department store, as I said

before. I pay out ten or fifteen dollars every Saturday for

extra help—that is our rush day—and if I advertised money
back, I suppose that half of the people would come in here

on a Monday or Tuesday and seek to undo all that we accom-
plished on Saturday. Where would my profit come in?

"Of course, if a shoe is faulty in construction and the

difficulty cannot be remedied by repairs or by supplying a

new pair, that is a different matter. The only instance

where I return money is when I have not the proper size

and width, and nothing else in the shop satisfies the lady,

who cannot wait until I get in a new pair to fit her. In that

case, of course, I must return the money, but in other in-

stances I think I can convince you that my attitude is right.

Don't Do Business That Way
"Supposing a girl comes in here on a Saturday afternoon

—buys a pair of kid button shoes and takes them home.
Her brothers get laughing and poking fun at the new cre-

ations, telling her they make her look flat-footed, lop-sided,

club-footed, web-footed, etc. They perhaps play upon her

imagination until she gets restless and actually believes what
they say. She will come back to the store and want a return

Seasonable Shoes

The distinction of high-
class exclusive workman-
ship—the assurance of
knowing that the style is

correct beyond the ques-
tion of a doubt—the merit
of select and durable mat-
erials—the economy of a
reasonable price. All
these features are includ-
ed in the new shoes we
have 'to offer for fall. See
them in the window, or
better still, come in and try on some.

Foster's Shoe Store

1

A DIGNIFIED AND ARTISTIC USE OF TWO COLUMN SPACE BY
AN ALERT MEDICINE HAT FIRM.
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Johnston Leads Them All

FOR QUALITY STYLE AND PRICE
WE LEAD THE PROCESSION: r f Our Window* for B*r£»ini

MEN'S CALF AND KID S
LACE E

win. T.n

HEN'S CALFSKIN

BOYS' BOOTS

because we're selling the newest and most

popular eastern styles in fall shoes for just

about what they ordinarily cost at the fac-

tory. Most city shoe dealers would have to

pay the same price as you can buy them here

for tomorrow.

Mr. Johnston, while in the east, bought im-

mense quantities of these shoes from manu-
facturers and wholesalers who needed the
money and were glad to consider a cash offer.

WE BOUGHT THEM FOR HALF THE FAC-
TORY COST— YOU DERIVE THE BENE-
FIT.

Remember, these shoes will be picked up

quickly. Don't let them get away from you.

Be here early tomorrow.

75c

$1.00

50c

CK.W Bull™ BooO, nd«

50c

$1.25

50 c

$1.00

r* 50c

LADIES' MILI-
TARY BOOTS,
lawn or grey mili-

tary cravenette tops,

Cuban or spool heels,

all sizes. Values to

$5.00, lor, per pair,

$2.00.

LADIES NEW FALL SHOES.

Johnston's Big Shoe House LimitedmmwS
A STRIKING AND FORCEFUL ANNOUNCEMENT OF A LIVE

VANCOUVER SHOE FIRM

of her money. I tell her 'No,' we do not do business that

way—that when she purchased the footwear she was per-

fectly satisfied at the time, knew her own mind, and had
decided upon that particular last or style. Then I add— 'If

you do not like the present shoes, if they do not satisfy you,

we will let you select any other pair in the store, or will

gladly obtain whatever kind you desire. But we cannot
refund the money simply because you have had an after-

thought or some people have been belittling your choice.

We have given you good value.'

"Then again, there is a class of people who, if they
thought they could get their money back, would come to

me every second or third week to buy a pair of shoes just for

the sake of going through the experience of indulging in

'shopping.'

"Here is another case that is likely to arise. Miss J
comes into my store and purchases a pair of gunmetal pumps,
number 3^2, D width, with spool heel and small jet ornament.
She goes home and finds that her girl chum, Miss R , has
been to another establishment and secured a pair of bronze
kid, three-strap slippers, with Louis heel, and at the same
figure as she paid me—$4.50. Miss J. takes quite a fancy

to the bronze kid slippers and walks in next day, stating that

she wants her cash back. The calf pumps do not suit her,

because she has seen something she likes better. I tell her

'No,' we do not conduct business in that way, that at

the time she purchased she had no complaints to make, and
if we gratified every person who happened to have after-

thoughts or fancies we would be constantly undoing what
we had done in sales. I add that if she does not like the pair

we will let her select anything else in the shop, or will en-

deavor to secure footgear sinilar to what her friend Miss
R. has—that we gave her good value, that the shoes fit her

and that we cannot make refunds, simply to minister to a

whim of caprice.

"I might go on and point out many other instances of

how refunding money does not work out to the advantage
of the average retailer, except in cases where he cannot give

the exact size or style, or the woman cannot wait for it to be
obtained from the manufacturer or wholesaler. Why, it was
not so long ago that a certain married woman came into the

store carrying a $3.50 pair lace McKays, with drab cloth quar-

ters that she had obtained the previous day. She told me
that she found she could get along very well without them,
and, on second thought, that she should not have bought
them. She also complained of being hard up financially.

As she wore a sort of cast-down expression and as it is war
year and some families have not any plethora of coin, I took

pity on her, for she naturally worked on my sympathies.

I thought, perhaps, that she and her husband had had a

falling out over the transaction, and I returned the money,
although telling her that it was not my practice to do so.

Parading Poverty As an Excuse

"If she had gone out it would have been all right, but
after getting the collateral she told me, without any prompt-
ing on my part, that she thought she would go down town to

the shoe section of a department store, where they were

advertising some bargains, and could possibly get something
for less money.

"I then told her in pretty pointed language what I

thought of her, pointing out that she had got the money back
and returned the shoes under false pretences—in plain langu-

age—lying. I am afraid I lost my temper, but that class of

people is no good to the retail shoeman. I remarked that

she need not enter my shop again, that people who lie either

by word or action would even steal, and I was glad to be

rid of such impostors as she had proved herself to be. She
observed that she had never looked at it in such a light be-

fore and that her husband bought his shoes from me, etc.

I informed her that her husband was no doubt a gentleman,

but that she certainly was no lady, to represent she wanted
the money back on the ground of distress, and then turn

around in the very next breath and declare the plain truth

that it was to pander to her bargain-hunting mania, and rush

around with a crowd who, butterfly-like, flutter here and
there, and never get very far in the matter of saving money
or securing good values.

"I could give you many instances of what a weak, sense-

less, boomerang policy it is to refund money, on the broad
general principle that some establishments do. I have been
in business here four years, and in all that time, have not

lost a do'/.en customers by the principle I have adopted."

JOHNSTON & MURRAY
St. Thomas 01 fetweg London

May We Have the Pleasure ofShowing You Our New Fall
Models In Foot-Wear. Novelties are Still the Predominating
Feature to Match "My Lady" Gown. We have them In the
Military Cuts-and the LatestNew York Designs.

JOHNSTON & MURRAY
St.. Thomas

•THE BIG SHOE HOUSE'
London

m

i
AN ORNATE ADVERTISEMENT OF WESTERN ONTARIO FIRM.

WOULD BE MORE ATTRACTIVE WITH FEWER CUTS
IT



SHOEMEN MAKE APPEALS FOR MORE TRADE
How Several Representative Retailers Tell the People About New Styles in Footwear and
What They Carry to Minister to Their Comforts—Bright, Instructive Announcements Made
in the Press—Pertinent Remarks on the Value of Newspaper Space and Power of Publicity

"The only institution that can make money without
advertising is the Mint." This was a statement of the
late William Ewart Gladstone, the "Grand Old Man" of

Great Britain. And other equally veracious epigrams
on profitable publicity have been uttered by persons of less

prominence.

It is an exception which generally proves the rule, and
there are some shoe stores, which, by reason of special cir-

cumstances (and by the way, they must be extraordinary),
have succeeded without spending any money in pub-
licity. Nine-tenths, however, of the most successful retail

footwear establishments found to-day in any city, town or

village, do advertising in some shape or form. It may
not be by the use of/the newspaper columns, but it is possibly
through cash discounts, booklets, dodgers, sign boards,
mile posts, blotters, calendars, writing pads, button hooks,
shoe horns, paper cutters, pocket knives, voting ballots,

guessing contests, or premiums of sundry shape and sort.

Every sane man believes in some form of advertising. He
may not admit it off the bat, but just the same, if he did
not believe that favorable mention of himself, his store or
his stock, carries a good deal of weight and influence then he
should never have a sign hanging out in front of his shop;
his name printed on wrapping paper, paper bags, shoe
labels, soles of shoes, etc. By so doing, he tacitly admits
the value of placing his name and business before the public.

Give Some Thought to Your Ad

Now, as to the most effective and remunerative means
of advertising, the Shoe and Leather Journal believes

that, coupled up with original and striking window trims,
the use of the daily and weekly press brings as gratifying
gains, as any other medium. Attention must be given to
the caption, wording, lay-out, illustrations, balance, and
general outline of an advertisement. Like a well-kept
stock, it requires care and attention. No slap-dash, throw-
it-together, get-rid-of-it announcement is ever going to
arrest interest, create a stimulus to buy or bring direct
results. The majority of shoemen who spend the specie
and notes of the realm like to have a neat and well
displayed advertisement, one that is not only a credit to
the paper, but to themselves, in order to educate and impress
the people.

In the matter of preparing an ad, shoe retailers have
found that the local publisher, or the advertising manager
of a paper is only too willing to offer advice or present
suggestions. By working in close harmony and co-operation
with the publisher, the advantage is mutual. A great deal
might be said on the subject of ad writing, the interest of a

catchy or original heading, the advisability of using smart
illustrations, the need of a plain, straightforward and simple
announcement, the advantage of quoting prices, and the
wisdom of not crowding a limited space with too much
matter. Plenty of white around the context and between
the heading and sub heads adds very much to the impressive-
ness and distinctiveness of an announcement. The average
reader is too busy to plough through a maze of statements and
explanations, or a conglomeration of ideas. Be direct,

pointed and brief. It is often well, in connection with a new
style of shoe, to give a short, bright description of its leading
characteristics, the leathers in which it comes, an indication
of the range of prices, etc.; or if putting on a special sale,

offering some snaps, clearing out certain lines, etc., tell

readers frankly and earnestly about the rare opportunity.
Don't be bombastic, boastful, or prosy. People want in-

formation. They desire to know what a store has to offer,

and a little foreknowledge is a wonderful help in purchasing,

while a well worded, open, straightforward announcement
invites confidence.

Advertising will never sell shoes of its own accord;

it will bring people to the store, and upon the selling, serving,

value, fitting and stock of the establishment depend
present and future transactions.

It should be remembered that unless it is a case of bar-

gain rush, direct onslaught on prices, a fire sale, assignee's

sale, etc., whereby a crowd of the always-looking-for-some-

thing-cheap is on hand, there is no way of keying or tabu-

lating the exact results of a publicity campaign. The
number of customers brought to your establishment cannot

be set down in so many figures. No one can tell how much
certain people or their friends are influenced by what they

have seen in your announcements, or how sub-consciously

they move toward your store.

How They Appeal for Business

Advertising pulls gently, but steadily. The "pull"

cannot be reckoned in a lump sum, it being like the atmos-

phere, ever present, but intangible. It is impalpable, in

much the same sense as good-will, an honorable name, an
untarnished reputation, or a high standard of service and
efficiency. You cannot compute the value of these in dollars

and cents, yet all recognize their worth and importance.

How many live shoemen in all parts of Canada use the

daily and weekly press, and how they exercise supervision

in the matter of their announcements is revealed at a glance.

Here are some of the selling talks presented by a number of

leading footwear houses in various parts of the Dominion.

Many of these phrases may be employed by other shoemen
in connection with their advertising, either in the newspapers,

booklets, leaflets, or other literature.

How much better able are you to work if unhampered
by the pain of ill-fitting footwear. So much depends upon
the careful selection of your shoes. Buy a shoe that neither

cramps nor is too loose. R. Andrew & Co., Nelson, B.C.

The new Cole's Shoes are here ready for your inspection.

You are cordially invited to come and look. We have
handled shoes for some time, but never before have we
shown such a beautiful variety as we are now offering. Every
new style that is worthy the name is on our shelves.

Cole's Shoe Co., Brantford, Ont.

That a Shoe Can Be Attractive for a reasonable price,

is a fact well established here. Some ask much more for

fashionable boots that are no better, no prettier, no longer

wearing, no more comfortable than ours. If you will let

us show you our shoes and quote prices then you can make a

comparison. R. W. Croskery, Perth, Ont.

Style, Quality, Fit, express best our shoe offerings.

The predominant style for this fall is the plain black high

shoe in either the button or lace. Our shoes please your
fancy and promote comfort. The Ryan-Devlin Shoe
Co., Winnipeg.

The comfort you have longed for you'll find in this

shoe. Made of fine kid, blucher, low heel, heavy flexible
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LAST CALL FOR
NICKLE'S ANNIVERSARY SALE
CATURDAY night will see the wind-up of NICKLE'S
J BIG ANNIVERSARY SALE. A sale that will be re-

membered by the buying public of Calgary and surrounding

,^ country. Prices have been cut lower than ever for Saturday.

We have no cheap sale shoes to fool you with--but all good,

high grade snappy 'footwear direct from the factory.

ATTENTION!
500 Pairs Women's Tan Button and

Lace Boots. Regular -| AS
£4. SO. Saturday . jl i43

WOMEN'S PATENT CLOTH TOP
BOOTS $3.45

WOMEN'S KID BUTTON AND LACE
BOOTS $2.45

WOMEN'S PATENT BUTTON AND
LACE BOOTS, S.nd Tor $3.45

LITTLE CENTS' BOX KIP BOOTS.
8 to 10'/, $1.45

WOMEN'S PATENT BUTTON CLOTH
TOP BOOTS .

$3.95

WOMEN'S TAN BUTTON AND LACE
BOOTS, 2 to 4 $1.95

EARLY BIRDS
TSii COUPON it GOOD for SOc

CHILD'S KID BUTTON AND LACE BOOTS, 06,
Si*e» 1 lo 10'/, «70C

BOYS' SOLID CALF SCHOOL BOOTS, $| gg
MISSES' KID BUTTON AND LACE
BOOTS. 11 to 2 $1.50

CHILD'S TAN AND BLACK LACE BOOTS, 75c
MEN'S BOX KIP BOOTS.
RegtfUr M SO $2.65

MISSES' CUNMETAL BUTTON BOOTS,
J J gg

RUCKLE'S BOOT SHOP
FOSTER'S OLD STAND—240 EIGHTH 4VENUE WEST *

HOW CALGARY FIRM ABLY FEATURED ITS ANNIVERSARY SALE.

NOTE THE SNAPPY ILLUSTRATIONS.

soles as illustrated. Sizes

Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
2Y2 to 7.

-J. A. Wiggett &

'Tis time to think of fall shoes. We open the new season

with an elegant range of reliable footwear for the whole

family. Scotia Shoe Co., New Glasgow, N.S.

You can always depend on the little folks getting

"just the shoe" at our store. The largest stock in the city.

Slipper soles—we have them in all sizes for men, women
and children. Harley Henry, Saskatoon, Sask.

other dealers. The lower price we quote is your gain.

N. Bergeron, Nanaimo, B.C.

* * *

Our semi-annual sale is nearing its great finish. What
we want to do is to sell all Summer Shoes. The prices we
get do not matter. We would almost rather give the shoes

away than carry them on our shelves for another season.

Graham's Shoe Store, Burlington, Ont.

* * *

Cheap shoes never save you any money. In the end

they cost you far more than they are worth.—Clark Bros.,

Grand Forks, B.C.
* * *

New Footwear. See the new Bell design and you
will know why it is regarded as the artistic and stylish shoe

of to-day. Maley Shoe Co., Smith's Falls, Ont.

* * *

Special at Kelly's: 52 pairs of Boys' Box Calf Laced

Boots, sizes 1 to 5, $2.50 value at $2.00 Kelly's,

Brockville, Ont.
* * *

Donnez-vous rendez-vous a notre magasin pour vos

chaussures d'automne. Vous y trouverez le plus grand

choix, pour hommes, femmes et enfants, dans les formes les

plus chics et les plus nouvelles, dans les cuirs choisis, en

veau velout£, cuir verni Gun Metal, etc. Nous avons cer-

tainement en stock la chaussure pour satisfaire les plus

exigeants. J. B. Nault, Limited, Sherbrooke, Que.

* * *

Foot Comfort Means Mind Comfort. Be good to your

feet and try a pair of our Reed Cushion Shoes. They are

constructed to support the feet. James Mawson &
Co., Roland, Man.

* * *

A full stock of high grade reliable and comfortable

shoes for men can be had at Farmer Bros., Arnprior,

Ont.
* * *

Smart Styles for every occasion in the New Fall Regal
Shoes for men. London, Paris and New York Styles right

at your door for $5.00. The J. J. Haines Shoe Houses,

Belleville, Napanee, Trenton, Smith's Falls.

Styles for fall and winter in stock—now ! The last word
in fashion, fit, and comfort. Meet successfully the ever

shifting demand of the world's fashion centres. An infinite

variety of styles for all ordinary occasions. Many exclusive

designs for extraordinary use. T. Larsen & Co., Ltd.,

Halifax, N.S.

Distinguished style and beauty are apparent in every

pair of the new fall shoes. What is style? It is that differ-

ence between what was worn last season and this season.

Our shoes will meet every demand of either style or service.

Royal Shoe Co., Saskatoon, Sask.

* # *

Mid-week Footwear Specials are becoming very popular,

and each week sees a larger attendance. This week-end
we offer some very fine values in Fall Footwear. Note the

prices carefully. —-Pocock's, 296 Portage Ave., Winni-

peg-
* * *

Don't spoil the effect of your new fall suit by wearing

shabby or ill-fitting shoes. Our prices range so that every

one may be suited in price, fit and style. Special care given

to children. Dowling & Creelman, the Shoe Men,
Brandon, Man

.

* * *

Men's Shoes in a great number of styles and prices.

We fear no loss of sales if you will compare our shoes with

On Wednesday the Bootery will move to its new lo-

cation at "Leven-Leven" Government Street. To-morrow

- SEASONABLE-

Shoe Specials

at "Win. Shannon k Co.'s
RIVER STREET STORE

LOOK THESE OVER CAREFULLY
SHOW WINDOW LOT 1 SHOW WINDOW LOT 2

$2.95 $3.95

Our Bins and Tables Are Heaped With Shoe Bargains

11 0» g»«cial .. "$M5

60 Pi Ladlu T*o Shorn Coodrr.r MttB,
*.lu.« u» to II 00 All ilu* 1 PRJCE
ttmM ,. y

FH4».u4 Saunrda/ Omlf. It Ifl Sptxlat .

' " $1.95
it no Spec til . .V. $2*85

*>1«aj aadj BMartUf Okij.

YOUBS BHOELY,

Wm. Shannon & Co.
Mew State—

004 mnui ATs.
Old Stud—

» BTVIB STBXaTT

NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE ADVERTISEMENT OF ENTERPRISING
PRINCE ABLERT FIRM.
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and Tuesday we will offer the entire balance of our stock

at exceptional price-values. We want to move as little as

possible to our new store. The Bootery, Victoria, B.C.
* * *

Exhibition of Fall Shoes. Our stock is now complete

in every department with the newest fall shoes. Alley

& Co., Charlottetown, P.E.I.
pr- * * *

During this week we shall continue the sale of Men's
High Class Boots, feeling convinced that in a few days
the entire lot will have been distributed among the men of

our city. Already the sale has exceeded our expectations

in point of numbers of pairs sold, and our customers have
secured exceptional bargains. Waterbury & Rising,

Limited, St. John, N.B.
* * *

Well Dressed Feet. Your happiness, health and appear-

ance depend greatly on your shoes. Our shoes are made to

fit your feet. If you wear shoes bought here your feet will

be comfortable and attractive. Richardson's, Limited,

Calgary. Alta.
* * *

Cash looks good to us now. The store is jam full of

good shoes of all sorts. Bargains and specials in shoes.

Here's where you can use your money to good advantage
in buying shoes. Cut Rate American Boot Shop,

234 Eighth Ave. West, Calgary.
* * *

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00. You should see these three lines

before you buy. It will pay you. -Redden's, Glace
Bay, N.S.

* * *

Patriotism is something more than a waving of flags

—it is a loyal support of home industry. So buy shoes made
in Canada. Shannon & Co., Prince Albert, Sask.

* * *

Tous les hommes sont invites. D'ailleurs e'est reconnu
qu'a toutes les semaines nous avons une ligne sp£ciale de

chaussures a offrir, soit pour hommes, femmes ou enfants,

mais cette semaine les hommes o t une chance exceptionnelle

d'acheter des bonnes chaussures et a bon marche\ Quelques
uns ont d6ja vu cette ligne de chaussures, doublee en cuir,

avec talons en caoutchouc, que nous offrons pour $4.50,

et se proposent de profiter de cette occasion rare. De
mfime que la manne disparaissait aux rayons du soleil, les

chaussures que nous vous offrons disparaissent rapidement
tant les acheteurs sont empresses. Mineau & Belle-

mare, Three Rivers, Que.
* * *

A shoe of extra good quality in newest cuts and designs.

Shipment just arrived in patent kid top and patent cloth

top. Price, $3.50. Koch & Hass, Berlin, Ont.
. * * *

Just one day of furious sensational price-cutting. The
prices will be eye-openers. Come early if you wish to get

any of these bargains. Old Country Boot Shop, Vic-

toria, B.C.
* * *

The biggest $4 worth of men's boots in Halifax is wait-

ing for you men here. If you want real results for your
four dollars come and see these new styles. Wallace
Bros., Halifax, N.S.

* * *

"Hagar" Shoes for men cannot be beaten and seldom
equalled. "Made in Canada," and guaranteed to fit.

We carry these shoes in seven lasts and in all sizes and the
prices are reasonable for this high grade gentlemen's shoe,

$5.50, $6.00, $6.50, $7.00. Morris & Smith, Char-
lottetown, P.E.I.

* * *

For men we specialize on $4.00 shoes. Others at

$5 and $6. Bruce Stuart & Co., 275 Bank St., Ottawa,

Ont.
* * *

The authoritative footwear styles for the autumn season

are here now and you are cordially invited to view this

comprehensive showing. In both men's and women's
lasts there are some clever novelties besides the more con-

servative models. Yet, while smartness is apparent in these

new styles, comfort and wearing qualities are the predom-
inating characteristics. The Ingledew Shoe Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

We are ready with the finest lines of shoes and rubbers

for everybody that it has been our pleasure to show. No
better lines made. Boys' and girls' school shoes made by
Cote, Ahrens, Ames-Holden, Sterling and other makers of

solid leather shoes. J. White, Watford, Ont.
* * *

Farmers' shoes in heavy or light. We have them in

endless variety. Bring in your whole family and let us

shoe them, we believe we can do it better, having over 40

years' experience, it should count for something. We guar-

antee you an honest deal and solicit a call. J. C. Hefkey
& Son, Drayton, Ont.

* * *

All kinds of styles for men, women and children. See

them displayed in our windows, but more especially inside

where every pair is tagged and priced at such low prices

that it will pay you to take advantage of our special shoe

bargains. Knechtel & Co., Stratford, Ont.
* * *

In big shoe values we are the leaders—see what Canada's
snap specialist is doing for shoe buyers on Saturday.

Henry D. Rae, 21 Hastings St. E., Vancouver, B.C.

Any woman who appreciates good shoes will notice at

a glance how different our shoes are from the ordinary run

of shoes to be seen everywhere. Our women's fall shoes are

the perfection of women's shoe making. They have a certain

—Made for You Alone Appearance! Our "Talk" may be
similar to that of other shoe stores but you'll find that our

shoes are entirely different. The Felix Forbert Shoe
Store, Lindsay, Ont.

* * *

Style and Quality are in our shoes. The Walkover,
also the Slater shoes. Fall styles are in, and nicer than
ever. Look them over before you decide. Hart
Bros., Edmonton, Alta.

* * *

Style, Fit, Service. All the outstanding features of

this shoe. Stocked in widths. Patent and dull leather.

Price, $6.00 Yale Shoe Store, Regina, Sask.

* * 3fe

We invite your attention to all Summer Lines of Foot-

wear. White canvas shoes, white sneakers and pumps.
Well sized on these lines yet. Full assortment of heavy
goods for bad weather. Dimock's Shoe Store, Windsor,
N.S.

* * *

Patent leathers, gun metals and box calfs. Our $5 lines

are the favorites. Prior Bros., Portage La Prairie,

Man.
* * *

Sturdy Footwear, all solid leather, good heavy fall shoes.

McManus & Co., Fredericton, N.B.
* * /*

Ladies' and Children's Boots for Fall. We are showing
a most complete range of ladies' and children's boots in the

very latest and most approved styles. The People's

Store, Sussex, N.B.

(Continued on page 50)
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Silk and Cotton Bows
and Metal Ornaments
manufactured in Montreal by me, at prices which are

interesting. Samples submitted on demand.

5>^c. to 7^c. per pair.

Columbia Fiber Counters

Every pair is guaranteed.

These counters are made in

every shape and mould.

Gowdy Felt Box Toes

They never leak, and are al-

ways clean. They can be

used in colored shoes without

staining.

Metal Shoe Hooks

In all shapes and sizes. Can
save you about 25 per cent,

on this article.

Shoe Buttons

In all shapes and sizes; in all

colors carried in stock ready

to ship.

G. J. TRUDEAU
365 Ontario St. East, MONTREAL
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THE TREAD OF THE HEEL
Some one has suggested that the heels of men's shoes

ought to be made three-sixteenths higher at the breast than

at the back, the idea being advanced that a man's shoe is

not comfortable to wear until the back of the heel is worn off.

The trouble of the suggestion seems to be that the heel

with the breast three-sixteenths higher than the back does

not tread well. Most persons, when walking, like to feel the

heel and toe strike the pavement about the same time. They
do not want to touch the back of the heel and then rock over

the high breast before the ball of the foot touches the ground.

Also, it is well known that when a shoe with natural

tread is worn until the back part of the heel becomes badly-

worn, then there is no comfort for the foot until the heels

have been fixed. Now, if we build the breast of the heel

three-sixteenths higher than the back, we are going to aggra-

vate that very condition. There is not very much sense in

advocating impractical methods. The shoe buyer expects

the shoe when set upon the table to rest flat upon the top

piece of the heel, and no other condition will be considered

as satisfactory. After all, it is the man who buys the shoes

who has the say.
* * *

IT PAYS TO BUY GOOD LEATHER
In a factory visited recently I was shown into a cutting

room and I noticed that nothing but the best leather was be-

ing cut. The system under which shoes were cut in that

shop calls for the best, according to the foreman.

The firm in question has an idea that they can get

quite as good figures from the leather men on the best stock

as on any kind and that is one reason why they buy that

stock. Another reason is that they expect to make up more
or less of the increased cost of the leather in the cutting.

It is claimed that they can get more shoes and better shoes

from each cutter than they could by trying to lessen the cost

of the leather in the first place.

There are different ideas of cutting in most every fac-

tory and this is one and a good one, especially when shoes

are of the high priced kind in men's, as in this case. It is

a fact that men can cut good clear leather quicker than
damaged leather and they are certain to get a good shoe

every time.

There are many shops getting out a good shoe and from
leather far inferior to that seen in the factory visited, but
in all such cases it requires more work to cut the shoe and
there is a loss here when all is day work.

Foremen of cutting rooms who figure to get the most out
of the help will have to figure on the kind of stock first. The
quickest shoe, the best shoe and the best looking shoe all

result from the high grade A-l leather.—Shoe Topics.

* * *

PATENT LEATHER CRACKING
Can better patent leather be made with stretchy skins

than with skins that have little stretch? Where the leather

is to be pulled to any great extent, the firm skin is the best,

but generally speaking, as far as shoemaking goes, the stretch

skin is the better adapted leather for conforming to the lines

of the last without cracking. When patent leather cracks,

as it often does under strain, the principal cause is due to

the non-stretchy nature of the skin, onto which the coat of

gloss has been applied. But, does patent leather crack mostly

on account of the strain? The writer believes that it is liable

to crack during other processes of shoemaking, as at the

pounding of the toes for one. Where lasted cold, the least

strain will, of course, cause the gloss to crack, but the writer

is speaking of stretching the leather under fair conditions.

NEW SYSTEM OF MAKING SHOES
A new system of making shoes has made its appearance

in a big factory. It is called the Maxaflex system. This

system is built around a machine that lasts the shoe, stitches

and carries the welt at one operation.

It is claimed that by this system a shoe can be produced

that has almost as much flexibility as a turn shoe, with all

the wearing qualities of a Goodyear welt. It is also claimed

that by this process, the cost of production, as compared to

the Goodyear system, is materially reduced, and that also

there is a saving of time required in manufacturing of from

three to five days as the method does away with the entire

welt room.
The method of making the shoe is as follows: Uppers

are fitted the same as usual, the soles are died out to fit same
as a McKay sole. They are then assembled and passed to

the puller-over where the lining is pulled and cemented to

the innersole. The counter is lasted in and finished the same
as a heel seat on a welt or McKay shoe, or the lining only

may be lasted in and the shoe welted around the heel seat.

The sole is now attached to the shoe and the upper

pulled over and tacked onto the sole edge, after which the

shoe is taken to this machine, the sole lasted and the welt

sewed on the upper is sewed in between the welt and outsole,

somewhat similar to a stitchdown shoe construction. The
shoe then follows the usual course through the factory and
when completed has all the appearance of a Goodyear welted

shoe and is nearly as flexible as a turn.

At present the concern is making samples on children's

and misses' shoes. The lasts used are the same as welt

lasts, with the exception that the edge of the last bottom is

bevelled. There are no tacks or nails on the innersole, ex-

cepting at the heel seat.
* * *

CAN TURN BE MADE TO LOOK LIKE WELT?

A turn shoe can be made to look just like a welt if

desired if the proper care is taken, is the opinion of one party.

In one shop making women's shoes a year or so ago

they made a turn shoe that looked like a welt and nobody
could tell the difference by merely looking at the shoe. In

channeling this shoe they carried it right around like an ex-

tension edge, which gave a margin on which they stitched

a welt right to the sole. Then the shoe was made exactly

like a turn except that a leather insole was pasted to the

inside, and when all finished the shoe was to all intents and
purposes a regular Goodyear welt.

Whether this shoe could be classed as a more solid shoe

than a regular turn is a question. It had the same weakness
as most all of the other turns have, in my opinion, that is,

a poor box in the toe. It is a shoe that would be slower to

make than a genuine turn, and in this it would be about the

same as an extension edge, and the operators who made it

would have to get more pay.

This shoe would have no advantage over the regular

welt except that it might be a trifle more flexible. A leather
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insole, too, would make it better under foot, compared to

the turn. The latter has a single sole and this is a poor pro-

tection in rough places. The foot is too near the ground and
is sure to feel any pebble that gets under the sole.

* * *

TOO MANY RELATIVES ACCOMODATED
Several times we have heard it stated that the failure

of a certain business was due to the fact that there were too

many relatives employed. Without doubt there are firms

in the shoe business carrying on their payrolls various mem-
bers of the different families of the controlling stockholders

who are "dead wood." It is safe to say that the average

answer, coming from any firm employing too many relatives,

when the question was brought up would be that "It is no-

body's business." Quite true, but if, as we are led to believe

in certain cases, bad failures are made because of this con-

dition and as a result members of the shoe and leather trade

are forced to lose thousands of dollars, this "None of your
business answer" would hardly be acceptable.

A department foreman recently informed us that he
knew of a large factory where all sorts of relatives were em-
ployed in responsible positions who continually "lorded it

over" others and insisted that their ideas were going to be
absolutely carried out whether right or wrong, simply because

they were relatives of the boss.—American Shoemaking.

LEATHER SITUATION IN GERMANY
German-made shoes have advanced 25 to 35 per cent,

since the opening of the war and such American-made shoes

as are still in stock have advanced 30 to 50 per cent. One
Breslau dealer tells the American consul in that district he
has not been able to import any shoes from America since

August, 1914; while another dealer, who has established an
excellent trade in a well-known make, says that he has not

received any shoes since February, 1914. An attempt was
recently made to relieve the leather situation by an order

releasing such supplies for domestic use as may not be re-

quired for military purposes, but this has not yet affected

the prices, except in sole leather and scraps for shoe repair-

ing. Another effort is now being made to relieve the hide

situation by an order requiring the slaughter of steers in

this district. The beef is to be converted in municipal cold

storage warehouses and sold at prices fixed by the city gov-

ernment.—Superintendent and Foreman.

* * *

FUR ANKLETS FOR THE FOOT
In New York stores anklets of fur are appearing. They

are to be worn on boot tops on cold days. Some retailers

have tried to get shoe manufacturers to sew fur anklets to

This splendid motor ambulance was recently presented to Queen's
University Stationary Hospital by A. Davis Si Son, Limited, leather
manufacturers, Kingston, Ont. The gift was from the three officers
of the firm, Hon. E. J., Elmer and Harold Davis and is much appre-

ciated by the University authorities.

PRESENTED FIELD KITCHEN TO CORPS
The head office and Montreal branch and factory of the

Canadian Rubber Co. presented the officers and men of

the 69th French-Canadian Battalion with a field kitchen

.

Major Bissonnette, acting on behalf of Lieut. -Col. Dansereau,

marched down to the Canadian Rubber factory on October

9th with such of his officers and men who had not left for

Valcartier camp to receive the field kitchen, an illustration

of which is given herewith. The presentation took place in

the yard of the factory and was made by A. D. Thornton,

on behalf of the company, in an appreciative address. He
said: "We have subscribed our thousands to the Patriotic

Fund, men have gone from us to fight this great fight for

liberty, but we all know that we have much yet to do. More

men, more money, more gifts must come from us and be-

lieve us, sirs, they will come, for we are determined to do
our little bit." Major Bissonnette suitably responded, and
after hearty cheers the corps started off with the kitchen,

marching through the principal streets of the city. While
at the factory every man attached to the regiment received

a Canadian rubber tobacco pouch full of the fragrant weed.

tops of boots. But most manufacturers are turning down
the request, because sewing fur is a fussy job in a shoe shop.

Besides, there is no knowing how long the fashion of fur will

run. Even if women do take to fur anklets it may be that

the five and ten cent stores will sell them. So there wouldn't

be any use of a shoe manufacturer trying to make them.

TIGHT SHOES CAUSE OF CORNS
Much has been said as to the real cause of corns. The

following is interesting: Corns are due to the packing of the

hard or corneous cells of the skin, due to friction and pressure.

If you wore loose shoes that did not press on your toes, you
would not have corns. As the pressure and friction continue,

the corn grows larger, and as it cannot grow outward, it

grows inward, pushing its way through the layers of skin

until it touches the fine, sensitive nerves of the toe, causing

irritation and pain.
* * *

HAS DOUBLED FACTORY OUTPUT
S. H. Parker, shoe manufacturer, Preston, Ont., has

returned from a business trip to Montreal, St. John and other

eastern centres. He reports business as brisk and his fac-

tory is now working overtime and on Saturday afternoons

to turn out the orders. Considerable new equipment has
recently been installed and the cutting room enlarged.

The output is now 450 pairs a day of women's McKays and,
in a few weeks, Mr. Parker expects that this will be increased

to 600 pairs, more than doubling the capacity of the plant
within the past year.
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CATCHING MILADY'S TRADE AT PROPER TIME
Show the New Things Early and Make a Long Margin—The Profit Possibilities are

Great When the Local Merchant Keeps to the Forefront—How one Wideawake

Retailer Manages to Lead and Increase His Business to a Gratifying Degree

The shoeman who is content with his stock, his store,

his service, his volume of business and himself, is no longer

fit for this mundane sphere. He should join the celestial

brigade.

Sitting down and being satisfied with everything is a

mark of retrogression and decay, particularly in these mar-
tial times, when competition is keen, cash is not over plenti-

ful, and business in all lines has been more or less upset.

The shoeman must take advantage of every occasion and
utilize every legitimate means in his power to increase his

trade and measure up to a higher standard of usefulness,

opportunity and efficiency. This may seem like a high sound-

ing introduction or a hackneyed utterance, but to get down
to basic facts, one may ask how many retailers, particularly

in the smaller towns and cities, are selling Gypsy button
or Gypsy lace shoes. The tide is now on, and the demand for

this line of footwear is very pronounced. The Gypsy boot
is a fine fitter—very neat and smart and hugs the foot as

prettily and snugly as a glove fits the hand. It is one of the

daintiest and dressiest models ever placed on the market,
and yet there are many shoemen in the smaller cities and
towns who have not shown a single pair in their windows or

placed them on their shelves. There can scarcely be any
excuse for the delay, and if some of the wealthier patrons in

the smaller centres go to the larger cities for their pedal

toggery, is the local shoeman altogether blameless? Tne
fashion loving ladies have been reading about the new Gypsy
boot in all the leading daily papers. They have seen it illus-

trated, and when they inquire at their local dealers, and
he says he has not any in stock, naturally they will gratify

their wish for such a pleasing creation, and send to a place

where their wants will be satisfied.

The Need of Being Up and Doing

The shoe merchant, who is original, who exercises a little

initiative, who plans and maps out his season's campaign,
and reads closely the trade journals, and the advertisements
of his competitors, is the one who gets

along. He appropriates any live idea or

practical pointer, and trims his sails so

that they catch every breeze of the pub-
lic fancy. The Gypsy boot has certainly

caught on, not only in black, but in blue, gray, and bronze

kid and other colors. They are also piped and trimmed
with white. It is not a freak shoe or an outre creation.

This observation on being up-to-the-minute is not in-

tended as a boom for this particular style of shoe, but only

as an illustration of the fact that certain merchants, who
boast about being progressive and alert, are, after all, not

as far ahead as they imagine themselves to be. They should

watch the advertising columns of the trade journals, and
not hold back, waiting for some one else to take the lead.

There is just as much money lost in the shoe business as in

many other business enterprises by being over-cautious, as

there is by being too impetuous. The happy medium, or

the middle course, is the safe one to follow.

The Right Shoe at Right Time

Illustrative of the point in question is the story of a

leading shoeman, doing business in a place of 12,000 popula-

tion in Western Ontario. In answer to the question of "How
is business?" he cheerfully responded, "I have no reason

whatever to complain. I know the fellows down the street

are not shouting any too loudly, but I want to tell you that

last month I took in more money than in any corresponding

month during the 13 years that I have had my sign hanging

out."

When pressed for the reasons regarding his success, he
remarked: "I will only give you one example, and, under no
consideration must you use my name. You will notice in

my window there, that I have several styles of Gypsy front

lace boots. I read your paper and saw that these were going

to move. I got in my orders early. I did not tarry for the

traveler to come around and show me samples and then wait

for the factory to fill an order, when my consignment would
have to take its chance with many others. No, I ordered

fifteen dozen pairs, and I have only a few left. Naturally

I have others coming, but I want to tell you that I have done
a big business in Gypsy boots since the first of September.

There is not another shoeman in this

city showing them as yet. Some of them
have goods booked, but how long it will

be before they receive them I cannot
tell. In the meantime I am getting a

PATENT OXFORD, BLUE CLOTH TOP AND PATENT MIDNIGHT BLUE KID GYPSY BUT- DULL CALF BLUCHER, MEDIUM RECEDE TOE,

EYELET FACING, ON "BRITON ' LAST BY REGAL TON BOOT, LOUIS HEEL BY FLEXIBLE SOLE, LOW HEEL, ON "CRISIN" LAST

SHOE COMPANY GETTY & SCOTT BY REGAL SHOE COMPANY
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splendid trade and creating a name for myself by being up
and doing.

"I have made a long profit on these shoes, too. I have
Gypsy McKays for which I paid $2.50, but I am not dispos-

ing of them at $3.50 or $4.00. They have the style, the natti-

ness and the appearance to command a figure. I believe in

selling a shoe for just what it will bring, and under the present

circumstances, I am retailing these shoes at $5.00, making
100 per cent. There is nothing like striking the iron when it

is hot. By the time some of my competitors get in their

stock, no doubt the present demand will have slackened and
while they will have no difficulty in disposing of them, still

the first rush, so characteristic at the inception of every dis-

tinct style, will be over. In the meantime, I will have made a

good profit, and should anybody start cutting prices on Gypsy

shoes, I can meet them in effective style,'and sell at cost, if

necessary. In fact, I would sacrifice a few pairs at $2.50

rather than have some other fellow beat me to it, for I have

made 100 per cent on the majority of this line of shoes, and
can afford to drop, and still make a handsome clean-up.

"It was the same when lace boots with colored tops

came in early in the year. I was the first in this city to have
them, in brown, gray, sand, putty and other hues. You know
there was a strong run on them and I cleaned up 75 per cent,

on the first few lots. Then, when others began to get them,

I came down to the regular 25 and 30 per cent, profit, and in

the end sold out the balance at cost, but I had made my
little pile and got them out of stock, when certain

other fellows were just beginning to introduce them. a There

is nothing like keeping to the front."

MAKING MORE MONEY IN SHOE REPAIR SHOP
When Difference in Quality of Work is Explained Most People Say "Give Me the

Best"—Do Not Pay Too Much Attention to What Other Shops are Doing—Public
Knows Full Well What Kind of Job You Perform and Nature of Materials You Use

If this writing will be of any assistance to any of my
brother shoe repairers I am sure I gladly give it. My topic

is to be "How to conduct a Shoe Repair Shop, and Make
Something More than a Scant Living." To show that I am
the one able to do the subject justice, I am willing to do just

like I do in my shop: let my patrons be the judges, says
Henry Ettelbuck in the "Shoe Repair Shop."

I am not saying that I am a successful repairer, but I do
say that had I used the same business methods the first day
I went into business that I am using to-day, I surely would
be better off financially.

My weakness was undercharging for my work, and I

am going to charge that up to the only too true fact, that I

paid too much attention to what other shops did. Not that

I have cast them aside now, and don't want anything to do
with them; I am willing to give them any help I can, because
there are times when I get friendly turns from them ; but at

the same time I am sorry to admit that there is too wide a

gap between us.

It is organization that we need and that very badly. I

have said my weakness was undercharging, and I meant it,

for when I think of the time and money I have missed be-

cause of my low prices, I surely feel like kicking myself, as

the old saying goes.

All of us at some time or other have read of some brainy

man that sits in his 2x4 office and directs a great establish-

ment because he is smart enough to do some extra and cor-

rect thinking. I can see the philosophy of it, because had I

done the same thing five years ago that I am doing now in

the way of prices, I surely would not have had to watch and
crowd and pinch myself as I did.

This is my system now, and I think it is great, because
I know that it is letting me begin to "see land."

Scale Prices According to Quality

The price of men's half soles and heels in Springfield

has been One dollar, but I am getting away from it with the

people who are willing to pay for something better. Instead

of having just one price I have several I am going to give

them, and again I want to say it's a great idea.

First—We have the dollar price for men's half soles and
heels.

Second—We have a $1.25 price for men's half soles and
heels, and we put better material into this than in the
dollar job.

Third—We have the $1.50 price for men's full soles and
heels.

Fourth—$1.75 for the same job only we use the same
material as in the $1.25 half soles and heels.

Fifth comes the men's hand-sewed work. The afore-

mentioned prices are all for machine work.

We get $1.25 for men's half soles, hand sewed; $2.00

for men's full soles, hand sewed, and $2.25 for men's full

soles and heels when we hand sew the soles.

Another nice job we are doing is putting on new welts

and full soles and heels at $2.25. Of course the shoe must be
worth such a job, but we land them right along.

Now for the ladies' prices. We have the 50 cent soles,

but to that we have added the 60 cent soles, and they are

going like hot cakes. You might ask how can that be? I

will tell you. Don't ever think the public is ignorant. If

you do, you will be fooling yourself. The public knows full

well that shoe repair material has been raising in price, just

as they know that Wilson is keeping us out of war, and they
should realize that the shoe repairers have stood by them
heroically.

Most People Want the Best

As to the raise in prices. They also know that we ought
to be making our second raise now, instead of our first, and,

believe me, when we tell them we can give them better

material for a little more, they know that is as fundamental
a truth as any merchant has ever pulled off, and, here is

where I feel like doing the kicking mentioned in another part

of this letter, I am sore because I did not realize the very first

day I went into the business, that it was essential to have
different prices for different grades of work.

To-day when a man comes in and brings us a pair of

half soles and heels, we ask him "Do you want $1 or $1.25
job?" Nine times out of ten he asks, "What's the difference?"

and we answer "The $1.25 is better material." They gener-

ally say, "Give me the best." And it's just the same with
ladies' shoes. Just try it, boys, do it now. The time is right,

and, believe me, you will think more of the business.

And to help me put this on I must thank my men. They
helped a great deal, but I paid them for it. When I was
ready to install the better goods at better prices, I called them
together and offered to pay them five cents for every job at

advanced price they took in, and they went after it "hot
cake" fashion. Why, even my delivery boy has made $1.35
extra besides his regular pay.

The third week of this new program I've had 60 pairs
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of men's and 29 pairs ladies soles at advanced prices. Don't

fail to try it out, boys. If you don't you will fail in business.

Here is a funny condition existing in our business, and
it surely shows the need of organization.

We don't hesitate to give shoe stores 15 per cent, dis-

count on their work. We call for and deliver it. We do

some little rips, etc., free, and then censure the Jew shop

(commonly called) for putting on 50 cent soles, and that is

the only thing they do cheaper, because aside from the soles

they often get better prices than we.

Another important thing, and the most important in

any business, is a big volume of business. I have always

contended that there is "money in rags, if you can get the

rags." There is money in shoe repairing, but only when you
can work up a big volume of business.

We call for and deliver work to all parts of Springfield.

I think it pays. I feel that I get many a job of shoe repair-

ing that would otherwise be lost, if we did not call for it.

System in Looking After Work

We have a little system in our shop for telling which
work has to be delivered and which does not. We have a

factory shoe rack that we reserve for deliveries only. Two
top shelves for our shop deliveries, two bottom shelves for our

store work, and on our own deliveries, when a customer asks

to have his shoes delivered, we paste a little red sticker or

seal on the repair tag. But when this batch of stickers is

used up I am going to use just a common stencil and red ink

pad. When a pair of shoes has to be delivered by that method
every one in the shop can tell at a glance that it is a delivery

and it saves confusion.

Now as to keeping our work assorted so as to get it out

on time, we have the following system: We have four shelves.

The bottom one for store work, the next one higher for work
that is ordered for noon of the present day, the next one

higher for evening work, and the top one for to-morrow's

work, so you see our work is always sorted, which saves time,

and of course everybody knows that time is the most valu-

able thing we have to-day, and unless every minute of the

working time is utilized by the men, it's a losing game.
This shoe repairing is a great game, and it has to be

played very carefully. In our shop I act as umpire and my
decisions are final. I don't mean I don't give ear to anything

my men suggest. Far from it. I want them to talk it over

with me, but I have no time to tolerate the time-killing

shoemaker, the grunter, or the hard-luck guy, that says there

is no chance for advancement in shoe repair shops. The fact

A SUGGESTION FOR TIMELY AND UNIQUE WINDOW TRIM WHEN FEATUR-
ING THE POPULAR GYPSY BUTTON AND LACE BOOTS

is the shoemakers have not advanced as fast as the business.

To find a man that is able to take care of a shop, handle men
successfully, operate and adjust a stitcher, treat the public

courteously and fairly, and last, but most important, turn

out thoroughly finished shoes, is a problem. To my own
mind there are better chances for shoemakers than for any
other craftsmen. I am at present blessed with good men
that are able.

I believe in advertising. I have just finished mailing

a personal letter to 500 citizens whom I thought might
want a better job at a better price, and I am getting results.

I would be glad to send a copy of that letter to any one on
request. Not that I think it a work of art in itself, but to

show how it helped me to start and carry out my "Better
Goods at Better Price" program.

In conclusion I want to say to my brother shoemakers
—get more money. We deserve it. We earn it, and it's

coming to us. I know that when once you start the new sys-

tem of giving people their choice of different grades of work
at different prices, you will, like me, wish you had done it

long ago. When it comes to the real fact of this price prob-
lem, we can truthfully say that now we should be making
our second advance in prices instead of our first, and even then
it would still be the greatest economy to any household to

pay for this better grade of work. I think the shoe repair-

er's journal will be the cause of bringing us altogether, so

that we can have that much-talked-of organization, and
when we do have that we will come into our own, as we
should have long ago.

PLAYING THE GAME OF SHOE POKER
Have you taken a hand at shoe poker? It's a merry

little pastime, and, thanks to several shoe designers running
riot this summer, it's likely to prove one of our best known
outdoor sports for the season.

Just at present shoe poker parties are confined to the
idle young men who make the corners of Broadway in the
theatrical district look busy.

Every hand is a jackpot, and each player is entitled to

five shoes. The game is played after this fashion:

The first player elects to choose the shoes worn on the
first five women to pass the corner. The second player the
next five, and so on. If the first five women who pass the
corner are wearing the regulation lace-up-the-front shoes the
player has a straight. If the second group of five women all

chance to have on boots of the same color—white, black,

champagne or any one of the dozen or so various colors that
are worn this season—the second player calls a flush and
naturally beats the straight.

If, in the third group of female shoe wearers, there are

two pairs lacing up the front and three lacing up the side,

that's a full house, and the third hand beats both the other
hands.

Because of the variety in design in female foot toggery
this year, there are a surprising number of combinations that
can be made, and shoe poker has, for the time at least,

made the corner sports forget all about white horses, red-

haired girls and automobile poker.—New York World.

RULES FOR SELLING MORE GOODS
Sell to a person who controls the decision when two or

more persons are discussing the same purchase.

Introduce goods that belong to a complete line of similar

things so more than one article may be sold.

Show two or three articles in rapid succession rather
than showing one and waiting till it is decided upon.

Immediately stop showing other goods when the cus-
tomer has found something that pleases. Avoid any semb-
lance of forcing goods, but do everything possible to help
the customer in buying.

Never argue with a customer.
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RESPONSIBLE POST FOR MR. LEONARD

Edward F. Leonard, who is

widely known to the shoe trade in

both Canada and the United States,

has been appointed inspector of shoes

for the United States Government
and will be located in New York. Mr
Leonard, who is a brother of D. A.

Leonard, shoe retailer, Yonge street,

Toronto, was for several years super-

intendent of the Slater Shoe Co.,

Montreal, and is the president of the Montreal Association

of Superintendents and Foremen. He is also a member of

the National Association. He has a thorough knowledge of

shoes in every branch and is well qualified for his new posi-

tion. Many friends will extend their congratulations and
wish him every success in his new post.

SHOE STYLES AND BUSINESS REPUTATION
Speaking of C. F. Rannard, of the Rannard Shoe Co.,

Winnipeg, who recently returned home from an extended

visit to the leading Canadian and American shoe centres

in the East, the Chicago correspondent of the Boot and Shoe
Recorder says:

—

Mr. Rannard visits the market regularly to keep in

touch with the latest developments in order that he may
incorporate those into his business in Winnipeg, where he

has three flourishing shoe stores. "Shoe conditions in my
home town are very similar to those in Chicago," he said.

"In women's shoes the Gypsy boot is witnessing a heavy run

and is practically the only novelty in favor. Sales of colored

cloth uppers fell off in May and are now things of the past.

Black cloth uppers, however, are going very strong in both

button and lace on patent and dull medium length vamps
with a plain toe.

"In men's footwear, staple shoes are the rule. In the

cheaper grades, a medium high toe is the favorite. In the

better grades the custom last, low heel and recede toe, is

about the only style saleable. A few cloth uppers are being

called for in both button and lace. These appear in blacks

and grays and are being called for probably because of the

greater warmth which they afford the ankle."

Mr. Rannard objects very strenuously to the changes

in style in footwear, characterizing them as absolutely un-

necessary and blaming the manufacturers for compelling

the retailer to handle them. Like all progressive merchants,

he believes in advertising and finds an appropriation of one

per cent, of his gross the most economical and effective.

His favorite medium is the daily newspaper. He also realizes

the value and necessity of attractive window trims and his

store windows have a reputation in this respect. However,
of greater importance than advertising or effective windows
he regards business reputation. "Business is getting down
to a solid foundation," he said, "and reputation is of growing

importance as a factor in influencing and holding trade."

THE FOIBLES IN FOOTWEAR FASHIONS
A number of leading stores are advertising anklets in

white, black and brown fox, and other furs for Milady's shoes.

These little bands of fur are placed around the top of the

boot. They sometimes are fastened to the top, but more
frequently made separately in anklets, which can be attached

to any boot that may be worn. They are slipped on very

much the same as a garter. It is also said that white over-

gaiters will have a large call this fall.

Writing from New York, a correspondent has the fol-

lowing interesting observations to make on the Interna-

tional Fashion Show, which was recently held in Carnegie

Hall: "Twice a day for three days the pageant was given,

drawing huge audiences to each performance. It was pre-

sented in the form of an extravaganza in four acts, entitled

'Yesterday or To-morrow.' It might more literally have
been named 'Fur, Flare and Footwear,' and they all put the

'F' in fashion. And in logical sequence to the shortness of

the skirts, comes the craze for fancy footwear. The Fashion
Extravaganza gloried in it. Fifth avenue accepts it as the

correct thing. And so she of ultra-smart proclivities sets

forth in the Russian boots that wrinkle up over the ankle like

mousquetaire gloves. The average well-dressed woman
wears a high-topped boot, preferably laced, in bronze kid,

tan calf, black patent leather or black kid, or else a good fit-

ting pump and a high white gaiter. The latter is in strong

evidence. Milady of conservative taste selects a laced or

buttoned boot with black cloth upper and vamp of black
patent leather or dull kid. And pretty little Miss Fluffy

Ruffles sports a boot with a band of fur around the top, the

said band not always an original feature of the boot itself,

but often an extra adornment, slipped on afterwards like a

garter."

NEWSY JOTTINGS FROM QUEBEC
A. Issenman, of the Walpolc Rubber Co., Limited, Mon-

treal; Jas. Keenan, representing Stuart & Foster, Limited,

Toronto; H. C. Parker, of Parker, Irwin, Limited, Montreal;

H. Hurtubise, of the Panther Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

Sherbrooke; Paul Roy, Montreal; G. G. Parker, of the

Boston Last Co., Richmond, Que.; Carl Marston, represent-

ing American Shoe Findings, Whitman, Mass., were
among the visitors recently to Quebec.

E. A. Jones, of E. A. Jones Co., Brockton, Mass., was
in Quebec and Montreal lately calling upon the trade.

W. P. Francis, of the John Ritchie Co., who recently

received an order from the Government for 50,000 pairs of

hospital rest shoes, was in Montreal recently on a business

trip.

The repairs to the building formerly occupied by C. E.

McKeen, and now owned by Louis Beaubien, wholesale

shoes, are completed, and the structure has a very fine appear-

ance. The Kaufman Rubber Co., of Berlin, Ont., who have
been busy recently receiving stock and in filling orders,

occupy part of the building.

Capt. Blouin, of the staff of J. A. Scott, leather mer-
chant, who is on duty at the Citadel in Quebec, was recently

surprised by receiving a number of gifts in commemoration
of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his marriage.

Pierre Dugal, of Dugal & Matte, on the fifteenth anni-

versary of his marriage, was invited by a large number of his

friends to the Auditorium. Many gifts, which came in the

nature of a surprise to the fortunate recipient, were presented

and it was late in the evening when the gathering broke up.

All the shoe manufacturers of this city have started on
their runs for spring and report business as improving
considerably of late.

George Picard, 186 Bagot street, has installed a Pro-
gressive shoe repair outfit in his shop.

Many friends of Uld Deslauriers, tanner, will sympathize
with him in the death of his wife. The funeral services were
held in St. Sauveur Church, and the burial was in the adjoin-

ing cemetery.

Word has been received of the safe arrival in England
of Edgar Shee, Quebec representative of the Robson Leather
Co., of Oshawa. He expects to leave for France in the very
near future.

FILING USEFUL CLIPPINGS
A Winnipeg man maintains a large scrap book, which

he has divided roughly into a number of departments. An
index is kept of all the articles, and each clipping is entered
in the index with the number of the page on which it is

pasted opposite. Thus, in referring to clippings on a cer-

tain subject, they will generally be found close together.
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A GROUP OF SHOE AND LEATHER TOWNS
How the Shoe and Leather Industries are Developing in Ontario—The
Evolution of an Old Indian Trail into a Great Artery of Commerce

AURORA NEWMARKET BARRIE

When Canada passed from the French into the hands

of the English a century and a half ago, there was a trading

post where Toronto now stands, called Fort Rouille. from

which radiated Indian trading trails in various directions.

One of these ran due north to the Holland River above New-
market, which empties into Lake Simcoe, a branch continu-

ing on north, passing the point where Allandale and Barrie

now stand and reaching back into the wilderness beyond.

After the English conquest the Hudson's Bay Company
established a post at the Holland River and improved the

road for the passage of its goods to and from Lakes Ontario

and Simcoe. Governor Simcoe, in his regime early in the

last century, developed this trail into a military road that

became known as far as the Holland River as Yonge street.

who still have their meeting houses in the district. In 1861,

or a little over fifty years ago, Mitchell's Comers took on
the more dignified name of Aurora and has now a population

of twentv-four hundred. It has since that time manifested

POST OFFICE, AURORA

and its further extension was called the Penetanguishene

Road. In the early days it consisted of stones and logs, the

construction being known as "corduroy" and formed the con-

necting link between the settlers and civilization. Along
this road in course of time developed the towns of Aurora,

Newmarket, Barrie, Penetanguishene and other smaller

places.

About thirty miles from Lake Ontario was the first real

stopping place in the journey north, known as Mitchell's

Corners, and. in those days it constituted a good day's journey

from Toronto, or as it was then called "York." The sur-

rounding inhabitants were largely Pennsylvania Dutch and

LT
. E. Loyalists, including a goodly representative of Quakers.

YONGE STREET, AURORA

a predisposition towards manufacturing and boasts to-day

a large agricultural implement works as well as a leather

factory and two shoe factories. Early in its history it took

advantage of its possession of a small stream of water to

establish a tannery, Mr. Elihu Pease being the first to intro-

duce the art of leather manufacture. Mr. l\dward Pease,

his son, afterwards took charge, but subsequently removed
to Toronto and established a wholesale leather business with

his two sons, as Edward Pease & Sons. Mr. Pease, Sr.,

celebrated his 91st birthday recently. He was succeeded at

Aurora by Mr. F. T. Daville, whose product was well known
to the Canadian trade for many years and who left the

tanning business to become sheriff of the county, passing

away only a couple of years ago.

* * *

COLLIS LEATHER COMPANY
Three years ago this concern was organized as a joint

stock company under letters patent from the Ontario Legis-

COLLIS LEATHER FACTORY, AURORA

lature. The prime spirit in the organization was the late

Walter Collis, who for some eighteen years previously was
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The Man And The Plant
Behind A Standard Product

A considerable number of Canada's foremost wholesale

shoe merchants are firm believers in, and constant buyers of

"EVERYDAY" Shoes. These jobbers know the line by

experience—the best of all teachers, and their year-by-year

approval has resulted in a great growth of our business.

The reputation thus established by "EVERYDAY" Shoes is

due to the highest ideals of reliable goods and efficient

service. "EVERYDAY" Shoes are made of staunch

materials and every detail of workmanship is perfectly

executed, resulting in a line of shoes that gives complete

satisfaction to jobber, retailer and ultimate wearer.

EVERYDAY" SHOES
For Men, Boys, Youths, Misses and Children

in Elks, Box Calf, Storm Calf, and all kinds of Side Leathers

MR. JOBBER: SEE OUR SPRING RANGE

THE T. SISMAN SHOE CO., LIMITED
AURORA ONTARIO
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superintendent of the Davis Leather Co.'s large plant at

Newmarket. Mr. Collis had made a specialty of calfskin

manufacture from his very apprenticeship to the trade in

Bermondsey, England, and had experience in some of the

largest leather factories on this side of the Atlantic as well as

in Great Britain.

The president of the company is Mr. T. Herbert

Lennox, K.C., M.P.P., the late Mr. Collis being vice-presi-

dent and works manager, with Arthur Bonisteel secretary-

treasurer and salesmanager. Sidney M. Collis, who has also

had a wide experience in calfskin products, is one of the

directors and has handled the eastern end of the business.

He will now devote even more of his time to the manufac-
turing end of the business.

Within the brief period of its existence the Collis Leather

Company has made a name for its product that has placed

it in the very front rank, not only here but abroad. The aim
of the concern has been to manufacture the very best in qual-

ity and finish that modern methods and skill could produce
and the fact that their large works have been kept fully occu-

pied in these times of stress is the best evidence of their suc-

cess.

The recent unfortunate demise of Walter Ccllis will

not affect the firm's position in any way except in the removal
of one of its most genial members. The methods and formulae

are the property of the concern and with the practical end
unimpaired, their product will continue to evidence the same
thoroughness and reliability that have characterized it in

the past.

Mr. Arthur Bonisteel, who is really the executive

head, is a man of wide business experience whose aggressive

forceful handling of the sales end has been largely responsible

for the extension of the firm's business in so large an area in

so short a time. As one of the largest stockholders Mr.
Bonisteel has also a more compelling interest in the success

of the concern than that of the ordinary sales manager or

official.

* * *

T. SISMAN SHOE CO. LTD.

T. Sisman, head of T. Sisman Shoe Co., Ltd., in Aurora,
is one of the oldest shoe makers in Canada and there are

few more practical men connected with the industry. It is

fifty-one years since Mr. Sisman signed his apprentice papers
in England, and the seven years he spent in learning his

trade qualified him to make a start with the old Wm. Darner
Co., Colborne St., Toronto, when he decided to make Canada
his future home and left England. In the course of several

years he worked for a number of firms in various positions,

which enabled him to secure a fund of practical knowledge

that gave him a solid foundation on which to build his efforts

as a manufacturer when a number of years ago he decided

to start business in Markham. Not a great while later he

moved to Aurora and for many years has been a leading citi-

zen of that place. The present factory of the company is

THE SISMAN SHOE FACTORY, AURORA

one of the most complete in Canada, being modern in con-

struction and self contained to the extent that it possesses

equipment for furnishing light, power, and even for the

making of cartons used by the company. It was com-
menced in 1910 when it had a length of 120 feet and a width

of 45 feet, and was two storeys high. A year later an

extension of 50 feet was made to the length, and in 1913 an

extra storey was added. The company has a capacity of

1,600 pairs a day and specializes in staple footwear for men,
boys, youths, misses and children, in elks, box calf, storm

calf and side leathers, and they have confined their selling

pretty much to the jobbers. Mr. Sisman has made it pos-

sible for Aurora to possess a shoe factory of which the town
may be proud. In his careful management and develop-

ment of the business he has been largely assisted by his son,

W. J. Sisman, secretary-treasurer of the company, who has

developed the same enthusiasm and practical business ideals

that have characterized his father. It is a case of the

marked success of the proper fusion of the old and new blood.

The illustration of Mr. Thos. Sisman's residence

is an example of the penchant in Aurora for comfortable,

well-appcinted homes. The excellent electric car service

brings it within such easy distance of Toronto that it is

fast becoming a suburban point.

W. J. SISMAN THOMAS. SISMAN 's RESIDENCE THOMAS SISMAN
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There's One SureWay
to achieve enduring success in the shoe trade and that is to sell

each customer satisfactory shoes. And you go a long way
towards doing this when your stock includes

AND

These are the well known and

universally satisfactory

UNDERHILL BRANDS

A

View

of our

Barrie

Factory

They are faultless in design and in every detail of construction,

while the material used is the best obtainable.

The range includes smart, attractive and comfortable lasts in

McKay, Standard Screw and Pegged, for

MEN, BOYS, YOUTHS,
WOMEN, MISSES, GIRLS

The leading wholesale houses can supply you with Underhill's

Shoes. Ask your jobber.

UNDERHILLS, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE - AURORA, ONT.
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UNDERHILLS LIMITED, AURORA AND BARRIE
There are few shoe manufacturers in Canada who

operate two factories; Underhills Limited, Aurora, is one of

the few. F. Underhill, president of this company, which

has a capacity in the two factories of 2,500 pairs a day, first

became interested in the shoe industry as a custom shoe-

maker under his father, R. J. Underhill, over 35 years ago,

underhill's aurora shoe factory

in the village of Markham. It was not a great while after-

wards when he became a manufacturer, giving to the little

village a shoe factory which was in those days quite an indus-

try for the place. Subsequently he removed the factory to

Aurora, where for many years he has been a prominent

citizen. The present company was organized five years

ago, with F. Underhill as president, C. Webster, secretary-

treasurer, R. H. Underhill, vice-president and manager of

the Barrie factory.

The company gets its distribution of McKay, standard

screw and peg shoes through the jobbers, chiefly. They make
the brands Delcarlos and Fredclta in men's, boys', youths',

misses', women's and girls'. The Barrie factory was com-

FT n

underhill's barrie shoe factory

pleted two years ago and materially improved the facilities

of the company, and under the efficient management of

R. H. Underhill has made marked progress. Mr. R. H.

Underhill is assisted in his work by Frank W. McKeen, a

widely known shoeman. Mr. Webster, the secretary-treas-

urer of the company, has been identified with the organiza-

tion for several years and devotes special attention to the

selling end of the business.

SHOCK TO THE LEATHER TRADE
The sudden and untimely demise of Mr. Walter Collis of

the Collis Leather Co., Aurora, on Oct. 16th, came as a great

shock to the shoe and leather trades of this country. Mr.
Collis had only been indisposed three or four days, having

contracted a slight cold when pneumonia set in and did its

deadly work in a few hours. The late Mr. Collis had been

identified with leather manufacturing from his boyhood,

having served his time with Bevingtons, a celebrated English

concern of Bermondsey. He came to this country when
about thirty years of age and was connected with some of

the largest calf producing plants in Canada and the United

States. He was with the Davis Leather Co., of Newmarket,
coming with them from their King establishment when they

moved to their new location, and remained with them until

he organized the Collis Leather Co. at Aurora. Mr. Collis

had a wide reputation for not only his thorough knowledge

THE LATE WALTER COLLI

S

of the calfskin business, but for a geniality that made him
friends wherever he went. He was generous in the extreme
and although pparently a bluff off hand Englishman, had a
heart as tender as a woman's when his sympathies were
aroused. He will be sorely missed by those who knew him
best. He was just turned sixty, although he did not appaer
to be more than fifty. The business was to him his very life,

the factory being built under his personal supervision,

the manufacture of the product turned out by the concern
being his constant and special care. The business will

continue, fortunately, without any pause. His brother, Mr.
Sidney M. Collis, a director of the company, is as thorough and
practical a leather man as there is in America and he is ably
assisted by Mr. Reg. Thompson, who is familiar with all of

the methods of the late Mr. Collis. The selling and financial

end of the business is of course in the hands of Mr. Arthur
Bonisteel, as from the first, so that the company's affairs

are in the very best of hands.

WITH this issue we begin a series of short sketches of Canadian shoe and leather towns, following, as may be noticed,

the order of the alphabet as well as that of comparative newness. A few years ago there were, in the district we have
taken up in this issue, only three or four small tanneries and not a single shoe factory. To-day there are some of

the largest and best equipped shoe and leather plants in Ontario, if not in the Dominion. Our next group will be Berlin,

Waterloo, Gait and Elmira, and following this, the aggregation of western establishments that comprise London and its

vicinity, finishing with some of the eastern sections or districts.

We have already in the "Shoe and Leather Journal" given such full consideration in descriptive articles to Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto and other large centres that we have thought it worth while to devote attention to the tendency, due, no
doubt, largely to the use of cheap electrical power, to the distribution of the industries of late years among the smaller towns.
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Collis Leather Co., Limited
Manufacturers oj

COLLIS
CALF
Leathers
In Colors and Black

Canada

The Modern Tannery where Collis Calf is made

Aurora Ontario
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NEWMARKET
About four miles north of Aurora on Yonge street is the

POST OFFICE, NEWMARKET

the Holland River and dates its existence from the beginning

of the last century. It is a smart manufacturing place, with

a population of thirty-eight hundred and is known chiefly

NEWMARKET, YONGE STREET

today as the heme of the Davis Leather Company, whose
products are well known to the Canadian shoe and leather

trades. It was incorporated as a village in 1857 and became
a full-fledged town in 1871.

BARRIE
The history of Barrie goes back to the eighteenth cen-

tury and some say further than that. Certain it is that the

French had a trading post on the shores of Kempenfeldt

Bay before the Fnglish came into possession of the country.

From the trading post on the Holland River, canoe connec-

tion was made in summer around what is now known as Big

Bay Point, and in winter the trail led across the peninsula

to a point opposite Barrie, known subsequently as Tollindal.

In the early history of the town there was a rope ferry in

summer from Tollindal across the Bay to Barrie, a road

across the ice serving in winter. From Barrie in the olden

BARRIE TANNING COMPANY

days, the trail or portage led back to Willow Creek, down
which the voyageurs passed into Nottawasaga River, thence

into Georgian Bay and around to Penetanguishene, then an

important centre of the fur trade. Early in the last century

Yonge street was extended to pass around Kempenfeldt Bay,

and, after diverging a mile or two, ran straight north to

Penetang.

Barrie is a mile or more west of the early settlement

known as Kempenfeldt, which was the original centre of

traffic for Lake Simcoe. It has been in existence as a vil-

lage and town for over a century. It was incorporated in

1853. and since that time has become o~ie cf the prettiest

and bisiest rf our Central Ontario towns. It has a popu-

lation of nearly eirht thousand and boasts a number of

foodly sPed manufactories, amongst them one of our largest

tr.nneries and a very considerable up-to-date shoe factory.

THE BARRIE TANNING CO.

The Sinclair boys started business in Port Hope on

June 22nd, 1889, under the firm name of Sinclair & Fox,

the partners being A. Sinclair, J. Sinclair, and Robt. Fox.

Four years later Fox dropped out and the two Sinclairs went
to Barrie on Jan. 1st, 1893, and entered business with the

Barrie Tanning Co. Ltd., which had taken over the old plant

of Andrew Graham, who entered in the tanning and custom
shoe business in the early pioneer days of Simcoe county,
when Barrie consisted of a few scattered dwellings. The
business had had its ups and downs and changed hands
several times, being finally taken over by Park & Bickell,

who in the later eighties converted same into a joint stock

company. The plant then had a capacity of 600 sides per

TOWN OF BARRIE FROM KEMPENFELDT BAY
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week, and was carried on for seven years on this basis, when
the capacity became too small to meet the needs of its in-

creasing trade. The firm then purchased a new piece of

land and erected present modern plant, with a capacity of

1,500 sides per week in 1900, and have added thereto till

they now have a capacity of 4,800 sides and occupy about
5 acres of ground with floor space of 109,000 square feet.

The original plans and specifications were got out by the well

known tannery architect, Chas. H. Stehling, of Milwaukee,
and the entire plant is fully equipped with all modern
machinery and sprinkled.

* * *

A CAREER IN LEATHER
In these days when the sensational and meteoric seem

to appeal so strongly to rising ambition, it is refreshing

to be able to point to concrete examples of the saying "seest

thou a man diligent in his business; he shall stand before

kings."—men who have made their mark through the

steady application of those principles that we have been

told from earliest youth underlie all true success.

In the leather trade of this country there is no figure

better known than that of Elihu J. Davis, and no career

that exemplifies so well the fact that industry, perseverance

and integrity backed by that genius that has been described

as "an infinite capacity for taking pains" always reaches

the goal. With half a century of leather manufacture behind

him, Mr. Davis can look back with pride over a course that

has developed a little one horse tannery in the back woods
into an establishment that covers acres and represents an

investment in the neighborhood of a million dollars.

Mr. Davis gathered his first practical and business

experience when but a lad in his father's tannery at King,

Ontario, and tells with great gusto of his first visit to the

Toronto hide market, when he bought twenty-five hides

and carted them home himself. He says he has bought

twenty-five thousand hides at one time since then but has

never had the feeling of pride he experienced as he brought

home his first purchase. The business which came down
to Andrew Davis from Mr. Davis' grandfather, Mr. Elihu

Pease, soon was known as A. Davis & Son, and in the first

five years of this partnership E. J., who was named after

his grandfather, put in the first licks that were to make the

name of Davis a household word with the shoe trade of Canada.
The development of the business until it became too straight-

ened at King, and the branching out at Newmarket and
Kingston into the present colossal proportions, are matters

of business history taken up elsewhere in this issue.

We wish to speak more particularly of the personal side

of Mr. Davis' career, and refer to some facts in connection

with it that may point a moral not only to the younger
members of the trade, but evidence the fact that business

success does not necessarily or essentially mean the placing

of other talents in abeyance or the disregard of one's obliga-

tions to his fellows. Early in life Mr. Davis realized the

philosophic as well as religious truth of the saying of the

great apostle, "no man liveth to himself." While he was
in his teens he became interested in the work of the com-
munity in which he lived and took an active part in Sunday
School, church and social work. He has maintained to this

day his active and vigorous interest in all these, and from

being a humble member and official in a little country church

he formerly attended, he has become an honored member
of the General Conference of the Methodist Church of

Canada, with important positions on its various boards

and councils. He has been prominent from the very first

in temperance work and was the representative of social

reform in the Ross Government while he was in the Ontario

cabinet. He took a prominent part in the recent local

option campaign in Newmarket, and is a large stockholder

in the temperance hotel in that town which was the first

in Ontario to demonstrate the fact that a hotel may be made

to pay dividends without the bar adjunct. To these as

well as other charitable enterprises he has devoted a vast

amount of his time and means, his philanthropy extending

to many private as well as public channels.

Mr. Davis' political career has shown the same character-

istics of keen insight, indefatigable energy and sterling

integrity that have helped to make his business and social

success. He was elected to the King Township Council

at the age of twenty-two and passed successively from the

position of councillor to deputy reeve, reeve, and finally

became warden of the County of York, being the youngest

reeve and the youngest warden ever elected in the history

of the township or county. From municipal life he passed

into politics, and for nearly eighteen years represented the

county in the Ontario Legislature. His business ability,

and above all his good common sense soon marked him out

for preferment and he was taken into the government as

Provincial Secretary, which office he filled with credit to

himself and to the benefit of the province until he quit

politics at the age of 52, for business life. The growing

demands of a rapidly increasing business and the necessity

for training those who should take up the burden when he

should no longer be available, led him to reluctantly leave

work that was naturally most attractive to a mentality such as

his and bend all his energies to the establishment of his

leather enterprises on such a footing as would ensure sta-

bility and further progress.

Mr. Davis has by no means relinquished his interest

and hold upon outside interests, and is identified with a

number of social and commercial projects outside of his

business. He is one of two of the oldest non-resident

members of the National Club, which he joined in 1876,

the other being Sir John Gibson, one of his former colleagues

in the Ontario Government. He is also a member of the

York Pioneers, which body he addressed quite recently

upon the developments of the county. He is proud of the

five sons who follow him in the leather business—Messrs.

Aubrey, Andrew and E. J., Jr., at Newmarket, and Messrs.

Elmer and Harold Davis at Kingston, and is not only tasting

of the fruits of organization, but the placing of the business

in hands that will make the name Davis in the next genera-

tion or two even more essentially than now a part of Cana-
dian shoe and leather history.

DAVIS LEATHER CO., LIMITED, NEWMARKET
Newmarket owes a great deal of its prosperity to the

Davis Leather Co., Limited, who operate one of the largest

calfskin tanneries in the British Empire. The history of the

Davis family in connection with the leather^industry in

Canada is interesting.

FRONT VIEW OF MAIN BUILDING, DAVIS LEATHER FACTORY

Jas. Davis, grandfather of Hon. E. J. Davis, president

of the Davis Leather Co., Limited, Newmarket, and A. Davis

& Son, Limited, Kingston, about 60 years ago had a small

tannery on Yonge street, Toronto, opposite the old time

(Continued on page 48)
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THE LEATHER INDUSTRY THAT
PUT NEWMARKET ON THE MAP

AUBREY DAVIS

Vice-President

In 1913 when the Davis

Leather Co. inaugurated

their completed tannery

at Newmarket they

assured Canadian

manufacturers of

two things. They

promised upper leather of highest

quality and most economical merit,

and guaranteed an exceptional

service in filling orders.

These promises have been fulfilled.

Shoemen themselves in numerous

instances have assured the company

of their entire satisfaction and have

demonstrated the sincerity of their

appreciation by placing with the

firm orders which have kept the

plant running ten hours a day with

a full staff during all of these months

of unusual conditions, and there is

no end of business in sight.

It is interesting to consider the

principles which are the foundation

on which the success of this tannery

is based. Quality and service are

the keystones and their strength is

reinforced by experience, modernity

and specialization.

Quality, always the watchword of

the Davis Tannery, was made doubly

certain by the new factory. Science

and invention offer no means of in-

creasing quality which are not here

employed. Nor, incidentally, is there

overlooked a labor saving device, or

a process, calculated to reduce cost

without impairing quality. Any

practical tanner can turn out leather

that contains many good skins; but

there are few capable of attaining

and maintaining

uniform quality

—

and that the high-

est . Even texture

,

^^S£^^H^fe color and finish

MflHi^H observed in the

andrew j. davis Davissamplebyex-
General Manager

perienced buyers,

are seen again in the cutting rooms

when shipments bearing the Davis

mark are taken from the stock rooms.

I

i

i
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E. J. DAVIS, Jr.

Superintendent

Experience ac-

quired by the tan-

ner is the shoe

manufacturer's

guarantee that he

is not being ex-

perimented upon.

The greater the experience the

larger the protection. The Davis

family has been in the tanning busi-

ness for over 60 years, and the fac-

tory and equipment at Newmarket

represent the consolidation under

one roof and one management of the

experience in calfskin tanning of

four generations. Shoe manufac-

turers who are successful take no

chances with their lasts or patterns;

nor do they risk their reputation by

cutting upper leather which may not

measure up to the highest standard

by every test.

Modernity is absolutely essential

in a tannery that proposes not to

meet competition but to lead it, and,

recognizing the soundness of this

principle, no expense was spared by

the Davis Leather Co., Limited, in

erecting and equipping the concrete

factory and warehouses which are

the home of Newmarket's leading

industry. Money bought the latest

methods of construction as it pur-

chased the machinery best adapted

to the requirements of the company,

with the result that from beam house

s

i

\
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1

to finishing room, from power house

to shipping room, each department

possesses that modernity which

spells efficiency and

goes hand in hand

with progress. The

Davis tannery has

discarded methods

which in tanneries

less capablymanaged

would be considered

still adequate. It

employs processes

evolved in its own

laboratories and nowhere else used.

Specialization has played a re-

markable part in the development

of this business. It will surprise

many to learn that it is carried so

far that there is separate adminis-

tration by experts of each of the

four departments into which they

divide their tanning—bright velour

and box calf, gun metal calf, matt

topping calf and colored calf, other

than black. The men on one line

to-day are not on another to-morrow.

Each man is an expert—that covers

it. A tangible evidence of the sys-

tem is the fact that Davis leathers

cut with less waste—more uppers to

the hundred feet. Their specializa-

tion enables them to buy in immense

quantities at the most favorable

market prices. Needless to say

their customers benefit with them

in this advantage.

Service given the

large manufacturer

is also accorded the

purchaser of the

smallest lot they ship.

It is their aim to

have one standard

of usefulness and

courtesy for all, which

will not only please

but serve. For the

greater convenience of eastern

shoe manufacturers the company

maintains a warehouse in Quebec.

The Davis Leather Co. make it

clear that their plant and their staff

are ever at the disposal of the shoe

manufacturing trade—the manufac-

turer who is not a customer as well

as he who is. They consider that

frequently a greater knowledge of

Davis leathers and Davis methods

would convince a maker that it was

to his advantage to be in the cus-

tomers' class.

While the head office tannery of

the Davis Leather Co. is in New-

market, Ont., they maintain branch

warehouses at 553 St. Valier street,

Quebec, as stated above, and at 38

South street, Boston.

i
I

i

!

!

I



SHOEMEN WILL PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS
Why Should Sporting Shoes be Sold by Outsiders is What They Want to Know—The
Experience That Some Dealers Have Had—One Outspoken Merchant Took the Aggres-

sive and Went for the Offenders Without Gloves—An Abuse That Should be Corrected

"I find that I do not require these shoes after all. I

have a pair in my locker that will answer."

"All right," cheerfully reponded the retailer, "here is

your money" and he refunded the $1.45 paid him a few

hours previously for a pair of yachting bals. The youthful

caller was so pleased to get the cash back that in a burst of

frankness and friendship, he imparted the knowledge to the

effect that he had discovered the Y.M.C.A. was dispensing

sporting and tennis shoes, and he could get a pair there for

$1.40, and of better quality.

"Is that so?" inquired the interested shoeman.

Making Five Cents on a Pair

"Yes," answered the youth, "the boys at the Y.M.C.A.
are getting tennis shoes at practically cost price.. I under-

stand the institution is making only 5c a pair on them."
"Well, we cannot do business on a margin like that,"

declared the merchant," that would not pay for our lighting,

let alone our help, rent, taxes, heating, delivery, interest,

insurance, freight, water rates, and other outlays."

This set the shoeman a-thinking, and he wondered
why any religious or educational institution should go into

the retail business in the line of sporting shoes. If part of

the rules of the establishment to supply running shoes for the

members, then why not go into the men's furnishings

as well and deal out shirts, suspenders, neckties, hats, cuffs,

and collars or, carrying the thing a little further, it would
be just as logical and reasonable to provide leather boots,

rubbers, overshoes and other requisites.

Some Things He Said

Mr. R. was the shoeman in question, and he set about
to investigate matters. Going to the institution he asked

the official in charge, if they sold shoes for athletes.

"Oh, yes," was the response. "How many pairs did

you want?"
"Why, do you sell more than one?" inquired the visitor.

"Certainly, if you require them," was the reply.

"Then I will take all you carry, providing you let me
have them at as low a figure as you did a young man who
brought back a pair that I sold him, and demanded a return

of his money.
"How is that?" came the inquiry.

"Well, I am a shoe dealer, and made only a fair profit

on them, but your institution here seems to think it part

of its administrative policy to handle running shoes, but for

what purpose, I know not. If you make only five cents

a pair on them, you are robbing the shoeman, and dis-

posing of the goods at a loss."

"Oh, we sell them for the benefit of the poor lads,"

was the explanation.

He Checked Like Project

"Yes, I have heard that plea put forward before,"

remarked the footwear merchant, who then explained that

a few years ago, the Board of Education was thinking of

going into a like enterprise and furnishing certain poor
children with shoes at cost price. He went on to explain

that he had written a sharp letter to the board, and said that

the average merchant was charging only a fair, reasonable

profit, and that if the trustees had any fantastic ideas, such
as furnishing footwear to the children, they should go a
little bit further and deal in dress goods, suits, hosiery,

underwear, hats and caps, umbrellas, and rain coats. It

would be equally reasonable.

Will Fight to the End

"Your plea is too specious, too much of a subterfuge to

please me," observed Mr. R., who was now getting a little

bit hot, "it is altogether too thin. If it is necessary for your
institution to supply shoes to the so-called poor members
then why not every other portion of one's raiment as well?

Shoes cost less money than many other articles of apparel,

and it is the retail dealer who gets it in the neck. I am here

as a representative of the Retail Merchants' Association,

to take up this matter, and I tell you right now, that we are

going to fight it to the end. You have no more right to go in-

to opposition to the retail merchant than has the city council,

the board of control, Toronto University, or the provincial

BRONZE KID GYPSY BUTTON BOOT, LOUIS HEEL—BY
GETTY & SCOTT, GALT, ONT.

Legislature. It is not part and parcel of your object or work
to do so. You are not called upon to undertake a duty,

such as this, especially as the merchants are very kind to

your institution, and have subscribed liberally towards its

maintenance and expansion."

Others Have Similar Experiences

The experience which Mr. R. had is but one that a

number of other shoemen have met with of late, in connec-

tion with the sale of sporting shoes. The whole question

is being taken up by the Grievance Committee of the Toronto
Shoe Retailers' Association, who will look into it thoroughly,

interview the rubber companies and the Y.M.C.A. so that

matters may be straightened out, and what at one time

threatened to be a difficult and perplexing problem, will be
amicably adjusted. It is felt that after the members of the

Grievance Committee have fully dealt with the question,

no future complaints will be heard in regard to the handling

of sporting shoes, by establishments other than the legitimate

means of distribution, namely, through the retail shoemen
of the city.
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WHY A SHOE IS THROWN AFTER A BRIDE

Throwing a shoe after the bride is a survival of a cus-

tom based upon ancient symbolical usages in connection with
sandals or shoes. Delivery of a shoe was used as a testimony

A. R. TRUDEAU T. R. TRUDEAU
Who is covering Western Canada Who is now Montreal city repre-

for A.B.C. Distributers, sentative for Corbeil's
Toronto Limited

in transferring a possession. A man plucked off his shoe and
gave it to his neighbour, and this was a testimony in Israel.

Throwing a shoe on property was a symbol of new own-
ership.

From these ancient practices came the old English and
Scottish customs of throwing an old shoe after a bride on
her departure for a new home, symbolizing that the parents

gave up all right or dominion over their daughter.

In Anglo-Saxon times the father delivered the bride's

shoe to the bridegroom, who touched her on the head with

it to show his authority. In Turkey the bridegroom is

chased after marriage by the wedding guests and pelted with

slippers.

GETTING AT THE FACTS

The president of a shoe manufacturing concern recently

said, when asked as to the importance his house placed on
accuracy in its methods of production: "The growth of our

business has been acquired through following proven methods.

Years ago, when I was in a subordinate position, the head of

this company said that he wanted to know exactly how
many "uppers" could be cut from a skin, and instructed me
to find out. To do this I took one of our most expert cutters,

placed him in a small room by himself, and for three months
kept watch and record of the number of uppers cut from each

skin. During this time he was tested to completion on every

grade, and when the period of experiment was over we had
absolute figures that remain unquestioned to this day."

For years this concern, like a majority of others, had
been content to estimate operations and to average costs

without making any real effort to give these figures absolute

establishment. It is yet difficult for many practical men to

see what is to be gained by knowing these facts. So long as

mechanical operations are performed in the best apparent

way they are likely to consider it a waste of time to bother

with statistics—forgetting that unknown wastes may often

be discovered through ascertaining facts. This firm was

no exception to the rule. It undertook, however, as a second

step in doing away with guesswork in its operations, to fix

THE ONE THING NEEDFUL

Enclosed find subscription for renewal to the

"Shoe and Leather Journal." Your paper is the

one thing essential to a successful business in

boots and shoes. Wishing you prosperity,

Ormstown, Que. JOHN MAW.

to the fraction of a cent the cost of each grade and size of

upper. Again an expert was put on the job, and he stayed
until the last detail was worked out and recorded. This
formed another permanent base and brought such beneficial

results that the same plan was carried throughout the entire

organization.

A labor committee was formed with the instruction that

it must show improvement in each branch of the business

or be willing to acknowledge a department not criticized

as perfect. Then it was presented with a double-headed
motto: "No estimates, but proven facts," and "Don't
criticize until you are prepared to suggest a remedy."

The result of all this work has been the establishment
of fixed records all along the line. The company now buys,
produces and sells without ever having to consider any of

its activities in the uncertain light of guess work. The
operations of each day are fixed. There is one man, sitting

in a small office, around the walls of which are hung a series

of charts. These charts represent every branch of the pro-

ductive works. From reports brought to him each day he
knows exactly how much production is required for the next
day and he allots material on an absolutely fixed basis and
in accordance with the reports he receives.

DAVIS LEATHER CO., LIMITED, NEWMARKET
(Continued from page 42)

Finche's Hotel. His grandfather on his mother's side, Elihu

Pease, also had a little tannery further south on Yonge street,

opposite what was known as the Golden Lion Hotel. These
tanneries were very small and crude, as all such places were
in those days. The bark was broken up by hammers and
soaked and later was ground through a crude sort of mill

operated by horse power. Subsequently Elihu Pease in his

travels through the county found that the township of King
had excellent forests for hemlock bark and he conceived the
idea of building a tannery out in the woods on a branch of

the Humber, at a place called King Horn. This name was
given to it after the tannery was erected. In this tannery,

which was small, as were all manufacturing places at that time,

water power was used. Elihu's son, Edward Pease, who still

lives in Toronto and who celebrated his 91st birthday last

month, was placed in charge of this tannery. He sold it to

Andrew Davis, father of E. J. Davis, and the latter became
a partner in the small business when he attained his majority.

Later on, when Andrew Davis retired, E. J. Davis became
sole proprietor. Additions were made from time to time,

until in 1903 it was destroyed by fire and a plant at King-
ston was purchased, as a going concern, having been run up
to that time by a Mr. Carrington. From this purchase A.
Davis & Son's plant has developed to its present proportions.

In 1904 the tannery at Newmarket was erected for tanning
calfskins alone. Forty-six acres of land were acquired by
the company and in the course of the past eleven years a
modern plant in concrete has been erected, which is a credit

not only to Newmarket but to the tanning industry of

Canada. Two hundred men are employed and the tannery
has been in operation full staff right along. The Newmarket
concern is a separate business from that in Kingston, having
a charter of its own. E. J. Davis is president; Aubrey Davis,
vice-president; Andrew J. Davis, general manager; E. J.
Davis, jr., superintendent. The only connection between
the Newmarket and the Kingston concerns is the fact that
E. J. Davis is president of both companies. Elmer Davis
is vice-president and Harold Davis, secretary-treasurer of

A. Davis & Son, Limited, Kingston. It is rather a unique
circumstance that there should be a father and five sons all

actively engaged in the tanning business—four in Newmarket
and two at Kingston. Between the six they own all of the
stock of both companies, no outsiders supplying any of the
capital or having any proprietary interest in either industry.
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WILL VELVETS COME IN VOGUE AGAIN?

Is the velvet shoe to be ushered in once more? Already

there is said to be a brisk demand for velvets in certain cities

across the border, and some leading makers of women's
fine footgear are advertising these smooth creations in mid-

night blue, dark brown, oyster grey, black and other colors.

The shoes are sold to the trade at from 30 to 40 cents less

than the same models in colored kid. Early in 1911, there

was a fairly active demand for velvets. Naturally the dis-

plays were very attractive and the creations delightful

enough to tempt the pocket book of any of the fair sex, fond

of foot decorative effects.

Corduroy and colored velvet costumes are all the rage

this fall and many ladies are endeavoring to match their

suits with their foot gear, the same as they seek to match
their furs by having a narrow band of wolf, fox, mink,

skunk, beaver, otter, etc., placed around the top of their

shoes.

One large factory in the middle west is specializing on

an extensive and exclusive line of velvet button boots,

and all immediately available styles of velvet cloths on the

market have been bought out. Discriminating buyers in

high class shoe stores and in shoe branches of department
houses have been placing some orders for velvet boots of

the Gypsy pattern, and it is predicted that there will be a

certain demand for them. This belief is based on the fact

that velvet suits and dresses are being shown this autumn
in endless variety by the best shops and the beautiful, dressy

effects may create a lively requisition for the Gypsy boots

in velvet and in bronze kid. The velvet boot can be made in

a number of colors and when made of a cloth backed, silk

velvet is said to possess fairly satisfactory wearing quali-

ties.

Of course, velvet shoes will figure as a novelty and
never be sold for durability, but solely on the basis of snap,

style and costume harmony. The velvet shoe is pretty,

artistic and lovely to ga7e upon. It also looks neat and
winsome on the foot for a short while, but it is not long, so

the shoe dealers state, before the velvet becomes spotted and
the pile is scuffed while the dust and dirt collected make the

boot, to a certain extent, unsanitary. If the boot becomes
splashed there is no way of removing the marks. Therefore

velvet shoes cannot be worn when there is any snow or

slush on the ground. It is almost impossible to wear velvet

boots more than a few times before they become stained or

marked, and for this reason and owing to the perishable

nature of the fabric, local dealers do not think there will be

a very large call for this class of footwear. It is to be con-

sidered solely as a novelty and must bring novelty prices,

in order to make it profitable for any one to handle. A few
pairs have been ordered by some of the leading stores, but
the proprietors do not look for anything like a rush on these

goods.

KEEPING HIS STAFF KEYED UP

"Yes, sir, we take five copies of your paper, and use it

to good advantage. I present each of my clerks here with

a year's subscription, and ask them to read your journal,

so as to keep in touch with the news and views of the trade

in all parts of the country. I myself am a diligent reader of

the Shoe and Leather Journal and often ask my salesmen
what do you think of such and such articles on stock keep-

ing, clearing sales, profit figuring, cost marking, window
dressing, etc., which appear in your paper," writes a leading

Winnipeg shoe merchant. "We often have very interesting

informal discussions, and while we do not always agree with
what appears in your pages, still we recognize that it takes

all kinds of people to make a world, and seldom do three

people view any subject in the same light, or from the same
angle. I find that salesmen who read live, bright trade

papers are more conversant with, and take a deeper interest

in their work. They are in touch with all the latest styles,

selling methods, advertising plans and window display ideas.

Yes, sir, I think it is a fine thing for any employer to see

that his staff is provided with bright, helpful literature and,

if he now and then refers to some article and invites the views

of his associates upon it, he encourages their interest and
co-operation. I consider that I have a force of as bright,

capable and discriminating salesmen as any shoe establish-

ment in the west."

JURY WILL ANSWER MANY QUESTIONS

Mr. Justice Maclennan gave judgment recently in the

Practice Court, Montreal, laying down the facts in the

S250,000 action for allsged libel taken by Ames Holden
McCready, Ltd., against Clarence J. McCuaig.

The action is a sequel to the Canadian army boot con-

tracts, investigated by the Public Accounts Committee of the

House of Commons last session. Ames Holden McCready,
Ltd., were one of the contractors, and it is alleged that Mr.

McCuaig made the statement that "Ames Holden McCready
Ltd., had furnished bad boots to the Government for the

First Conting ?nt, and it was a shame that our boys should

go to the front with such boots," or words to that effect.

The statement, it is alleged, was made by Mr. McCuaig
at Kanawaki station on the Grand Trunk Railway. Mr.

McCuaig admits making the statement, but denies any
malice. He claims that what he had said was in the public

interest. He adds that he has three sons in the Canadian
Contingent wearing the boots.

Judge Maclennan decided that the following should

be the questions submitted to the jury when the action

comes up for trial:

1. Are the words, admitted to have been spoken, false

and malicious?

2. Do they in themselves, in their ordinary meaning,

constitute an attack upon the plaintiff or criticism of its

goods, or part thereof, manufactured by the plaintiff for the

Government of Canada?

3. Is the innuendo true?

4. Taken in themselves, must the words used by the

defendant necessarily cause damage to the plaintiff, without

any proof thereof?

5. Was the subject of matter of public interest?

6. Were all or any of the boots manufactured by the

plaintiff for the Government of Canada defective as to

shape, material or workmanship.

7. Were any of the said boots different from the speci-

fications, from the sample boot supplied by the Government?

8. Were any of the said boots unsatisfactorily dried,

hastily manufactured, or inferior in any way as to quality?

9. Were any of the said boots defective in waterproof

qualities?

10. Were any of the said boots condemned by the
military boards or committees of inquiry called upon to

examine them?

11. Were any of the said boots unfit to be used as foot-

wear for soldiers on active service?

12. Did the plaintiff not know in manufacturing the
said boots that they were meant to be used by soldiers on
active service?

13. Were the words admitted by the defendant a bona
fide expression of opinion made in the public interest regard-

ing the boots manufactured by the plaintiff for the Cana-
dian Government?

14. Did the said words used by defendant cause plain-

tiff damages, and, if so, how much?
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NUMEROUS NOVELTIES ON THE AVENUE
Here are some features of a novelty character noted on

Fifth Avenue, New York, according to the Boot and Shoe
Recorder.

A bronze kid, three bar slipper with black and white

collar on medium wide last.

A lace Gypsy oxford, with five eyelets, and a teardrop

cut out beside each eyelet.

A Gypsy boot, made over a recede toe last, of Griscon

kid. The heel is of wood, Louis style, two inches high. The
upper is piped and fitted with white.

A button boot, with a tailored button fly, and with pin

point perforations on the heel foxing. The boot is made of

imported kid and is fastened with imported buttons.

A button boot with a patent vamp, and an English or

square heel foxing. There are pin perforations in the foxing.

The top is of white washable kid leather.

Some tan calf lace boots, with eight inch tops.

A Kossack boot, with white leg top of imported gray

kid leather. The top has a cuff of patent leather, and an

overlay of lattice patent kid about its middle. The leg is

lined with white kid. The vamp is of patent kid.

Among the low cuts are:

A perfectly plain pump of patent leather.

A sport oxford of genuine buckskin, with green calf tip,

ball strap stays, foxings. The sole is of ivory white leather.

Some pumps trimmed with beads.

Some boots with spiked heels.

Boots and low cuts are of dull mat kid, blue, browns,

brown and gray kid, of Russia calf and of genuine buckskin

and of fine white fabrics.

SHOEMEN MAKE APPEALS FOR PATRONAGE
(Continued from page 25)

Nouvelle Maison "Stock" Frais,—Bas Prix chaussures

a la port6e de toutes les bourses. Voila ce que nous avons

resolu de rendre possible en offrant au public des marchan

-

dises de qualite" garantie a des prix extr£mement bas.

Arthur Guilbert, Three Rivers, Que.

* * *

The cool weather reminds you of high-cut shoes

—

and shoes remind you of Climie's reliable store, where you

will find the newest styles in the best Canadian and Ameri-

can makes, prices at a fair profit. J. D. Climie, Hamil-

ton, Ont.
* * *

Get your next pair from Watson's. Ladies, we sell

Bell's "Cushionet" boot in button and lace. (The easiest

shoe on earth). Smardon's, Classic, Empress, SlaWs
and others of widely recognized reputation. We deem
it a favor; yea, more, a pleasure to show you these goods.

Watson's, Victoria, B.C.

* * *

See Peel's special lines of boys' and girls' School Shoes

made of the best of stock and workmanship, strong and

durable. They are the most waterproof shoes shown to-day.

Prices range from $2 to $3 a pair. Let us show you.

Peel The Shoeman, Owen Sound, Ont.

* * *

Shoes till after the war. Come and get them, and get

a big supply, for we are almost giving them away. Kitch-

ener says Germany has shot her bolt. Well we are shooting

our prices in two, and then quartering some of them.

Popular Shoe Store, New Westminster, B.C.

What is correct in fall footwear! A visit to Moose
Jaw's select shoe house will soon enlighten you. What
New York is wearing now we are showing you.

Varsity Boot Shop, Marshall Shoe Co., Moose Jaw, Sask.

* * *

Political economy may be under discussion by politic-

ians and others just now, but personal economy is what
interests you and us a good deal more, because if you really

desire to be economical you will test the durability of Gold
Bond Shoes for men, for Gold Bond outwear ordinary shoes,

and retain their good appearance a greater length of time.

Let us talk the matter over with you. M. J. Choquette,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Military pigskin, puttee leggings, leather boots and
rubber soled shoes of all descriptions. W. Jacques
& Sons, Quebec.

* * *

Mothers, save your children's feet from the discomfort

you possibly now experience from improperly shaped shoes

bought in your childhood. Buy them roomy, good looking,

well made shoes. Built scientifically to allow ample toe

room and built substantially to stand sterling service.

A. D. Ingraham Co., Sydney, N.S.

* * *

Be good to your feet and wear Dr. A. Reed Cushion
Shoes because they fit your foot as a mould, distribute the

pressure uniformly, need no breaking in; are a boon to tender

feet; are comfortable and stylish; prevent foot ailments;

make walking a pleasure; keep your feet at an even tem-
perature

;
prevent cold damp feet ; conform to every curve

of the foot; relieve the jar when walking; make hard floors

comfortable; prevent and relieve flat foot. And sold at

one price—$6.50, by Lowry-Glanville Co., Ltd., Leduc,

Alta.
* * *

Stylish footwear for autumn. Much of the beauty of

your fall costume depends upon the smartness of your
footwear. The prevailing fashion in gowns make shoes

conspicuous, and your choice of footwear is quite as import-

ant as your selection of a becoming hat. Glass Bros.,

Calgary, Alta.
* * *

Monarch, Brandon and Dr. Brandon's—the shoes have
earned by their style, fit and quality a reputation that is

lasting. Every shoe looks good and is good. Good in

every ounce of material and in every detail of workmanship.
The leather which goes into these shoes is so tanned that it

not only feels comfortable but gives satisfaction in wear.

Jackson's, Georgetown. Ont.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON HANDLING COMPLAINTS
(Continued from page 20)

of many railway firemen and engineers brought me in touch

with many such complaints. An examination of the leather

would generally show brittleness where the leather had been
scorched. I would say to the customer—-"You, as a railroad

man wearing leather mitts in firing your engine, know what
scorched leather looks like. Can you deny that this shoe

has not been scorched in the same way?" A little tact and
common sense in handling the complaint will generally avoid

trouble, and above all do not lose your temper. Some of

these fellows would come in with every sign of being red hot,

but I found quite often that they were not as mad as they
gave the appearance of being. Frequently they had a feeling

that they were wrong, but were simply trying me out.

The customer is not always wrong, however, and when
complaints are just, do not dodge; make them good. The
small saving in dodging when you should not is usually more
than balanced by the big loss of entire future business.
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F. C. Adams, who has been the manager of the Agnew
store in Berlin, Ont., for some time, has been transferred to

the London branch. Mr. Schacht, of London, is the new
manager of the Agnew business in Berlin.

Chris. Marshall, a native of Barbadoes, B.W.I., who has

been making shoes at 18 Johnson Street, Kingston, Ont.,

has enlisted with the 80th Battalion for active service.

Percy Williams, shoeman, of Yorkton, Sask., has en-

listed with the 53rd Battalion Band, as snare drummer,
and will go to the front. Mr. Williams' many friends will

wish him a safe return.

Jos. McDonald, shoemaker, died recently at his home in

Portland, Ont. He was 78 years of age and is survived by
his widow and two children.

N. J. Bordeau, representing the Gait Shoe Mfg. Co.,

of Gait, and R. L. Savage, representing the James Muir Co.,

Maissonneuve, and Clark Bros., St. Stephen, N.B., have
opened spacious sample rooms in Toronto, over the store

of A. Levy, 260 Yonge St.

J. P. Buchanan, representing the Smardon Shoe Co.,

Montreal, was in Toronto during the past few days, showing
a fine range of snappy and artistic spring samples. Mr.
Buchanan reports having had an exceptionally good season
so far.

John G. Settle, representing the Murray Shoe Co.,

London, spent some days in Toronto last week, showing a

splendid range of spring samples, which are taking well

with the trade.

Snedicor & Hathaway Co., Tillsonburg, Ont., are

working 14 hours a day, owing to a large number of orders

on hand.

A. A. Armbrust and Alex. Inrig, of Berlin, both of whom
are well known to the shoe trade, have announced their in-

tention of erecting a new factory in that city for the making
of women's shoes. It is understood that negotiations are

now under way.

J. Schwartz, representing L. B. Wasserstrom & Co.,

New York, was in Toronto last week on business.

G. J. Scott, representing P. Jacobi, shoe store supplies,

Toronto, returned recently from an extended business

trip throughout the West, going as far as the Coast. He is

now on a visit to the Maritime Provinces.

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Store, Toronto, and wife,

have been spending a very pleasant holiday in Washington
and other points south.

W. M. Angus, assistant general sales manager of Ames-
Holden-McCready Co., Limited, Montreal, was in Toronto
last week on business.

Chas. Burgoyne, of W. Burgoyne & Son, Fenelon Palls,

Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

W. P. Francis, of The John Ritchie Co. Ltd., Quebec, was
in Montreal recently.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Co., Boston, was on
a visit recently to the Canadian plant of his firm in Rich-
mond. Mr. Emerson was also in Montreal.

W. E. Short, who represents the Kingsbury Footwear
Co. in the Western provinces, was in Montreal this week.

Bert Packard of L. H. Packard & Co. is spending a few
days in New York and Boston.

Edward Stuebing, who has been in charge of the ship-

ping department of the Kimmel Felt Co., Berlin, has taken
a position on the traveling staff of the Consolidated Felt Co.

He recently returned from an extended trip through the

Maritime Provinces.

Chas. Goldart, lately connected with the W. J. Thurston
Shoe Store, Stratford, has taken a position as traveler for

Gourlay & Fogelberg, shoe manufacturers, Berlin, and is

covering the Maritime Provinces. Geo. Logan, of Guelph,
has joined the staff of Mr. Thurston in Stratford.

The new factory of the Hurlbut Company, in Preston,

is rapidly nearing completion, and it is expected that the

firm will move into their new quarters during the early part

of next month.
Chas. McFarlane, who has been for several years on the

warehouse staff of the White Shoe Co., Toronto, is taking a

position on the road and will cover part of Ontario east of

Kingston for the firm.

An attractive new hanger has been issued by the Kauf-
man Rubber Co., with the words "Lifebuoy—Made-in-Can-
ada—away above all others." Two happy children are

riding in a storm rubber, which forms the seat of an aero-

plane. They are sailing merrily at a great altitude above all

objects.

Capt. W. Alfred Moore, of Beardmore & Co., Toronto,

who is connected with the 9th Mississauga Horse, is taking a

special course at Stanley Barracks, Toronto, to qualify as

field captain.

William M. Wallace, who was a highly respected

resident of St. John, N.B., where he was for a number of

years engaged in the shoe business and latterly as a pre-

ventive officer in the Canadian customs, died recently after

an illness of four weeks. He leaves a wife, five daughters

and one son. Mr. Wallace was widely known in musical

circles, being a charter member of the City Cornet Band.

A handsome and well illustrated catalogue has been
issued by R. Neill, the widely known shoe merchant, who has

headquarters in Peterboro and controls stores in several

towns and cities of Ontario. The booklet is nicely printed

and reflects credit on the firm.

John McLean, for the past few years on the staff of the

Invictus Boot Shop, Toronto, has gone to Niagara Falls,

Ont., where he has engaged in the retail fish business.

A general meeting of the Toronto Shoe Retailers' Asso-

ciation was held on Thursday, October 21, in the Temple
Building, Toronto, from 9.30 to 11.30 for the consideration

of general business.

George A. Slater, of Montreal, was in Toronto recently

on a business trip.

R. G. Long & Co., 439 Wellington Street West, Toronto,

have purchased 727 to 733 King Street West for $21,000,

or at the rate of $400 a foot. The purchasers intend to erect

a five-storey building to cost $80,000.

J. Roney, shoe repairer of Georgetown, Ont., has added
another machine to his up-to-date equipment, which is

specially designed for repairing children's shoes.

James Campbell, who has conducted a shoe repair

shop on Park St., Niagara Falls, Ont., for the past sixteen

years, has retired. For many years previous he was in

partnership with his brothers in the footwear business in St.

Catharines, and before taking up his residence in Niagara
Falls, carried on a flourishing potash business in Brampton.

T. H. Marshall, shoe retailer, 982 Queen street west,
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Toronto, will remove at an early date to Bloor St. W., near
Salem avenue, where he has leased a well fitted up store.

The American Bootery have moved into their handsome
and nicely equipped new store on Government street, Vic-

toria, B.C.

Bruce Knowlton, of the Zinc Shoe Co., Brandon, Man.
has returned from a trip to the Panama-Pacific Exhibition,

California. James White, of Trail, B.C., has also returned
from a visit to the big fair.

E. E. Stark, of the Stark Shoe Co., Vancouver, spent a

few days recently in Seattle on a buying trip.

Walter Stevens, of the Murray Shoe Co., London, was
in Toronto recently on his return from a business trip to

Buffalo and Rochester.

Ed. R. Lewis, leather dealer, 21 Scott street, Toronto,
is going around with a large smile these days for he is the
proud father of a 10-pound recruit for His Majesty's army.
William Edwards, of the leather firm of Edwards & Edwards,
Dupont street, Toronto, is also a happy man owing to the

arrival of a new soldier boy in his home.
Charles A. Ahrens, shoe manufacturer, Berlin, was in

Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

N. B. Detweiler, of the G. V. Oberholtzer Co., Berlin,

was in Toronto recently on business.

Wesley Kibler, of Kibler & Christmas, dealers in shoes

and clothing, Kamloops, B.C., is now residing in Berlin,

Ont., where he is managing the business of his father, who
passed away some time ago.

The Harvard Shoe Co., Kamloops, B.C., have taken

over the shoe business of W. E. Tait & Co., of that city, Mr.
Tait having enlisted for foreign service.

[_ I
W. E. Cathcart, shoe dealer, Victoria, was a recent

visitor to Seattle on business.

Another shoe dealer in the person of H. E. Munday,
Victoria, B.C., has moved into a new store on Government
street, where he has very attractive premises.

A leading shoe traveler, who has returned form the Cana-
dian West, says that trade in most small centres has shown

ENTERS UPON NEW POSITION

J. L. Chisholm, who, for a number of years has been

connected with the Regal Boot Shop, Toronto, and is widely

known to the shoe trade, having held se^ pral responsible

positions with leading Toronto firms, has been appointed

manager of the Invictus Boot Shop, which recently removed

into attractive new premises at 93 Yonge street, Toronto,

and has entered upon his new duties. Mr. Chisholm is an

expert window trimmer and his original efforts in this line

have long been much admired. He is also thoroughly fami-

lar with all other departments of the business.

a big improvement and that in a few months the larger com-
munities will loom up better. Business on the whole has been

much more satisfactory for spring deliveries than it was
last season.

The assets of the O'Loughlin Boot Shop, Montreal,

were sold this week.

The next annual convention of the National Shoe Re-
tailers' Association will be held in New York in January, and
will take up many live topics.

E. T. Wright & Co., Rockland, Mass., and St. Thomas,
Ont., have opened a New York office at 655 Marbridge
Building, Broadway and 34th street, where a full line of

samples is carried.

Living models wearing the latest modes in footwear is

the very newest method of displaying shoes. The Walk-
Over Boot Shop, of Schenectady, N.Y., held such a fashion

show in its windows two evenings recently. Two powerful

spot lights were used with striking effect to play upon the

shoes worn by the models, and in this way the shoe display

was apparent to everyone. The attraction power of this

novel advertisement was so great that it was necessary to

call the police twice, to hold the crowds in check, and the

results from a sales standpoint are reported as exceedingly

satisfactory.

The Dunlop Tire and Rubber Goods Co., Limited,

Toronto, have received a communication from K. J. Dunstan,
president of the Canadian Red Cross Society, acknowledging
"Dunlop Day" check. The total receipts, including the

moneys derived from the sale of programmes, was $1,478.26.

J. S. Joyce & Son, shoe dealers, of Havelock, Ont., are

closing out business.

The stock of B. D. Kert & Co., shoe dealers, of Mont-
real, has been sold.

A. Russell Hewetson, of the J. W. Hewetson Co., shoe

manufacturers, Brampton, Ont., was at the annual Con-
vention of the Christian Endeavor Union, held recently in

Berlin, Ont., elected Treasurer. The Convention was
largely attended, and was one of the most successful ever

held in the history of the Union.

A. R. Kaufman, of the Kaufman Rubber Co., Berlin,

is on an extended business trip to Winnipeg, Calgary,

Edmonton and other points.

The Beardmore tannery of Beardmore & Co., at Acton,

Ont., is now specializing on oak tanned sole leather and the

output is constantly increasing.

J. A. Duchaine, Quebec, was a visitor in Montreal
during the past week.

Thomas Therrien, St. Jerome, Que., has installed a 6

foot U. S. M. Co. shoe repair outfit in his shop.

J. E. Lachance, Quebec, was in Montreal during the past

fortnight.

Clarke Bros., St. Stephen, N.B., have installed several

new machines in their factory, including lasters and pulling-

over machines.

Nelson J. Roberts, 154 Charlotte Street, St. John, N.B.,

has installed an 18 foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit, Model
N., in his establishment.

Dan McLean, Sydney, N.S., is putting in his shop an

18 foot Goodyear shoe repair outfit, Model N.

The U. S. M. Co. are completing setting up of machinery
in the factory of the Canadian Footwear Co., Montreal, and
it is expected the firm will begin operations this week.

Sydney New, of the Newcastle Leather Co., New York
and Montreal, was recently on a visit to the Canadian
branch of the firm.

Several new machines have recently been installed in the

factory of the Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co., Montreal.

The Walpole Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited, are placing

on the market a new variety of Cat's Paw heel, designed to

fit Kidney, Cuban, Louis and French heels. This is the

first time that any Canadian manufacturer of_rubber heels
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has offered a line of this kind, and it is felt that they will be
welcomed by the trade, who have heretofore had to use
imported heels. Samples and prices can be obtained from
jobbers, or from the Walpole Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited,
4 Papineau Square, Montreal, P.Q.

Dr. W. M. Scholl, of the Scholl Mfg. Co., Chicago,
was in Toronto last week on business.

"Shoe Topics," Boston, recently issued a special number,
in which the pictures of many prominent shoe supply buyers
were given. Among the representatives whose cuts appeared
were:—Jas. F. Clark, of Clark Bros., St. Stephen, N.B.;
A. W. Donovan, of E. T. Wright & Co.; W. V. Mathews,
of Ames-Holden-McCready Co.; and C. A. Brouillard, of

the James Muir Co., Montreal.

Aug. Bassett, representing the Lang Tanning Co., of

Berlin, Ontario, was in Boston last week, visiting the trade.

Mr. Bassett is now calling on the harness and trunk manu-
facturers more than on the shoe trade, but is well known
to the latter from his long connection with the Pfister &
Vogel Leather Co.

James French, an old employe of the Amherst Boot &
Shoe Co., Amherst, N.S., has returned from a trip to his old
home in Scotland, which he had not visited for fifty-one years.

In addition to an extra pair of boots for each soldier

at the front and in England, the Department of Militia is

arranging to send them a supply of larrigans for use in trench
work during wet weather.

David and Wm. Marsh, of the Wm. A. Marsh Co.,
Quebec, were in Toronto recently. Wm. Marsh left on an
extended trip throughout the west, going as far as the coast.

B. W. S. Martin, of John Ritchie Co., Quebec, was in

Hamilton, London and Toronto on business last week.
The Kent Shoe Store, Truro, N.S., recently offered a

valuable prize for the one collecting the largest amount of

produce for Zion Church harvest festival.

J. E. Pare, sales manager for Dufresne & Locke, Mont-
real, was in Toronto, Hamilton andjLondonTlast week'on
business.

The Unique Shoe Co., Toronto, recently entered into

negotiations with Newmarket, asking for a loan of $20,000,

the directors of the company agreeing to give personal

bonds for $5,000 and to be relieved after the first five pay-
ments, the repayment of the loan to be $1,000 and interest

annually. In consideration of this concession from the town,
the company would erect a two-storey factory, 40 by 125

feet, the building and grounds to cost about $12,000, the

heating plant about $1,300, while the machinery would
involve an expenditure of $9,000. The annual pay roll of

the company would be about $35,000. The company are

now paying $1,400 rent and taxes in Toronto. The members
of the Newmarket Council, after taking everything into

consideration, thought that $15,000 was sufficient to ioan

the company, and believed that a by-law for this sum would
carry, if submitted to the people. Jasper W. Phillips,

manager of the company, said they thought, under the

proposal made, that the loan should be $20,000 instead of

$15,000. Meanwhile the matter is left in abeyance.

Wallace Waller, who for the past 18 years has been in the

employ of McLaren & Dallas, wholesale shoes, Toronto, has

accepted a responsible position in the shoe department of

Robt. Simpson Co., Limited, and will enter on his new duties

on November 1st. Mr. Waller, who is widely known and well

liked by the city trade, began his career as a messenger boy
with McLaren & Dallas. He then spent three years in the

warehouse, and for the last fifteen has been covering Toronto
in the interests of the firm. He speaks very highly of the

kindly relations that have always existed between his em-
ployers and himself, and desires to return his thanks to the

shoe merchants of Toronto for their kindness and cordiality

during his daily intercourse with thsm for so many years.

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Aird Spring Samples are now
in the hands of all the

Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON— MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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It is understood that Mr. Waller will be associated with

H. S. Bond in the purchasing department.

J. M. Clark, shoe dealer, Teeswater, Ont., was in To-
ronto last week on business.

Louis O. Breithaupt, eldest son of L. J. Breithaupt, of

Berlin, president of the Breithaupt Leather Co., was married

recently in Milton, to Miss Mabel Louise White, at the resi-

dence of the bride's uncle, Dr. H. A. McColl, ex-mayor of

that town. Miss L. Campbell and Miss E. Breithaupt were

bridesmaids, and the groom was attended by Albert August-

ine, of Berlin. Mr. Breithaupt and bride left on an extended

honeymoon to New York, Washington and other centres,

and upon their return will reside at 11 Margaret avenue,

Berlin. The bridegroom is manager of the sales department

in sole leather for the Breithaupt Leather Co., and has been

associated with the trade for over five years. He is one of

the stirring, progressive sort of young fellows who is making
good, and many friends will congratulate him on the step

that he has just taken.

In 'the last consignment of orders placed by Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence for the regulation type of army
shoes, it is understood that the prices on which most of the

firms who were successful in their tenders, ranged around

$3.85 to $3.90 per pair. Ames-Holden-McCready Co., Mon-
treal, secured an order for 30,000 pairs; Tetrault Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Montreal, 18,000; Scott-Chamberlain Co.,

London, 10,000; Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, 7,000; Brandon

Shoe Co., Brantford, 7,000. It is understood that the John
Ritchie Co., Quebec, secured an order for 50,000 pairs of

rest shoes, and that another order was placed with the

Williams Shoe, Brampton, for 5,000 pairs of army boots.

It is predicted that overgaiters will be very popular this

season. The leading colors demanded are Belgian blue,

are white and wet sand. The cclored creations are made in silk

cravenette, with black silk binding, some being cut eight but-

tons high instead of the regulation six buttons. The new

blue creations are decidedly pretty and although consider-

ably dearer than last season, are taking remarkably well.

White overgaiters are made of white felt or white craven-

ette, with black stitching around the button holes and black

binding. Other colors seen are champagne, fawn, gray, drab,

etc., but it is predicted that the blue and the white will have
the largest requisition. Many of the newest cravenette gait-

ers are sold by retailers at $2.50 and $3.00 per pair.

A. Davis & Son of Kingston are now putting in addi-

tional plant, contracts for which have been awarded.

The latest improved engine and generator, direct connection,

150 h.p. unit for the manufacture of electric power by steam,

the Sheridan press, additional whitening machine and split-

ting machine and a number of other improvements. The
firm are exceedingly busy.

The Men's Club of the Dominion Rubber System has
been formed in Montreal and club rooms secured. The object

of the club is to encourage education among the members,
by means of classes, lectures, etc., to foster social intercourse

and co-operation and take part in athletics and recreation.

All men and boys employed by the Dominion Rubber System
in Montreal are eligible for membership after having been in

the company's service three months. R. W. Ashcroft, adver-

tising manager of the Dominion Rubber System, has been
elected librarian of the club and has offered a cash prize to

be presented at the end of the term to the boy who takes

stenographic dictation most rapidly and accurately.

J. H. Moore, of Cornwall, Out., has been appointed

Maritime provinces representative of the Minister, Myles
Shoe Co., Toronto, and is now calling upon the trade in

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Word has been received that Private Clifford S. Weston,
son of Fred Weston of the Weston Shoe Co., Campbellford,

Ont., who has two sons at the front, was wounded recently

in action and is now in the hospital "somewhere in France."

Private Weston, who is a member of the 21st Battalion,

was wounded seriously in the hip. His many friends will

hope soon to hear of news of his recovery.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, London, Ont., are now
manufacturing a range of boys' Goodyear welts in sizes

from one to five, made on the "Just Like Dad's" idea. The
new line is particularly designed to meet the requirements

of the growing feet of boys. There is plenty of toe room
and, at the same time, the shoes are neat and attractive.

The range is meeting with immediate favor. In the new
output is seen a boys' army shoe, which is just as com-

fortable and easy fitting as the regulation boot of the

Canadian militia, and the boys are welcoming the new offer-

ings with a large amount of appreciation.

J. A. Wade, who has had many years' experience, has
been appointed factory manager of the general rubber goods
section of the Montreal plant of the Dominion Rubber
System. He entered the employ of the Revere Rubber Co.,

Chelsea, Mass., in 1885, and, after spending four years in

the factory, was transferred to the sales division and later

took a position on the road. He next joined the Canadian
Rubber Co. at Montreal and was made assistant manager of

the mechanical rubber goods division. Many friends are

congratulating him on his recent well deserved promotion.

A meeting of the creditors of Campbell & Winn, Limi-

ted, proprietors of the Sample Shoe Store, 310 Yonge street,

Toronto, who recently made an assignment to N. L. Martin,

Toronto, was held this week. The firm started business in

December last and the financial statement shows liabilities

of about $13,875, while the stock and fixtures are valued

at $4,381. The creditors appointed inspectors and the stock

will be sold by auction at Suckling & Co.'s auction rooms,

76 Wellington street west, Toronto, on Wednesday, October
27th, at two o'clock.
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LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces S£J55Jf"2!E

FRANK Sz BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

LUCIEN BORNE
SALES ROOM

491 ST. VALIER STREET QUEBEC

Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
MONTREAL OFFICE

152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.

W.H.Staynesfi Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

* and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

If
you want the

best material

and workman-

ship ask for

No. 14—10 in. leg

John Bull
Larrig'ans

and

Leg'g'ins
Made by

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

Lindsay, Ont.
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We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth ®.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St. . BOSTON. U.S.A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN
CHROME SOLE

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe " FACTORY AND OFFICE : STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q. MONTREAL

OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for

army purposes.

HEMLOCK — " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

rj-i

» p gQLES—

^

e s^an<^ behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED

Established Over Half a Century

BERLIN ONTARIO
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SHoe MacHinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eye-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL = = QUE.

Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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W
Wright, E. T., & Co 6

THE

LIMITED

Oshavva, Ontano

T/WIETIS AND CUJim'llS

Chrome Patent Sides, Box

Sides, Velours Sides, Gun
M-otal S'bhs, 1 1oavy Storm

l/oa'char o '( all kwals in

CnTOiiia nad ComVma-
tton Tatvna^as,

52 VICTORIA SQUARK

MONTREAL, QUE.

611 ST. VALIER ST.

QUEBEC, QUE.

!

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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THE BRAND OF MERIT
is stamped on the sole of every shoe leaving

the MUIR factory.

Do you fully appreciate the dependence for

genuine value and satisfaction, your customers

place on SIR KNIGHT, CANADIAN
GENTLEMAN, THE PATHFINDER and

ACADEMY brands ?

They have established a reputation second to

none in Canada. Our Men's Classy Shoes

retail at from S4.00 to $5.00. Our Boys'

lines from $3.00 to $4.00.

An excellent margin of profit makes these

brands the most desirable on the market.

THEJAMESMUIRCO.
MONTREAL

THE

PATHFINDER
tr m

' SHOE *

MADE IN CANADA



Clark Shoes
The Line of Supreme Style, Quality and Value

Every shoe man in the land should make

a point of seeing the CLARK Salesman,

because our Spring range is one of the

largest and most complete assortments of

Women's Fine McKay Shoes ever produced

in a Canadian plant.

Among other features note this:

A,B,C,DandEWidths
In Six

Popular McKay Lasts

So far as we can discover, we are the only

Canadian House manufacturing all the

different widths on so many DIFFERENT
McKay lasts. And these lasts are absolutely

widths and patterns designed to follow,

and not lasted or cut up or down half a

size to get the widths.

Clark Bros.
Limited

St. Stephen - N.B.

Midnight blue kid
Gypsy button boot,
half Louis heel.

Imitation Blucher,
Pump, patent forepart,

brown buck quarters,

Spool heel.

Bronze kid lace boot,

brown corkscrew cloth

top, Cuban Lcuis heel.
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BRITISH OWNED
THE LARGEST SLIPPER
FACTORY IN THE EMPIRE

BRITISH MADE

CHRISTMAS
TRICKETTS

This year people will turn more than ever from

the buying of costly and luxurious presents to

USEFUL AND INEXPENSIVE GIFTS

No Shoe Dealer can afford to be without a full

line of the most appropriate, seasonable and

economical article in footwear on the market.

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS
may be had in all sizes, styles, shapes, colors and

prices, to suit all tastes and pockets. Some

dealers say that they make more money out of

TRICKETT'S than any line in the store in the

Holiday Season.

YOUR JOBBER CARRIES THEM

SIR H. W. TRICKETT, LIMITED
WATERFOOT, near MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

Canadian Representative, J. S. Ashworth, Manchester Building, Toronto
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Our Representatives

:

JOHN SCOTT,

j. a. Mclean,
Western Provinces

W. C. MYERS,
Western Ontario

W. S. PETTES,
Eastern Ontario

J. G. RIEL,
Montreal and
Quebec

J. A. PERRON,
Quebec Province

C. A. LEBLANC,
Maritime Provinces

P. A. DOIG,
Sales Manager

This cue of our Grov/in^

Girls' button boot is one of
ovoi' '?,QQ linos— (Voni vvlikli you are

inyUo<t to make a selection for -Spring,

liecauso fchoy have style an«l finish which

inakos thoin roa<ly sellors—you hayo no
" loft oyors ;;

if you carry the -Scar lino

,

All our shoos are sol<( to tho retailor at

popular prices— prices, which onahlo you co

soli at a ;^oo<( profit,

One of oxer representatives will call on
you with a full range of samples,

Our Lines

McKAY SEWN
For

BOYS, YOUTHS
GENTS, and
LITTLE GENTS.
GROWING GIRLS,
MISSES, GIRLS
and CHILDS

TURNS
For

BABIES, INFANTS,
GIRLS, MISSES,
and GROWING
GIRLS

OVER 200

DIFFERENT LINES
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Have You Seen
the Spring Range of

"Astoria"

"Liberty"

Men's

Goodyear

Welts

These are the shoes that will bring you the trade of

particular men—men who want the very best in foot-

wear fashion and foot comfort.

Every ounce of material used in "Astoria" and

''Liberty" Shoes is selected for quality and flawlessness.

The merchant who sells them will never have to apolo-

gise for defect in quality or make, for in both respects

"Astoria" and "Liberty" are as near absolute perfection

as human skill can make them.

THE HONOR-MADE SHOE

ott-Chamberlain, Limited
London Ontario
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The shoes that

have supplanted

Foreign Footwear

"Classic ^fjoes"

For Women and Children

You will never more have reason

to sell imported shoes in the wo-

men's and children's section of

your store.

There's a Canadian made line

that is equal in every respect to

the best line ever imported for

practical, profitable selling.

And that line is "CLASSIC."

It's a tried and tested line—and

a big success.

In every part of the Dominion

you will find big, busy, money-

making stores in which "Classic"

is the backbone of the women's

and children's departments.

And if you look at the range our

travelers are showing for spring

1916 you will not wonder why.

The reasons are plain—Splendid

assortment, wealth of good, sal-

able styles, values that are ob-

viously superior to the common
run.

See the "Classic" Range at your

earliest opportunity.

(Settp Sc
Gait

cott Itmtteb
Ontario
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See the Proof

—

In the Brandon range for Spring 1916, you can see the proof of
every claim we ever made for our shoes. The closer you inspect
them the more convinced you become of their superior quality.

" Brandon " " Monarch
and " Dr. Brandon 99 Cu

s
s

0

hr
You will note the lasts—smart and saleable, but selected for their

sensible lines. You will observe the strength and finish in every

detail of workmanship.

The "Boys' Home Guard Shoe"
is our new line in high grade calf leather. See the samples of

this—easily the best value in boys' fine shoes that you can get

on the continent.

Rush Orders Delivered

In Twenty-one Days

The Brandon Shoe Co., Limited
Brantford - - Ontario
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Bell's "Unlocked Process" Shoe

Are you interested in the best method of Shoe construction

ever devised ?

Frankly you cannot afford to overlook an investigation of

its merits.

It is the only Shoe known that will give the foot perfect

exercise, muscle development, good blood circulation, health

and life.

It is the only Shoe known that gives perfect body weight
balance, and is so constructed that it supplies a constant
"Uplift" to the Shank, combining the advantages of an
arch support, with the ease and comfort of a cushion.

Scientifically built on Anatomical Lasts.

Do not let it get by you.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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Buy the WRIGHT-quick march!

This is a good command to give yourself,

because you will "quick march" to good pur-

pose. Business, everybody says, is picking up

wonderfully and your share will come if you've

got the stock people want. Experience shows

that most particular men want

THE JUST WRIGHT SHOE

E. T. WRIGHT CO.
INC.

ST. THOMAS, ONT.
AND

ROCKLAND, MASS.

"Club" No. 206

Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

H Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10#. D 5 to 10K-

Stock No. 207—Same in Tan.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.

Keep our "In Stock"
Catalog handy, you'll

find it most useful
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THE

AMES-HOLDEN
SHOE

signifies all that is desirable in

high grade footwear.

Style, comfort and wearing

qualities are only a few of the

many features which go to

make the AMES-HOLDEN
SHOE indispensable to the

great majority of your patrons.

THEY WILL ASK FOR IT
—BE PREPARED.

Don't Forget Our In-Stock

Service

which enables you to sort up
quickly and most satisfactorily

on broken lines. By taking

advantage of the service we
offer, you can save many dol-

lars— and customers.

AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
MONTREAL ST.JOHN TORONTO
WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Success!
Our range for Spring, 1916,

has proved to be a big success.

Always leaders, this time

"EAGLE"
and

FRANK W. SLATER'S

"STRIDER"
SHOES

proved to be just what keen buyers sought. The
lasts and patterns are the very latest, the material

combinations the most popular—and, of course, the

workmanship—as usual. If you have not seen Eagle
samples for Spring, be sure to do so.

La LORRAINE McKays
FOR WOMEN

While we are specialists in Welts for men and women,
we have a line of McKays that will prove most inter-

esting to you if you want a sure-selling, profitable

line of stylish, flexible women's shoes. See our "La
Lorraine" Samples.

Quebec Province: A. J. PINSONNAULT E. Ontario: ALF. WINN \V. Ontario: F. B. HULL Maritime Provinces: W. J. GARD
Manitoba: .|OHN SCOTT Montreal Island: E. A. MARCH1LDON Saskatchewan and Alberta: J. A. McLEAN

The Eagle Shoe Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Makers of "Eagle" and Frank JV. Slaters " Stria
1

er" Shoes

A Big

No. 59—Last
Raglan Blucher, Recede Toe, Flange Heel,

3-Row-Stitched Tip, Blind Eyes to Top,

Custom Grade—A Winner for Spring
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J 302 O
Women's Welt Boot, patent, Belmont
last, 7 in. height, black cloth top,
button, patent circular fox and back
stay, plain toe, leather half-Louis heel.
AA—4 to 7; A—3 to 7; B, C and D—
2K to 7.

$2.75

Popular Boots
for Fall

These five and forty other

attractive styles are in stock

for your immediate use.

Shoes that are stylish and

built to make good even with

the most critical. Your cus-

tomers will find pleasure and

satisfaction in the comfort

and perfect fit of these boots

as well as in the long wear

they will give.

J 0127 H
Women's Perfection Welt McKay Boot,
dull calf, Lyric last, matt kid top,
three-quarter fox, button, tip, \% inch
heel. B—3 to 7 ; C, D and E^-2> i to 7.

$2.25

J 0108 L
Women's Flexible McKay Boot, patent,
Regent last, black cloth top, 7-inch
height, button, patent circular fox
and back stay, plain toe, short vamp,
leather half-Louis heel.

B, C and D—2K to 7.

$2.25

J 314 E
Women's Welt Boot, Patent, Versailles
last, grey cloth top, 7-inch military
lace, patent circular fox and back
stay, narrow patent lace and top stay,
plain toe, short vamp, leather half-
Louis heel.

AA—4 to 7 ; A—3 to 7 ; B, C 8f D—2\i to 7.

$2.75

J 0327 F
Women's Welt Boot, all mat kid, Bel-
mont last, K fox, button, tip, V/i inch
spool heel. A—3 to 7; B, C and D

—

to 7.

$2.75

Your order will be shipped the same day received. Ask for copy of

catalogue. It shows the desirable styles.

UTZ & DUNN CO.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

-Los Angeles Office-

602 Lankershim Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.

G. C. McATEE
Representative

New York Office

200 Fifth Avenue—Fifth Avenue Bldg.

Room 405

S. A. McOMBER, Representative

-Denver Office-

218 Charles Bldg.

Denver, Colo.

RICE & TIGER
Representatives
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Patent Button, Black Cloth
Top, Plain Toe, Special Heel,
Last 60—Welt, Turn or McKay

Patent Pump, Fancy Quarter,
Last 56—Welt or Turn

Patent One Strap Pump, Last 60-
Welt, Turn or McKay

Patent Cross Strap Pump,
Last 56—Welt or Turn.

MR. RETAILER
A FINAL WORD with

you before you place your

SPRING ORDER

DO YOU KNOW that the CJi<
!§>i)oe Company, 3ttmtteb, is this season

turning out a line of WOMEN'S
FINE SHOES second to none ? Shoes

that are up to the minute in STYLE
and WORKMANSHIP? Shoes that

really fit ? The kind that your CUS-
TOMERS come back and askfor"THE
SAME SHOE I HAD BEFORE."

THIS may be the Lady Elgin, Miss

Milo, The Duchess, Comoda Cushion,

or that ever popular shoe " AUNT
MARY'S OUTSIZE."

As for the present favorite GYPSY
SHOE, this progressive firm is fea-

turing it in the latest patterns both

lace and button.

f)oe Co., Utinittb
LONDON, ONTARIO
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Merit In Service

and Merchandise

The shoe trade of Canada has become familiar with our slogan

"Miner Means Merit." What we wish to emphasize here, is the

fact that we aim to deserve a reputation for service, no less than

quality of product.

Miner Service Always Reliable

The wholesale shoe houses distributing Miner Rubbers to the

retail trade are part and parcel of Miner Service. They are

houses that can and do "deliver the goods," firms that can be

relied upon as can our controlled branch offices and warehouses,

to give prompt delivery from complete assortments.

Send Your Sorting Orders

For Miner Winter Lines

THE MINER RUBBER CO., LIMITED
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8f Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

My
» rp -pj Coates, Burns & Wanless - _ London, Ont.

1 I> Ej 1v R. B. Griffith & Co. - -- -- -- -- Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - -- -- -- - St. John, N.B.

EANS J - M - Humphrey & Co. ---- ---- - Sydney, C.B.

Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.FD T HP Congdon, Marsh, Limited - - - 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man. II MTkT^T?*^ AV A A Congdon, Marsh, Limited - -- -- -- - Edmonton, Alta. \\ * IN fc* '
,

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont. ^^!^UBBE^
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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Life -Buoy
Superior Quality

Rubber Footwear

If your Sorting stocks of Rubbers are

not complete, send us your order to-day

and be prepared for the first demand

on change of weather.

Address order to Branch Warehouse nearest you.

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

BERLIN

VANCOUVER EDMONTON
LONDON TORONTO
QUEBEC ST. JOHN

ONTARIO

SASKATOON WINNIPEG
OTTAWA MONTREAL
TRURO CHARLOTTETOWN

If your order for your 1916 Spring TENNIS Requirements has not
yet been placed, do not fail to see a "Life- Buoy" man and get

the benefit of present prices.
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BIG SAVINGS Aan«»
Would you continue shipping your products

the way you are doing now if we could prove

that there is a better and more economical

method ? Probably not, for every business

man must be on the continual lookout for

opportunities to cut his expenses and improve

his service to customers. For this reason,

you owe it to yourself to investigate the ad-

visability of using the

MARTIN
Corrugated Fibre Board

SHIPPING CASES
The actual saving they make possible in

your business is the main reason why you
should use MARTIN SHIPPING CASES;
but there is also a supplementary reason in that

THEY ARE AN ALL-CANADIAN PRODUCT
This firm has no affiliation with non-Canadian concerns. Its capital is Canadian

;

its factory is Canadian; its workmen are Canadian, and its profits remain in Canada.

If you believe it is a wise thing to support Canadian industry, when price and service

permit, then get quotations on Martin Corrugated Fibre Board Shipping Cases.

Your Inquiry is Solicited,

Martin Corrugated Paper & Box Co., Limited
Factory and Office: 353 Pape Avenue, Toronto

SAVED IN
STORAGE SPACE

SAVED
IN ACTUAL

PACKING TIME

OR MORE SAVED
IN FREIGHT
CHARGES

CHEAPER THAN
WOODEN BOXES
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RREGAL G

The Regal Reputation Is An
Asset of Proved Value

No other make of men's shoes in the world

enjoys so assured a reputation as Regal Shoes

;

no sign is so familiar to buyers of high class

shoes as the Regal sign.

And the great mercantile asset which these facts

represent becomes yours the moment you hand

out the Regal sign as the authorized Regal store

for your locality.

And then, think of the Regal Service !

35 Up-to-date Styles

Always in Stock
By selling Regal shoes you can get practically all the men's high class shoe

trade that your locality produces, because you have all the distinct advantages

f stock and service of New York and London stores.

" MADE-IN-CANADA "

Only one dealer in each town granted Regal Rights. Write
us about it if no other merchant has got in ahead of you.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Ave. - - Toronto



YOUR SORTING ORDERS-
You should sort up now in heavy leather shoes,

rubbers and slippers, rather than wait until you
are called on to produce a line out of "stock."

This immense warehouse is stocked for your service.

Your attention is directed also to our excellent

range of Spring footwear now being shown by our
travelers.

a
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Shoe MacHinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eve-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL = = QUE.

22 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 49 2 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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Correct Design—

Faultless Make

In a nutshell the above is the story of

some of the outstanding successes of the

Canadian shoe trade. It describes the

reason for the preeminence of

"Murray-Made" and "Derby"
The Famous Shoes For Men

and "London Lady"
The IVomen's Shoe of Quality

These are Lines for the good trade and they

possess the style and quality that build both

sales and reputation.

Our men's range consists of 125 lines, retailing

from $3.50 to $6.00, including four brand new
lasts in Goodyear Welts.

e line of Women's Fine McKays offered

is also large and complete, the various

styles retailing from $2.50 upwards.

The Murray Salesman has
your line for 1916. See him.

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
London Ontario

MONTREAL BRANCH
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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Have You Seen Them?
Have you examined the big Spring

1916 range of "Royal" and "Bull Dog"
Outing Shoes? Do so at your earliest

opportunity, for it is a line of merchan-

dise that you really ought to see.

"Royal" and "Bull Dog"

Outing Shoes

The range is full of profit possibilities in the new styles and in the

perfection of quality and finish. There is something in it for every

shade of demand, for both sexes, of all ages. Our representatives are

now showing complete ranges in all parts of Canada.

Mail Your Sorting Orders

for Seasonable Lines to

One of Our Representatives

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. -------- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - - - -

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited

The J. Leckie Co., Limited,

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas -

----- Montreal, Que.

- Winnipeg, Man.

- Vancouver, B.C.

- - London, Ont.

- - Toronto, Ont.
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PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

-ANTI-SEPT/C
SHOE NON^

Their Wear Bespeaks
Their Worth

TEBBUTT
SHOES

Men like foot comfort and are

always looking for it when they

buy shoes. That's what makes
it so easy and so satisfactory

to sell "Doctors" and " The
Professor " shoes.

Both these well known lines

have made their reputation by

their supreme fitting and com-

fort-giving qualities.

At the same time, neither one is

lacking style. You'll find no

smarter shoes made. In fact

these shoes come closest to

perfection as a combination of

good fit, good style, good wear
and good value.

THE TEBBUTT SHOE AND
LEATHER CO., LIMITED

THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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ST HYACINTME.
CANADA

He Sure, Steady Sellers

that give

Service and Safety

If The line that turns over the most frequently, that brings

your customers back again and again, is the profitable one

to handle.

If The strongest appeal of YAMASKA BRAND shoes lies

in their saleability. They make sure business for you

because they are just what the people want and can

afford. And then, the service they always give makes

such a strong appeal to your patrons that it means

increased business for you.

If If you've never experienced the satisfaction of selling

YAMASKA BRAND give it a fair trial— you will not

be disappointed.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE - QUEBEC

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Aird Spring Samples are now
in the hands of all the

Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON R— MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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Arch Prop

Phosphor Bronze

Arch Support

Wilson's Foot Rest

Instep Supporter

Featherweight
Arch Support

Dr. Foote's Anatomic
Arch Support

Foot Pad

Dr. James'
Arch Support

Anterior-Metatarsal

Arch Prop

Aeroplane Arch Support

Foot Arch

Surgeon's Foot Brace

Therapeutic

Arch Support

SER

S
E
R
V
I

c
E

trade: mar

I C E

Canadian-Arrowsmith Mfg.
CO., LIMITED

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada

Foot-Restur

Heel Cushion

Bunion Shield

Toe Strate

Curopad

Curo-Foot-Balm

Cal-Corn-O

Insyde Heel Grip

Foot Powder

Footoprint

Skeleton Foot

Sculpture Set

Nurse Card

Panel Card

Arch Prop Adjuster

Polisher

Polishing Set

Correspondence Course
in Orthopedics

Representatives Are Now Showing Our
Complete Range For Spring, 1916* CT Patent Colonial

Pump, white piping
around top. spool
heel.

Canada's Premier Line of Women's Fine McKays

Attractive assortment of the smartest new styles

carried in stock
Solid Leather

Flexible

Squeakless

The W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO
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DOMIMIO

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

MINIO

lCtATED CO

This Winter whenever the Weather

makes your Stock of Rubber Footwear

Look Like This

5 5^ 7 8y2 9 10K ilH 12

1 2 3^ 4 5K 6 8

Remember that our "28 Service Branches

Throughout Canada " are on the Qui

Vive to Promptly Fill your Sorting

Orders.

WE PROVIDE "REAL" SERVICE

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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THE English Government has taken the stand that the tremendous sacrifices of life and
money the nation is making in this conflict shall not redound to the selfish advantage of

those who are manufacturing or selling war supplies. They have levied a tax of fifty

per cent, on the profits of munition manufacture and are applying this principle, as far as possible,

to all army contracts. The move is a right one and should have a more general application than
it is at present given. A recent newspaper report credits a local financier with making over
three million dollars out of "war babies," that is to say through speculation in stocks of manufac-
turing concerns across the line making war supplies. Of course the government cannot reach

concerns like the Bethlehem Steel Company or other alien corporations that make fabulous profits

out of the present situation, but there ought to be some way of "tapping" stock deals and enter-

prises based upon extraordinary war demands out of which some citizens of this country are

growing rich.

The shoe and leather trades are amongst those that do not seem to be in danger of abnormal
gains from army contracts. There are some harness and saddlery concerns that give evidence in

various ways of margins that must be, to say the least, very profitable, but makers of shoes and
shoe leathers appear to find it difficult to get out of these affairs with "whole skins," although
it is common talk that two or three have managed to do more or less handsomely on the exacting

requirements of the militia department. It is safe to say, however, that no honest shoe manu-
facturer would take a second look at army contracts with present prices and specifications if the
regular trade of the country were in anything like a normal condition.

Much has been done to bring the specifications within the limits of sane shoemaking, but
there is still much to be desired. One thing no leather man can understand is the slavish following of

English ideals in leather specifications. In a country where hemlock sole leather is the natural
corollary of our hemlock forests, and where good hemlock leather has been proven to be the equal
in wear of oak, why oak at a much higher cost is insisted upon, it is difficult to conceive. The
allowance of side leather of approved quality for calf is a tardy recognition of the fact that this

particular quality may not only be equal to calfskin for army purposes, but more convenient
and satisfactory for pushing through large orders.

Things are much better all around than when the first batch of contracts were given out,

owing, no doubt, to the fact that the government has sought and used the advice of disinterested

shoe and leather men of undoubted experience and knowledge; but there are still "kinks" that
need straightening out. There are concerns still handling army shoe contracts that are not fully

qualified to turn out a well made reliable article. There is, the purchase commission notwith-
standing, too much politics still in the handing out of these militia contracts. There are concerns
in the shoe trade which are not properly equipped for making the army shoe that have been given
orders and there have been, in spite of the revelations of the shoe enquiry some time ago, contracts

given to outsiders who reap an unnecessary middleman's profit.

There should be absolutely no politics in this game. We need men handling war supplies

who are not tied to the skirts of the ward heeler. And above all we need such business methods as

will prevent the making of fat fortunes out of the distress and misery of widows and orphans.

Published Twice ol Month,

Subscription in Advance
$1.00 Per Year
Foreign, $2.00

Office of Publication: 1229 Queen St. West, Toronto

ACTON PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED

MONTREAL
13 Coristine Building
GREAT BRITAIN

92 Market St., Manchester
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NET PROFITS AND SALESMANSHIP IN SHOES
Gross Turnover Does Not Always Mean the Largest Balance at End of the Year

—

How to Close Sales and Help Customers to Come to a Decision—The Power of

Suggestion and Good Nature—The Fussy Customer, the Overbearing one and the

Silent One—Studying Humanity at Close Range

Salesmanship— yes everyone en-

gaged in the retail shoe trade has ideas

on the subject and probably all think

they are right. There is the fellow whose
policy is "Small Profits— Quick Re-
turns,"and he believes that is the secret

rv>.*>. of success.

J
"What is it that counts most in the

/ \j V\ end?" asks a leading Montreal shoe man.
rr <<j s ^ no^. ne^. profits for we are all in

—carrying hdavy , . , -> xit 4. i

stock— business to make money? We are not m
the trade for glory, honor or exercise.

The more money we make the better we feel and the better

we are off, financially. Now I will give you an example of

where some shoe dealers fall down and, mind you, in my
remarks I am not upholding more than a fair, reasonable

margin when our heavy expenses are considered. To make
figuring easy and to state my case plainly, supposing I sell

two hundred pairs of women's and men's shoes a week.

We will say that on the average they cost me three dollars a

pair and I get five for them. That is two dollars gross profit

on each sale and, on the two hundred pairs I clear at two
dollars each four hundred dollars every week.

"My stock of active moving goods would represent six

hundred dollars at three dollars cost price and disposing of

them at five dollars per pair I would take in weekly one

thousand dollars—making as aforesaid four hundred dollars

gross profit. But along comes Mr. J. and tells me that I

am asking too much money, that a two dollar margin on

such shoes is enormous and, if I reduced my price to four

dollars a pair and made only a dollar profit, I could do twice

the business. 'Small profits—quick returns,' he adds sig-

nificantly.

"Let us see how this works out. I .would have to carry

double the stock, which is four hundred active moving pairs

and, at three dollars a pair, my outlay would represent

twelve hundred dollars. My profits in the gross at the end
of each week would be the same—four hundred dollars,

while I would have twice the stock. That is the way that

the 'small profit, quick return' looks on paper. But my net

profit would not ba the same, would it?

It Figures Out Well But—

" Here is the proof:—200 pairs, cost $3, sell at $5, gross

profit $400, on stock investment of $600; 400 pairs, cost $3,

sell at $4, gross profit $400, on stock investment of $1200.

In the latter case, provided of course I did double the trade,

which, at the less profit is highly problematical, how would

I come out in net profit? I would have, as I said before,

to carry double the stock, sell twice as many customers (if

I could get them) and have a larger sales force, not to speak

of the heavier investment. The augmented stock, increased

outlay for goods, extra sales force, insurance, delivery,

freight, etc., would eat a much larger hole in the net profit

than selling the two hundred pairs at five dollars each, mak-
ing two dollars gross on each pair. What I want to say is

that the 'small profits, quick returns' propaganda does not

work out as well as the average man thinks, where he has to

carry stock at such a level all the time. We are all in

the business for profit— I mean net profit—and the man who
shows the most clear money in the bank at the end of each

year's operation, is the most successful business man, the
shrewdest and most capable."

Circumscribing Your Facilities of Sales

"It pains me the way some men make sales," declared

another city merchant. "A salesman must be enthusiastic

and pleasant and have a fair knowledge of his goods and
not defeat his own end in selling. Never allow negotiations

with your customer to drag. Do not do all the talking but
give your caller a chance. I know there are many peculiar

people to serve and sell, but the good salesman is a close

student of human nature. Selling is fully as important as

right buying or having a well selected stock. Greet a cus-

tomer with a bow or a smile, even if he or she is a grouch or

in shabby attire, and first of all get your patron seated.

Invite 'the guest of the store' to take a chair and even if they
do not ask or state what they want, it is for you to open the

way. This has to be done tactfully and not too familiarly.

If the party is backward or diffident you might remark
pleasantly 'What can I show you in the line of footwear?'

or if it is a man observe something about treating himself

to a pair of new shoes. Although many will not agree with

me, you may open the conversation by asking the si/e and
then be directed by circumstances.

Do Not Ask Too Many Questions

"Do not ask too many questions. Take a close look at

what the caller is wearing. Then you may have to suggest

something 'like what you have on,' but more often it is well

to pick out a certain style of shoe and present it. You will

very likely get some indication or inkling if you are on the

right line. But do not narrow your selection down by saying

black or tan if the customer does not tell you what he or she

wants. If you say black or tan, and the customer remarks
tan, why you see at once that you have shut out all the black

shoes in your shop. Some salesmen go further before show-
ing goods and inquire button or lace. Then you have nar-

rowed your stock down to the latter, if the person says lace.

The salesman will often venture a further inquiry, bal or

blucher, and again if the reply is blucher you have cut down
your possible selections in stock to a tan (blucher) lace shoe.

Yet clerks will even go still further in the process of elimin-

ation and ask if the person desires wide or pointed toe or

prefers a plain toe or one with a tip.

"Now, if the caller says a wide toe with a tip you are

circumscribed in your dealings to a tan blucher with a wide
toe and a tip and your stock in this range may be small.

Thus you have handicapped yourself at the start by being

too interrogative and you may not have the right size or

width, and perhaps have shut yourself out of a sale by asking

questions instead of displaying three or four lines and letting

the customer make suggestions or selections.

Closing Up the Transaction

"Why I have often had men come into the store and
ask for a pair of gun metal bals with drab cloth top, and be-

fore such a one has left I have sold a pair of mahogany tan
button boots and the patron has gone away perfectly satis-

fied with the choice. After you have fitted a shoe on the foot

of the customer and he or she appears pleased with it,

you might ask ' how doss that fit you?' and if you get a fav-

(Continued on page 42)
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GET A FAIR PROFIT ON SALE OF RUBBERS
How Many Shoe Men Make Any Money in Handling These Goods—Public

Will Pay Reasonable Figure for First Quality Lines—When It Comes to

Price Slashing on Cheap Ranges, Why Let the Other Fellow Carry off That

Class of Trade—The Way Shoe Men's Associations Can Regulate Matter

"Good day, Mr. R . Have you a pair of rubbers to

fit the shoes I bought from you last week ?"

"Oh, yes."

"Will send your boy over with two or three pair, size

\y2 , medium width. I want the rubbers before noon, as it

is awfully slushy outside and I do not care to get my feet

wet, I have a cold now."

So spoke Miss T as she rang up R the shoe-

man, who sent his boy to the factory where Miss T
was the prepossessing bookkeeper. The delivery cost 5 cents

each way on the street car and took him an hour before he

got back.

Another case, Mrs. S phoned in for rubbers—wanted
them right off, as she was going out calling. There was
no car line near her splendid dwelling, the district being too

fashionable. The lady was a good customer, so the boss

sent his junior clerk up. He was away an hour and a

half and came back with 75 cents as a result of the trans-

action. Any money in that? Not a bit, as the reader will

see later on.

The Forty Nine-Cent Cry

Instance Xo. 3, "How much are your rubbers," is the

sweet voice heard over the 'phone.

"85 cents for first quality," replied the family shoe

merchant.

"Why that is awful, I can get rubbers for 49 cents

at
"

"Yes, perhaps you can, but of what quality are they ?"

"Oh, I don't know, but I guess they are all right."

Well, madam, don't be too sure. You can buy a piano

for $200 and one for double and triple that amount, but they

are all the same in quality, finish or tone. So too, rubber

footwear differs. There is the kind that wears and a kind

that will go to pieces in less than a week. We stand back

of our first quality rubbers and they give good satisfaction."

"Yes, but they are 85 cents."

"I know it," concluded the speaker. "I handle reliable

goods and the pair that you want is worth the money."
"All right, you may send them up," and that shoeman

made a little net profit on that transaction.

Rubbers Are Kind of Football

With the approach of wet weather and snow falls the

rubber shoe selling season looms up. Nearly every year,

before any person has thought of purchasing rubbers, some
so-called enterprising shoe dealer comes out with an an-

nouncement regarding cut prices. Rubber prices appear to

be made a sort of football in nearly every town, and it is

doubtful if many dealers under present merchandizing

methods, make any money on them when everything is taken

into consideration.

Why this state of affairs should be is difficult to tell.

Selling rubber footwear is not one of the pleasantest jobs

on earth, especially when a customer comes into the shop

with wet muddy shoes and asks to be fitted. This is a dis-

agreeable task, which results in soiled floors or carpets from
the dripping boots. Fitting the rubbers on the purchaser

is a performance which, while part of the day's work in the

average shoe store, is not the sweetest and most desirable

operation. Nevertheless, all shoemen handle rubber foot-

gear and the great surprise is that many do not make any
money on this branch of the business.

Eliminating Certain Abuses

By means of local associations the evil of cut prices

in rubbers has been eliminated in several cities and towns
across the line, Pittsburg, Rochester, etc., and in some Cana-
dian cities an understanding has been reached which reput-

able retailers have lived up to. Of course, when it comes
to second quality rubbers there are men who will cut prices

and, not even make a cent on them—in fact lose money

—

and think they are thus gaining the favor of the public and
creating a name for themselves.

In a certain town in western Ontario two rival dealers

adopted cut-throat metnods last year. First one man sev-

ered the price and then another man. Next day the first

mentioned dealer came down five cents more, and was fol-

lowed the second day by dealer number two who, went five

cents better in the matter of a reduction. Thus the strife

went on and other men in the trade had a hearty laugh at

the nonsensical warfare. The result of the competition was
that one merchant got to a point where he had the satis-

faction in beating out his rival, nevertheless he lost fifteen

cents on each pair. But he had gained the day and seemed
satisfied. The stock slaughtered was not of first quality,

nor were the merchants of that class either.

Now, in Toronto and other cities it has been the prac-

tice of certain stores, who believe in getting a fair profit

on all other goods, to dispose of first quality rubbers at one

dollar per pair for men and seventy-five cents for women.
On a superficial examination it would appear that this is

a fair profit, but when everything is taken into consider-

ation, the figure is too small.

Really Loses Money on the Deal

Here is the situation. A first quality rubber in women's,

if the order is given during the placing season, costs the

THE WELL EQUIPPED WAREHOUSE OF HARLEY HENRY, WHOLESALE
SHOES, SASKATOON, SASK.
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average dealer about 76 cents in men's and 56 cents in

women's. This order is given in March, and if the mer-

chant buys later or has to sort up on croquets or plain-

overs, the cost is from three to four cents more per pair.

Of course, it will be said that the dealer who has given a

placing order in March gets a discount of two per cent and

a bonus for volume of one per cent per month, but many
retailers do not sell enough rubbers to entitle them to the

discount for volume. Well, what is the result? If the

buyer gives his placing order in March his goods are shipped

during July or August. He has to carry these for several

months before he can effect a sale for them, and on the stock

he has to pay insurance, store it and bear overhead

expenses.

It is a well known fact that the Canadian seasons are

changing. The Dominion has particularly fine, bright au-

tumn weather and snow rarely falls before Christmas. In

fact, the best rubber selling period does not often come
until February or March, and the merchant has carried the

goods in many cases fully six months before he has cleaned

AN EFFICIENT MANAGER OF SALES

J. Emile Pare, who has been twenty-one years in the

shoe and leather game, has established a strong connection

with the trade by reason of his courtesy, geniality and busi-

ness ability. In his capacity as sales manager for Dufresne

& Locke, Maisonneuve, which position he has ably filled for

the last four years, he also looks after the selection of lasts,

patterns, etc., and, naturally in arriving at decisions on
such important points, has frequent consultations with the

superintendent and members of the firm. Starting in the

J. E. PARE, MAISONNEUVE, QUE.

leather line with M. Max Clement, Quebec, after leaving

school, Mr. Pare remained with him seven years as account-

ant and salesman. He spent five years with C. E. McKeen,
Quebec, as chief accountant and buyer of materials for the

factory. Next he was with Louis Gauthier Co., Quebec, as

sales manager when Louis Gauthier, Sr., was living, and
stayed with that firm five years. In 191 1 he came to Maison-
neuve to enter upon his present duties, and he has seen the

output of the factory greatly increased and the number of

customers widely extended. In this development Mr. Pare
has played an important part, for, to use a colloquial expres-

sion, he is "always on the job."

out his stock, for people will not buy rubbers until they

actually need them.

There is no profit on rubber footwear until it has been

sold. The dealer finally disposes of his first quality rubbers

in men's at one dollar, and his first quality rubbers in wo-

men's at seventy-five cents. On the men's he has made a

gross profit of some twenty-five per cent., and on the wo-

men's about the same or possibly a little more.

To do this he has given his order away back in March
and carried the goods several months. With the increased

cost of doing business today, can any one in the trade justify

a twenty-five per cent gross profit and take chances on the

season being a good one for the sale of rubber shoes?

It costs the average shoe merchant all the way from

eighteen to twenty-seven per cent, to do business, if the boss

puts any value on his services. This is before he makes

any net profit. On every pair of shoes, leather or rubber,

he sells, eighteen to twenty-seven cents from every dollar

has to be deducted for wages, help, rent, light, heat, taxes,

insurance, delivery, telephone, interest on investment and

numerous other expenses, so that on first quality goods the

average shoeist is really losing money and handling them

merely as a matter of convenience to, or accommodation

for, the public.

In these observations no fault is found with the present

merchandizing methods of the rubber footwear manufac-

turing companies. They had to adopt their present selling

plans in order to keep their factories operating during the

slack months of the summer and to distribute the goods on

time. They could not pretend to meet the demands of cus-

tomers if any other arrangement was entered into, for it is

a well known fact that if wet, slushy weather sets in early,

the majority of retailers who have given limited placing

orders, wire and want big sorting consignments filled at

once and wonder why the factory cannot accommodate them

instanter These merchants forget that probably a hundred

or two hundred others desire the very same lines and the

very same sizes, at the same time. The rubber concerns,

therefore, believe that the placing season is the most satis-

factory and equitable all-around. There is no pro-

posal on the part of retailers to induce the producers to

change their system which has been tried for many years

and is the most successful yet devised.

Keeping Up Price on Quality Lines

The plan is, however, to have the retail trade not cut

prices on first quality goods and get a fair, living profit on

this department of the business. A proposition is now
being discussed by the members of the Toronto Shoe Re-
tailers' Association to see that the price on men's first

quality goods is maintained at $1.25, and on women's first

quality goods at 85 cents. This will yield a fair margin
when everything is taken into consideration.

Regarding second quality lines nothing will be done.

Cheap rubbers, like cheap leather shoes there will always be,

and price cutters can have a cut throat competition on them
until all are satisfied. The public want a good reliable

article, and as a reputable merchant has to stand at the back
of quality goods and make up for any defect in wear or

material, he should get a fair profit as a protection.

The shoe men are now considering the proposition to

come to some mutual understanding, making the sale of first

class brand rubber footgear a respectable and profit pro-

ducing business instead of a venture, a gamble or price

slaughtering procedure. In this endeavor to have every
one adhere to a fair schedule, the association is to be
commended. The great mass of people want reliable, dur-
able rubbers and are willing to pay a reasonable figure for
them. Quality goods win the day every time.
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KID LEATHER IDEAL IN TEXTURE AND QUALITY
How It is Returning to Popular Appreciation and in Beauty, Color and Utility is

Unsurpassed for Fashionable Shoes—It is Now a Favorite With Persons Who For

Years Abhorred the Thought of a Kid Shoe—Where the Skins Come From, How
They Are Selected, Tanned and Finished—A Kid Season

It is kid all the way and all the time in shoedom

—

particularly with milady. The leather has come to its own.

It is featured in high and low cuts, lace and button Gypsies,

and comes in midnight blue, bronze, oyster gray, seal brown,

black, and many other colors. Then there is glazed kid,

matt kid—and dear knows how many other kinds of kids,

not to speak of the human kind that run the streets and

play "hookey" from school, or stay out late at night.

Speaking of the return to popularity of glazed kid the

Shoe Retailer says:—Fashionable women are discovering

the beauty and utility of this old time leather. It is eagerly

accepted in circles where for many years it was taboo.

Short range thinkers suggest that the revival is only a

temporary vagary of style and the glazed kid rocket will

come down like a stick. Shrewder observers, however,

discern a long period of popularity for goatskin stock. They
base their opinions upon solid reasoning.

Return to Soft and Comfortable

Fashionable women who have not worn kid for years

welcome the return to this soft, comfortable leather. Goat-

skin stock lends itself admirably to the production of wo-
men's shoes. During the years that it was out of style

substantially all the better selections of kid were exported

and the cheap skins were cut into low cost footgear. As
a result of this condition shoe manufacturers, wholesalers

and the consuming public formed erroneous ideas of the

beauty and utility of glazed kid. Years ago, before the

great development of the goatskin tanning industry in the

United States, high grade dress boots for fashionable women
were cut from imported French glace kid. In recent years

it has almost been forgotten that kid in the glazed and dull

finishes and in bronze and colors is ideal in texture and

quality for making boots and shoes to be worn with fashion-

able gowns.

Fancy Colored Kid Leather

The story of the return of kid to popular favor is in-

teresting. When the effects of the war began to be felt in

the leather and shoe industries it was realized that there

should be conservation of everything suitable for cutting

into shoes. Sole, harness, strap and heavy upper stock

sprang into instant demand all over the world for military

purposes. There was a rush last year for cloth tops fol-

lowed by the introduction of white and fancy colored kid.

From colored kid it was but a step to the glazed and mat
finishes. Tanners, shoe manufacturers and shoe retailers

say women found colored kid so comfortable and conform-
able to the natural lines of the foot that they demanded it

in black for street wear, and in this way the old standard

glazed kid came back.

One of the largest manufacturers has inaugurated a

selling campaign for colors which is reaching tremendous
proportions and is exerting an important influence upon the

trade. Despite the threatened scarcity of aniline and alizarin

dyes this concern engages to produce kid skins to match
any costume so that a lady may go to her shoe retailer and
select the exact shade she desires. Other tanners have taken

up the color lines, but those who still cling to black admit

that the color campaign did much to popularize black kid

and make it fashionable again.

Goatskin Leather an Economic Necessity

It is well understood in leather circles that all the hides

and skins produced in the world are needed to supply the

demand for leather merchandise. Political economy sug-

gests that a greater proportion of the glazed kid made in

America should be consumed at home. Before the war, as

we have said, fifty to sixty per cent, was exported. In 1913

over one hundred million square feet, valued at nearly $20,-

000,000 went to supply foreign shoe manufacturers. For a

time the war cut down the shipments, but new demands

THE OFFICE GOAT

from the neutral countries of Europe have stimulated the

over seas trade. During June of this year the foreign sales

of glazed kid amounted to almost eleven million square feet

and $2,000,000. This is at the rate of $24,000,000 a year.

If this immense quantity of leather were made into shoes

before shipment the shoe manufacturers and their work-

people would be benefited.

No Reflection Uoon Other Leather

The boom in glazed kid should not be considered as a

reflection upon other varieties of leather. The destructive-

ness of war coming upon limited supplies of leather and

hides and skins from which to make leather, practically com-

pelled a more consistent use of goatskins. There is no

question of one leather supplanting another. All have their

place and are needed.

Supplies of Raw Goatskins

The statistics of the goatskin supply of the world are

incomplete and unreliable. In a general way the statistic-

ians show totals of something over one hundred million

goats and four hundred million cattle. The figures are much
more liable to underestimation in the former than in the

latter. The goat is the meat and dairy animal for a great

part of the earth's surface. Large and small herds are

scattered over the inaccessible and barbarous countries.

Under these circumstances an authentic census of goats is

(Continued on page jp)
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JOHN RITCHIE, NESTOR OF SHOE TRADE
When one thinks of Quebec, especially in relation to

the shoe trade, the name and form of John Ritchie loom
up as naturally as the morning sun over Point Levis. He
is as essential a part of Quebec as the Citadel or the St.

Charles River. From the time when first the air of St.

Roch's began to give off that acrid odour that proclaims it

a centre of leather and shoe production, "Ritchie" has been
a word to conjure with amongst those who handle footwear.

The fact that the Ritchie business is now largely in

younger hands, and that Mr. Ritchie, while still giving his

personal touch to the affairs of the company, has practically

handed over the management of the concern to his able

lieutenants, Messrs. W. P. Francis and J. E. Warrington,
speaks of his breadth of vision and keen foresight. The
combination has already vindicated the practical wisdom of

this pioneer of the shoe trade.

It is not the purpose of this sketch to dig up John
Ritchie's place of birth . flaunt his three-score years and
more in the face of his friends, or even put the laurel

wreath of successful shoe manufacturing upon his brow.
In the thoughts of those who know him best he is John
Ritchie the perennial, the representative of all that is pleas-

ing in personality and dependable in footwear. Those who
have smoked with him the pipe of peace at the altar of the

Goddess Nicotine, whose shrine has ever had its place in

his back office, and who have been privileged to listen

to his crisp, hard headed, kindly Scotch aphorisms, are

united in proclaiming there is only one John Ritchie. Long
may his years continue to sit upon him with the lightness

that in the scripture is described as the "crown of glory," and

long may the benign influence of pipe and the "braw Scotch

tongue" continue to shed, their genial radiance literally from
the River unto the uttermost part of the Dominion.

OPEN THREE NEW BRANCHES

The Kaufman Rubber Co., of Berlin, Ont, have opened

branches under their own name in Edmonton, Saskatoon

and Winnipeg. George Stockand of Edmonton, and Harley

Henry of Saskatoon, have sold Kaufman rubbers for several

years for G. G. Lennox of Winnipeg, who had the Kaufman
agencies for the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta. Mr. Stockand had charge of Mr. Lennox's branch

in Edmonton, and Mr. Henry in Saskatoon. They will now
act as direct representatives of the Kaufman Rubber Com-
pany. In Winnipeg, the company have secured as their

representative, L. Godbolt, who has sold leather shoes for

over a quarter of a century in the West. Mr. Godbolt is

widely known, long covering the entire territory from

Winnipeg to the Coast for the old established shoe firm of

J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal. An ideal location in the

wholesale shoe district has been secured in Winnipeg, and

the three branches of the Kaufman Co. have been sup-

plied with a brand new stock of rubber footwear. The
firm report that they expect to be in a better position than

ever to cater to the wants of their numerous patrons dur-

ing the sorting season. All the new representatives in the

West handle leather shoes and other lines, which will keep

them continually in touch with the retail trade. A. R. Kauf-

man, general manager of the Kaufman Rubber Co., has just

returned from a trip to the West where he found conditions

much better than they were some months ago. The crop

was a very heavy one, and with the good prices prevailing,

no doubt conditions will be considerably easier. On account

of frequent rains up to October 1st, especially in Manitoba,

threshing had been delayed at many points, and it is be-

lieved that a good portion of the grain will have to be

stacked till next spring before being threshed.

VETERAN SHOE MANUFACTURER PASSES

One of the old guard in the shoe manufacturing ranks
of Canada,—a pioneer in the trade—died recently at his

home in Boston, England, in the person of James Cooper,
who was in the ninety-first year of his age. Many of the
older generation of shoe merchants and travelers in the

Dominion will remember the widely known firm of Cooper
& Smith (formerly Sessions, Cooper & Smith) who conducted
a large factory in Toronto on the north side of Front St^.

a few doors east of Bay St. They attained a wide reputation

and their goods were handled in hundreds of stores, the
industry being the largest in Canada at one time. Not
only were their lines sold all over the Dominion, but in

Australia and the West Indies, while the firm were manufac-
turers also in Quebec and Montreal, and did an extensive

wholesale trade. "Jimmy" Cooper, as he was popularly
known, was born in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, England,
but, not satisfied with his home prospects, he emigrated to

Canada in 1847 and learned the trade of a shoe maker.

After working for some time in Quebec, he came to Toronto
and eventually the business already referred to was estab-

lished.

Mr. Cooper ever had great sympathy with the cause

of labor and among his characteristics was that he was
always the first one to enter the factory every morning.

He spent most of his time among the different departments.

In any dispute between capital and labor he was invariably

on the side of the latter, and so well liked was he that, in

1872, the presiding officers of the fifteen trades unions in

Toronto presented him with a beautifully illuminated ad-

dress, "expressive of the deep sense of respect they felt for

one who had the interests and welfare of their class at

heart." Mr. Cooper was probably the oldest member of

the Toronto Board of Trade. He was a man of energy,

courage and perseverance and a shoe manufacturer of much
enthusiasm and industry. Some fifteen years ago he return-

ed to England where he had since resided. A past president

of St. George's Society, Toronto, he was also prominently

connected with the Toronto Hunt Club at one time. He
leaves one son, Harry T. Cooper, and three daughters, the

Misses Cooper and Mrs. (Col.) Mason, of Queen's Park,

Toronto.



WHAT DO YOU KNOW OF PATENT LEATHER?
Bright, Readable Catechism on the Various Steps in Producing Shiny Leathers

How the Rough Skins arejTreated, Tanned and the Black Enamel Put On—The

Necessity of Air and Sunshine—Points in Which the Retail Shoeman is Interested

Just why is Russian colt skin said to be the best for

making patent leather?

To protect them from the cold climate, the Russian

animals have a coat ol long, fine hair which gives to the
J hides a finer grain than those from any other country

and makes them most desirable for shiny leather.

Why does it happen that far-away Russia produces so

many colts?

The raising of horses is carried on to a far greater

extent in Russia than in any other country in the world

because the flesh of the animals is used for food. The
Mohammedan does not eat beef. It is contrary to his

religious belief to do so.

How is the slaughtering and the collecting of the skins

carried on?

The Russian farmers kill their colts for the meat
and the hides are picked up by collectors who gather

them in storehouses in the larger towns.

What country does the really best quality of kid skins

come from?
The principal country of origin of the kid skin is

India, for here climatic conditions are most favorable

for the propagation of the species. The raising of goats

is all important, and all conditions for the growth of the

most suitable skins for tanning purposes are nearer

correct in India than in any other country.

What are "Patna" skins? So much is heard about
that grade or kind.

The finest skins, and those from which Sterling

Kid is made, are grown in the Patna district.

How are the rough skins first treated when being pre-

pared for patent leather?

The colt and kid skins having arrived at the tannery,

and reaching their turn for the start "through the works,"
are run through the cutting machines and the legs and
heads trimmed off. Next they are soaked in water for

about twelve hours, after which they are milled in revolv-

ing tubs to get out the dirt ; then soaked again twelve to

twenty-four hours to soften them.
Unhairing comes next. This is done by placing

the skin in vats containing a solution of lime and arsenic,

or by the sulphide of sodium process.

Why is lime used in tanning? Just what is "liming"?

Liming the skins is a process of decomposition which
opens up the pores of the skins so that the hair may be
readily removed by the unhairing machines. The sul-

phide process eats the hair out.

You hear about "baiting." What is that?

The skins are now washed again and go to the flesh-

ing machines where the surplus flesh is removed, after

which they are baited. This means soaking in a solu-

tion of dog, pigeon or chicken manure which cleans the
skins and opens up the pores to allow free action of the
tanning materials and also softens and smooths the grain.

Where does the so-called "chrome" process come in?

The actual tanning is accomplished by placing

the skins in a bath of bichromate of potash and muriatic
acid. The mixture of these two chemicals produces
chromic acid. When out of the tanning bath, the skins

are struck out on tables to take out the wrinkles and
get rid of the excess tan liquor.

Next comes the reducing bath of hyposulphite of

soda and acid which reduces or oxidizes the chromic acid.

Now come the shaving machines where more of the

flesh is taken off, and then the coloring tubs, after

which the skins are fat liquored, which softens and lubri-

cates the fibres. The grain is then set out on the

putting-out machines; the skins are oiled off and hung
up to dry.

"Staking" is another tanning term we hear of. What
is it?

When dry they are packed away in bins for a week
or ten days to mellow. Next they are dampened and made
ready for the staking machines. The staking softens

up the grain and finishes the process when the skins are

to be japanned; excepting that goat skins are some-
times perched, which is really a further staking process.

What is the process of "degreasing"? What part does

it play in the general tanning program?
The skins having been tanned are next degreased

to take out the surplus oils. This is necessary in order

that the finish may get a good hold on the grain of the

skin so that it will not peal off in wearing.

The degreasing or extracting, is accomplished by
hanging the skins in large tanks and giving them a

naptha bath varying in length according to the nature

of the skins and the process used in tanning. After

extracting, the skins are dried.

How do they go about the process of putting on the

black enamel or japanning?

The skins after degreasing are now ready for

japanning and are first stretched on wooden frames by
metal grip toggles fastened around the edges and secured ,

to the frames by cleats.

The first material used is the daub coat, which is

generally applied with a sponge brush and worked in

with the hand. The daub is a preparation of which
linseed oil, collodion, amylacetate and a color are the

chief ingredients and which furnishes a foundation for

the japan coat and prevents the japan from striking

through the grain and fibres of the skin.

The daub is dried in the drying room and then light-

ly rubbed with pumice to remove dust imperfections

and smooth down the coat. If the skins are to receive

two coats of daub this operation is repeated and the skins

then go to the finishing room to be japanned.

The finish is applied with a brush and is a coat of

varnish of which linseed oil reduced with turpentine

is the chief ingredient.

Why is it necessary to put the japanned skins out in

the air and sunlight?

The ovens do not thoroughly dry the japan, and
it is necessary to expose the skins to the clear dry air

and sun of the sunning field for six to eight hours in

order to complete the process.

During a succession of rainy or cloudy days, when
no sunning can be done, each day's output from the

ovens is stored under cover until the recurrence of fair

weather when, with a field of very large capacity

several days' output can be sunned in one day.

After the sunning process the leather is practically

finished. The skins are released from the toggles which
hold them to the frames, and all rough edges are trimmed
off.

The foregoing is reprinted from an instructive booklet

recently issued by C. 0. Adams, general manager of the

Bristol Patent Leather Co., Bristol, Pa.
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rcsrjkoTs |rom Jolomon.
This war is not a debate it is a fight. The man of

"buts" and "ifs" should be squelched. It is a time to stand

shoulder to shoulder not mouth to mouth. There are men
"shooting off" their mouths at home who

SHUT UP! ought to be at the front with a rifle.

Put up or shut up ! After all isn't com-
pulsory service just a bugbear? Isn't it fairer to send

everybody who could or should go than allow enthusiasm to

send the best and poverty the worst? In a time of peril

like the present the country should not only expect, but in-

sist that every man shall do his duty. One has only to see

the hangers on at pool rooms and hotels in any of our

towns to realize that the country is not doing all it might,

and must, if we are to win. There never was a time in the

history of Britain when she needed the backing of her sons

as she does today. It is a death grapple and the one who
can grip the strongest and hold on the longest, will come
out on top. If you can go and don't, shut up

!

When a man has not an excuse he proceeds, like the

fellow in the parable, to make cue. "And they all with one

consent began to make excuse." Everybody can't go to the

war. All honor to the men who stay

MAKING behind because they must. There are ex-

EXCUSES cuses and excuses. No man in a matter

of this kind is fit to judge his brother.

A young woman some time ago handed a white feather to a

young man at a social gathering in London. Smiling, the

young fellow turned to her and said, "I shall always remem-
ber this day. This morning at Buckingham Palace the King
pinned on my breast this emblem (displaying the Victoria

Cross) and this evening a charming young lady has pre-

sented me with a white feather." There is too much of this

judging. Let each man stand at the bar of conscience, and,

stripping himself bare of the rags of excuses that each of

us is only too ready to use to hide our shameful cowardice,

ask himself, have I done my whole duty as a man in this

great crisis. Until he has answered fearlessly and honestly

this question of himself, no man can look his fellow or his

Maker in the face.

A service is twice done when it is done quickly. There

are some people who are always at the station when the

rear end of the train is disappearing in the distance. There

are men who are just a minute late in

DO IT QUICK everything they undertake in life. They
do things well, as a rule, but they do

them so late that more than half of the good of their efforts

is lost to others and to themselves. In the present war the

lesson afforded by the Teuton has been the effectiveness of

a quick, well-directed blow. Providence only prevented

them getting to Paris before the Allies had wakened up.

It is really a miracle that the Germans were not eating their .

breakfast in Paris while the French and English were

stretching themselves. All along the tendency with us

Britons has been to take it for granted that, "in the long

run," we shall win. We seem to fall easily and naturally

into the attitude that we need a few hard knocks to waken

us up and then we will sail on to victory. These hard knocks

have desolated many homes and caused many aching hearts,

and have put back the clock of civilization a few hours

—

and we are still sleeping, some of us.

Worse than the cowards who stay at home and work
their mouths instead of their arms, are the sneaks who
dodge the contribution box and avoid the war tax. There

are some men whom the present war has

PUT UP! not cost a "brass farthing," and some
of them are actually making money out

of their country's woes. A man was asked for a subscrip-

tion to the Red Cross Society on the recent "Trafalgar

Day" campaign, who is rated at half a million and who is

making accoutrements for the overseas force. "There are

too many of these things," was the excuse he gave the men
who had left their business for the day to pull together a

few dollars in the cause of alleviating suffering at the battle

front. The stingy old skunk ! He has made more money
to date out of the war than he could give away in ten years

to "these things." It is this miserable spirit that is wearing

out the heart of those who are trying to stand behind the

boys who have left home and plenty to stand in the trenches,

to give their lives in the cause of the world's liberty. If

you can't go, put up

!

In the campaign in Toronto the other day, a poor old

soul, a common street vendor, who had nothing more to

give, contributed a pair of shoe laces to the fund. When
this was brought in to the campaign

TILL WE headquarters it was suggested that it be

FEEL sold by auction. This was immediately

done and the pair of two cent shoe laces

in the spirited bidding that followed, brought the sum of

two hundred dollars. A little lad of nine years brought in

a dollar that he said he had been saving to buy a bicycle

with and said it was his "bit" to help the soldiers. All over

the country this spirit of self sacrifice is showing up in

spots that make us take courage with regard to human nature,

and go forward. The man who has not given until he has

felt it, never nows the real luxury of giving. That is why
the Master said of the poor widow who cast the "two mites"

into the treasury: "Of a truth I say unto you that this

poor widow hath cast in more than they all ; for all these

have of their abundance cast in unto the offerings of God;
but she of her penury hath cast in all the living that she had."

"What will a man give for his life?" What do you
figure it would cost you to go to France and stand by the

Empire in this time of need? That is the measure of your

obligation. You may hide behind your

YOUR SHARE business, family or anything else that

these days seem to offer adequate refuge,

but your place today, nevertheless, is behind a gun not under

the barn. Men who never dodge any other issue seem to

be able to put their conscience to sleep with a twenty-five

cent subscription to the "Red Cross," or the few cents they

pay in war tax when they travel or post a letter. This war
ii going to accomplish one thing if it does nothing else—it

is going to separate thi sheep from the goats, the great

from the small, the man from the sneak, the poltroon from

hero. Do your share—the measure of the man. Let it not

be said of you when the storm

has passed and the vessel

reaches the harbor, that you
never even held a rope in the

stress of the weather.
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PERSONALITY AS AN ASSET IN BUSINESS

A Store That Wants the Most and Best Trade Must Have an Agrseable, Inviting

Atmosphere—How Experienced, Energetic and Skillful Sales People Can Be Encour-

aged—The Value of their Composite Influence in Winning and Holding Customers

Every store has a personality.

It may be either attractive or repellant. It may
either prove alluring or commonplace. It may be the kind

that is remembered, or so mediocre that the customer

never gives it a second thought.

"What makes up the store's personality?

The location, the building and the stocks, of course,

have a great deal to do with creating atmosphere and giving

it individuality, and in the last anlaysis the store's personality

is the composite of the personalities of the individual units

who make up the organization.

Talk to half a dozen women about their preferences

along this line and see in how many cases they have been

formed, or, at any rate, largely determined, by the sales

people.

If "Miss Josie" at Baldwin's is clever, accommodating
and intelligent in her suggestions, her customers are going

to think of Baldwin's as a place where clever and accommo-
dating service may be had. If the salesgirls at Calloway's

are "snippy,"' 'fresh" and disagreeable otherwise, people

who go into the store will get that sort of impression about

the whole institution.

This is entirely natural, because a customer can form an
opinion of a mercantile establishment only by dealing with

it, and her dealings are necessarily through personal me-
diums. The character of the persons who handle the various

transactions, therefore, will determine, as far as the cus-

tomer is concerned, the impression made for the store as

such. After a number of experiences, the treatment ac-

corded by different salesgirls will be merged into one gen-

eral impression, and the composite picture of the service

provided will represent the personality of the store.

Cheap Help Seldom a Good Investment

All of this is by way of preface to the proposition that

the shoe man must realize that the choice of salespeople

and the development and retention of good help is his most
important problem.

There are some dealers who seem to believe that the

only way that they can make good profits is by holding the

cost of selling down to a minimum, and that this can be
accomplished most easily by hiring the cheapest kind of

salesgirls.

Cheap help is seldom a good investment. Clerks who
are unable to command more than the minimum are seldom
worth more, and the result is shown in the lack of service

which is given to customers. And that is soon reflected

in diminished business. Hence, it is evident that trying

to skimp in the matter of paying salaries is the poorest

form of economy that a merchant can devise.

The laborer is worthy of his hire, and it ought to be

given her. The girl who is getting good money for her work
is not only sure to stay with the store, but she is going

to keep trying harder all the time. She is going to study
her work more closely, and endeavor to sell more goods and
merit another raise. The employe who feels that she is

being paid just as little as possible, and that the store is not
inclined to increase the remuneration, loses her ambition,

changes her position on the slightest provocation, and in the

meantime does not give her best efforts to the store. This
may be unfair on her part, but it is perfectly human for her

to do so, and it is something that the proprietor should

keep in mind.

He does not want to pay excessive salaries, of course.

and it would be extremely unbusinesslike for him to do so.

His problem is to find the efficient workers and reward
them accordingly, gradually building up a force of "stars."

When he succeeds in doing this, he is purchasing sales

insurance, and at the same time establishing the most
attractive sort of "store personality."

Grade Pay According to Service

Suppose he decides that he can afford to spend 5 per

cent to sell goods inside the store. On that basis, then,

the girl whose salary is 10 per cent of her sales is working
at only 50 per cent of normal, while the employe who handles

so much business that she holds down her costs to 3 or 4

per cent, is evidently doing exceptionally good work.

The obvious thing to do is to call the attention of the

girl who is falling down to this fact and let her understand

that while she is not being paid on a commission basis,

the store cannot use her unless her sales are in keeping with

her pay. And when she realizes this, she is going to appre-

ciate the fact that it is up to her to make an effort to sell

every customer, to find out what the customer wants, to

study the stock so as to supply every possible whim and
fancy of the trade, and, in short, to exercise salesmanship

that she may have paid no attention to previously.

On the other hand, the girl who is selling an exception-

ally large volume of goods is earning more than she is getting

—and the discrepancy ought to be made good. If she

finds in her pay envelope $5 extra, based on her increased

sales, she is going to be mightily thrilled over the discovery

that she is being paid according to what she has actually

done, and is going to redouble her efforts to get business for

the store.

This is really the ideal system in paying help. That is,

Y

L. O. BREITHAUPT, OF THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO.,

BERLIN, WHO RECENTLY JOINED THE RANKS OF THE
BENEDICTS. HE IS MANAGER OF THE SALES DEPART-

MENT IN SOLE LEATHER FOR THE FIRM
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let them draw a fixed sum, but with the understanding that

it is merely a starting point, and that actual results will

depend on sales. The minimum will be protected, of course,

and nobody will get less than this fixed amount. But it

will be understood that the employe who regularly fails to

come up to the required volume, in order to maintain the

correct proportion between pay and sales, will either have

to stand a reduction or lose her position entirely. And just

as this will be clear, so it will also be understood that the

moment sales run over the fixed amount needed to take care

of the week's pay, an increase will be made in accord with

the excess.

Experienced, Well-Paid Salespeople Hold Customers

The influence of the system of pay on the store's atmos-

phere or personality is bound to be immediate, and experi-

ence has shown that the store which has worked out this

problem of remuneration properly has the right sort of per-

sonality.

The force which is being correctly paid will be made up

of experienced salespeople, who know the trade and who
can cater to the personal likes and dislikes of customers.

There is nothing that pleases a woman more than to be

able to walk into a store where the person who attends her

knows what she can wear, and what is most likely to suit

her. She feels that she is getting personal attention and
individual treatment, and it flatters her vanity.

Personality—Composite of the Salesforce

Summarizing the whole situation, it is evident that the

store which wants the most and the best business must
have a pleasing atmosphere and personality. It is likewise

plain that this personality is nothing more nor less than the

composite of the salesforce, and that the better the latter

is, the stronger the influence of the store will be.

Thus it is true that the store must have a force made up
of experienced, skillful and energetic salespeople, and that

this sort of organization is not the result of chance, but is

created by means of proper selection in the first place,

coupled with intelligent development in the second.

Give the ambitious and energetic worker the fruits of

his labor, and encourage him to build up business of his

own; and then make his place in the store so remunerative

that he will stay with it permanently, and you will have
solved most of the problems connected with the sales end

of the business.

SHOE SPECIALS SATURDAY to TUESDAY
BE WISE New Fashioned Footwear at Old Fashioned Prices COME EARLY

Think of our C. S. Sale, Our Anniversary Sale and Black Arrow Sale You Know Where to get Genuine Bargain*

Below is a Partial List Only of the Good Things You Will Find at Our Store From Saturday to Tuesday

Classic $3-55 Classic

ttt^I Classic •*rj?

Shoe *- /
«• <

I For
©* '

\ Ladies llri ft

MX lies- Price \
\©» \
\»» x

Patent Late g-

Black H
Gray £
Fawn s

White W

$4.50

Plain

Toes.

Louis

Heels

Patent Dullo;i

African Crown

Black

Cloth Tops

Patent Button

Black Cloth Top

Patent Lace

Shepherd's Plaid

Top

Patent Button

Cray Cloth Top

Paiciu Blucher

Louis Heel

Gun Metal Butt.

Kid Top

$2.95

Patent Button

Gun Metal Button

Black Cloth Top,

A Splendid Fitting

Boot

S2.95
Patent Button

Brown Corduroy

Top

Patent Button

Taupe Cloth Top

Patent Button

Dull Top

Empress

Tan Calf Button

Gun Metal Butt.

Gray Top

All $4.50 to S5.00

Shoes

For Men $4.50
Heavy Calf

Blucher

Double Sole

Viscolized

Leather Lined

Some Value

195

Men's

Patent Colt

Blucher and Button

Just Wright

Reg. Price $6.00

$1.95

Misses

Box Calf Blucher

All Solid Leather

Sizes 1 1 to 2

$1.95
Misses

Tan Classic

Boots

Reg. Value $3.00

Sizes 1 1 to 2

$2.45 $2.55
Moulder's Mens

Boots, Heavy Calf Blucher

Box Calf
Heavy Sole

New High Toe and
Amherst Heel

Solid Reg. Price $3.75_

Reg. $3.50 Great Value

$1.45
Youths

Box Calf Blucher

Reg. $2.01

Sizes II to 13

$1.55
Childs

Tan Calf
High Cut

Laced Boot
Amherst Solid

Reg. $2.25

Sizes 8 to 9«

$1.55

Childs

Patent Button

Dull Kid Top

Reg. $2.25

Sizes 8 to 10'i

$1.15

Boys'

Solid Leather

School Boots

Sizes 4 and 5

only

$2.85
Patent Button

Kid Top, Low Heel
Growing Girl

Empress
Reg. Price $4.00

$2.95
Black Suede Button

Cloth Top
High and Low Heel
Reg. Price $4.00

$2.95
Ladies

Black Cravenettc

Button Boot

Waterproof

Reg. Price $4.00

$1.95
Black Velvet Button
High and Low Heel
Reg. Price $3.50.

Velvet Pumps, all colors, just the thingfrf <f*
for dancing i

Ladies

Common Sense

Boot

With Rubber

Heels

$1.38

BOY SCOUT SHOES

$2.45
All our Boy Scout

Shoes at $3.50 the

Reg. Value to go
at this remark-

ably low price.

All the available floor space we will
have filled with Baskets of Bargains.
Some Good Ones.

Come Early

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Retail
»- m <n> - -

i m m _m_m_m_

A W:CLL BA'.ANCED AND EFFECTIVE ADVERTISEMENT OF THE RETAIL BRANCH OF AMHERST BOOT AND SHOE CO., AMHERST, N.S.
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STORE DECORATIONS FOR HOLIDAY SEASON
By C. S. EDGAR on-n

All over the country, display-managers and their assist-

ants, are busy planning for their Christmas decorations.

In fact, in some of the larger stores, the plans have long

been made and the actual work of building the settings for

the windows has been started.

Such an early start as this is, of course, not necessary

in the smaller stores. Yet it is a good plan to be a little

ahead of time, so as to avoid last minute disappointments

which sometimes occur through not being able to obtain

some part of the material. Then again, by planning early,

the display-man in the small store has more time to com-

plete his arrangements, and is enabled to avoid that sameness

of appearance which usually characterizes the holiday dis-

plays in the smaller stores. It is, in fact, rather difficult

to get away from the set style of Christmas decorations

which have been brought about by the long use of the same

decorative agents, viz., Evergreen, Holly, etc.

In the illustrations accompanying this article are shown

two window settings, or backgrounds, in which these agents

have been sparingly used. Yet there is a sufficient quantity

of them to obtain the holiday spirit desired in a design at

this period.

Winter Scene and Holly

In window number one, a frame has been made to fit

across the back and around the sides of the window. This

in turn is covered with felt, stretched smoothly over it.

In front of this there are three panels, one large and two

smaller ones, which are made of wall-board. These are

also covered with felt - in the same manner as the frame.

The smaller panels are marked off in squares and painted

to give the checker-board appearance as shown. The large

centre panel has a winter scene mounted upon it. This may
be painted on canvas or a scene cut from a wallpaper frieze

may be used, a "half-round" moulding is used to cover the

edges of the scene. The evergreen drapes at the back of

the window are made by sewing bits of evergreen onto a

SKEiCn No. 1

piece of cheese-cloth cut to the desired shape. A large

wreath of holly is hung in the centre panel below the scenic

panel. A few bits of holly scattered sparingly among the

merchandise adds a finishing touch to the whole setting.

Window number two is more elaborate and consequently

more expensive to build. In this setting the back of the

window is formed of a frame-work made of wood and wall-

board. This is smoothly covered with felt in the color de-

sired. The box pillars should be made separate from the

main part of the back and set up afterward. The orna-

mental trees are made on a wire frame mounted on a wooden
pole. The wire frame is covered with cotton cloth to which

are sewn bits of evergreen, the wooden poles forming the

SKETCH No. 2

trunks, are covered with bark taken from cedar posts, such

as are used in buildings, or if this is not obtainable use

dark brown crepe-paper. The low plateau in the centre

of the window is made of wall-board on a light wooden
frame. The legs can be obtained from the local cabinet-

maker, or if such a thing can be had they may be cut from
an old, disused couch or chair. The top of the plateau is

covered with felt to match the floor covering or in contrast

to it. Evergreen wreaths and holly sprays are used as

shown in the illustration. The scenic panel in this window
is placed back of the opening in the background. If a

painting on paper or a wallpaper scenic is used, it is best

to mount it on a strip of wall-board before putting it in

position.

More elaborate window-cards and price-tickets are per-

missible at this season than at any other, but care should

be taken not to over do it. Dark green mat-board lettered

in white with red initial letters is very attractive, and is

most suitable, as also are white cards with black letters and

red initials.

PREPARE WAY FOR SALESMAN

The manager of a large shoe concern insists that any
caller shall put down in writing whatever he has to offer.

In other words, a salesman calls upon him to sell goods and
unless the manager has previously read about his goods

in an ad, circular or letter, he suggests that the salesman

write him a letter from the home office and thereafter call

upon him. This goes to show that a firm that advertises

its goods will most always prepare the way for the salesman

and save thereby much valuable time.
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HOW LIVING PICTURE WINDOW WON
That a touch of human interest in a window display of

merchandise adds greatly to the pulling power of the ex-

hibit has been clearly demonstrated more than once. Here
is a case in which the principle was applied to the showing

of men's shoes.

The window of which a photo is reproduced on this

page was arranged by Martin D. Hoyt in his own store in

Salem, Mass., during last year's holiday period. The set-

ting was made to represent a comfortable living room. In

an easy chair in front of a log fire was seated an elderly

man—a "real, live" man, not a figure. On the mantelpiece

were placed two cards. One of these read "Just Found
Myself a Fine Xmas Present," the other "Just as Easy as

the Old Ones."

The man had on a pair of shoes which were new, and

beside him on the flcor lay an old pair which apparently

had been recently taken off. On a bench nearby were a

carton, wrapping paper and string, representing the pack-

age in which the new shoes had arrived.

The man divided his time between reading the cards

and looking at the new shoes. He would frequently raise

one foot and look at the shoe, put it down and smile con-

tentedly. The crowd which constantly stood before the

window appeared to be much impressed with the showing.

It brought home to many men and women the thought of

giving good useful presents to their friends.

Speaking of the window display, Mr. Hoyt said that

he kept count of the number of persons who stoppeW to

look at it during the first fifteen minutes of the showing

and they exceeded 240.

He also remarked that it is a rule with him to keep

much of his stock in a separate room partitioned off from

the store proper. He believes the attractiveness of his

store is much enhanced by keeping on view only such stock

as is packed in fancy cartons, all other shoes, boots and

rubbers being kept in the stock room—behind a partition.

POPULARITY OF FUR TRIMMED SHOES

A recent despatch from a leading city across the line

conveys the information that, while fur topped shoes are in

no sense a large factor at present, they bid fair to become
popular when cold weather sets in. Shoemen are buying

the fur by the yard and the young lady clerks sew it on the

shoes. It does not take many minutes to fasten it on

securely. The fur costs anywhere from 50 cents to a dol-

lar a yard, in the desired width, according to grade, and is

obtainable at any department store.

Enterprising retailers are getting anywhere from a dol-

lar to a dollar and a half above the regular selling price for

shoes trimmed with fur. At many stores, but a few pairs

of shoes are made up in this way, but if a customer ex-

presses a desire for "furred" shoes in a style not already

fixed up, the dealer takes her "order" promising the shoes

in a day's time.

All shades and varieties of furs are being used. How-
ever, white, dyed skunk and sable fox are the most popular.

Care should be exercised to secure a fair grade of fur. In

a number of cases the alert correspondent found that

white fur was not satisfactory as the hair sheds readily

upon rubbing. The specialty houses predict that this will

be a big fur year. It is quite the style to have women's
coats and skirts heavily trimmed. Although the temperature

continues at round sixty degrees, these garments are al-

ready being worn, greatly enlarging the chances of the re-

tailers of shoes to make a good drive on fur trimmed shoes

while the season is yet young.
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LITTLE LEAKS UNDERMINE YOUR PROFITS
Lack of Supervision is Greatest Waste of All—Losses Through Indifference, Checking,

Delivery, Wrong Entries, Forgotten Charges, Bad Debts and Dishonesty—In Both Sel-

ling and Buying Lines Too Many Leaks are Overlooked—B!ow to Avoid These Evils

By A. E. EDGAR

The merchant who neglects the little leaks paves

the way to failure. The big leaks are ever insistent

in a demand for reform, the little leak is shoved

aside as not being worth bothering with. It is often

a case of "what is everybody's business is nobody's

business."

In our childhood's days we were told of the forethought

of the little boy, who on discovering a small leak in one of the

dykes, stuck his thumb in the aperture and saved the town
from flood. If he had run away and said: "There's only a

little, teeny leak, it doesn't matter," the floods would have

eventually come through the ever enlarging hole. It is the

same in the store. The little leak is persistent and grows

mighty in its continuance.

Lack of proper supervision of the business is the first

cause of leaks and the greatest leak in itself.

Leaks in the buying end are only equalled in the selling

end of the business. Overbuying to secure better discounts,

more time or even to get lower price, is one of the leaks that

is found in nearly every establishment.

The Fallacy of Over-Buying

Overbuying means many goods sold at a cut price. It

means a general stock depreciation, for when one article is

sold at a cut price, of necessity, many others are thrown into

the cut price pot at the same time, unnecessarily.

Unwise purchases are prolific of loss. The little leaks

here are legion. Imperfect goods are often passed into stock

because the imperfection is so small that it is insignificant in

the eyes of the merchant, but which in the eyes of the cus-

tomer is often very important.

Shortages are overlooked because there is no system in

receiving goods. Anyone and everyone unpacks and carts

off goods before they can be properly checked. Prices very

often are not compared with the copy of the order. Quan-
tities are never verified. Substitutions are often accepted.

Leaks, all of these, and the cause of much loss.

On the selling lines we have worse things, leaks that are

passed over every day as too small to bother with.

Over-weight, and over-measure are constant dribbles

at the profits. Thirty-seven inches instead of thirty-six for

a yard means about three cents on a yard of dollar goods. An
extra potato in the bushel does not mean much, but it will

soon mean a bushel. The customer is entitled to a yard and
not 37 inches, to a bushel and not to a bushel and one potato.

That is all that is paid for. The loss falls on the store. In a

department store where the net profit is made up of the

discounts on its purchases, the 37 inch for a yard salesman
does not earn his salary.

Turning a Loss Into a Profit

A few years ago a lumberman bought a piece of standing

timber at what he thought was a very favorable price. The
value of lumber fell smartly just a little later and he faced

a loss. The old style circular saw used in cutting boards for

the tree wasted five-sixteenths of an inch of good wood every
time an inch board was cut. In producing four planks a

fifth was destroyed. He recognized the leak and introducing

band-saws saved one-eighth of an inch on each plank, secur-

ing one more plank in nine than he had ever got before. This
turned a loss into a profit.

This shows the value of stopping small leaks. Prevent
over-weight and over-measure and a great saving will be

effected. Generosity is commendable in its proper place,

but it is more profitable to stick to business in the store.

Lost containers, broken articles, spoilage and damage
to gocds are a big factor in many lines of trade. Take the

glass and china trade as an example. Here it is expected

that there will be some breakage, from the very character

of the goods handled. But it is being reduced to a minimum
by better supervision. In one establishment it is necessary

for the person breaking, or finding broken, any article to

report the breakage on a certain blank form provided for

that purpose. This has reduced the losses from breakage.

Clerks Are Only Human

Clerks are but human and make mistakes. It should
be the merchant's care to see that they make as few as pos-

sible. But the leaks caused by bona fide errors are often ex-

ceeded by the deliberate destruction of merchandise. A case

of this was brought to the writer's attention.

A department store owner was given to buying bank-
rupt stocks. These goods were taken to the store and served

as the neucleus of his many special sales. In one of these

stocks was a particularly bad stock of men's caps. The de-

partment store owner ordered them placed on sale at a ridicu-

lously low price. The department manager looked them
over and deliberately sent half of them to the furnace room,
where they were destroyed. Perhaps this was a leak that

turned out to be a profit, but the spirit of the thing is what
is to be emphasized. This department manager took his

calling too seriously. He thought he was too good for the

caps to be placed on sale and burned them. Many clerks

"Say Mag, has your big sister got some shoes like them?"
"Well, she's gotta pair wid fur on de tops, a pair what laces behind

and some wot laces on de side, an' a pair wid white buttonholes an' black
buttons, an' some wid black buttonholes wid white buttons, but I don't
think she's got any wid white and black buttonholes and black buttons "
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are too good for their jobs, and the merchant pays the penalty.

Loss through indifference is eternal. This is a constant
leak, which drips, drips throughout the livelong day. Losses
through incapacity are not to be compared with the losses

through indifference.

Selling the Goods Too Often

The indifference of clerks causes many to purchase
goods they do not like. These are brought back and ex-

changed or a refund is made. This is now recognized as a
part of the regular routine of the day. In very few stores
do the merchants make any effort to reduce this waste, for
waste it is, to sell the same customer the same amount of

ARTISTIC NEW FRONT INSTALLED
The Invictus Boot Shop, Toronto, which recently re-

moved into new and well fitted-up quarters at 93 Yonge
street, Toronto, right in the heart of the busy business

section, has one of the most imposing and impressive fronts

of any establishment. The illustration affords some con-

ception of its artistic and admirable display facilities. It

is a complete metal front in statuary copper finish from the

sidewalk to the underside of the "I" beam, with the ex-

ception of the door which is quarter cut oak. The ceiling

in the entrance, the transom, and the transom bar over the

door are all covered with metal. The metal is cold rolled

INVICTUS SHOE SHOP, TORONTO

drawn copper, and there is a ventilating sash around all

the glass in the show windows to prevent steaming and

frosting as well as to carry off the drainage. The store is

only twelve feet wide, but the best use has been made of

the space in the double windows. The two front lights of

the glass return back two feet from the sidewalk line, which

has another light returning back to the door two feet. The

woodwork in the show windows is all quarter oak, with art

glass in the sliding doors. The lighting of both win-

dows is by means of the X-ray system. The entrance is

laid with white round tile while the interior fixtures are

very handsome and comport admirably with the new front,

which is known as the Easyset System and was installed by

the H. J. St. Clair Co., Limited, of Toronto.

merchandise several times over and only receive in exchange
the one purchase price.

Refunds are losses, but they must be cheerfully made.
It is the leak that results from indifferent attempts to secure

the amount of the refund in return for other merchandise
that counts.

Leaks are frequent in the delivery department for lack

of co-operation among the delivery force and through im-
proper system, or lack of it altogether.

Goods are lost in transit or damaged on the wagons.
The equipment is damaged through indifference or inexperi-

ence. Goods are routed in a roundabout way, goods are

delivered to wrong addresses, C.O.D.'s are not properly

reported, and in many other ways there are leaks of serious

proportions.

Where there is a credit business done there is more loss

through carelessness than through bad debts. This is a

pretty strong statement, but it is true of the average store.

In the greater stores there is so much system that it is almost

impossible to make errors, but in the ordinary store they

are frequent.

Forgotten charges are one of the most prolific cases of

loss in a credit business. This is not so frequent in a store

well systematized as in those less favored, but it is a leak just

the same.

Then there is the loss made by customers claiming

wrong entries. The system that prevents this is about per-

fect. Lack of system invites this kind of thing. The cus-

tomer first discovers a wrong entry, after that it is easy to

suspect others that may not be wrong. The merchant not

having a positive system has to give in and the loss is made.

Poor Collections Big Leak

Poor collections come next in the leaks in a credit busi-

ness. The merchant who neglects to make collections when
the amounts are due is deliberately inviting loss. People who
pay when an account is due very seldom have any complaints

to make of overcharges.

Stop the leaks in the credit department by making every

charge and collecting the account when due.

Dishonesty is a leak that every merchant must face.

He must recognize the fact that he cannot trust anyone.

He must suspect everyone. Isn't that an awful statement

to make, but it is a fact. Brother steals from brother, son

from father, and even protege from benefactor. No one is

safe from theft, as long as he has something to steal; as long

as someone else wants what he has.

A good system will help to defy this kind of a leak, but
it will not make it impossible to steal. The merchant must
have confidence in his employe, but he should neglect no
opportunity to safeguard himself from the employe's dis-

honest propensities. Eternal watchfulness, frequent test

and restrictive systems are the only lines of relief in this

matter.

The constant waste and consequent loss of supplies is a

frequent subject for discussion in the trade paper and it will

be passed over with a mere mention. Just watch the con-

stant drip of the leak when paper, twine and other supplies

are needlessly used.

And finally, after advising the merchant against the

whole world, we must turn the light upon himself. He is a

frequent cause of loss, a constant leak himself. Some mer-

chants lack originality and lose because they follow in the

rut, along the lines of least resistance.

One merchant will be unapproachable. No one knows
anything about his business but himself. It is useless to

preach to him. He sees only as far as his nose. He lets the

world change and overlooks the fact. He lets new competi-

tors come in and introduce new methods that wean away his

customers. Result a loss of customers, a little leak that is

constantly draining away his profits.

Get after the little leaks, they are the most expensive.
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KID LEATHER IDEAL IN TEXTURE AND QUALITY

(Continued from page 29)

impossible. Goats flourish to some extent in North and Cen-

tral America and especially Mexico.

Expanding the Raw Material Supply

Students of economic conditions in the leather industry

are convinced that the diminishing supply of raw material

is more susceptible of expansion in goatskins than in cattle

hides. In recent years there have been sensational advances

in the price of hides, but during these same years the num-

ber of beef animals has not kept pace with the increase of

population and the per capita consumption of leather. Mean-

while the cost of goatskins has advanced slightly. It is

thought that a sustained demand for glazed kid continuing

for a number of years would have the effect of raising the

price of raw goatskins which in turn would stimulate breed-

ing and permanently increase the quantity of raw material

available for tanning. Goats are prolific animals and the

breeding of them involves little expense. The slaughter

of calves tends to prevent the growing of mature cattle.

The production of kid in black and colors in the United

States amounts at the present time to twelve thousand

dozens a day. The average prices paid are about $10 a

dozen. One-fifth, or two thousand four hundred dozens of

the total output per day are in fancy colors.

The Chrome Tannage

The tanning of goatskins in the United States has been

revolutionized several times. Thirty years ago kid was

imported from France. French kid was not actually tanned

but tawed by the alum process. The leather while beautiful

and highly finished was perishable for the reason that shoes

cut from it were rendered useless if dried too quickly after

being worn in the rain or snow. The Philadelphia morocco

manufacturers (the term they were known by in the old

days) made only pebbles, grains, straight grains and similar

boarded finishes. The first step towards glazed kid was the

production of brush kid. It was tanned with sumach and

the leather while glazed and handsome to look at was hard,

unyielding stock. In the low grades it was brittle and un-

satisfactory. Then came the dongola tannage, closely fol-

lowed by what was called combination tanned stock. These

successive changes were a severe trial to the tanners whc
were driven from one process to another at great expense

and risk. The climax came when after much experimenta-

tion and many discouragements the chrome or mineral tan-

nage was perfected. At last it was possible to make thor-

oughly satisfactory stock which, while possessing all the

beauty, lustre and flexibility of the best French glaze kid,

was really serviceable, dependable leather. Chrome kid was

so satisfactory in every way that in a short time all other

tannages were discontinued and later the chrome process,

first used on goatskins, was extended to calfskins and light

hides for upper stock. Today quantities of chrome sole are

made.

Methods of Collecting and Preserving Skins

The methods of collecting, handling and preserving

goatskins, as well as their general characteristics and sus-

ceptibilities are interesting.

There are distinguishing features which mark the coun-

try and district of origin of the goat, as shown in its pelt,

such as size, pattern, length and color of hair, fineness of

texture, character of grain and the nature of its imper-

fections. The characteristics enumerated may be traced

even after the skin has been manufactured into leather, ex-

cepting, of course, length and color of hair. It is possible

for experienced handlers of glazed kid to form accurate

conclusions respecting the kind of skins from which a given

lot of leather was manufactured. Other noticeable features

distinguishing skins in the raw state are the manner in which

they were flayed, and the mode of preservation or cure.

Methods of Curing

The ordinary methods of curing are as follows : sun

drying, dry salting and wet salting. The first method is

simple and consists merely of spreading the skins out or

hanging them up exposed to the sun, or, in some of the

torrid countries, preferably in the shade, until they are

quite free from moisture. The second method is practically

the same as the first, excepting that the fresh skins are first

rubbed with salt before being dried. The third method

necessitates a thorough rubbing of fine salt over the skins,

which are allowed to remain moist and are folded into

small bundles, each skin separately, and then packed into

casks. Certain advantages are claimed for each of these

methods.

Collecting the Skins

In most countries goats are not raised in large herds

after the manner of our domestic cattle and sheep, but are

produced under individual ownership of one or several

animals by farmers or peasants. It can be readily under-

stood that under these circumstances, countries such as

India, China and Africa, with their millions of population,

produce in the aggregate vast quantities of skins. The skins

are gathered by small collectors, passed to larger dealers,

and finally find their way to the large markets and ports

where they are purchased by exporters and shipped to the

United States and other countries. In many cases the gath-

ering of these skins from the more remote districts of coun-

tries such as China and Africa consumes many months of

time and entails much labor and hardship to those occupied

in the task.

Skins Affected By Seasons

The exportation of goatskins varies in most countries

with the season of the year. In some countries a fairly

constant supply is available throughout the year, but in

others the exports are largely increased at certain periods,

and diminished at others. In some countries exporting is

done during a particular season and ceases entirely until

the season recurs. The season of the year, by which we
mean the climatic conditions prevailing during the particu-

lar time, has an important influence on the nature of the

skin and its quality for manufacturing purposes. Unusual

climatic conditions, such as drought or superabundance of

rain, also create important changes in the character of the

skins.

Long and Short Hair

As a general rule, in hot countries the hair of the ani-

mal is short and remains so at all times, due to the com-

paratively uniform heat prevailing throughout the year.

Such countries are usually subject to alternating dry and

rainy seasons, which affect the quality of the skins but not

the hair. In cold climates goats usually take on a longer

growth of hair during the winter season and have short

hair during the summer. In countries where the change is

pronounced it is customary to shear the hair after it has

acquired full growth, as wool is shorn from sheep. Skins

from the animals so shorn naturally have the character-

istics of the long-haired animal, despite the absence of the

full growth of hair. If the animal is not slaughtered dur-
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ing this period the skin will improve in quality as the sea-

son progresses and the animals receive the benefit of good
pasturage. The growth of hair in cold countries is usually

accompanied by a sort of fine woolly undergrowth, which
lies close to the skin and can be noticed by dividing or
parting the hair. This undergrowth has an undesirable

effect upon the quality of the skin because the pelt is lack-

ing in substance and produces thin leather, and for the rea-

son that the grain is inclined to be "sheepy," a term applied

in the trade to describe goatskins that have the peculiar and
inferior quality of sheepskins.

Peculiarities of Goatskin Supply

Goatskins may be divided into two great classes—hard
and soft natured skins. In the early days of the chrome
tannage it was feared that only the softer varieties, such

as Brazilians, could be successfully tanned by the mineral

process. The difficulties were ultimately overcome and to-

day goatskins from any part of the world are tanned with

chrome. One of the inherent difficulties of the glazed kid

manufacture is the marked characteristics of the skins

from different parts of the world. When a manufacturer

has become expert in handling a certain selection of goat-

skins there is danger in changing to another which de-

mands different treatment in the tannery. Then again each

maker is known to the shoe trade as a producer of Indian,

Brazilian, African, Mocha or some other variety of stock.

It thus happens that while goatskins are obtainable from

all parts of the world except North America the skins from

the different quarters of the globe are not exactly inter-

changeable.

Effect of the War Upon Supplies

It is important to consider that the goat flourishes in

all climates and in almost every part of the world with the

unfortunate exception of North America. A great war

involving thirteen or more countries has not interfered

with the importation of goatskins to a, degree that would

have been inevitable in a less universal product. The volume

of imports while well sustained is not maintained without

incidental difficulties. While it is true that great quantities

of goatskins are produced outside the actual war zones, the

embargos extend to all portions of the British Empire.

Importers of India skins for example are compelled to give

bonds covering every purchase and in addition must be on

the "good" list. These measures are considered necessary

to prevent the skins or the leather made from them from

reaching Germany or Austria. Some of the largest manu-

facturers of glazed kid are direct importers and have estab-

lished agencies at the ports of export. The smaller tanners

who obtain their raw material from brokers and New York
importing houses are experiencing more trouble. The pur-

chase of raw goatskins always contains an element of gamb-

ling for the reason that imports are paid for six months

before they arrive and several more months may elapse

before the leather is sold. The chemical situation has caused

great embarrassment. The bichromates of potash and soda

and other chemicals required in the production of glazed

kid, not to speak of colors for fancy kid, are increasingly

difficult to obtain.

NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM ST. JOHN
Business continues satisfactory about St. John, N.B.

The various stores still continue to present cheery reports

in reply to inquires as to the condition of the shoe and

leather trade locally. It is not expected that as much busi-

ness will be done this year as has been known in other years,

but for the most part, as a dealer expressed it, "we have

no cause to complain." The fall trade has opened well,

and a few days of bad weather have been responsible for a

rush on heavier goods following a ready sale in finer fix-

tures during recent fine weather.

Local firms are giving every possible assistance to

patriotic causes. Dealers in boots and shoes are displaying

in their windows posters and show cards, advocating the

cause of country and helping to carry out the programme
of a live recruiting committee in the neighborhood. There

is hardly a shoe store in St. John but has given one, two or

more men to the colors, and every such business house is

not holding back any others of its employees who desire to

volunteer, but giving them the promise of their positions

being kept for them when they return from the front.

Displays of war souvenirs are a frequent exhibit in the

windows of local shoemen. Such articles as buttons, pieces

of shell, helmets, national souvenirs picked up at the battle-

front, and a wide variety of things sent home by men from

about the city, or sometimes by former employees now
in service overseas. The war trophies are exhibited in the

store windows and make an attractive showing which draws

attention.

Among recent recruits for foreign service in St John
are several shoemen. An appointment which was learned

of with pleasure was that of Lieut. Percy M. Rising, to the

position of quartermaster in the 104th battalion, now mobi-

lizing at Sussex. He is now in uniform at the camp. Prior

to his severance of business connections with the firm of

Waterbury & Rising, Limited, until his return from the

war, he was the recipient of a handsome case of pipes as

a token of esteem from his associates on the staff and the

firm.

Reginald F. Shamper, of the staff of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, St. John office and ware-

house, and Rupert Crocker, of the traveling staff, with

headquarters here, have also left and are now in uniform.

The latter is with the siege battery in training in St. John
prior to going overseas, while Mr. Shamper is with the

73rd Highlanders in Montreal. Before leaving they were

presented with military wrist watches by W. R. Stewart,

local manager, in behalf of the staff.

Another shoeman, Leslie C. Holder, of the staff of

Weizel's Cash Stores, has enlisted for overseas service

with the 104th battalion, and Beverly R. Allan, of the same
concern, is also with that unit. Both are now in training

in Sussex. Presentations of wrist watches and fountain

pens were made to them recently. George Crosby, a popu-

lar member of the traveling staff of J. M. Humphrey &
Co., shoe manufacturers, has donned the uniform with the

siege battery, while Joseph Patchell, of the clerking staff

of Waterbury & Rising, Limited, has gone with the 104th.

Fellow members of the staff of C. H. Peters & Sons' tan-

nery, recently presented a military wrist watch to one of

their number, Frank L. Addison, who has enlisted with the

siege battery.

Local shoe merchants and others are wondering as to

whether or not a battalion of infantry will be stationed in

St. John this winter, as was done last year when the 26th

battalion was quartered from early fall till spring. It

means much to the city in a financial way and helps busi-

ness in every line, for the pay-checks of the battalion total

$40,000 monthly. It was at first promised that the 64th

would be stationed here, but they are now going to Halifax;
the 104th will be divided between Sussex, Fredericton and
Woodstock, which will enliven business in each of those

centres, and it is reported that a battalion from Port Arthur
will be quartered here. The members of the Retail Mer-
chants' Association have recently taken the matter up most
actively and interceded with Ottawa to see that a battalion

hibernates in St. John, for it means considerable to trade

if such is done.
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HOW SHOE BUSINESS LIVES AND GROWS
Careful Stock Keeping is a First Aid and a Remedy for Overbuying and Loading

Up With Unsalable Styles—Keep Daily Sales Records by Customer and by

Individual Transaction—Place Your Stock on 100 Per Cent. Efficiency Basis, Not

Only During the Busy Season, But in the Slack Time as Well

If a shoe business lives and grows, this favorable de-

velopment is largely due to careful merchandising and effi-

cient stock-keeping, backed up by energetic advertising and

selling methods. If the business dies, and a good many do,

the beginning of its decline is easily traced to inefficient

stock-keeping.

The stock is the index to the class of customers that

is buying, and the extent of the class; it is a guide to what

shoes are going well and what kind are going slowly, and

it points the way to a style selection that promotes selling.

The thing to do is to watch it, study it and keep a

daily record of it. Keep it on a 100 per cent efficiency basis

during the busy season, and in the slack time.

A buyer who starts the season with a workable stock

has a good chance to know "where he is at" if he insists

on a record of every individual sale and every pair of shoes

sold. The individual customer's record is not sufficient,

because it may contain more than one purchase.

The customer record, usually kept on a card index, is

a guide to what the store's clientele, person by person, is

buying as regards style, price and kinds of shoes. It shows
at the end of a selling season, like spring or autumn,

whether the buyer is gauging anywhere near correctly the

bulk demand of the store's customers.

Keep Records of Every Sale

It also offers a hint for the coming season. If twenty

out of a list of regular customers buy a certain number
of styles in black shoes, tan shoes or a certain novelty, the

buyer can, with the help of the clerk's suggestions, go into

market with a pretty fair idea of how to buy for his estab-

lished trade at least. That covers in part the value of a

record of customer purchases.

Now what is the every-purchase record? And what
does it show?

It is a daily record of every sale of every salesman

on the floor. It shows every evening just what has gone
out of stock during the day and forms the basis for finding

out what is still in stock. Checked up at the end of a week's

business, this record will show, to a pair, how much stock

there is and what kind it is.

The simple way for small stores to keep this record

is to furnish each salesman with a book of blank slips

marked off for stock number, style number, size, retail

price, wholesale price and all other details tending to de-

scribe the shoe sold. At the end of the day's selling every

slip is turned in to the stock-keeper and he makes a report

to the buyer. This enables the buyer to systematically fill

in on styles and sizes for the current selling. At the be-

ginning of the season this report and the individual custo-

mer report together form a practical buyers' guide for stock-

ing up for the coming season.

Idle Stock Eats Up Profit

The system is simple. All that the retailer needs to do
is to keep it religiously. It tells the story of what is sold

and what to buy.

A stock efficiency man in the shoe department of one
of the best stores in the country went through the depart-

ment and found over $11,000 worth of idle stock—shoes

that were out of style and unsalable for other reasons.

It is the "idle 40 per cent" of the average retailer's

stock that eats up the profit on the active 60 per cent and
finally puts the department into the discard. Another re-

tailer made the statement recently that in going through

his shoe department "with a fine-tooth comb" he found

$8,000 worth of idle and unproductive shoes. The total

stock was only $18,000.

Both of these concerns are credited with a profitable

business. But the condition of their stocks shows that they

are only half-profitable. Neither had any set system for

keeping track of what was in stock, what was selling and
what was needed. But now they are both using the

individual-customer and the individual-purchase methods of

keeping stock. They had to come to it, to make money.

Over-Buying Clogs the Stock

Over-buying is a shoe merchandising disease that is

dying out with the discarding of the former six-months-in-

advance system of buying. But into its place has crept the

new danger of over-buying on a popular novelty.

Although novelties sell well while they are good, usually

they are short-lived; hence, they must be bought frequently

and with caution. A well-kept stock is a big help in the

profitable merchandising of novelties and quick selling

staples, and it is a first aid to gauging the style elements in

shoe stocks.

Wrong style guesses swell the total of the "idle 40 per

cent" and cut heavily into the figures on the profit side of

the ledger. Careful stock-keeping is a first aid and a

remedy.

Unless the retailer keeps a careful stock record, under-

buying may be an accompaniment of the "small quantity

frequent order" method of merchandising. And it is a

danger point necessary to guard against in the purchase of

THE STANDARD TYPE OF CANADIAN ARMY SHOE FOR WHICH
TENDERS FOR 150,000 MORE PAIRS ARE BEING CALLED
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both staple and novelty footwear. Sales lost because of

insufficient stock count just as heavily against profit-making

as do goods left over on the shelves because of over-buying

or wrong style guessing.

NET PROFITS AND SALESMANSHIP IN SHOES
(Continued from page 26)

orable reply and see that the shoe has made a good impres-

sion on the mind of your visitor, remark on its neat appear-

ance and comfort. Then comes the crucial point—the clos-

ing of the sale. It is the ability of a clerk to close a sale and
help the customer come to a reasonably prompt decision that

counts a great deal. How would it do to suggest that the

customer try on the other shoe or remark pleasantly
—

'Will

you wear the new ones home and have these (the old ones)

sent? Or perhaps you would prefer to wear your old ones

and have us deliver the new pair, which will go by the next

delivery.' You see this is coming to a decisive point and many
a person requires suggestion and leadership to arrive at a

conclusion. Never allow your customer a chance to say no,

if possible, and always talk in the affirmative. To ask if you
cannot do so suggests a negative response, but to present

remarks in an affirmative or positive style leads on and up-

ward by the spirit of acquiescence. You can generally

tell when a customer has something that pleases and then

is the time to diplomatically and gently terminate the trans-

action."

The Lady Who Says Show Me

"Oh, yes, we have many kinds and classes of people to

wait upon, from the fussy and consequential ones to those

who scarcely say a word. We call the latter 'mumsers.'

A lady will come in the shop perhaps and ask to see some

shoes, and you enquire courteously what style she would

like. She replies rather ambiguously, T do not know; let

me see what you have?' You take down a glazed kid button

shoe with a black cloth top and she replies, T do not want

that kind at all. I want a patent.' You get out a patent

with a tip and moire silk top and she adds, 'Oh, I do not want

a shoe with a tip; have you not some plain toes?' Then you

get a plain toe and perhaps dark blue cloth quarters and

she adds that she wants one with a dull kid top. You secure

this shoe. She does not like the spike pedestal and observes

T want a French heel.' By this time you have her choice

pretty nearly gauged. She prefers a patent leather button

with a matt kid top, plain recede toe, medium vamp and Louis

heel. This was what she had in mind in the first place but,

of course, she simulated that she really did not know what

she required, whereas all along this lady had that particular

type of boot in mind. It is only by deduction and display

that you can really find what many persons want.

The Rash, Importunate Purchaser

"Another peculiar type of customer is the one who
before you have the shoe half fitted on the foot, exclaims,

rashly or peevishly, 'Oh, that is too large' or 'that is too small;

take it away,' and they have not afforded you an opportunity

at all to make the fitting. To such persons I generally say

pleasantly, 'Well, if you will please allow me to put this on

your foot, while it may not fit or suit, I can gain a better

idea of the exact size and width.' Be good natured, although

at times your temper and patience may be tested to the

utmost.

"Another class of patron is the one who, when you start

to take a shoe from the carton, will remark off the bat, 'Oh,

that will never do at all,' or 'That is not what I want,'

although you may be several feet away from the caller.

Some are even so obdurate as to command, 'Put it back; I

do not want to look at that kind.' Now, it is pretty difficult

to deal with this objurgatory, explosive kind of femininity.

Sometimes you can jolly them on their remarkable eyesight

in condemning a shoe before having a good look at it or try-

ing it on and, in other cases, you have to put the shoe back
in silence and pull out another style.

"Then there are persons who are well pleased with the

appearance and fit of what you have showed them. They
are just about to take the pair when they will incidentally

inquire the size. If you tell them that it is a five or a four

they will go almost into hysterics and declare 'Take it off; it

does not fit me at all. Why, never in my life have I worn a

shoe over four or three in size,' as the case may be. They
are sticklers on the matter of size. While I do not advocate
fibbing or uphold misrepresentation, as you might discover

the person is able to read sizes and numbers or had some
knowledge in the footwear business, still you may frequently

get out of the dilemma by explaining that all six-roomed

houses are not of the same dimensions, and that different

lasts and patterns of identical size and width do not look

the same. Then if your customer is not satisfied, show a

broad, wide, round toe and a narrow pointed one and ask

which they think is the larger. Point out that they are both
of same size and width, but the shape and style create the

seeming difference.

The Eye is Often Deceived

"I knew a shoe merchant once who had a group picture

of several men and a boy. He would show this to a per-

nickety customer and ask how tall the boy was and invari-

ably would receive the reply, 'Oh, he is only about half the

height of the men.' To all appearances and to the imagina-

tion this seemed to be true, but the shoe merchant would
add, 'Now, that is what you think, but the camera does not

say so.' He would take a ruler or a piece of string and meas-
ure the boy, who was in the foreground of the photo, and
the man at the rear, and show that the lad on the print or

film was exactly the same length as the adults. Well, the

customer would say, 'How deceptive, I would not have be-

lieved it if you had not actually measured.' The misleading

optical conception was caused by the way in which the men
and boy were photographed and by imagination supplying

the rest.

"Then the retailer would explain that it was the same
in shoe sizes and that what appeared to be longer than
another could not always be relied upon. It might be
shorter or just the same length, according to the last, pattern,

toe or vamp. Thus customers of the fussy kind may fre-

quently be satisfied in this way. Most men are not so par-

ticular about a size or two extra if they are properly fitted,

but now and then one runs across a foppish specimen of the

male creation and when you get such a 'victim' he is as bad
as any dictatorial woman who won't have this or have that

or who has foibles, fancies and frailties galore.

"Oh, yes, selling shoes is a great game and no one can
tell you just what to do under all and every circumstance.

I might as well lay down a law as to how much people should

eat, or drink, how often, the price they should pay, etc.

But I like the shoe game, nevertheless. You meet so many
decent, considerate and companionable people in this world

that you forget or should overlook the cantankerous, the

crabbed, the stupid, the obstinate, the overbearing, the

egotistical and the penurious. Willingness and good nature
will win out in nearly every case and, with few exceptions, the

law of compensation holds good. We generally get what we
give in this world, both in human nature and shoe values.

If you scatter thoughtfulness, suavity, kindliness, goodwill

and optimism you generally reap the same, but if you are

pettish, indifferent, churlish, grumpy or intolerant you get

like for like. It takes all kinds of people to make a world
and you will run across every species in the shoe shop, for

more persons are punctilious about their footwear and head-

gear than any other articles of apparel."
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BUILDING UP UNEVENLY WORN HEELS

There is scarcely a person whose shoes do not wear off

more on one side than the other; there seems an almost

universal failing of running shoes over on the outside. This

condition, when the shoes have worn off considerably un-

even, is uncomfortable and unsightly, and the shoe hos-

pital is the place where the remedy can be applied. In for-

mer years the repairer did not apply scientific methods of

rebuilding the shoe up, as is done at the present time, and
the repaired shoe was clumsy and often hurt the foot. By
adding an extra thickness of the sole at the outside part

of the shoe this causes the foot to swing inward, and this

additional thickness should extend from below the ball of

the foot to the toe-end and not, as some repairers are liable

to think, only from the ball to the corner of the tip. When
not extending fully to the toe-end, the shoe is thrown out
of balance, and as the foot is lifted it is swung toward the

outside of the toe. The idea is to give the foot the natural

position, and make the big toe perform the function for which
it was intended, and not to simply swing the foot toward
the inside when the wearer is at a standstill. The heel should

be built correspondingly.

HIS SERVICES ARE VALUED TOO LONG
Much has been written about the underpaid service of

the shoe repairer, but there is still more "must" to be written,

seemingly, before he gets his eyes open to the fact that he
is giving more than value received for his labor, says Shoe
Repair Shop. It is that he wants to do acts of charity in

asking so little for his work, or are his ambitions and aspira-
tions less than men of other occupations, and is he content
with the small pittance which he asks? There is no trade
or profession that is rendering a better service to the people
of the world to-day, or gives the public more for their money
than the repairer, and yet in many cases he is struggling
away for an existence, all because he does not get more for

his work. The shoe repairer often works from early morn-
ing until far into the night. It is not because he is so in love
with his business, or his insatiable greed for gold, but it is

because he does not get what he should for his services.

All work and no play makes the repairer a dull member of
society. He needs to get away from the last and lay down
the pegging-awl a little earlier at the end of the day, and
take some enjoyment as other tradesmen do who can afford
to do it. Other skilled mechanics have much shorter hours,
and their recompense is in proportion to their services, but

A GUIDE FOR THE TRADE

Enclosed you will find one dollar for the Shoe
and Leather Journal. / am sorry at the delay

in sending. I consider thai the man who tries to

run a shoe store without your Journal is like run-

ning a ship without a rudder. With best wishes.

T. MATHEWS,
McRae Shoe Store.

Revelstoke, B.C.

many shoe repairers seem to loath to break the old-estab-

lished order of things and prosper.

FLEXIBILITY IN SHOE REPAIRING
Some repairers advertise that they are using certain

well-known brands of sole leather possessing exceptional

merit as to flexibility. A flexibile bottom in brand new shoes

is an important feature demanded by the public today.

Flexibility of bottom is equally important in shoe repairing,

says the "Shoe Repairer and Dealer."

Besides using special sole leather, repairer should work
the leather to increase the flexibility. The writer has seen a
repairer using hot water to quickly soften his leather, and
although hot water or steam vapor will quickly render the
leather soft and workable, it is not the correct process to

follow. Experiments in steaming the welt at the welt-

sewing machine, to save time of tempering in the ordinary

way, have proven impractical, for the reason that the welt

would dry up hard. It is the same with sole leather, which
dries up hard and rigid.

The writer believes in moving the leather in clean cold

water, so that water will penetrate through every fibre,

which is necessary for tempering with uniformity. After

wetting the soles it is well to strike same against a bench or

table, to condense, in a way, the water in the leather, and at

the same time to do away with the surplus amount of water
on the soles.

This is often done by turn shoemakers and the writer

was advised to do so while working on turn shoes, as the
foreman believed that working the leather that way helped
toward the flexibility of the soles once incorporated into the

shoes.

There is today a nailing machine which embodies a
method of clinching, which insures flexibility, so that it is

entirely possible to have a flexible nailed bottom. The nails

driven by this machine will wear out flush with the leather.

* * *

ADVERTISING AND THE SUBURBAN REPAIRER
"Now, about the shoe repairer in the suburbs. I think

that newspaper advertising in his case is money thrown
away, unless he has an outdoor connection apart from his

shop trade. If he has, then it is a splendid point to talk on,

such as "Our name and phone number are printed" in such
and such a paper, which proves our fidelity or bona fides,

or "if you should mislay my card see the daily paper." The
most satisfactory advertising in the case of the suburban
repairer is for him to bombard his own locality, once a month
at least, with not less than a thousand neat, attractive cards

or circulars. By this means one can work up a very steady
trade. Many may think that this is not necessary, because
of the fact that they are well established. It is surprising

how comparatively few people know of you. If you were
to make a house to house canvass around your own shop,

you will discover that you are not nearly as widely known
as you think that you are.

"The next important item about newspaper advertis-

ing for the repairer is that, once started, it should not be
dropped. It is difficult sometimes to check accurately the
results, but to begin advertising and then drop it in three or

six months is a losing proposition. A contract can be made
for a year at a considerable reduction over a transient one."
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MORE ORDERS FOR ARMY SHOES
The War Purchasing commission of the Government

is calling for tenders for 150,000 pairs of army shoes and
100,000 pairs of rest shoes, the tenders to be in by November
10th. This number is considerably larger than the last order

awarded a few weeks ago, which was for 100,000 pairs of

army shoes and 50,000 pairs of rest shoes. A large number
of shoe manufacturers have received forms of tender and are

invited to submit prices to the commission. The regulation

type of army shoe (which has now become standard, and is

said by both practical shoemakers and military experts to

be the best and most comfortable boot of its kind for the

"Tommies") will be turned out, tan side leather being used.

Manufacturers will have six weeks to deliver whatever allot-

ments are placed with them. The sizes will be from 5 to 11>£
and the widths in E and F, the majority of boots being in

the wider widths, as the footwear is intended for winter use,

and the soldiers wear heavier socks during the cold weather.

It is understood that the price on which most manufacturers
will tender will be around $3.85.

SAFETY ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
A meeting of the Leather Manufacturers' Safety Asso-

ciation was held in Toronto recently at which there was a

representative attendance. A. Brandon, of the Brandon
Shoe Co., Brantford, was elected Chairman, and E. King,

of the Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Vice-chairman.

The shoe manufacturers come under section 20 of the

Workmen's Compensation Act, which includes leather goods,

belting, saddlery, harness, trunks, valises, boots and shoes,

gloves, umbrellas, rubber goods, rubber shoes, tubing, tires

and hose. It is thought that this grouping is too compre-
hensive and an effort may be made by the shoe manufac-
turers of the province to be placed in a class by themselves.

Accidents of a fatal or serious character in shoe factories are

not numerous. The assessment made this year is felt to be

pretty high and more than ample to meet any claims made,
through mishaps to workmen. A leading shoe manufacturer

stated this week that he thought this year's rates would be
lowered by one half. The Workmen's Compensation Act
has so far been administered very satisfactorily, but like all

new measures, there are amendments to be made. It is felt

that, with certain modifications, the measure will prove
beneficial to both employers and employes.

THE WOMEN'S NATIONAL ANTHEM
While in London recently I came in touch with a little

incident, which I think will interest you.

I attended, one day, at noon, a recruiting meeting in

front of the Mansion House. A great crowd of men and

women listened to the recruiting Sergeants, all of whom
had "done their bit" at the front.

A lady, with a magnificent voice, sang patriotic songs,

which perhaps were more effective than the speeches of the

recruiting Sergeants. At the close of the meeting, it was

announced that after singing "The King," the lady would

sing "The Woman's National Anthem."

Then in splendid voice she sang

—

"God save our splendid men,

Send them safe home again,

God save our men.

Keep them victorious,

Patient and chivalrous,

They are so dear to us,

God save our men." .

As she sang, every man stood, uncovered and with

bowed head, and there were not many dry eyes.

I think it would be a good thing if the women of Can-

ada would learn this as "The British Women's National

Anthem," for surely it is the prayer of every loyal British

woman.
After the meeting I went up to the singer, handed her

my card, and asked her for the words she had just sung.

When she saw that I was from Montreal she said, "Oh, I

sang in Montreal, and I will be glad to send the words to

the women of Canada."

She wrote them on the back of the blue envelope, which
contained my passport.

SHOE NEWS IN SHORT SHAPE
The Canadian Government will supply 150,000 pairs

of shoepacks with soles for the use of the soldiers in the
trenches during the coming winter.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co., of Lindsay, Ont., have
received a contract for 3,000 pairs of larrigans from the

Department of Militia and Defence, Ottawa.

William Williamson, sr., of Watford, Ont., died recently

in his 80th year. He was a native of Ireland and followed

the trade of a shoemaker for many years in Warwick and
Watford.

Western shoe wholesalers report a considerable improve-
ment in trade during the past few weeks. The change in

the weather has been mainly responsible for the betterment.

Collections generally are fair.

The warehouse of John Lennox & Co., wholesale shoes,

is gaily decorated with the red Ensign and the flags of the

Allies, the facade of the large building being one mass of

color and bunting. Mr. Lennox is taking great interest in

recruiting, and open air meetings to stimulate enlistment are

held frequently in front of his premises in Hamilton.

The town of Listowel, Ont., is endeavoring to secure

more factories and recently a deputation visited Rochester

to induce the proprietors of a large shoe plant to^remove.

Other shoe factories are in communication with the

town authorities. It is understood that Listowel is offering

bonds to manufacturing plants that will locate there.

Cole Blewett, who has been a faithful employe in the

R. Neill Shoe Store, Lindsay, has received a promotion and
joined the staff at the headquarters of the firm in Peterboro'.

Mr. Blewett, who is an enthusiastic Oddfellow, was tendered

a banquet by the triple link brethren of Lindsay. Previous

to his departure he was presented with a solid gold watch
fob and locket, suitably engraved.

B. A. Bailey, who was employed in the Anglo-Canadian
Leather Co.'s tannery at Bracebridge, was instantly killed

a few days ago. He was repairing a large revolving tub
which had been thrown out of gear. By some means the

machinery was thrown in gear, and the revolution of the tub
caught him and lifted him up. When found his head was
against a revolving shaft. No one was near at the time of

the accident.

According to latest information further Government
contracts are to be placed at an early date. Recently

the Canadian Harness Manufacturing Association stated

that an order for 180,000 sets of single harness will be placed

in Canada in the near future. The following gentlemen of

the trade have been appointed by the manufacturers to

interview the British and French Governments so as to make
the necessary arrangements whereby the contract may be

completed: R. J. Hutchins, of the Great Western Saddlery

Co., Calgary; H. Carson, Ottawa, and S. D. Joubert, of

Montreal. Great satisfaction is being expressed at the anti-

cipated contract, as if it is brought to a satisfactory con-

clusion, it is stated that it will provide enough work for the

trade for at least twelve months and that at full pressure.

It is also stated on the same authority, that there is every

prospect for further contracts from the Italian and Russian

Governments following the successful issue of this one.
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^[mongIhe Shoe Men
George Stockand, wholesale shoes, Edmonton, was in

Berlin, Toronto, Montreal and Quebec last week on a

business trip.

^4 J. W. Foy, of Toronto, is on a hunting expedition in

the neighborhood of Parry Sound.

John McLeod, dealer in shoes and dry goods, Sudbury,
Ont., has been appointed postmaster of that town and has

disposed of his business to his brother, Archie McLeod, who
has taken possession.

J. Fulton, of the Fulton Shoe Store, Sudbury, Ont., was
in Montreal and Ottawa recently on a business trip.

j£ J. W. Deegan, shoe dealer, North Bay, has installed a

new front in his shoe store and changed the heating system
to steam as well as making other improvements which add
much to the attractiveness of the premises.

A. Snyder, of the Canada Felting Co., St. Jacobs, Ont.,

was in Toronto last week calling on the trade.

The shoe stock of Campbell & Winn, Limited, Yonge
Street, Toronto, who recently made an assignment to N. L.

Martin, was sold by auction at Suckling & Co.'s auction

rooms and brought fifty-six cents on the dollar, the pur-

chaser being A. J. Smith, 1346 Queen St. West, Toronto.

The stock and fixtures amounted to about $4,000.

H. D. McKellar, representing Oscar Rumpel, felt foot-

wear manufacturer, Berlin, is on an extended business trip

throughout the prairie provinces.

The report of the Patriotic Relief Fund raised last year

by the school teachers of Toronto shows a balance of $1,112.86.

Nearly $6,000 was spent in shoes, which a number of retailers

in the city furnished to poor children at cost.

A presentation in the form of a handsome and very
comfortable chair was made recently to J. Chalton at the

factory of Charles A. Ahrens, Limited, Berlin, as a mark of

appreciation from his fellow workers. Mr. Chalton has been
appointed superintendent of the Woelfle Shoe Co., Limited,

Berlin, and has entered upon his new duties. For the past

eight years he has been a foreman in the Ahrens factory and
in the address which accompanied the gift the employes
stated that they felt confident that he would achieve

every success in his new and responsible position.

Joseph Tilt, shoe manufacturer, of Chicago, 111., spent

a few days in Brampton recently on a visit. He is a former
resident of that town who has made a signal success in the

manufacture of footwear in the Windy City, and is now
classed as a millionaire.

O. H. Vogt, of the Great West Felt Co., Elmira, Ont.,

has returned from a business trip to Winnipeg.
The Boston Last Co. is publishing each month a house

organ called the ''Electrical Bulletin," devoted to the inter-

ests of electrical heating in shoe factories. The publication

has a lot of interesting matter relative to the various uses

of electricity in shoe factories, explaining the various methods
and illustrating certain machines.

R. B. Chalue, of Toronto, has returned after a. business

trip to the west in the interest of the Drummond Shoe,

Limited, Drummondville, Que. He went as far as Moose
Jaw.

James Gibson, who died recently at Snelgrove, Ont.,

was in his 102nd year. Born at Antrim, Ireland, he came
to Canada over eighty-one years ago. He was a tanner and
shoemaker by trade and was remarkably active, retaining

his faculties to a wonderful extent. When ninety-nine,

Mr. Gibson attended an Orange walk and beat the snare

drum.

The young women in the fitting department of the
Weston Shoe Co. at Campbcllford, Ont., are providing a

fund for a cot in the Queen's Base Hospital at Cairo.

J. P. Cote, of Maisonneuve, Que., will erect a shoe fac-

tory in Verdun, Que., at a cost of $25,000 exclusive of land,

and will employ fifty persons. The council has passed a
by-law granting Mr. Cote exemption from municipal taxa-

tion and water rates for ten years and agreeing to supply
electric power and lighting at the lowest price possible.

J. B. Forte, shoe dealer, Montreal, has assigned.

C. A. Davies, of Blachford, Davies & Co., Toronto,

accompanied by Mrs. Davies, is on an extended tour through-

out the west. Before their return they will visit the Panama-
Pacific Exhibition at San Francisco.

The partnership existing between J. Walter MacKay
and Annie C. G. MacKay, who have carried on a shoe

business in Fredericton, N.B., for many years under the

name of MacKay & Co., was recently dissolved. The latter

retires and J. Walter MacKay will continue the business

under the former name of MacKay & Co.

The Muskoka Leather Company recently completed at

Bracebridge a new drying and storage building 310 feet long

by 127 wide at a cost of $12,000. The foundation is of stone
and the walls are of brick.

The style of the Eureka Shoe Co., Montreal, has been
changed to Eureka Shoe, Limited.

Robert Neill, shoe retailer, Peterboro, has gone on a

deer hunting trip in the Parry Sound district.

W. A. Hamilton, of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., To-
ronto, was in Montreal and Quebec last week on business.

S. C. Cronk, of S. C. Cronk & Co., wholesale shoes,

Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec last week on business.

The firm have placed orders this season for over thirty

thousand pairs of hockey shoes and look forward to a big

demand in this line.

Horace Coon, who has been head salesman with Robert
Neill, shoe retailer, Peterboro, for the past two years and
identified with the firm for some eight years, has joined the

Artillery and is now at Barriefield camp, Kingston, pre-

paratory to going to the front. He is popular with a wide
circle of friends.

The new building, 162 x 60 feet, erected to extend the

capacity of Tobey's Limited, leather manufacturers, Col-

FANCY BLACK AND
WHITE KID PUMP,
WITH LOUIS HEEL
AND CAMEO ORNA-

MENT
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lingwood, Ont., is practically completed. Machinery is be-

ing installed and will be operated by electric current sup-

plied by the hydro lines of the Collingwood Lighting Com-
mission.

John McCrudden has resigned his position as superin-

tendent of Perth Shoe factory, Perth, Ont.

R. W. Ashcroft, of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Co., Montreal, spent a few days in Toronto recently.

The Consolidated Felt Co., Berlin, are turning out a

fine range of leather sole and heel, white canvas shoes for

men, boys, misses, women and children, in the way of bals,

bluchers, button and pumps. The new line is much admired

and is taking well with the trade.

Joseph Critz, of Shakespeare, Ont., has opened a ne.v

shoe repair shop in that place.

R. J. Kidd, manager for R. Neill, Peterboro, was in

Toronto last week on a business trip.

E. Koch and W. Spence have bought the retail shoe

business of H. Karges, of Listowel, Ont., and have taken

possession. Both young men are favorably known, Mr.

> r

The. i^alC AND
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j
"this season the boot has come into its own! the haze green kid, the soldat blue, forest fawn, neutral gray,
metallic brown, and prune purple tones are much worn. an admixture of white will be favored by the exclusives
for street, afternoon and evening wear. fancy lacings are much in vogue. among the basic shades for evening
wf.ar, turquoise blue is an ultra novelty; and the maize yellow, light castor and dull mauve are considered
le dernier cri in smart footwear." after reading this, henry mayer, the famous cartoonist, suffered brainstorm

and produced the foregoing "impressions" in mcclure's magazine.
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Stock of Boots and Shoes for Sale

Tenders will be received by the undersigned up to

and inclusive of the 15th day of November, 1915, for the
purchase of the good-will and stock-in-trade of the late

Richard Palmer, who carried on business at 1627 Dundas
Street in the City of Toronto as a boot and shoe merchant.

The stock consists of a thoroughly up-to-date line

of women's and men's boot?, shoes and rubbers, and com-
prises a first-class assortment made up in a large part of

such well known brands as "Invjctus" and "Brandon"
shoes, etc.

The stock can be inspected during business hours
at the above address, and the undersigned will be pleased
to send to prospective tenderers a complete inventory and
further particulars of the stock on hand.

Tenders must be on the basis of a rate on the dollar

of the invoice price of the goods. There will be no war-
ranty on the part of the vendors as to the quantities,

qualities or otherwise, but the successful tenderer will

be required to check up the stock himself and his accept-

ance must be made on the basis of the stock on hand as

per the inventory taken at that time.

All tenders must be accompanied by a marked cheque
payable to the order of The Trusts and Guarantee Com-
pany, Limited, for $500.00, which will be returned without
interest to the unsuccessful tenderers. The highest or

any tender not necessarily accepted.
This sale is for the purpose of closing the Estate of

the above-named, and arrangements can be made for the
renting of the present premises to the purchaser of the stock.

For further particulars apply to Messrs. Anderson &
McMaster, Barristers, 225 Mavety Street, Toronto, or to

The Trusts and Guarantee Company
Limited

43-45 King Street West - Toronto
Executor and Trustee of the Estate of Richard Palmer

Koch being for years employed in the store of J. M.
Schinbein.

The New York Shoe House, 264 Portage avenue, Win-
nipeg, recently made an assignment and the stock and fix-

tures, amounting to $2,871, were sold by auction on Oc-
tober 27th.

A. W. Featherstone, Mayor of Listowel, Ont., and J.

H. Gunther, President of the Listowel Board of Trade, were
in Rochester recently investigating a proposition for the

establishment of a shoe factory in that town.

Albert Mason, a well known boot and shoe worker, of

Toronto, died recently at his home. 104 Geary avenue. He
was for many years a delegate to the Trades and Labor
Council and took a deep interest in all that pertained to the

welfare and uplift of labor.

The Woodbridge-Rudd Harness Co., Limited, Toronto,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000, to

carry on the business of making and dealing in all kinds

of leather goods, harness and saddlery. The new company
is an amalgamation of G. A. Rudd & Co. and T. Wood-
bridge & Co., Toronto.

George Thacker, shoe retailer, of Renfrew, Ont., has
moved into handsome and well appointed new quarters in

that town.

W. S. Smardon, a brother of Walter Smardon, of the

Smardon Shoe Co.. Montreal, passed away recently in

Aurora, 111. He was in the electrical business at the time

of his death. The remains were brought to Montreal for

interment, the deceased being an old shoe retailer in that

city, having a store on St. Catherine street, which was
widely known at the time he left the business, some fifteen

years ago.

f. S. King, of the King Shoe Co.. Toronto, who has
been representing the Ontario Boot and Shoe Manufac-
turers' Association in England and France for some months
in connection with army shoe contracts, has returned homo.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., who have had
a representative in Fort William for some time, have raised

this point to the status of a branch as stock will be carried

there in future. E. W. James, 48 Murray Block, Fort Wil-
liam, who has been representing the company, is the new
branch manager.

Clayton S. Corson, sales manager of the Regal Shoe
Co., Toronto, left this week on an extended business trip

to the Coast and will be absent several weeks.

An exemption from taxes for ten years has been granted

to Saillant & Lessard, who will establish a shoe factory on

Fourth street, Limoilou, Que. The factory will be a two-

storey one, 25 x 30 feet, and when in operation will employ
twenty-five hands.

Jasper Knight, who has conducted a shoe repair estab-

lishment in Truro, N.S., for some time, has returned to his

old home in Hampshire, England.

The Lady Belle Shoe Co., Limited, has been granted a

charter with a capital stock of $50,000 and headquarters

in Berlin, Ont. Among the incorporators are A. A. Armbrust
and Alex. Inrig, of Berlin. The new company will erect

a factory on Breithaupt street near Ahrens street, in Ber-

lin, and it is expected that construction will start in the

near future.

E. J. Getty, of the Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co.. Gait,

Ont., was in Toronto last week on business.

Joseph Levingstone, shoe dealer, Victoria Harbor. Ont.,

has assigned to N. L. Martin, Toronto.

A. E. Medcalf, of the Nursery Shoe Co., St. Thomas,

Ont., who is an enthusiastic military man, being a Captain

in the 25th Regiment in that city, has enlisted for overseas

service and is now in training at St. Thomas. Mr. Med-
calf is well known to the shoe trade and about five years

ago established the Nursery Shoe Co. Previously he was a

resident of Toronto.

J. Vise & Co., 350 Yonge street, Toronto, dealers in

shoes, dry goods, etc.. recently assigned to George A. Step-

henson. The stock, amounting to $16,344, was sold by auc-

tion this week.

G. H. Ansley and John Glossop, of the Perth Shoe

Company, Perth, have recently been visiting the leather

markets in Boston, etc.

Robert Hard, who has been for the past two years

acting as manager and buyer of the men's, women's and chil-

dren's shoes of the C. W. Sherwood Company, Regina, has

accepted a position with J. F. Cairns, of Saskatoon, and

has taken charge of their shoe department.

G. A. Helson representing C. Parsons & Son, leather

merchants, Toronto, has returned from an extended busi-

ness trip to the prairie provinces.

E. E. Donovan, of E. T. Wright & Co., St. Thomas,

Ont., was in Montreal and Toronto last week on business.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. have produced

something entirely new in the line of light comfortable

shoes for farmers and outdoor workers, at their factory in

St. Jerome, Que., which specializes on tennis goods. The

upper of this work shoe is of heavy brown auto tire duck,

while the sole is of special rubber, lock stitched by a new
process. The shoe, which is a blucher, has a rubber cushion

heel, a bellows tongue of duck, plain quarters, stitched tip,

and extension heel seat. It is called the "Knu Shu."

M. J. Sheehy has been appointed superintendent of the

Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont. He comes highly endorsed,

having been connected with the manufacturing of women's

welts for the past twenty years. He has been with the A.

E. Little & Co., Lynn, superintendent of the Royal Blue

(Selz Schwab & Co.) factory, the Commonwealth Shoe
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factory, and others. Mr. Sheehy has entered upon his new
duties at the Perth Shoe Co., who report that spring orders

are coming in in larger quantities than ever.

R. E. Jamieson, general sales manager of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, has returned from an

extended trip to the various branches of the company, going

as far as the Coast.

A new In-stock department has been opened at Regina,

Sask., by E. T. Wright & Co., of St. Thomas, Ont., for the

convenience of their western trade. The department is in

charge of G. W. McFarland, who is a former resident of

St. Catharines, and is now one of the most successful shoe

men in the west. Twelve lines of the "Just Wright" shoe

are carried in stock by Mr. McFarland, who employs five

travelers and also represents the Williams Shoe, Limited,

of Brampton, and the Nursery Shoe Co., of St. Thomas.

The Unique Shoe Co., of Toronto, who had some nego-

tiations with the town council of Newmarket, Ont., in ref-

erence to establishing a factory there, have decided to re-

main in Toronto. The proposition of Newmarket, the man-
agement state, was not acceptable. The factory is very

busy at the present time and has orders ahead that will keep

it going several weeks. The Unique Shoe Co., of which

J. W. Phillips is manager, has made fine progress since its

establishment in Toronto less than two years ago.

Delbert McFarland, managing director of the McFar-

land Shoe Co., wholesale footwear, Calgary, has had a life-

time experience in the line of shoes and findings. He re-

ports that placing business has been very good, in fact, so

far has exceeded his expectations. The new company will

distribute in Alberta, Western Saskatchewan and Eastern

British Columbia, and a full stock will be carried in a ware-

house, for which arrangements have been made. Mr. Mc-

Farland was for many years connected with A. McKillop &
Co., Calgary, latterly in the capacity of vice-president, and

his work was buyer and sales manager. He was also identi-

fied with the wholesale shoe trade in Winnipeg before going

to Calgary. He is now on the road on behalf of his own
firm.

Wallace Waller, who for eighteen years was on the

staff of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, and during the greater

part of that time acted as city traveler, has entered upon

his new duties in the shoe department of the Robert Simp-

son Co., Toronto, where he holds a responsible position.

On Saturday last, previous to severing his connection with

his old firm, the travelers and warehouse staff gave

him a handsome mission rocker, upholstered in leather.

The presentation was made in a neat speech by James Flynn,

one of the western Ontario representatives of the firm. Mr.

McLaren personally presented Mr. Waller with a solid gold

watch in appreciation of his long and faithful services.

A. A. Deverell has succeeded Mr. Waller as city traveler.

He has had several years experience in the shoe business

in Toronto, Port Arthur and Orillia, and is well equipped

for his new duties.

The Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Co., Toronto, have

doubled their floor space and installed considerable addi-

tional equipment which will greatly increase their output.

This is remarkable progress since the firm has been estab-

lished less than eighteen months, but already their goods

are sold in every part of the Dominion. In the new exten-

sion are the general offices of the members of the firm and

office staff, the cutting, fitting, treeing, packing and shipping

departments, while the former space will be devoted to the

lasting, making and finishing branches of the business. The
capacity of the plant is now about five hundred pairs a day

and the firm report a lively demand for gypsies, the stylish

button boot, which is made in midnight blue, bronze, patent,

oyster grey, glove kid and matt kid.

J. I. Frank Anthes has been appointed assistant to T.

H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager of the Cana-

dian Consolidated Rubber Co. Mr. Anthes is a Berlin boy.

After having gone through the furniture manufacturing

business, he became identified with the rubber business some

years ago, at the factory of the Berlin Rubber Manufac-
turing Co., Limited. When the amalgamation of var-

ious footwear factories occurred, he joined the Merchants

Rubber Factory, holding various positions from time to time,

the final of which was the assistant managership. At the

inception of the Dominion Tire Company he represented

the owners during the construction of the factory from start

to finish, and was appointed assistant manager, in which

position he was most successful.

The gypsy button and lace boot continues to be in popu-

lar demand and the call from all quarters is large. Manu-
facturers cannot turn them out fast enough. They are seen

in midnight blue, bronze, grey, dull and glazed kid, while

the all-patent gypsy with white stitching is having consider-

able vogue. White stitching and white silk worked button

holes are seen on a number of models, and in lace boots

the're are white eyelets. Some retailers think there will be

a large number of requisitions for velvets, owing to the

popularity of suits of this material for fall and winter cos-

tumes. The height of the shoes is from eight to ten inches

and among the colors seen are midnight blue, brown, purple,

wistaria, etc. The lace boots in velvet are cut somewhat
higher than the button.

The U. S. M. Co., Toronto, have recently made the

following installations of new machines in a number of fac-

tories. Snedicor & Hathaway, Tillsonburg, C. H. M. last-

ing machine; Valentine & Martin, Waterloo, Pluma skiving

machine; Milton Shoe Co., Milton, Apex channeling ma-
chine; Oscar Rumpel, Berlin, Apex grinding machine; Bran-
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don Shoe Co., Brantford, Pluma skiving machine; Regal

Shoe Co., Toronto. Gem flexible insole machine; Murray
Shoe Co.. London, Rex pulling over machine ; Kimmel Felt

Co., Berlin, Ideal clicking machine
; Aylmer Shoe Co.,

Aylmer, Goodyear universal rounding and channeling ma-
chine; Ideal Shoe Co.. Elmira, Summit splitting machine;

Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston, C. H. M. lasting machine;
Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford. Apex channeling machine
and stitch down staple lasting machine; W. H. Thome.
645 Dundas street east, London, skate grinding machine.

The annual meeting of the C. N. W. Shoe Co., Limited.

London, Ont.. was held on October 30th, in the company's
offices, when the following officers were elected : E. S.

Hunt, president and general manager; G. H. Nichol. vice-

president ; E. R. Dromgole, secretary-treasurer. These
gentlemen along with C. H. Chute, London, and F. F. Hunt,
Cleveland, Ohio, constitute the directors. Mr. Chute is the

efficient superintendent of the factory. W. E. Wilson,

formerly vice-president, has severed his active connection

with the company.

The Canadian Footwear Company, Limited, with a

capital stock of $150,000 and located in Pointe-Aux-Trembles,

Quebec, has begun operations. A large factory near the

C. N. R. line has been erected and fitted up with the

most modern machinery, and at least 12,000 pairs of shoes

a week will be turned out. The president of the company
is Alderman L. E. Gauthier, brother of the president of the

Slater Shoe Co., Limited, and a man well qualified to pre-

side over an industry of this kind. J. E. Charbonneau,
Mayor of the town of Pointe-Aux-Trembles, is vice-

president; Adolphe Lecours, is secretary-treasurer; Emile

Larose, is director; Jean Rover, is superintendent. Auguste
Martineau is the representative of the company at

their Montreal office, 44 St. Antoine street. He has had an

experience of 25 years in the selling of shoes. 1 he follow-

ing are the heads of the departments: Jean Labrecque. cut-

ting; M. W. Patenaude, fitting; Jean Royer, making; J. B.

Lachapelle, sole leather. All the shoe dealers of Montreal

will be invited to visit the new industry in a few days, when
special cars will be placed at their disposal.

Following an established custom, which is invariably

carried out when the legal holidays of Canada and the

States do not conflict, the staff of Messrs. Dillon & Moore,

St. Catharines, Ont., were the guests of the firm in a two
days motor outing trip through New York state over Thanks-
giving Day. The party, consisting of Mr. James Dillon,

his son Garnet, who handles the machine, and Messrs. A. G.

Fluke, P. C. Miller and Clayton E. Browne of the staff.

Leaving St. Kitts on Sunday morning they arrived at

Brockport, where a visit was made to the plant of Moore-
Shafer Shoe Co. Rochester was reached just before 5 p.m.,

the party making the Hotel Rochester their headquarters.

The balance of the day was spent touring the parks of the

Flowrer City, while on the holiday they inspected the es-

tablishments of the Sherwood Shoe Co. and Leach Shoe Co.

About three hundred miles were covered during the run.

This generosity on the part of any firm pays 1,000 per cent

profit.

The Bowmanvills, Ont., Statesman says:—Fred R.

Foley, shoe retailer, appreciates matters educational and
recently laid on our desk the following paragraph which is

worth a dollar a line to young people who will read and heed

the lesson it so practically imparts. Learn it off. Read it

aloud in the home circle, in social gatherings of young folk,

talk and write about it to friends: "The average educated

man gets a salary of $1,000 a year. Of course, very many
receive much more and some less. He works forty years,

making a total of $40,000 in a lifetime. The average day
laborer gets $1.50 a day, 300 days in a year, or $450 in a

year. In forty years he earns $18,000. The difference,

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charge for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

EXPERIENCED SHOE TRAVELER, residing in West,
is open for line of shoes, especially men's, for Western
Provinces. Salary or commission. Al references and
can start at once. Address, Box 2, Acton Publishing

Company.

TRAVELER WANTED—For Ontario, to carry a side line

much in demand. Apply, Post Office, Box 2663, Montreal.

$22,000, equals the value of an education. To acquire this

learning capacity requires 12 years at school of 180 days
each, or 2,160 days. Dividing $22,000, this value of an edu-
cation, by 2,160, number of days required in getting it,

we find that each day at school is worth a little more than
$10 to the pupil. Can't afford to keep them out, can we?"

Hallam's Weekly Market Report, Toronto, says: Wool
is coming to market in small quantities, but there is no
change of prices. Washed fleece wool as to quality, 40c.

to 44c. per lb. Washed rejections (burry, cotted, chaffy,

etc.), 33c. to 35c. Unwashed fleece wool as to quality,

30c. to 34c. Beefhides are steady and in fair supply. City

butcher hides, green flat, 18c. per lb. Country hides, flat

cured. 17c. to 18c. per lb.
;
part cured, 16c. to I6y2 c. per

lb. Calfskins are in good supply and are being absorbed

at unchanged prices. City skins green, flat, 15c. per lb.

Country cured, 18c. to 19c. per lb.
;
part cured, 17c. to 18c.

per lb., according to condition and take off. Deacons or

bob calf, 75c. to $1.10 each. Horsehides are unchanged
and are in good supply. City take off, $4.00 to $4.50.

Country take off, No. 1, $3.75 to $4.25; No. 2, $2.25 to $3.00.

Sheepskins are quiet, the price depending to a great extent

on the amount of wool on the skin. City lambskins and
shearlings, $1.00 to $1.75. Country lambskins and shear-

lings. 65c. to $1.40.

LEATHER TRADE IN GOOD SHAPE
Speaking of the condition of the sole leather market

the manager of a leading Canadian firm remarked to the

Shoe and Leather Journal: "Values are strengthening

right along, and stocks are being steadily reduced. While
the cost of all kinds of hides and tanning material has never
been higher, this is further enhanced by the 1}4% war duty
which has been paid on all hides and tanning materials

entering Canada, since the early part of the year, a fact

which is generally, or at least too frequently, overlooked
by the leather buyers, and especially so when comparing
Canadian leather prices with those of the United St'ttes.

Trade generally is improving and most of the shoe factories

as fairly busy with Canadian trade, while those engaged
on army orders are now doubly busy. The leather trade

is at present better than it has been for some time past, as

large quantities of leather are now again being exported,

which trade had fallen off somewhat. Leather and shoes

are good property to-day."

IT MAKES GOOD READING
Enclosed you will find one dollar for the "Shoe

and Leather Journal," which we enjoy reading very

much. It is right up-to-the-minute in news matter

and illustrations.

Yours truly,

Renfrew, Ont. GEORGE THACKER.
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McKA VSEWNSHOES
FOR

WOMEN, MISSES
AND CHILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish—at the right price for the jobbers
who are invited to see samples

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
KKCISTEKKI)

"'Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 Beaudry St., MONTREAL

IV1. 5484 HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best
stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cable "HIDES," Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort on- Maine.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers " Ryco " Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW YORK, U. S. A-

Branch: 54- South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe "

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides
MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN

CHROME SOLE

FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for

army purposes.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

rp^p gOLI£g^We stand behind every
dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

Established Over Half a Century
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Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

YOUR CLERKS
Have them read the

Shoe and Leather Jour-

nal regularly. They
will benefit by doing so.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth (Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 8 > Wall St. 225 Purchase St. . BOSTON, U S.

A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto
City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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80 DIFFERENT LINES
Always In Stock and Ready for Instant Shipment

MEN'S, BOYS',

YOUTHS', WOMEN'S,
MISSES', GENTS',

GIRLS', CHILDREN'S

"<S"faA.
ri
pj;flS

A" limited

C/ BERLIN, ONT
Solid Leather Shoes

McKAY,
McKAY WELT,

STANDARD SCREW,
RIVET

Infants' and Children's Stitch Down
Very brisk demand for our Special Line of

Tackless Goods. Let us send you a trial order.
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A new color on a glove horsehide to imitate

genuine buckskin. The advantages in favor

of Horsehide gloves are: that they will dry

out soft, hold their shape and the fingers

will not "take up" or foreshorten after being

wet.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOQEL CO.
85 = 87 South Street = = Boston, Mass.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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Wright, E. T. & Co 8

Woelfle Shoe Co., Limited, W. E 23
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Young, Richard, & Co 50

I

BARRIE TANNING COMPANY
I

MANUFACTURERS OF
LIMITED

STAPLE
rANCY
USSET SI

BAG
~ CASE

J.
TRUNK

/ STRAP

R5
"° SPECIALTIES

BRIDLE
COLLAR
S PLIT3

BOOKBINDERS

HEAD OFFICE BAf?RIE,ONT.
WAREHOUSE C^vSALES ROOMS, 51 FRONT 5T EAST,TORONTO
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If it Bears This Mark

You Can Rely Upon the

QUALITY

United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada
492 122 Adelaide

St. Valier Street Montreal, Que. Street West

Quebec, Que. Toronto, Ont.
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SHOE AND LEATHER CAPTAINS

Berlin

Gait

Preston

Waterloo

Elmira

T. H. RIEDER
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. Limited

See Page 45
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McCREADY
SHOES FOR SPRING

No. 2220

Men's Derby Colt Blu.

No. 2834

Women's Derby Colt But., Cloth Top

Have You Ordered Yet?

IF NOT—
you are overlooking the most up-to-date and best

selling line in Canada.

When we say this we are not making an idle

boast, but are able to back the statement by facts.

Is there another shoe organization in the Dominion
behind which there stand three immense factories,

each one specializing in the different branches of

shoe-making ?

McCREADY shoes have this advantage over
every other Made-in-Canada shoe. Don't you think
there is bound to be a difference ?

There is—In the Spring range travelers are now
showing, you will find your every demand answered.
Style, tone, appearance, wearing qualities and price are

only a few of the many qualities featured in the
McCREADY line.

Therefore, it is to your great advantage to investi-

gate the McCREADY Spring range—at once.

McCREADY SHOES
Quality First, Last and Always
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REGAL IB
WffM

Hang Out the "Regal" Sign

And Leadership Is Sure
Only one dealer in each

town is granted the

right to sell REGAL
SHOES and to enjoy

the full force of the

great Regal reputation.

The Regal franchise is the

most valuable selling asset

in Shoedom, not only be-

cause the reputation of the

line is so firmly established,

but also because of the

styles and stock available.

35 LIVE STYLES ALWAYS IN STOCK
and ready for instant delivery to every Regal Shoe Store

in Canada. In most cases the full order is shipped

the day received.

" MADE IN CANADA"

If someone is not already holding the Regal fran-

chise for your locality, write us for full particulars.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Ave. - - Toronto
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The First Snow
It will be here any day—if it does

not come before these lines are

printed.

Do you know what happens then?

Every shoeman from coast to

coast hastily goes over his rubber

stock and finds, to his dismay, that

he is short many lines. He wires

the rubber factory or his jobber.

All the rubber factories in Can-

ada, working overtime, will not

be able to give each retailer what

he wants when he wants it.

Be a wise retailer and sort up

NOW.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
GRANBY QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies & Co., Limited, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.
Coates, Burns & Wanless - -- -- -- - London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith Sr Co. - -- -- -- -- Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey Sj Co. --------- St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey & Co. -------- - Sydney, C.B.
Jackson and Savage, Limited - - 78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited 88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
Congdon, Marsh, Limited - -- -- -- - Edmonton, Alta.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - - 225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited, 146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited - 72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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Bell's "Unlocked Process" Shoe

Are you interested in the best method of Shoe construction

ever devised ?

Frankly you cannot afford to overlook an investigation of

its merits.

It is the only Shoe known that will give the foot perfect

exercise, muscle development, good blood circulation, health

and life.

It is the only Shoe known that gives perfect body weight
balance, and is so constructed that it supplies a constant
"Uplift" to the Shank, combining the advantages of an
arch support, with the ease and comfort of a cushion.

Scientifically built on Anatomical Lasts.

Do not let it get by you.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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You can't make any mis-

take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowtheyare the style, too,

so they have everything

to commend them.
Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
\ II' a factor, for high cut boots
V/ never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-

tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,
require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so

next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the
logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC
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WE have in our Montreal Office

dummies showing Cloth, Velvet,

Satin and Canvas Shoes and Pumps.
May we show them to you or send

T them for your inspection ?

We supply the shoe manufacturers only.

Some of our lines are

—

Cloths of all kinds

Top Facings of all kinds

Bindings of all kinds

Braids of all kinds

Webbs of all kinds

Canvas, Velvets, etc.

We have a backing department in our

Montreal store.

We cement full width or narrower.

We paste all fabrics up to yard wide.

J. EINSTEIN, Inc.
NEW YORK BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL

176 William Street 32 South Street 321 North 14th St. 152 Notre Dame St. W.
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We Can Ship All Through The Winter

THE "NUGGET" POLISH CO., LIMITED
9, 11 and 13 Davenport Road

TORONTO ONTARIO
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TETRAULT
The

BUSIEST FACTORY
in Canada, But

NEVER TOO BUSY
to take more orders to be

shipped as promised.

QUALITY AND SERVICE

keep us busy.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

Montreal
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.WORKERS UNION,

factory

WORKERS UNION

unionJ^stamp

Ficto ry^
,

Survival Value
What is it? Survival Value is the lasting prestige added to

all footwear by the affixing of the Union Stamp— it is the

surviving standard because:

1st It is a guarantee of honest footwear, made under

the best conditions.

2nd It is a pledge of expert workmanship.

3rd It is the pass-word which opens the sales doors to

Union Men everywhere.

4th After the other inducements have all been recited,

the conclusive and finishing argument is the UNION
STAMP.

Every shoe bearing the Union Stamp retains a sales value of

long duration, for no shoe bears the stamp unless it has been pro-

duced under the proper conditions and represents honest value.

For mutual profits, better and bigger business, insist upon
the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers* Union

—

the only guarantee of Union Footwear.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

.WORKERS UNION.

Victory

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN

General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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THE FAMOUS
TEBBUTT MAKES

^ +^5* PAT. N.°- 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

Comfort Certainly Counts
With the average man, comfort in footwear is the

point of paramount importance. And when you

can show a line in which perfect comfort is com-

bined with smartly correct style, the selling is

easy. And that is what you can always do with

DOCTORS" AND
"THE PROFESSOR"
SHOES FOR MEN

Both these well known makes have

forged their way to a position of sure

leadership by supreme efficiency in

fit and comfort.

Their desirability from the standpoints

of appearance, wear and value is equally

well established.

Order "Doctors " and " The Professor"

And Assure Successful Selling

THE TEBBUTT
SHOE & LEATHER CO., LIMITED

THREE RIVERS QUEBEC
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Supreme in Style and Quality

and therefore supremely success-

ful as merchandise. This is

the plain, unvarnished truth

concerning

"Royal" and "Bull Dog

Outing Shoes

From the standpoint of construc-

tion you will find every style in

the Independent range to be most

perfectly conducive to good wear.

And the materials used, as well as

workmanship and finish, conform

to the same high standard. In "Royal" and "Bull Dog"

Outing Shoes you have a line that will not only sell quickly,

at good profits, but that will also tend to enhance the good

reputation of your store.

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO

Selling Representatives:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. - -- Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - ...

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited

The J. Leckie Co., Limited,

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas - - - -

----- Montreal, Que.

Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.

- London, Ont.

- Toronto, Ont.
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Be on the WRIGHT side

Sell shoes that have a soundly established

reputation, and that are produced by a fac-

tory that can always give you quick service,

on the wanted styles. In other words,

Sell the JUST WRIGHT Shoe

"In Stock " Catalog
Mailed on Request.

E. T. WRIGHT CO., INC.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass
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We Can
Supply Anything;

From a Tack
to a Full Factory

Equipment

If there is anything
you want, write us

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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"Murray-Made"
and "Derby"
The Famous Shoes For Men

Make your 1916 selection for the

men's department from the Murray-

range, and you will then be certain

to get the styles and values that

appeal most strongly to the better-

class trade.

Our men's range consists of 125 lines, retailing from $3.50 to $6.00,

including four brand new lasts in Goodyear Welts.

"London Lady
The Women''s Shoe of Quality

The styles included in our London Lady range

are the last word in footwear fashions. Every

last is neat and smart to an unusual degree and

in respect of workmanship and finish leaves

nothing to be desired.

We offer you a complete line of Women's
Fine McKays to retail from $2.50]upwards.

Make your 1916 selections from the magnificent range of
samples shown by the Murray salesmen.

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
London Ontario

MONTREAL BRANCH
Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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Which ?

Which line of men's staples will most surely meet the needs of your customers, and prove

the best all-round profit-maker ? Judging by the experience of a great many shoe

merchants, the answer rings out, strong and clear

The WILLIAMS SHOE of course!

The WILLIAMS SHOE is famous for its sound quality—nothing gets into it but the

most flawless material, and every detail of make and finish is executed with pains-

taking care. Every shoe in the range fits comfortably and has a neat appearance

as well as wearing qualities of unusual merit.

See The Big Spring Range

WILLIAMS SHOE, LIMITED
BRAMPTON :-: ONTARIO
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We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

in 1900

///" \\i ft*:

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

F. G. CLARKE, President

E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

G. S. HUBBELL, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

" Life-Buoy "

Superior Quality

Rubber Footwear

Don't wait for snow and slush to

sort up.

It is the early bird that catches the worm.

The man who has a full stock will reap

the benefit of his foresight.

See that you have
4

4

Life-Buoys "
for

the emergency.

The KAUFMAN RUBBER CO.
LIMITED

Head Office and Factory

BERLIN - ONTARIO

VANCOUVER EDMONTON
WINNIPEG LONDON
OTTAWA MONTREAL
ST. JOHN TRURO

SASKATOON
TORONTO
QUEBEC
CHARLOTTETOWN

Are you covered for TENNIS for Spring

iqi6. If not do not buy till you see the

"Life-Buoy" line and get benefit of

present prices.
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

This Winter
Whenever the Weather Makes

Your Stock of Rubber Footwear
Look Like This

5 5K %y2 7 8y2 9 »y loy

ey

\\y 12

1 2 zy sy 4 5y2 6 8

4 4

Remember that our

28 Service Branches Throughout Canada "

are on the qui vive to promptly fill

your sorting orders

WE PROVIDE "REAL" SERVICE

Dominion
Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Dominion
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BUSINESS is better. Everybody admits that things are not only improving, but actually going

ahead. Look at this number of the Shoe and Leather Journal and you will have abundant

evidence that the process of loosening is under way. By the way, hearken to these "Busy

Hive" people and follow their example.

Said a manufacturer the other day, "We find it hard to get and keep unskilled help this

fall. Last year we could get all the men we wanted for $10 a week or less. To-day we are paying

$12 and do not know from day to day how long the men will stay. There is certainly going to

be a shortage in the supply of common labor in this city this winter." The experience of this man

is that of a number of others in the larger centres. With the large number of men who have enlisted

and the activities of munition plants, equipment factories and the like, there will undoubtedly be

less unemployment in the cities, at least during the coming winter.

The city retailer has not profited to any great extent as yet, although there has been a notice-

able increase in the demand for staple lines. The country dealer is, however, experiencing a wel-

come relief from the quietness that has been general on account of the extremely fine weather that

has prevailed this autumn. Shoe dealers, especially, who see their bills for rubber footwear hasten-

ing to meet them, have been looking woefully at their shelves and longing for rain and slush.

It has certainly not been an encouraging season thus far for footwear.

But perk up! Christmas is coming and with right handling stocks may be cleaned up fairly

well and the turkey and plum pudding eaten in peace and satisfaction. Quit rubbing your stomach

and get a "move" on. There are just six weeks until it will be all over and then it will not avail

to hustle. Put your "best foot" foremost and "make" business. People this year will want to buy

useful rather than ornamental or luxurious Christmas gifts. See to it that they are reminded

of the suitability of your class of goods for this purpose. Thrust the idea under their nose at every

turn—-in your windows, in your advertisements and in your circulars or letters. It is not too

soon to begin, especially with the letters. GO TO IT!

Published Twice, cl Month,

Subscription in Advance
$1.00 Per Year
Foreign, $2.00

Office of Publication: 1229 Queen St. West, Toronto

ACTON PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED

MONTREAL
13 Coristinc Building
GREAT BRITAIN

92 Market St., Manchester

SEND FORTH THE GLAD WORD

21
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RIGHT BUYING FOR SMALL SHOE MERCHANT
Often More Difficult Problem Than for the Larger Establishment—Facilities for

Working Off Unsalable Lines Not as Good in Small Shop and Mistakes Prove More
Costly Than in Big Stores—Know Your Stock and Consult With Your Clerks

By W. J. ARCHER

The man who is

going into the retail

shoe business in a

small way, or who is

already in it on a mod-
est scale, and thinks

the buying end is a

"cinch" to handle, is

laboring under a mis-

taken idea. Buying for

a small store calls for

keen judgment and
business ability as surely as it does in a big business. An
assertion of a wholesale shoe man to the writer on this

particular question may come as a rude jolt to the buyer for

a big house who is sometimes inclined to look with con-

tempt on the smaller buyer, and also as an awakening to

the smaller fellow who has an idea that, baying is a matter

for little concern.

"I believe," he said "that to be a successful buyer for

a small store calls for the exercise of more study and thought

and keener judgment than is required for a big concern.

I don't mean that because a man has made a success of a

small store that he is competent to 'manage' a large estab-

lishment, but in so far as buying is concerned he has to be

just as keen a business man and give just as much thought

and study to his work as the manager of the more pretentious

emporium."

Brains and Good Judgment Needed

While there may be some shoemen who will not agree

exactly with this opinion, nevertheless it is true that brains

and keen judgment are essential to successful buying for a

small store. A recent case goes to prove the fact. The
successful purchaser for a big store in one of our Canadian

cities went into business for himself in a smaller way and fail-

ed in a short time. His buying has been held responsible.

In the big store he could take a chance and get away with

it, while in a smaller shop he would get tripped up. The
fact of the matter is that in a big enterprise a bad "buy"
once in a while may have no serious effects, but in a smaller

store, the same mistakes may in a short time prove disas-

trous. In a big business a bad "buy" casts a miniature

shadow because of the very size of the undertaking, but a

similarly bad buy—even in ratio to the total size of the

store—sticks out like a sore thumb in a small concern.

Facilities for Working Off Stock

Then, again, the larger store has better facilities for

working off stock that has not proved as saleable as expected

when purchased. A man acquainted with the shoe trade,

or a close observer, will detect even in the advertisements

of many big shoe stores in our cities, efforts to work off

unprofitable purchases, and it is generally found that they

do eliminate them with comparative ease as compared with

the attempts of smaller firms to break even on bad purchases.

Thus is emphasized the need of close attention to buying

by the smaller man who desires to be able to compete with

his larger competitors.

Close attention to details is necessary by the small

buyer. For instance, toward the end of the season, when he

goes back to make further purchases to put him through,

he must have an accurate knowledge of the condition of his

stock or he is liable to overbuy and take all the cream off

the season's profits.

Must Be Good Stock Keeper

The small dealer must be a particularly good stock-

keeper in order to make a success of buying, because he
cannot carry a large stock of any one line and must accord-

ingly keep such close tab on stock that he will not run out
of any size in any of the staple lines. The writer knows of

one footwear retailer who does a big business on a stock so

small that his fellow merchants cannot understand it. He
rarely misses a sale for lack of a size either. He keeps a

record of all sizes in staple lines which he sells and is thus

able to place his orders with much greater intelligence than

his competitors who operate on the hit-or-miss basis as far

as sizes are concerned. He makes it a practice to go over

his stock at frequent intervals to get a tab on its condition.

His policy is to order frequently and not so much at a time.

Thus he is able to keep his stock down to a minimum and also

to fight shy of odd lines that have to be cleared out at a

sacrifice.

Consult With Your Clerks

The very fact that it requires extremely good judgment
to buy properly for a small store is good reason why the

proprietor of the small store should not always rely entirely

on his own judgment in making purchases. It is a good idea

to consult clerks regarding selections. Many dealers find

it a good policy to have a feminine member of their family

assist in the purchase of women's and children's shoes.

The writer used to find it extremely helpful to have his

sister assist him in purchasing. She could generally gauge
what styles would "catch on" with the young women and
what ones would not. Frequently her judgment saved a

good deal of money for the store.

The shoe clerk who has been connected with the store

for any length of time is generally in a position to give advice

regarding what is likely to "take" with customers. In fact,

because of his constant contact with customers the clerk is

sometimes in a better position than the proprietor to judge
what should be bought. Asking the advice of your assistant

in buying also serves to stimulate his ambition by making
him feel that he is an important cog in the business machine.

Wave that May Swamp Ship

To get back to my original subject—the importance of

the buying in the small shoe store—-there is certainly great

need of the small man realizing that it is by no means an
easy job. To regard it in the light of an unimportant
proposition is to be inclined to give it less attention than it

deserves, and to court eventual disaster. Bad buying is a

wave that is liable to swamp the small business ship more
easily than the larger one unless the man at the helm knows
his business and uses good jugdment.

Harry Pepper, formerly with Underhills, Limited,

Aurora, Ont., has secured premises at 714 Ossington avenue,

Toronto, and has begun the manufacture of children's, boys'

and girl's shoes.
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KEEPING STOCK DOWN TO PROFITABLE BASIS

The Most Prevalent Weakness Among Shoe Buyers is the Tendency to Purchase

Too Many Styles and Not Enough Sizes—Good Man Will Size Up His Stock—Con-

fining the Investment to a Limited Amount—Avoiding Dangers in Pathway of Success

It is stated on good authority that more failures can be

attributed to poorly managed shoe stocks than to any
other source, having reference particularly to merchants
in small towns who handle shoes in connection with other

lines of merchandise, although many failures are by no
means confined to this class. A good many exclusive

shoe stores in cities have failed for the same reason, says

the "Shoe Retailer."

An analysis of the average failure discloses the fact

that the shoe stock has grown until the investment is out

of all proportion to the volume of business done. The
capital thus finally consumed leaves the merchant without

funds to meet his obligations and he is forced into bank-
ruptcy.

Process Which Leads to Bankruptcy

The process which leads to this end is the adding of

new stock each season in excess of the amount justified

by the volume of sales and allowing the leftover stock and
odds and ends to accumulate and age until they are so

completely out-of-date and depreciated in value that as an
asset they are practically worthless.

Many merchants start in business by buying and keep-

ing track of their stock with extreme caution, being com-
pelled to do so by limited capital, but seem to abandon this

idea after their business is well established; some even
grow careless and reckless in this regard. These elements
are so vital to business success that one cannot hope to

get on prosperously unless they adopt and maintain extreme
caution as a fixed principle.

It is absolutely necessary to confine the investment
to a limited amount. This must be determined by the
volume of business done and can be increased as business

grows.

The capital should be turned at least three times a year
to make the investment pay—hence a $5,000 capital should
be sufficient to do an annual business of SI 5,000.

Keeping the stock within the required limit seems to

be an almost impossible task for many merchants, yet by
some very easily accomplished. In this connection, the

moss-covered adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure," can be appropriately applied. It is un-

questionably easier tb prevent an accumulation of old stock

than to dispose of it, and the best preventative is judicious

buying.

Most Prevalent Weakness Among Buyers

The most prevalent weakness among shoe buyers in

general is the tendency to buy too many styles and not

enough sizes, and it is carried to extremes .by merchants
in small towns, who above all others should avoid such a

policy.

It is not unusual for merchants to buy, season after

season, 20 or 30 dozen shoes of a certain kind, confining

themselves to 12 pairs of a kind. Indeed, they buy all their

shoes in this manner. The habit of buying 12 pair lots is

a common and serious mistake, particularly when buying
staples. A respectable run of sizes cannot be secured in

such a small number unless the range is very limited, and

when a few pairs are sold the sizes are broken ahd what
remains are practically odds and ends.

This type of merchant usually buys from memory.
That is, he places his order without taking into consideration

styles and sizes in stock, except as he carries them in his

mind. When the salesman comes along the dealer will

select a number of styles and buy one dozen in size range

of 2>2 to 6, one dozen 3 to 7, and so on, until he rims his

order up to his usual season's purchase. No attempt is

made to duplicate or size up on the good selling numbers,
not even specifying sizes.

A merchant cannot hope to keep his stock down when
buying in this manner and it is impossible for him to pre-

vent old stock accumulating.

A good buyer will size up his stock. Numbers that

have proven good sellers, if staple styles, will be recorded,

only such sizes being bought as the stock on hand requires.

THE INVITING FRONT AND ATTRACTIVELY DECORATED WINDOWS OF J. T. LAW'SON, SHOE RETAILER, REGINA, SASK.
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Each department of the stock should be gone over sepa-

rately and carefully and as many styles as possible sized

up, only enough new styles being added to tone up the line

and keep up-to-date.

The number of styles carried should be confined to as

few as the volume of business will permit, and the amount
of goods the business requires can be secured by buying
more of each.

There are two especially important advantages in this:

First, reducing the possibility of odds and ends, and, sec-

ond, providing a means of turning the capital oftener. The
former advantage is too obvious to require further com-
ment; the latter may not be so apparent.

Use System and Judgment in Buying
Every merchant knows that the money he makes out

of his investment depends not so much on the percentage

of profit of each sale, as on the number of times he can
turn his capital. Hence, if he buys a sufficient number of

one style, he can divide them into two or more shipments,

say, for instance, one lot to come September 1, another

September 15 or October 1, dividing shipments and dates

as his judgment dictates. By this method it can be seen

that the cash realized on the sale of the first shipments
can be used to pay for those coming later.

As a general rule it would be better policy to buy 36

pairs of a kind and divide them into two or even three

delivery dates than to buy 12 pairs each of three distinct

styles.

When the stock is so managed that the least possible

number of odds and ends will be left on hand at the end of

the season, an important step has been taken in eliminating

the difficulty. There will be plenty at best, but it is absolute-

ly essential to prevent this accumulation from season to

season.

It is an excellent idea to keep odds and ends in a sec-

tion by themselves. If this is done the stock is not so apt
to be overlooked. Employes should be impressed with the

necessity of selling them. It is quite natural for sales-

people to sell fresh stock first as it is less trouble. Em-
ployes themselves fall into the same habit. This is, indeed,

foolish and must be avoided.

During the selling season is the best time to work off

old stock, and not when most people are through buying.

Many merchants, who are successful in keeping their stock

clean, have adopted such a plan. Wnen customers come
in who want cheap shoes they are fitted, when possible, in

odd pairs of better quality than they expected to purchase,

and the price made to suit their pocketbooks. There is

really no better plan than this imaginable for the merchant
in a small town.

Common Piece of Bad Business

A very common piece of bad business is allowing shoes

to become shopworn and the cartons to become faded and
dirty. Shoes should be handled carefully and made to

retain their newness. A button shoe should never be put
back into the box without hooking enough buttons to hold

the top in shape. Each pair should be packed with tissue

paper. Customers very naturally think they are being

shown old stock if shoes are taken from faded cartons, or

appear shopworn from careless handling.

When cartons become discolored, they should be re

placed by new ones, or fresh labels pasted on. Manufac-
turers will furnish extra labels at small cost and it is well

worth the trouble and expense it entails.

It is surprising that more merchants do not adopt the

"P.M." system. It is much wiser to give a salesman 10,

15 or 25 cents for selling a pair of shoes at the reglar price

than not to sell them at all; or to be forced to dispose of

them at a greatly reduced price after they have depreciated

in value. A clerk will not forget to show goods the sale

of which will earn him extra money, and if some merchants

who never think of reducing the price of shoes until they
are four or five years old, would loosen up and give the

"P.M." system a trial, they would no doubt have much less

moss-covered stock and be better off financially.

KEEPING FROST OFF WINDOWS
At this time of year there is apt to be a good deal of

trouble about the windows frosting up, especially in the

colder localities. A window covered on the inside with frost

has the same effect as a window with the curtain down, as

far as its advertising value is concerned. A strenuous effort

should be made to keep the glass clear. Ventilation will

usually get rid of the frosting if the window is enclosed.

Bore holes through the bottom of the sash to let the cold air

come in and through the top of the window enclosure to let

the warm air out. This will have the effect of keeping the

air next the glass inside more nearly the temperature of that

outside, and there will be little or no precipitation of moisture.

Sometimes steam pipes are run around the glass to keep it

warm enough to dry off the moisture. This requires, however, a

great deal of heat in very cold weather. Rubbing the glass with

a cloth saturated with alcohol or denatured alcohol will some-
times keep the moisture off for a while, but the operation has to

be repeated quite frequently, and of course it does not afford a

means of getting rid of the frost that is likely to cover the

windows during the night. One dealer has found it success-

ful in the case of not very large enclosed windows to fill a

couple of jardinieres with unslaked lime, putting artificial

plants in them to make their presence less conspicuous.

This lime absorbs the moisture from the air and leaves none
to form upon the window glass.

*

BUYERS LIKE NOVELTY BUSINESS
Some of the heaviest buyers of Rochester and Western

New York made shoes have certainly contributed most
interesting and valuable reviews concerning the retail shoe
business and its recent developments along a novelty basis.

One thing is practically assured, and that is that the large

and enterprising merchants will not again be contented to

return to the old way of conducting their business. The
novelties are responsible for many extra sales and the better

profits are without question most alluring.

It is of especial interest to note that shoe buyers are

enthusiastic over the new method of putting orders for nov-
elties through the shoe factories on a short time schedule.

This plan, originated in one city two seasons ago, is being
successfully conducted by several enterprising manufactur-
ers. There are varying opinions as to stock departments,
although those that fill orders in reasonably short time are

heartily endorsed by leading merchants.
There is still a great deal of talk regarding the gypsy

boot. Some dealers think the gypsy has seen its day, while

others say that the demand is greater than manufacturers
can meet and that the call for it will continue throughout
the winter and up to next Easter. It is a fact that many
factories are just as busy as ever filling orders for gypsy
novelties. In some stores, which had these styles early in

the season, the regular customers may be sold up, but it

must be remembered that hundreds of shoe stores are just

waking up to the value of the gypsy boot as a style and long-

profit proposition.

Velvet boots are endorsed by some dealers, who believe

they will sell all winter. Others hold directly contrary views
and warn their brethren against them. The leading fac-

tories, however, report daily increasing interest in velvet,

which they attribute to the popularity of velvet in coats and
gowns.

Lace boots are increasing in sale. A southern merchant
states that they lead the button boot in novelty styles. This
has been conceded, however, for some time.—The Shoe
Retailer.
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WHY SOME MERCHANTS FAIL IN BUSINESS
The Man Who Cannot Make His Payments So as to Secure Cash Discounts is Not

in a Healthy Condition—Man Should be Trained Regarding Values, How to Buy,

How to Sell and Also as to the Management of a Store

-the sheriff clos d up Smith >

Jones no.v has hi< trail*
—

'

"Why Some Merchants Fail" is an interesting subject

on which a leading statesman and business man once write.

His truths are so striking, his argument so convincing and his

facts so pointed that every

word is worthy of careful

perusal.

rCT""^ 1 ^I^SBL "I think it important to

• rh*wl^ *^^WW» notice particularly the credit

^ ^jEs* department, which is certainly

one of the most important and,

possibly, one of the most dif-

ficult to manage in connection

with any large business. To
manage it correctly requires not

only great experience, but rare

talent and ability. The head

of it should be a man of affairs, clear headed, a 'mind reader,'

a judge of human nature, able to fathom anyone who applies

to him for credit without being offensive in manner or

method. He must not only pass judgment on the man,
but on his environments, the population of his town and

the general resources of the section in which the man or

firm transacts business.

"It is a pertinent question to ask, What is the cause of

so many failures among the commercial classes? Is it

through inadequate dishonesty, or is it the 'greed of gold'

and the 'gold of greed' that prompt men to fail and com-
promise their just and lawful indebtedness? I think not.

After years of careful study of this subject, 1 think the cause

of failures may be properly classified as follows:

Six-tenths ensue from inexperience, extravagance and
negligence.

Two-tenths from natural dishonesty.

One-tenth from speculation.

One-tenth the unfortunate man.
In regard to the first class there is not sufficient atten-

tion given to the training of men for mercantile life.

Spend Years Making Ready

"Every young man intending to follow mercantile pur-

suits ought to spend some years in preparation in a methodi-

cally conducted establishment. If he enters at haphazard

he becomes a haphazard merchant. He should be trained

as to values, how to buy and how to sell, and also as to man-
agement, from the picking up of the string from the floor to

the banking of his cash. It is a mistake for the merchant,

the professional man or the farmer to rent a store, furnish

limited capital and start 'the boy' in business without his

having had any training or having had any knowledge of

the quicksands, shoals and rocks of the sea on which he is

about to launch his craft.

"Every merchant, wholesale and retail, should inscribe

as a motto on his ledgers the old proverb—'Long sickness

is sure death.' In these days of sharp competition, when a

merchant cannot make his payments so as to secure cash

discounts, the sooner he goes into liquidation the better

it will be for himself and all concerned.

Falling Among the Thieves

"In regard to the second class, the dishonest. After

all light and the good influence of the present day, the thief

still 'lives and moves and has his being.' He is confined to

no particular class or nationality. He deliberately plans to

build up his credit, and when all is ripe the preference or

relative, with judgment or chattel mortgage, comes in and
sweeps everything. Then comes the offer of twenty-five or

thirty-three per cent, in settlement. Against this class there

is no protection. I presume there is hardly a merchant in

the land who has not taken the journey from Jerusalem to

Jericho, and like the 'certain man' has fallen among thieves

who have stripped him of his raiment.

"Concerning the third class, the speculative. The"e is

no more dangerous risk for the merchant than to go 'long' or

'short' on cotton, wool, corn, pork or stock of any kind. In

fact, it is purely a game of chance, on the basis, generally,

of 'heads I win, tails you lose.'

"As to the fourth class, the unfortunate man. He comes
in with his offer of thirty-three and one-third or possibly

fifty per cent. He states his tale of woe, and of course he is

never to blame. He was induced, perhaps, to go security for

neighbor B. He didn't intend to do it, but—there comes in

the 'but.' I never hear or see this word 'but' without being

reminded of an incident of early days.

Too Many "Buts" in Business

"One of my fellow clerks had a 'sweetheart' with whom
he corresponded. One day he came into the office with a

long four-page letter in his hand and, calling me by name,
said: 'Is it right to have "buts" in your letters? Why, sir, I

have the darndest lot of "buts" in my letters that you ever

saw." ' So with the bankrupt merchant; he has many 'buts,'

but he is not to blame.

"As to the negligent class, one of the best men whom I

ever knew, and who was in business for himself, called upon
me one day to get me to accompany him to the noonday

F. A. MESERVEY, SALES MANAGER FOR BLACHFORD, DAVIES & CO.,

WHOLESALE SHOES, TORONTO, AT HIS DESK

prayer meeting at which he was a regular attendant. In

answer to his solicitation I said: 'No, sir. Twelve to one

o'clock is not my time to pray; it is my time to watch.' A
few years afterwards he was doing business as an agent. He
had overlooked the divine injunction, 'Be diligent in

business.'
"

William Whittendale, an employe of the Muskoka
Leather Co., at Bracebridge, Ont, met with a painful acci-

dent recently. He was carrying a pail of sulphuric acid

when he slipped. The liquid was spilled over his face, side

and back and he will be laid up for some time.
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Suggestion for a Christmas Folder

Cftrtsitmasi

popping

Jfflabe Cagp

HERE is outlined

the form of a

folder to be mailed by

shoe merchants to

their regular customers

or prospective ones.

The size is about by

7 inches, folding 5K by

3K inches to fit an ordi-

nary size envelope . On
the front appears the

title of the little folder,

"Christmas Shopping

Made Easy," and on

the back the retailer's

name and address.

Decorations are op-

tional, and, if prefer-

red, should be very

small.

Our Shoes Give Ease

and Comfort

I. B. BLANK
464 Thrift Avenue

Our Values are

Unexcelled

THE FRONT COVER (Reduced) THE BACK COVER (Reduced)

VOUR Christmas gift

perplexities will be

solved by seeing our splen-

did range of shoes.

We have very comfortable

orthopedic boots for the young-

sters, roomy slippers for grandpa,

smart pair of overshoes for

father, snappy pumps for sister,

hockey boots for brother, and

the newest presentations in

"Gypsies" for mother.

Our gift department will do much to

relieve you of the cares and inconven-

ience which ordinarily confront you in the

selection of Christmas presents for your

relatives and friends.

LOOK OVER THIS LIST
IT WILL HELP YOU REACH A DECISION

Satin Slippers Carriage Boots

Bronze Kid Slippers Tennis Shoes

Gold Slippers Football Boots

Slippers in Oyster Grey Polishing Outfits

Slippers in Wistaria and Warm Wanigans

Midnight Blue Shoe Trees

Sterling Silver Buckles Rubber Heels

Cameo Ornaments Rubber Soles

Hockey Boots Heel Pads

Hockey Skates Arch Supports

Everett Slippers Cushion Insoles

Opera Slippers Soft Sole Bootees

Pullman Slippers Shoe Horns

Romeo Slippers Warm Overshoes

Fur Trimmed Juliets Rubber Footwear

Boudoir Slippers Bathroom Slippers

Buckskin Moccasins Silk Laces

Fancy Button Hooks Canvas Trunks

Over Gaiters Leather Bound Trunks

Children's Leggings Fitted Suit Cases

Ankle Protectors Fitted Club Bags

The useful present is always the most welcome

THE TWO INSIDE PAGES OF THE FOLDER
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HOW DO YOU TREAT YOUR COMPETITOR?
How do you treat your competitor? Do you look upon

him as a friendly, honest and trustworthy person, or do you
regard him with suspicion, derision and contempt? So often

do we condemn in others that of which we are flagrantly guilty

ourselves. It is amusing to hear a man telling how mean
others have used him, particularly his own customers, and
yet, when it comes to extending the little courtesies that

usually are granted between members of the trade, in a

matter of occasionally exchanging sizes and widths, help-

ing another fellow out with sorting, etc., it is an altogether

different tale.

"Yes," declared a leading suburban merchant, "when I

do not have what I want in stock, and wish to get a certain

shoe to oblige a customer, if I go to another shop I pay my
brother shoeman right there and then; should I send for the

goods the money goes by the same messenger. It is usual

for one shoeman to oblige another in this manner, and allow

him ten or fifteen per cent, off, or, in other words, to split

the profits. I have observed this attitude toward my com-
petitors for several years, but you can imagine my surprise

to find out how mean two of them have used me. Why, the

other day a shoeman up north sent down for a pair of ladies

bronze kid Gpysy button shoes. He wanted to know if I

had a pair of \]/2 E width, and I told him yes—several. He
despatched a messenger for them, and asked the figures. I

told him what I would let him have them for. He did not

send the money, and I had to call that fellow up thrice by
phone and pay two personal calls before I got my money.
And even then he was fifteen cents shy, telling me he would
give me this amount at another time.

"Another piece of nerve on the part of a rival dealer

was when he could not fit a girl with a pair of tennis shoes

No. \yi. He phoned, telling me the price at which he sold

the shoes, stating that he would send the girl down to me;
that she had paid him the money, to let her have the footwear

and he would give me the cost price within a couple

of days. I told him that that was all very fine. He was to

collect the cash and pocket the profit, and I could do the

serving and get nothing for it but the cost. If I had made
such a proposal to that dealer, he would have been angry
enough to consign me to a place warmer than South Africa.

"The other day a shoeman, who knows that my stock is

right up-to-date, sent around and got two pairs of shoes

—

one was a patent button, the other a dark blue kid bal.

One I retailed at $5.00 and the other at S6.00. These shoes

went out of the shop. One pair came back the next day,

and the messenger boy reported that his boss had sold the

other pair. I inquired, 'Did he send you with the money

—

$5.25 for the pair he sold at $6.00?' And the lad said, 'no.'

I rang up this man several times and he finally consented, in

a rather reluctant manner, to hand over the cash.

"Now, I like to be obliging—I like to work on friendly

terms with other men in the trade. It is pleasant and
mutually advantageous to exchange little courtesies and
attentions, because I often have something which the other

man has not and wants quickly, and the other fellow has
some lines by which he can oblige me. You know how this

works out in your intercourse with your neighbors. When
you are on friendly terms with them, life is more agreeable

and surroundings more congenial than when you have no
truck or trade with those next door. It is the same in busi-

ness, but I do not like to see all the kindness and accommoda-
tion on the one side. Some people want everything in this

world, accept it as a matter of course and give or yield little

in return. They do not appear to possess the power of

'seeing themselves as others see them.'

"Now, I am not a pessimist. I like to believe in the best

and the truest in human nature, but upon my word, I have
had my faith and confidence badly shaken by the discour-

tesy and dilatory tactics adopted by some of my opponents
—men who should know better and who would do better

if they only stopped to think. If their customers used them
half as shabbily as they use their fellow business man,
they would not have one good word to say for them.

"Now, having got this little complaint off my chest, I

feel better, and I hope those shoemen who may have an

opportunity of seeing this, will adopt a right-about-face

movement and more heartily co-operate in the future in the

matter of exchanges, remittances, deliveries and prompt
returns. These little observations and considerations go a

mighty long way toward making the business pathway of

life pleasant and cheerful."

THE FIRST SHOE CARTON IN CANADA

This is a picture of the first carton ever used in a shoe

store in Canada. It was in the establishment of E. H. Gul-

ledge, Oakville, Ont., over thirty-five years ago that the then

innovation of placing shoes in individual boxes was intro-

duced by the proprietor. The main street of the town was
very sandy, and on a windy day the fine particles would blow

in the shop, covering the footwear on the open shelves.

The next day it was a long and tedious task to rub the dust

off each pair of shoes. A hurricane struck the village, and

the sandstorm was worse than usual. Mr. Gulledge worked
until after midnight cleaning his stock. It was then that a

bright idea struck him. He thought he could make small

FIRST SHOE CARTON IN CANADA

boxes and put the shoes in them. His wife told him he had
better give up such dreams and come to bed. The next

morning, however, he took a pair of men's staple shoes, No.
10, from the shelf and laid them side by side. He measured
the length, breadth and width and concluded he could get

boxes to hold every pair in his shop. He sent over to a box
manufacturer to find out the cost for the ends, bottoms and
sides of 1,200 boxes. Mr. Gulledge was to put the parts to-

gether himself. After the wooden parts were arranged for

Mr. Gulledge took a sample to a Toronto paper box manu-
facturer and asked him what it would cost to furnish paper

for the outside and to make cardboard covers. The color

selected was blue. The various board and paper parts were

shipped in due time to Mr. Gulledge and he and an assistant

set to work and completed the cartons. While naturally a

little heavier and bulkier than the light, airy pasteboard

receptacles of to-day, yet they have stood the test and given

admirable service. Sixteen years ago Mr. Gulledge was
burnt out and many of the boxes were ruined by smoke and
water. It was then necessary to repaper them and a dark

red color was used. In the lower left hand corner is a

frame of cardboard with a ticket giving the stock number,
style, size, width, etc. Mr. Gulledge takes pardonable pride

in the fact that he was the first man to introduce the universal

carton system in Canada. The measurement of the cartons

is 13 inches in length, 6}4 wide and 5 inches deep. The wood-
en sides are three-eights of an inch thick and the ends half

an inch.
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Silk and Cotton Bows
and Metal Ornaments
manufactured in Montreal by me, at prices which are

interesting. Samples submitted on demand.

<J4C - to 7HC - per pair.

Columbia Fiber Counters

Every pair is guaranteed.

These counters are made in

every shape and mould.

Gowdy Felt Box Toes

They never leak, and are al-

ways clean. They can be

used in colored shoes without

staining.

Metal Shoe Hooks

In all shapes and sizes. Can
save you about 25 per cent,

on this article.

Shoe Buttons

In all shapes and sizes; in all

colors carried in stock ready

to ship.

G. J. TRUDEAU
365 Ontario St. East, MONTREAL



SOLID LEATHER HEELS FROM SCRAP

A Montreal concern whose name can be secured from

the editor is making for the first time in Canada solid leather

heels from scrap leather. These heels are made by what is

known as the log heeling process. Scraps of first-class

leather are died to standard shapes and are set into a mould
by an operator on an upper floor. In the mould they are

cemented by glue and as they are inserted they descend by
an open pipe to the floor below solidifying as they dry on
the \\;ay down. The result is that by the time they reach

the work bench on the lower floor there is a stick of solid

leather heeling two or three yards long. This is cut up as

orders demand. The particular benefit of this solid leather

heeling, which has no nails, lies in the reduction in price

which is at least 30 to 40 per cent., as against the cost of

such heels when they are made from the same quality of

leather other than scraps.

ONE DIFFICULTY AFTER ANOTHER
Now that the problem of running their factories full

time has been met and overcome by the manufacturers of

this section, the question arises as to the prices they have got

to pay for the cheaper grades of leather. No sooner are they

out of one hole than slump they go into another, till the man
who thinks shoemaking is one golden dream has got another

think coming. One large buyer spent the entire week among
the tanneries trying to arrange for a large delivery of cheap
heavy leather, as. he had samples made from it, and orders

were coming in quite fast, but to his dismay he could get but
a few dozen per week promised, and if there are any more
who have sampled this particular stock the supply will not

equal the demand by a large per cent. It makes it very hard

for the man at the head of a large factory when he cannot
get the desired grade of stock, and now that shoe buyers are

more particular than ever to have goods up to sample in

weight and quality, it takes some thinking to plan the output
of a factory. The good old days when leather could be bought
and delivered in carload lots seem to have passed for the

present at least, and according to good authority from the

tanning industry, they are not liable to return. This is no
idle dream, but a serious fact, and the conservative buyers
are realizing it every day.—Shoe Topics.

THE CRIMPING OF SHOES
Some of the new styles in women's footwear must be

crimped to make them look well. This is particularly true

of the new button pumps, and like styles, that must fit

over the ankle as smoothly as a glove on the hand. A good
many other kinds of shoes, such as heavy boots for workmen,
Congress shoes, and some slippers, have to be crimped.
Some of the leading producers of fine stylish shoes crimp
all their vamps.

There is so much to be said in favor of crimping. It

shapes the vamps so that they will fit the lasts nicely. That
does away with the need of lasters tugging and pulling at

the leather to draw it down to the last smoothly. Conse-
quently it lessens the number of cripples in the lasting room.

Crimping costs, of course. If a manufacturer does it

himself, he must buy a machine and hire a man to run it.

If he has not enough use for the machine to warrant the

buying of it, then he can have his shoes crimped in a con-

tract shop.

It looks as if there would be a considerable increase in

the crimping of shoes the next few years, because people

are insisting on shoes that fit snugly and smoothly.

NEW IDEA IN HEEL MAKING
A new idea is seen in one of the largs heel making plants.

This is called a heel press, and the new and big feature

about it is that the girl who pastes and builds the heel,

places each heel in the press as she finishes it. Heretofore,

the heel builders had to carry the heels to another part of

the room where they could be put under the flat press,

which was an entire operation of itself. Now the pressing

and building is one operation and the cost is the same as

was the case when the building alone was done.

Under this new arrangement each girl has a revolving

press of her own with six shelves to hold the heels. As
each shelf is filled, it revolves so that when the whole press

is full, the heels are not only pressed, but they are fairly

dry. By turning a lever, each shelf of pasted heels is put

under full pressure.

It is claimed in the heel plant that the new system not

only saves labor, but does a better job. There are 28 or

more already in operation, in the heel room, and more are

to be put in. Heels that come out of the press ten minutes

after being made, or after being pasted, are ready for the

making room of the shoe factory. There is no dry room
needed under this system, and there is none in this factory,

where the output is 100,000 pairs of heels, or better, every

week.

BECOMES PARTNER IN THE FIRM
W. Hebert has become a partner in the firm of Gagnon,

Lachapelle & Hebert, manufacturers of women's McKays

WILFRID HEBERT, MONTREAL

exclusively, Kent street, Montreal. Mr. Hebert, who will

look after thefinancial and selling departments, up to th e

time of his new connection, was chief accountant for Aird &
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Son, with whom he was identified during the past ten years.

He is one of the most progressive of the younger generation

of Montreal shoemen and in his new position should be a

decided acquisition to the firm which has been making splen-

did progress in the past eight years.

NEW FACTORY IS UNDER WAY
The Lady Belle Shoe Co., Limited, of Berlin, Ont,

who recently obtained a charter, have started work on their

new factory on Breithaupt street in that city. A A. Arm-
brust and Alex. Inrig are the principal men in the new con-

cern which is capitalized at $50,000. The factory will be

ALEX. INRIG A. A. ARMBRUST

45 x 100 feet, two storeys high with basement, and it is

expected that it will be completed within two months.

IS TAN RUSSIA CALF RETURNING?

A leading exchange says that its news correspondents
in the large cities in different sections of the country have
chronicled in their letters recently that tan calf is showing
signs of life in women's shoes for ordinary street wear, as

distinguished from colored calf shoes for tramping or stormy
winter wear. Reports are heard that traveling salesmen
who started on their regular semi-annual selling trips with
no tan calf samples in their trunks, have wired their factories

for their tan calf samples.

In New York city it is noticeable that some of the high-

grade stores and shoe departments are featuring tan calf

boots. In some instances the boot has a tan calf vamp
and a tan kid top of a different shade than the color of the

vamp.
Upper leather dealers in the Boston market say that

they have had more requests for tan calf for women's shoes

than for several seasons past. This demand, they add,
leads them to believe that they may develop a wide call for

this color of upper stock.

If a large demand does arise, tanners of upper leather

will be up against a hard proposition, for unless conditions

change in the dye stuffs market, they will be hard pressed

in securing sufficient supplies of the right dyes to enable
them to make their tan calf.

Tanners acknowledge' a scarcity of dye stuffs for colored

leather and they are scouring the country for dyes and meet-
ing with little success in securing supplies. Stocks of dye
stuffs are mostly in the hands of consumers, who need the
colors just as much as the tanners do.

MILITARY SHOES AND HEALTH
A man having a good digestion, warm clothes and well-

shod feet, has little excuse for a bad temper. The trouble

is that the shoeing of his feet is perhaps the thing the modern
American gives least attention to in his dress.

Shoes designed with a disregard of the foot's anatomy
and its comfort are a direct cause of irritability of temper.
They bring malformation of the toe, ankle and leg bones, even
causing spinal disorders and other troubles in various far-

reaching forms.

It was once thought impossible to make a shoe which

would combine good looks with comfort and anatomical

correctness. Shoes have been one of the greatest problems

in the equipment of the modern army. Even Napoleon's,

a hundred years ago, said that he made war not with the

arms, but with the legs of his soldiers, and Wellington

said that two things were especially necessary to the soldier:

"A pair of good shoes on the feet and a pair of good shoes

in the knapsack." The perfect army shoe must permit

the maximum amount of marching with the minimum
amount of foot distress; and to do this, the foot must be

allowed to act as nature intended.

Recently Major Salquin, of the Swiss army, gave con-

siderable time and study to this subject, and wrote a book
entitled, "A Treatise on the Military Shoe."

"The toes are placed in front of the metatarsal bones to

which they are fastened by ligaments," says Major Salquin.

"The small toes have two joints, while the great toe has only

one.

"The great toe is the most important of all, and. is the

strongest and largest. In walking it fulfils the following

functions: When we raise the foot from the ground to bring

it forward, we raise first the heel and let the weight of the

body fall on the great toe. In raising this in its turn from
the ground we are thrown forward, still pressing the ground
with the end of the great toe. To execute this movement
the great toe must be placed in the shoe in such a position

that it can stretch itself out directly forward, for in its normal
condition it is found on the prolongation of the longitudinal

axis of the first metatarsus."

CHARACTER IN SOLE LEATHER WEAR
Some persons can, or think they can, tell your character

from the color of your hair, the length of your nose, the width

of your mouth, the glint of your eye, the poise of your body,

the agility of your step, or the si2e of your ears. Now, these

methods are all wrong. The only infallible method is in"the

way you wear out the soles of your shoes. This reveals

character as nothing else does and here is the way to tell.

In the accompanying illustration the first sole seen
on the left is worn through in a long, narrow streak down the
middle. This indicates economy and such a person is one
to accumulate wealth. Brain work is the greatest recreation

of such a person.

No. 2 shows a small, irregular hole near the toe. This
is indicative of a quiet and retiring disposition, a cool head
and practical ideas, under trying circumstances.

The third one from the left, with a hole worn in the sole

at the ball of the foot, evidences a shallow and unreliable

nature, a poor listener, and uninteresting talker, one who is

conceited and overbearing.

The fourth, showing wear at the outside of the sole, just

around the toe, proclaims such a party as musical, humorous
and witty, optimistic in temperament and a good conver-
sationalist.

No. 5, worn off near the shank, typifies that the wearer is

thoughtful and attentive, is popular and learns from what
he sees and hears, and possesses a receptive, open mind.

The last, which is No. 6, revealing wear at the outer
edge of the sole, about half-way between the shank and toe
represents a very affectionate nature, a person who is liked
by all and is kind and generous to the poor and afflicted.
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STORE CARDS FOR CHRISTMAS-TIDE TRADE

Wind, Rain, Snow, Sleet

These have no terror for

the man who wears a pair

of our storm calf shoes,

with viscolized soles.

Warmth Without Weight

You get these in our neat,

smart felt boots. They ex-

clude Jack Frost's intru-

sions.

Shoes from Santa Claus

And a few more besides.

Neat, stylish, smart and

shapely.

For Happiness in Holidays

A nice pair of House Slip-

pers are both artistic and

comfortable. We have a

splendid selection.

Shoes for Yuletide Wear

The nicest designs, the lat-

est lasts and

patterns.

the newest

Xmas Gifts of Footwear

Remember the boys at the

front and at home. They
all need to be well shod

—

sensibly and durably.

We Greet You All

You are cordially invited

to inspect our stock of Fine

Footwear and are under no
obligation to purchase.

Pleasure in Xmas Shopping

Sane, stylish and suitable

are our Slippers in all lines.

We have a style for every

sort of foot.

Foot Comfort—Mind Comfort

See that your friends are

well anchworthily shod. We
specialize in pedal necessi-

ties.

Superb Shoes—Solid Service

Here are some of the new-
est and nicest selections in

Gypsy bals and buttons.

Just the proper thing for

Christmas presents.

The Joys of Skating

Will be greatly enhanced by
buying your hockey shoes

here. Our stock was never
more replete.

School Boots for Your Boy
He will appreciate a pair

as a Christmas gift. While
we look after the men and
young men, we do not over-

look the Canadian boy.

Keep Him at Home Nights

By giving him a pair of

these comfortable House
Slippers. They will with-

stand any outside tempta-

tions.
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GETTING BETTER PRICES FOR REFAIRS

"Making More Money in the Shoe Repair Shop" was
the subject of a recent admirable article in the Shoe
and Leather Journal, by Henry Ettelbrick, Springfield, 111.

He referred to the fact that he had mailed a personal letter

to 500 citizens whom he thought might want a better job

at a better price. He reports this has helped him to start

and carry out his programme of "Better Goods at Better

Trice.

"

Here is a copy of the bright, instructive and attention

compelling letter :

—

HENRY ETTELBRICK

Shoe Repair Works
321 East Monroe Street

springfield, illinois

Old Phone 1889

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

Dear Sir or Madam

:

Has the following ever occurred to you?

Having taken a pair of your shoes to the Shoe Repair

Shop, had them repaired, the same day you left them at the

shop.

YES, WE DO SHOE REPAIRING WHILE YOU
WAIT.

But we would much rather acquaint you with our high

class work. Work that you and we take special pride in

seeing.

For instance, our "Men's and Ladies' " Hand-Sewed
Soles are done so fine, that it is almost impossible to detect

that they have been resoled. Then our full soles, or rather

New Bottoms are surely a progressive way of repairing

shoes, for just a little more cost compared with the "Hurry

up way." The full soles eliminate that row of nails, that is

necessary just under the arch of shoes, in half soles, and

cannot help but weaken a shoe at that point. Where as a

full sole helps the shoe to hold its shape and gives to the

foot that support that all our feet surely need.

Shoe repairing as we do it invariably saves you 25%
of your shoe bill. Especially on that pair you paid $4.00 or

more for, and when you remember that we made them look

like new, it surely is a paying proposition.

WE WANT YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR WORK.
WE WANT YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR MA-

TERIAL.
WE WANT YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR BUSI-

NESS METHODS.
Our material is the best. Our shoemakers are real

mechanics. Our long experience in this business enables us

to give you "Shoe Repairing" in a class by itself. We cheer-

fully call for and deliver.

Henry Ettelrrick,

Bell Phone 1889. 321 E. Monroe Street.

SOME OF OUR PRICES

Men's hand sewed half soles, best mr.terial $1.25

Men's machine sewed half soles 75c. and $1.00

(according to grade of leather used)

Men's full soles and heels $1.50 and $1.75

Men's heels, for (straightening) 25c. to 50c.

Ladies' hand sewed half soles, best material $1.00

Ladies' machine sewed half soles 50c. and 60c.

(according to grade of leather used)

Ladies' full soles and heels $1.25

Ladies' heels for (straightening) 20c. to 25c.

Ladies' new heels 50c. to 75c.

Our boys' and girls' and children's prices are according
to sizes. Phone us for our prices. We are willing to cater

to your needs in shoe repairing.

We are experts at building new heels on shoes. Often
heels on the shoes just bought don't suit. Bring them to us.

We can build heels just as you want them without throwing
the shoes out of balance.

Remember the price of leather is constantly increasing.

The man that offers you something for nothing nowadays
don't intend to use first class material. Economize by get-

ting the best, cheapest in the end.

GRADE PRICES ACCORDING TO QUALITY

The Progressive Shoe Repair Co., Edmonton, is one of

the live, alert establishments in the capital of Alberta. The
proprietors are J. Gardner and Stewart Lamb, and they are

located at the corner of Fifth street and Jasper avenue. The
firm style themselves "Edmonton's Leading Shoe Repair
Store" and do considerable custom work. Starting in busi-

ness five years ago, they have been following the advice of

having different grades of soles and charging according to

grade, instead of having just one set price. They find that
most people are willing to pay for quality work, and that
there is really no money in catering to the very cheap trade,,

for a cheap sole is poor at any price, and only results in the
patron becoming dissatisfied and going elsewhere. The
Progressive Shoe Repair Co. agree with an article which
appeared in the Shoe and Leather Journal recently, to
the effect that when a man comes in and brings a pair of

shoes for half soles and heels, and is asked if he wants a job
at such and such a price, mentioning two or three different

figures, he will say—"Give me the best," thus demonstrating
that good repairers can get more money for good work and
first-class material. This system works out more satisfac-

torily to customer and repairer. The motto of the Edmonton
first firm is

—"Do not hope for the best—get it."

HAS SOLVED PERPLEXING PROBLEM
A retailer in Winnipeg says that he has solved the

difficulty in regard to patent leather shoes so as to avoid
any misunderstanding. He has a rubber stamp and plainly

prints on the lining of each pair "Patent leather—not
guaranteed." Previous to adopting this plan persons would
sometimes return, stating that they thought a guarantee
covered patent leather and, if there was a sign in the store
or a .slip placed in the carton, they would declare thev had
never seen it. Under the new arrangement a plea of ignor-
ance or misunderstanding no longer holds good.
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HOW TO COMPETE WITH MAIL ORDER HOUSES
The Retailer Must Use Scientific and Original Merchandising Methods—What
Co-operation and Foresight Can Accomplish—Advertise in a Manner to Con-

vince—Get After the Local Customers and Use Every Means to Win Them

By A. E. EDGAR

One of the newest developments of modern
merchandising methods is the mail-order business.

Not one of us can fail to recognize the fact that this

method of merchandising has come to stay. We
may feel an inclination to characterize the methods
of the big mail order houses as unfair to the smaller

dealers, and it no doubt affects his profit of business.

But, after all, every man has a perfect right, in this

free Country, to do business in any way he sees

fit, provided he does not use illegitimate methods.

Some years ago the small retailer was menaced by
department store competition. At that time many suffered

from the methods of securing business adopted by the depart-

ment stores. At the present time there is seldom a thought
given to this kind of competition, except in isolated cases

that are directly affected. In fact, in the light of recent

events in connection with some of the larger New York
department stores, the question has arisen as to whether the

big store is to be envied or not.

Novelty and Originality Lead

Newer methods win because of their novelty and
originality. They continue to win because of their genuine
worth and because they meet a well-defined want. But times

change and bring a change of ideas which, in turn, usher in

still newer methods which replace the old.

Many merchants cling to the old way of doing things

until those who adopt the newer methods pass them in the

race for business, and then they cry out against the hardness

of their lot.

The big mail-order houses are doing more business

to-day than ever. More business firms are going after mail-

order business every year, and as the mail-order business

grows, a certain number of retail merchants must suffer.

There is one thing that this phenomenal growth demon-
strates and that is, that the public considers that the mail-

order house offers an acceptable method of doing business.

The retail merchant charges, and not always unjustly,

that the mail-order house uses unfair methods of securing

business, much to the prejudice of the retail business generally.

But even in the face of every method, fair or unfair, that the
mail order house uses to get business the retail merchant
can meet this competition, and overcome it, by using more
scientific merchandising methods.

A little co-operation among merchants through their

local, provincial and National Merchants' Associations will

eventually bring about a fairer condition of competition in

retail business. Laws are being added to the statute books
of all states regulating trade,

prohibiting fraudulent meth-
ods and defining the mer-
chants' rights and privileges.

These laws not only safeguard

the retail merchant from the

unfair competition of the

mail-order houses, but pro-

tect the individual merchant
from the equally disastrous

unfair methods of his fellow

merchants.

The buying public of

any community will buy
where they can get what

BELIEVES IN CONCENTRATION
A prominent advertiser using page space regu-

larly in the "Shoe and Leather Journal," writing

expressing appreciation of the results of his adver-
tising says:—"While perhaps we have been more
friendly to the "Shoe and Leather Journal' than we
have to other trade papers in Canada, yet we feel

that the co-operation we have received from you
and the good work you have been doing in the way
of advertising for us has fully justified us in our
attitude."

they want at the price they want to pay for it. Price is

one of the first considerations with a merchant's customers.

It is not the prime consideration, by any means, but it is one

of the most important. If one merchant can convince the

people of any locality that he can, and does sell the kind of

goods they want at a lower price than his competitors, he

will get the bulk of the trade of that locality, and as long as

he continues to convince them that they are doing better

at his store he will hold their trade. But let some one else

get their ear and it will not be a hard thing to wean them
away from the first store, but the people must be convinced

that they are to be benefitted by making the change.

That is the whole problem of storekeeping, of modern
merchandising.

Must Qualify to Win Out

Before a merchant can convince the public that he can

cater successfully to their wants he must have surrounded

himself with every convenience the customer demands, and
with the goods they want at the price they want them.

The merchant of to-day must be educated in his busi-

ness if he expects to meet with even a moderate degree of

success. Too many merchants enter business, from other

walks in life, expecting to find it an easy thing to make
money. Lawyers study a number of years in schools and
colleges before they are allowed to practice. Doctors and
dentists have to do the same thing. Why? To protect

the public. The lawyer has a certain amount of responsibil-

ity for the success of his advice. The doctor must know
something about the human form and about drugs before

the public will allow him to practice. But the merchant
can place a few dollars worth of goods in a store and practice

merchandising immediately. It does not matter to the

government whether the public gets value from the merchant

or not. There is practically no redress, unless he misrepre-

sents his merchandise, and that is one of the reasons why
the public is so quick to take up with any new method of

merchandising that is brought to their notice.

Just why a merchant should not be compelled to qualify

himself in some way for his calling has never been stated.

But because he is not compelled by law to do so, is no reason

why he should not. But how can he get the qualification,

say, to become a merchant capable of selling everything

the public may demand? The only text books that are

universally open to him are the trade papers. The
merchant who does not read his trade paper, and he ought

to subscribe to several, cannot expect to be able to compete
with those merchants who do
read. "Knowledge is power"
in retailing as well as in any-

thing else.

The farmer's son thinks

retailing is an easy thing. He
persuades his father to set

him up in business. A few
hundred dollars are invested

and the farmer's son is a full

fledged merchant. The far-

mer will tell you that the pur-

chase of a farm does not

make a farmer of the owner,

but he expects his son to
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become a merchant overnight. It is impossible. Training,

insight and practical knowledge are required.

The young fellow that works behind the counter for a

few months has a thousand chances to the other's one to

succeed. He has served, to some extent, an apprenticeship,

and knows the ropes. But all may learn, that is, all who will

try, all who will persist.

Cut Out All Guess Work
The mail-order house has at its command the brightest

talent in the country, not only for advertising, selling and
buying, but for every other essential in merchandising suc-

cessfully. Why then should they not succeed when
they have competitors who are actually ignorant of a great

many of the fundamental principles of the retail business?

It's easy money for them because they know, while the

smaller retailer, and some of the larger ones, too, guesses.

The merchant who studies his business very seldom meets
conditions that he cannot overcome. The merchant who
neglects to inform himself offers himself as a candidate

for failure, and he often succeeds wonderfully along that

line.

The merchant who would compete successfully against

all comers must understand and practice the three funda-

mental principles of merchandising which are: buying,

selling and store management. All phases of retailing may
be divided into one of these three branches of the science.

Many persons think the merchant is coining money.
This arouses their cupidity and they wager their money
against the experience of other merchants. Is it any wonder
there are so many failures reported each month by the com-
mercial agencies as due to incompetence?

After the merchant has prepared himself to do business

upon modern lines he must then go out after it in the most
approved fashion.

What Advertising Really Is

The most approved method of securing business in

these modern times is by advertising. This word "adver-

tising" covers every known method of getting customers to

buy. The average merchant speaks of advertising only

when he refers to some printed statement, in a newspaper,

in a booklet, leaflet, or other printed sheet. Advertising

actually comprehends every known method of getting

trade. The merchant dresses carefully to give the public

the impression that he is prosperous—that is advertising.

It is advertising, even if he never has such a thought when he

decides upon what he will wear. The impression goes forth

—that is advertising. Every act of merchant and salesman

is advertising, sometimes good and sometimes bad.

Give the People the Information

To meet mail order competition the retail merchant

must advertise in a manner to convince. He must persuade

people to buy from his store. How can he meet competition

without following to some extent the methods used by his

competitors. The mail-order house sends out great cata-

logues. Why? To show the purchasing public that the

mail order house has the very goods they want. To per-

suade them that they want certain ' lines of goods offered

in the catalogue. And, perhaps, to create new wants for

the goods listed and priced in the catalogue.

It must be admitted at once that the local retail merchant

cannot send out a catalogue that would compete with

that sent out by the mail-order house. But he can, in a

smaller way perhaps, advertise the lines he has for sale,

and that should be his aim in all his advertising. He can

use the local newspapers. Advertisements inserted in these

are effective in securing business, when written in a manner

calculated to convince. They must also inform the reader

of the articles advertised, tell all about them, give a des-

cription of them and the price. They should persuade the

reader that the goods are the kind wanted. If this is done

the advertisement will do its whole duty. But if a few gen-

eral statements about the business are printed week after

week, the printed advertisement has no value whatever.

If the merchant who has to meet mail-order competition

will start out from the beginning to secure the mail-order

customers for his own, and study intelligently the best

method to follow to get them, he will have passed the worst

point in the whole game. Get after the customers. Use
every method possible to get them.

In conclusion, it may be laid down as a general proposit-

ion, that the local retail merchant who has a moderately

up-to-date store, who uses honest and approved methods of

handling his business and who strives to give the customer

full value for every dollar spent with him, and who goes

after business with any degree of determination to get it,

need not fear mail-order, or any other kind, of competition.

OIL PAINTING MAKES WINDOW LOOK DEEPER

A. McDermand, shoe retailer, Ingersoll, Ont., is an ardent

believer in the art of effective and original window trims. His

displays generally attract a good deal of attention, and the

accompanying illustration shows an oil painting in the rear

of the window, full width. The picture has a tendency to

make the window look much deeper. The painting was done
on fibre-board, which was glued to a frame. The fibre-board

is easily removed, as it is held in position by buttons and can

be replaced by a panel effect done in white, on the same
material. This makes a pleasing change. No department

THE MCDERMAND SHOE STORE, INGERSOLL, ONT.

of the store, when space is considered, presents such splendid
publicity facilities as the window area. The display of

shoes can be changed by the use of adjustable fixtures in

countless different manners, but the possibilities of present-
ing striking and imposing trims are not confined to the show-
ing of footgear alone. The background can be altered fre-

quently, and at comparatively small expense. Mr. McDer-
mand has here given a very interesting pointer in connection
with fibre-board and its uses.

THE TEN-INCH BOOT POPULAR

Fashions in women's gowns now have more influence

on their footwear than at any time in trade history. The
radical shortening of skirts, which is fashion's latest de-

cree, causes a corresponding increase in the height of boot
tops. This brings the ten-inch boot, in both kid and velvet,

into trade favor and creates a big demand for this extra
high cut pattern with straight tops as well as jib tops. Some
Canadian factories are producing the ten-inch boot in con-

siderable volume at the present time in response to loud

calls from customers. Black, blue, bronze, gray or what-
ever other color of stock is required, the ten-inch height is

in demand.
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& #reat jUanufacturmg Centre

Where once were Swamps and Forests may now be found great Factories

and Belching Chimneys—The Wonderful History of the Most

Prosperous County in Ontario—A Fairy Tale of

Enterprise and Progress

RELIGIOUS persecution, next to war, has been the greatest cause

R-
of expansion and spread of civilization this world has known. In

• the seventeenth century the iron heel of oppression forced the

0 0 0 Puritans to look to this western hemisphere for a sphere in which
/ to pursue and develop their religious ideas and thus was the

o I foundation laid for the United States of America. In the

/ eighteenth century militarism and religious intolerance forced
~o~"* out of Germany many of its best citizens, and thus the Mora-

vian Brethren and Mennonites found an asylum of peace and safety

in these same United States. A great many of these sects, particu-

larly the Mennonites, settled in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
and devoted their energies to the cultivation of the soil and the

pursuit of their religious beliefs. Some of these settled on the borders

of Lake Erie and around Niagara Falls, about the year 1798, and crossing

from time to time the Niagara River and Lake Ontario, found that

Upper Canada, which at that time was practically a wilderness, afforded

opportunities for homesteading that were soon seized. A tract of land
of about 100,000 acres was purchased, covering practically the present

county of Waterloo, and the thrifty emigrants began their "trek."

There were no roads at the time, excepting one or two for military pur-

poses between Toronto (then Little York) and Niagara and Detroit, at

that time a mere trading post. The settlers had to cut their way through
swamps and forests to the site of their new homes, where they settled

and began their peaceful avocations. Gradually villages arose which
grew and expanded, until one has become a populous city, and the other

smart, prosperous manufacturing towns, the group containing large

and important factories that represent almost every line of production
from buttons to pianos, or from baby carriages to automobiles. It seems
a strange freak of fate that this very community, or group of communi-
ties, that over a century ago fled from the shadow of militarism, should
to-day be sending their sons back to Europe to join forces with those

who are seeking to stay the storm of blood that when their forefathers

left their homes was no bigger than a man's hand. But such is, never-

theless, the case.

Cttp of perlm

Berlin, the centre of this busy hive of industry, was once a quiet, peaceful farm,

to become later an unpretentious village of German speaking people who asked only

to be left to develop their resources. About 1846 the first English settlers began to

arrive and the village gradually took on a more or less English color, English being
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The New Home of

HURLBUT WELT
(Process Patented)

Cushion Sole Shoes
For Children

and

So Cosy Slippers

THE IDEAL
SHOE FOR
CHILDREN

Tackless. No
Ridges Inside.

The Shoe that

wears so well

that mothers

who know in-

sist on them.

A child could go barefooted

in a Hurlbut Welt Shoe and
Never Miss the Stockings

Most economical to buy because they wear

longer and mean less expenditure in the year

MADE IN CANADA

THE HURLBUT COMPANY LIMITED
PRESTON ONTARIO
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taught in the schools. As early as 1835 a newspaper said of the community: "Berlin

is in a nourishing condition, inhabited by various industrious mechanics, among whom
are a spinning wheel and chair maker, a hatter, four cabinet makers and carpenters,

one potter, one smith, two stores, a boot and shoe maker, a tailor, a mason, a wagon-

maker, a tavern keeper, with about twenty-five dwelling houses." But the thrifty

Germans with the sprinkling of English went industriously about their business and

the hamlet outgrew its boundaries. The first newspaper in German appeared in 1841

and the village was incorporated in 1854. In the next sixteen years the progress was

even more marked, so that it had grown out of swaddling clothes into husky youth,

and was made a town in 1870.

In the meantime the little

hand method establishments

had become embryo factories,

tanneries coming in the late

forties, and shoe factories in

the early eighties. One fac-

tory was added to another,

and the number of inhabitants

grew apace until in 1912 the

municipality claimed the rights

and position of a city, which

were granted. The city has

now a population of about

1S,000, and is still growing, and its proudest claim is that seventy-five per cent, of its

^citizens own their own homes.

Often the visitor to this interesting hive of industry will, when being motored

about the splendid business streets and attractive residential portions, remark upon
the general evidences of progress and prosperity, and make casual inquiries relating to

the poorer sections of the city, intimating that all the homes are not of the well built

substantial, and comfortable character that he has seen. The reply is
—"We have no

poor." Every resident of Berlin is thriving and well-to-do, a good citizen, an indus-

trious provider for his family, imbued with the civic spirit of advance that has made
the name "Berlin" the watchword for expansion, construction and concentration,—

a

city built upon' ideal conditions and provided with every convenience and attrac-

tion that goes to make life hopeful, happy and healthy.

{Continued on page 67)
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Bird s Eye View of Berlin, Ontario
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Canada's Premier

Line of

Women's

Fine McKays

THE MODERN
FACTORY

OF THE

W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.Limited
Manufacturers of

THE
GRACIA SHOE Berlin, Ont.

YOUR most profitable line of STAPLES
are the shoes that combine long-wearing qualities with perfectly neat

appearance. And this is a strong reason why you should be selling

McKellar Solid Leather Shoes
They are produced in a complete range of styles and sizes for

MEN, BOYS, YOUTHS AND LITTLE GENTS

By

The Berlin Shoe Mfg. Co. Limited
BERLIN ONTARIO
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Our well known and popular
brands are:

"EAGLE"
(Hemlock and Union)

PENETANG"
(Hemlock)

"TRENT VALLEY"
(Oak)

"LION"
(Oak)

In Sides, Backs and Bends

Unexcelled for profitable cutting
qualities and for wear and satis-

faction to the consumer.

Louis Breithaupt, Founder, 1857

For Canadian and
Export Trade

Louis J. Breithaupt, President

MADE IN CANADA

For nearly sixty years we have

specialized on

VAT TANNED
LONG PROCESS

Sole Leather John C. Breithaupt, Secretary

Cut Soles

Counters

Shoe Findings, etc.

Union Oak

Harness Leather

Noted for its strength, fibre

and finish. Made from best

Packer Hides.

Tanneries: BERLIN, PENETANG and HASTINGS

The Breithaupt Leather Co.
Limited

Warehouse at G.T.R. Station, Berlin BERLIN, ONTARIO

tU lit 111

"fit

Head Office, Berlin
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SOLE leather has been practically the

Breithaupts' "sole" production through

six decades, and they have given enough
thought, energy and money to the prob-

lem to have fully solved it long since.

About the year 1850 the late Louis

Breithaupt, then a young man, living in

Buffalo, and being theh
v
a junior member

of the firm of J. F. Schoelkopf & Co., made
a visit to Berlin, Ont., and there became
enamoured of the village and a handsome
young lass at one and the same time.

He almost immediately
transferred his political,

as well as his heart's al-

legiance to this country,

and marrying in -1853,

Miss Catherine Hailer,

whose parents came to

Berlin in 1831, settled

down in Berlin in the

leather business. In

1857 he built a tannery

and began to make
various lines of leather,

chiefly sole leather.

Louis J. Breithaupt,

the eldest son, grew up
with the tannery as the

very breath of his nos-

trils, and its influence

so touched his life that

even before he received

his education at the

public and high schools,

he knew all about lay-

aways and tan liquors.

He received his business

education in his father's
L '

office, tannery, ware-

house and on the road, supplemented by a

course at the business college in Toronto.

From the very first L. J. manifested those

qualifications for a business career that have
since brought him to the front rank in the

leather trade, and made him a prominent
business figure in Berlin, where he is con-

nected with a number of business concerns.

He is practical, methodical, energetic and
courteous and he carries all these qualities

into his relations with the world generally.

Stands for the "Square Deal"

He has held practically every office in

the gift of the municipality, being alderman,

deputy-reeve, reeve of Berlin, and was also

for years a member of Waterloo County

Council, being for a term warden of the

county. He served two years in the mayor's
chair in Berlin, and under his watchword
"Economy with Progress," inaugurated a

number of movements, making for the suc-

cess and advancement of the city. He serv-

ed the north riding of the County of Water-
loo for two terms as its representative in

the Ontario Legislature, and brought to

bear his business training upon the larger

questions of his political arena.

Mr. Breithaupt is a prominent member
of Z i o n Evangelical

Church, of which he has

been for many years a

member of the Board
of Trustees, and has
been its chairman from
time to time. He is first

vice - president of the

Berlin Patriotic Fund,
which raised $100,000.

Mr. Louis J. Breith-

aupt is another exam-
ple of the advice given

by Apelles to the shoe-

maker—"Stick to your
last." He has made in

the leather business, by
steady application to

its demands, a position

that may well be envied

by the rising aspirants

to business success.

In his business, muni-
cipal and legislative

life, Mr. Breithaupt
has always—in season

and out of season

—

been an enthusiastic

admirer and "booster for Berlin." His
optimism is certainly of a contagious
character.

& g>ole Heatfjer Concern

WHEN the late Louis Breithaupt slip-

ped over from Buffalo to buy hides

and sell leather to the village of

Berlin, Canada, in the early fifties, he had
no idea of remaining on British soil. There
was a lady in the case, which became one
of
—"He came, he saw and she conquered."

After settling down in the retail leather

business, selling mostly American sole

leather, there being free trade at the- time,

this enterprising young business man be-

Breithaupt
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In the accompanying group of aggressive members of the shoe and leather trade are:— (1) A. R. Kaufman, Berlin; (2) Wm'
Chamberlain, Gait; (3) F. S. Scott, M.P., Gait; (4) Jacob Kaufman, Berlin; (5) Geo. Rumpel, Berlin; (6) L. J. Breithaupt, 'Berlin;
(7) J. C. Breithaupt, Berlin; (8) A. L. Breithaupt, Berlin; (9) Chas. A. Ahrens, Berlin; (10) Oscar Rumpel, Berlin; (11) S. H.'Parker
Preston; (12) N. B. Detweiler, Berlin; (13) F. H. Ahrens, Berlin; (14) D. B. Detweiler, Berlin; (15) T. H. Rieder (Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Co.); (16) A. J. Kimmel, Berlin; (17) Alexander Inrig, Berlin; (18) A. A. Armbrust, Berlin; (19) W. E. Woelfle,
Berlin; (20) C. E. Hurlbut, Preston; (21) A. D. Weber, Berlin.
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The Home of the Berlin Trunk and Bag Company's Baggage

No. 700 Ever Ready Wardrobe Trunk

The most complete, convenient amd up-to-date Ward-
robe Trunk on the market. It has many points of superior-

ity over the ordinary wardrobe trunk.

This Trunk is a compact LONG SERVICE TRUNK
that will outwear the bulky, clumsy kinds used heretofore.

It will hold all the traveller needs for a week end trip

or an extensive tour—and GARMENTS ARE ALWAYS
READY.

IMPORTANT POINTS
1—You can't pack to exceed free baggage limit.
2—You don't have to fill it with unnecessary clothes

merely to have it packed tightly.
3—It can be conveniently carried in any cab or taxi.

A GREAT SELLER

Write for Literature and Price Lists

The Berlin Trunk & Bag Co., Limited
BERLIN, ONT.

One of the most complete plants for the manufacture
of Trunks, Suitcases, Bags, etc., in the Dominion. In
addition to our specialties and regular line of wardrobe
trunks we are making the Berlin Trunk & Bag Company's

Ever Ready Wardrobe Trunk

IIP
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gan to plan the erection of a small tannery.

Louis Breithaupt made leather in the

good old way and there was such demand
for it in the community that he could not

get hides fast enough at home and had to

send hence for them. It was not long be-

fore better buildings had to be provided and
more yard room, and so on, until in recent

years the Breithaupts, still following the

careful, conservative ideals of the father,

have a premises and plant for the manu-
facturing of hemlock, union and oak that

cannot be excelled anywhere. They have
now a commodious brick structure, equip-

ped with all the newest improvements and
appliances for handling their large output,

new building, machinery and equipment

being added during last year and more in

1915. Close to the Grand Trunk station

they have also a large brick storehouse with

John C. Breithaupt

a siding reaching to the shipping door,

where the product of their tanneries is

received, assorted and re-shipped to cities

in Great Britain and elsewhere.

Some years ago when they realized that

their Berlin plant was being taxed to its

utmost, and when the question of bark
supply had become urgent, they purchased
a property at Penetanguishene, Ont., on
the shores of Georgian Bay. This plant has

now become larger than their Berlin one
and turns out when running full eight hun-
dred sides of sole leather a day. A good
deal of this product finds its way to Euro-

pean and other foreign centres. It bears

the well known brand of the "Steer's Head"
and is known to the trade as "Penetang"
sole leather.

At Hastings, Ont., a subsidiary company,
called the Hastings Tanning Co., Limited,

produces oak sole and harness leather of the

same dependable quality as has made
Breithaupt sole leather famous. Trent
Valley oak sole in backs and bends, etc.,

and Hastings union-oak harness leather.

The business management of this large

concern is shared by Mr. Louis J. Brei-

thaupt as president and Mr. John C.

Breithaupt as secretary. The latter may not

appear as prominently in the sales depart-

ment of the company as his older brother, but
as secretary of the company he is the quiet,

but none the less telling, force that is be-

hind the manufacturing department of the

business. Mr. John C. Breithaupt has also

been alderman and reeve and mayor of

Berlin for several terms. Member of vari-

ous civic boards, for many years he had the

efficient charge of the Berlin Waterworks
Commission also, which under his guidance

has proved to be very successful and the

source of much profit to Berlin and to its

citizens.

Louis O. Breithaupt, eldest son of L. J.

Breithaupt, and whose marriage was chron-

icled in the last issue of the Journal, has

charge of the sole leather sales department,

while Wm. Walter, the second son, has been
in the tannery for over a year learning the

practical end of the business. John Ed-
ward, son of Mr. John C. Breithaupt, has

also recently entered the business.

8 $f)enomenal Career

AT the age of thirty-seven to attain to

leadership in one of the greatest in-

dustries of the Dominion of Canada
is the record of a young man who hails

from Berlin. In the short space of sixteen

years he has climbed by sheer merit from
the position of book-keeper in one of the

minor rubber concerns of the country to the

executive control of one of the largest aggre-

gations of capital in the country.

Mr. T. H. Rieder's life is, one might well

say, a business romance. He began his busi-

ness career assisting in his father's store in the

village of New Hamburg, while still attend-

ing the Berlin High School. He entered the

office of the Berlin Gas Co. when through
the high school and passed thence into the

offices of the Louis Breithaupt Estate, where
he gathered valuable knowledge in account-

ing and office management. When the Berlin

Rubber Manufacturing Co. was organized in

1 899 he was given the position of book-keeper
and at the same time a small interest in the

concern. Here he found the first opportu-

(Continned on page yd)
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The G.V.O. Solid

Leather SHOES
A line that merits your attention for Spring placing because of its sound

quality and supreme excellence in style, fit, finish and wearing qualities.

In the G.V.O. range, we have incorporated honest quality throughout every

hidden constructional detail, resulting in footwear that stands the test of

wear and tear in a degree that is far from common.

Most Convincing Values.

See the Range for Yourself.

G. V. Oberholtzer Company, Limited
Berlin Ontario

We Specialize Exclusively
in Women's High Grade,

lace and button, pumps
and slippers, on the most

comfortable and stylish

lasts.

For The

Wholesale

Trade Only

S. H. PARKER
Manager and Secretary-Treasurer

Solid Leather Shoe Co., Limited

PRESTON - - ONTARIO

sum
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Its Early History and Development—How It Has Grown

in Three Decades

IN
earlier years there were few shoes

made in Ontario outside the cities of

Toronto and Hamilton. The problem

of help seemed to be the greatest hindrance

to the establishment of the industry in out-

lying districts. In the eighties the trade

began to slip away even from the centres

above named and gravitate towards Quebec,

on account of more favorable labor condi-

tions, but within the past ten or fifteen

years the tide has again turned to some ex-

tent and all over the province may be found

nourishing shoe plants that seem to find no

difficulty in?

Amongst the first shoe factories was that

of Chas. Ahrens, who confined his attention

largely at first to slippers, for which he

made a reputation all over Western Ontario.

The firm became later Chas. A. Ahrens &
Co. and afterwards introduced a line of hand-

made staples. Their factory was originally

on Queen street and such was the develop-

ment of their "solid leather" goods that

they were able to build the handsome and
commodious structure they now occupy.

Hepburn & Co., of Preston, was another

early concern that made good shoes and

had quite a trade. Some years ago this

concern went out of business.

Armbrust & Oberholtzer were the pro-

genitors of the firm now known as the G. V.

Oberholtzer Co., Limited. The late Mr.
Oberholtzer made a phenomenal success of

the small business he took over when his

partner died, and had quite a career in

shoes before his own early decease cut it

short. He, however, laid the foundations of

the present business which is so ably con-

ducted by his successors, Messrs. N. B.

and D. B. Detweiler. Both of these gentle-

men take an interest outside their immedi-

ate business. N. B. Detweiler is an aggres-

sive, useful alderman with large views of

his responsibilities. D. B. Detweiler is said

to be the father of the Hydro-Electric

Power System of Ontario and founder of

the Inland Waterways Commission.

Other early concerns in the shoe business

of Berlin and Waterloo County were Brown,
Whiting & Co. and Lauffer, Hume & Co.,

of Berlin, both of which firms have been

out of business for years. In their stead

others have arisen of larger proportions.

CHAS. A. AHRENS, LIMITED, BERLIN

This firm was established in 1886, under
the present name, but before that, as stated

above, the business was carried on by Mr.
Chas. Ahrens, Sr., who started about 1881,

manufacturing a line of repp slippers. Mr.
Chas.Ahrens, father of the present Mr. Chas.

Ahrens, was one of the first manufacturers
in Waterloo County. The firm gradually

developed and started to manufacture
children's lines and are now manufacturing

a complete line of men's, boys', youths',

women's, misses', gents', girls' and chil-

dren's McKay welts, standard screw and
rivet. They have also added a new line

which they call children's stitch downs.
This new departure of the firm has had a

tremendous success this season. The chief

feature of the stitch downs is in the fact

that there are no tacks, nails, etc., at all

in the shoe, and no thread in the tread. This

line should have lasting favor in Canada.

They are manufacturing this particular line

up in about fifteen different patterns, and
from time to time this will be considerably

added to.

Mr. Chas. A. Ahrens is president of the

concern and Mr. Fred. H. Ahrens is secre-

tary, while Mr. H. E. Wettlaufer is sales

manager. The present capacity of the plant

is from 500 to 700 pairs a day. They built

a new factory in 1910 and increased same
by adding a wing to their plant in 1913.

THE G. VvOBERHOLTZER CO.,
BERLIN

The G. V. Oberholtzer Co. was founded

in a small way by the late Mr. Armbrust,

but it was not until the late Mr. G. V.

Oberholtzer took hold in the middle eighties

that the concern began to be a factor of

any moment in the trade. At that time the

lines were added to and the concern made
its own leather. The "Oberholtzer" shoe

has always been known for the excellence

of the leather and the style of its design.
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BERLIN, CANADA
The Centre of the Shoe and Rubber
Industry of Ontario.

The Grand Rapids of Canada FOR
FURNITURE.
The Home of the Hydro Electric, with

150 Manufacturing Industries.

A RAILROAD CENTRE
G.T.R. and C.P.R. Railways, with Electric

lines to adjacent towns. C.N.R. and
Hydro Radial assured.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
Waterworks, Electric and Gas Plant, Elec-

tric Street Railway---good fire protection.

Excellent labor conditions. Labor has made Berlin,

and 75 per cent, own their homes.

A sanitary sewage system and the best climatic con-

ditions in Western Ontario.

Berlin has splendid building sites for new factories,

and is ready to deal with any and all factory

propositions.

For further information apply to

LIEUT.-COL. W. M. O. LOCHEAD - President Board of Trade

S. J. WILLIAMS ------ Chairman Indus. Committee
G. M. DEBUS - -- -- -- - Secretary Board of Trade
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In spite of war times this plant has been
running full time, with the exception of a

few weeks at the start when business gen-

erally was demoralized, and with an in-

creased staff, this means that their business

during the past year has been larger than

ever. They sell direct to the retail trade

and have now a business that runs from
coast to coast.

BERLIN TRUNK AND BAG CO.,
LIMITED

One of the firms which has rapidly come
to the front in Berlin is the Berlin Trunk
and Bag Co., Limited, who occupy a white

brick and concrete factory, 70 x 150 feet,

three storeys high with basement, and also

a large two-storey warehouse, 36 x 85 feet.

The company have direct switches with

both the C.P.R. and the G.T.R. Pro-

vision has been made for enlarging the main
building and yards as needed. The goods
of the company are sold from coast to coast

and some seventy-five hands are employed.

The factory has been running overtime

for several weeks to keep up with their

orders. The Berlin Trunk and Bag Co.

was organized in 1912. A. L. Breithaupt

is the president, A. W. Augustine, secre-

tary, and I. Holman, superintendent.

THE WOELFLE SHOE CO., LIMITED

The Woelfle Shoe Co., Limited, of Berlin,

is one of the most nourishing and progres-

sive in that hive of industry. Organised

three years ago by W. E. Woelfle, formerly

sales manager for the Kaufman Rubber Co.,

splendid progress has been made. The
plant is located at 123 Wilmot street,

and the factory is of brick and concrete,

being well lighted and admirably arranged.

The firm have been working to capacity

for some weeks, in order to take care of

their ever-increasing trade. The "Gracia"
shoe has found favor with a very wide
clientele, and stands as a decided favorite

in the line of women's fine McKays. So
extensive has become the demand that the

firm are contemplating enlarging their

present plant, in order to take care of future

business.

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.

This is a new firm, started in Berlin at

46 Foundry street south, being run by H. 0.

McDowell and Mr. H. M. Lincoln. Both
of these gentlemen have been formerly con-

nected with the Puritan Manufacturing

Co., of Boston, which firm, along with a

considerable number of others, they are

now representing in Ontari3.

U. S. M. CO.'S NEW BRANCH
Recognizing the important and strategic

position of Berlin in the shoe manufactur-
ing line in Ontario, the United Shoe
Machinery Co. of Canada, some months
ago, opened a well-equipped branch at 179

King street west, in that city. It is under
the direction of L. W. Hanson, who is also

the aggressive manager of the Toronto
branch and pays weekly visits to Berlin,

keeping in close touch with the trade. A
competent traveling and mechanical staff

is maintained at the Berlin office, with

S. W. Price in charge. A full stock of

machinery parts, supplies, findings, etc., is

carried and the branch, which is a rapidly

developing and progressive one, is a great

convenience to the many busy factories in

that thriving section of the province.

THE BERLIN SHOE CO., BERLIN
The Berlin Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, was organized six years ago but
was reorganized last March. Its factory

on Queen street is a substantial brick struc-

ture thoroughly equipped for the manufac-
ture of its particular lines, namely, men's,

boys', youths', and little gents'. The char-

acter of these lines, and particularly the

McKellar solid leather shoes, are well known
to the trade, the fact that they are working
these days to their full capacity amply
attesting their standing with dealers from
coast to coast.

THE HURLBUT CO., LIMITED
PRESTON, ONT.

This enterprising and progressive shoe

concern was established in 1900 under the

name of C. M. Hurlbut & Son, manufac-
turing a line of soft sole and novelty leather

goods. It was incorporated in 1902 in

Toronto and was located for some time on
on Sheridan Avenue. The establishment

moved to Preston in 1907 and started to

manufacture a line of infants' soft soles, and
two years later added a line of ladies' slip-

pers. Three years afterwards they started

manufacturing the "Cushion Sole Welt,"
which is now known from coast to coast.

The new factory is now completed and will

have a capacity to double the present out-

put. Floor space in the new factory is

{Continued on page 6g)
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Wfyt Eubber ^>f)oe Snbusrtrp

T I "AHERE were four concerns making
I rubber footwear in Canada up to the

year 1898—the Canadian Rubber Co.,

Montreal; the Granby Rubber Co., of

Granby, Que.; the Gutta Percha and Rub-
ber Manufacturing Co., of Toronto, and

the Maple Leaf Rubber Co., of Port Dal-

housie, Ont. There was
also a small plant at St.

Jerome, Que. In 1899

was organized and es-

tablished the Berlin

Rubber Co., Limited, of

which Mr. A. L. Breith-

aupt was manager, and
with an up - to - date

building, plant and
equipment they got un-

der way to a fairly good
start. Mr. T. H. Rieder

became accountant and
sales manager and it

was not long until the

new organization made
itself so felt that it was
considered a factor to

be reckoned with in rub-

ber matters. For four

years the business forg-

ed steadily ahead until

in 1903 Mr. Rieder

withdrew to organize,

with Mr. J. Kaufman,
the well known Berlin

merchant and cap-
italist, another com-
pany for the manufac-
ture of rubber shoes. The new concern

had all the advantages of Mr. Rieder's ex-

perience with the Berlin Rubber Co. and
put up an entirely new plant, which em-
bodied the "last word" in rubber machin-
ery and methods. Its success seemed
assured from the start, although it had the

usual incipient struggles of rubber shoe

propositions.

For four years the Merchants' Rubber Co.

went on making rubber history in its own
way until the amalgamation of the various

rubber factories took place under the Cana-
dian Consolidated Rubber Co., of Mon-
treal, in 1907. At that time both the

"Berlin" and "Merchants' " were brought
into the "Consolidated."

The Berlin Rubber Co. plant was turned

over subsequently to the manufacture of

CAPT. J. E. HETT, M.D.,:A.M. CORPS
Mayor of Berlin

felt goods and the "Merchants" plant

thoroughly reorganized and equipped,

was devoted to the specialization of the

brands that have given a distinctive char-

acter to their lines. The Merchants is

regarded as one of the most successful and
progressive of the "Consolidated" group.

Almost immediately
after the amalgamation
referred to Mr. Kauf-
man, who in the four

years of the Merchants'
Rubber Company's ex-

istence had become in-

terested in the rubber

shoe game, made up his

mind to stay with it and
organized the Kaufman
Rubber Co., Limited,

of which he is the presi-

dent and his son, A. R.

Kaufman, the manager.
They put up rubber

factory construction a

peg and succeeded in

completing one of the

most complete and
most effective rubber
plants on the continent.

To this they have since

added space enough to

double their original

capacity.

Thus Berlin has be-

come a great centre for

rubber footwear, which,

in its development and
achievment in lasts, styles and patterns,

has made enormous strides during the past

few years, from the extremely light and
dainty creations, so small that they can be

carried in a lady's purse, up to the long

inforced hip rubber boots used by
fighting men in the trenches.

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., BERLIN

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited,

Berlin, made their first pair of rubbers in

December, 1908. At the present time they

have a capacity of 6,000 pairs, which affords

some conception of the expansion and devel-

opment of this thriving business. Their

factory is an immense structure, with, a

floor space of 150,000 square feet, the area

{Continued on page jo)
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MANUFACTURERS OF "£

> Shoe Felts, Goodyear Inner- .

soles, Saddle and Harness Felts

AND

OSCAR RUMPEL
MANUFACTURER OF

Fancy Colored and High Grade Bedroom
Felt Slippers, Felt Shoes, etc.

en

The Strongest Felt Com-

bination on the Continent

miOur Jobbers will show you our novelties that you formerly imported

from foreign countries. First time manufactured in Canada. The

finest range ever produced.

Geo. Rumpel Walter G. Rumpel Oscar Rumpel

H. D. McKellar, General Sales Manager

FACTORIES AT

BERLIN, ONT.
m
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ftfje Jfelt

FELT is a material formed by uniting

and compressing fibres of wool or fur

into a compact body by what is called

the felting process. The fibres are mixed

until they become interlaced or matted to-

gether in the form of a soft, loose sheet or

cloth. The latter is then wound on a roller

and put through a felting machine when, by
the action of heat, moisture and pressure it

is converted into a close, thick material of

great strength and durability.

Felt of the finer kind is used for making
hats and shoes. That used for the making
of shoes is produced from the high priced

wools that come from the Cape of Good
Hope, Persia, Russia, Africa and South

America, the Canadian wool not having the

proper "fulling" quality necessary for thick-

ening and making the product firm and
compact.

The history of felting in Canada dates

back to 1850, when John Haller commenced
in the village of Berlin the manufacture of

felt hats for the Mennonites. He after-

wards began making felt boots in a crude

way, the boot being long, seamless and made
entirely by hand. About ten years later

machines were introduced and a small fac-

tory employing about ten hands established.

In 1865 a company was formed, and with

increased capital and additional machinery
the output was increased to one hundred
pairs a day. The Berlin Felt Boot Co.,

with capital of $ 100,000, was later formed
by these same gentlemen, with Mr. Geo.
Rumpel as superintendent. The process of

making long boots was patented and after

some opposition on the part of another

small concern started by Mr. Haller the

field was finally left to the Berlin Felt Boot
Company.

This concern was then employing about a
hundred hands and was practically the only

felt boot enterprise in the Dominion. The
company was shortly afterwards bought
out by Mr. Rumpel under whose aggressive

management the business was enlarged

and perfected. Many improvements were
introduced in materials and manufacture
and the lines began to take on the artistic

features that now characterize felt footwear.

A number of companies were started in

opposition at various points but did not
meet with permanent success. It wa^s. not

i

until 1900 that Mr. A. J. Kimmel, who for

some years previous had been with the Ber-
lin Felt Boot Co. as accountant and sales

manager, that the first successful com-
petition was established. He organized
the Elmira Felt Co., Limited, of Elmira,
Out., and put a line of goods on the market
that seemed to meet with success from the
very start.

In 1907 Mr. Kimmel organized another
company with head office in Berlin, Ont.,

called the Kimmel Felt Co., Limited, pur-
chasing the factory buildings of the Berlin

Rubber Manufacturing Co., which were
remodelled and enlarged for the purpose,
the very latest and most approved machin-
ery being installed.

In 1907 took place the reorganization of

the above three great felt shoe concerns
under one management—the Canadian
Consolidated Felt Company, Limited, the
the consolidation providing for concentra-

tion both in manufacturing and selling.

This organization controls the "Berlin,"

"Kimmel" and "Elmira" plants.

In various parts of the province other

concerns have entered the field and there

seems to be room for all, owing to the tre-

mendous expansion in recent years of the

felt shoe industry, due no doubt to the

wonderful strides made not only in the

manufacture of felt itself, but the develop-

ment of the felt shoe idea so that it practi-

cally covers the entire range of household
and outside requirements.

Mr. George Rumpel, after practically

withdrawing from a life of constant activity,

when his large plant was taken over by the

Consolidated, gave his thought for a while

to the improvement of the felting process.

Within the past couple of years he has
established a felt factory of his own and
with the assistance of his son, Mr. G. H.
Rumpel, is now devoting his practical mind
and experience to the manufacture of high

class felt. A representative of the Shoe
and Leather Journal had the pleasure of

going through the plant with Mr. Rumpel
the other day and certainly the equipment
is up-to-date.

We have given above a fairly succinct

idea of the operation of felt manufacture as

obtained from the Rumpel plant.

(Continued on page 70)
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The Quality
and perfect finish of Kim-Felt

Kozy Footwear are the features

that have made its reputation

secure. No similar line excels

the Kim-Felt Kozy in these or

any other respects.

And then, the assortment of

styles in different colors offered

you in the Kim-Felt Kozy range

is really wonderfully complete.

Sort up your Winter Stock with

some of our leaders—it's a sure

way of increasing your sales of

Felt Footwear and of assuring

complete satisfaction to every

customer.

No.96

No. 2075

No. 2015

The Kimmel
Felt Co. Limited

Factory

BERLIN ONTARIO
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A. J. KIMMEL

Amongst those identified with the remarkable growth of Berlin as a shoe centre is

A. J. Kimmel, who has recently turned the half century mark. For half of this period he

has bean a factor in the felt shoe business particularly. He was for fifteen years connected
with the Berlin Felt Boot Co., being latterly sales manager for the concern. In 1900 he organ-

ized the Elmira Felt Co., of Elmira, and in 1907 and the following year built the Kimmel
Felt Co. works at Berlin. In 1909 the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co. was formed,

taking over the factories of these two concerns and that of the Berlin Felt Boot Co., with

Mr. Kimmel as vice-president and General Manager. At the same time he also became
identified with the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. and later the Dominion Tire Co

.

He is connected with a number of other Berlin and outside interests and takes a keen interest

in everything that pertains to the welfare of the city. He is regarded as one of the most
practical and far-sighted men connected with the business to which he has devoted most
of his life and is as quiet and unassuming as he is thorough and energetic.
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No. 2055

No. 2018

No. 2076

The Elmira
Felt Co. Limited

Factories

BERLIN AND ELMIRA

For Xmas Gifts

be on the safe side—and in time

with the times.

Recommend Felt Footwear. It is

useful and attractive, and the right

kind is available in the ELMIRA
line for every demand, from the

heaviest type, for outdoor wear, to

the daintiest conception, for bed-

room or boudoir. Made in different

colors.

Get your hurry-up sorting order in

to your jobber now so as to be in

time for the cream of the trade.

No. 2078

7<\
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REPRESENTING

:

Armour Sand Paper Works
Abrasive Paper for the Shoe Trade

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Cyclone Bleach. Inks. Stains. Etc.

Coi umbia Counters
For Ontario

The Louis G. Freeman
Co.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen-Brown Co.

The Box Toe Gum and
Rubber Cement

H E. Locke & Co.

Thread for Puritan and
McKay

Markem Machine Co.

Marking Machines
and Inks

M. H. Merriam & Co.

Shoe Trimmings

Economy Stay Co.

Cut Trimmings

Peerless Machinery Co.

Shoe Machinery

Puritan
Manufacturing Co.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines

The S. M. Supplies Co.

Factory Supplies

United Stay Co
Trimmings. Shoes. Autos

and Furniture

And a General Line of Shoe Findings

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.

46 Foundry St. So. - BERLIN, ONT.

I

I!

Who MakesYour

Shoe Pulls ?

If you want the best

material and workman-

ship, together with

prompt delivery, place

your order in GALT.
Ask for Samples and Prices.

Narrow Fabric Weaving and Dyeing
Limited

THE LADY BELLE SHOE
A High Grade Ladies' McKay Shoe

made of Solid Leather on Up-to-date Lasts

Our New and Modern Factory is now nearing completion and

we hope to have this new line ready for inspection shortly.

Keep your eye open for this line.

Manufactured by

The Lady Belle Shoe Company, Limited
Berlin, Canada
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Great West Felt Company

Cold-Proof Felts

In this nationally known line you
will find everything in felt footwear

for Men, Women and Children, for

both outdoor and indoor wear.

2£Z. LIMITED

Wear, Warmth, and

Worth
Are embodied in every pair, from an Infant's Felt

Bal to a High-Cut All-Felt Blucher. In all Great

West "Cold-Proof" Felts, Style, Neatness, and

Appearance are expressed, combined with Superior

Shoemaking, and First Quality Materials.

Our Extra Good Values

Are due to experience, perfect equipment, exclusive

processes of manufacture, and the fact that we
make all our own Felt on machines

designed by our own experts.

We are independent of any com-

bine affiliations, and our products

are sold through independent

jobbing houses.

Write us for the name of the nearest

jobber, who can fill your sorting orders for

GREAT WEST " COLD-PROOF " FELTS.

The Great West Felt Co.
LIMITED

ELMIRA -:- ONTARIO
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GALT'S FOREMOST CITIZEN

* O *

«b o~*fOME men spend long

S:
years of toiling to win

j
business success, and in

public life it is safe to

say there are few who
attain to the prominence
and influence of F. S.

Scott, M.P., at his early

age. Mr. Scott has attained such
phenomenal success in business

and such an eminence amongst his

fellow citizens that one naturally

asks how and why he has thus
"arrived" as the French put it.

It has certainly been due to no
personal pressing of his claims to

notoriety or distinction, for one
cannot talk five minutes with him
without finding that he is retiring

and quiet, almost to a fault. It is

so difficult to get him to talk

about himself that one has to look

elsewhere for information as to his

personal and business character-

istics. Nevertheless, one has only

to be in conversation with him for

a short while to discover that he
possesses those qualities of com-
mon sense, practical judgment and
quick decision that always go with
a sound business equipment. He
is first and last a man of business,

and while cordial and courteous to

an extreme is not given to wasting
either time or words on anything
or anybody. He gets at the very
marrow of the subject at one quick
stroke, and that accounts not only
for the wonderful success of his

administration as the head of the

Getty & Scott business, but for

the great demand there has been
for his services in the social and
public life of Gait. He is a born
administrator and those who saw

him enter the council chamber of

his native town for the first time
saw also the old heads shake at his

youthfulness, but those who knew
felt that he would be heard from.
He has since filled practically

every position in the gift of his

townsmen, having occupied the
mayor's chair twice. He was elect-

ed to Parliament on the death of

Hon. G. A. Clare, and his friends

boast that he has never yet been
defeated for any office.

Outside his business he is iden-

tified with a large number of busi-

ness and social interests. He is con-

nected more or less with all Gait's

phi lanthropicand social enterpri ses.

Our object in placing this sketch
before our readers is not to eulo-

gize Mr. Scott who, we may say,

is not aware of the distinction the

Shoe and Leather Journal seeks

to confer upon him, but with the

sole purpose of impressing the
young men of this country with
the fact that there is abundant
opportunity for industry, integ-

rity and intelligence to win in

industrial life the success these

deserve. We also desire to point

out to those who are devoting all

their energies to personal aggran-
disement that there is a great

world outside the domain of busi-

ness and selfish pleasure that

clamors for consideration, which
is ready to requite any adequate
effort that may be put forth upon
its behalf. We have too much of

this greedy money-grabbing and
it is wholesome to find a man as

busy as Mr. F. S. Scott who takes
time to do his "bit" in the world
about him.
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THE HOME OF THE CLASSIC SHOE
Gait's Largest and Busiest Industry

T 0 'TNTIL a few years ago

U:
Gait was principally

n known as a centre of the

/ manufacture of tools and
* ° * machinery. Other lines

have since been added, but it

amongst shoe men from Coast to

Coast, and the question has been
asked again and again how can you
account for the marvellous devel-

opment and growth of this firm's

business. The story is told in two

t

i
i

j

f

{

I

I

/

I

)

)

)

•4

has remained for£
ri
the

'

' Classic

Shoe" to give the city its most
popular and wide-spread reputa-

tion. The phenomenal success of

Getty & Scott and their shoes has
been the subject of comment

words

—

"Quality ' and "Efficiency.
'

'

Upon these two fundamentals they
claim to have earned the success

that has placed them within a

few years in the very front rank
of shoe manufacturing concerns.

i M

GALT—THE "MANCHESTER OF CANADA'
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QUALITY FIRST

o

—

a—

o

v o JTJALITY" as to the

01 goods is the foundation

/ stone of their factory

methods. "You must

have the leather if you

4 would turn out reliable

shoes, and the shoe must

always be uniformly good from

Sole to Top." There is no

"monkeying" with inferior materi-

als in the Getty & Scott factory.

The raw materials have to pass an

inspection that allows for no

trifling.

There is a second respect with

regard to which "Quality
11

is in-

sisted upon, and that is STYLE.

Getty & Scott studied the ques-

tion of shoe imports, while most

of their competitors were kicking

and crying for increased duty.

They saw the wisdom of making

"Shoes to Supplant Foreign

Footwear." They made them—

they sold them, and that is the

main reason why they have had

to add again and again to their

premises and plant. That is really

the story of their success.

The third respect in which

quality is insisted upon is with

regard to Workmanship and

Finish. Getty & Scott believe in

paying the best wages to the best

men, and are constantly picking

up experts in the different lines to

bring their goods up to the very

highest pitch of perfection in

manufacture and finish.

Some shoes are well made as far

as construction goes, but there is

often a lack of finish that lead

buyers to make invidious com-

parisons with, say, foreign-made

shoes. Here is another point on

which Classic Shoes have "put

it over," so to speak, other makes

to a considerable extent. The

finish is clean, smooth and velvety.

Lasts make or mar a factory's

reputation. They are expensive

and changes mean trouble and

money, therefore the manufac-

turer is tempted to "leave well

enough alone." Getty & Scott

spare no expense to get the best

and do not hesitate when they

find it necessary to throw over one

expensive model for a better.

Their lasts are a special study

and herein lies the secret of the

Fit of Classic Shoes.
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EFFICIENCY METHODS

*fUT

j,—o—

4

with quality brist-

Bj
ling out of the goods

• from toe to heel and from
top to sole, unless there

is efficiency in manufac-
ture and administration,

there can be no perman-
ent success in shoemak-

ing. Plenty of concerns know how
to make good shoes, but they fail

at the crucial point of Service and
Profit.

Getty & Scott

pride themselves
on one thing above
everything else

—

from top to bottom
their establish-
ment is manned by
experts and the

whole is connected
up with the admin-
istration in such a
way as to spell the

verv last word in

ECONOMY and
SERVICE. By
system in the fac-

tory the utmost
saving in cost and
thoroughness of

manufacture is se-

cured. The excep-

tionally favorable

buying facilities of

so large a concern are further helped

by the careful arrangement of lines

that enables it to secure selections

in stock available to few others.

The office and financial arrange-

ments are in charge of Mr. F. S.

Scott himself, to whose genius for

organization may be attributed

very largely the success of the

great concern. From his office radi-

WM. CHAMBERLAIN

ate the various influences thatblend
the different departments into a
harmonious whole.

Mr. Wm. Chamberlain has
charge of the manufacturing and
sales end. Recognized as one of

the foremost and progressive shoe-

men in the business, his 30 years

of experience in the production of

footwear in all its various branches,

has enabled him to develop the

Classic Shoe to its present high
state of perfection

and also to produce
a shoe at a price

with the sellingand
wearing qualities.

The manufactur-
ing department
responds automa-
tically to the de-

mands of the sell-

ing end, which is

the secret of the

"Service" in which
Getty & Scott take
such pride, and
which has given the
firm such a reput-

ation for prompt
shipments fromthe
Atlantic to the
Pacific.

The result of all

this is that Getty
& Scott in their "CLASSIC
SHOES" have accomplished, to an
extent that has surprised even
themselves, their ambition to put
on the Canadian market a line of

shoes that have supplanted foreign

footwear and have demonstrated
the fact that Canadian shoe manu-
facturers are the peers of any in

the world.

Hf

S3*

181

§231
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SHOES FOR THE LADIES
The most comprehensive line of ladies' fine

welts, hand turned soles and McKays, made
in Canada.

In addition to fifteen of the more staple lines

of ladies' boots carried regularly in stock
and shown in our latest catalog, we are con-

stantly creating new effects calculated to

harmonize with the latest modes in dresses for

any and all occasions. These are described

from time to time in our supplementary mailing
cards which will be sent to dealers only on
application.

Place your name on our mailing list and
have access to all novelties while they really

are new.

Every pair guaranteed to give satisfaction

or money back. Write now for free catalog.

GETTY & SCOTT,Limited
GALT ONTARIO

we

I
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alls

CARRIED IN STOCK

Shoes for the Entire

Household

Ninety Six (96)

Lines of Them
Stylish and serviceable shoes for the young
misses in school; made in McKay in all leathers
over comfortable fitting lasts.

Thirty-Eight (38) Lines of These

Shoes for the rugged boy. "Look just like Dad-
dy's"; easy on his feet and will wear like iron.

Twelve (12) Lines of These.

Thirty-One (31) Lines for the Kiddies. All

Leathers, made in flexible, hand-turned soles.

Orders will be Shipped the

Day on which they Arrive

in our IVarehouse.

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited
GALT ONTARIO
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& #reat jfflamifacturtng Centre
{Continued from page 37)

GALT had the same origin practically as

the other centres of Waterloo county,

owing its beginnings of agricultural and
manufacturing supremacy to the Mennonite
settlers who came over from the State of

Pennsylvania about the year 1800. The
Township of Dumfries in which it is situ-

ated was originally a reserve of the Six

Nation Indians, whose chief was the cele-

brated Joseph Brant (Thayendinega). Eng-
lish or rather Scotch settlers followed the

Pennsylvania Germans under Hon. Wm.
Dickson in 1816, and in 1827 John Gait,

father of Sir A. T. Gait, of Montreal, and
Judge Gait, of Toronto. Gait of course

takes its name from the Gaits. It became
an incorporated village in 1850 and soon

manufacturing, on account of the excellent

water power of the Grand River, upo
which the municipality is situated, began to

to take hold. It has extensive manufac-
tures in machinery, tools, shoes, underwear,
robes, hats, etc., and is to-day busy making
war munitions. Its population is placed at

about 15,000 but the war has been a heavy
draw on its resources in men. It is chiefly

noted for its magnificent buildings, particu-

larly its churches, schools, post office and
public library. \/

.

* *
*

<Eoton of l^egpeler

Hespeler was originally called Bergie-

town, after a Mr. Bergie, who built a saw-

mill on the Speed close to the present town,

about 1831. New settlers coming in in 1835

it was called New Hope until 1844, after

which the name was changed to Hespeler,

after Jacob Hespeler, who, in 1849, built a

sawmill, grist mill and distillery and who
drained the adjacent swamps and laid out

the village in streets. It was incorporated

as a village in 1858 and began to take on
fresh hope. Hespeler was incorporated as

a town in 1901 and has since made rapid

strides both in industrial and municipal

life. It has a number of fine woollen, fur-

niture, tool and other factories and is above
all a city of homes.

Coton of Waterloo

Waterloo as a village is perhaps a little

older if anything than Berlin, and boasts

a grist mill that has been in existence one
hundred years, being built, or at least part

of it, in 1816. It had its struggles and devel-

opment came gradually. It was made an

incorporated village in 1857 and grew

steadily until it was made a town in 1876,

or six years later than Berlin. Its being

off the main line of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way has militated against it in its rivalry

with its advancing neighbor, which has out-

distanced it several times in population.

Nevertheless, Waterloo is a bright, enter-

prising manufacturing place and is chiefly

known as the home of five of the most
aggressive furniture factories of the dis-

trict, a large distillery, a progressive shoe

factory and several other industries.

* * *

<Eoton of ^region

Preston owes its existence to the pioneer

efforts of the Mennonites who came in from

Pennsylvania and to the U. E. Loyalists

who left the United States to live under the

British flag. The land on which the town
is built was owned by Joseph and John Erb
and was surveyed and laid out in 1833, its

name, Preston, being given to it by Wm.
Scollick, who came from Preston, England.

It was called Cambridge originally. At the

time of its incorporation in 1852 it had an
area of about 1,000 acres and a population

of 1,600. Preston was made a town in 1899

and has been stretching out at the rate of

500 a year towards cityhood. Its present

population is about 6,000. It is a busy
centre of manufacturing, producing stoves,

furniture, shoes, railroad coaches, etc.

The enterprise of its citizens is evidenced by
beautiful parks, well paved streets and ex-

cellent water and lighting systems.

Wlage of eimtra

The village of Elmira, which is situated in

Woolwich Township and was founded in

1853, is one of the most important munici-

palities in the County of Waterloo. It

received its charter as a village in 1886 with

a population of 760 and an assessment of

$87,000, so that in thirty years it has taken
on some growth, although nothing to what
it is likely to develop in the next five or ten
years. Its largest industries are felt shoe
manufacturing, furniture and woodwork-
ing. Two large felt factories are established

here and a large furniture factory.
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Collis Leather Co., Limited
Manufacturers of

COLLIS
CALF
Leathers
In Colors and Black

The Modern Tannery where Collis Calf is made

Aurora - Ontario - Canada

"THE EVERYDAY SHOE"
is everything the name claims for it. It has the STYLE that makes it fit

for SUNDAYS, and it has the material and workmanship that give it the

stability to stand up against the

SIX DAYS' WEAR
on the farm, in the factory, or

anywhere you may put it.

A satisfied customer who lives

in the country, wrote, saying he
wore EVERYDAY SHOES two
seasons, had them half-soled

twice and the uppers are as good
as when he got them. Satisfied

customers are WHAT TELL

!

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR EVERYDAY SHOES

THE T. SISMAN SHOE CO. LIMITED
AURORA, ONT.
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THE SHOE INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 4Q)

about 21,000 square feet. It consists of three storeys, well

lighted from every side, on a concrete foundation, being

solid brick, mill construction throughout. Considerable

new machinery has been installed, and the firm contemplate

employing approximately 150 hands, and, with the newer

and better conditions under which the employes will have to

work, they expect to materially increase their welfare. Mr.

Clayton Hurlbut is not only a hustling shoe manufacturer,

but takes a great interest in Preston and its enterprises, as

well as in the affairs of the county.

SOLID LEATHER SHOE CO., PRESTON

The Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston, manufacture a

line of women's McKays only. Mr. S. H. Parker is the

manager, and his wide connection with the shoe jobbing

trade of Canada gives the concern a firm hold on shoe handl-

ers in the Dominion. Mr. Harry Steele is the superintendent

of the plant and is a thoroughly practical, experienced man,
who has brought the factory up to its high state of efficiency,

thus getting every pair out of the plant that can be gotten

out with the present floor space and equipment. The con-

cern, under the present management, is establishing a

confidence that will, no doubt, push the capacity to its

fullest and call for enlargement.

A NEW SHOE FACTORY
On Breithaupt Street, Berlin, is being erected a new

brick factory that will make the "Lady Belle Shoe." The
building is of red pressed brick, 45 x 100 feet, concrete mill

construction, two storeys and basement. It will be run

by Hydro power and employ fifty hands. The concern

will make a complete line of ladies' McKay shoes, both

high and low, of high-grade quality. A. A. Armbrust will

have charge of the sales and Alex. Inrig will have charge

of the manufacturing end. Both Mr. Armbrust and Mr.
Inrig have been identified with the shoe trade of Berlin for

a number of years. The name of the concern is the Lady
Belle Shoe Co., Limited, and their line, as announced in this

issue, will shortly be on the road from coast to coast.

FINDINGS SUPPLY HOUSE
The International Supply Co., the first findings and

supply house in Berlin, opened for business in April of this

year. H. N. Lincoln and H. O. McDowell, both formerly

with Puritan Manufacturing Co., Boston, are the owners.

Great care was used in the selection of lines with the result

that all goods handled are of the highest quality. All the

firms represented are known personally and are among the

most reliable manufacturers in the United States. Much
of the business is handled by direct shipment, although the

smaller items are carried in stock. That the shoe manu-
facturers of Ontario appreciate the inauguration of this

business is evidenced by the rapid growth. Quality and
service are the watchwords of this business.

PRESIDES OVER LARGE INTERESTS
In the pages referring to "Busy Berlin" will be found

a splendid likeness of J. H. McKechnie, who was elected

President of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. in April

last. Mr. McKechnie is an esteemed gentleman who has

spent almost all his life in developing the rubber industry

of the Dominion. In 1883 he launched the Granby Rubber
Co., which is now one of the associated companies of the

Dominion Rubber System. Mr. McKechnie is a genial,

kindly associate who has during his busy career made

numerous personal and business friends, and his elevation

to the Presidency of the Dominion Rubber System a few

months ago on the retirement of D. Lome McGibbon, was
a tribute to his worth, sound judgment and ripened ex-

perience.

NARROW FABRIC WEAVING & DYEING CO., GALT

Mr. E. M. Grove is the general manager, having taken
charge September 1st. The firm was established in 1912.

Their chief business is labels, shoe pulls, galloons, shoe

facings; also they manufacture a line of skirt belting. They
have recently secured the services of Mr. Adam Bradle as

superintendent of the plant, who has had thirty years'

practical experience in the business. They have a competens
staff to originate new designs, and the patterns are made
right on the premises. They also do their own dyeing.

COST OF DOING A SHOE BUSINESS

Recently a certain retailer doing a business of about

the volume done by the average shoe man in a village or

small town, submitted an inquiry to the Shoe Retailer, which

contained some interesting figures. His stock was worth at

invoice price, $4,200; his receipts last year were, $10,943.70;

his gross profits, $2,188.74; annual expenses in the way of

light, heat, rent, delivery, etc., $725, while the retailer paid

himself a salary of $18 per week. The writer asked how
much it cost him to do business, overhead expenses, per-

centage and weekly profit.

The following answer was given, which will be read

with interest:—

The profit on business done, figuring selling price, is

exactly 20 per cent.

The expense of doing business including $18 per week
salary, is $1,661.

The percentage of expense to business done is 15 per

cent.

The net profit on business done is 5 per cent.

The turn of stock is 2.13 times.

The net income from investment of $4,200 (conceding

invoice price of stock to be actual price of stock) is 12*4

per cent.

Our subscriber is certainly to be complimented on the

low expense rate of doing business. The average rate of

expense of doing business to-day is in excess of 20 per cent.

At the ratio of profit to business done at 20 per cent,

our subscriber is forced to keep down his expenses. Should

they got to' 20 per cent a loss would result each season.

In this day of high expenses, a rate of less than 25 per cent

profit is hazardous. A great many large concerns are striv-

ing for a 33 1-3 per cent profit, and some for even 40 per

cent.

If our subscriber's stock of $4,200 is actually worth

$4,200 on the market to-day the inventory is commercially

correct. If, however, it contains a large percentage of stock

that must be carried to the corresponding season next year,

the probabilities are it will depreciate in value. This de-

preciation should be considered and figured off at inventory

time.

For the sake of argument, for bigger percentage of

profit, let us suppose that a loss of $1,000 is taken. This

reduces the value of stock to $3,200, reduces the profit to

$1,188.74, and shows an actual money loss to the merchant

of $572.26.

Following out the supposition that a 25 per cent, loss

is taken, a profit of 25 per cent, on business done is neces-

sary for the merchant to break even. Actual figures show
a money profit of $74.95 on such transaction.
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NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM OLD QUEBEC

J. C. Leclerc, formerly manager for O. Goulet's shoe
factory, has taken a similar position with E. Thivierge.

Edgar A. Shee, who represents the Robson Leather Co.,

of Oshawa, Out., has returned from an extended business

visit to England, France and Italy. He reports having had
a successful trip and took large orders for military leathers,

for which there is a brisk demand abroad.

Legace & Lepinay have installed several new lasting

machines and have increased the capacity of their fac-

tory to seventy-five cases a week.

Dugal & Matte, tanners, have erected a new wing and
installed a new boiler. The capacity of the plant has been

increased and the firm is very busy on patent and moccasin

leathers.

L. S. Odell, who was for many years with Fisk, Limited,

of Montreal, was calling upon his old friends in Quebec
recently. He is now selling cottons on his own account

and booked a number of good orders.

Raoul Richard has opened a new factory at Les Saules,

for the making of shanks, and expects to be supplying the

trade in a short time.

A local tanner has received an order for five thousand

horse hides from a Quebec shoe manufacturer, and is obtain-

ing the supply of horse hides from Chicago.

Among the recent visitors to the city were W. A. Yorke,

representing Geo. J. Kelly & Co., Lynn, Mass.; O. H. Hym-
men and A. Isseman, of the Walpole Rubber Co., Montreal,

with several lines of new rubber heels; J. D. Dickenson,

tanner, of Woodstock, N.B.; H. C. Parker, of Parker-Irwin,

Limited, Montreal.

HEAVY ORDERS GIVEN FOR ARMY SHOES
It is understood that the Department of Militia has re-

cently placed orders with Canadian shoe firms calling for

over 400,000 pairs of the regulation type of army boot and

250,000 pairs of canvas rest shoes. Several factories have

been awarded large orders and among them are Ames-

Holden-McCready, Montreal, 200,000 ankle boots, 105,000

rest shoes; Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve, 60,000 ankle

and 60,000 rest; Corbeil Limited, Montreal, 10,000 ankle;

Tebbutt Shoe and Leather Co., Three Rivers, Que., 20,000

ankle; The John Ritchie Co., Quebec, 50,000 rest; Plessis-

ville Shoe and Leather Co., Plessisville, Que., 25,000 rest;

J. A. & M. Cote, St. Hyacinthe, Que., 8 000 ankle; The

Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, 25,000 ankle; King Shoe Co.,

Toronto, 25,000 ankle; Western Shoe Co., Berlin, 15,000

ankle; John McPherson Co., Hamilton, 35,000 pairs ankle;

Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, 20,000 pairs ankle. It is

understood that orders have also gone to Aylmer Shoe Co.,

Aylmer, Ont. ; Amherst Boot and Shoe Co., Amherst, N.S.;

Hartt Boot and Shoe Co., Fredericton, N.B.
; J. M. Humph-

rey & Co., St. John, N.B.; J. Leckie Co., Vancouver, and

others. The average price was $3.85 per pair for the ankle

boots. Deliveries must begin in December and all allot-

ments be completed by April 1st next.
,

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., LIMITED
(Continued from page 51)

being doubled four years ago. Jacob Kaufman, the founder

of the business, has been a resident of Berlin for forty years,

and is one of the most respected citizens of that go-ahead

centre. His two sons, A. R. and M. R. Kaufman, are actively

identified with the business, A. R. being manager and M. R.

secretary. They were both educated in Berlm public schools

and Collegiate Institute, and afterwards attended Toronto

University. W. E. Wing is the energetic sales manager of

the company, who have branches in all the leading cities,

from Vancouver to Charlottetown, having recently opened
up warehouses in Quebec City and also three warehouses
in the West—at Winnipeg, Saskatoon and Edmonton. In
about seven years, not only has the floor space of the
company been doubled, but also the output as well, and
"Lifebuoy" and "Maple Leaf" brands of rubber boots and
shoes, as well as tennis goods, are now sold all over Canada,
and enjoy a reputation and standing, of which the firm and
its custoners may well feel proud.

Thus it is that Berlin stands to-day in the very front
rank of rubber shoe producing centres and with the Dominion
Tire Company constitutes one of the most important rubber
centres on this continent. It is or undoubtedly will be the
hub of the rubber industry of the Dominion.

GREAT WEST FELT CO., LIMITED
(Continued from page 5j)—

—

i his firm was organised in 1910 and has since that time
shown marked development—their output being fully

doubled in four years. They manufacture the celebrated
"Cold Proof" Felts and have a capacity of 800 pairs a day.
The factory has about 50,000 square feet of floor space and
employs about one hundred hands, and the property upon
which the factory is built comprises some six acres. The
line comprises high grade felt and felt boots, shoes and slip-

pers for men, women and children in heavy and fine grades.

Mr. Oscar H. Vogt, the managing director, is to be con-
gratulated upon the success to which this firm has attained,

not only with regard to the character of the goods but the
wonderful growth of output.

A PHENOMENAL CAREER
(Continued from page 45)

nity for the exercise of his natural bent towards manufacture
and management. In the four years he was with the Berlin

Rubber Mfg. Co. he helped to lay the foundation of its

success, his indefatigable energy and genius for organization

leading to surprising results. With the desire for a wider
sphere for his talents he organized in 1903 the Merchants
Rubber Company, and for four years he gave his whole
heart to the putting of this enterprise not only on its feet

but in the very front of rubber shoe manufacturing.

Early in 1907 the Berlin Rubber Mfg. Co. and the

Merchants Rubber Co. were absorbed by the Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, of Montreal, and shortly

after Mr. Rieder was made manager of the rubber shoe

divisions of all its rubber factories. He later became a

director and finally vice-president and general manager of

all its rubber shoe factories.

Mr. Rieder holds as well various offices in the directorate

and management of the various concerns within the sphere

of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, which
comprise the Dominion Rubber System, and the Canadian
Consolidated Felt Co., Limited, and is practically the

controlling or at least directing force in all these great enter-

prises. He is also identified with a number of other enter-

prises in and about Berlin.

If it may be said of anyone it may most truthfully be

said of T. H. Rieder that he has won his spurs. There has been

no string pulling and no pushing himself forth for preferment.

He has won out by sheer ability and downright devotion to

the business he chose as his calling. Go where you will

you will hear men who are competent to judge say that he

is the right ma-n in the right place. Best of all, he is one of

the few young men attaining eminence who has not lost his

head. He is as unassuming, and even deferential towards

those who meet him as he was in the days when he tabulated

the first orders of the Berlin Rubber Mfg. Co. It was largely

through his efforts that the Dominion Tire Co. was estab-

lished at Berlin, and in many other ways he has shown his

interest in the growth and success of the City of Berlin.



MAKE MILLION PAIRS ITALIAN ARMY SHOES
Canadian Factories Negotiating to that End—John S. King, Who First Submitted

Samples, Had Thrilling Experience During Zeppeb'n Raids in London—Bravery

and Fighting Spirit of Canadian Lads is Subject of Much Favorable Comment

A million pairs of army boots for the Italian Govern-
ment is what Canadian shoe manufacturers are figuring on
at the present time. It is understood that the price is

around $3.85 per pair and the boot is a Goodyear welt, made
of russet grain leather with the flesh side out, with slugged

heel and hob nails on the forepart. If the contract is landed

the work will be distributed among the factories in Quebec,

Montreal and Ontario.

Several meetings have been held in connection with the

large undertaking and negotiations have been opened be-

tween the Trade and Commerce Department of the Federal

Government at Ottawa and the Italian authorities. A. L.

Johnson of Ames-Holden-McCready, Montreal, John Rit-

chie of Quebec, A. Brandon of Brantford, and J. S. King
of Toronto, were in New York last week looking into the

leather situation and submitting samples to M. Pagani, Chair-

man of Purchasing Commission for the Italian Government.
An interview was held with the Ottawa authorities, and the

outcome of the negotiations will be awaited with interest.

The one obstacle that may loom up is that several factories

in Canada, having big orders for Canadian army shoes to

fill at the present time, may not be in a position to turn out

the Italian army shoes in sufficient numbers and give de-

liveries as promptly as desired.

How Business was Started

The negotiations have been brought about by J. S. King,

of the King Shoe Co., Toronto, who returned last week after

spending four months abroad in the interest of the Ontario

Shoe Manufacturers' Association. He had several inter-

views with representatives of the British and French Gov-
ernments in the matter of securing contracts and carried the

work further. He submitted a sample army boot some time

ago to M. Hallen, Consular agent for Italy in Paris, and had
frequent interviews with Commander Nardi, Chairman of

the Italian Purchasing Commission in London. The sample

from Canada was some months ago approved but, since then

prices have changed and the Italian Government required

another type of army boot, which was made according to

specifications and sent to New York. Mr. King reports that

there is little possibility of Canadian shoe manufacturers

securing any orders for the English and French armies

due to several reasons, among them being that home
factories are practically meeting all demands, and then again

it is difficult for Canadian manufacturers to compete owing

to the lower wage scale in the Old Country, the high rate

of exchange, delivery in ample time, constantly increasing

costs, etc.

Pandemonium During Air Raids

"Yes I was in London during two of the Zeppelin raids,"

remarked Mr. King, "and there was great excitement
;
many

had thrilling escapes. In the first raid there were 156 per-

sons killed and in the second 120. The block, near which I

was at the time of the first midnight invasion, had many
buildings wrecked. There was shattered glass, dismantled

walls and demolished roofs on all sides. The populace

rushed everywhere for shelter when the concussion shells

were dropped by a passing Zeppelin, sailing some 8,000

feet up in the air and traveling at the rate of forty

miles an hour or more. Fragments of the shells flew in all

directions; I sought shelter behind an iron shutter. One
of my fingers was caught by it and the nail torn off, but

I did not feel the injury at the time, so great was the ex-

citement. Search lights were trained on the invaders and

guns fired from the tops of the buildings. The noise, ex-

plosions and clamor I will never forget. The scene was

indescribable. I was told that eleven persons, who were

in a bus which was struck by flying pieces of a shell, were

all killed and portions of their bodies scattered everywhere.

THE BOOT WORN BY THE ITALIAN ARMY. IT IS ONE VERY SIMILAR

TO THIS, WELTED, WITH HOB NAILED FOREPART, OF WHICH
CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS MAY MAKE ONE MILLION

PAIRS. THE WEIGHT IS TWO POUNDS TEN
OUNCES PER PAIR.

A lady, to whom I was speaking, told me later of picking

up a glove in which was a human hand. In the Zeppelin

raids over London about one thousand have met death."

Mr. King was asked what effect conscription would

have in Great Britain and replied that it was difficult to tell.

In the smaller towns and villages men had been enlisting in

larger numbers than in the greater centres of population,

and the prospect of conscription would likely result in every

man—single men, at any rate—in London and the larger

places coming forth in greater forces. Business had not

been disturbed nearly as much by the war in Great Britain

as in Paris where women were to be found driving taxis,

cleaning the streets and performing other duties which had

been attended to by men. Society ladies, wives of men of

wealth and influence before the war, who had their busi-
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nesses ruined, were to be seen knitting socks, rolling band-
ages, selling flowers and newspapers in order to provide
comforts for the men at the front. Bereft of everything
in the way of worldly possessions their one thought was
for the boys in the trenches. No man physically fit to fight,

who had not a military uniform on, would be recognized

by a lady. Some of the soldiers in France who had been at

the front, were now being withdrawn from the lines in

order to work in the munition factories. The whole aim
and purpose of the people is to win and they are exhibiting

an admirable spirit of loyalty and self sacrifice.

Close to the Firing Line

Mr. King was within fourteen miles of the trenches on

several occasions and visited the battlefield of the Marne
and other spots made historic and memorable by the war.

In his business relations with the French Government he

crossed the English channel fourteen times and the scrutiny

and examination which each passenger is subjected to is

minute in the extreme, as a decidedly sharp outlook has to

be preserved to detect spies, secret agents and emissaries

of all kinds who may seek admission to England. While
in London Mr. King made his headquarters at the Automo-
bile Club, and met many Canadian officers and others who
were on leave. He found them all enthusiastic fighting

men, animated by one controlling spirit and that was to do

their bit to conquer. The terrible tragedy of the strife,

the awful carnage, the tremendous hardships, the merciless

temperament of the Teutons, their ruthless shattering of

homes and cities, their utter disregard for human life, the

barbarities and callousness can only be realized by those

who have been at close range.

The Britons Know No Defeat

When will the war end? That is a question which no

man can answer and Canadians are in as good a position

to form an intelligent opinion as one who has visited the

fighting zone. But of the final outcome, Mr. King and all

those whom he met, have only one feeling, and that is the

Allies will win. How long that will take no man can tell.

Everywhere the loyalty and devotion of Canada and Cana-
dians to the cause of the Empire is praised, and warm
words of appreciation spoken of the valiant conduct of the

boys at the front, their gallant attitude and their fighting

spirit. The name of Canada, when the history of the con-

test is written, will loom lustrous in the deeds of achieve-

ment and in the important part played in the greatest strug-

gle that the world has ever known, for liberty and progress

and the ultimate triumph of justice and right.

NEW TYPE OF RUBBER HIP TRENCH BOOTS
Some time ago the Quebec division of the Canadian

Consolidated Rubber Co. received the large order of 55,100

pairs, for special rubber hip trench boots required by the

British soldiers in Flanders. T. H. Rieder, vice-president

and general manager of the company, personally supervised

the production of this special order at the mills and one out-

standing feature is that the maximum daily mill production

reached over 1,400 pairs. The job of filling the complete

order, including all the preparations for making, etc., re-

quired only forty-five working days. This is a record achieve-

ment. The hip boot supplied differed in some measures from
the regular lines turned out by the company. The drill used

in the skirt was extra heavy and the opening at the mouth
was wider than in the standard article. The extra width

was required because the war office expect the soldiers

to wear additional clothing during the winter, and, there-

fore, extra space will be needed at the top of the boot. A
special depth was also allowed in the foot, as a felt insole will

be used, and also two pairs of heavy woollen socks. The straps

at the ankle and knee were furnished with automatic buckles.

The boots were packed twelve pairs to a case, and each case

was specially made and metal strapped around the edges.

J. M. S. Carroll, manager of the Quebec division, reports that

the company have just been called upon by the British war

office to supply an additional quantity of rubber hip trench

boots, similar in every respect to the 55,100 pairs shipped

recently. The new order must be delivered in Montreal by
the end of the month. It is interesting to note that in the

size roll, applying to each 1,000 pairs, the following is the

latest schedule that prevails— 11 fives, 78 sixes, 226 sevens,

338 eights, 223 nines, 95 tens, 22 elevens, 7 twelves.

NURSERY CO. NOW INCORPORATED
The Nursery Shoe Co., Limited, of St. Thomas, Out.,

who have been carrying on business in that city for the

past five or six years, have become incorporated. The

capital stock is $50,000 and the new company are empow-

ered to acquire the business and good will of A. E. Med-

calf, who is going to the front. The incorporators are A.

E. Medcalf, manufacturer; W. E. Fry, accountant, and E.

E. Boye, factory superintendent.
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MAKE YOUR XMAS WINDOW DELIGHT TO ALL
An Effective Background that may be Easily Installed—A Trim that May be used

with Slight Variations by both Small and Large Footwear Establishments—Now
is the Time to get Things Ready for Yule-Tide Season

At no other season of the year is so much effort made to

put in an attractive window display as at Christmas. At

this time many merchants, who, as a usual thing, do not

go in for extra fine trims, exert themselves in a most sur-

prising manner and the result of this extra effort is usually

Well worth the trouble.

Our drawing this month shows a Christmas trim that

can be used, with slight variations, by merchants in small

towns as well as in the larger cities.

The back, sides and floor of this window are covered

with white felt or crepe paper. The felt is really to be pre-

borax and water and allowing them to dry. In dry weather

it sometimes takes several dippings and dryings before the

desired effect is obtained. After the icicles are dry they

may be tinted with a pale mixture of Diamond dyes. Very
pale green is the most desirable color for this purpose as it

serves to increase the "icy'' appearance of the finished

icicles. When the icicles are ready to use they should be
tacked or pinned in place and the heads of the tacks or pins

covered by "fluffing" the cotton a little.

In Figure 2 we show the details of the construction of the

small trees, which sit in the rear angles of the window.

ferred if it is obtainable, as it is much more durable. It

can be used several times before it becomes too much soiled,

when it can be dyed and used again.

After covering with the felt, fasten the shelf in place.

Any rough lumber may be used for this shelf if one is not

already installed in the window.
The "dais" in the centre of the window may be made of

packing cases, and should be covered with the felt like the

rest of the wood work.

Next, outline all the angles with bright red satin ribbon.

"Use a width of ribbon to correspond with the size of the

window.
Now you are ready to put in the "icicles," which you

should have prepared the day before. These are made by
dipping rolls of cotton-batting in to a strong solution of

If you can obtain a couple of small balsam trees early enough
to use, you will be saved the trouble of making them, although

it is not a difficult task to do so. Figure 2 "A" shows the

frame of the tree. To make this you require the following

articles,—A broom-handle, four straight pieces of light wood,
two narrow strips and one full sheet of heavy card-board,

and a small conical block of wood, such as are used in rolls

of wrapping paper.

We do not need to make a whole tree as it is set in an
angle and will take up less space if only a "quarter-round"
tree is used. To begin, fasten the four straight pieces of

wood (after cutting to the required lengths) to the broom
handle so as to form two right angles as shown in Fig. 2 at 2.

To the ends of these pieces fasten the two strips of heavy
cardboard so as to form two quarter circles also shown at
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Fig. 2, 2. Two pieces of wooden hoops would be better,

as they are stronger. To the top of the broom-handle
fasten the conical block as shown at Fig. 2, 1. You are now
ready for the shell, which consists of a triangular piece of

cardboard fastened to the frame as shown by the dotted

lines, Fig. 2, A. After the shell is complete, it is to be cov-

ered with a dark green crepe paper, which has first been cut

into narrow strips and fringed as shown at Fig. 2, C. Fig.

2, B, shows the manner of applying the paper. Beginning

at the bottom, the first strip is pasted on, the second is

D
FIG. 2

pasted over the first but slightly higher up so that about half

of the first strip shows below it. The other strips are

applied in the same manner until the whole frame is covered.

After the paste has dried, "ruffle" the paper slightly by
curling the edges over the fingers.

The "wreaths" and letters in the panel of the back-

ground are made of "Evergreen" and the Santa Claus

heads are masks which are fastened in place before the

wreaths are put up.

A few sprays of holly branches can be used in this window
to good effect. Appropriate price cards can be made by
gumming some of the fancy Xmas stickers, sold by stationers,

onto ordinary visiting cards, and lettering in red.

The foregoing description of the way this window is

made should be easy to follow, so, get busy now for Xmas.

USING NATURE'S GIFTS IN WINDOW DISPLAYS

Several very attractive windows have been recently in-

stalled by a number of shoe retailers in Toronto, in which

they made use of the products of the field, the forest and the

garden. Among those who recently used wheat and oat

straw in an effective display were the stores of A. Neale and

John Merner, Bloor street west, Toronto. These windows
were superseded a few days later by the striking tints of

autumn leaves arranged with good taste, the price of

each shoe being marked in white upon maple leaves, which

made unique tickets. John McCullough, College street,

Toronto, lately had an appropriate window trim in the shape

of a pot suspended by a chain from three poles in tripod

arrangement, while underneath the vessel was a pile of

brush, leaves and sticks. A ruby electric light gave every
appearance of a fire being kindled. A neat show card
stated that "the Gypsies were on the inside." Other shoemen
also adopted this idea. Another footwear merchant who
made an attractive showing recently, was Warren T.
Fegan, 88 Queen street west, Toronto. At the back of the
window an arch was formed of wheat and oat straw. The
floor was covered with a liberal quantity of wheat berries.

Appropriate mottoes on the abundance of Canada's harvest
and smart show cards representing garden produce, the name
of which, when filled in by the reader, completed a pithy
statement or a short announcement, created much interest.

The show cards were the product of the brush of Fred.

Henry, who is an artist in his line. It will be remembered
that the first time wheat straw and berries were used in

Toronto with admirable effect, was in the establishment of

Alex. Chisholm, Dundas street, while the Slater Boot Shop,
Yonge street, also employed wheat sheaves with commend-
able results in "The Hai^est of Good Shoes." There is no
season of the year when the shoe retailer can secure cheaper,

more appropriate or more valuable accessories for window
decorations than during the autumn and early winter months.

PORTER GUILTY BUT RESERVE CASE GRANTED

J. H. Porter, who formerly conducted the Porter Shoe
Stores in Toronto, came up for trial before Judge Win-
chester recently in the Criminal Court, Toronto. After the

evidence had been put in T. C. Robinette for the defendant

made a strong argument that his client was not liable under

Section 417 of the Criminal Code, which reads as follows

:

"Everyone is guilty of an indictable offence and liable

to a fine of eight hundred dollars and to one year's im-

prisonment who,

—

"(c) being a trader and indebted to an amount ex-

ceeding one thousand dollars, is unable to pay his creditors

in full and has not, for five years next before such inability

kept such books of account as, according to the usual course

of any trade or business in which he may have been en-

gaged, are necessary to exhibit or explain his transactions,

unless he be able to account for his losses to the satisfaction

of the court or judge and to show that the absence of such

books was not intended to defraud his creditors."

Because he had only been in business nine months be-

fore the assignment, Mr. Robinette contended that before

Porter could be held liable it was necessary that he should

be in business as a trader for a period of five years before

his insolvency.

Judge Winchester over-ruled Mr. Robinette's contention,

and found Porter guilty but granted a reserve case, and in

the meantime Porter is allowed out on bail until judgment

is given by the Court of Appeal.

This means that the question will be submitted for the

opinion of the Court of Appeal as to whether or not a man
can be convicted as in this case unless he has been in busi-

ness for a period of five years. If Judge Winchester's de-

cision is upheld by the Court of Appeal, Porter will appear

for sentence early in December.
Another dividend of five per cent, has been declared by

the assignee, A. S. Crighton of the Canadian Credit Men's

Association, making the total payments up to the present,

52 cents on the dollar.

G. Campbell, manager of the shoe findings department

of the Great West Saddlery Company, Edmonton, recently

entered the bonds of matrimony. He has been with the

Great West Co. a number of years and is well known to

the trade throughout Alberta.
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^mongThe Shoe Men
Percy J. Milburn, of Montreal, representing Marlatt &

Armstrong Co., Limited, spent a few days in Toronto last

week.

Ed. R. Lewis, dealer in leather, 21 Scott street, Toronto,

has, in addition to his other lines, been appointed Ontario

representative for Paul Galibert, Montreal, who specializes

in glazed and chrome k?d. It is reported that there is a scarcity

in the cheaper lines of kid leathers, while the better grades,

selling from 16 to 28 cents per foot, are in very active demand.
Mr. Sauve, of Sauve & Perras, leather dealers, Mon-

treal, spent a few days in Boston recently.

J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal, who recently placed
on the market a new "Unlocked Process" shoe, which is

scientifically built on anatomical lines, and specially con-

structed to give perfect foot comfort, muscle development
and good blood circulation, report that there is a strong

demand for this shoe. The "Unlocked Process" consists in

the insole not being stitched on the inside at the shank, with

the result that it gives even body weight and balance, and
is so built that it furnishes a constant uplift to the shank,
serving the purpose of an arch support, and at the same time
being exceptionally easy on the foot.

A. M. Reid, manager of the Regal Shoe Store, Saskatoon,

has returned to his duties, having recovered from an attack

of typhoid fever.

A new shoe factory is being opened at Cap Magdelaine,
near Three Rivers, Que., for the making of men's, boys' and
youths' McKays and Standard screw by Roy & Co., who
recently acquired the effects of the Laurentide Shoe and
Leather Co., of Grand' Mere.

There has been an advance recently in the price of sole

leather, and the majority of manufacturers report that their

output has been ordered in large quantities, and their busi-

ness was never better. On hemlock sole the advance aver-

ages about one cent and on oak two cents. No. 1 oak sides

for manufacturing are now selling for 38; crops, 44; backs,

48>£; bends, 53. Hemlock No. 1 sides are selling at 34>£;
crops, 39 }4; backs, 43; bends, 48.

S. L. Lawther, representing the Anglo-Canadian Leather
Co., Toronto, returned recently from a three weeks' success-

ful business trip to the Maritime Provinces.

L. S. Odell, for over thirty years with Fisk, Limited,

Montreal, is now in business for himself, having offices in

the Shaughnessy Building on McGill street, Montreal. He
is handling patent, kid and split leathers, and also various

supplies in the lines of cotton, cement, etc. Mr. Odell has
associated with him his son, and reports business as being
very good. He recently paid a visit to the factories in Quebec
and secured a large number of orders.

The Ottawa branch of the Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. is now located in its new building on Cooper
street, in that city, which is well appointed, admirably lighted

and meets the demands of their growing business, under the
direction of E. M. Zavitz.

The last edition of the "Miner Monitor" says: "The
majority of retailers, when displaying rubbers, put them in

the window separate from the shoes. Rubbers catch the eye
of the prospective buyer more quickly if each rubber is dis-

played on the style of shoe it is made to fit. The latest mod-
els, especially, look smarter, if shown in this manner, and it

also makes a more attractive window display."

The Davis Leather Co., Newmarket, have purchased

the old Eagle Hotel property adjoining the G.T.R. station

in that town. The Newmarket Era says: "Just what use

will be made of the property is not known, but it is hoped
it may be converted into a shoe factory. The premises are

very suitable for that purpose."

The untiring efforts of Clarence F. Smith, formerly gen-

eral manager of Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Mon-
treal, who has done such a vast amount of patriotic work
since the outbreak of war, were honored last week by General

Sir Samuel Hughes, when he was made an Honorary Colonel.

George Artzberger, 67 years old, a wealthy shoemaker,
has closed his 1915 playing season with the team of Wittmer,
a suburb of Pittsburgh, Pa., the strongest amateur team in

Allegheny county. During the season he played sixty-one

ball games. His official batting average is .326. In the field

his mark was .970. Artzberger plays outfield positions equally

well. In a game August 30th he made five hits, scored four

runs and stole two bases. He claims to be the oldest active

ball player in the world, and declares that he can run bases,

hit and throw as well as he could when he was forty years

younger.
T. J. Mullins, of the Toronto staff of the Kaufman Rub-

ber Co., received the sad intelligence last week of the death

of his father, Michael Mullins, in Halifax, who passed away
from pneumonia in his seventy-third year. His wife, six

daughters and three sons survive.

C. A. Brouillard, who has been superintendent of the

Jas. Muir Co. factory in Montreal, has accepted a position

with the Scott-Chamberlain Co., of London. He is suc-

ceeded by C. Drolet, formerly with Geo. A. Slater, Limited.

GYPSY BOOTS FOR THE MEN
Now that the "Gypsy" boots are such reigning favorites

with women, is there any reason why a man should not don

this style of shoe? The Preston B. Keith Co., of Brockton,

Mass., have brought out the first one of this kind. The pat-

tern is an attractive and practical one and the boot is said

to be comfortable on the foot. The style illustrated here

(which appeared recently in the Boot and Shoe Recorder)

has a glazed Kangaroo upper, with all the features of the

Gypsy pattern, low heel, flat tread and recede toe.
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O. M. Brooks, special repair man on the U. S. M. Co.
staff, Montreal, has been spending some time in Ontario
calling upon the various shoe repairers who have installed

U. S. M. Co. outfits.

That much leather is being shipped to Great Britain is

evidenced by the fact that the export returns for the month
of August last show that Canada sent to the Old Country
8,173 hundredweights, whereas only 3,087 hundredweights
were shipped in August, 1914.

F. C. Wilkinson, shoe retailer, of Owen Sound, Ont.,

was in Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

The McCall Shoe Co., Toronto, have opened another

store on Queen street east, near Logan avenue, making five

stores that the company operate in the city.

A. L. Johnson, general sales manager of Ames-Holden-
McCready, Limited, Montreal, was in New York last week
on business.

George G. Lennox, wholesale shoes, Winnipeg, has

placed his affairs in the hands of the Traders Trust Co.,

and at a meeting of creditors on October 25th it was de-

cided to hold a trade sale of the stock for fourteen days,

giving a twenty per cent, discount off cost price. Five in-

spectors were appointed, representing the Kaufman Rubber
Co., Murray Shoe Co., Elmira Felt Co., Great West Felt

Co., and St. Arnaud, Biron & Co. The financial statement

presented showed assets of some $316,000, of which $130,000

consists of real estate, $86 000 book accounts, and the bal-

ance in stock. The liabilities to the trade are some $153,000

and to the Bank of Ottawa $123,000. The indirect liabilities

are $160,000, consisting of paper discounted, etc.

Alex. Ross, shoe buyer of the Right House, Hamilton,

was in New York last week on business.

C. S. Sutherland, manager of the Amherst Boot and

Shoe Company, Amherst, N.S., received a cablegram re-

cently announcing that his son Norman Sutherland had

K

been wounded in the arm and was now in a hospital. Nor-
man Sutherland enlisted with the Kingston Engineers last

spring and has been in France about six weeks.

L. B. Hutchison, manager of the Toronto branch of

the Kaufman Rubber Co., spent a few days recently in Que-
bec on business.

John Clarke, aged 49 years, a shoemaker living at 7

Maisonneuve street, Montreal, dropped dead a few days ago

while working at the bench, 2445 Papineau avenue, in that

city.

A new shoe store has been opened at 283 George street,

Peterboro, Ont., by Charles Feinberg, who has had consider-

able experience in the trade.

J. J. Connor, western Canada representative of Mc-
Laren & Dallas, Toronto, returned from an extended trip

through Alberta and Saskatchewan last week and left again

for north-western Ontario on another business visit. Mr.
Connor reports that business in all the smaller centres of

the west has greatly improved and buying is more liberal

than iast year. It is expected that conditions in the larger

places will also pick up soon and the crop, which so far

has been threshed, is being moved with wonderful rapidity.

The fine new factory of the Hurlbut Co., Preston, Ont.,

is now completed, and some of the departments are already

in operation, including the cutting and fitting rooms.

The Western Shoe Co., Berlin, has installed two Ideal

clicking machines; Beal Bros., Toronto, a Hungarian nailer,

a loose nailer and an eyelet machine for their larrigan de-

partment ; and the Adams Shoe Co., Toronto, a lacing ma-
chine, which were supplied by the U. S. M. Co.

A warrant was recently sworn out for George S. Hub-
ble, Montreal representative of Clarke & Clarke, Limited,

leather manufacturers, 331 Christie street, Toronto. The
police claim allegations have been made that $3,000 worth

of stock is missing from the Clarke stock in Montreal. F.

G. Clarke, President of the firm, was in Montreal recently

in connection with the affairs of the office there.

Mrs. W. J. Barr, of Ottawa, shoes, recently assigned.

The McQuay Tanning Co., Limited, Owen Sound, Ont.,

are increasing their output with an addition to their plant,

65 x 45 feet. A new boiler is being installed, together with

a number of large vats and some new machinery.

John Ritchie, of Quebec, was in New York at the

special request of Hon. G. E. Foster, who indicated the

possibility of some large military shoe orders being placed

with Quebec manufacturers. Mr. Ritchie made the trip as

the representative of the Quebec factories.

A. D. Thornton, Technical Superintendent of the Cana-

dian Consolidated Rubber Co., addressed the Railway Club

in Montreal on November 8th.

The $250,000.00 libel suit entered by Ames-Holden-
McCready Co. against Clarence J. McCuaig, will soon be up

for hearing before the courts, the case having been referred

to the Chief Justice, who is to set a date for the hearing. A
motion, asking that the matter be threshed out before an

English jury has been granted. As is known, comment al-

leged to have been made by the defendant concerning the

bad quality of the boots supplied the first Canadian contin-

gent by the plaintiff, forms the basis of action.

Recently the shoe store of William McDonald, Govern-

ment street, Victoria, B.C., was broken into through the

rear door in which the glass was smashed and the premises

ransacked. A building occupied by the Chinese, at Colwood,

was searched and thirteen pairs obtained. Several arrests

were made.

F. YV. Weston, of the Weston Shoe Co., Campbellford,

Ont., has received a letter from his son, Pte. Edward

Weston, stating that while his brother, Pte. Clifford Weston,
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was seriously wounded in the hip in recent fighting in

France, it is believed that his recovery, though slow, will

be complete.

Kenneth Fraser, for several years on the staff of Mc-
Laren & Dallas, Toronto, has taken a position with Natural

Tread Shoes. Yonge street, Toronto.

Sherin & Son. Lakefield, Ont., who were in business in

that village some years ago, are reopening in their old

premises and will handle a large line of boots and shoes.

Herbert Kilpatrick, who has charge of the rubber de-

partment of Ames-Holden-McCready, Toronto, was severely

injured recently while on his way home. He was riding a

wheel when an auto truck slid and crowded Mr. Kilpatrick

between it and the curb, with the result that his spine was
crushed. He is now in St. Michael's Hospital.

E. L. Emerson, of the Boston Last Co., left Richmond,
Que., last week for a few days in the northern woods. Chas.

Campbell, manager of the company, who has not been well

of late, is now feeling like himself once more.

P. I. Hersey. vice-president and manufacturing director

of the Regal Shoe Co., Boston, Mass., was in Toronto this

week on business. He was accompanied by H. E. Litchfield,

assistant manufacturing director, formerly of Toronto.

William Edwards, who for many years has been city

traveler for Charles Tilley & Son, leather and findings

dealers, 90 Richmond street west, has been appointed city

traveler for McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, and will enter upon
his new duties on the first of the month.

C. U. Terrill, accountant of the U. S. M. Co.. Montreal,

spent a few days in Toronto and Berlin recently.

William Snelling has bought the shoe business of T.

H. Bigwood at 364 College street, Toronto. Mr. Bigwood
will continue his store at 826 Yonge street.

Hon. E. J. Davis and Andrew J. Davis, of the Davis

Leather Co., Newmarket, Ont., who, along with several

others are members of the Horseshoe Hunt Club and each

year enjoy a couple of weeks in the woods of Haliburton

county, have returned home. They had splendid luck, prac-

tically every man in the party securing a deer.

Several Canadian firms have started in the manufac-

ture of the new velvet boots. The gypsy pattern seems to

be the one most in request in the velvet line, some of which

are cut with a wave top and are ten inches in height.

Whether there will be any decided demand for black, blue,

brown and grey velvet boots remains to be demonstrated.

Some leading establishments in the larger cities have already

quite a few in stock. White trimmings are seen on some of

the offerings.

H. E. Wettlaufer, sales manager for Charles A. Ahrens,

Berlin, Ont., has returned from a successful business trip

to the West going as far as the Coast.

A. E. Cudmore. who is well known in shoe circles in

Toronto, is one of the incorporators of Cudmore's Garage

and Auto Livery, Limited, which is capitalized at $40,000

and has its headquarters in Toronto.

Thomas Hackett died recently in Hockley, Ont., at the

ripe old age of 87 years. He was a shoemaker b\ trade and

leaves three sons and two daughters.

Among the trade inquiries received recently by the

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, was one from

a firm in Glasgow, who have a large wholesale connection

and wish to obtain the agency for rubber footwear from a

Canadian exporting house. A London firm also ask to be

placed in touch with Canadian manufacturers of dressed

and patent leathers in calf and sides, also glace kid, sole

leather, etc., which they are prepared to handle upon a com-

mission basis or purchase outright.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. have recently

filled an order from the Dominion Government for 67,000

pairs of hip rubber boots for use by the soldiers in the

trenches.

Ed. O'Dell, of Hamilton, general organizer for the Boot

and Shoe Workers' Union, who recently returned from at-

tending the Trades and Labor Congress in Vancouver, held

HOW LEADING MONTREAL FIRM FEATURES WARM FELT FOOTWEAR IN A FASCINATING WINDOW DISPLAY. SUCH AN EXHIBIT OF
FELT, BOUDOIR AND HOUSE SLIPPERS, JULIETS AND WALKING BOOTS IS REPLETE WITH HOLIDAY AND GIFT GIVING SUGGESTIONS
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several well attended meetings of the workers of the craft

when in that city. As a result it is probable that a strong

local union will be chartered at an early date.

H. M. Wilhelm, harness maker, of Waterloo, Ont., has

purchased the shoe repairing business of N. Ginster and will

conduct it in connection with his saddlery business.

John McCormick has started in the shoemaking busi-

ness in Weyburn, Sask.

Fred Brand, shoemaker, of Rouleau, Sask., is adding

groceries to his business.

Levernick Mercantile Co., Limited, grocers, of Saska-

toon, are adding boots and shoes and dry goods to their

stock.

Halliday & Co. have opened a boot and shoe and dry

goods store in Bowden, Alta.

Robert Sloan, of Sydney, B.C., has opened a boot and
shoe store in James Island, B.C.

F. H. Meinzer, of the Miner Rubber Co., Montreal, is

in Winnipeg on a business trip.

J. E. Chevalier, shoe dealer, of St. Denis River, Richi-

lieu, Que., recently assigned.

The stock of E. H. Squire, 960 St. Clair avenue, To-
ronto, dealer in shoes and men's clothing, who recently made
an assignment to the Canadian Credit Men's Association,

was sold by auction on November 10th. The stock amounted
to $4,728.92.

The Shoe and Leather Journal has received from

C. G. Marlatt, President of the Tanners' Safety Association,

a copy of the rules which have been enacted by the dir-

ectors for the prevention of accidents. The rules have been

approved by the Workmen's Compensation Board and are

therefore binding on all the employers in class 19.

M. Einstein, of J. Einstein, Inc., New York, accom-
panied by Paul Roy, of Montreal, Canadian representative

of the firm, was in Toronto, London, Hamilton, Gait, and

other cities last week on business, showing a fine range in

cloth, velvet, satins and canvas materials, as well as bind-

ings, braids, webs, etc. These materials were displayed in

"dummy shoes," mounted in an exceedingly attractive man-
ner, and affording the manufacturer a definite idea of how
various combinations and colors appear when made up.

After three months absence owing to a fire which gut-

ted their premises at 409 Hastings street west, Vancouver,

Johnston's Big Shoe House, has moved back into the former
quarters occupied by the firm for the past twelve years. The
store has been rebuilt from the foundation and is one of

the brightest, lightest and best fitted up establishments of

its kind in the Dominion. The latest style of shelving and

bicycle ladders have been installed and there is an immense
skylight' which gives a flood of natural illumination. G. B.

Johnston and his brother have returned home from an ex-

tended holiday and business trip to New York, Chicago,

Boston, Kansas City, Toronto and Montreal. While away
they also visited the Panama-Pacific Exhibition. A com-

plete new stock has been installed and all widths are car-

ried. The firm announce that they "guarantee every pair

of shoes sold from the store irrespective of price."

A recent despatch from Montreal says: Ames-Holden
stock was in demand on the local market today, the sales

amounting to six hundred and eighty shares with an ad-

vance to \6y2 ,
compared with the close last night of 16,

or an advance for the week from 14)4 • The strength mani-

fested in this issue of late is said to result from the gradual

picking up of the stock by insiders. Just for what purpose

the stock is being accumulated it is impossible to gather

from the officials of the company. However, it is known
that the general business of the company is picking up in a

very wonderful manner, both from the eastern and western

sections of the Dominion, and this trade together with the

war orders, is keeping the various plants of the company
working to capacity. That there is gradual movement to-

wards an amalgamation with two or more American con-
cerns, and involving probably other Canadian concerns, Is

not denied by the officials, but how soon this will develop
into a reality is problematical. Possibly not until the com-
pany has put the common stock on a paying basis, and this

may not be so far away as thought in some quarters. The
company is in a rather enviable position as regards the
amount of raw material on hand, the purchases having been
made when prices were considerably lower than the present
high level. It is also known that President D. Lome Mc-
Gibbon, through his policy of retrenchment, has brought
about a saving to the company believed to be in the neigh-
borhood of $130,000 a year. In furtherance of this policy

it is likely that there will shortly be a reconstruction of
the directorate.

GAITER SEASON WILL BE GOOD
It is expected there will be a brisk demand for over-

gaiters this month. They were popular in all the leading
Canadian cities last autumn, when gray, sand and fawn had
a large call. The overgaiters are for wear with either high
or low cut shoes and to put a light spat over a black shoe is

both correct and popular. A leading retail firm says in the
matter of overgaiters the selection of certain colors is per-
mitted by fashion and adds ;

—

"We are showing an exceptionally varied and complete
assortment of overgaiters. They come in canvas, broad
cloth and box cloth. In the plain colors, there is choice of
black, white, fawn, gray and taupe. Then there are black and
white stripes, and white with black piping.

Black overgaiters 50c, $1.00, $1.50
Fawn, gray and taupe overgaiters $1.50, $3.00
Black and white stripe overgaiters $2.50
White overgaiters $2.00
White overgaiters with black piping. ...$1.50, $2.50

SHOE FACTORY FOR OWEN SOUND
A by-law will be voted upon in

Owen Sound at the January elections

to grant a loan of twelve thousand

dollars to a company to be called the

Owen Sound Shoe Manufacturing Co.,

which is being promoted by W. E.

Wilson, late of the C. N. W. Shoe Co.,

St. Thomas, and Getty & Scott, Limi-

ted, Gait. Mr. Wilson is a practical

shoeman having had experience in all branches of the trade.

The company will have an authorized capital of $50,000 and

the factory will have an initial output of not less than two
hundred pairs a day, with the necessary room and building

capacity for 800 pairs a day. The building and plant, ac-

cording to the agreement, are to be ready within six months

after the passing of the by-law. The factory must be oper-

ated for, at least, eleven months in each year for fifteen

years and to employ not less than forty hands. The com-
pany agrees to repay the amount of the loan, $12,000, in

fifteen consecutive annual installments of $1,235.55 each,

for the payment of principal and interest at the rate of

six per cent, per annum. The town takes a first mortgage

on the site, building and plant and personal bonds to the

amount of $12,000. The building and plant must be worth

$20,000. The industry will be exempt from taxes, all except

for school and local improvements, for a period of ten

years, and will also be given free water supply for the

same length of time.
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HE ENTERS UPON NEW POSITION
C. A. Brouillard, late superinten-

dent of the James Muir Co.'s fac-

tory, Maisonneuve, and formerly with

Ames, Holden, McCready, Limited,

Montreal, has entered upon his new
duties as superintendent for Scott,

Chamberlain. Limited, London, Ont.

Mr. Brouillard is a thoroughly com-
petent and widely experienced man
and enjoys an enviable reputation,

particularly so in the production of

men's high grade welts. He started in the business as a

boy, thirty-four years ago, beginning with the Common-
wealth Shoe and Leather Co., Whitman, Mass. He left

there nine years later to take a position as foreman of the

lasting and bottoming room of McCarthy, Sheehy & Ken-

drick, of Brockton, Mass., with whom he remained two

years. His next post was head of the same department with

the M. N. Arnold Co., of North Abington, Mass. Mr.

Brouillard remained with this firm five years, and left them

to go to Roberts, Johnson & Rand Co., of St. Louis, Mo.

He was in the Western States then until his removal to

Montreal. The last eight years were spent as superintendent

of the Wertheiner-Swarts Co., of St. Louis, Mo., and the

Brown Shoe Co.'s Brookfield, Mo., factory. The new sup-

erintendent of the Scott, Chamberlain factory in London,

Ont., is in every way well qualified for the duties of his

position.

In a fire which broke out recently in the Read Building

in Montreal the quarters of the Murray Shoe Co., of London,

located in the building, were slightly damaged by smoke
and water.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Two cents a word. Minimum charee for an advertisement 50 cents

Cash must accompany all orders.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY for right man. First class

retail shoe business for sale in progressive town of 5,000.

Terms may be arranged. Write The Hurlbut Co., Limi-

ted, Preston, Ont.

EXPERIENCED SHOE TRAVELER, residing in West,

is open for line of shoes, especially men's, for Western
Provinces. Salary or commission. Al references and

can start at once. Address, Box 2, Acton Publishing

Company.

TRAVELER WANTED—For Ontario, to carry a side line

much in demand. Apply, Post Office, Box 2663, Montreal.

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

Aird
McKays

and

Turns
Aird Spring Samples are now
in the hands of all the

Reliable Jobbers.

Inspect them.

AIRD & SON R— MONRTEAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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OAK

SOLE LEATHER
OAK—"TRENT VALLEY"—Mellow,

Non-acid. " Tests up." Is reliable.

In Bends, Backs, Sides, Bellies.

"LION"— Firm. Specially tanned for

army purposes.

HEMLOCK— " PENETANG " and
"EAGLE"

rp
» p cqi gg^We stand behind every

dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED

Eitabliibcd Over Half a Century

BERLIN ONTARIO

LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces U

ohalr
; fc^^——^—^^ Mercerized. Silk.

FRANK Sz BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER
.FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS. Leicester, Eng.

Cahle "HIDES." Leicester.

f and at Kettering, Northampton
Frankfort-on-Maine.

LUCIEN BORNE
SALES ROOM

491 ST. VALIER STREET QUEBEC

Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
MONTREAL OFFICE

152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN
CHROME SOLE

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe " FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL
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MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SHOES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Write us for further particulars

L. GAUTHIER & CO. - Quebec

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

j. E. DUPRE The A. BAILLARGEON

Montreal Box Toe Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <Sl

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St. . BOSTON. U.S.A
SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

Columbia Fibre Counters

Are the Best

Columbia Fibre Counters

Always will be the Best

Finest quality of Fibre

Board and Superior

Workmanship main-

tain this standard.

Any manufacturer

who uses Columbia
Fibre Counters main-

tains a standard
unequalled by his

competitors.

Columbia Counter Co.
347-349 Congress Street

BOSTON MASS.

AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. 8, A. L. Friedman, 717 Market St.

CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. - - 717 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert 8s Co., 9 Hamilton St., Sydney
CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co., Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana

and 127 Duane St., New York
ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co. - - 16th St.

PHILADELPHIA and NEW JERSEY—Granville S. Brotherton,
Burlington, N.J.

MONTREAL—G. J. Trudeau - - - 365 Ontario St., East
ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton & Co., 17 Belvoir St., Leicester
BUENOS AIRES—American Representations Co.,

Tacquari, 1158
ITALY and SWITZERLAND—Victor De Sanctis & Co.,

Piazza Di Spagna, 60, Rome
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CASE
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S PL|-T\S

BOOKBINDERS

BARRIE,ONT.
WAREHOUSE £?v5ALES ROOMS, 51 FRONT 5T EAST,TORONTO
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THE

THE QUALITY RANGE

The $5.00 Shoe is the

Big Seller these days

The prosperity of Canada, its general growth and the

broadening of ideas that ensue, have certainly raised

the level of personal expendi-

ture. In Footwear, for in-

stance, you have observed that

$5.00 has come to be ac-

cepted as about the standard

retail price for a good

pair of shoes. The

$3.50 man is growing

scarcer and the $5.00

class is proportionately

increasing.

In $5.00 Shoes We Are
Incontestable Leaders

SIR KNIGHT, CANADIAN GENTLEMAN,
THE PATHFINDER AND ACADEMY

are essentially shoes of Quality for the better trade,

and their smart style, no less than their perfect make
and finish, proclaim the fact.

Mens Shoes to retail from $4.00 to $5.00

Boys' Shoes to retail from $3.00 to $4.00

- SHOE -

MADE IN CANADA

THE JAMES MUIR CO.
MONTREAL

THE

<$H0fl



What About Velvets?

Mr. Retailer :—You cannot get away from

the fact that new creations in ladies' footwear,

as in hats and costumes, are the correct thing.

For the last three months our factory has

been working day and night to supply the

demand for our

Gypsy Button

Boots, in

Bronze,

Midnight

Blue
and

Matt Kid.

JAMES F. CLARK, Treasurer

JOHN F. CLARK, President

Now come
Velvet Shoes to go with velvet hats and cos-

tumes.
WE HAVE THEM

in all the leading colors, various styles and a

variety of trimmings. On six popular lasts,

in A, B, C, D and E widths.

SEE OUR LINE BEFORE BUYING

Clark Bros., Limited
St. Stephen, N. B.
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Great

Distributing

Centre

SHOE AND LEATHER CAPTAINS

See Page 34
GEO. A. SLATER, MONTREAL

0ACM
TOBOMTO

St. Thomas

Aylmer

Hsonburg

tump
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HREGAL
^^^^^

There's No "Easy Money" In

The Shoe Trade But
it's an undoubted fact that some lines sell with greater ease and more com-
plete certainty of satisfaction than others. ^ And chief of these is the

Regal Line—the most famous line of Men's Shoes in Canada. J With Regal

stores in world centres, like London and New York, our facilities for exclusive

style creation are quite unique. • The best evidence is our " IN-STOCK"
Department, where there are

Never less than 35 good styles

always ready for delivery :::::

and in most cases each order is delivered MADE
the same day it is received, thus permit- j^Bf*^, jN
ting the REGAL STORE in a small com-

9 « CANADA
munity to give its men customers a truly

metropolitan service. *! The exclusive
Regal franchise is granted to one dealer

only in each locality, if no other merchant

has yet acquired the right to display the

Regal signs in your locality

Write us for Particulars.

Regal Shoe Co., Limited
IN-STOCK DEPARTMENT

102 Atlantic Ave. - - Toronto
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Our Representatives

:

JOHN SCOTT,

J. A. MCLEAN,
Western Provinces

W. C. MYERS,
Western Ontario

W. S. PETTES,
Eastern Ontario

J. G. RIEL,
Montreal and
Quebec

C. A. LEBLANC,
Maritime Provinces

P. A. DOIG,
Sales Manager

This cut of our (Vfoy/tng

Girls' button boot is one of
over 200 lines—from which you are

in vi co«t to uiako a selection for Spring,

Scar Shoos are Popular

iiecauso they have stylo a~n<! finish which

makes chou\ ready sellers— you havo 210

ff
loft overs ' y

if you carry the .Scar line,

All our shoos aro soM to the retailor at

popular prices— prices, which enable you co

sell at a ;^oo<l profit,

O ne of our representatives will call on
you with a full ran^o ot samples,

STAR SHOE U?/UTED - M

Our Lines

McKAY SEWN
For

BOYS, YOUTHS
GENTS, and
LITTLE GENTS.
GROWING GIRLS,
MISSES, GIRLS
and CHILDS

TURNS
For

BABIES, INFANTS,
GIRLS, MISSES,
and GROWING
GIRLS

OVER 200

DIFFERENT LINES
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Always Satisfactory

Skilled workmen. Best materia.

Careful inspection. Result-

quality unsurpassed.

Another new development—Te
Elmira Kozy Slipper. Sot,

yielding carded wool soles. Ret

for tired feet. Order some k
Christmas sales. Their attrs-

tive colors will promptly brig

customers.

Of course you will order year

heavy Elmira Felts as usual.

Ask Your Jobber

For Elmira Felts

No. 2018

The Elmira Felt Co., Limited
FACTORIES

BERLIN AND ELMIRA
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Get the New Styles While They're New!

You can do so by placing

your order with us for

CLASSIC
SHOES

Our range includes the most comprehen-

sive line of ladies' fine welts, hand-turned

soles and McKays made in Canada.

96 Different Lines in Stock
In addition to fifteen of the more staple

lines of ladies' boots carried regularly in

stock and shown in our latest catalogue,

we are constantly creating new effects.

These are described in our supplementary mailing

cards, which will be sent to dealers only on applica-

tion. Place your name on our mailing list and have

access to all novelties while they really are new. Every

pair guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back.

ORDERS SHIPPED
THE DAY RECEIVED

WRITE FOR OUR NEWEST CATALOGUE

GETTY & SCOTT, Limited
GALT, CANADA
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They're All Good Sellers

!

In the 1916 range of "Royal" and "Bull Dog' Sport
Shoes there isn't one number but what can be depended

upon to sell quickly and stead-

ily. They are all designed

to fill a well defined demand,

and in point of style, work-

manship and finish leave noth-

ing to be desired.

ROYAL ^ BULL DOG
OUTING SHOES

Have established a sound reputation for reliability that gets stronger

and stronger every year, the best evidence

of which is found in the ever-increasing

volume of our sales and the total absence

of any complaint as to quality or finish.

Feature "Royal" and "Bull Dog" in

your next season's outing stock, and

watch the satisfaction these lines give

every customer.

Sold by the Following Jobbing Houses:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited - - Amherst, N.S.

The Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited - Regina, Sask.

A. W. Ault Co., Limited Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Co. Toronto, Ont.

James Robinson - ...

The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited -

The J. Leckie Co., Limited, - -

The London Shoe Co., Limited

McLaren & Dallas -----
- - - - - Montreal, Que.

Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.

- London, Ont.

- Toronto, Ont.

THE INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LTD.
MERRITTON - ONTARIO
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Bell's "Unlocked Process" Shoe

Those retailers who have seen this shoe are unanimous in stating

that it presents a revolutionary development in modern shoemaking.

They have ordered it for immediate delivery in the knowledge that

it will give foot-satisfaction to numberless customers who have been

looking for just such footwear for years.

It is the only shoe known that gives perfect body weight balance, and

is so constructed that it supplies a constant "uplift" to the shank,

combining the advantages of an arch support with the ease and

comfort of a cushion.

Will you be the first shoeman in your town to profit by its sale?

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Makers of High Grade Footwear

and

Sole Makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe
"The Easiest Shoe on Earth"
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DEPENDABLE
SORTING SERVICE

No matter what size or style you
require in Rubber Footwear you
can get it at once from one of our
Sales Depots.

It is at this season that the shoeman
expects the maximum of service for

his Rubber Department. We are

here to give it.

Order from our Nearest Branch.

MINER RUBBER
COMPANY, LIMITED

GRANBY QUE.

LIST OF SELLING AGENTS

Blachford, Davies 8s Co., Limited,
60-62 Front Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Coates, Burns 8s Wanless - London, Ont.

R. B. Griffith 8s Co. - Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - St. John, N.B.

J. M. Humphrey 8s Co. - - Sydney, C.B.

Jackson and Savage Limited,
78 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.

Congdon, Marsh, Limited
88 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
225 Queen St., Ottawa, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
21 Notre Dame St., Quebec, Que.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited,
146 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited
72 St. Peter St., Montreal, Que.
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Your Customers Require

your personal assurance that the shoes you sell

them are correct in every particular. If they

fail to live up to the claims you make for them, your customer

blames you not the manufacturer. You know this. We repeat it in

order to remind you of the long established reputation and the

perfect organization behind

THE

AMES-HOLDEN
SHOE

By selling this make of shoe you will never need to make an

apology for defects of manufacture. We see to it that only faultless

shoes go out to the trade.

IN-STOCK SERVICE Utilize our in-stock service to keep

your stock fresh and bright with all

that is newest and most profitable in the seasonable lines. Whether

your needs be simple or complex, occasional or regular, we are here

to serve you well.

AMES-HOLDEN SHOE
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

ST. JOHN
EDMONTON

TORONTO
VANCOUVER
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SUPERIOR W^^/l QUALITY

"LIFE-BUOY"
RUBBER FOOTWEAR

If you are short of

LIGHT RUBBERS
OVERSHOES

LUMBERMEN'S
or BOOTS

send us your order To-Day.

We have complete stocks and can ship

first train after receipt of your order.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited
Berlin Ontario

Address order to Branch nearest you

—

VANCOUVER EDMONTON SASKATOON WINNIPEG LONDON
TORONTO OTTAWA MONTREAL QUEBEC

ST. JOHN TRURO CHARLOTTETOWN

JFE-BUO]
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Do you know the reason why

Weston Shoes are BEST to BUY ?

Why—That's Easy—on the Square

Weston Shoes are "BEST to WEAR."

^[ Our Poet sailed into the office a few days ago with a satisfied smile

on his face. "Well, what's the trouble now," we enquired.

^ He slipped a hand into his inside pocket and produced a manuscript.

"Read it," he said blandly, "I jotted it down while having breakfast this

morning."

T[ It looked like a stick of dynamite and we took it cautiously and handled

it very gently, but soon found it was comparatively harmless. "Triplets,

b'George!" we remarked, and read the following poem:

—

ON GUARD
It is no vain or idle boast, our foes retire dismayed,

For Britain's Ironclads Guard her coast, protecting homes and trade:

Their strength is where 'tis needed most, so we are unafraid.

But Canada has Ironclads, too, that never met defeat,

The well-known "Weston's Ironclad Shoe," and strong are they and neat.

Their sphere is not the ocean blue, they Guard our children's feet

^ "Say, I tell you what, our Poet puts up the hot stuff," said one of the book-

keepers, "there's nothing of the 'mute, inglorious Milton' about him."

^[ "I would beg of you," he said with dignity, "not to mention Milton. I

anticipate that my poem will have a paid circulation of 5,650, but I can't

find anyone who reads Milton. It is only fair to allow, however, that

he was under a heavy handicap

—

Weston's Ironclads were not made in

his day."

^[ After striking us for a check on account of next month's salary the Poet

withdrew and we took up the daily task.

Weston Shoes ARE Best to Buy

WESTON SHOE CO., LIMITED
CAMPBELLFORD, ONT.
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80 DIFFERENT LINES
Always In Stock and Ready for Instant Shipment

MEN'S, BOYS',

YOUTHS', WOMEN'S,
MISSES', GENTS',

GIRLS', CHILDREN'S

A" limited

%/ BE. R LI N . ONT
Solid Leather Shoes

McKAY,
McKAY WELT,

STANDARD SCREW,
RIVET

WRITE FOR
OUR

STOCK SHEETS
OF STAPLES

Infants' and Children's Stitch Down
Very brisk demand for our Special Line of

Tackless Goods. Let us send you a trial order.

WOOD-MILNE RUBBER HEELS
STATIONARY SHAPES

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED - PRESTON, LONDON and PARIS
Wholesale Canadian Agents, James Dunn & Co., Finsbury St., London, E. C.

Stocks held by C. Parsons & Son, Limited, Toronto
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Kim-Felt Kozy

No. 2015

Felt Footwear of Supreme Quality

To our other new and attractive styles

for outdoor and indoor wear for all

ages we have added yet another—The

KIM-FELT KOZY Slipper.

KIM-FELT KOZY Slippers-in very

attractive col-

ors, many de-

signs, all sizes

— are the most

comfortable
house slippers

yet developed.

The cushion
soles contain

over an inch of

KOZY carded
wool.

No. 2075

As Christmas gifts Kim-Felt Kozy

Slippers are most acceptable.

Ask your Jobber to include some
Kim-Felt Kozys in your Sorting

Order along with the other Kimmel
Felt Goods you are about to order. No. 96

The Kimmel Felt Co., Limited
FACTORY

BERLIN ONTARIO
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66 99
f

A new color on a glove horsehide to imitate

genuine buckskin. The advantages in favor

of Horsehide gloves are: that they will dry

out soft, hold their shape and the fingers

will not "take up" or foreshorten after being

wet.

Samples on request

PFISTER & VOQEL CO
85 =87 South Street = Boston, Mass

Excellence That Endures

In Yamaska Footwear

1^ Excellence in style, fit and comfort. ^ The reputation

of " Yamaska Brand " has rested, for over half a century,

on quality. <J You may absolutely depend upon it,

without the slighest fear of disappointment, that every pair

of " Yamaska Brand " Shoes bought in your store will give

the buyer complete, enduring satisfaction, ^ And " Yam-

aska Brand " Shoes look well—none more snappy and

up-to-date in style. ^ The 1 9 1 6 range now being shown

is the most convincing argument.

LA COMPAGNIE J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYACINTHE : QUEBEC

ST HYACINTHE

,

CANADA
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Perfectly Comfortable Shoes
And shoes that have special features of con-

struction to account for their superiority

and
^ 4-

PAT. N.° 119409

GOLD CROSS
SHOE

The Doctors is a shoe that is at once

stylish and sensible in its lines and

that can be worn with complete com-

fort in any kind of weather. Its

antiseptic lining and middle sole of

thermol asbestos combine to keep

the foot at its natural temperature and

to dispel the odors of perspiration.

This shoe is also perfectly water-

proof.

Made of soft pliable kid, over the

most sensible lasts, and having plenty

of toe room, the Professor shoe is won-

derfully comfortable. It yields readily

to every movement of the foot; its

inner sole is medicated and cushion-

etted; these features combine to make

walking easy and pleasant and con-

tribute to the prevention of all man-

ner of foot troubles.

These are valuable talking

points for the simple reason

that most of your men cus-

tomers want "Comfort

First." By selling " Doc-

tors' and "The Professor"

shoes you have points that

can be demonstrated. You

can give real reasons for

the comfort qual-

ities claimed. Get

the genuine makes

from your jobber.

MADE
IN

[ CANADA

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited
THREE RIVERS QUEBEC
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JOBBERS-
FOR FALL 1916

AIRD'S will show a line that will

be of particular interest to you.
It will contain the very latest

models in all popular materials.

As usual, our prices will be right.

AIRD & SON (Registered)MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS
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ROBINSON
SORTING
SERVICE

is the kind you can depend upon. At

this time when your requirements must

be secured at once to be of any use to you,

you will find it particularly valuable.

RUBBERS
Send us your rush orders for all sizes

and prove, to your own profit, how

efficient our service is.

JAMES ROBINSON
MONTREAL
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

When a man is " Caught with the

Goods " he usually gets into trouble;

but if a Retailer of Rubber Footwear

is "Caught without the Goods" he is

bound to get into trouble.

MORAL:

Send Us Your Sorting

Order and Avoid Trouble

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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CARRYING COALS TO NEWCASTLE
Canadian Shoe Manufacturers Develop Trade in Great
Britain—Taking Advantage of the Opening Created by the
Great War—England Wants Shoes as Well as Munitions

LAST month we called attention to the conditions in the British Isles that made possible the
opening up of a profitable trade in shoes as well as leather. In the short time that has elapsed
the remarks of the Shoe and Leather Journal have borne abundant fruit. Two or three

of our best shoe concerns have entered the market and our contemporary, the Boot and Shoe
Trades Journal, comments favorably upon this friendly invasion. For some time past the rubber
footwear companies have been covering the market and one of the largest eastern factories has
already opened up a most promising connection.

The letter in this issue from Mr. Oliver Eatough, the managing director of Sir H. W. Trickett,

Limited, explains the situation very fully. The tremendous demand for footwear for both British

and Allied soldiers has put a strain on the production in Great Britain that has almost reached the
breaking point. Imagine four millions of our men using up shoe leather as it can only be used in

military operations and one begins to understand the quantities of shoes needed to keep these
and perhaps four million others in shape to do their strenuous work.

Then, as has been pointed out, the factories have been depleted of efficient workmen and are
liable to be still further disorganized as the call for men to man the trenches becomes more urgent.
Some of the factories in England to-day are struggling along with half the workmen they had when
the war began. As a result they are not in a position to adequately cope with the extraordinary
demands made upon their resources and have been compelled to discontinue the production of

some lines altogether for home needs.

In the comments seen so far upon the Canadian footwear that has been marketed in Great
Britain there is every encouragement to press forward and make good the deficiencies in production
there. The unusual sight of the trade press of a country holding out encouragement to outsiders to
participate in supplying the requirements of the people in footwear ought not surely to go un-
heeded by those who have the facilities for turning out the goods.

It is far better to keep the leather and men here and turn both material and labor to account
in Canada in the production of the shoes than to send our men to supply the places vacant in the
factories, if this were possible, and the fact that Canadian goods just now receive all the advantage
that our connection with the Empire brings is a guarantee of their popular reception as compared
with the few goods that are available of foreign make.

19
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WEDDING OF JOHN BULL AND MISS CANADA
How St. Thomas Shoe Merchant Installed Loyal Window that Drew Great Crowds—The
Use of Canadian Flag, Rifles and British Bull Dog Made Special Appeal to Men—Martial

and Patriotic Window Trims are Sure Business Bringers During the Holiday Season

There are presented on this page some attractive and
original Christmas windows, instalbd by P. C. Smiley, in

the shoe store of Fred. Sutherland, St. Thomas, Ont. They
certainly did not fail to attract a great deal of attention and
resulted in considerable additional business. The materials

A MILITARY CHRISTMAS WEDDING WINDOW IN SUTHER-
LAND'S SHOE STORE, ST. THOMAS, ONT.

used in the various trims, and the admirable manner in which
the striking effects were produced, will be found of interest.

One window represented a military Christmas wedding.

The floor was covered with red crepe tissue paper, bordered

with white cut twisted paper, and on the floor, set up in

different positions, were red, white and blue calfskins, stylish

shoes and fancy Christmas slippers. The bride and groom

DOES SHE NOT LOOK SWEET AND HOW WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE THE GROOM ?

stood near the front of the window, facing the minister,

whose back was turned to the passing public. The little ring

') earer stood to the left of the bride. The groom was in full

military dress, while the bride was gowned in white silk, with

many dainty trimmings. The tiny ring bearer was in blue.

This happy combination of colors for the groom, the

bride and the little girl brought out the red, white and blue.

Surrounding the nuptial celebrants were fancy slippers,

women's and children's dress boots, overgaiters, club bag,

fittings, etc. Over the bride and groom was suspended a
large Christmas bell, representing in this instance both
Yule-tide and Hymeneal evnets. In the background a Union
Jack was displayed and just in front of the flag, on the floor,

end up, were suit cases and fancy slippers set thereon, while

dress boots and slippers were placed on stands. The lights

were shaded in red, white and blue crepe tissue paper, which
hung in strips. A number of artistic show cards lent strength

and variety to the pleasing display.

The men's window was an exceptionally interesting one.

The floor was similar to that of the ladies', and there were
calfskins on which were placed a fine range of men's slippers of

different kinds. Dress boots, hockey boots, military boots,

club bags, suit cases, fittings, etc., were much in evidence.

A PATRIOTIC CHRISTMAS WINDOW INSTALLED IN SUTHER-
LAND'S SHOE STORE, ST. THOMAS, ONT., WHICH

ATTRACTED AND INSPIRED ALL

One feature of this window was the British bulldog and mili-

tary rifles placed in a conspicuous position at the front.

The decorator took a trunk, laid it on the floor and placed a

small wooden case on that. He then covered the whole thing

with the Canadian flag on which the British bulldog sat.

The flag was partially draped over the canine's body. To the

right was a sign
—"What We Have, We Hold." Around the

stacks of guns were slippers, walking and military boots.

The background of the men's window was similar to the

ladies, and on the shelf above were leggings and traveling

requisites.

Mr. Smiley knows the value of newspaper publicity, for

an announcement appeared in one of the local dailies to the

effect that Miss Canada and John Bull were to be married

in the ladies' window of F. Sutherland's Shoe Store at 2 p.m.,

on a certain afternoon (which was named), the occasion to be

a military Christmas wedding. Naturally, such an out of the

ordinary announcement brought people to the spot. One
lady came into the store and asked what time the event was

to take place, and, of course, the staff had a quiet laugh at her

expense after she had departed.
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THE BRIGHT AND AIRY MISSES AND CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT IN THE TUTTLE SHOE STORE, HALIFAX. NOTE HOW THE LINES
ARE SHOWN ON THE STOCK FIXTURES, A SHOE BEING ON TOP OF EACH CARTON WHILE THE DIFFERENT SIZES

AND WIDTHS ARE KEPT BELOW AND ABOVE THE OPEN DISPLAY SPACE

NEW SHOE HOME IS MODEL IN ARRANGEMENT
How the Footwear Establishment of W. L. Tuttle, of Halifax, is Laid Out—Various Depart-

ments on Different Floors—New System of Displaying Goods—Trade is Satisfactory and

All Latest Accessories Have Been Introduced—Fine, Well Constructed Business Home

Sometimes a fire, which at the time is regarded as a

disaster and fraught with serious consequences, may eventu-

ally prove a blessing. Just about a year ago the shoe store

of W. L. Tuttle, Halifax, N.S., was wiped out by the devour-

ing element. A bright, new business home has been erected

in its stead, and in this edition of the Shoe and Leather
Journal there are presented several views of the progres-

sive and thoroughly modern establishment. Mr. Tuttle has

carried out a number of original ideas, which he has picked

up in his long experience in the trade, for he is one of the

oldest shoe retailers in the Maritime Provinces and has been

a subscriber to and reader of the Shoe and Leather Journal
since the date of its first issue nearly twenty-nine years ago.

The location, at the corner of Barrington and Duke
streets, is a very central one, in an exceptional busy spot.

The new business home has four splendid show windows on
the former street, with two entrances; while on Duke street

there is a display window and an entrance leading to the

heavy shoe department below. The interior of the store is

decidedly attractive, being finished in natural wood effect,

while commodious stands are nicely arranged. There is a

complete parcel and cash carrying system, and on the mezza-
nine floor are the slipper department and general offices.

The firm say they are very much pleased with their new
quarters, and would not exchange them for any shoe shop

in the province, either in location or accommodation, which
bears out the remark that fire has evidently proved a benefit

to Mr. Tuttle—not in a financial sense, of course—but in

his being enabled to carry out his plans and give effect to his

ideals in the matter of layout, arrangement, departments, etc.

On the ground floor at one entrance, are the men's fine

goods, and at the other entrance the women's smart foot-

wear. On the same floor, the firm are still featuring the Walk-
Over Boot, for which they have the agency in Halifax. They
also handle the leading lines of Canadian shoes. One feature

of this spacious and convenient store is that in the basement
space has been arranged for handling and selling all heavy

THE SPLENDID NEW STORE OF W. L. TUTTLE AT THE
CORNER OF BARRINGTON AND DUKE STS, HALIFAX
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THE WELL EQUIPPED LADIES DEPARTMENT ON THE GROUND FLOOR IN TUTTLE S SHOE STORE, HALIFAX

goods and youths' and boys' lines. On the second floor is

the most airy, bright and delightful portion of the establish-

ment. Here is located the misses' and children's department

and also comfortable offices.

In one of the interior pictures, showing the misses' and

children's department on the second floor, the reader will

notice how the firm make a feature of displaying their goods.

They exhibit them this way in all the departments, and find

it a great help in giving all the lines a good turnover. Mr
Tuttle, who also conducts a branch at 38 Portland street,

Dartmouth, is well satisfied with the business done since

moving into his new premises in May last. The convenient

arrangement, admirable display facilities and unique acces-

sories have enabled the firm to turn over the stock more
often than in the old building. They find trade is very good,

considering that there are now five shoe stores within 200

feet of them on Barrington street, whereas there were only

two before the fire.

Effective Use of Publicity

Mr. Tuttle has always been a believer in handling reli-

able goods in which the style features, of course, are not

overlooked, and he makes effective use of printer's ink. His

advertisements in the Halifax papers are read with interest

and at the corner of his store there is a large electric sign.

The building has three floors for displaying and selling

goods. The basement in which, as already stated, are

the heavy lines, and youths' and boys' shoes; the ground

floor, given over to women's and men's fine footwear, and

the second floor, devoted to the misses' and children's depart-

ments.

By specialization, by intelligent buying, by a close study

of the wants of customers, by upholding a reputation

for integrity and square dealing in every transaction, Mr.

Tuttle, who has surrounded himself with a capable and

courteous staff, may well feel proud of his splendid establish-

ment, which sets a new mark in modern conveniences, dis-

play arrangements and selling facilities.

A PAIR OF TANS AND REPAIRS

Dean Swift once wrote a famous essay entitled "The
Tale of a Tub." That was a great many years ago. What
might be entitled "The Tale of a Shoe" or rather, "The Talc

of Two Shoes," which were bought at a New York store and
after being worn were sent to be repaired, form the subject

of a rather interesting narrative in a New York newspaper
—the Tribune.

The Tribune is undertaking to see that advertisements

in the press state the truth and has a complaint bureau.

One M. wrote that he bought a pair of tan shoes at Wana-
maker's. The shoes, so far as soles and heels went, gave good
service, but the uppers cracked. M. took them back for

repairs and was charged $2.25, the price of resoling and heel-

ing, but no charge was made for the repairs to the uppers.

This fact was unfortunately not told to M.
M. felt that he had not got his money's worth out of

the shoes, which cost $8.50, and complained to the Tribune
Bureau, which sent the complaint on to Wanamaker's general

manager. The general manager replied that in the process

of preparing tan shoes, the uppers are necessarily dried out

in such a manner as to leave them liable to crack, warning

of which is given to the purchaser. Wanamaker's offered to

refund the $2.25 rather than have the customer dissatisfied,

but the customer preferred to leave it to the Tribune Bureau
which gave the following decision:

"There is no standard whereby the proper wearing

qualities (of shoes) may be judged. Many bootblacks use

polishes that ruin the uppers. Moreover, high-priced tan

shoes apparently never wear as well as black shoes for the

same price. If we attempt to cut the Gordian knot in this

case the one possible action is for us to offer to refund the

amount paid out for having the shoes repaired, or such other

amount as you believe would bring the net cost of the shoes

down to a proper point. We do not believe that Wanamak-
er's should be asked to do more than they have done, nor

are we prepared to say that the burden of unexpected ex-

pense should rest upon you. . . . From our point of view,

it is at once the privilege and the duty of a publisher to see

that all transactions had by his readers with his advertisers

shall end satisfactorily."

The result of the controversy was that M. decided that

Wanamaker's store had acted fairly and done all that could

be expected of them. Most human beings are not only en-

dowed with reason, but are quite willing to employ that

faculty where the facts are duly presented. Probably 99

per cent, of the difficulties which arise between the fair-deal-

ing store and the fair-minded customer are due to the fact

that they do not "get together."
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HOW SHOE REPAIRING HAS COME TO FRONT
The Present Day Opportunities for the Boot Repairer Are Great—Industry Has
Doubled in Last Five Years—The Urgent Need of Organization—Competition from

Repairers is Being Felt by Manufacturers—Prices That Should Prevail

Sixty is a unit of value from childhood to old age.

One of the first things children are taught is that "sixty

seconds make one minute" and "sixty minutes make one

hour." Sixty represents something.

Through installation of better machinery and working

systems, manufacturers have given each sixty-minute unit

high value from the standpoint of production, and through

this wonderful efficiency have been able to keep the cost

of shoes to the consumer within reason, says an Investigator

of the Repair Business.

Now the consumer has turned about with the ubiquitous

Sixty and decreased the purchase of new shoes by spending

sixty cents for repairs out of every dollar expended for

everyday footwear.

The "second-hand" problem, until the past five years,

has never been serious in the shoe trade as it has in the

typewriter, sewing machine, automobile and similar indus-

tries ; but since the advent of machinery and skilled oper-

atives to renew footwear, rather than to repair it, what is

in reality our "second-hand" problem has assumed startling

proportions. Because even the once lowly art of shoe re-

pairing has been placed on a scientific' basis, it has assumed

the proportions of an Industry in itself, with no less than

forty firms engaged largely or wholly in the production of

shoe repairing machinery.

Lasts Only Few Weeks

The factory sole on a $4, $5 or $6 shoe averages from

four to seven weeks' wear. When this sole is worn through,

the shoe is, of course, worthless until it is resoled.

Wearers of these higher-grade shoes no longer hesi-

tate to have them resoled, and for an average cost of $1.65

the repair man puts on a new sole and heel. So, for from

less than half to a third of what the shoes cost originally,

the life of the shoe is more than doubled.

The increasing cost of shoes, the decrease in general

prosperity, the perfection of shoe repairing machinery, the

newly-employed business-getting initiative of repairers—all

have combined to make the repaired shoe more and more

a part of every-day footwear.

The past year has been the biggest the shoe repairing

industry has ever seen.

For five years shoe repairers have been advertising

and demonstrating how economically and satisfactorily shoes

can be repaired. They are now enjoying the cumulative

benefit of their work and publicity, in larger measure per-

haps than they otherwise would have, because of enforced

economy in the average family.

The repair men have been quick to follow the laundry

man in calling for and delivering work, and have even ex-

tended their field of operations to the extent of receiving

worn shoes by parcel post and using the same means for

delivering them promptly.

The shoe repairer has become a competitor of the shoe

manufacturer, and his competition must be taken seriously.

As yet, the shoe repairers are unorganized, which is a

bad thing for them and for the manufacturers.

Competition in shoe repairing is keen. Many foreign-

ers who seem content with mere Existence do really good

work, and use good leather, but charge hardly enough to

make a living wage.

This is bad for them, bad for their industry, and un-

fair to their contemporaries. No great measure of profit

to the repairer or satisfaction to the wearer can be gotten

from a thirty-five-cent tap. Yet the low price catches many
a customer once. After that he is willing to pay more and

get more, but new generations of shoe wearers are con-

stantly entering the market, and the price-cutting shoe re-

pairer is kept alive—barely alive.

Organization of repair men would be good for them,

for the retailers and for the manufacturers. It would se-

cure for them profit-producing prices and shorter hours,

profits and hours commensurate to the degree of skill and

the size of the investment required in the business. It would

remove for manufacturers and retailers the competition of

unfairly low repairing prices.

As leather increases in price as the repairers expand,

and as the degree of satisfaction the wearer can get from

modern repaired shoes becomes more generally known, com-

petition from the repairer will become more noticeable to

the shoe manufacturer.

At present only one effective way of meeting this com-

petition suggests itself, and that is to build better balanced

shoes through using sole leather of such a quality that it

will more nearly equal the wearing qualities of the upper.

If the shoe wears out uniformly both in sole and upper,

even though the length of service is not quite so long, the

consumer is likely to be satisfied and the purchase of new
shoes increased.

Investigation shows that the following is as low a scale

of prices as will permit a repairer to do the class of work
expected, use the quality of material desired and render the

delivery service demanded, and still have a profit left

:

Men's Hand Sewed Half Soles (best material) $i-25
Men's Machine Sewed Half Soles $ .75 and 1.00

(According to grade of leather used)
Men's Full Soles and Heels 1.50 and 1.75

Men's Heels (for straightening) 25 to .50

Women's Hand Sewed Half Soles (best material) .... 100
Women's Machine Sewed Half Soles 50 and .60

(According to grade of leather used)
Women's Full Soles and Heels 1.25

Women's Heels (for straightening) 20 to .25

Women's New Heels 50 to .75

Boys' and Girls' and Children's prices according to sizes.
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POPULAR SHOE CLERK JOINS COLORS
A. M. McCuaig, who, for the past three years has been

a valued employee in the shoe department of Brown's
Limited, Portage la Prairie, Man., has enlisted as private

with the 79th Battalion, and is now stationed at Brandon.
Private McCuaig has had considerable experience in the shoe

business and is well liked by the trade. He is only one of the

A. M. MCCUAIG, PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, MAN.

many footwear exponents who have joined the colors and
the good wishes of a large number of friends will go with

him. C. F. Walker, manager of the shoe department of

Brown's Limited, speaks in high terms of the work and
worth of Mr. McCuaig. Mr. Walker also reports that the

shoe trade in Portage la Prairie has been very good and pros-

pects aTi bright for a fine winter season's business.

MORE SHOEMEN GOING TO THE WAR
Shoemen of St. John, N.B., are well to the fore in the

matter of enlisting for foreign service, and there is hardly a

firm in the city from which one or more clerks have not gone.

Another instance of patriotism has been shown by a local

dealer in that he is selling out his business in order to serve

the colors. Percy J. Steele, corner of Main and Elm streets,

who has had a thriving trade in boots and shoes with a large

store, intends going to Halifax in January to take a course

of instruction in military training. He opened a "closing

out" sale some days ago and is rapidly getting rid of a large

stock. Best wishes will follow Mr. Steele in his career with

the colors.
* * *

Already six of the staff of Waterbury & Rising have en-

rolled for service overseas—Capt. Percy M. Rising, Charles

E. Labbe, Ernest Coates, Percy Howard, Ray Brewster, and

J. B. Patchell. R. Ingleton is now taking a course in Halifax

preparatory to enlisting. Each of the volunteers was sub-

stantially remembered by the firm and his associates before

leaving for training centres. The firm presented a tidy cash

remembrance to each, while wrist watches and other remem-
brances were gifts from the "boys." The last to go was Mr.
Patchell and he was the recipient of a nicely engraved wrist

watch from his fellow employees, presented by R. J. Walsh in

their behalf, following the presentation of a substantial check

from the firm by E. L. Rising. The latter spoke feelingly of

the loss of so many highly esteemed employees, but said that

the call of country must be answered, and much as he re-

gretted seeing them go, he admired their courage and the

spirit which prompted their action. His great regret was
that he and other members of the board were debarred from
joining the colors.

* * *

Another fine example of loyalty was instanced

recently when Walter Brindle, a local shoemaker, who has
done well in his trade, volunteered for service and on the same
day his son, Wallace, enrolled. Both are now accepted as

members of an overseas draft for the Canadian Railway Con-
struction Corps.

* * *

The wedding of one of St. John's most popular shoemen,
W. George Gray, to Miss Sabra Elizabeth Mahony, took
place in St. John recently in Portland Methodist Church,
with Rev. W. H. Barraclough officiating. The groom is in

partnership with his brother, Joseph S. Gray, conducting a

successful boot and shoe store in Main street, north, and en-

joys the best wishes of numerous friends for success in his

married life. His brother, J. S. Gray, P. J. Steele and J. H.
Crockett were ushers at the wedding. Many handsome
nuptial remembrances were received. Mr. and Mrs. Gray
will reside in Douglas avenue following a honeymoon trip

to Boston and New York.

HOW HEAVY STOCKS CAN BE REDUCED
Writing to the Shoe and Leather Journal in regard

to the average retailer carrying too heavy a stock considering

the volume of business done by him and the small number
of times he turns his stock over, F. W. Wigg, of Cayuga,
Ont., says:

—

"Speaking from the standpoint of the small retailer

who does not do the business such as is done in the large

centres or manufacturing towns, we have to carry to my
notion altogether too much stock if we wish to handle a

well known manufacturers' line. The sooner some remedy is

found for this the better for the small shoe retailer. The
better lines of goods can only be bought in most cases in

fifteen or thirty pair lots. It is almost impossible in small

centres to correctly order sizes and you are left with a few
pairs of good selling lines and have to order fifteen or thirty

pairs when probably six is what you require. My own idea

is that a country-wide movement be inaugurated to get the

manufacturers to carry 'in stock' lines of the better sellers.

This, I think, would not harm but greatly help the manu-
facturer, as many small shoemen like myself could then buy
direct lines they wish to carry, which, at the present time, we
are forced, against our better judgment, not to buy, and have
to carry a jobber's line, so that we can get a few pairs to

size up stock."

ANOTHER SHOEMAN GOING TO FRONT
Percy M. Rising, Captain and Quartermaster of the 104th

Overseas Battalion, C.E.F., who, some time ago, enlisted, is

both an enthusiastic shoe and military man. He has been

manager of the retail department of Waterbury & Rising,

Limited, having been connected with the firm for several

years. The esteem in which he is held by the members of

the staff was shown a few weeks ago when he was presented

with a handsome case of pipes. Captain Rising (whose

Battalion, the 104th, is being trained at Sussex, N.B.), cer-

tainly appreciates the appointment which he recently re-

ceived. In fact, all the officers consider their appointments

an honor, there being no less than 300 after officers' positions

and 100 seeking staff appointments, and any one selected

naturally feels much gratified. There are eight staff officers

in connection with the 104th Regiment and Captain Rising

is one of them.
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MAKING CHRISTMAS ADS PULL PATRONAGE
Some Observations on the Kind of Publicity that is Best Adapted for the Season-

able Announcements—Offer Timely Suggestions and Indicate a Range of Prices

—

Speak of the Good and Serviceable Presents That May Be Found in Your Stock of

Footgear—Some Advertisements That Stand Out Clearly

Many shoe merchants who do not advertise regularly

in the daily and weekly newspapers, make use of consider-

able space during the Yuletide and Eastertide holiday

seasons. These periods are the big harvest time for the

retailer, for it is then that he "cashes in," so to speak, on

his large and representative stock, and presents all his

novelties and most fashionable lasts, so as to catch the purse

of the purchasing public, and more particularly the good
housewife and Miladi of fashion.

In offering a few suggestions relating to Christmas ad-

vertisements, it is advisable, if the dealer wants to score

while the iron is hot, to take at least a reasonably sized

space in whatever medium he employs. To insert a small

ad at a season of the year when advertising is particularly

heavy, does not result in it getting the attention or bringing

in the results that it should. There are so many things that a

shoeman has to offer the public in the way of that which is

not only seasonable and sensible, but also useful and
serviceable, that he can make a particularly strong and
convincing appeal to his clientele.

In the last edition of the Shoe and Leather Journal
there appeared on page 56, a timely layout for a Christmas

folder, and in the list of articles suggested as useful presents

for the glad holiday days, there appeared no less than 40

or 50 gifts and those of the better sort. In addition to the

extensive and varied range of footwear, both outdoor and
indoor, which the shoe merchant has to present, and the

splendid line of slippers in all kinds of leathers, satins, felt,

velvets, Venetians, camel hair, suede, brocade, tapestry, etc.,

he has afforded him infinite variety in his findings depart-

ment, in the way of cameo ornaments, sterling silver buckles,

overgaiters, dainty button hooks, fancy shoe horns, shoe

trees, arch supports, cushion insoles, polishing outfits, silk

laces, children's leggings, ankle protectors, rubber soles,

rubber heels, silk and satin bows, overstockings, silk hosiery,

etc.

Make Good Use of White Space

In planning your advertisements, do not seek to crowd
too much matter in the space at your disposal. Change the

reading matter frequently, and make the best use of the

area available. Feature some special shoe or some special

article now and then, and at other times put in a compre-
hensive advertisement which will be all the stronger if a

range of prices is indicated. A word or two regarding the

necessity of shopping early, so that all persons may make
suitable selections or be properly fitted, is also advisable.

The merchant's best line of argument is that useful presents

" Gales'—The Shop for Good Shoes
'

Why Not Give Useful

Gifts Instead?

Christmas is on!y"a few days off now, and it is none
too early to commence buying your Christmas
presents.

We are showing the most complete range of Foot-

wear suitable for Christmas gifts that has ever been

displayed in Montreal. Modestly priced. Your
inspection^ is invited.

LADIES' DRESS SLIPPERS
—Nothing more acceptable

than a pair of our slippers

—

slippers that are different, made
on beautiful and graceful lines,

all styles—moderately priced.

LADIES' BOUDOIR, SUP-
PERS—In all colors, styles and

shapes, with or without heels

—

felt, kid and fabric Priced at

$1.50 and up

LADIES' SILK HOSIERY—We are showing the

finest assortment of silk hosiery in Canada—all the

very latest colors-rpriced at $1.00 a pair and up.

SHOE BUCKLES—Some very handsome buckles

reasonably priced—just a little smaller in size than

former seasons—but handsomer in style.

MAIL SERVICE.

Geo. G. Gales & Co.
481 St. Catherine Street West
293 St Catherine Street Last

GIFTS THAT ARE= USEFUL=
It is useful presents that are appreciated and this

is why we offer the following suggestions to busy

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS.

Largest Selection of

Men's Solid Leather Work Shoes

Black and Tan Elk English Kip, Tan Calf and

Uiu8 Calf

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
The Highest Class Line of Travelling Goods Ever

Shown in St Marys

Fitted Club Bag--, Wardrobe Trunks, Fitted

Suit Cases, Etc. Ask Our Prices

R. M. N0RTHGRAVE
THE PEOPLES' SHOE STORE

r
IMPOSSIBLE!

To Buy Christmas Presents

more Seasonable or more
Sensible
Slippers, Felt Shoes, Rubbers, Overshoes,

Moccasins, Hockey Shoes, School Shoes,

Overstockings, Leggings—or in fact anything

in the Shoe line

SANTA CLAUS

W. H. WILLIS & CO.
SOLE AGENTS Qualltjf

FOR LADIES

HERE ARE THREE GOOD EXAMPLES OF YULE-TIDE PERIOD ADVERTISING, REPLETE WITH SEASONABLE SUGGESTION'S AND TALK THAT
IS TIMELY AND TERSE. ON THE LEFT THE ANNOUNCEMENT IS THAT OF A PROGRESSIVE MONTREAL HOUSE, IN THE

CENTRE A ST. MARY'S, ONT., RETAILER, AND ON THE RIGHT A WINGHAM, ONT. SHOE MERCHANT
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FOOTWEAR THIS

Give Johnson & McCormick's

Reliable Footwear
It heads the list of Sensible Gifts because it's always

Useful, always Comfortable, Fashionable, Serviceable.

It's as Standard in Value as the good money you buy
it with—and the name "Johnson & McCormick" backs up
every pair for Satisfactory Wear.

Ready with the stock and service to handle the irreat-

est possible crowds promptly.

TEN SAFE GIFT-HINTS FOR A WOMAN TO
SELECT FOR THE MAN

-House Slippers—To keep him home nights, 50c to $2.50

Comfy Slippers— For bed and bath time, $1.25 to $1.50

Patent or Calf Pumps— For the dance, $3.00.

Rubber Footwear—To ward off colds, $1 .00 to $4.50.

Storm Shoes— For hunting or bad weather, $5.00.

Warm Lined Shoes— For cold weather, $3.50 to $5.00.

Flexo Sole Shoes—For sore feet, $4 00 to $5.00.

"Our Shoes"«— For everyday wear, $2.50 to $4.00.

"Johnson & McCormick Shoes"— for dress wear $4 and $5

Trees to "shape up" his shoes, $1 .00.

johnson & Mccormick
|

"ON THE CORNER"
j

A CATCHY AND ARTISTIC ANNOUNCEMENT THAT SHOULD INTEREST
THE PUBLIC, BY ST THOMAS, ONT., FIRM

are always appreciated, while the gee-gaws and the bizarre

are sibon forgotten, being but a thing of the moment.
The necessity of giving durable and serviceable presents

has been emphasized by merchants for many years. This

point is particularly apropos during the present period, with

international strife abroad and the necessity for people

exercising thrift, foresight and conservatism in making their

purchases. Neither the spendthrift nor the millionaire

believes—at the present time, in throwing away money,
and reliable fashionable footwear has a particularly strong

claim for consideration, in planning all Yuletide remem-
brances.

The Selections Afforded

In the accompanying advertisements, which have been
selected at random, it will be noticed that, in nearly every

instance, prices are given, or at least indicated, and that

several articles are mentioned, so that the purchaser has an
opportunity of exercising discretion and is not limited to

shoes alone. Many retailers in addition to findings, handle
silk and lisle hosiery, both in black and colors, and also carry

a full range of trunks, traveling bags and fitted suitcases.

Then there are the infinite resources of your rubber depart-
ment, hockey boots, moccasins and other special lines in

addition to the more stylish and snappy ranges for dress

occasions or social assemblies. Use a few bright illus-

trations, depicting Santa Claus and good cheer, or employ
cuts of some stylish, attractive footwear. If you do not
know how to plan your ad. to the best advantage, consult

with your local publisher. He is only too willing to give you
the benefit of his advice and assistance and collaborate with

you in the preparation of copy. The average newspaper
publisher will not render his service from mercenary motives,

or venal considerations, but will do so because he likes to

see neat, pleasing and well set up announcements in his

publication. He also knows that he is rendering a service

to the merchant, and getting in close touch with him, thus
forming a tie of mutual interest and support, which is not
only likely to be good business for both the printer and the

merchant, but to strengthen the bonds of sympathy and
good will at a time when these characteristics are suppossd
to prevail to an extent not evidenced at any other period.

Bright, cheerful, helpful, well-worded, business-like,

advertising pays and pays well, not only during the happy
Christmastide, but during every other season, if the mediums
are wisely selected and publicity given as careful, thought-
ful and earnest consideration as buying, stock keeping, profit

figuring, store service, or window dressing.

Aaron Shulman, who has conducted a shoe repair shop

in Cornwall for a couple of years, has sold out his business

and removed to Toronto.

HONEYFDRD & VERNON LTD.

Suggestions for Christmas Gifts.

Boys Hockey Shoes, light-

ning hitch, solid

calf skin . . . .

2JiO

I

Womens Hockey Shoes,

[•lightning hitch, 0 7 5
]

solid calfskin . . . £

Gills Hockey Shoes, light-

ning hitch, solid
calf skin ....

Mens Hockey Shoes, light-

ning hitch, all ^00
leathers, $3.00 to H1

We have the Largest Stock of Christmas' Slippers in town

any color, in warm Fancy Felt, Red, QQc ffl 1 35
Brown, Blue^Fawn, Black, Scotch Plaid .00 III l :

Misses' and Childrens'

Fancy warm Slippers, in

Red. Blue, Brown, Scotch

Plaids, prices from QflQ
45c to 0 U

Womens Colonials, New
Spring Styles in Kid,

Patent Colt, Gun Metal

and Suede, prices
9^.50

from 2.50 to

HONETFORD & VERNON LTD.

A BRIGHT, WELL LAID OUT AND HELPFUL HOLIDAY
AD OF COLLINGWOOD SHOE FIRM
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PITHY STORIES BY TRAVELER AND RETAILER
How Human Nature is Reflected in Buying and Selling—The Fellow Who Has Too

Little and the One Who Goes in Too Heavy—The Chap Who Thinks He is Down-to-

Date—The Strictly High-Class Trade Dealer—How One Traveler Gave a Retailer

Ten Days and Got Called—Do You See Yourself Reflected Here ?

"Mr. T near you is buying this line. He finds it a

very profitable one to handle just now when there is a de-

mand for a cheaper range in men's welts."

"In an unfortunate moment I urged this as argument

on a prospective customer," remarked an old traveler the

other day. "I thought it would spur my prospect to give

me at least a trial order of thirty pairs.

"Well, sir, I misjudged human nature that time. Xow
and then when you mention what a competitor is doing it

will incite the other fellow to come to a decision, but you

must know your man.

"My suggestion in this case had the opposite effect."

"Mr. J spoke up sharply, 'I do not want to handle

any line that that unscrupulous fellow you have just men-

tioned has in stock. Why he is hated all over and is getting

in wrong everywhere both with manufacturers and patrons.

He has done so many underhand tricks that the P Shoe

Manufacturing Co. and th . A Footwear Co. will not

sell him any more. If he keeps up his tactics he will not be

able to buy from any Canadian firm.

"I had to laugh," concluded the roadman, "at the obser-

vation of Mr. J . Seeing that I had made a blunder in

mentioning the name of a shoe dealer near him, who was

selling my line, I thought that I would give him some ad-

vice that would open his eyes.

"You say, I added, that Mr. T cannot buy from a

couple of firms that you have just mentioned. Well, do not

fool yourself in that matter. Let me tell you I have been

on the road for twenty-seven years and any shoeman, who
has the money—spot cash—can buy from any firm. Do you

suppose if Mr. T went to the P Shoe Manufac-

turing Co. in search of floor goods, for instance, that the

factory would refuse to sell him. Why it would tumble

over itself in order to get his cash— if he offered a fair

figure—and clean up some of the stock. Any man who has

the money and wants certain lines of footgear can always

get them, where the sales are not restricted to one dealer

in each town. That has been my experience and, if he can

not negotiate the deal personally, he can do so through a

friend. Don't bamboozle yourself into any such tommyrot

that Mr. T , or any other retail shoe dealer, cannot buy

from whom he wishes and what he wants, if he has the

'baubees to pay for the stuff.'

"

High Class Trade-in a Dream
"It is really amusing to hear certain shoe dealers talk

of doing only a 'high class' trade and catering to the best

people alone," remarked a western traveler the other day.

"How that term 'high class' is abused. You would think,

by the talk of some men, that they never disposed of a man's

shoe, except, of course, in the line of staples, for less than

five or six dollars—and the same in women's.

"Xow I want to tell you that there are more inquiries

these days for four dollar and three-fifty shoes than there

are for five and six dollar ones. In prosperous times, when
no war is on, everybody is making good money, employ-

ment is brisk, cash plentiful and people are not economizing

to the same extent that they are to-day, five, and even six

dollar shoes may be the proper thing, for we all like to

wear the best, but times have changed. Knowing this, what
was my amazement last week, when I called upon a dealer

doing business in one of the lesser busy streets of Hamilton
and in only a fairly well-to-do section, to be told that my
proposition did not interest him in the least.

"We will call this dealer, Mallord. I have here, I re-

marked, a special shoe made at a price. It is a men's welt,

solid leather box toe, counter and insole. It is real good
value for the money and nothing better on the market, cost

considered. It is $2.60 but, if you take thirty pairs, you

can get five per cent, off, and the cases are free. You can

readily see that this shoe which will cost you less than

$2.50 in thirty pair lots, can be sold at $3.50 and a good

profit made. Some of my customers get four dollars for it

and it is real value at this figure. Well, sir, you should see

the agony that Mallord put on.

" 'Not interested in the least,' he added, with an over-

bearing air. 'To tell you the truth, Mr. R , we could not

sell such a shoe here. We have no call for a men's welt

at three-fifty or four dollars. I bought some thirty pairs

several months ago and we have half of them on the shelves.

I do not see how we could sell any cheap shoes.'

"Neither do I," remarked the traveler significantly, as

he walked out of the store in disgust. "Why the duplicity

of the man, who thought I swallowed such guff lock, stock

and barrel. If the chap had told me that he was stocked up

with such a line I would have believed him, but to tell me
that he could not sell a men's Goodyear welt at three-fifty

these days because his trade never asked for such a thing

—

well, enough said."
* * *

Gave Him Ten Days

"Yes," spoke up another traveler. "I had a peculiar

experience the other day in a certain town in Western
Ontario. There is a very good shoe merchant there by the

name of Dole. I had never been able to interest him in my
line but I had a very fine class of women's McKays on

snappy lasts, with a substantial discount for cash. The
terms for immediate are five per cent, off thirty days, fol-

lowing the first of month after shipment. That is for what
they call immediate—not placing orders.

"Now, I wanted to make the customer feel good and

pay him a little compliment, and so I said that I would

make the terms first of February, ten days, five off. My
customer thanked me for the honor and, as I knew the goods

were not made up and the firm would not be able to ship

them until well onto the end of December, this fellow's

paper would date from January 1st, under the ordinary terms

for immediate delivery, and he would have until February

3rd (with the three day's grace) to take advantage of the

five per cent.

"Now what did my concession mean. It meant Feb-

ruary 1st, ten days, five off, which would give him until
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P'ebruary 13th instead of February 3rd, just ten days extra

concession. Yet you should have seen the letter that I got

from the house finding all sorts of fault with me and point-

ing out that I had violated their regulation for immediate

delivery, which was thirty days following the month of

shipment.

"I wrote back to the firm that here was a new custo-

mer, well rated, whom I had never been able to land before

and, as they would not be in a position to ship the goods

until December, under their usual terms for immediate, the

dating would fall on January 1st and the buyer would have

thirty days to take advantage of the five per cent, dis-

count. What I had given him was only ten days extra—

a

very small favor, indeed.

"Why I have known my house to accept placing orders

with spring dating, which is the first of May, ten days, five

per cent, off—ship the goods in January because they had

them on hand, and then wait three months for their

pay under their usual terms for spring dating. There is

too much red tape about the terms of some concerns. They
never consider that their placing order system is faulty

and gives a customer more time than a traveler ever does,

yet if he violates the terms one iota he is sure to hear from
them, wanting to know why he did this and that.

"My concession, as I have pointed out, on that order

amounted to only ten days from their usual terms for im-

mediate shipment. Here was a new customer, a man whom
I had never been able to interest previously, and yet you

would have thought that I had given Dole ten months' extra

time. I knew when I was extending the time for this brief

period that the firm could not possibly make up the goods

and have them delivered before December. If they had
had the shoes in stock they might have given me a call with

some reason, but their attitude in the present instance was
unreasonable."

* * *

Too Many and Too Much In Buying

"If I were giving advice to any beginner in the retail

shoe business," remarked a leading Winnipeg shoe merchant
who has made a big success of the footwear line ever since

he entered it, nineteen years ago, "I would say do not buy
from too many houses, no matter how large your capital.

You perhaps ask why. Again I would say do not buy all

your women's shoes from one firm and your men's from an-

other, although the traveler will tell you that they can

supply you with all lines and at all prices.

"I will give you my views on the last point first. This

is an age of specialization and no one factory can, in my
opinion or experience, make all goods equally as well, as

economically, and as stylish as the firm that makes a fea-

ture of some few lines. This has been proved time and
time again, and is shown by the fact that the concerns who
specialize are the biggest factors in development and pros-

perity to-day. One factory will give you the best results

with women's McKays, another with women's welts, another

with slippers, and another with turns, oxfords, etc. Each
plant has special facilities in its particular line and, when
you feel that you have struck the right firms for your

novelties, your staple stuff, your high-priced range, etc.,

stick by them. Do not switch without good cause.

"I would never let the same house supply me with wo-
men's three, three-fifty, four and five dollar lines. It stands

to reason that you cannot get the variety, the distinction,

the individuality, the snap and the other little touches which

make one shoe more valuable than another. Then you do

not get the range of lasts, patterns, combinations, heels,

toes, leather, stock, etc. The same applies to men's shoes

in the different grades and prices. Each factory stands

pre-eminent in some small thing. It may be the finish, the

lightness, the making of the joints, the stitching, the edge
setting, the shapeliness, the bottom appearance, etc. I buy

my women's oxfords from two leading firms, my pumps
from another, my button shoes from another, and my med-
ium priced bals from another, etc.—five firms in all. 1 do

the same with my men's four, five and six dollar boots.

"I know a shoe dealer in another city not far from
here, who has accounts with fifteen different firms. He is

a good-hearted, sympathetic person, who likes to make every-

body feel fine. He cannot resist giving pretty nearly every

traveler, who comes along with a glad hand and a sunny
smile, an order, even if it is for only a dozen pairs. What
is the outcome?

"I will wager that I do twice as much business as this

man and on half the stock, because mine is clean and fresh

and does not consist of broken sizes and odd assortments.

Why I know last spring that he ordered colored top shoes

from at least seven firms, with some repeats and in dozen

pair lots. He would, in his statement of sizes, stipulate

one-two and half, one-three, two-three and half, two-four,

two-four and half, two-five, one-five and half, and one-six.

You see that, as soon as the middle sizes were broken, he

had a motley collection and then, in these size selections,

he has no two, no six and a half, and no sevens. There are

quite a number of women who wear the largest sizes but,

of course, we are expected to keep 'mum' on that point.

Well, when colored tops went dead all of a sudden a

few months ago, this man who bought dozen pair lots from
every representative, had some thirty or forty pairs of as-

sorted sizes left on his hands and could not get rid of them
at any price. He finally called in a 'specialist' and gave him
the entire lot at seventy-five cents a pair, whereas some of

the shoes had cost him as high as three and three-fifty per

pair. I had exactly five pairs left on my hands when the

slump came and I got cost out of these, because I had bought

carefully and from two firms only. I had gone strong on

all sizes as I was able to do when ordering in sixty pair lots.

"You see that buying is one of the most important

things in the shoe game to-day. You can never go to

sleep on the job or be a plunger, unless you are in a large

city where you are in a position to clean up quickly, but in

a small city or town the conditions are vastly different and

one must keep his stock well in hand."

* * *

Spring Sale Sign Still Flutters

"It is really amusing how some merchants in the foot-

gear line expect to do business and yet they call themselves

up-to-date," remarked a Quebec shoe dealer the other day.

"Did you notice that sign up the street?" he asked.

"Well, Lown used to be in business there and he was
an enterprising fellow but over bought, had little capital,

sold too cheap, and failed. Just before he went under

he had some nice signs attached to the top of the windows
on the inside, reading 'Spring Shoe Sale—Big Discounts.'

Curtin bought the business and has been conducting it ever

since. He informs the people that he is giving great bar-

gains and that he has some of the Lown's goods on hand

yet, which he is sacrificing. He thinks that he is a real

shoeman and -is giving some of us pointers, and yet that

sign of 'Spring Shoe Sale' is still doing service in the month
of November.

"I do not think the fellow's windows have been changed

once in the past seven weeks. Still, Curtin tells customers

how up-to-date he is, how he can sell cheaper than any one

else, and how fresh and clean his stock is—probably as

fresh and clean as that sign which is the laughing stock of

the city and he does not know it. Some good kind friend

should arouse him."
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If Charles Darwin had only looked in the right direction

he might have found the missing link. There are men in

business who trail their manhood in the

BE dust and go on all fours to make a dollar.

STRAIGHT These are the moral chimpanzees, who
chatter about it being impossible to be

successful in business and be honest. To cover their own
hideous deformities, they spread broadcast the slander upon
those who are as far their superiors morally as Adam towered
physically, morally and spiritually above the swinging apes

of Eden. Sooner or later the scoundrel who utters sentiments

like this will be in the place where he belongs—the cage.

This is the kind of doctrine with which the Father of Lies

sought to overthrow old Job, and the result was the imperish-

able record of a man who would die rather than touch the

slime of the pit. The grandest sight in the physical universe

is a man, but the grandest sight in the physical or moral
universe is a man whose eyes "look right on" and whose eye-

lids "look straight before him."

In this age of talk, one would think the mouth got in

enough work without any assistance from the other members,
and yet, as Solomon says, there are people

THEIR FEET who speak "with their feet." There are

TALK men who profess to be able to tell a man's
character from the way he wears out his

boots. Evidently the science of scarpology was not alto-

gether unknown in the days of Jerusalem's magnificence and
splendor. There is a sense, however, in which feet talk that

is not contemplated by the learned disquisitions of those

who profess to be able to tell the size of a man's pocket-book
by the heels of his shoes or the way he treats his wife by the

toes of his boots. A man may talk religion till he can't

spit; but if his feet take him into the back entrance of a

saloon they will soon outtalk his mouth, and land him in

the gutter. A man may talk down the most talkative trav-

eler that shows him goods; but if his feet lead to the horse

ring or the ball game when they should be in the store, they

will soon talk down his commercial rating. A man may
have a university education and may be able to delight those

who call at his store with his conversational powers as well

as his gentlemanly manners; but if his feet tramp the path

to the house of the "strange woman" whose steps "take hold

on hell," their voice will be heard above his soft accents and
courteous words, and the pure and virtuous will learn to

shun his presence and the wise creditor his account. To-day,

if ever in the history of the world, feet talk. It is not now so

often asked of a man how much he has in the bank as where he

spends his leisure time. Young man, how do your feet talk?

Let me know where your feet take you at night when the

store is closed, and I will tell you where you will stand five

years from now.
* * *

The reason some men have such a hard time doing right

is because they are always "at home" for the Devil. Even
he is too much of a gentleman to stay when

THEY "RUN" he is not wanted; and when you find a

WITH HIM man walking arm-im-arm with him in

business, or entertaining him socially, you
may put it down that it is a case of mutual affinity. People

who whine about being "led away" by temptation in nine

cases out of ten tempt the Devil himself. The man who
camps in an enemy's country, and complains when he is

pressed into service, doesn't deserve much sympathy. The
man who spends his time and substance with loafers and
prostitutes, or devotes his evenings to poker and whiskey,

oughtn't to feel astonished if the prayer meeting seems tame
or legitimate business dull and uninteresting. An old red-

nosed soak was arguing on the street corner that the Bible

endorsed the scorching a man's vitals with forty-rod liquid

fire and distilled damnation because the Apostle Paul advised

Timothy to "take a little wine for his stomach's sake and
for his often infirmities." The listener promptly cornered

him by insisting on a flat answer to the question, "Do you
take it because the Bible authorizes it or because you like

it?" There are people on the lookout for anything, from an

angel to a devil, to help them orawfish out of their own crook-

edness. As wise a man as Solomon puts into the mouth of

Othello, referring to association with a certain sin,

"He that means virtuously, and yet does so,

The Devil his virtue tempts, and he tempts
Heaven."

And Solomon himself saith, "Enter not into the path of the

wicked."

"To everything there is a season, and a time to every

purpose under the heaven," saith the Preacher. How few
there are, notwithstanding, who have an

A TIME FOR adequate conception of the "eternal fit-

EVERYTHING ness" of things. To do the right thing at

the right time is the "open sesame" of

success. We laugh at the incongruities of Handy Andy, but
how many of us are guilty of the same faux pas in a degree,

and could, if we would, relate most pathetic as well as amus-
ing contremps in connection with these failings. A promin-
ent local undertaker engaged an assistant some time since

and in instructing him as to his duties suggested the advis-

ability of his being cheerful in his demeanor towards patrons

rather than mournful and lugubrious. The young man
absorbed the idea; and with a view to carrying out his em-
ployer's wishes, although not musical enough in his tastes to

distinguish "Old Hundred" from "God Save the Queen,"
he soon learned to hum one or two street airs sufficiently to

embody the tune. One morning he was called to wait upon
a gentleman who called to procure a casket for his deceased

brother. The young man showed him through the stock,

all the while humming his little ditty. The customer looked

furtively once or twice at the assistant, and finally turned
squarely on him and said, "Young man, do you always hum
that tune when you show people caskets?" "1— I—I don't

know," stammered the young fellow, somewhat abashed.

"W—why what is it?" "Well," replied the customer, "it

is just jthis jway: it may not

always be appropriate, and I

advise you to learn something
more general in its applica-

tion." He had been humming,
"There'll be a hot time in the

old town to-night."
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HOW TO FIGURE SELLING PRICE OF SHOES
Errors That Are Too Commonly Made—There is a Right Way Which All Should

Follow—Some Useful Tables for Finding the Selling Price and for Figuring Net

Profits Which it Would be Well to Preserve—Three Elements to be Considered

There are three elements that enter into determining the

selling price of any article, namely, the cost of the article, per-

centage of operating expense, and percentage of profit desired.

The cost of the goods is a known element in the selling

price. The other two elements, percentage of operating

expense and profit, must be figured out.

This is the rock on which so many retailers are wrecked

due to the fact that they use cost as a basis for figuring in-

stead of selling price.

Taking a certain percentage of the cost price produces an
entirely different result when applied against the selling price.

A merchant who finds at the end of the year that his

returns are not satisfactory, sometimes assumes that the

trouble is in one place, when as a matter of fact, it is in an-

other; sometimes he takes it for granted that the trouble

is in his expense account and immediately adopts a rigid

reduction, to the detriment of his service and sales, when his

trouble was not there, but in the fact that his average gross

profits were not sufficient to cover the cost of doing business,

no matter how careful he might be.

A Common Error

Many merchants make the mistake of adding to the

cost of the goods a certain percentage, to cover operating

Net

%
Table for Finding Selling Price

Print
1S% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25%

1 1.19 1.21 1.22 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35

2 1.21 1.22 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37

3 1.22 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39

4 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41

5 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43

6 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45

7 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1137 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47

8 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49

9 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52

10 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54

11 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56

12 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.59

13 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.59 1.61

14 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.59 1.61 1.64

15 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.59 1.61 1.64 1.67

20 1.54 1.56 1.59 1.61 1.64 1.67 1.70 1.72 1.75 1.79 1.82

25 1.67 1.70 1.72 1.75 1.79 1.82 1.85 1.89 1.92 1.96 2.00

30 1.82 1.85 1.89 1.92 1.96 2.00 2.04 2.08 2.13 2.17 2.22

35 2.00 2.04 2.08 2.13 2.17 2.22 2.27 2.33 2.38 2.44 2.50

40 2.22 2.27 2.33 2.38 2.44 2.50 2.94 3.03 3.13 3.23 3.33

50 2.86 2.94 3.03 3.13 3.23 3.33 3,45 3.57 3.70 3.85 4.00

expense and profit, and using the result as a selling price.

Yet, in figuring their profits for a given period, they expect

to realize the same percentage of profit on the sales that they

added to the cost. Is it any wonder that they are surprised

at the results which show that they are making less than they

think they are?

To illustrate this point, let us take a business, for ex-

ample, in which the operating expense is 22 per cent, and the

Table for Figuring Net Profits

ley

to dt

Percentage of Increase of Selling Price

over cost

Bisiiess

20 25 33* 40 50 60 75 100

10% 6! 10 15 18* 23J 27H 32} 40

11% 51 9 14 17* 22J 26H 311 39

12% 41 8 13 16} 211 25M 30} 38

13% 31 7 12 154 201 24H 29} 37

14% 21 6 11 14} 191 23M 28} 36

15% H 5 10 13} 181 22^ 27? 35

16% § 4 9 12} 171 2\y2 26} 34

17% \ Loss 3 8 11* 161 2oy2 25} 33

18% \\ Loss 2 7 104 151 19H 24} 32

19% 2$ Loss 1 6 9} 141 isy2 .23} 31

20% 31 Loss 0 5 8} 131 22} 30

21% 4$ Loss 1 Loss 4 7} 121 21} 29

22% 5J Loss 2 Loss 3 6} Hi 15H 20} 28

23% 6J Loss 3 Loss 2 5} 101 14^ 19} 27

24% 7J Loss 4 Loss 1 4} 91 13M 18} 26

25% 8§ Loss 5 Loss 0 3* Si 12H 17? 25

profit desired 10 per cent. Take an article that cost $1.00,

add 22 per cent., or 22 cents, as a cost of doing business, and

then 10 cents profit, making the selling price $1.32. In

arriving at the percentage of operating expense, the sales

are used as a basis of calculation; therefore, the cost of doing

business, 22 per cent., is figured on the selling price.

In this case 22 per cent, of the selling price, $1.32, is

29 cents. The cost of the article is $1 and adding to this

29 cents for operating expense, gives a total of $1.29, which,

subtracted from the selling price, $1.32, leaves just 3 cents

profit. Therefore, instead of realizing 10 per cent, profit,

as anticipated, the actual profit is only 2*4 per cent.

The Right Way to Figure It

The right way to have figured the selling price on this

article is as follows:

The selling price is made up of the cost of the article,

the cost to do business, and the profit, and represents 100 per

cent. The cost to do business is 22 per cent, and the profit is

10 per cent., which, added together, amounts to 32 per cent.

Since the sailing price is represented by 100 per cent,

and the cost to do business and the profit amount to 32.
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per cent., the balance of 68 per cent, must represent the cost

of the article, or Si. If 68 per cent, of the selling price is $1,

then the whole selling price is 100, divided by 68, or $1.47.

Therefore, to make 10 per cent, profit on a dollar article it

must be sold for $1.47 and not $1.32.

In this illustration we have shown the right way and
the wrong way of figuring the selling price, using the example
just quoted.

Table for Finding Selling Price

As a means of determining the selling price when the

percentage of operating expense and profit desired is known,
the table illustrated herewith can be used to good advantage.

The percentage of operating expense is shown across the top

of the page and the percentage of net profit shown down the

left hand side.

In finding the selling price of the above article, first

locate the 22 per cent, at the top of the page, and then read

down this column until opposite the ten per cent, at the side;

the selling price for an article that costs $1.00 is then shown
in the table. In this case it is $1.47. If the article costs

$3.50, multiply $1.47 by $3.50 and arrive at a selling price

of $5.15.

Table for Figuring Net Profits

The other table shows what your net profit really is

when you increase the cost price by a certain percentage.

For example, if you increase your cost price 25 per cent,

and your cost of doing business is 15 per cent, in the column
headed "25" opposite the 15 per cent, at the left hand side

of table appears the figure 5. This shows that by increasing

the cost price 25 per cent, and with an operating expense of

15 per cent., a net profit of 5 per cent, can be realized.

QUALITIES OF A GOOD ADVERTISEMENT
To speak to possible customers you get up a little form,

worded as you think to the best advantage, and this is your
advertisement. There are certain things that an advertise-

ment should be. Above all, it should be truthful; it

should not attempt to mislead or deceive. It should

be clear; you are speaking to the lowest intelligence, as w?ll

as to the highest. This is not platform oratory, its only

object being to get business, and any honest man's money
is acceptable to you. An advertisement should be forceful,

that is, earnest. In combining these three points, we think
you get the basis of a successful advertisement. It should
be truthful, clear and earnest, just exactly the points upon
which you would found an argument in talking to a friend.

There are other things that an advertisement may be,

in addition to what it should be. It may be humorous, if

you wish, and if you are able to tell what humor really is.

Smartness is not humor, by a long shot, although people

addicted to it evidently think it is. Flippancy is not humor.
Humor is a kindly something which enables a man to present

an argument in a genial way. A really humorous advertise-

ment carries weight of its own, and is therefore valuable.

A great many advertising experts decry the use of humor,
but the writer believes it has its uses and is valuable in its

own place.

SOME NEW CONCEPTIONS IN EVENING FOOT TOGGERY

Here are three extreme styles in women's high-grade

footwear as shown in a recent advertisement by Cammeyer,
the widely known artistic shoe establishment on Fifth Ave.,

New York. On the left is seen an old French evening boot,

hand embroidered, with brocade vamp seam and top, fas-

tened at the top with close lace cuff. In the middle is a rather

unique slipper, something after the Tango style, which was
the rage two years ago. The brocaded effect is pretty

and the shoe comes in any material desired. On the right

is a Slave sandal. The design is certainly original. The

vamp and cuff are brocaded and the shoe is cut away in front

in order to display hosiery. The retail price of these shoes,

at the aristocratic American boot shop, runs from $25 to

$35 per pair, and they represent the last word in elegant

and exclusive types of foot-toggery. All the models carry

Louis wood covered heels. It is not likely, however, the

Canadian manufacturers will fall over themselves to adopt
such extreme conceptions, but as a presentation of what the

fashionably dressed woman in the metropolis is wearing, the
picture affords an interesting study.
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AN HISTORIC WHOLESALE SHOE FIRM
One of the live wholesale shoe houses of the West is

the historic firm of Kilgour, Rimer Co., who have a large

establishment on Princess street in that city. J. J. Kilgour
is the President, and his son, J. P. Kilgour, is Vice-Presi-

J. J. KILGOUR, WINNIPEG

dent. A few months ago the former acquired all the in-

terest in the firm from his brother, J. B. Kilgour, who is

now the sole proprietor of the Regal Shoe Stores in Winni-
peg and Toronto. J. J. Kilgour began his career in the

store of Thomas Ryan & Co., and thirty-two years ago

started for himself in a small way in co-operation with F.

P. J. KILGOUR, WINNIPEG

W. Rimer. By industry, application, good service and hand-

ling reliable lines the business grew steadily and some
twenty years ago the wholesale field was entered under the

name of the Kilgour-Rimer Co. Mr. Rimer, after a quarter

century association with Mr. Kilgour, passed away in 1908,

but the old name has been retained. The firm are interested

in a number of outside concerns, among them being the

Western Shoe Co., of Berlin, and the Independent Rubber
Co., of Merritton.

Kilgour, Rimer Co. handle the goods of a number oi

leading factories and report that trade has greatly improved
during the past few months and the outlook for a busy

winter is most promising. In the warehouse and on the

road they employ a large force of competent and progressive

men, and have developed a wide connection.

WHEN DOES SHOE FIT PERFECTLY?

In answer to a question from a shoe clerk wanting to

know when a shoe fits, so as to be able to say to his cus-

tomer, "that shoe is a perfect fit," a correspondent in an ex-

change says:

—

In every case the foot must be fitted from the ball of

the foot back to the heel snugly, that is, standing with the

full weight in the shoe there must be no wrinkle just back

of the great toe joint. This test practically proves that there

is length enough to accommodate any weakness of the mus-
cles and ligaments and that the wide part of the foot is in

the wide part of the shoe, as it should be to tread right.

This usually means a shoe long enough for the foot (except

in exceptional cases).

The amount of room left in the toe of the shoe is like

the crown of your hat, which really is too unimportant to

bother about, except in explaining to your customer, that

the foot lengthens from half to three-quarters of an inch

when the foot has worked forward and into its natural po-

sition in the shoe, and that it needs this amount of room.

Experience and common sense will tell you by running

your hand over the vamp of the shoe where there is any

extra pressure, which must be taken into consideration and

fitted accordingly.

For corns, bunions and other deformities, a little stretch-

ing and softening will insure the customer against that

antique idea of long standing that a shoe must "be broken

in" to be perfectly comfortable. Allowance must be made
for the natural stiffness of a new shoe, but the old-fashioned

idea of "breaking in" a shoe is fast giving way to the "know
how" salesman.

SHOES NOT SOLD INTELLIGENTLY

Hollis A. Scates, head of the shoe department of Filene's,

Boston, spoke recently before the Pilgrim Publicity Asso-

ciation. His subject was: "What Is the Matter With
Retail Shoe Advertising?"

The speaker at one time was a shoe manufacturer and
is thoroughly conversant with his subject.

Among the points brought out by the speaker were:

That footwear, although getting harder usage than any
other apparel, is neither bought nor sold intelligently; that

indiscriminate advertising has led the consumer to expect

more than the manufacturer and dealer can give, and have
any profit left for himself; that because of keen competition

in the business, both as to production and sale, no one shoe

of a given grade can be better than another of the same
rank.

Shoes should not be sold on the "one price" basis,

as it is neither fair to the dealer nor to the consumer; depart-

mental stores do not show the proper attention to shoe de-

partment advertising.

He said it is a fact that advertisers have led the con-

sumers to expect too much value in a pair of shoes, and that

out of 100 pairs of shoes, sold to as many different persons,

50 pairs will wear out in as many different ways and places.
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SALVATION OF COUNTRY MORE THAN DIVIDENDS
The war has hit several industries, more particularly

those located in the Old Country, and Canadians at this

distance cannot adequately appreciate the difficulties some
business institutions are encountering. Among the firms

who, for many years, have conducted a constantly growing

and mutually satisfactory trade with a large number of

Canadian customers, is Sir H. W. Trickett, Ltd., the world-

renowned slipper manufacturers of Waterfoot, near Man-
chester. Their line is so varied and the sources from which

they obtain their supplies so widely scattered, that many
barriers have arisen in obtaining proper supplies.

When it is considered that Sir H. W. Trickett, Ltd.,

employ felts, satins, velvets, camel hair, Venetians, etc., in

their output, and that there are many different shades with

trimmings and ornaments to match, customers may, perhaps,

have some conception of how the war has interfered with

their operations. Another difficulty is that as the result

of Lord Derby's urgent pleas for "men and more men," the

factories of Sir H. W. Trickett will soon be depleted of all

eligible young men. This loyal and historic firm pride

themselves on doing all in their power, not only to encourage

recruiting, but to assist by every moral and financial means,

the triumph of British arms. Several thousand dollars has

also been contributed by them to the dependents of single

men, as well as to the wives of married men, who have en-

listed, for as the firm pertinently observe: "The salvation

of our country is more to us than dividends."

In a personal letter, supplementary to the one sent

to their Canadian customers which appears in another

page, Mr. O. Eatough, managing director of the company,
after recounting some of the trials engendered by the war,

states they have done their best, and hopes that their Cana-
dian customers will not think they have neglected them in

any way, for the Trickett organization, like many others,

is a creature of circumstances. He trusts that patrons in

the Dominion may be a little lenient in their judgment, and
not come to the conclusion that the firm are throwing them
over. All that Sir H. W. Trickett, Ltd., ask is that their

numerous Canadian friends give them credit for having done
their best, under abnormal conditions and they express the

hope that before long, "we may have a speedy and permanent
peace."

AND STILL HE WONDERS WHY?
"No, I do not take your paper. It is no d good."

"Do you ever read it?"

"Oh, no; but it is no good just the same."

"Well, how do you know if you have never read it?"

"Well, I have no time to argue on that point. I have
given you my opinion, and that ends the matter. Good
day, sir!

"

This is the attitude often taken by a know-it-all mer-
chant, says an exchange, towards a bright and enterprising

trade paper, which, if he read it, would keep him in touch
with all that is going on in his line, afford him pointers on
what other men are doing and impart the latest instruction

in selling systems, merchandising methods, stock turnover,

clearing sales, window displays, advertising, etc. There is

always some chap in every community who knows it all,

and at the same time this fellow is frequently jealous of his

more prosperous business friends. He wonders why they

go ahead, increase their trade, install new fronts, have more
attractive premises, cater to a better class of people, get

higher prices, make more money, and widen the horizon of

their activities. He cannot understand it. He is not recep-

tive to new ideas, nor does he care to discard some of the

stereotyped and moss-back methods which held good in the

days of grandpapa.
Nowadays, for a man to succeed, with competition as

keen as it is, the style problem so acute, the buying propo-

sition so uncertain, and trade as fleeting as capital itself,

he must be wide-awake and have complete information on all

the latest phases of his business. He must know what new
goods are on the market, what the demand for them is,

where he can purchase them to the best advantage and get

deliveries in the shortest possible time. He must adopt the

most recent selling methods and install attractive window
trims, know what new lines are being placed on sale,

who is giving the best service, who makes the most reliable

and popular goods, and one hundred and one other things;

all of which information the trade journal faithfully collects

and imparts.

He should know how the various lines are made, what
the facilities of the various centres are, how to figure profits

and loss, how to have more frequency of turnover, how to

keep stock and have definite knowledge as to what shape 'his

stock is in, get rid of all left-overs and ne'er-do-wells and the

way to make the largest proportion of his merchandise move
and work for him.

These and many other things must the active, intelli-

gent business man know to-day. Such a fund of information

and wealth of ideas he obtains from his trade journal, which,

in its efforts and research, goes far and wide to place the

latest facts and figures at his disposal and give him practical

suggestions and feasible pointers. He is, or should be, work-

ing in co-operation with it. pointing the way to higher ideals-

the accomplishment of greater deeds, the building of a busi-

ness founded on industry, intelligence, integrity and worth.

POPULAR TRAVELER JOINS COLORS
T. W. Hart, who for the past seventeen years has been

connected with the Nugget Polish Co., has enlisted %for

foreign service and is now a member of the 95th Battalion.

T. W. HART, TORONTO

Toronto. After ten years spent with the company in

London, Eng., Mr. Hart came to Canada in 1908 and has
represented the Nugget organization on the road in all

parts of the Dominion, and for some time throughout the

Canadian W(3t. Many friends will miss his genial smile

and welcome : resence and are confident that he will make
just as faithfu land energetic a soldier as he did a traveler.

Major John II irris, Canadian manager of the Nugget Polish

Co., is also ai enthusiastic military man and, while regret-

ting the loss o i Mr. Hart from his staff, is keeping his position

open for him i j his return from the front.
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GROWING DEMAND FOR FIBRE SHIPPING CASES

The use of fibre shipping cases is increasing, notwith-

standing that some objection to the use of the same has been
made by some retailers. In order to understand why the

fibre shoe case is increasing in use it may be well to consider

briefly the principal objections that have been made against

it, as well as the reasons why they appeal to shoe manu-
facturers.

One of the objections the writer has noted on the part

of shoe retailers is that the fibre case has no value after the

shoes are unpacked, while the wooden shoe case does have
a slight value as an empty box. This objection certainly

cannot be considered a weighty one. The retailer is sup-

posed to be buying shoes, and the case in which the shoes

are shipped is a matter that concerns the manufacturer
principally.

Another objection some retailers have raised is that the

shoes packed in fibre cases do not arrive in as good con-

dition, because it is alleged the fibre cases are broken up
more in the handling by the railroads: If this is a condition

that is both true and necessary the writer would admit it

to be a serious objection, but the writer takes exception to

this objection, first because of the fact that the wooden shoes

cases are often damaged in transit, and second because if

the fibre cases are damaged in the handling by the railroads,

that damage is unnecessary.

I believe it is much the same case as the fibre counter

vs. the leather counter. The suspicion against the fibre

counter because it was a substitute for leather caused much
more severe requirements to be made of it than were made
ofdeather, and I believe that because the fibre shoe case is

a substitute for wood, retailers because of the few cents' loss

to them on the empty cases, and the railroads, because of

careless, abusive and unnecessary handling by their em-
ployes, are inclined to criticize the fibre shoe case and to

penalize its use so far as possible, forgetting for the time

being the troubles that they have always had with the

wooden shoe cases.

The accounts for the disposition on the part of the rail-

roads to penalize the fibre shoe case by raising the freight

classification, a senseless proceeding that could be justified

on no other basis except that the railrodas, like some labor

unions, always gladly seize any pretext or excuse for raising

the rates.

Looking at the matter from the shoe manufacturer's

point of view, we find several conveniences and economies in

the use of the fibre shoe case. When the shoe manufacturer

uses the wooden shoe case he must either have them delivered

to him by his local box maker, in which case they occupy a

lot of floor space, or he must have them shipped to him in a

knocked down condition by a distant lumber plant, in which

case he must nail the boxes together in his shoe factory, re-

quiring considerable skill and work to do properly. In order

to obtain the economy of floor space he must do a lot of nail

ing. Then, also, there is the loss of a certain percentage of

cases or covers that are spoiled during the nailing operation,

or broken up in handling.

From these observations as to the use of the wooden
shoe case it appears that it is not all beer and skittles to ship

shoes in a wooden case. Wooden shoe cases are usually

made from the poorest lumber, full of knots; it is sa\ 1 very

thin and easily broken. There are no knots in the fi j shoe

case.

When the manufacturer uses the fibre shoe cases they

come to him in a knocked-down condition, in as many sizes

as he wants. They are all alike; there is no nailing to be done.

All that is necessary is to set up these collapsed cases, put

in the shoes and paste the flaps and binding strips, then the

cases are all sealed up and cannot be opened without the

fact that they have been opened being very apparent.

And there is also the fact that the fibre shoe case is an

air-tight package. The shoes inside of them receive a greater

amount of protection from atmospheric changes than they

do in the wooden shoe case. Shoes packed in the fibre shoe

case with the reasonable handling to which freight is entitled,

should reach the shoe dealer in a better condition of finish

of uppers and bottoms than if they are packed in wooden
shoe cases.—Superintendent and Foreman.

GEO A. SLATER, A THOROUGH SHOEMAKER
(See Front Cover)

George A. Slater was to the "manner born." His father

the late George T. Slater, was one of the pioneer shoe manu-
facturers who graduated from the "bench" and who made a

name for thorough-going shoemaking in Canada that is still

more than a memory. It is just twenty-eight years ago that

Geo. T. Slater passed away leaving his two sons, Geo. A.

and Chas. E., to continue the business as Geo. T. Slater &
Sons, and the first evidence, by the way, that George A. gave

of his taking the responsibility as head of the business seri-

ously, was the placing of an advertisement on the front page

of the Shoe and Leather Journal in its first number,

January, 1888. He was practically the first advertiser this

Journal ever had.

Geo. A. Slater had a thorough, practical training in his

father's factory. He is a shoemaker first, last and all the way
through and has demonstrated fully the fact that the man or

concern that knows how to make good shoes and market them
can spell out his success in dollars. After withdrawing or rather

dissolving the old concern he commenced business on his own
account in a way that gave him the widest scope possible

for his ideas and talents.

Geo. A. Slater is intensely practical and with all his

expert technical knowledge of shoemaking never loses sight

of the commercial side of the question—the selling quality

of the shoe. He has for thrity years given himself so fully to

the one idea of building up a successful shoe business that he

has not had time to develop hobbies or interest himself in

side issues. His business is his hobby upon which he only

breaks in for an occasional trip to the larger shoe centres or

a few days with congenial friends in the solitudes of Quebec.

He is quiet to a fault and is plain "Jack Blunt" to friend

and foe. He says what he means and means what he says.

He is not, however, of that narrow breed who shut them-

selves within themselves. He takes a general interest in affairs

and especially in the interests of the industry with which

he is identified. He is chairman of the Boot and Shoe Manu-
facturers' Section of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-

ation and has done good work in promoting cordial relations

not only amongst shoe manufacturers but between the latter

and other interests. Mr. Slater is also vice-chairman of the

Montreal Branch of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-

ation. Summed up in the words of one who knows him well

George A. Slater is "all wool and a yard wide."

APPRECIATES THE JOURNAL

Enclosed herewith please find $1.00 as per sub-

scription account for "Shoe and Leather Journal"

for another year.

We appreciate the "Shoe and Leather Journal"

and you will have to pardon us for letting our sub-

scription run a little over time.

Yours very truly.

CHARLOTTETO IVN RUBBER CO.. LIMITED.
Charlottetozvn. P.E.I-,
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& (§nat Btetrtbutmg Centre
"~°"~"|,HE South-Western Peninsula is admittedly the garden of

T,
Ontario. Bordering on lakes Erie, Huron, and Georgian
Bay, what was once a land of forests, rivulets, and low lying

swamps is now a veritable paradise of agriculture and manu-
facturing enterprise. In the northern portion mixed farming
and dairying are carried on, while in the south and west, in

what is called the fruit belt, all kinds of fruits are grown,
including grapes, peaches, pears, plums, cherries and apples.

The rural population is widely and thickly spread, thriving villages and
towns are scattered all over the area and the means of communication
are such that business in the district is always on the move. Within
this area are over one million people, or about an eighth of the entire

population of Canada, so that it constitutes one of the richest sections

of the "Banner Province." The southern portion was, of course, the
first settled owing to the military roads built about the beginning of the
nineteenth century between Toronto and London and between Detroit

and the Niagara River. The somewhat warmer climate of the southern
portion had also, no doubt, much to do with the land being taken up
more rapidly than in the north. As the sections around the west end
of Lake Ontario and along the Niagara River became occupied the
settlers sent for their friends or pushed further west themselves, so that
between the years 1800 and 1825 clearings and finally villages appeared
to break the monotony of forest and stream. The district south of

London where St. Thcmas now stands was opened twenty years before

the former was heard of. In fact much more is known of the southern
portion of the peninsula than the northern. The tract was occupied by
the Neuter nation of Indians,' a branch of the Hurons, when the French
had possession of the country and accounts of their operations and
especially of their missions mention places such as La Chaudiere (Kettle

River) and others that have since become familiar to us. It was not
until the influx of immigration (about 1800) took place that the country
began to open up. To-day, as we have intimated, it is a land of thriving

population and growing industrial importance.

Cttp of Honbon

The first sod of the city of London was turned in 1826 by Peter McGregor, a High-

land Scotchman, who, clearing a place in the "bush," built for himself a log cabin close

to one of London's leading thoroughfares of to-day. Other settlers followed, and soon

in the midst was started a small hamlet which later took on the dignity of a village,

being incorporated as such in 1840 with a population of 2,000. The village was almost

obliterated by fire in 1845, but was quickly rebuilt, and three years later (1848) was
incorporated as a town with a population of about 5,000. The first railway came to

London in 1853, and the following year, or 1854, it was incorporated as a city, having

passed in population the 10,000 mark. From that time, "Onward" has been the watch-

word, in population and everything else, with the result that the city has now, according
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WHOLESALE-
Boots and Shoes
Miner Rubbers
and Felt Goods

Complete stock always on hand.

Phone or write us for your re-

quirements.

Quick service our specialty.

COATES, BURNS
& WANLESS

LONDON ONT.
London Phone 1465

Sterling Bros., Limited

Manufacturers and

Jobbers of

Boots, Shoes,

Rubbers

and Felt Goods

LONDON ONTARIO
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to a recent census, about 60,000 people within sound of its factory whistles. London

is peculiarly a city of homes, its broad, well shaded avenues and streets giving an air

of quiet elegance not found in many cities. It is estimated that fully seventy-five

per cent of the population live in their own homes. The public buildings are numerous

and handsome, and the churches are a feature that proclaim the staid religious trend

of popular thought

In factories, however, London shows its predominance and since the introduction

of the Hydro Electric System, of which by the way Sir Adam Beck, an honored citizen

of London, is the father, such an impetus has been given to manufacturing that the

city is rapidly becoming a chief manufacturing centre of Ontario. There are upwards

of seventy-five lines of manufacture represented at present in its industrial operations,

including over 250 factories, employing upwards of 13,000 employes with an annual

pay roll of over 85,000,000. Within the last twenty years there has been a marked
increase in shoe and leather production and distribution, as noted in this issue. Twenty-

five years ago there was only a tannery and two small shoe factories.

The city owns and operates its own electrical distribution system, the power being

received at 13,200 volts and transformed to 2,300 volts for street lighting and small

power users, and to 550 volts for distribution to heavy power users. London has its

own waterworks system supplying the purest water.

As a distributing point London is unsurpassed in Canada. It is the centre of a

network of railways, 200 trains a day entering or leaving the city, and it is now pro-

posed to run a belt line around the city to connect the railways with the factory system.

It possesses amongst others one of the most beautiful parks in Canada—Springbank

—

which, situated on the Thames, affords all the advantages of wood and dell and

flowing stream.
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Yes There Is
a first-class line of really stylish Goodyear Welts for men made in Canada.

Don't make any mistake about it—you've no need to go south of

the international boundary to get shoes capable of

absolutely satisfying the high-class trade.

"Astoria" and

"Liberty"

THE HONOR-
MADE SHOES

Goodyear Welts

For Men

These shoes are made
upon smartly designed

lasts that embody the

newest ideas of approved

footwear fashions. The stock

used is flawless and every detail

of construction and finish is expert-

ly carried out, assuring a shoe that

retains its good style and gives enduring

satisfaction.

Strutter Last for
Young Men.

Mahogany Calf
Bal.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited
LONDON ONTARIO
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This Map Shows

—

Some of the Leading Points to which
THE LONDON SHOE CO'Y,
Canada's Big Wholesale Shoe
House, are daily transmitting their

"LIVE SHOE LINES"

Illustrated Catalogue sent on request.

The London Shoe Company, Limited, London, Canada

VP
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Patent Button, Black Cloth
lop, Plain Toe, Special Heel,
Last 60—Welt, Turn or McKay

Patent Pump, Fancy Quarter,
Last 56—Welt or Turn

Patent One Strap Pump, Last 60-
Welt, Turn or McKay

MR. RETAILER
A FINAL WORD with you

BEFORE you place your

SPRING ORDER

DO YOU KNOW that the CAOTL &f)oe

Company, lUmiteb, is this season turning

out a line of WOMEN'S FINE SHOES
second to none? Shoes that are up to the

minute in STYLE and WORKMAN-
SHIP? Shoes that really fit? The kind

that your CUSTOMERS come back and

ask for "THE SAME SHOE I HAD
BEFORE/'

THIS may be the Lady Elgin, Miss Milo,

The Duchess, Comoda Cushion, or that

ever popular shoe "AUNT MARY'S
OUTSIZE."

As for the present favorite GYPSY SHOE,
this progressive firm is featuring it in the

latest patterns, both lace and button.

f)oe Co.

Patent Cross Strap Pump,
Last 56—Welt or Turn.

ILtmtteb

LONDON, ONTARIO
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STERLING BROS.

The oldest existing shoe manufacturing

and jobbing concern in London is that of

Sterling Bros. Mr. S. M. Sterling came to

London in 1882, having been previously

senior partner in John McPherson & Co.,

of Hamilton, Ont. He began the manu-
facture of hand made staples and sometime

afterwards, adding eastern made lines, was
compelled to enlarge his premises. Sterling

Bros, erected a new and handsome struc-

ture in 1898 which was burned in 1904 and
rebuilt the same year. Their present

building is 40 x 100 feet six storeys high,

and they have begun to find it inadequate.

Mr. "Sam" Sterling is one of the best

known men of the shoe trade of Canada,

and stands high for his knowledge of the

shoe trade and for the "sterling" qualities

that made his name one to conjure with in

this particular district. Their staples are

regarded by the shoe man of the peninsula

as in a cla'ss by themselves.

SCOTT-CHAMBERLAIN, LIMITED
Amongst the factories that have brought

renown to London as a shoe centre was that

established in 1904 by J. P. Cook,

an old London shoe retailer of ideas

and experience. In conjunction

with his brother-in-law, Mr. C. J.

Fitzgerald, he organized the Cook-

Fitzgerald Co. From the very start

this concern made a hit with its up-

to-date lines of men's footwear and
in the space of two or three years

their brands, "Astoria" and "Liber-

ty," were known from one end of

Canada to the other. In 1911 the

moving spirit of the enterprise, Mr.

J. P. Cook, died and Mr. Fitzgerald

came up from New York and ran the

business until a couple of months
ago with great success, when the

company sold out to Scott-Cham-

berlain, Limited. We had a some-

what extended reference to this

change in our issue of Sept. 1st.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, have since

taking hold of this factory put up the char-

acter and volume of its product so that

already the business is reaping the benefit

of the energy and organization that have
made the Getty & Scott business a success.

The factory, which is of four storeys, 150

by 60 feet, is situated in the very heart of

the city, close to the Grand Trunk station

on Richmond street and they have thus

most excellent shipping facilities. On the

first or ground floor are the offices and ship-

ping rooms; on the second floor the finish-

ing room; on the third floor the bottoming

department, and on the fourth and top is

the fitting room. The floors are all lighted

on the four sides, being ideal as far as shoe

manufacturing is concerned and the

work passes around each department and
from one to the other with the precision

of clockwork. System and efficiency are

the great watchwords, Mr. Chamberlain

being a great believer in eliminating every

unnecessary operation in handling goods

going through the factory. There is no
doubt that within a very short time their

facilities will have to be increased in order

to meet the demands of the business which

is now crowding the present floor space.

MURRAY SHOE CO., LIMITED

One of the first sights that meets the eye

when the visitor to London alights from the

C. P. R. train is the handsome new con-

crete factory of the Murray Shoe Co., Lim-

Murray Shoe Factory, London, Ont.

ited, on Richmond street, immediately
opposite the C. P. R. station. This concern

commenced the manufacture of high-class

women's shoes in London only a few years

ago and to-day have one of the most com-
plete plants in Canada. The construction

being of concrete and glass they have an
ideal establishment for the production of
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THE KARN SHOE COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

We carry a complete assortment of the best lines in Eastern

and Western goods.

Our central location affords us special facilities for prompt
shipment.

LONDON ONTARIO

High-Grade Turn and McKay
Shoes for Children

We manufacture a complete range of

Children's High Grade Shoes including 41 lines

of Turn and 63 lines of McKay, showing

many styles and leathers, which cannot but

please the trade.

Sample No. 223
Infants' Black Kid Button

Our constant endeavor sample no. 640 Button
Misses' Patent, Plain Black Cloth Top

is to produce a shoe that

will give real comfort and satisfaction. And that

we succeed is evidenced by the ever increasing volume

of our sales.

The NURSERY SHOE CO., Limited
ST. THOMAS

IP

IP
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shoes, having as much light as all outside.

The "Murray-made," "Derby" and "Lon-
don Lady" shoes are already familiar terms
to up-to-date shoe dealers. The company is

making a line of McKay shoes that, they
claim, excels anything in the country. Mr.

J. A. Adams, the general manager, is a man
with wide shoe experience and those who
know say he has no superior in Canada as a

shoeman or factory executive.

COATES, BURNS & WANLESS
One of the most enterprising firms of

Western Ontario at the present day is

Coates, Burns & Wanless, a shoe house
that has been forging ahead since its com-
mencement, the spring of 1906.

The three members of the firm were
travelers who had been on the road since

very young men and had rapidly climbed

to the top of the ladder in their respective

positions.

Business in all lines had been good and
in the spring of 1906 they started in tem-
porary premises. The rubber season was
just commencing and very shortly they

got their first practical insight into the

rubber game. It was not long before they

were on the road with shoes, and after

having settled in their new home, the spot

where they still are, situated next to the

Grand Trunk Railway station, they went
after business in a business-like manner.
All three men had the best of general

connections and their individual personali-

ties partly accounted for the rapid strides

they made.
It was a sad blow to the two remaining

partners when they lost Mr. Burns through
death in the fall of 1914, but the firm was
so well established and the different de-

partments under such capable management
that from a business standpoint there was
no eminent change. They have built up
now a wholesale trade in both leather and
rubber footwear that places them amongst
the busiest and most prosperous of our

Western shoe concerns

They have a large warehouse of four

storeys in which they are able to carry a

complete stoi k both of leather and rubber

footwear.

WEBSTER & GRAHAM
One of the growing concerns connected

with the London shoe and leather trades is

that of Webster & Graham, selling findings

and shoe store supplies. This firm does an
extensive business throughout the "penin-
sula" as well as in London carrying a com-
plete line of leathers, findings, laces and other

requirements of shoe factories and stores.

THE C.N.W. SHOE CO.

Of London's several shoe factories the

C.N.W. Shoe Co., Limited, has made,
perhaps, the most remarkable growth of

any, starting as they did in the year 1912

on Bathurst St., where, after a short time,

they were wiped out by fire.

This did not serve to dampen the spirits

of the hustlers connected with the firm,

and as a matter of fact it rather served to

inspire them to greater efforts to accom-
plish their desire, namely, to make a

women's fine shoe that would be second to

none.

How well they have succeeded may be
answered by the many letters received at the

factory, during the present run, from satis-

fied customers.

Mr. Chas. H. Chute, a well known super-

intendent from Boston, Mass., took charge

of this firm's factory in June, 1915, and has

succeeded to a remarkable degree in bring-

ing up the standard of shoe making, his

motto being to make fine shoes that will

be second to none.

A change was recently made in the

executive force of this firm, when at a

meeting of the directors the resignation

of Mr. W. E. Wilson was accepted, to take

place immediately. Mr. Wilson, during

the present season, held a position as

traveler.

Much could be written regarding the

rapid development of this firm, both in

regard to increase in output, and high class

of workmanship. This firm placed their

shoes on exhibition at the Western Fair,

London, Ont., and received a great deal of

favorable comment, as well as a diploma

from the governing board, all this being

very gratifying to this firm.

THE KARN SHOE COMPANY
This business was established in 1904 by

Smith & Tretheway. Mr. T. A. Karn
coming in to take Mr. Fred Smith's place

in 1906. In 1912 Mr. Tretheway dropped
out and Mr. Karn is now the sole member
of the firm. The concern has been in

business as the Karn Shoe Company since

(Continued on page 58)
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Shoes That Surely Sell

Are those which combine smart style features with sound

quality and perfect finish, offered at prices that represent

genuine value. This is why such invariable success

attends the efforts of the many merchants who sell

"Murray-Made" and "Derby"
THE FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN

ana "Lady London"
THE WOMEN'S SHOE OF QUALITY

There are no less than 125 different lines in our men's

range for 1916, retailing from $3.50 to $6.00, and includ-

ing four brand new lasts in Goodyear welts.

In Women's Fine McKays, to retail from $2.50 upwards,

you will find our range very strong and capable of furn-

ishing just the right goods to assure perfect satisfaction

to your customers.

See the Murray Salesmen

The Murray Shoe Co., Limited
London, Ontario

Montreal Branch—Read Building, St. Alexander and Jurors Streets
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Made-in-Canada Footwear
in Brantford, Ontario

"MONARCH" "BRANDON"

"DR. BRANDON"

CUSHION SOLE

and

"BOYS' HOME GUARD SHOE"

"YALE"

SPECIAL SERVICE OF 21 DAYS DELIVERY ON MAIL
AND RUSH ORDERS.

Phone or Write Us Your Requirements

The Brandon Shoe Co., Ltd.

Brantford, Ontario
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E. T. WRIGHT & CO., ST. THOMAS
E. E. Donovan, manager of E.T.Wright

Co., was born in Brockton, Mass., and for

eight years was vice-president and manager
of the Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London, and
was previously connected with Edwin
Clapp & Sons, East Weymouth, Mass.
E. T. Wright Co., established themselves

in Canada in September, 1912, and moved
into their new factory in March, 1914.

They are manufacturing a high grade line

of men's welts, and have a capacity for

1,500 pairs a day—the size of the plant

being 48 by 130, four storeys and basement,
well lighted, with bright business office.

This firm have the advantage of being the

Canadian branch of the parent company,
E. T. Wright Co., of Rockland, Mass.,

and naturally they have the latest lasts

and patterns. Their warehouse in Re-
gina, which they opened up recently, has
proven a big success, and they now carry

17 lines in stock in this branch, under the
direction of Mr. G. W. McFarland, their

office being situated on the corner of Rose
Street and Dewdney Ave.

The firm are contemplat-

ing adding three new lines

for their instock depart-

ment, which will be ready

for delivery about De-
cember 20.

Mr. Donovan is a shoe

man through and through,

and the product of this

factory is always the latest

thought in shoemaking.

NURSERY SHOE CO.

This firm was established in 1907, under

the management of Mr. A. E. Medcalf,

who is still the manager and president of

the company. Secretary-treasurer of the

firm is Mr. W. E. Fry. Mr. E. E. Boye is

the factory superintendent. The factory

has an output of about 400 pairs a day,

and employs about 60 hands. Seven
travelers are constantly on the road, selling

direct to the retail trade, and covering

Canada pretty thoroughly. They have re-

cently added new machinery to cut trieir

own soles, and have introduced a distinctly

new last for growing girls, which has proven

to be a very popular seller. The size of

their plant is 40 x 120, well lighted on all

sides, and the methods are thoroughly

up-to-date in every respect. The firm's

lines have already taken a strong hold

everywhere in Canada.

Mr. Medcalf, whose portrait appears

herewith, holds the rank of major in the

91st Overseas Battalion of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force raised in St. Thomas,

from Elgin and Kent
Counties. Major Medcalf
has had a lengthened ex-

perience in the militia of

Canada, having been for

five years a member of

" D " Company of Queen's
Own Rifles, two years

sergeant in the 12th York
Rangers, and four years

captain in the 25th Regi-

ment of St. Thomas.

Donovan, St. Thomas Major A. E. Medcalf, St.Thomas F. L. Wagner,
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Keep To The Wright

In Stock Dec. 20th.

Hobo" No. 205
Vici straight fox Blucher. Heavy single sole,

medium wide last, with full toe room. One inch

broad heel.

"IN-STOCK" Catalog will be sent you on
request. Write for a copy—it's a very handy

thing to have around the store.

E. T. WRIGHT CO., INC.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Keep To The Wright

Club" No. 206
Gun Metal Bal. New City Pattern. Custom Toe.

i/i Newark Heel. Sizes C 5 to 10^, D 5 to 10#.

Stock No. 208—Same in Nut Brown.
In Stock NOW

REGINA WAREHOUSE, under direction of G.

W. McFarland, cor. Rose St. and Dewdney Ave.,

Regina. Western Shoe Merchants should get in

touch with our Regina Warehouse. 17 different

lines always in stock ready for instant delivery.

E. T. WRIGHT CO., INC.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Citp of Prantforb

Brantford, which is called after the celebrated Indian Chief, Thomas Brant, the

great friend of the British, is situated on the Grand River, in the County of Brant and

Province of Ontario. It has been called the Telephone City, and rightly so. For it was

in the immediate neighborhood of Brantford that Dr.

Graham Bell invented the wellknown Bell telephone.

In comparison to other cities of the Dominion, Brantford

stands in the first rank as a manufacturing city. The
two largest plow companies in the Dominion are located

here, employing over 2,000 hands. They have the

largest harvesting machine company, employing about

1,500 hands, and can also boast of a large number of

other manufacturing enterprises. These are the lead-

ing manufactured articles, and the majority of which

are on a large scale. It is claimed that 6,000 skilled

mechanics are employed by these factories. Residen-

tially, Brantford can well be called a "city of homes."

Perhaps in no city in the Dominion or in America will

you find, proportionately, such a high standard of homes
as those occupied and owned by the mechanics of Brant-

ford. Brantford is very conveniently situated. Being

on the main line of the Grand Trunk, she has direct

connection with Detroit, Chicago, Buffalo, New York,

Hamilton and Toronto. The Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo Railway gives excellent connection with all

Michigan Central and Canadian Pacific points. The
district for 25 miles to the east is served by the Brant-

ford & Hamilton Radial, while the north is served

by the Grand Valley Radial. The south will be served

by the Lake Erie & Northern Radial, giving boat connection with all the cities and

lake ports on the great chain of lakes. The city is in the midst of the natural gas

field, which is very economical for the small manufacturer. She has more than 20,000

horsepower of electric energy available for manufacturers. The assessment for the city

for 1912 was $15,000,000. The Waterworks are controlled and owned by the city, from

which the city derives each year an

excellent dividend. From an edu-

cational standpoint Brantford is

second to none. The idea of making

Brantford a pleasant city has been

most successfully looked after by

the Parks Board, and as a result she

can boast of numerous parks, located

in various parts of the city, the

most recent one to be completed in

1013, when the Bell Memorial

Monument, located in this park,

was unveiled.

A. Brandon

Colborne Street
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Pranoon iM)oc Company's expansion

Sxx years ago last month, there came to

the city of Brantford its first shoe factory,

established under the name of the Brandon
Shoe Co. It began in a two storey building

40 x 120, and its subsequent expansion is

one of the strongest evidences of the ability

which has taken well with the trade. Mr.
Brandon spent the greater part of his life

in the United States with Pingree & Smith,

of Detroit; Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis,

and other large houses. In 1907 he came
from St. Louis to Aylmer, Ont., where he

I

Brant's Monument, Brantford, Ont.

and enterprise of its management. Now
the Brandon Shoe Co. has a building that

is three storeys in height, 180 feet long and
40 feet wide. The additional storey and
extension were erected in 1913, giving the

firm a capacity of 1,000 pairs a day. The
Brandon Shoe Co. are makers of men's
fine Goodyear welts, and their brands are

Brandon, Dr. Brandon's Cushion, and
Monarch, which are all well known from
coast to coast.

The company are also making a special

line, known as the Boys' Homeguard shoe,

started the Brandon Shoe Co., and two
years later removed to Brantford. Mr.
Brandon is one of the live, aggressive men
of the trade. He has been honored by his

associates in many ways. He is chairman
of the Ontario Boot & Shoe Manufacturers'

Association and was recently elected to a

similar position in connection with the

Leather Manufacturers' Safety Association.

A capable and alert corps of travelers cover

every province in the Dominion, while the

heads of the departments are all practical

{Continued on page 58)
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Hi
High-Grade

Men's Welt Shoes

WHERE AYLMER SHOES ARE MADE

MANUFACTURED BY

The Aylmer Shoe Co
Limited

Aylmer - Ontario

ASK FOR THE AYLMER SHOE

imt
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&plmer, Ontario

Aylmer, which is situated in the Township of Malahide, in the County of Elgin,

is in the very centre of the fruit growing district and its inhabitants love to point out

that it is in the same latitude as the orange groves of Spain and the vineyards of Italy.

It is 12 miles from St. Thomas, 24 miles from London, and 70 miles from Hamilton,

and within eight miles of Lake Erie. It has a population of about 2,300 and is the centre of

the fruit canning industry. With a plentiful supply of gas and electric energy it affords

excellent opportunity for manufacturing enterprise, especially as it has excellent rail-

way facilities, being on the Grand Trunk, Michigan Central and Wabash Railways.

It owns its own electric railways and is forward in all good movements such as educa-

tion, public ownership, etc. It is the home of the Aylmer Shoe Co., which has already

taken rank amongst our best footwear factories.

&i>lmer iHjoe Company's gkttottp

The Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer, Ont.,

which was established in 1910, has a well-

equipped plant which is housed in a bright,

well-lighted, steam-heated building, built of

brick and three storeys in height. The
dimensions of the factory are 45 x 70.

The company manufacture a line of men's
Goodyear welts exclusively, and their lines

enjoy a splendid reputation throughout the

trade. The capacity of the plant is 300

pairs a day, and several thousand pairs of

army shoes have been made, showing that

the firm enjoy the distinction of producing

good shoes. This is also amply evidenced

by the fact that no less than three govern-

ment orders have been received. The
Aylmer Shoe Co. is one of the progressive

industries of that enterprising town, and at

the head of it is F. L. Wagner, who is

secretary-treasurer and manager. He is

also the mayor of Aylmer and is now con-

cluding his second term of office. The
president of the Aylmer Shoe Co. is E. A.

Miller; vice-president, Albert Chambers,
while the other directors are Geo. Sears

and Geo. Harp.
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GTillSonburg, 0nt
Tillsonburg, with a population of nearly 3,000, is the centre of one of the most

prosperous dairying and fruit growing districts of the Southern Peninsula. Its excellent

railway connections, the Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific, Wabash and New York Central,
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burg, Ont., in 1913, building a new modern
plant, up-to-date in every respect, turning

out a line of men's heavy unlined, farmers',

workingmen's, miners', and prospectors'

boots, both Standard screw and nailed, also

a very attractive line of boys' and youths'

metal fastened shoes for every day
wear.

The new concern, under the general

management of its president, W. C. Coloff,

ably assisted by L. C. van Geel, secretary

and sales manager, has in two years fought
its way to the front and is among the lead-

ing makers in heavy footwear known from
coast to coast.

In our last interview with Mr. C. W-
Coloff he stated that he had pretty well

surmounted the difficulties of training

home help, his aim being to make Tillson-

burg a shoe town, and by continuous
efforts has succeeded in bringing them to

a point of efficiency not surpassed in any
shoe centre, and fully able to take care

of the ever-increasing demand of their pro-

duct.

Specializing for the jobbing trade only

they have established for their boots a
reputation of neatness and style equalled

by their sterling wearing quality.

C. S. HYMAN & CO., LIMITED
Prominent in the business history of

London for the past 81 years has been the
C. S. Hyman Co., Limited. The tannery
was established in 1834 back of where
the Tecumseh House now stands, and at

first made various kinds of leather, but
finally sole became the exclusive product.

And now the business is that of tanning
leather and cutting soles, while a specialty

is made of genuine oak sole leather. This
firm was incorporated in 1913, and has a
plant occupying a ground area of about five

acres, while the buildings afford a working
space of 225,000 square feet. The equip-

ment is thoroughly modern and complete
in every particular, and affords facilities

for a large annual output of the best work,
400 men being employed.
The late Ellis W. Hyman, the founder of

the business, and who died some years since,

established with the late John McPherson,
the first shoe factory in London. When
John McPherson moved to Hamilton the

business at London was continued on Car-
ling St. and the firm name changed to C.

S. Hyman & Co. The concern changed
later to Stephens, Glass & Clarke, who
were bought out by Laidlaw, Watson & Co
This firm moved later to Aylmer, Ont.

t 1 1
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Brandon Shoe Co. Factory, Brantford, Ont.
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THE BRANDON SHOE CO.'S
EXPANSION

(Continued from page 53)

and thoroughly experienced men, qualified

to produce good shoes. Throughout the

company there is a spirit of harmony and
good will, which tallies for the upbuild

THE KARN SHOE COMPANY
(Continued from page 45)

1906, and completed its nine years on
September last. Mr. Karn received his

training in the shoe business in Woodstock,
and came to the business with a full know-
ledge of the requirements of the retail

and stability of the firm. Brandon and

Monarch shoes are noted for standing for

quality and worth, as nothing but the best

oak leather is used for soles, and the best

calf skin in the upper, while all lasts are

selected for their comfort, ease and perfect

fitting features.

trade in shoes. The business has grown
steadily until now the concern has a con-

nection extending from Toronto to the

Great Lakes. Mr. Karn is a young man of

energy and ability who does not confine

his talents to his business but is active in

all work outside his business and is highly

thought of in business and social circles.
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TO OUR CANADIAN CUSTOMERS

It is now close on twenty years since the writer made his first
business trip to Canada. The happy relationship then formed with
the leading shoe jobbers has grown from year to year.

Up to the outbreak of war, we could boast of exporting more
pairs of slippers to your country than any other English manufacturer
of footwear; in fact, we think we are within the mark in saying than
all other British makers put together.

Our trade with Canada during 1915 we are afraid is very dis-
appointing, not as regards the number of orders we receive, but our
inability to complete the same, owing to causes with which you are
well acquainted.

We have been wondering if we are absolutely deserving of your
censure, but after serious reflection we are consoled by the fact
that your knowledge of our growing difficulties is such that we
feel certain we can claim your sympathy.

We need not mention the reasons why we have not been able to
secure sufficient raw materials, only to say that as manufacturers and
merchants, we are united in our aspirations that at whatever cost to
life or business, we must protect our homes and maintain our Empire,
for the foundation principles on which our civilization has been
built are at issue.

As a result of Lord Derby's scheme, our factories will soon be
depleted of all eligible young men, and we pride ourselves as a
firm in having done what lies in our power to encourage recruiting,
with the result that up to the present we have contributed to the
dependents of single young men, as well as to the wives of married
men who have enlisted, close on $6,000, as the salvation of our
country is more to us than dividends.

We shall soon be commencing the year 1916, and we are afraid
that we shall have more serious problems to face than even in 1915.
So in view of the difficulties of the past, the present, as well as
the future, we ask that you will be considerate to us in your
judgment

.

On the surface you may think we have thrown you over, owing
to not fulfilling our contract. Should you have any feelings of this
kind, please disabuse your mind of them at once. It would be in-
human on our part, after all these pleasant years of doing
business together, to harbour such thoughts.

What we would ask from you is that you give us credit for having
done our best, under the abnormal conditions. Knowing your
kindness of heart, coupled with your knowledge of the circumstances
prevailing, we feel certain we can reckon on your sympathy, as we
extend to you our own.

Trusting that before long we may have a speedy and permanent
peace

,

With kind regards,
Yours faithfully,

For SIR H. W. TRICKETT, LTD.

Waterfoot, Eng., Nov. 10, 1915 Managing Director.
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RICHMOND,
QUEBEC

OUR SERVICE
Best of Equipment ! Best of Material ! Best of Workmanship

!

We have added to our equipment the LATEST
STYLE 3 INCH CUTTER HEAD TURNING
LATHES of the Most Modern Design. This enables

us to give you the Most Accurate Turning between

sizes on the most radical models.

We furnish you with a Finished Product Equalled by

Few and Surpassed by None.

We assure you on your orders Prompt Attention
and Prompt Deliveries.

Write to Richmond for Full Particulars

Boston Last Company
Manufacturers of

Fine Lasts, Followers, Fillers, Trees, Etc.

Also Maple Last Blocks

Makers of Electric Heating and
]
Ironing Outfits

for Shoe Factories (Simplex System)

Canadian Factory: RICHMOND, QUE.
Charles Campbell, Manager

Factories

Huston. Mass., 44 Binford St.

Phone Main 107

Richmond, Que. Phone 32



ENSURING ACCURATE TURNING BETWEEN SIZES

An innovation in Canadian last making methods has

been made by the Boston Last Company, Richmond, Que.,

who have added to their equipment the latest style 3-inch

cutter head turning lathes. Heretofore, shoe manufacturers

have had to be content with a fairly reasonable uniformity

in turning between sizes, owing to the fact that hand work
had to be depended upon to dig out the sides to the template

given the workman. These new machines ensure absolutely

accurate turning between sizes on the most radical models.

The last maker does not find the need of such fine equipment
when running on big men's models, as the 10-inch and 11-inch

cutter heads prove quite satisfactory, but in the finer models
of men's, and on all pumps and smart women's and misses'

lasts, the 3-inch cutter head is almost indispensable. The
secret of the perfection of the 3-inch cutter head lies in its

diagonal action—as against the old style straight contact

of both model wheel and cutter. The diagonal action ensures

all lasts having the same accurate grade between sizes.

The Boston Last Company have, now, a battery of thirteen

turning lathes, and may be said to operate one of the largest,

if not the largest, exclusive last plants on the continent.

* * *

MID SEASON STYLES EVIL

If there is any practice in the shoe trade that, more
than all others, ought to be abandoned, it is the practice of

getting out mid-season styles. This may sound like rather

an emphatic statement, but the writer believes it to be a

true one, nevertheless.

Only a few days ago the writer was talking with a prom-
inent shoe retail dealer who said very earnestly, and in a tone

slightly tinged with bitterness, that the shoe manufacturers

ought to give their customers a chance to sell the goods

they had bought and to clean up their stock instead of con-

tinually bringing out new styles to add to the confusion

and loss of their customers, and he particularly denounced
the bringing out of a new style in mid-season, which could

only result in getting new stock in late and insuring an ad-

dition to the amount of goods to be disposed of by clearance

sale.

The writer has no doubt that the opinions of the retailer

quoted are quite representative of the mind of the average

retailer. The organization movement among retail shoe

dealers gives a large measure of attention to the matter of

regulating clearance sales with a view to lengthening the

legitimate profit-making season, and thus lessening clearance

sale losses.

Shoe manufacturers should find it more to their advan-

tage to get their styles out at the beginning of the season

and carry them through to the end without change. It is

probable also that a conservative attitude in the introduc-

tion of new styles, even at the beginning of the season, will

be more profitable than a policy of going to radical extremes

in putting in new styles.

It is well to bear in mind that the retail shoe dealers

have more or less shoes on their shelves, and that when these

lines are discontinued thsse shoes become broken lots to be

sold at a sacrifice. The temptation to put in something new
is not always an opportunity to make money. It often means
the sacrifice of the interests of the customers, as well as the

loss of no small amount of money by the shoe manufacturer
in introducing a short-lived style with small sales and no
real profit.—Superintendent and Foreman.

* * *

"DAD, HERE'S TO YOU"

We happened in a home the other night and over the

parlor door saw the legend worked in letters of red, "What
is home without a mother." Across the room was another
brief
—"God bless our home."
Now, what's the matter with "God bless our dad?"

He gets up early, lights the fire, boils an egg, and wipes off

the dew of the dawn with his boots while many a mother is

sleeping. He makes the weekly hand-out for the butcher,

the grocer, the milk-man and baker, and his little pile is

badly worn before he has been home an hour.

If there is a noise during the night dad is kicked in the

back and made to go downstairs to find the burglar and kill

him. Mother darns the socks, but dad bought the sox in

the first place, and the needles and yarn afterwards. Mother
does up the fruit; well, dad bought it all, and jars and sugar

cost like the mischief.

Dad buys the chickens for the Sunday dinner, carves

them himself, and draws the neck from the ruins after every-

one else is served. What is home without a mother? Yes,

that is all right, but what is home without a father? Ten
chances to one it is a boarding house, father is under a slab

and the landlady is the widow. Dad, here's to you; you've

got your faults—you may have lots of them—but, dad, you
have always had one comfort—you have always worn
Astoria Shoes.

* * *

PUTTING MORE SUBSTANCE IN SHOES
It looks as if there would be an increase in the produc-

tion of leather counters. The manufacture of a large quan-

tity of vegetable tanned leather for army shoes has brought

about an abundant supply of pieces of leather suitable for

the manufacture of piece leather counters. Several firms

already are planning to increase their output of such coun-

ters. Besides, the manufacture of pig skin counters is stead-

ily increasing. The makers of grain leather counters antici-

pate that a good many shoe manufacturers will cut down in

spending money to put more style into shoes, and will try

to put more real substance into their shoes, particularly good
counters. They will get away from the old trick of trying

to save a cent a pair on counters, so that they can spend

a cent more for style and will go back to the old idea of

putting their money into good leather counters.

* * *

ADVERTISE IF YOU WANT BUSINESS
One of the largest manufacturers of colored glazed kid

in the world is spending thousands of dollars advertising

fancy colored kid to the consumer, using the fashion maga-
zines and papers going to women. No matter what demands
are made to stop this spread of fancy millinery shoe-making,

it is our opinion that the results from this advertising will

be satisfactory, says Superintendent and Foreman.
Advertising in every instance creates a demand and the

only possible way the more sober styles and colors can dis-
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Speed

Economy

Quality

The New
"Reece Rapid" Button Hole Machine

This machine, the result of thirty years' experience in machinery
for this work, represents the highest perfection so far attained.

It will produce button holes of highest quality speedily

and economically.

It assures a perfect barred button hole, not an imitation bar,

eliminating a separate barring operation.

As it runs equally well with silk, cotton or mercerized thread, a
special thread is not required, so all waste is eliminated and
money saved in this way.

It is built to wear— it is seldom out of adjustment and its

parts need be replaced but rarely.

Samples of work and terms on application to

T. C. DOYLE (Reg.)
Sole Distributor for Canada

71 ST. ALEXANDER STREET -:- MONTREAL
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place the fancy creations is by advertising the advantages

of the former. There does not seem to be any individual

or group of individuals willing to spend thousands of dollars

in order to argue with the consumer, whether fancy shoes or

staple styles are purchased.

Certain tanners seem to be contending with somewhat
the same proposition. They are endeavoring to counteract

the good effects caused by the advertising put out by the

manufacturers of substitutes for automobile leather by
passing resolutions condemning the substitute methods of

advertising. It is our opinion that unless they take a posi-

tive stand and advertise the advantages of real leather,

the automobile trade will soon come to the point where they

will actually believe that the substittite is better.

Shrewd business men firmly believe in the power of

advertising and if there is an individual or group of indi-

viduals who want to popularize any material they must
resort to a strong campaign of advertising. Personally, we
feel absolutely certain that the success of the fancy kid

manufacturer who is spending his good money for advertising

will be certain.
* * *

HOW PATENT LEATHER IS DAMAGED
The art of repairing patent leather is so advanced that

only an expert is able to detect the repaired shoes when
ready to be shipped, and the way of telling is by passing the

thumb nail against the part suspected of having been repair-

ed, the toe, as a rule, and if the nail cuts in easily that is a

sure sign. Another way is to closely inspect the upper next

the edge and see if a line can be seen on the tip, showing
where the repairing process ended. Patent leather is dam-
aged by over-steaming of toes at lasting or by over-pounding

of the toes, on .McKays after lasting and preparatory to sole

laying.

Lasting patent leather cold is the best way to crack

it and damage it almost beyond repair. Still, too much
heat is nearly as bad, and especially steam directly applied

to the leather as in the case of steaming prior to lasting.

Some lasters have thought that the leather cracked on
account of the steam box toe piece itself. But, the box itself

is not hot enough to cause damage in that direction and the

proof is found in the fact that lasters press the tip down
with the box at lasting machines and never have I heard
one complain of burning his hands in so doing. One steam-
ing will also cause the toes of lasts to crack in due time.

* * *

TRIBUTE PAID TO CANADIAN FACTORY
"American Shoemaking" in a recent issue says:—"We

have before us a letter from a shoe factory foreman in

Montreal, Can., who states that business is very brisk.

This particular foreman has only been in Canada a short

time, and he writes as follows:

'"I am associated with a Canadian firm that is ex-

tremely busy. Having been with numerous firms in the
United States making high grade ladies' footwear and,
having been very familiar with this line of work, it surprised

me somewhat to find in Canada, firms able to cope with
the modern styles of shoes produced in the United States.

This firm is fully equipped to produce anything in the shoe
line, from comfort turns to the most exclusive styles in

welts, including all leathers and fabrics. Expert pattern

men follow the new creations from the cutting to the treeing

room, therefore, getting best results in fit.'"

* * *

THE COLLEGE BOOT IS NEW LINE

Some makers of women's shoes are developing a new
line of boots that is called the college line. It may become

a permanent line, just as the little gent's grade and the
growing girls' grade of shoes have become permanent.

The idea of the college boot is to combine the fit of the
growing girls' shoe with the style of the latest novelties in

women's shoes. Some shoe men have the notion that the
college boot should be a combination of the comfort shoe and
the latest novelty style in women's shoes.

The typical college boot is made with a low flat heel.

The arch is low, too, but it is slender. The ankle measure-
ments are like those of growing girls' shoes; but the forepart

is full of style. The shoe may have a slender, receding toe,

if it is for the New York trade, or a medium round toe if it

is for the western trade. The uppers are of novelty pat-
terns, and of stylish materials.

The shoes are made in sizes No. 1 to No. 8. A retailer

carrying a line of college boots can fit a little high school

miss, a college girl, or a woman of 40, 50, or 60.

One reason for the college boot is the popular demand
for low heel shoes among women. It is well known that
thousands of women buy a pair of stylish shoes, with high
heels, and then take the shoes around to a cobbler, and have
them take off a few lifts. The new line will provide for

stylish shoes with low heels.

* * ' *

A LIVE HOUSE IN SUPPLY LINE

Like his father before him, H. C. Parker has spent his

life in the shoe business. When eleven years of age he made
a turn shoe of which he is still proud though more than
three times eleven in age. Mr. Parker, who is vice-presi-

dent and managing director of Parker, Irwin, Limited,
Montreal, received his early training in the factories of such
concerns as those headed by Tom Plant and A. E. Little,

H. C. PARKER, MONTREAL

and fifteen years ago came to Canada from his home town
of Lynn to become assistant superintendent of Ames, Holden
& Co., Montreal, for the following six years. Subsequently
he was superintendent for the James McCready Co. for
four years, until he joined his brother G. G. Parker, now with
the Boston Last Company, Richmond, Que., who established
the Dominion Supply Co. in 1909. In February of this year
this company was taken over by Parker, Irwin, Limited.
They carry a complete line of manufacturers' supplies and
shoe findings, and have the agency of a number of excellent
concerns such as the Perth Felt Co., and Herman Behr & Co.,
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A Record Shipment
OF

A Whole Carload of
Blacking, Dressings, Box Gums, Etc.

A FEW OF OUR
OTHER LINES:

Shoe Felts
Sewing Wax
Dry Paste
Fish Glue
Patent Leather
Repairer

Polishing Wax
Rubber Cement

and a
Complete Line of

Shoe Findings

Recently shipped to a shoe centre in

Ontario West of Toronto.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN THE LINES MEN-
TIONED ON THIS PAGE.

GOODS—PRICES—SERVICE are right.

That is why we made the shipment.

Proprietors

"WAX O L"
Sole Waterproofing, as used by most shoe manufacturers on

army shoes.

Herman Behr
& Co., New York

Famous the world
over for their

Carborundum,

Carbicon and

Ruby Paper

For which we are

Canadian Agents

PARKER, IRWIN (Limited)
Leading Shoe Manufacturers' Supply House in Canada

MONTREAL
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New York. Mr. Parker is the originator of "Waxol," a

waterproofing preparation which has been largely used in

army shoe work.

John Irwin, president of the company, is also vice-

president of McArthur, Irwin & Co., Montreal, chemicals

and kindred lines and in that position directs the activities

of one of the oldest houses on St. Paul St. Mr. Irwin has

also' made a success of his career. At an early age he received

JOHN IRWIN, MONTREAL

the major part of his business training with the company
now known as Brandram-Henderson & Co., for whom he

opened offices in Toronto and Winnipeg, and for whom he

was assistant manager at the head office in Montreal, when
he left them to establish his own business. The other

directors of Parker, Irwin, Limited, are: George Chown,

Kingston; F. A. Bengough, and Jas. Rochford, who is

secretary treasurer, and indefatigable in looking after the

interests of the company's clientele from the inside.

* * *

NEW TREEING AND IRONING OUTFIT

A modern treeing and ironing outfit has been designed

by the Boston Last Co., of Richmond, Que. It is known as

the Boston Ironing and Cleaning Outfit. The new device

absolutely follows all the fine outlines of the lasts and pat-

terns and has an individual fit for every shoe. The form

which fills the entire shoe is turned wholly from wood and

allows any shoe to be ironed in the complete lines as designed

by the last maker and pattern maker. The shoe is subjected

to no strain and can be easily taken off without breaking any

of the lines in the finished product. The legs are simple in

construction, and take every form, from the smallest child's

to the heaviest man's. The ironing forms are made direct

from the last and a pair of forms can be ordered at the same

time that the sample lasts are, so that the sample shoes are

produced in perfect form, without any delay.

* * *

THE SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS DUTIES
The factory that has a superintendent who also looks

after the office details is not doing things in a progressive

way. The office should be in charge of a competent person

whose duty it is to keep track of the firm's transactions.

A correct record must be kept of the details of all transac-

tions, both inside and outside the factory. The superin-

tendent has sufficient work to see that the shoes are being
made properly.

There is one superintendent, in one of the biggest fac-

tories in the country, who only enters the office to get in-

formation. He made the statement that it was easy enough
to hire people to keep records. The superintendent's duty
was in the factory to keep things going regularly and right,

so that there would be something to make records of. He
states that he considers the superintendent as the chief shoe-

maker. From the "time he arrives in the morning until he
goes home at night, he visits the various departments. He
is in touch with the foremen and corrects all mistakes that

come to his notice.

As this factory has grown from a small one to one of the

largest, this seems to be the right idea. This superintendent
is the same one that the factory started with.

* * *

IMPORTANT POINT RAISED IN CASE

The validity of a city bylaw prohibiting a public nuis-

ance is questioned in proceedings which was heard before

Judge Maclennan in Montreal recently. The case is re-

garded as important, for while the particular proceedings

concern a tannery, it is the same bylaw which governs

offensive smells from abattoirs. Should it be declared ultra

vires by the Court, the consequences for the city may be

serious. The action is taken by G. Galibert & Sons Com-
pany, St. Catherine street east, Montreal, who ask for a

writ of prohibition to prevent the Recorder's Court from
further considering an action taken against them by the

city. The city, alleging that the company's tannery created

a nuisance, took proceedings under a city bylaw. In its

petition for a writ of prohibition, the company claims that

the Recorder's Court has no jurisdiction in the matter for

the bylaw is ultra vires. The offence charged—that of com-
mitting a common nuisance—is an indictable one under the

Criminal Code and a city bylaw or statute of the Legisla-

ture cannot amend such a provision in the Criminal Code.

Judge Maclennan remarked that such an argument might

well have been made in the Recorder's Court. If the Re-

corder's Court decided that the bylaw was valid, the com-
pany would still have means of revising that judgment by

writ of certiorari. Paul E. Lamarche, M.P., of the city

law department, argued that the power to enact such a by-

law had been granted to the city, not by statute of the Leg-

islature, but by the Parliament of United Canada in pre-

Confederation days. The Parliament of Canada had full

legislative authority in both civil and criminal matters.

TREATING CLOTH SHOE LININGS

A new process of treating cloth shoe linings so as to

give them a smooth surface and make them stiffer at the

heel, which results in greater wear, has been invented.

The problem of better wearing linings has been a con-

stant one for shoe manufacturers. The linings generally

wear out before the soles or uppers. A shoe retailer said

recently that most of his complaints came from the linings

wearing out. Much experimenting has been done, but no
solution has before been offered that would not take from
the comfort or fit of the shoe or increase the expense.

By this new process the shoe lining is treated with a
liquid preparation that prevents the cotton fabric from
raising up and getting rough, but gives it a smooth surface

that becomes smoother with wear, prevents friction, and the
resulting wear. It makes the lining a little stiffer at the
heel so that it does not wrinkle and become uncomfortable,
and it also renders the lining proof against the injurious
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Actual Savings!
50%

-fazed

,

ONE
mm.

ONE
HILAR

ONE
dollar..

Every shoe manufacturer is invited to consider the ACTUAL SAVING
which it is possible for him to effect in his SHIPPING DEPARTMENT by
using MARTIN CORRUGATED FIBRE BOARD SHIPPING CASES.

If, for instance, you value the space occupied in your premises by empty wooden b c xes

at $250.00 rental per annum, MARTIN CORRUGATED FIBRE BOARD SHIPPING
CASES will save you 90 per cent., or $225.00.

And where, for instance, one hour would be required to pack a shipment in wooden
cases, the same shipment could be packed (and packed better) in half an hour, with

MARTIN CORRUGATED FIBRE BOARD SHIPPING CASES.

And, if your freight bill, using wooden cases, has been, say, $2,000 a year, MARTIN
CORRUGATED FIBRE BOARD SHIPPING CASES will save you, at least, 20 per

cent., or $400.00 a year.

And then, suppose you've been paying $2,000 a year for wooden boxes, for the same
amount you can get 20 per cent., or $400.00 more value for your money by using MARTIN
CORRUGATED FIBRE BOARD SHIPPING CASES.

These are
Proved Facts

The Martin way is the modern way—the wasteless method that

saves time, money and trouble, while at the same time it pre-

vents all tampering with goods in shipment.

A REAL CANADIAN HOUSE
We have no foreign affiliations—our head office and works are in Toronto, Canada, and from top to

bottom, and all the way through, our plant is Canadian. By using our products you can thus save
money and rest assured that you are supporting an industry which, like yours, is Canadian.

QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST

MARTIN CORRUGATED BOX CO., LTD
Factory and Office: 353 PAPE AVENUE, TORONTO

Martin
Shipping Cases

C0CDU6ATEO
FIBQ.E BOACD
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effects of perspiration. This enamelling of the lining also

saves the stocking from wearing out.

This new process will cause more cloth linings to be used

in the heels of shoes, probably, thus saving in leather. Ac-
tual tests of linings treated in this way have showed the

new linings to be cooler, more comfortable, and to wear
longer than linings not so treated.

* * *

DELIVER PERFECT BARRED BUTTONHOLE
A new buttonhole machine will be available for Cana-

dian manufacturers almost immediately. It will be one of

the finest yet shown, the makers claiming that it will deliver

a perfect barred buttonhole, eliminating a separate barring

operation. They state further that the new machine will

run as well with silk, cotton or mercerized threads, thus
eliminating all waste of thread. The name of the makers
can be obtained from the Shoe and Leather Journal.

* * *

SAYS WELTS ARE HAVING THE CALL

A correspondent in Lynn, Mass., writes:
—"It is a pe-

culiar feature with all preparations made for manufacturing
low-price McKay shoes, that to-day it should be essentially

a welt year in the shoe business. Many manufacturers of

Goodyear welts and McKays are producing practically

nothing but the former shoe. It is a decided off year in

McKay production and even the introduction of the new low
priced shoe has done little to stimulate the business. Good-
year Welt production on the other hand is increasing enor-

mously and turns are also being widely manufactured.
"Although velvet is taking the place of kid to a certain

extent, there is reason to believe that the velvet and cloth

boot will suddenly drop from favor, leaving many manufac-
turers with large orders of these shoes on hand. Retailers

are not taking very strongly to the velvet boot. Some of

them are being cut very extreme in style and from eight to

twelve inches high. The demand for Gypsy boots continues

as strong as ever in local factories."

. * * *

NEW CONCERN IN THE FIELD

The United Footwear Mfg. Co., 66 McGill St., Mont-
real, is the name of a new concern in the manufacturing
field making women's, misses', children's, and infants'

McKays and turns. The proprietors are Samuel A. Ritz

and Benjamin Ritz, who purchased the equipment of the

Crescent Shoe factory at Tetraultville and who have con-

ducted for sometime the Ritz Shoe Co. on Lemoine St.

The latter business will be conducted as usual as it serves

in a wholesale way a comprehensive local trade. The fac-

tory will cater to jobbers exclusively for the time being.

* * *

RUBBER CO. WINS IMPORTANT CASE
The Supreme Court at Ottawa heard argument on the

appeal in the Canadian General Electric Co. vs. The Cana-
dian Rubber Co., of Montreal, recently. The action was
brought by the appellants to recover $14,550, balance of

$33,000, the price of certain electrical motors, generators

and a switch-broad manufactured for the rubber company
under a contract which stipulated the time for delivery as

essential and that for every day's delay in delivery after

the first of May, 1911, there should be deducted from the

contract price $25 per day as liquidated damages and not

as a forfeit or penalty. The Rubber Co. pleaded that in

consequence of delay it was entitled to deduct $14,550 from
the contract price, but offset merely $11,500 and offered

to pay the remainder of the balance, $30,000, which it had
already tendered.

The appellants answered that in law the clause merely

fixed a liquidation of damages in case damages were actually

suffered, that no damages were alleged or proved, and con-

sequently the clause could not operate; that even if there

had been damages suffered, such damages could not be

offset, against a liquidated claim, and also that the Rubber

Co. was responsible for any delay that occurred in delivery.

At the trial in the Superior Court at Montreal, Judge

Charbonneau dismissed the plaintiff's action on the ground

that the stipulation was equivalent to a reduction in the price

of the machinery if delivered at a later date than that fixed

and, therefore, there was no necessity to allege or prove

damages or fault, and, further, that such stipulation for

reduction in price could be pleaded directly as a defence

to the action and not necessarily by set off of the counter-

claim. The Court of Review affirmed this judgment.

* * *

HE HAS MADE MARKED PROGRESS

J. E. Dupre is now sole proprietor of Montreal Box Toe

& Heel Co., which he organized along with the Dominion

Die Co., which he also owns, in 1904. Mr. Dupre has made
marked progress since coming to Canada over a dozen years

ago. He started in a small way under trying circumstances

J. E. DUPRE, MAISONNEUVE, QUE.

in the same building in which Constantin & O'Brien, are now
located, and with the development of his business moved to

Delormier Avenue. In 1911 he erected and occupied a

fine modern brick factory of four floors and latest construc-

tion on Aird Ave., Maisonneuve. The expansion of both
enterprises has made it necessary for him to secure a separate

factory for the die business. Mr. Dupre was brought up
in Brockton, Mass., where he breathed a shoe atmosphere
all his life and with his father was engaged in the die making
industry in that town. He is widely known among the shoe

makers and other manufacturers using dies.

Ideal Clicking machines have been installed in the fol-

lowing Ontario factories by United Shoe Machinery Co.

:

Western Shoe Co., Berlin; King Shoe Co., Toronto; Regal
Shoe Co., Toronto; Snedicor & Hathaway, Tillsonburg;

Ilumberstone Shoe Co., Humberstone. Additional lasting,

pulling-over and heeling machinery has been installed by
the U. S. M. Co., in the factory of Clark Bros., at St.

Stephen, N.B.
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You can't make any mis-
take in purchasing lace shoes

at this time.

They have always been the
most reliable staple and
nowtheyare the style, too,

so they have everything
to commend them.

Lace shoes mean quick fit,

quick sales— no come-
back for free repairs.

This is now more than ever
a factor, for high cut boots
never did look well when

buttoned and every additional

button is a problem in fitting.

High cut laced shoes, on the con-
trary, are easy to fit; they look
well. Laces form an adjustable fas-.

2 tening; they automatically meet
and satisfy the many conditions in

fitting which, in the case of buttons,

require time, expert attention and re-

peated expense.

Lace shoes are not shelfwarmers. They are in

demand now; they will be even more so

next season.

You know your trade, but if you have any doubts
as to what to buy, lean towards lace shoes ; it is the

logical thing to do.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
122 Adelaide St. W.,

TORONTO
MONTREAL

QUE.
492 St. Valier Street,

QUEBEC



H. B. McCarthy Co., Limited, of Toronto, has been

granted a provincial charter with a share capital of $40,000.

The company is empowered to manufacture, sell and deal

in leather and leather goods and to carry on a general

leather and findings business.

The St. John branch of the Canadian Consolidated Rub-

ber Co. have already sent half a dozen of their men to the

colors. Percy Knox has been appointed city traveler for

the firm in St. John City.

The Peterboro Shoe Store recently had a special day,

when with every pair of men's, women's or misses' shoes

sold, the purchaser was given a pair of slippers free. The
plan is said to have worked out very successfully.

It is likely the civic authorities in Brandon will make
a change in the matter of supplying the police force with

footwear. It is proposed that each constable be given a

special grant of $5.00 for the purchase of boots and that he

should select whatever last is best adapted to his comfort

and needs. The police committee take the view, that as the

nature and construction of each bobby's pedal extremities

may not be the same, it would be better to shoe himself ac-

cording to his individual taste.

It is understood that a number of shoe factories who
have received army orders, have been granted a ten-hour

a day, seven-day a week system, in order that the goods

may be delivered on time. The last consignment must be

in the hands of the Militia Department by April 1st.

S. S. Joyce & Son, late of Havelock, have opened a

new shoe store in Stirling, Ont. They have been appointed

sole agents for Just Wright and Astoria shoes for men, and

Cleo and Classic shoes for ladies and children.

Rodd & Deacon, of Cobalt, have enlarged their shoe

store and have now one of the finest and brightest foot-

wear establishments in Northern Ontario. They are to be

congratulated on their enterprise.

T. H. Rieder, vice-president and general manager of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal, is at pres-

ent on a visit to the Western branches of the company.

Among the shoe travelers who have recently returned

from the west after a very successful trip throughout the

prairie provinces are Percy Fry, representing the Smardon
Shoe Co., Montreal ; J. G. McDiarmid, of Scott-Chamberlain,

Limited, London
; John J. Tilt, of Brandon Shoe Co., Brant-

ford, Ont. ; F. P. Beemer, of Blachford Shoe Manufacturing

Co., Toronto—who also represents Guptill slippers and

Sorosis shoes.

Scott-Chamberlain. Limited, of London, have received

a second order for army shoes, the last order amounting

to 35,000 pairs.

G. A. .and C. A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Toronto, have returned after an extended visit

to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Lynn and other shoe

centres, in search of the latest style pointers and suggestions

for next season.

Arrangements have been made by the Canadian Con-

solidated Rubber Co., Montreal, to acquire commodious

modern offices in Quebec in February. They have secured

an up-to-date building which will give them four floors and

basement.

The Carey Shoe Co. have bought the premises which

(V)

they have occupied for a number of years at 142 King St. E.,

Toronto, and are having a handsome and up-to-date front

installed. The store is 30 feet wide and there will be two
splendid display windows with a receding entrance. In-

terior improvements will also be carried out after the holi-

day season.

Jos. Greenwood, hardware merchant, 1293 Danforth

avenue, Toronto, who was for many years in the shoe busi-

ness on Bloor street, near Bathurst, has added shoes to his

stock.

A well attended meeting of the Toronto Shoe Retailers'

Association was held last week, at which the matter of

wholesalers selling shoes retail was discussed, it being al-

leged that the practice exists to a considerable extent and

should be stopped. No definite action was taken, but a meet-

ing of the executive will be held shortly at which arrange-

ments will likely be made for a conference between the

jobbers and the retail men.

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Montreal, intend go-

ing after the trade in Great Britain in the matter of supply-

ing civilian footwear in which there is reported to be a

splendid opening, owing to so many of the British factories

devoting their attention to army shoe orders, and the scar-

city of help in the plants, due to the ranks of the workers

being depleted by the large number of operators who are

now at the front. Ames-Holden-McCready have opened

effices and sample rooms in London which are in charge of

Stanley Jacobs.

John Hill, who for seven years past has been on the

staff of the Carey Shoe Co., at Barrie, Ont., recently en-

listed. He makes the third employee from the Barrie estab-

lishment who has joined the colors.

D. D. Hawthorne, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto,

who has been ill the past few days, is able to come down
to business again and expects to be fully recovered in a

short while.

The Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, have distributed to

the trade a neat and artistic show card entitled "The Allies."

In the centre on an oval background of dark red, a com-

plete Nugget polishing outfit, an open tin of polish and a

pair of shoes are shown, while at the top are the flags of

England and France, and at the bottom those of Belgium

and Russia. The card has a patent support at the back

and is very convenient for placing in windows or on top

of show cases.

The Invictus Boot Shop, Toronto, of which J. L. Chis-

holm is manager, recently installed a patriotic window which

attracted an unusual amount of attention. In one corner

there were grouped five flags. On the floor were several

Canadian army boots, and in the centre was a field boot,

sixteen and a half inch leg, made of high grade storm calf.

It had a buckle at the top, a detachable leather garter and

spur rest. The boot was what might be called a blucher cut

Wellington and its fine workmanship and superior stock

were much admired. It was an object of keen interest to

military men and groups of Tommies might be seen any

hour of the day viewing the splendid display of military

footwear which also attracted scores of civilians.

T. F. Atkinson, representing F. Rosenberg, wholesale

shoes, Boston, Mass., was in Toronto this week on business.
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Harry Dallas, Sr., who has been spending a few days

at Preston, Out., has returned to ^ oronto.

F. W. Knibbs, who covers the middle portion of western

Ontario for Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Toronto, has

resumed his duties on the road after being laid up for some
time with bronchial trouble.

F. W. Knowlton, of Montreal, Canadian manager of the

United Shoe Machinery Company, was in Berlin, London,

Toronto, and other cities during the past few days.

Jos. Sager, 101 Victoria street, Toronto, has installed

a 16-foot, model "N" shoe repair outfit, with stitcher, sup-

plied by the United Shoe Machinery Co.

The shoe repair shop of James Chantler, Chatham, Ont.,

was broken into recently and some shoes taken. This makes
the second time the shop has been robbed within a few

weeks.

The S. & F. Blacking Co., of Boston, Mass., manufac-

turing blackings, stains and packing room supplies for shoe

factories, have, on account of their increasing business

among Canadian manufacturers, decided to open a factory

in the Dominion. They are now equipping the plant and

it will be situated at 641 St. Paul street west, Montreal.

The Canadian branch will manufacture the same line of

goods as is made by the Boston factory, which consists of

blackings, stains, treeing and packing room supplies. J. L.

Higgins, who has been associated with the company for the

past three or four years, will be resident manager of the

new branch.

J. R. Miller, of Virden, has opened a shoe repairing

business in Wapella, Sask.

Stanley Larke, formerly of the staff of H. & C. Blach-

ford, Yonge street, Toronto, who joined the 83rd Battalion,

is now in the military hospital at the Canadian Exposition

Grounds. On the long march from Niagara Falls to To-

ronto, he blistered his feet, with the result that he is having

some trouble. It is expected that he will be around in a

few days.

Johnston Carey, of the Carey Shoe Co., of Toronto,

has been spending a few days in Ottawa on business.

NEW HOCKEY PRESIDENT IS POPULAR

Jas. T. Sutherland, who has re-

signed the management of the Fron-

tenac Hockey Club, Kingston, Ont..

to assume his new duties as president

of the Ontario Hockey Association,

is widely known to the shoe trade of

the province. He comes of a foot-

wear family who have been in busi-

ness in the Limestone City for sev-

eral generations, wdiere his brother,

J. H. Sutherland, is in the retail line.

Jas. T. Sutherland has for several years been engaged as

a traveler and represented Cook-Fitzgerald Co., London,

until that organization was succeeded some months ago by

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, with which concern he is now
associated, covering eastern Canada from Toronto to Que-

bec. For 17 years he has been manager of the Kingston

flockey Club and his resignation was accepted recently with

great regret. A committee was appointed to arrange for

a suitable memorial. The new president-elect of the On-

tario Hockey Association has always been identified with

clean, progressive sport, and all-round athletics. He was

first elected to the executive committee, then was made vice-

president, and the new honor which has come to him is a

recognition of his long and faithful services. Lieut. Suth-

erland is also an enthusiastic military man, and during the

past summer spent several weeks in camp at Barriefield.

Shoe manufacturers are not yet at the end of their

troubles with regard to the rise in price of practically every

r.rticle that enters into the making of shoes. The manu-
facturers of cotton have now sent out notices cancelling

their lists and notifying that prices are to be advanced.

Edward E. Taylor, of E. E. Taylor Co., shoe manu-
facturers, of Brockton, New Bedford, Mass., and Nashua,

N.H., died in Hyde Park, Mass., recently, at the age of 57

years. He had been in poor health for several months.

L. L. Lewis has accepted a position as foreman of the

making-room in the No. 2 factory of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Montreal. He was for many years foreman in the

factory of Rice & Hutchins Co., of Rockland, also in the

Fred F. Field factory, Brockton.

It is announced that a new association of manufac-
turers to be known as "The Master Makers of Canada,"

is being organized. This will be comprised of about twenty-

five of the leading Canadian manufacturers, in different

lines of business, its main object being to educate the Cana-
dian public regarding first-quality Canadian-made goods. R.

W. Ashcroft, manager of publicity, of the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Company, Montreal, has the organization

in hand.

W. V. Mathews, general superintendent for Ames-
Holden-McCready factory, Montreal, and Charles J. Howe,
superintendent of the No. 2 factory of the same concern,

were visitors in Boston recently.

Edward Mason has concluded his services as foreman
of the stitching room with Clark Bros. & Co., St. Stephen,

N. B.

The Milton Shoe Co., Milton, Ont., who are making
men's, boys' and youths' McKays, Standard screw and loose

nail shoes, are very busy at the present time—the daily out-

put being about 200 pairs. A. E. Smith is president of the

company, and F. Ford, secretary. John Burn, of Toronto,

who has been covering Ontario in the interests of the firm

for some time, reports doing a splendid business.

Natural Tread Shoes, Limited, 329 Yonge street, To-
ronto, are doing some interesting advertising in the papers,

and announce that they have designs, lasts and patterns

which never change in shape; and have arranged with the

Minister-Myles Shoe Co., to make their shoes. A booklet

entitled "How to Treat Them" is being distributed free.

E. M. Foster, shoe retailer, of Edmonton, was in To-
ronto and Montreal recently on business. He is moving
into new and larger premises on Jasper avenue, and will

have one of the most commodious footwear establishments

in the West.

Jacob Roston, shoe retailer, Montreal, recently as-

signed.

The F. and B. Shoe Co., of Maisonneuve, Que., who
are specializing on turns for children, have acquired con-

siderable additional space and have installed several new
machines.

The home of H. Friedman, shoe repairer, 170 Queen
street, Ottawa, was damaged by fire recently.

Fire, which broke out recently in the cellar of the shoe

store owned by Henri Charlebois, 179 Dupont street, Hull,

did damage to the premises and stock amounting to $4,000.

The building itself was not seriously affected, the major

part of the loss being caused to the stock of footwear stored

in the basement.

W. Lawson, manager of the Chatham, Ont., store of

the Carey Shoe Co., spent a few days in Toronto last week,

accompanied by his wife.

The P. T. Gendron Shoepack Co. is the name of a new
concern that has begun the manufacture of shoepacks in

Midland. Several hands are employed and the prospects

for a good season are exceptionally bright. Mr. Gendron
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had been the partner in the firm of Gendron & Fitzpatrick,

shoe dealers in that town for some years, and previous to

that, was engaged in the manufacture of shoepacks. Many
friends will wish him every success.

Leslie & Stewart, Limited, have been incorporated, with

headquarters in Winnipeg, for the purpose of dealing in

trunks, bags and leather goods. The capital stock is $20,000,

and among the incorporators are Arthur J. Leslie and H. W.
Stewart.

J. Leckie & Co., of Vancouver, have been awarded a

contract for 20,000 pairs of army shoes, by the Militia

Department, and the firm are at present employing 100 hands

in their factory. This makes the second order that the

Leckie Co. have received through the Militia Department,

the first one being for 6,000 pairs. Deliveries on the present

order will be made at the rate of 2,500 pairs a week.

Jas. F. Clark, of Clark Bros., St. Stephen, N.B., was

in Boston and New York last week on a buying expedition

and picking up the latest style pointers.

J. W. Carey, shoe retailer, of Peterboro, Ont, recently

assigned to McLeod Tew, Hamilton.

The United Footwear Manufacturing Co., of Montreal,

recently registered.

The Yale Shoe Store, Limited, Winnipeg, will be cap-

italized at $60,000. The incorpoiators are John Affleck,

David Pollock, Alf. Fox, Jos. N. Caron and Malcolm S.

Hamilton.

The Aylmer Shoe Co., Aylmer, Ont., has been given an

order for 3,000 pairs of Canadian army shoes. This makes

several orders which the company have received during the

past few months.

The shoepack factories of the John Palmer Co., Limi-

ted, and the Palmer-McLellan Co., Limited, of Fredericton,

N.B., are again working to full capacity. Both companies
have large orders and for some time the plants, which are

the largest of their kind in Canada, will be running to the

limit of their output.

John F. Mills, for the past few years New England
manager for the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., Montreal,
with headquarters at 192 South street, Boston, died at his

home in Somerville recently, at the age of 71 years. He
is survived by a widow and one daughter.

Otto A. Delfs, vice-president of The Schultz Ruck
Delfs Shoe Company, Cleveland, Ohio, was accidentally

drowned on November 17th while out on a fishing trip.

Mr. Delfs was an enthusiastic and skilled lover of this sport,

it being one of his greatest sources of recreation. His
death will not in any way change the policies or manage-
ment of the company.

J. Halpenny, North Bay, formerly with Percival Bros.,

Montreal, has joined the traveling staff of The J. A. Johns-

ton Company, Brockville. He will cover Northern Ontario.

A. A. Lightfoot has been appointed manager of the

Brandon branch of Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., and

J. L. Bond, formerly in charge of the Edmonton branch, is

again in charge, vice C. A. Himberg having resigned.

H. L. Tower, of the United Last Co., has returned from
Boston.

P. J. Cote, shoe manufacturer, Maisonneuve, will be

showing a line of McKay shoes along with his turns when
jobbers come to Montreal to see next season's samples, as

he has installed a line of McKay machinery. Mr. Cote re-

ports excellent business on slippers for Christmas trade.

Charles B. Stanford, for several years with the Ed-
ward Stark Shoe Co., Limited, Vancouver, and recently

with a leading shoe house in Seattle, is again identified
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with the trade in Vancouver in the capacity of manager of
the old firm.

A profitable haul was made recently in Montreal by three
hold-up men, who accosted and robbed A. Labelle, of
A. Labelle & Co., shoe dealers, of 762 East St. Catherine
street. Mr. Labelle had closed his store for the night and
with the receipts in his pocket had started for his home in

East Demontigny street. At the corner of St. Catherine
and Montcalm streets he was jostled by three men, who
came quickly up from behind him. One of the trio seized

his arms and simultaneously another clasped his hands over
the merchant's mouth before the latter could cry out. He
was dragged around the corner and with two of the high-

waymen holding him the third went through his pockets and
removed $120 in bills and some change. The highwaymen
released their victim with a threat and took to their heels.

The robbery seems to have been a well-planned one, the

hold-up men having decided to get Mr. Labelle's Saturday
night receipts. They left him his watch, a diamond ring

and 45 cents in change.

J. F. Delaney, dealer in boots, shoes and dry goods,

New Westminster, B.C., is advertising half of his interest

for sale.

John Colborne is opening a new shoe store in North
Battleford, Sask.

L. F. Jackson, who represents the Brandon Shoe Co.

in the Maritime Provinces, has returned to Toronto after

an extended selling trip.

The shoe business of the late F. Kibler, King street,

Berlin, Out., has been taken over by his two sons, W. A.

and Norman Kibler, and has been incorporated under the

name of Kibler Bros. Norman Kibler has been in charge

of the store since the death of his father. W. A. Kibler

recently returned from British Columbia. The store will

continue to be known as "Kibler's Shoe Home."

An attractive display of rubber products has been in-

stalled in the C.P.R. ticket office on St. James street, Mon-
treal, by the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.

J. B. Kilgour, proprietor of the Regal Boot Shops,

HAROLD P HONNICK, TORONTO, WHO IS NOW SERGT.-
MAJOR IN THE ARMY SERVICE CORPS AT SHORNCLIFFE,
ENG., AND WILL SHORTLY GO TO THE FRONT. HE WAS
UNTIL A FEW MONTHS AGO ON THE TRAVELLING STAFF
AMES-HOLDEN-MCCREADY CO., TORONTO. HE IS A SON

OF CHARLES BONNICK.

Winnipeg and Toronto, was in the latter city last week on
his way to New York on a business trip.

During the absence of Captain L. C. Lockett, who has
joined the overseas force and is now with "C" Company
of the 80th at Napanee, W. H. Mack, Jr., is acting manager
of The Lockett Shoe Store, Kingston, Ont. Mr. Mack has
been with the firm for over ten years.

Alexander Chisholm, shoe retailer, 1687 Dundas street,

Toronto, leaves next week on an extended trip through the

South. He will visit Florida, Georgia and other states, and
will be accompanied by his wife. Mr. Chisholm has not

been feeling very well of late and the trip is taken on the

advice of his physician. Many friends trust he will return

in the spring completely restored in health.

H. B. Pollock, of Toronto, a former widely known
shoe manufacturer, who established the Sovereign Shoe Co.,

Toronto, some eight years ago and sold to the Regal Shoe
Co. in 1911, with which concern he continued for a num-
ber of years, has gone to Vernon, B.C., where he has been

appointed manager of the W. R. Megaw departmental store.

Mrs. and Miss Pollock left Toronto this week to take up
their residence in Vernon.

R. E. Jackson, representing the George E. Keith Co.,

Brockton, Mass., was in Toronto and Montreal recently on

business.

Rosecrans Murphy, of the Julian & Kokenge Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, who covers Canada in the interest of his

firm, was in Toronto last week. He reports having had a

most successful trip through the western provinces.

Denis Rowan, who has had considerable experience in

the retail shoe line, has started in business for himself and

has leased premises at 1167 Dundas street, east of Keele

street, Toronto, formerly occupied by the late Richard T.

Palmer.

E. E. Mclntyre, who represents the Brandon Shoe Co.,

of Brantford, Ont., in eastern Ontario and Quebec, has re-

turned to Toronto after completing a most successful spring

selling trip.

William Edwards, who has been city traveler for many
years for Charles Tilley & Son, Toronto, has entered upon

a new position and is now covering the retail trade in To-

ronto in the interest of McLaren & Dallas. Gordon Mc-
Ciennan, who has been for two years on the staff of George

E. Boulter, has been appointed city representative for

Charles Tilley & Son.

William Campbell, one 'of the western Canada repre-

sentatives of the Slater Shoe Co., Montreal, has returned

from a successful selling trip through the far western

provinces.

S. G. Amero, manager of the London branch of the

Kaufman Rubber Co., was called to Gloucester. Mass., re-

cently, to attend the funeral of his sister.

L. B. Shafer, who represents the Moore-Shafer Co..

shoe manufacturers, of Brockport, N.Y., in Canada, spent

a few days in Toronto recently. He was accompanied by

his father, M. A. Shafer, president of the company.

J. P. Buchanan, representative of the Smardon Shoe

Co., has returned to Montreal after a most successful sell-

ing season in various parts of Ontario. The company are

now showing an African brown kid leather boot, which is

one of the very newest colors in women's high class foot-

wear.

Johnston's Big Shoe House, who recently moved into

their attractive rebuilt store in Vancouver, are now oper-

ating two shops in that city, at 409 and 417 Hastings street

west.

George R. Mullett, who was a tanner by trade and for

several years employed at Barrie, Ont., passed away re-
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cently in Lindsay in his 67th year. He leaves a wife, two
sons and two daughters.

George E. Keith & Co., Brockton, Mass., recently sent

a remittance of twenty-five dollars to Glass Bros., of Cal-

gary, proprietors of the Walk-Over shoe store in that city,

requesting that the sum he handed over to the patriotic fund.

Accompanying the check was a letter expressing their strong

Sympathy with work of the fund.

W. H. Willis, shoe retailer, of Wingham, Ont., was in

Toronto recently on a visit to his son, R. Gerry Willis, who
is on the staff of H. and C. Blachford, Limited.

J. W. Arrowsmith, of Morristown, N.J., spent a day

in Toronto recently on a visit to the Canadian plant of the

company at Niagara Falls, Ont. He reports business with

the Canadian-Arrowsmitii Manufacturing Co. as being ex-

ceptionally good.

An interesting event was celebrated recently at the

home of A. Levy, shoe retailer, who resides at 82 Forest

Hill road, Toronto, when his eldest daughter, Blanche, was
married to Dr. Abraham Brody. The assistants were Miss

Pearl Brody and Lester Levy. Dr. Brody and bride spent

a few days in New York and other cities and have taken

up their residence at 43 Cecil street, Toronto.

The shoe firm of P. J. Harney Co., Lynn, Mass., has

been reorganized and will resume the manufacture of shoes

in its factory on Broad street in that city. P. J. Harney is

president of the company; Winthrop Nottage, treasurer;

David J. Crowley, assistant treasurer, and James T. Len-

nox, directors.

The three-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Buxton, of

Perth, Ont., wandering through the shoe factory the other

morning, started the machinery in motion. The employees,

suspecting something was wrong, hastened to investigate.

They found the child among the electrical appliances un-

harmed, but a cat, which he was carrying in his arms was

killed by the electricity.

In the recent award for Canadian army and hospital

rest shoes by the War Purchasing Commission, it is now
stated that Canadian factories are working on no less than

640,000 pairs. Many plants are exceptionally busy.

The annual euchre party and ball of the employees of

the Regal Shoe Co., Toronto, was held in the Aster Hall,

corner of Arthur and Dundas street, last week. The event

was a decided success and passed off very pleasantly, being

attended by a number of outside guests. Progressive euchre

was enjoyed for the first two hours, after which the light

fantastic was tripped until midnight, when a splendid sup-

per was served. The arrangements were all admirably car-

ried out under the direction of the committee composed of

J. G. Hoye, chairman; E. B. Paige, treasurer; D. D. Ross,

secretary ; William White, George Norris, S. Macklem and
W. Mantel.

Platoon No. 4 of the Civilian's Rifle Association has

been organized in Toronto by Osier Wade, and drill is held

once a week in the St. Lawrence Market hall. The Platoon

is composed of sixty men, all of whom are identified with

the wholesale or retail shoe trade in Toronto. Rifle practice

is held every Monday night and drill every Tuesday night.

Great interest is being taken in the work of the Platoon.

Ed. R. Lewis, leather dealer, Toronto, is on a business

trip to Montreal and Quebec.

Paul Awad, who has been conducting a general store

at Byng Inlet, and recently sold out, will shortly start a

shoe store on Ouellette avenue, Windsor, Ont.

Jas. Muir, Jr., of the James Muir Co., shoe manufac-
turers, Maiscnneuve, Que., was in Toronto this week calling

upon the trade.

R. B. Gravlin and John White, of the White Shoe Co.,

Toronto, were in Montreal and Quebec recently on a busi-

ness trip.

Harold W. Pearson, manager of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Limited, Toronto, spent a few days in Montreal on

business lately.

G. G. Parker, of the Boston Last Co., Richmond, Que.,

was in Toronto, London, Berlin and other centres last week,

calling upon the shoe manufacturers.

L. H. Winkie, late of Detroit, Mich., has taken a posi-

tion with the Walk-Over Boot Shop, 290 Yonge street, To-

ronto, and has full charge of the window trimming depart-

ment, in which line he enjoys an excellent reputation. C.

H. Billett, late of the Walk-Over store in Montreal, has

been transferred to the Toronto establishment and has been

given charge of the men's branch. He has been with the

Walk-Over system for seventeen years.

The Regal Shoe Co., Atlantic avenue, Toronto, have

been forced to increase the accommodation of their plant

owing to rapidly expanding business, and have leased one

entire floor of the premises of the Brunswick Balke Col-

lender Co., on Hanna avenue. The additional space, which

is 60 x 100 feet, will be used exclusively for cutting and

fitting purposes and the area heretofore employed for that

purpose, will be devoted to the finishing and dressing de-

partments. The extra flat is very convenient and will re-

sult in increasing the production of the Regal factory to six

hundred pairs a day. The company are now filling an order

for thirty-five thousand Canadian army shoes and, in addi-

tion to their widely known men's Goodyear welts, are mak-

ing women's fine shoes. The new samples, which have just

been placed with a large number of retailers, evidence skill,

style and good workmanship in every detail. Orders for

spring are also reported to be highly encouraging.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. write the Shoe
and Leather Journal in reference to an article which

appeared in a recent edition on "Get a Fair Profit on the

Sale of Rubbers," that one sentence might convey a wrong

impression. It was to the effect that sorting orders

might not be filled as promptly as desired in case of a sud-

den advent of wet, slushy weather, and an insistent demand
by a large number of dealers, who, no doubt, did not deem
it advisable, but should have given placing orders.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. state that when
it comes to the matter of sorting and distributingjthey main-

tain, at great expense, 28 service branches throughout Can-

ada, all of whom are at this season in a position to speedily

and efficiently fill all sorting orders. The editor of that

bright, breezy publication, "Foot Prints," calls attention
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to this, in the December issue, and says in part:
—"We pride

ourselves on our unmatchable sorting service, with our

28 service branches throughout Canada. There is always

one of these within reach, and when occasion arises, the

entire staff at any branch, acts 'on the job,' promptly
filling sorting orders."

Columbia Counter Co., Boston, will establish a branch

factory in Montreal, having secured the ground floor of the

Scout Shoe Co. building on Delorimer avenue. G. J. Tru-

deau, who was in Boston recently concluding arrange-

ments for the opening of the establishment, will be Canadian

manager.

F. A. Guinivan, proprietor of the Walk-Over boot

shops in Montreal and Toronto, spent Thanksgiving Day
at Beverly, Mass. Arrangements have been made for a

new location of the Walk-Over boot shop in Montreal,

the large and attractive store next to the corner of St. Cath-

arine W. and Peel St., in the new ten storey Drummond
Block having been leased for a term of years. The new
site is only a few doors east of the present one and in the

near future the work of fitting up will be commenced. The
fixtures, conveniences and general arrangement will be on

an extensive scale and will rival in beauty and impressiveness

the splendidly appointed home of the Walk-Over Boot

shop in Toronto. It is expected that the new Montreal

quarters will be ready about May 1st next.

Will velvets attain any wide measure of favor? They
are being shown now by a number of retailers, and manufac-

turers report that there is quite a demand for the velvet

button, as well as the velvet bal. They come in dark blue,

black, grey and brown. Some of the velvet shoes are being cut

very high, from 9 to 11 inches, and have wave tops. Pearl

buttons with various fancy centres are seen, and there are a

number of pleasing combinations, such as a velvet vamp and

satin top, the vamp being black and the top of pale blue, or

perhaps the vamp is blue and the top black. On lace shoes

the worked eyelets appear to be all the go, and silk

laces will be largely in demand, being about half an inch in

width. The all satin shoe is perhaps a novelty. In a high

bal, with a wave cut top, worked eyelets and laced with silk

ribbon, a pleasing and artistic creation is observed and
shoes made entirely of cloth are also seen. Brown, grey,

sand and other shades are presented. Of course, no one can

tell just what requisition there will be for the velvet Gypsy
button or bal, but from a dress standpoint and style concep-

tion they are inviting and conform to the fascinating cos-

tumes of various tones worn by miladi. Some Canadian

manufacturers are now making velvets and expect that there

will be a fair demand for them by Christmas time. In some
of the new models in velvet and cloth, fine piping of leather

is noticed on the vamp or there is a braid effect up the eyelet

row. Fancy bindings are also seen on a number of the offer-

ings. The next season will be the strongest ever in the white

wave line. It will be white canvas pumps, white colonials,

white bals and white buttons, some of them relieved by
touches of black, but generally the all-white shoe is neat,

dainty, tidy and smart.

PROMISING WHITE SHOE OUTLOOK
Both manufacturers and retailers have learned some-

thing this past season regarding the necessity of keeping

on hand an efficient stock of white footwear for all classes

of trade. Many retailers as well as manufacturers did not

anticipate such a heavy demand for white shoes and, con-

sequently, many dealers have lost a lot of extra sales.

It is to the interest of the trade as a whole to push

white footwear and make it a staple summer line. It is

logical and good business, for the reason that each pair of

white shoes sold is an extra pair of shoes sold. Moreover,
if the public is seasonably educated to regard white foot-

wear as a staple retailers will be able to carry over such

goods from one season to another without loss. White
canvas boots are always adaptable to spring and summer
wear and can always be sold in fair volume if they are

featured by the retailer in season.

White button boots will be particularly good for spring,

to be followed during the warmer weather with low effects

in white in canvas, kid, suede, nubuck and genuine buck.

In this connection, many manufacturers and retailers

believe that outing footwear for next spring and summer
v/ill be confined principally to all-white materials. There
seems to be a tendency to get away from the outing or sport

shoe in the various combinations of black and white, tan

and white, green and white, red and white, blue and white,

etc., which were prominent in the selling during the past

season.— Shoe Section, Dry Goods Economist.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 cents a word first insertion— 1 cent a word subsequent insertion. No
advertisement less than 50 cents per insertion accepted. Please remit

cash with order.

POSITION WANTED—Thoroughly experienced, practical

shoeman. Present situation, charge of wholesale ware-

house. Experienced buyer and manager. Highest refer-

ences as to character and ability. Box 4, Shoe and
Leather Journal, Toronto.

SHOE SALESMAN WANTED—Active young man to call

on wholesale trade, one with knowledge of shoe manu-
facturing business preferred. References required.

Apply, Gale Brothers, Limited, 518 St. Valier street,

Quebec, P. Q.
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Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

W.H.StaynesS Smith,
HIDE and LEATHER.
FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS.

« w-* , and at Ketteiing, Northampton,
l^eiCeSter, Lllg. Bristol, and Norwich.

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

KANGAROO
We are Headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds

Sheepskins Skivers Ryco" Matt Kid

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street • NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are. not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <a

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase Sc. . BOSTON. U.S.

A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.

CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET

M. 5484

McKAY
S EW INSHOES

— FOR
WOMEN, MISSES
AND CM ILDREN
Shoes that have Style and Finish
—at the right pricefor the jobbers,
who are invited to see samples.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co.
REGISTERED

"Successors to B. Vaillancourt"

92 Beaudry St., MONTREAL

HEELS
We also

make all

grades,
sizes and
styles of

heelsfrom
the best

stock.

Send for

Samples

We buy all Offal for cash.

Independent Box Toe Co., Montreal
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F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

Satisfaction Guaranteed

by factories using

Ullathorne's

ENGLISH-MADE

Shoe Thread
Stocked by all Wholesale Dealers

The Original HEEL BALL Manufacturers

We Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The SOLE PROPRIETOR

Montreal Box Toe & Heel Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides
MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN

CHROME SOLE

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe " FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.
STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL
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We Can
Supply Anything
From a Tack

to a Full Factory
Equipment

If there is anything
you want, write us

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada
MONTREAL, QUE.

122 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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is a Woman of taste, exacting as

to the details, and appreciative

of the niceties of her apparel.

1 o such a Woman

maizes a strong appeal. Being

available in such a variety of
lasts and patterns, it offers a
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The goodwill of such a
Q^) dyJi iLn \i=»\iJ/aQ woman is an invaluable

EJMHTEP asset to any Shoeman.
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!

Heartiest and Best

Wishes of the Season

are extended to all of

the Shoemen of the

Dominion by the

makers of

THE JOHN RITCHIE CO., LIMITED

QUEBEC
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Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.
Largest Men's Goodyear Welt Manufacturers in Canada—BAR NONE

Montreal - - Que.
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Christmas 191$
We take this opportunity of expressing our sincere

appreciation of the many favors extended

to us during the year just closing

and to convey

Hearty
Christmas Greetings

and our cordial wishes that you
may enjoy happiness and pros-

perity during the coming year.

W. E. Armstrong James Flynn
F. L. Witheridge F. M. Downs
J. J. Connor W. G. Berscht
G. H. McCrady Wm. Edwards
M. E. Hunter A. I. Hart

J. A. McLaren

fflcLaren & Dallas
30 Front Street West, - Toronto, Canada
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INDEPENDENT RUBBER CO., LIMITED
MERRITTON, ONTARIO
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MR. JAMES ROBINSON

\\7 E take this oppor-

tunity to thank

our many Customers

for their business dur-

ing the past year and

to wish them

MR. D. S. BEN V I

E

MR. J. G. ROBINSON

3 jHerrp Cf)ri£tma£
ant

& SNPPP JSeto fear

JAMES ROBINSON MONTREAL
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GOLD MEDAL
Awarded 1915

Hartt's

Shoe
TOE NO.

THE ABOVE 13 A REPRODUCTION OF CARTON LABEL USED ON

OUR GOLD MEDAL GRADE.

THE HARTT BOOT & SHOE CO.
LIMITED

FREDERICTON, N.B.

Canada's Best Shoemakers
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FOR 1916—
Ask your job-

ber to show
you the
E L M IRA
line's latest

addition—the

E L M I R A
KOZY. These dainty slip-

pers, made in a magnificent

range of popular colors,

and in all sizes, have yield-

ing soles of soft carded wool,

into which the feet sink

with luxury. A boon for

people with tired feet. Buy
the Elmira Kozy, now's the

time of all times to begin.

T^ELT Shoe History proves that

Elmira's have been first in

every important Felt Shoe im-

provement within the last

15 years resulting in in-

creased sales and profits to

the retailer and added
comforts to the wearer.

They are always good

throughout and have

an established

record for de-

penda bi 1 i t y

.

No. 1400

Every retailer will

show Elmira Kozys for 1916.

The Elmira Felt Co., Limited
FACTORIES

BERLIN and ELMIRA
No. 5408
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eastern's;

(greeting*

To each and every one of our

Customers and to the Shoe
Trade generally we extend Best

Wishes for a

jHerrp Christmas
anb a

iJappp J^eto Jpear

Ames-Holden-McCready
Limited

Montreal St. John Toronto Winnipeg
Edmonton Vancouver

£3$ * '••ii

Ml
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W<f(rt6^

(Sutta iPercfja & Eufaticr, Uttmteb
(Toronto
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This is our sincere wish

to the entire Shoe Trade

of the country

Drummond Shoe Limited
Drummondville, Que,
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KEEP TO THE WRIGHT

Goingsum Last

Gun Met. St. Fox.

Blucher. Sole.

Stock No. 201 Gun Met. Button.

KD Sole.

Stock No. 202

(astm
JHOC

In stock at St. Thomas. Also in^stock at our Regina
Warehouse with 17 others of our best sellers.

IN-STOCK CATALOG
MAILED ON REQUEST

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., INC.
ST. THOMAS, ONT. ROCKLAND, MASS.
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Here's hoping, Mr. Retailer, that you

will have the fullest possible enjoy-

ment out of your

Cf)risitma£ Cfjeer

which we trust has been made the more

abundant by handling TEBBUTT
SHOES during the past year. May
the coming one be the

Prtgf)tes;t J^eto J9ear

in the past ten in Business, Happiness,

and General Well Being. We hope

to participate both in the making and

in the enjoyment.

The Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Limited

Three Rivers, Que.
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stmas ^^^^^^^^^

(greeting* of tfje is>ea£on

The manufacturers of

the "CLASSIC SHOE"
and the manufacturers
of "ASTORIA" and
"LIBERTY" SHOES
take advantage of this oppor-

tunity to convey their cordial

good wishes to the Shoe Mer-

chants of Canada.

Getty & Scott, Limited
GALT

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited

London, Canada
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SHoe MacKinery
For Every Department

FROM

Lasting to Finishing

TRADE MARK

GOODYEAR
WELT and TURN

SYSTEMS

Consolidated

HAND METHOD
Lasting Machines

MODEL=C
IDEAL CLICKING

MACHINES

RAPID STANDARD
SCREW

MACHINES

DAVEY
HORN PEGGING
MACHINES

Heel Protector, Driving, Heel Compressing, Load-

ing and Attaching Machines, Heel Trimming,
Breasting, Scouring, and Finishing Machines, Loose

Nailing and Slugging Machines, Cementing, Buffing

and Skiving Machines, Gem Insole Machines, Eye-

letting Machines, Eyelets, Shanks, Brushes, Etc.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA
MONTREAL - QUE.

22 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 492 St. Valier Street, Quebec
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from tfje manufacturers

of "Life-Buoy" Rubbers
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Kaufman Rubber Co. Htmtteb
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28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Co. Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

When a man is " Caught with the

Goods" he usually gets into trouble;

but if a Retailer of Rubber Footwear

is "Caught without the Goods" he is

bound to get into trouble.

MORAL:

Send Us Your Sorting

Order and Avoid Trouble

Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Co. Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

28 "Service" Branches Throughout Canada
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SHOES IN THE NATURAL LEATHER
The Dye Situation Becoming So Critical that Tan-
ners Refuse Orders for Colored Stock—Even Blacks

and Dark Dyes Made From Logwood Getting Scarce

©ur Pest OTtstfjes

TJHk idlanagement anb
£>taff of tfje g>f)oe ana

Ileatber journal extenb to

it* fteabera tfjetr J&t&t

iihsncs for a

Slappp Cf)rigtma£
anb a

|ku£perou£
j?eto §?ear

Slreabp tfje future begin*

to look bright totth promtee.

illap 1916 bring to all

fetter Justness, brighter

l&opzti anb honorable

$eace.

are facing a situation which

leathers in some lines at least

question soon. Canadian

received a communication

dyewood concern last week
future be able to supply

Canadian trade. The blame
Government which some
upon the exportation of

British dependencies in the

however, that the American

supplies from Hayti and
can hardly be possible that

or British Honduras can

It is hinted that German
in the matter.

there are no dye factories

coloring materials, tanners

Britain for what they need

course, are practically out

and some colors are abso-

in this country or abroad,

has just got under way a

located at Huddersfield, which it is expected will gradually meet

the demand for dyeing materials. It has already contracts amounting to a million and a half

dollars and although difficulties may arise in connection with the inauguration of such a difficult

enterprise, it is expected that when fully under way there will be no need for foreign supplies of

mordants or dyes.

In the meantime leather manufacturers are facing a critical situation and some predict that

unless there are developments within the next few months certain colors will be out of the running

and we may soon see boots and shoes made au naturel.

23

IEATHER manufacturers

. looks as though colored

will be out of the

leather manufacturers
from a large American
stating that it would not in

dyes and colors to the

was placed on the British

time ago put an embargo

dyewood extracts from the

West Indies. It is said,

concern gets most of its

other neutral sources and it

the cutting out of Jamaica

have such a marked effect,

interests have been at work

In the meantime, as

in Canada making leather

will have to look to Great

in this line. Anilines, of

of sight since the war began

lutely unprocurable either

Th^British Government

concern called "British Dyes,
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DAILY BULLETIN ON WOMEN'S SHOE STYLES
Philosophic Manufacturer Thinks the Idea a Bright One—Changes Made So Sud-

denly and Senselessly That Most Ardent Devotee of Fashion Cannot Keep Abreast

of Them—Creations That Are "Dead" Before They Have Spoken—Still They Come

"No, sir, I am glad that I am not making women's shoes,

particularly at the present time," remarked a leading maker

of men's welts, when discussing the style problem with a

well-known retailer, the other day.

"Why, talk about staples in women's shoes. There is

no such a thing as a staple style. It will soon be necessary

m
v V «.v v

,,,, it *».!.

^tt'vM

"Gtt, HOPe TtiOSf: SHOE f&AOW

to issue daily bulletins telling of the rapid alterations and

evolutions. Now-a-days they are called by various names,

such as millinery styles; novelty styles; conservative styles;

Parisian styles; metropolitan styles, etc., and who on earth

can keep up with the perplexing proposition ? When a re-

tailer places an order for a certain distinct model or a fresh

kind of material, it requires the average factory about three

weeks to make up the goods. In all likelihood by that

time, the passing fancy has vanished and something else is

ushered in. Why, I know of one retailer in an eastern city,

who gives no repeat orders at all. He stocks trappy and

freakish lines—sells them out quickly, gets a tremendously

high price, in some instances clearing two or three hundred

per cent. Then, as soon as the craze subsides, he puts the

residue on a bargain table and quickly disposes of them often

below cost. The time to make money on novelties is at the

very outset, beating the other fellow to it and by getting a

few days' handicap.

"A friend of mine, who is a traveler, was talking of a

leading retailer in Montreal, who pays frequent visits to

Boston and New York. This retail man had a lady cus-

tomer who was well-to-do and wanted all the niftiest and

nattiest creations in footwear. She also went to the metro-

polis every five or six weeks, and while she bought many

of her pedal needs in New York, she was also a generous

patron of the Montreal dealer.

"When dove gray colored tops first came in, Mrs. B.

saw them in a fashionable boot shop in Gotham. She came
home with a pair, but after two or three days' familiarity

with the shoes, they did not appeal to her for some whimsi-

cal reason. Finding that the bootist with whom she dealt

in Montreal, was going that week to New York, she asked

him as a small favor, to take these shoes down to the metro-

politan merchant and get a credit slip for the price.

"'What did you pay for them?' asked the Montreal

foot fitter.

" 'Eight dollars,' she said.

" 'But,' he persisted, 'Will they not think it impertin-

ent of me to return these on your instructions, when
you might send them yourself, along with a personal note?'

" 'Oh, that will be all right,' came the response, 'Mr.

K. knows me very well. I have a charge account at his

store and make monthly settlements.'

"Being anxious to oblige this wealthy customer, who also

bought shoes for several members of her family at his place

of business, the Montreal resident took the colored topped

bals. When he explained the nature of his mission to an

employee of Mr. K., the former said:

—

" 'Well, you will have to see the proprietor.'

"The Canadian carried the shoes to the proprietor, ex-

plained what he had been requested to do, and when Mr.
K. heard the story, he said :

—

" 'Yes, we will take back the pair of Mrs. B., but we
cannot allow her $8.00. We will give her credit only for

the same price these shoes are bringing to-day. They are

"specials" going at $2.38.'

"Thus you see what fleeting, evanescent, ethereal things

prevailing styles in women's shoes are to-day. 'Why,'

a Toronto retailer remarked the other day to his wife, who
prides herself on being smartly shod:

—

" Tf you bought shoes and wanted to be right down to

the minute and could wear out a pair every fortnight, thus

giving you twenty-six selections a year, you could not keep

up with the styles. Why,' he continued, 'let me give you

an example of Fashion's fleeting frivolities and frolics dur-

ing the last few weeks. You would have first started off

with a Gypsy cut button boot in black kid, and then you

would have had to have midnight blue, or bronze kid. Then
a combination of velvet and kid, followed by a velvet Gypsy

'and a velvet high cut bal. Next will probably come an

African brown kid button—then the blucher button style,

which has developed from the plain Gypsy—and next the

twelve-inch white washable kid; and in passing, mind you,

I have not referred to Havana brown and Italian blue, and

Empire grey and Belgian reds and Allies drab, and other

high sounding hues.
" 'Oh dear, when I think of trying to keep you or any

other woman apace with feminine footwear, I like to

change my talk. And, just before I gasp, let me say that

the latest thing is tops in contrasting colors. For instance,

a sand kid upper ten inches in altitude, with wave or fancy

cut top and a patent vamp. Then, there are blue velvet

vamps and lavender satin tops, and wistaria satin vamps and

heliotrope uppers, and dare-devil combinations that would

drive a man to drink, were not prohibition sentiment so

pronounced and progressive during this stirring war time.'
"
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No. 1

CATCHY BACKGROUNDS FOR JANUARY WINDOW
How Merchandise May be Displayed to Advantage—Settings That Are Inexpensive

to Build and the Installing of Which Requires Little Effort—The Use of Price and

Full Sheet Cards—Tasteful Arrangement of the Goods

By C. S. EDGAR

The keen competition of modern business has made
necessary the discarding of the old style "Sale Window."
By this is meant the old system of piling large quantities

of merchandise, in a haphazard fashion, into the window,

placarding the front with a great big cotton sign and letting

it go at that.

The present up-to-date method requires that more
thought and greater care be exercised in arranging mer-

chandise which is to be offered for sale at reduced prices.

Not only must the goods be tastily exhibited, but the dis-

play must be set off by a suitable background.

Where Sale Idea is Embodied

Accompanying this article are two sketches showing
"settings" designed with this object in view. Neither of

them is expensive to build and the installing of one or the

other requires little effort.

In sketch 1, we show a design in which the "Sale Idea"

is embodied in the background. This setting is built of wall-

board on a wooden frame. The box-pillars at each end are

only finished on three sides, as the back is out of sight

when in position. The arch and circle may be made in one

or more pieces as desired, although the fewer the pieces

the easier it will be to put in place. The hangings at the

back of the window should be of velour, or what is known
as "Window-trimmer's Plush." The ornamentation in this

setting consists of a painted design in black and white. Be-

fore this is begun the wall-board foundation should be

smoothly covered with white paper or felt, on which the

painting is to be done. A flat-black paint in either oil or

water color may be used. A good black show-card paint will

be found to give excellent results for this purpose, if the

work is to be done on paper. If felt is used to cover the

background, care must be taken not to have the color too

thin, as it will be apt to spread outside of the borders of

the design if applied too freely. The flower-bowls used in

the window are made of wooden chopping-bowls painted

white, or gilded, as preferred. White felt should be used

to cover the floor.

Appropriate for Sale Purposes

Sketch 2 shows a setting which is suitable for sale pur-

poses and may also' be used during the regular business sea-

son. This background, being flat, is very appropriate for use
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in a shallow window, as it takes up barely three inches of

the depth. To make this setting, the back of the window
is covered smoothly with white or colored felt. If the back-

ground of the window is panelled, it should first be covered

with wall-board so as to be perfectly smooth. Next, a large

No. 2

lattice window is built and painted white. Use a quick drying

water-paint for this purpose. Before painting set the lattice

in place against the felt covered background. Now, with

a piece of soft charcoal make a light mark all around the

outside of the lattice, close up to the wood. This is to serve

as a guide in painting the trees which form the scenic panel

seen through the window. Next, remove the lattice and

paint it, as directed. While the paint on the lattice is dry-

ing, you can paint the trees. Use a good flat-black paint for

this, preferably water-color, as it will dry quicker than oil

and not be so apt to run on the felt. The trees should first

be sketched with charcoal, then taking very little color on
the brush, paint them in, using broad, bold, strokes starting

at the trunk and working toward the outside. You will

notice that as the strokes approach the outside edges of the

foliage they appear a trifle gray, this should be left just as it

is, as this makes a transparent effect which is very desirable,

and which can be obtained in no other way in black and
white work.

The panels at either side of the lattice are made of

colored felt, which is glued in place. Two pieces of dif-

ferent colors are required for each panel. They are glued

one on top of the other.

Using Plain Price Cards

The question of employing price-cards during sales

needs little discussion, as it is well known that their use is

absolutely necessary. Plain cards are preferable for sale

purposes, though some are successfully used which have

the name of the sale printed at the top. No matter what
kind, they should be used plentifully. It is also a good idea

to use large "full-sheet" cards throughout the store to direct

attention to the "very special items" offered in each depart-

ment. Full-sheet cards may also be used to good advantage

in the windows if the space permits.

MAKING JANUARY SHOE SALE REDUCE STOCK
Majority of Retailers Plan to Convert an Otherwise Dull Month Into an Active Business

One and Clear Out Odds and Ends in Preparation for New Spring Goods—How it

Should be Conducted to Secure Most Satisfactory Results—Views of Those Who Favor

Such a Sale and Why Some May be Opposed to an Undertaking of this Character

By G. W. BROCK

With the ushering in of the bright New Year, the

thought of the average business man is directed toward
stock-taking and reducing his winter accumulation of goods,

clearing out odds and ends, stickers and stayers, in order

to make room for the bright, clean merchandise of spring.

With the rapid changes in styles, in patterns, leathers,

colors, lasts and combination effects, as far as women's foot-

wear is concerned, it would appear that the average dealer

who attempts to keep up with the proposition at all, could

have a clearance sale every month and still have some out-

of-date or dead stock on his hands. Unless there is un-

mistakable evidence of a reasonably strong and representa-

tive demand for a certain style of shoe, the town or small

city shoe dealer should go slow on novelty lines.

Of course, the word "novelty" is capable of wide inter-

pretation and may cover many ideas and suggestions. If

the dealer handles extreme novelties, he should make a very

large profit on the first few sales. For instance, on a dozen

lot, the first four pairs disposed of should carry sufficient

margin to let him out even if he has to sacrifice the rest

at cost.

Why is January Clearance Necessary ?

What is it that makes dead stocks? Why is the January

sale needed? One retailer will blame it on the frequent

change of styles and the heights and depths of fashion, to

which manufacturers of women's lines particularly, ascend

and descend. Others attribute the accumulation of stock to

the fickleness of the buying public, the pressure exercised

by travelers to induce dealers to purchase ; the ushering in

of good and bad months, created by unseasonable weather

;

the rush of so many young men to join the militia, etc. The
cold, clear fact is, that the January sale is necessary because

buying has not been undertaken by you as carefully, dis-

criminatingly and intelligently as it should have been. Un-
profitable buying is just as much of a detriment to success

in any business as is a too niggardly, hesitating policy or

attitude. One cannot have all the right kind of shoes and

the correct number of widths and sizes in each last, so that

all lines will be cleared out to the last "12th of a dozen,"

the same as shovels, hoes, pick-axes and wheelbarrows. Re-

member, footwear is not hardware, although one would
think, by the usage which certain reckless and irresponsible

customers give the former, that they thought it was.

"Do you hold a January sale, and why?" was the per-

tinent question put to several retailers, and the varied nature

of their replies is illuminating. Here they are: Mr. A
said that he did it because the other fellows in his town had

made a custom of doing so for years. Asked if he thought

it really necessary, he said not in his case, as he always used

bargain tables. "I conduct a January sale, giving 15c. to

20c. discount, because I believe that I get a good deal of
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advertising from it, and convert what would otherwise be a

dull month after a busy Christmas trade, into a fairly active

one. There are always some lines in my stock that are not

moving, and this is a fine chance to get rid of such accumu-
lations."

Know that Sales are Genuine

A western dealer, who has been in business 17 years,

says that he has held 14 annual January sales, and each is

a genuine one taking in the whole stock proposition,—not

a cut on a few special lines, obsoletes or leaders. "We
give a 20 per cent, discount on everything in the store. Of
course, we endeavor to push off odd lines first by displaying

them the most prominently, and if they do not move as

rapidly as needful, we give still better discounts. We
figure that getting rid of old stock during these sales at

anything up to 50 per cent, we are not losing, as we might

as well give a customer 50 per cent, off at such a period

than job some goods later at a discount of 75 per cent, or

80 per cent. We thoroughly advertise the January reduction

sale, and as we hold only two during the year, the other

being in July,—and make such events widely known, the

people have confidence in us and know that our bargains

are genuine.

"There are, however, two or three stores in this city

that are having sales insistently and since the war, have been

using all sorts of military terms in order to attract atten-

tion. People lose faith in such flamboyant publicity, because

it does not bear the stamp of earnestness and honesty. To
have a "Bombardment" sale one month, and a "Big Drive"

sale the next, and an "Entrenchment" sale following, and a

'Mobilization" sale, an "Active Service" sale, "Join the

Colors" sale, "Patriotic" sale, "Red Cross" sale, and "Never
Let the Old Flag Fall" sale, etc., appears to be the acme of

folly.

"But of course, you cannot stop some unscrupulous com-
petitors resorting to every means to catch a favorable breeze,

and so trimming their "sails" as to scurry along on the wave
of passing patronage. And, by the way, I notice that the

patronage is passing the door of these fellows who have

been shouting too loud and too long. I have not overdrawn
this picture in the least. You know that treason often shel-

ters itself behind the flag, and two or three of these fellows

are working off ancient, dust-covered and shoddy produc-

tions as substantially new goods at reduced prices, and using

military and patriotic terms for really fictitious purposes.

"However, if I talk this way you will be of the opinion

that I am a grouch. I think that 1916 is going to be the

best year in my history and you will hear from me in Decem-
ber next as to the accuracy of my predictions."

Good Windows and Advertising Helps

To hold an effective January sale and make it a success,

it is necessary to have an effective bargain window. Sug-

gestions on how to install suitable backgrounds and how to

arrange the goods will be found on another page of the Shoe
and Leather Journal. Posters no doubt help a good deal,

as well as neat announcements mailed to patrons in one's

"recruiting territory."

"Yes," declared an eastern dealer, "I can make use of a

AN ATTRACTIVE ESTABLISHMENT WHICH SPECIALIZES IN FINE FOOTWEAR

The accompanying picture affords some idea of the at-

tractive nature of the front of the Yale shoe store, Regina,

Sask., of which MacDonald & Wray are the proprietors.

The store is located at 1860 Scarth street, and is 90 feet

deep, being well appointed throughout. The business was
established in 1913, with one object, and that was, stocking

only high grade shoes, to secure a large share of the fine

trade of Regina and tributary towns, which reaches a con-

siderable volume. Messrs. MacDonald & Wray, believing

tnat it is impossible for all stores to carry a sufficiently

representative stock of fine and novelty shoes, to satisfy

the demand for stylish footwear, saw an excellent opening

and took advantage of it. This, combined with the art of

perfect fitting and efficient service, is responsible for the

satisfactory patronage which the Yale shoe shop now en-

joys. The proprietors are energetic and progressive.
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good deal of ready money in January and that is why I

hold a sale. 'When you are in Rome, you must do as the

Romans do,' and there are seven other shoe merchants in

this city and as five of them have conducted a January sale

ior years, I am not going to be an exception. I have always

found a number of better class patrons are not averse to

accepting a genuine bargain when it is presented. A cer-

tain, so-called exclusive and high-class purveyor of costly

foot toggery, may affirm that his aristocratic patrons disdain

anything that smacks of economy, low prices or saving

money—that the mere mention of the word 'bargain' is an

offence to their aural and olfactory perceptions, but just the

same this veneer is too thin to blind a fellow who is in the

game and knows its 'ins and outs' as I do.

"For instance, when in R the other day, I ran

across a shoeman catering to a "strictly high class trade."

You would think that he never had a speaking acquaintance

with a shoe that costs under four or five dollars, and that

the majority of his sales were on seven or eight dollar

ranges. We were talking over this January sale question

and I was telling him some of my plans, how much I thought

I would take in, etc. Then my big-feeling friend declared-

—

with a kind of a drawl in his tone and irony in every glance.

'No, I never resort to such catch-penny-go-as-you-please,

take-in-the-public kind of propositions. You know I do not

have to do it. Our trade does not demand it, neither does

it look for it. I think it gives any store an air of cheapness.

My customers are all steady, well-to-do ones and I have prac-

tically nothing in the way of left-overs at the end of each

year. While the January sale may be necessary to the aver-

age shoeman to dispose of stickers and shelf-warmers, I

keep a very close eye on all lines and if necessary, cut the

price at the proper time, so as to get rid of anything likely

to adhere to the shelves too long. Then I pay great atten-

tion to my windows. I give them an artistic, distinctive

touch that brings me a class of people that the other fellow

does not get. No special sales for me—I would not hold one

under any conditions. It would undermine the excellent

reputation I have and destroy my standing in the community.

You know that a store such as I run, with such a select

stock and discriminating patronage, does not have to adopt

anything like 'sacrifices.' My people are not looking for it.

1 can count on my connection and clientele as very few other

merchants can. Pardon me, but you may think this sounds

rather boastful, but I am only telling you what is actually

All Classes Welcome Genuine Bargains

"Well, sir, this fellow's talk, the supercilious chatter of

this bumptious specimen of aristocratic shoedom, made me
feel like 'giving him one" for he certainly 'got my goat.' I

know hanged well that I sell just as good shoes as he does

and, while my store may not be quite as much like a French
salon or millionaire's drawing room, still the people I cater

to are just as good, have just as much money and exercise

as much discrimination as they do in this chap's establish-

ment. I have never known, no matter how wealthy patrons

may be,—if they recognize that an article is really worth
so much and by taking it at such a time they can obtain it

at a- reduced figure,—but what they will take advantage of

the occasion. This is particularly true during war time,

when every one is, or should be, exercising thrift, foresight

and, economy. I have heard chaps: like J talk before,

and he almost gives one creeping paralysis. I find that

human nature is pretty much the same the world over, but I

do dislike any competitor, who arrogates to himself superior

virtues, and thinks that he imparts to the trade a dignity

and a glory that it is hopeless for any one else to emulate.

"I have a brother who is manager of a shoe department
of a large department store in Vancouver. It was during

the slump in 1907, when things were very dull and trade

slack, that a sprightly and dapper young fellow, whom we
will call Jenkins, blew in one day.

Others Complain, But Oh, No ! Not Us

"How is business?" asked my brother, after they had

exchanged preliminary greetings.

"Well," spoke up the plausible and wily representative,

"it is first class—never better. You know last month we took

in more orders than our factory could turn out and we are

sold up for several weeks ahead. I know that some of our

competitors are complaining—have laid off a lot of their

men and called in several travelers. But to tell you the

honest truth, our goods—he was selling rubber heels—are

so well established, their registered trade-mark name so

widely known, their splendid worth and their excellent

quality so thoroughly recognized, that we simply have been

flooded with business. Then too, we only open accounts

with the very best concerns."

"Here my brother gave a kind of cynical smile when

Jenkins spoke up hurriedly, but rather apologetically:—

"Perhaps you think I am giving you a lot of guff, but

really I am not. I am telling you the actual truth when I

say that we seem to be the exception that proves the rule,

and that business with us was never better or as promising

as it is at the present time. You see, we put the value in

the goods,, etc., etc.

"The conversation continued along general lines, when

my brother had to go to lunch,, stating that he would not be

in the city that afternoon. He shook hands with Jenkins

before parting. The latter looked rather alarmed and ex-

claimed in a nervous manner:

"Are you not going to give me an order for a few gross

of rubber heels? It is a long time since you have bought

any from us. I have several new lines."

"No," declared my brother, "Why should I? We do

not exactly need any at present. I thought that you had

all the business that you can possibly fill, and anything that

we might give you would prove a real embarrassment. I

guess we will help some other fellow out who is not so well

favored as your firm."

"Then you should have seen Jenkins get down on his

haunches. He became lowly in spirit and meek in attitude,

pleading almost piteously for an order. In fact, his tone

and conduct were directly opposite to the self-assurance

and fanfaronade of a few minutes ago. He practically ad-

mitted that he had been getting off a lot of hot air, that he

was a bluffer, etc. But, nevertheless he got no business and

went out—I hope, a subdued and wiser creature. Yet there

are many so-called 'Jenkinses' to-day. Their balloon floats

very high in mid air until it is punctured by a well-directed

shot, when it descends like a rocket to Mother Earth. When
I hear a fellow talking about the January sale being below

and beneath him and his trade, he reminds me of the gar-

rulous and elusive Jenkins, who, I hope, has now joined the

aviation corps and is doing business at the front."

A BOUQUET FROM SOUTH AFRICA

Enclosed you will find postal order for another

year's subscription to the "Shoe and Leather

Journal." We may add that we appreciate the

Journal very much and look forward to its arrival

twice a month with much interest.

Yours faithfully,

W. SMALE & SON-

East London, South Africa.
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STRAIGHT TALK ON THE SUBJECT OF PROFITS
The First Great Essential is to Know What Your Mark-Up, Expense and Net Profit

Are—The Certainty of Facts in Place of the Uncertainty of Guess Work—Know
What Lines to Push and What to Drop—Some Definite Data for the Shoe Retailer

There has been a mass—I might almost say a mess—of

material written on the subject of figuring profits. One can

get twisted into a thousand mental knots trying to read some

of it. It surely is a knotty problem ; but some of the at-

tempted solutions only seem to tie more knots in it. Let us

see if we can do some simple straight thinking on the sub-

ject this morning.

To start right let*s settle on what profit is. One man
says profit is the difference between cost and selling price.

If an article costs $8 and sells for $12. the profit is $4. True,

says another man, but that $4 is only the gross profit; out

of it have to come the expenses and if there is anything left

that is net profit.

So then we have two kinds of profit—gross profit and

net profit. And since these terms are apt to be confusing I

am going to use the term "mark-up" to mean the whole dif-

ference between cost and selling price and the term "profit"

to mean only what is left of mark-up after expenses of do-

ing business has been deducted.

Thus if a merchant sells goods for $50,000 that have

cost him $30,000, his mark-up is $20,000. If his expenses

are $10,000 he has left a profit of $10,000.

Figures as Represented in Percentage

Now just a word about these figures as expressed in

percentage. They can be stated in either one of two ways,

both of which are correct. If we use the cost of goods,

$30,000, as the basis, our mark-up of $20,000 is 66 2-3 per

cent., our expense of $10,000 is 33 1-3 per cent., and our

profit of $10,000 is also 33 1-3 per cent. If we use total

sale of goods, $50,000 as the basis, our mark-up of $20,000

is 40 per cent., our expense of $10,000 is 20 per cent, and

our profit of $10,000 is 20 per cent.

While either of these sets of percentage is correct, it

would be wrong to mix the two. For, if a merchant should

figure on a basis of his past year's sales that his cost of

doing business was 20 per cent, and his profit was 20 per

cent., making 40 per cent, mark-up, and should then invest

$30,000 in new goods and mark them up only 40 per cent,

of $30,000, which is $12,000, he would find at the end of the

year that after paying expenses of $10,000 he would only

have $2,000 profit instead of the expected $10,000. Forty

per cent, mark-up based on selling price equals 63 2-3 per

cent, based on cost.

Uudoubtedly some retailers have erred in marking up

goods because of a confusion of the two bases on which

percentage may be figured, but I do not believe there is a

man in this audience who would make such a mistake. Your

problem as I see it is not how much you should mark up

your goods, but how to squeeze out a respectable profit be-

tween the cost which is fixed by the maker or the jobber

and the selling price which is fixed by competition. And that

we must admit is some sizable problem in these days of sharp

competition and rising costs.

Well, perhaps we can think along the lines of some fun-

damental facts that will help each one of us solve the prob-

lem for his own particular business.

Most Expensive Thing is to Guess

The first great essential is to know, not guess, what

your mark-up, expense and profit are. It is a good thing

to know at the end of the year what it has been, but it is

better far to know at least each month, and better still, if

possible, each week. I make the positive assertion that there

is not a merchant whose business is too small to afford a

$10 a week girl if she does nothing else except keep you
posted week by week on just what you are doing in the way
of making profits. The $500 you would spend during the

year would give you the facts and figures that would enable

you to make several times that $500 in extra profits.

The most expensive thing you can do is to guess. The
most profitable thing you can do is to know—and to know
all the time as you go along.

What is the most costly thing you handle in your store?

Don't think of the highest priced goods, for that answer

i*5 wrong.

The most costly thing you have anything to do with is

time—minutes, hours, days, weeks and months. Let us prove

this to you.

Suppose my average expense is 20 per cent, of the sale.

Suppose I buy a flying machine for $5,000 to sell for $10,-

000. Will I make a profit over my 20 per cent, expense?

If I sell it within a year, yes? I'll take off $2,000 for

expense and have $3,000 left for profit.

But suppose it is five years before I sell it? My ex-

penses are 20 per cent, for each one of the five years, or

100 per cent, for the period. I have used up the whole $10,-

000 I got for it and am out the $5,000 I paid for the absurd

A SPLENDIDLY DISPLAYED, INSTRUCTIVE AND ATTRACTIVE
ADVERTISEMENT OF MONTREAL SHOE

ESTABLISHMENT.

A New Fashion-Justly Popular

PLA1A
$5.50

Black calf

vamp ; 8 inch
black cloth top

;

close-trimmed
sole; baokseam,
top and front

edge faced with
black calf
leather.

Shoes sent prepaid by

Parcel Poet on receipt

of price.

Successfully inter-

preting fashions for a

season of many rad-

ical innovations, we
present a "Variety"

of Strictly "High-
Grade" Shoes which

will add immeasur-

ably to the rec-

ognition of this

house as Style

Authorities of

the first rank.

Winter
style book
free on re-

quest.

Regal Boot Shop
556 St. Catherine West.

(Headquarters for Holeproof Hosiery)
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Special Values in

Ladies'Boots

$2.75
LADIES' PATENT COLTSKJN BOOTS — New high-cot effect*
adapted for »hort akirta. black cravenette or dull calf topa, button 01
lace styles, sizes 2 to 7. Special. ... ... 2.75

$3.00
LADIES' NEW STYLE BUTTON OR LACE BOOTS-M.de of fine
Patent Kid or light weight Calf Vamps, fine Cloth Tops in the new
high-cut effects, sizes 2 to 7, Special , 3,00

First Quality RUBBERS Only

MOORE'S
The Quality Shoe Store

A NICELY LAID OUT, DIGNIFIED, AND INSTRUCTIVE NEWSPAPER
ANNOUNCEMENT BY BARRIE, ONT., SHOE MERCHANT.

piece of merchandise. All because of the time it took to

turn my investment into money again.

What Frequency of Turnover Means

Suppose I had bought instead of a flying machine, $5,-

000 worth of chewing gum, candy, soda water or anything
else that would sell rapidly— in a short time—for only $7,-

000. If my expenses were still 20 per cent., or $1,400, the

profit would be only $600. But if I sold this amount ten

times over in a year, I'd get $6,000 profit out of it.

Do you see how speeding up the time increases the read

profit, although the margin is much smaller?

Therein, to my mind, appears the only way to work out

a profit where cost of goods and selling price are pretty

firmly fixed by causes beyond our control.

We have assumed that 20 per cent, of the sale was the

expense of doing business. That figure was obtained by di-

viding the expense for an entire year, $10,000, by the sales

for the year, $50,000. I believe that this is a wrong way of

figuring the percentage cost of doing business. I believe

that it is wrong to use a percentage so obtained to guide

the merchant in the conduct of his business. We haven't

yet taken into consideration the capital invested. We bought

$30,000 worth of goods during the year, but we may not

have had $30,000 invested in goods at any one time.

Suppose we have an average investment in goods of

$15,000. That would mean on the average we turned our

goods over twice during the year. Some of them we turned

ever only once, others twice, others four times, some ten

times.

Goods That Should Stand Greatest Charge

I have shown that we can afford to operate on a smaller

rrake-up where we turn the goods more often. I think we
should also charge up a smaller percentage of expense on

goods turned more often. Consider this:

The expense for rent, salaries, light, etc., is a daily ex-

pense. It should r2ally go on the goods on hand every day.

The goods that stay longest on the shelves should stand the

g: eatest charge for rent. That's what we rent our building

for—to hold goods. They should stand the greatest charge

lor other expenses because it costs more to hold goods and
to sell the kind of goods that don't move rapidly.

The ideal way, if it didn't take too much bookkeeping,

would be to tax each article so much a day for every day it

remains unsold. Then we would get after the goods that

were eating themselves up in taxes and if we couldn't move
them faster we would have a sale and replace them with

goods that did sell rapidly. We ought to figure our yearly

expense down to a certain per cent, not of the sale price

but of the average inventory and divide by 365 days; then

let each article carry that percentage multiplied by the num-
ber of days it remained in stock.

To do this with every single article would require alto-

gether too much accounting. It wouldn't pay to get the

figures. But we should keep the principle in mind at all

times that the small mark-up repeated many times a year

may exceed the larger mark-up turned only once a year, when
it comes to the profit that we are in business to get.

And we can get near enough figures along this idea that

will guide us better than lumped-together yearly figures if

we divide the goods we carry into a few general lines. Keep

a perpetual inventory of cost and selling price (which in

many businesses is simple and practical). Figure separate

expenses of each line, rent for instance being proportioned

on the display value of the actual space used, and then charge

those expenses say monthly, or even weekly, as a percentage

of the cost value of the stock on hand.

The Value of Perpetual Inventory

Such perpetual inventory with the accompanying data

on the quantity of each article sold, makes a wonderfully

valuable guide to proper buying. Merchants who use this

plan know to a nicety what the demand will be at any season

of the year. Their records of preceding years show just

what quantities to contract for and on what dates to specify

delivery.

The plan enables a merchant to hold down his invest-

ment in any one line to the minimum and to turn his dol-

lars over many times a year. With the lowered investment

in present lines he has capital to expend in other lines that

help carry his expense load, therefore lower it proportion-

ally and that adds to his profits.

A merchant in Chicago built his business to the point

where he averaged a thousand sales a day in a little store

forty feet square—a gross business of more than $200,000

a year.

What His Daily Records Revealed

In this little store he kept a wider variety of goods, and

made more real net profit, than most stores with five times

his space and ten to fifteen times his capital and
expense. The secret of his success was in the

small amount of stock which he carried and the fre-

quency with which he turned his capital. He planned to

keep just one day's supply of stock on the shelves and in the

show cases. Every night his stock was replenished just

enough to replace the goods removed by the day's sales.

Accurate records for several years enabled this merchant

to know almost exactly how much he would sell of every

line each day, and to make arrangements in advance for

this sale.

He kept a two weeks' supply of each line in his stock

room on the fourth floor, where rent cost him very

much less than he paid on the first floor. Each
night he sent down to the store just enough of

each kind of stock for one day's business. By knowing al-
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most exactly how much goods he would be able to sell of

each line, he was able to make quantity contracts with his

jobbers on many lines, at quantity prices, with semi-monthly

deliveries and monthly bills. He paid after he sold.

If his records showed, for instance, that he would need

1 000 shoes of a certain size, his order to the jobber or

manufacturer would be 1,000 shoes to be delivered in quan-

tities of three dozen every other week.

Every month he got a bill from the manufacturer or

jobber for six dozen shoes. But, he had probably sold five

dozen of them before the bill came, so he could take the

discount with money he had already received from the sale

of goods.

He invested $10 a week in salary for a young woman
who gave her whole time to tabulating sales and expense

figures.

The report this young woman gave him every day

showed not only the number of sales for that day of every

line of goods carried, but it also showed a comparison with

the preceding day, the same day of the preceding week and

the same day of the preceding year.

If you asked him, "How's business?" he would tell you,

for his policy was to know. He didn't guess at his figures.

It cost him $10 a week, a sum which would scare some

learned through necessity several valuable lessons in re-

tailing.

With stock worth $200 the young merchant started in

business. His working capital was limited to $100. The
owner of the building loaned him the fixtures. All about
him were the price-cutting competitors who had driven his

predecessor out of business. Brune realized that he was
within the narrow limits of meagre capital and restricted

margins. His only way to progress was through small pur-

chases, and quick sales. He dared not buy more than he
knew he would sell. Thus the novice in retailing learned in

one concrete lesson at least two of the profoundest secrets

of modern retailing. He learned to make a few dollars do

the work of many by performing simple tasks in mer-
chandising over and over again in the shortest time. He
learned that only by selling on narrow margins could he

compete at all.

There were the two phases of retailing he became ac-

quainted with first. He was introduced to them by his

friend in disguise, "Limited Capital." So he was able to

compete; to stay in business; and to prosper. Writing of

his earlier experience a short time ago, Brune said: "I

found that by this plan I could get farther ahead in one year

than merchants doing business in the old way could in five."

DoYou Want to KnowWhy We Are

W1

One of the Prosperity Stores?

E have opened the Wak-In Shoe Store in St. Catharines because we have confidence

in the business future of St. Catharines in general and of the East End in parti-

cular. We felt that there was a splendid opening for an up-to-date, quality-first shoe

store despite the fact that there were already many other shops in this particular line.

We felt that owing to our low overhead expenses we could offer the public footwear at

extremely moderate figures and that the public would be quick to recognize genuine

worth and honest service.

Our expectations have been fully justified judging from the large patronage accorded

us during the short time since our opening in September. Our business is growing every

day in accord with the growth and prosperity of this, the Garden City of Canada. We
will continue to prosper because we have the goods, the quality and the service. "Right Shoes at Right

Prices" is our motto and we are living up to it «very'day.

We have only recently secured the exclusive agency in St.

Catharines for the new "Bernice" Shoe for women. We cordi-

ally invite your inspection and approval of this, the snappiest

and classiest line on the market.

"Wak-In" to the Wak-In any time and we are confident you

will walk out with a smile of satisfaction after an inspection of

our high-grade lines for men, women and children.

WAK-IN SHOE STORE
295 ST. PAUL STREET

A PROSPERITY ADVERTISEMENT OF NEW ST. CATHARINES, ONT., SHOE HOUSE WHICH IS CHARACTERIZED BY OPTIMISM AND GOOD CHEER.
THE DISPLAY IS GOOD AND THE ILLUSTRATIONS CLEAR.

retailers, but it enabled him to do a gross business of $4,500

a week on a capital that was less than some retailers use to

do a business of $100 a week.

All With Working Capital of $100

Richard Brune, who has made an unusual record in the

grocery business, came to the United States at the age of

twelve, unable to read or write English, and with three dol-

lars his totafr capital. After seven years of hardships, the

while he was submerged in the great "melting pot" of

American citizenship in the making, the young man went

into the grocery business in New Haven, Conn. There he

In less than two years after he had started in business,

Brune sold out, worth $5,000 in cash, and started out to find

a larger field. He bought another store in Sawtelle, Cal., a

suburb of Los Angeles, where, in four years more—at the

age of 25—he owns two stores and is doing an annual busi-

ness of $100,000.

All through his experience Brune stuck to the principles

he had proved out in his little store. This is the achieve-

ment of a twelve year old boy without education, unable to

read or write English—proud possessor of three dollars in

"coin of the realm."

Down in Norfolk, Va., is a grocer whose success in the
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retail grocery business has been more remarkable in many
ways than Brune's. For one thing it has been achieved on a

larger scale. David Pender went to school only two years.

At 13 he started to work in a grocery to help support his

widowed mother. For twelve years he plodded on. At
twenty-five he possessed not a dollar. To pay his railroad

fare from his home in Tarboro, N.C., to Norfolk, he bor-

rowed ten dollars. In Norfolk he found a job. Two years

later he managed to get hold of a small store, which he

bought without a dollar of his own capital.

Business flourished. From this point the story reads

like a page of fiction. In a little more than two years he

owned the business free and clear. Then the store was
moved into a double storeroom which offered four times

the space. Next the rising merchant moved into the down
town shopping district. He took a double storeroom, then

the room next door, then a fourth, then a fifth. Needing

more room, he added a storeroom that fronted in another

direction, but adjoined at the rear. Then he utilized every

foot of the second story of these buildings. Later he estab-

lished a department of his business in a four story build-

ing across the street from the five-front store. He did

this in the face of the severest competition; the target of

numerous price-cutting competitors, all bigger than himself.

But Pender applied the basic principles he had dis-

covered when he was the smallest grocer in Norfolk. He
had 250 competitors then—the largest enjoying a gross an-

nual business of $300,000. But Pender steered for the open,

and one by one, as the autumn leaves fall, his competitors

gave up the race. When the last of them had withdrawn
Pender stood supreme. His gross business mounted until,

in his sixth year of business, the receipts reached $385,000.

The next year they mounted to $460,000; then up, they

soared to the million dollar mark.

Does Half the Business of the Place

Pender has 250 competitors still; but he is now bigger

than all of them combined. He does half the grocery busi-

ness in Norfolk, and the other 250 divide the other half.

Pender has been in business for himself sixteen years

and is only 41 years old. He owns every dollar's worth of

the business personally—has never taken outside capital.

So much for the history of Pender's success. That is

the superficial part of the story. Underneath lie the well-

grounded principles that must underlie every big success

in business. Pender expressed the cardinal principles of

them all in the three word motto: "Know the truth" about

your business.

Amply backing the Pender slogan of business success is

an accounting system that is a marvel of utility, though

simple in form. It has grown from a small system that he

devised in his first little store. There he had been face to

face with competition that demanded small margins of pro-

fit and rapid turnover. He faced that competition with

practically no working capital.

As the business grew its varied phases were grouped in

classifications best handled independently. To-day separate

rentals are charged against each department equal to what
the space would be worth if it were leased to an outsider.

Figures showing the sales, costs and profits are boiled down
into comprehensive reports that tell to the fraction of a per-

centage what each clerk and each department is contributing

to the success of the business.

Through comparisons made possible by this boiled-down

information, exact conditions are known at all times, and

there is no such word as "guess" in the Pender vocabulary.

As a matter of fact there are hundreds of little details

in which Pender has departed from the accepted practices

of retailing and fitted his procedure to modern conditions.

His business is a remarkable example of the conditions. His
business is a remarkable example of the consistent develop-

ment of practical ideas in merchandising. It reflects the

keen business insight of the man who has built what he as-

serts is the largest home-trade retail grocery business in the

United States.

There is just one big secret behind the success of these

and other men in the retail field, who have forged way ahead

of the average merchant. They substituted the certainty

of facts for the uncertainty of guesswork in the conduct of

their business. They know what the cost of handling each

line of goods is. They know whether to push a line or to

drop it and take on another. They know what amount to

invest in a line and at what season.

They guide their growing business with the charts of

experience, boiled down to comparative figures of costs, sell-

ing prices, expenses and profits. Their investment in get-

ting these facts they regard as the most essential investment

they make.

They have proved that a comprehensive, yet simple and

workable, plan for figuring profits as one goes along is the

only hope of making those profits anywhere near as large

as they ought to be.—E. A. Walton, before the Retail As-
sociation of Pennsylvania.

AN EXPERT IN DECORATIVE LINE
P. C. Smiley is one of the men in the shoe game who is

making a success of his work, and puts his whole heart and
soul into every effort. An expert window trimmer, he has

more than a local reputation in this respect. Mr. Smiley

is a native of St. Thomas, Ont., in which city he is now sales-

man and window dresser for Fred Sutherland, shoe retailer.

He was first employed with H. Tallman, who conducted a

flourishing footwear establishment in the railroad city, and
passed away a few years ago, beginning as parcel boy and
Saturday help. His next position was as salesman for

Geo. H. Wilkinson, Windsor, he being engaged [in the St.

P. C. SMILEY, ST. THOMAS, ONT.

Thomas store for two years. From there he went to his

present connection. An evidence of Mr. Smiley's decorative

ability and his standing as a window trimmer Was exempli-

fied in a recent issue of the Shoe and Leather Journal,
when illustrations of the special Christmas trims of Suther-

land's Shoe Store were presented.
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WHEN SHOES SLIP OFF AT THE HEEL
When shoes slip off at the heel, as it is so common with

low shoes, a piece of velvet cloth is glued in and still does not

hold the shoe from slipping, for the reason that the shoe is

loose lengthwise, so that the extreme end of the heel-seat

should be padded first to bring the shoe the correct length

for the wearer's foot. Oftentimes this padding will be
enough to hold the foot in place. Felt would seem to be
about the best article to use for that purpose. When the

centre spreads out it is then a different story, and I will tell

you how one repairer remedied this defect by a quick and
efficient method. This consisted in inserting a moulded
counter and of gluing same to the shoe, and once dry, of

pressing at both sides until well drawn, when a few tacks

were applied all around the extending flange at the bottom.
By so doing the old counter in the shoe was reshaped and
brought back into its original shape once more and the foot

was hugged by a set of double counter's, the inside set hold-

ing from slipping by friction and the foot was also held from
turning in. This is the correct method for overcoming slip-

ping off.

THE MERITS OF RUBBER HEELS
The importance of rubber heels cannot be over-estimated

when we stop to think of them as health preservers and life-

savers. Rubber heels lessen the jolt incidental to walking,

and protect the nerves from the tapping of the heels on pave-
ments, marble floored halls, and even on wooden floors.

They prevent slipping on wet pavements on snowy and rainy

days and people can descend from car steps without having
to fear lest their feet go from under them. There were
four persons in the Eastland disaster who owe their lives to

the fact that they were wearing rubber heels. The heels

prevented them from slipping, and they were able to keep
their footing until they reached the starboard rails and climb-

ed onto the side of the boat, where they were rescued.

Put the rubber heel proposition up to your customers
in the light of a life and health preserving invention and you
will find it profitable. The argument generally has to be
used but once on the same customer; when he becomes edu-
cated to the merits of rubber heels he becomes a perpetual
customer, and this means repeating profits for the shoe
repair shop.

ONE CUSTOMER GOT SOAP AND WATER
"R. W. L." writes a bright, breezy letter on novel ad-

vertising plans for the shoe repairer to draw more patrons
to his shop and on more courteous treatment of customers,
particularly children. Here is what he says in the Shoe
Repairer:

—

"I have promised to write you about our advertising.

I think the shoe repair man does not go about it in the right

way. First, he puts an ad in some local paper and keeps it

there year in and year out till it gets to be an old thing and
people don't notice it, and when they want shoes repaired

they go to the nearest shop and get them done. What he
wants is something new that is different.

"Our shop is known by every boy and girl, man or woman,
in town. This is one of our ways of advertising: I got 30
boxes from the shoe factory in our town, sizes 5 to 8 boxes,

or boxes that they put 5 to 8 children's shoes in to ship, and
we put something useful for the feet in each one. Then we

advertised in the paper and in our window, and told every-
body and made some big cards and tacked them up, announc-
ing that on the 17th of August, with every pair of shoes that
we repaired, we would give a box with something useful for

the feet in it; also if anybody got rubber heels we would
attach them for a quarter. Anyway, we made a big fuss

about it.

"On the 17th the shoes started to roll in. Well, I didn't

know that there were so many people who got their shoes
repaired. Railroaders, townspeople and farmers (old, whisk-
ered fellows that I never saw before, and I thought I knew
every one). But they each one got a box and when the boxes
were all gone, we got some more (say, a farmer is a great

man to get all he can for nothing).

"Well, the next day after our advertising started, a
boy came in the shop and said that their neighbor told his

mother that L. & L. were giving out something useful for

the feet and 'What do you think? I got a bottle of water
and a cake of soap!'

"After a little while a man was going by and put his

head in the door and thanked us for that '2 in 1' shoe polish

we gave his son, and so it went. One farmer got a pair of

rubber heels (sorry to say there only was one pair in the boxes)

.

The boxes contained shoe strings, insoles, corn plasters, shoe
blacking, rubber heels, shoe button-hooks, shoe horns, etc.

"Now everybody that sees me wants to know how the
shop is coming out. It paid us good and increased our trade
a lot. I will write again and tell you of some more advertis-

ing stunts we are going to pull off. We have a good one.

You know every boy wants to get a football, and we want
shoes, and a man or woman will listen to their children

quicker than they will to an advertisement."

HEEL PLATES AND TOE PLATES
Some repairers who are using heel plates, toe plates or

circlets claim that such plates or circlets do not hold solidly

enough during wear. But they never stop to think that when
these do not hold it is due to the cheap, spongy stock on which
applied. With an old sole these plates cannot be guaranteed
to hold unless rivetted on and that can be done at the toe.

The time to apply the plates is immediately after resoling or

when a new top lift is applied, as new sole leather will posi-

tively hold any plate, although circlets and nails will not hold
so positively as plates. The time to apply such protectors is

when the leather is new. Plates are even coming into use
on brand new shoes—toe plates at that. The writer has seen
boys' shoes so improved, and the manufacturers say that

jobbers and retailers are pleased with this additional talking

point in favor of the wearing qualities of the shoes. I have
seen plates forced in flush with the leather and that can be
done when the leather is wet. I know of a shoemaker who
gouges out a space the shape of the plate and thereafter

drives in the plate into position, but as before stated, plates

can be forced into wet stock.

You read this paper to keep abreast of the strides your
business competitors are making. Heed some of our tips

and you will be showing your heels to the fellows whose dust
you are taking to-day. There never was a business man
could not be benefited by a thorough perusal of his trade
journal.
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FIRE?
That Fire we had in our Cement

Factory on December 11th, is not

preventing us from shipping

CEMENTS
DRESSINGS
BLACKINGS, Etc.

as we had a sufficient stock in reserve to easily

carry us over to the time when our factory will

be on regular running schedule again.

Business As Usual

BOSTON BLACKING CO.
152 McGill Street - Montreal, Que.
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VOGUE OF MILITARY STYLES

An interesting evidence of the influence of the war on

shoe styles for men is illustrated by the marked success

which Albert Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing

Co., Limited, Montreal, states has been theirs with their

new military dress boot. Mr. Tetrault stated that their

regular heavy military boot in storm calf with viscolized

sole had, of course, been put on the market at the time the

first order for army shoes was executed, but it was only

recently that they found quite a demand for a dress shoe

military style, which caused them to market a model with

a lighter sole, not waterproofed, in tan calf of a color be-

tween brown and mahogany, and with a good tan duck

lining, which makes the boot sit up well. The heel is nailed

right through. He says that the shoe made an instant hit

and that they have received orders for several thousand

pairs from different parts of the country.

THE LEATHER INDUSTRY IN BERLIN

Berlin, Ont., became early in its history a leather

centre and has maintained its supremacy in certain lines ever

since. It boasts to-day the largest and best equipped har-

ness tannery in America and has also a sole leather tannery,

whose product is distributed not only all over the continent

but across the seas.

The honor of making the first leather in Berlin appar-

ently belongs to the Langs—the Lang tannery being estab-

lished about the year 1854 by R. Lang, the father of the pres-

ent operators, the business being run for years as R. Lang &
Son. Even twenty years ago its product had a reputation

second to none in the country. The plant has been enlarged

several times and is now one of the finest laid out and
equipped establishments on the continent.

In 1858 the late Louis Breithaupt established a tannery

for the production principally of sole leather and from sup-

plying the immediate requirements of the village and neigh-

borhood it soon began to distribute its product more widely

until a wholesale business was done entirely.

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR FOR UNITED KINGDOM
Attention has been directed in former issues of the

"Weekly Bulletin" to the opportunity afforded for the sale of

Canadian-made footwear and leather in the United Kingdom
in view of the output of English tanners being diverted to

military purposes.

It would now appear that Canadian shoes are reaching

the English market and the following paragraph taken from

the "Shoe Trades Journal" of recent date, which com-

ments upon the enterprise, has been forwarded to the De-
partment by Mr. Claude Dyer, Acting Trade Commissioner

at Leeds.

The paragraph reads as follows : "The Dominion of

Canada, having come to our aid so splendidly in the matter

of supplying troops for the present war, as she did during

the Boer war, is now anxious to supply us with shoes, hav-

ing learned that we wanted them for the men who were or

were not fighting, and for the womenkind left at home. We
have seen this week a splendid collection of shoes made in

Canada that will fit the requirements of the British people

until that people can supply itself. They are sound, solid

goods, not, perhaps, quite the style we want, but this is a

detail. We can easily blend our wants with our ideals by

subordinating the latter.

"Years ago the United States sold us shoes. Some time

after we sold the United States shoes. But Canada made
few shoes in relationship to her population, she bought them
from the United States. She learned the lesson as we did,

and to-day Canada is putting upon the market a shoe for

British consumption which is the nearest substitute we have

ever seen. Our only wish is that she should specialize in

leather as well, because, when this war is over, there is scope

in this trade for the English-speaking race and for France

and Russia."

PROMINENT LEATHER MAN SUDDENLY CALLED

With startling suddenness Aid. S. Morley Wickett,

managing director of Wickett & Craig, Limited, leather

manufacturers, Toronto, died at the National Club, Toronto,

at midnight on December 7th, where he had partaken of

dinner with several old Varsity classmates who were plan-

ning to send Christmas parcels to some members of the class

now serving in Europe. During the evening Aid. Wickett

appeared to be in his usual good health, but later complained

of a pain in his chest. He retired for a short while but soon

THE LATE S. MORLEY WICKETT, TORONTO

returned to the sitting room, where he conversed for some
time. All at once he dropped to the floor and, although

medical attention was hastily summoned, Aid. Wickett had
passed away. Heart failure was the cause of his demise.

He was a son of S. R. Wickett, senior partner of the firm

of Wickett & Craig, who is chief adviser on military boots

for the Dominion Government. Born in Brooklin, Ont., in

1872, the deceased graduated from the University of Toronto
in 1894. He afterwards studied at Leipsic University, where
he received the degree of Ph. D., and later took courses in

the Universities of Paris, Berlin, Vienna and Cambridge.
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Silk and Cotton Bows
and Metal Ornaments
manufactured in Montreal by me, at prices which are

interesting. Samples submitted on demand.

5*40. to 7}4c. per pair.

Columbia Fiber Counters

Every pair is guaranteed.

These counters are made in

every shape and mould.

Gowdy Felt Box Toes

They never leak, and are al-

ways clean. They can be

used in colored shoes without

staining.

Metal Shoe Hooks

In all shapes and sizes. Can
save you about 25 per cent,

on this article.

Shoe Buttons

In all shapes and sizes; in all

colors carried in stock ready

to ship.

G. J. TRUDEAU
365 Ontario St. East, MONTREAL
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He was a MacKenzie Fellow in political science at Toronto

University from 1897 to 1899 and was a lecturer on political

economy from 1898 to 1905. In the former year he was
President of the University Literary and Scientific Club.

Dr. Wickett severed his active connection with the Univer-

sity to become associated with the leather industry and in

his business career showed splendid judgment, adminis-

trative ability and executive powers. He took an active

interest in all that pertained to the welfare and expansion

of the trade, and in 1914 was Chairman of the Tanners'

Section of the Toronto Board of Trade. He was also a for-

mer Vice-President of the Canadian Club and a member of

the Executive of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

which body sent him to the Yukon some years ago to study

trade conditions. Later he was despatched by the Dominion
Government to Alaska to investigate business possibilities.

Dr. Wickett had been one of the representatives in the

Toronto city council for Ward two for three years, and each

term headed the polls. A strong advocate of reform in the

fiscal policy of the city, he made a close study of transporta-

tion problems and civic finances. Adopting an independent

course, he took a fair and firm stand on all questions, irre-

spective of personal or party considerations. He was not

one who played to the gallery and, in his municipal career,

brought to bear on every phase of civic life, clear thought

and a well trained mind. He enriched municipal represen-

tation by his worth and character, and, in the leather trade,

was one of the most promising and respected among the

younger members, who deeply mourn his passing. Dr.

Wickett leaves a wife and two children. In religion he was
a Methodist and in politics an Independent.

RECORD ORDER HANDLED BY J. A. SCOTT
The Montreal branch of J. A. Scott, Quebec, under the

management of W. A. Lane, are putting through one of the

largest orders ever given in the Canadian shoe trade for

tan kid. They accepted an order for 250,000 feet, approxi-

mately three thousand dozen, on November 11th, and guar-

anteed delivery by first of January, making the first delivery

of over 800 dozen November 21st. This large order of kid

was for use in army shoes and was placed by two concerns

in Montreal and one in Quebec. Shoe manufacturers know-
ing the scarcity of this stock and the particular difficulty

of securing immediate delivery of even small orders, will

be rather surprised at Mr. Lane's success. He is to be

congratulated on getting it through not only promptly, but at

a price satisfactory to the buyers.

HAS SILK LACES IN ALL WIDTHS
Paul Roy, Montreal, who represents J. Einstein Inc.,

New York, has just received samples of silk laces in all

widths and shades, which his principals are manufacturing
and will now be sold in Canada. He is also showing samples
of silk and mercerized braids and ribbons for shoe manu-
facturers.

MAKING LIFE'S WALK A DELIGHT
To walk 5^ miles a day every day in the year, for

two years and still wear the same pair of shoes, is a double
tribute—to the activity of the owner, and the durability of
the footwear. Yet this is the record of A. A. Matthews,
15 Terrace Hill street, Brantford, Ont. Mr. Matthews
says that he has had two half soles put on the shoes and
had them re-heeled a couple of times, but the uppers have
not a break in them, showing the splendid character of the
stock. In connection with the 4,000 miles covered (this

is the
.
distance which Mr. Matthews has actually traversed

to and from his work), he remarks that he could add an-

other five miles each day, for he walks considerably in

visiting the various departments of the establishment. He
is on his feet about 11y2 hours daily, so one can under-

stand that the shoes have no light usage. Mr. Matthews
voluntarily sent the foregoing facts to J. & T. Bell, Limited,

of Montreal, makers of the Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole (for

this is the brand of boot which the Brantford resident has

worn with such satisfaction and service).

LOWEST MARKET NOT THE CHEAPEST

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley told in an address in Washington
a story which runs as follows:

"There was a man," he said, "who manufactured so-

called silver spoons. A dealer bought largely from him,

but was always clamoring for a lower price. 'But I can't

lower the price,' the manufacturer would say, 'unless I put
in more lead!

'

"'All right—more lead by all means,' thus the dealer

would reply.

"The other week the dealer wired that he would take

an enormous consignment if the price were cut another 10

per cent.

"'I can't cut the price another penny,' the manufac-
turer wired back.

'"Put in more lead,' wired the dealer.

"'Impossible,' was the manufacturer's reply. 'Last

lot I shipped you were ALL LEAD.'"
And so it is with some people. They are constant y

clamoring for a lower price, forcing the shoe manufacturer

to put in "more lead." When you beat the manufacturer
down in price you force him to sell you inferior goods. The
most successful purchasing agents know the lowest market
-S not the cheapest.

MORE ATTENTION TO SOCK LINING

Opinions have been expressed that the McKay shoe

should be more popular in the field occupied by low priced

welts; but the writer believes that these opinions lose sight

of the fact that the man with $2.50 to $3.50 to invest in a

pair of shoes wants just as much comfort in his shoes while

he wears them as the man gets who pays $5 to $7.

Anyone who has worn Goodyear welt shoes and knows
the smooth condition of the insole and the comfort result-

ing therefrom will generally stick to them. If a man must
economize in the price of shoes, he would rather take an in-

THE TANNERY OF C. S. HYMAN & CO. LONDON, ONT.
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"REECE RAPID"
BUTTON HOLE MACHINE

LEADS THE WORLD

Shoe Manufacturers wanting a button

hole machine that is speedy, econom-

ical and substantial ; one that will

make a perfect barred button hole and

not an imitation bar, will do well to

examine this model.

It Is Built To Wear-
Seldom Needs Adjusting

Runs equally well with silk, cotton or mercerized

thread. Reduce your costs by installing one.

THOS. C. DOYLE (Reg.)
71 St. Alexander St.

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
FOR CANADA

MONTREAL

ferior selection of upper and sole-leather, than to take an

inferior construction or less comfortable shoes.

Perhaps, if the McKay manufacturers had paid more
attention to sock lining conditions, they might have retained

a larger proportion of medium priced shoes. This, appar-

ently, they have not done, and the result is that the per-

centage of welt shoes is gaining.

The McKay shoe has tacks and nails in the insoles from

the McKay lasting and sole laying, and it also has thread

and wax. Now, these conditions are not conducive to foot

comfort. As the shoes are worn perspiration from the foot

coming in contact with the acids in the insole stock pro-

duces corrosion around the nails and tacks, loosens them up,

and of course, causes discomfort to the wearer.

If McKay shoes are to gain in percentage of output, as

seems hardly probable to the writer, they must be made
better, and one way of making them better is to use better

sock linings and to put them in in a more enduring way.

After all, the condition will not be as good as it is in the

welt shoe, and to make the condition inside of the McKay
shoe as good as possible will cost some money, and per-

haps this is the principal reason why it has not been done.

—

Superintendent and Foreman.

Promotion comes only to those who well understand other

parts than the one they work at every day.

The first steps in advance within easy reach lie in the

study of the Standard Technical Books and various is-

sues of the shoe trade journals; attending shoe trade even-

ing schools; conversation with experts on certain parts of

shoemaking at the time that part is being especially studied

—one line at a time being more advantageous than a mix-

ture of details. Ask questions of trade journals and as a

foundation do your part of the work in the factory in such

a way as to insure the good will of your foreman.

PROPER USE OF SPARE TIME

The evolution of modern shoemaking during the life-

lime of many shoemakers now living, has so greatly dimin-

ished the range of experience of ordinary workers in shoe

factories that few have any chance in working hours to

learn even theoretically many of the details, unless they

aim to do all they possibly can in their spare time in the

factory, in their homes, or in association with workers in

branches other than the one they are daily engaged in.

FATE DEPENDS ON PAIR OF BOOTS
The fate of Joseph Sauvageau, now on trial in the Court

of Special Sessions, Montreal, on a charge of theft, hinges

on a pair of boots he wore at the time of his arrest, but which
disappeared mysteriously since. Judge Bazin recently ad-

journed the trial to enable the police to look for the footwear.

The complainant is Hall Dunlop, who has a shoe repair-

ing shop at 366 Rachel street, Montreal. Somebody broke
into the place and stole a number of pairs of boots, including

one left by Sauvageau to be mended. About a week after

the robbery, Dunlop says, Sauvageau came around and asked

for his boots, demanding $5 if they were not returned to him.

Two days later Dunlop met Sauvageau on the street, and
the complainant says the man was wearing the very pair of

boots that had disappeared from the store.

Sauvageau was arrested on a warrant, and at that time

was still wearing the boots, which were of the button vari-

ety, with cloth tops and rubber heels. When he appeared in

Arraignment Court next morning, however, after a night

spent in the cells, he had on a heavy pair of lace boots. The
theory is that Sauvageau changed boots with somebody
while in the prison van on the way to the court.
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A STEP HIGHER IN MEN'S FINE SHOES

There has been considerable comment in both manufac-

turing and retail circles throughout the country in the past

couple of months on the action of a prominent manufacturer

of men's shoes in making this year the occasion for the

marketing of a new high priced men's welt. The substance

of the discussion is that a live retailer can sell and sell at a

profit the very best shoes in these times if he goes about it

in the right way.

J. D. Palmer, president of the Hartt Boot & Shoe Co.,

Ltd., Fredericton, N.B., the concern making this line, when
requested to state their reasons for choosing this time to

market their new Gold Medal Line, had this to say:

—

One of our ideas in putting this line on the market was
to enable ourselves to say without fear of contradiction that

there is no better shoe being made in any factory on this

continent. As a matter of fact there are a very limited

number of factories in United States who are even pretending

to make a line of equal quality. Our idea in introducing

the line to the Canadian trade at this time was to switch

to our factory a considerable share of the business in higher

priced men's shoes that had been going previously to Ameri-

can factories. Our study of this question led us to believe

that this business was available for a Canadian factory if

it were enterprising enough to market a shoe sufficiently

high in quality. We thought the venture worth a trial,

and have been more than pleased with the success we have
had. We have done more business in this grade than we
had any reason to think we would do for the first season.

Our shoe is made to retail at an average price of about $8.00

per pair. The same grade shoe imported would have to

retail at at least SI 0.00 per pair. We realize that there

might be better times to introduce a new line of this nature,

but orders we have received have more than justified us in

our belief that a good shoe in the hands of a progressive

retailer could be sold quite successfully be times good, bad
or indifferent.

FIRE DOES NOT STOP BUSINESS

Wm. Linklater, sales-manager of the Boston Blacking

Co., Montreal, advises the Shoe and Leather Journal
that the fire which occurred in their plant on Cabot Ave.,

Cote St. Paul, Montreal, Dec. 11th, has not had serious

results. Mr. Linklater stated that their cements, dressings,

and blackings, and other shoe manufacturers' supplies are

being shipped as usual, as the company had a large reserve

stock for emergency use. The section of the plant which
was burnt is being rapidly reconstructed, and there will be

no interference with the regular business of the company.

KEEPING DOWN THE OVERHEAD COST

"How do we sell shoes so cheap—how do we make
men's welts of all calf leather, everything solid, for $2.60,

while our highest figure is $3.15 for any style and on any last?

Well, we have never scamped a shoe—we have always main-
tained a certain standard. And how do we do it? " remarked
a leading footwear manufacturer the other day. "We
have an output of about 1,200 pairs a day, and could expand
much more rapidly, but we have all the business we can take
care of. When I tell you we turn over nearly one million

dollars a year in volume, you will understand why we are

able to produce such good shoes so economically.

"In the first place, I am a practical shoe manufacturer,
and am not above going out and selling some lines myself.

I thus market enough goods to keep down the overhead
charges and earn my salary based on commission alone.

There are no fellows sitting around here holding high-sound-

ing positions—discharging functional duties, looking sapient

and serious, and yet really accomplishing or producing

nothing except lending their presence to the place and per-

haps a certain amount of dignity. All such "adjuncts"

eat up money and a great deal of it. Then, I have not a

large number of stock holders. My brother-in-law has a

few shares, but I hold the controlling interest. My brother-

in-law is not only the superintendent of the plant, but also

the buyer, and being close to the sources of all supply, goes

down to Boston and New York quite frequently nd makes
advantageous purchases of leather and findings. We do
not wait to contract for so many dozen, at such a figure

but corral as much as we possibly can for the future, when
we know we are likely to require a certain line.

"We have enough leather stored in our stock room to

last us for the better portion of next season. I told you
that we do a million dollars' worth of business a year, and
yet what do you suppose my office expenses are? And
all invoices and drafts go out promptly and correctly. I

am neither a tight-wad, nor an ingrate, and my staff tran-

sacts all the business and my wage bill for bookkeeper,

accountant, cashier, and stenographer is only $62.50 per

week. I want to know, can you beat it ?"

"Our business affairs are in good shape—our accounts

are well looked after—we meet our obligations readily—
our orders are delivered on time, and we endeavor to use

everybody right. The reason we can sell goods so econom-
ically and are able to compete so satisfactorily with others,

giving better quality for less money, is that every one

around this establishment is a worker. There are no decora-

tions, no sinecures, and no gratuities other than the good
hard-earned cash paid over for service, thought and effort.

"There, you will think that I am boasting, but I must
tell you, that while competitors have at times, produced as

good a looking shoe as ours, we have never resorted to the

use of side leather or imperfect materials of any kind. No
shoddy enters our shoes—no leather board, fibre board or

other productions under specious sounding names. Our
shoes are leather all through and through.

"When I cease manufacturing, and lay down my work
for somebody else to take up, I want it said of me that my
reputation was unstained, that my word was as good as my
bond, and that the shoes I turned out were of honest

value and solid worth. What better legacy can one leave

to his successor than the record of an unsullied name, the

memory of a life work nobly performed, associated with

a reliable product that has always stood foremost. These

things I count more than great riches, spectacular charity,

bronze monuments or carved tablets."

TWO POPULAR STYLES TEN INCHES HIGH WITH LIGHT CUBAN HEELS.
THE BAL ON THE LEFT IS A GLAZED KID AND ON THE RIGHT IS A
BROWN VELVET BUTTON. THE LATEST TENDENCY IS TOWARD
VERY HIGH CUTS, NINE TO TWELVE INCHES, SOME MANUFACTUR-

ERS SHOWING THE WAVE AND HUSSAR CUT TOPS.
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A BUSINESS BUILDER FOR HIS FIRM

J. A. McKenzie, manager of the Victoria branch of the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., is a young man of

athletic build, active mind and energetic disposition. He
knows how to play golf, is a Mystic Shriner and a Rotar-

ian, and takes a keen interest in all athletics. Born and

educated in Carberry, Man., he made his first step in earn-

J. A. McKENZIE, VICTORIA. B.C,

ing a living by delivering groceries for a retail store. A
few years later he went to Winnipeg, where, for some time,

he was connected with a widely known wholesale house.

Nine years ago, Mr. McKenzie became identified with the

Canadian Rubber Co., at Vancouver, and in 1907 joined the

Victoria branch of that firm, now the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., which position he still fills with ability

and success. He has the art of making and retaining

friends, in both his business and social relations.

LISTOWEL MAY GET SHOE FACTORY

The ratepayers of Listowel, Ont., will vote on a by-law

on January 3rd, to aid a new shoe industry in that town.

It is proposed to give the company a free site, exemption

from taxes for ten years, except school and local improve-

ment taxes, and a loan of $12,000 for the term of 14 years,

at 6% interest—the money to be payable as follows : $4,000

when the roof complete is on; $6,000 when the building is

equipped with machinery, and $2,000 two months after. The
parties forming the company are H. B. Morphy, F. W. Hay,

A. H. Hawkins, J. W. Bernie and J. S. Gee, all of whom are

local business men, and well and favorably known to the

community. The company promise to employ by the end

of the first year, 40 hands, and thereafter 60 hands, and agree

to erect a building, 80 feet by 50, two storeys in height, with

basement; and to equip the same with machinery for the

manufacture of shoes, etc.

RETAILERS VISIT NEW SHOE PLANT

The new and well equipped factory of the Canadian
Footwear Co. at Pointe Aux Trembles, was visited recently

by a large number of Montreal shoe merchants. The

guests were warmly welcomed and spent some time going
through every part of the plant, which is a large and inter-

esting one. The building is four storeys high, well heated

and splendidly lighted. The facilities for shipment are

excellent, sidings being right up to the door. The first

floor is given over to the offices and stock department,
the second to the finishing and packing, the third to the
making, while the cutting and fitting rooms are on the fourth

floor. Adolph Lecours, managing director of the company,
extended a cordial welcome to the visitors and told of the

splendid progress that had been made. Their line of

women's, misses' and children's McKays was meeting with

a ready acceptance from the trade. All preliminary troubles

had been overcome, and everything was now running smooth-
ly, while the future was full of promise. L. E. Gauthier,

president of the company, and Mayor Versailles of Montreal
East, also spoke briefly. Included in the visitors were a

number of representatives from the United Shoe Machinery
Co., leather merchants and members of Montreal shoe

manufacturing firms.

TWO SONS ENLIST FOR CAUSE OF EMPIRE
Two sons of J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas,

wholesale shoes, Toronto, are doing their bit to uphold the

honor and glory of British arms. They are William H.

and John F. The former was one of the managers of Mc-
Laren's, Limited, Hamilton, previous to enlisting, and is

now a member of the 19th Battalion, of which Lieut.-Col.

J. I. McLaren, formerly mayor of Hamilton, is commanding

lieut. wm. h. and lieut. j. f. mclaren, sons of j. a.

mclaren, Toronto, who aVe now on active service.

officer. Lieut. McLaren was a member of "D" Company,
91st Highlanders, and is now "somewhere in France,"

contributing his share to the triumph of the cause, which
he has so much at heart. Lieut. John F. McLaren was con-

nected with the wholesale shoe house of his father until

recently. An officer in the Queen's Own, he is now a member
of the 58th Battalion, which is at present in training in

England, preparatory to entering upon active work in the

trenches. The commanding officer is Lieut. Col. Jenet, of

Brantford. Both boys have always taken a deep interest

in military affairs, being enthusiastic, energetic officers.



HOW SHOEMAN GOT DROP ON TRAVELERS
He Had Been Relating Some Imaginative Tales When Two Drummers Jollied Him
Into Procuring An Electric Sign as the One Thing Needed to Make His Establishment

Complete—He Took Them at their Word and their Firms had to Whack Up for the

Decoration—A Lane that had a Sudden Turn

By JAMES C. LEE

The age of romance is not over. We are told that the

world to-day needs imagination. The average citizen, if

he expects to scale pinnacles of fame must have a bright

outlook and a vivid mind.

He must, in his mental eye, see great things to be ac-

complished and vast undertakings to be carried out. We
hear of the saving grace of humor to relieve serious and

sober aspects, and impart an even quantum to human affairs

and their daily relations.

Now, when it comes to business matters, the shoe mer-

chant who can only see each day's receipts, who cannot

look further than the time when he locks the front door or

peer beyond the top shelf in his shop, is certainly lacking

in poise and purpose.

He must dream dreams and paint mental pictures, and

visualize himself as a man catering to the best class of

trade, with the most select stock, the very latest novelties,

the most superb service and the greatest volume of business.

This is what trade journals have preached and travelers

have proclaimed and efficiency experts have enunciated

Without imagination we can do nothing. We cannot make

ourselves or our business great. But, on the other hand,

perhaps some of us have too large imaginations. There is

too much of the romancing and the mythical in our make

up. We love prevarication, exaggeration and adulation. To
some, such qualities come naturally ; with others, perhaps

they may be acquired.

Always on the Mountain Top

Ennis lives in a western Canada burg which shall be

nameless. He is always in good humor, never down-

hearted, fond of companionship and prone to talk on his

achievements. He has so much imagination that the cruel,

hard things of life never jar his diaphragm or rasp his finer

sensibilities. He was in a smoking car, returning to his

city with a few shoe travelers, on a recent Friday night.

One of them, Dilman, was an excellent "kidder" and pre-

tended to be a personal friend of Ennis, who did not realize

that he was evidently being "strung." Led on by Dilman,

the irrepressible Ennis gradually warmed up. As he started

relating his experiences, the company of five friends grew

more interested and appreciative.

"Yes, sir," said Ennis, "I believe that I sell more rub-

ber heels than all the other shoe dealers in P . Do you

know that I carry such a heavy stock in that lean-to of

mine at the back, that the foundation actually sank four

inches from the weight of the goods."

"You don't say so," exclaimed Dilman, with well feigned

incredibility.

"Yes, sir," remarked the enthusiastic Ennis, "and I am
giving you no fairy story either."

"How has trade been ?" asked Barr, another knight of

the road.

"Fine, could not have been better," said the imaginative

shoe retailer. "Why, last Saturday we had the best day

during the whole year, and we closed up early, too."

"How early?" was the query.

"Oh, we got through about half past one or a quarter

to two."

"In the afternoon?"

"No, on Sunday morning."

"Why, that is against the law."

"Can't help it." asserted the loquacious Ennis, "we
could not possibly get through earlier. Why the people

came in droves to our establishment, and kept coming, and

it was nearly 2 o'clock on Sunday morning before the last

man was fitted and out of the shop. Mind you, sometimes

we have to keep open until four or five o'clock before we
get through."

Paying Fine to Do Sunday Selling

"Well," declared Barr, "don't you have to pay a fine?"

"Oh, yes," calmly responded Ennis, "but it is cheaper

for me to whack up a fiver and keep open to oblige the

public, than it is to close up and disappoint so many people.

Of course, the police know I cannot get through my business

before 12 o'clock on Saturday night, and so a fine is chalked

up against me at the City Hall every week, and I go down

once a month and settle up."

A Retailers' Association was formed in P and

fully 95% of the shoemen joined. The best ones in the

trade were elected to office, but Ennis did not see fit to cast

REMEMBER THAT BOY
AT THE FRONT

and send him a pair of these packs.

There is nothing you can send to a soldier in the trenches
that he will appreciate like a pair of GENDRON'S "PEN-
ETANG" SHOE PACKS. They are absolutely waterproof,
being the only leather footwear that will keep out enow
water.

THEY ARE LIGHT, WARM AND COMFORTABLE.
IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND IN THE TRENCHES SEND

HIM A PAIR NOW.

I MAIL SHOES FREE
jWrite for "English K" and "Special Footwear" Catalogues.
|

The Shoe Specialist

160 Cordova St. W.

A TIMELY, APPROPRIATE AND WELL PREPARED ADVERTISEMENT
OF LIVE VANCOUVER FIRM.
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in his lot with them. One day, one of his fellow business

men remarked, with a twinkle in his eye (which, however,
Ennis did not detect)—that it was too bad that he (Ennis)
was not down at the meeting,—so many dealers were mak-
ing inquiries regarding him, wondering why he did not

turn up, and feared the Association would go to smithereens

unless he lent it his encouragement and assistance.

"Oh, well," said the self-consequential Ennis, "when
they get some real shoemen there, perhaps I will think of

joining them, but at present I have no time to bother with

a lot of unknowns and has-beens."

When You Have Stock in the Company

On another occasion Ennis had the Remlar brand of

footwear displayed in his windows. He was standing near

the front of his shop, when a traveler came along and re-

marked to a friend, in a voice which he knew Ennis would

hear :

—

"I do not see how this fellow can sell shoes so cheap.

Why, he has these lines ticketed at practically less than

other retailers can buy them for."

"Oh, that is easy enough," spoke up the ubiquitous pro-

prietor, as he sauntered over to the window, "you see I have

several thousand dollars worth of stock in the company.

Being a shareholder, of course I can buy to very much bet-

ter advantage than the other fellows up the street, who are

mere pikers as compared with me. I withdrew hy holdings

the other day and am going to put them in a new concern.

I do not say how much stock I am going to get, but I

will tell you this. I had $7,000 in the bank the other day

and now I have only $23, and you can draw your own con-

clusions, boys, as to what I have done with the collateral."

The picture, however, has its reverse side, and although

Ennis is full of fabrication and egoism, and is an adept in

imagery, he is not so slow as some might think he is. Oc-

casionally the "biter gets bit," and a good story is told of

how two widely known travelers called upon Ennis on one

occasion, complimenting him on the spaciousness and beauty

of his premises. They incidentally remarked that, occupy-

ing such a convenient corner, he should have an electric

sign. For once Ennis admitted that he could not afford it

—just then.

"That don't make any difference," quoth Watkins, "erect

one anyway."

"Yes," said Nier, who represented a well-known line

of women's shoes, "you surely should have something there

to brighten up such a busy street intersection."

Electric Shield for which the Firms Paid

Watkins represented the Poco line of shoes, and Nier,

the Roylat range. They "kidded" Ennis along,, or at least

thought they did, by telling him how much more business

he would do when an electric sign in the form of a huge

shield appeared at his entrance, and by all means to get one.

To the d with the question of cost. They never believed

for a moment that their remarks would be interpreted liter-

ally, but judge of their surprise, some three months later,

when Ennis had an electric announcement, large and lus-

trous, "Poco shoes for men" and "Roylat footwear for

women"—"Sold Here."

This dazzling reminder extended over the sidewalk about

five feet. Its brilliance blinded all. The cost was $60, and

imagine the surprise of Watkins and Nier, when their re-

spective firms were billed for $30 each. Of course, the Poco

shoe people and the Roylat Manufacturing Co. immediately

repudiated such a claim, contending that they had nothing

whatever to do with it. Ennis replied that they were respon-

sible, and unless they each paid an equal share for the elec-

tric thriller, he would not settle for goods which he had
recently bought from them.

"How do you connect us up with this matter?" wrote

Ardley, president of Roylat Co. * .

"Why, your traveler told me to put it up—said that it

was just what I needed, and to hang with the expense/'

came the reply, "so I took him at his word and carried out

his instructions." Sure enough, whether Ennis was bluffing,

or not, he erected an electric sign as he had been told. The
shoe firms had to pay for the same, before they could place

any more goods on the shelves of the "imaginative" retailer,

who was not such a d fool in this instance as the twain

of drummers supposed.

SHOEMAN SENDS GREETINGS FROM FRANCE

Editor, Shoe and Leather Journal:

Sir,—Although the weather is wintry, very cold and
muddy and wet, we are all O.K. Everything is looking

more than favorable, with the artillery constantly pouring

over the shells on the Huns' lines, making one continual

rumble and deafening noise. After hearing from several

of my dear friends, all telling of the better conditions of

business, especially in my own game (shoes), I would like

to express my wishes through the medium of your journal

for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to my shoe

acquaintances and to the Shoe and Leather Journal,
which is always boosting the Canadian shoes. I seemed to

have established a reputation on talks of footwear while

under fire in the trenches, dugouts or at rest camp, with

interrupting others; hence this piece of poetry was handed

to me from one of my spring poet friends, who became
slightly effected by a mild change in the wintry weather

had an inspiration, but got it mixed up with one of my talks

on shoes. The following is the result:

—

WAR AND SHOES

A nine-point-two let loose a roar,

Our hearts towards our throat began to soar,

The loud clear voice ne'er ceased to ring,

The Goodyear Welt is just the thing.

A shrapnel rent the sky o'er head,

We thought for sure we all were dead,

The voice continued loud and clear,

Leckie's are good, but rather dear.

A whiz-bang blew our dugout in,

Tearing things up with a fearful din.

We all came out without a bruise;

And Mac continued his talk on shoes.

Give us the shoe with a lasting last,

And a shape that has others far surpassed

With a heel and sole that will help us walk,

Then we'll listen forever to your shoe talks.

Thanking you for inserting this rhyme and wishing you

continued prosperity during the coming year, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

R. B. MacPherson.
"Somewhere in France."

W. D. Hobson, shoe retailer, and a former Mayor of

Woodstock, Ont., lectured recently before the Royal Cana-

dian Institute in Toronto on "Song Birds of Ontario and

Their Economic Value." For years Mr. Hobson had made

a hobby of ornithology and had delivered addresses in many
parts of the province.
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NEWSY HAPPENINGS FROM OLD QUEBEC

Among the visitors in the city recently were L. S.

Odell, of Montreal; Chas. F. Hemenway, of Smith, Hemen-
way Co., New York; H. C. Parker, of Parker, Irwin, Ltd.,

Montreal; A. Isseman, of Walpole Rubber Co., Montreal;

Alf. Bernier, of Bernier & Bernier, Lotbiniere; J. D. Wood,
of Cotton Threads, Ltd., Montreal; and Geo. A. Slater,

Montreal.

Ed. Guimond, formerly foreman in the finishing room
of Duchaine & Perkins, has taken a position in La Cie

des Cuirs et Chassures, Plessisville, in the same department.

This company are organizing a Goodyear plant to work on
Army shoes. This concern is growing very fast, the capacity

of the factory being 100 cases. E. Fournier, the manager,

is an energetic and go-ahead business man, and under his

direction the prospects are very bright.

Dugal & Matte are installing a new 60 h.p. engine in

their tannery.

Albert Racine, tanner, has installed a new press and is

now in a position to fill orders. He recently took an order

for 10,000 horse sides, to be made in boxed leather. The
hands in his employ are working day and night.

Legace & Lepinay have installed another lasting ma-
chine to assist in filling orders. They expect to make ten

cases a day.

Louis Guay, of J. Guay & Fils, was seriously injured

by a splitting machine, having three fingers badly crushed.

Alf. Maranda, formerly shoe manufacturer of this city,

died recently, and was buried in St. Sauveur cemetery.

Many friends will regret to hear of his passing.

R. Richard has opened a shank factory at Les Saules,

Que., where a specialty will be made in the manufacture
of steel and board shanks. It is expected that good orders

will be booked from Quebec and Montreal.

The leather business is not very brisk, on account of

the scarcity of dyes and raw materials, Especially on goat

skins is the demand exceeding the supply. Recently

a tanner, now out of business, sold a keg of black aniline

(the price of which before the war, was $60) for $1,200.

Cotton has made a jump of two cents a yard in one
week. Shoe laces cannot be obtained at any reasonable

price, and if the demand for these articles continues to

increase, it is anticipated that the line will be completely

out of the market. Shoe manufacturers are all working
to capacity.

THEY STOOD THE STRAIN SPLENDIDLY

The Walpole Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited, recently

received this appreciative letter regarding use of rubber

heels by Canadian soldiers: Just a few lines in praise of

ycur famous Cat's Paw rubber heels. I have been mending
boots for the 37th Battalion for the last ten months, and
I have tried a lot of different makes of rubber heels, but I

have never come across any that can beat the Cat's Paw,
and they are a cheap rubber heel which will suit any per-

son's pocket. Some of my men in the 37th Battalion have
worn your famous rubber heels on their boots for four and
five months, and they have done between fifty and sixty

miles a week route marching, besides ordinary everyday
walking. They marched from Niagara-on-the-Lake to To-
ronto, a distance of ninety-two miles, and some had worn
rubber heels for six weeks before the march and I can
safely say that they would last another month. You can

use this letter to do what you like with. I only hope I can

get them in England when we go there, which will be on
the 25th of this month. Hoping to use your famous rub-

bers always, I can safely recommend them as a good rubber
heel, as I have put on hundreds of pairs, I remain, yours

truly, Sergt. S. Allen, 37th Batt, C. E. F., Headquarters
Staff, Exhibition Camp, Toronto.

PREPARING FOR BIG GATHERING
The annual meeting of the Toronto Shoe Retailers'

Association will be held on Thursday, January 20, when
officers for the succeeding year will be elected, and other
important business transacted. It is expected that Presi-

dent H. C. Blachford, Treasurer J. C. Budreo and A. Levy,
member of Executive Committee, along with others, will

attend the National Shoe Retailers' Association, which will

be held in New York on January 10, 11 and 12. This will be
che first time that any Canadians have been present, and it

is their intention, on behalf of the Toronto Shoe Retailers'

Association, to invite some of the noted speakers at that

gathering, to visit Toronto at an early date and speak
at a dinner, which will be held by the Toronto organization,

at which it is expected representatives from all the wholesale

and manufacturing concerns will be present. The proposed
dinner will take place in February, at a date yet to be defin-

itely fixed. The event will be carried out on a splendid

scale, and it is expected, that in addition to the speakers of

interest from a distance, there will be a profitable discussion

and conference between retailers and jobbers.

SENDS LETTER FROM THE CLOUDS

Writing a letter up in the clouds, 5,000 feet above old

Mother Earth, is certainly a novel and thrilling feat. Yet
this was done a few days ago in England, by Geo. K. Wil-

liams, of Toronto, whose father, Geo. E. Williams, holds

an important position with D. D. Hawthorne & Co., whole-

sale shoes, and is widely known to the trade. His son,

George, previous to taking up aviation and learning to fly

A:

GEORGE K. WILLIAMS, TORONTO

at the Curtis School, was an instructor in the drafting

department of the School of Practical Science, Toronto
University. His father recently received a letter from him,
which was written while his son was at an exceptionally
high altitude, and his machine, a B. E. No. 2, was steadily

ascending. The writer said:—"I am starting this note
at a height of 4,000 feet, and watching the sun set below a
landscape of clouds." He ended the missive when he had
soared a mile up in the air. The aviator's home is at 147
Gore Vale Ave., Toronto.
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MR. HOLMES GOING TO MONTREAL
Charles H. Holmes, who for the past three years has

had full charge of the manufacturing of women's fine shoes

with Getty & Scott, Limited, of Gait, Out, is retiring at

the end of the year to take the post of superintendent of

the Kingsbury Footwear Co., Montreal. A thoroughly ex-

perienced shoe maker, Mr. Holmes has held many respon-

sible positions and, previous to coming to Canada early in

1913, was for six years with Selz. Schwab & Co.'s factory

at Elgin, 111. His first important position was as foreman
of the making room with Charles Tenney & Son, Stoughton,

Mass., makers of men's fine shoes. In 1898 he went West
and joined the Tenant Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo., makers of

women's fine shoes. He was with that firm nine years as

assistant superintendent. From there he went to Elgin,

C. H. HOLMES, GALT

111., and then to Gait. He carries with him, to his new posi-

tion in Montreal, the best wishes of the firm and every

member of the staff.

FIFTY-FIVE MEN AT THE FRONT
Local Union No. 233, Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,

Toronto, is in a flourishing condition. It has fifty-five en-

listed members at the front and the Union is keeping them
good on the books. At the present time business is ex-

ceedingly brisk. There are more jobs than operatives to

fill them, and the manufacturers are advertising for hands.

Female operatives are especially scarce. There is an up-
ward tendency in wages, and outlook is far brighter than

at any time during the past three years. This of course will

have a tendency to add to the membership, as many non-
union workers will now doubtless take advantage of the

better industrial outlook to get in line.

TRIBUTE TO CANADIAN FIRM
Speaking of "Canadian Shoes in England," a recent

edition of the Shoe and Leather Record says: We had an
opportunity recently of inspecting a line of Canadian-made
shoes, which have been placed upon the English market
by Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, of Montreal. They
embrace every style likely to be wanted in this country, and
are cut from materials which have long been, and are still

likely to be, fashionable with our public. They consist of

high and medium grades, put up on English models. Every
shoe is cut with the dual idea of appearance and utility.

There are no freaks. The materials are good and well

selected, the making is excellent, the edges square, the heels

well set, and the shoes perfectly balanced. If the bulk is

as good as sample—and in the days of the old invasion we
never had much trouble in that respect as regards Canada

—

Canadian shoes will find a firm footing in the retail shops

of this country. The agents are Stanley Jacobs, 7 and 8

Fore-sreet, E.C.

ANOTHER SHOEMAN JOINS THE COLORS
Captain L. C. Lockett, of Kingston, has joined the over-

seas forces, and is now stationed at Napanee with "C"
Company of the 80th Battalion of Kingston. He has been

identified with the shoe trade for 22 years, first in Belle-

ville (when the firm was Haines & Lockett) and later, was
transferred to manage the branch store in Napanee, and

after a short residence in that town,, was sent to Kingston,

where he has resided ever since, being manager of the

Lockett Shoe Store. He is leaving the business in charge

of the head salesman. W. H. Mack, Jr., and his father, F.

G. Lockett, who, although he has retired from the retail

end is looking after the office work. Capt. Lockett spent

six years in the 14th P. W. O. R. of Kingston, and feels that

it is his duty to do his bit in the present European struggle

and to assist in the triumph of Br'Hsh arms. He is now
Captain and second in command of "C" Company, 80th

Battalion, and will spend the winter at Napanee. For two
months he was under canvas at Barriefield and hopes to go
overseas in the early spring, as the 80th is in fine shape.

CAPT. L. C. LOCKETT, KINGSTON, ONT.

Capt. Lockett is one of the most popular young business

men in the Limestone City, and among his accomplishments

is motor boating (he being rear commodore of the Kingston

Yacht Club). He is also an ardent devotee of the camera

and has taken a deep interest in Masonic work, being a

Past Master of Minden Lodge, A. F. and A. M., and 2nd

Principal of Ancient Frontenac and Cataraqui Chapter,

No. 1, R. A. M. Whether in sporting, social or business

circles, Capt. Lockett has always stood for the best and the

truest, and possesses the confidence and esteem of a very

wide circles of friends.



GOVERNMENT OR SPECULATORS—WHO'S TO BLAME
The Dye Situation Seems to be a Fine Target for Embargoes, Restrictions and Negoti-

ations—How Prices have Ascended and Bartering is Being Done in Colors—The Predic-

ament of Tanners is Growing Serious—Will Some of the Regulations be Rescinded ?

The dye situation is becoming a serious one for Cana-

dian tanners, felt goods and woollen manufacturers, and the

future is being faced with considerable apprehension.

It is impossible to obtain analine dyes, and a report

comes from Quebec city that a tanner, who is now out of

business, had a keg of black analine which, before the war,

cost sixty dollars, and was sold the other day for several

hundred dollars. Analine dyes are almost worth their weight

in gold and one leading leather firm in Ontario, which was

fortunate to have a large supply on hand, has been helping

out several other firms. Recently the British Government
placed an embargo prohibiting the export of logwood ex-

tracts from the West Indies, while the analine supply was
cut off shortly after war was declared. Dyestuffs come in

free except for the war tax. It has been announced by a

leading American dye firm that no further Canadian orders

would be filled. Tans, browns, greens, dark blues and reds

are practically unobtainable. On top of this, however, comes

a report from Washington, which has not as yet been con-

firmed, that the British Government has decided to allow

German-made dyestuffs to pass through the British line to

this side of the water. If this is true, perhaps the situation,

which has become intense, will be relieved. Two large

British firms in Montreal, on which some concerns de-

pended for their supply, report that they are unable to

obtain a pound of dye. Many Canadian and British firms

have been experimenting in the hope of making satisfactory

dyes, but so far have met with indifferent success. It is

reported that "British Dyes," a new Government-aided com-
pany, has been formed and will make dyes at Huddersfield

and that contracts for over a million dollars for analines

have already been let. It is hoped that the undertaking of

manufacturing analine dyes on a large scale in England
may prove successful. One maker of felt socks in Canada
has notified the trade that he will henceforth supply such

goods in the natural grey colors only, and that it is impos-

sible to make them any longer in dark brown or blacks,

owing to the acuteness of the color situation. Logwood
dyes are obtained from the log wood tree, which is about

the size of an apple tree and is cultivated almost entirely in

the West Indies and South Sea Islands. There is no log-

wood industry in Canada. Tanners are also up against

other difficulties and, since the outbreak of the conflict in

Europe, quebracho extracts have gone up several hun-
dred per cent., cod oil about sixty per cent., and greases

from two to three hundred per cent.

Getting Along But Don't Know How
"Yes," remarked the head of a leading sheep skin tan-

nery, "the dye situation is becoming very acute. For the

past year we have been at our wits' end, but, by what might

be called 'juggling' have managed to get along somehow or

other. There are certain colors that we cannot get at all.

For instance, we had an order yesterday for purple, but it

was impossible to procure any such color. I think as log-

wood is obtained in a portion of the British Empire, there

is no reason why the people of the whole empire should be

made to suffer. It seems rather a short-sighted policy to

say the least, that an embargo should be placed upon these

extracts. Logwood is the base of all blacks, and if no sup-

ply is obtainable, things are going to be in a serious predica-

ment, indeed. It is unfortunate that we have not a log-

wood industry in Canada. Perhaps, however, the situation

will clear itself before long, although the placing of an em-
bargo on logwood extracts makes matters very acute, as

these dyes are about the last hope of manufacturers."

Another tanner remarked : "We are certainly consider-

ably alarmed about the situation, and unless the present

embargo on wood dyes from the West Indies is raised, I do

not know what we will do. Black leathers, so much in

use in footwear, would be sold at a premium, and ordinary

persons might have to wear shoes of natural grain, which

would certainly appear rather unique, although they might

become accustomed to it in time. The Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association is taking up the matter and perhaps some
way out of the present dilemma may be evolved."

,

The logwood situation seems to change almost hourly.

According to a late advice, the British Government are con-

sidering American representations, looking to the modifica-

tions of the embargo on logwood from the West Indies,

and a satisfactory solution is hoped for. American firms

have given assurances to London that they will take care

of all Canadian customers and business if the restrictions

are lifted.

Word also comes from the Colonial Government of

Jamaica that it has prohibited exportations of logwood chips

and extracts to all countries other than Great Britain.

No Sales—Only What Will You Exchange

A well known Toronto importer of dyes and extracts,

remarked to the Shoe and Leather Journal, that the situ-

ation was extremely serious, and. while some firms had

certain analine dyes on hand, it is not a case of selling

or buying so much as it is one of barter or exchange.

He had already received inquiries from different firms ask-

ing what colors he could give in trade for certain other

colors. In this way, many woollen, leather and other firms

are being tided over the present trouble.

The logwood tree grows abundantly in the West India

Islands, and the dyes come to Canada in the way of chips,

crystals, solids and paste. The crystal form is the most

popular with the tanners. There is no leaching plant in

Canada and the extracts are shipped here in various forms.

Logwood is the base of practically all black dyes and has

recently increased about 400% per pound in price. Tanners
use it for blacks and blues, fustic for yellow, and hypernic

for red. These extracts alone with the necessary chemicals

to give them the proper set, are the base of all vegetable

colors.

If the embargo is lifted within a short time, Canadian

tanners may not be up against the color situation as seri-

ously as the matter looms up at present. The reason, that

the embargo was placed on logwood dyes, was Ameri-

cans were going to Jamaica and other countries and buying

large quantities of the wood from the owners at far less

than the English manufacturers could, the latter being

forced to pay three and four times as much as the Ameri-

cans. It is understood that complaint was made to the

English Government and in order to check this discrimin-

ation and speculative mania, the recent embargo was placed

upon logwood extracts. This is likely to be changed so that

exports may be sent to British dominions, and, now the
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Government of Jamaica has prohibited the export to all

countries other than Great Britain. The latter may relax

the restrictions so that Canada may secure some of the

dyestuffs of which many firms are so sadly in need.

How the Speculator Plies His Calling

"The trouble with the whole question," said one
representative, "in both analines and logwood dye-

stuffs is that the speculator—not the manufacturer

—

has got in his nefarious work since the war and
sought to corrall the supply and intensify complications.

At the same time many of these speculators have adulter-

ated the dyes and brought unjust condemnation on the

heads of a number of legitimate dealers and manufacturers
who have been doing their best to meet a very trying state

of affairs."

ANOTHER SHOEMAN BECOMES BENEDICT
Burton D. Menzies, manager of

the Sudbury store of the United Shoe
Dealers, recently joined the ranks of

the benedicts, being married to Miss

M. Cannel of the staff of F. M. Staf-

ford, merchant, Sudbury. Mr. Menz-
ies and bride spent their honeymoon
in Toronto, Windsor and Detroit.

Mr. Menzies began his insight in the

shoe line some seventeen years ago in

Lindsay with Robert Neill, and later

v/as transferred to the London branch. In 1902 he returned

Mr. Foy opened a second store in Sudbury and Mr. Menzies

Saskatoon, for three years. J. W. Foy, of Toronto, bought

out the business of Mr. Robinson and Mr. Menzies was

appointed manager of the Lindsay establishment. In 1908

Mr. Foy opened a second store in Sudbury and Mr. Menzies

went there to take charge. Three years later there was a

change made in the Port Arthur branch and he was trans-

ferred to that city as manager. In the meantime the Sud-

bury business had grown to such an extent, that at the re-

quest of Mr. Foy, the subject of this reference returned to

Sudbury where a large and profitable trade is done, the shop

recording the biggest turnover of any of the six branches

of the United Shoe Dealers.

PRICE-CUTTING METHOD OF FOOLING PUBLIC

This is what the Saturday Evening Post in a recent

issue has to say about the price-cutting retailer:

"No merchant cuts prices because he prefers to lose

money. His purpose is to make money. What he loses

on the cut-price article he expects to make up somewhere.
Now there are two ways possible of making up the loss:

(1) Charging extra profit on other articles; (2) Getting an
increased volume of business—drawing trade.

"The first of these two ways is clearly disadvantageous

to the public. One customer gets a bargain; others pay
excessive prices. And the excessive prices must total up to

more than the bargains, else the scheme wouldn't be worth
while for the storekeeper.

"The second way—price-cutting to get increased volume
—has been defended as legitimate advertising. But is it?

"Obviously the price-cutting is done to create an im-
pression—an impression that the store is cheaper than others,

not only on the cut-price line but on other lines. Quite

generally this is a false impression. The store that sold

everything at a loss would soon have to go out of business.

But the price-cutter contrives to create the impression.

"He very often does this by trading on the reputation

which a manufacturer has built up for his article. Price-

cutting is of no use unless it is done on a standard article

which has a well known standard price and is known to be
worth it. The price-cutter takes unfair advantage of the

hard work done by that manufacturer. But by thus cutting

the price, for his own ulterior purposes, he tends to make the

public believe that the article is not worth the standard
price.

" In the same way he unfairly competes with other stores

whose policy is to keep a fair, even level of honest prices

on all goods all the time. He makes these stores appear
to be high-priced simply by being cheaper than they are on
one or two articles of known value.

"The price-cutter thus, by his so-called 'advertising

scheme,' injures the manufacturer and his own competitors.

But he also injures the public, because: (1) He makes it

difficult for the public to know clearly the real value of

merchandise; (2) He discourages manufacturers from trying

to establish a fair, standard value; (3) He undermines the

reputable all-the-year-round stores which render real service

to the buying public."

VETERAN SHOEMAN REACHES FOUR SCORE
One of the veteran shoemen of

the Province of Ontario is A. W.
Vermilyea, head of the firm of A.

W. Vermilyea & Son, Belleville, Ont.,

who on November 7th celebrated his

80th birthday. Mr. Vermilyea is ac-

tive and sprightly, and having always

taken the best of care of himself and

abundance of exercise, he is likely to

attain many more years. The Ver-

milyea store has been among the leading establishments in

Belleville for 35 years and, although of late years the head

of the house has taken matters rather leisurely, he has never

lest his active interest in connection with the firm. Previous

to engaging in mercantile life, Mr. Vermilyea owned a

farm and also operated a flour and a saw mill in the village

of Stockdale, Ont. Mr. Vermilyea is fond of outdoor re-

creations, and in the summer time is a lively devotee of lawn

bowling. He is a prominent member of the Methodist

church and states that, at one time, he heard a minister de-

clare that a man could make a success in only one business.

The subject of this sketch does not endorse this view,

for he has made a success of three businesses. First as a

farmer, next as a miller,, and thirdly as a shoeman. Asked

after all these years experience, what advice he would

give a young man about to enter upon a business career,

he said that three things caused the majority of mercantile

reverses. They were neglect of business, living too ex-

travagantly, and over-stocking. "Avoid these pitfalls," added

Mr. Vermilyea, "and the average young man, with energy,

push and intelligence will succeed. Do not let your shelves

get loaded up with a lot of unsaleable and unseasonable

goods. . Keep yourself and your stock moving."

The Vermilyea store at Belleville, is one of the largest

in Eastern Ontario and some years ago the wholesale branch

was opened, which is conducted under the name of the

Belleville Shoe Company. Mr. Vermilyea had two sons, one

of whom, C. H., is engaged in the clothing and men's furn-

ishing business in Belleville, but the other, Major S. W.
Vermilyea, who was in the shoe line, passed away about a

year and a half ago, respected and honored by a large num-
ber of friends in the trade.

Golf is a great game, but business is a better one. If

you try as hard in the office as you do on the links to keep
your average "par" there will be no need of taking up a

collection for your funeral.
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"SHOES AND ROSES"—A CHRISTMAS EPISODE g

DO By GEORGE BIRCH, author of "The Tactician" and "Mrs. Lester's Christmas Enterprise"

Life in ^he shoe game is not all roses. Like the horti-

culturist, we must get our share of the thorns.

It happened that in proof of this contention my esteemed
friend Harry Simpson, one time "knight of the grip," had
ample cause to remember shoes and roses going hand-in-

hand in what he terms the most important period of his life.

We were idling around an old-fashioned hotel in a small

western city, five of us, three shoe travelers and two other

business men, one being a prominent manufacturer. It

lacked but a few days of Christmas, and the warm, cosy

room we had chosen for a quiet smoke and chat was in pleas-

ing contrast to the near zero weather outside. It was our
last trip before the festive season and we were in fine spirits

with a goodly number of spring orders.

Naturally, the conversation veered round to remini-

scences of the road, and Harry—"Simmy" as we used to

refer to him—related one of the most interesting life stories

we had ever heard.

"Well, boys," he began, at our request, "I shall always
remember becoming interested in roses—-not much connec-
tion with shoes, you will admit, but the fragrant bloom helped
me quite a lot some twenty years ago. I was a young
ambitious trotter with the grip at the time—just married and
anxious to get ahead. I had only been with Wm. Hall & Co.
about two months, just about time to get my sea 'legs,'

when one morning I was requested to see Mr. Hall, senior,

on important business.

"Wondering what I was wanted 'on the carpet' for, I

entered his private office with no little anxiety.

"Good morning, Mr. Simpson," said he, waving me to
a seat, "you have not been with us long, but I cannot say
you have made a bad start. What I want you to undertake
is a little job that seems to have baffled the rest of the boys.
To explain. Three years ago we lost one of the best cus-

tomers on our books. I refer to Mead & Son, of Merton.
It occurred through the indiscretion of our late Mr. Kirk,
and Mr. Mead seems irreconcilable. I entrust you with the
work of recovering his patronage if possible. Remember, it

will be no easy task, as he is reputed to be one of the hardest
men in the trade to approach. I do not wish to discourage
you, but simply to give you an idea of the kind of chap you
are up against."

"Well, boys," said our interesting speaker, "I was
mighty anxious to meet or learn a little more of Mr. Mead,
so I took a train for Merton next morning. Arriving at my
destination, I was fortunate enough to get acquainted with
an old gardener of his. This was luck, indeed, for I got more
inside information from him in ten minutes than I could
have got in a week in the ordinary way. I learned that Mr.
Mead was passionately fond of roses—an ardent grower and
a winner at many of the neighboring flower shows as an
exhibitor.

"His residence was several miles out of the city and I

was told that he invariably arrived at Merton by the nine
o'clock morning train. Incidentally, I procured a few excep-
tionally fine rose specimens from the city and with one of
the best decorating the lapel of my coat, I took a taxi for
Mr. Mead's residence early next morning. I had not long
to wait before the rotund figure of my quarry came in view.
I followed him casually to the station, and took a seat
opposite him in the train.

"The rose proved too much for even the stoical tempera-
ment of Mr. Mead. He shifted uneasily in his seat and leaned

slightly nearer to get a better view. The bait was all right

but I still had to land him.
" 'Pardon me,' he said, 'I couldn't help admiring the fine

rose you have there—do you grow them yourself?'

"While admitting that I did not, I confessed my ad-

miration for the culture, and added that I contemplated

taking it up.

"We chatted on, mostly about rose growing, Mr. Mead
proving a conversationalist above the ordinary. I had
almost forgotten my original role, when Mr. Mead invited

me to lunch with him. I accepted reluctantly, explaining

that I had important business in the city and expected

leaving before noon.
" 'May I ask what business you are connected with, Mr.

Simpson?' said he. I felt the ground sinking beneath me
as I answered, somewhat sheepishly I thought, T represent

Wm. Hall & Co., shoe manufacturers.'

"Mr. Mead lowered his eyebrows ominously for a

moment, then reminding me about the lunch promise, turned

and left me. Half an hour after I walked into his store with

an air of innocence and a grip. On meeting Mr. Mead I

assumed a look of amazement.
" 'How strange,' I blurted, 'to think you are the gentle-

man I have special business with.'

"He appeared to be unaffected, and all the powers of

argument and diplomacy I possessed fell flat. All my efforts

had been in vain. The prospect seemed anything but rosy

now. It was the words of Bobbie Burns over again—"The

best laid schemes of mice and men gang aft agley.' Mr. Mead
regretted that our little friendship could not be enhanced by

business associations, but with any other firm it might have

been different. However, we lunched, and occasionally I

thought I detected a suppressed laugh in my companion.

"In our parting conversation Mr. Mead looked me
'straight in the eye' and said, 'Have you any idea who grew

that rose, Mr. Simpson?'

"Looking down at the unoffending bloom I answered

that I hadn't the least idea.

" 'Well,' he added, bubbling over with mirth, 'if you

get any more enquiries, tell them Mead & Son, Merton.'

"I was beginning to get a cold sweat—what could he

mean? I soon learned where the nigger was, however. The
firm I had wired for the roses did business with Mr. Mead,
who supplied most of their roses first hand. They had

simply transferred my order to Mr. Mead with instructions

to deliver the blooms to the hotel at which I was staying.

"This is how Mr. Mead got wise to my little game. But

it turned out all right at the finish. Mr. Mead enjoyed the

joke immensely and complimented me on the strategy stuff.

He gave me a fat order and we were always good friends up

to the time of his death three years ago." There was a

suspicion of moisture in "Simmie's" eyes as he lit another

cigar, and we thought of the roses and shoes coming to us

in the approaching New Year."

George Lugsdin, head of the firm of George Lugsdin &
Co., harness and saddlery manufacturers, Temperance street,

Toronto, died recently in his seventy-fifth year. He was
connected with the business for nearly half a century. He
is survived by his wife and four sons. The deceased was a

member of the York Pioneers, St. George's Society, and was

for many years a deacon in Jarvis Street Baptist Church.
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DOING WELL IN SELLING GAME
E. \Y. James, who was recently appointed manager of

the new branch of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Com-
pany at Fort William, Ont, where a large and representa-

tive stock is now carried, is a graduate of the University

of Minnesota College of Pharmacy, and worked in the re-

tail drug business for seven years. Nearly three years ago,

he left this line to join the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

E. W. JAMES, FORT WILLIAM

Company as salesman for drug sundries, and a few months
later was given a general line of rubber goods, his territory

being Western Ontario, with headquarters at Fort William.

He has made good in the selling game and his recent pro-

motion is a recognition of his work and worth.

SOME BREEZY BLASTS FROM WINNIPEG
Business in the retail line has never been better than

during the past few weeks. The Christmas trade has

loomed up splendidly and all the merchants are wearing a

glad, bright smile.

Bert. Arbuckle, who has been to the Coast for the past

two years and has returned from attending the big Fair

at San Francisco, has been added to the efficient staff of

No. 2 store of the Rannard Shoe Co. Mr. Arbuckle is a

good salesman and has many friends in Winnipeg. Mr.

McCafferty, manager of the store, has a very fine showing
of ladies' fancy shoes.

The T. Eaton Co. have taken on a large number of

extra shoe salesmen for the holiday trade and are making a

splendid presentation of several advance styles.

W. Brown, formerly of the Boston Shoe Store, To-

ronto, and more recently of Calgary, arrived in Winnipeg,

and is now on the staff of the Hudson Bay Co., which de-

partment is under the management of Mr. Simpson.

One retail shoe merchant remarked last week that he

had taken in $800 more during the month of November,
than in the same month of 1912, which was a banner year

in Winnipeg business circles.

Mr. Mtilhall, of the Ryan-Devlin Shoe Co.; Harry
Stark, proprietor of the Slater Shoe Store; C. F. Rannard,

of the Rannard Shoe Co.; John Affleck, of the Yale Shoe
Store; Bert llendron, of Hcndron Shoe Store; L. Swan-
son, of the Fashion Shoe Store; J. l'>. Kilgour, of the Regal

Boot Shop; W. Veitch, of the Harbord Shoe Store; Sid

Buckler, of the Cut Rate Shoe Store, and Charley Newton,

manager of the shoe department of Robinson's Limited, and

many others, when approached, all speak enthusiastically of

the record business which has been done during the past

few weeks.

Samuel T. Bates, who for some time past has been in

the real estate line, and was formerly manager of the Regal

Boot Shop, Winnipeg, is again connected with that estab-

lishment, of which J. B. Kilgour is the proprietor. The
latter has just returned from an extended business trip to

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, New York and other points

n the east. Mr. Bates' many friends are glad to see him

again at the old stand.

MAKING GOOD IN HIS NEW POST

Rodolphe Gratton, who is manager of the Ottawa branch

of J. I. Chouinard and the Columbus Rubber Co., Montreal,

is well and favorably known to the shoe trade in the Ottawa

Valley. He has his sample rooms and warehouse at 16

Mosgrove street, where he carries a complete line of the

footwear of his respective companies. Born in the city of

Hull, which is just across the Ottawa river, he received bis

education in the Hull public schools, the Ottawa provincial

model school and finally, the Ottawa business college, where

he graduated in both the commercial and shorthand courses,

and obtained diplomas of the Business Educators' Association

of Canada. This was eleven years ago, and on completing

RODOLPHE GRATTON, OTTAWA

his studies, Mr. Gratton entered the employ of A. W. Ault

Co., Limited, wholesale shoes, Ottawa, as invoice clerk and

stenographer. He was steadily promoted until five years

later, he was made credit man. Interesting himself in the

selling end of the business, he looked after the French

speaking trade. Mr. Gratton resigned in May of this year

to enter upon his present appointment, and, has met with a

gratifying measure of success.

"Live and let live!" Isn't a pat on the back better than

a blow? Your competitor is just as human as you are. A
kindly word will make his heart glow—a "foxy" trick will

make it bitter. We are all out for business, but every one

of us can get it with due respect for our competitors.
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PATRIOTIC WINDOWS BIG DRAWING CARD
Success Comes Through Co-operation Between Window Decorator and Buyer Says Dis-

play Manager of Big Toronto Store—Other Windows That Have Recently Attracted Crowds

"To obtain the best results from the window display,"

says H. C. Macdonald, display manager Murray-Kay
Limited, Toronto, "there must be co-operation in every

sense of the word. In selecting the merchandise or in

planning a window the window trimmer will often find

himself thinking only of the artistic results and neglecting

the buyer's opinion entirely.

"This will never bring success, and many a window

trimmer has found his ship upon the rocks of failure, wonder-

ing how it got there, when a little common sense and judg-

ment could have saved him.

"Let the buyer select the goods he wishes most prom-

inently displayed, let him show you the good points in his

merchandise and then if you think he is wrong in his selec-

tion of colors or otherwise, show him how you could improve

the general scheme and bring in the results the firm expects

and that which you are both paid to get—that is the money.

Work With the Buyer

"After your window is finished, get the buyer's opinion.

If he finds fault thank him, then get busy and improve.

You may be the best window trimmer on earth and yet find

that the buyer knows a great deal more about his particular

line of merchandise than you do. So whatever he tells you

accept as part of your education and profit thereby. Use

your artistic taste to prove your ideas right, avoid arguments,

get the spirit of working together for the success of your

firm—which is your success after all—and you will find it

pleasant sailing instead of a battle to land.

"When there is a job lot of soiled goods handed to you

for a window don't look on it as a lot of junk, go over it with

the buyer, let him show you the value, then endeavor to

bring out the value in your window. It may not be as

beautiful as your previous displays but remember, it brings

in the money, and that's what counts."

A Novel Window Display

John A. Stewart, of Strathroy, Ont., used a very effec-

tive window display recently. It

was on the occasion of the Tra-

falgar Day campaign for raising

money for the British Red Cross

Society, and represented a mil-

itary hospital. In the immediate

foreground was a wax figure re-

presenting a wounded soldier lying

on a military hospital cot. Just

to the left was a pile of blankets,

sheets, socks, mitts, sweaters and

other underclothing with a card

neatly lettered with the word
" GIVE." Just behind the cot

was a wax figure dressed as a Red
Cross nurse. To the left a hospital

chair, which stood just beside an

invalid table on which were ar-

ranged a pipe, cigars, tobacco,

etc. At the rear of the window,

to the left, was a hall tree on which

was hanging a complete uniform; a

rifle stood in the corner. On the

other side was a pedestal with a

vase of flowers.

On the window pane, the

words "Help the Red Cross"

were painted in large letters, the Red Cross being represented

by the usual symbol. The window was enclosed with both
rear wall and ceiling, which were made of picture backing,

striped with a paper divider. Right in the centre of the

back wall was cut a door, and hanging to the right was
hung a medicine cabinet in white enamel, containing first

aid accessories.

The window attracted a great deal of attention and was
a credit to the store

Footwear dealers will find it advisable not to over-

look patriotic window displays during these times. The
public appreciate them and look upon such storer as being

up and doing.

THE COURSE SALESMAN SHOULD STEER

Along with his study of price lists and styles the good

salesman must study human nature as a side line. In a talk

with an "Old Timer" the other day, we gleaned many good

suggestions, says the Shoe Repair Shop.

Some customers are by nature so disagreeable and
fractious that they would truly "try the patience of a saint."

They do not know what they want, and they do not want
to be told anything. The safest way is for the salesman to

steer a middle course between solicitude and indifference.

Avoid all appearance of anxiety for the sale and do not be
impatient. If your opinion is asked, give it modestly, but
readily; but be slow to offer advice that is unsolicited. Do
not go to the other extreme and offer your suggestions

diffidently, for that might seem to betoken uncertainty.

A good salesman who is thoroughly familiar with his

stock has all information regarding it at his tongue's end, so

that he can answer questions promptly. He should then

await his customer's pleasure quietly, and not hum or pat

the floor with his foot, for these things are very annoying

to one who is trying to make a decision.

A GLIMPSE OF THE BATTLEFIELD SHOWN IN THE WINDOW OF THE BRITISH RED CROSS HEAD-
QUARTERS DURING THE CAMPAIGN WHEN TORONTO CONTRIBUTED OVER HALF A MILLION

DOLLARS.
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BEAU BRUMMEL—FAMOUS MAN OF FASHION
Comments on the Life, Dress and Customs of George Brummel—How He Came to

Be the Leader of Fashion of His Day—Through Refined and Fastidious Tastes

Earned at Eton the Title of Beau—Was the Introducer of Starch

THE SALUTE OF
THE BEAU

George Brummel had little to boast about

so far as an aristocratic ancestry went, but he

inherited therefrom about thirty thousand

pounds, which helped in his case to make up
to some extent at least, for this shortcoming.

He earned at an early age at Eton his title

of Beau, being deemed the most fastidious

man in college in point of dress and manners.
The egotism of his nature also early devel-

oped, which caused him to cut his old friends

because they associated at "vulgar colleges."

He planned his preferences in order that he
might be intimate with men of high birth and
connection. The Prince of Wales was one
whom he met and thought worthy of his pat-

ronage and friendship. The Prince recipro-

cated by bestowing a coronetcy upon him.

Soldiering, however, beyond the wearing of a

gaudy uniform, did not conform with the tastes of the

Beau, and when his regiment was ordered to Manchester,

"the city of bobbins and tape," he doffed the distinction

of a military man and became the dandy
civilian.

From this time he proceeded assidu-

ously to dispense hospitality and his £30,000

and seriously strove to work out his life's

ambition to obtain the eminent distinction

as an arbiter of fashion. It is to be said

in his favor, however, that his tastes were

refined and fastidious and far from loud

or vulgar.

He was the introducer of starch. He
came to the conclusion that it did not com-

port with one's dignity to be seen with a

neckcloth of stringy linen around one's

throat, giving the impression of uncleanli-

ness. By the aid of starch he thought to

provide undoubted spotlessness.

The Brummel neckcloth was no mere-

tricious affair, and the put ting of it on

mean performance. An old-time writer describes

'Standing before his cheval glass with shirt

collar erect— of prodigious height, a sort of

breastwork hiding neck, face and even fore-

head—the Beau's cravat was gently applied to

the throat. Soon bending down with artistic

hand the collar, chin, too, began to descend

with slow and regular pulsation; cravat began

to crease, firmly but gradually, till at length

the twelve original inches compressed to less

than four, the process of tying arrived." Like

all great geniuses, he had his failures and it

happened in the tie. Unlike Robert Bruce and
other heroes, Brummel never made a second

attempt to tie a neckcloth. "These," said his

valet, bearing from his boudoir a bundle of

crumpled linen, "are our failures."

Leader he certainly was. Lords were glad

of his favor, ladies made obeisance. Even a

duchess deemed it well to warn her daughter to

be careful of her manners in the presence of

the celebrated Beau. The doors of the nobility
THE INQUISITOR- , , . , TT
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ial stare of were opened at his approach. He came and

the beau went at will with valet and portmanteau.

THE BEAU IN

LATER YEARS

no
it thus:

THE BEAU AS HE
WALKS ON THE

MALL

The Beau had boasted that he had made
the Prince what he was and that he could

unmake him. While the Prince recognized in

this a partial truth, it irritated him and he

brusquely and rudely snubbed the Beau.

Then a contest began, society taking

sides with or against the Prince or Brum-
mel. Because of his superior mentality

and his manner of living the Beau had the

better of the day; but his ammunition
eventually gave out. His funds were dis-

persed. Debts, dishonor and flight fol-

lowed and Calais became a choicer place

of residence than Dover might be and for

some years after, as they put it in the play,

"he spent his time between London and
Paris."

He existed for some time on the alms

and allowances of his former friends, but
his extravagant tastes led him to such ex-

cesses that he was constantly beset by
creditors. His friends gradually with-

drew their support, penury became his

portion and paralysis seized on him. He
died in 1844.

In the play the Beau dressed for his

parade on the Mall wears a dark bottle green coat with high

rolling collar, a white waistcoat, and terra cotta brown small
clothes, buckle shoes on his feet, and on his head the huge
drab silk hat—the latter being the only inartistic appendage
to the custom.

Evening dress is the one most to be admired. It con-

sisted of a plum-colored silk coat with large buttons and lined

with mauve satin. A lavender silk vest embroidered with

gold; small clothes and stockings of a very dark plum color.

Ecru lace was used on the cuffs and cravat. A splendid fob

and seals, knee and shoe buckles, all of gold. This period of

dress, however, was the most graceful and admirable of any
modern time. It was devoid of the superfluous skirts and
fripperies of the early Georgian era, and yet was sufficiently

ornate to distinguish the gentleman from the waiter.

"A dandy," according to Carlyle, "is a clothes-wearing

man—a man whose trade, office and existence consist in the

wearing of clothes." Our Beau was that, but plus a certain

sarcastic and bright, though impudent, wit, and some quali-

ties which enabled him to become the intimate of many noted
literary lights, as well as of notorious aristocracy, of the

early youth of the century.

In the play, the main lines of the Beau's history have
been truly followed, but generous acts and attributes are

illustrated which were not consonant with the entirely

selfish character of Brummel. With the moral of his career

and the ethics of his conduct we have naught now to do. We
are considering him as a discriminating clothes-peg, and to

quote the play: "How kind nature was to make us without
coverings that we might have a chance to use taste and dis-

cretion in our clothes." The play has been superbly mounted
and costumed.

In the first act as the Beau breaks on our vision what a

glowing glory of dressing robe confronts us. Orange brocaded
silk, with satin lining, shimmering now like burnished gold.

Such effulgent, radiant raiment surely none other than
this gilded butterfly ever wore. It is to the beholder as though
he had wrapped his person in the concentrated glory of a sunset.



AMONG THE SHOE MERCHANTS, TRAVELERS AND
WHOLESALERS—WHAT THEY ARE DOING

C. L. Owens, general manager of the Royal Shoe Co.,

Toronto, was in New York and Rochester recently on a

business trip.

G. J. Trudeau, Montreal, is now manufacturing a com-
plete line of bows, including all the latest novelties.

John Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co., Barrie, Ont.,

was in Toronto last week on business.

M. C. Galarneau & Co., wholesale leather dealers, Mon-
treal, are closing out business.

R. J. Vernon, shoemaker, Herbert, Sask., is carrying a

line of confectionery in addition to his footwear stock.

H. A. P. Loewen, boots and shoes and groceries, Laird,

Sask., has discontinued business.

R. Jamieson, shoe repairer, Edmonton, has been suc-

ceeded by Wm. T. Terry.

M. Hartrick Co., boots and shoes and men's furnishings,

Stettler, Alta., have started in business.

A. A. and W.« E. Strang, who have been in business

in Winnipeg for many years, have established a shoe polish

industry. They are making a high grade, hard wax polish,

and have had the name "Stop-On" registered. The new in-

dustry is under the personal direction of an expert chemist

who has had many years experience in the manufacture of

polishes in England and United States. The polish fac-

tory is the only one of its kind in Western Canada.

S. G. Vance, shoe retailer, of Tillsonburg, Ont., took

part recently in the four days' competition of the St. Thomas
Gun Club at St. Thomas, Ont., in the International Trap
Shooting Tournament. In the handicap shoot-off there was
a tie between Mr. Vance and A. H. Willey of Dansville,

N.Y. Each scored ten and the money was divided.

Wishart & Hartrick, dealers in shoes and men's furn-

ishings, Stettler, Alta., has dissolved partnership.

F. A. Cadwell, of Boston, representing J. M. O'Donnell

& Co., Brockton, Mass., and the Hurley Shoe Co., Rock-

land, Mass., was in Toronto last week calling upon the

trade.

G. C. Robinson has bought out the department store of

Glanville's Limited, Calgary, and has assumed control.

R. W. Ashcroft, of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber

Co., Montreal, was recently elected first vice-president of

the Montreal Publicity Association.

The Yale Shoe Store, Limited, Winnipeg, has been in-

corporated.

The employees of the lasting department of Getty &
Scott, Limited, Gait, Ont., presented Ernest Baker, one of

their number, who has recently joined the ranks of the

Benedicts, with a handsome clock, accompanied by an appre-

ciative address.

H. T. Irwin, shoe retailer, Truro, N.S., has moved his

store from Walker street to Prince street, where he has

engaged larger premises.

Wilson & Donaldson, shoe dealers, of Lethbridge, Alta.,

are closing out.

G. H. Ansley, of the Perth Shoe Co., Perth, Ont., was

in Toronto, Hamilton and London last week on business.

The harness factory and offices of the A. E. Wry-
Standard, Limited, at Sackville, N.B., were completely de-

stroyed by fire on December 5th. Fortunately the firm have

a duplicate of this plant at Middle Sackville, and while they

have suffered some inconvenience and delay they have al-

ready begun manufacturing again. A reserve stock of har-

ness was saved, which has aided them very materially. The

other departments, shoes, larrigans and shoe packs, were

not affected by the flames, except in so far as the company
have suffered from the disarrangement and confusion, which
invariably followed for a short time.

James T. Sutherland, of Kingston, the new President of
the Ontario Hockey Association, and a widely known shoe
traveler, will shortly appear in khaki for overseas service.

He will be Quartermaster of the 146th Battalion, being re-

cruited in Kingston and Frontenac cot nty, by Lieut.-Col.
Chas. A. Low. Mr. Sutherland qualified at the provisional
school of infantry at Barriefield camp and will have the
rank of Captain.

It is believed that an organized band of women are
"working" shoe stores in Montreal with a new variety of
confidence game, or rather an old game in new clothes.

An uptown shoe merchant had a telephone call the other
day from a lady who wished him to send five pairs of shoes,

collect, to the corner of St. Urbain and Sherbrooke streets,

Montreal. This retailer was suspicious, and when his

boy went out with the shoes he went along too. Two wo-
men were waiting on the corner, and when they saw the
shoe dealer coming with the boy, they fled.

'W. C. Goetz, shoe dealer, of Guelph, Ont., who has
been conducting two stores, is closing up his Market branch
but will continue the one on Upper Wyndham street.

The high lace boot, running to twelve inches in some
cases, is to be the successor of the velvet shoe. Gypsy and
patent kid styles are still strong in favor, but the vogue
for velvets is short lived. In button boots, patent vamps
and quarters with light kid uppers are in style in the higher
priced lines, and will be hard to imitate in low cost shoes.

Louis Gauthier Co., shoe manufacturers, Quebec, have
gone into liquidation. Lefaibre & Gagnon have been ap-
pointed provisional liquidators.

Locke & Adair, shoe retailers, Calgary, Alta., have dis-

solved partnership.

A resolution of condolence has been sent by the Tanners
Section of the Toronto Board of Trade, to the family and
also to the father of the late S. Morley Wickett, former
chairman of the Association, and an active worker in its

interests. The resolution was signed by C. G. Marlatt, of

Oakville, chairman, and F. G. Morley, of Toronto, secretary.

The Quality Shoe Store has commenced business in

Winnipeg.

Joseph Kerr, shoemaker, Mortlach, Sask., has discon-

tinued business.

Thos. Hobbins, shoe dealer, has moved into new and
larger premises at 2341 Yonge street, Toronto.

Donat Gauthier, shoemaker, has started business in

Gravelbourg, Sask.

W. Blackmore, of Morse. Sask., has discontinued his

shoe business.

The employees of several shoe manufacturers in Mon-
treal, are spending the winter in an interesting bowling

league, the teams meeting every Friday night in competition

for a cup and other prizes. In the league there are ten

teams, representing the Kingsbury Footwear Co., Tetrault

Shoe Manufacturing Co., Star Shoe Co., Ames-Holden-
McCready (two teams), United Shoe Machinery Co., Scout

Shoe Co., Aird & Son, Canada Footwear Co., and Dupont &
Frere. Narcisse Gagnon is honorary president of the league,

Emile LaRose, president ; F. Matthews, vice-president, and

J.
F. Bluteau, secretary-treasurer.

W. G. Fallen and Harry Leckv, western representatives

of Getty & Scott, Limited, have returned from their selling
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L. W. JOHNSTON, GALT, ONT.
Who is closing out his retail shoe business
having enlisted for Oveas>eas Service with

the 111th Battalion

ALEX. CHISHOLM, TORONTO
Former Chairman of the Toronto Retail
Shoe Merchants who will spend winter
in the Southern States for his health

W. D. HOBSON, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
Shoe merchant and former Mayor of that
city who lectured recently in Toronto on

" Song Birds of Ontario "

trips and report splendid business. They say that conditions

are greatly improving as the result of a bumper crop.

J. A. L. Le Clerc is now sales manager for the Columbus

Rubber Co., Limited, in Montreal and vicinity, and offices

have been opened up at 221 Notre Dame street east.

The name of Snedicor & Hathaway Co., Limited, shoe

manufacturers, Tillsonburg, Ont., will shortly be changed

to the Tillsonburg Shoe Co. W. C. Coloff is president of

the company, which removed to Tillsonburg in 1913, and

L. C. van Geel is secretary and manager of sales. The
company are very busy on orders and have been for some

weeks past.

Delbert McFarland, who is at the head of the McFarland

Shoe Co., wholesale shoes, Calgary, was in London, To-

lcnto and Montreal on a business trip last week. He reports

trade in his line as encouraging and says the prospects of

this new firm are of the brightest character.

In a fire which broke out recently in the H. B.

Ritchie building on Clifford street, Toronto, Young Bros.,

manufacturers of fancy leather goods, suffered a loss of

$10,000. The building was completely gutted.

Robert Bennet, with Edward R. Lewis, leather mer-

chant, Toronto, is now selling on the road and was
in Berlin, Gait, and other western Ontario towns during the

past week on business.

J. H. Moore, of Cornwall, Ont., who is the eastern re-

presentative of Minister, Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, has re-

turned from a successful selling trip through the Maritime

provinces.

H. R. Smith, formerly with the Slater Shoe Co., has

been appointed representative of the Walpole Rubber Co.,

Montreal, and was calling upon the trade in Toronto and

western Ontario during the past few days.

Ralph Hornibrook, bookkeeper for fifteen years with

the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto, recently joined the

ranks of the benedicts and was presented by the staff with

a handsome cabinet of silver. The presentation was made
by G. A. Seccombe, secretary-treasurer of the company, at

the closing hour on Saturday last. Mr. Hornibrook was
married la9t week to Miss Mabel Duckworth, Toronto.

A. J. Kimmel, president, and A. D. Weber, general

manager of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co., Berlin,

were in Toronto last week calling upon the trade.

W. Alfred Moore, cf Beardmore & Co., leather mer-

chants, Toronto, who has been connected with the militia

lor fifteen years, recently qualified for field officer and has

been appointed Major, in command of "B" squadron, 9th

Mississauga Horse, with which corps he has been identified

since 1908. Major Moore was with the 48th Highlanders

for some eight years previously.

E. N. Compton, fair wage officer of the Department
of Labor, Ottawa, was in Toronto and other cities last week
on a tour of inspection of the shoe factories.

J. A. Adams, who for the last two years has been man-
ager of the Murray Shoe Co., London, has retired and has

been spending a few days in Toronto with his brother,

William Adams. His health has not been good for some
time past and he is in Wellesley Hospital for an operation on

his throat. Mr. Adams was for several years at the head

of the Rideau Shoe Co., Montreal, until their factory was
destroyed by fire. His successor at the Murray Shoe Co.. is

A. M. Jarvis, who is a brother of W. F. D. Jarvis, of C. S.

Hyman & Co., London, and has been for several years an

aggressive member of the traveling staff of the Murray
Shoe Co.

Ed. Lynch, western Canada representative of the Min-
ister, Myles Shoe Co., Toronto, returned last week from a

successful selling trip, going as far as the Coast. He re-

ports that conditions in the prairie provinces are steadily

improving and the outlook for the coming year is bright.

Percy Thompson, manager of the Helburn Leather Co.,

Salem, Mass., and Arthur Donald, manager for A. F. Clapp

& Co., Boston, Mass., were in Toronto last week.

D. Lome McGibbon, president of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready, Limited, Montreal, has been spending some time in

New York on business.

L. S. McKindsey, who represents the W. B. Hamilton

Shoe Co., of Toronto, in the western provinces, has re-

turned from an extended trip and is now at his home in

Hamilton for the holiday season.

There is a well defined rumor in shoe and leather circles

that at the forthcoming session of the Dominion Parliament
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in January, another war duty will be levied on certain

articles, and that this will apply to all kinds of shoes and

leather. At the last session the tariff was raised seven and

a half per cent., and the new addition will be twelve

and a half, making the advance twenty per cent.

Just what foundation there is for the report cannot be

learned but, like Banquo's ghost, it will not down and is

heard on all sides as one of the measures of increasing the

federal revenue for war purposes.

P. M. RISING, CAPTAIN AND QUARTERMASTER
104TH BATTALION, C.E.F., AT SUSSEX, N.B.,

CAMP, MANAGER OF RETAIL DEPARTMENT OF
WATERBURY & RISING, LIMITED, ST. JOHN,

N.B., WHO IS GOING TO THE FRONT.

Fire broke out at midnight on December 13th in the

second storey of the Johnston & Murray shoe store, on Dun-

das street, London, Ont., and on account of the high wind

fears were entertained for the adjoining buildings. The

firemen, however, confined the blaze to one store, and the

chief damage there was from smoke and water. The

loss may run to $6,000 or $7,000. This is the second serious

fire that Messrs. Johnston & Murray have experienced within

the past two years.

It is understood that negotiations which have been go-

ing on for some time between representatives of the Italian

Government and leading Canadian shoe manufacturers, for

making a million pairs of army boots for the Italian troops,

at $3.80 per pair, have, after a good many conferences,

fallen through. It appears that Canadian factories who are

now making half a million army and rest shoes for the

Dominion Government, were not in a position to accept the

large Italian contract and furnish deliveries with in the

time specified. Then negotiations were considered with a

view to taking part of the order, but satisfactory arrange-

ments could not be made with regard to sub-letting, inspect-

ion, date of delivery, etc., and now the matter seems to have

been dropped.

William O'Connell, who has been foreman of the last-

ing room of No. 2 factory, Ames-Holden-McCready, Lim
ited, Montreal, has resigned and gone to Norway, Me., with

Carroll-Peabody Co. He has been succeeded by Wm. Dag-

nais, who until recently was with the Hilliard & Tabor Co.,

Haverhill, Mass. The latter has entered upon his new
duties in Montreal.

John Dunbar has been engaged by Scott-Chamberlain,

Limited, of London, makers of Astoria shoes, as sales and

styles manager. He has had a lifelong experience in men's

high grade footwear, and in the early days of the Slater shoe

was the man who marketed this product, in such a success-

ful manner. Later, Mr. Dunbar left the Slater Shoe Co.

to go with George A. Slater, who started the manufacture

of the Invictus shoe, and was for a number of years one

of the chief factors in the factory. His many high class

qualifications are well known to the majority of retailers

throughout Canada, as he has also been on the road intro-

ducing numerous lines, hence his wide personal acquain-

tances. Mr. Dunbar extends a hearty invitation to his many
friends, when in London, to call and look over the new line

of Astoria shoes. He is now busy on the new fall 1916

samples, which, he claims will do credit to the shoe manu-
facturing industry of Canada.

M. IT. Shibley, of Toronto, who represents Endicott,

Johnson & Co., of Endicott, N.Y., and Edwin Clapp & Son,

East Weymouth, Mass., has returned after an extended
selling trip throughout the west. He went as far as the

Coast and reports excellent business. Mr. Shibley has

sample rooms at 78 Toronto Arcade.

Mr. Sadler, of Sadler & Haworth, Montreal, was a

visitor to the New York markets last week.

George Matthews, finishing room foreman in No. 1

factory of Ames-Holden-McCready, Montreal, has resigned

?nd has taken a position in a similar capacity with Scott-

Chamberlain, Limited, London, Ont.

The new prices on outing shoes have gone into effect.

The lists issued some months ago indicated that after De-
cember 15th, there would be an advance of five to ten cents

per pair on all sporting and tennis goods. Retailers who
placed their orders before this date will not have to pay
the advance, but from now on all business booked will carry

the higher figure. The placing business in tennis goods has

been exceptionally heavy this season, and more and more
lines are being sold every year. The production of outing

shoes is becoming an increasingly important factor in Can-
ada in the manufacturing of footwear.

E. E. Code, manager of the Ottawa branch of the Kauf-
man Rubber Co., was in Toronto and Berlin, last week on

business.

Alexander Chisholm, shoe retailer, West Toronto, and
wife, are at present spending a few days in Buffalo, pre-

paratory to leaving for the South, where they will pass the

winter. Mr. Chisholm has not been in good health for some
time and, on the advice of his physician, will take an ex-

tended holiday. During his absence his business is being

looked after by his brother, Morley S. Chisholm, who has

been associated with the store for several years.

John Begin, who for several years was employed in A.

Davis & Son, Limited, tanners, Kingston, Ont., died recently

after only three days' illness of pneumonia.

The number of inquiries from Great Britain for leather

in Canada is light at the present moment and there is no
special activity. It is stated that the British Government
has some seven million pairs of military boots now in store.

A moderate export business in sole leather is being done

with the United States.

Fire recently broke out in Morin's shoe shop, 92 King
street, Sherbrooke, Que., doing damage to the extent of

several hundred dollars. The blaze started in the basement

in a partition close to a stove pipe, and worked its way
through to the roof of the building.

Over 150 hands are now employed in the new shoe fac-

tory of the Hurlbut Co. at Preston, Ont.

The Brockton Shoe Manufacturers' Association have

received notice to the effect that the cutters of Brockton

were to request a $4 wage for an eight-hour day. They are
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now receiving $21 per week for a nine-hour day. The union

has voted to stand behind the executive board in its de-

mands. A conference is being arranged.

The McQuay Tanning Company, Limited, Owen Sound,

has placed itself in an outstanding position with reference

to the recruiting of the 147th Grey battalion. Recently

through George McQuay, the company offered to equip

a full bugle band for the battalion. The equipment will

consist of twelve bugles, four drums and one base drum.

The letter which contains patriotic sentiments worthy of

Owen Sound's big tanning industry, has been sent to Lieut.

-

Col. McFarland.

The Fashion Shoe Store has started in business in

\\ innipeg.

J. D. Palmer. President of the Hartt Boot and Shoe

Co., Fredericton, N.B., was in Toronto, Montreal and Ot-

tawa last week on business.

The C. N. W. Shoe Company, Limited, of London, has

entered an action against the Canadian Express Company
for $287.40 for several cases of shoes which they allege they

shipped by the express company and were not delivered.

The defendant company denies receiving the shipments.

The Canadian export business is assuming important

proportions in England, as one of the outcomes of the war
conditions. The Canadian Rusiness Luncheon Club was
launched recently in London and included representatives

from Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Co., Gutta Percha and Rubber, Dunlop

Tire Co., Allied Saddlery Association of Canada, and others.

Gatherings will be held every two weeks.

R. L. Savage, of Toronto, who represents James Muir

Co., of Maisonneuve, Que., and Clark Bros., of St. Stephen,

N B., has returned from a bus'ness trip to Montreal and

Boston.

Alexander Lindsay, shoe retailer, 1293 Yonge street,

Toronto, recently made an assignment to Chas. Bonnick

The liabilities are about $3,600, while the assets will reach

nearly this amount. Mr. Lindsay recently enlisted for

foreign service.

J. H. Porter, former buyer and manager of the shoe

department of the Robert Simpson Co., and afterwards in

the retail shoe business in Toronto, is now located in Winni-

peg, where he holds a good position with Wm. Gunn,

Limited, Bannatyne and Dagmar streets, which concern is

a large mail order house. He spent a few days in Toronto

and Montreal last week on a purchasing expedition.

Geo E Williams, of D. D. Hawthorne & Co., Toronto,

has returned after spending a three weeks' holiday among
relatives and friends near Ailsa Craig, Ont.

The annual meeting of the Maritime Commercial Travel-

ers' Association, was held recently in Halifax, N.S., and

the following officers and directors were elected for the

l 2 71 R. PACK & SONS limited 75
* " - T^^.

AN ATTRACTIVE NEW FRONT OF HISTORIC SHOE HOUSE
The front of R. Dack & Son's shoe store, King St. West,

Toronto, which stand has been occupied by the historic

firm for considerably over a century, is one of the most
dignified and impressive to be found in any city. The front

is 25 feet wide from wall to wall, and returns back to the
door eight feet. The glass is of the best British polished

plate and the entrance has 4 by 4 inch red tile. The
woodwork has a mahogany finish and the lighting is the

X-ray system. The X-ray shades are above the panels

in the ceiling, which imparts a very artistic finish. The
front is a complete metal one, from the sidewalk to the
under side of the I beam. The finish is what is known as

statuary copper finish. The two front bulk heads have
hinged sides to open for ventilation to the basement, but all

the other bulk heads are metal panelled. This fine front

was installed by the H. J. St. Clair Co., Toronto.
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following year: President, J. E. Petrie, St. John; Vice-

President (Nova Scotia), W. Smith, Halifax; Vice-President

(New Brunswick), D. McKinney, St. John; Directors (Nova
Scotia), G. S. Laidlaw, F. A. Graham, E. A. Corhin. F. C.

Carten, C. W. Smith, and Geo. W. Winters; Directors (New
Brunswick), E. A. Hoyt, H. C. Simmons, J. Pringle, J. H.

Pritchard, T. E. Simpson, A. F. Stillwell.

Fred Steel, late of the Solid Leather Shoe Co., Preston.

Ont., who has joined the 111th Battalion, was presented by

the staff and employees recently, with a wrist watch and an

appreciative address.

F. X. LeBlanc, of Aird & Son, shoe manufacturers,

was in Montreal, Hamilton and London last week on

business.

Emanuel Topp, of Collingwood, Ont., who assigned a

few days ago to Chas. Bonnick, Toronto, was arrested re-

cently on the strength of a telegram from Hamilton charging
him with defrauding his creditors. Copp has two stores in

Collingwood, one handling boots and shoes and the other

dry goods. He came to Collingwood from Meaford. Topp"s
shoe store was visited by fire last Christmas Eve, and re-

mained closed until a few weeks ago.

Mr. Marcus, of the Panther Rubber Co., Sherbrooke,

Que., was in Toronto and Montreal last week.

The shoe store of Fred T. Jackson, Clinton, Ont., was
broken into recently and some cash taken from the till.

An entrance was forced through the rear of the shop by
means of a crow bar, which the intruders left behind as a

souvenir.

William Clark, of Clark Bros., Limited, St. Stephen,

N.B., was a visitor to the Boston markets the past week.

Mr. Clark states that business is rushing with them and
they are receiving their share of orders. The Clark bro-

thers were formerly of Lynchburg, Va., where they were in

the shoe business for many years, but since manufacturing
in St. Stephen they have been successful.—Shoe Topics.

The convention of the National Shoe Retailers' Asso-

ciation will be held at the Hotel Astor, New York City,

January 10, 11 and 12th. This convention promises to be

the best ever, and great preparations have been made to

make it a decided success. The first day will be given over

to a conference of the manufacturers and wholesalers with

a committee limited to eleven members from each of the

organizations. Business sessions of the second and third

days will extend from 10 in the morning until 5 p.m. The
feature of the convention will be the banquet which will

be held on Tuesday evening, January 11th.

William Stewart, who was widely known to the shoe

trade, died at his home, 166 Seaton street, Toronto, on De-
cember 6th. For many years he was a manufacturer of

shoe uppers, which business is now carried on by his son,

William. The late Mr. Stewart, who was 73 years old

and had been ailing for a couple of months, was born in

Scotland, but came to this country years ago, taking up his

residence in Toronto. He is survived by the widow, two
sens, and two daughters. The sons are William, jr., and

Richard Stewart, foreman of the shoe manufacturing de-

partment of the Guleph Prison Farm. The deceased was a

member of the Presbyterian Church.

C. Drolet, new superintendent of the James Muir fac-

tory, Montreal, is one of the leading practical shoemakers
of the country. He is a native of Quebec, or rather of that

historic little town near the citadel city, Ancien Lorette,

and while yet in his teens was apprenticed in the shoe busi-

ness. He became an expert custom shoemaker before he

was 21, on several occasions making hunting boots, riding

boots and other high-grade footwear of the most expensive

kind. His experience in the manufacturing field has been

gained with such firms as M. N. Arnold Co., North Abing-

ton, Mass., with whom he was identified as foreman for

several years; the Pingree & Smith Co., Detroit, where he
was in charge of the making room and the Canadian factory

of Geo. A. Slater, where he was superintendent for 11 years.

Mr. Drolet's hobby is his work and the reputation he enjoys

is the result of many years of painstaking effort, unceasing

study and practical application to the work he has made
the biggest thing in his life.

KEEP YOUR EYE ON NEW BUSINESS

If your aim is to enlarge your business, put in your best

licks in drawing new customers to your shop. Watch for

new people in your town. Become acquainted with them.

Get them into your shop. Advertising schemes bring best

results with this class. This does not mean that you must
neglect your old customers for the new, but take care of your

IT HELPS HIM ALL THE WHILE

Please find enclosed one dollar for one year's

subscription to your valuable Journal. This pub-

lication has been a boon to me and I do not think I

could get along without it, as I find the articles pub-

lished in its columns most helpful and instructive,

especially since I have started to carry a stock of

boots and shoes.

Yours truly,

High River, Alta. S. DAVIS.

GOOD MEANS FOR EDUCATION

Enclosed please find $1.00 for another sub-

scription to the 'Shoe and Leather Journal.' We
find it a great instrument of education for the retail

shoeman.
Yours respectfully,

Winnipeg, Man. GARDNER & CAMPBELL.

ENTERTAINS AND EDUCATES

I certainly appreciate the valuable informa-

tion which I obtain from the 'Shoe and Leather

Journal.' It is full of bright, readable pointers and

illustrations, that both entertain and educate.

Yours sincerely,

296 Portage Ave., Winnipeg. J. J. DUFFY.

LIKES ALL TRADE NEWS
Enclosed please find postal note for $1.00 for

my subscription for one year for your valuable

journal, which I find good, helpful reading. I

like the large amount of trade news that you give

and also the semi-monthly arrival of your book.

Wm. G. TAPP,
Manager Shoe Department.

Port Arthur. Nipissing Stores, Limited.

FINDS THAT IT IS O.K.

Enclosed you will fnd one dollar to renew my
subscription to the "Shoe and Leather Journal"

for another year. I have found your paper very

valuable and interesting and would not want to be

without it. It is full of news of the right kind.

Yours truly,

J. H. WESELOH.
Berlin, Ont.
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R. B. MACPHERSON, VANCOUVER, B.C.
HARLEY HENRY, SASKATOON A popular shoe salesman and window

Who is now the manager for Saskatchewan dresser who is now with the 29th Battal-
for Kaufman Rubber Co. of Berlin, and ion, C.E.F. in France, and writes a letter

is a widely known shoeman which appears on page 42

GEO. STOCKAND, EDMONTON
Who is favorably known in the capital of
Alberta and is the aggressive manager for
Kaufman Rubber Co. for the Province

old customers by rendering good service. If you do this,

then you need to pay less heed to methods of advertising for

this trade. You are free to direct your advertising more for

the purpose of attracting new customers. How often do you

see business men using prizes and prerriums for advertising

purposes? They are educating their old customers to look

for something to be "thrown in" with every purchase. If you

are going to pay people to be your customers, you should pay

to procure them, notwithstanding that all customers are en-

titled to like treatment, with advertising which aims to en-

thuse old customers and attract new customers. An import-

ant element of this kind of advertising is a complete per-

formance of all that is promised.

MAKING SHOES TO SHOW MERITS OF GOODS
Selling boots and shoes by demonstration was an inno-

vation launched by a dealer in the north. In order to

impress the public more vividly with the fact that his shoes

were handmade, this manufacturer employed several shoe-

makers to sit in his store window and make boots and shoes

from start to finish. All the necessary equipment was
installed in the window, and the busy shoemakers at their

work attracted a great deal of attention. The scheme
turned out to be a big factor in advertising this manufac-
turer's products. Many a man does not know that he

needs a certain article until he has had its merits forcibly

impressed upon him. Such is the object of the show-window
demonstration; to compel the attention of the passer-by

and hold his interest while the merits of an article are con-

vincingly shown.

More and more each year the powerful advertising value

of store demonstrations to the man of business, great or

small, is being recognized, and each year new and unique

methods for holding a prospect's attention are devised.

EFFICACY OF LEATHER SUBSTITUTES

"There is nothing like leather," a phrase so persistently

and consistently drummed into the human ear, until it has

become a concrete and indisputable proposition in the mind

of the average man.
In approaching the question of a substitute for leather

we must first divest ourselves of prejudice. So many articles

of use have been improved upon by subsequent discoveries

that the original has suffered by comparison. And it is

within the pale of possibilities that a substitute for sole

leather may be produced equal if not superior to the original

product.

The rejection of the pure leather law which was re-

cently promulgated in many of our state legislations is a

demonstration of the stride leather substitutes have made,

and it was very clearly proven that many substitutes for

leather utilized in the manufacture of shoes were superior

for their special purposes to the leather products.

The proposition we desire to emphasize here is a sub-

stitute for sole leather.

The hide of the cattle has from time immemorial been

the basis for producing the material used for the sole of

the shoe and it is almost sacriligious to suggest anything

else, yet if we will analyze that material we will find that it

also has its shortcomings. In the first place, it has degrees

of quality such as shoulder, bend and belly, as diversified

as there are cuts of meat, yet all are tanned alike and all

become a part of the finished product. Secondly, the hide

being a by-product, the supply cannot be regulated by the

demand. No cattle are raised for hide solely ; meat and

dairy purposes being the primary object, this has resulted

in the cost of this product fluctuating like the stock market,

making a very changeable and unsatisfactory condition and

the scarcity of raw material a thing to conjure with much
to the disadvantage of the manufacturer, retailer and con-

sumer, amounting to an advance of 100 per cent in the raw

material within the past ten years.

In considering a substitute for sole leather we must

observe the following important points:—First, a standard

of quality must not be restricted by the scarcity and manip-

ulation of the raw material. Second, a standard of quality

must be sustained in comfort and service, the two essentials

for satisfactory footwear. Viz.: flexibility, protection from

the ground, dampness, and ability to resist wear.—Superin-

tendent and Foreman.
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THE QUESTION OF SHOE PRICE

Some of the traveling salesmen in our trade have stopped

talking prices. The trend of events is all against the price

argument. Buyers must know that miracles have been
obsolete since Bible times.

Cheapness has become a doubtful virtue and it is better

to dwell on quality. In leather one can talk of tannage,

finish, color and substance. In shoes, style, fit, service and
good looks are better arguments than low prices, which
everyone is a bug under a chip—a nigger in the woodpile.

Arguments, like swear words, only circulate at par which

they are new. The average buyer is intelligent and knows
well enough that your rodomontade about prices has served

its time and is to-day like a last year's bird's nest.

The modern minded salesman does not introduce the

question of price. He talks on every other phase of the

market. If the buyer puts up a mild protest against the high

cost the astute salesman agrees at once. He does not attempt

to defend high prices, but joins with his customer in deplor-

ing them.

Why not let it be understood that the abnormal cost

of leather and shoes are facts like the weather and the war
that we are not responsible for?—The Shoe Retailer.

BUILDING WITH A PURPOSE
" I have worked in a number of factories and have nade

one or two ventures in business myself. I have seen a good

many new ideas rise and fall, and I have come to the con-

clusion that the surest way to get along is to follow some
of the rules that have been tried and proven true in the test

of time.

"You may laugh at me for my saying that I have gone

back to some old-fashioned principles," remarked an eastern

GEORGE BIRCH, TORONTO
Who is an expert window trimmer and
the author of the Christmas story
"Shoes and Roses," which appears on

page 47 in this issue

shoe manufacturer recently, "but it is true enough. And the

the idea is working out well.

"When I started in business this time, I resolved to make
honest, substantial shoes, that would provide the customer

full value for his money. I resolved to make my profit, not

by 'slipping over something on the customer,' but on my
skill in manufacturing.

"I began to practice my new ideas in the buying of

materials. I do my own buying, and I sort my own leather,

both sole and upper. I have had enough experience in shoe-

making to know good leather when I see it I believe I

buy leather as successfully as any concern in the shoe trade.

Though I buy only small quantities, yet I invariably get the
selections I want. If I cannot get the leather I want, I pay
an advance for it.

"I make a shoe that is honest all through. Both the

insole and the counter are of solid leather. I employ skilled

honest workmen. When it comes to a question of taking a

profit, or putting something more into the shoe, I put some-
thing more into the shoe. I am content with small profits

at the present time. I want to build up a reputation for

supplying honest shoes. If I create a demand for such shoes,

and have sufficient skill to manufacture them, then I will

have a business that is good for all my lifetime, and that I

can pass on to my sons.

"I am not seeking to clean up a profit in a few years.

I am building for a lifetime."

ANOTHER SHOEMAN HAS ENLISTED

L. W. Johnston, of Gait, Ont, who is widely known in

the Maritime Provinces, which he has covered for several

years in the interests of the Cook-Fitzgerald Co. and their

successors, Scott-Chamberlain, Ltd., London, is going to the

front with the 111th Battalion. He has always been an
enthusiastic military man and was recently created a Major.
He was Captain and acting adjutant of the 29th Highland
Light Infantry. For some 12 years, this popular Galtonian

has conducted a retail shoe business in Gait, which he is

now closing out. Mr. Johnston began his commercial career

as buyer for the Hall & Munson Co., a large department
store, owned by one of the biggest lumbering concerns in

Michigan, and for four years was manager of the business.

After that he was with Selz-Schwab Co., shoe manufac-
turers, Chicago, covering the state of Michigan. During the

past season, in addition to selling for Scott-Chamberlain,

he also was the representative of the Blachford Shoe Manu-
facturing Co., Toronto, in the Maritime provinces.

LIVELY "LIMERICKS" FOR THE SHOEMAN
Said a hard-working clerk to his boss,

Here's a method that won't mean much loss:

The key to the lock

For removing old stock

Is to clear out the junk "below cost."

"To-day," said a knight of the grip

"I've took fifty orders to ship

1 guess they're all right,

But the money's so tight"

—

Now his boss is regretting his "trip."

Said a storekeeper once to his wife,

"I've been dealing in shoes all my life,

But I've found out to-day

My methods don't pay.

So I'm giving high prices the knife."

Once a shoeman put on a big sale

To clean out old stock by the bale

;

But strange on the morrow
He found to his sorrow

A sheriff blew in with the gale.

LADY CUSTOMER THOUGHT SHE KNEW
An unusual experience in selling shoes is related by a

western clerk, who says:
—"A lady came into the store and

called for a certain kind of shoe. On looking I found that we
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No. 301

Noted
for their

Quality
and

Finish No. 2075

Kim-Felt Kozy

The Kim-Felt Kozy Slipper is the latest addition to our big and always attrac-

tive range of Felt Footwear.

Kim-Felt Kozy Slippers are easily the most comfortable type of house slippers

procurable. Their cushion soles contain over an inch of Kozy carded wool.

They are made in all sizes, in a wealth of different colors and designs, each of

which appeals to the fancy of some of your customers.

Sell Them Now for Christmas Gifts

The Kimmel Felt Co., Limited
FACTORY

BERLIN ONTARIO

Ames-
Holden-

McCready

Sole Selling Agents

No. 2015 No. 96
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Union Shoes for Union Men

The retailer who meets the demand of every

possible buyer in his town handles Union Stamp
footwear.

Dealers who do not carry Union Stamp shoes

are not soliciting their rightful share of the shoe

business of their city.

The Union man will have Union shoes for him
self and his family. He demands them and if he

cannot obtain them will turn elsewhere.

To you, Mr. Retailer, who advertise Union
Stamp shoes the tide of trade is turning.

You cannot afford to neglect the Union trade,

and even the man who does not buy Union shoes

merely because of Union principles recognizes the

high quality of Union Made footwear.

You have nothing to lose and all to gain by

carrying these shoes.

Let us send you to-day a list of manufacturers

who make shoes bearing the Union Label and add

a live selling asset to your business for the coming
year.

Remember, no matter what any manufacturer may say, no shoes

can be considered Union-Made unless they have the Union-Stamp

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN F. TOBIN CHAS. L. BAINE
General President Gen. Sec. Treasurer
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For Sale or Exchange
Boot and Shoe Repairing Outfit. One
Champion Shoe Repairing Outfit Com-
plete. Also enough Shoe Machinery,
Lasts, Dies and Patterns to start small
shoe factory. All in first-class order.

Bargain for cash or will exchange for

boots and shoes.
Apply

UNION BOOT & SHOE CO., Limited
Box 21, AMHERST, N.S

had only a pair in the house. She asked for 4 a D, and the

one that we had was a 5 B. I tried it on, she said that the

width was about right, but it was too short. I took it back
to the shelf and brought the same shoe back and tried it

on. She said that is better. I asked her if it cramped her

toes. She said: "No, the first pair did, but this one doesn't."

She asked me to send them out and she would send the money
back by boy. I took the shoes out of the box and wrapped
them and sent them to her house. She told the boy she would
take them if I had sent the shoes that she had looked at,

but refused those delivered and sent them back. I put them
in the box, the same pair, and sent them right back, and she

took them and sent the money." .

OVER 200 OPERATIONS ON EACH SHOE
"The making of a single pair of shoes to-day requires

the use of 163 machines and involves 210 operations," ex-

plained Major Charles T. Cahill, advertising manager of the

United Shoe Machinery Co. in an address before the Wash-
ington Shoe Retailers' Association. He traced the history

of the craft of St. Crispin from prehistoric times down to the

midnight -blue gypsy cuts and velvet Napoleons of the

present moment. Major Cahill explained the manifold

processes required in the making of the shoe nowadays, a

sketch of the rapid advancement in machinery for the manu-
facturing of shoes, and a discussion of the various types of

boots and shoes worn by the soldiers now fighting on Euro-

pean battlefields, formed the subject matter of the lecture.

"The history of the development of shoe manufacturing
machinery is full of romance and human interest. The won-
derful lasting machine, which performs what was thought
for a time could never be accomplished by mechanism, was
invented by a poor Portuguese youth who died before the

success of the product of his brain and genius had been recog-

nized. So poor was he that he was compelled to make the

model for his machine out of bits of cigar boxes and pieces

of barrel hoops that he found in the street. The name of

this young man was Jan Matzgeliger.

"Feeling confident that his machine would revolutionize

the shoe business, the young man organized a stock company
to finance the invention. Just before his death he left virtu-

ally all his stock to Massachusetts churches. The stock was
looked upon as worthless. But the success of the invention

has made it possible for three churches in Lynn to pay off their

mortgages by means of the stock presented to them by the

Portuguese youth. And the stock company formed by the

young man developed step by step into the United Shoe
Machinery Company of to-day.

"Another great figure in the development of shoe manu-
facturing machinery was Gordon McKay, who bought the

Blake machine and succeeded in perfecting it. Being unable

to place the machine on the market, McKay offered it to

manufacturers free of charge on condition that they pay him
small royalties on every pair of shoes turned out by it. This

was the beginning of the royalty system still maintained by
the United Shoe Machinery Company. This company has

aided in setting up in the shoe business many young men with

small capital, or no capital at all, through supplying machin-

ary on the royalty basis.

"The war is boosting the foreign trade in shoes wonder-

fully. Since the out break of the war more than 7,000,000

pairs of shoes have been exported' from the United States to

the belligerent nations. There now are orders on hand for

the furnishing of 2,000,000 pairs. If the war continues an-

other year more than 10,000,000 additional pairs will be

required. The average life of a shoe in the war zone is six

weeks."

Mr. Cahill explained that the shoe antedated all other

articles of clothing. He showed pictures of early forms of

sandals, of the long pointed shoes of the fifteenth century, of

the short shoes of the Elizabethan age, of the high boots

introduced into the Roman Empire during the invasion of

the barbaric Huns under Atilla, of the cavalier boot of the
seventeenth century, of the ladies' high-heeled shoes of the

sixteenth century when Louis XVI thrived, and of various

other types of footwear. He showed by this evolution that

styles travel in cycles, disappearing only to return in a new
generation. For instance, he explained that the side-laced

shoe, which was something of a fad last summer, was ex-

tensively worn by women from 1830 to 1880.

Mr. Cahill spoke in some detail of the ideal shoe evolved

by the army. He said that the length of a foot should be

measured in a straight line passing through the centre of

the big toe and the centre of the back of the heel, and that

this line, known as Meyer's line, should not be distorted by
the shoe. He said the army provides that shoes must be two
sizes larger than the measurement of the foot of the soldier

with the weight upon it.

Are you getting as much out of life as you are out of

business? It is just as criminal for a man to wreck his health

through overwork as it is through whiskey or drugs. When
you have learned to economize the capital of your nervous

system as frugally as you have that of your business, then,

and then only, may you be considered successful. Russell

Sage's over-indulgence in work cut twenty years from his

life. Were the millions he hoarded an equal exchange for

the twenty years he threw away? Sage—for all his wealth

—

was an unsuccessful man, for he did not know how to live.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 cents a word first insertion— 1 cent a word subsequent insertion. No
advertisement less than 50 cents per insertion accepted. Please remit

cash with order.

WANTED—by a responsible party—a good commercial line

to handle in the West, with headquarters in Edmonton
or Calgary, Alta. Reliable references. Box 10, Shoe
and Leather Journal.

SHOE TRAVELLER, Maritime Provinces, wishes to hear

from some manufacturer. Open for engagement First

of January. Good connection and references. Box 8,

Shoe and Leather Journal.

WANTED for Ontario, Quebec, or Western Canada a sales-

man to carry a small line of Children's and Misses' shoes

on commission. A good side line. Address Box 6,

Shoe and Leather Journal, Toronto.

SHOE SALESMAN WANTED—Active young man to

call on Wholesale Trade—one with knowledge of shoe

manufacturing business preferred. Reference required.

Apply Gale Brothers, Limited, 518 St. Valier street,

Quebec.
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JOBBERS-
FOR FALL 1916

AIRD'S will show a line that will

be of particular interest to you.
It will contain the very latest

models in all popular materials.

As usual, our prices will be right.

AIRD & SON (Registered)MONTREAL
Makers of MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' AND YOUTHS' McKAYS AND TURNS

The Most Economical Cutting, as it is Flawless and Uniform. The Best

Wearing. Made from the Finest Skins by the Most Skillful Workmen.

Davis Leather Co., Limited, Newmarket, Ont.
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22-FOOT GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT

MODEL N

THIS Outfit represents the highest development in shoe repairing machinery, and meets every
demand of modern shoe repairing. It embraces all the essential processes for making new shoes
from old ones, giving the maximum of equipment and efficiency in the minimum space. The

Outfit has the Goodyear Stitching Machine with all its improvements, including a new style steam
generator which uses gas or gasolene for generating the steam, and operates automatically, thereby
insuring a uniform heat for keeping the wax in proper condition and requiring little attention from the
operator. The Edge Trimming Machine has the new feature of the two shafts, being operated by a
single belt, and the cutter grinder is attached directly to the main shaft. This arrangement gives

better results with less power.

The Buffing and Scouring Machine has a shaft 57 inches long and carries the following equipment

:

2 Split Bottom Buffing Rolls 2 Flat X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels
2 "C" Shape X-Ray Heel Scouring Wheels 1 Heel Breast Scouring Wheel
1 Pin Wheel Pad Complete
A powerful Blower System removes the dust resulting from the trimming, buffing and scouring

operations, and is designed to overcome certain objectionable features of other blowers.

The Finishing Machine has a 78 inches shaft which has all the necessary equipment for black or

russet work:

2 Corrugated Rubber Shank Finishing Wheels 1 Corrugated Rubber Heel Finishing Wheel
1 Corrugated Rubber Bottom Firv^hing Roll 2 Shank and Bottom Brushes
2 Heel Brushes 1 Stitch Cleaning Brush
1 Levelling Roll 1 Bead and Wheel

At the end of the Outfit is the Oscillating Edge Setting Machine which is fitted wi:h union Irons
and in its motions duplicates hand workmen with quicker and better results.

Each of the machines is operated independently by a friction drive pulley, so that it is necessary
to use only those machines which the operator may require. This feature means a saving of power.

All the machines are firmly mounted on legs and driven by a countershaft with carefully adjusted
bearings, so that the Outfit runs with very little vibration, and is in every way most efficient.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON REQUEST.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY COMPANY
OF CANADA

MONTREAL - - QUE.
122 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO 492 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC
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LINEN THREADS
For All Kinds

of Manufactures COTTON THREADS
STANDARD QUALITY BEST VALUE

Twines—all kinds Hardash Silk Thread
aiso Boot and Shoe Laces JSSiJ^Sk.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited MONTREAL
TORONTO
QUEBEC

LUCIEN BORNE
SALES ROOM

491 ST. VALIER STREET QUEBEC

Manufacturer of

GLAZED KID
MONTREAL OFFICE

152 NOTRE DAME STREET W.

W.H.Staynes& Smith,
Leicester, Eng.

HIDE and LEATHER
FACTORS

CASH ADVANCED
ON CONSIGNMENTS

Cable "HIDES." Leicester.

and at Kettering, Northampton,

Bristol, and Norwich.

IVe Specialize on

GALLOON BINDINGS,
TASSELS AND TRIMMINGS

for Baby Shoes

Established

w

1900

Shoe Bows, Braids and Tapes—Direct from

our mill to you—save jobbers profits.

We carry full lines Cloth-Button Ornaments,

Shoe Laces, Quilted Satins, Ribbons.

Shultz-Goodwin Co. (Inc.)

Lincoln St., Boston, U.S.A. Everett

The Standard Product

MOHLENE "A"
Absolutely pure—guaranteed not to

contain an ounce of mineral or

vegetable oils—absolutely uniform

every day in the year.

Mohlene "A" adds the quality that

makes your leather a little better

than the rest.

If you are not using Mohlene "A,"

now is a good time to start.

Marden, Orth <&.

Hastings Co.
ESTABLISHED 1837

Oils, Greases, Tannins and Tanning Extracts

NEW YORK Office. 82 Wall St. 225 Purchase St.. BOSTON. U.S.

A

SAN FRANCISCO. Office and Warerooms. 340 CLAY ST.
CHICAGO. Branch Store. 1030 NO. BRANCH STREET
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The Shoe That Never Comes Back
It has the MATERIAL, the WORKMANSHIP, the FINISH and the FIT

THE
EVERYDAY

SHOE
A shoe that everybody can wear

with pride and satisfaction.

For Hard Work or for Ordinary use.

The Best All Round Seller on
the market.

Offices and Factory, Aurora, Ont.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR "EVERYDAY SHOES"

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
Aurora, Ontario

COLLIS CALF Leathers
IN COLORS AND BLACK

Made from

CAREFULLY
SELECTED SKINS

by the

MOST APPROVED
MODERN METHODS

Full value in every skin

Texture and Wear unsurpassed Offices and Works, Aurora, Ont.

Collis Leather Co., Limited
Aurora - Ontario - Canada
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When you buy

Columbia Fibre Counters

You buy more than just a Counter.

You buy counters made from the

finest board that has been produced.

You buy the experience of expert

counter makers—not only in the

actual making of the counter, but

also in fitting the counter to the

last.

Columbia Fibre Counters come so

good that grading is unnecessary.

It's Good Insurance!

Columbia Counter Co.
347-349 Congress Street

BOSTON MASS.

AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO—N. W. & A. L. Friedman, 717 Market St.

CINCINNATI—Geo. H. Mugavin Co. - - 717 Sycamore St.

AUSTRALIA—H. J. Herbert % Co., 9 Hamilton St., Sydney

CUBA—Pedro Gomez Cueto Co., Tenieuta Rey 19, Havana
and 127 Duane St., New York

ST. LOUIS—Patton-Korndoerfer Leather Co. - - 16th St.

PHILADELPHIA and NEW JERSEY—Granville S. Brotherton,

Burlington, N.J.

MONTREAL—G. J. Trudeau - - - 365 Ontario St., East

ENGLAND—Albert Pemberton $ Co., 17 Belvoir St., Leicester

BUENOS AIRES—American Representations Co.,

Tacquari, 1158

ITALY and SWITZERLAND—Victor De Sanctis % Co.,

Piazza Di Spagna, 60, Rome

THE

WM. A. MARSH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Fine Boots and Shoes

QUEBEC

Box Toes and Heels
OF ALL KINDS

WE GUARANTEE THEM
When you use our box toes and heels you
are insuring satisfaction in these depart-
ments. Write for samples and information.

J. E. DUPRE The SOLE PROPRIETOR

Montreal Box Toe & Heel Co.
ESTABLISHED 1904

F. G. CLARKE, President

C. E. CLARKE, Vice-President and Treasurer

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

i

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years

Clarke & Clarke, Limited
General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

City Office & Warehouse

63 Bay Street, Toronto

BRANCHES
137 McGill Street, Montreal

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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WE EXTEND TO ALL OUR PATRONS
OUR BEST WISHES

FOR A

Happy Christmas
AND A

Prosperous New Year

L. H. Packard & Co., Limited
Canada's Largest

Shoe Store Supply House

Established Over Half a Century

TAP SOLES
We carry a complete line, and stand back of every dozen.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO., LIMITED
BERLIN - - ONTARIO

DUCLOS & PAYAN
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Chrome Sides in black and colors, Box
Sides, Gun Metal and Dull Sides

MENNONITE GRAIN IN BLACK AND TAN
CHROME SOLE

" Our Fibre Counters are Guaranteed

to Outwear the Shoe " FACTORY AND OFFICE :

ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

STORE : 224 LEMOINE ST.

MONTREAL
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|

I

BARRIE TANNING COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

LIMITED

-STAPLE

FANCY
UJSETSIDES SPECIALTIES

I

BRIDLE
COLLAR
5 PLIT\S

v BOOKBINDERS | <c°

i

FACTORY
HEAD OFFICE BARRIE,ONT^IhJ

WAREHOUSE fi^vSALES ROOMS, 51 FRONT ST. EAST,TORONTO,
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Many Thanks!

to the shoe merchants of Canada for the liberal orders

placed this year for CLARK BROS'. Shoes.

We wish you a

filmy Cf)ri£tmasi anb

imppp Jieto f?ear

In expressing our appreciation for your patronage, and soliciting its

continuance, we wish to say that there will be no cessation of our
endeavors to supply the trade with the very newest styles in women's
fine McKay Shoes.

Our plant has been kept working to full capacity, and prospects for

the coming year are of the brightest character.

Clark Bros., Limited
St. Stephen, N.B.














